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C. The Intermediate Forms of the Verb as adverbial Deter-
minations.

The Infinitive.

The Infinitive, as the abstract expression of the activity, which
is denoted by its two forms in its becoming or in its completion,
appears especially as an adverbial determination of the sentence and
becomes a mean for abbreviating dependent sentences. It receives

its more particularly determined sphere of time through
the verb of the predicate or from the context generally. It is

likewise, with reference to its subject, dependent upon other

parts of the sentence, because its verbal nature is adapted to bring
to remembrance the reference to a subject. It therefore essentially

appears in the condition of grammatical dependence, and although,
from its abstract nature, it may appear as a genuine substantive,
therefore may itself become the subject of the sentence, it does not
even then disdain the particle to, which also renders it externally

recognisable as a subordinate member of the sentence.

The pure Infinitive.

The infinitive stands either with or without an accompanying
particle. In the former case we call it the pure infinitive. Its use
has been, in the course of time, limited to narrower bounds, yet it is

still sometimes met with in Modern-English, where its combination
with the particle to has long become familiar.

1. The pure infinitive sometimes becomes the subject of the
sentence.

Have is have (Siuicsp., John 1, 1.). Mother what does marry
mean? (Loxor. I. 132.) In these cases the infinitive is to be con-

ceived in its whole abstract or material value; in others it

leans, with a more particular reference to the activity of a subject
and its further reference, on impersonal sentences with or

without the neutral subject ?V,
and appears as the logical or even

grammatical subject of the sentence. WilVt please you, pass along?
(StiAKSP., Rich. III. 3, 1.) WilVt please you, hear me? (Ant. a.

Cleop. 2, 5.) W-itft please your highness walk* (Lear 4, 7.) May
Mittzner, engl. Or. II. 2. j
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it please your highness sit? (Macb. 3, 4.) When him list the raskall

routes appall (SPENSER, F. Qu. 1, 7, 25.). Me lists not tell what
words were made (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 5, 25.). Him booteth not resist

(SPENSER, F. Qu. 1, 3, 20.). Of him I gather'd honour; Which
he, to seek of me again, perforce, Behoves me keep at utterance

(SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, L). The last instances may also be referred

here, although list and behove originally required a genitive, whose

place the infinitive might take. The infinitive has for a long time
not been felt with the meaning of a dependent case. Moreover, the

pure infinitive sometimes occurs with impersonal sentences with a

predicative adjective, as good, better, best, which often appears ellip-

tically: 'Tis best put finger in the eye (SHAKSP., Taming 1, 1.).

It were best not call (Cymb. 3, 6.). It were best not know myself
(Macb. 1, 2.). As good dissemble that thou never mean'st, As first

mean truth and then dissemble it (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 2.).

Better be with the dead, Whom we, to gain our place, have sent

to peace (SHAKSP., Macb. 3, 2.). Better end here unborn (MiLT.,
P. L. 11, 502.). Better dwell in the midst of alarms Than reign
in this horrible place (Co\vp. p. 336 ). Best stand upon our guard
(SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). Best draw my sword (Cymb. 3, 6.). Truth's

in a well best leave that well alone (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks

2.). It seems inappropriate to regard these elliptical sentences

as abbreviations of personal sentences, which occur with a

similar predicative determination and the pure infinitive: Thou
wert better gall the devil (SHAKSP., John 4, 3.). 1 were best leave

him, for he will not hear (I Henry VI. 5, 3.). Madam, you're best

consider (Cymb. 3, 2.). We were best look that your devil can
answer the stealing of this same cup (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust 3, 3.).

As little may we see therein abbreviations of personal sentences

with the verb have. See further on have.

In all cases cited the infinitive with to is appropriate to the modern
mode; in former times the pure infinitive frequently appears. Old-Engl.:
As him lust devyse (CHACC., C. T. 1792.). Me list not pley for age (3865.).
Me lest yit ful wel slepe And pleie tweies and ones (SEUYN SAGES 1632.).

Hens behufys the hy (TOWN. M. p. 135.). For thi behofes us fie and flytt

(p. 136.). It 'is beter let hym in stylle, Than hereinne that he yow spille

(RICH. 0. DE L. 4137.) It is better hold that I have Then go from doore

to doore and crave (Town. M. p. 11.). Bettyr is on huntynge goode-(lpou.
1244.). Yete me is best take mi chaunce, And sle me (mi?) childe, and do

penaunce (LAY LE FREISE 107.). Betere hem tvere han y-be barouns (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 212.). Wraththen the . . Were me loth (Anecd. p. 3.). Ah
me were levere with lawe lease my lyf, Then so to fote hem falle (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 158.). Lerne the bylefe Levest me were (P. PLOCGHM. p. 452.).

Halfsax.: pan kinge luste slepe (L.^AM. III. 214.) Himm lisste pa Wei etenn

off an appell (ORM. 8119). Himm birrp mi forrpwarrd waxenn (18468.).

Anglosax.: Me gepuhte vritan pe (Luc. 1, 3.). pus unc yedafenaS ealle

rihtvisnisse gefyllan (MATH. 3, 15.). pe gebyrede gevistfull jan and gebliss-

jan (Lcc. 15, 32.). jElcne para pe pas hoc redan lyste (BoETii., Prooem.).
Him ridan lyste (34, 7.). Gif his pe geman lyst (^ELFR. METRA 31, 1.

Grein.). Leo/re ys us beon besvungeu for lare panne hit ne cunnan (THORPE,
Anal. p. 101.). Eallum us leofre ys vicjan mid pan yrfflinge ponne mid

pe (p. 113.). Qebeorhlicre [ys] me faran to ea mid scype miiium,^ panne
faran mid manegum scypum on huntunge hranes (p. 107.). Plythltc ping
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hit ys gefdii hval (ib.). Moreover the pure interchanges from early times

with the prepositional infinitive. Old-Engl.: Now liste me to lerne etc. (DEPOS.
OF EICH. II. p. 8.). Us list to speke of no playe (!POM. 1696.). It be-

hovethe men to bere vitaille with hem (MAUNDEV. p. 58.). This behovyth
me noght, With myn hondis to baptyze the (Cov. MYST. p. 201.). Loth
him was that dede to don, And wele lother his liif forgon (AMIS A. AMIL.

646.). Halfsax. : All swa bihofepp . . pe manuess Sune onn erpe, To wurr-

penn hofenn upp (ORM. 16706.). La& him wes to leosen leouen his leoden

(LA;AM. II. 556.). Leouere heom his to libben bi pan wode-roten al swa pat
wilde swin (I. 20. cf. I. 248. III. 161.). Even Anglosaxon uses the infi-

nitive with to : EdSere ys olfende to farenne purh naedle pyrel, ponne se

rica and se velega on Godes rice ga (MARC. 10, 25.). See Prepos. In-
finitive.
The above mentioned personal sentences with a predicative complement

are also met with in Old-Engl., employed in such wise as to represent the

impersonal: That gadlyng were as good Have grevyd me nought (Town.
M. p. 130.). Who so says hym agane Were better be slane (p 85.). I am
lever etc; What is drynk with oute mete? (p. 89.). The infinitive with to

also occurs, as in Modern-English: / am nought leef to gabbe (CHACC., C.

T. 3510.). Thou wer fayrer to be a pylgryme (RICH. C. DE L. 1715.). He
were better his dethe to take (Tows. M. p. 187.). To do what 1 am best

(p. 70.). Comp. Modern-Engl. : You were best to go to bed (SHAKSP., II

Henry VI. 5, 1. cf. Merch. of Ven. 2, 8.). Francis hastily endeavoured to

recall what he were best to say (Scoxx). A dependent sentence stands in-

stead
jof the infinitive in Old-Engl. : / were lever than alle wardly wyn,

That 1 had fon hym onys onkynde (Tows. M. p. 40.). Nay yit were I leyf-

fer my \child were dede (p. 37 ). In manuscripts the personal sentence

sometimes interchanges with the impersonal: A man were better dwell in

desert (CHACC., C. T. p. 109. I. Tyrwh.), and: It were better to a man to

dwelle in desert (p. 153. II. Wright). The transformation seems partly

produced by analogies like / am loth beside me is loth, I list beside me list,

1 place beside me pleaseth, and the like, when the infinitive remained stand-

ing; partly a more particular reference to the adjective may have been given
to the infinitive, such as may belong to the prepositional infinitive. Comp.
Anglosax : His hyldo is unc betere to gevinnanne ponne his viftermedo

(CAEDM. 656.). See Prepos. Infinitive.

2. As a .predicative determination the pure infinitive is unusual.

Comp. II. 1. p. 39.

3. In the adverbial relation the pure infinitive meets us, partly
still alone justified, partly to be met with beside the prepositional.

a. We primarily consider the infinitive with transitive verbs, to

which we also refer the so-called auxiliary and modal verbs.

will, shall, may, must, can, which are to be regarded as de-

pendent verbs of the predicate, needing a more particular, con-

crete determination through a predicate, have preserved the pure
infinitive from the most ancient times.

Will you never love any one but me? (DICKENS, Pickw. 2,

20.) Shall I order a private room? (2, 19.) May his turf lie

lightly on him (THACKERAY, Engl. Humourists 4.). I might have

been inclined, myself, to regard a coffin -nail as the deadest piece
of ironmongery in the trade (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). First

and foremost, you . must know, that I am descended from the

great, O'Brien Borru (MARRYAT, Pet. Simple 1, 12.). If they
can also find a color for connecting this violence with the inte-

1*
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rests of civil government, they can no longer be restrained from

giving uncontrolled scope to vengeance and resentment (HuME,
H. of E. 37.).

This is common to all periods of the tongue, as to the Anglosaxon: Ic

ville faran (A.-S. HOMIL. II. 372.). And volde hine fordon (DEI TER. 9,

20.). Nu ic cover sceal frum-cyn vitan (BEOV 508.). Ac vite gehva pat
se ne mag nan fyr of heofenum dsendan, se pe on heofenum silf cwman
ne mot (Joe in Ettm. 5, 1.). Man ne cufton don ne dreogan (.CAEDM.

189.).

The form willing does not partake of this construetion: She is very

willing to bid you farewell (SHAKSP., Twelfth Night '2, 3.). Perhaps Sa-

muel Johnson, who spoke slightingly of Prior's verses, enjoyed them more
than he was willing to own (THACKERAY, Engl. Humourists 4). Willing
is attached to the construction of adjectives, as unwilling. These clinging
to his cloak unwilling to be last (ROGKRS, Hum. Life:). The older weak
verb wilnen frequently has to. Old-Engl.: And wilned eft to slepe (P.

PLOCGHM, p. 369.). Halfsax. : Ich wilnie a mine ponke to walden al Rome
(LAJAM. II. 632 ). In Anglosaxon the infinitive stands with and without

to. Gif hva gevilniged (sic) to gevitane hu gedon man he vas (SAX. CHR.

1087.) and He rilnode hine geseon (Luc. 23, 8.). But in Old-English we
sometimes meet, in the above named verbs, to with the infinitive. And
wiliest of briddes . . to knowe Why some be a-lough (P. PLOUGHM. p. 241.),

where however the weak verbal form is to be observed: To do youre
biding ay we wille (Town. M. p. 38.). To say the best for sothe I shalk

(p. 266.). My sovereyne, that suget I shulde to be (Depos. OF RICH. II.

p. 4.). My ded to se then myght he not (TOWN. M. p. 329.) In Shaks-

peare in the passage: heaven! that one might read the book of fate,

And see the revolution of the times make mountains level . .; and other

times, to see The beachy girdle of the ocean Too wide for Neptune's hips

(II Henry IV. 3, 1.) the remoteness of the last infinitive explains the si-

milar phenomenon. In Anglosaxon to is also sometimes found with

cunnan, to be able, know: Randviggendra rim ne cunnon . . to gesec-

genne softum vordum (CAEDM. 3863.). The Old-Engl. mon, mun, inoun,
as well as thar, have the pure infinitive. See Vol I. 323. Comp. Half-

sax. : pu wast wel patt ne mune itt nohht Ben inakedd purrh patt kinde

(ORM. 14356.). Anglosax.: Ne pearf he pat gyldan (LcGG. ^ELFRED. 28.).

dare, audere, has, besides the pure, also the prepositional in-

finitive.

I dare swear he is no hypocrite (SHAKSP., Much Ado^l, !.)

And, when his work is done, he dares not sleep (ROGERS, It. Ban-

ditti.). They dare not attempt such cruelty (SfOTT, Ivanh. 24.).
Darest thou appeal to it? (ib.) If the matter were good . . I

durst swear it were his (SHAKSP., Lear J, 2.). Other creature

here, Beast, bird, insect, or worm durst enter none (MiLT ,
P. L.

4, 703.). No sycophant or slave, that dar'd oppose Her sacred

cause, but trembl'd when he rose (CowPER p. 10.). Mr. Knapps,
who dared not punish me, while the Domine was present (MAR-
RYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 3.). I dared not trust my own lady love

(OXENFORD, Twice Killed 1, ].). Thou, that hast wasted Earth,
and dar'd despise Alike the wrath and mercy of the skies, Thy
pomp is in the grave (Cowp. p. 98.). The construction with the

pure infinitive is, as we see, also transferred to the forms which
have subsequently come in: I dared, have dared. On the other

hand the prepositional infinitive is combined with all verbal forms
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of dare, except with durst: Ne dare to weepe (SPENSER, F. Qu.

I, 3, 20.). You most not dare, for shame, to talk of mercy
(SHAKSP., Henry V. 2, 2.). Ask him, why . . In their so sacred

paths he dares to tread (Merry W. 4, 4.). Death's gall'ry ! (might
I dare to call it so.) (YorNG, N. Th. 6, 333.) But when at last

I dared to speak . . your lips moved not (TENNYS. p. 90.). Why
have they dar'd to march So many miles? (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2,

3.) And what I once durst do, have dar'd to justify (RowE, Fair

Penit. 2, 2.). No living wight . . Had dared to cross the thresh-

old stone (ScoxT, L. Minstr. 1, 1.).
In general the use of the

pure infinitive predominates.
The ancient language joins the pure infinitive to dare. Old-Engl. : Mid

wuche bodi dar y come in pi sijt ene ? (R. OF GL. I. 35.) Y ne dar pe

yse (ib.). Ther the poore dar plede (P. PLOCGIIM. p. 280.). We dar not

wel loke (p. 10.). Yonge children dorste pleyne (p. 253.). They dorste

not loke ou oure Lord (p. 393.). Non ther durst abyde hys dent (Ricn.
C. DE L. 6098.) and so forth. Halfsax.: pat pu derst of Rome wi&suggen
a>i dome (LA}AM. II, 619.). Wha hit pe durre neden (ib .). purrh whatt

te}J himm Ne durrstenn nohht wippstanndenn (ORM. 16170.). Anglosax. :

Gif pu furfur dearst to pam anhagan aldre geneffan (ANDR. 1350.). Ic

his bidan ne dear (Coo. EXON. 397, 6.). Ne dear^ic
ham faran (GEN.

4-1
,
34 ). Selfa ne dorste under yfla gevin aldre gene&an, drihtscipe dreo-

yan (Bsov. 2941.X

need, from the Anglosax. nedan, compellere, cogere (see Vol.

II. 1. p. 172.) mostly takes the pure infinitive, which is related

to the verb like a case of the object.
What need we fear, who knows it? (SHAKSP., Macb. 5, 1.) You

need but plead your honorable privilege (All's Well 4, 5.). His
death is all 1 need relate (BYR., Bride 2, 13.). Her kindness and
her worth to spy, You need but gaze on Ellen's eye (Scorr,

Lady of the L. 1, 19.). need I tell that passion's name? (ib.)

Thou need'st not do that (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust 2, 4.). I need

not add more fuel to your fire (SHAKSP., John 5, 4.). Valour

need never pray to Fortune (Bui>w., Rienzi 2, 4.). Thou needst

say no more (Scorx, Ivanh. 24.). Alongside thereof we also

meet with the prepositional infinitive in affirmative and negative
sentences: I was as virtuously given as a gentleman need to be

(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 3.). I need not to repent (Rich. II. 3,

4.). You need not to have pricked me (II. Henry IV. 3, 2.).

Vice is a monster of so frightful mien, As, to be hated, needs

but to be seen (POPE, Essay on M, 2, 217.).

The construction of need with the pure infinitive has not obtained a

wider extension till modern times; it is rare in Old-English. Old-Engl.:
What nede ye be abast? (Tows. M. p. 143.) along with: Whan the mynystres
of that chirche neden to maken any reparacyoun (MAUNDEV. p. 174.). Ye
nede not to fie (TowN. M. p. 149.) The verb, formerly frequently imper-
sonal, has likewise mostly the infinitive with to; Now needeth him no

longer labour spend (SPKNSKR, F. Qu. 1, 1, 26.). Old-Engl.: Thou art so

\vys, it nedeth nat the teche (CuAcc., C. T. 3599.). Which medith not

to reherse (6890.). Nedith no more for him to gon ne ryde (9489.). What
nedys the to bralle? (Tow.N. M. p. 150.). What nedith it to fere you
(Cov. MYST. p. 388.), where we may regard the infinitive as the logical

subject. In Halfsaxon and Anglosaxon this use of neden is unknown.
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ought, belonging to owe, Anglosax. again, habere, which, with

postponement of its temporal meaning, remains faithful to its

notion in denoting an obligation or a necessity, is met with
here and there in Modern-English accompanied by the pure in-

finitive, although the infinitive with to originally belongs to it.

To conceal, and not divulge His secrets to be scann'd by them,
who ought Rather admire (MiLT., P. L. 8, 73.). If he break the

peace he ought to enter into a quarrel with fear and trembling

(SHAKSP., Much Ado 2, 3.). Men's hearts ought not to be set

against one another (CARLYLK, Past a. Pres. 1, 3.).

The ancient tongue not rarely uses the pure infinitive. OkUEngl.:
Wip here bodies, pat ajte be so free (R. OF GL. I. 12.). This auhte make
men aferd (WRIGHT^ Polit. S. p. 341.). For him we ahte oure honden

wrynge (p. 246). I oughte ben hyere than she (P. PLOUGHM. p. 29.).

Glader ought his freend ben of his deth (CHACC., C. T. 3053.). Wei ought
I of such murmur taken heede (8511). We oughten require it with gret
contricioun (ib. p. Ifi4. II.). Men ovghten eschewe to cursen here oughne
children (p 198. II.). Even in Halfsaxon we meet with the corresponding
ajen in the present, and preterite also, with the infinitive without to : Swa
PH ajest Hengest don (!/A}AM. II. 276.). Comp.: So pou salt Hengest don

(ib modern text). For seuere me cehte wisne mon wuriTliche igreten

(II. 518.). Alongside thereof there certainly stands the prepositional infinitive.

Old-Engl.: Wei oughte we to do al oure entente (CHAUC., C. T. 11934.) also

with the present. To luf me welle thou awe (Tows. M. p. 24.). Ye ow not
to be denyed (p. 38.). Joseph, wole je . . here honour and kepe, as je

howe to do? (Cov. MYST. p. 99.) Halfsax.: Euer ulc god mon ah his

lauerdes heste to don (LAJAM. I. 101.), as in Anglosax.: Micel is and
maere bat sacerd ah to ddnne (LEGO. CNUT. I. A. 4.). And saede pat he

hit nahte to dimne (SAX. CHR. ]070.). That ought is also used imper-

sonally in Old-English is observed Vol. II. 1. p. 192.

gin (begin) Anglosax. gin-nan, mostly met with in compounds,
sometimes stands in poets with the pure infinitive, whereas
the infinitive with to is in general given to it.

And gan tell Their bootelesse paines (SPENSER, F. Qu. 1, 2.

1.). Then gan she wail (1, 2, 7. and very frequently). And
Phoebus 'gins arise (SHAKSP., Cymb. 2, 3.). The ladies first

'Gan murmur, as became the softer sea (Cowp. p 164.). And
forms upon its breast the earl 'gan spy, Cloudy and indistinct

(SCOTT, L. Minstr. 6, 18.).

In Old-English with the simple verb gin the pure infinitive is very
common: Heo gonne arere walles (R. OF GL. I. 18). Is honden gon he

wrynge (WRIGHT, Polit S. p. 193 ). Thanne gan bleiken here ble (p 341.).

To the palcis they gonne ride (Aus. 1081. cf. 1103. 4229.) Thanne gan
I meten A marveillous svevene (P. PLOUGHM. p. 2. cf. p. 158. 262. 352.

374.). Halfsax.: Aduii heo gunuen lihten (LAJAM. III. 46.).
The older language also uses can, con, like gan, gon, to periphrase the

simple verbal notion: When the lady can awake, A dylfulle gronyng can
sche make (M, S. in Halliw. v.). In a forest can they passe, Of Brasille,

saith the boke, it was (TOBREXT 1452.). The marchand aftyr in a whyle
grete sekenes can hym take, Then sende he for Wyllyam (HALLIW., Nugae
Poet. p. 35.), That the commun of Bruges ful sore con a-rewe (WRIGHT,
Polit S. p. 188.). Moni mon of Engelond For to se Symond thideward
con lepe (p. 221.). Jent al this world is nome con springe (p. 246.), also:

How evele hem con spede (p. 213 ). Him con reire sore Al is wilde lore,
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For elde him dude so wo (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 119.). Yet
the assumption of a corruption of gem, gon into can. con is inadmissible,

especially since both forms appear alongside of each other in the same
authors

Compounds of ginnen are moreover also construed with the pure infi-

nitive. Old-Engl. : The mone bi-gynneth bi este a-rise (WRIGHT, Pop. Tr.

p. i:i4.). This seely carpenter bygynneth tjuaJce (CHAUC., C. T. 3614.).

Ffast from land row they began (TORRENT 1461.). This is frequently the

case in Anglosax. : He ongan bodjan and vidmcersjan pa spriice (MARC. 1,

45.)- pa ongan se Haelend secgan (MATH. 11, 7.J. pa ongan he hyspan
pa burga (1 I, 20.). AgynS bedtan his efenpeovas (24, 49.). This is

especially the case with onginnan. (Comp. GAKOM. 30. 1350. II. 646.

BEOV. 439. and often, MARC. 2, 24. 4, 1) The simple verb and the com-

pounds early appear with the prepositional infinitive. Old-Ens*!.: Fome
hit gynneth to nyme (WRIGHT, Pop. Tr. p. 139.). Over the table gan to

schippe (ALIS. 1108.). He bigan to schake ys axe (R. OF GL. I. 25.).

Dame Sirith bigon to go (WRIGHT, Anecd p. 9.). The word bygon to

springe (Polit. S. p. 193.). God . . that of thi godnesse Bi-gonne the

world to make (P. PLOUGHM. p. 106.). Halfsax.: Brien gon' to farene
(LAJAM. III. 234.). Sou summ he pe^m bigann offGodd To spellenn annd
to fvllhtnenn (ORM. 771. cf 1917. and often). Anglosax.: Adrianus se

Casere agan to rixjenne (SAX. CHR. 116.). pa began he to modigenne
(A -S. HOMIL. I. 10.). And begunnon pa to vyrcenne (I. 22.) In Goth.

duginnan takes the pure infinitive: Dugann lesus qipan (MATH. 11, 7.).

have takes in many relations the pure infinitive.

a. This happens if lave is accompanied by good, better, best, lief

(lieve), rather, and has a notion of an activity as an objective
determination. Good, better, best denote the neuter nature of

these latter as such, whereas lief and rather express the nature
of them, as it is for the subject of the sentence according to

his view. Have, in combination with the former, goes to what
is good for the subject of the sentence, with the latter to what
is agreable to it.

Then you had as good make a point of first giving away
yourself (GOLDSM., G, Nat. M. 2.). You had better leave your
folly (MAKLOWE, Doct. Faust. 2, 4.). You had better go home
now, and pack up what you have got to pack (DicKEN's, N.

Nickleby 1, 4.). I think Captain Channel had better hasten
home (DouGL. JERROLD, Prisoner of W. 1, 1.). You had better

come up yourself (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 18.). They
threaten you daily: you had best have an eye upon him (SOU-
THERN, Oroon. 3, 1.). We had best return towards the boat

(BiLW., Rienzi 1, 1.). I had as lief be none as one (SiiAKSP.,
Rich. II. 5, 2.). I had ax lief hare heard the night raven

(Much Ado 2, 3.). I had just as lieve be shot in an awkward
posture as a genteel one (SfiERro., Riv. 5, 2.), 1 had rather

die than see her thus (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 2.). I had
rather not be so noble as I am (SnAKSi*., Cymb. 2, 1.). But
now I see that most through sloth had rather serve (MiLT., P.

L. 6, 165.). I had much rather be myself the slave, And wear
the bonds, than fasten them on him (Cowp. p. 185.). In all

these cases the preterite only stands in a conditional relation,
and in sentences aiming at a comparison. Shakspeare prefers
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were to had in the first named cases. See above p. 2. With
sentences with rather a dependent sentence also stands instead

of the infinitive: Had you rather Ccesar were living, and die

all slaves, than that Ccesar were dead etc. (SHAKSP., Jul. Cses.

3, 2.) or an infinitive with an independent subject. Rather

had I a Jew be hated thus Than pitied in a Christian poverty
(MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 1.). The idea that had is corrupted
from would, needs no confutation.

In order to explain the verb have in these combinations, compare
the Latin habeo and mihi est. Good, lief are to be regarded as neuter

adjectives; yet the grammatical relation does not seem to have been
so conceived that the adverbial rather was put in the place of lever.

The forms of sentences cited might lean upon the construction of have
with the last named adjective, in which Romance forms may have

co-operated. Old-Engl : Fare lever he hadde wende, And bidde ys mete

(R. OF GL. I. 34.). Thei hadden lever sytten in the erthe (MAUNDEV.
p. 29.). And saide they hadden, sikirliche, Leovere steorve apert cliche,
Than thole soche wo and sorwe (ALIS. 1233.). 1 had lever be dede

or she had any dyseasse (Town. M. p. 111.). Serteynly }itt had 1

levyr fforsake the countre for evyr, And nevyr come in here company
(Cov. MYST. p. 120.) Besides the pure, the prepositional infinitive is

also met with: Hadden lever to gon by londe (MACXDEV. p. 126.). He
hadde lever to ben anhong, Than to be forsworn (Awis A. AMIL. 920.).
1 had levyr on a day to fyght Than alle my fathyrys lond (TORRENT
320.). The transfer of the construction to better seems more modern.
Better he had to have be away (TOKRENT 1 86 ). The impersonal
sentence, is remarkable: Better it hadde hym for to a (= have) be

Bothe unborn and unbegete (Cov. MYST. p. 274.), where hadde might
be directly interchanged with were, as in: Betere hem were at home
in huere londe, Then for to seche Flemmysche by the see stronde

(WRIGHT, Polit. S p. 188.). Comp. Old-Fr. : Que miex li venroit le

lessier (Old-Fr. Lays p. 78.). The expressions lieb haben, lieber haben

are familiar -to Middle-Highdutch, as to the Old-French avoir cher,
which we also find construed with the infinitive: Pleuve et nif aussi

kier ai Con chans doisiaus a oir (Old-Fr. Lays p. 42.). Anglosaxon
offers no support for this construction.

J3. Further, have stands with an accusative (commonly of the

person) and the pure infinitive, if have imports as much as

to have in the reach of one's perception or experience.
I must not have you question me (SHAKSP., I. Henry IV. 2,

3.). You snatch some hence for little faults that's love, To
hace them fall no more (Cymb. 5, 1.). I come to have thee

walk (BF.N JONS., Poetast. 1, 1.). I'd be loath to have you
break An ancient custom for a freak (BurL,. Hud. 2, 1, 789.).
We often had the traveller or stranger visit us to taste our

gooseberry wine (GOLDSM., Vic. ].). I shall have some virtuous

religious man or other set all my partridges at liberty (FiELD.,
T. Jon. 4, 4.). I hate to have thee climb that wall by night

(LoNGF. 1. 135.). I'll have these players Play something like

the murther of my father (SHAKSP., Haml. 2, 2.). What!
would you have me plead for Gaveston? (MARLOWE, Edw. II.

1, 4.) What would you have me do? (SHAKSP, Rich. II. 2,

3.) Would you have him Find her in this condition? (CoLER.,
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\\allenst. 1, :!.)
/ waiJd not hare thee wed a boy (B\'R., Bride

1, 7.). Would you have me, indeed, annihilate the very me-

mory of the bond between us? (BuLw., Caxtons 15, 1 ).

The infinitive with to is, however, also found here: Do but

speak what thou'lt have me to do (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust. 2,

4.). As for the Rosy-cross philosophers, whom you will have
to be but sorcerers (Brii,., Hud. 2, 3, 651.). Your betters

every inch of you, / would have you to know, would be glad
to use me (Sot THEKN, Oroon. 1, 2.). / would fain have the

Friar to help me to deal with him (ScoTT, Ivauh. 32.).

We seldom meet with this manner of expression in the more an-

cient language, and more rarely with the pure infinitive. Old-Engl.:
Chese now . . To have me foul . . And be to yow a treve humble

wyf. And never yow displease in al my lyf (CHACC , C. T. 6801.),
often with the prepositional: Cride upward to Crist And to his clene

moder To have grace to go with hem (P. PLOIGHM. p. 108.). I had
lever to have that knyght , . To be here at his bane (TORRENT 1479.).
Have seems, in the meaning denoted, to have been assimilated to

verbs of perception.

bid, in which the Anglosaxon beodan, jubere and biddan, orare,

petere, mingle, which are both represented by biddan even in

Halfsaxon, has almost exclusively preserved the pure infinitive.

Verbs related in sense, as beg, entreat, pray, persuade, command,
charge, force and some others, are still occasionally treated like

this verb in Modern-English.
/'id the captains look to't (SiiAKSP., Cymb. 4, 2.). All the

congregation bade stone them with stones (NiMB. 14, 10.). And
bade them in Artornish fort In confidence remain (ScoiT, Lord
of the Isl. :-, 7.). The Saxon bade God speed him (Ivanh. 32.).
I will bid thee look around thee (42.). They . . squeeze my
hand, and beg me come to-morrow (Yoi'NG, N. Th. 4, 62.). And
so let me entreat you leave the house (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2,

4.). And pray them take their pleasures (Henry VIII. 1, 4.).

My question, which I pray you listen to (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 1.).

Let me persuade you take a better course (SHAKSP., I Henry VI.

4, I.). They willed me say so (Henry VIII. 3, 1.). Command
the citizens make bonfires (I Henry VI. 1, 6.). Command our

present numbers Be mustered (Cymb. 4, 2.). Command the grave
restore her taken prey? (YoiNG, N. Th. 7, 916.) Come, I charge

you both go with me (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 5, 4.). And fore'd
them part (Bi TL., Hud. 1, 3, 5GO.). T'arrest the fleeting images
And force them sit, till he has pencill'd off a faithful likeness

of the forms he views (Cowp. p. 192.). Forbid, opposed to

I'll, i- still found used with the pure infinitive in Modern-

English. The treason that my haste forbids me show (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 5, 3.).

Bid is sometimes construed in modern times with the prepo-
sitional infinitive: That which I would discover, The law of friend-

ship bids me to conceal (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 3, 1.). To bid

me not to lore is to forbid my pulse to move (Bi TL
,
Hud. 2,

1, 343.). He bade the chiefs to lead by turns (MA< i HERSON,
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Cath-Loda II.) and often. With the rest of the verbs cited the
omission of the particle to is unusual.

In Old-English bidden, haten, reden, prayen, and other verbs related in

sense, are often connected with the pure infinitive: When he baud Crist

seye that the stonys were maad breed (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I.

41.). He bad hire make hardy chere (ALIS. 470.). Bidde hem go swynke
(F. PLOUGHM. p. 130.). Hende speche heet Pees Open the yates (p. 445.).
God hymself hoteth Thee be buxom at his biddynge (p. 59.). He heote

heom charge seone someris (Aus. 827.). I hote hym go out off this

boost (RICH. C. DK L. 3245.). For then radde a frend me go To the mi
sereve telle (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 7.). I pray you stynte (SiR CLEGES 129.).

Campanus prayd him stand stille (!POM. 2063.). He preide the pope Have
pite on holy chirche (P. PLOUOIIM. p. 80.). And preide hire pitously

Preye for my sinnes (p. 19.), likewise in Halfsax.: bidden, haten, clepen
and others. Annd badd himm ben full milde (OnM. 2487.). He bad hine
senden him alle his dohtren (LAJAM. I. 115.). He hcehte heom forff viht

beon al war (III. 20.). And hehte hine sone comen to him (II. 524^.).
In

Anglosaxon the pure infinitive stands with biddftn, beodan, beheodan, ha-

tan also forbeodan. Bad him engla veard aeopenigean uncuffe vyrd
(ELENE 1101.). And bad hine/ara/i into Cent (SAX. CHR. 1051.). Cyninges
vorde beodan Abrahame mid his eaforum tvsem of eorfrscrafe aerest frem-
man (ANDR. 778.). On dag behead God his mildheortnesse cuman to me
(Ps. 41, 9.). pu pe bebude haelo cuman to Jacobes cynne (43, 6.). pat
he Johannes behead heafde bihedvan (Coo. EXON. 2GO, 7.). Him on mod
be-arn pat [he] heal-reced hatan volde . men gevyrcean (BBOV. 135.).

He het fealdan pat segl (BOETH. 41, 3.). Heton heom sendan mare ful-

tum (SAX. CHR. 449.). pa het he hig faran (MATH. 8, 18.). Nelle ge

hig forbeodan cuman to me (MATH. 19, 14.).

The infinitive with to also early came in with verbs of this class. Old-

Engl. : And bad Gile to gyven Gold (P. PLOUGHM. p. 36.). Fraunceys
bad his brethern Bar-fot to wenden (p. 468.). Syr Foulk bad hym forth

to gone (Ricn. C. DE L. 406.). Envye . . heet freres to go to scole And
lerne logyk (P. PLOUGHM. p. 441.) He hette . . His men to asaile that

cite (Aus. 1(501 ). Som men radde Reson tho To have ruthe on that

shrewe (P. PLOUGHM. p. 71.). And redde hem alle to knele (p. 106.).

And preide Hunger to wende Hoom (p. 1 29.) and others. In Halfsaxon

the infinitive with to is commonly found with forbeoden. Till Herode
. . He pejjm forrbced to turrnenn (ORM. 6498. cf 10209. 12021.) For-
bed heom to berne wapmen [leg. wapnen] (LAJAM. II. 590.)-

do, Anglosax. don is, as a periphrastic or auxiliary verb, only
combined with the pure infinitive.

Do you not hear me speak? (SHAKSP., Temp. "2, 1.) All human

things do require to have an Ideal in them (CARLTLE, Past a.

Pres. 3, 10.).

For this employment of do see Vol. II. 1. p. 58. Its older use in the

meaning of make with the infinitive is touched upon at the same place,
and will also be considered with the following verb. A peculiar peri-

phrasis is offered in Old-English by the combination of do with let in

Old-Engl. : Let hit don synke Ther hit up swal (WRIGHT A. HALLNV., Rel.

Ant. I. 112.). He let don sle hem (CHAUC., C. T 7620.). He leet the

fest of his nativite Don cryen (10359) and Do lete this chalys go fro

me (MAUNDFA-. p. 95.). Solitary instances of this periphrasis really occur

in Anglosaxon, as: Sva dotf nu pa peostro pinre gedrefednesse viiSstan-

<fan mmum leohtum larum (Bor.TH. 6.1. We are indebted for this know-
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ledge to Greins Vocabulary Vol. I. p. 201. By that complete our ob-

servation Vol. II. 1. p. 58.

make, Anglosax. macjan, which has taken the place of do, and
to which verbs of cognate meaning, like cause, now rarely at-

tach themselves, chiefly take the pure infinitive to the object
of the verb.

I'll make him find him (SHAKSP., As You Like It 2, 2.). The

strong-based promontory Have I made shake (Temp. 5, 1.). /
shall make you laugh anon (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 5, 2.). /
have made you go upright (LEV. 26, 13.). I then with difficulty
made Jobson understand that he must enter the coach also (ScOTT,
R. Roy 39.). Your deeds would make the statues of your an-
cestors Blush on their tombs (LoNGF. I. 168.). Our governess
used to make wash our hands in icy water in winter (OXENFORD,
Twice Killed 1, 2.). I have ordered the lieutenant to cause

his trumpet blow to horse (Scoxr, Ivanh. 34.). Alongside thereof,
with make, as commonly with cause, the prepositional infinitive

stands. Pll . . make this marriage to be solemnized (SHAKSP., I

Henry VI. 5, 3.). You would make . . An agent to be sent for

Lancashire (BEN JONS., The Devil is an Ass. 1, 1.). Henry the
Fifth that made all France to quake (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4,

8.). Out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree

(GEN. 2, 9.). All night make I my bed to swim (Ps. 6, 6.).
The circumstance which, more than any other, has made Ireland
to differ from Scotland (MACAUL., H. of E. I. 66.).

The use of make with the accusative and the pure infinitive is old,

although not Anglosaxon. Old-Engl. : And made heom fyghte with battes

(ALIS. 295.). There made Nabugodonozor the kyng putte three children

into the forneys of fuyr (MACSDEV. p. 35.). Dombe speke he made (P.
PLOCGHM. p. 403.). These wold by thare wytt make a shyp be drownde

(TOWN. M. p. 87.). Halfsax. : Idelnesse inake^ raon his monscipe leose

(LAJAM. II. 624.). The similar construction of do extends into Anglo-
Saxon. Old-Engl.: He doth the wif sethe a chapoun (WHIGHT, Polit. S.

p. 334.). He doth his bernen blowe (ALIS. 1850.). They do men deye
(P. PLOUGHM. p. 133.). Wrathe dede hym chaung colour (Ricn C. DE L.

5938.). And dede this carpenter doun by him sitte (CHAUC., C. T. 3500.).
Halfsax.: He dide himm etenn pser (()RM. 12330.). Anglosax.: Deff hi

ealle beofjan (Ps. 103, 30.). In Anglosaxon. where the Gothic gataujan,

corresponding to don, is employed for the Greek noifTv with the accu-
sative and infinitive, as MARC. 1, 17. 7, 37.), a dependent sentence with

pat commonly stands. In Old-Highdutch tuon like doen in the Old-

Netherlandish, has the pure infinitive in this case The verb garen, Old-
norse go'ra, gera (gb'rva, gerva) moreover shares the same construction

in the same meaning. Old-Engl. : Garte Hunger go slepe (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 135). Amonges burgeises have I be . . And gart bakbiting be a bro-

cour (p. 84.) Qerte gile growe there (p. 428.)'. Thanne he gert berye

hym wirchipfully (MS. in Halliw. v gert and v. gare). He gard XXXti

prestes that day syng (Sm AMADAS 277.). Gar serche youre land in every
stede (Tows. M. p. 70.). The shynyng of youre bright blayde It gars
me quake for ferd to dee (p 40.). The Romance came was also assimi-

lated to these verbs. Old-Engi.: Youre messyngere ye cause forth go
(TowN. M. p. 68.).

"

They shuld <;>iis<' hym dy (p. 248.).

But the infinitive with to is also early combined with these verbs. Old-
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Engl.: He naked pe unbilefulie man to lei-en swilche wigeles (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 131.)- He made uchon with othir to fyght (ALIS.

86.) He made to fette his tresoure (7967.). He made lame to lepe (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 403.)- Swich a meschief Mede made Saul the kyng to have

(59 ). The emperour Leoun made his bones to ben brouyhte to Venyse
(HACRDBV. p. 56.). He made him to ben delyvered out of presoun (p. 145.).
- He dude heom togedre to yon (ALIS. 108 ). Herode dos to dy Alle

knave chyldren (TowN. M. p. 135.). Halfsax. : purrh patt tu dosst }unne
bape paer To gilltenn Godd onnjseness (ORM. 5148.). piss halljhe mahhte

ma}j pe don . . Lefli} to peowwtenn opre menn (4948.). The infinitive

with to was in ancient times always used where the case of the object
answers to a dative, as in the Modern-Highdutch : ich thue Dir zu
wissen. Old-Engl. : Y do ou to wyte, Here heved wes of smyte (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 219.). I do the to wytene, that it is made be enchauntement

(MACSDEV. p 25.). Halfsax.: patt dop uss tunnderrstanndenn wel (OfiM.

2163. cf. 3879. 3991.). Do him wel to iwiten (LAJAM. II 182. cf. II.

249. III. 81. I. -284.). Anglosax.: Gedyde to vitanne (Onos. 110.).

Old-Engl.; And garte the hevene to stekie (P. PLOUGHM. p. 22.). And
garte Wille to wepe (p. 80). Til Gregory yarte clerkes To go here and

preche (p. 321.).

let, Anglosax. hetan, with the pure infinitive, which is associated

with the accusative of the object, no longer, as formerly, decidedly
takes the place of make or do in the latter meaning, if we except
a number of imperatives, which express more than a mere ad-

mission, and shares the meaning of admit with the Romance
permit, allow, suffer, and the like. Comp. Vol. II. 1. p. 134.

Noble Sebastian, Thou lefst thy fortune sleep (SIIAKSP., Temp.
2, 1.). He not only lets me have my own way, but every one
else too (OxENFORn, Twice Killed 1, 2.). We had better let the

postboy take the portmanteau (SHERID., Trip to Scarb. 1, 1.).

And innocence . . It will not let itself be driven away (CoLER.,
Pice. 5, 2.).

'

And God said, Let there be light (GEN. 1, 3.).

Let them wash their clothes (Exoo. 19, 10.). Let me see thee
use the dress of thy English ancestry (Scotr, Ivanh. 42.) Let

the chamber be cleared (B\'K., Bride 1, 3.).

Old-Engl.: Lat God take the vengeaunce (P. PLOUGHM. p, 130.). Wat
is thi wille let me wite (WRIGHT, Anecd. p 3.). It also often stands in

affirmative sentences in the meaning of let, bid. effect, in immediate
combination with the pnre infinitive, to which, on its side, an object is

given: pat pis file and komelynges casteles letep rere (R. OF Gt>. I. 18.).

He lette calle a knyght full trew (!PO.M. 33.). He let delyveren Seynt
Lowys out of preson (MACNDKV. p. 36.). Melechemader, the whiche his

brother leet sle (p. 38.) He leet make an ymage (p. 41.). This noble
Theseus anon Let senden after gentil Palamon (CHACC., C. T. 2977.). The
. . Soudanesse That at the fest let sleen both more and lesse (5376.).
Halfsax.: ArOur lettt *l<e/t an telff (LAJAM. III. 111.). He lette blawen
bemen (III. 220.). Herode king let sekenn Crist (ORM. 7308.). As in Go-
thic letan, leitan, which receives in Old-norse Idta, along with let, permit,
the meaning of occasion, effect, belonging, even in Anglosaxon, to

the verb Icetan, all Germanic dialects have with the corresponding verb
the pure infinitive, Anglosax : Leton holm beran (BEOV. 96.). LietatS

hilde-bord her onbidan (799.). Lietatt pa lytlingas to me cuman (Luc.

38, 16.). He let heo pat hind Man (CAEDM/239.). Formerly, therefore

other verbs took, with the meaning admit, the pure infinitive Old-
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Engl.: Thei suffre no Cristene man entre iu to that place (MAUNDEV.

p. 66.). His love, that for to dyen rather ches, Than for to suffre his

body unburied be (CHACC , C. T. 11752.), as in Anglosaxon the cognate
forlcetan, alyfan. He forlet pa pat sveord sticjan on him (Jco. 3, 22.).'

Alijf me arest byrigean minne fader (Lcc 9, 59.). Hence the infinitive

with to in late, lete is striking in Old-Engl. : He let it to be born to Cos-

stantynoble (MAUNDEV. p. 107.). His wif so deere Hir selven slough, and
leet Mr blood to glyde In Habradaces woundes (CHACC. 11726.). It may
be compared with the infinitive with at, occurring rarely in Old-norse

with Idta, admit, permit: Skamt let visi vigs at biffa (HELGAKV. HUND.
I. 10.).

A series of verbs denoting sensuous or mental percep-
tion, as see, behold, view, espy, mark, n-atch, hear, feel, find,

know, perceive, discern, observe* and some other cognate verbal

notions, mostly have the pure infinitive, although the prepositional
infinitive has also come iu. They mostly add the infinitive to

an accusative, which is seldom absent.

Saw ye none enter? (SHAKSP., IJenry VIII. 4, 2.) Thus hast

thou seen one world begin and end (MiLT., P. L. 12, 6.). I saw
him repress his tears (LEWES, G. I. 19.). Sometimes I saw you
sit and spin (TENNVS. p. 90.). He is forsworn, if e'er those eyes
of yours Behold another day break in the east (SHAKSP., John

5, 4.). Hadst thou beheld him overtax his strength (TALFOURD,
John 4, 2.). That divine old man Beheld his mystic friend's

Whole being shake (SHELLEY III. 51.). Thou did'st not view

thy Selim fall (BvR., Bride 2, 27.). A goodly vessel did I then

espy Come like a giant from a haven broad (WORDSWORTH III.

34. ed. 1836.). The Ladye mark'd the aids come in (ScoTT, L.

Minstr. 4, 13.). She mark'd his banner boldly fly (Lord of the

Isl. 6, 11.). Where babbling waters flow And watch unfolding
roses blow (BYR., Bride 1, 4.). In lazy mood I watched the little

circles die (LoNGF. I. 88.). I have watched thy current glide (I.

109.). Do you not hear me speak"? (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). I

hear them come (MARLOWE, I Tamburl. 1, 2.). Thou never

heardest me breathe a thought (ScoTT, Ivanh. 34.). I have heard

a noble earl descant on park and forest scenery with the science

and feeling of a painter (iRvmg, Br. H., Forest Trees.). Have

you not heard speak of Mariana? (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 3, 1.)

So forcible within my heart I feel The bond of Nature draw me
to my own (MiLT., P. L. 9, 955.). I have felt my heart beat

lighter (LONC;F. I. 109.). Some, sunk to beasts, find pleasure
end in pain (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 23.). Much she wonder'd
to find him lie (Scorr, L. Minstr. 3, 22.). I never knew a man
take his death so patiently (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 4, 4.). In

other hands, I have known money do good (DICKENS, M. Chuzz-
lew. 1, 3.). I have known Loungeville entertain a fine lady in

this very saloon (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 2.). When he

perceived me *ArtR6 (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 4. 7.). I sung . .

And, lost in thought, no more perceiv'd The branches whisper

(PARNELL, Hymns I. 42.). We perceived the dogs and horsemen
come along (GOLDSM., Vic. 5.). Morgan discerned something stir

on the outside of our hangings (SMOLLET). I observed tears come
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into her eyes (MONTAGUE, Lett). Hear I or dream I hear,
their distant strain . .? (YOUNG, N. Th. 4, 651.)
Germanic and Romance verbs share this construction, following

the Germanic and mostly also the Romance mode. The prepo-
sitional infinitive is likewise found with most of these verbs,
and is decidedly preferred with their passive forms, of which
we shall speak hereafter. In Modern -English the infinitive

with to was formerly employed more frequently than now with
the active of many verbs: I see his envious hart to swell (FER-
REX A. PORREX 1, 1.). Seyng my fleshe and bloode Against it

selfe to leuie threatning armes (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.). Either

change your mind, Or look to see the throne where you should

sit, To float in blood (MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 1.). Myself have

heard a voice to call him so (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 2, 1.). Every
one felt them (sc. the passages of Chatham) to be so natural

(BROUGHAM, Hist. Sketches). You knew that friar Lodowick to

be a dishonest person? (SHAKSP., Meas. f. Meas. 5, 1.). That
the nations may know themselves to be but men (Ps. 9, 20.).
How do you know him to be a prince? (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1,

2.). The monk he instantly knew to be the prior (ScoTT, Ivanh.

2.). But I perceive Thy mortal sight to fail (MiLT., P. L. 12.

8.), when the avoidance of the pure infinitive be is especially to

be observed.

In Old-English after similar verbs, as seen, heren, felen, Jinden, witen,
kennen etc. the pure infinitive commonly stands : Evele i-clothed I se the

go (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.). As thu sixt the lijtinge out of the cloude

wende (Pop. TREAT, 'p. 134.). He sygh a prynce . . To men of Grece
don muche wo (Aus. 3623.). Wbatsever thou heryst or syste hem do

(HALLIW., Freemas. 281.). Ich herde men upo mold make muche mon
(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 149.). The lady herde hym make suche crye (!POM.

1951.). Alisaundre hit herde telle (Aus. 2669.). The deth he fekth
throrugh his herte smyte (GHAUC., C. T. 1222.). I ffele in my body be

Parfyte God and parfyte man (Cov. MYST. p. 116.). He fond ther stonde

Pausanias (Aus. 1353.). N'uste mon never hethen kyng Have so riche

a buryeng (8012.). Tho he myghte him kenne thourh the toun ryde
(WRIGHT, Polit. S p. 219.). Halfsax.: pe keiser isah paene king fare
(LAJAM. III. 89.). pa ise^en heo nawiht feorren a muchel fur smokien

(III. 21.). pa iherde he wepen wunder ane swiften (III. 24.). A schip

funde Brennes bi pon brimme stonden (I. 202.). pa fond he per ane

quene quecchen mid hafde (III. 25.). In Anglosax.: seon, geseon, heran,

hyran, gehyran, gefrignan (fando accipere, audire), findan, gemetan, ge-
mittan (invenire), fandjan dfandjan (probare) took the pure infinitive : Ge-

seah he in recede rinca manige svefan (BEOV. 1460.). pat vif geseah for

Abrahame Ismael plegan (CAEDM. 2771.). Ic pat lytle leoht geseah tvincl-

jan (BoETH. 35, 3.). Ne hyrde ic cymlicor ceol gegyrvan hilde-vapnum
(BEOV. 75.). No ic viht fram pe svylcra searu-niflTa secgan hyrde (1167.).
Ic gehflrde hine pine daed and vord lofjan (CAEDM. 504.). pa ic vide

gefragn veorc gebannan (BEOV. 148. cf. 5539. CAEDM. 2236.). Fand
pa pser-innc affelinga gedriht svefan after symble (BEOV. 236. cf. 2832.).

Apollonius sona gemette offerne cufrne man ongean hine gan (APOLLON.
OF T. p. 8.). Hig hig gemetton on gebede licgan (Ev. NICOD. 23.). Hie

pa at burhgeate beom qemitton sylfne sittan (CAEDM. 2420.). Ic vat eard-

fastne anne standan. deame, dumban (Coo. EXON. 433, 1.). Ve viton pe
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bilevitne vesan (THORPE, Anal. p. 101.). Ic hdbbe dfandod pe habban

gode geferan (p. 1 12.).

The infinitive with to is sometimes found with verbs of this class even

in Old-Engl, : pei herden hym to haue pis signe (WYCLIFFE, Job. 12, 18.).

He hird lome to telle (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 197.), especially with know,

commonly constnied in Anglosaxon with a dependent sentence (cnavan,

gecnavan, oucnavan). I was fet forth By ensamples to knowe . . My
creatour to lovye (P. PLOUGHM. p. 221.).

With a few other verbs isolated applications of the pure infi-

nitive have moreover been preserved, as with the transitive
list, and the transitive please assimilated to it, with wish, de-

sire, intend and deign, with teach, help, and a few more.

I list not prophesy (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 4. Chor.). What wine

please you have? (BEN JONS., Ev. Man out of h. Hum. 5, 4.)

There's not a crumb left! Will you please examine? (PLANCHE,
Fortunio 2, 1.). I would wish you reconcile the lords (MARLOWE,
Edw. II. 1, 4.) If you can pace your wisdom In that good

path that I would wish it go (SHAKSP., Meas. f. Meas. 4, 3.). I

persuaded them . . To wish him wrestle with affection (Much
Ado 3, 1.). Desire her call her wisdom to hex (Lear 4, 5.). I

desire you, do me right and justice, And to bestow your pity on

me (Henry VIII. 2, 4.). How long within this wood intend you
stay? (Mids. N. Dr. 2, 1.) Yet not Lord Cranstone deign

1

d she

greet (ScoiT, L. Minstr. 5, 25.). These Christians . . Whose
own hard dealings teaches them suspect The thoughts of others

(SHAKSP., Merch. of V. 1, 3.). That I should wish for thee to

help me curse That bottle spider (Rich. III. 4, 4.). Help me
scale Yon balcony (LONGF. I. 184.). Who helps me lay the cloth?

(TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.).

Verbs of desire often take the pure infinitive in Old-Engl. : I lyst welle

ete (Tows. M. p. 106), No longer lyst I byde with you (p. 164.). For
the impersonal list comp. Vol. II. 1. p. 184. Al the comune . . That
coveiten lyve in tmthe (P. PLOUOIIM. p. 52.). Desire, intend remind us
of the similar usage in French, as deign of that of daigner. The verbal

notion teach is also construed in Old-English in several forms with the

pure infinitive: And taughtte the kyng an herbe take (Aus. 5083.). And
lerned men a ladel bugge With a long stele (P. PLOOGHM. p. 410.), as

in Anglosaxon Iceran: Dryhten, leer us us gebiddan (Luc. 11, 1 ). The
Infinitive was certainly also formerly accompanied by to. Help some-
times occurs with the pure infinitive. Old-Engl.: Tho sent he into cuntre
after wise knightes To helpe delen his londes (GAMELYN 17.). Helpeth
brynge Gamelyn out of prisoun (474.). It has been from the most an-
cient times construed with the prepositional infinitive. Old-Engl.: To
erie his half acre Holpen hym manye (P. PLOCGHM. p. 123.). That he
ne halp Holynesse to icexe (p. 418.). Thise false fisiciens that helpen
men to die (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 333.). Help us to skape (CHAUC., C.

T. 3608 .). Halfsax : Wulle }e me helpen . . her to biwmne (LA}AM. I.

403.). Swa patt itt ma}} wel hellpenn pe To winnenn Godess are (ORM.
1174. 1222. 1256. 1604. comp. also 1342. 4110. 6200.). In the Gothic

hilpan is not met with the infinitive; in Anglosaxon there is no in-

stance to be pointed out. Yet the Old, as well as the Middle-Highdutch
has helfan with the pure infinitive.

Other instances of the pure infinitive in ancient times will be incident-

ally cited in the discussion of the prepositional infinitive.
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b. With intransitive verbs of movement the pure infinitive was
usual in ancient times; at present it is still found with go,

formerly also with come. In this case the infinitive denotes

partly a second activity, which is combined with the movement,
partly one which constitutes its purpose.

Let us go visit Faustus (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust 5, 4). Let's

all go visit him (SIIAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 4.). Will you go muster

men? (2, 2.) You'll go sour the citizens' cream 'gainst Sunday
(BEN Joxs, The Devil is an Ass 1. 1.). Obey my voice, and

go fetch me them (GEN. 27, 13.). Go, like the Indian, in an-

other life Expect thy dog, thy bottle, and thy wife (Poi'E, Essay
on M. 4, 177 ). I'll go write in my closet (TABQUHAR, Recruit.

Offic. 1, 2.). I will 'go seek her (LoNGF. I. 198.). I sent for

you . . to come speak with me (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1, 2.).

See moreover the Prepositional Infnitive.

In Old-English these and other verbs of movement appear with the

pure infinitive: He may go visite hem (MACSDEV. p. 39.). I schal at cok-

kes crowe Ful pryvely go knokke at his wyndowe (CHACC., C. T. 36~5.).

Shepherdes, that leten her schep wityngely go renne to the wolf (ib.

p 201. I.) I shalle go mete that Lord (Tows. M p 166.) We wille go
seke that kyng (p. 278.). I wyl go syttyn in Goddes se (Cov. MYST.

p. 20.). Now wyl I go wende my way (p. 39.)- And yede ligge forto

amorow (Ai.is. 6909 ). Saladynes twoo sones come ryde (Ricn. C. DE L.

7043). Come to countene court couren in a cope (WRIGHT, Polit. S.

p. 157.) God byd those kyuges com speke with me (Tows. M. p. 127.).

Ovyr throwyth and on us now come falle (Cov. MYST p. 31 '.}. If thou
wolt falle doun worschepe me (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 41.).

Halfsax.: JSr heo comen riden (LAJAM. III. 46) pa com pe time gliden

pa aelc monne abide? (I. 102.). As in French with alter, venir, courir

and with the same notions in Old-Germanic dialects, there frequently
stands in Anglosaxon, with gangan, gevitan, cuman, faran, feran, the pure
infinitive. Nu we moton gangan . . Hrofrgar geseon (Beov. 795.). Hvi
eode ge ut on vesten geseon? (MATH. 11, 7). panon eft gevdt, huffe

hremig, to ham faran, mid paere val-fylle, vica neosan (BEov. 247 ). Oe-

vdt him pa to varoffe vicge ridan pegn Hrofrgares (473 ). pa cvom engel
Godes fratvum blican (Con. EXON. 276, 9). pa . com Grendel gangan
(1424.). Ve . . sunu Healfdenes secean cvomon (539.). Ic coin softlice

maun asyndrjan ongeau his fader (MATH. 10, ;J5.). Ic ville faran fand-
jan paera (A -S. HOMIL. II. 372.). Ferdon folctogan . . vunder sceavjan

(Beov. 1682.), so too with the notion of haste: Ic eom sides fus, up
eard niman . . geseon sigora frean (Coo. ESON. 166, 30.). The pure in-

finitive stands analogously with send. Gregorius papa sende . . Augusti-
num . . Godes vord Angla peode godxpelljan (SAX. CHR. 596.). Ic eom
asend viiT pe sprecan, and pe pis bodjan (Luc. 1, 19.). That, in the in-

stances cited, partly an activity coinciding in time with the movement,

partly an act (following the movement, and aimed at thereby, is repre-

sented, readily results; but, as both relations often in fact border hard

on and even pass into each other, the same form belongs syntactically
to both, in which the movement equally appears as the supposition of

another act. Where the notion of the purpose is made prominent, t">

was added to the infinitive even in the most ancient times, whi'-h is treated

of on the Prepositional Infinitive.

With verbs of rest also, as lie, sit, the pure infinitive was for-

merly found similarly employed. Old-Engl.: The fraunchise of holi churche

hii laten ligge slepe ful stille (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 3'25.). Halfsax.: Ne
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purve pa cnihtes . . careles liggen sice-pen (LAJAM. II. 359.)- Anglosax. :

Sceton onsundran bidan selfes gesceapu heofoncyninges (CAEDM. 839.).

c. The pure infinitive often stands after the particles as and than,
as correlatives to which a positive with so, or a comparative, such
as rather, sooner, appears. We must here however disregard those

cases in which a preceding infinitive with to makes the con-

tinued operation of this particle appear natural, or in which a

preceding verb with the pure infinitive also admits the reference

to a second.

Will you be so good a knave as eat it? (SHAKSP., Henry V.

5, 1.) Judge you so poorly of me As think I'll suffer this? (SflE-
RID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 2.) And art thou, dearest, changed so

much, As meet my eye, yet mock my touch? (BvR., Giaour extr.)
Mr. Francis . . will, I dare say, recollect for the moment any-
thing you are so kind as hint to him (Scoir, R. Roy 2.).

The use of as, as the correlative of so with the iufinitive, where the

comparison passes into the idea of succession, is not familiar to Old-

English. How in Modern-English to also appears after as, is to be mentioned
on the prepositional infinitive: in Old-English a prepositional infinitive

without as, rarely a pure infinitive is wont to stand: That non so hardy
were of dede, After him neither go ne ride (AMIS A. AMIL. 1048.). See

also the Infinitive with for to.

He resolv'd, rather than yield, To die with honour in the field

(BuTL, Hud. 1, 3, 61.). Sooner than allow yourself to be killed

by those dwarfs, take this sword and put an end to your own
existence (HALLiw., ed. Torrent of P. Pref. IX.).

If in this case an infinitive with to precedes, its continuous ope-
ration upon the following one, which has a like reference with it to the

comparative, is the most natural supposition. See Repetition and
Omission of the particle to. It may also be that the anticipation of

the following particle in such cases generally became the occasion for

the freer use of the pure infinitive. The combination with to is also not

wanting to the preceding infinitive : If, rather than to marry county Paris,

Thou hadst the strength of will to slay thyself (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul.

4, 1.). "Where the principal verb in the sentence demands the pure in-

finitive, it is of course with than in every position: bid me leap, ra-

ther than marry Paris, From off the battlements of yonder tower (SHAKSP.,

Rom. a. Jul 4, 1.). The same is the case with rather than, of tbe same

operation as before and ere before the pure infinitive: That which makes
others break a house, And hang and scorne ye all, Before endure the

plague of being poor (RuTL., Hud. 3, 1, 123SJ. For son of Moslem must

expire Ere dare to sit before his sire (BvR., Bride 1, '2.). Sometimes
another proximate verbal notion is to be taken from the previous finite

verb. Old-English also knows forms of this kind: The lyf schuld rather

out of my body stert Or Makametes law go out of myn hert (CHAUC., C.

T. 4755 ). In combination with rather standing at the front, a protasis
rather stands with than: Rather than I lese Constance, I wol be cristen

douteles (ib. 4645.), while a prepositional infinitive with than is readily

given to the following member: The is be'ter holde thy tonge stille than

to speke (CHAUC,, C. T. p. 1 56. I.). Ffor mannys love I may do no mo
Than for love of man to be ded ;Cov. MYST. p. 27C.), instances of which,

still occur in Modern-English, as: What more may heaven do for earthly
man Than thus to pour out plenty in their laps (MARLOWE, Jew of M
1, 1.). Comp. Ps. 84, 10.).

Miitzner, engl. Gr. IF. 2. O
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A pure infinitive after but is to be referred to the verbal no-

tion, which requires such a one: I cannot but be sad (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 2, 2.). Comp. Old-Engl.: Ich . . ne do bute nempnie
ham (WRIGHT A. HALHW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.). Those sentences

are remarkable in which the infinitive following but seems to

have reference to the verb choose, to which belongs an infinitive

with to: I will work him To an exploit, now ripe in my device,
Under the which he shall not choose but fall (SHAKSP., Haml.

4, 7.) How should he choose But lend an oath to all this pro-
testation? (BEN JONS., Every Man in his Hum. 3, 2.) Nay, then

indeed, she cannot choose but have thee (SHAKSP.. Rich. III. 4,

4.). I cannot choose but like thy readiness (MARLOWE, Jew of

M. 2, 2.). In that hour . . Sang he . . In a voice so sweet and
clear That I could not choose but hear (LONGF. I. 122.). I can-
not choose but weep for thee (SHELLEY III. 79.).

The sense of these turns is rendered by more complete forms of ex-

pression as: As knaves be such abroad, Who . . cannot choose But they
must blab (SHAKSP., Oth. 4, 1.). We manifestly cannot in the above in-

stances refer the last infinitive immediately to shall or can in such a

manner, that we think these repeatedly (He shall not choose but he shall

fall ; I cannot choose but I can weep), or that we leave choose unregarded,
and think of the infinitive with but as attached immediately to the denied

verb (He shall not but fall; I cannot but weep). A vaguer reference to

the preceding sentence of the infinitive attached by but rather takes place,

when, however, the infinitive is formally attracted by the preceding verb.

The Highdutch presents similar: ,mir bleibt keine Wabl als flie-

hen (along with: zu f lie hen)." The English form of expression is of

more modern origin. There occur moreover in the contraction of sen-

tences with but with the pure infinitive in Old-English many abbrevia-

tions which are of a still bolder kind, as: Neyther money ne mede Ne
may hym nought letten But werchen after Godes word (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 471.).

4. Finally, the pure infinitive often stands independently, where
the emotion of the speaker chooses the infinitive instead of a li-

mited tense. It may be called elliptical, so far as emotion pas-
ses anything over in silence, which the context, or the tone or gesture
of the speaker serves to complete. This happens partly in the

exclamation of surprise or indignation, which borders on the question
and passes into it; partly in the emotional question beginning with

an interrogative particle. In the former case a subject may be
also given to the infinitive.

Speak of Mortimer! Zounds, I will speak of him (SHAKSP., I

Henry VI. 1, 3.). A maid! and be so martial! (2, 1.) Doubt my
sincerity, madam? By your dear self I swear (GoLDSM., G. Nat.

M. 2.). How! not know the friend, that served you? (4.) What!

grieve that time has brought so soon The sober age of manhood
on! (BRYANT p. 72.) How, how! ive steal a cup! take heed what

you say (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust 3, 3.). Lewis marry Blanch! 0,

boy, then where art thou? (SHAKSP., John 3, 1.). "She ask my
pardon, poor woman!" cried Charles, "I ask hers with all my
heart." (MACAUL., H. of E. II. 12.) Oh, fie, for shame! A monarch

pledge his word and not stick to it? (PLANCHE, Fortunio 2, 1.)
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Why bend thy eyes to earth? (RowE, J. Shore 2, 1.) Yet why
complain? or who complain for one? (YOUNG, N. Th. 1, 235.) But

why not embark his lordship in the Lucifer question? (DouGL. JER-

ROLi), Bubbles 1.) How the dear object from the crime remove?
Or how distinguish penitence from love? (POPE, Eloisa.) Yet speak
she must; but when essay? (BvR., Bride 1, 10.) Wherefore con-

tinue to conceal it? (CoLER., Wallenst. 2, 6.)

In Old-English scanty instances are found of this abridgement of thought,
so natural in living speech, and it seems not to have passed till late into

the written language: What, harlotys, forsake oure lawe? (Cov. MYST.

p. 398.) Why calle hym Crist? (P. PLOUGHM. p. 397.). Such infinitives

are natural in dialogue immediately annexed to a sentence uttered: "That
shalle youre force downe felle." - uDowne felle? dwylle? what may this

be?" (TOWN. M. p. 67) In the most ancient tongue this abbreviation seems

foreign to emotion. Compare moreover the Infinitive with to.

The prepositional Infinitive with to.

The pure infinitive, limited to a proportionately small field,

early yielded to the preposition accompanied by to. Even in Gothic

the corresponding preposition du in Old-Highdutch, Anglosaxon, Old-

Saxon and Old-Frieslandish zi, zuo, to, came before the infinitive.

The Gothic joined to du the infinitive unchanged; the remaining
dialects, the infinitive inflected in the manner of a substantive, and
thus the infinitive appears in Auglosaxon in a dative form, to tellanne,

to beonne, to donne, when the a of the syllable an also yields to an
e: to cumenne, and the un is often simplified, to hdbbane, and the like.

Upon this reposes the English infinitive with to, which early assumed
the uninflected form, whereas traces of the older ones are often met
with. Halfsax. : pa heo best wende to fleonne (LAJAM. I. 78.). Seue-
rius wende anan to hcebbene pisne kinedom (II. 3.). And prattest
hine to slcenne & his cun to fordonne (II. 362.). Compare also Old-

Engl. : Strengfre to forletene pesternesse (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 132.). That is to seyne (MAUNUEV. p. 52.); although the mere
final e might be deemed equal to other unjustified e. To this infi-

nitive is attached that introduced with for to, of which the next

section treats. Old-norse added the preposition at to the unchanged
infinitive, which also penetrated into Old-English, could not, however,
maintain itself beside that accompanied by to and for to, among
which the latter was also subsequently forced to give way.

Gothic Used the infinitive with du, particularly where it had to

express an intention or determination, although even there the

pure Infinitive has place, whereas the former is proportionately rare.

It stands as an objective determination, partly for the Greek pure
infinitive, partly for the infinitive accompanied by rov, ei; TO, npoq TO,

iivexev TOU, as it was also substituted for iv with the conjunctive; but>
even where the Greek infinitive, with or without TO takes the place of a

subject, it occurs in Gothic with du. It appears even here, that the

prepositional infinitive makes the reference expressed by the prepo-
sition step into the background, and that the import of the particle
is weakened.
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We have already seen that, in the use of the pure and of the

prepositional infinitive in Anglosaxon and English homogeneous sen-

tences, the modification by to, to is often of no weight, now the one
and then the other form being chosen by the same author. Hence
we sometimes find both forms beside each other in contracted sen-

tences in relation to the same notion, apart from those combinations
in which a preceding to may be thought as continuously operating
with succeeding infinitives, although instances of this sort are partly

explained by both being set free.

Whether hadst thou rather be a Faulconbridge, And, like thy
brother to enjoy thy land; etc. (SnAKSP., John 1, 1.). I had rather

be a door-keeper in the house of my God, than to dwell in the tents

of wickedness (Ps. 84, 10.).

Old-Engl. : Bettyr is on huntynge goone, In the forest, so God me spede,
Than thus lightly to lese a stede (!POM. 1244.). Halfsax ; Swa he gon slomnen
<fe peer aefter to slepen (LAJAM. I. 52.). Compare the Infinitive with for to.

With the exception of the cases cited in the last section the pre-

positional infinitive now commands the whole extent of this verbal

form. Romance infinitives with a and de have conformed, like pure
infinitives, to this form, and essentially augmented the number of those

introduced by to.

1. A wide field is conceded to it both as the grammatical and as the

logical subject of the sentence. As a grammatical subject, it is,

in spite of the particle to, equal to aft abstract subject; as a logical

subject, it receives, in leaning on a grammatical one, the appearance
of a subordinate determination in the sentence.

To be contents his natural desire (POPE, Essay on M. 1, 109.).
'T is pleasant, sure, to see one's name in print (BvR. p. 3 12.).
This infinitive has been sufficiently dissused at Vol. II. 1. p. 13 and 21

reduced to the Anglosaxon. Even Anglosaxon often transforms the gram-
matical subject of the Gothic into the logical: Nis hit na min inc to syl-
lenne pat ge sitton etc. (MARC. 10, 40.). Goth.: Nist mein du giban (ib.).
- A predicative determination of the infinitive, as in : To be good is to be

happy (ROWE, Fair Penit 3, 1 ), can only be conceived as a nominative,
not as an accusative, as in the Lat: bonum esse.

In Old-English this infinitive frequently appears with an object to which
the activity denoted by the former is ascribed; this combination answers
to an accusative, with the infinitive as subject: It is ful fair a man
to bere him evene (CHAUC., C. T. 1525.). No wondur is a lewid man to

ruste (504.). It is not good to be a man aloone (ib. p. 153. II.). If that

it be a foul thing a man to waste his catel on wommen (p. 205. I.). Whanne
hit happith the herte to hente the edder (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 15.). It

is shame you to bete him (Town. M. p. 198 ). A carpenter to be a knyght
That was ever ageyne ryght (HALLIW., Nugae Poet p. 17.). A madyn to

bere a child, iwys, Without man's seyde, that were ferly (p. 158.). It is

not convenient a man to be Ther women gon in travalynge (Cov. MYST.

E.
149.) It is a straunge thynge an old man to take a jonge wyff (p. 95.).

oo, what it is a man to haue connynge (SKELT. I. 36.). We must also

incidentally mention the infinitive with for to-. It spedip one man for to

die for the puple (WICLYFFE, Joh. 18, 14.). In Anglosaxon the accusative

with the (pure) infinitive is rarely found as a subject: pa licade pam ar-

fastan foreseonde ure hselo hyre pa halgan savle mid longre untrumnesse

lichaman ddemde and dsodene beon (THORPE, Aual. p. S2.). A dependent
sentence with pat commonly stands here, which commonly appears in the
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translation of the Bible, where Gothic has the accusative with the infini-

tive, as Luc. 16, 17. JOH. 18, 14. Eaffre ys pat heofon and eorde geviton
(Luc. 16, 17.). pat hit betere vsere pat an man svulte for folce (Jon. 18,

15.). Sviffe gevunsum hit biff pat mon vif hdbbe and bearn (BOETH. 31,
1.). Hit is sviffe earmlic ping pat pa dysegan men sint velces domes sv&
blinde (32, 3.).

2. The infinitive with to may also take the place of a predicative
complement; it appears as such in explanatory sentences with
the verb be.

Talking is not always to converse (Cowp. p. 144.). Then to

be good is to be happy (RowE, Fair Penit. 3, 1.) see Vol. II. 1.

p. 38. and comp. the infinitive with for to.

Old-Engl. : And that is to be meke (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.. Rel. Ant. I. 39.).

Avarice is to withholde and kepe suche thinges as thou hast, withoute right-
ful neede (CHAUC., C. T p. 202. I.). Penitence is the pleynyng of man . .

and no more to do ony thing for which him oughte to pleigne (p. 185. II.).

This now universal form of the predicative infinitive is hardly to be pointed
out in the earliest times,

Here also may be referred the infinitive after the verbal notion

seem, appear, so far as the infinitive has any analogy with a

completing nominative of a participle.
We must not seem to understand him (SHAKSP., All's Well 4, 1.).

Some strain, that seemed her inmost soul to find (Scoix, L. Minstr.

6, 19.). King Pepin's title, and Hugh Capet's claim, King Lewis
his satisfaction, all appear To hold in right and title of the female

(SHAKSP., Henry Y. 1, 2.). Even the blindmen's dogs appeared to

know him (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.).

A predicative infinitive does not meet us, with the verbs cited, till modern
times. The sentences: Thou semys welle to sytt on hight (Town. M. p. 3.).

He semys as welle to sytt there As God hymself (p. 4.), do not seem to

belong here, since they interchange with hit semys me, decet me, and point
to the Halfsax. : Preostes heo per setten ase per to mihte semen (LAJAM. I.

435.). Anglosaxon expressions corresponding in sense might only present
the pure infinitive as a predicative determination: Me ys gepuht Godes

peovdom betveoh pas craftas ealdorscipe healdan (THORPE, Anal. p. 112.).

For the Infinitive with other Intransitives and Passives see below.

3. To separate into its varieties the mantfold employment of the in-

finitive with to in the objective and adverbial relation, which

gains a continually wider extension in the modern tongue, has some

difficulty, because this infinitive attaches itself closely in part to a

notion in the sentence, to a verb, an adjective or a substantive,

partly stands in a loose relation to a sentence or member of a sen-

tence, and both modes of reference often border hard upon or pass
into each other.

But this infinitive serves, what may be said in a more limited

measure of the pure infinitive also, to represent the abstract activity
of the obj e ct, which a subject takes possession of or strives to do so,

to denote an activity to be effected, which may appear as its pur-

pose and consequence, and even to express the motive of the prin-

cipal act Even these meanings pass into each other, since in

the context the object of an action itself may shew itself as the

purpose or motive.
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a. The prepositional infinitive stands with transitive verbs, where
it mostly takes the place of an accusative, but also of a primi-
tive genitive.

*) We consider first the active in its relation to the mere infi-

nitive as its object

Here belongs a series of verbs, chiefly denoting the activity
of the imagination and of thinking, or its utterance, as,

think, mean, hope, expect, confess, maintain, affirm,
learn, remember, forget.

I did think to have beaten thee (SHAKSP., Much Ado 5, 4.). I

never thought to marry (Doi'GL. JERROLD, Bubbles 4.). I meant
to take thy life (TALFOURD, Ion 4, 3.). If you lend to them
of whom you hope to receive (LuKE, 6, 34.). He was talked of

for court favour, and hoped to win it (THACKERAY, Engl. Hu-
mour. 4.). I expected to have found Petersburg a wonderful

city (BuLw., Devereux 5, 2.). You professed to love me (Mal-
trav. 2, 4.). Glencoe blustered, and presented to fortify his house

(MACAUL., H. of E. VII. 7.). I swear to do this (SHAKSP.,
Wint. T. 2, 3.). I swore never to divulge our secret (DouGL.
JERROLD, Prisoner of W. 1, 2). They learn to be idle (1 Ti-

moth. 5, 13.). We learn to love and to esteem (ROGERS, It., For.

Trav.). All these nails, about a dozen of which he remembered
to have seen . . inside (DlCKBliS, Pickw. 2, 20.). How dare thy
joints forget to pay, their awful duty to our presence? (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 3, 3.). I had forgotten to say, I am your next-door

neighbour (DoucL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 2.).

Old-Engl. : Of maters that I thenke to meve (DKPOS. OF RICH. II.

p. ".). He thenkith to yeilde him his iniquite (Aus. 132.). And wollen

lene ther thei. leve Lelly to ben paied (P. PLOCGIIM. p. 304.). And yet
wenen they to ben ful wise (CHAUC., C. T. 1806.). And dide hem sweren
on hir swerdes To serven truthe (P. PLOGGHM. p. 21.). Whan he heetith

or assureth to do thinges that he may nought performe (CHAUC., C.

T. p. 192 II.) Lerneth to suffer (ib 11089.). Til Contricion hadde
clene forgeten To crye and to wepe (P. PLOCGHM. p. 447.). Halfsax.:

He pohte to habben Delgan to queue of Denemarke (LAJAM. I. 195.).
Wenest pu mid swulche haerme to bi^eten Ygaerne (II. 362.). Ich wende
swide wel to don (I. 146.). Yet the pure infinitive is frequent in an-

cient times with verbs of thinking. Old-Engl : And poujte sle al pat
folk, <fe wynne pis kyndom (R. OF GL. I. 61.). Alisaunder . Thoughte
ther make his maister-toun (Aus. 7806. cf 7063 TOWN. M. p. 77.).

The kyng of Alemaigne wende do ful wel (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 69.).

Lutel he wende so be broht in honde (p. 218 ). He wende have crope

by his felaw (CHACC., C. T. 4257. cf. 43(>4.). Kyng Alisaunder furst

hade y-ment Him have forgeve his maltalent (Abis. 4570. cf. 5942.).

pe Frankes hope take pe toun (LANGT. II. 294.). Halfsax.: Wende je
mid ginnen Romen bi-winnen? (LAJAM. I. 247.) In Anglosaxon with

verbs of thinking the infinitive with to is rarely found: And pohte to

ofsleanne Jocob (GEN 27, 41.). Ge pencatf to dvendenne eoverne freond

(Joe in Ettm. 6, 2. cf. BEOV. 5278 .). pone raedels understodon to

drcedenne (APOLLON. of T. p. 3.). The pure infinitive is familiar: Vit

be pisse strsete stille pencaff saeles bidan (CAEDM. 2430.). pa andsvare
. . |>e me se goda agifan penceS (Beov. 713.). Mynte se man-scaffa
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manna cyunes sumne besyrvan (1428 ). Se f>e Gode mynteff bringan
beorhtne vlite (Coo. Exos. 65, 22 ).

Verbs also containing a determination of the will, and
an intention, with which the idea of an emotion is in part

mingled, as well as those denoting an emotion directed to an.

object, may have their object in the infinitive with to, as, seek,
wish, intend, try, venture, resolve, ask, demand,
threaten, promise, refuse, vouchsafe, disdain, love,
hate

,
fear &c.

He sought to slay Moses (Exoo. 2, 15.). If e'er again I sought

my children to behold (SHELLEY III. 96.). Was never subject

longed to be a king, As I do long and wish to be a subject

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 9.). I never wished to see you sorry

(SHAKSP., Wint. T. 2, 1.). Intendest thou to kill me? (ExOD.
2, 14.). I purpose to write the history of England (MACAUL.,
II. of E. I. 1.). Each hill attempts to ape her voice (BouRci-
CAULT, Lond. Assur. 3.}. With feeble effort still I tried To rend
the bonds (BvR., Mazeppa). No living wight . . Had dared to

cross the threshold-stone (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 1, 1 ). But at

length the queen took upon herself to grant patents of monopoly
by scores (MACAUL., H. of E. I. 62.). He resolv'd . . To die

with honour (BuTL., Hud. 1, 3, 61.). I determined to throw that

wretch's presents out of the window (OXENFORD, Twice Killed

1, 2.). When he had settled to take shipping for London

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). I rather choose To wrong the dead

(SiiAKSP., Jul. Baes. 3, 2.). What doth the Lord thy God re-

quire of thee, but to fear the Lord thy God? (DEUTEU. 10, 12.)
The appellant . . Craves to kiss your hand (SHAKSP., Rich. II.

1, 3.). I want to speak to you (DICKENS, Pickw. '2, 20.) Her
father . . threatened to turn her out of doors, if ever she saw
him again (MACKENZIE, Man of Feeling). 1 promised to eat all

of his killing (SHAKSP., Much Ado 1, 1.). You denied to fight
with me (Wint. T. 5, 2 ). Then you refuse to obey my orders

(TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.). Vouchsafe to speak my thanks

(SHAKSP., Henry VIII. 2, 3.). Sages . . madly join In humble

prayer that he would deign to tread Upon their necks (TALF.,
Ion 4, 2.), Where woman's parted soul shall go Her prophet
had disdained to show (BYR., Bride 2, 7.). My master . . little

reck-s to find the way to heaven (SHAKSP., As You Like It. 2,

4.). I only thought I should like to be in his place (BouRCic.,
Lond. Assur. 3.). Looking as if he should very much like to

meet with somebody (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). I . . love not

to be idle (BEN JONS., Poetast. 3, 1.).
I love to waich the first

tear, that glistens in the opening eye of morning (BOUBCIC ,

Lond. Assur. 3.).' I hate not to be banish'd (SHAKSP., Tim. of

Ath. 3, 5.). I would dread far more To be thought ignorant,
than to be known poor (BEN JONS., Poetast. 1, 1.). I almost

fear to quit your hand (DoroL. JERROLD, Prisoner of W. 1, 2.).

I regret to contradict you (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.). I can-
not bear The murmur of this lake to hear (SHELLEY, III. 79.).

Deviations in single cases are pointed out in the Pure Infinitive.
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Old-Engl. : Undur his shadewe y desyrede to sitte (WRIGHT A. HAL-
LIW

,
Rel. Ant I. 40.). Muche they desireth to schewe heore body

(Aus. 163.) I purpose not . . to werke by thy counseil (CiiAtc., C.

T. p. 152. II.). He ches in that lond . there to suffre his passioun
(MACNDEV. p. 2 ). What asken men to have (CHAUC., C. T. 2779.). I

comaunde not to cut it (Tows. M. p, 240.\ Loke that none other werne
To be wys and hende (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I 109.). If ye
vovchesauf to heere A tale of me (CHAUC , C. T. 4:538.). This empe-
rour hath graunted gentilly To come to dyner (55 1 3.) I recche not

to sterve (1400.). Swiche lessons lordes sholde Lovye to here (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 178.) To be slai/ne ful sore they dredde (RICH. C. DE L. 3444,).
Theih dradden more here lond to lese (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 343.).

Halfsax. : Swa patt he shollde ^eornenn To wurrpen riche (Ouw. 12140.).

prattest bine to slvennt, (LA}AM. II. 362.). In Anglosaxon in a few cases

the infinitive with to stands: Seo manigeo sohte hine to athrinanne

(Lrr 6, 1 9.) pa pe seca& mine savle to fordonne (Ps. 34, 4.). Ti-

hodon hine to forlaetanne (BOETH. 38, 1.). He ondred pyder to faranne
(MATH. 2, 22.). pa gyrnde he him his gemaccan to nymanne (S. GUTH-
LAC 1.). pa girnde he his sealmas to leornjanne (2.). Alongside thereof

there often stands the pure infinitive: Sva hvylc sva sec his savle

gedon hale (.Luc. 17, 3^.). Gode anum geteohode peovjan (THORPE,
Anal p 49.). pa pu fseringa feor gehvgodest sacce secean (Beov. 3980.).
The notion to think often, as here, passes into that of intend, on.

which account instances of the first series of verbs may be referred

hither.

Other verbs also, expressing an activity directed to an ob-

ject, take the prepositional infinitive, as, begin, cease, con-

tinue, be wont, give up, omit, miss, observe, and the

like. Some of these verbs may also be regarded as intran-

sitives.

All that behold it begin to mock him (LuKE 14, 29.). At

length the North ceased to send forth a constant stream of fresh

depredators (MACAUL., H. of E. I. 10.). The civil war in that

wild region, after it had ceased to flame had continued during
some time to smoulder (VII. 1.). My uncle used to say, that he

thought all this at the time (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). I shall

not fail t' improve the fair conceit, The king hath of you
(SHAKSP., Henry VIII. 2, 3.). Should our first champion fail
to crush the race (TALFOURD, Ion 4, 2.). Being mov'd, he will

not spare to gird the gods (SiiAKSP., Coriol. 1, 1.). To neglect
or omit to afford aid (WEBST. v. fail). In the great society of

the wits, John Gay deserved to be a favourite and to hai-e a

good place (THACKERAY, Engl. Humour. 4.). Among other verbs

o/er with the prepositional infinitive is to be observed, which

may appear of the same meaning as begin, undertake, be
on the point of &c. James offered to take leave of his guide

(FiKLD., T. Jon. 12, 4.). He again, therefore, offered to salute

the female part of the family (GoLDSM., Vic. 5.). He did not

offer to speak to me, till I had walked up close to his bedside

(STERNE, Tr. Sh. 6, 6.)

For deviations see the pure infinitive, where compare especially gin.

Old-Engl. : Dame Sirith bigon to go (WRIGHT, Anecd. p 9.) The kyng
thanne comseth to telle (P. PLOCGHM. p. 49.). Of hem that of verray
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usage ne cessen nought to swere grete othis (OnAUG., C. T. p. 198. I.).

The good that he hath left to doon (ib. p. 188. II ). Spare not thou
to icorschcpe hym that alle hath wroght (HALLIW., Freemas. 660.). To
tellen hit the ne wille ich wonde (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 6 ). To preche
hem also thou myjt not wonde (MS. in Halliw. v.). For which he hath

i-served to be deed (CHACC , C. T. 1728.). Halfsax. : Al pat heo bi-gin-
neth to dom (LAJAM. III. 29l.). He forrsoc to don pe lape gastess
wille (ORM. 11805). Anglosax.: Agan to rixjenne (SAX. CHR. 116.).

Sva sva oxa gevunaS to avcestenne gars (Nuw. 22, 4.). Ac he ne van-
dode na him metes to tyljenne (SAX. CHR. 1062.). Alongside thereof

stands the p\u c infinitive: pare hi gevunedon to gebedum gecigde
and avehte beon (THORPE, Anal. p. 53.). pa he sprecan gesvdc (Luc.

5, 4.). The oldest language is in general more sparing in the use of

the infinitive.

|3) By far more frequently not merely an infinitive, but also an ob-

ject of the person or thing is added to the verb of the pre-

dicate, which is at the same time to be regarded as the sub-

ject of the action denoted by the active or passive infinitive.

The number of verbs which can take the infinitive only is very
limited; all appearing with such a one make, although not

without exception, the activity expressed by the infinitive ap-

pear as that of the subject of the verb of the predicate,
as is also the case with verbs with the pure infinitive.

Theoretically and historically the case considered here may
be reduced partly to a dative, partly to an accusative. As
an accusative, it can thought in its more intimate combination
with the infinitive, as it were coalescing into a unity of notion

with it, or regarded as a member of the sentence representing
the substantive sentence, which, like the simple infinitive, may
be used as the subject or object of a verb of the predicate.
This construction is called that of the accusative with the
infinitive. We here return to the pure infinitive, whose rela-

tion to the verb of the predicate with a case of the object is

the same.

It is in English frequently hard to decide, whether a case of

the object is to be thought more closely combined with the in-

finitive or attaches itself, for the feeling of the language, more

closely to the verb of the predicate. The former is decidedly
the case, where the case with the infinitive is to be regarded
as the subject of a sentence, of which older instances are cited

above. The difficulty exists, where the accusative with the in-

finitive may constitute the object of the verb of the predicate.

If, in such cases as: Command the bridge to be lowered (ScoTT,
Ivanh. 39.), it is clear, that the bridge is separated from com-
mand, and is immediately connected with the infinitive, this

seems less so in: He commanded him to yield himself (ib. 12.).
The circumstance that such members may also be transformed
into a substantive dependent sentence, in whicli the case of the

object becomes the subject, is not of itself sufficient for us to regard
that member {as an object complete in itself The fluctuating
reference of the case of the object is also perceived in inter-

rogative sentences, whose accusative with the infinitive is resol-
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ved into a dependent sentence, while the predicative case stands

in the accusative by virtue of the attraction by the verb of the

predicate: Whom do men say that I am? (MATTH. 16, 13.),
even Anglosax. Hvdne secgaff men, pat stf marines sunu? (ib.),

where in Greek it runs: Tivat, /me Xeyoutni' ot av^lpwiroi etvcu; and
from this very attraction of the case of the object by the verb
of the predicate is explained that, in English, sentences with a

prepositional case occur to which an infinitive with a pre-
dicative determijnation is added, which has its subject in

that case : I look upon foxes to be the most blessed dispensation
of a benign Providence (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 3.), The essen-

tial in the cases now to be cited is, that Jthe case added to the

verb of the predicate is also in fact the logical subject of the

infinitive.

Among the series of verbs considered here, we first name the

verbs of sensuous and intellectual perception, with which
stands the pure infinitive, and also in part the infinitive with to.

The case of the object with the infinitive answers to the clas-

sical accusative with the infinitive. See instances p. 13.

How in these and other cases the infinitive may be transformed into

the participle, is to be pointed out in discussing the participle.

The case of the object is related in the same manner to the

infinitive with verbs of imagining and thinking as with the

expression of them.

Would ye not think, that cunning to be great? (SHAKSP., II

Henry VI. 2, 1.). When the surprised girl saw her whom she

had thought to be sleeping (Coop., Spy 14.). Imagine this to be

the palace of your pleasure (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 3, 3.). My
friend moreover conjectures this to have been the founder of that

sect of laughing philosophers (FIELD., J. Andr. I, 2.). I sup-

posed such banditti to belong to their bands (Scoxr, Ivanh. 21.).

Your honour . . Whom I believe to be most strait in virtue

(SHAKSP., Meas. f. Meas.
'2, 1.). I judged him to be a foreigner

(BuLw., Dever. 5, 2.). My aunt really conceived me to be what

her lover . . called me (FiELD ,
T. Jon. 11, 4.). I hold him to

be the same (ScOTT, Ivanh. 27.). I hope she takes me to be flesh

and blood (Mas. CENTLIVRE, The Wonder 3, 1.). He could

scarcely, in such circumstances, expect them to defend his cause

(MACAUL., H. of E. VII. 1.). He was of that stubborn crew

Of errant saints Whom all men grant To be the true Church

Militant (BcTL., Hud. 1, 1, 192.). The king promised to ack-

nowledge himself to be the author of the enterprise (ROBERTSON,
H. of Scotl. II. 11.). He frankly avowed himself to be Wilfred

of Ivanhoe (Scoix, Ivanh. 28.). I will vouch him to be the brother

Ambrose (27.). The knotted blood . . With mortal crisis doth

portend My days to appropinque and end (Bt'TL., Hud. 1, 3, 578.).

Bishop Jewel pronounced the clerical garb to be a stage dress

(MACAUL., H. of E. I. 50.). He declared it to be his opinion,

that the king must make up his mind to great sacrifices (III.

322.). An old man, whose yellow cap proclaimed him to belong
to the same nation (ScOTT, Ivanh. 19.). We profess Ourselves

to be the slaves of chance (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 4, 3.). I will
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prove those serves to be very unlearned (Love's L. L. 4, 2.). He
represented Rizid's credit with the queen to be the chief and only
obstacle to his success in that demand (ROBERTSON, H. of Scotl.

II. 10.). She constantly denied his conspiracy to have been at

all known to her (Hi ME. H. of E. 42.). These and other verbs

allied in sense frequently occur with the infinitive beside the

case of the object, especially with to be in a predicative deter-

mination, which might stand as such, even without the interven-

tion of the verb of existence, where there is at the same time

no question of determining the past time.

This construction of verbs of the kind cited has not gained ground
till modern times; it was formerly much more rarely met with. Old-

Engl. : Thys same artycul .
, juggythe the prentes to take lasse thenne

hys felows (HALLIW., Freemas. 170.). Me merveylyth of this, That }e

wryte hym to be kyng of Jewys (Cov. MVST. p. 324.). This treatment
of verbs of thinking and representing certainly attaches itself to that

of verbs of perception, but seems to have been so widely diffused only
through classical and Romance influence. In Anglosaxon we here

rarely meet with the accusative with the infinitive, in which case the

pure infinitive stands: For pi gemunde sviffe gedafenlice pat godcunde
gevrit, mannes Sunu standan at Godes sviflran (A -S. HOMIL. I. 48.).

We otherwise frequently find the substantive sentence, where the Go-

thic, according to the Greek precedent,- presents the accusative with
the infinitive; for instance: Hig vision pat he Crist vas (Luc. 4, 41.

cf VO, 6.). Vendon pat he on heora gefere vcere (2, 44.). Hvat secge

ge pat ic stf? (9, 18.), turns, which are moreover known both to the

modern and to the more ancient tongue. Old-Engl.: Which trowestow
of tho two That is in moost drede? 'P. PLOCGHM. p. 237.) Modern-

Engl. : What think you they portend? (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4 ).

Verbs expressing an act of the will, a desire, command,
an admission, as well as an emotion, often let the object

appear in undecided separation from the verb of the predicate.
The attraction of the case by the infinitive comes out more deci-

dedly, when a passive infinitive is associated with it. But this

attraction is frequently directly excluded, particularly where
the verb of the predicate is combined with a personal object,
with which the influence of the activity expressed by that verb

is immediately present. We specify instances, in which the

infinitive of the active is also accustomed to give place to that

of the passive, or separation from the infinitive would endanger
the sense, and in which we are able to recognise an accusative

with the infinitive, in the sense of the ancient tongues.
I will wish thee never more to dance (SHAKSP., Love's L. L.

5, 2.). My brother wishes us to leave him (CoLER., Pice. 1, 9.).

Wilt thou, that we command fire to come down from heaven?

(LUKE 9, 54.) I might command you to be slain for this (MAR-
LOWE, I Tarnburl. 1, 1.). Command the bridge to be lowered

(ScoiT, Ivanh. 39.). He ordered Oswald to keep an eye upon
him (18.). He . . led the way to the pavilion, loudly ordering
the banquet to be spread (BuLW., Rienzi 3, 2.). What conscience

dictates to be done (Poi'E, Univ. Prayer). My lord, we but ask
that lawful heritage to be restored to us (BuL\v., Rienzi 1, 8.).

We do require you to send a priest (Scon, Ivanh. 25.). This
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letter requires twenty guineas, to be left at the bar of the Talbot

inn (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 4.). The Grand Master appointed
the appellant to appear there by her champion (ScoTT, Ivanh.

38.). He appointed the battle to be done in his presence (ib.).

Lord Lufton wants me to learn to ride (TROLLOPE, Framl. Pars.

1, 13.). He wants me to go home (DouoL. JERROLD, Bubbles

4.). Shall we thus permit A blasting and a scandalous breath

to fall On him so near us? (SiiAKSP., Meas. f. Meas. 5, 1.)
Permit the stranger to be caWd to be (CoLER., Wallenst. 4, 3.)-
Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live (ExOD. 22, 18.). He suf-
fered the absolution to be pronounced over him (MACAUL. H. of

E. II. 7.). They scarce can bear the morn to break That me-

lancholy spell (BvR., Bride 2, 28.). I like Rienzi to harangue
the mob about old Rome and such stuff (BuL\v., Rienzi 2, 1.),

Jealousy dislikes the world to know it (BYR., D. Juan 1, 65.).
I did not apprehend the thing to be so serious (Coop., Spy 7.)
and others. Many verbs of similar meaning are moreover com-
bined with the case of the object and the prepositional infinitive,

in which a personal notion attached immediately to the verb

of the predicate is chiefly considered, as, pray, beseech, entreat,

charge, advise, counsel, implore, and the like, and others expres-

sing a determination, a compulsion, a misleading, and
the like, on the part of the subject of the verb of the predicate,

as, instigate, compel, constrain, induce, motion, invite, tempt, urge,

incline, embolden, encourage, accustom, enable, bring, lead, bind,

put, sentence, with which the infinitive with to is employed con-

formably to its original nature, as it appears, wherever a place
would belong to the preposition to.

Although thy charms should instigate some hot headed youth
to enter the lists in thy defence (ScoTT, Ivanh. 39.). 'Tis not

the first time 1 have constrained one to call me knave (SnAKSP.,
Twelfth. N. 2. 3.). My circumstances . . Must first induce you
to believe (Cymb. 2, 4.). I invite his Grace of Castle-Rackrent

to reflect on this (CARLYLE, Past a Fres.
3., 10.). The self-

conceit, which had emboldened him to undertake this dangerous
office (Scoxx, Ivanh. 26.). An earnest inviting, which many
my near occasions did urge me to put off (SHAKSP., Tim. of Ath.

3, 6.). A higher opinion than the first appearance had inclined

him to adopt (Scorr, Ivanh. 36.). Trust also in him, and he

shall bring it to pass (Ps. 37, 5.). Your feelings lead you to

say something in my defence (Coop., Spy 14.). Me, whom
their foundation binds them to pray for, they suffer to die like

a houseless dog (ScOTT, Ivanh. 30.). If tbou puttest me to use

the carnal weapon it will he the worse for you (16.) and others.

Instances of the former kind, which seem to answer to an ancient

accusative with the infinitive, are presented by the. older language.

Old-Engl. : Monkes and moniales, And alle men of religion, Hir ordre

and hir reule wole To han a certein noumbre (P. PLOUGH M. p 440.).

My lorde lias ordeynyd the, thorwgh red, The thrydde day to be don
to ded (RICH C. DK L. 1013.). The sentence and judgement that Me-
]ibe wolde comaunde to be doon on hem (CHAUC., C. T. p 165. II.).
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Su/re thou never thi sayntes to se The sorow of thaym that won iu

wo (TOWN M. p. 253.). Ny no fals sware sofre hem to make (HAL-

nw., Freemas. 257.). Sofre me never to be y-lore (652.). In Haltsaxon

poljan, answering to suffer, which in the meaning pati in Anglosaxon
has the accusative or the genitive, is used with the dative with the

infinitive: JLdwine bisohte . . pat Cadwalan him polede kine-helm to

beberenne (LA;AM. III. 213.). Wei he inihhte polenn himm To brinn-

genn himm o lawe (ORM. 12093.). With the notion of the activity of

surprise the accusative with the infinitive also stands in Old-Engl : So

jonge a chylde suche clergye to reche, And so sadly to say it, we won-

dyr sore (Cov. MYST. p. 1 93.). Yet we may regard the verb as intran-

sitive; in Anglosax. vundrjan is construed with the genitive. In An-

glosaxon we must not regard biddan and hdtan (see p. 10.) as construed

with an accusative with the infinitive in the ancient sense; yet we
sometimes find after verbs of willing the pure accusative with the in-

finitive sometimes taken as a total object: pa bycnodon big to his fader,

hvat he volde hyne genemnedne beon (Lt c. 1, 62.). Commonly a sub-

stantive sentence appears instead: We nyllaS pat pes ofer us ricsje

(Lcc. 19, 14.). Here the Gothic, like the Greek, has the accusative

with the infinitive.

Verbs of the kind cited in the second series, denoting the deter-
mination and movement of the object to activity, have, from the

most ancient times, besides the accusative, the infinitive with to, as

they mostly acquire in French the infinitive with a. Old-Engl.: pat
man eggeff his negebure to offer to speken him harm (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 131 sq.)- He stririth him to pappe and pampe her

fleische (I. 41.). Holy chirche by juggement streyneth him to doon

open penaunce (CHAUC., C. T. p. 185. II.). For to usen a man to do

goode werkes (p. 189. I.). Halfsax.: He droh pe folle To lufenn . .

patt rihhtwisnessess lihht (ORM. 18156.). Thus even in Anglosax.: God
ncenne man ne neddaS to syngigenne (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 114.), Ic . . ge-

bigde mm mod to festdnne (Ps. 34, 12.).

Verbal notions, as, let, make, cause &c., which receive an

infinitive beside a primitive accusative, make this substitute for

a dependent sentence appear as a notional whole.

Verbs of this kind, like let, make and the older do, and others,

which also admit the pure infinitive, are cited at p. 10 ff.

Comp. also: Folly will leave Valour to find out his way (Scoxx,
Ivanh. 40.). His charity would have left the wounded Christian

to be tended in the house, where he was (28.). The Lord God
had not caused it to rain (GEN. 2, 5. cf. EXOD. 9, 18.). This

story caused a quantity of blood to rush into the parson's face

(FiELD., T. Jon. 3, 9.). Thou hast caused printing to be used

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 7.). Brian de Bois-Guilbert whose
renown in all games of chivalry had occasioned him to be eagerly
receive 1 in the company of the challengers (Scorr, Ivauh. 7.).

See instances of the older language elsewhere. It is to be remarked,
that the Anglosaxon with don often resolves the accusative with the

infinitive into the substantive sentence: Doff pat pas men sitton (Jon.

6, 10.). Old-Eugl.: Make jee men for to sitte (WYCLIKFG), Gr. mutants
TOI)? avSptonovs d^mi Kitir. This happens also with the omission of

the object and its repetition as the subject of the dependent sentence :

Ic do inc pat gyt beo& savla onfnde (MARC. I, 17), Gr. nnn'inta r/uny
yevtoiirti aim's df&gtnmv, Ic . . do me symble, pat ic a; pine metige
,(Ps. 118, 174. cf. BOETH. 4. COD. EXON. 174, 4.), similarly to the
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Old-EngJ.: That makes me that 1 ga nought aright (CHAUC., C. T. 4252.).
He xal cause the blynde that thei xal se (Cov. MYST. p. 254.); as this

occurs with other verbs in Modern-English, as in Old-English and An-

glosax. : The sons of God saw the daughters of men that they werefair
(GEN. 6, 2.). All men counted John, that he was a prophet indeed

(MARK. 11,32.). Old-Engl.: Cleophas ne knew him noght That he Crist

were (P. PLOCGHM. p. 216.). Anglosax.: p, gesavon Godes beam . .

manna dothra pat hig vatron vlitige (GEN. 6, 2.). Ealle hi hdfdon Jo-

hannem pat he vcere tofflice vitega (MAKC. 11, 32.). Nu pec Caldeas

gefregen habban pat pu ana eart e'ce drihten (Coo. EXON. 188, 12.).

7) The notions of activity have and give are particularly to be

mentioned, where they take, beside the accusative, the infinitive

of the active of a transitive verb with to. In this case the

accusative seems to fluctuate between the reference to the verb
of the predicate and to the infinitive.

It is first of all to be remarked that, with these notions of

activity the mere infinitive (with give along with the primitive

dative) sometimes occurs.

What wouldst thou with me, A feeble girl, Who have not

long to livet (LoNGF. I. 205.) Give me but to eat, Lest I fall

down and perish here before thee (RowE, Jane Sh. 5, 1.). She

joined her rosy hands, and, filling them With the pure element,

gave him to drink (ROGERS, It., The Fountain).

The infinitive, which could be explained by a Latin gerund, is here

substituted for the object of the notion of the activify. This mode of

expression, in which to is added to the infinitive, appears early. Old-

Engl.: Thei hadde to doone In th' esckeker (P. PLOCGHM. p. 66.). With
me ne hadde he never to done (SEUYN SAGES 452.). Halfsax.: je scul-

led" habben to drinken (LAJAM. II. 143.). pae quene bar to drinken

(III. 236.). In allied instances the pure infinitive is also found. Old-

Engl. : Lene us alle so don here (WRIGHT, Polit. S. 257.). Anglosaxon:
He het hire syllan etan (Luc 8, 55.). Comp. Greek: A<-./ tiitiu$ti>

ui''T>j tiottijjsni tmytlv (ib.). With that also agrees the Latin infinitive:

Habeo etiam dicere, quern . . dejecerit (Cic.. Rose. Am. 35.). Ut bi-

bere sibi juberet dari (Liv. 40, 47.). Ut Jovi bibere ministraret (Cic.,

Tusc. 1, 26.).

Wherever an accusative is added, which must at the same
time be regarded as the natural object of the infinitive, it may
appear doubtful whether that case is originally to be iminediaiely
referred to the verb of the predicate or to the infinitive, although
the English language, by the collocation of its words, decides

predominantly for the former reference.

I have nothing to do, and I love not to be idle (BEN JONS.,
Poetast. 3, L). The clear light in her eyes Hath nought to do

with earthly day (Mas. HEMANS p. 161.). What have we to

fear? (Cowp. p. 42.). What have I to forgive'! (TALFOURD, Ion

4, 3.) What have I to do with fame? (BvR., Giaour.) He had
much to see (MiLT., P. L. 11. 415.). .Age has pains to sooth

(YOUNG, N. Th. 9, 16.). We have not an instant to lose here

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). If God . . will give me bread to eat

and raiment to put on (GEN. 28, 20.). You told me, that they

begged you to give them something to eat (EDGEW., Plays.).
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Something to love He lends us (TENNYS. p. 71.). Our great fore-

fathers Had left him nought to conquer but his country (ADDIS.,
Cato 4, 4.). The conception of the infinitive as a gerund at-

taching itself closely to the substantive notion, and of which
we shall speak further on, (see d) is close at hand. But the
double reference of the object manifests itself in repetitions of

it: In the land which I give them to possess it (DEUTER. 5, 31.).

The closer annexation of the object to the verb of the predicate re-

sults from the collocation of the words. Old-Engl.: This poure man
had suyn to selle (WIUGHT A. HALLIW., ReL. Ant I. 61 ). Thou hast

noght here to done (Aus. 873.). 1 wote well, what 1 have to do (Rica.
C. UK L. 1769.). They haveth no wolle to spynne (ALIR. 6806.). A
drynk fayn wold I have and somewhat to dyne (Town. M. p. 101.)- We
have a crow to pulle p. 15.). And gaff hym the cite to welde (Ricn.
C K L. 62'!4.). Halfsax. : Nefden we noht to drinken (LAJAM. II. 143.).
And ajef heom sone al pis curd of him to heoldenne (III. 167.). And
similarly even in Anglosaxon the infinitive with to follows the preced-

ing verb with the accusative: pat he genoh habbe to etanne (Exoo. 16,

16.). Ic habbe pone mete to etanne (Jon. 4, 32.). Gif Drihten . . sylti
me hldf to etenne and red/ to verigenne (GEN. 28, 20.). Hie sealdon
Ceolvulfe . . Myrcna rice to healdanne (SAX. CHR. 874.). Geseoh Ca-
naan lond, pe ic forgife Israhela bearnum to dgenne (DBCTER. 32, 49.).

To aefen ic sende pisum folce floesc to etanne (Exoo. 16, 12.) and many
more Yet the reference to the infinitive is also found. Here I also

refer the Old-Engl.: pu give us in his godhed him to se (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW. I. 22.), and here belongs in Anglosax. : Ic hahbe pe to sec-

genne sum
thing (Luc. 7, 14.). Hence also perhaps: Gearvjaff to mor-

gen, pat ge to gearvjenne habbon (Exoo. 16, 23.). Nim pat ic pe to

sillenne habbe (APOLLON. OF T. p. 12.). In Latin the objects lean pri-

marily upon the verb of the predicate: Haec fere dicere habeo (Cic.,

N. D. 3, 39.) Quod jussi ei dari bibere (TERENT., Andr. 3, 2, 4.), as

in Greek: Ovdiv civitmiiv 'i-/<a (AESCH., Prom. 51.), although the

double reference will be there present.

$) If the verbs which, besides a case of the object, have the infi-

nitive, stand in the passive, and the object becomes its sub-

ject, the infinitive may also be added. The prepositional
infinitive then commonly appears even with verbs, whose
active usually appears with the pure infinitive.

Thus the prepositional infinitive is added to the notions of

activity of sensuous and intellectual perception, of

thought, and of its expression.
How couldst thou drain the life-blood of the child . . And yet

be seen to bear a woman's face? (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, 4.)

Let not a breath be seen to stir Around yon grass-grown ruin's

height (SHELLEY, Qu. Mab I. 8.). Then down a path . . That

speechless page was seen to glide (ScoTT, Lord of the Isl. 5,

15.). Some were heard to curse the shrine Where others knelt

to Heaven (Tn. MOORE p. 228 ). He had been heard to utter

an ominous growl (MACAUL., H. of E. III. 19.). An irregularity,
which was not also felt to be a grievance (I. 33.). Yet many
difFrent intellects Are found fhave contrary effects (ButL., Hud.

3, 2, 263. cf. ib. 3, 471.). All their objections unll be found
to relate to matters of detail (MACAUL., H. of E. VIII. 5.). He
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was observed, after dinner, carefully to gather up the remnants
left at his table (Cn. LNMB, Essays). He has been known to

commit outrages (SHAKSP., Timon of Ath. 3, 5.). His fiddle . .

by your doom must be allowed To be, or be no more, a crowd

(Bi:xi.., Hud. 1, 2, 999.). My uncle was judged to have won
.etc. (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). The Somersetshire, or yellow
regiment . . was expected to arrive on the following day (MAC-
AUL., H. of E. II. 145.). For ends generally acknowledged to

be good (I. 33.). Some people have been noted to be able to

read in no book but their own (FIELD ,
T. Jon. 3, 9.). Ludovic

.. . is perhaps ignorant, that his attentions may be taken to mean
more than he intends (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). He
might be said to have thought of nothing else but poor Le Fevre
and his boy (STERNE, Tr. Sh. 6, 6.) and the like. The pure
infinitive is sometimes used with verbs of perceiving: Through
the gleam were seen Ten thousand banners rise into the air

(MiLT., P. L. 1, 544.). That dreadful voice was heard by some,

Cry, with loud summons "Gylbin, come!" (Scoxx, L. Minstr.

6, -26.).

This mode, answering to the transmutation of the Latin accusative

with the infinitive is only rarely to bemet with in the more ancient ton-

gue. With verbs of telling the infinitive with to is early used in this

case. Halfsax.: Nu wet pis ilke iseid me ta bi-swiken (LAJAM. 1.343.).
'

With verbs of perceiving the pure infinitive is added to the passive
in Anglosax.: To pam Pentecosten vas geseven . . blod veallan of eorffan

(S.\x CHR. 1100.). pa vas heo gesaven mid sva micle beorhtnisse

leohtes sciman (THORPE, Anal. p. 52.).

With verbs denoting an act of the will, as, bid, order,
determine, forbid &c,, also with bid, which otherwise gives
-the preference to the pure infinitive, the prepositional infinitive

is ordinarily added to the passive.

Being bid to ask what he would of the king (SHAKSP., Pericl.

1, 3.). But were he bid to cry, God save king Richard. Then
tell me in what terms he would reply? (RowE, Jane Sh. 1, 1.)

I was bid to pick up shells and starfish (DouGL. JERROLD,
Bubbles 3.). Twenty-nine were ordered to be tied up without

delay (MACAUL., H. of E. II. 211.). So when tyrann'cal usur-

pation Invades the freedom of a nation, The laws o' th' land,
that were intended To keep it out, are made defend it (BuxL.,
Hud. 2, 2, 353.). May I be permitted to ask, what the business

was that detained you? (CoLER.. Pice. 2, 13.) Night is the

sabbath of mankind, To rest the body and the mind, Which
now thou art deny'd to keep (BuTL., Hud. 3. 1, 1349.). The

key of this infernal pit . . I keep, by him forbidden to unlock

These adamantin gates (MiLT., P. L. 2, 850.). Lauzun ivas far-
bidden to appear in the royal presence (MACAUL,, H. of E. III.

343.). The pure infinitive is still met with with bid: Some

say the Sun was bid turn reins (MiLT., P. L. 10, 671.). Buyers,

you know, are bid beware (BuxL., Hud. 2, 1, 691.). Being bid

go on, he proceeded thus (FIELD., T. Jon. 18, 6.).

The infinitive with other passives denoting a determination
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or tendency, is readily intelligible. Comp. also the infinitive

with adjectives and participles (c).

Rarer instances of this sort present, even in Old-English, the infinitive

with to: His visage that oughte be desired to be say (= seen?) of al

mankynde (OnAUG., C. T. p. 190. I.). Out of his owhen chaumber He
was y-hote to go (AMIS A. AMIL. 1577.). As justice to jugge Enjoyned
is no poore (P. PLOCGHM. p. 290.)- In Halfsaxon might belong here:

All mannkinn forrbodenn iss To fandenn Godess mahhte (ORM- 12021.),

although in all mannkinn the dative might also be seen, as in : pe land

off Galileo patt hi-wm wass bedenn sekenn (ORM. 8465.), where the pure
infinitive stands. The case of the person stands thus even subse-

quently : One fatal tree there stands, of knowledge call'd, Forbidden
them to taste (MILT., P. L, 4, 514.). The pure infinitive also stands

in Old-English with the passive of similar notions of activity : Over al

y-honted, And y-hote trusse (P. PLOUGHM. p. 41.). This knight was
bode appiere (CHACC., C. T. 6612.). In Anglosaxon wej perhaps meet
the infinitive with to -. although with a changed subject of the infini-

tive: Hara and svyn synd forbodene to dthrmenne (LEVIT. 11, 6 8.).

With the passive of let, make, the infinitive likewise stands

with regard to the subject of the passive. With let, however,
we meet only the pure, as with leave the prepositional infini-

tive; with make the language fluctuates.

This poor right hand of mine Is left to tyrannize upon my
breast (SHAKSP., Tit. Andron. 3, 2.). Four of the sufferers were

left to rot in irons (MACAUL., II. 183.). The reference of this

passive to the infinitive may indeed be otherwise apprehended:
I am made to understand, that you have lent him visitation

(SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 3, 2.). Give also frequently occurs,

alongside of make, in the passive, especially with the infinitive

just touched upon : As I am truly given to understand (I Henry
IV. 4, 4.). As / was given to understand by some inquiries

(SCOTT, R. Roy 5.). I was given to understand that she aban-
doned me (BuLW., Rienzi 3, 3.). When were the winds Let

slip with such a warrant to destroy? (Cowp. p. 186.) Thou
wert let drop into obscurity (COLER., Pice. 4, 7.). And when
their crimes were made appear (BuTL., Hud., The Lady's Answ.

165.).

In the older language don and maken particularly are met with in

the passive with the infinitive. Old-Engl.: I am done to understand

(Tows. M. p. 69.). He was maad that tome To take the spere in his

hond (P. PLOCGHM. p 374.), when the pure infinitive also occurs: A
strong fer (= fire) ther was don make (AMIS A. AMIL. 1216.). This
maister was maad sitte (P. PLOCGHM. p. '248.). We otherwise find also

the passive with the case of the person and the infinitive with to :

Me it is i-don to wt/t off frendes (Ricn. C. DE L. 1711.) Halfsax :

purrh patt wass uss don paer full wel to seon annd tunnderrstanndenn

(ORM. 3892.). I have not met with Anglosaxon instances.

b) With intrausitives the prepositional infinitive has, conform-

ably with the nature of these verbs, a less intimate relation to

them, and it mostly serves to denote the determination and
intention which, in a loose connection in general belongs to it.

a) The use of the infinitive with be is first to be discussed. With
Miitzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 3
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this in itself incomplete verb of the predicate the infinitive

with to has from the most ancient times stood as a complement,.
in a certain measure in the sense of a participle of the future.

In the modern tongue the subject of the sentence is at the
same time predominantly regarded as that of the infinitive, on
which account the infinitive of the active receives the meaning
of an active; that of the passive, that of a passive participle
of the future.

I would 1 were to die with Salisbury (SHAKSP., I Henry VI.

5, 1.). Whajt is to become of me (BuLW., Maltrav. 2, 5). I'm

yet to thank you for choosing my little library (GOLDSM., G.
Nat. M. 3.). The party in power was presently to provide
for the young poet (THACKERAY, Engl. Humour. 2.). What
companion am 1 to have in this cursed resort of antiquarians
and Lazzaroni? (BuLW., Maltrav. 2, 5.) If brother Peter was
to hear you (DouoL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 1.). Faith

is not to be held with hereticks (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 2, 2.).

It is not to be borne (CoLER., Wallenst. 1, 11.). What is to be

done! (Bi'LW., Rienzi 5, 3.) There was no time to be left (Mal-
trav. 1, 4.). The trick of laughing frivolously is by all means
to be avoided (CHATH., Lett. 5.). My picture is to be finished

(TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.) But to whom is the bag of gold
to be delivered? (ROGERS, It., The Bag of Gold) The infinitive

of the active however often stands where, in relation to the sub-

ject, that of the passive would be to be expected, that is, the

subject of the infinitive remains undenoted, and the activity is

stated abstractedly: Were I to get again, Madam, I would not

wish a better father (SHAKSP., John 1, 1.). Whafs here to do?

(MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 2.) There's nobody else to kill, is

there? (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.) "Didst thou rob no one?"
"There was no one to rob, save a party of students." (LoNGF.
I. 180,) There's no time to waste (ADDIS., Cato 1, 3.). Are
there no follies for his pen to purge? (BYR. p. 326.). Are there

no sins for satire's hand to greet? (ib.) Here also belongs the

formula: This is to say (BuxL., Hud. 1, 2, 47.), which perhaps
has not been copied from the French c'est a dire.

The infinitive of the passive is an innovation in the cases cited, it

does not become usual in Old-English till subsequently : pe bookis pat
ben to be writen (WYCLIFFE, Joh. 2], 25.). Here is to be maryde a

mayde jynge (Cov. MYST. p. 96.). The infinitive of the active of tran-

sitive verbs is else generally used; the infinitive of intransitive verbs

is of course common to all ages. Old-Engl. : To segge sop of pinges
pat to comene bep (R. OF GL. I. 145.). Drede of harm that is to come

(CHACC., C. T. p. 188. II.). Ich wol pe grante ywis . . jef it to grante

ys (R. OF GL. I. 115.). Nes me not to done Such pyng, as pou me
biddest to graUnte pe, so sone (ib.). And asked what hire was to don

(ALis. 467.). That in burghe is to selle (P. PLOUGHM. p. 135.). In

charnel at chirche Cherles ben yvel to knowe (p. 120.). Is here ony
messe to do (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 62.). The dogges wer

nothyng to blame (HCNTYNG OF THE HARE 124.). The sothe is not to

hyde (TOWN. M. p. 262.). The latter dede is more to drede Then was
the fyrst (p. 257.). That nevere weren to truste (DEPOS. OF RICH. II.
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p. 12.). What is this to meene? (P. PLOCGHM. p. 15. cf, 18, 293.)
That is to seye (MACNDEV. p. 2. 18. 29.). That is to undrestonde (p. 63.).

The owner therof is a lady of estate Whoes name to tell is dame
Saunce-pere (SKELTON I. 32.). Halfsax. : patt irre patt to cumenn iss

(OBM. 9267.). Rihht att te treowwess rote, patt iss to seggenn openn-
lij, Rihht att tatt follkess ende (.10084.). Anglosax. : Se pe to cumenne

,(/s (Jon. 1, 15.) His apostolas to farenne vceron geond ealle eorflan

(LEGG. JELFRED. 49.). Alannes sunu ys to syllanne on manna handa
(MATH. 17, 22.). Buton pam bocum . . pa synd to hdbbene (A.-S. Ho-
MIL. I. 3.). Hvdt is nu mare ymbe pat to sprcenne (I. 92.). Nyston
hvet heom to ddnne vcere (SAX. CHR. 1083.). Eal svylc is to lednne,
and naefre to lufjanne (LEGG. ^ETHELR. IV. 22.). Us is eac to vitenne

pat vaeron sume gedvolmen (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 110.). pat is to pdfjanne
(LEGG. ^LER. GUTHL. 5.). 'Ealdor' pat is to understandenne ealra ge-

lyfendra vifa mocler (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 92.). The Modern-Highdutch uses

the infinitive of the active, where English has that of the passive,

which, however, was unable to supplant the former.

In the old combination of be with about, which operates ad-

verbially, the subject of the verb of the predicate always remains

formally that of the infinitive also.

Is he about to shew us any play? (GAY, Begg. Op. 2, 1.) As
Owen was about to answer etc. (ScoTT, R. Roy 2.). He was
not in the frame of mind which befits one who is about to

strike a decisive blow (MACAUL., H. of E. II. 175.).

Old-Engl. : Whether the folk me gyle dothe, Be aboute me to anoye
(Ricn. C DE L. 4682.). Men beth aboute the to spille (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p. 199.). The adder . . was aboute the child to sting (SEUYN SAGES

763.). Us to tray and teyn Ar thay abowte (TOWN. M. p. 298.). In-

stead of about older times present umbe (ymbe) : He is eaver umben to

reare sum ladtTe (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 5.). Earlier in-

stances seem wanting.

]3) Verbs of movement, as go, come, hasten, rise, lay
down &c. have, with a few exceptions still occurring, (see

pure in fin. p. 16.) the infinitive with to, which chiefly denotes

the tendency of the activity, but appears even where verbs

of this kind, especially come, denote only becoming in time

and, without the notion of tendency, express the falling into

something or the progress to something.
And it came to pass etc. (MATTH. 26, 1.); so very frequently

in the translation of the Bible. How, indeed, or by what steps,
the ancient Celtic togue came to be banished from the Low
Countries in Scotland . . cannot be so well pointed out etc.

(BLAIR, Lectures). When I come to think of the matter (DICKENS,
Pickw. 2, 20.). When you come to be in my circumstances

(WARREN, Diary 1
,

1 8.). Comp. also : This English nation, will

it get to know the meaning of its strange new Today? (CAR-
LYLE, Past a. Pres. 1, ?.), where get may be likewise taken

intransitively. The notion of tendency or intention else always
comes out: She finds the boy she went to find (PAKNELL, W.
I. 25.). And down I went to fetch my bride (TENNYS. p. 91.).
We come with joy from our eternal rest, To see th' oppressor
in his turn oppress'd (Cowp. p. 98.). I nearer drew to gaze
(MiLi., P. L. 9. 578.). Shall Truth fail to keep her word,

3*
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Justice divine not hasten to be just (10, 856.). Ingenious Art
. . Steps forth to fashion and refine the race (Cowp. p. 98.).
Mr. Weller . . presently returned to sai/ that there was only a

gentleman with one eye (DICKENS, Pickw. 1, 19.). As we rose

to leave the study (WARREN, Diary 1, 18.). You sit down to

teach me chess (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 3.) and so on.

How in former and the most ancient times the pure infinitive
also denoted the activity aimed at. is pointed out at p. 16. It was

gradually supplanted by the prepositional infinitive Old-Engl. : Crist

. . wente in to desert to be tempted of the devele (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 41.). pat he to hym wende To helpe hym (R. OF GL.
I. 169). Whanne men wil go to kutte hem (MAUSDEV. p. 50.) I will

go me to hyde (Tows. M p. 19.). He commys to folfylle the law

(p. 169.). Whider schal thanne the wrecche synful man flee to hyden
him? (CHAUC., C. T. p. 187. I.). The hound that torneth to ete his

spewyng (p. 186. II.). Halfsax. : He shall newenn cumenn forp To
turrnmn and to wendenn pe suness etc. (ORM. 183.). Thus even in

Anglosaxon similar verbs take the infinitive with to: Ne com ic riht-

vise to geciganne (MATH. 9, 13 ff. 10, 34. NUM. 22, 6. LEGG. ^ELFE.

49.). JErpam pe his apostolas to farenne vaeron geond ealle eorffan

to Iceranne (LEGG. ^ELFR. I. 1.). Even Gothic uses, along with the

pure infinitive, that with du with verbs of motion, for instance MARC.

4, 3. Luc. 8, 5.

7) Verbs of rest, of tarrying &c. take in the modern tongue
only the infinitive with to, whereby the destination, the pur-
pose is denoted.

He lies in* wait to catch the poor (Ps. 10, 9.). He stopped
for a minute to look at the strange irregular clusters of lights

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). Fate commands, And I live but to

perform her bidding (TALFOURD, Ion 4, 2.). The destination

may remind, us of temporal succession; If I live to be a man,

My father's death revenged shall be (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 1, 9.).

Old-Engl.: A comoun woman that dwelled there to resceyve men to

folye (MAUNDEV. p. 24.). For the pure infinitive with verbs of rest see

p. 17.). The infinitive with du is here known even to Gothic: Blinda

sat faur vig du aithron (MARC. 10, 46. Luc. 18, 35.).

<$)
With intransitives, which of themselves denote inclination,
utility, capacity and tendency, as well as with activities

denoted intransitively, whose purpose or result is added,
the infinitive with to is in general familiar.

If they incline to think you dangerous (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3,

\.\ Those harmless delusions that lend to make us happy
(G-OLDSM., Vic. 3.). They only served to mark the dirty en-

trance to some narrow close (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). As she

prepared to get into the coach (ib.). The heart on which I had
so longed to rest my head (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.) and

many more. We'll strive to please you (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 5,

1.). Struggling to be free (Haml. 3, 2.). Many a dunce whose

fingers itch to write. (Cowp. p. 4.). In England, to be a useful

or a distinguished man, you must labour (BuLW., Maltr. 2, 4.).

All, to reflourish, fades (YOUNG, N. Th. 6, 687.).

Old Engl.: Fond to don better (P. PLOUGH.M. p. 456.). She gan so
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sore long To seene her suster (CHAUC., Leg. of Good Women 2256.).
Al be it so that thay availen not to have the lif perdurable, yit avaylen

thay to abridging of the peyne of helle (CHAUC., C. T. p. 189. I.).

Traveillen bysyly to drawen hire lore fro erthely thinges (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 39.). Halfsax.: Fundede to farenne (LAJAM. II.

325.). Natanael to frajtenn toe (ORM. 13702.). In Anglosaxon we meet
the infinitive without to with similar verbs: Rviderfundast pu . . sitfas

dreogan? (.CAEDM. 2363.); fundjan may indeed be reckoned among verbs

of movement (niti properare).

i) A number of intransitive verbs or verbs used intransitively, to

which especially notions of the activities of emotions, but

others also belong, which else take a preposition with an ob-

ject, combine with the prepositional infinitive, which here awakens
the image of an accompanying activity as of the motive of

another. Comp. belove 7b.

Why weep ye not to think upon my wrongs? (MARL., Jew of

M. 1, 2.) I joy to meet thee thus alone (ADDIS., Cato 1, 4.).

I rejoice to hear that you have begun Homer's Iliad (CHATHAM,
Lett. 2.). I blush and am confounded to appear Before thy

presence (4, 4.). Sham'st thou not to beg'? (BEN JONS., Ev. Man
in his hum. 2, 3.) Polly suffers, to see thee in this condition

(GAY, Begg. Op. 2, 2.). Caesar will shrink to hear the words
thou utter'st (ADDIS., Cato 2, 2.). Sir Antony will stare to see

the Captain here (SHERID., Riv. 1, 1.). Democritus ne'er laugWd
so loud To see bawds carted thro' the crowd (BuTL., Hud. 2,

1, 81.). I could not but smile to hear her talk in this lofty
strain (GOLDSM., Vic. 3.).

Here also might be referred wonder and care with the infi-

nitive, since we have to regard them as original intransitives :

A single thing, as I am now, that wonders To hear thee speak
of Naples (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). I do not greatly care to be

deceived (Ant. a. Cleop. 5, 2.). Yet nothing that my tyrants
knew or taught I cared to learn (SHELLEY I. 157.). The verb

care certainly deviates apparently from its original meaning, in

that it may be explained by be disposed, have regard to.

In the ancient tongue this combination with intransitives is more

rarely found: An hors wold wepe to se the sorow he rnaide (HALLIW.,

Nug. Poet. p. 1.). Ye have gretly erred to have cleped such maner
folk to youre counseil (CHADC., C. T. p. 158 a.). See moreover 7b. The
influence of the Romance a seems here not without importance. In

Anglosaxon we find nothing corresponding. The verb cearjan there

appears with the pure infinitive: Ne ceara pu feor heonon fleame dce-

lan somvist incre (CAEDM. 2273.). Otherwise cearjan has also the pre-

position ymb with an object.

4. The prepositional infinitive stands in immediate combination with

the adjective to denote various references to a notion of the acti-

vity. We comprehend the participles of the perfect, which may
operate adjectively, although they are at the same time employed
to form the passive.

a. A great number of adjectives and participles are connected

with this infinitive, which express readiness, inclination,
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capacity, appropriateness, destination, being accu-
stomed to anything, or the striving after anything, as well

as the contrary, and which are mostly construed before nouns
with the prepositions to, for, and the like, some also with of.

It is to be understood that adjectives not in themselves expres-

sing a tendency, serve in this very combination with the infinitive

to express it.

They be almost ready to stone me (ExOD. 17, 14.). Having
forgotten, as we are all too prone to do, the inner facts of Nature

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 3.). But apt the mind or fancy is to

rove Uncheck'd (MiLT., P. L. 8, 188.). Ne'er was I able to endure

contempt (CoLER., Pice. 5, 5.). I shall not be fit to be seen

(TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 2.). Even such a sum he was un-
able to spare (MACAUL., H. of E. VII. 1.). A Bacon . . Unfit to

stand the civil storm of state (THOMS., Summer). Intent to gaze
Creation through (ib.). The craven-hearted world Is ever eager
to accept a master (TALF., Ion. 4, 2.). The boy is ripe to look

on war (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 4. 13.). Sagacious all, to trace the

smallest game, and bold to seize the greatest (YouNG, N. Th. 5,

976.). Wise to promote whatever end he means (Cowp. p. 98.).
A spirit, zealous, as he seem'd, to know More of th'Almighty's
works (MiLT., P. L. 4, 565.). Invention, weak at first, Dull in

design, and clumsy to perform (Cowp. p. 163.). All were swift
to follow whom all lov'd (p. 191.). Slow to learn (p. 178.).
Thou wert not wont to seem so stubborn (TALF., Ion 4, 3.). Un-
used to bend, impatient of control (THOMS., Liberty 4.). Being,
as he said, very desirous to see his young lady (FIELD., T. Jon.

16, 3.). Mine eyes are hungry to behold her face (LoxoF. II. 139.).
Studious of song, And yet ambitious not to sing in vain (Cowp.
p. 139.) and 'many more. Here also belongs free: Ye are free
to be my foe (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.), and like, likely, with which
the notion of equality lies at the root of the further develop-
ments of the notion: Have we more sons? or are we like to have?

(SHAKSP., Rich. II, 5, 2.). A surgeon . . applied himself to

dressing his wounds, which I had the pleasure to hear were not

likely to be mortal (FiELD., T. Jon. 8, 13.). Participles like

disposed, determined, accustomed, busied, born, made, armed or, if

one will, the passives of dispose are analogously treated: She was

deeply busied then To tend the wounded Deloraine (Scoix, L.

Minstr. 3, 22.). We were not born to sue, but to command

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). You are not made to sink down into

a virtuoso (BuLW., Maltrav. 2, 4.). Am I not arm'd by Heaven
To execute its mandate? (TALF., Ion 4, 1.) What strange words
Are these which call my senses from the death They were com-

posed to welcome? (ib.) and the following.
For the infinitive with first and last see b.

The relation of the direction to anything is early transferred to ad-

jectives, which meet with another preposition than to. Old-Engl.: Up he

rigtedT him redi to deren (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 212.). A
noble schyp . . Into Cyprys redy to fare (Ricn. C. DE L. 623.). Thou
make the yare To loeynde thi way (Tows. M. p. 267.). Then were I
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bowne craftely to cutt it (p. 239.). Ich am redy and i-boen To don al

that thou sale (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 13.). Many a beggere for benes Buxum
was to swynke (P. PLOCGHM. p. 128 ). That everi lording was bisi to

sauve his owen lyf (WRIGHT, Polit. S- p. 342.). We ar alle thro His wille

to do (Tows. M. p. 128.). [Thro answers to the Anglosaxon progen,
validus, Old-norse prdr.] Be not negligent to kepe thy persone etc. (CHAUC.,
C. T. p. 158. I.). To fyghte^ihe Crystene wer ful swyffte (Ricn. C. DE
L 4473.). Hardy was he evere To svffren al that God sente (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 413.). Be we nevere bolde The belle hym to schewe (p. 12.). The
mirth that I was wonte to make (Sm CLEGES 112.). The more is he

endyned to folk in deedly synne (CHACC., C. T. 192. I.). Thou art i-

bounden as a knight To helpe me (CHAUC., C. T. 1151.) and others.

Sometimes the pure infinitive is found: As he was wonte done by-
fore hand (!POMYDON 418.). That non so hardy were of dede After him
neither go nor ride (AMIS A. AMIL. 1048.). Halfsax. : Fus Tofolljhenn
heore wille (ORM. 9065. cf. 16997.). Ben bun . . To pewwtenn i pe
temmple (523.). He warrp . . bun To libbenn i claennesse (2495.). [Bun
Old-Engl. bown, iboen, comp. Halfsax. ibon, ibone (LA|AM. I. 264. II. 110.

aas arisen from the Old-norse participle buinn, ready, coinp. bua ] He
wes cniht swiffe rceh to rceden ane kinge (LAJAM. I. 317.;. pe Peohtes
weoren ofte iwuned Vortigerne to ouercumen (II. 162.). Even here the

pure infinitive sometimes stands: pat heo beon jarewe sone mid pe
uaren to Rome (LAJAM. II. 635.). pat hii beo redi sone mid pe fare to

Rome (ib. modern text). More remarkable is the combination of till to

In the meaning of for to : Forrpi wass he rihht rcedij till To wissenn
kimm (ORM. 1699tJ,). In Anglosaxon a wide scope is conceded to the

infinitive with to with adjectives of this kind: He bende his bogan-se is

au gearo to sceotanne (Ps. 7, 13.). Ve syndon gearve to gevinnenne pat
land (NfM. 14, 40.). Vaeron afrelingas eft to leodum fuse to farenne
(BEOV. 3612.)- Vaeron hy reove to rcesanne gifrum grapuin (Coo. EXON.

126, 2f> ). pu eart meahtum svift niffas to nerganne (185, 10.). Heora
fet beod svifre hraSe blot to dgeotanne (Ps. 13, 6.). Sum biff list-hendig
to avritanne vord-gerynu (Coo. EXON. 299, 1.1. Yet the pure infini-
tive also stands: Ha vaere pu dyrstig ofstikjan bar? (THORPE, Anal,

p. 105.). Comp. Goth. Mahteigs . . ufarassjan (2 COR 9, 8).

c. The idea of a tendency to the activity denoted by the infinitive

with to is not to be applied to a number of adjectives, as

certain, sure, worthy, content, happy, tired, and others,

expressing an emotion, although they sometimes border hard
on adjectives of the above series. Adjectives and participles

denoting emotions are treated analogously to the verbs cited at

p. 27. An object with of is mostly subjoined to them.

Ere ye come there, be sure to hear some news (SHAKSP., Ill

Henry VI. 5, 5.). Whose shoes I am not worthy to bear (MATTH.
3, 11.). As a sacrifice Glad to be offered, he attends the will

Of his great Father (MiLT., P. L. 3, 269.). I am not glad to

see you here (DouGL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 1.). I am
happy, rejoiced to see you (1, 2.). I am merrier to die, than thou
art to live (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 4.). I grow weary to behold The
selfish and the strong still tyrannize (SHELLEY I. 157.). I am
very loath to be your idol, sir (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 4, 2.).

As bashful, yet impatient to be seen (Cowp. p. 171.). He was

afraid to look upon God (Exoo. 3, 6.). To beg I am ashamed

(LUKE 16, 3.). Hopeless to circumvent us join'd (MiLT., P. L. 9,
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259.). Fearless to be overmatched by living might (2, 850.). Here
also belong passive forms as : pleased, delighted, comforted, con-

cerned: He is pleased to grant it (TALK., Ion. 4, 2.). I am de-

lighted to hear it (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 3.). I am comforted
to find your strength is not impaired (CHATHAM., Lett. 23.). I

am extremely concerned to hear that you have been ill (12.).
Grieved to condemn, the muse must still be just (BYR. p. 316.).

Old-Engl. : I am sekir this mayde to wynne (!POM. 1878). Thou weore

worthy to be honged and draws, (Aus. 17-23.). Fast and loth to tev( his

god (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.)- Therfore icham aferd to fiyht (AMIS
A. AMIL. 941.). Suche thinges as he nought can, he schal not ben
aschamed to lerne hem (CHADC., C. T. p. 153. I). I was ashamed so to

here hym prate (SKELTON I. 44.). The pure infinitive mee;s us
even here: But sayden he was worthy have his lif (CHAUC., C. T. 65'27.).

Richard was loth withdrawe hys hand, Tyl he hadde wunnen the Holy
Land (RICH. C. DE L. 6303.). In the older period of the language I

have found few instances. Halfsax. -. pat Uortiger weoren umrffe to wal-
den pas peode (LAJAM. II. 157.). pas gescy neom ic vyrffe to btrenne

(MATH. 3, 11.).

In Modern-English in the cases cited the subject of the infinitive is

the same substantive notion to which the adjective belongs; in the older

language, as in the case cited under c., the deviation occurs that the in-

finitive supposes another subject or the activity in an abstract manner,
so that the active is also put instead of the passive infinitive row in

use. Old-Engl.: And were wele worth to drawe (AMIS A AMIL. 2045.)
that is to quarter = to be quartered. He was worthi to prayse
(SEUYN SAGES 28.'3.). Anglosax. : peah he his vyrSe ne sie to alatenne

pas fela he me lactes sprac (CAEDM. 618.). Thus with the Latin digrnts
the supine in -u stands, as with other adjective notions considered

under c.

c. With a number of adjectives, as easy, hard, important, ne-

cessary, beautiful, agreeable, disagreeable, new, and
others with which an activity is to be added, with regard to or

for which the quality takes place, the infinitive of the active

with to is used in the meaning of the Latin supine, in -u, which

may in part interchange with the gerund accompanied by ad.

The activity taken abstractedly does not have its subject in the

object to which the adjective belongs.
He will answer to the purpose easy things to understand (T.EN-

NYS. p. 272 ). In chase of terms Though apt, yet coy, and dif-

ficult to win (Cowp. p. 192.). Comedy seems so troublesome to

write (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.). I want to speak to you
about something that is important and necessary to mention (TROL-
LOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). Is my apparel sumptuous to behold?

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 7.). For wonderful indeed are all his

works, Pleasant to know (MiLT., P. L. 3, 702.), This garden,

planted with the trees of God, Delectable both to behold and taste

(7, 538.). But strange Hath been the cause, and wonderful to

hear (9, 862.). So pure a strain, So pure to feel, so sweet to

hear (Tn. MOORK p. 176.). sight of terror, foul and ugly to

behold, Horrid to think, how horrible to feel! (MiLT., P. L. 11,

463.). Conjurations horrible to hear (Rows, Jane Sh. 4, 1.). By
word and by spell, Deadly to hear, and deadly to tell (ScoiT, L.
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Minstr. 1, 1.). Elsie! the words that thou hast said Are strange
and -new for us to hear (LoNGF. II. 37.).

Alongside of this the modern tongue has also given space to

the passive infinitive annexed to the substantive notion belonging
to the adjective, as subject of the activity undergone: A softer

train Of mix'd emotions, hard to be described, Her sudden bosom
seized (TuoMS., Summer). Three qualities difficult to be found
in princely natures (FIELD.) and others.

As in Latin the supines auditu, cognitu, dictu, memoratu, factu and
some others, are most frequently found after such adjectives as facilis,

difjicilis, jucundus, honestus, turpis, nefas and others, so even here infi-

nitives corresponding in meaning to those supines frequently return. The
ancient tongue selects the infinitive of the active. Old-Engl. : In al that

lond n'as ther non y-hold. So semly on to se (AMIS A. AMIL. 425.). Wote
ye not that I am Pylate, perks to behold (Town. M. p. 203.). Ful pitous
to beholde (CHAUC., C. T. 1920.). Of stubbes scharpe and hidous to by-
liolde (1980.). His eyen holwe, grisly to biholde (1365.). An eddere

righte hidous to see (MAUNDEV. p. 27.). That it be lore laweffull, and

lusty to here (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 3.). The grete roches, that ben

stronge and dangerouse to passen by (MAUNDEV. p. 46.). Fulle inervelous

to neven (TOWN. M. p 20.). Halfsax. : Jatt wass Crist full cep to don

(ORM. 16186.), patt wwre himm lihht to forpenn (15181.) Anglosaxon

proceeds correspondingly: Heo (sc. seo hurh) vas svifre fager on to loc-

janne (Onos. in Ettm. 7, 35.). pa sae pe aer vas smylte vedere glash-
lutru on to seonne (BOETH 6.) Heo gladu vaere on to locjanne (ib.). He
biff pam yflum egeslic and grimllc to geseonne (Coo. EXON. 57, 15.). pas
vord sind lustbcere to gehyrenne (A -S. HOMIL. I. 130.). Hit vearfr siffffan

vered to drincanne (Exoe. 15, 25.). pat vas pam veorode veor toge-
poligenne (ANDR. 1659.). pat vas satane sar to gepoljenne (1689.). pat
treov vas god to etanne (GEN. 3, 6.). vElces cynnes treov fager on ge-

sihffe, and to brucenne vynsum (Gss. 2, 9.). The pure infinitive also

occurs: Seon vratlic (BEOV. 3304.). In French the infinitive of the active

with a essentially corresponded.

5. The prepositional infinitive combines with the substantive in

various respects.
a. Its employment in the meaning of a genitive of the Latin

gerund is very familiar, which approaches the gerund with ad,

particularly after abstract substantives, among them also de-
terminations of time.
Some falls are means the happier to arise (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4,

2.). I'll give thee scope to beat (Rich II. 3, 3.). I have no
ambition To see a goodlier man (Temp. 1, 2.). I have great
reasons to suspect All the professions you can make to me (SOU-
THERN, Oroon. 2, 1.). He . . sent her far, far off, Far from my
hopes ever to see her more (ib.). How have you the conscience

to tell me such a thing to my face? (3, 1.). Give me your pro-
mise t<i love, and to marry her directly (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1

.).
The

villain has the impudence to have views of following his trade

as a tailor (GAY, Begg. Op. 1, 1.). Two cities of Assyria had
the presumption to resist the Roman arms (GiBBON, Decl. 16.).

These caitiff nobles have neither the courage to be great, nor the

wisdom to be honest (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 1.). To him they owe
Skill to direct, and strength to strike the blow (Cowp. p. 10.). I
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have the wish, but want the will to act (LoNGF. I. 150.). Yet
what avail these vain attempts to please! (BYR. p. 321.) I have
need to be alone awhile (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.). "I have
the best right to ask." "But the worst right to be answered."

(ib.) He had some reluctance to obey the summons (ScoxT, Ivanh.

10.). His trembling hand had lost the ease, Which marks se-

curity to please (ScoiT, L. Minstr. Introd.). I have the pleasure
to acquaint you with the glad tidings of Hayes (CHATH., Lett.

21.). I have the honour to drink your health (Coop., Spy 1.).

She ordered supper to be hastened, that she might have the
more leisure after it to finish the few affairs which remained to

her in this world (HuME, H. of E. 42.). This is no time to bleed

(SHAKSP., Rich. II, 1. 1.). Now is the time . . To do thy part

(TALF., Ion. 4, 2.). This . . is scarcely the hour thus publicly
to confer with Rienzi (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.). The substantives

belonging thither may in general be construed with a case of the

object accompanied by o/, but in part also by other prepositions.
The infinitive comprises therefore a multiplicity of internal
combinations of a substantive notion with a notion of the activity,
so that the former is more closely determined by or immediately
referred to the latter.

This construction is founded upon old custom; Romance infinitives

have conformed to it. Old-Engl.: The same to set leve thu hasse (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 195.). For hope To have me at wille (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 55.). He saide that Ammon was of powere To kepe here fro com-
burment (ALIS. 471.). To wite his estre, and his beyng, Grete icille had
Porus (5468.). To maken menis his him ned (WRIGHT, Auecd. p. 6.).

He was in poynt to for-doun hymselve (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 61.). Thu jyf us grace . . to servyn the (I. 63.). pat he geve us

mihte and strengtSe to forletene pesternesse, and to folyie brictnesse (I.

132.). Everych' of us hath matere and occasioun to be tempted of the

norischyng of synne (CHACC., C. T p. 191. II.). With sad purpos to

schryve him (p. 186. I). To fyghte I hove gret delyght (RICH. C. DE L.

3111.). And bad non have the rage Theo water to passe of Estrage
(Ans. 4336 ). But he have good seuerans to dwelle seven }er with hym
(HALLIW., Freemas. 121.). That is the manere to do reverence to the

Soudanne (MAUNDEV. p. 40.). Apon the holyday je mowe wel take leyser

y-nowgh loveday to make (HALLIW., Freemas. 315.). Cryst-jeve yow bothe

wytte and space wel[s] thys boke to conne and rede (789.). Now is theo

tyme hit to done (Axis. 7598.). Halfsax. : pe king heom jef leoue penne
to litfe (L/AjAM. II. 286.). Heo ferden mid pan crafte to lokien in pan
leofte, to lokien in pan steorren (II. 598.). God witt and inahht to spe-
kenn wel (ORM. 16056). Wipp mikell lusst to lernenn (16993.). Niss nan
time inn oper lif . . To tafcenn wipp pe wake leod (2707.). Anglosax. :

pat ge syafiJan ledfe habbon to biegeanne pat pat ge vyllaff (GES. 32. 34.).

Ic habbe geveald micel to gyrvanne godlecran stol (CAEDM. 280.). Ic

habbe anveald mine savle to alwtanne (Joe. 10. 18.). Nis me vihte pearf
hearran to habbanne (CAEDM. 278.). Eal sva us neod is gelome to donne

(LEGG. ^ETHELR. IV. 34.). The prepositional infinitive also stands with

notions of time: Mcel is me to feran (Bsov. 637.). The Gothic precedes
with the infinitive with du : Til du vrohjan, Opportunity to sue (Lcc.

6, 7.) Mel du bairan, %pcvo$ rou TSKSIV (Ltc. 1, 57.) and others. Some-

times the pure infinitive stands: Valdufni aih ushramjan puk jah

valdufni aih fraletan puk (Jon. 19, 10.). In Old-English the infinitive
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without to is sometimes met with : That ouhte be god skill maken us alle

tame (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 342.).

b. As the prepositional infinitive leans upon the substantive verb,
and becomes with it, as it were, its gerundive complement, it

also combines immediately with an abstract or concrete sub-
stantive notion. The active or passive infinitive then ex-

presses the activity belonging to the object itself as the subject
of the verbal notion, and which is impending or at work, or to

which it is adapted or inclined.

What perils past, what crosses to ensue (SHAKSP., II Henry IV.

3, 1.). Who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come?

(MATTH. 3, 7.) Who of all ages to succeed . . will curse My
head? (MiLT., P. L. 10, 733.) A nation from one faithful man
to spring (12, 113.). Th' effects which thy original crime hath

wrought In some to spring from thee (11, 423.). He's a man to

thrive in the world (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). Oh! love is not

an earthly Rose to die (MRS. HEMANS p. 24.). 'Twas a din to

fright a monster's ear (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). A sight to glad-
den Heaven! (THOMS., Liberty 4.). Lest he tear my soul . .

while there is none to deliver (Ps. 7, 2.). Have we not every

thing to alarm us? (GOLDSM., G, Nat. M. 4.) The building af-

forded little to interest a stranger (ScoxT, R. Roy 5.). Thou art

the star To guide me to an anchorage (LoxoF. I. 142.). Look
For fury not to be resisted (SHAKSP., Cyrnb. 3, L). Inward rap-
ture, only to be felt (THOMS., Summer). Notwithstanding the

punishment justly to be inflicted on her (HuME, H. of E. 42.). In
Buchan's North Country Ballads, to be presently mentioned (Scoxx,
Minstr.. I. 67.). He seems to accept the fact as a thing to be

admitted (LEWES, G. I. 67.). A bed-room not to be slept in

(DoucL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 1.).

Instead of the infinitive of the passive, which has become fa-

miliar here, that of the active is also met with, to which the

substantive does not yield the active object: Sweet duke of York,
our prop to lean upon (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 1.). Moses
sent them to the war . . with the holy instruments, and the

trumpets to blow in his hand (NuMB. 31, 6.). They paid our

price for us, and we are now Their property, a part of their

estate, To manage as they please (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3, 1.). He
wept for worlds to conquer (BYR., Age of Bronze). In: Clean
straw and fair water are blessings not always to be with (MoN-
TAG., Lett.) the subject interchanges with the intransitive infi-

nitive.

I must also remark the connection of the prepositional infinitive

with a substantive determined by first or last, or with first,

last, used substantively, as also where these stand alone as

adjectives. The infinitive attaches itself however, according
to the Romance fashion, primarily to adjectives: Mine shall be
the first voice to swell the battle-cry of freedom mine the first

hand to rear her banner (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 5.). And the first

to arm, when the foe was nigh, Wert thou (MRS. HEMANS p. 104.).

Harper was the last to appear (Coop., Spy 3.). He came and
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with him Eve, more loath, though first to offend (MiLT.. P. L.

10, 109.). I have an interest in being first to deliver this mes-

sage (GOLDSM , Vic. 8.).

From these combinations, however, those are to be distinguished
in which the infinitive is related to the Latin supine in -w, with
substantives which are either accompanied by an adjective, to

which the infinitive might be added in the like sense, or even
stand alone: I know that thou art a fair woman to look upon
(GEN. 12, 11.). The Earl was a wrathful man to see (Scoix, L.
Minstr. 4, 11.). Adam wedded to another Eve Shall live with
her enjoying, I extinct; A death to think (MiLT., P. L. 9, 828.).

voice once heard Delightfully, Increase and multiply, Now
death to hear (10, 729

).
Oh shame to think! (THOMS., Liberty 5.)

In the language of ancient times the prepositional infinitive of the
active prevails with the determination of the substantive notion in all

similar relations. The infinitive of intransitive and transitive verbs may
then have its subject in the substantive, the transitive also its object,
that is, it may appear instead of the more modern infinitive of the pas-
sive. Old-Engl.: Thou no schust baue ben a knight To yon among mai-
dens bright, Thou schust haue ben a frere (AMIS \. AMIL. 619.). Man
thou art ywys To wynne jet a kyndom (R. OF GL. I. 15.). Yffe thou be
a mon to wedde a wyfe, Y voche hyr save . . On the (SiR AMAD. 569.).
Thei fynde there no cloudes to letten hem (MAUNDEV. p. 45.). He was a

piler ariht to holden up holi churcbe (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 325.). The
active instead of the modern passive is offered by passages like: There
is no watre to drynke (MAUNDEV. p. 47.). Men fynden longe apples to

selle (p. 49.) Take with the Isaac thi son, As a beest to sacryfy (Tows.
M p. 36.). The combination of the infinitive with first and last seems
not to have been assimilated to the French usage till modern times, al-

though in principle appropriated to the English. The employment of the

infinitive in the sense of a supine with substantives with and without
an adjective is also in use in ancient times. Old-Engl : Heo buth the

lothlokest men on to seon (ALIS. 6312.). pat ioye yt ys to sen (R. OP
GL. I. 1.). Great shame it is to se (Cov. MYST. p. 5.)- It was rewthe
to se (CHACC., C. T. 5472.) He weep that pite was to here (2880.).

That was a wonder thyng to se (TowN. M. p. 35.). Substantives standing
alone are here treated like adjectives of cognate sense.

The instances which are quoted above with have, give, may also be

in part referred here for Anglosaxon (p. 31.). Instances of the immediate
combination of the active infinitive are also not wanting in the meanings
here denoted with a substantive: Se hafde moncynnes, mine gefraege,
heohtoste hond lofes to vyreanne (THE SCOP 143.). Bee on to leornjanne

(BEOTH. 3, 27.).

6. The prepositional infinitive attaches itself to sentences in which
determinations of kind or measure, as so, as, such (com-

monly followed by as before the infinitive), enough too, more than

combine with adjectives, adverbs, substantives or verbs in the pre-
dicate. In this case the infinitive, although it might be connected

with (the predicate without those determinations, is to be referred

immediately to them. The infinitive expresses a succession, or

a suppositious result, to which a determination set in the pre-
dicate is adequate or inadequate.
Now that my father's fortune were so good As but to be about

this happy place (MARL., Jew of M. 2, 1.). Wherefore dealt you
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so ill with rue, as to tell the man whether ye had yet a brother?

(GEN., 43, 6.). The king cannot believe your Eminence So far for-

gets your duty, and his greatness As to resist his mandate ! (BuLW.,
Richel. 4, 2.) You would have been . . if not dead, at all events

so near it as to have taken to stopping at home (DICKENS, Pickw.

2, 20.). But we the matter so shall handle As to remove that

odious scandal (Brxi.., Hud. 1, 2, 659.). Not mere rhymes only,
but verses and stanzas, have been used as common property, so as

to give an appearance of sameness and crudity to the whole series

of popular poetry (Scoxx, Minstr. I. 16.). Here sat a zealous Cal-

vinist with brows bent just as much as to indicate profound atten-

tion (R. Roy 20.). You can't be such a fool as to be jealous of

Polly (GAY, Begg. Op. 2, 2.). I am too young to be your father,

Though you are old enough to be my heir (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 3.).

Though I am not presumptuous enough to suppose myself so im-

portant as to warrant any special interference of Providence on my
behalf (WARREN, Diary 1, 18.). I have been wrong'd enough to

arm my temper Against the smooth delusion (RowE, Fair Penit.

2, 1.). Heav'n is for thee too high To know what passes there

(MiLT., P. L. 8, 152.). The night is too dark for us to move in

(Coop., Spy 14.). Too old to fight and much too poor to pay, Bear
arms I can't (PLANCHE, Fortuuio 1, 1.). Spangled with eyes, more
numerous than those Of Argus, and more wakeful than to drowse

(MiLT., P. L. 11, 130.).

With so, such the correlative as also falls away: Am I so hateful

then, so deadly to thee, To blast thy eyes with horror? (RowE,
Jane Sh. 5, 1.5. The laws of thy land are not so vulgar, to per-
mit a mean fellow to contend with one of your ladyship's fortune

(FIELD., Jos. Andr. 4, 3.). I find my letter has run into some

length, which you will, I know, be so good to excuse (CiiATH.,
Lett. 3.). I am no such pill'd Cynick to believe, That beggary is

the only happiness (BEN JONS., Ev. Man out of his Hum. 1, 1.).

For the pure infinitive occurring after as in such cases see above

p. 17.

The relation of the infinitive is moreover not always that just touched

upon. Comp.: There is nothing on earth so easy as to forget (SHERID.,
Riv. 1, 2.), where the infinitive is the subject of a second sentence to be

completed by the preceding one. Thus, especially in Old-English, determi-

nations with o and to (= too) are especially to be understood absolutely
of a high or too high degree, and the infinitive is only to be referred to a
member of the sentence determined by the former: je be to blame . . that

je be no hard of herte to beleve, That from dethe to lyve I am resyn ageyn
(Cov. MYST. p. 377.). Judas that traytor he was to lothe ffor golde and

sylvyr his mayster to selle (p. 364.). There also belong here generally not
such sentences in which, for instance, so has another correlative not touch-

ing the infinitive. Comp. Old-Engl.: As in this world right now ne know
I non So worthy to be loved as Palamon (CiiAcc., C. T. 2795.),

In the more ancient tongue the infinitive is used instead of a dependent
sentence in relation to the correlative so; no as is however added to the

infinitive: And askyd hym with myld mod Qwo made hym so wytles wod
That day to done that dede (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 60.). Beo
non of you so hardye, Ageyns covenaunt me to assaile (Aus. 7425. cf. 7471.).
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A knyghte . . that is so hardy to kisse hire (MAUNDEV. p. 70.). Was no

Sarezyn so stoute, Ovyr the walles to loken oute (RICH. C. DE L. 5371.).
The pure infinitive is remarkable: Thei weren nought so hardy Swyche
harlotri usen (P. PLOUGHM. p. 454.). In early times with determinations of

kind and measure the infinitive is more rarely substituted for a depen-
dent sentence. Halfsax. : patt he ne wass nohht god inoh Cristess shopwang
tunbindenn (ORM. 10386.). Crist wass strang wipp hannd inoh To werrpenn
dun pe deofell (3574.). Witt annd wisdom dep inoh To spekenn etc. (15986.)..

7. It results from the preceding considerations that the prepositional
infinitive runs through a series of different determinations in regard
to the single elements of the sentence, and that it then stands

partly in a narrower, partly in a looser combination with the former,

as, for instance, with intransitive verbs.

Hence this infinitive may be appended to sentences of every
kind, and sometimes in a very loose manner, partly to introduce

the result or the purpose, partly the motive of an act.

a) In the determination of an act by its consequence or its pur-
pose the acting subject commonly appears also as that of the

infinitive.

The man is become as one of us, to knoio good and evil (GEN
3, 22.). I would have broke mine eye-strings, crack'd them, but

To look upon him (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 4.). Now leave we Mar-

garet and her knight, To tell you of the approaching fight ((ScOTT,
L. Minstr. 5, 13.). To obtain a certain good you would sell

anything (DoucL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.). Destination and
intention are in this case often more closely intimated by on

purpose or in order with the infinitive : I cross'd the seas on pur-
pose, and on promise To see your grace (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 7.).

As if Divinity had catch'd The itch, on purpose to be scratched

(BuxL., Hud. 1, 1, 165.). I had little doubt that the part he
had played was assumed, on purpose to lead the English officer

into the defile (ScoxT, R. Roy 31.). Bellarmine . . at length
took his leave, but not in order to return to Leonora (FIELD.,
J. Andr. 2, 6.). At leisure hours, an abridgment of the History
of England to be run through, in order to settle in the mind a

general chronological order and series of principal events (CATH.,
Lett. 3.). Has he got rid of my presence in order to monopolize
all the profit of the enterprize? (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 7.).

Old-Engl.: And the lyoun forsok hym noght With hym to be (OcT-
OUIAN 639.). He that will pupplische ony thing to make it openly knowen

(MAUNDEV. p. 2.). A smal web bi-clippeth hit al aboute, to holde hit

togudere faste (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 139.). In Old-English we meet,
in support of the notion of destination and purpose, expressions like: to

that entent: Sume werkmen . . will not pollische hem, to that entent, to

maken men beleve that thei may not ben pollischt (MAUNDEV. p. 160.).

Halfsax.: Uss birrp itt purrhsekenn, To lokenn whatt itt laerepp uss (ORM.

12829.). Thus Anglosaxon, to determine the purpose of the act, readily
attaches the infinitive with to to sentences of every sort; And vyrcafr
fela tacna and vundra, to bepcerenne mancynn (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 4.). Ball

pis dide se ealda deofol to gremenne pone godan man (Jon in Ettm. 4, 40.).

b) The prepositional infinitive often stands in a looser connection,
where a causal determination would have its place. So far as
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the activity put in combination with another act contains its

real cause, the infinitive may be the substitute for a causal sen-

tence, sometimes even for a temporal sentence, and so far as it

is regarded as not realized, for a conditional sentence.

My hair doth stand on end to hear her curses (SHAKSP., Rich.

III. 1, 3.). I have broke your hest to say so (TEMP. 3, 1.). To
love thou blam'st me not (MiLT., P. L. 8, 612.). Bane to my
fortunes! What meant I to marry? (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his

Hum 3, 3.) Thou art not holy to belie me so (SHAKSP., John

3, 4.). Sir, you're a scurvy fellow, to talk at this rate to me
(SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). 6 fool! to think God hates the worthy
mind (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 189.). Fool that I was to quit her

(DoroL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 1.). Fear and be slain;

no worse can come, to fight (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 2.). For God's

sake, let him have 'em; to keep them here, They would but stink

and putrefy the air (I Henry VI. 4, 7.). I would not do an ill

thing to be made a bishop (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 8.). Here, as in

the last instance, the idea of tendency and that of the condition

encounter each other. Comp. : What would I give to see you
capable of sharing in their amusement (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.).

Olcl-Engl. : Alas, my hart is alle on flood, To see my chyld thus blede

(Town. M. p. 149.). And rebouked his leuedy To speke ani woman
vilaynie (LAY LE FREINE 75.). Sire, thou art wel nice, To leue so mochel
thin emperice (SECYN SAGES 2543.). Amonges alle ffolys . . I holde that

thou be on of the most To thyte the best that is most sownd, And kepe
the worst that is nere lost (Cov. MYST. p. 36.). Thyn halyday thou

kepyst not clene, In gloteny to lede thi lyff (p. 62.). Hii sholde . . awreke
Jhesu Crist wid launce and speir to fihte and sheld (WRIGHT, Polit. S.

p. 334.). - - Fro that hospitalle to go toward the est, is a fulle faire

chirche (MACSDEV. p. 81.). In al this world to seken up and doun Ther

nys no man so wys, that couthe thenche So gay a popillot (CHAUC., C.

T. 3252.). To the last quoted sentences of Modern-English answer: So

strong slepe yede him on, To win al this warldes won No ferther he no

might (AMIS A. AMIL. 994.). In the most ancient language the infinitive

leans more decidedly on single members of the sentence, when it is a

question of relations, which can be reduced to the cause and the motive.

8. The prepositional infinitive has become very familiar to the modern

language in the abbreviation of interrogative and relative dependent
sentences. It is connected with an interrogative or relative pronoun
or circumstantial word.

I kuow not ivhat to do (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 2.). The king
Knows at what time to promise, when to pay (I Henry IV. 4, 3.).

Instruct the planets, in what orbs to run (POPE, Essay on M. 2, 21.).

He sought where to weep (GEN. 44, 30.). At a period when the

great difficulty was not how to secure the very words of old ballads,

but how to arrest attention upon the subject at all (SCOTT, Minstr.

I. 14.). That the spirit . . may know How soonest to accomplish
the great end For which it hath its being (SHELLEY I. 10.). One

hardly knows whether to term it a privilege or a penalty annexed
to the quality of princes (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 26.). -T- Where there

is then no good For ivhich to strive, no strife can grow up there

From faction (MiLT., P. L. 2, 30.). And what a fane is this in
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which to pray! (YOUNG, N. Th. 9, 1353.) The Spanish muleteer
has an inexhaustible stock of ballads with which to beguile his

incessant wayfaring (!RVING, Alhambra. The Journey). Nor want
we skill or art, from whence to raise Magnificence (MiLT., P. L. 2,

272.). fair foundation laid whereon to build Their ruin (4, 521.).
He had not wherewithal to buy a coat (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 1.). I

was constraint to fly. To see . . A pure spot wherein to feel my
happiness (CoLER., Pice. 2, 3.). To these sequestered pools of

obsolete literature, therefore, do many modern authors repair, and
draw buckets full of classic lore, or "pure English, undefiled",
wherewith to swell their own scanty rills of thought (IRVING, Sk.

B. The Art of Book Making).
While the interrogative principal sentence, which appears in the form of

an independent infinitive (see p. 18 and under 9.) presents predominately
the pure infinitive the modern language uses the prepositional infinitive in

the abridged dependent sentence of this sort. The near contact of the in-

terrogative with the relative sentence explains the homogeneousness of both

abbreviations. This usage goes far back, although in Old-English the pure
infinitive appears even here. Old-Engl.: Hie nuste wat to do (R. OF GL.
II. 449,). & nuste wyder to tee (I. 40.). And wyten never u-idre to go
(MACSDEV p. 4.) I wot nevyr wher myn heed tohyde (Cov. MYST. p. '221.).

Bot he wist not how to begyn (SECYN SAGES 3622.). Thei knowen not how
to ben clothed (MACNDEV. p. 137.). Sche nath no wight to whom to make
hir moon (CHACC.. C. T. 5076.). Never thou deservedest wherfore To deyen
(13631,). But liflode were schapen, Wher-of or wher-fore Or wher-by to

libbe (F. PLOCGHM. p. 275.) Alas, thi holy hede Hase not wheron to hold

(Town. M. p. 224.) Godes son . . Has not where apon his hede to rest

(p. 222.). The pure infinitive is not rare in ancient times: pat hii nuste

hou on take, ne wat vor hunger do (R. OF GL. I. 170.). He nuste in weper
ende turne (I. 172.). For thoh Icholde fle, Y not wyder te (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 123.) Of thundre hi beoth so sore agast that hi nute

whoder fleo (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 136.). Nede waron trmte for to segge,

nay (Polit. S. p. 220.). This elliptic infinitive, familiar the Romance and
not unknown to the more ancient Germanic languages, seems, like the in-

finitive used instead of a principal sentence, wholly unknown to Anglosaxon.
We there find in the corresponding place the complete dependent sentence :

pat ic vite M ic pe ymbe do (Exoo. 33, 5.). And nafdon hvat hig ceton

(MARC. 8, 1.). In Medieval-Latin, on the other hand those combinations

were early in use. See Diez's] Romance Grammar: 2. Third Edition 3,

222. To assume the dependence of the infinitive from the verb of the pre-

dicate, in order, with Diez, to discard the assumption of an ellipse, does

not seem admissible, since then the interrogative or relative word cannot
well associate with the infinitive as the objective or adverbial determination,
if it is not taken indefinitely, as in Modern-Highdutch: BIch habe was zu

essen; ich weiss was zu erzahlen; ich habe wohin zu gehen", that is,

something, somewhither. This infinitive might seem quite analogous
to that employed instead of a principal sentence, with which emotion sup-

presses a modal verb.

9. The prepositional infinitive stands independently, if it attaches

itself to no sentence or member of a sentence. It may be denoted

as elliptic, since in fact it needs a complement, which is suppressed,

although to be guessed from the context or the situation,

a) It rarely appears, like the pure infinitive, in the emotional
exclamation rarely in the question; it may also appear with

a subject.
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And he to turn monster of ingratitude, and strike his lawful

host (BEN Joxs., Ev. Man in his Hum. 3, 3.). Pshaw! this fel-
low here to interrupt us! (GoLDSM., She Stoops 2.) A silly girl
to play the prude with me! (LONGF. I. 174.) to forget her!

YorNG, N. Th. 3, 93.) At my age, to talk to me of such stuff!

- the man is an idiot (Bui.w., Rienzi '2, 1.). Oh, only to see

how your house-keepers squabble for a lodger! (Douc.L. JKRROLD,
Prison, of W. 1, 1.) Well, Basil, only to think that we three

should meet here prisoners! (1, 2.) But how to gain admission?

(ADDIS., Cato 3, 7.)

Instances of this sort are not old : 1 to here a childe that xal bere

alle mannys blyss, And have myn hosbonde ageyn; ho mythe have joys
more? (Cov. MYST. p. 77.) Otherwise see under 8.

b) Of another kind are prepositional infinitives, partly of paren-
thetical nature, which contain a reflection of the speaker,
his intention in the representation, according to its substance

or its form, a declaration, re collection or assurance over-

against the listener or the reader.

Not to be weary with you, he's in prison (SHAKSP., Meas. for

Meas. 1,5). For, to be short, amongst you't must be had (MARL.,
Jew of M. 1, "2.). Yet, to say truth, too late 1 thus contest (MiLT.,
P. L. 10, 7io.) During the century and a half which followed

the Conquest, there is, to speak strictly, no English history (MAC-
AUL., H. of E. L 13.). Behrisch was, so to speak, the precursor
of Merck (LEWES, G. L 60.). I began to wish I had not, to use

my friend Owen's phrase, been so methodical (ScoTT, R. Roy 2.).

A name amongst the most genial, not to say enthusiastic of poets
(LEWES, G. I. 41.). I think it's very likely that even without
the gravel, his top-boots would have puzzled the lady not a

little, to say nothing of his jolly red face (DICKENS, Pickw. 2,

20.). You must marry Georgina, who, to believe Lady Franklin,
is sincerely attached to your Fortune (BuLW., Money 3, 4.).

Who establish'd their law, to wit, no female Should be inhe-

ritrix in Salique laud (SHAKSP., Henry V. 1, 2.). The human
species are divided into two sorts of people, to wit, high people
and low people (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 13.). We are merry, to be

sure! (DouGL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 2.). Sometimes infi-

nitives may be taken as admonitions of the speaker to himself:

But, to return to my story (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 6.). But. to re-

turn: My tears flowed fast (WARREN, Diary 1, 9.). So much for

supper: and now to see that our beds are aired (GoLDSM., She

Stoops 2.). Comp. the prepo?. to p. 283 8.

These infinitives partly agree with French infinitives in <z, and may be

amplified into various sentences, In Motiern-Highdutch infinitives in zu,
urn zu: Um kurz y.u sein; die Wahrheit zu sagen; nicht zu ge-
denken; zu geschweigen; um tnich eines gelaufigen Ausdrucks zu
bedienen, and the like, as in Greek sometimes with w?: wj fnoy
ftntfv, us (in tir- whereas Latin uses dependent sentences with nt

and ne: Ut ad propositum revertar (Cic., Fin. 2, :{.' ). Ut ad me re-

vertar (Coel. 3.). Ne dicam. and others In Old-English independent in-

finitives of this sort reach far back: pe date of Criste to neuen pus fe!e

Manner, engl. Gr. II. 2.
.
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were gon, Auht hundreth euen & sixti & on (LANGT. I, 20.). And
schortly to conclude, such a place Was non in erthe (On AUG., C. T. 1897.).
So at the last, the soth to say, All his good was spent awaye (SiR CLE-
GBS 67.). The sothe to saye and nought to hele, The hethenes wer twoo
so fele (Rica. C. DE L. 3127.). To say the sothe, and not to ly, We
seke Jesus of Nazarene (Town. M. p. 187.). Than ferther to oure matere
to procede, Mary with Elizabeth abod ther stylle iij monthes fully (Cov.
MYST. p. 129.). To the infinitive to wit there answers even in Halfsax.

to iwiten: Mid hire comen, to iwiten, muchele sehtene scipen (LAJAM. II.

172.), for which is said more completely : ForcT he gon liffen miCT his

Brutteoden, pat is to iwitenne mid twa hundred scipene (III. 242.) We
sometimes meet with prepositional infinitives in the more ancient language,
which remind us of the narrative infinitive of the Latin, of which
Modern-French presents instances (with de). Old-Engl. : And some mur-
thes to make As mynstralles konne, And geten gold with hire glee (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 3.). Halfsax : Ah Ardur com sone mid selere strengfre, and
Scottes to fleonne feor of pan serffe (LAJAM. II. 485.). Ac Arthur com
sone, and Scottes to fleonde (ib. modern text). I have not met with
similar independent infinitives in Anglosaxon.

Other abbreviations of dependent sentences by this infinitive, as: Since

to part, Go heavn'ly guest (MiLT., P. L. 8, 645.), belong to the individiial

license of the author. Infinitives to be taken appositivelyare explained

by the apprehension of the infinitive like the case of a substantive notion r

In one thing they were agreed to reject him (GOLDSM., She Stoops 3 ).

The infinitive may be taken to be put anacoluthicallyin: To throw
me Plumply aside, I am still too powerful for you To venture that

(CoLER, Pice. 1, 2.) and the like. This usage borders on the reduplica-
tion of the subject or object by it, that, and the like, whereof at II. 1.

p. 1 9. Compare Halfsax. : To tellen pat folc of Kairliun, ne mihte hit

no rnon idon (LAJAM. II. 60].).

Repetition and Omission of the Particle to with a succes-
sion of infinitives.

1. The repetition of the particle to with infinitives of like degr.ee,
that is, referred to the same relative word or the same sentence,
is natural, but has gradually given place to a freer connection of

the pure with the prepositional infinitive. The language here pro-
ceeds in analogy with the relation of the same preposition to more
than one substantive notion.

a) The repetition of the particle is therefore to be judged from
the points of view laid down for the preposition generally.

Come, give me your promise to Hove and to marry her directly

(SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). The Act of Incorporation empowered the

directors to take and to administer to their servants an oath of

fidelity (MACAUL., H. of E. X. 262.). She threatened to go beyond
sea, to throw herself out of the window, to drown herself (X. 2.).

"With purpose to explore or to disturb The secrets of your realm

(MiLT., P. L. 2, 970.) and so forth.

Old-Engl : pat heo pider wende, To wonye & to lyue per (R. OF GL.

I. 41.) And thei to have and to holde (P. PLOUGHM. p. 34.). Til Con-
tricion hadde clene foryeten To crye and to wepe (p. 447.). Han yonge
men To renne and to ryde (p. 55.). He comme to seke and to provet

Yyf ony jouste with hym deir (Rtcn. C. DE L. 522.). He comanded . .
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to all his subgettes, to lete men seen alle the places, and to enforme me
pleynly alle the mysteries of every place, and to condyte me Iro citee to

citee, jif it were nede, and buxomly to resceyve me (MADNDEV. p. 82.),

Thanne was I redy To lye and to loure on my neghebore, And to lakke

his chaffare (P. PLOCGHM. p. 84 sq.). Beter wille ich habbe to wepe, pan
to do oper dede (R. OF GL. I. 99.)- Bettre is it to dey, than to have
such povert (CHACC., C. T. p. 162. I.). Halfsax, : We beoff alle Jarwe to

gaiine Sf to ride (LA-JAM. II. 512.). Nan mann nohht ne fand on hemm
To tcelenn ne to wretenn (ORM. 121.). To peowwtenn and to wurrpenn
Godd (904.). In Anglosanon repetition is the rule: Ic . . him tilode to

Itcjanne and to cvemanne (Ps. 14, 14.). paer by leomu raecaff to bindenne,
and to barnenne, and to svingenne (Coo. EXON. 99, 8.).

b) The non-repetition of the particle has, however, become com-

mon, both when the infinitives stand to one another in the co-

pulative and disjunctive and in the adversative and comparative
relation, when even their remoteness from one another is little

noticed.

I hardly yet have learn'd To insinuate, flatter, bow and bend

my knee (SiiAKSP., Rich. II. 4, 1.). Fix'd like a plant on his

peculiar spot, To draw nutrition, propagate, and rot (POPE, Essay
on M. 2, 63.). I've sent our trustiest friend To see and sift him

(BuLw., Richel 5, 2.). We learn to love, and esteem, and admire

beyond them (ROGERS, It., For. Trav.). Thy lips . . Taught me
what path to shun and what pursue (Cowp. p. 102.). Time was

necessary wholly to eradicate one language and introduce another

(ScoTT, Minstr. I. 32.). The English student . . goes there simply
to get his dinner, and perhaps look at the Times (LEWES, G. I.

52.). Such a scene could not be expected to be acted so near

them, and the inmates of the cottage take no interest in the

result (Coop., Spy 7.).

Awaiting who appear'd To second, or oppose, or undertake The

perilous attempt (MiLT., P. L. 2, 417. cf. 1, 717. 2, 362.). One
wink of your pow'rful eye Must sentence him to live or die

(BuTL., Hud. 1, 2, 997.). I'm really puzzled what to think or

say (BYR., D. Juan 1, 68.). A mind well skill'd to find or forge
a fault (Engl. B. p. 312.).

To know the world not love her, is the point (YouNG, N. Th.

8, 1276.). I come to save and not destroy (B\'R., Manfr. 3, 1.).

It was your duty to check my extravagance, not feed it (DouGL.
JERROLD, Rent. Day 2, 4.). I dare promise you to bear A part
in your distress, if not assist you (SorxH., Oroon. 2, 1.). Hard
lot of man to toil for the reward Of virtue, and yet lose it!

(Cowp. p. 39.) They weep not to relieve their grief, but shew

(YouNG, N. Th. 5, 536.). So you'll have nothing to do but keep

yourself warm (DICKENS, Nickleby 1, 4.).

As good to die and go, as die, and stay (SnAKSP., John 4, 3.).

Own man born to live as well as die (YouNG, N. Th. 5, 787.).

They would dread far more To be thought ignorant, than be known

poor (BEN JONS., Poetaster 1,1.). I rather chose to travel all

night, as cold as it is, wrapped up in my furs, than go into the

common stores (Mo.NT., Lett.). Far better with the dead to be

Than live thus nothing now to thee (BYR., Bride 2, 11.).

4*
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A repetition of infinitives with and without repetition of to

often occurs according to various points of view, where the isola-

tion or opposition of the members or series of members makes

repetion appear natural : Who taught the nations of the field and
wood To shun their poison, and to chuse their food? Prescient,
the tides or tempests to withstand, Build on the wave, or arch

beneath the sand? (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 99.) He . . possessed
many lucrative and many formidable rights, which enabled him
to annoy and depress those who thwarted him, and to enrich and

aggrandize . . those who enjoyed his favour (MACAUL., H. of E.
I. 29.)-

In Old-English non-repetition of the particle in the copulative, then
also in the comparative and disjunctive relation, early became usual to a
wide extent: And bigan to brenne fy quelle (R. OF GL. I. 38.). There
to jangle and jape, And jugge hir even cristen (P. PLOUGH M. p 33.).
Thanne was Conscience called to come and appere (p. 50.). Into that

welle, aungeles were wont to come from hevene, and bathen hem withinne

(MAU.VDEV. p. 88.). Token Peter Conyng huere kyng to calle and beo

huere cbeventeyn (WRIGHT, Polit S. p. 188.). In that stede to dwelle

and be Ther Goff was ded (OCTOUIAN 1841.). I kam noght to chide Ne
deprave thi persone (P PLOUGHM. p. 53.). Me wor lever to be dedh
Than led the lif that hie led (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 146.).

They hadde lever to don soo, Than with her vytayles helpe her foo

(RICH. C. DE L. 6104-)- Wei aught a wyf rather hir self to sle, Than
be defouled (CHAUC., C. T. 11709.). Chese rather to suffre than bygynne
(p. 156 L). To whos wurchipe synge je this songe, To wurchip God or

reverens me? (Cov. MYST. p 20.) Serys, trewly je be to blame, Jhesus
thus to bete, dyspoyte, or bynde Or put hym to se gret schame (p. 311.).
The interchange of infinitives with and without to is usual with a series

of infinitives : Syche bondage shalle I to theym beyde, To dyke and delf,
here and draw, And to do alle unhonest deyde (Tows. M. p. 57.). Even
in Halfsaxon ope to is thought as continuously operating: Heore beot

makieS" to cumen to ure burjhes, ure king binden, and to Rome bine

bringen (LAJAM. II. 625.). He pohte to quellen pe king on pis peoden,
<fe his folc ualden uolden to grunden, & setten al pis kinelond an his

agere bond, & fallen to pan grunde Arflur pene }unge (II. 418.). To
lutenn himm, To lofenn himm annd wurrdenn (ORM. 206.). He }aff hemm
bisne god inoh To lufenn Godd annd dredenn (851.). One might in part
assume, instead of the continuous operation of the preposition, a change
of construction, since the reverse phaenomenon, an infinitive with to fol-

lowing the pure infinitive, also partly occurs (see p 18.). In Anglosaxon
I have not noticed a to continuously operative ;

in Gothic du may operate

continuously in: Insandida mik du ganasjan pans gamalvidans hairtin,

merjan frahunpanaim fralet jah blindaim siun, fraletan gamaidans in ga-

prafstein, merjan jer fraujins andanem (Luc. 4, 18. 19.), where, however,
the pure infinitive may be referred to 'insandida.

2. If infinitives not of like degree require the particle to, it must
recur with the second infinitive. The English tongue takes no
offence at the immediate succession of prepositional infinitives, the

last of which is dependent upon the first or upon a determination

belonging to it.

This nook, here, of the Friers is not climate For her to live ob-

scurely in, to learn Physic (BEN JONS., Alchem 4, 1.). To win
widows To give you legacies (3, 2.). Of age the glory is to wish
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to die (YouNG, N. Th. 5, 649.). I sought him out, To press him
to accept another charger (CoLER., Pice. 1,3.) I told him to open
the door to surprise you (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). Of schemes
and projects, she was too soft to desire to know (BuLw., Rienzi 3,

3.). Lord Lufton wants me to learn to ride (TROLL., Framl. Par-
son. 1, 13.). Thus too, incidentally, pure infinitives follow each
other immediately: I will go seek her (LONGF. I. 198.).

A similar succession is not foreign to the ancient tongue. Old-Engl. :

And bad hem alle be bown . . To wenden with hem to Westmynstre To
witnesse this dede (P. PLOUGHM p. 37.). Ches rather for to deye, than to

assente To ben oppressed of hir maydenhede (CHAUC ,
G. T. 11696.). Half-

sax : Fundede to uarenne wiff Passent to fehten (LAJAM. II. 325.). To cu-

menn inntill ^errsalaem To servenn i pe temmple (ORM. 505.). In Anglo-
saxon especially I have not met with the immediate succession of such pre-

positional infinitives; the succession of pure infinitives is not uncommon.

Old-Engl.: Go byd these kynges com speke with me (Town. M. p. 127.).

Halfsax. : Ne purue pa cnihtes . . buten [buten] biwiten pat casteljat &
careless ligyen steepen (LAJAM II. 358. sq.). Anglosax,: He net bire syllan
etan (Lcc. 8, 55.) Nu ge moton ganyan . . Hrofrgar geseon (BEOV. 795.).
The infinitive seldom meets with till, instead of to, in the ancient language :

We wenyd title have Lew ded therfor (Tows. M. p. 32-2.). The interchange
of to with till is mentioned at p. 313. II. 1. Comp. also the infinitive with

for to, at the end.

The Prepositional Infinitive with for to.

The preposition for is early prefixed to the infinitive with to, and
that too in all its grammatical relations. This juxtaposition of pre-

positions, which is analogous to the Danish and Swedish for at with
the infinitive, was originally a strengthening of the infinitive with to,

after this had been itself weakened, and frequently treated like a pure
infinitive. The notion of destination and of purpose manifestly

originally belonged to the infinitve with for to, so that it is to be

compared with the Romance infinitive with Fr. por, pour, Ital. per,

Span, por; but it exactly agrees with the Old-Provencal and Old-

French Infinitive with por a, of which Diez (Romance Gr.) gives
instances. Comp. Por luy a vengier (Semi, de S. Bern. 523.), where
the collocation of words also occurs which we often meet with in

ancient times. Comp. Halfsax. Forr pe to jifenn bisne (ORM. 1239.).
Forr uss to clenmenn (1384.). Forr swa to winnenn blisse (896.).
And as the a is usually absent in Provencal and Old-French, so too

here and there in Halfsaxou for alone occurs with the infinitive:

Corineus was to wode ivare for hunti cleor wilde (L-AgAM. I. 60. mo-
dern text). For habbe alle pe heahte (I. 94. modern text). Ich sera

icumen pe pus nseh for muchelere neode, for suggen pe tidende (II.

131. ancient text). See under 1. But the specific meaning of for to,

as well as that of to, also early stepped into the background, and was
treated just like the infinitive with to.

In Modern-English its use is disappearing and has fallen to the

lot of the vulgar speech. But it is still to be met with in the seven-

teenth century, especially in the written language, and in its decease

mostly appears in its pregnant meaning.
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1. We therefore find it the most often where it indicates a pur-
pose.
And all countries came into Egypt to Joseph for to buy corn

(GEN. 41, 57.). There went out some of the people on the seventh

day for to gather (Exoo. 1 6, 27.). He carried away all his cattle

. . for to go to Isaac his father (GEN. 31, 18.). And in very deed
for this cause have I raised thee up, for to shew in thee my power
(ExoD. 9, 16.). Set men by it for to keep them (Josn. 10, 18.).
In : I will ensure you . . five hundred pounds for to save my life

(ScOTT, Heart of Mid Loth. 7.) we may think of the idea of an

equivalent.

This employment of the infinitive with for to, which extended to all

cases in which the notion of a purpose, or a final sentence, was applicable,
reaches back to the Anglosaxon. It attaches itself to verbs of motion and
to sentences of every kind : Thou most to Jurselem oure mete for to bugge
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 144.). They went to chirch, Godes ser-

vice for to werch (SiR CLEGES 163.). Thus he asaied the regiouns That
him cam for to asaile (ALIS. 82.). And rideth swithe so foul may fleon,
Al'saundres ost for to y-seon (1982.). Many fled to Lynday, socour forto

haue (LANGT. I. 14.). poru Englische and Saxones pat hider were ybroujht
poru Brutones forto helpe hem (R. OF GL. I. 3.). pe kyng Wyllani, vorto

wyte pe wurp of lond, Let enquery streytlyche poru al Engelond (II. 373.).

Pilgrymes and palmeres Plighten hem togedere For to seken seint Jame
(P. PLODGHM. p. 4.). Thei {even the pilgrimes of here vitaylle, for to passe
with the desertes (MACNDEV. p. 63.)- Melechemader, the whiche his brother
let sle prevyly for to have the lordschipe (p. 38 ). The idea of the equivalent
is awakened by: Bihot twenty mark som leuedi night for to ligge me bi

(SEUYN SAGES 1589.). Halfsax. : Locrin & Camber to pon scipen comen
for to habben al pa aehte (!MJAM. I. 94.). pe wes pudere icumen for to

i-seon pare cnihte gomen (I 346.). Jede he till Godess allter, For paer to

peowwtenn Drihhtin Godd (ORM. 138.). For to ucestnen pa luuen of leofuen

heore usederen to-somne me heom tsehte, to-somne me heom tuhte (LAJAM.
III. 207.). pe king me bi-tahte pis ard for to beon his stiward (II. 138.).

Himm wass ec patt name sett Forr mikell ping to tacnenn (ORM
1

735. cf.

412. 896. 1005. 1080. 1239. 1384. and often). In Anglosaxon for to with
the infinitive is only found in this sense, although rarely and in later

times : Oc se kyng hit dyde for to hauene sibbe of se eorl of Angeov and

for helpe to hauene togaenes his neve Villelm (SAX. CHR. 1127.). The in-

fluence of Old-French seems here undeniable. The wide extension of the

usage, even in Orm, is however a striking phaenomenon, reminding one of

the Scandinavian tendency to use for with the Infinitive with at.

2. Furthest removed from the original usage is the application of this

infinitive in the grammatical meaning of a subject and object
in the sentence, of which Modern-English still presents instances.

Therefore 'tis good and meet for to be wise (MARL., I Tamburl.

1, 1.). Shame unto thy stock That dar'st presume thy sovereign

for to mock (ib.). It is associated with the accusative like any
other infinitive : You make me for to laugh (GoLDSM., She Stoops 3.).

As against such remnants this infinitive commonly stands in Old-English
in the place of the grammatical and logical subject and of a predica-
tive nominative: For to don synne is mannysh, but certes for to perse-
vere longe in synne is werk of the devyl (CHAUC., C. T. p. 157. I.). He
nyste whether hym was moost fayn, For to fyghte or turne agayn (Rice.
C. DE L. 5299.). Scheome hern thoughte for to Aeon (Ans. 3682.). It
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com hym thorugh a vysyoun . . Into Yngelond for to goo (Ricn. C. DE L.

1 1 8.). It were gret vilani, by Scyn Jon, A liggeand man for to slon (AMIS
A. AMIL 1336.). It is your fortune for to haue that grace (SKELTON I.

26.). Avarice is for to purchase many erthely thinges (CHAUC., 0. T.

p. 202. I.). In Halfsaxou we meet the infinitive with for to in the place
of the subject, even interchanged with that accompanied by to: Betere pe
is freondscipe to habben pene for to fihten (LA}AM. III. 41.).

It is frequently met with as the object of a verbal notion : Wat pen-
kestow for to do? (R. OP GL. I. 24.) He willede, for foul lecheri, pis mayde
forte spouse (I. 19.). And wold me gladlich for to spille (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p. 199.). pe kyng and ys conseil radde po stones forte fette (R. OF
GL. I. 147.). With that ye leve logik, And lernethfor to lovye (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 440.). Aftre began he for to wexe wyse and riche (MAUNDEV. p. 139.).

Thenne they myght wel forbere For to pleye and for to leyghe (Ricn. C.

DE L. 3450.). They schul . . swere hyt never more for to use (HALLIW.,
Freemas. 459.). When je weneth alrebest For te have ro ant rest, The ax

ys at the rote (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 116.). Men use yong
chyldren for to done In temple for to lere (Tows. M. p. 77.). It also stands

with owe: Your counsel ought for to be prive (Ricn. c. DE L. 1834.). Well

they ought . . for to complayne This noble man (SKELTOS I. 13.). Half-

sax. : per ich lai a sweuete agan ich for to slepe (LAJAM. III. 14.).

Thus the infinitive is also added to the verb with a case, where a ge-
nuine accusative with the infinitive is to be assumed, or, in general, where
the infinitive attaches itself to the verb with a case of the person : |>e kynge
hette Merlyn pere Forte segge . . wat pe tokonyng were (R. OF GL. I. 131.).

This prison caused me not for to crie (CHACC., C. T. 1097.), A rnayny of

rude villains made hym for to blede (SKELTON 18). If he wille not suffre

then My people for to pas in peasse, I shalle send venyance IX or ten

(To\\N. M. p. 59.). Than he coinaunded hastely Herodes for to make ery
(RICH C. DE L. 427.). And bad his folk . . Noo good off hern for to neme

(3875.). Prayde hem for to dwelle (79.). Some him taughte for to gon
(ALis. 658.) and so on.

To complete the picture of the use of this infinitive, its further agree-
ment with the infinitive accompanied by to may be pointed out by in-

stances.

a) It is found in the gerund sense in be: Suche fringes ywvs Ne bep for
to schewe nojt, but wen gret nede ys (R. OF GL. I. 145.). He that is

Goddys son ffor to nevene (Cov. MYST. p 193.). It is for to suppose
(SKELTOS I 87.). Wherof was made Lay le Frain, In Inglirhe for to

tellen, y-wis, Of an asche forsothe it is (LAY LE FKEISE 23.). Ema-
nuelle . . "God is with us" that is forto say (TOWN. M. p. H5). That
is for to seyne etc. (MACNDEV. p. 58.).

b) It stands with adjectives denoting readiness and the like: They
were redy for to wende (Ricn. C. DE L. 510. cf. 2229.). Ten thousand,
ol prest and yare Into batail for to fare (ALIS. 1187.). Ther they be

stoute and sterne Bostful wurdes for to crake (RICH, C. DE L. 3826.).

Every man that may, That strong is wepene for to here (4400.). For
to fyaht they wer full fell (4479.). This dede 'ffor to do be bothe blythe
and bolde (Cov. MYST p. 44.). Men werein wont for to clepe that

place the feld of Damasce (MAUNDEV. p. 67.). ;>
e fonnys and slought

of herte ffor to beleve in holy Scrypture (Cov. MYST. p. 367.): as also

with others, especially those denoting an emotion: I am not worthy

for to lawse The leste thwong that longes to hys shoyne (Tows. M.

p. 166 .). Thou aght to be fulle fayn For to fulfylle my Lonles bydyng
(p. 168.). Bot for to tary I were fulle lothe (p :.'13.}. Gyle dooth hym
to go, A-gast for to dye (P. PLOUGHM. p. 40.). I was lothijst hens for
to go (SKELTON I. 2.); as also in the sense of a Latin supine or ad
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with the gerund: Fair y was ant fre Ant sembly for to se (WRIGHT A~

HALMW , Rel. Ant. I. 121.)- It is hard for to expowne (Tows. M.

p. '2:29.) Anon the watre was swete and gode for to drynke (MAC.NDEV.

p. 57.). Related is: Thou art trew for to trist (Tows. M. p. 33.).

c) With substantives it frequently appears, like a genitive of the ge-
rund, where the notion of appropriateness, readiness and the like may
naturally coine more strongly oat: Wat, if he leve have of ure heven
loverd for to deren us (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 213 ;. pat hii

nadde no poer ajen hym vorto stonde (R OF GL. II. 372.). To whom
God jaf his pleyn power for to bynje and to assoyle (MACNDEV. p. 18.).

Ho\v xuld I have wytt a schypp for to make (Cov. MYST. p. 4-1.). Ston-

dynge In pointe Gleges for to smyght (SIR CLEGES '287.)- It is light
And time for to go (AMIS. A. AMIL 1058). Halfsax : Naffde }ho nan
kinde pa Onn hire forr to tcemenn (ORM. 455.). So too with other rela-

tions: It w&s joie for to here etc. (HALLIW., Nugae Poet. p. 3.).

d) It attaches itself to determinations of the kind and of measure:
None off hem was so bolde For to breke the Sarezynes scheltrome (RICH.
C. DK L. 56->8.). Who made the so bold For to stroye my stoor of

myn houshold? (GAMELY.N 349.).

e) To express the motive and the cause, wherewith also may be com-
bined the above mentioned idea of an equivalent, the preposition for
combined with to is adapted, whence a conclusion might be drawn as

to the conception of the infinitive with to in corresponding cases in

olden times: A maunes herte mihte blede for to here the crie (WRIGHT,
Polit S. p. 341.). Sir, you must sh:ime sich wordys for to meyn Emang
men (TOWN. Al. p. ?02.). The lyoun was hungry and megrc, And bit

his tayl for to be egre (Rica. C. DE L 1079). Loke thou come not
to churche late, for to speke harlotry by the gate (HALLIW., Freemas.
593 ). Thei weren at gret discord, for to make a souclan (MAUNDEV.

p 38.). For al this worldes gode to take. His lord nold he neuer
forsake (AMIS A AMIL. 1054.) For to winne al this warldes gode, His-

hende lord . . Schuld he neuer forsake (1942.). Certes, for to lyf or

dy, I shalle not faylle (TOWN. M. p. 122.). We here think of the am-

bignity of the Fr. pour with the infinitive, by which both the purpose
and the cause is expressed

f) It likewise occurs in the abbreviated q'uestion: Ffor wo they ne
wuste to whom ffor to pleyne (DiiPos. OF RICH. II. p. 6.).

Finally this infinitive also stands absolutely: But shortly for to

speken of this thing, With Creon . . He faught (CHACC., C. T. 987. cf.

1942. and others).

g) The old and frequent phaenomenou is yet to be mentioned that, with

the combination of several infinitives of like degree, the second with for
to follows the first with or without to. This is particularly frequent
with their comparative relation to one another after than. Old-Engi.:
Ye become my londe to spye, And sum treson me for to don (Ricn. C.

DE L 718.). It begynnethe to wexe inoyst and for to swete (MACNDEV.

p. 160.;. Ase god is swgnden anon as so for to swynke (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p 152.). It is ful hard for any man On Abraham bileve; And wel

awey worse yit For to love a sherewe (P. PLOUGHM. p. 350.). That it

is lighter to lewed men lesson to knowe Than for to techen hem two

(ib.\ Betere were to hue wis, Then for to where feh ant grys (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I 109.). Better were to grannt hir asking, Than
his iiif/or to spille (AMIS A. AMIL. 649 ). It is more worth to be pacient
than for to be right strong (CHAUC., C. T. p. 161. L). 1 had lever go'

to Rome . . Then for to grefe yonde grorne (Tows. M. p. 3<>8.). Thou
haddest levyr be betyn lame, Than thi defawtys for to telle (Cov. MYST.

p. 306.)- This takes place even in the above quoted passage in Half-
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sax. : Betere pe is freondscipe to habben pene for to Jihten (LA|AM.
III.

41.). The interchange of forms, on the whole equally justified, seems
to rest upon euphonic reasons. Compare the interchange of the pure
and the prepositional infinitive, touched upon at p. 52.

The infinitive with for to is found in Scottish: And hes vs left all

foldit into cair Keleuand for to bring vs to despair (Scot. POEMS OF
THK xvi CENTCRY. Lond. 1801. II. 109.). But as to interchanges with

till, so for till is met with along with for to : I thocht it best my pen
for till assay This lytill buke in verse for to compyle (HOLLAND, Seven

Sages 1578. Prol.) In Old-English the reference of the infinitive with

to to till occurs: To sowpy at table they wente tylle (OCTOUIAN 755.).

Not a rare phenomenon in Modern-English is the connection of an
infinitive with to with an object connected by for, which is to be regarded
as the subject of this infinitive. For in this case mostly discloses no
immediate reference to the infinitive Comp. : The night is too dark

for us to move in (Coop., Spy 14.). The wind sits fair for news to go
to Ireland (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 2.). Yet in some cases we cannot help

finding a closer reference to the preposition, as in: He was too much
accustomed to deeds of violence for the agitation he had at first expres-
sed to be of long continuance (Scoi-r, R. Roy 34 ), in which the inter-

posed subject would not, according to the English fashion, prevent the

grammatical reference to to be, since the subject might precede the for
to itself. Comp : Ostage in this towue know I non, Thin wyff and ihou

in for to slepe (Cov. MYST. p, 147.).

The Prepositional Infinitive with at.

This infinitive with at, in use in Old-norse, as well as in the

modern Scandinavian tongues, is not rarely met with in Old-English.
Its coming in is, of course, ascribable to Danish influence.

In Old -English this infinitive is not found in the earliest times, at least

in literature: Ful sare him langed to hyr at ga Priuely, withowten ma (SEUYN
SAGES 30 IT.), That es at say, with golde and essence (MS. in Halliw. v. af).

We have othere thinges at do (Town. M. p. 181.). With that prynce , . Must
we have at do (p, 237.). I wille kepe charite for I have at do (p. 26.). See
other instances in Halliwell 1. c In Halfsaxon no trace is found of this in-

finitive, for in at oferdon = to excess see II. l. p. 387.) the participle, not
the infinitive is to be found.

Upon an infinitive of this sort rests ado used substantively
=

bustle, trouble: With much a doo I got unto Braiutree by noone

(KEMPS, Nine Daies Wonder p. 9.). To make a great ado about
trifles (WEBST. v.).

in fact the infinitive at do interchanges with ado in Old-Engl.: I woll
that they together go And done all that they ban ado (RoM. OF THE ROSE
5082.). That every man schalle have 8<> wyfes, alle maydenes; and he schalle

have ado every day with hem (MAUSDEV. p. 132.). The rejection of t is no-
wise remarkable; even in Lajam on the forms at and a interchange before

consonants in composition, as ateechen, asechen; ateceken, sceken; aistonde,

astonde; !ladfed, aloped; afwailden, awalden. To do is sometimes quite
equal, in the modern stricter meaning, to ado used substantively : And so with
much to doe, at my request They haue forborne unto this onely houre (GA-
SCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.).
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Tenses of the Infinitive.

The infinitive appears in two tenses. The one, called the pre-
sent, the only one in the old Germanic dialects, as well as in Gothic
and Anglosaxon, expresses the abstract nature of the activity in the

form of a noun, admitting therefore a reference to every time in

which the activity denoted by the infinitive is represented as en-

gaged in putting it forth, or as being at work. But the peri-

phrastic forms of the preterite occasioned the formation of periphrastic
forms for the infinitive of the past, by which the notion of the activity

might be represented as finished or concluded in time, for the

time in question.

Upon the whole, the infinitive of the present is most frequently
in use; the infinitive of the past has a far narrower sphere, beyond
which however it has proceeded, so far as to admit a double refer-

ence, in which, partly the objective nature of successive facts, partly

subjective points of view of the speaker form the standard.

1. The infinitive of the present may therefore be received into

every sphere of time of the verb of the predicate, as the expres-
sion of the activity apprehended abstractly.

I purpose to write the history of England (MACAUL., H. of E. I.

1.). They perforce must do or die (BYR., Siege 29.). My left leg

'gan to have the cramp (BEN JONS., Fox 5, 1
.).

He told her not

to be frightened (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). The story . . was, by
tradition, affirmed to be truth (Scoxr, Bride 1.). I proceeded, how-

ever, to decipher the substance of the manuscript (ib.). A wander-

ing poet and parcel-musician, who, after going through various

fortunes, had returned to end his days as he could in his native

islands (Pirate 3.).

We may say that this infinitive predicates nothing of the time of the

activity generally, (although the context of the speech causes a definite

sphere of time to be perceived. But, after an infinitive of the preterite has

become opposed to it, removal of the activity backwards from a

given point of time is expressed by a specific form, whereas, originally, the

representation in this manner of aii activity concluded in time by the infi-

nitive of the present was not excluded. The temporal relation was then

yielded only by the context. This was a defect, as compared with the

ancient tongues. It is to be understood that instances of the kind above

quoted are common to all periods of the language. Old-Engl.: Plente me
may in Engelond of alle gode yse (R. OF GL. I. 1.). Here fon heo durre

pe lasse doute (ib.). Wende ajen ouer se, as best was to done (II. 498.).

He was wont to holden a round appele in bis bond (MAUNDKV. p. 8.). He
will make it to ben cryed (p. 2.) and so on. Anglosax.: Ne ve gyt ne ma-

gon sva miclum eov secgan on pam deopan andgite sva sva hit gedafenlic
vaere (BASIL., Hexam. 1.). pis is mycel eov mannum on mode to smm-

genne (3.). He viste sum ealand synderlice digle, pat oft menige men eard-

jan ongunnon (S. GUTHLAC 3.).

Instances of the removal backward, of the activity denoted by the acti-

vity behind the sphere of time denoted by the verb of the predicate

do, however, occur: Diogenes; who is not said . . To whine, put finger i'

th' eye, and sob, Because he 'ad ne'er another tub (BCTL., Hud 1, 3, 1025.).

And what-soe'er he' said to do, He went the self-same way we go (2, 3,

649.). In such a case the verb of another sentence, to which the infinitive
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attaches itself in the whole context, is the mean for the understanding
of the sentence.

2. The infinitive of the preterite expresses the activity in its

completion, with reference to another determination of time.

a) It stands with a verb of the present in a present tense, to de-

note that the act which the infinitive expresses is finished or

past in the time indicated by that tense.

I must have been asleep (LoNGF. I, 144.). Tm the veriest fool

That walks the earth, to have believed thee false (I. 210.). In
our island the Latin appears never to have superseded the old

Gaelic speech (MACAUL., H. of E. I. 4.). 'Twill be no crime to

have been Gate's friend (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). If the verb of the

predicate stands in the perfect, both notions of activity may de-

note activities falling in the same time: It must have been a

lovely child, To have had such^a lovely hair (KiRKE WHITE,
Gondoline).

Instances of the kind above quoted are rare in Old-English. Those
which to me seem to occur more frequently are those in which facts

coinciding in time are placed together in the perfect: Te have gretly
erred to have cleped such maner folk to youre counseil (CHAUC., C. T.

p 158. II.). Moreover the formation of the futurum exactum, mentioned
II. 1. p. 97. rests upon the same principle, as well as other combinations
of present tenses with the infinitive of the preterite.

In cases, like; You need not to have pricked me (SHAKSP., II Henry
IV. 3, 2.). I did forget he, he! I have such a head not that

I need have forgotten it (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 2.) it is not so

much the infinitive as the verb of the predicate. We should here rather

expect a preterite instead of the present. The perfect be gone in the

infinitive, where the present was to be expected, is explained like the

corresponding imperative: So speed me my errand, and kt me be gone
(ScoxT, L. Minstr. 2, 6.)- "You must

r
be gone" 'said Death (TENNYS.

p. 52.). See II. 1. p. 136.

b) With a verb of the predicate in the tenses o'f the past, where

objective facts are in question, the activity denoted by the infi-

nitive, if measured by the verb of the predicate, lies in the rear

of the act denoted thereby.
It was the misfortune of my friend, however, to have embarked

his property in large speculations (IRVING, Sk. B. The Wife).
The case is, however, very common in which the completed

activity does not lie in the rear of the act denoted by the verb

of the predicate, but would rather follow it or be contemporaneous
with it, if it were realized. The activity denoted by the infini-

tive, which had to await its completion, and that sometimes at

an indicated moment of the future, seems a subjective supposi-

tion, which, however, is to be thought as not realized or trans-

formed into its counterpart.
This train he laid to have intrapp'd thy life (M,\RL.. Jew of

M. 5, 4.). Thus he determ'd to have handled thee (ib.). Before

I enter'd here I call'd, and thought To have begg'd, or bought,

what I have took (Sn.\KSi>., Cyinb. 3, 6.). When Orsin first let

fly a stone . . big enough, if rightly hurl'd, T have sent him to

another world (BuTL., Hud. 1, 3, 491.). The Lord was very

angry with Aaron to haw destroyed him : and I prayed for Aaron.
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also (DEUTER. 9, 20.). I intended only to have teased him three

days and a half, and now I've lost him for ever (SHERID, Riv.

1, 2.). I trusted never more to have beheld thee (COLER., Wal-
lenst. "2, 6.). We meant to have taken them alive this evening
. . But this makes shorter work (3, 6.). After such a victory I

had expected to have found in thee A cheerful spirit (5, 1.). Dun-
woodie! is he then here? I thought to have met him by the side

of my brother's bed (Coop., Spy 12.). I was much tempted to

to have broken the rascal's head (Scoix, R. Roy 9.). He was to

have been praetor next year (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 1, 1.). Was
I to have never parted from thy side! (MiLT., P. L. 9, 1153.)
Here was enough to have infected the whole city, if it had not

been taken in time (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his Hum. 5, 1.).

His attendance at the lectures . . was assiduous enough to have

pleased even his father (LEWES, G. I. 48.). Notwithstanding our

wish to have avoided that hackneyed simile of an angel, we can-

not avoid saying etc. (Scon, Pirate 3.) (where the prepositional
member with wish is substituted for a dependent sentence). The
conditional nature of the infinitive always comes out in these

cases. Hence the future of the past, formed by composition with

the infinitive of the past is also used directly as a conditional

tense in the sphere of the past, and preterites of modal verbs,
like must, could, might, appear beside should and would with the

pure infinitive of the past, as ought with the prepositional (see

p. 5.), to denote the conditional act: I could have repeated Homer

by heart at once (FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 14.). To think I could

have merited your faith Shall be my solace even unto death (Tn.
CAMPBELL, Theodric). For still they knew, and ought to have

remembered The high injunction not to taste that fruit (MiLT.,
P. L. 10, 12.). .The new government ought to have made a choice

which was above all suspicion (MACAI L., H. of E. IV. 26.). And
thus there is attached to conditional sentences of every kind

which go back into the past or are equivalent to those above

named an infinitive containing the conditional object, or the

consequence, or even the condition of those sentences: If

I had found you indifferent, I would have endeavoured to have

been so too (SorxiiERN, Oroon. 5, 1.) He would willingly have

sent his own wife thither, to have had Fanny in her place (FiELD.,
J. Andr. 4, 5.). Thou shouldst have chosen another To have at-

tended her (CoLER., Wallenst. 1, 4.). 1 would have given My
life but to have calld her mine (BvR., Mazeppa). You could not

have studied to have done me a greater benefit at the instant

(BEN JONS., Ev. Man out of his Hum. Prol.). "Which not to have

done, I think, had been in me Both disobedience and ingratitude

(SHAKSP., Wint. T. 3, 2.). He was in all things so very parti-
cular towards me, that I must hare been blind not to have dis-

covered it (FIELD., T. Jon. 11, 4.). Quite similar is the relation

where the sentence assumes the form of an assertion: And to

have seen the mother's pangs, 'Twas a glorious sight to see (KiRKE
WHITE, Gondoline). On the other hand, if the conditional sen-

tence is referred to the present with the verb of the predicate
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in the form of the past, the removal backwards of the activity,

although only a suppositious activity, expressed by the infinitive,

as of a fact imagined finished, is necessary: I had rather Have

skipped from sixteen years of age to sixty, To have turned my
leaping time into a crutch, Than have seen this (SHAKSP., Cymb.
4, 2.).

The union of objective facts of the past by a preterite with the

infinitive of the past is not familiar to the ancient language. But that

connection wherein the finishing of the act expressed by the infinitive

shews itself as unrealized is diffused in Old-English. Where this form
of the infinitive is connected with a preterite, a sort of attraction by
the former seems originally to have determined the infinitive in point of

form, so far as the moment of past time was felt in it; for nqthing stands

in the way of its interchange with the infinitive of the present, especially
where the preterite is to be regarded as the expression of an assertion.

Old-Engl. : He wenden han buen kynges, and saiden so in sawe (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 212.). I That wende have had a gret opinioun (CHACC., C.

T 1270.). This cytee founded Helizeus Damascus, that was joman and

despenser of Abraham, before that Ysaac was born ; for he thoughte for
to have ben Abrahames heir (MAUNDEV. p. 123.). Gamelyn come therto

for to have comen in (GAMEL. 287.). Kyng Alisaunder furst hade y-ment
Him have forgeve his maltalent; And wolde him, with gret honour, Have

y-fonge in his amour. Now he is strongly with him wroth (ALis. 4570.).
Thoo had kynge Alisaunder y-inent . . The cee haue y-passed ayein, And
werren upon Fraynsche men (5942.). As in the last instance the infini-

tive of the present interchanges with that of the preterite, this often

happens : The Jewej ladden him upon on highe roche, for to make him
lepe doun, and have slayn him (MACNDEV. p. 113). Thus the infinitive

of the preterite is frequently added to wolde, where this has the pregnant
sense of willing, desiring or intending, and that of the present is

expected: Upon that roche oure Lord sette him, whan the Jewes wolde
have stoned him (MACNDEV. p. 86.) In that hille wolde Abraham have

sacrificed Isaac (p. 106.). He hette brynge forth that felawe That him
wolde have y-slawe (ALIS. 3970.). Summe of hem wolden haue taken hym
(WYCLIFFE, Job. 7, 44.). Comp. Aiiglosaxon Sume big voldon hine niman
(ib.). The infinitive of the preterite likewise often stands in connection
with sholde, where that of the present is not merely sufficient, but also

more conformable to subsequent apprehension: Thei trowed that oure
Lord Jesu Crist scholde han honged on the cros, als longe as the cros

myhten laste, And therfore made thei the foot of the cros of cedre. For
cedre may not, in erthe ne in watre, rofe. And therfore thei wolde,
that it scholde have lasted longe. For thei trowed, that the body of

Crist scholde have stonken (MAUNDEV. p 10.). The more pregnant expres-
sion of an act not realized stands in natural connection therewith. This
infinitive combines with modal verbs in the ancient language, as well as
in Modern-English : For if ye couthe have holden you stylle, Ye had not
had this brade (Towx. M. p. 228.). There is no man that is on life,

Bot it were Pilate . . That durst it there have put (p. -J29.). Ther ne
was raton in al the route, For al the reaume of Fraunce, That dorste
have bounden the belle About the cattes nekke (P. PLOUGHM. p. 11.).
Also after conditional Sentences: Than wolde other boynardis have ben.

abaschyd, To have meved you to ony mals (Dupes. OF RICH. II. p 8 ).

I scholp er this han falle doun for sleep . . Than had your tale have be
told in vayn (CHAUC., C. T. 1 6283.), But had his noble men done wel
that day, Ye had not bene able to have sayd hym nay (SKELTON I. 9.).

Conditional Sentences with the preterite, which may also be referred to
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the future, let the infinitive be referred both to the past and to a future

time; I had lever haue died als sone, Than that dede to you have done
(SECYN SAGES 3931 ). Betere hem were han y-be barouns ant libbe in
Godes lawe (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 212.)- Ich had leuer, til domesday,
Have lived in care and wo (AMIS A. AMIL. 2321.). A few instances from
the Anglosaxon may prove how the relation of fact, which demands a
removal of the act denoted by the infinitive back to a preterite, brought
the infinitive, now denoted that of the present, into use: pa ic sendan

gefragn svegles aldor svell of heofnum and sveartne lig (CAEDM. 2534.).

Gefragn ic Hebreos eadge lifgean in Hierusalem (3519.)- And hire sagde,
ealra

Jieora
moder Hilde abbudissan pa of veorolde geledran, and . . to

pam ecan leohte heofona rices vuldres, and to gemanan para uplicra
ceasterveara astigan (THORPE, Anal. p. 54.),

Interchange of the Infinitive with a Dependent Sentence.

The infinitive has become an essential mean for the abridgment
of dependent sentences. Its increased employment responds to the

growing endeavour for shortness and compactness of the series of

thoughts in writing and in the intercourse of life. In Anglosaxon
the developed dependent sentence was far more frequent where the

infinitive now finds a place. But, with the equal operation of the infi-

nitive and of a dependent sentence, the interchange of both, where in-

finitives of like degree were in their proper place, is nowise remark-

able, although the uniform flow of thought is thereby destroyed.
Such an interchange may be intentional, to avoid uniformity, espe-

cially when two homogeneous sentences receive both modes of expres-
sion: The learn'd is happy nature to explore, The fool is happy that

he knows no more (POPE, Essay on M. 2, 263.). But even otherwise

the forms interchange with an identity of relation: Joseph desired to

alight, and that he might have a bed prepared for him (FIELD., J.

Andr. 1, 12.). Square held human nature to be the perfection of all

virtue, and that vice was a deviation of our nature (T. Jon. 3, 3.).

It had been better for us to serve the Egyptians than that we should

die in the wilderness (Exoc. 14, 12.). This interchange is most

natural, where the dependent sentence has at the same time more
abundant adverbial determinations.

In ancient times this interchange is frequently to be met with. Old-

Engl. : The sone of a pore man . . wisshed that the myghte cheve wel, and to

ben happy to marchandise (MACNDEV. p. 1 47.). He xal cawse the blynde that

thei xal se, The def to here, the dome for to speke (Cov. MYST. p. 254.).

Beter it is that we out renne Thenne as wretches in house to brenne (RICH.

C. DE L. 4407.). Ich hadde leuere to ben anhonge, Than that I scholde Hue

so longe (SEUYN SAGES 1209.). Even in Halfsaxon the like is to be pointed
out: And hehte hine mid his ferde faren ajsein to Rome & pat he nceuere

into France his ferde no ladde (LAJAM. III. 48.).

Participles.

The Participle of the Present.

The participle in -ing, which has taken the place of the Anglo-
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saxon in -ende, has received a derivative termination by which ab-

stract substantives were also formed in Anglosaxon. By this trans-

mutation of form the English participle has received both an ampli-
fied extent of usage and also a variable character. The same form
of a word, therefore, appears as a participle annexed to a noun,
as a gerund, and as a genuine abstract substantive. The theo-

retical discrimination of them according to syntactical points of view is

frequently rendered difficult, the meaning of the gerund often bordering

upon that of the participle, and the distinguishing the gerund from
the substantive being essentially hardened, especially where no further

determination is attached to the form in -ing. For a part of the do-

main of the English form, the mixture of the Latin forms -ans, -ens

(-antem, -enteni) and -andum, -endum in the French participle in -ant,
which has indisputably been of influence upon the English linguistic

usage, affords an analogy,

4. We consider this verbal form primarily in the syntactical meaning
of the participle, which, when attached to a noun or pronoun,
shares the character of the adjective, so that it may become an

adjective in the stricter sense of the word, in which the verbal

notion steps decidedly into the background.

a) The attachment of this participle, in the predicative and

competing manner, to intransitive verbs is frequent.

*) Thus, it is added in the ancient periphrastic verbal form to

the verb be.

My heart is breaking (TENNYS. p. 99.). We were talking of

you (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.).

Comp. II. 1. p. 32.

|3) It also often stands with intransitive verbs of motion, of
rest and of remaining, although the manner of relation

is not always completely homogeneous with that just named.
Here especially, with verbs of sensuous movement and rest

the participle comes into contact with the use of the infinitive,

early more widely diffused (see p. 1 6.), by which an act or a

condition, accompanying the movement or rest, is characterized.
Didst thou come running? (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his Hum.

3, 3.) They came crowding down the avenue (IRVING, Br. H.

Hawking.). The fog came pouring in at every chink and key-
hole (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). How was it possible I should

go on perpetually starving (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.).
While idly I stood looking on (SHAKSP., Taming 1, 1.). The
melting Phoebe . . stood wringing her hands (!RVING, Br. H.

Hawking.). His silence will sit drooping (SHAKSP., Haml. 5,

1.). The city lies sleeping (BYR., Manfr. 2, 3.). About thirty

corpses lay ivallowing in blood (MACAUL., H. of E. VLI. 25.).
This heart had sleeping lain (Tn. MOORE p. 244.). The best

thing you can do is, to go to sleep as fast as you can, and
continue sleeping as soundly as possible (OXENFORD, Twice Kil-
led 1, 2.).

The combination of such participles with the verb is closer or looser,

according as the verb of the predicate is to be apprehended in a more
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general and indeterminate or a more concrete meaning in the sen-

tence. Combinations of both sorts occur from the earliest times. Old-

Engl. : Tho com ther goande a man ferlich (Aus. 5948.). On in a

tyr blak Com prickande ovyr the falwe feld (RICH. C. DE L. 460.).

Lepynge I icente (P. PLOUGHM. p. 3s 7.). Hope cam hippynge after

(p. c(5i ). The thridde kyng tho cam Knelynge to Jhesu (p. 401.).
The child stood lokyng in the kynges face ((JHACC., C. T. 5435.).

Knyghtis stode wepaiid (TORRENT 1927.). I sitte fastyng (GAMELYS
p. 466.). His olde wyf lay smylyng (CHACC., C. T. 6668.). pei lasti-

den axinge him (WYCLIFFE, Joh 8, 7.) Bylefte hongyng (Aus. 2306.).
There felle David preying to oure Lord (MAUNDEV. p. 87.). Anglosax.:

py las heo at neahstan cume me behropende (Luc. 18, 5.). Ne ferde
heo vorigende geond land (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 148.) pa hig purhvunedon
hine dcsjende (Jon. 8, 7.).

b) As in the cases last quoted the participle of the present, with
intransitive verbs, frequently touches the infinitive, so also it is

added to transitive verbs with a reference back to the subject
of the sentence, where the infinitive might find a place. It here

touches the gerund so closely that a strict discrimination of them
is impossible, and both are blended in the consciousness of the

language. This is all the more natural, as the gerund, from its

substantive nature, also in fact represents the infinitive. This

doubtful territory may be all the more noticed inasmuch as

the employment of the participle as a gerund, to be hereafter

mentioned, seems thereby to have had the way partly prepared
for it. It can therefore not appear a contradiction if the am-

plified domain of this kind is hereafter assigned to the gerund,
whereas here that is quoted, which may find its explanation from
ancient forms of the language. We refer to the construction of

such verbs as begin, end, and of verbs of emotion with the

participle.
He again seated himself, and began weaving them (sc. the

flowers) into one of those garlands (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 1.). She
ended weeping; and her lowly plight (MiLT., P. L. 10, 937.;. Now
when he had left speaking, he said unto Simon etc. (LUKE 5, 4.).

With tears that ceas'd not flowing (MiLT., P. L. 10,
(

J10.). Be
still sad heart, and cease repining (LONGF. I. 108.). I do enjoy

putting down these irresistibles (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.).

For more see the Gerund.
That such a conception of the participial form does not contradict the

the oldest Germanic manner of apprehension is proved by passages of

the Anglosaxon: pa se Haelend pys geendude hys tvelf leorning-cnyhtum.
beheodende (MATTH. 11, I.). Gothic: Usfullida lesus anabiudandi paim.
tvalif siponjam seinaim (ib.). Bipe lesus gananpida rodjans qap du Sei-

mona (Lcc. 5, 4.), answering to the Greek: titlKifv o '/rjaor'? J/-
TdiKjuv, and tof <it tnauactro Inkwv. Anglosaxon: Hi ondredon
hine dcsigende (MARC. 9, 32.), where the Greek text run: f(pn^ovjo
avtof frj toMTtj am. This interchange of the participle with the infi-

nitive, although hardly to be pursued further in the ancient language,

may at least serve to have rendered possible the conception of the par-

ticipial form as such. A similar mode of view may also be approxi-

mately made out for other forms of expression in Modern-English, for

instance, in: And knew not eating death (MiLT., P. L. 9, 791.), compared
with the Lat.: Sensit medios delapsus in hostes (ViRG. Aen. 2, 377.).
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c) The participle attaches itself both to the subject and to the

object of the sentence, and is not only to be regarded as al-

ways standing in grammatical congruence with it, although
no longer disclosing this by its form, but also in general as the

expression of an activity which is contemporaneous with that

represented by the verb of the predicate.

She, dying, gave it me (SHAKSP., Oth. 3, 4.). Then, sighing,
she left her lowly shed (Tn. MOORE o. 241.). No longer relieving
the miserable, he sought only to enrich himself by their misery
(ROGERS, Marco Griffoni). She . . rose, and, with a silent grace
approaching, press'd you heart to heart (TENNYS. p. 91.). We
returned home to the expecting family (GoLDSM., Vic. 4.) and
so forth.

It may appear a pleonasm if being is added to the participle
of the present. I have a kinsman . . To whom being going, al-

most spent with hunger, I am fallen in this offence (SHAKSP.,

Cymb. 3, 6.). This form arises from the periphrasis of the verbal

notion by am going.

Thus in general in ancient times. Old-Engl.: Al bernynge hit schut
forth forte hit beo i-brend to ende (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). And
laughing he sayde "Leve christen man" etc. (P. PLOUGHM. p 453.). There
thei kneled to him and skornede him, seyenge, Ave Rex Judaeorum (MACN-
DEV. p. 14.). On knes she sat adoun, And seid wepeand her orisoun

(LeY LE FREINE 159.). Thei ledem him rydynge alle abouten the cytee
(MACNDEV. p. 197.). Glitoun ros furst, so y fynde, And smot Tauryn
uprisynde (Ans. 2269.). Halfsax.: pa Romanisce men fuhten ridende (LA-

JAM III. 61.). It may be incidentally observed that the participial form
in -ing sometimes occurs even in Lajamon: Heo riden singinge (III. 72.

singende modern text). Anglosax. : On eordan forgnyden, fcemende he

tearflode (MARC. 9, 20.). Maria socflice heold call pas vord drafnjende on
hire heortan (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 30.). pa gecyrdon pa hyrdas ongean vul-

drigende and herigende God (I. 31.). Pa lufjaff pat hig gebiddon big
standende on gesomnuncgum (MATTH. 6, 5.).

Yet this participle, although received into the general sphere of

the verb of the predicate, also becomes the expression of an act

which is to be thought as preceding that expressed by the verb
of the predicate.
The neighbours, hearing what was going forward, came nocking

about us (GOLDSM., Vic. 9.). Musing a little, he withdrew into

one of the obscure streets (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.).

The participle is thus found from the earliest times. Anglosaxon: Se
Haelend cvafi, pis gehyrende (MATH. 9, 12.). Se Hselend ut-gangende ferde
on veste stove (Luc. 4, 42.). ponne hi feallende hi to pam menniscum
Gode gebiddati (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 38.).

d) Attached to an objective determination of the Sentence, the

participle frequently meets with the infinitive, with which it may
interchange.

This is the case with the verbs of sensuous and mental
perception, of thinking and narrating, as well as with
factitive verbs, with which the participle' connects itself in a

predicative manner with an object.
The shepherd . . Who you saw sitting by me on the turf

Matzner,.engl. Gr. II. 2. t
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(SHAKSP., As You Like It. 3, 4.). I see it coming (COLER., Pice,

i, 12.). The glorious angel beheld her weeping (Tn. MOORE
p. 340.). We perceived Ready-Money Jack Tibbets striding along
(IRVING, Br. H. The Culprit.). I hear them coming (SHAKSP.,
I Henry IV. 2, 2.). Thus I found her straying in the park (Til.
Andron. 3, 1.). Who lustith to feale Shall find his hart creping
out at his heele (JACK JUGLER p. 17.). If you know the good
it does me to feel your heart beating close to mine (TAYLOR A.

READE, Masks 2.). And then imagine me taking your part (SHAKSP.,
II Henry 5, 2.). He . . thinks no lamp so cheering As that light
which Heaven sheds (Tn. MOORE p. 243.). Can't you fancy me
sitting on that great big horse? (TROLL., Framl. Parson. 1, 13.).

Galvanism has set some corpses grinning (BvR., D. Juan 1, 130.).
I am sorry Mr. Vane keeps you waiting (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks

1, 2) and the like.

Old-Engl : He sauyh a mayde walkyng him beforn (CHAUC., C. T. 6468.).

Biddynge as beggeris Biheld I hym "evere (P. PLOUGH M. p. 308.). In
erth I see bot syn reynand (TOWN. M. p. 2 ->.). Two disciplis herden hym
spekynge (WYCUFFE, Joh. 1, 37 ). He/orarf hem slepynge (MAUNDEV. p 96.).

He fonde him self liggijnge at the foot of the mountayne (p. 148.). My
dowte dothe aprevyn Cryst levynge fful bolde (Cov. HYST. p. 376.)- New
tithand That makes me ful wele lykand (SEUYN SAGES 3195.). A man
that is joyous and glad in herte, it him conserveth florischinge in his

age (CHAUC., C. T. p. 151 I. Anglosax. : pa hine geseah sum pinen at

leohte sittendne (Luc 22, 5ti.). pa gehyrdon hine tvegen leorning-cnihtas

specende (Jon. 1, 37.). Heo gemette pat mseden on hyre bedde licgende
(MARC. 7, 30.). In Anglosaxon this construction is more restricted, and
referred more to sensuous perception. The distinction of the' participle
from the infinitive lies in that the latter represents the subject in acti-

vity; the participle, on the other hand, in the condition of the ac-

tivity inhering in the subject

Cognate combinations have become familiar to the modern

language, in which the participle expresses the action ascribed

to the object as the aim of the verb of the predicate.
To prevent the ladies leaving us, I generally ordered the table

to be removed (GoLDSM., Vic. 2
). There, sir, pardon me blush-

ing if it says anything soft (OxENFOUD, Twice Killed 1, 2.). Here
the case of the object would as well become an attributive deter-

mination of the notion of an activity used substantively (as a

gerund), which then appears as the proper object of the verb

of the predicate. Comp. : As friendship will prevent your pur-
suing the other too far (SHERID., Trip to Scarb. 1, 1.) Upon
this rests the combination of the participle with a prepositional

member, which may even be annexed to a substantive notion:

Trusting to the certainty of the old man interrupting him, before

he should utter a word (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). You
know that arose from the fear of my cousin, old Guineamore,

hearing of these matters (OxENFORD, Twice Killed 1, 2.). I can-

not accept the notion of school-life affecting the poet to this extent

(LEWES, G. I. 34.). In such cases the sphere of time itself

of the participle of the present is more indifferent, which is to

be gathered from other moments contained in the sentence or in
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the construction, whereas here the question chiefly is the mani-
festation of the activity in general.

In the older language this freer employment of the participle is sought
for in vain.

e) The participle, in its attachment to a subject or object of the

sentence with a grammatical relation of like kind, may express
different logical relations, for which dependent sen-
tences of various kinds may be substituted.

The possibility of its resolution into a relative sentence,
to which it is frequently equivalent, and which may itself express
various logical relations, is close at hand where the determination

inherent in an object is thought as active.

Here are my letters announcing my intention to start (TAYLOR
A. READE, Masks 1, 2.). Or the yellow-banded bees . . Fed
thee, a child, lying alone (TENNYS. p. 79.).

Olcl-Engl.: pere weren putte sixe stonen pottis . . takyng eche two or

pre mesures (WYCLIFFI-;, Job. 2, 6.). He fonde in the temple men sel-

lynge scheep and oxen (ib. 2, 14.). Anglosax. : pat soOe leoht com pe
on-lyht selcne mann, cumendne to pysum middan-earde (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 4.).

In other cases a sentence of time might be substituted for

the participle.

He, them espying, gan himself prepare (SPENSER, F. Qu. 3, 1,

4.). I will grow round him . . Grow, live, die looking on his

face. Die, dying clasp'd in his embrace (TENNYS. p. 97.). Lifting
the loculus and body, therefore, they carried it to the altar (CAR-
LYLE, Past a. Pres. 2, 16.).

Old-Engl. : And saughe slepynge many hevenly prevytees (MAUNDEV.
p. 92.). Whan a man sleth an other him defendaunt (CHACC., C. T.

p. 197. I). Anglosax.: He pa astigende on an scyp . bad hyne pat he
hit lyt-hvon fram lande tuge (Luc. 5, 3.). He vaccende pone apostol on

engellicre fiigernesse geseah (S. GUTHL. 4 ).

The participle may also indicate a causal relation to the

verb of the predicate.

Finding myself suddenly deprived of the company and plea-
sures of the town, I grew melancholy (SMOLLET, Rod. Rand. 22.).

She rested from her labours And, feeding high and living soft,

Grew plump and able-bodied (TENNYS. p. 184.). Wondering 1

blush and weep that thou Shouldst love me still (SHELLEY III.

79.). In which effort, not being a man of strong imagination, he
failed (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.).

Old-Engl. : There caste Judas the 30 pens before hem, and seyde, that

he hadde synned, betrayenye oure Lord (MAUNDEV. p. 93.). We passe

ovyr that, breffnes of tyme consyderynye (Cov. MYST. p. 79,). Anglos.:
He is lire sibb, se pe dyde aegffer to anum, tovurpende pa aerran feond-

scipas on him sylfum (A.-S. HOMIL. p. 106.),

The participle may also be related concessively to the main

action.

Sleeping or waking must I still prevail (SHAKSP., I Henry IV.

5*
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2, 1.). Love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping
for nothing again (LuKE 6, 35.).

Anglosax. : Ealle niht svincende ve naht ne gefengon (Luc. 5, 5.). Laene

syllaff, nan ping panun eft gehyghtende (6, 35.).

These, and other relations, which moreover cannot be sharply
separated from and in part pass into one another, may be easily
indicated by the participle of many meanings. They have there-

fore, in the modern language, admitted the conjunctions expres-

sing the grammatical relation of dependent to principal sentences,
and appear in combination with these as definitely expressed
abbreviations of sentences, which are distinguished from other

abbreviations of sentences, to be mentioned further on, by this;
that with them, in fact, without the addition of a conjunction,

nothing is wanting to the grammatical completeness of the sen-

tence, which would lack only the complete clearness of the lo-

gical relation.

Mac Jan, while putting on his clothes and calling to his ser-

vants to bring some refreshment for his visitors, was shot through
the head (MACAUL,, H. of E. VII. 24.). Whilst blessing your
beloved name, I'd waive at once a poet's fame, To prove a pro-

phet here (BYR., p. 309.). I met her, as returning, In solemn

penance from the public cross (RowE, J. Shore 5, 1.). Our re-

maining horse was . . unfit for the road, as wanting an eye
(GoLDSM., Vic. 14.). Talents angel-bright, If wanting worth, are

shining instruments In false ambition's hand (YouNG, N. Th. 6,

273.). I wrote a similar epitaph for my wife, fho
1

still living

(GOLDSM., Vic. 2.). Nor ever did I love thee less Though mourn-

ing o'er thy wickedness (SHELLEY III. 79.).

Only the non-prepositional conjunctions are considered, since we assign
to the prepositions which occur with this participial form another rela-

tion to it, as a gerund. The participle, as such, certainly here again
touches the form, to be taken as a gerund, whose running into each other

must always be considered, although the attempt at a theoretical sepa-
ration of the two cannot be prejudiced thereby. The extension of the

use of those particles in combination with the participle belongs essen-

tially to Modern-English, but certainly stands in connection with their

employment in other abbreviations of the sentence, which are treated of

in the section on the abbreviation and contraction of the de-

pendent sentence with the principal sentence.

f) This participle becomes an adjective in the stricter sense, when
it serves more to express the quality inherent in an object
than its actual activity, when the reference to a determinate

sphere of time steps into the background and its verbal govern-
ment falls away. A fixed limit is not, however, in this case

to be drawn.

Any creeping venomed thing (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 2.). Cool
with mortifiyng groans (Merch. of Ven. 1, 1.). Amanda is a

charming creature (SHERID., Trip, to Scarb. 1, 2.). The other

would sing some soothing ballad (GOLDSM., Vic. 4.). Here are

some hanging shelves (IRVING, Br. H. The Busy Man). His grace-
ful and engaging eloquence (MACAUL., H. of E. X. 2.). Her
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voice is truth, told by music; theirs are jingling instruments of

falsehood (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.). He returns them
for some trifling alterations (ib.). There is kind of whispering
noise (OxENF., Twice Killed 1

, 2.). In his grating voice (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). He was . . a squeezing, grasping, scraping,

clutching, covetous old sinner (ib.). If you wish that happiness
Your coming days and years may bless (BYR. p. 309.). To cheer

my last declining days (ib.). To be your wife might be a lasting

discredit (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.). The adverbial par-

ticiple then comes into contact, in free composition in such a
manner that it sometimes becomes hard to distinguish them. It

is a genuine adjective in falling sickness, Old-Highdutch follan-
diu suht\ on the other hand in dying testimony, dying moments,

dying day, we can hardly admit any other apprehension than in

parting glass, loving month, marrying month (!RVING), writing ma-

terials, drawing instruments, dining table, sleeping apartment, sleep-

ing draught, brewing tub, visiting day, hunting trophy, smuggling
name (MARRYAT) and some others, although the altered mode
of apprehension may often not be present to the consciousness

of the language, and the explanation of lexicographers, as that

of dying in dying testimony, dying moments in Webster, by ma-

nifested just before death and pertaining to death, although correct

in matter, discloses an indefiniteness of grammatical opinion.
The altered participial form, where it admits no grammatical con-

gruence with the following substantive seems as if it must be

regarded as an abstract, with which the exponent of the com-

pound notion admits a multiplicity of relations, although unclear-

ness seems to have early prevailed.
The adjective nature of the participle therefore admits a great

number of compound with the negative un, as, unbelieving, unbe-

coming, unbearing, ungroaning, (BYRON), unmoldering, (BRYANT),
unsating, unopening (POPE), unalarming, uncharming, unpleasing

(DRYDEN), unentertaining (POPE), unoffending, unpromising, unflat-

tering, unflowering (MoNTGOM.) and many more.
The substantive use of the participle to denote men is there-

fore allowable: The sleeping and the dead Are but as pictures

(SHAKSP., Macb. 2, 2.). She was the mother of all living (GEN.
3, 20.). Things are lost in the glare of day Which I can make
the sleeping see (SHELLEY III. 55.). And she do make others

happy among the poor and the suffering (TAYLOR A. READE,
Masks 1, 2.). This is what the dead will say. I should like to

know what the living has to answer (DouoL. JERROLD, Rent. Day
1, 1.). The participle, used substantively, seldom occurs as a

neuter, or not used of persons: Seats himself in chair, and during
the following, drinks till he falls asleep (DouoL. JERROLD, Rent.

Day 1, 4.). In determinate pronouns, as something, nothing with
this participle are to be regarded as substantives with an adjec-
tive in the same case: I felt something soothing in the magnificent

scenery (ScOTT, R. Roy 36.). The younger, who was yet a boy,
had nothing striking in his appearance (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 1.).
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The employgment of this participle as an adjective is common to

all ages. Old-Engl. : Snyvelinge nose (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). An
heme in an herygoud with honginde sleven (Polit. S. p. 156 ). And be-

gileth hem her good With glaverynge wordes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 4.'>4.). With
gay glitering glass Glowing as the sunne (p. 458.). Als as he were a

connyng clerk (p. 473.). This flatterynge freres (p. 499.). So wrootith
sche hire beaute in stynkyng ordure of synne (CHACC., C. T. p. 187. I.).

Withinne the hertes of folk schal be the bytyng conscience (ib.). Ston-
dand hous wole he non lete (RICH. C. DB L. 4332.). A child so lufand
as thou art (Tows. M. p. 37.) Sore bonys and warkand feete (p. 45.).
The water to norish the fysh swymand, The erth to norish bestes cre-

peand (p. 2.). The grete damages that in tyme comyng ben possible to

falle (CHACC., C, T. p. 151. II.). On the Friday folwynge (P. PLOUGHM.
p. 340 ). Even here we find falling sickness in the similar expression of

Maundeville's: The grete sikenesse. that men callen thefallynge evylle

(p. 140.). With that we may in some measure compare Anglosaxon par-

ticiples, as in: Mid pam pe he com of farendum vege (S. GUTHL. 2.).

The juxtaposition of forms in -ing with substantives, where a compound
notion appears by its side, is old. If we will give a meaning to the

final e, we are tempted to assume in many cases the mingling of the

abstract notion with a flexible participial form. Comp, : A knedyng trowh

(CHACC , C. T. 3548.). Spending silver had he right enough (12946.),
In blowyng time (P. PLOUGHM. p. 331.) and Pynynge-stooles (p 47.). In

fastynge dayes to frete (p. 33 ). Many gret duellynge pieces (MAUNDEV.
p. 41.). Halfsax.: Swa wule pe liuiende god (LAJAM. III. 84.). Al pat

ligginde lond (I. 17.). pa sukende children heo adrenten (II. 456.). A
berninge drake (III. 15.). Anglosax. : Spritte seo eorfre grovende gars
(GF.X. 1, 11.). Hig beoff innane redjigende vulfas (MATH. 7, 15). Geseah
hvistleras and hlydende manjo (9, 23.). Him stod stincende steam of pam
muffe (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 86.). On gelicnysse sveltendra manna (ib.).

Compounds with un likewise pervade all periods of the language. They
are numerous in Anglosax.: unavendende, undprotende, undsecgende, un-

ofervinnende, unliftgende, unberende, unbirnende, nufdstende, unforgitende,

unvandjende, unvillende, unvhearfjende, untimende, undryscende, umvicjende,
unscotende, unscatStSende, uncve&ende, uncvacjende and so forth. They
were common even in Gothic, as: unagands, unliugands, unrodjans, un-

bairands, unhabands and so forth.

The substantive use of the participial form in -ing of persons is not

favoured in Old-English. It seems that, with the decay of the form in

-ende, the -ing, chiefly used for feminine abstract nouns, was not readily
attached to verbal stems, if persons were to be denoted, for which other

derivative terminations existed in sufficiency. In Anglosaxon, on -the

contrary, the ancient termination ende (end) was very frequently employed
of persons: Heo is ealra libbendra modor (GEN. 3, 20.). He ongan drifan

of pam temple syllende and bicgende (MARC. II, 15.). Setl gedafenafr
deinan. and steall fylstendum oWe feohtendum (A -S. HOMIL. I. 48.). He
for pam stcenendum velvillende gebad (I. 52.). Hig todaelde pam sitten-

dum (Jon, 6, 11.). Cyste hyre fader and pa ymbsittendan (APOLLON. OF

T. p. 15.). Dre dlflsend (I. 238.). Comp : h&lend, scyppend, dcelnimend,

bebeodend. Its substantive use as a neuter is likewise not foreign to An-

glosax.; pine teodfan sceattes and pine frumripan gengendes and veaxendes

agyfe pu gode (LEGG. J^LFRED. 38.). The transformation of a primitive

genitive after nothing, something into an attributive case is to be discussed

further on.

g) A participle which serves to determine neither the subject nor

the object, and therefore needs a particular subject, appears in

such a combination as a subordinate member, or as equal to a de-
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pendent sentence. This participle, in juxtaposition with a par-
ticular subject, is called an absolute participle. The case

in which at present the participle appears with its subject is

the nominative, as appears clearly where the subject is a pro-
noun whose nominative can be distinguished from the oblique
case. The dependent sentences, which can be represented by
the absolute participle, are adapted to express the same logical
relations as are specified above, and rest upon the nature of the

participle, not upon its combination with the particular subject.
She being down, I have the placing of the British crown (SflAKSP.,

Cymb. 3, 5.). And, in their rage, / having hold of both, They
whirl asunder, and dismember me (John 3, 1.). Thou therefore

also taste .
, Lest, thou not tasting, different degree Disjoin us

(MiLT., P. L. 9, 881.). Think'st thou this heart could feel a
moment's joy, Thou being absent? (LoNGF. I. 210.) But, he dis-

daining to embrace So filthy a design and base, You fell to va-

pouring and huffing (BuTL., Hud. 3, 1, 423.). She failing in hex

promise, I have been diverting my chagrin (SHEKID., Trip to

Scarb. 1, 1.).
We sitting, as I said, The cock crew loud (TEN-

NYS. p. 201.). All which appearing, on she went (BuTL., Hud.

2, 1 , 99.). I grant that, men continuing what they are, Fierce,

avaricious, proud, there must be war (Cowp. p. 1.). His parents

dying while yet he lay in the cradle, his wealth had accumulated
from the year of his birth (ROGERS, It.. M. Griffoni). Not many
years afterwards the truth revealed itself, the real criminal in his

last moments confessing the crime (ib. Marcolini). He howled
till he was carried home . .

;
the whole cause of his grief being

the ugliness of the child (LEWES, G. I. 18.). Even an imper-
sonal sentence admits the transformation of the verb of the pre-
dicate into the participle of the present, and combines the neuter

pronoun with it: Nor was Adams himself suffered to go home,
it being a stormy night (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 13.). Three or four

vaudevilles, which, it being then war-time, were not quite so easy
of access etc. (TiJ. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.).

We sometimes find the participle, which is in fact referred to

the subject or object of the sentence, with a particular subject,
so that the same notion appears twice in the sentence (once in

the form of a pronoun). This reduplication is distinguished from
others by the participial member of the sentence being made
prominent, which thus is separated in the form of an absolute

case, and often does not agree in form with the repeated notion :

Why should he then protect our sovereign, He being of age to

govern of himself? (SiiAKSP., II Henry IV. J, 1.). Neither could
he suspect that he missed his way, it being so broad and plain

(FiELP., J. Andr. 2, 2.). A fellow presently passing by, Adams
asked him if he could direct him to an alehouse (ib.). Our guest

offering his assistance, he was accepted among the number
(GOLDSM., Vic. 6.).

The absolute participle of the present is proportionately infrequent in

ancient times, whereas it is very often to be met with in Anglosaxon
The use of the nominative instead of the oblique case, which was to be
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expected here, is remarkable, which however may be explained by a

mingling of the cases, which had, in general, become uniform! The in-

fluence of the French might also not be disregarded, as to its more
frequent use and its form, Old-Engl. : Hym spekynge pis pingis manye
bileueden into hym (WYCLIFPK. Job. 8 30.). And wijn faylynge pe mo-
dir of Jhu seyde to hym (2, 3.). Nowe pe feest day medelynge Jhe wente

up into pe temple (7, 14.). And pe womman stondynge in the mydil,

sopely Jhe reysynge hym self, seyde to hire (8. 9.). It is the herte and
the myddes of all the world; wytnessynge the philosophere, that seythe
thus etc. (MAUNDEV. p. 2.). He sleyghly took it out, this cursed heyne,

Unwitynge this prest of his false craft (CaAfc., C. T. 13247.). Prively
took up also The coper teyne, nouqht knowyng this prest (ib. 13252.).
The son wax marke, alle me seand, when he died on the tre (TowN. If.

p. 287.). The hefne syngynge, the aungel seyth etc. (Cov. MYST. p. 87.).

Anglosaxon frequently makes use of an absolute dative of the participle :

Rixjendum Eddbaldum, Mellitus forffferde (SAX, CHR. 61G.). pa sona eft,

Gode fultumjendum, he meahte gesion and sprecan (797.). Her, Gode

forgifendum, for Adelflapd Myrcna hlapfdige mid ealle Myrcum to Tanu-

veorfrige [= Tamanv.] (913.). pat hys cnihtas comon on nyght and edv

slcependum pone lychaman forstaelon (Ev. NICOD. 17.). Gif he sunan scin-

endre pat detT (Exoo. 22, 3.). Hym pa gyt sprecendum, big comon fram

pam heahgesamnungum (MARC. 5, 35 ). Even in Gothic the Dative was
in use, especially with the participle of the present as an absolute case,

corresponding to the Latin absolute ablative or to the Greek absolute

genitive. Comp.: MARC. 5, 35. 6, 54. Luc. 2, 42. 43. 3, 1. 7, 6 42.

JOB. ti. 18 8, 30 and else where. In Anglosaxon the preposition bi, be

often stands alongside, without any essential change of the relation, espe-

cially in a few forms : py las pat vundredan veras and idesa and on geatT

gutan, gieddum maenden bi me lifgendum (Coo. Exos. 176, 10. cf. 250,

26.). Hi be him lifigendum hi gedseldun (SAX. CHR. 718.). Vulfvi feng
to pam biscoprice pe Ulf hafde be him libbendum and ofadraefdum (1053.),

as in Gothic at for ex. MATTH. 11, 7. and often.

The phaenomenon that the absolute case is used while the subject of

the verb of the -predicate also remains that of the abridged sentence, oc-

curs even in Anglosax.: Us- ymbfarendum, ve pone Hselend nahvar ne

gemetton (Ev. NICOD. 19.). The absolute dative also stands, if the verb

of the predicate requires a dative object, which again appears: And him
on scype gangendum^ him sona agen arn an man (MARG. 5, 2.). Se vy-

tega pa Symeon, heom eallum geblyssigendum, heom to cvafr (Ev. NICOD.

24.), where manifestly no mere superfluous repetition, but an isolation of

the absolute member of the sentence is aimed at.

Although the participle in general, where it stands absolutely,
is not without a substantive or pronoun, on which it has to

Jean, participles standing alone also occur, which lean in part

mediately upon a noun, or leave to be supplied a notion already

named; but, in part, completely isolated, must leave a subject
to be conjectured.

The logical subject of the participle may have to be gathered
from a possessive pronoun: And speaking so, Thy words are

but as thoughts (SiiAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). Besides, being rebels,

all their acts are illegal (Coop., Spy 4.). Comp: Apposition.
An object already named exercises a similar effect: Come,

come, in wooing sorrow let's be brief, Since, ivedding it, there

is such length in grief (SiiAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 1.). They joined
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in desiring him to speak, and gathering round him, he proceeded
as follows (FRANKLIN).

Subjects to the participle not expressly denoted may often

in the dialogue be the speakers, or one of them: And so, ere

answer knows what question would . . And talking of the Alps,
and Apennines, The Pyreneans and the river Po, It draws toward

supper (SHAKSP., John 1, 1.). "You look as pale as a ghost."
"Ghost?" "Ha! ha! ha! Talking about ghosts, I expect my
friend Fable." (OxENF., Twice Killed 1, 2.) Let us see it

Subscriptions to a book of poetry! . . But, talking of subscrip-

tions, here is one To which your lordship may affix your name

(SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 1.). The writer, in the use of

the participle absolute, frequently has primarily himself, but also

sometimes the reader, or, generally, an indeterminate subject in

his eye: But granting now we should agree, "What is it you ex-

pect from me? (BuxL., Hud. 3, J, 537.) My father had, gene-

rally speaking, his temper under complete self-command (Scoix,
R Roy 2.). The other parts of the dress corresponded in colour,
not fortgetting a pair of scarlet stockings, and a scarlet bonnet

(Waverl. 9.). Judging from the testimony of one of his con-

temporaries and intimates, he must have been born about the

year 1435 or 1436 (IRVING, Columb. 1, 1.). And thus far he
had no evil report to make supposing him so disposed (ScOTT,
R. Roy 1.). Assuming this to be true, it will necessarily follow,
that such an organic change in the structure of a language must
have been very gradual (MADDEN ed. Lajam. Pref. p. 111.).
These participles agree in part with absolute infinitives with to

(p. 48.), and they may on the other hand, serve to explain forms

used as particles, like touching, concerning, respecting and others

(II. 1. p. 491.). They stand completely severed from the gram-
matical context in such forms as and so folloiving, and the like.

I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with you, and so follow-

ing (SHAKSP., Merch. of Ven. 1, 3.).

In olden times instances of this kind are to be pointed out only in a

small number: My name is gret and merveylous, treuly you telland (Cov.
MYST. p. 387.). To and so following an older and so sewing seems to

correspond: He takethe on o nyght, and another another nyght, and so

forthe contynuelle sewyng (MAUNOEV. p 191.).

2. We regard the forms in -ing as a gerund, that is, as the term
for the action determined by the verbal notion, with the retention

of the government or mode of determination of the verb,
where it is unable to attach itself to a substantive according to the

nature of an attributive determination. The gerund distinguishes
itself essentially from the abstract substantive in -ing by its admit-

ting objective and adverbial determinations like the verb. Derived
from intransitive verbs, it may even receive predicative completions,
which are related to it as to the infinitive. Comp: being good =
to be good. The gerund is treated in general as an infinitive, and
uses it as a subject, as a predicative determination and as an ob-

ject; but, whereas the infinitive is restricted to the combination

with the preposition to, the gerund admits many prepositions. Like
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the substantive of the same form, the gerund may also assume ad-

nominal or attributive determinations, to which the article, the pos-
sessive pronoun, and the indeterminate negative pronoun especially

belong. The exposition of the individual cases of the use of this

gerund may, in conclusion, be followed by citing the restricted

usage in Old-English.

a) The gerund is employed as a grammatical and logical subject.
'Tis better using France, than trusting France (SHAKSP., Ill

Henry VI. 4, 1.). Disbanded legions freely might depart, And
slaying man would cease to be an art (Ccnvp. p. 112.). The dig-

ging the foundations and the constructing the cellars is weary labour

(BuLW., Maltrav. 1, 5.). Your being Sir Anthony's son, Captain,
would itself be a sufficient accommodation (SHERID., Riv. 3, 3.).

There's no resisting your fortune, Blandford, you draw all the

prizes (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). There's no getting rid of him

(SHERID., Trip to Scarb. 1, 1.). There's no reasoning them out

of their dotage (IRVING, Br. H. Dolph Heyliger.).

b) It stands as a predicative determination.

And is it faring ill to be in love? (LoNGF. I. 162.) It would
be throwing away words to prove, what all must admit, the ge-
neral taste and prosperity of nations in their early state, to cul-

tivate some rude species of poetry (ScoTT, Minstr. I. 5.).

c) Where the gerund, as an objective determination, corresponding
to a case, appears, a mixture of the participle with it takes

place, so far as the form in -ing is not itself accompanied by an
adnominal determination. The possibility of an attraction by the

subject of the sentence is frequently close at hand. 63.

My brother Gloster . . May be a precedent and witness good.
That thou respect'st not spilling Edward's blood (SHAKSP., Rich.

II. 2, 1.). You know I don't mind taking liberties with you
(OxENF., Twice Killed 1, 2.). I do not care absolutely to deny

engaging in what my friend Mr. Barnabas recommends (FIELD.,
J. Andr. 1, 17.). I carefully avoided seeing Schiller, Herder, or

the Duchess Amalia in the coffin (LEWES, G. I. 13.). Master
Simon could not help concluding by some observation about "mo-
dest merit." (IRVING, Br. H. A. Bachelor's Confess.) 1 fancy
that she does not even like seeing Lord Lufton talking to me
(TROLL.. Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). And quitting sense call imita-

ting God (PopE, Essay on M. 2, 26.). It is not for me to say
what I intend doing (GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 4.). The worthy fa-

ther-in-law elect proposed accompanying the youth (TH. HOOK,
Sayings a. Doings. Martha). But we prefer taking a general view

of the subject (Scoxr, Minstr. I. 46.(. Who, my dear sir, could

have expected meeting you here? (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 5.). I

recollect perfectly well throwing down my mother's letter when I

came to this passage (Hn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.).
Where

adnominal determinations are added to the gerund, the abstract

notion of the action is of course clearly stated: I will attempt
the doing it (SHAKSP., Oth. 3, 4.). The other . . make ttfexpos-

ing and retailing Their souls, and consciences, a calling (BuxL.,

Ep. of Hud. 35.). I forgive his loving you (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3,
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1.). I do not doubt his worth . . nor his being deserving of a
more happy fate (COOPER, Spy 4.).

d) The gerund stands by means of prepositions, in combination
with all parts of speech or sentences, to which in general, pre-

positional members of sentences with abstract substantives may
be joined. The preposition to is of limited use with the gerund,
because the infinitive with to makes this combination on the

whole, superfluous, as it might also stand instead of many other

prepositional gerunds.
This, the blest art of turning all to gold (YOUNG, N. Th. 2,

85.). I have not the pleasure of knowing the gentleman who is

your tutor (CHATHAM, Lett. 3.). To Theodosius belongs the glory

of subduing the Arian heresy, and abolishing the worship of idols

in the Roman world (GIBBON, Decl. 19.). Great numbers of la-

bourers were impressed for the purpose of burying the slain

(MACAUL., H. of E. II. 182.). Breadalbane was suspected of in-

tending to cheat both the clans and the king (VII. 3 ). The ma-

lady which made him incapable of performing his regal fonctions

(II. 26.). I can't think of allowing you (TAYLOR A. READE,
Masks 2, 2.). A covetous fellow, like a jackdaw, steals what he
was never made to enjoy, for the sake of hiding it (GAY, Begg.
Op. 2, 1.). She gave a king instead of receiving one (MACAUL.,
H. of E. I. 65.). By dint of travelling very late, we arrived at

his own house that night (ScoTT, R. Roy 36.). From seeking

praise^ . . They courteous conge tooke (SPENS., F. Qu. 3, 1, 1.).

Why have we done this, that we have let Israel go from serving
us? (ExOD. 14, 5 ) But some solemn sanction was necessary
for transforming Eashleigh's destination from starving as a Catholic

priest, to thriving as a wealthy banker (Scoxx, R. Roy 6 ). And
that she begged heir not to share her watch, as she was well
used to being alone (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). And that

the only object of the prosecution was to frighten him into ceding
his extensive jurisdiction in the Highlands (MACAUL., H. of E II.

107.). This gentleman's about marrying her (SouTH., Oroon. 5,

1.). They were about burying his neighbour (WARREN. Diary 1,

17.). I have taken an oath against granting favours (&OLDSM.,
G. Nat. M. 3.). In suffering thus thy brother to be slaughtered,
Thou show'st the naked pathway to thy life (SHAKSP., Rich. II.

1, 2.). There is no advantage in not knowing him (SiiERiD,
Sch. for Sc. 1, 1.). Much of her time is past in reading novels

(IRVING, Br. H. The Widow). Scotland, in becoming part of the

British monarchy, preserved all her dignity (MACAUL., H. of E.
I. 65.). Finally, on taking leave the good squire put in his son's

hands, as a manual, one of his favourite old volumes (iRvmo,
Br. H. Gentility). Dolph felt struck with awe on entering into

the presence of this learned man (ib Dolph Heyliger). It was
thus perhaps . . that my eldest son, just upon leaving college,
fixed his affections upon the daughter of a neighbouring clergy-
man (GOLDSM., Vic. 2.). He has as fine a hand at picking a

pocket as a woman (GAY, Begg. Op. 1, 1.). Dishonour not your
eye By throiving it on any other object (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas.
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5, 1.). Why will you distress me by renewing the subject? (SHE-
RID., Sch. for Sc. 2, 2.) Could you oblige me by throwing this

basket out of the window? (OXENF., Twice Killed 1, 2.) War-
wick is hoarse with calling thee to arms (SHAKSP., II Henry VI.

5, 2.). I hope your ladyship can't tax me with ever betraying
the secrets of the family (FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 5.). He . . standeth
accurst . . And so art tho for enter-ruptynge me (THE PARDONER
A. THE FRERE p. 104.). Now will I dam up this thy growing
mouth, For swalloiving the treasure of the realm (SHAKSP., II

Henry VI. 4, 1.). Heaven forgive me for raising groundless ex-

pectations (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.). What's Christmas
time to you but a time for paying bills without money (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). Before following you, I must know your name
and purpose (ScoTT, R. Roy 21.). Before quitting such genera-
lities for the details of biography, it may be well to call atten-

tion to one hitherto unnoticed etc. (LEWES, G. I. 17.). The for-

tunate Constantino, after vanquishing his rivals, bequeathed to his

family the inheritance of the Roman empire (GIBBON, Decl. 11.).

After considering him attentively, I recognized in him a diligent

getter-up of miscellaneous works (IRVING, Sk. B., The Art of

Book Making). After witnessing the ruin of the party of which
he had been the nominal head, he had retired to Holland (MAC-
AULT., H. of E. II. 100.). His features were handsome, without

being eminently so (BuLW., Maltrav. 1, 1.). I gulp down the devil

without looking at him (LEWES, G. I. 12.).

Adnominal determinations also stand with the gerund intro-

duced by prepositions: He altered much upon the hearing it

(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 4, 4.). Every thing was in the utmost
forwardness to the putting Horatio in possession of all his wishes

(FIELD ,
J. Andr. 2, 4.). I have since known no pleasure equal

tn the reducing others to the level of my own injured reputation

(SHERID., Sch. for Sc. 1, 1.). To prevent the confusion that

might arise . . from our both addressing the same lady (Riv. 3,

4.). Do you think, my son . . there is no danger of his betray-

ing you? (Coop., Spy 4.) There is some confusion inevitably

arising . . from our not taking into account the rarity of genius
as a phenomenon (LEWES, G. I. 6.). He insisted on my taking

pen, ink, and paper, and turning amanuensis (WARREN, Diary 1,

17.). All is ready against their leaving the dining-room (TAYLOR
A. READE, Masks 1, 2.). Who gave you knowledge of your wife's

being there? (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his Hum. 5, 1.) I don't

wonder at people's giving him to me for a lover (SHERID., Sch.

for Sc. 1, 1.). There's not an instance . . of a man's exerting

himself ever with praise and virtue in the dangers of his country
etc. (MIDDLET., Cicero). The transformation of the impersonal
sentence into a gerund with the adnominal its is particularly to

be remarked: Who ever Heard of its being a state-offence to kiss

The hand of one's own wife? (BuLW., Richel. 1,1.) The clerk

. . went down a slide on Cornhill, at the end of a lane of boys,

twenty times, in honour of its being Christmas-eve (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). This little delusion was greatly assisted by
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the circumstance of its being market-day, and the thoroughfares
about the market-place being filled with carts, horses etc. (M.
CHUZZLEW. 1, 5.).

Old-English pursued a slow development of the grammatical combina-

tions cited, which at present are current abbreviations of speech. Doubt-

less the substantive in -ing formed from verbal stems appropriated more
and more the grammatical structure of the corresponding verbs, to which
the sameness of sound with the participle essentially contributed, which,
on its part, amalgamated itself with that substantive through the in-

fluence of the Old-French gerund. Since the fourteenth century the abstract

term appears more frequently, without giving up decidedly the character

of the substantive, in combination with adverbs: In youre here dwellyng
(P. PLOCGHM. p. 282.)- After hir hennes going (p. 283.). This sacrament

bitokeneth the knyttyng togider of Crist and of holy Chirche (CHACC., C.

T. p. 204. II.). Withouten castynge awey of any thing (MACNDEV. p. 250.).

Moche wors is forswering falsely (CHACC., C. T. p. 198. I.). Sweryng
sodeynly without avysement is eek a gret synne (ib.). The decisive con-

ception of the form as a gerund may perhaps be primarily assumed in

its combination with prepositions, particularly with in (analogous to the

Old-Fr. en amant} : They seye that we synne dedly in shavynge oure

berdes (MACNDEV. p. 19.). In housynge, in haterynge, And in to heigh

clergie shewynge (P. PLOCGHM. p. 299.). Confession and knowlichynge In

cravinge thi mercy, Shulde amenden us (p. 285.). He schal mervelously
don to us that is in his power, bothe in delyveryng us fro alle perilis
and in jyvyng us graciously al that us nedith (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. II. 45.). I slowh Sampsoun in schakyng the piler (CHACC., C. T.

2468.). He schop him for to swynke In carying the gold out of that

place (14289.). Appaired and aggregged moche of this matiere, in preis-

yng gretly Melibe of might, of power, of riches (ib. p. 151. II.). Ffor

fals beleve That I shewyd in temptynge this mayde (Cov. MYST. p. 153.).

In doyng that treson my sowle xulde I shende (p. 266.). Whan men
passen this desert, in cpmynge toward Jerusalem, thei comen to Bersabee

(MACNDEV, p. 65.). And undre that chirche in goenge doun bee 22 degrees,

lythe Joachym (p. 88. cf. 97. 99 and often). With this preposition the

gerund of transitive and intransitive verbs was most frequently found.

Along with it others of course readily naturalize themselves: And }if he

fayle of takynge his praye (MACNDEV. p. 166.). Anp cladde mournyng
clothes in purpose of abydyng dissolvyng (WRIGHT A.HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 191-). Wher he is to go . . and is to techynge hethen men? (Wr-
CLIFFE, Job. 7, 35.) The gode werkes . . ben amortised, and astoneyed,
and dullid by ofte synnynge (CHACC., C. T. p. 188. II.). That he ne halp
a quantite Holynesse to wexe, Some thorugh bedes biddynge . . And somme
thorugh penyes delynge (P. PLOCGHM. p. 418.). And at his forsaid char-
ter maykyng, And also at the possession takyng Alle good drynkers . ,

Shuld be (HALLIW, Nugae Poet. p. 6.); although, with collocations of

words of the last named kind, we may think of compounds. For onys

haskyng mercy hefne is his mede (Cov. MYST. p. 322.). Aftre goynge be

see and be londe, toward this coniree . . I have founden the sterre Ant-

artyk of 33 degrees of heghte (MACNDEV. p. 181.). And so I wil leve,

as for the tyme, with outen more spekynge of hem (p. 122.).

The endeavour of modern grammarians to exclude the verbal govern-
ment of a following object after the form in -ing, where it is accompanied
by the article or a possessive pronoun, that is, to preserve in this case

the pure character of the substantive, is at least not shared by the usage
of the language.
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The compound Participle of the Past of the Active.

The participle of the past in the active, compounded with having,
more rarely with being, is treated in Modern-English analogously to

the simple participle of the active, only it can never receive the
character of a qualitative adjective.

1. a) It attaches itself as a participle, with constant reference to

the completion in time of the activity denoted thereby, to the sub-

ject or object in the sentence. An action expressed by it, pre-

ceding the main action, may, logically considered, stand at the
same time in a causal relation to it.

This happy night the Frenchmen are secure, Having all day
caroused and banqueted (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 2, 1.). He did re-

turne . . And being come into Phocides lande, Toke notice of the

cursed oracle (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.). My master having several

times missed large quantities of medecines, of which I could give
no account, at last lost all patience (SMOLLET, R. Rand. 21.).
Mrs. Robarts got up to take her leave, having promised to speak
to Lucy (TROLL., Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). Having, during many
generations, courageously withstood the English arms, she was now
joined to her stronger neighbour (MACAUL., H. of E. I. 65.). My
Lords, Having said this, let me be led to death (SHELLEY, Cenci

5, 2.). There is no pretence of his grand-mother ever having
been out of this country or of any Mandarin having been in it

(DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1.). Comp. the Partic. of the Pres. d.

b) It stands absolutely, with a subject not interwoven into the con-

struction of the sentence.

As a bear encqmpass'd round with dogs; Who having pinched a

few, and made them cry, The rest stand all aloof, and bark at him

(SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 1.). What then remains, we being thus

arrived . . But that we enter as into our dukedom? (4, 7.) The
hour of appointment being now come, Jones was forced to take a

hasty leave (FIELD., T. Jon. 13, 10.). And he having been, for half
an hour before, the only other man visible above the mahogany, it

occurred to my uncle that it was almost time to think about going

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). The fair Julia having nearly recovered

from the effects of her hawking disaster, it begins to be thought

high time to appoint a day for the wedding (IRVING, Br. H., Lo-
ver's Troubles). Like the subject of the simple participle, that of

the compound one is sometimes to be gathered from the context:

My farm consisted of about twenty acres of excellent land, having

given a hundred pounds for my predecessor's good will (GoLDSM.,
Vic. 4.). Meanwhile the knight was making water, Before he fell

upon the matter; Which having done, the wizard steps in, To give
him suitable reception (BuiL., Hud. 2, 3, 517.).

2. Analogously to the simple gerund, it expresses, like the infini-

tive of the past, the completed activity. It especially stands in

combination with prepositions, and admits adnominal determinations.

Which would be great impeachment to his age In having known
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no travel in his youth (SnAKSP., Two Gentlem. 1, 3.). Are you
ashamed of having done a right thing once iu your life ? (SHERID.,
Sch. for Sc. 5, 3.) Thy beauty, night and solitude, reproach me,
For having talked thus long (RowE, Jane Sh. 2, I.). My master

. . taxed me with having embezzled them for my own use (3MOLLBT,
R. Rand. 21.). Mr. Pecksniff, perhaps from having caught it already,
said nothing (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 2.). After having married

//OM, I should never pretend to taste again (SHERID., Sch. for Sc.

2, 1.). After having enjoyed her dance, her first thought is to seek
him (LEWES, G. I. 59.)

- - Do you suppose I did not know of his

having invited Mrs. Woffington to his house to-day? (TAYLOR A.

RF.ADE, Masks 1, 2.) He was tempted to express a suspicion of
her having broken his confidence (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). He
never speculated on her having educated you (1, 2.). I have hinted

this little concerning burlesque, because I have often heard that

nam.e given to performances which have been truly of the comic

kind, from the author's having sometimes admitted it in his diction

only (FIELD., J. Andr. Pref.).

The assimilation of this compound participle to the use of the gerund,
with a more decided prominence of the relation of time, shews how accustomed
we are in modern times to regard the simple gerund in its relation to the

participle. But, however familiar the expression of the conclusion of the

action in time by the compound participial form may have become, the

denoting the action generally by the simple gerund frequently interchanges
with the former, as is, for instance, the case even with the preposition after:
Amida after long sustaining the united effects offorce and stratagem, yielded
at length to the more certain operations of a regular siege (GIBBON, Decl.

13.). Comp. p. 65.

The Participle of the Perfect.

This participle is, in the strong as well as in the weak form

(comp. seen, loved] in its value, originally of passive nature. Its

employment in the formation of periphrastic tenses both of the active

and of the passive, extends, in great part, beyond the history of the

English tongue. When derived from intransitive verbs it passes into

the active meaning. We consider this form especially in the mean-

ing of the simple participle of the passive, with whose employment
the employment of the participle derived from the intransitive cer-

tainly essentially agrees. The meaning of a completed activity

properly belongs to the participle; yet this, conceived in its result,

may receive that of a continuing determination, and, on the other

hand, that of one present at a given time, when the transition into

the meaning of an adjective, in the stricter sense, closely approaches
this form.

1. This participle very commonly stands as a predicative determi-

nation in the sentence. Thus it not only appears in the periphrasis
of passive forms, as well as in the forms of the past of intransitive

verbs, but, generally with intransitive verbs capable of a predicative

completion, as, be, become, seem, stand, lie &c.

Be thou not surprised (YOUNG. N. Th. 6, 232.). I became distin-
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guished (BuLW., Money 2, 3.). Why did you get married? (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.) The cope of heaven seems rent and cloven (SHEL-
LEY III. 62.). By despairing shalt thou stand excused (SriAKSP.,
Rich. III. 1, 2.). Conscience, her first law broken, wounded lies

(YoiiNG, N. Th. 8, 700.). The nephew sat buried in profound con-

templation of a black picture (IRVING, Tales of a Trav., The belated

Trav.).

Old-Engl.: Cristendom worp yeast adoun (R. OF GL. I. 132.). Hit it so

deskatered bothe hider and thidere, That halvendel shal ben stole ar hit

come togidere and acounted (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 337.). Of thralles I am
ther thrat, That sitteth swart and for-swat (p. 158.). And sche astoned
stood (CHAUC., C. T. 11651.). Hue leyjen y the stretes y-styked ase swyn
(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 190.). Anglosaxon: Seo eorffe . . slod mid holtum

agroven (BASIL., Hexam. 6.). Valdend licgaft dreame bidrorene (Coo. EXON.
291, 8.).

2. This participle also attaches itself, conformably to its attributive

character, to a subject or object in the sentence. Its connection
with the object in a predicative manner is in particular to be
observed. The predicative accusative then stands in analogy to the

participle of the present, where this comes into contact with the

infinitive, and even the participle of the perfect frequently borders
on an infinitive of the present. For, although the becoming acti-

vity is not represented as such by the latter participle, the com-

pleted action yet only decidedly appears in the participle of the

perfect of intransitive verbs, whereas that of the transitive verbs
fluctuates between the idea of the activity completed in time and
of that attaining its completion at the time of another act. The
context determines in each case the character of the passive par-

ticiple. The verbal notions with which this predicative participle
is frequently found are those of sensuous and mental percep-
tion, of imagining, thinking and representing, of desir-

ing &c., as well as verbs of factitive nature generally.
I saw him arrested; saw him carried away (SHAKSP., Meas. for

Meas. 1, 2.). I'll see it done (Macb. 1, 2.). 1 might behold ad-

drest the king (Love's L. L. 5, 2.). To-morrow night Shall see me
safe returned (LoNGF. I. 142.). Wouldst see me hanged? (DorGL.
JERROLD, Rent. Day 1, 2.) I have heard it whispered (I. 137.). I

have often heard it said he was at the bottom a good man (Coop.,

Spy 14.). I do feel it gone (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 3, 2.). She found
the devil gone out and her daughter laid upon the bed (MARK 7,

30.). I have formerly known a hundred guineas given for a play

(FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 17.). In other hands I have known it trium-

phed in, and boasted of with reason (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.).

I did not think the king so stor'd with friends (SHAKSP., John 5,

4.). The alchymist supposed him, like himself, absorbed in the study
of alchymy (!RVING, Br. H. She Student of Salam.). Don't account

it lost (UOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 3,). He declared himself satisfied

(KEIGIITLEY, H. of E. p. 3.). Even when the Count owned himself

defeated, and offered his sword, the king would not do him the

honour to take it (DICKENS, A Child's Hist of Engl. 16.). This

eventful day Hath shown thy nature's graces circled round With
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firmness (TALF., Jon 2, 2.). Though I did wish him dead, I hate

the murderer, love him murdered (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 6.). Do
jou not wish him gone? (BuLw., Richel. 1, ].). There is a deed

demanding question done (SHELLEY, Cenci 4, 3.). Your favour I

do give lost (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 3, 2.). 'Tis gold Which makes the

true man kiWd (Cymb. 2, 3.). Yet the subject race . . still made
its sting felt (MACAUL., H. of E. I. 13.). Those things I bid you,
do get them dispatched (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 4.). He had to run into

France, to settle with king Richard . . and with great labour got
it done (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 16.). My two sisters got their for-

tunes paid (TFI. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 3.). The predicative par-

ticiple with have is particularly to be noticed. The periphrastic
tenses formed with have are formally distinguished from this verb,
combined in Modern-English, in a more pregnant meaning, with a

predicative participle, by the participle's being separated by have

from the object; the distinction in fact, as to which the collocation

of the words is in itself less important, consists in this, that, with
the predicative participle, the realization of the activity thereby
denoted by the subject of the verb haae is to be absolutely dis-

regarded, another subject ordinarily being assumed for it. The

meaning of have agrees in this case with that to be assumed with,

the infinitive (see p. 8.). A foolish suitor to a wedded lady, That
hath her husband banish'd (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1. 7.). It is a matter
of small consequence, Which for some reasons I would not have
seen (Rich. II. 5, 2.). If he shame to have his follies known, First

he should shame to act'em (BEN JONS., Ev. Man out of his Hum.
Prol.). It was found necessary to have him strapped down to the

bed (WARREN, Diary 1, 17.). That master died; so did his second

master, from having his head cut open with a hatchet (DICKENS, M.
Chuzzlew. 1, 17.). I'll have thee hang'd to feed the crow (ScoTT,
L. Minstr. 3, 19.). I told him I would have him carried out of

the house (OxENF., Twice Killed 1, 2.). He wouldn't have a doctor

sent for (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.).

These relations of the predicative participle are essentially found in the

earlier language. Old-Engl. : po he say ys felawes ymorpred so viliche

(R. OF GL. I. 127.). I have seen hem assayed (MAUNDEV. p. 160.). Upon
the wardeyn bysily they crye, To geve hem leve but a litel stound To go
to melle and see here corn i grounde (CHAUC., C. T. 4004.). Alle these

materys I have herd sayd (Cov. MYST. p. 304.). He schalle fynde upon
the awtier the name writen (MAUNDEV. p 61.). The emperour . .fond it

wrapped in a litille clothe (p. 107.). Who that holt him payd of his povert
(CHAL-C., C. T. 6767.). Hold me excusyd (TOWN. M. p. 168). For ay I

cownte us shent (p. 264.). I telle us sheynt Holly ilkane (ib.). And made
seli pore men aftngred (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 342.). That made me cold

and hard y-froze as yse (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 4<>.). The verb

have frequently occurs with a predicative participle: Sume han here armes
or here lymes alle to broken (MACNDEV. p. 175.). Som the throte, and soiu

the heorte Hadyn y-perced (Aus. 939.). Have hem excused (P. PLOTGHM.

p. 353 ). The gyoures loueden the kyng noughth And woldeu have him

bycauth (Aus. 4814.). Alle they gunue knele her twoo (= to), And a>k<>

her what she wolde have doo (Ricn. C. DE L. 111.). Halfsax.: Heo
wusten heom ifceied (LA|AM. II. 467.). peos haeffene hundes talleff us al

ibunden (II. 348.). pene pe king demde for-lore (II. 506.). Habben is ;ilv>

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. g
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used correspondingly : pa com him ufel on, swa god hit wolde habben idon

(LAJAM. III. 295.)- Anglosax.: He geseah call his bus mid fyre afylled (S.

GCTHL. 6.). Sva fela vundra sva ve gehprdon gedone on Cafarnaum (Lcc.
4, 23.). pa fundon hig pone man, pe deofol of-eode gescrydne and halum
mode (8, 35.). Ac hit ongeathis lare sviffe totorenne and sviffe tobrocenne

(BoETn 3, 1.). pin gepyld ve cunnon unoferswyteS (S GUTHLAC 5 ) [with
a negative participle]. Gedeft him sva gevealdene vorolde daelas (BEOV. 866.).
Habban is not met with in a similar combination. The use of the verb in

later times reminds us of various Latin turns, as Habeo te ereptum (CURT.),
I find, see thee sav^ed, and: Si qua meis fuerint, ut erunt, vitiosa libel-

lis, Excusata suo tempore, lector, habe (Ovin., Trist. 4, 1, 1.), deem, re-

gard as excused. The frequent combination of have with will, would,
which is perhaps equal to wish, has taken place with the participle of the

perfect, as with the infinitive, from ancient times.

In combination with a subject, as well as more frequently with
an object connected with a preposition, the participle of the

perfect may contain the main notion in such a manner that the

object is considered, not in itself, but only so far as the deter-

mination assigned to it adheres to it. An abstract substantive of

the same stem, with an object standing in the genitive relation,,

might in this case be substituted for the participle.

A Deity believ'd, is joy begun; A Deity ador'd, is joy advanced,
A Deitg belov'd, is joy matured (YOUNG, N. Th. S, 713.). They set

him free, without his ransom paid (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3, 3.).

People often fight without any mischief done (SHERID., Riv. 4, 1.).

Nor delay'd the winged saint After his charge receiv'd (MiLT., P.

L. 5, 247.). He after Eve seduc d, unminded slunk Into the wood
fast by (10, 332.). At that tasted fruit The sun, as from Thyestean
banquet turn'd His course intended (10, 687.). Great conqu'rors

greater glory gain By foes in triumph led than slain' (BuxL., Hud.

1, 2, 1065.). -Fortune is famous for her numbers slain (YOUNG, N.
Th. 5, 1001.). While Cook is lov'd for savage lives he sav'd, See
Cortez odious for a world enslaved (Cowi>. p. 97.). For, with my
minstrel brethren fled, My jealousy of song is dead (ScoTT, L. Minstr.

4, 35.).

Modes of expression of a similar kind seem more remote from the ancient

times. A few are assimilated to them, as: Betere is appel y-jeve then y-
ete (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 111.). Prepositinal members of this

class might rather be partly Latinisms of the modern tongue. Compare:
Thebae et ante Epaminondam natum et post ejus interitum perpetuo alieno

partierunt imperio (Nup. 15, 10.). Scipio propter African domitam Africa-

nus appellatus est (Eirrnop. 4, 4.). An analogy between this participle and
that of the present also takes place in this respect. See p. 74.

3. The logical relations of the participle of the perfect in the Sen-

tence answers to those of the participle of the present. See p. 67.

Regarded as the determination set to an object by a completed

activity, it may be thought as represented by an adjective sen-
tence.

I am the sister of one Claudio, Condemned upon the act of for-

nication To lose his head (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 5, 1.). Now
love begins a love, a love produced to die (PARNELL, Hesiod 122.).
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And now the vestal, Reason, Shall watch the fire awaked by Love

(Tn. MOORE p. 241.).

Old-Engl. : There is an abbeye of monkes, wel bylded and wel closed with

jates of iron, for drede of the wilde bestes (MACNDEV. p. 58.)- In clothes

black, y-dropped al with teeres (CHAUC., C. T. 2886.)- Anglosax. : pa haf-

don hi mid heom tva fluxan mid aelaff gefylde (S. GUTHLAC 15.).

Otherwise, regarding to the relation of time of the activities,
a temporal sentence might take the place of the member of

the sentence with the participle.
Reluctant now I touch the trembling string, Bereft of him, who

taught me how to sing (TICKELL, Poems). And they themselves
once ferried o'er the wave That parts us, are emancipate and loos'd

(Cowp. p. 185.).

Anglosax.: Drihten nolde gelaftod lichamlice siffjan to pas cyninges un-
truman bearne (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 128,).

To the idea of the temporal that of a causal connection is

readily associated, when the completed activity denoted by the par-

ticiple may itself stand opposed, conditionally or concessively,
to the main action.

Planned merely, 'tis a common felony; Accomplished, an immortal

undertaking (CoLER., Pice. 4, 7.). Broken down in his power and
resources by this signal defeat, yet faithful to his ally . . he rejected
all overtures of peace (IRVING, Sk. B. Phil, of Pokanoket). Which,
testified or not, remembered by all men, or forgotten by all men,
does verily remain the fact (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 6.).

In former times we rather meet with the expression by the participle of

the causal relation in the stricter sense. Old-Engl.: But they, converted
at hir wise lore, Wepten ful sore (CHACC.. C. T. 12342.). In Anglosaxon
we may refer hither: pider pe Stephanus forestop, mid Saules stanum oftor-

fod, pider folgodc Paulus gefultumod purh Stephanes gebedu (A.-S. HOMIL.
I. 52.).

The unclearness of the logical relations of the participle passing
into one another is here, as with the participle of the present,
taken away by particles: But experience, when dearly bought, is

seldom thrown away altogether (ROGERS, It, M. Griffoni). I never
heard of you till named of villains (DouGL. JERROLD, Rent. Day
2' 3.). But it would be awkward for Georgy, if discovered (Bui/vv.,

Money 3, 2.). If deceived, I have been my own dupe (3, 4.). Ar-

tamene, though forbidden to speak, is therefore not forbidden to love

(KAVANAGH, Fr. Women of Lett. 4.).

Comp. p. 68. In Anglosaxon we meet svilce as a more particular deter-

mination of the participle: Hi vaeron sva sva upaspringende blostman on
middeveardan cyle ungeleaffulnysse, svilce mid sumere ehtnisse forste for-
sodene (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 84,).

4. The participle of the perfect becomes an adjective in the stricter

sense, when the mind is not so much engaged with the finished

activity as with the adherent quality of an object. There can be
here no question of a fixed limit between the adjective and the

non-adjective participle, although these participial forms frequently
make the recollection of the verbal notion step into the background,
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and a few, like forlorn, having lost the rest of their verbal forms,
now only operate as adjeetives.

A foolish suitor to a wedded lady (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 4.). A
man triumphant is a monstrous sight, A man dejected is a sight as

mean (MiLT., P. L. 8, 758.). Amidst the broken words and loud

weeping of those grave Senators (MACArL., H. of E. VI. 119.). A
tender pair . . toy'd the ravished hours away (PARNELL, Hesiod

225.). To such benign, blessed sounds (Tn. MOORE p. 144.). In
civilized life (IRVING, Sk. B. Phil, of Pokan.). Scrooge resumed his

labours with an improved opinion of himself (DICKENS, Christm.
Car. 1.). Brutal savages, degraded Irish (CARLYLE, Past a. Pres.

1, 1.). The town was one of the strongholds of the Reformed Faith

(MACAUL., H. of E. VI. 2.). By the ruined keeps of old Norman
barons of the pale (7.). Poor forlorn Proteus (SHAKSP., Two Gent-
lem. 1, 2.). In B, forlorn and dismantled state (DICKENS, Pickw. 2,

20.) and so on.

How near the participle may approach the adjective, properly
socalled, is proved by the numerous adjectives which have assumed
the form of the participle of weak verbs in ed, although no verb
lies immediately at the root of them (see Vol. I. p. 447.), as well

as the readiness of compounding genuine and imitated participles
of this sort with other part of speech: You cannot now do worse
Than take this out-oj'-fashion 'd course (BuTL., Hud. 3, 3, 375.).

"Worldly wise Is but half-witted (YouNG, N. Th. 5, 284.). Were
they as vain as gaudy-minded man (6, 638.). He was a tight-fisted

hand at the grindstone (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). It were so

so blessed, trice-blessed, for himself and for us all! (CARL., Past a.

Pres. 4, 8.) The huge tumultuous life of society is galvanic, devil-

ridden (2, 6.). This is also shewn by the many participles com-
pounded with the negative un, as, unarmed, unacquainted, un-

answered, uneffected, unexpected, unbathed (Dryden), unbent, unblamed,

undaunted, unheard, unknown, unspoken.
The substantive use of this participle is therefore readily

effected in respect to persons: To the unknown beloved this, and

my good wishes (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 2, 5.). Thou knowest what
a thing is poverty Among the fallen on evil days (SHELLEY III.

95.). For the purpose of burying the slain (MACAUL., H. of E. II.

182.). If these are the troubles that are to come upon the married,
I'm sure a poor girl is better single (DouGL. JERROLD, Rent. Day
2, 1.). The dear deceased! (Bn/sv., Money 1,1.) Names of things
are rare, and most readily recognisable in borrowed forms, as in:

Thinking more of the future and less of the past (TROLL., Framl.
Parson. 1, 13.).

This participle has been used adjectively with prepossession from early
times Old-Engl. : Jexabel the cursed queen (MAUSDEV. p. ill.). The bles-

sed Virgine Marie (p. 134.). Seint Austyu a blessed lif . . ladde (P. PLOUOHM.

p. 292.). Worth this Mede y-maried Unto a inansed sherewe (p. 30.). A
schiten schepperd and a clene schepe (CHAUC , C. T. 506.), If any were
so waryd men (TowN. M. p. 55.). To iny freyndes now wylle I fare, The

chosyn childre of Israelle (p. 59.). Halfsax. : pae king of Peytouwe, har mon
iblowen (LAJAM. III. 76.). Cnihtes icorene, kene-wurfr kempen (I. 367.).
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Iwepnede peines (III. 7.). Anglosax.: Hvig heart pu hlaefdige sva gedrefedes
modes? (APOLLON. OF T. p. 2.) Mid gehyvedan mode bine sylfne atyvde
his ceaster-gevarum (p 3.). pat becltfsede geat on Godes huse getacnode
pone halgan maeigfthad (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 194.). Attor . . of pam tosvolle-

num fotum fleov (I. 54.). Ealra gecorenra halgena deaff is deorvurffe on
Godes gesihffe (I. 48.).

Compound participial forms of the kind above denoted were also not

wanting formerly. Old-Engl. : A wal that were whit-lymed (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 301.). Halfsax.: Heor-lockede wif (LAJAM. III. 25.). Moni kineborene mon
(I. 15.). Anglosax. : pat he name scearp-ecgedne flint (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 92.).

And so too compounding with the negative un is common Anglosaxon:
unalflfed, unarimed, unbeveddod, ungelcered, undfunden, undgifen, unbesmiten,

unbrocen, ungeboren, ungebunden, as even Gothic unbaurans, undivans, un-

saltans, unpvahans, unbeistjops, unqueinps, unkunps, ungasaivans.
Forms used substantively correspond. Old-Engl.: So lerede us bi-ledes

(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 155.). At suche houre schal he dispoyle the world,
and lede his chosene to blisse (MADNDEV. p. 114.). Halfsax.: Corineus him

cleopede to alle his icorene (L.AJAM. I, 84.). Anglosax. : Hig gaderjaflf his

gecoreuan (MARC. 13, 27.). pa carman forscyldegodan cvylmjaft on ecum

ffyre (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 132.). Se dvyrgda (CAEDM. II. 316.) [the devil].

5. The absolute participle of the perfect, both of transitive and in-

transitive verbs, has, like that of the present, become a frequent
mean for abbreviating sentences. A temporal sentence is essentially

represented by it, which represents the action ascribed to its sub-

ject as finished in the sphere of the verb of the sentence, when
its logical relations to the main action may be of different kinds.

The absolute case is to be judged as with the participle of the

present.
Six frozen winters spent, Return with welcome home from banish-

ment (SHAKSP.. II. 1, 3.) Conscience, her first laiv broken, wounded
lies (YonNG, N. Th. 8, 700.). This said, he sat (MiLT., P. L. 2.

417.). This done, find out the councillor (BuLW., Rienzi 4, 5.).

This ceremony ended the Tribune passed into the banquet-hall (5,

1.). the tender tyes, Close-twisted with the fibres of the heart!

Which broken, break them (YouNG, N. Th. 5, 1063.). To the

famed throng now paid the tribute due, Neglected genius! let me
turn to you (BvR., p. 326.). But he once past . . Sin and Death
. . Pav'd after him a broad and beaten way (MiLT., P. L. 2, 1023.).
The phantom knight, his glory fled, Mourns o'er the field he heap'd
with dead (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 5, 2.). The case, oblique in point
of form, is often found: By whose aid This inaccessible high strength,
the seat of Deity supreme, us dispossessed, He trusted to have
seiz'd (MILT., P. L. 7, 140.).

Old-Engl.: Ihc came pe jatis schitte (WYCLIFFE, Job. 20, 26.). There

appered first oure Lord to his disciples, aftre his resurrexioun, the fates

enclosed, aud seyde to hem, Pax vobis (MAUNDEV. p. 91.). The preyer stynt

of Arcita the strange, The rynges . . And eek the dores, clatereden ful

fast (CHAUC.. C. T. 2423.). Whiche y-se and y-herde, the forsaid Adam
hastied for to tome home to his contree (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.

p. 191.). This participle also, in proportion to the usage of modern times

as well as of Anglosaxon is not frequently met with in the older English,
whereas an absolute case is else not rare (Vol. II. 1. p. 216.). In Anglo-
Saxon the absolute dative stands: Hie pa rafte stopen, heora andvlitan in-

bevrigenum. under lofrum listum, pat hie leofum men geoce gefreoaedon
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(CABDM. 1578.). Forlcetenre pcere ceastre Nazareth, he com and eardode
on Capharnaum (MATH. 4, 13.). pinre dura belocenre bide pinne Fader
on diglum (<>, 6.) Gefylledum dagum, pa hig ongean gevhurfon, belaf se

Haelend on Hierusalem (Luc. 2, 43.) VeartT dead nd Icefedum saede (MARC.
12, 20.), pisum eallum pus gedonum, eode Apollonius . . vidTpasae (APOL-
LON. OF T. p. 27.); intransitively: pissum pus gedone, se cyng Villelm cearde

ongean to Normandige (SAX. CHR. 1078.). pisum pus gedone, se cyng ferde

to Vinceastre (ib.); intransitively: Alle feng to NordTanhymbra rice, Man
for&gefarenum (560.). Thus too Goth. Comp. MARC. 1, 32. Luc. 8, 4; with
at MATH. 8, 16. see p. 73.

Like the participle of the present, that of the perfect also some-
times stands without immediately leaning upon a substantive no-

tion. Thus its subject is to be gathered from a possessive pro-
noun; Thus repulsd, our final hope Is flat despair (MiLT ,

P. L.

2, 142.). Placed midway the two perilous extremes . . his whole
career received a modifying impulse from this position (LEWES, G-.

I. 17.). Adjectives are also treated thus: Once free, 'tis mine our
horde again to guide (BvR., Bride 2, 20.), and even other adverbial

members of sentences, which have to be referred to a logical sub-

ject: Equally without resentment or humanity, his virtues and even
his vices were artificial (GIBBON, Decl. 2.). The reference to a
substantive or pronoun contained in a preceding sentence is rarer:

Thus saying, he took up his hat . . When gone, we all regarded
each other for some minutes with confusion (GoLDSM., Vic. 13.).

An indeterminately general subject may also be understood: A
certain grandeur of soul which cannot be contemplated unmoved

(LEWES, G. I. 4.).

6. The circumstance that the participle of the perfect was also formed
from intransitive verbs and employed to form their tenses has been
the occasion of the participle of transitive verbs sometimes passing
into the meaning of the active. Such forms are not explained by
being considered as adjectives, since even in the meaning the pas-
sive character must remain to them. Here belong the old drunk,

drunken, (well pretty) spoken, drawn, that is, with drawn, sword.

I am not drunk now (SHARPS., Oth. 2, 3.). A drunken monster

(Temp. 2, 2.). This consummation of drunken folly (ScOTT, R.

Roy 12.). Clarence is well spoken, and, perhaps, May move your
heart to pity (Rich. III. 1

, 3.). Methinks, y'are better spoken (Lear
4, 6.). A pretty spoken fellow (Doi CL. JERROLD, Rent. Day 1, 4.).

Why are you drawn? (SHAKSP., Temp 2, 1.) I'm sure you're
mistaken (WARREN, Diary 1, 18. cf. (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 5.) One

might even refer hither sworn, forsworn, perjured: A new sworn

brother (SHAKSP., Much Ado 1, 1.). That they are patient I'll be

sworn (SHEKID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 2.). That Augelo's/onworn,
is it not strange? (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 5, 1.); yet the modern

tongue has also combined swear, forswear and perjure, partly transi-

tively, partly reflectively, in the active, with a personal object, so

that the participles appear passive. The form learned rests upon
the ancient confusion of leren, whence lered, with lernen (= teach).

Comp. Old-Engl. : Who lerned thee on boke? (P. PLOUGHM. p. 146.).

Hence Mod -Engl. : Scole to lerne chyldre in (PALsr.R.), as in the

modern popular speech. Thg combination of born with days in the
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meaning of life days, life time is remarkable: You have bewitched

me, I think, I was never so in my born days (SOUTHERN, Oroon.

2, 1.) often dialectieally : I' au my born days, I nivver sa' sike a

rascad (CRAVEN DIAL. I. 42).

Transfers of the passive participle to the domain of the transitive active

remind us of Latin Forms like potus, coenatus, pransus, juratus. and the

like. To potus there has answered from the earliest times a passive par-

ticiple. Halfsax ; Weoren swiffe bliffe and druncken of wine (LA|AM. III.

170.). Anglosax. : Man vine druncen (Ps. 77, t'5.); to juratus likewise. Old-

Engl. : Alle theih beth i-sworene holi churche holde to rihte (WRIGHT, Po-

lit. S. p. 334.). Halfsax.: Kinges heo weoren ihouene and kinges isworene

(LAJAM. III. 2o9.); forsworn in the meaning of perjurus, not of the pass.

pejeratus is expressed by the Anglosaxon forsvoren: pa forsvorenan mid

forsvorenum (A.-S. HOMII. I. 132.). Interchanges of the passive with the

active meaning are not unknown. Old-Engl. : And told him al, as ye han
herd me sayd (CHAUC., C T. 11851.). Anglosax.: Heom pa pus gesprece-

num, paer vas gevorden seo mycele stefen svylce punres siege (Ev. NICOD.

27.). Symeone pa pus gesprecenum. eall pat verod paera halgena pa vearft

svyde geblyssigende (24. cf 2S.). He is vuldor and bliss ealles yelflfedes

folces (A.-S. HOMIL. I 144) that is, of the faithful people. Similarly
Gothic: Usfullnoda pata gamelido pata qipano (MARC. 15, 28.). Greek:

The compound Participle of the Passive.

Tho modern language forms passive periphrastic participles with

the participle of the perfect by the participles being and having been,
as in the active by having and being, the latter whereof belongs to

intransitive verbs (p. 78). The periphrasis answers to the Romance
formation with etant and ayant ete, which was as little necessary as

the English to the ancient language, and is also frequently easy to

be avoided even in Modern-English. The periphrastic forms of the

passive are, however, distinguished from the simple participle, apart
from the temporal gradation of being and having been, by their mak-

ing more prominent the verbal character of the participles, and their

reference to a relation to the main action which is otherwise denoted

by a dependent sentence and effect the weakening of the participle
down to an adjective notion.

The passive participle compounded with being is, in contradistinc-

tion to the periphrasis with the participle of intransitive verbs, not

absolutely referred to the concluded past. By reason of the ductile

nature of the participle of the perfect contained in the compound
an action may be denoted which is to be thought as contempora-
neous with the main action of the sentence also and one which is to

be thought as precedent to it. The relation of time is essentially to

be made out from the context. Moreover, this participle, like the

simple participle, attaches itself to various elements of the sentence.

1. a) It accordingly stands predicatively ,
as it attaches itself to

the subject or to the object of the sentence.

I won't stand be-ing talked to by you (OxKNF., Twice Killed 1,

2.). His seruant . . Through both the wounds did drawe the

slender twigs, "Which being bound about his feeble limmes, Were
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strong inough to holde the little soule (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.),
Hear me yourself; for that which I must speak, must either punish
me, nut being believ'd, Or wring redress from you (SHAKSP., Meas^
for Meas. 5, 1.). The former fabulous story, Being now seen pos-
sible enough, got credit (Henry VIII. 1, !.) I looked upon myself
as a princess in some region of romance, who, being delivered from
the power of a brutal giant or satyr . . was bound . . yield up
my affection to him (SMOLLET, R. Rand. 22.). The gentleman
being so bent on having no assistance must terrify you very much
(DICKEXS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). Always picturing me to yourself
as being chained up to the Dragon (1, 7.).

Like the simple participle, this periphrastic form also attaches

itself to an object, especially where this is introduced with a pre-
position, if this object is considered, not by itself, but essentially
with respect to the activity put forth in it (see 82.). After so

long au absence, during which time all her rents had been drafted

to London, without a shilling being spent among them (FiELD., J.

Andr. 4, 1.). He however insisted on the match being deferred (4,

16.). My uncle had the goodness to interpose and prevent this

consummation of drunken folly, which, I suppose, would have other-

wise ended in my neck being broken (SCOTT, R. Roy 12.). She has
been the cause of six matches being broken off (SHERID., Sch. for

Sc. 1, 1.). Mr. . . explained the necessity of their communica-
tions being closed (COOPER, Spy. Intr.)

b) It appears as an absolute participle with a particular subject in

the sentence

You sleep in peace, the tyrant being slain (SHAKSP., Rich. III.

5, 3.). This being resolv'd, with equal speed And conduct he ap-

proach'd his steed (BuxL., Hud. 2, 3, 1138.). Is this the obedience
Due to my office, which being thrown aside, No war can be con-

ducted? (CoLER., Pice. 1, 12.) The water-plug being left in soli-

tude, its overflowings suddenly congealed (DICKENS, Christm. Car.

].). Occasionally, as with other participles, the subject is to be

gathered from the context: But on thy side I may not be too for-

ward, Lest, being seen, thy brother, tender George, Be executed

(SHAKSP., Rich. HI. 5, 3.).

2. In combination with being, the participle of the perfect is capable
of being treated as a gerund and becoming the abstract expression
of the activity, taken passively. Like the simple gerund, it admits

attributive determinations.

Why, you may think there's no being shot at without a little risk

(SHERID., Riv. 5, 2,). I will teach you the trick, to prevent your

being cheated another time (SOUTH., Oroon. 5, 1.). There's no greater

luxury in the world than being read to sleep (DICKENS, M. Chuzz-
lew. 1, 6.). I must, however, previously entreat being informed of

the name and residence of my benefactor (GOLDSM., Vic. 3.). By
being seldom seen I could not stir, But like a comet I was wondered
at (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 2.). Why blush at being detected in

your every-day pursuits? (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 5.) Put no
trust in being set right by rne (1, 10.). Lucy could listen to the
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young lord's voice by the hour together without being dazzled
in the least (TROLL., Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). I wish you, Sir, to
think upon the danger of being seen (RoWE, Fair Penit. 2, 2.).
This event, moreover, led to his being sent to a friend (X/EWES, G,
I. 24.).
The juxtaposition of the participle of the perfect with having been

expresses in a decided manner the completion of the activity, con-
ceived passively at the time of the main action, and therewith a

gradation in time of the actions, which the periphrasis with being

certainly also serves to do, without, however, itself requiring neces-

sarily the transport backwards in time. This periphrastic form has not

been multiplied till modern times.

1. a) It likewise leans on a subject or an object.
I, having been acquainted with the smell before, knew it was Crab

(SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 4, 4.). He . . met intelligence from Naples,
that the French having been dispersed in a gale, had put back to

Toulon (SOUTH., Nelson.). His name is Lewsome, whom I have
mentioned to you as having been seized with illness (DICKENS, M.
Chuzzlew. 2, 24.). It has been said that there is no instance in

modern time of a Chuzzlewit having been found on terms of intimacy
with the Great (1, 1.).

b) The periphrastic form stands also of course as a participle ab-
solute.

These injuries having been comforted externally, Mr. P. having
been comforted internally, they sat down (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew.

1, 2.).

2. It also occurs in the manner of a gerund.
The docile artist . . was no sooner left to himself, than he struck

out one of the teeth, giving to the part the appearance of its having
been lost by age (RoscoE, Life of Lorenzo). He rose as he spoke;
leaving that good man not quite free from a sense of having been

foiled in the exercise of his familiar weapons (DICKENS, M. Chuzz-
lew. 1, 11.).

D. The Adverb.

The adverb, or word of circumstance, whose import and
forms are more particularly developed Vol. I. p. 386, serves, in the
adverbial relation of the sentence, to determine the notion of the ac-

tivity, the adjective, as well as another adverb. But it sometimes
assumes, apparently or representatively, the place of a predicative or

attributive determination
Both the simple and the compound adverb, although proceeding

from inflective forms admitting a variety of relations within the sen-

tence, is to be regarded as a crystallized element of speech, whose

syntactical employment hardly allows of shifting points of view.

Adverbs combined syntactically with prepositions, (see Vol. II. 1.

p. 479.), as well as those partly compounded with prepositions, enter

indeed into various relations, which, however, rest solely upon the
nature of the prepositions.
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1. a) In point of form the adverb often coincides with other parts
of speech, especially with the adjective. In such a case the

syntactical relation must make the adverb recognisable as such.

But the adverb also frequently borders on the adjective, aud the

employment of the adjective form, which would perhaps have to

be interpreted as an adverb with reference to the verb of the sen-

tence, may admit partly a predicative apprehension, partly a lean-

ing upon the subject of the sentence, when the decision upon the

syntactical import of the form cannot always be made with certainty.
In this respect compare: Him which stands next (DONNE, Sat. 2,

12.). And slow and sure comes up the golden year (TENNYS.
p. 263.). Clear shone the skies (TiiQMS., Spring). While the bil-

low mournful rolls (TH. CAMPB., Battle of the Baltic). My wed-

ding-bell rings merry in my ear (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 1.).

Wherupon the little dreamer shrieked desperate to St. Fdmund for

help (CAUL., Past a. Pres. 2, 6.). They weep impetuous, as the

summer storm, And full as short (YOUNG, N. Th. 5, 562.). An
even calm Perpetual reign'd (TiiOMS., Spring). He ceaseless works
alone (ib.). Hope springs eternal in the human breast (POPE, Es-

say on M. 1, 95.). Annual for me the grape, the rose renew The

juice nectareous, aud the balmy dew (1, 135.). Which exalts The
Brute-Creation to this finer thought And annual melts their unde-

signing hearts Profusely thus in tenderness and joy (TriOMS., Spring).
Wherever the -manner in which the activity is completed may at

the same time be regarded as a determination of the subject put-

ting it forth, the adjective or the adverbial determination is more
or less free, particularly to the poet. But a contact of the adverb
with the adjective especially takes place where two adjective forms

stand beside each other, the former of which contains a determi-

nation of the other, when the relation of both appears more addi-

tional or as that of a loose compound of adjectives. More lovely
fair Than woodnymph (Mn/r., P. L. 5, 380.). My bosom is cold

wintry cold (SHELLEY III. 1ZO.). This is particularly the case

when, instead of the first adjective, a participle in -ing appears:

Ripe strawberries for thee, and peaches, grew Sweet to the taste,

and tempting red to view (FENTON, Florelio 39.). Less fair, Less

winning soft, less amiably mild (MiLT., P. L. 4, 478.). The shriek

again was heard: it came More deep, more piercing loud (SoutHEY,
Lord Will. a. Edm. 53.). Foggier yet, and colder! Piercing, search-

ing, biting cold (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.).

The instances cited shew that it may not always succeed theo-

retically to distinguish an adverb, not perceptible by its form, from
an adjective of the same sound. The old customary mode of

employing Germanic adjectives with the termination -e as adverbs

has, after the almost universal rejection of the e, encouraged un-

clearness as well as licence in the use of adjective forms as ad-

verbs. Modern grammarians, with a correct perception, take espe-
cial offence at Romance adjective forms, where these can only be

apprehended as adverbs, and are not warranted by general usage
and adoption from the French. Most Germanic words of this class
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rest upon ancient tradition. The following instances may serve by
way of comparison.
Some will dear abide it (SHAKSP., Jul. Caes. 3, 2.). The infant

whose birth had cost him so dear (ScoTT, Peveril 1, 1.). Pray
you, work not so hard (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 1.). The world, in fact,

had tried hard to put him, down (CARLYLE, Fred, the Gr. 1, 1.).

"Where wounds of deadly hate have pierc'd so deep (MiLT., P. L.

4, 99.). Cato will discern Our frauds, unless they're cover'd thick

with art (ADDIS., Cato 1, 3.). I speak too loud (SHAKSP., Twelfth

N. 3, 4.). He that read loudest, distinctest, and best, was to have
a halfpenny (GOLDSM., Vic. 4.). Haste ply swift and strong the

oar (SOUTHEY, Will. a. Edm. 37.). Soft sighed the flute (THOMS.,
Spring). All the day the wind breathes low with mellower tone

(TENNYS. p. 148.). The magic music in his heart Beats quick and

quicker (p. 318.). Our happiness, our unhappiness, it is all

abolished, vanished, clean gone (CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 4.). Yet
there will still be bards (BYR.. D. Jnan 4, 106.). How beautiful she

did throw the thingummy-gig out of the window (OxENF., Twice
Killed 1, 2 ). Most strange, but yet most truly will I speak (SHAKSP.,
Meas. for Meas. 5, 1.). Whence Adam falt'ring long, thus answer'd

brief (MiLT., F. L. 10, 1 15.). By Nature's swift and secret working
hand (THOMS., Spring). Build me straight, worthy Master!

Staunch and strong, a goodly vessel (LoNGF., I. 339.). Previous

to our description of this house, it may be as well to convey to

the reader a general notion of the houses of Pompeii (BriAV., Last

Days of P. 1, 3.). We pass over other naturalized forms, as well

as those compounded with ly, Auglosaxon lice, and coinciding with

adjectives in ly, Anglosaxon lie, as to which compare Vol. L 393.

Those forms of adjectives and participials in combination with ad-

jectives and adverbs are to be regarded more decidedly as adverbs

which, with the denoting of the determination of the kind, combine
that of a determination of the degree: King John, .sore sick hath
left the field (SHAKSP., John 5, 4.). A whole day's journey high,
but wide remote From this Assyrian garden (MiLT., P. L. 4, 284.).

Almighty, thine this universal frame. Thus wondrous fair (5, l.~>4.).

Every one knew I was bitter poo/, and I think, perhaps, it was

my good mother's fault that I was bitter proud too (TiiACKER,
Miscellan. ed. Tauchn. VI. 19). He's grievous sick (SHAKSP., I

Henry IV. 4, 1.). It is indifferent cold (Haml. 5, 2.). He'll fight

indifferent well (Troil. a. Cress. 1, 2.). Our scheme is indifferent
well laig (ABBOT, s. Craven Dial I. 244.); thus moderns still use

indifferent well, as (THACKERAY. He hath an excellent good name

(SHAKSP., Much Ado 3, L). "I can stand well enough, and speak
well enough

''

"Excellent well." (Oth. 2, 3.). Here especially

belong passing and e.rceedi7ig. Is she not passing fair? (Two Gentl.

4, 4.) Our air shakes them passing scornfully (Henry V. 4, 2.).

They are exceeding poor and base (I Henry IV. 4, 2.). "How doth

the kingf "Exceeding ill." (II Henry IV. 4. 4.) I am thy
shield, and thy exceeding great reward (GEN. 15, 1.). Modern gram-
marians would have exceeding to stand before adjectives and adverbs
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in ly as exceeding lovely, exceeding clearly, and the like, for the sake
of euphony.
The ancient termination -e of the positive has been long preserved in

corresponding Germanic forms, although, on the other hand, instances of

its rejection were early not wanting. This e is of course not characteristic,
where the adjective ends in e (comp. Anglosax. K&e, placidus, liSe, leniter;
deore (deor) carus, gravis, deore, care; eafie. facilis edde, faciliter and clcune,

mundus, clcene, penitus and others); adverbs have also assumed an e not

belonging to thein originally [comp. Old-Engl.: So that the sonne bifore

goth lute and lute i-wis (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.). Halfsax. : porh
ydele deade lute man mai spede (LA^AM. II. 625. modern text), from the

Anglosaxon lyt, parum, alongside of which lytle occurs
; Old-Engl. : In what

manere water cometh so heje (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136.), Anglos, hedh,

hed.j Old-Eugl. : In water hit wolde gotheli loude (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 135.). That ast lowen so loude (Polit. S. p. 341.). Pes and love and
charite hien hem out of londe so faste (p. 344.). Ech on other faste hon-

geth (Pop. Treat, p. 138.). Oppon me, that am harde i-bonden (ANECD.
p. 7.). He shal be foule afrounted (Polit. S. p. 337.). Ffor venym on the

valeye hadde ffoule with hem fare (Depos. OF RICH, II. p. 13.). Reweth
on jou self, That lawelesse leddyn joure lyf (p. 4.). And ben i-leid so lowe

(WRIGHT, Polit. S p. 343.). The ejen i -closed faire y-nou . . Ech lyme
faire i-streijt also (Pop. Treat, p. 140). That cometh in that on half of

the Wordle and as swithe is at thother ende (p. 134.). He wep on God
vaste ynou (R. OF GL. II. 381.). pe cyte he barnde al dene (II. 380.).

That weren . . norished fful ille (Depos. OF RICH. II p. 17 ). [Old-norse
ilia, male.]. Wei ^erne he him bi-thoute (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). pat wel

longe er syk lay (R. OF GL. II. 372.). Thei spak Frensche righte wel

(MAUNDEV. p. 138.). Ful evele I fare (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 7.). Thanne fal-

leth hit softe adoun (Pop. Treat, p. 136.). Of thundre hi beoth so sore

agast (ib.) and others. Halfsax. : He heo bohte swi&e deore (LAJAM. I. 204.).

Swifte he murnede (II. 361). pat vuel hine heold stronge (II. 50.). Hcerde

biffrungen (I. 376.). patt follc patt swa wass haldenn harrde (ORM. 14782.).
Toe to lajjhenn Ihude (8142.). Don we hit wullet lude and stille al pes

kinges wille (LAJAA. I. 156-}. Forrdredde swipe fasste (ORM. 3778.). Sprang
wide annd side o lande (10258.). Softe heom beh aefter (LA^AM. I. 237.).

Annd hajherrlike ledesst te Annd dafftelike annd fayjre (ORM. 1214.), &
feire hine gretten (LAJAM. I. 16.). Stinnkepp fule (ORM. 1201.)- Bute he
weore swa fule biwite (LA^AM. II. 506.). patt he swa mihhte trowwenn
Swa swipe rape (ORM. 13760.). pu penchest beo rafte dead (LAJAM. I. 185.).

To sekenn kirrke georne (ORM. 2718.). He konkede hire jeorne (LAJAM. I.

54.). Vuele hem igretten (I. 202.)* Well swipe sare offdredde (ORM. 3809.).
Scere him gromede (LAJAM. I. 196.). Eoden him ludere an bond (III. 256.).

jEluric luuede murie (III. 197.). Anglosax.: Ac him bygeteonan hvitan

seolfre deore bete (CAEDM. 2725. GREIN st. deope). pa be in foldan gen
deope bedolfen dierne sindon (ELENE 1080.). Off pat pe to heortan hearde

gripeff adl unlifle (CAEDM. 933.). pas vrafte ongeald hearde mid hivum hag-
stealdra [hagstealda Gr.] vyn. (CAEDM. 1855.). Fdgere hi singafr (jELFR.,
Gr. 38.), Byman sungon hlude (ELENE 109.) Him georne pancodon (APOL.
LO.N. OF T. p. 10.). pat Apollonius pone rapdels rihte arsedde (p. 5.) Loca

pu nu georne pat pu sva svytfe ne dvelige (BASIL., Hexam. 3.). Ricene
veorfre his feonda gehvylc faste tovorpen (Ps. 67, 1.). Cvaff pa eft raSe

(CAEDM. 2720). Heht pa gebeodan burgsittendum pam snoterestum side

and vide (LENE 277). Me pat cynu hafaff sare abolgen (CAEDM. 1252.)
and many more. The rejection of the e, which only too often crowded in

without warrant, was in use with a few adjective adverbs earlier than with
others. Old-Engl.: This hille is not right gret, ne fulle highe (MAUNDBV.
p. 31.). Right so reson sheweth J

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 281.). Thilke lewde ladde
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oujte evyll to thryve (DEPOT. OF RICH. II. p. 19.). Syker he hym adde

aslawe (R. OL GL, I. 185.). Halfsax.: pa weoren per riht italde (LAJAM.
III. 6.). Sanct Anndrew wass Rihht god and hajherr hunnte (ORM. 13470.).

So vuel bi-}ete (LA|AM. II. 506. modern text), pa pis child was/eir muche

(I. 12.). & he siker slepte (I. 171,) [Sikerliche he slepte modern text].

This rejection is more remarkable with the adverbs in liche, like, Anglos.

lice, with which the e together with the guttural is often rejected in the

adverb, so that K, ly and liche run parallel to each other without one's

being able to assume the transition from the adverb into the adjective.

Old-Engl.: Fol bletheli willi don for the (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). ?e, Nelde,
witerli (p. 8.) and in the same poem: Dernelike and stille Ich wille the

love (p. 5.). And lightly gan swerie (P. PLOCGHM. p. 275.). Noght dyne
delicatly (p. 288.) and Richesse rightfulliche wonne (p. 279.). That rew-

fulliche libbeth (p. 283.) and many more. Similarly, in Orm the adver-

bial -ike frequently passes into ij: Forr bape gilltenn grimmelij (4494.).
Wass himm piss Full opennlij brtacnedd (2123.). Forrpi bigrap he dirr-

stilii Herode (19915.). Let Khhtlij paeroffe (16517.).
The above cited participial forms parsing and exceeding, the latter of

which seems formed upon the former, rest upon the ancient possynge, which

operates, as it were, prepositionally, like over : He that lyvethe 8 jeer, men
holden him there righte possynge old (MACNDEV. p. 212.); with which com-

pare: Unethe hath ony man possynge 50 heres in his berd (p. 207.), see

also post II. 1. p. 471.

b) Adverbs also coincide in form with prepositions. They are

recognised where standing absolutely, that is, without syntactical
reference to a substantive notion contained in the sentence or in

the construction. Various sorts of prepositions are, however, to be

distinguished.

A multitude of them consists of primitive adverbs, adverbial cases

and compounds, admitting, indeed, the prepositional construction

with a case, but which have never abandoned their adverbial cha-

racter. Here belong up, before, behind, above, beneath, about within,

without, after, and Romance forms, the nature of which has been
indicated in the prepositions. The compound between, standing
alone, may also be assigned here.

Among the particles named, up enters into the most various com-
binations with notions of activities. The meanings of this adverb,
which has become a preposition may, however, be reduced essen-

tially to two, the root meaning of upwards, with the reference

to the direction or movement aloft, and the derivative one of

reference to the altitude at which the activity appears as clone,
finished or concluded. More rarely appears the notion of

opening, combining with the idea of bringing aloft and exposing
to view.

Beg him to walk up (SHERID., Critic 1, 1.). Show him up (School
for Sc. 1,1.). Up I go To put a light Silk pair of tight Etceteras
below (PLANCHE, Fortunio 1, 1.). Hang it up at that friendly door

(Tn. MOORE p. 211.). When the sun was up (MATTH. 13, 6.).

Her clothes spread wide, And, mermaid-like, a while they bore her

up (SHAKSP., Haml. 4, 7.). He rose up to depart (Jri)GKs 19, 5.).

Up, and let us be going (19, 28. cf. GEN. 44, 4.). There shot up
against the dark sky, tall, gaunt, straggling houses (DICKENS, Pickw.

2, 20.). They built it all up (Scorr, Tales of a Grandf. 1.). Take
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up the irons every now and then (BorRcic., Lond. Assur. 5.).
Where did you pick him up? (1.) I fill'd it up with froth

and wind (Tn. MOORE p. 57.). Till our own cohorts Can be brought
/>, your strengths must be our guard (BEN JONS., Sejan. 5, 5.).

To sum up all (SHERID., Duenna 1, 3.). Looking at the great
carcass muffled up in the blankets (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 12.),
He made up his mind to help the lady (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.).
He takes tip with Clara (BuLW., Money 3, 1.). I got Clara to

touch it up (2, 5.). He took advantage of the foray of Donald
Bean Lean to solder up the dispute (St'oxx, "Waverley 1, 19.) and
so forth. Many combinations of the verbal notion with up are ma-
nifold in meaning, according to the various was of apprehending
the particle in the context. It may be incidentally mentioned that

in yield up, deliver up, give up, and the like, the idea of complete
giving uphas awakened that of letting go and that up often comes
into contact with over: Shall I give up the friend I have valued
and tried? (Tn. MOOFE p. 215.) Boyet you can carve; Break

up this capon (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 4, 1.). Hence figuratively:

They commonly break up at midnight (IRVING, Br. H.).

Old-Engl. : Jour rJ?ht honden holdep up to God (R. OF GL II. 455.).
Her honden hii hulde vp all po ( ib ). He was a piler ariht to holden vp
holi churche (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 325.). He hupte hym vp fram pe bord

(R. OF GL. I. 277.). pys grete louerd sturte hym vp (I. 322.). pou salle

rise vp and lepe (LANGT. II. 256.). Sit up and prophecy (TowN. M. p. 201.).

The deville hang him up to dry (p. 8.). It standes wplyke a mast (p. 221.).

Up with the tymbre (ib.). Hys owe honde nome yt vp (R. OF GL. I. 319.).

There he toke up seynt Peter, when he began to drenche (MAUNDEV. p. 116.).

Fill than the hole up all abowte the potte with erthe (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 55.'. Temper hit upp with haly water (I. 51.). Oiper
bihoues vs defend it, or jelde vp our righ[t] (LANGT. I. 2.). Up the

winduw dyde he (Ge.uT., C. T. -'3799.). He brake upe an yron dore (TOR-
RENT 323.). Halfsax. : ^ede upp to patt allterr (ORM. 1083.). To cumenn

upp till Criste (1281.;. Jho ras upp sone anan, annd for Upp inntill hejhe
munntess (2741.)- To climbenn upp full hejhe (11860.). Up he gon ston-

den (LAJAM. II. 129.). Ille an trev . . Shall bi pe grund beon haewenn

upp (ORM. 9963.). Vp heo duden heora castles ^aten (LAJAM. I. 72.).

pa alles uppe abraec hit wes god pet heo spaec (I. 150). In Anglosaxon,
as frequently in the later tongue up commonly comes immediately before the

verbal notion, and, although often not combined with it in the written tongue, it

coalesces with it into a notional unity, which must be regarded as a com-

pound. The separation and postposition of the participle is rare: pat seo

sceadu astihdT up (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 5.) alongside of: 03" pat heo eft

on offerne ende up astihar (ib.). Compounds or combinations are frequent,
as: wpahebban, wparseran, wpastigan, pfaran, wpgevitan, wplocjan' wpahon
and so forth wpatberstan, (prornmpere) wpadon (aperire) (BEDA. Sm. 529,

24.). The opposition of up and down is old. Halfsax : Wharrfepp Nu
upp nu dun (OuM. 3641.). He bi-heold pene wal up and dun ouer al (LA-

JAM. II. 173.). Old-English often combines up so doun: Al tbe crop of

Truthe Torned it up-so-doun (P. PLOUGH M. p. 428.), where the modern

language uses upside down: This house is turned upside down (SHAKSP., I

Henry IV. 2, 1.). The Sultan's Groom turned upside-down by the Genii

(DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.).

Other primitive adverbs have a far narrower sphere, because the

ideas lying at their root are more particularly determined.
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Close behind, and somewhat to the left, stood an elmtree (WAR-
RKN, Now a. Then 1.). He is above, sir, changing his dress (SnE-
RIL>., Riv. 2. I.). Lord Marmion waits below (Scoxx, Marm. 1,4.).
With receiving your friends within, and amusing them without, you
lead a good pleasant bustling life of it (GOLDSM., She Stoops 2.).

Like apes, that moe and chatter at me, And after, bite me (SHAKSP.,

Temp. 2, 2.). It was about the space of three hours after (WEBSX.,
v. after). At length to rest the squire reclines, Broken and short;
for still, between, would dreams of terror intervene (Scoxx, Marm.

3, 31.). I have had my labour . . gone between and between, but

small thanks for my labour (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cress. 1, 1.).

Old-Engl. : Died a }ere beforn (LANGT. I. 6.). He vndude alle luper lawes

pat me huld byuore (R. OF GL. I. 281.). pre }er he huld ys rente ac pe
verpe was byhynde (I. 284.). He must blaw my blak hoille bore, Both oe-

hynd and before (TOWN. M. p. 8.). pat }e abbep euer to be aboue (R. OF

GL, II. 458.). pat hii and al pot lond bynepe ssolde be ydo (I. 288.) pe
kyng byhuld aboute (I. 277.). Non dunt bylefp wypout (II. 458.). Son
after com an erle (LASGT. I. 26.). Com after (Town. M. p. 201.). pe
Englysse ouer pe brugg drone pe oper at laste. Ac po pat water was by-

tuene, hii stode a}en vaste (R. OF GL. I. 355.). Halfsax. : He patt fra bibu-

fenn comm (ORM 17970.). Ofte heo weren buuenne and ofte oi-noffen (LA-

jAm. I. 160.). Al pat smale mon-kun he dude jeond pea muntes & him
self mid ,his ferde bi-foren & bi-hinden (I. 19.). Belin & Brenne heo [heom?]
bileien al abeoten (I. 242.). pet folc per widinnen heom htliche wiff fehten

(ib.). pat lond binom heom pat lift per bi-twixen (III. 201.). Anglosaxon;
Ufan engla sum Abraham hlufte stefne cygde (CAEDM. 2902.). Swa heo on

dag bufan up astihtF (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 2.). Naglas of nearve neoffan

scinende leohte lixton (ELENE 1115.). pa steorran . turnjaft onbutan mid

hyre (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 10.). Seo sunne glit abutan (p. 11.)- Svylce
aer nas. after ne cymiJ (Exoo. 11, 6.). Cvaff pat sceaffena msest eallum
heora eaforum after sift&an vurde (CAEUM, 546.). Also: Se cyning het ridan

after (SAX. CHR. 901.) Betveonan, betveonum, betveow, betvux have not
occurred tome in Anglosaxon without a case.

The particles out and in, in their separation, have to be consi-

dered as adverbs.

The adverbial out is in general equal to the Highdutch weg,
fort (foras), also, to her a us, in the sense of becoming manifest
as well as of aberration, as well as to aus, in the meaning of

carrying through to the end; in forms the contrary to it, with
reference to movement, and with a closer leaning towards the sen-

suous meaning: The wind was very high, And, ten to one, old

Joan had not gone out (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 2, 1.). Make haste,
or Lady Franklin will be out (BoLW., Money 2, 3.). Nature her
custom holds, Let shame say what it will: When these are gone,
The woman will be out (SHAKSP., Haml. 4, 7.). When a judicious
critic points out any defect to me (SiiERiD., Critic. 1,1.). I have

forgot my part, And I am out (SriAKSP., Coriol. 5. 3.); dialectically:
To be out not to be on friendly terms (CRAVEN DIAL. II. 24.).
If thou my tale, Zuleika, doubt, Call Haroun he can tell it out

(BYK., Bride 2, 14.). Do you mean that the story is tediously

spun out? (SHERID., Critic. 1, 1.) Come, come, go in with me
(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 2, 3.). Half a score of us get him in, one

night, and make him pawn his wit for a supper (BEN JONS., Cynth.
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Rev. 3, 2.).. Beg her to walk m (SiiERiD., School for Sc. 1, 1.).

Now I'll let them in (OXENF., Twice Killed 1. 2.). "His piety,
his care, His bounty."

- "And his subtility, I'll put in" (BEN
JONS., Sejan. 3, 1.). They shall prepare that which they bring
in EXOD. 16, 5.). He closed his door, and locked himself in

(DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). Their vacation, too, at this time of

the year, falls in so pat with ours (Cn. LAMB, Essays.). I JIG more
trouble my head about who's in or who's out, than I do about John
Nokes or Tom Stiles (GOLDSM., She Stoops 2.). In: Week in,

week out, from morn till night, You can hear his bellows blow

(LONGF. I. 103.) we may refer the preceding case to in and out.

For the exclamation out! see Vol. I. p. 427.

These adverbial particles often appear as separated from former compounds.
Old-Engl. : To wynne it ilk a dele, His heritage pat is oute, he wenes fulle

wele (LANGT. II. 243.). I drew out my swerde (Town. M. p 192.). Al
shal ben i-beten out or Criste messe day (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 327.). Ne
be he ner so stout jet he bith y-soht out o brede and o leynthe (p. 216.).
Man pat he vond in prison ek ydo, Oper in warde myd vnryjt, he bojte
hem out also (R. OF GL. I. 323.). And loke wer pe halue may hym myjte
out atstonde (I. 285.). And strek out hire thes (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 13.).

Draw out hys lymmes (TowN. M. p. 219.). And sche was wyckyd oute and
oute (MS. in HALLIW. v.), still popularly out and out and out and outer

for throughout, completely. Lof . . com in, & byuore hym et (R. OF
GL. I. 277.). Als Lenten tide com in (LANGT. II. 330.). Thus should thou
com in (Town. M. p. 200.). Set in youre nalys On raw (p 201.). Wynd
in fellow, I the pray (.TORREET 875.). Wis mon holt is wordes ynne ((WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 111.). Halfsax.: Annd tanne comm he sippenn ut

(ORM. 221.). Sippenn }ede he pepenn ut (1098.). Comm himm sippenn ut

(1710.). Vt ich wullen driuen al pat ich finde on Hue (L.*jM. II. 66.).

Vt heo drojen sone amppullen scone (II. 406.)' Where ut immediately pre-
cedes the verb, compounding may be assumed: His sweord he ut abrseid

(III. 5i.) [Comp. OW-Engl.: To pys water, po yt alles out brae (R. OF
GL. I. 321.)]. Dide recless inn inoh (ORM. 1074.). Whann he shollde gann-
genn inn (1076.). f)e feire Austin pe fulluht broute hider in (LAJAM. I. 2.),

also immediately before the verb: pider in iwenden (I. 24.). In Auglosaxon
ute, ut, as well as inne, inn is used adverbially: He eode ut (Jon. 13, 30.).

Her ys pin moder, aod pine gebroftra ute (MAKC. 4, 32.). Hi slepon ute

on triova sceadum (BoETii. 15.) Leoht inne stod (Buov. 3140.). Ic gange
inn (Ps. 117, 19.)- The in standing before the verb is often separated from

it, but seems to constitute with it a compound notion, in which, indeed,
as with every compound of a particle with verbs, the particle operates ad-

verbially. Middle-Highdutch : Du wilt gewalteclichen gan in miuem herzen
uz und in (WALTH. v. D. WOGELW., Lachm. 55, 11.). To the out and in

after substantives is joined the Middle-Highdutch: Alle di wochen uz (D.

MYSTIKER, Pfeiffer 7-2, 3). Modern-Highdutch Jahr aus, Jahr ein. A
distinction only in form of the Anglosaxon prepositions from the adverbs

seems intended in the strengthened inn. For the interjection out see Vol. I.

p. 427. and for the combination of out and in with other prepositions in-

cidentally in the discussion of the latter.

As prepositions which have become adverbial off, on, by, overy

through, to occur more or less frequently, others rarely, as/ro (from),

for, against, which may in part be regarded as ellipses.

The preposition of, at present used adverbially only in the

strengthened form off (see off Vol. II. 1. p. 256.) preserves, like
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the Highdutch ab, essentially the notion of removal and sepa-
ratian: As when far off at sea a fleet descry'd Hangs in the clouds

(MiLT., P. L. 2, 636.). Off goes his bonnet to an oyster wench

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 2.). It's time for me to be off (MARRYAT,
P. Simple 1, 12.). I certainly don't fall o/', I assure you (SHERID.,
Critic. 1, 1.). Break off! My fairy nose a mortal smells (PLANCHE,
Tortunio 1, 2.). Then 'tis time to dance off (THACKERAY, Engl.
Humour. 6.). This comes off well and excellent (SHAKSP., Tim.
of Ath. 1, 1.) [of a painting]. Can you cut off a man's head?

(SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 4, 2.) The edge of my wit is clean taken

off (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 1, 1.). The stranger immediately pull-
ed off his green spectacles (WARREN, Then Thous. a-year 3, 1.).
All the gold lace was stripp'd off long ago (PLANCHE, Fortunio 1,

1.). Are you there to bring him o/? (BEN JONS., Sejan. 3, 1.)
Love seldom goes far in a vessel so frail, But just pilots her off^

and then bids her good-bye (Tn. MOORE p. 213.). I carried off
.the great prizes (BuLW., Money 2, 3.). The original idea is some-
what more remote in: His father left him well off (BuLW., Money
1, 2.). What if we could make this elegant clown pass himself

off as a foreign prince? (ib.), wherein the particle may denote the

finishing or completion of the thing. To off must be opposed
on, in the sense of contact and immediate propinquity and

approximation, which passes into thajb of continuance and
progressive movement of the activity : f have boots on (BEN JONS.,
Poet. 1, 1

). Put on your bonnet (BuLW., Lady of L. 1, 1.). You
are to come on (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 3, 3.). On, toward Calais,
ho! (SHAKSP., John 3, 3.) Lord how long wilt thou look on? (Ps.

35, 17.) Now must we hasten on to action (CoLER., Pice. 4, 1.).
I'll go on with my story (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 12.). sweet
hours Of golden joy, ye come! . . Roll on! roll on! (TALF., Ion

2, 1.) And flitting on he seems to say "Fare thee well" (Tn.
MOORE p. 43.). And vice . . Sinned gaily on (BRYANT p. 9.).

-

By keeping men off you keep them-tw (GAY, Begg. Op. 1,1.)- I

swam, ere I could recover the shore, five-and-thirty leagues off and
on (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 2.). The questions no way touch upon
puritanism, either off or on (SAUNDERSON in Williams Diet. p. 208.).
To be off and on = unsteady, irresolute (WEBST. v. on.). The
preposition by as an adverb is referred to rest or movement in

the reach or proximity of a person or thing, when the ethical

reference of assistance is not excluded; in combination with verbs
of movement the particle also admits the meaning of past: Were
you by, when it began? (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 1, 1.) A grove
hard by, sprung up with this their change (MiLT., P. L 10, 547.).
Stand by, or I shall gall you (SHAKSP., John 4, 3.). The Lord

passed by before him (ExoD. 34, 6.). But, alas for his country!
her pride has gone by (Tn. MOORE p. 219.). By goes to imme-
diate proximity in time in the reduplication by and by. Look his

winding up the watch of his wit; by and by it will strike (SiiAKsi-.,

Temp 2, 1.). When tribulation or persecution ariseth because of

the word, by and by he is offended (MATTH. 1321.). I suppose
by and by we shall be stripped of our skins (SMOLLET, R. Rand.

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 1.
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15.). Over, as an adverb; has a meaning to which is attached
the idea of going beyond a measure, as well as, in regard to timey
that of going and being past: extension beyond anything in

the proper and in the figurative sentence is also expressed by the
adverb: We will pass over to Gibeah (JUDGES 19, 12.). I'll just
walk over and see what he is made of (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1.

12.). "When Fingal heard that this great chap were coming over

(ib.). Upon that also rests deliver over, give over. In roll over,
turn over the movement of going and turning over makes itself

perceptible in different senses. Good measure, pressed down,
and shaken together, and running over, shall men give into your
bosom (LUKE 6, 38.). He that gathered much had nothing overt
and he that gathered little had no lack (ExOD. 16, 18.). The
feast was over in Branksome tower (ScoxT, L. Minstr. 1, L). So

glory's thrill is o'er (Tn. MOORE p. 61.). Tell o'er thy tale again
(SflAKSP., John 3. 1.). Of things, the vanity; of men, the flaws j

Flaws in the best; the many, flaw all o'er (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 27.),
I read this joint effusion twice over attentively (TH. HOOK, Gilb.

Gurney 10.). I'll repeat it o'er and o'er (Tn. MOORE p. 61.),

Scrooge . . thought it over and over and over (DICKENS, Christm.

Car. 2.). In over again, the idea of repetition lies in again, as in

over and over in the reduplication of the particle, which here de-
notes extension beyond the whole. The adverbial through is

referred to the activity perverding an object or extending
through several objects, as well as to the activity brought to
an end: Since the Fiend pass'd through (MiLT., P. L. 10, 233.).
Pass freely thro': the wood is all thine own (TENNYS, p. 153.).
"While Wit a diamond brought, Which cut his bright way through

(Tfl. MOORE p. 218.). Tho cup went through among the rest (ScoxT,
Marmion 1, 30.). I am eight times thrust through the doublet:

four through the hose; my buckler cut through and through (SHAKSP.,
I Henry IV. 2, 4.). To is often found standing alone with verbs,
and has reference to the movement towards an object; thus it is

used in contradistinction to fro (from): Go to, away! (SHAKSP.,

Temp. 5, 1 ). I pray you, fall to (Henry V. 5, 1.). Horses were

put to (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). To heave to, to bring the ship's
head to the wind (WEBST. v. heave). They ferry over this Lethean
sound Both to and fro (MiLT ,

P. L. 2, 604.). Out steps, with
cautious foot and slow, And quick, keen glances to and fro, The
hunted outlaw (WHITTIER p. 27.).

- - We find other prepositions
still more isolated: Hast thou ne'er heard of Time's omnipotence?
For or against, what wonders can he do! (YorNG, N. Th. 2, 195.).
The particles handed down to the English language as prepositions, which

operated with the force of adverbs in compounds, have subsequently become
naturalized as separate adverbs, supported by transposition with respect to

a forgeoing case of the object, or to an object occurring earlier in the

sentence. But with a few prepositions appearing isolated a suppression of

the object is in fact to be assumed, which is readily supplied by the con-

text, although, on the other hand, every particle of this sort supposes of

itself in the compound an object to which it must be referred, whether this

is at the same time the object of the compound, or whether this lies out-

side of the sentence. Thus, the separation of the adverbially operative par-
tide borders hard on the ellipsis, in which an object originally named is
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habitually understood. The older language gradually isolates prepositions,
like the above named of (off}: Of he caste dragouns hame (Aus. 391).
Holde of thy cappe and hod also (HALLIW , Freemas. 703.). When his clo-

thes were of in fere (Town. M. p. 235.) ; isolated in Halfsax. : Awei he warp
his gode breond <fe of mid pere burne (LAJAM. I. 216.). Of is otherwise

placed before the words determined thereby. Old-Engl : His hede pei of
smyten (LANGT. II. 244.). Hii pat of scapede alyue (R. OF GL. I. 274.).

The Ynglysche slewe that they off-took (Aus. 4367.). A lytyll bowe he gan
of slyve (SiR CLEGES 211.). Compounds with of (for as such we recognize
the notions determined adverbially by a preceding of, as well as by other

prepositions) are rare, even in Halfsaxon, whereas they are numerous in

Anglosaxon. as offaran, ofdrtfan, qftrnan, ofhladan, ofsniffan, ofetan, ofscot-

jan, ofsvelgan, ofvundrjan, ofpyncan, and many more, the development of

whose notions does not belong here. On seems to have been frequently
used in the language of common life, particularly in combination with the

imperative: Com on, sir, hyderward (TOWN. M. p. 204.). Lay on alle your
hende (p. 219). Step on before.. Come thou on. Put on thou p. 215.).
Trott on a pase (p. 190.). We, ryn on, in the devill's nayme, before (p. 11.).

Drawes on (p. 8.). Calle on tyte (p. 9.). Cry on, cry, whyles the thynk
good (p. 11.). It stands in the passage above cited in contradistinction to

of: Holde of thy cappe, and hod also, tyl thou have leve hyt on to do
(HALLIW., Freemas. 703.). Halfsax. : Brutus sette on his flo (L,\}.\M. I. 14.).

bus tok Samuel on (II. 276.). In Anglosaxon, compounds with on were

frequent. By: Faste by, is }it the tree of eldre (MACNDEV. p. 93.). In:

pe Cristen stode he by (LANGT. I. 16.) we are reminded of the Anglosaxon:
Bigstandati me strange geneatas (CAEDM. 284.). The combination of by and

by is often used of proximity in space: Two yonge knightes liggyng by
and by (CHACC., C. T. 1013.). His doughter had a bed al by hirselve,

Right in the same chambre by and by (4140); otherwise: These were his

wordes by and by (ROM. of the Rose 4581.), perhaps word by (for) word.
Comp. by and by, sigillatim (Prompt. Parvul.). I clappyd his cors by and

by (Tows. M.p. 235.). An isolated by without a word of reference hardly
occurs in Anglosaxon. Over: He went over to France (LANGT. II. 246.).

Aboven it overthwart, lay a- tre . . that men jeden over onne (MAUNDEV.
p. 94.), where that is to be referred to onne, not to over: Lordys stond on

reugis, Ladyes lay over and beheld (TORRENT 1165.) Early instances seem

wanting. Through, which has vanished from the verbal compound to

which it formerly belonged, is seldom found isolated as an adverb, yet the

adverbial reduplication is early met with. Halfsax. : pa fleb Henges purh
<fe purh pat he com to Kunigges-burh (LAJAM II. 2<i4.). Landde [ladde]
hine purh fy purh & purh ut Cuninges-burh (II, 276.}, like durch unde
durch in Middle-Highdutch. Comp. GRIMM Wb II. 1576. The adverbial

purh operates only adverbially in composition. To: His noryshe yede
never better to (TOWN. M. p. 219.). Yei, that was welle gone to (p. 201.).
Here belong more ancient separations of compound verbs, as in "Te-hee!"

quod sche, and clapt the wyndow to ^CHACC., C. T. 3738.). In: A gret
wille hym com ta Vorto yse ys jonge broper (R. OF GL. I. 288.), the re-

ference of to to hym is still proximate. Moreover the Halfsaxon has to

isolated: Heo wenden to pan walle, to heo eoden alle afoten (LAJAM. L
401 sq.). Comp. Middle-Highdutch Zuo den hunden er do sprach "zuo"

(REINHART 789. Grimm.) To and fro is not unknown in the older tongue:

Ipomydon drew hym nye tho, And efte he herkenyd to andfro (!POM. 139.).

An adverbial to, apart from the preposition occurring in the meaning of

the dissimilated too, nimis, which we are not here considering, certainly
occurs in Anglosaxon in an additional meaning, whence proceeds that of

Hafde . . nigon hund vintra and hund seofontig to (CAEDM. 1217.). with

which comp. Old-Engl. : In pe }er of grace a pousend <fe syxty perto (R. OF
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GL. II. 368.). Fram, from, in Anglosaxon frequently put immediately be-

fore the verb, otherwise stands adverbially : pa forlet se here pa burh, and
for from (SAX, CHR. 921.). Fram ic ne ville (BYRHTNOTH 317. Grein).
We also occasionally meet with other prepositions used adverbially in an-
cient times: For ne povert no for no wondur, Yet wecre we never undur

(Atrs. 3053.). Men may envirowne alle the erthe of alle the world, as wel
undre as aboven (MACNDEV. p. 1 82.). Al his folk myd, y-wis, Therof hadyn
gret blys (Atis. 2637.). Halfsax.: Drihhtin badd Noe gan till Annd wirr-

Senn himm an arrke (ORM. 14542.). Annd tejj jedenn till Annd didenn

patt he sejjde (14038.). Till stands with the meaning of the abovementioned
to. Pine iss sur annd bitepp wipp (ORM. 15208.). Wip often stands

reduplicated : Offer we sendeff wi$ and wiS and jeornen Arffures griff (LA-

}AM. II. 447.). And seide auere witf and wiff, ich wulle makien unfriff

(III. 211.). Her ice wile wipp annd wipp pa seoffne seolpess shaewenn

(ORM. 5628.), that is again and again. Comp. by and by. Anglosaxon:
On sund ahof earce from eorffan, and pa affelo mid (CAEDM. 1383.). pa
Seaxan hafdon sige, and paer vaeron Frysan mid (SAX. CHR. 894.), thus often

the preposition mid. Heald pe elne vip (Coo. Exou. 303, 9.) [withstand

boldly]. Comp. the Transposition of Prepositions.
2. In point of meaning adverbs fall into different classes (see Vol. I.

386.), which appear as objective or subjective determinations in

the Sentence, and in part pass notionally into one another, so that

determinations of space may become those of time; qualitative,

quantitative ones, and conversely. Forming in number the most
extensive class of particles, they are of great import in the lan-

guage. As to the syntax a few classes present the occasion for

a few more particular discussions.

-a) a. Adverbs of place serve in general to refer an action to

a pace or a locality where it happens, or whence or whither
it takes its movement or direction. Ordinarily, the adverb itself,

especially the demonstrative, interrogative, relative and generaliz-

ing pronominal adverb, expresses of itself the idea of where,
whence or whither, or combines with prepositions (see Vol.

II. 1. p. 479.), to keep these determinations of space clear.

Here were usually kept the records of the family (BuLW., Last

Days of P. 1, 3 ). There let me sit beneath the shelter'd slopes

(THOMS., Autumn.). Could he, whose rules the rapid comet bind,
. . Who saw its fires here rise, and there descend, Explain his

own beginning, or his end? (PoPE, Essay on M. 2, 35.). I'll to

her lodgings here abouts she lies (MARL., Jew on M. 3, 5.).

Where on earth can lightfoot be? (PLANCHE, Fortunio 2, 3.)
Wheree'er he is, he's fast asleep (ib.). In heaven, or somewhere
else (SHAKSP., Tit. Andron. 4, 3.). Men are not ashamed to rise

in Parliament and elsewhere, and speak the things they do not

think (CARL., Past a. Pres. p. 203.). He is above, sir, changing
his dress (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). When I saw the void behind,
I fill'd it up (Tn. MOORE p. 57.). Where do we start from?*

" Yonder in the hollow." (PLANCHE, Fortunio 2, 3.) Whence
should I have flesh to give unto all this peopla? (NuMB. 11, 13.).
The good man went into his garden . . to supply another with

something which he wanted thence (FIELD., J. Andr. 3, 4.).
Hither haste, come cordial soul (Tn. MOORE p. 31.). For scarce

my life with fancy play'd . . Still hither thither idly sway'd (TEN-
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NYS. p. 87.). Much better had it been for thee He' ad kept
thee where th' art us'd to be, Or sent th'on bus'ness any whither

(Bun.., Hud. 1, 2, 727.). Forward I went with my hey-de-gaies

(KEMP, Nine Daies Wond. p. 4.). Light is gushing Upward
(WHITTIER p. 219.). Go down (Exoo. 19, 21.) and so forth.

The idea of continuance, of direction or of motion certainly does

not attach itself to many more particular determinations of space,
as abroad, within, and is then to be gathered from the con-

text, yet even the confusion of pronominal adverbs, especially
where and whither, by the encroachment of the former, has long
been customary: There I throw my gage (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1,

1.). There he led him (FARNELL, Moses 521.). I think I sent

her there (SouxH., Oroon. 5, 3.). Your horse will carry you
there in two hours (ScOTT, R. Roy 7.). Thou led'st me here

perchance to kill (BYR., Bride 2, 11.). But where does this tend?

(GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 4.) Go Where duty calls you (CoLER.,
Wallenst. 2, 1 1

.).
Where we turn, Nothing but Richelieu (BuLW.,

Richel. 2, 1.).
The converse case hardly ever occurs, as in:

For your sake and his own he's welcome hither (MARL., Jew of

M. 2, 2.), where the idea of movement is operative.

The discrimination of the relations of space, particularly in the prono-
minal adverbs, goes back to the most ancient times. Old-Engl. : Ryght
now here I wole abyde (Ricn. C. DE L. 1051.). So pat it was per yfounde
(R. o* GL. I. 87.). And slow hem faste her fy per (ib ). And smyte eyper
oper her fy per (I. 185.). There is not, but a lytille -village, and houses
a brood here and there (MAUNDEV. p. 112.). A litel maiden-childe ich

founde In the holwe assche therout (LAY LE FREYNE 208.) As ye watched
ther owte (Town. M. p. 191.). There nyghe is Gabrielles welle, where
cure Lord" was wont to bathe him (MACNDEV. p. 112.). Costantyn lette

also in Jerusalem chirches rere, And wyde aboute elles wer (R. OF GL.
I. 87.). There ye moven merueill y-fynde, More than o wer elles in Ynde
(ALis. 5628). He wynneth the gree aye where (TORRENT 2512). Jent

ryd Maximon (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 123.). Yonder comyth
Antony (TORR. 2070.). And asked hym whennes he was, and whennes

he com (ALIS. 5490 ). Wen he sal henne wenden (WRIGBT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 175.). Henne wole I nought wende (Ricn. C. DE L. 1053.).
Go hens (TowN. M. p. 130.). Thennes to Nekomedie they turneth (ALIS.

2569.). And sent hire leom hider to us (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.).

The wynde you may theder blawen (ALIS. 5630.). Hit is so deskatered

bothe hider and thidere (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 337.). pys ost wende

puderward (R. OP GL. II. 387.) and so forth. Halfsax. : Hit iwerff pere
swa hit deff wel iwere (LA}AM. I. 12.). Bape comm uss Jesu Crist To
clennsenn here annd tcere (Osif. 10475.). Mann ma}} itt summwhcer fin-

denn (6483.1. pat heo moten wonien wer swa heo wolle9'(LA}AM. I. 21,).

pet he wolde of Engle pa seffelen tellen, what heo ihoten weoren & wo-
nene heo comen (I. 2.). Sone he ponene iuatte (I. 11.). Scodflen his cun
hider com (I. 15.). pider in iwenden (I. 24). piderward wes swiffe rsed

(II. 89.). Jr daei amarwen al hit biff dune (II. 238.). Comen eft hider

ham (I. 112.). Anglosax : Ne vas her pa giet, nymffe heolster-sceado,

viht gevorden (CAEDM. 103.). Adam hvdr eart pu? (Ges. 3, 9.) pe
vorde fragn vuldres aldor, hvcer Abraham eorffan vaere (CAEDM. 1000.).

And hig nd hvcer ne funde (GEN. 31, 33.). Hit is avriten on Cristes bee,
and gehvcer on offrum bocum (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 136.). pu eart Israela

god (eyhvcer at pearfe (Ps. 58, 4.). Hig foron panon (NfM. 11, 35.).
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Hvanon synd ge? (GEN. 29, 4.). Hvider fundast pu siffas dreogan?
(CAEDM. 2263.) And hi ealle mid him ponan . . preatjaff gehvtder ymb-
sittenda offra peoda (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. 328.). Forpam hit unstille

ceghvider volde vide toscriffan (II. 318.) and so forth. The confounding
of the whither with the where is not modern carelessness, but fami-
liar to the oldest literary language. Old-Engl. : For he ne schuld no whar
flen (AMIS A. AMIL. 876.). Halfsax. : A pat her com liffen ma of heore
leoden (LAJAM. I. 257.). Nulle ic nauere mare ajen cumen here (II. 25.).
In to pan louden we sullen faren, bringen per sorwen <fe kare (I. 266.).

Anglosax.: pa ic her aerest com (CAEDM. 2705.). No her cufflicor cuman
ongunnon lindhabbende (BEOV. 488.). Mynte se maera, hvcer he meahte
sva vidre gevindan (1528.) Ga peer heo ville (2788.). Hvcer com engla
prym? (CAEDM. II. 36.) Hvcer com cover halig god? (Ps. 78/10.). Gif
man aenig lie elles hvdr lecge (LEGG. JETHBLR. IV. 16.). More remarkable
is the converse confusion: Ne pec mon hider mose fede9"(CoD. EXON. 118,

25.). pu ece god eac gemengest pa heofoncundan hitter on eorffan savla

vitT lice (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. 322.). Where even takes the place of

whence. Old-Engl.: Where had ye that ilke rynge? (!POMYD. 2067.) Man,
whar hastou al thi prute? for ther nis non i-wis (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 139.).

/3.
The demonstrative, interrogative and relative adverbs of space
do not properly serve to express an objectively determined and
bounded locality, but to denote a space subjectively determinable
and to be exhibited. The demonstrative, and relative especially,
are also referred to objects notionally determined, primarily to

those filling space, then to abstract ones. Simple adverbs
of place, and those compounded with prepositions here occur.

Yet it is to be observed that most of the words compounded
with here, there and where become obsolete, and are considered

inelegant in Modern-English. The reference to substantives of

every kind gives to adverbs the operation of pronouns, which,

also admits a reference of them to members of sentences as well

as to entire sentences.

Enter this wild wood And view the haunts of Nature . . Thou
wilt find nothing here Of all that pained thee (BRYANT p. 17.).
If there be aught of merit in my service, Impute it there where
most 'tis due, to love (Rows, J. Shore 2, 1.). What makes all

physical or moral ill? There deviates nature, and here wanders
will (POPE. Essay on M. 4, 111.). Man! know thyself All wis-

dom centres there (YOUNG, N. Th. 4, 484.). Give me the glass,
and therein will I read (SiiAKSP., Rich. II. 4, 1.).

If a man shall

open a pit . . and an ox or an ass fall therein (Exoo. 21, 33.).
Jericho and the king thereof (JosH. 6, 2

).
Thine ox shall be

slain before thine eyes, and thou shalt not eat thereof (DEUTER.
28, 31 ). It was not got so easily; Nor will I part so slightly
therewithal (MARL., Jew of M. 1, 2.). To morrow, then, I judge
a happy day." "Who knows the lord protector's mind herein?"

(SHAKSP., Rich. III. 3, 4.) Hereby ye shall know that the living
God is among you . . Behold, Behold, the ark of the covenant of
the Lord of all the earth passeth over etc. (Josn. 3, 10.). They
came to Elim, where were twelve wells of water (Exoo. 15, 27.).
In ihe continuous woods Where rolls the Oregan (BRYANT p. 15.).

And, oh! that pang where more than madness lies (BYR., Bride
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2, 27.). To qualify himself for a degree, and the distant duties

of the office whence he was to cull the bunches of diplomatic
laurels (Tn. HOOK, Sayings a. Doings, Martha). Edward's seven

sons, whereof thyself art one (SriAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 2.). The days
-were brief Whereof the poets talk (TENNYS. p. 253.). If one be

run through the body with a sword in a house, whereof he in-

stantly dieth (WARKEN, Now a. Then 3.). The stairs were such
as whereon Jacob saw Angels ascending and descending (MiLT.,
P. L. 3, 510.). But thou whereon I carved her name (TENNYS.
p. 249.). A time to come wherein she may beg thee (DONNE,
Sat. 6, 32.). Thou ladder wherewithal The mounting Bolingbroke
.ascends the throne (SnAKsr., Rich. II. 5, 1.). With full assent

They vote; Whereat his speech he thus renews (MiLT., P. L. 2,

398.). The interrogative adverb appears in combination with,

a preposition only, instead of a pronoun : my lord, wherewith

shall I save Israel? (Jroo. 6, 15.) Wherein do they differ?

(BvR., Manfr. 3, 3.) We may in this case conceive where as

made equal to the neuter what: yet we may ask after the person
with where: " Where did the minstrels come from?" "Alfred

sent the music." (DICKENS, Battle of Life 1.).

The employment of the adverb of place instead of the pronoun, in par-
ticular with the combination of the former with a preposition, pervades
-all periods of the language. Old-Engl.: pe k>ng of Kent was po kyng
of al po lond of Kent, per were two bisthopes, & jet nys it nojt ywent
(R. OF GL. I. 6.), And made kyngds fourme of bras . . An pe syjte per

of pe Saxons aferde (I 251.). Hys gode moder Alfyfe he tolde al hou

yt was. "5e leue sone", quap moder, "pe toknyng herofjs etc." (I 283.).

Myd syx hondred syppuol kynjtys & al pe atyl per to (R. OF GL. I. 168.).

He was wont to holden a round appelle of gold in his hond: but it is

fallen out thereof (MAUND*.V. p. 8.). I a bed he hit dyght, . . And spreynd
theron of the herbus (Atis 339 . Sche toke a riche baudekine . . And
lapped the litel maiden therin (LAY LE FREINK 131.). The spousyng was
i-don that nyght; Theratte daunsyd many a knyght (RICH. C. DE L. 186.).

His knife he drew out of his sbethe Therwith to do the steward scathe

(2137.). The demonstrative there long operates retrospectively, like the

relative developed from the interrogative where, but which we likewise

early find : Jit pe chapelle standes, per he wedded his wife (LANGT. I.

26 ). Bethlem, ther Jesu Cryst was born (RiGH. C. DE L 1352.). On
feld ther oure bestis ar (Tows. M. p. 5.). The cawse therfore I tbedyr

wyl wende, Is ffor to reyse . . Lazarus (Cov. MYST. p. 130.). In the

taverne wher they were (Ricn. C. DE L 655.) An chyrche . . War ynne
me ssolde Gode's seruyse do (R. OF GL. I. 251.) Wattres . . Ware by

pe schippes mowe come fro pe se (I. 2.). Al he hit hath purf tliulke

soule wharthurf he is man (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 140.). partie of

the crowne of oure Lord, wherwith he was crowned (MACSDBV. p. 12.).

The interrogative form lets where be treated like what: Warto tarie

we so longe, to quelle hym? (R OE GL. I. 109.). Wherof suld I tend?

(Tows. M D. 10.) Halfsax. . He wonede at Ernleye..se\ par him puhte
<LAJ\M. I. 1.). Adun he warp pe dede swin & him seolf sset per bi

(III 3 1 .) He him Lundene jaef, & per nnd he ?aef him al Kent (I. 306.).

Swa pe king seoc Icei . . ne mihte he per of beon hael (I. 289.). Jiff

patt mann wile Crisstenndom . . dilljhenn pa birrp pe stanndenn peer onn~

teen (ORM. 5302.). Here the demonstrative form par, per, paere is still

substituted for the relative form : Ful neb than ilke stude par Rome nou
stondeff (LAJAM. I. 6.). He ferde to pere stowe par Diane inne stod (I.
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50 ). The interrogative form is substituted for the pronoun in combina-
tion with the preposition: Whceroff Iss piss patt tu me cnawesst? (ORM,
13694.) & bad heom . . fondien pat sofre hid heore sige-craften whcer on
hit weore ilong etc. (LAJAM. II. 225.); also with respect to a person: He
sahh patt }ho wipp childe wass Annd nisste he nohht whcero/e (ORM.
2930.). It may be regarded as a relative in: Telle of pine cunne war
of pou hart ispronge (LAJAM. III. 36. modern text). In Anglosaxon peer
serves, also in combination with prepositions, for demonstrative and rela-

tive reference backwards: Gif hva pytt adelfe . . and peer fealle on oxa

(Exoo. 21, 33.). Hig fundon dnne feld on Sennaar lande, aud vunedon

pceron (CiES. 11, 2.). flig habbaS him gegoten an gylden celf, and hab-

baff him for God, and gebiddaS him peer to (Exoo. 32, 8.). Hig brohton

pa hira gold to me, and ic het veorpan on fyr and vircan pcerof anes
celfes gelicnysse (32, 24.) On uprodor, peer leoht and lif (CAEDM.
3474.). On Melland, peer Salem stod (3557.). To pam huse peer he inne

vunode (A -S. HOMIL. I. 108.). The analogous employment of the inter-

rogative form belongs to a later age.

y) The adverb there often stands pleonastically, not merely
where another determination of space is already associated with
the notion of the activity, but also where a fact generally is

referred to no determinate locality. This weakened there, which
in the latter case makes a fact more conspicuous by denoting it

sensuously, especially stands in sentences with intransitive and

passive verbs, and appears most frequently with be. It readily
comes in the front of the Sentence, when the subject follows the

verb. Comp. Vol. II. 1. p. 139.

Now there was there nigh unto the mountains a great herd of

swine feeding (MARK. 5, 11.). What is there here so against
nature? (CoLER., Pice. 4, 7.) But here there is no choice (5, 2.).

The land Salique lies in Germany . . Where Charles the great,

having subdued the Saxons, There left behind and settled certain

French (SnAKTSP., Henry V. 1, 2.). The whole land of Havilah
where there is gold (GEN. 2, 11.) Where there is mystery, it i&

generally supposed that there must also be evil (BYR., Fragm.).
In Rama was there a voice heard (MATTH. 2, 18.). There lived,
in the fourteenth century, near Bologna, a widow-lady of the

Lambertini family (ROGERS, It., The Bag of Gold). There is no-

virtue like necessity (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.). There is no God
(Ps. 14, 1.). A time there is, when, like a thrice-told tale, Long-
rifled life of sweet can yield no more (YOUNG, N. Th. 4, 37.).
A book's a book, although there's nothing in't (BYRON p. 312.).
There is no other reform conceivable (CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 6.).

Such a weakening of the particle there, which denotes not only a being
here or there, but existence generally, even where it appears super-
fluous, is early to be met with, when it cannot be surprising that the

weakened particle still operates strengtheningly. Old-Engl.: Nou
is ther water her an urthe more than of londe (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 137.). pre wondres per bep in Engelond (R. OK GL. I. 7.). Ther
was a gamen in Engelond (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 137.). Yles ther bep
mony on mony a boute Engelonde (R. OF GL. I. 2 ). Abouten Grece there

ben many iles (MACSDBV. p. 15.). At Trompyngtoun . . Ther goth a

brook, and over that a brigge, Upon the whiche brook ther stant a melle

(CHAUC., C. T. 3919.). Threo soules ther beoth in ech man (WRIGHT^
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Pop. Treat, p. 139.)- If ther were a post hej, and a man above sete

(p. 135.). Whilon . . Ther was a duk that highte Theseus (GHAUC., C.

T. 861.)- Ther is no trust in wamans saw (TOWN. M. p. 280.). Half-

sax.: per wunieff in pan lofte feole cunne wihte (!M}AM. II. 236.). Annd
ec peer comm an widdwe forp patt wass Drihhtin full cweme (ORM. 7651.),

peer waprenn fele gode menn Biforenn Cristess come (Intr. 55.). Anglo-
sax. : pa vas peer, binnan pcere byrig Hierusalem sum Godes mann (A.-S.
HOMIL. I. 134.). peer syndon betveonon pam tvam mynstrum preottyne
mila ametene (THORPE, Anal. p. 54.). Ne sindon him daeda dyrne, ac

peer biff dryhtne cuff on pam iniclan dage, hu monna gehvylc set earnode
eces lifes (Coo. Exox. 65, 6.). pa pingeras pingjaff paem pe peer man
yflaff (BoKTH. 38, 7.). Pat gelamp on sumere nihte, paat peer com sum
man to pas halgan veres sprace (S. GUTHL. 9.) Although there frequently
occurs from the earliest times, when a more particularly determined lo-

cality is contained in the sentence, we must yet not seek therein any
emphatic reduplication of the determination of place. With the redupli-
cation of there in the same sentence, as well as of where in combination
with there, we may moreover compare the ancient reduplication and even

triplication of peer. Halfsax. : He bigann . . peer peer he wass i wesste

To fullhtnenn (ORM. 10261. cf. 1656. 19249 sq.). Anglosax. : Alfvine vas

ofslegen, be Trentan, peer peer Egferff and Affelred gefuhton (SAX. CHR.

679.). Halfsax.: Forr peer peer jho purrh Drihhtin warrp Off halij Gast

wipp childe, peer toe jho blosstme of Godess Gast (ORM. 1391. cf. 5835.).

Anglosax : peer biff sod aerist peer peer beoff vepende eagan and cear-

cigende teff (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 132.). The process with pet is similar: Nu
stod se sceocca . . pa pa se almibtiga hine axode, hvanon he come (Joe
in Ettm. 3, 22.). pa hi pA pat gebed gefylled heafdon, pa com pasr sum
vif . . yrnan (S. GUTHLAC 1.). pet pam hearpere pa puhte, pat hine p&
nanes pinges ne lyste on pisse vorulde, pa pohte he, pat he volde gese-
can helle godu . . pa he pa hider com, pa sceolde cuman paere helle

hund ongean hine (BOETH. 35, 6.) If a third peer and pa stands here

with emphasis, the division of two peer and pa into a demonstrative and
a relative particle is not. always possible, but is rather to be noted as a

pleonasm.

b. Adverbs of time, the kinds of which are more particularly distin-

guished, Vol I. p. 387. may, analogously to the where, whence
and whither of space, discarding the other distinctions, be divided

into the determinations of when? since when? and how long?

<t) The determinations of when, with which may be reckoned
those of repetition and of succession in time, as well as

other objective and subjective shades of them, are the most
abundant. In this field we again find the ancient pronominal
adverbs, not, however, without loss, together with other old ad-

verbs, with which many modern forms, particularly in -ly, are

associated, not, of themselves, belonging to the domain of

time.

Thou soon wert fat . . Then wanton fulness vain oblivion

brought (PARNELL, Moses 551.). Hence arose first coldness, then

jealousy, then quarrel (Bri/vv., Caxtons 8, 6.). When a woman
loves and marries and settles, why then she becomes a one whole,
a completed being (ib.). Even if I have grown so much wiser,
what then? I am not changed towards you (DICKENS, Christm.

Car. 2.). Eighty years ago things were very different here: the

grounds were then a tangled desolation (HOLME LEE, Thorney
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Hall 2.). And now and then one bung himself for grief (MARL.,
Jew of M. 2, 2.), Do, sir Lucius, edge in a word or two, every
now and then, about my honour (SHERID., Riv. 5, 2.). When,
Harry, When? (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). It was past two when
I went to bed (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). Hate now reigns
alone (PLANCHE, Fortunio 1,3.). You that way, just now, within
a stride of taking him and his colleagues by the throat! (SHERID.
KNOWLES, Virgin. 2, 4.) But now a king, now thus! (SHAKSP.,
John 5, 7.) Being now a thing with one arm, now with one

leg, now with twenty legs, now a pair of legs without a head,
now a head without a body (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). Doth

my father yet live ? (GEN. 45, 3.) Hast thou yet drawn o'er young
Juba? (ADDIS., Cato 1, 3.) Here am I Well! who comes yet
of the others? (CoLER., Pice. 5, 4.) No deeper wrinkles yett

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4, 1.) His lordship not yet up? (DoucL.
JERROLD, Bubbles 1.) I'll come to you anon (SHAKSP., Macb.

3, 1.). It is decreed, that forthwith every man "Who has got arms
shall bear them if he can (PLANCHE, Fortunio 1, 1.).

Alas! the
last would soon be the least in importance (BuLW., Maltrav. 5,

8.). My life is spanned already (SHAKSP., ,Henry VIII. 1, 2.).

"Where is Wrangel?" "He is already gone." (CoLER., Pice.

5, 3.) Your father has just left me (BouRcic., Lond. Assur. 1.).

Full suddenly he fled (SHAKSP., Lear 2, 1.). In living sculpture
were suddenly seen the grand, the grotesque, the terrible, the

beautiful (WARREN, The Lily a. the Bee 1.). I, the man whose
Muse whylome did masks . . in lowly shepheards weeds (SPEN-
SER, F. Qu. 1, int.). I am as fair now as I was erewhile (SHAKSP.,
Mids. N. Dr. 3, 2.). Will you troll the catch You taught me
but while-ere? (Temp. 3, 2.) It was formerly better (All's Well

1, 1.). That erst him goodly armd, now most of all him harmd

(SPENSER, F. Qu. 1, 11, 27.). As erst we promised tbee. For

thy desert we make thee governor (MARL., Jew of M. 5, 2.).

Roland stared first at my father, next to me (BuLW., Caxtons 5,

3.). Such an answer as was never before given under this sun

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 4, 6.). Eftsoones he tooke that miscreated
Faire (SPENS., F. Qu. 1, 2, 3.). Sixteen hundred years after-
wards . . occurred a great gathering of the selfsame Family, in

the plain of Dura (WARREN, The Lily a. the Bee 1.). A poor
gentleman . . Who has been taken ill at my house four days
ago, and has never held up his head since (STERNE, Tr. Shandy
6, 6.). Two thousand four hundred years have since rolled on

(WARREN, The Lily a the Bee 1.). The eastern sky is still un-

broken gloom (TALF., Jon 1, 1.). Once upon a time . . a giant
and a dwarf were friends (GOLDSM., Vic. 13.). Once, like the

moon, I made The ever-shifting currents of the blood According
to my humour ebb and flow (TENNYS. p. 155.). Marriages with

foreigners are seldom fortunate experiments (Bi'Lw., Maltrav. 5,

8.). Knockers . . Sometimes bring on a confinement that lasts

for many months (DouoL. JERROLD, Bubbles 2.). What we oft
do best, By sick interpreters . . is Not ours, or not allow'd

(SHAKSP., Henry VIII. 1, 2.). He went once and he went often
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(BuLW., Caxtons 3, 4.). Go presently (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem.

4, 4.). They smile at me who shortly shall be dead (Rich. III.

3, 4.). Captain Morbrand Found and secured him yester morning
early (CoLER., Pice. 3, 2.). The marriage will take place almost

immediately (BuLW., Money 3, 2.). I momentarily expect him
here (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 1.). His dissolution is

looked for hourly (ib.). I see thy beauty gradually unfold, Daily
and hourly more and more (TENNYS. p. 81.). Mr. Oxley largely

increased, and finally doubled, his original offer (WARREN, Now
a. Then 1.) &c. The transfer of the adverbs of place here and

there, particularly in the compound heretofore, theretofore, hereafter,

thereafter, thereon, whereupon and the like, to the sphere of time
is analogous to other transfers of relations of space to time: The

prisoner here made violent efforts to rise and speak (WARREN,
Now a. Then 3.). I'll be wise hereafter (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.).

Nor can it be exactly said to have contained any wise precept
theretofore unknown to mankind (DICKENS, Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). Long
time he stared upon me like a man Astounded: thereon fell upon
my neck (CoLER., Pice. 1, 3.). This was cast upon the board

whereupon Rose feud (TENNYS. p. 101.). Once, slipping the money
clandestinely . . he slipt it not into her hand but on the floor,

and another had it; whereupon the poor monk, coming to know
it, looked mere despair for some days (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2,

6.). So far as a few adverbs of time, combining sentences,
become conjunctions, they are to be particularly mentioned here-

after.

The determinations of when, with its various inodifiations, have in

time and under the influence of Romance adverbs, been amplified, while

a few Germanic ones are becoming obsolete in Modern-English. The pro-
nominal adverbs of time have, with the abandonment of tho, long pre-
served in Old-English, which is also contained in the compound nuthe,

nouthe, become incomplete Old-Engl. : peonne beotf heo over alle opre
leovest to ure loverde (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 66.). Thanne
ne seo we nojt of hire (WRIGHT, Pop, Treat, p. 133.)- Next the mono
the fur is hext . . Their (= the eir) is thanne bynethe next (p 134.).

When alle mens corne was fayre in feld Then was myne not worthe on
eld (TOWN. M. p. 10.). Ac po vel he in sykness (R. OF GL I. 251.).
The mysserule pat me tho endurid (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 2.). That

lyved tho there and lyve yit (P. PLOUGHM. p. 319.). Thus farith al the

world nuthe (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 202.). Myn bond scapith he nought
nouthe (Aus. 7747.). And mai beo nouthe her and ther (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 134.). That sholde as well as he couth Us have holpe and
saved nouth (RICH. C. DB L. 2403.). Halfsax. : ponne he to Trinouant
wende penne seide he to Wendoleine etc. (LAJAM. I. 101.). Wonne pu
comest to pon cnihten . . pu heom clepe to (I. 31.). pa dude he an
offer (I. 288.). pa com his broffer sune (I. 292.). pee com pe faerliche

daed (I. 191.;. Nufte we scullen wepen pae aer richen weoren (III. 216).
Cuff hit is me noupe (I. 147.). Anglosax.: ponne cveffe ic to hym etc.

(MATH. 7, 23.). pa frynd pe hine cer for pam velan lufjaff, pa gevitad
eft mid pam velan and veordaff ponne to feondum (BOKTH. 29.). Hvdnne
biff he acenned? (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 136.) Cvsedon, hvonnz cer he beo dead

offffe hvanne his nama onspringe (Ps. 40, 5.). pa vas gevorden, pa se

Hselend pas vord geendode, pa vundrode pat folc his lare (MATH. 7, 28.).

Hlystaff me nu pa (Ev. NICOD. 22.). pas laga . . pe se cyninge hafd nu
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pa eallon mannon forgifen (LEGG. CNUT. I. B. 80.). In Anglosaxon pa
ponne were to near to each other that the subsequent transfer to one of

them of the meanings of both cannot surprise us. Other adverbs of time,
still in use in Modern-English, but in part obsolete, were formerly in

frequent use. Oid-Engl.: pis lond pe ich nu of speke, is pat mennisse

pe nu liveff (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 129), Nou hath prude
the pris in everuche plawe (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 153.). As gode is swynden
anon as so for to swynke (p. 152.). Ac me ne hureth hit nojt anon, for

hit so fur is (Pop. Treat, p. 135.)- The} Adam . . hadde bi-gonne anon,
Tho he was furst y-maked, toward hevene gon . . He nadde nojt gut to

hevene i-come (p. 134.). And had nought yet y-wedded wiue (LAY LE
FREINE 248.). Thei curteisi wes ever god And jet shal be (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 5.). Ich wille bringen him jet to dai (p. 12.) He may hym
change sone anon (HALLIW , Freemas. 189.). Sottes bolt is sone shote

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. lll.X Sodeynly ther sourdid selcouthe

thingis (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 1.). Al that whilom was murthe, is

turned to treie and tene (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 340.). Hwo se haveff eni

unpeau of peo uet ich er nemde (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.).

Ajen he made kynges, pat kynges er were (R. OF GL. I. 272.). Thanne
gan bleiken here ble, that arst lowen so loude (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 341.).
So that child withdraweth is bond From the fur ant the broud, That
hath before bue brend (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 113.). So can
God make wane ther rathere was won (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 341.) [rather
stands here in the sense of time]. Let lust overgon, eft hit shal the lyke
(I. 110.). Drynk eft lasse, ant go by lyhte horn (I. 116.). Eft from the
most ancient times has also the meaning of again: To fordon it on o

day, And in thre dayes after Edifie it eft newe (P. PLOUGH M. p. 371.).
Al pys byuel afterward (R. OF GL. I. 284.). Me were levere then ani

fe That he hevede enes leien bi me, And efftsones bi-gunne (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 11.). Wynter thundre me schal selde god iseo (Pop. Treat,

p. 135.). Binimeflr hem hwile oref, hwile offer aihte, and hwile her hele

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 128.). Wei oft wes Leir wa (R. OF
GL. I. 146,). Ofte rap reweth (WRIGHT A. HALLIW, Rel. Ant. I. 115.).

One's kunrede -pen oper suppe slou (R OF GL. I. 284.). Seppe hap Enge-
lond ybe ywerred ylome Of pe folk of Denemark (I. 3.). That so manye
scholde have entred so newely, and so manye neicely slayn (MAUNDEV.
p. 284.) &c Halfsax. : Eul neh pan ilke stude par Rome nou stondeff

(LA?AM. I. 6 ). For nujju iss bulaxe sett Rihht to pe treowwess rote

(ORM. 9281. cf 9935. 9956. 13590. and else where) [nujju seems to answer
to the Anglosax. nu-giu, geo, ju, Goth, ju, rjd/j, Old-Fr. iu, although this

compound does not occur in Anglosaxon]. He heo pa jcete nefde noht
biwunnen (LAJAM. II. 439.). Heore streon wass Drihhtin leof jet aer itt

waere streonedd (ORM. 733.). Annd jet he se}}de puss till himm (803.).

Godess enngell sejjde paer Off Sannt Johan jet mare (780.). patt tu narrt

nohht jet In heoffne (7951.). & unan forft rihtes somneden heore cnihtes

(LAJAM. II. 439.). Sone anan se piss wass seftd (ORM. 3368.). pa quen
per efter sone aenne sune hefde (LA^AM. I. 9.). Se}}de puss Till Zacarije

efft sone (ORM. 203.). peer paer he sejjde himm sellf whilumni purrh piss

prophetess tunge (4868.). patt word tatt car wass cwiddedd (282.). Maer-

lin heom gon raeren alse heo stoden cerer (LAJAM. II. 307 sq.). & pus
cerest saeide in JSnglene londe (II. 174.). JErst heo lette fleon to . .

stanes heo letten seofltfen (III. 94.). Swa summ ice habbe shaewedd her

Biforenn o piss lare (ORM. 10952.). pus heo pa ispcken & eft hit to-

breken (LAJAM. I. 138.). SeSen heo was leodena puene (I. 7.). Jet niss

nohht lannge sippenn (ORM. 12579.). Selde he aswint pe to him seolue

penched (II. 328.). Arrchelaw pe king pa?r munnde cumenn seldenn (ORM
8467.). Ofte heo raesden (LA^AM. I. 27.). He dajjwharnlike sahh pe laff-
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dij Sannte Marje (ORM. 2119.) &c. Anglosax. : Hvat is eov nu gepuht?
(MATH. 26, 65.) Eorfrvall pone man nu to dag sceavjan mag (BEDA 1

12.). Ne pearft pu pe ondrsedan . . feorh-cvealm nu giet (CAEDM 1033.)
Git he leofad" ((JEN. 43, 28.). Gif pu pat git don nelt (Exoo. 9, 2.).

peah pe he pa gyt on paere menniscnysse unsprecende vaere (A.-S. HO-
MIL. I. 142.). His tid ne com na gyt (Jon. 7, 30.). pa gesagdon R6-
mane on an Brittum pat hi no ma ne inihton . . sva gevinnfullicum fyr-
dum svencte beon (BEDA 1, 12.) [the conception of on an, properly in

unum, comp.: patte brodfur on an begen hicgen Ps. 132, 1., as a particle
of time, is justified by Halfsaxo.n]. Hi sona vi6~ heora feondum gefuhton
(BEDA 1, 12.). Sona after paera daga gedrefydnesse, seo sunne byff fors-

vorcen (MATH. 24, 29.). Hit hvilum punraft, hvilum na ne ongind" (BOETH.
39, 3.). Onlice pam mieelan ffode pe giu on Noes dagum vas (16, 1.).

Se ealda man Symeon pe ve cer ymbe spraecon (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 142.).

Gelaeste hit him georne cer oddon aft (LEGO. ^ETHELR IV. 9.). JEr 6d-

don after (V. 16.). pa ic her cerest com (CAEDM, 2705.). SiftiSan eft

gevat 65re sifrre (ANDR. 706.). Vundraff pas pe hit seldost gesihff (BOETH.
39, 3.). Sva hit svifle seldan gevyrfr (16, 1.). Cynevulf oft miclum ge-
feohtum gefeaht viff Britvealum (SAX. CHR. 755.). God het gelbmlice pas
fugelas offrjan on his lace (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 142.). And bad at Gode

daighvamttce (I. 136.) &c. The transfer of the particles here, there to

this sphere of time has long been customary. Old-Engl. : We schul here

aftur in pis boke telle of al pis \vo (R. OF GL. I. 3.). Here-to-fore ye
haveth herd Of theo kyngis ost how hit ferd (Atis. 6018.). It mon us

avaylle Here after ward som day (TOWN. M. p 231.) pe kyng lette

bryng per aftur Hengist bi fore hym sone (R. OP GL. I. 141.). pat an
old hous was po Of tuo hondred jer and seuenty yrerd per byuore (I.

280.). Halfsax.: pis word com to Rome her cefter ful sone (LAJAM. II.

19). ba ilomp hit seotTaTe sone par cefter (I. 137 sq.). Even in Half-

saxon tier is used of time, with regard to the preceding number of the

year: Anno 111 Her svealt Herodes (SAX. CHR. 3). An. XI. Her on-

feng Herodes Antipatres sunu to rice (11.) &c. Peer also approaches to

the meaning of ponne in sentences like: Ac peer, peer hi gode beoff, ponne
beoff hi purh pas godan mannes god gode (BOETH. 16, 3.), with which

omp. Halfsax. : Off whamm I space . . peer peer I se}jde patt an manu
Affterr me cumenn shollde (ORM. 12578.).
The formation therewhile = at the same time, which extends into Mo-

dern-English, is remarkable: I wil goe in, and pray the Gods therwhile

(GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.). Anglosax. pa vhile, often in the combina-
tion pa hvile pe = dum, donee. Halfsax.: patt while (ORM. 142.). Middle-

Highdutch: der wile, Modern-Highdutch derweile.
To anon used of time, seems to belong anan, anon, particularly popular

in the North of England, by which ununderstood questions or assertions

are repeated, to express defective understanding : "Poor child, in what a
den you have been brought up!'( "Anan, Sir?" "She don't under-
stand me." (BuLw., Maltrav. 1, 4.) In the combination ever and anon:
And ever and anon they made a doubt Presence majestical would put
him out (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 5, 2.), may be contained a recollection

of the ancient meaning (continually), which likewise formerly belonged to

anon. Comp. Halfsax. : Fowwerrti} dajhess aji onnan Bi dajhess, annd
bi nahhtess? (ORM. 11331.).

|3) Since when? or from when? according to the analogy of

other tongues, is also denoted by the forms belonging to adverbs
of place.

Hence-forward I am ever ruled by you (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul.

4, 2.). We will not part Hence-forth, if death be not division
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(SHELLEY III. 99.). A fortnight thence (Scoix, L. Minstr. 6, 7.).

From one point of view since is also to be referred hither.

We may refer combinations of here and there with prepositions to

determinations of this sort, since in point of fact the point to reckon
from is denoted by these adverbs, although the interest is not so decisi-

vely directed to this as the starting point. The reference of the

abovenamed particles to time is old. Halfsax. : Beo heonne uorff alse hit

msei (LAJAM. III. 297.). Anglosax.: ^Enig man heonan for cyrican ne

peovige (LEGO. JETHELR. IV. 16.). He ne provaff heonon-for$ naefre eft

(A.-S. HOMIL. I. 150.).

y) The adverbs denothing how long? are as little numerous as

those above cited, and touch the idea of the simple when? Where
Until when? is considered, the adverb of place also appears.

All hitherto goes well (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 4, 2.).

With respect to the affirmative and negative adverbs referred

to a time in its whole extent, it is to be observed that they are

still mostly found in the oldest forms, as also that the term ever

is referred, not merely to the line of time in its whole extent,
but also to a point of time within it.

Let this pernicious hour Stand aye accursed in the calendar I

(SHAKSP., Macb. 4, 1.). I evermore did love you, Hermia (Mids.
N. Dr. 3, 2.). Like the Spartans, dwelling evermore in a camp
(BcLW., Caxtons 4, 2.). Thou wast ever an obstinate heretic

(SHAKSP., Much Ado 1, 1.). The Mayor is ever preaching mora-

lity to the youngsters (Coop., Spy 9.). Shall Banquo's issue

ever Reign in this kingdom? (SHAKSP., Macb. 4, 1.). Lorenzol
hast thou ever weigh'd a sigh? (YOUNG, .N. Th. 5, 516.) Did
ever now one pair of shoulders Carry such waggon-loads of im-

pudence Into a gentleman's drawing-room? (BuLW., Richel. 2,

1.) What are all the printers that ever lived, and all the books

they ever printed, to one wrong to thy fine heart? (Caxtons 3,

4.) The needy shall not alway be forgotten (Ps. 9, 18.). He
always takes his first rest before he comes away (DouoL. JER-

ROLD, Bubbles 1, 1.). That will never be (SHAKSP., Macb. 4r

1.). Will the dawn never visit us? (TALF., Ion 1, 1.) For the

employment of never and no see the Adverbs of the Sentence.
The application of the local hither to time is offered by the Old-Engl. :

From that time hidre (MACNDEV. p. 44.).

The old forms for ever and never are employed correspondingly:
Loke also thou make no here, but ay to be yn thy prayere (HALLIW.,
Freemas. 623.). So that evere mo Half the urthe the sonne bi-schyneth,
hou so it evere go (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.). Ever the furthe peni
mot to the kynge (Polit. S. p. 149.). Scheo weopith, and syngeth weil-

a-way. That srheo ever abod that day (Aus. 1051.). Ac, allegate, the

kynges Losen ten ageyns on in werrynges (6094.). Algate by sleighte
or by violence Fro yer to yer I wynne my despence (HAUC., C. T. 7013 \
Tell thou never thy fo-mon Shome ne teone that the is on (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 111.). Trichen shalt thou never more (WRIGHT,
Polit S. p. 69.). I herde never er sweche a noyse now i-wys (Cov. MYST.

p. 392). Halfsax.: He wulde . . ce to his Hue hire willen idrijen (LA-

JAM. I. 54.). Crist shall rixlenn ajj occ a?? (ORM. 2263.). Bi patt all-

terr stodenn a patt follkess halijdomess (1688.). JEfer he heom leide on
M. I. 24.). Heore cun wunede psere seoffffen auere mare (II. 19.)^
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pat is muchel un-riht jif ceuere aei god em'ht wule his godliche cun bute

gulte aquellen (I. 374.). Ncefre ma ne shall he ben nane wise filedd

(ORM. 4206.). Anglosax. : He saede unc sva hit siffffan a code (GEN, 41,

13.). He vas cefre God of pam Fader acenned (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 150).
Gif pu me cefre alyst, ic pe andette on mycelre gesamnunge and pe paer

herige (Ps. 34, 1 8.). pa eorflTe velan peah hi ealne veg eovre sin ne

pincff eov no py raffor heora genoh (BOETH. 13.). Ic vat pat pu me
symle gehyrst (Joe. II, 42.) Ne geseo ge big ncefre md (Exoo 14, 13.).

The employment of ever in generalizing and concessive sentences, which
rests upon the double relation of that adverb, for which the way was

paved in Anglosaxon, is to be illustrated with the Concessive Sentence.

c) Adverbs of the kind and of manner in the widest sense (sse
Vol. I. p. 387.) are developed into numerous forms of various kinds.

The present occasion for only a few observations as to Syntax,
a) The intejrrogative and demonstrative pronouns how, thus

and so are of syntactical interest. They not only determine single

parts of speech, but also share the nature of the adverbs of place

etymologically related to them, by being, like these, adapted
to take the place of pronouns. Hence they also represent pre-
dicative and objective determinations of the sentence, for which

interrogative and demonstrative pronouns might be substituted,
and with which they sometimes interchange.

how, originally identical with why, Anglosaxon hvi, hv$, hu,

answers, as distinguished from it, to the meanings In what man-
ner? In what degree? whereas why is mainly reserved for the

causal domain. It stands in the direct and indirect question,
which assumes in emotion the nature of an exclamation.
How lost you company? (SHAKSP., Oth. 1,1) How little they,

who think aught great below? (YoiNG, N. Th. 6, 815.) How
many years is't (BYRON, Manfr. 3, 3.). How are the mighty fal-

len! (2. SAM. 1, 8.) How art thou call'd? (SHAKSP., II Henry
VI. 5, 1.) How is she call'd? (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 2, 1.)

My dear Scrooge, how are you? (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.) How
is this? (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1,1.) I cannot tell how the
truth may be (Scoir, L. Minstr. 2, 22.). How say you, Cassio?

(SHAKSI-., Oth. 1, 1.) How say you? we have slept (TENNYS.
p. 319.). How does lieutenant Cassio? (SHAKSP., Oth. 4, 1.)
How d'ye do, sir John? (BuLW., Money 2, 5.) It stands ellip-

tically: How, sir? (DoucL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 2); often

in combination with now: How now
1

? what means death in this

rude assault? (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 5.)
uHow now then?"

"A despatch is at the door." (COLER., Pice. 3, '2.)
How how

interchanges with what, especially in the predicative relation and

elliptically see Vol. II. 1. p. 42. 49. How, formerly in use, is

confounded with why in combination with so: "I pray you pause."
- "Why so?" (BYR., Manfr. 3, 3.) "The Swedish chancellor. .

Who says, you've tired him out, and that he'll have No further

dealings with you." "And why so?" (COLER, Pice. 1, 10.).

The older English language extends how as widely as Modern-English.
Old-Engl. : Lo! pauh hwu he meneff him bi Jeremie (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 65.). How thanne may a prist pleyn in entirlodies? (II.

47.). Heris thou not how I cry (Town. M. p. 9.). How long wilt thou
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me appech With thy sermonyng? (p. 10.) Sire Jakes de .Seint Poul y-
herde hou hit was (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 189.). Loke how it is (CHACC.,
C. T. 3433.). How sayst thou, dame? (OcxociAN 786.1 How says thou
that? (TOWN. M. p. 65.) How thynk ye by this? (p. 243) It stands

elliptically in calling and shouting, also in combination with what : How !

Pike-harnes, how! com heder belife! (Town. M. p. 9. cf. 17.) What
Nicholas! What how, man, loke adoun (CHACC., C. T. p. 3477. cf. 3437.),
and otherwise: How now? this wold I were told in towne (Town. M.

p. 250.), for which what also occurs: "Gossip," quod the wolf," wat nou*
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 277.), and in combination with so:

"I am in poynt for to be shent
" - "How so, for Mahownes myght?"

(p. 136.), comp: Harrow, dewille, how swa gat he away? (p. 264.) What
is moreover often used with reference to a predicative adjective: What
I was wode! (!POMYD. 877.) Alas! what I am wo? (Town. M. p. 79.)

Comp.: So wo is me! (Cov. MYST. p. 396.) A, what I am light as lynde!
(TowN. M. p. 80.) In former times the adverb was of more limited ap-

plication and did not represent the predicative and objective case. Half-

sax.: Heu jare wes hit iwurffen etc. (LAJAM. I. 374.). Iseih his broffer

ferden hu heo iuaren weren (I. 24.). Heo iherde suggen . . hu ofte Mordred
flab. (III. 137.). Ice wile shsewenn juw . . Hu mikell god tejj laerenn

juw (ORM. 251.). Anglosax.: Hu mag he? (GEN. 29, 6.) Hu lange vylt

pu beon me ungehirsum? (Ps. 30, 21.) And axode nine hu eald he vaere

(GEN. 47, 8.). Hu micel and hu manigfeald is seo mycelnes pinre svet-

nesse! (Ps. 30, 21.) Hu sometimes interchanges with hvtf: Hvi ne synt
ve mudfreo? hu ne moton ve sprecan pat ve villas'? (Ps. 11,4.) and the

subsequent how so?, for which the modern language presents why so?,
answers to. Hvy sva? (THORPE, Anal. p. 61.) Comp. Modern-Highdutch
Wie so? Middle-Highdutch Wiest uns sus geschehen? (PARZ. 125, 19.),

in which the how? borders on the why?

thus, Anglosax. pus, Middle-Highdutch SMS, Lowdutch dus (sus}
and so, Anglosax. svd, Old-Fr. Old-Highduth so, Old- French sd,

so, Swed. sd, Danish saa, point to a manner of activity sen-

suously exhibitable or verbally represented, which may also be

regarded as a determination of degree. Both may also take

the place of a predicative or objective determination, and be so

far regarded as the substitute for a demonstrative pronoun.
In the modern language the phonetically stronger thus, which

has remained genuinely demonstrative, has been more restricted

to the sensuously perceptible or more particularly denoted
manner of activity, mostly committing to so the determination

of the adjective and adverb, as well as the reference back to a

predicative and objective determination. Thus also, though rarely,

appears, as the correlative of a modal sentence with as.

Thus we lived several years in a state of much happiness

(GOLDSM., Vic. 1.). Thus Alice was convinced (BiL\v ,
Maltrav.

4, 5.). Thus was I baffled in every attempt to obtain a perma-
nent source of support (WARREN, Diary 1, L). Who that has

such a home to return to, as your Honour, would travel thus

about the country like a vagabond? (FIELD., T. Jon. 12, 3.) It

is employed with demonstrative emphasis to determine adjectives
and adverbs: When he was a crack not thus high (SnAKSP., II

Henry IV. 3, 2.). It is his policy To haste thus fast, to find

us unprovided (III Henry VI. 5, 4.). I cannot see that our af-

fairs Are grown thus desperate (ADDIS., Cato 2, L). Thus far
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I'm sure thou 'rt in the right (BuiL., Hud. 3, 1, 1404.). Suffer

ye thus far (LuKE, 22, 51.). Thus far, nor farther (YoUNG, N.
Th. 6, 796.). It sometimes takes the place of a predicative com-

plement: I was not always thus (BuLW., Richel. 1, 2.); it takes

that of the object in sentences which seem originally to require
such: The subtle Fiend . . thus answer'd smooth (MiLT., P. L,

2, 815.). Thus saying, from her side the fatal key . . she took

(2, 871.); elliptically : T'whom Satan turning boldly, thus (2,

968.). As, not long after thus he did; For . . thus he writ (BuTL.,
Hud. 3, 3, 786.). The interchange of thus and so is found in

many passages: Your son did thus and thus, Your brother thus;

so fought the noble Douglas (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1, 1.). Thus
did Noah; according to all that God commanded him, so did he

(GEN. 6, 22.). They sometimes form an opposition: So spake
the godlike Power, and thus our Sire (MiLT., P. L. 8, 249.). So

Adam, and thus Eve to him reply'd (9, 960.), where so points
to the preceding, thus to the following. The interchange has
sometimes another motive: Was there ever so prosperous an in-

vention, thus unluckily perverted? (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 3,

2.) Why so eager for the strife of the sacred Tomb, has he thus

tarried at Constantinople (BuLW., Pilgrims.); in which thus points
to a relation of fact, whereas so expresses the determination of

kind and of degree. Thus is also met with pleonastically : Thy
spirit within thee hath been so at war, And thus hath so bestirr'd

thee in thy sleep, That beads of sweat have stood upon thy brow

(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 3.). Comp. above as . . thus he did.

Thus and seea is dialectical, that is, so, so, indifferently (CRAVE.v
DIAL. II. 205.). Comp. Middle -Highdutch Swie er mohte sus

and so (FRAUEND. f. 100, 113.).

Webster explains thus much by this much, which Wagner Gram,

p. 364 points out in passages of Byron, as: This much, however, I may
add, her years were ripe. Northern dialects do indeed use thus as a

pronoun and adverb, as thur for thir in the plural of the pronoun, and
the modern literary language sometimes writes thus for this: Thus pas-
seth my braynes (THBRSYTES p. 65. sec. XVI.). Yet in thus much the

determination of much by the adverb is, in a syntactical respect, as

little remarkable as in so much.

Thus is found in all the relations above specified in the more and
most ancient times. Old-Engl. : Thus me pileth the pore (WRIGHT, Po-

lit. S. p 150.), Thus wil walketh in lond (ib). Thus this folke hem
mened (P. PLOCGHM. p. 117.). Sche was thus chaunged and transformed,
from a fayr damysele, in to lyknesse of a dragoun (MAUSDEV. p. 23.).

Betere me were ded, Then thu-s alyve to be (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 122.). Thus thynk me (Tows. M. p. 151). pe pus snidf on the

holie hoc (WRIGHT A. HALLIW. I. 131.). pus cvetfende (I. 130.)- Thus
Abraham me taughte (P. PLOITGHM. p. 355 ). Thus we carpeth for the

kyng (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 149.). So and tints often stand pleonastically

alongside of each other: A starne thus, aboute mydnyght, So bright

shynand (Tows. M. p. 124.). He wolde not ellys for hym thus wepe ,s<>

(Cov. MYST. p. 235.). Thus also appears as a correlative of as: For as

sche says thus have Y wroght (SiR AMADAS 193.). Halfsax.: pus Arffur

heom dihte (LAJAM. III. 1.). pus hafeff Modred idon (III. 123.). Swa he

dude and pus hit wes (I. 116.). pus dude Elidur pe king bi alien peos

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 8
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eorlen (I. 288.)- PUS Artfur him seide (III. 13.). He sejjde puss till hirnm

(OKM. 8o3.) It is also strengthened by al like swa: Al pus hit was
iwrobt alse pe king hit hadde idiht (LAJAM. II. 324. modern text.). All

puss iss patt halljhe Goddspell . . Nemmnedd Amminadabess wajjn (ORM.
Pr. 73 cf. 93.). Anglosax. : pus unc gedafnaff ealle rihtvisnesse gefyllan

(MATH. 3, 15.). Lsetaff pus (Luc. 22, 51.), Gr. fart ? loiuov. It here

often serves to determine adjectives and adverbs: Ic naefre pe, peoden
leofesta, pyslicne ser gemette pus rnetfne (Coo. EXON. 1C>2, 36.)- -<Erost

vas Alle . . pe pus micel rice hafde (SAX. CHR. 827.). Synd ge pus un-

gleave? (MARC. 7, 18.) pat ve sceoldon pus gerade mid stanum oftorfjan

(Jon. 8, 5.). Leton ealles peodscipes gesvinc pus leohtlice forvurflan (SAX.
CHR. 1009.); comp. Middle-Highdutch Sus grozen zorn (!WEIN 5, 15.)- It

also serves instead of a predicative complement: pus vas Cristes encores

(MATH. 1, 18.). pus hie vseron genemde: Dubstane and Maccbetfu etc.

(SAX. CHR. t'Jl.). It is often added to verbs of the predicate: And pus
cvaff (LEVIT, 6, 19. cf. 8, 1. Boeth 23.). Surne . . pus ssedon him
(MARC. 11, 5.). Hvi spycff pes pus? (2, 7.). Comp. Middle-Highdutch:
Sus antworte (NIBEL. 5024.). Old-English has the compound thusgates.
Is he thus-jaes from us went (Tows. M p. 264.). Whene he saw his

cuntree thu gates be destruyed (Ms in Halliw. v.j.

So associates itself with all adverbially cleterminable parts of

speech. We have to consider it more particularly as a correla-

tive "in the doctrine of the joining of sentences, where we also

have to discuss the strengthened form also and its weakening
down into as. We may here particularly mention a few rela-

tions which have gained a wide extension in the language.
It is frequently added to the verb be in the place of the pre-

dicative or adverbial complement: So is my will (MiLT., P. L.

3, 184.). A messenger! It must be so (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 4.).

Say he's dead! Is it not so? (LONGF. II. 16.) Hence perhaps
elliptically : "Has Csesnr shed more Roman blood?" "Not so"

(ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). "And the last left the scene when Chat-

ham died." "Not so the virtue still adorns our age."

(Cowr. p. 10.) "Is that a name thou hast been taught to fear?"

said Adrian; "if so, I will forswear it" (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 6.),

although similar ellipses also admit another complement. The
references back to adjectives, participles and substantives, which
are taken up by so, are numerous: My son is either married, or

going to be so (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 5.). "Were you related

then to Birch." "I thought we were as good as so" (Coop.,

Spy 1 1
.). His step was light, for his heart was so (ROGERS, It.,

Marcolini). If life be short, not so to many of us are its clays
and its hours (For. Trav.). His right arm is bare, So is the

blade of his scimitar (BvR., Siege 22.). He is Sir Robert's son;
and so art thou (SriAKSp., lohn 1, 1.). The blest to-day is as

completely so, As who began a thousand years ago (POPE, Essay
on M. 1, 75.). While the bailiff (for so he was) spoke thus, his

followers surrounded the prisoner (SMOI.LET, R. Rand 23.). This
is likewise the case with adverbial determinations: "You're up
very early, Mr. Nickleby." "So are you," replied Nicholas

(DICKENS, Nickleby 1, 5.). The contents, or object of the per-
ceiving, thinking, predicating and doing &c., is often

expressed by a so referring back: So I have heard whispered
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(BuLw., Maltrav. 4, 5.). I told him that I thought so (TROLL.,
Framl. Parson. 2, 15.). Whosoever therefore shall break one of

these least commands, and shall teach men so etc. (MATTH. 5,

19.). Say'st thou me so? (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 4.) How can

you say so? (BouRcic., Lond. Assur. 1, 1.) So spake the grisly

Terror, and in shape, So speaking and so threat'ning, grew ten-

fold More dreadful (MiLT., P. L 2, 704.). I'll answer with my
life for his behaviour; so tell the governor (Sou HIEKN, Oroon.

2, 3.). Away with me in post to Ravensburg; But if you faint

as fearing to do so, Stay, and be secret (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2,

1.). The captain of the Lord's host said unto Joshua; Loose thy
shoe . . And Joshua did so (Josh. 5, 15.). This so therefore

stands near to it and interchanges with it: "I Bought so I

thought it" interrupted Templeton (Bt:Lw., Maltrav. 6, 5.). To
please the king I did; to please myself, I cannot do it (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 2, 2.). So therefore points back to a substantive ob-

ject already named: They know, your grace hath cause, and

means, and might; So hath your highness (SHAKSP., Henry V.

1, 2.). "But she had a large heart!" "So she had." (DICKENS,
Christm. Car, 2.) He is decemvir, and we made him so (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Virgin 1, 1.). In various elliptical forms of

expression so points to homogeneousness with the objects or de-

terminations previously named; for instance, in and so forth:
'Twould make clean shoes, and in the earth Set leeks and onions,
and so forth (BuTL., Hud. 1, 1, 385.). With or so the correc-

tion of a qualitative or quantitative determination is introduced,
and this denoted as an approximate one: I will take occa-

sion of sending one of my suits to the tailor's, to have the pocket
repaired, or so (BEN JONS., Ev. Man out of his Hum. 1,1.). I

am not against toying and trifling with a customer, in the way
of business, or to get out a secret or so (GAY, Begg. Op. 1, 1.).

My joints areeomewhat stiff or so (TENNYS. p. 319.). A week
or so, will probably reconcile us (GAY, Begg. Op. 2, 1.). I can
ride out of the way, and never miss a day or so for good com-

pany (ScoTT, R. Roy 4.). Mr. Noggs who had stepped out for

a minute or so to the public-house (DICKENS, Nickleby 1, 4.).
The correction is, as it were, fixed by so, although this is only
an empty sign for what is understood or unknown, with which

may be compared the form so so = indifferently. With this may
finally be connected the determination of degree by so with ad-

jectives and adverbs, when the measure, as presupposed, is sup-
pressed, and a measure of arbitrary size is presented to the
mind : Hath sorrow struck So many blows upon this face of mine,
And made no deeper wounds? (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4, 1.) I am
so very glad you have come (DICKENS, Chuzzlew, 1, 3.). I think
I remember something of it . . but not much. It's so long ago
(Battle of Life 2.)- Such expressions are distinguished from re-

references backwards like: The song Avas moral, and so far was

right (Cowp. p. 17.). "It is full four miles" "So far." (BcLW.,
Maltrav. 1, 1.).

The individual forms of usage may be pursued far back. The connec-

8*
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tion of the adverb with be is very common in Old-English, also with
immediate reference to an adjective or substantive: It is unsavory . . So
is mannes soule (P. PLOCGHM. p. 321.). Sory were the folk Englysch . .

So was al the Crystene folk eke (Ricn. C. DE L. 3035.)- To hardy man
wel ofte is foole . . So had the kyng y-ben neigh (ALIS. 5903.). Ye ealle

me master, and lord by name, Ye say fulle welle, for so I am (Town.
M. p. 181.)- It bese not so (p. 16.). Halfsax.: Unwis is pe king, swa
beoff his cnihtes (LAJAM. II. 259.). Cristine we beoff . . and ure elderne

swa weoren (III. 194.). pa wes Walwain lute child, swa wes pe offer

(II. 509). Anglosax.: Sva biff feonda peav. (Coo. Exox 136, 9.). Hit

vas svd (BoETH. 36, 6.). Ac hit nas na svd (SAX. CHR. 1051.). Hit ne

mag na svd beon (Exoo. 10, 11.). Even here the reference to preceding

predicative determinations is not wanting: Se forma dag biff halig, and
se seofoffa byff eall svd (Exoo. 12, 16.). With transitive as with in-

transitive velbs we find so with a reference backward to substantive ob-

jects. Old-Engl.: Heo no koupe of no fikelyng, and ne ondswerede not

so (R. OF GL. I. 30.). pis woreld is cleped sae, pe floweff and ebbeff swo
doff ec pis woreld (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 128.). Love, why
dostow so? (I. 167.) The word shal springen of him into Coloyne, So
hit shal to Acres and into Sesoyne (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 191.). "I luf

you ay." "So I do thee." (TOWN. M. p. 40.). "And shall be slayn?"
"So have I het." (p. 39.) It was wont to be clept Collos; and so

callen hit the Turks jit (MAUNDEV. p. 26.). Halfsax.: Swo hit wolde

godd (LAJAM. I. 7 ). pe king praeted Brutun, swa he dude Assaracun

(I. 22.V Frolle he sloh is iua, swa he wulle us alle do (III. 3.). Anglo-
sax.: Sva se Haelend unc bead (MARC. 11.6.). pa se Haelend .. oncneov,

pat hig svd betveox him pohton (2, 8.). Se pe tovyrpff an of pysum
lastum bebodum, and pa men sva laerff (MATH. 5, 19.). He pa sva dyde
(SAX. CHR. 853.). Elliptic sentences with so are to be met with here

and there. Old-Engl.: "I go to by shepe." "Nay, not so" (Tows. M.

p. 86.), here belongs how so; quoted at p. 111. Anglosaxon also: For
hvi svd? (THORPE, Anal. p. 107.) With adjectives and adverbs so often

stands without any specified measure : We that come so late after Adam
and Eve (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). Of the Freynsshe-men that were
so proude and bolde (Polit. S. p. 187.). His leman so fair and hend

(LAY LE FREINE 396 ). Gromes overe-growe so many grette inaistris

(DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 26.). We that were angels so fare, And sat so

hie (Tows. M. p. 4.)- Even in Anglosaxon svd as well as pus is often

employed with adjectives without any reference backwards: Ne gemette
ic svd mycelne geleafan on Israhel (MATH. 8. 10.). Hvi synt svd manige
minra feonda pe me svencaff? (Ps. 3, 1.) Hvi forlete pu me svd feor

minre haelo? (21, 1.).

A pleonastic so is peculiar to the older language, especially in narra-

tive : At Mede so bigynneth Ynde (ALIS 4825.). The quene of her londe
so is A damoysel of mychel prys (4920.). The wisest in that so was
Katoun (SEUYN SAGES 340.). Amideward that gardyn fre So wax a pin-
note-tre (557.). Crist, y-cleped hevene lomb, so com to seynt Jon (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 87.). Now Jhesu Crist so be with you (CHAUC.,
C. T. 4738.). This so is assimilated to the Old-French si: Car li levriers

par verite Si as vostre enfant estrangle (ROM. DBS SEPT SAGES 1313.).

La contesse et le noble conte Si ont demande Tespousee (MELLCSINE 1118.).

Et puis si dist a Urins. (1604.).

/3) Among indeterminate adverbs of manner othencise is often

put in the place of a predicative determination.

Her forehead was high; her eyebrows arched, and rather full

than otherwise (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 12.). How could it be other-
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wise (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). Had their position been other-

wise (LEWES, G. I. 6.). The adverb is treated analogously to

the adverbs how, thus, so. The simple other was formerly em-

ployed instead: If you think other Remove your thoughts (SHAKSP.,
Oth. 4, 2.). Who dares receive it other? (Macb. 1, 7.). "Are

you merry, knights?" "Who can be other, in this royal pre-
sence? (Pericles 2, 3.) Other, sometimes opposed to anders in

modern times, seems assimilated to the case of the indetermi-

nate pronoun some, with the supposition of a like reference

to how, not repeated: Although youngest of the family, he has
somehow or other got the entire management of all the others

(ScoiT, R. Roy 6.).
The older language uses the forms other, another, non other in such

wise that we have to consider them as neuter nominatives or accusatives

originally implicated with the construction. Old-Engl. : Other I ne kan
(WRIHHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 102.). po anoper we ssolde do (R. OF
GL. II. 447.). Nowther for love, ne dred, ne fere, Sey non other than
trowthe is (Cov. MYST. p. 63.)- Tak al in pacience Oure prisoun, for it

may non other be (CHACC., C. T. 1086.). Thereto he grauntyd sone anon ;

It woll non othyr be (SiR CLEGES 314). Halfsax. : Al heo puhten offer

(LAJAM. II. 87.) [an oper modern text]. Al offer hit itidde (III. 113.).

pa pohte he on otter (I. 122.). Ich ou sijje on oper (I. 31.). Nou per
is an otter (I. 311.). Al an offer hit iwserff (II. 302. Ah hit ilomp
an offer pa (II 162.) \operweies modern text], pat he nan offer seol-

den don (I. 388.). In Anglosaxon I find: ponne beo paer nan offre (?)

buton pat he gange to pam pryfealdan ordale (LEGG. CNUT. I. B. 27.).

The consideration of the case as absolute, that is, as an adverb, is close

at hand in some of the cases cited, wherefore operweies (!<A}AM. II. 162.)
is directly substituted for an offer. It may be incidentally observed that

in the modern somehow, above touched upon, the how is treated as inde-

finitely as where and whither in somewhere, somewhither, when in the
dialecticlal somewken, and what in the ancient somewhat, which occurs

adverbialy in Ormulum ( 168 81.). Comp Anglosaxon somhvylc.

7) Among the adverbs of the sentence, the affirmative and
the negative particles, whose historical development is stated

Vol. I. p. 406, need some further discussion as to their syntac-
tical side.

An affirmative sentence is one in which a predicate is put
to a subject. Where an affirmative particle appears, it may
appear as the abridged expression for a predicate put into unity
with a subject. But, so far as the speaker thereby expresses
his subjective agreement with a sentence or member of a sen-

tence, the agreement with a sentence in itself negative may also

be expressed thereby.
Assertions by adverbs, appearing inside or outside of the

sentence, are essentially distinct from the simple affirmation; yet

they more frequently stand inside the sentence, and give, outside

of it, a colouring to the expression of agreement with the sub-

ject, which reminds us of a judgment further determined. They
therefore are syntactically equal to expressions of probability
and possibility, so far as these denote the opinion of the

speaker about the contents of the sentence, while taking the form
of objective determinations.
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Undoubtedly he will relent and turn from his displeasure (MiLT.,
P. L. 10, 1093.)- "Surely," said the prince, "rny father must
be negligent in his change (JOHNSON, Rassel. 8.)- They are

surely happy (11.)- 'Tis certainly easier to get money than to

know anything about it (DouGL. JfiftROLD, Bubbles 1.). Sir John

positively weeps when he talks of your income (BuLW., Money
3, 4.). The loss of those thousands was surely a sufficient pu-
nishment; On this subject there would probably have been no
difference of opinion (MACAUL., H. of E. X. 20.). "Might I ask

who the fortunate lady is?" "Certainly" (BOURCIC., Lond.
Assur. 1, 1.) How the expression of subjective agreement bor-

ders on an objective determination of the sentence is shwen by
such instances as: "She is all that one can desire." ^Exactly"
(TROLL., Framl. Pars. 2, L).

Old-Engl. : I-wis, Nelde, ne woldi, That thou hevedest vilani (WOIGHT,
Anecd. p. 8.). Oure Loverd, that al makede i-wis (Pop. Treat, p. 132.).

We beth icome fram verre lond iwis (R. OF GL. II. 500.). Ac certes

Engelond is shent thurw falsnesse and thurw pride (WRIGHT, Polit. S.

p. 344.)- Forsope how inanye ever receyueden hym he jaue to hem po-
wer for to be made pe sones of god (WICLYFFE, Job. l, 12.). Forsope
in pe lawe Moyses comaundide \s for to stoon suche (8, 5.). Verament
I se the armes of Ser Torent (TORRENT 2705.). The better may we stere

the ship, that we shalle hafe, Certain (Tows. M. p. 24.). 'What have
I done, what have I saide?" -

"Truly, no kyns ille to me'' (p. 40.)
"Jhesu Crist, oure Lord, him self wepte for the deth of Lazarus his

frend." Prudens answerde: "
Certes, wel I wot, attemperel wepyng is no

thing defended." (CHACC., C. T. p. 151.' I.) Halfsax.: For pis is witer-

liche sop (LAJAM. II. 312.). Tun . . pat mon nu iwitterli clepeff seint

Deouwi (II. 3 1 3.). Wiff alle monnen ful iwis iwaerfr pe king riht-wis

(I. 289.). He fallepp wisslii for patt gillt I Goddess wrappe (ORM, 928.).

Anglosax.: Ne nan ping softKce be gevyrde ne gevyrff (A.-S, HOMIL. I.

114.). Vitodlic'e on eov becymff Godes rice (MATH. 12, 28.). Assertions

within the sentence often appear in the older language, as in Anglosax.
vitbdKce, as expletive particles, which have been completely weakened
down by frequent use.

The absolute affirmation, the yes, passes as the sign for

a sentence which is to be thought over again by the affirmer

as leaning against a thought uttered, when the repetition is al-

ways assumed in the form of an assertive sentence. It can more-
over take up determinations of the preceding sentence, or add
others to it. The affirmation attaches itself primarily to the

speech of another, which especially appears as a question. In
the modern language the affirmation then commonly stands, not

in the forms ay and yea, but in the form yes.

"Is not this true?" "Ay, Sir." (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). "Did
he wear armour?" Ay, from head to heel." (BrLW., Richel.

3, 4.) "Knave?" - "Ay, knave!" (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.

1, 1.). The chariot had not proceeded far, before Mr. Adams
observed it was a very fine day "Ay, and a very fine country
too", answered Pounce (FIELD., J. Andr. 3, 13.). "They would

laugh
"

"Laugh ay, and make ballads" etc. (SHERID,
School for Sc. 4, 3.). "Is Harry Hereford arm'd?" "Yea,
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at all points." (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.) They said unto him,

Yea, Lord (MATTH. 9, 28.) "Rosalind is your love's name?"

*Yes, just." (SHAKSP., As You Like It. 3, 2.) "Have they taken
in more wine to that company?" "Yes, sir." (SHERID. KNOW-
LES, Love-Chase 1, 1 ) "Oh, Mark, is there anything the mat-

ter?" "Fes, dearest, yes." (TROM.., Framl. Fars. 2, 9.) The
affirmation may moreover, after a negative sentence, cause this

to be thought as transformed into the affirmative form : "You are

not well yet?" "Yes" "I'm sure you are not." (SHERID.
KNOWLKS, Hunchb. 5, 1.)
The nffirmative ay, for which dialectically a (in Somersetshire) also oc-

curs, and which I, analogously to the negative nay, na, reduce to the

Anglosas. a, semper, Halfsax a, aj, a}e, could not be opposed to the

former in an affirmative sense till late. It is not to be pointed out with

certainty in ancient times, since it may coincide with the interjection "CM/,

a. Comp. : "He is kyng of Jues, I weyn
" U

A, that is writene wrang."
(TOWN M. p. 229.) Halfsax.: Annd tanne space Natanasel, Annd sejjde
till pe Laferrd; A, Majjstre, ice wat tatt tu full wiss Arrt Godess Sune

(ORM 12SOG. cf 13752.), In Old-English the forms }e, ye, yee, yei, yai,

}, ya, ]is, yis &c. run alongside of each other in the same meaning :

"Maister, shall I telle more?" "Je" quod the vox. (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
JI. 276.) "Love^ thou wel dame Margeri?" "Je, Nelde, witerli."

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.) "Is this," quod sche, "the cause of your unrest?"
*
Ye, certeynly," quod he. (CHACC., 0. T. 668tf.) "Art thou my fadir?"

"Ye," quoth he. (Aus. 740.) "Knowyste tbou of that man?" - The

harper seyd,
"
Yee, I wysse." (SiR CLEGES 479) M Sir, shalle I lif?"

*Yei" (Tows. M. p. 42.) "I dar you hyght, To bryng hym by the

hand." '"Yai, boy" (p. 68.) "Is his leuedi delivered with sounde?"
"
Ya, sir." (LAY LE FREINE 51.) "Wole ye sech thischace?" "

Ya,
sir." WRIGHT A. HALLIW , I. 152 ) "Wouch thou save he dwelle with me."
- "

Yea, Lord, so mut I thee." (TORRENT 2746 ) "Abid me her til min
horn come." "Jus, bi.the somer blome." (WMGHT, Anecd. p. 9.). Think

ye not he is worthy to dey? (Et clamabunt omnes u
}ys! tys! }ysl alle

we seye he is worthy to dey, ja/ }a.
f

}a! (Cow. MYST. p. :/9(>.) "Hastow
nat herd . .?"

"
Yis," quod this carpenter. (CHAUC., C. T. 3534.) Half-

sax.: Majj anij mann slan operr mann Annd cwellenn himm wipp herrte?

}a full wel sejjp patt Latin boc (Oim. 4450). pa andswerede Ma?rlin..

\use, }use lauerd king (LA}A.M, II. 297,). In Anglosaxon the form ge is

rarely to be met with instead of the fuller gea, ja, alongside of which
stands yese, yyse: "Hig, hig, micel gedeorf ys hit!" "Ge, leof, micel

gedeorf hit ys." (THORPE, Anal. p. 103. Hea, is familiar: "Hafst pu senig

gedeorf?' "Gea, leof, ic habbe." (ib.) "Ys pes of pinum geferiim?"
"Gea, he ys." (ib.) Lufast pu me svyffor ponne pas? He cva<3T to him:
Gea. Drihten (Jon. 21, 15. cf. 16). Ilvat vyllaff hig hine for godum
veorce ofslean? Hig andsvaredon and cvaedon: Gea, leof (Ev. NICOD. 8).
Eart pu Esau min sunu? and he cratf, /a, leof, ic hit eom GKN. 27, 24.).

The strengthened form gese, gise, gyse occurs more rarely: Ne saede ic pe
a?r pat sio gesaelff god vaere? Gyse, cviiff ic (BOETH. 34, 6.). Venst pu
piit se godcuncla anveald ne mihte afyrran pone anveald pam unrihtvisan
Kasere . .? Gise la gese. (16, 4.) Gea, ja answers to the Goth, ja, jdi,
which lives on in the Old-norse, Old-llighdutch, Swed., Dan., Modern-

Highdutch ja, and in Old-Friesish assumed the form je. Ga is directly
substituted in Halfsaxon for the Anglosaxon copulative particle ge, et,

which is employed like the Goth, jah, Old-Sax, jac, Old-llighdutch joh,
although it is to be distinguished from the affirmative Anglos, gea (ge}:
Godes e^he . . all cnawepp, \a patt tatt was, }a patt tatt is, }a patt tatt
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jet shall wurrpenn (ORM. 17693.) Comp. Anglosaxon: Eft he het ofslean

ealle pa visestan vitan Romana, ge furffon his agene modor and his agene
brodor, ge furfton his agen vif he ofslog mid sveorde (BoE-m. 16, 4.).

When the affirmative is not a response to the pronounced
thought of another, it is to be regarded as the affirmation of
a thought of the speaker. Yes chiefly points in this case

to a thought already pronounced, whereas ay and yea are usually
referred to a thought just about to be pronounced. This often

contains an outbidding, especially introduced by the assertive

yea, whereas ay frequently serves to introduce a reflection called

forth by surprise.

certainly, madam, your understanding should be convinced..

Yes, yes heaven forbid I should persuade you to do any-
thing you thought wrong (SHERID., School for Sc. 4, 3.). So to-

remunerate me for my troubles Yes, yes, remunerate me (Co-
LER., Pice. 1, 9.). It's dear old honest Ali Baba! Yes, yes, I

know (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). Joseph Surfuce. Give me
that book. [Sits down. Entir sir Peter.] Sir Peter. Ay, ever

improving himself Mr. Surface, Mr. Surface (SHKRID., Sch.

for Sc. 4, 3.). Ay, ay! more still! Still more new visitors! (Co-
LER., Pice. 1, 2.) Which he offered to swear to amongst a mil-

lion, ay, amongst ten thousand (FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 14.) The
fire and cracks of sulphurous roaring, the most migthy Neptune
Seem'd to besiege, and make his bold waves tremble, Yea, his

dread trident shake (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). Beneath him with
new wonder now he views . . Nature's whole wealth, yea more,
A heav'n on earth (MiLT., P. L. 4, 205.). Let them rejoice be-

fore God; yea, let them exceedingly rejoice (Ps. 68, 3.). That
heart hath burst that eye was closed yea closed before

his own (BYR., Bride 2, 26.). Others brought in cups, flagons,

bottles, yea barrels of liquor (ScoTT, R. Roy 5.).

In Old-English, at the beginning and in the course of the speech \e,,

ya <fec., is not rarely met with, not where an outbidding, but where a

only a more or less emphatic prominence is intended : po he awok, hym
pojte wonder of pys cas, Hys gode moder Alfyfe he tolde al hou yt was.
u
je leue sone," quap moder, "pe tokenyng herof ys, pe heye tre, pat

pou yseye, bytoknep pe ywys." (R OF GL. I 283.). Ther ic slow a mo-
tune, \e Sir, and fewe gete (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 200.). "Thei beth, as-

cure bokes telleth, Above Goddes werkes."
"
Ye, baw for bokes." (P.

PLOCGHM. p. 210.) Stynt, brodels, youre dyn; yes, every ychon I red

that ye harkyn to I begone (Tows. M. p. 142.). I am the comelyeste-

kynge clad in gleteringe golcle, ja, and the semelyeste syre that may be-

stryde a stede (Cov. MYST. p. 161.). And jett many bettyr than I, ja,
hath ben made cokolde (p. 120.); yet also with a decided outbidding:
Swithere schet a manes soule, \e swithere than suche sovene (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 134.). Wei mo thider goth, ich wene, \e mo than such
tene (ib.). I have not hitherto succeeded in pursuing this usage further.

In Middle-Highdutch j a serves to introduce exclamations : Jd herre, war-
umbe tet er daj (HOFFM., Fundgruben I. 128, 10), and to corroborate

in affirmative and negative sentences: Jd muoz ich truren iemer me (Wi-
GAL. 4916.). Jan weiz ich wie (PARZIV. 302, 16. Lachm.). In Goth, iai

often stands for the Gr. '/', where Anglosaxon commonly used softhce,
for instance MATTH. 9, 28. 11, 9.
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Affirmation in an answer is moreover expressed by an in-

complete sentence, which is to be completed from the question.
This often happens by means of the repetition of an auxiliary
or modal verb with a subject.
And was the ransom paid? It was (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 243.).

And can ambition a fourth proof supply? It can, and stronger
than the former three (7, 379.). "Do you hear?" "I do"

(SHERID. KNOWLES, Love-Chase 1, 3.) "Are you the Spirit?"
"/ am." (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). After a negative sentence,
the reply, without taking up the negation, is affirmative: "Have

ye not pray'd?" "We have, most fervently." (BYRON, Cain

1, 1.)

The older language also presents similar, as Anglosax. : "Hafst pu ha-

foc?" "Jc habbe." (THORPE, Anal. p. 103.) Compare also the answers

above cited with gea, in which auxiliary verbs are repeated. Yes and
No are else otherwise paraphrased: Sofflice sy eover sprac, Hyt ys, hyt

ys; Hyt nys, hyt nys (MATH. 5, 37.). It is moreover readily intelligible

that the assent of the answerer may be expressed by complete or incom-

plete sentences of various kinds.

Negative particles either appear within the sentence, or as

absolute negations, opposed to yes, apparently no longer as mem-
bers of a sentence.

The simple negation in a sentence, ne, Anglos, ne, Goth.

ni, Old-norse ne, has been gradually lost in the English language,
and has yielded to the compound not. We distinguish it from
the conjunctional particle ne (see Vol I. p. 406.), whose use has

been treated of in the doctrine of the compound sentence. A
few remains of that negation are met with in the sixteenth cen-

tury, and still later in verbal forms like nille (ne will), whereas
the conjunctional ne has been preserved to a much wider
extent.

The biasing sunne ne sJiineth halfe so brighte, As it was wont
to doe at dawne of daye (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, i.). The fla-

mes which me consume . . Ne can be quencht, within my secret

bowelles bee (SPENS., F. Qu. 2, 6, 49.). Ne can my ronning
sore finde remedee (3, 2, 39.). Yet n'ote their hongry vew be
satisfide (3, 9, 24.). I riill thine offred grace (2, 7, 33.). Will

you nil! you (SHAKSP., Taming 2, 1.). Hence forth n'arn I your
joy ne yet your sonne (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 2, 1.). Nylling to

dwell where syn is wrought (AsiiMOLE, Theat. Chem. Brit. 1652.

p. 117.). God will that such men should be witnesses with the

authority of this book, will they, nill they (LATIMER, Sermons I.

195.).

The simple negation, which in Anglosaxon regularly preceded the word
to which it belonged, and therefore mostly stood before the verb, was,

remarkably early, not considered as in itself sufficient as a negation of

the verb
;

it soon needed to a large extent a second negation, which, on
its side, was again compounded with-e. The simple particle was for a

long while preserved along with such negative pronouns, partly adverbial,

partly pronominal, as well as in combination with the conjunctional ne,

(ny). In Old-English the simple ne, without any other determination, is

soon found in principal sentences almost exclusively in combination
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with auxiliary and modal verbs: pou nart one ypayed oure tresour to

nyme (R. OF GL. I. 47.). per nys in pi kyndam so wys inoii (I. 145.).

per nes in al pe world swerd hym yliche (I. 49.). Hit nis uprijht fram
urthe bote mylen tuo (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136.). Ich ne mai mine
limes on wold (ANECD. p. 10.). Ne mai it wunen fler-inne (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 22(>.). He ne my}tte his wills have (WRIGHT, Anecd.

p. 11.). Ich ne der nemmen peo unkundeliche kundless of pisse deovel

scorpiun, attri i-teiled (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 60.) Houncurtes
ne willi be (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Whan he wist of pe Bretons, of

werre ne wild he fine (LANGT. I. 2.) Wi nul God mi snule fecche?

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.) Hethen nulli ben bi-nomen Til thou be ajein
comen p, 9). Ther aboute riul Y swynke (Aus. 541.). Hue ne snule

hit so wende (WRIGT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 115.). By my gabbyng
ne shal hit so gon (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 158.). Ne let hyne wite al that

thine heorte by-wite (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant I. 177. note). Other
1 ne kan (I. 102.). The preterito-present wot also belongs here: We
nvste war bileue (R. OP GL. I. 40 ). I ne wot, so God me sped (TOR-
RENT 488.). I ne wyste what to do was beste (SKELTON I. 31.). Other
verbs are to be met with here and there in principal sententes : Whose
jong lerneth, olt he ne lesetli (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 110.).
Gif pu havist sorwe ne say pu hit pin arege (I. 176.), especially if an-

other sentence with the conjunctional ne is attached to the negative
sentence: Hi ne bereth corn ne frut (WKIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. i:<8.). In

dependent sentences the sole negation ne is preserved with even

greater pertinacity, especially in certain constructions, when auxiliary
verbs and preterito-presents, but others also are again predominantly con-

sidered. This is especially the case in restrictive and consecutive depen-
dent sentences of negative principal sentences: Shal no lewed-

nesse lette The leode that I lovye That he ne worth first avauuced (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 45.). Ther nas king ne prince in al that lond That he nas

glad if he that grace fond (CHAUC., C. T. 15814.). Ther is no dedly synne,
but that it nas first in manues thought (p. 190. I.). Ther durste no

wight hand upon him legge That he ne swor anon be schuld abegge
(3935 .) Hue ne shule hit so wende, That hit ne shal atte ende Showe
himself wythynne (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 115.). He ne sold

it leten for pinke livihiude pet he ne solde pe up-breidiu (I 179.). Nen-

nyn hys scheld uom, And dude bytwene, pat pe strok so depe per inne

ne com pat pe emperour ne my\te yt out drawe (R OF GL. I 4y.). But

yit nere cristen Britouns so exiled That ther nere some etc (CiiAcc., C.

T. 4967.). Ve also stands in consecutive sentences: pat folk he hett of

pe town so noble bold per rere pat in al Engelond so noble a cite nere

(R. OF GL. I. 44 ). Ys herte was so gret . . pat he ne my\t glad be, ar

he awreke were (I. 135.) Of thundre hi beoth so sore agast that hi nule

whoder fleo (WRIGHT, Pop Treat. 136 ). His gowne so shorte that it ne

couer myghte His rumpe (SKELTON I. 43.). Nt likewise continues longer
in use in conditional sentences containing an unrealized supposition,
without regard to the form of the principal sentence: The silver, That
the poraille of the parische Sholde have, if thei ne were (P PLOCGIIM.

p. 6.). Sherreves of shires Were shent if she ne were (p. 45.). If he ne

hadde pite of mannes soule, sory songe mighte we alle synge (CuAcc.

p. 190. II.). And cumeff ut al newe, ne were his bee untrewe (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant I. 210.). Ne hadde Piers with a pese loof Preyed
Hunger to cesse They hadde be dolven (P. PLOCGIIM. p. 127 sq.), We
mees wolde destruye . . Nere the cat (p. 12sq). In final sentences
tenses of various verbs are often found with ne : pat we to grete maistres

nere drive ous out of pe londe (R. OF GL. I. 40.). Cave ge haves? to cre-

pen in SFat winter hire ne derie (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 214.).
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Bihoveff us to rennen to Cristes quike welle <5Tat we ne gon to belle (I.

216.). Hither also may be reckoned: Thu loke that ich ne falle (I. 102.).

Nym god jeme of pis castel here, Were he move pe luper Vortiger wytye
fro pe depe, pat ich in ys inneward my swerd ne make a schepe (R. OF
GL I. 135.). We also meet with the simple ne in other dependent
sentences: Beter pe pere (vere?) child pat pat pu ne havedest (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 177.). Thu praye Jhesu Crist . . That he me
ne i-misse (I. 102.). He made gret mone Of hem pat of scapede, pat heo
nadde be dreynt echone (R OF GL. I 55.). penne ajte yt be ynowj . .

Loue & frenschipe aske vs . . Thaw pou ne askedest per vppe pralhed
euermo (I. 47.). Jhesu Crist . . So wisely helpe me, as I ne may (CHAUC.,
C. T. 7172.); of course in adjective sentences also: Into that blisse that

tunge ne mai tellen (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 102.). Monimon
wenet pat he wenen ne parf (I. 174.). pe mon pat ti wise ne can (I.

176). Often to penchen don pat he ne scolde (I 180.). Even in Half-

saxon the sole ne is employed in a limited measure; even here it is

chiefly the auxiliary verbs and the preterite-presents with which is usually

appears proclitically, without the support of a negative complete word.
It need not be mentioned that principal sentences present the negation
as it has been preserved for centuries, although we principally find them

leaning upon other negations. It is, however, to be observed that its

preservation in negative sentences of a certain kind is here prepared, as,

for instance, in the subordinate sentence with a negative principal
sentence: Nauede Belin nan cnihte pet he nces pere god kimppe (LA-

JAM. I. 241 ), Nefde he neuere naenne coc pat he noes keppe swide (swifre)

god, neuaer nanes cnihtes swein pat he nes bald pern (II. 413.). The

simple negation also comes habitually out in conditional sentences
containing an unrealized supposition: Annd tanne waere uss gajhennlaes
All Jesu Cristess come, }iff patt he ncere daed forr uss (Onm. 21 19.). Annd
jet bilammp himm operr wa . . jiff patt he ncere waepned wel (4766.).

^iff be wollde inakenn braed Annd makenn itt ne mihhte pa waere he . .

I gloterrnesse fallen (11617.) patt munnde don uss litell god jiff patt
he purrh hiss are Ne come forr to lesenn uss (139 If..). Of alle pingen
heo weore god jif heo neore to warned (LAJAM. I. 271.). All comm oferr

drijjefot, All alls itt waterr no-re (10338.); likewise in final sentences:

Forrpi wass jho till Josaep . . weddedd patt jho ne waere shamedd her

(ORM, 1989.). Mikell ned wass himm pat Godd pat belless herrde rin-

genn, pat he ne felle paere daed (906.) and often in other conditional de-

pendent sentences. In the use of this ne, and in that of the proclitic ne

and the enclitic en in Middle-Highdutch, some analogy is found, especially
so far as the preterito-presents preserve the unaccented negation. The
remnants of the ne in modern English are explained by what has been

quoted. Anglosaxon forms like neom (ne eom), nillan (ne villan), nitan

(ne vitan), nabban (ne habban) (fee have contributed to preserve this ne-

gation. In Anglosaxon the negation ne needs with no verb any support
from another negative notion, although the particle is not usually absent

where another negative notion appears : Nas him friuna a?fre aer gevorden

(CAKDM. 5.) pas gescy ne eom ic vyrffe to beranne (MATH. 3, 11.). Ve
ne mihton secgan sva svitfe embe pat sva sva ve voldon (BASIL ,

Hexamer.

1.). Se pe nele gelyfan (2.). Synna ne cuffon, firena fremman (CAEDM.
18.). Elles ne ongunnon raeran on roderum, nymfte riht and soil (-'0.).

He setes ne gymde (BASIL., Hexamer. 1.). His teff ne vagodon (DEUTER.

34, 7.). Monige hvile biff pam men full va, pe bine ne varnaS (CAEDM.

630.). Ne cvedaff betveox eov, Ve habbaff Abraham etc. (MATH. 3, 6.).

Him paer oviht ne derede (CAEDM. 3792.) (fee.

Not, which has taken the place of ne
, Old-Engl. naught, nought,

nojt, not, nat, Halfsax. nawiht, naiehit, no iciht, no whit, noht)
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Anglosax. ndviht, nduht, ndht, noviht, noht, that is ne-d-viht; Goth.
ni vaiht and vaifit ni ovfrlv /n^ev; Old-Highdutch niwiht, neowiht',

Middle-Highdutch niwiht, newiht, niht; Old-Friesish naivet, naut,

operates in the modern language only as an adverbial accusative,
whereas the substantive meaning remains reserved for the older

forms naught, nought. It is commonly subjoined to the verb of

the sentence, and is often weakened and abbreviated enclitically
and in point of form in living speech, especially with auxiliary
and modal verbs.

I not doubt, He came alive on land (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.).

Yet do not rise (TENNYS. p. 241.). I may not speak of what I

know (p. 309.). Are you not his nearest relation? (BuLW., Mo-

ney 1, 1.) The enclitical dependence of the abbreviated nega-
tion, which may also be combined with the rejection of sounds
of the verbal form, is to a certain extent analogous to that of the

proclitic ne in Anglosaxon: It isn't possible (DICKENS, Christm.
Car. 2.). You havVf touch'd'em (DorcL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.).

There's hardly one ofem that doesnV go to the Bank (ib.). DidnY

you say it struck you in the same light? (SHERID., Critic. 1.).

I'm sure, I didn'f I don't exactly know; but I thought as

perhaps I can'Z remember (BOURCIC,, Lond. Assur. 3, 1.).

Can'f we understand one another? (DouGL. JERKOLD, Rent. Day
2, 1.) I couldn't well sleep (ib.). I won'i hear a word (CoL-
MAN, Jeal. Wife 4, 2.). You won't refuse the king's health?

(FARQUHAR, Recruit. Officer 1,1.) I wouldnV have believed it

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 19.). You shaVz want men (FARQUHAR,
Recr. Offic 2, 1.). I say you shan't! I will be king in my own
house (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 3, 1\ Oh, sir, but you mus'w'f

- DOUGL. JERROLD, Bubbles 2.). He needn't go away (DICKENS,
Pickw. 2, 19.). No, no, we neednV say that neither (SHERID.
KNOWLES, Virgin. 1, 1.) and others. The combination, of can
with the unabbreviated not, usual in modern times, which, how-
ever, is not extended to canst, does not take place where the nega-
tion or the verb is intended to be made prominent: It cannot
be but that I shall be saved (TENNYS. p. 241.). Can not may
be a more civil phrase than will not, but the expressions are

synonymous where there is no moral possibility (SqoTT, R. Roy
1.). It can not be, can not be, can not be! (CoLER., Pice. 3, 1.)

My judgment may mistake; my heart can not (ib.). Not is not

employed instead of nought as an object of the verb; therefore, in

passages like : He added not, and from her turn'd (MiLT., P. L.

10, 909.), the verb is to be regarded as intransitive.

The use of not instead of ne rests not so much upon a confusion of

the latter with the former, as upon the retention of not, with the rejec-
tion of ne, whence also is explained the position of not as a negation of

the sentence. Not (naught) is early in use as an accusative adverb streng-

thening the negation ne; the ne is long preserved concurrently in the
sentence. Old-Engl. : Ne schal hire nawicht reowen hire dale (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 2.). Ancre ne schal nawt for-wurfre scole-meister

(II. 4.). Ne ga noht ut of tune (ib ). Me ne durste with segge it nojt
(R. OF GL. I. J 29.). He ne scholde hire nojt i-seo (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 132.). The passage, that Sahaladyn ne myghte not passen (MAUNDEV.
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p. 36.). His hors was good, but he ne was nought gay ((JHAUC., C. T.

74.). Ne herest nought thou what the carter saith? (7134). In the fif-

teenth century this combination of ne . . not begins gradually to disap-

pear. In Halfsaxon the corresponding forms of the accusative adverb are

frequently added to ne, without any great weight's being always ascribed

to it: Forr nollde he nawihbt lefhenn (OEM. 10351.). Ne wndre pou
naviht per fore (LA;AM. I. 21.). Nis hit nowit jare (I. 145.)- Ne beo

pu, Marje, nohht forrdredd (ORM, 2205.). Jho . . nollde nohht Majjphadess
laen forrlesenn (2277.). .Mass }ho nohht swa wipp childe (302 1.). Mann
ne ma?} nohht borrjhenn ben (3248.). patt tu ne file nohht ti lif (4436.).

Heo nefden noht ane moder (LAJAM. I. 10.). He nes noht iseli (III. 155.).

Nis me noht iqueme (I. 26.). Even in Anglosaxon naviht is sometimes

accompanied as an adverb by the verbal negation ne: pat pu naht ne

tveoge (BoETH. 5, 3.). Nauht gode ne sint (16.). Hu ne vast pu, pat hit

nis nauht gecynde etc. (ib.). Ne on nanum earde ne byff naht eatfe call

fugolcynn (BASIL., Hexamer 8.). The appearance of the adverb not as

a sole negation of the sentence long precedes the disappearance of ne, so

that ne . . not and not occur beside each other. Old-Engl : pat me myjte
not be ysome (R. OF GL. I. 40.) Leve pu pe nout to swipe up pe se

flod (WRIGHT AJ HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 175.). Pley not with me, but pley
with thi pere (II. 43.). Werre withouten hede is not wele (LANGT. I. 2.).

I wol nat preve it here (P. PLODGHM. p. 3 ). The kyng called a clerk,

Kan I noght his name (p. 43.). But it is not so (MAUNDEV. p. 10.). They
anoynte not the seke men (p. 19.). He was not pe lijt (WYCLIFFE, Job.

1, 8.). Hes receyueden hym not (1, 11.). I may not ete more than a

mayde (CHACC., C. T. 3707.). It wol not be (3709.). Thou schalt therof

nought beo anoyed (Aus. 274.). The attendant ne is sometimes wanting
to the verbal notion, even in Halfsaxon: Annd space he nohht wipp tunge
(ORM. 224.). Forr pe wollde nohht Onn ane wise gilltenn (3110.;; as also

in Anglosaxon: ponne viis he naviht hefig (GCTHLAC 2.). Nose habbaff

and naviht gestincaff (Ps. 134, 17.). From these are to be distinguished
those cases in which the negation applies to a single notion, without

touching the verb of the predicate; pat mynster vas gevorden and getim-
bred noht micle aer (THORPE, Anal. p. 50.). pat onginneff fram Grante
ea naht feor fram psere cestre (GUTHLAC 3.) Halfsax. : pa isejen heo na-
wiht feorren a muchel fur smokien (LAJAM. III. 21.). Old-Engl.: At Trom-

pyngtoun, nat fer fro Cantebrigge, Ther goth a brook (Cn.\cc., C. T.

3919.).

The substantives whit, jot, bit, rush, and the like, again subse-

quently added to not, when weakened by the generality of its

use, are to be regarded as accusatives of measure, and fre-

quently appear, even in abbreviated sentences.
'

"The stone's too hard to come by."
- Not a whit your lady

being so easy." (SFIAKSP., Cymb. 2, 4.) "Sir, I make you stay
somewhat long."

uNot a whit, sir." (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in

his Hum. 4, 4.) "But, speaking of green eyes, Are thine green?"
"Not a ivhit. Why so?" (LoNGF. I. 165.) "But you are never

the nearer dying, I hope, for making your will?" "Not a jot"
(SOUTHERN, Oroon. 4, 1.) I would not care a pin, if the other

three were in (&HAKSP., Love's L. L. 4, 3.). "Every one thinks

Sir John Vesey a rich man.'' "And are you not, papa?"
"Not a bit of it." (BuLw., Money 1, 1.) For me individually,

Sir, my relation does not care a rush (Maltrav. 6, 5.). I'm old

enough now not to care a fig for a father-in-law (T.H. HOOK,
Jack Brag L). The article a is strengthened by being trans-
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formed into the numeral one: I woll not crye one whit more (JACK
JrcLER p. 23.). You don't seem one whit the happier at this

(SHERID., Riv. 4, 3.). Instead of these negations no whit is also

used, in which no appears as a negative pronoun : The waste is

no ivhit lesser than thy land (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1
.).

The Forms a (one) whit, no whit seem to have arisen from the con-
fusion of the Anglosaxon compounds dviht, naviht with an viht, nan viht;
even in the thirteenth century non wiht meets us: Ne haveff 2Tat venim
non might to deren him siffen non wigt ((WRIGHT A. HARLIW., Rel. Ant.

J, 216.), as any wight is chosen instead oi''dviht (ought, aught): Yifthou
me lovest ani wight Let me of him han a sight (SKUYN SACKS 293.).

Earlier separations of a wiht, no whit, which ancient texts present, are
to be judged like many similar separations of the elements of compounds.
Halfsax : Jif heo wes a wiht hende (LAJAM. I. 299.). Me punched

1

pat
mi feeder is no whit felle (I. 139.), In Anglosaxon viht also served,
without any adnominal determination, to strengthen the negative sen-

tence; Ne pearft pu pe viht ondrsedan (CAEDM. 2162.). The addition of

a substantive, denoting a trifling object, to the negative particle, so fa-

miliar to the Romance tongues, is also not seldom met with in Old-Engl. :

Not to grucchen a yrott ajeine Godis sonde (Depos. OF RICH. II. p. 2.).

For to dy now rek I no dele (TOWN. M. p. 169.). Such terms for unim-

portant things often appear in negative sentences, where they can or must
be considered as objects of the verb: I count it not a flye (CHACC., C.

T. 4190.). This Absalon ne rougbte not a bene Of al his pleye (3770.).
To be corsed in consistorie She counteth noght a bene (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 31.). Therof sette the meller not a tare (CHAUC., C. T. 3998. cf. 4054).
I sette nought an hawe Of his proverbe (6240.). Bi alle men set I not

a forte (Tow.N. M. p. 16.) and the like.

Nothing, Anglosaxon nan ping, has also long appeared as a

strengthened negation; like not, it is originally an adverbial ac-

cusative, which, after the abandonment of the ne, standing with

the verb of the predicate, now stands alone as a negation of the

sentence,
I nothing know where she remains (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 3.). I

something fear my father's wrath; but nothing . . what His rage
can do on me (1, 2.). Goethe's precocity was nothing abnormal

(LEWES, G. I. 23.).

Old-Engl.: Kyng Richard them no thing ne dradde (Rrcn, C. DE L.

5593.). ping pat wonep & no ping wexep, sone it ys ydo (R. OF GL.

I. 42.). No thing forgat he the care and wo (CHAUC , C. T. 6309.). It is

often found in opposition and mere connection, of course without ne,

where no verb of the sentence combines immediately with it: Broun they
beon, and nothing wight (Aus. 6579.). They were full glad, and nothinge
lothe (!POM. 2102.). I am havy and nothing fayn (Tows. M. p. 39). It

is drye and nothing fructuous (MAUNDKV. p 42.). In Halfsaxon naming
often stands instead of nan ping, even adverbially: And seiden . . pat
ne durste Edwine king cumen to-}spines him natting (LAJAM. III. 240.).

pat no biff he for pan watere naffffing idracchecl (II. ;")02.) Anglosaxon
often strengthens the negation ne by nan ping: Ne ondrsede ge eov nan

ping (GKS. 45, 5.). And nolde nan ping Godes vord underfon on his

heortan (Exoo. 7, 23). jVas pat nun ping vundor (Due-run. 1, 37.). Ne
fremaff hit me nan ping (A -S. HOMIL. I. 54.). Hugo eac an (sc. net),

pe hit ne gebette nan ping (SAX. CHR. 1088.) Ncenig ping and na;nige

pinga are likewise used: pat pat ncenig ping ne gedaieiiade (BEDA 2, 11.),

alse without ne: pat pat nvenige pinga beon meahte (2, 5.).
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The negation no, Anglosaxon nd, agreeing with never in its

fundamental meaning, was also employed as a negative of the

sentence. We still find it partly with comparatives, partly in

incomplete or contracted sentences in the second member of a

disjunctive relation. We here disregard no as an absolute nega-
tion of the sentence.

Go in peace, Humphrey, no less beloved, Than when thou wert

protector of the king (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 2, 3.). 'Tis but

a base ignoble mind Thut mounts no higher than a bird can soar

(2, I.). Proceed no straiter 'gainst our uncle Gloster (3, 2.).

Finding myself every day grow more angry, and the government
growing no better, I left it to mend itself (GOLDSM., She Stoops

2.). No, more of that I say (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 2, 4.).

But hope no longer Comforts my soul (LoNGF. I. 189.). Down
sank Excalibar to rise no more

(. J88.). By and by you dis-

covered that I was no worse for all the quartos that have trans-

migrated into ideas within me (BuLw., Caxtons 1, 4.). With
the comparatives is connected otherwise, allied to them in con-

struction : We do no otherwise than we are willed (SHAKSP., I

Henry VI. 1, 3.). For no with comparatives comp. Vol. I. p. 407.

My prime request . . is, 0, you wonder, If you be maid or

no (SHAKSP., Ternp. 1, 2.). 'Tis after in his choice to serve or

no (BEN JONS., Poetast. 1, 1.). For whether these fell wounds,
or no, He has receiv'd in fight, are mortal, Is more than all my
skill can foretel (BrxL., Hud. 1, 3, 260.). I am perplex'd and
doubtfoul whether or no 1 dare accept this your congratulation

(Coi.KR., Pice. 1, 1.). Thou, God, knowest alone whether this

was or no (TENNYS. p. 239.). In the cases aforesaid we likewise

meet with the particle not. Not is especially found in immediate
combination with a comparative, if the second member of the

comparison with than comes, complete or abridged, alongside of

the first, although no is likewise used in this case, and the par-
ticle not may also appear without than following it: They dreaded
not more th'adventure than his voice forbidding (MiLT., P. L. 2,

473.). Not more affronted by avow'd neglect, Then by the mere
dissembler's feign'd respect (Cowp. p. 41.). The victorious em-

peror . . remained at Rome not more than two or three months

(Gir.BON, Decl. 10.). William was not less fortunate in marriage
than in friendship (MACAUL . H. of E. III. 11.). A canary, endeared
to her not more by song than age (BuLw., Caxtons 4, 4.). Happy
am I, that have a man so bold . . And not less happy, having
such a song (SiiAKSP., II Henry IV. 5, 2.). While this was done
in Clydesdale, an act not less horrible was perpetrated in Esk-
dale (MACAUL., H. of E. II. 71.). Notional differences are more-
over sometimes attached to the use of no and not. Thus no more,
no longer, which have become formal, are used in the sense of

the Gr. OIJX.ETI, without reference to a notion to be drawn into

the comparision, and are distinguished from the forms of the same
sound referred to a notion, expressed or understood, serving as

a standard, as in the French ne . . plus from ne-pas plus No
also would not be in its place, where the negation has to attach
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itself more closely to be verbal notion than to the comparative,
with which compare: Bringest thou not more to them than thou
receivest? (CoLER., Pice. 4, 6.), where the centre of gravity of

the rhetorical, negative question touches, not the equality of

the number, but its superiority, and not so much a member
of a sentence as a sentence with its object is called in question.
In the disjunctive relation the particle not is, along with rao, in

use with no less justification : I don't know whether your sister

will like me, or not (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). We may choose
whether we will take the hint or not (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). Do
you believe in me or not

1

? (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.) He had
read all the disputes of schoolmen, whether or not the notion of

a Supreme Being is innate (Bui/vv., Maltrav. 1, 4). But when

English grammarians declare not in this case to be more cor-

rect than no, they disregard the historical foundation of the

use of no.

The adverb no, na, for which in Old-English as in Halfsaxoii neo also

appears, was widely diffused in ancieut times, taking the place of not

and ne, so that it appears completely weakened. The form nay, Halfsax.

nee is rarer, save in the absolute negation. It is also employed for the

conjunctional ne = nor. Comp. Old-Engl. : Ac n'ys ther non, fool neo

wys, Kyng, no duyk. neo knyght of pris (Aus. 13.). Halfsax.: pat pe
king nefde nane cnihtes neo nauere namne cunes mon (LAJAM. II. 147.).
Nulle ic nauere mare . . heren into Rome nee nauere mare heom senden

gauel (I. 413.) Ne recche ich noht his londes, his seoluer no his goldes

(II. 290.), for which the way was paved in Anglosaxon. The mingling
of the older negative particles seems certain, although it does not always
take place in the older literature. The Old-English use of na, no for the

Lat. nequaquam, non, whose gradual weakening is uot surprising, has,

however, an historical foundation: pe prowes pat pe Brute dude no tonge
no telle ne may (R. OF GL. I. 12.). Tho were thai wounded so strong,
That thai no might doure long (ARTHOUR A. MERLIN p. 359.). No beo
the nought loth (ALIS. 303.). That heo no. scholde the deth thole (7350,).
With marchauns to beon weore hende, No weore acountis at the bordis

eynde! (7361.). Putt thi hande in my side, no fres tTowN. M. p 291.).

For ferd I qwake and can no rede (p. 15.). Halfsax.: Nulle ic na so don

(LAJAM. I. 266 ). Swa muchel swa per neuere aerer na mon no isumnede

(III. 4.). pat he nauere mid unfriffe France no isohte (III. 47.). An-

glosaxon frequently used the particle nd, no as a stronger negation,
with and without support form ne with the verb: Mm unriht ic

nd ne helede vtff pe (Ps. 31, 5.). Ne eom ic nd Crist (Jon. 1, 20.). Ne
mag ic pas nd tveogan (BOETH. 35, 9.). Nis nd pat fyr of psere beorht-

nisse, ac seo beorthnisse of pam fyre (THORPE, Anal. p. 81.). No hie

fader cunnon (BEOV. 2715.). No peer aht cvices lafr lyftfloga lapfan volde

(4618.). No mihton godas beon pa pe manna handum gevorhte vaeron

(BEDA, Sm. 544, 31 ). Feala godra hama pe ve genemnan nd cunnan

(SAF. CHR. 1001.), As to the usage of the particle with comparatives,
it is not only intelligible in itself, but also regarded with favour. Old-

Engl.: Mede the mayde, Na-mo dorste abide (P. PLOUGHM. p. 42.) Mede
the mayde, And na-mo of hem alle (p. 43.). Ich haue o child and na mo
(LAY LE FREINE 111.). We will no more be wroth (Tows. M. p. 31.).

Heo myjte no leng at. stonde (R. OF GL. I. 122.). Mai ich no lengore

lyve (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 149.). The maiden abode no lengore (LAY LB
FREINE 156.). Thus ihalle these folk no farthere sprede (Tows. M. p. 57.).

My son may be slayn no nar (p. 37.). For nothemo, notheless see the
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Adversative Coordination. Halfsax.: pa nolde Brutus na inare pat
hit swa ihaten weore (LAJAM. I. 82.). Loke pat pu namare swulc ping
ne iscire (II. 293.). Heo nolden hem no more feden (I. 14V). pat he
ne moste libben na lenyere pene seouen jere (I. 294.). To drejhenn helle

pine, All affterr patt tin addlinng iss Na lesse ne na mare (()RM. 17704.).
Nahht ne majj he wurrpen full . . Na mar pann helle majj beon full

(10221.). Ice amm mann . . Annd nohht na mare pann a mann Daep-
shildij (18314.). patt Godd ne shollde kepenn Na mare to beon peoww-
tedd swa (10089.)- purrh patt teft nolldenn nohht tatt boc Flaeshlij na

lenngre folljhenn (I3i62.). Anglosax. : Ve his na mare ne cunnon (A.-S.
HOMIL. I. 154.). Se vuldorfasta cyning . . pa nolde paera deofla gema-
tfeles na mare habban (Ev. NICOD. 29.). AT

o on vealle leng bidan volde

(BEOV. 6404.). py ylcan geare forveartf na Ids ponne XX scipa (SAX.
CHR 897.). In a disjunctive member of a sentence this negation is so

much the more natural as it seems adapted for
oppositions generally.

Here also the foim nay is met with: Whethyr will ye come or nay*
(IpoMTDOB 1844.) Anglosax.: Anra gehvylc vat gif he besvnncgen vas
d&ffe nil (THORPE, Anal. p. 116.). Comp.: Ve visceaff pat ve on Egypta
lande vseron aer dead and na on pisum vestene (NfM. 14, 3.). With
comparatives and in the disjunctive member an adverbial nan, non, none,
is also met with in ancient times, which points to the Anglosaxon nan

(ne-an). Old-Engl. : And nom of hem sykernesse, pat hii ne solde mysdo
nanmore (R. OF GL. I. 178.). pat heo ne wyllede yt nanmor (I. 286.).
For no swerd myjte with ys dunt none lengur laste (I. 17.). On smale

trees, that ben non hyere than a mannes breek girdille (MAUNDEV. p. 50.).
Whethir he wolde or noon (CHAUC., .0. T. p. 191. I). Wethir it oughte
needes be doon or noon (ib.). Wheder ye wille or none (Tows. M.

6248.).
None also appears as a stronger negative in other combinations:

e callys hym so bot he is none (TOWN. M. p. 229.). Even now many
dialects use non, none for not at all. Even Anglosaxon used nan (ne-an)
as an adverbial accusative for nequaquam. Beo . . scyldig, butan he mid
affe cyfran durre, pat he hit nan rihtor ne cufle (LEGG. CSOT. I. B. 14.).

The separation of the pronominal no, nullus, from the adverbial no,

nequaquam, is in many cases to be explained only historically. Nowhere,
cite'd Vol. I. p. 407. is found in Halfsaxon as nawer, nohware, nowher

LAJAM. I. 32, 358. and often and in Anglosaxon as nahvar, ndhvdr GEN.
19, 7., Ps. 90, 10., see GREIN, Gloss. II. 273. In no one, on the other

hand, no, as in no man, nobody, nothing, is to be regarded as the pro-
noun, so that one has not to go back to a na an, formed after nan, ne-

an. No one has moreover a somewhat different shade of meaning from
not one: I . . who ought to love no one (Bui/w., Money 1, 4.). And now
that I care for no one (ib.). Not one will change his neighbour with
himself (POPE, Ess. on M. 2, 261.). In the latter case the denied unity
comes out more strongly than in the former, where the individual is

expressed by one without making its individuality prominent.

Never, as well as no, nunquam, stands with the meaning of a

negative particle in which the idea of time recedes altogether,
or gives only a greater decisiveness to the negation.

Hast thou never an eye in thy head? (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. "2,

1.) I'll be damned for never a king's son in Christendom (1, 2.).

Never fear, never fear (SHERID., Riv. 2, 2.). People will say,
that miss didn't know her own mind

;
but never mind that (4, 2.).

Grey and his cavalry never stopped till they were safe at Lyme
again (MACAUL., H. of E. II. 146.). Thus never is also often

found before the comparative accompanied by the: As broken
laws are ne'er the worse, Nay, till they're broken have no force

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. q
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(BuTL., Hud. 2, 2, 279.). But you are never the nearer dyingr

I hope, for making your will (SOUTH., Oroon. 4, 1.). Compare
also nevertheless, used for the older natheles, notheles, Anglosaxon
nd py Ids. Nevertheles is found in CHAUC., C. T. 5244. TOWN.
M. p. 74.

Old-Engl.: Who openyde his yjen we witen neuer (WYCL., Joh. 9, 21.),

comp. Anglosax. ve nyton. I wyst never what I meot (Tows. M. p. 80.).

How that I tend rek the never a deille (p. 13.). To wylderness I wille

for-thi Enfors me for to fare, And never longer with hir dele (p. 79.).

Combinations like never-the-lattere, never-the-nere are familiar. See HAL-
LIW. vv. Similarly even in Halfsaxon this adverb often makes the regard
to time fall into the background: pe king heom for-leas pat nefde he

ncefer enne (LAJAM. I 110.). Sannt Johan hemin dide wel To seon and
tunnderrstanndenn patt he nass ncefr an off pe treo (ORM. 10348.). Even
in Anglosaxon a mere strengthening of the negation by nasfre seems some-
times intended: Ne pvyhst pu ntefre mine iet (Joe. 13.8.), in which cer-

tainly the Greek text takes the lead: ov ur) ri^f lovs 7i6J? /*ov tie
tov aidivft, rendered by WYCLIFFE: pou schalt not wasche to me pe
feet into wip outen ende.

Never has also stood from ancient times in a peculiar relation

within a complete or abridged concessive dependent sentence

(also in the form of an imperative or interrogative sentence) in

combination with so, such, where the negative form may also

yield to the affirmative ever, and the former is frequently termed
incorrect by modern English grammarians. In former times

never interchanged with no and not, whereby the negative mode
of expression is historically secured against the views of gram-
marians. The entrance of the negation into the concessive mem-
ber is also explained by the supposiiion of the speaker that the

determination of degree or kind from which an inference opposed
to the principal sentence might be derived is to be thought as

absolutely unrealized.

It shall be so, disdain they ne'er so much (SHAKSP., I Henry
"VI. 5, 3.). And creep time ne'er so slow, Yet it shall come, for

me to do thee good (John 3, 3.). No, none can hear him, cry
he ne'er so loud (MARL., Jew of M. 4, 2.). Ask me never so

much dowry and gift, and I will give According as ye shall say
unto me (&ENES. 34, 12.). Which will not hearken to the voice

of charmers, charming never so wisely (Ps. 58, 5.). If your in-

side be never so beautiful you must preserve a fair outside also

(FIELD., T. Jon. 3, 7.). Besides, a slave would not have been
admitted into that society, had he had never such opportunities

(BENTLEY, Dissert, on Phalaris.).

The affirmative ever in such a case operates in the same man-
ner as in the generalizing and concessive sentence in general:
So tho' he posted e'er so fast, His fear was greater than his

haste (BuTL., Hud. 3, 3, 63.). No place, tho' e'er so holy should

protect him (Rows, Fair Penit. 2, 2.). No school, though ever

so private, will ever make him good (FIELD., J. Andr. 3, 5.).

And all the question (wrangle e'er so long) Is only this, if God
has placed him wrong (POPE, Essay on M. 1, 49.).
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In Old-English never appears the most frequently: No beter sped heo,
nere pat werk ner so strong (R. OF GL. I. 128.). Ne be he ner so stout,

jet he bith y-soht out (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p 216.)- Be it in perill neuer

so strong, Y schal the help in right and wrong (AMIS A. AMIL. 1450.).
Telle ich the ensaumple neuer so god, Thou me baldest of wit wod (SE-
CTS SAGES 1551.)- And certis, the riche kyng of Mede, Hadde he never

suche ferhede, His ost wried see and lond, Yet he crepe undur cure bond

(ALIS. 3059.). If we make never siche care His lyfe may we not wyn
(TowN. M. p. 280.). Yit if I be never so old, I myn fulle welle that

prophetes told (p. 155.). Thof Isaak be never so fayre . . Goddes bydyng
shalle I not spare (p. 3719.). I xal horn in hast, be it nevyr so late

(Cov. MYST. p. 76.). In ancient times ne . . no is used: pat water of

Bape . . pat euer ys yliche hot . . ne be chele no so gret (R. OF GL. I.

7.). So pat pys Macolm, nere he no so prout, Dyde kyng Wyllam omage
(II. 388.). And suor ys more op To be ycrouned wypoute hym, nere

hym no so lop (I. 242.). Halfsax.: Ne beo he na swa leof mon, uorff

he seal liffen (LAJAM. II. 155.). Ne mihte na mon suggen, naere he na
swa hende mon, of halue pan blissen pa weoren mid pan Brutten (II.

595.). Here also we meet ne . . noht: Nas naevtere pe ilke bern . . pat
he naes sone daed, neore he noht swa dohti (I. 326.). Ne beo he noht

swa loh iboren, ful wel he beoff iborjen (II. 502.). In Anglosaxon I have
met with ne . . ncefre: Nan man ne dorste slean offerne man, rcsefde he

ncefre sva mycel yfel gedon viff pone ofrerne (SAX. CHR. 1087.). With
that agrees the Middle-Highdutch ne . . nie: Dir ne si nie so gahe, du
muost hinne biten (KAISERCHRON. 70. c.), with which compare the nega-
tion in the principal sentence: Dune bist nie so riche dune sterbis (ib.

35. a.). For the use of ever see the Concessive Sentence.

The name of the devil is employed in the low manner of

speech instead of the negation and, in a certain measure, as a

strengthening thereof.

The devil a Puritan that he is, or any thing constantly, but a
time pleaser (SHAKSP., Twelfth. N. 2, 3.). I have been out this

whole afternoon, and the devil a bird have I seen till I came
hither (FIELD., J. Audr. 2, 7.). "Captain Absolute and Ensign
Beverley are one and the same person." "'The devil they are."

"So it is indeed." (SHERID., Riv. 1, 1.)

This employment of the name of the devil, which is familiar enough
to the ancient language in the exclamation of indignation and surprise,
is not to be pointed out till modern times, where it also appears in High
and low Dutch instead of the negation. Highdutch: Den Teufel auch!

Ich schor mich den Teufel urn den Krimskrams (IMMERMANN, Munchh.
4, 29.). Lowdutch : Den diiwel 6k ! He makt sik den duwel ut di [nothing
out of thee]. He hett den diiwel geld [no money]. Ik will den duwel
don [will not do it].

A double negation, or several negations by an independent
negation within the simple sentence or member of the sentence,
admit of a twofold apprehension in Modern-English.
The reduplication may require the taking away of one nega-

tion by the other, so that the two are substituted for a strengthened

negation: Nor did they not perceive the evil plight In which

they were, or the fierce pains not feel (MiLT., P. L. 1, 335.).
Nor doth the moon no nourishment exhale (5, 421. cf. 5, 548.

11, 396. and often). Nothing in the world we would not do for

him (BuLw., Money 1, 7.). Look without; No foe not humbled

9*
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(Richel. 4, 1.). The Past . . cannot even be not seen: it is mis-

seen (CARL., Past a. Pres. 4, 1.). No egress where no sentry

(BuLW., Richel. 3, 2.). This taking away has on the whole the

same effect as if one of the negations is not expressed by an

independent word, but is contained in a word, either notionally
or by reason of composition with a negative particle: It must
not be denied (SHAKSP., Much Ado 1, 3.). Don't be uneasy (COLM.,
Jeal. Wife 1, 1.). It must then be acknowledged to be not im-

probable that the enemy might land (MACAUL., H. of E. IX. 15.).

Or, the accumulation of negations serves merely to streng-
then the negation. This is especially the case after the con-

junction nor, but also in popular and emphatic speech: Grace
me no grace, nor uncle me no uncle (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 3.).

Madam, I know not, nor I greatly care not (5, 2.). Nor damned

ghoste In flaming Phlegeton does not so felly roste (SPENS., F.

Qu. 2, 6, 50.). We may not, nor we will not suffer this (MARL.,
Edw. II. 1, 2.). Did need no license nor no priest (BuiL., Ep.
of Hud. 247.). I never . . said nothing (DICKENS, Chuzzlew. 1,

5.). I go and sit down comfortably for life, and no man never

finds me out (ib.). Here also belongs the pleonastic neither, to

be discussed further on :
al care not for his thrust." "No, nor

I neither." (SHAKSP., Henry IV. 2, 1.) No, no, we needn't say
that neither (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 1, 1.).

The taking away of the negations by doubling the negation within a

sentence is not familiar to the ancient language. It has become more
usual in modern times, perhaps not without influence from' the Latin.

The taking away by other negations of the negation contained in the

negation or in the composition of a form is always a matter of course.

Old-Engl.; He knowlechide and denyede not (WYCL., Joh. 1, 20.). Houn-
curteis ne willi be (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Ms ther non goed unfor-
lolde, Ne non evil nis ther unboust (p. 91.). Two successive sentences

of a construction may also afford an affirmative result. Halfsax. : patt

upponn all piss boc ne be . . Nan worrd tatt swipe wel ne be To trow-

wenn (Osw., Ded. 69,). A negation of a negation is perhaps presented
by the Anglosax. : Ne bid seo synfulle savul na mid ealle to nante avend

{A.-S. HOMIL. I. 160.),
But the accumulation of negations as a mere strengthening of the

negation is so deeply rooted in the Germanic languages and in English
that the proscription of the remains of it by modern English grammarians
from a mistaken logical interest does not effect its extirpation. Apart
from the combination of the aneient ne with the verbal notion, where
the sentence has another negative determination (comp. Vol. I. p. 407.),
we find accumulated negative notions from the earliest times. Old-Engl. :

No more schrewe, pan he bicom, ych wene non nas (R. OF GL. I. 97.).
For pou waddest ner no fader (I. 128.). Ne saugh I never, such as sche,
nomo (CHACC., C. T. 5445.). Sich was never none Seyn with oure ee

(Tows. M. p. 93.). Halfsax. : pat pu nauere widT pene scucke feht no bi-

ginne (LAJAM. III. 23.). Ne icneow hine nauere na man (I. 282.). An-

glosax.: Ne geseah ncefre nan man God (JoH. 1, 18.). Ne nan lim ne

deff nan ping (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 160.).

The absolute negatives no and way, two forms proceeding
from the same Anglosaxon no, form the abbreviation of the answer,
which takes up the interrogative sentence in such a manner
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that it is declined or determined by a negative judgment. Thus
both form the contrary to the various affirmations, yet the mo-
dern usage gives them sowewhat different shades of meaning,
attaching also, in their further employment, slight distinctions

to them.
No is opposed to all affirmations: Wilt thou accept of ransom,

yea or no? (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 5, 3.) It you say ay, the

king will not say no (John 3, 4.). He . . answered Ay and No
at random to whatever question was asked at him (ScoxT, Gay
Mannering 20.). It was a game called Yes and No (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 3.). No! No! but I say yes! yes! BULW., Money
1, 5.). The speaker may answer no to the question of an-
other or to the question called in question by him, as well as

to his own question or his own thought: "Shall I be your
play-fellow?" "No, I'll none of you." (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 2,

].) "Perhaps, madam, You will rest here, and try to sleep
awhile?" - "No, Fiordilisa." (LEIGH HUNT, Legend of Florence

2.) "Good Heav'n, . . grant that time may bring her some re

lief." "Oh, no! time gives increase to my afflictions." (CoN-
(jREVE, Mourning Bride 1, 1.) "Sir the parish ought to give."
- "No I No! No! Certainly not!" (BuLw., Money 1, 5.) Thou

wilt not do this! No! I pray thee, no! (COLER., Pice. 5, 3.)
Thus no often serves as a preliminary or supplementary
intensive negation, where in thought a negative sentence is anti-

cipated or repeated: No, I'll not go (SHAKSP., Coriol. 5, 1.).

No - -
speak not ! (BuLw., Money 1

, 4.) No, I cannot praise
the fire In your eye (TENNYS. p. 373.). There is none that doeth

good, no, not one (Ps. 53, 3.). Indeed, whatever horse they had

provided, they would have prevailed with him to mount none,
no not even to ride before his beloved Fanny, till the parson
was supplied (FiELD., J. Andr. 3, 12.).
The negation nay is particularly opposed to yea: Let your

communication be Yea, yea, Nay, nay (MATTH. 5, 37.). "Would
you credit, girl, I was a scarecrow before marriage?"

- "Nay!"
"Girl, but I tell thee yea!" (SHERID. KNOWLES, Love-Chase

2, 2.) Although nay answers to direct question, it is more fre-

quent as an objection to a sentence uttered in another form:
"You will not chide me?" "Nay, Lydia, I am pleased to hear

thy thoughts." (SHERID. KNOWLES, Love-Chase 2, 2.) "Has this

husband . . no corner in his heart, for some small household

grace to sneak in?" - u
Nay, what he has of grace in him is

not sneaking." (LEIGH HUNT, Legend of Florence 1, 1.) "I have
sat too long."

- "Nay, go not from us thus." (SHAKSP., Coriol.

5, 3.) "Ho away!" - "Nay, Count." (BuLw., Richel. 3, 4.)
"Let me come at them." "Nay, nay, brother." (DoucL. JER-

ROLD, Rent. Day 1, 5.) "Good even, gentlemen." "Nay, if

you go, We all break up." (SHERID. KNOWLES, Love-Chase 1, 2.)

My slave, Zuleika! --
nay, I'm thine (BvR., Bride 2, 12.). It

is also combined with no: "He goes to Frauenberg. ." "Nol

Nay, Heaven forbid!" (COLER., Pice. 5, 3.) It sometimes pre-
cedes a negative sentence or determination of a sentence:
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Nay, that shall not serve your turn; that shall it not in truth,
la! Nay, I care not for such words; no, no (SHAKSP., Troil. a.

Cress. 3, 1.). "What says he now?" "Nay, nothing; all is

said," (Rich. II. 2, 1.) But are you not ashamed? nay, are you
not, All three of you, to be thus much o'ershot? (Love's L. L.

4, 3.) "The man who knows our secrets." u
Nay, not Sesina?

Say, No!" (CoLER., Pice. 4, 2.) The negation, by taking

away what precedes, may introduce what follows as an outbid-

ding, so that it might here interchange with yea, which makes
what succeeds prominent for the same purpose. The outbidding

may contain both a more and a less important moment: A storm
or robbery . . Shook down my mellow hangings, nay, my leaves,

And left me bare to weather (SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, 3.). Were he

my brother, nay, my kingdom's heir (Rich. II. 1, 1.). The world

nay, Heaven itself was mine (BYR., Bride 2, 18.). The prac-
tical man will see the progress of divinity, medicine, nay, even
law (BULW., Cuxtons 8, 2.). He's too weak to question. AT

ay,
scarce to speak (Richel. 5, 2.). But the turning away generally
from a thought is also introduced by nay, by which the particle

may receive the character of an exhortation and such like: "He
. . sick of home went overseas for change And whither?"

"Nay, who knows?" (TENNYS. p. 226.) "Ay; what's the mat-

ter?" u
Nay, look upon him." (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cress. 2, 1.)

Comp. Vol. I. p. 407.

In olden times the use of nay decidedly predominates over that of no,

na, all which occur, both in answers to direct questions and in the ne-

gation and parrying of the assertions of others and of ones own thoughts.

Nay appears as opposed to ye: Wole ye wende? says we or nay! (Ricn.
C. DE L. 1867.) He answard never withe yeenonay! (TOWN. M. p. 271.)

Woltou nou mi shrift i(here. And al mi liif I shal the telle? Nay,
qnod the vox, I nelle (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 276.). "Is here

any messe to do?" The clerk seyde, "Nay, i-wys, Of a messe thu myth
well mys." (I. 62.) And there he askede me, how the Cristene men go-
verned hem in oure contree. And I seyde him, Righte wel: thonked be
God. And he seyde me, Treulyche nay (MACXDEV. p. 137.), "Who shal

juste with Jhesus?" quod I, "Jewes or scrybes?" "Nay" quod he;
"The foule fend, And fals doom and deeth.' (P. PLOUGH M. p. 371.) "I

warant it a theef." Why nay . . I am thyn Absolon." (CHAUC., C.

T. 3789.) Summe seyderi for he is gode; forsope oper seyden naye (WYCL.,
Joh. 7, 12.). Art pou a prophete? and he answeride nay (I, 21 ). "Quik
tak thy wed for thy deth." Alisaundre nay! onswerith (ALIS. 882.).
"Dere master, is it oght I?" *Nay, thou Peter, certanly." (Tows. M.

p. 180.) Shuld I that ganstaud? we, nay, ma fay (p. 38.). "Wraththen
the for ani dede Were me loth." "Nai i-wis, Wilekin, For nothing
that ever is min Thau thou hit jirne, Houncurteis ne willi be." (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 3.) Halfsax. : "Sore we adredeff pat heo him mis-rseden." pa
answerede pe abbed, "Ncei. ac heo him radeT god." (LAJAM. II. 124.) <fe

he andsware jaf . . Ncei, swa me helpe drihte . . nulle ich nauere ajsein
curnen (II. 356.). Sejj uss, arrt pu profete? Aiind he pa sejjde puss
till hemm Najj, namm I nohht profete (ORM. 10288.). Crist taer wollde

fullhtnedd beon . . Annd nollde he Crist nohht fullhtnenn Annd sejjde:

najf, lef Laferrd, naji, Ne darr i pe nohht fullhtnenn (10654 sq.). This

najj is, of course, the negation of aj-j, Anglosax. a = dva.

The forms na, no, frequently enough employed in other respects, are
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remarkably rarely met with in former times along with nay in the meaning
of no. Old-Engl. -. "I leve noght he be blessed." "No," quod Pacience

(P. PLOL-GHM. p. 275.) "Bot, fader, shallc I not be slayn?" "No,
certes, son." (Tows. M. p. 42.) My friend? na, bot if he wille (p. 14.).

In Anglosaxon na is used, along with other negations, for no: Ne for-

demde pe nan man? And heo cvaff: NA, Dryhten (Jon. 8, 10 sq.). La-

reov, ne ofpincff hit pe gif ic pus ver geceose? Apollonius cvafr: Na ac

ic blissige sviffor etc. (APOLLON OF T. p. 20.). Therewith the compound
nateshvon. which, like na, also appears within the sentence ; Hig cvaedon:

Nateshvon (GEN. 19, 12.). Nese, standing opposed to gese, is moreover
often used, of which even Halfsaxon seems to offer no trace: Venst pu
pat pa dysjende venadf . .? Nese, nese (BOETH. 24, 4.). Hu mag hit yfel
beon . .? Nese nis hit na yfel (ib.). Hveffer nu micel feoh . maege
senigne mon don sva gesseline . .? Nese, nese (26, 1.). pa andsvarode Boe-

tius and cvaff: Nese la nese (ib.). Sunie cvaedon; He ys god; offre cvoa-

don: Nese, ac he besvicff pis folc (Jon. 7, 12.). And nemdon hine hys
fader naman Zachariam. pa andsvarode hys moder: Nese softes; ac he

by<T Johannes genemned (Luc. 1, 59.). With the reception of this form
a nes would be opposed to yes.

The absolute negation may of course be rendered superfluous
in complete sentences by various references back to a question.

Compare: Art thou also one of his disciples? He denied it, and

said, I am not (JOHN 18, 25.) and others. We incidentally men-
tion the form: / dare say not, by which, however, only agree-
ment with a negative sentence is usually expressed: "Though
he was not the indulgent father that I am, Jack?" "/ dare

say not.'" (SHERID, Riv. 3, 1.). "I don't recollect you," rejoined
Mr. Pickwick. "/ dare say not." (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 19.)

"I don't think that Lucy has any idea in her head upon the sub-

ject" said Mrs. Robarts. / dare say not." (TROLLOPE, Framl.
Pars. 1, 13.) The reference back to an interrogative sentence,
or an assertion and a command, by not with the personal pronoun
is older: "For shame put up." "Not 1." (SHAKSP., Tit. Andr.

2, 1.) "Welcome: sit. down." uNot /." (BEN JONS., Poetast.

1, 1.1 "Thou dost not mean to menace me?" "AW/." (Bra,
Manfr. 3, 4.) "Will you stay . .?"

uNot 1! stay you." (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 1, 1.); with which compare You never
heard their names before, not you (SHERID., Riv. 4, 2.). The

elliptical not so in a similar relation may finally be mentioned:

They called him Zacharias . . And his mother answered and
said, Not so (LUKE, 1, 59.). "Has Caesar shed more Roman
blood?" "Not so." (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.) What was my art?

Genius, some say, some, Fortune, Witchcraft some. Not

so, my art was Justice (BuLW., Richel. 1, 2.) see p. 125.

Complete seutences in answers, particularly with the reference back-

wards of an auxiliary or modal verb, extend into Anglosaxon: Vaere pu
to dag besvuncgen? Ic nas (THORPE, Anal. p. 116.). Cvyst pu eart pu
of his leorning-cnihtum? He vitfsoc, and cvafr: Ic ne eom (Jon. 18, 25.).

Vilt pu syllan pincg pine . .? Ic nelle (p. 110.). Comp.: Sotflice sy
eover sprac, Hyt ys, hyt ys; Hyt nys, hyt nys (MATH. 5, 37.). Even to

not /there corresponds the Anglosax. nic (ne-ic]: Eart pu vitega? and
he andvurde and cvaff: Nic (Jon. 1, 21.). Vilt pu fon sumne hval?
NIC (THORPE, Anal. p. 107.). Cvyst pu eart pu of pyses leorning cnih-

tum? Nice, ne eom ic (Jon. 18, 17.). Thus the Gothic presents the Sen-
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tences Ni 1m (1. c.) and Ne, ni 'itn 18, 25.). In Old-English nay used

substantively is often taken up into the sentence: This world is not so

strong, it is no nay (CHAUC., C. T. 9015. cf 8692.)- This is no nay, on.

cros I must dede dre (Town. M. p. 212). It shalle be so with outten

nay (p. 232.), and also interwoven into other constructions: Of hire love

hoe saith me nay (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Wright's text of Chaucer
presents a verb nayte: Ne he schal not nayte or denye his synne (p. 209.

n.), for which Tyrwhitt has read: Ne he shal not nay, ne deny his

sinne (p. 1 70. II.). The former reminds us of the Old-norse neita, negare.

d) The causal adverbs are mostly forms transferred from the do-

main of the adverbs of place, among them compounds of there and
where with prepositions, in which the adverbs take the place of

neuter pronouns. The demonstrative and relative adverbs of this

sort serve to connect sentences, and therefore come under consi-

deration in the causal combination of sentences. In this place we
particularly touch upon why, used in the direct and indirect question,
and which interchanges with wherefore, and asks for the cause.
See above upon how p. 111.

Why art thou wroth ? (GEN. 4, 6.) "And have you never thought
about it yourself?"

u
Why should I?" (BuLW.. Maltrav. 1, 4.)

Preposterous ass, that never read so far To know the cause why
music was ordain'd (SHAKSP., Taming 3, 1.). We can not cross

the cause why we are born (Love's L. L. 4, 3.). The reference to

a substantive like cause makes the primitive interrogative pronoun
appear in the syntactical relation of a relative. Wherefore, not so

frequent in the question, is hardly distinguished notionally from

why, although it seems to refer more to an objective cause: Where-

fore hast thou afflicted thy servant? and wherefore have I not found
favour in thy sight? (Ni'MB. 11, 11.). wherefore is the deity
so kind? (YoiJNG, N. Th. 7, 324.). The contact of why with how
has been already pointed out. In questions going properly to the

motive, so far as they disclose the expression of astonishment, the

latter particle stands: How durst thou, daughter, lend an ear To
such deceitful stuff? (SHERID., Duenna 1, 1.)

But the particle why frequently appears as an interjection,
and is denoted by grammarians by the name of an emphatic or,
less clearly, of an expletive particle. The various shades of meaning,
of which they are capable in this elliptical usage, are explained

by its interrogative nature, in which the why? is still mixed with
the how?, which are adapted to accompany alternating emotions.

Comp. Vol. I. p. 430. It belongs particularly to the vivacity of
common parlance: BAy me! I am forsworn." - "Why, he comes
in like a perjure, wearing papers." (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 4, 3.)
A fever in your blood? why, then incision Would let her out in

saucers (ib.). Hast thou in thy heart one touch Of human kind-

ness? if thou hast, why, kill me (Bn/\v., Lady of L. 3, 2.). "Have

you good shooting?" "Shooting! Why there's no shooting at

this time of the year." (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 1, 1.) "Who do

you think this was?" - "Patience me I can't guess!" "Why,
our saintly banker." (BuLW., Maltrav. 4, 5.)

In the older language the interrogative why, alongside of which for why
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stands, is in use along with wherefore. Where-to, now become rare, is also

employed, which originally calls the purpose in question, but also, as the

Latin cur, essentially of the same meaning, approximates to quare, inter-

changes with the former. The causal why and for why extend back into

Anglosaxon. Old-Engl. : Why is me so wo? (WRIGHT A. HAT.LIW. I. 122.)
Wi nul Goed mi soule fecche? (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10) Sely man, Whi
syghest thou so harde? (P. PLOUGHM. p. 477.) When she is mery, than am
I sad; and cause whi (A. GODWHEN in Wright a. Halliw., Rel, Ant. I. 25.).

Halfsax. : Whi fullhtnesst pu piss leode, jiff patt iss patt tu narrt nohht
Crist? (ORM. 10319.)- Ji$ mann wile witenn whi Ice hafe don piss dede

(ib. Ded. 111.)- Anglosax.: Hvi forbead Gd eov pas treoves vastm, pe stent

on middan neorxna vange? (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 16.) The interchange of hvi

with the form hu is here not remarkable : Hvi ne synt ve muflFfreo ? hu ne
moton ve sprecan pat ve villaff ? (Ps. 1 1, 4.) The old for why, still sur-

viving in some dialects, and in the inversion whyvore (Devon), used like

wherefore, and is analogous to for thy, for thi, hereafter to be mentioned,
remained long native to literature. Old-Engl.: A trew tokyn ist we shalle

be savyd alle, For whi? The water . . Is fallen a fathom (Town. M. p. 33.).

This wille ever endure, therof am I paide; For why? It is better wroght
Then I coude haif thoght (p. 27.). Sir, Y schall yow telle for why? (SIR
AMAD. 116.) I rede that thou come not there, Fore why I wylle the seye
(TORRENT 917.). Halfsax.: Forr whi wass patt tatt Sannt Johan Amang pe
leode sejjde etc.? (ORM. 12690.) puhhte mikell wunnder Forrwhi pe preost
swa lange wass . . att Godess allterr (218.). Anglosax.: For hvi) ne ma-

gon hi? (BoETH. 29.) For hvi sva? (THORPE, Anal. p. 107.) pu, Jordanen,

for hvi gengdest on bacling? (Ps. 113, 5.) The dative, here interchanging
with the instrumental, is also found later Halfsax. : Seofrffen heo wes ihae-

ten Kair-Lion, ich wullen seggen pe for wan (LA}AM. I. 256 cf. I. 425.

II. 629.). Anglosax.: Forhvan fluge pu sva? (Ps. 113, 5.), where it inter-

changes with for hvi. The interrogative wherefore does not seem to

come into use till later. Old-Engl.: Ye men of Galilee, Wherfor mervelle

ye? (Town. M. p 300.) On the other hand whereto is found early: Warto
tarie we so longe, to quelle hym? (R. OF GL. I. 109.) War-to liveth selke

a wrecche? (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.) "Ich hedde so i-bade for the, That
thou sholdest comen to me." "Mid the?" quod the wolf,

"war-to f"

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 275.) Wherto were I a crowue? (Town.
M. p. 130.) In Anglosaxon to hvj) is used analogously, wherein the idea

of destination likewise passes into that of the motive: To hvi synd ge ymb-
hydige be reafe? (MATH. 6, 28.) To hvi gesyhst pu pat mot on pines bro-

ker eagan? (7, 2.)

The socalled expletive why likewise early appears, and might be prepared
in Anglosaxon. Old-Engl.: "I warrant it a theef."

"
Why nay" quod he

(CHAUO., C. T. 3789.). "Is ther no remedy in this caas?" - "
Why yis,

for Gode." (35'26.) Whi, syr, what alis you ? (TowN. M. p. 27.) Why, how
have thay syche gawdes begun? (p 56.) In Anglosaxon we mean hvi like

hu, before questions, where the idea'of causality is not to be taken up into

the sentence: Hvi ne cveffe ve vel, pat pu eart Samaritanisc? (Jon. 8, 48.)

Gr. or xaiui; ).yof*tv. Hu nys seo savl selre ponne mete? (MATH. 6, 25.)

Gr. ov%l TI tyv%ri nifiov tart irjs rpoqcjjs; Hu ne synd ge selran ponne hig?

(6, 26,) Gr. ov/ v/jttis jUwAAor diaqfQiie aui(ov; Wycliffe commonly
renders this particle hy wher, that, is, Anglosaxon hvatfer, num, numquid.

3. The adverb may take, on the one hand, the place of a predica-
tive, on the other, that of an attributive determination,

a) Predicative completions are represented by a few adverbs of

kind and manner. Adverbs like so, thus, how, otherwise have
been already discussed in this respect, see p. 111. With this

well is also associated.
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Are you welU (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 7.) This may be well (MiLT.,
P. L. 9, 826.)' It could not but be well (TENNYS. p. 260.).

Old-Engl. : Thanked be fortune, and hire false wheel, That noon estat

assureth to ben weel (CHAUC., C. T. 927 ). Haylle, Mary, and welle thou
be (TOWN. M. p. 74.) along with: Lord welle is us (p. 32.). Comp. Middle-

Highdutch: Daz ist wol (VRIDANK, Grimm 95, 11.) and: Da uns noch mit
ir maere so rehte wol wesen sol (!WEIN 11.). In Anglosaxon I have only
met the construction with the dative: Vel la velis urum modum (Ps. 34,

23.). Vel is pam, pe pat mot (CAEDM, II. 367.). Comp. II. 1. p. 215.
It is there mentioned how woe, opposed to well, and properly a substan-

tive, shares both constructions. With the combination of both with the
substantive verb we may think of the Latin precedent of bene and male.
which is repeated in the corresponding forms in the Romance languages,
and is analogous to that of sic and ita with so. The employment of

adverbs instead of predicative nominatives, rests upon a closer connection
with the verb, taken concretely, so that here the manner of being rather

than the constitution of the subject comes into the foreground.

b) If adverbs, to which those of place and of time especially belong,
are joined to substantives, as it were as representatives of at-
tributive determinations, the cause of this phaenomenon is

partly an abbreviation of speeeh, which is to be reduced to a

dependent sentence with the verb of existence, partly the verbal

force imputed to a substantive with regard to a readily recog-
nisable derivation. So far as adverbs precede the substantive
in such a case, they remind one of that loose compounding to

which the English tongue is so prone.
The wills above be done! (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 1.) I pray thee

by the gods above (Tn. MOORE p. 5.). Say first, of God above,
or Man below, What can we reason, but from what we know
(POPE, Essay on M. 1, 17.). Mr. Jarvie took the advantage of

his stopping after quoting the above proverb, to give him the re-

quisite instructions (Scoxx, R. Roy 27.). James's assertion that

this volume was commonly known under the above title (HALLIW.,
Lud. Coventriae, Introd. p. VII.). In the pool below I see a

ghastly, headless phantom mirror'd (BuLW., Richel. 1, 1.).
The

cause of his arrival here (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.). I have just
seized the happy opportunity of my friend's visit here, to get
admittance into the family (GoLDSM., She Stoops 2.). Popularly:
Bill you must take this here young gem'man and that ere parcel
to this here direction (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). It is the

signal of our friends within (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.). His education

abroad . . had given him but imperfect ideas of the grandeur of

a Court (ScoTT, Fort, of Nigel 9.). During the whole period
of my life abroad . . (BYR., Lett.). He . . unminded slunk Into

the wood fast by (MiLT., P. L. 10, 332.). From the far-off isles

(LONGF. I. 252.). A Mr. Nevil, a sort of far-away cousin of the

Randals (HOLME LEE, Thorney Hall 3.). In my way hither . .

I observed your niece's maid coming forth from a circulating

library (SEERID., Riv, 1, 2.). In this your pilgrimage nowhither

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 1.). Of the hither side (MiLT., P. L.

11, 574. cf. 3, 722.). Tarry till his return home (FIELD., J.

Andr. 2, 16.). My chief inducement down, was to be instrumental
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in forwarding your happiness (GOLDSM., She Stoops 2.). So
that here men are punished, for before-breach of the king's law
in now the king's quarrel (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 1.). The seed

of the then world (BvR., Cain 1, 1.). Not knowing thy name,
nor being able, in thy then state, to learn it from thy lips (BuLW.,
Rienzi 1, 6.). Good, sometime queen (SHAKSP., .Rich. II. 5, 1.).

Thy sometime brother
1

s wife (1, 2.). Thither came, in times afar,
Stern Lochlin's sons (ScoiT, L. Minstr. 6, 22.). Other determi-

nations than those of place and time are more rarely employed
in the same manner: Call fire, and sword, and desolation, A
godly, thorough Reformation (BuxL., Hud. 1, 1, 201.). A clear

and thorough notion of what is called the solar system (CHATHAM,
Lett. 6.). My tongue can not impart My almost drunkenness of

heart (BYR., Bride 2, 18.). If English lexicographers cite a few
adverbs like hither and thorough, which arises from the cor-

responding preposition, the grammatically historical consideration

retains its right unimpaired, although the obliteration of the parts
of speech for the present consciousness of the language is, from
that conception, sufficiently clear.

What is permitted to the adverb with the substantive, is also

shewn with the substantive pronoun: Him here I keep with me
(CoLER., Pice. 5, 1.). Slipping away to house with them beneath,
His old companions (ROGERS, It, Banditti). This is equally a

matter of course with a demonstrative pronoun, which takes up
a preceding substantive notion: For had it hit, The upper part
of him the blow Had slit, as sure as that below (BuTL., Hud. 1,

2, 822.).

Compound adverbial determinations as prepositional members
of sentences, preceding a substantive, render prominent a unity
of notion, such as may present itself with simple prepositional
adverbs: I am not much a friend to out-of-doors reading (Cn.

LAMB., Essays). How can heaven see an honest man and his

family in such an out-of-the-way place as this (TAYLOR A. READB,
Masks 2.).

The older language makes hardly less use of compounds of the adverb

with the substantive. The want of corresponding adverbs of place and
time must early have favoured the abbreviation of a developed determi-

nation of this sort into an adverb. Old-Engl. : A morwe Bruth with inne

with ys ost out drowe (R. OF GL. I. 19.). pe ost -mthoute of France

biseyede hem anon (ib.). Out of a wode pere (ib.). Hii gonne to fle vaste

In to a wode per by syde (I. 170.). To a cite there besyde (TORRENT
'

2301.). The branches above boren grett charge (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 5.).

My saulle lufes my lord abuf (Town. M. p. 82.). That we mowe keepe
time artyeulus here (HALLIW., Freemas. 499.). And to the aungel an

heigh Answerede after (P. PLOUGHM. p. 9.). For hys er dedes wys and

wyght (OcxotiAN 1807.). Thou woldest haue undoing Of thi to-nightes

meting (SEUYN SAGES 2405.)- Adverbs also stand with substantive pro-
nouns: And blewe wylde-fyr in trumpes of gynne, To mekyl sorwe to hem
with inne (Ricn. C. DE L. 5229.). Halfsax.: He welde pat riche hcer

(LAJAM. I. 165.)- preatefr pene castel & pat folc per inne (I. 28.). pet

folc per wi& innen heom ohtliche wiff fehten (I. 28.). Anglos.: Se munt
. . ealle pa nedhstova peer ywbutan forbarnfr (BOETH. 15.). Him pat
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ponne geleanaff lifes valdend heofona hyrde after heonan sttie (Coo. EXON.

450, 9.), where ORE IN offers the compound heonanstSe.

The combination of substantives with forms compounded of prepositions
and adverbs of place has been touched upon at p. 92.

III. Attributive Determinations.

As adverbial determinations attach themselves to the notion of

the activity, and thereafter to words preserving more or less the cha-
racter of the notion of the activity, so too the attributive determina-

tions, which, by reason of their reference to the noun, may be called

the adnominal, attach themselves to the substantive, as the subject,

predicative completion, or object.
The object is determinable in various modes. Externally, it is

determined by the article, the numeral and the pronoun in a
demonstrative and quantitative regard, or, with regard to the

subject viewing it. The parts of speech coming under consideration

we name determinatives. But it can be more particularly cha-

racterized by the quality inhering in it. This is done by qualita-
tive determinations, which the attributive adjective, as the de-

noting the object by a mark, accomplishes. But the language more-
over makes use of adverbial determinations, in order to denote the

object more particularly. These may be in part regarded as the sub-

stitute for the adjective; in part they make the substantive encroach
into the sphere of the verb. The attributive determination, in the

narrower sense, accordingly rests upon the predicative and the ob-

jective relation, in which the act of reference to a subject is contained,
an act which is here supposed to be already completed.

The unity of'rthe attribute with its object, where a predicative
relation cannot be thought as fundamental, is originally expressed by
the concord of it (that is, of the article, of the numeral, of the pro-
noun, of the adjective) with the substantive in gender, number and
case. With the crystallization of the originally inflective forms, which
is in part ancient, this congruence in the form of the words only
becomes in a small measure apparent in English.

The attributive relation appears as attributive in the stricter

sense, and as the appositive relation. In the former the attri-

bute stands in the closest relation to the substantive, and, in a unity
of accent, makes the nature of an abbreviated sentence appear more

decidedly, although in a few cases the distinction of both relations

becomes effaced.

A. The attributive Relation in the narrower Sense.

1. Determinatives.

A determinative contains no objective mark of the object. Where
a non-determinative is added to it, the relation of the iuordination,
not that of the coordination of determinations arises; that is to

say, both attributives determine the substantive, though not in the same
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manner, and the determinative serves to determine the substantive
along with its other attribute. Comp.: These young men were
wild and unsteady (MACAUL., Essays II. 36.). If more than one de-

terminative is added to a subject, the relation of inordination also

takes place among them: This task, which almost any other writer

would have found impracticable, was easy to him (ib. I. 23.), whereas

adjectives appearing beside each other may stand in the ralation both

of coordination and of inordinatiofl.

a) The Article.

The weakened demonstrative pronoun and the numeral for unity,
likewise become unaccented, appear, under the names of the defi-
nite and the indefinite article, in a wider range than this, their

original meaning, brings with it. Their syntactical employment rests

upon the enlarged use of Anglosaxon in the modern language. The
French article, frequently coinciding in usage with Anglosaxon, seems,
in its deviations from the latter, to have had little influence upon
the further development of the English linguistic usage. The greatest
deviation from the Anglosaxon usage has gradually fallen to the lot

of the so-called indefinite article.

The Definite Article.

The definite article has dwindled down to the form the, which

may be regarded as the original masculine form (Anglosaxon se [pe],
sed [peo], pat, Goth, sa, so, pata), the fuller neuter whereof, that, sur-

vives at present as a genuine demonstrative pronoun for all genders,
and which, in its reference backwards, assumes at the same time the

nature of a relative pronoun.
The Gothic sa referred properly to the object before or near

to the speaker. The Gothic used it for the Greek euro; and owros

substantively and adjectively, but at the same time as an article,

answering to the Greek o, y, TO, with a perceptible recollection, how-

ever, of its demonstrative nature. The English article also remains
so far faithful to this nature of the notion, that it refers the object,

which, by itself, is denoted by the substantive, to the view of the

speaker according to the sphere of its existence.

a. The definite article serves in general:

*) to denote individual objects present to the view or fami-
liar to the general consciousness.
The wolf behowls the moon (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 5, 2.).

The skies stoop down in their desire (TENNYS. p. 97.). The
wind sounds like a silver wire (ib.). The time grows stringent

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 2.). Who is it in the press that calls

on me? (SHAKSP., Jul. Cses. 1, 2.). She spent a few minutes
in looking earnestly towards the north (Coop., Spy 13.). And
frighten foolish habes the Lord knows why (BvR. p. 414.). How
then shall the scriptures be fulfilled? (MATTH. 26, 54.) Early
in 1628 the Parliament met (MACAUL., Essays II. 33.). Lords
of the Treasury have in all times their impassable limits (CARL.,
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Past. a. Pres. 2, 13.). Here too belongs the denoting the

parts of a whole, especially of organic bodies, as well as of

objects jointly conditioned by anything, and which, with refer-

ence to the totality to which they belong, may be supposed to

be known: Our heroine appeared in the, drawing-room (Coop.,

Spy 13.). All day within the dreamy house, The doors upon
their hinges creak'd; The blue fly sung in the pane; the mouse
Behind the mouldering wainscot shriek'd (TENNYS. p. 11.). The
latter animals have the tail only tipped with long hair, the mane

erect, and the legs smooth and naked (CHAMBERS, Informat. I.

557. I).

Apart from the separate classes of substantives and exceptional cases,

the principle of the usage only is to be indicated, as extending through
all periods of the language. Old-Engl. : The mone and the sterren with

hire bereth the sonne brijt (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.). Engelond
. . Yset in pe ende of pe world (R, OF GL. I. 1.). I sije pe spirit

comynge as a culuer (WYCL., Joh. 1, 32.). The leste sterre i-wis In

hevene, as the boc ous saith, more than the urthe is (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 132.). On hire cheken the teres meten (Anecd. p. 11.). Have
here the coppe with the drinke (p. 10.). His blames rehersid at the

parlament (DEPOSIT. OF RICH. II. p. 14.). And bare a-boujte the barge,
and blamed the maister . . Thanne the inaste in the myddis . . Bowid
flor brestynge . . They had be throwe overe the borde (p. 29 sq.). Folk,
that han the face all platt, alle pleyn (MAUNDBV. p. 204.). Folk . . that

han the lippe above the mouthe so gret (p. 205.). Halfsax. : To reste

eode pa sunne (LAJAM. III. 132.). Feole craftes he cuffe, pa he isah

in pan lufte (III. 224.). To lokien in pan leofte, to lokien i pan steor-

ren (II. 598.). Swa muchel heom bi-haehte pat heo gaedereden in pan
eerde mucle scip-ferde (II. 7 sq.). He bigann . . To fullhtnenn baldelij

pe folk (ORM. 10261.). Te lesenn mannkinn . . Ut off pe deofless walde

(641.). Swa summ pe Goddspettwrihhte seftp (759.) patt stanndepp^
o pe Goddspellboc (315.). Bi pone toppe he nine nom (LAJAM. I. 30.).

Anglosax.: Seo heofonbelyctf on hyre bosme ealne middan-eard (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 1.). Seo sunne is svidTe mycel (p. 3.). ^Elc sae . . haftT

grand on prcee eorffan (p. 10.). And vrat mid his fingre on pare eor-

tSan (Jon. 8, 6, 8.). Se Hcelend eode on sum castel (Luc. 10, 38.).

f)a ofslihff se deofol pe him viffstandaff (A -S. HomiL. I. 6.). Se pe
ne gaefr at pam geate in to sceapa folde (JoH. 10, 1.). Hig gefyldon

pa (sc. fatu) off pone brerd (2, 7.). Him feollon tearas of pam edgum
(APOLLON. OF T. p. 15.).

|3/3)
Or it serves to point back to an object already named or pre-

cisely denoted. An abstract term may also have for its sup-

port the activity denoted by a sentence.

A lofty island was descried to the west . . Columbus gave to

the island the name of Dominica (IRVING, Life of Columb. 6, 1.).

And the earth did quake . . Now when the centurion . . saw
the earthquake (MATTH. 27, 5154.).

Old-Engl.: Wher Moses gaue not a lawe; and no man of jou doip

pe lawe? (WYCL., Joh. 7, 19.). Halfsax.: pis iherde Seuarus pe inne

Rome wes kseisere . . pe kceiisere sende his seonde (LAJAM. II. 6.). He
uerde riht to Eouerwicke . . pa burh he anan bilaei (II. 80- Anglos.:
Hu ne sealde Moyses eov ae, and cover nan ne healt pa a? (Jon. 7,

19.). And vorhte fenn of his spatle, and smyrede mid pam fenne ofer
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his eagan (9, 6.). And he svor . . pa vearff se cyning geunret, for

pam aye (MARC. 6, 23, 26).

77) It is likewise added to substantives, which are only limited to

determinate persons or things by other attributive determina-
tions or by succeeding sentences, especially relative sentences.

When went there by an age since the great flood . ,? (SHAKSP.,
Jul. Cses. 1, 2.) Lord Coningsby, Mr. Stanhope, and Mr. Lech-

mere, were the principal interrogators (JOHNS., Lives 2. Prior.).

Being the third son of the family, and not bred to any trade,

my head began to be filled very early with rambling thoughts
(Dz FOE, Robins, p. 1.). Let the fourth part of your declared

yearly revenue, for this once only, be paid down (CARL., French
Revol. 1, 7, 1.). I was born in the year 1632, in the city of
York (DE FOE, Robins, p. 1.). God in the nature of each being
founds its proper bliss (PoPE, Essay on M. 3, 109.). The place,
which the wisdom or policy of antiquity had destinedfor the resi-

dence of the Abyssinian princes, was a spacious valley (JOHNS.,
Rassel, 1.). The cloaked embodied Justice that sits in West-
minster-Hall (CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 2.). Let it sleep in the

shade Where . . his relics are laid (Tn. MOORE p. 204.). The

grand question still remains, Was the judgment just? (ib.)

Old-Engl. : Te kyng of Alemaigne gederede ys host (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p. 70.). Al the righte way to Dovere ward (p. 71.). Hast pou for-

jete pe gret wo, and pe mony barde wonde, pat ich habbe ypoled for
pi fader? (R. OF GL. I. 24.) He wente him to then inne Ther hoe
wonede inne (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Al the sinne ich wolde for-give
The mon that smite off min heved (p. 10.). Halfsax.: pat heom taehte

pe hejhe mon, pe gode biscop Dunian (LAJAM. II. 1.). Let itt sippenn

strepnenn forp pe la/dij Sannte Marje (Dam. 334.). JiS patt itt ohht
faerlike sep pe wlite off ennglekinde (665.). pat wes pat pridde mwite
uiht pe auere wes here idiht (LAJAM. III. 95.). Anglosax.: He sealde

pat betste hors (BEDA, 3, 14.). Ic hine araere on pam ytemestan dage
(Jon. 6, 44.). He abrac into pam bure par heo inne lag (APOLLON. OF
T. p. 1 sq.). Seo tiff cymff, pat mannes Sunu biff gesvutelod (Jon. 12,

23.).

$$) But the definite article may also denote the substantive without
a more particular determination, or as a notion of the kind
or of the sort, with such a more particular determination;
that is to say, as a whole, as it were exhibited to view, or the

notion, in its whole extent. When in this case the singular
of concrete substantives appears, the individual may be consi-

dered the representative of the kind, or of the sort.

Thy prejudices, Syphax, won't discern . . how the hero differs

from the brute (ADDIS., Cato 1, 4.). Woe for the pilgrim then
In the wild deer's forest far! (MRS. HEMANS p. 77.) He has

planted bowers by the way side, for the refreshment of the pil-

grim and the sojourner (IRVING, Sk. B. Roscoe.). Time was when
the mere handworker needed not announce his claim to the world

by Manchester Insurrections (CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 3.). The
rivers run not back (BuLW., Richel. 4, 1.). Go, from the crea-

tures thy instruction take: Learn from the birds what food the

thickets yield; Learn from the beasts the physic of the field
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(Pops, Essay on M. 3, 172.). Friedrich is by no means one
of the perfect demi-gods (CARL.. Freder. the Gr. 1, 1.).

Old-Engl. : Thulke soule nymeth his in and bileveth i-wis In the chil-

des brayn an hej (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 140.). Men might his bridel

heere Gyngle . . as lowde as doth the chapel belle (CHAUC., C. T. 169.).
Ever the levest we leoseth a-last (Polit. S. p. 149.). Rith as the hous
hennes upon londe hacchen (Depos. OF RICH. II. p. 13.). Halfsax.: pe
pridde seollpe dop pe mann Wepenn . . forr hiss ajhenn sinne (ORM.
5652.). Anglosax. : May se blinda pone blindan laedan? (Luc. 6, 39.)

pam seocan men byff mete laff (TTM. 42, 2.). Eadige synd pa clcen-

heortan (MATH. 5, 8.). Cveffe ge gelyfde aenig pcera ealdra o&tfe pcera
Pharisea on hyne? (Jon. 7, 48.)

It results from the instances cited that the pronoun was in use as

an article in the earliest ages, in the whole sphere which can belong
to the article in all languages. But how far the necessity for its

employment has been enhanced in the course of time, and how far in

ancient and modern times the substantive without an article may run

parallel with it, may appear from the subsequent discussion.

|3. But, along with the general determination of the use of the defi-

nite article, its combination with separate classes of substantives

is to be considered more closely.

act) It is particularly concrete names of kinds before which the

definite article appears, partly to denote one or several indivi-

duals of the kind, partly the whole kind.

a) Those names of things which, for the general manner of think-

ing, are limited to an individual, commonly take the article.

Here belong the world, the universe, the earth, the sun, the moon,
the ocean, the sea, the sky, the equator, and the like, as well as

words serving eminently to denote one thing, the bible, the

gospel, the scripture, when they are to be denoted as known

only with regard to this substantial unity.
God created the heaven and the earth (GEN. 1, 1. cf. 9, 14,

17, etc.). That Adam that kept the paradise (SHAKSP., Com.
of Ess. 4, 3.). Come o'er the sea, Maiden, with me (Tn. MOORE
p. 243.). "If a layman read the Bible." (ScoTT, Tales of a

Grandf. 28.) It is in the Scripture (STERNE, Tristr. Sh. 6, 6.).

The Gospel gives no ground of hope (MARRIOTT, Serm. p. 104.)

Comp. above a, <**.

But so far as appellatives are usually refered to one indi-

vidual, they readily receive the character of proper names,
and, as such, may forego the article. Thus, we often meet
with heaven, hell, purgatory, paradise, and also earth and others,
without it.

Earth smiles around, with boundless bounty blest, And Jleav'n

beholds its image in his breast (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 371.).
As I hate hell (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 1, 1.).

I should venture

purgatory for it (Oth. 4, 4.). The souls who were in Purgatory

(ScoTT,

'

Tales of a Grandf. 13.). By Him that . . sent thee

forth . . One of his Holy streams to lave the mounts Of Pa-
radise (MILMAN, Belshazzar.). With a further attributive de-

termination the article may again be added. Comp. : Vengeance,
from the hollow hell! (SHAKSP., Oth. 3, 3.); but it is also not
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gut

in this case: To find out practices of cunning hell (1, 3.).

ay, then, did pitying Heaven condemn the deed? (CRABBE,
Love a. Madness.) With other names of things also they
act analogously: The worship also of saints, for which Scrip-
ture gives us no warrant whatever (Scorr, Tales of a. Grandf.

28.). It is plain from reason as well as from Holy Scripture

(MARRIOTT, Serm. Lond. 1820. p. 3.) [thus commonly in the

singular]. To Nature and to Holy Writ Alone did God the

boy commit (COLER., Tell's Birth-Place).

In the ancient language the article is also found in similar cases.

Old-Engl. : In pe ende of pe world (R. OF GL. I. 1. cf. WYCL., Job.

3, 16.). Urthe is a-midde the hevene (WRIGHT, Pop, Treat, p. 132.).

He pat is of the erpe, spekith of pe erpe (WYCL., Job. 3, 31.). Ones

goth the sonne aboute (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.). The mone is

next the grounde (ib.). To the see hi wendeth aje (p. 137.). Thei
ban . . the Byble, writen in here langage (MACNDEV. p. 136.). The

preceptes of tfie gospelle (p. 137.), As David seith in the Sauter (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 281.). Halfsax. : purrh pe iverelld (ORM. 17546.). pe
sune risepp (7095.). Off pe lift (17553.). Swa summ pe Goddspell

kipepp (6489.). Itt iss o pe Goddspellboc (6478.). Anglosax. : Vater-

jende ealre pcere eorSan bradnisse (GEN 2, 6.). Sva piece is peo

heofon mid steorrum afylled (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p 5.). Seo sunne

is sviffe mycel (ib.). Se mono, and ealle steorran (ib ). pat fyr on

pcere helle (BOETH. 15.). On pa sveartan helle (CAEDM. 311. cf. 361.

520. 789.). On ealle peoda aerest gebyre^r beon pat godspel gebodod
(MARC. 11, 3.). Yet the omission of the article with Heaven, Earth,
Hell &c. is very familiar. Old-Engl.: Her on worolde (WRIGHT A,

HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 172.). Hevene was y-closed (P. PLOUGHM p. 277.).

Thorough purgatorie (p. 138.). Urthe is a lutel hurfte a}en hevene

i-wis (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.) I herde men upo mold make
muche mon (Polit. S. p. 149.).. The righte put of helle (Pop. Treat,

p. 132.). Forst . . in May That sonne from the southward wypeth
away (Polit. S. p. 214.). Seythe Holy Wrttt (MAU.NDEV. p. 110.).

Halfsax.: Heoffne wass oppnidd (ORM. 10880.), Swa summ erpe watt-

red iss (13864.). Na mar pann helle maft beon full (10223.), Helle-

pitt iss naefre full (10218.). Inn helleground (10508.). This is still

more frequent in Anglosax. : A penden standeff voruld under volcnum

(CAEDM. 912.). God lufode iniddan-eard (Jon. 3, 16.). Se pe of eor-

9an ys, se sprycff be eorflan (3, 31.). pa he gevorhte heofonan and
eor&an (TTM. 39, 10.). Heofon and hel (Coo. EXON. 97, 17.). Biff

him hel bilocen, heofonrice agiefen (77, 21.). On middan neorxen-

avanges (GEN 3, 8.). God hi pa gebrohte binnan Paradisum pat ve

hataff on Englisc neorxna-vang (BASIL., Hexam. 16). Gescop as al-

mihtiga God so; and eorftan (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 2.). Sage me

paere burge naman, paer sunne up gseff? (TTM. 41, 9.) Tva micele

leoht, pat is sunne and mono (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 2.). Hig
gelyfdon halgum gevrite (Jon. 2, 22.).

J) Names of kinds used for per son s, which are usually referred to

one known individual, of course take the definite article. Here,
for instance, belong: the Father, the S'o?i, the Holy Ghost, the

Lord, the Saviour, the Creator, the devil, the fiend, the Spirit,
and others, as well as all names of persons going to an indi-

vidual determined in place or time, as, the emperor, the king,
the duke, the pope, the bishop, the mayor, the sheriff, the bailiff,

Miitzner, engl. Gr. IT. 2. JQ
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that is, the present (our) emperor &c
,
which are singled out

of the kind through the article. Since Messiah, Messias, used

substantively, from a hebrew adjective, as well as the transla-

tion Christ, may be treated as the name of a kind, the article

may be given to them, even in the limitation to the determi-

nate person : We have found the Messias, which is, being inter-

preted, the Crist (JOHN 1, 41.), which Christ does not ordinarily
have. The article is conferred upon the name God when more

particularly determined: The God of my mercy (Ps. 59, 10.).

In the word of the most high God (MARRIOTT, Serm. p. 78.),

although not always: By the free grace and mercy of Almighty
God (p. 73.), as also in God Almighty. The article is also

omitted in a few cases with the names of persons in question:

.Now, Lord be thanked for my good amends (SHAKSP., Taming,
2. Induct.). And skip at every step, Lord knows how high
(BvR. p. 414.). A mighty, free and easy, dm7-may-care sort

of person (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.).

If the name of the person is individualized by the addi-
tion of a proper name, the addition of the definite article

is equaly warrantable: Hath the prince John a full commission?

(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 4, 1.) Diocletian imitated the emperor
Probus (GIBBON, Decl. 9.). The consul Appius Claudius (TYT-
LER, Anc. Hist. Edinb. 1848. p. 145.). The centurion Lucius

Virginius (ib.). The archduke Charles (ScoTT, Tales of a
Grandf. 30.). It is the Count Melun (SHAKSP., John 5, 4.).

The heir of the Lord Hungerford (III Henry VI. 4, 1.). There's
the Lord Petty Bag (TROLL., Framl. Pars. 1, 18.). Northum-.
berland and the prelate Scroop (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 5.).

The cardinal Pandulph is - within at rest (John 5, 7.). The
cardinal Balue is politic and liberal (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 13.).
When the Syndic Pavilion was announced (22.). I . . went to

deliver my letters of introduction. I had one in particular to

the Admiral Apraxin (BuLW., Dever. 5, 2.). The goddess Leto

(TYTLER, Anc. Hist. p. 79.). About the marriage of the Lady
Bona (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 4, 1.). John Lisle's widow was
therefore commonly known as the Lady Alice (MACAUL., Hist,

of E. II. 206.). The Duchess Amalia corresponded with her

(LEWES, G. I. 12.). The Countess Isabelle . . suffered the con-
versation to drop (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 14.).
The article is, however, uncommonly frequently omitted with

the familiar terms of dignity, office, occupation &c. of per-
sons, as well as with terms of courtesy : The Christian prince,

king Henry (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 5, 3.). And answer made
king Arthur (TENNYS. p. 197.). Queen Hecuba and Helen

(SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cress. J, 2.). In a castle in the north

Queen Mary is confined? (ScoTT, Abbot 12.) Prince John . .

occupied his castle (Ivanh. 14.). Prince Harry (SHAKSP., II

Henry VI. 1, 1.). I'll send duke Edmund to the Tower (4,

9.). Lord Hamlet is a prince etc. (Haml. 2, 2.), He found
Lord Sussex dressed (ScoTT. Kenilw. 14,). His brother, earl

James (Minstrelsy I. 100.). To meet Baron Henry, her own
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true knight (L. Minstr. 2, 27.). Counts Altringer and Galas

have maintain'd Their little army faithful to its duty (CoLER.,
Pice. 1, 3.). Bishop Hooper, Bishop Ridley (MACAUL., H. of

E. I. 49.). Archbishop Grindal (I. 50.). Cardinal Fisher or

Cardinal Pole (I. 51.). Pope Alexander began the cruel per-
secution of the Albigenses (HORT, Univ. Hist. p. 168.). Arch-

deacon Grantly will be there (TROLL., Framl. Pars. 1, 4.).

Abbot Hugo assembles us in Chapter (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2,

4.). The original of Father Dominic, the best comic character

of Dryden (MACAUL., Essays I. 88.)- General Gates is an

Englishman (Coop., Spy 1.). Colonel Birch took the same side

(MACAUL., Hist of E. IV. 31.). Major Bridgenorth himself felt

this >(ScOTT, Peveril 2.). Captain Foley led the way (Sou-
THEY, Nelson). Admiral BarrLngton . . beat off the Comte

d'Estaign in three several attacks (ib.). Is there not doctor

Titus Gates (Scoxi, Peveril 21.). Lawyer Clippurse found his

patron involved in a deep study (ScOTT, Waverley 2.). Astro-

nomer Bailly notices that the Sieur Reveillon is not at his

post (CARL ,
French Revol. L 4, 3.). When sister Livy is

married to farmer Williams (GoLDSM., Vic. 17.). A visit to

neighbour Flamborough's (16.). Sir Walter Scott gives us a

novel; Mr. Hallam a critical and argumentative history (MAC-
AUL., Essays I. 113.). We owe master Bridgenorth some de-

ference (SCOTT, Peveril 6.). Lady Lufton had but two children

(TROLL., Framl. Pars. 1, 1.). Mrs. Heakbane was a tall wo-
man (Antiqu. 1 5.). Dame Magdalen Graeme thus addressed her

grandson (Abbot 12.). Didst thou ever read the history of
Sister Margaret? (Antiqu. 6.) The article may be omitted
even with a few attributive determinations which precede the
name of the kind: Old sir Charles is arrived (GOLDSM., She

Stoops 5.). Old Mr. Wilmot drinking to Moses (Vic. 32.).
The paroxism of rage into which poor old Lord Strutt fell

(MACAUL., Essays II. 128.).

The signalizing of names of persons, attributed in an eminent
sense to a determinate personality , by the definite article, extends
into Anglosaxon. Comp.: st Fader, se Sunu, se Hcelend, se Gdst, se

fednd, se costnigend and the like: Sva se Fader avecff pa deadan, and
geliffast, sva e'ac se Sunu geliffast pa pe he vyle (Jon. 5, 21.). pa
gyt nas se Gdst geseald (7, 39.). Hig genamon pone Hcelend (MATH.
26, 57.). pa forlet se deofol bine (4, 11.). pa genealaehte se cost-

nigend (4, 2.). Even with God the article sometimes stands : Se God
ys cuff on paere byrig (Ps. 47, 3.) as with the article preceding: Se
lifigenda God (BASIL., Hexam. 2.). Se almihtiga fader (ib,). pas al-

mihtigan Godes sunu (ib.), beside Almihlig God (3.). The article is in-
deed often absent with similar expressions: Metod after sceaf scirum
sciman . . aefen serest (CAEDM. 136.). Se be com on dryhtnes naman
(MARC. 11, 9.). Fader lufaff pone Sunu (Jon. 3, 35. cf. 6, 27.). Gnst
is se pe liffaste 16, 63.). Sofffastnes ys gevorden purh Ihelend Crist

(1, 17.). purh deofol besvicen (BASIL., Hexam. 2.). Comp. Old-Engl.:.
Thanne flawmeth he as fir On Fader and on Filius (P. PLODGHM.
p. 361.). Halfsax. : Deofell iss . . Off . . nipfull herrte (OBM. 671.)
and the like. Thus Drihhtin is used without the article in the Half-
saxon of Orm: Drihhtin haffde panne sett (491.), as Lord often is

10*
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in Old-Engl.: Hayl Marie of thonke vol, Lord by mid pe (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 42.). The Messias commonly occurs with-

out the article. Old-Engl. : Moyses or Messie (P PLOCGHM. p. 61.).

We have founden Messias (WYCLIFFB, Job. 1, 41.). Halfsax.: paer

Messyass sop Crist, sep Godd To manne cumenn sollde (ORM. 7238,
cf. 12753. 13->39.). Anglosax.: Ve gemetton Messiam (Jon. 1, 41.).

Other substantives which, with the article, point to definite personali-

ties, named at a time and place, also occur with the article in an-
cient times. Old-Engl.: Taou art welcomere then the king (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p, 12.), yet it is sometimes absent: Berip to architriclyn . .

and pei token, and as architriclyn tastide etc. (WYCL., Job. 2, 8 sq.)
whereas in Anglosaxon: pa se dryhte- ealdor pas vines onbyrgde (ib.)

stands.

If a generic name is referred to a person by a proper name fol-

lowing it, the definite article is not unusual with the generic name
which precedes. Old-English: pe kyng

Arture (R. OF GL. I. 168.).

The king Nabugodonosore (CHACC., 0. T. 15631.). Thenne seide

the kyng Philip (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 190.). pe due Wyllam (R.
OF GL. I. 359.). The duyk Antoyne of Cartage (ALIS. 3558.). Of
the erl Hugilin of Pise (CHACC., C. T. 15893.). The admyral Salome

(Axis. 3557.). Upon the tyraunt Creom hem to wreke (CHAUC., C. T.

963.). This tree saugh tht pruphele Daniel in spirit (p. 186. 1.). The

apostel Poule unto the Romayns writeth p. 151. I.). The quene Can.-

dace (ALIS. 6686.)- The queen Ipolita (CHACC., C. T. 870.). Ageynes
theo ladg Olimpias (ALIS. 190.). In the temple of the goddesse Cle-

mence (930.). Halfsax.: pa seide pe king Basian (LA}AM. II. 19. cf.

23.). pe king Latin (I. 8 ). For pan duke Gaulun (I. 90.). Of Spaine
pe kaisere Meodras (III. 5.)- pe eorl Aruiragus (I. 395.X Icure pe
eorl Canaan (II. 57.). pe bissop Basan (II. 1. modern text). Ladde

pa quene Delgan toward Denemarke (I. 194.). Off pe Laferrd Crist

(ORM. 5810). pe laffdij Sannte Mar}e (2335.). Anglosax.: Se cyning

Alfred (877.). Se cyning Eadmund (SAX. CHR. 943.). Se cyning Affel-

rsed (994.). .He vrac pone ealdorman Cumbran (755.). But we early
meet a name of dignity or a title without the article, which is early

widely diffused. Old-Engl.: Kyng Macolm spousede Margarete so (R.
OF GL. II. 368 ). Kyng Wyllam bypojte him (ib.). So dude kyng
Porus (ALIS. 5552.). After kyng Harry (Ricn. C. DE L. 1.). Kyng
David (MAUNDEV. p. 73.). Paste by, is kyng Heroudes hows (p. 88.).

Due Wyllam (R. OF GL. I. 359.). Duk Perotheus loved wel Arcite

(CHACC., C. T. 1204.). In the lond of Prestre John (MACNDBV p. 298.
cf. p. 42.). Sire Simond de Montford has suore bi ys cop (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 71.). Sir Cleges knelyd on his kne (SiR CLEGES 166.).

Sire Do-weles doughter (P. PLOUGHM. p. 159.). Ffor to queme sir

Pride (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 20.). The wise astrologe rfawwPtbolome

(CHACC., C. T. 5906.). Daun Pharao (16619.). Than com riden mai-
ster Catoun (SECYN SAGES 2172,). Than seide master Bancillas (371.).

Of chyld Ipomydon here is a space (!POMYDON 528.). Schdd Florentiu

was lered in boke (SECYN SAGES 355,). To dame Siriz the hende

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 6.). Lovest thou wel dame Margeri? (p. 8.) So
dude dame Olimpias (ALIS. 167 ). These marchauntz him told of dame
Constaunce (CHACC., C. T. 4604.). This practise points to the in-

fluence of the Old-French : Rois Eneas le toli Elinant (GERH. v. VIANB

2092.). Ce dist dus Naimes (1755.). Se Dans Gerars ne le veut (1798.).

Sire Ernouz, ses mariz vint (RCTEBEOF I. 297.). De maitre Jehan de
Paris (I. 46.). Sire Gombert, dist Dame Guile (BARBAZAN, Fabl. et

C. III. 244.) and so on. The inversion of the substantives, running
parallel with it, without an article's being necessary to the name of
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the kind, is conformable to the Old-Germanic usage. Old-Engl.: Unto
Herode kyng Hast with alle youre myght (TowN. M. p. 146.)- My
moder was Awntt unto Mary madyn mylde (p. 165.). Halfsax.: Euan-
der king hine aqualde (LAJAM. III. 75.). To Seguine due (I. 208.).

Anglosax.: Se cyning Eadmund onfeng pa Anlafe cyninge at fulvihte

(SAX. CHR. 943.). pa sende se cyning after Anlafe cyninge Alfedh
biscop and ASelveard ealdorman (994.). Columba massepreost com
to Pihtum (560.). Her sende Gregorius se papa Augustine Arcebiscope
pallium (601.). Under AlffirySe abbodyssan (S. GCTHLAC 2.).

c) Names of things follow in general the principal rule with

regard to the construction with the article. The following may
be observed in detail.

The names of the quarters of the heavens, north, south,

east, west, north-east, which may be regarded as local deter-

minations, denoting partly the point of direction, partly a su-

perficial space, have, as substantives, the definite article.

Even from the east to the west (SHAKSP., Oth. 4, 2.). The
beds i' the east are soft (Ant. a. Cleop. 2, 6.). In the painted
oriel of the west (LoNGF. I. 264.). Columbus held his course

to the south-west (IRVING, Columb. 6, 1.). From Crowhead on
the south-west to Fairhead on the north-east (CHAMBERS, Informal.

II. 241. I.). In a metaphorical meaning: The North blew cold

(RooEKS, It., The Gr. St. Bern.). These stand adverbially
without the article: Norway extends from lat. 58 to 71 10'

north, and from long 5 to 30 east (ib. p. 206. II.). Comp.
Vol. I. p. 390. They also occur without the article in com-
cination with : It standeth north-north-east and by east (SnAKSP.,
Love's L. L. 1, 1.).

The article is found early. Old-Engl.: In pe ende of the world,
as al in pe West (R. OF GL. I. 1.). From pe Est in to pe West (I.

7.). As I biheeld into the eest (P. PLOUGHM. p. 2.). Toward the northe

(MAUNDEV. p. 262.). From the contrees of the West (p. 53.). It com-

monly stands without the article in combination with bi, by : The inone

bi-gynneth hi-este a-rise (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 134.). Homber bryn-
gep by ,\orp muche god and wyde, Seuerne by West Soup, Temese

by pe Est syde (R. OF GL. I. 2.). The article was early absent alto-

gether. Halfsax,: Bi norffe pere Humbre (!AJAM. III. 162. cf, 205.).

pe king we bi sutt&en (III. 212.). fowwre daless dseledd, Onn jEst,
o Wesst. o Sup, o Norrp (ORM, 11258. cf. 11490. 12125.). We meet
norffende, suffende, norSdcele and the like, with the article. In An-
glosaxon the prepositional combinations be norff, be edstan are fami-

liar: Ymbsseton an geveorc . . be nor& paere see (SAX. CHR. 894.).
Be edstan Pedredan, ge be vestan Sealvuda, ge be edstan ge eac be

nortfan Temese (ib.). Otherwise nortf, suit, east, vest stand adverbially
from the most ancient times; Lajamon has the comparative norSur:

pa ferde pe king norSur ma (I. 113.), as the Anglosax.: Se vinterlica

mona gaefF norftor (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 9.).

Substantives denoting spaces of time, as, seasons, months,
days of the week and festivals, are treated in a certain

measure like proper names, although, as recurrent spaces of

time, they do not wholly lose the character of names of kinds.

They therefore very commonly occur without the article, even
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with an attributive adjective preceding it,
or with, another more

particular determination.

Shadow will serve for summer (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 3, 2.).

After summer, evermore succeeds Barren winter (II Henry VI.

2, 4.). Thinking on fantastic summer's heat (Rich. II. 1, 3.).

Swift as a shooting star In autumn thwarts the night (MiLT.,
P. L. 4, 556.). Last summer the commons had sent up to the

peers an impeachment against her (HuME, Hist, of E. 57.).

Very good meat in Lent (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 2, 4.). He
smells April and May (Merry W. 3, 2.). The sun of March
was shining brightly (LoNGF. 1. 377.). It was towards the even-

ing of a day in early April (BuLW., Alice 1, 1.). On an even-

ing in April 1347 (Rienzi 1, 3.). Seckendorf assists at the

Grand Review, 13th May 1726 (CARL., Freder. the Gr. 5, 6.).

In October of the same year (LEWES, G. I. 55.).

Sunday comes apace (SHAKSP., Taming 2, 1.). "The king
of Prussia sets out for Anspach on Saturday next" 1 1 th

July
is Tuesday, Saturday next will be 15 th

July (CARL., Freder.

the Gr. 7, 4.). He might have called together his Council on

Saturday morning (MACAUL., Hist, of E. III. 171.). On Good

Friday (DICKENS, Pict. fr. It., Rome). At Christmas (Christm.
Car. 1.) and the like.

The article, however, comes here more frequently under con-

sideration according to the general points of view specified
above.

Now 'tis the spring (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 1.). At Pen-

tecost, which brings The Spring (LONGF. I. 2.). In the early

part of the winter (TROLL., Framl. Pars. 1, 24.). In the summer

of that year in which Dendermond was taken (STERNE, Tristr.

Sh. 6, 6.). The autumn of 1685 (MACAUL., Hist. OF E. II.

235.). The Lent shall be as long again as it is (SHAKSP., II

Henry VI. 4, 3.). Lofty rocks, then covered by the prodigal
verdure, and the countless flowers, of the closing May (BuLW.,
Rienzi 3, 1.).

Why such impress of shipwrights, whose sore task Does not

divide the Sunday from the week? (SHAKSP., Haml. 1, 1.) They
hoped to see all our family at church the Sunday following

(GoLDSM., Vic. 10.). On Easter Sunday as well as on the pre-

ceding Thursday the Pope bestows his benediction on the people
(DICKENS, Pict. fr. It.. Rome). On the Thursday, we went to

see the Pope convey the Sacrament, from the Sistine chapel
(ib.). The Saturday, however, passed over without any sign
of relenting on the part of the government, and the Sunday
arrived, a day long remembered (MACAUL., Hist of E. III.

471.). The Christmas preceding his murder (ScoiT, Tales of a

Grandf. 19.).

Time supposed to be known, or more particularly determined, or

taken in its generality, is a sufficient motive for the use of the article,

so that its absence might surprise us in many instances. But this

licence or indecisiveness, with a preponderance of the employment of

substantives without the article, is derived from ancient times.
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Old-Engl.: For wynter is per long, whan somer is here in pride
(LANGT II. 240 ). Bituene somer and wynter . . Thanne is thundre
cunde y-nou} (WRIGHT, Pop Treat, p. 136.)- Ne in pur wynter nothe
mo (p. 135.). Aboute Midsomer Bred-lees thei slepe (P. PLODGHM.

p. 283.). Hasteth hem in hervest (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 13.). Lig-

gen at Londone In Lenten (P. PLOUGHM. p. 6.). Halfsax. : Anan swa
-seomer come pa ferden heo to Rome (LAJAM. I. 422.). per after com
leinten (III. 230.). sumerr, annd onn herrfessttid, winnterr, annd
o lenntenn (ORM. 11254.). Anglosax. : Ver is lencten-tid testas is sumor
. . autumnus is hdrfest , . hiems is vinter (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 8.).

Ge viton pat sumer ye gehende (MATH. 24, 32.)- Vas pa lencten agan
butan six nihtum aer sumeres cyme on maias kaleudas (LENE 1227.).

J)onne on sumera sunne scineff (CAEDM. 3793.). Biddaff pat pis on
vintra ne geveorflfe (MARC. 13, 18.) On paere priddan vucan aer myd-
dan-vintra (MATH. 3, 1. rubr.)- pu pe pa treova .

, on hdrfest tid

heora leafa bereafast (BOETH. 4.). Sva nu lencten and hdrfest; on
lencten hit grevff, and on hdrfest hit fealvatf (21.).

Old-Engl.: Our leuede day in Decembre (R. OF GL. II. 441.). Marche
was the firste, and Decembre was the laste (MAUNDEV. p. 77.). Bituene

Averyl and May (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 136.). Whan that Aprille
with his showres swoote The drought of Marche hath perced to the

roote (CHACC., C. T. 1. cf 4426. 6128.). In tyme of May hot is the

boure (Ans. 2049.). Halfsax.: patt wass i Marrch, ace Marcch wass

pa Neh all gan ut till ende (ORm. 1891. cf. 1901 sq). Angiosaxon
names of the months early gave way to the Roman. In Halfsaxon
we still find: Wippinnenn loless tnonep (Ofim. 1910.). Even Anglo-
Saxon presents Angiosaxon and Latin names mostly without the article:

pas pe edstermonaS to us cymeflf (MENOLOG. 72.) Januarius (10.).

Februarius (18,). Aprelis monad (56.) and so on. Martins reffe, Hlyda
healic (36.). On Augustus moiiffe (BOETH. 5, 2), like other Latin
terms: Frain Xll kl. April (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 6.)-

Old-Engl.: Sove dayes of the wyke ther-after i-cleped beoth; Of

Saturnus, Saterday, and Soneday of the sonne; Of the mone, Mone-

day (WRIGHT, Pop Treat p. 133 cf. R OF GL. I. 112.). On Wyt-
sonday (MACKDEV. p. 92

.). On Good-Fryday (P. PI.ODGHM. p. 106.).
A lute biuore Candelmasse (R. OF GL II. 495.). Halfsax.: Saterdajj
wass hali? dajj (ORM. 4350.). patt da^ patt . . Iss Halfyhe purrs-

da}} nemmnedd (5989,). pe prittennde da}} Fra Jolda}} (11062.). A
White sunedcei his folc per isomnie (LA}AM. II. 596.). pa cestre wes

ajeonge with (ib.). Anglosax.: pys sceal on Vodnes-ddg (MATH. 3, 1.

rubr.). On Frige-dag (4, 12. rubr.). Ne eac man ne mot cneovjan
on sunnan dagum (BEDA p. 228. Wheloc.). On paere pryddan vucan
ofer Pentecosten (MATH. 5, 25. rubr.). pys gebyratf on punres-ddg
ser Edstron (Jon. 13, 1. rubr.). To midfestene (SAX. CHR. 1047.).
The delinite article likewise frequently appears from early times.

Old-Engl -. Whan it reynethe ones in the somer (MACSDEV. p. 49.}.

Fro chele of the irynter (DEPOS. OF RICH. II p. 13.). Halfsax.: pa
pe winter wes agan (L<\}A>i. II oil.). Auglosax.: pan sumcrcs (SAX.
CHK. 1047.) [hac aestate]. Ofer pone inidne sumer (1006.). To pain
middan vintre (1013.).
The originally Latin names of months do not seem to favour

the definite article. Old-Engl.: Betwene Aprile and the May (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 195.). It is rare even in Auglosaxou with
the old names: Se svlmonaft sigeff to tune (MENOLOG. 16.).

Forms for days are not seldom found with the article. Old-Engl.:
The morwe as the Monenday (R. OF GL. II. 495.). Therfore me scho-

neth moche thane Saterday bigynne, And the Tuesdai, eni work
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(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.). It was the Saterday in Wyttson woke

(MAUNDEV. p. 299.) Erliche upon the Monenday (WRIGHT, Polit. S.

p. 340.). On the Friday folwynge (P. PLOUGHM. p. 340.). Befor the

Mychael-masse (WRIGHTA. EALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 195.). Halfsax.: All

alls he comm till ^errsolaem pe Passkedafi to frellsenn (Ofim. 15858.).
Att te Passkemesseda\\ (8893.). Anglosax, : Ve etaff on pa sunnan

saguni on undern and on aefen (BEDA p. 228. Wheloc.). pon Vod-

nesdage nehst Eastron (S. GUTHL. 20 ) ; thus commonly with a more

particular determination: On pone 63erne Vodnes-ddg ofer Penteeosten

(MATH. 5, 17. rubr.). On pone feortSan Sunnan-dag (7, 1. mbr.).

Among the substantives which are individualized by a pro-

per name coming after it in the same case, some geographical
determinations, like mount, lake, the Scottish loch, as well as

cape, if they are not otherwise determined, are put without

the article, as it were integrant parts of a proper name.
Under mount Pelion (SHAKSP., Merry W. 2, 1.). Upon mount

Sinai (Exod. 19, 11.). Mount Casius old (MiLT., P. L. 2, 593.).
Near the foot of Mount Hsemus (GIBBON, Decl. 6.). The exi-

stence of lakes Tchad and Dibbie in Soudan (CHAMBERS, In-

format. II. 274. II.). Lake Huron, Lake Iroquois, Lake Erie

(II. 290. II.). The names of Scottish lakes are numerous, as:

Loch Katrine, Loch Lomond, Loch Awe, Loch Creran, Loch
Leven. Loch Ness. Cape, not, in a similar case, accompanied
by the article, has, in modern times some into use mostly for

foreign names, as: Cape Breton, Cape Palmas, Cape Vincent;

Capes Bon, Verde, Good Hope (CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 273.

L). Cape Wrath [in Scotland], whereas British headlands are

mostly denoted by head and ness or point (Anglos, nds, ndssa,
Old-norse nes, promontorium, and Anglos, hedfudland and head-

land) which follow the proper name : Flamborough Head, Spurn
Head, Duncansby Head; Buchan Ness, Fife Ness; Hartland

Point, Corsill Point.

That the article accompanies when of follows is natural: The
lake of Gennesaret (LUKE 5, 1.). The Cape of Good Hope,
along with At Cape Good Hope (CHAMBERS, Inform. II. 275.

II.), or with an attributive adjective: The celebrated Cape Clear

(II. 242. II.). The great lakes Wener, Wetter etc. (II. 206. D.
With mount also the article is found: About the mount Mi-

senum (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 2, 2.). By the mount Horeb

(ExoD. 33, 6.).

The prefixed article is appropriate to the Germanic mode, and is

still frequently found in ancient times with the collocation above
mentioned. Old-Engl. : At the entree of the mount Syon (MACNDEV.
p 90 sq.). At the mount Modeyn (p. 126.). Bitwixe this and the

mount Caukasous (CHAUC., C. T. 6722 ). Sum men clepen that see,

the Lake Dalfetidee (MAUNDEV. p. 101.), beside: On the mount of Par-

naso (CHACC., C. T. 11033.). By the see of Tyberye (MAUNDEV. p. 103.),

wherewith compare Halfsax. : Uppen pan munte of Reir (LAJAM. II.

222.). Ouer pen lac of Siluius & ouer pen lac of Philisteus (I. 54.).

The prefixed article is usual in Anglosax. : pas muntes Syon (Ps. 47,

2.)- He stod viff pone mere Genesareth (Luc. 5, 1.); yet the name of

a kind put after the proper name without the article is certainly very
common: Uppan Sinai munt (Exoo. 19, 11.). On Oreb dune (33, 6.).
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Stigan on Seone beorh (AEDM. 3315') also: p\eh pe on Syloes mere

(Jon. 9, 7.). The rejection of the article, early occurring with mount

prefixed, agrees with the Old-French usage. Old-Engl.: Unto mounte

Joye (MACNDEV. p. 126.). Unto mount Modeyn (ib.). Mount Syon
(p. 92.) Of mount Vesulus .(CuAuc., C. T, 7923); also with hill: In
hill Pernaso (Troil. a. Cress. 3, 1810). Halfsax.: Nu hit hatte Munt
Seint Michel (LAjAm. III. 1 8.). Touward Hunt-yiu heo ferden (I. 240.).

Old-French : Quant le chastel fu fait, que Mont Essor ot nom (GERH.
v. VIANE 358.). Comp. Anglosax. : Se vas abbot on Monte-cassino

(SAX. CHR. 1057.).

d} Generic names of persons and things, both in the singular and
in the plural are generalized, or referred to the totality of

individuals, by the definite article. See p. 144.

But this chiefly happens in the singular; in the plural,
on the other hand, so far as the notion of the kind is more
concerned than its numerical extent, the article is often not

put. Even in the singular this is sometimes the case, and

habitually with the substantive man.
What is man that thou art mindful of him? (Ps. 8,4.) Man

loves to conquer (LEWES, G. I. 57.). Man superior walks
Amid the glad Creation (TuOMS., Spring). Man delights not

me. nor woman neither (SHAKSP., Haml. 2, 2.). Man is destined

to be a prey to woman (THACKEK., Vanity Fair 1, 4.). All

that servant ought to be (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 2, 3.).

See also under Omission of the Article. Creditors

have better memories than debtors (PROVERB.). Vipers kill,

though dead (SHELLEY IV. 1.). English travellers are the best

and the worst in the world (IRVING, Sk. B. Engl. Writers on

Amer.). Music that gentlier on the spirit lies, Than tir'd eye-
lids upon tir'd eyes (TENNYS. p. 144.). What is predicated of

a plurality is readily transferred to the whole class.

The collective man in the singular is old. Old-Engl.: Now make
we man to our liknes (Town. M. p. 5.). Al is man so is tis em
(WfiicaT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 210.). Halfsax.: Godd raew off mann
(ORM., Pref. 65.). Anglosax.: "Hvaer byflF mannes mod?" "Ic pe
secge: on pam heafde." (TTM. 40, 33. cf. 41,40.45.) But the citing
individuals as representatives of the sort extends much further in the

ancient language: Wimon is word wot (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 179.). Wis child is fadiris blisse (I. 177.). Luef child lore byho-
veth (I. 110.). Wis mon holt is wordes ynne (I. 111.). The indefi-

nite article might as well stand here. Whatever of this sort has been

preserved in the language is discussed further on. See Omission
of the Article. The plural frequently serves to denote the class.

Old-Engl. : For cristene and uncristene Crist seide to prechours : Ite

vos in vineam meam (P. PLOUGHM. p. 324.) Nabbeth ner budeles

boded ar sulle [comp. Old-Fr. sool, saoul, Mod.-Fr. soul] (WRIGHT,
Polit S. p. 152.). Anglosax.: pat biff blindra peav (S GUTHI,, Prol.).

act) Proper names, so far as they denote a single individual, either

a person or a thing, by the conventional uame belonging only
to this object, do not need the definite article. They receive it

under certain conditions.

a) Names of persons may assume it with another attribu-
tive determination.
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See, what a rent the envious Casca made (SHAKSP., Jul: Caes:

3, 2.). These were the merits which induced the classical Ad-
dison to write an elaborate commentary upon the ballad of

Chevy Chase (Scoxi, Minstr. I. 15.). The high-spirited and

accomplished Devonshire was named Lord Steward (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. IV. 23.). The youthful Berwick, the small, fair-
haired Lauzun (VI. 13.). The mark, which cannot here pass
as a distinctive one within a class, is nevertheless rendered

prominent as a specific one.

This indication by the article is however often disregarded;
in common life this particularly happens with such adjectives
as young, old, little, poor and the like, attributes frequently recur-

ring, yet also, in the nobler speech, without limit: Great Juno
comes (SHAKSP., Temp. 4, 1

.). Young Ferdinand (3, 3.). What
shall good old York there see? (Rich. II. 1, 2.) The last of

noble Edward's sons (2, 1.). The rights of banish?d Hereford
(ib.). Sicily, Where Syracusian Dionysius reign'd (MARL., Jew
of M. 5, 3.). By younger Saturn (MiLT., P. L. 1, 510.). From
mightier Jove (1, 511.). O'er the realm of impious Pharaoh

(1, 342.). The last remaining male of princely York (Rows,
Jane Sh. 1, 1.). See god-like Turenne prostrate on the dust

(POPE, Essay on M. 4, 100.). On such a stool immortal Alfred
sat (COWPER p. 163.). Such still to guilt just Alba sends (BYR.,
Bride 2, 16.). O'er his lost works let classic Sheffield weep
(Engl. Bards p. 319.). Smug Sidney too thy bitter page shall

seek, And classic Hallam (p. 320.). For outlawed Sherwood's
tales of Robin Hood (p. 329.). Here we are at Lyons with

gallant old Damas (BuLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.). The words of

sweet Shakspeare (!RVING, Sk. B. Stratford on Av.). Jesting
Pilate had not the smallest chance to ascertain what was truth

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 2.). Proper names combined with
saint do not receive the article at all.

The use of the article may be pursued into Anglosaxon. Old-Engl. :

And bad hire fader grauut hym pe gode Gordeille (R. OF GL. I. 31.).
The blissed Noe(P. PLOUGHM. I. 197.). Of the worthy Cipioun (CHAUC.,
C. T. 16610.). Unto the blissful Cithera (2217.). The riche Cresus

(1948.). Halfsax.: pe feire Austin (LAJAM. I. 2.). In Lajamon the

adjective with the article is ordinarily treated as an apposition, which

certainly always occurs. In Anglosaxon we read : pat se visa Plato

cvaffe (BoETH. 3, 4.). Se hulga Gtithlac (S. GCTHL. 4.). Se eddiga
Guthlac (5 ) Seo ed&rhre&ige Elene (ELENE 267.).

Its omission is familiar to Old-English poetry, yet, as it seems, not

early diffused: This is yonye Gamelyn that taughte the this pleye

((JAMELYN 253.). Yonge Octouian . . Was banerrere of that batayle
(OcxouiAM 1603.). This clerk was cleped heende Nicholas (CHAUC.,
C. T. 3199. cf 3401. 3462. 3487.). To fyry Mars (2371.). Cruel

Martz hath slayn this marriage (4721.). Irous Cambises was eek

dronkelewe (7627.). Of faire freissche Venus (2388.). Weddede . .

Fayr Florence (OCTOUIAN 869.). In the mauger of doughte Doglas
(PERCY, Rel. p. 2. I.). The granser of great Mahowne (Tows. M.

p. 172.). Now by inyghty Mahowne (p. 151. cf. 130. 140.). Here the

knyth goth to blynde Longeys (Cow. MYST. p. 334.). Seynt, without

the article, comes from the most ancient times: As Seynt Cristyne Sf
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Seynt Fey., & also Seynt Vincent (R, OF GL. I. 82.). Halfsaxon: A
seinte Marie nomen (LAJAM. III. 38.). 3n wass Sannte Mar\e sibb

(ORNf. 307.). In Anglosaxon sanctus is often retained: Se affela lareov

ealra peoda Scs. Paulus (S. GUTHL. 3.). The omission of the article

before the adjective is otherwise usual in Anglosaxon: Him pa gledv-

hydig Judas oncvafr (LENE 934).

Names of persons sometimes also assume the article, with-
out any further determination, especially in order to

render well-known personalities knowable as such; partly
with respect to the generic name out of which the proper
name arose.

The Douglas and the Hotspur both together Are confident

against the world in arms (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 1.). To
leave the Talbot, and to follow us (I Henry VI. 3, 3.). Here-

upon the Douglas told him this story (Scoxr, Tales of a Grandf.

11.). They brought back the heart of the Bruce (ib.). Laws
were the most sure When like the Draco's they were writ in

blood (MARL., Jew. of M. Prol.). I hope we may find the Pre-

ciosa among them (LoNGF. I. 201.). Stout Choiseul would
discern in the Dubarry nothing but a wonderfully dizened Scar-

letwoman (CARL., Fr. Revol. I. 1.). From this is to be distin-

guished the previous regard to a following determination: A
fourth, the Tancred whose name lives in the great poem of lasso,
was celebrated etc. (MACAUL., Hist of E. I. 12.).

Old-Engl. : Ascayn biget Silui, of whom pe Brut com (R. OP GL. I.

10.). pat pe folk was . . of pe Brut ycome (I. 45.) Willam the

Longespei (II. 522.). Sir Hue the Despencer (II. 559.). To dam Maud
pe Mortimer (II. 560.). The Waleis wes to-drawe (WRIGHT, Polit. S.

213.). Sire Robert the Bruyte (p. 215.). The Longespay was a noble

knyght (Ricn. C. DE L. 6983.). The Duglas and the Perse met (PERCY,
Rel. p. 3. II.). Thei take Jhesu and lede hym in gret hast to the

Herowde (Cov. MVST. p. 303.). To lerne gramer that wyll dyscryue
The Donet (OCTOUIAN 629.). Vor pe pyte pat of pe Magdaleyn God
odde, vorjyf yt me (R. OP GL. I. 339.). The Mawdlyn (To'wN. M.

p. 288.). I saw the Daphene closed under rinde (COMPLAINT OF THE
BLACK KNIGHT 64.). Anglosax. : pa he gehyrede pat Archelaus rixode
on Judea peode, for pane Herodem (MATH. 2, 22.). par se Columba

getimbrade mynster (SAX. CHR. 560.). Hie vseron HlotTviges suna. Se

tiloftvig vas pas ealdan Carles sunu, se Carl vas Pippenes sunu (885.).
The Anglosaxon translation of the Bible avoids employing the article

where the Gothic, after the Greek fashion, gives it: MARC. 15, 15.

JOH. 5, 36.

Names of Persons are treated like names of kinds, when the

members of a family, or persons of the same name in

general, are considered as a class of individuals.

A boy . . the grandson of the elder, and nephew of the younger
Gordian, was produced to the people (GIBBON, Decl. 5.). Their
John the elder was the John Divine (CRABBE, The Borough
4.). Now let the treach'rous Mortimers conspire (MARL., Edw.
H. 1, 1.). In the days of the Plantagenets (MACAUL., Hist, of

E. II. 142.). Dr. Johnson was not acquainted with the Thrales
till 1765 (Essays I. 355.). In the reign of the Henries (LONF.
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I. 277.). The heiress of the Grahames of Dalkeith (ScoTTr
Tales of a Grandf. 13.).

The plural may be used where in fact only one individual
of the name is to be called to mind: A dumb nation . . who
cannot speak, and have never yet spoken, spite of the

Shakspeares and Miltons who shew us what possibilities there
are (CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 5.). This generalization, which
makes the individual appear as belonging to a generic notion,
therefore causes one to think less of his name than of his
nature and character, is peculiar to the modern Romance and
Germanic languages.

The distinction of persons of the same name by determinations with
the article is a matter of course. Old-Engl. : By the Marie of hevene!

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 75.) Who fedde the Egipcien Marie? (CHADC., C.
T. 4920.). Anglosax. : Seo Magdalenisce Maria and Maria Jacobes
modor (MATH. 27, 56. MARC. 16, 40. cf. 16, 1, 9.). pam Pontiscan
Pilate (MATH. 27, 2.). The comprehension of persons of the same
name by the plural does not seem favoured in the most ancient lan-

guage.

If names of persons denote metaphorically persons of the
character and qualities of the person named, or pictures
and other concrete objects, perhaps also literary produc-
tions, whose title is the name of a person, they may, with

regard to the article, be treated quite like names of kinds.

Thou art the Mars of malcontents (SHAKSP., Merry W. 1,

3.). The beautiful and guilty queen of Naples the Marie
Stuart of Italy (BuLw., Rienzi 3, 1.). A third, the Ulysses of

the first crusade, was invested . . with the sovereignty of An-
tioch (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 12.). I would I were the only
Englishman here yes, the Eobinson Crusoe among the savages
(DouGL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 2.). When I saw the Venus
I was wrapt in wonder (MONTAGUE, Lett.). The George with
which many years before, king Charles the Second had deco-
rated his favourite son (MACAUL., Hist of E. II. 185.). In the

Acis and Galatea of Ovid (GOLPSM., Vic. 8.). Milton attended
in the Comus to the distinction he afterwards neglected in the

Samson (Essays I. 16.). The titles of literary works often

stand without the article: What is the nature and value of

that correctness, the praise of which is denied to Macbeth, to

Lear, and to Othello, and given to Hoole's translations etc.?

(Essays I. 322.) In the year 1718 "Cato" came out (TRACKER.,
Engl. Hum. 2.).

It is clear that the ancient language might proceed in like manner
with this transformation of the proper name into the name of a kind.

Comp. the Indefinite Article. The condition of our sources is

perhaps the cause that instances are hardly to be noted. We often
read the mawmet (Mahomet) for the idol and the like, and even Half-
sax. ; Heo nom pene mahum (LAJAM. I. 11.). Titles of books moreover
occur without the article: Phisiologus seith sicurly (CHACC., C. T.

16757.). In Anglosaxon that metaphor seems rare. Where the name
of the author is named instead of his works, there is no reason what-
ever for using the article. Old-Engl.: In Stace of Thebes and the
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bokes olde (CHACC., C. T. 2296.). Redith Senek, and redith eek Boece

6750.).

b) Names of peoples, parties, sects &c. are to be regarded
as names of kinds. They receive the definite article, when
they are referred to determinate individuals or totalities. To-
talities denoted by the plural with the article comprise partly
all the individuals of the kind, partly the individuals in their

mass coming by anticipation under consideration.

The pristine wars of the Romans (SHAKSP., Henry V. 3, 2.).

This wall defended the Britons for a time, and the Scots and.

Picts were shut out from the fine rich land (Scoxr, Tales of

a Grandf. L). He was a foreigner, ignorant of the laws and
careless of the feelings of the English (MACAUL., Hist, of E.

II. 182.). The Lyonnese ought to be very proud of stout ge-
neral Damas (BuLw., Lady of L. 5, 1.). The Pharisees . .

except they wash their hands oft eat not (MARK. 7, 3.). Never
. . had the condition of the Puritans been so deplorable

(MACAITL., Hist, of E. II. 233.). The Whigs did not utter a

murmer (II. 152.). The sincere conformists were far more
numerous than the Papists and the Protestant Dissenters taken

together (H. 345.). Even here however cases occur where the

totality is indicated by the plural without the article: A par-
ticular sort of devotional worship practised by Catholics (ScOTT,
Tales of a Grandf. 28.). With adjectives used substantively,
as English, French, alongside of which stand substantive forms,
like Englishman, Frenchman, this case no longer appears.

Old-Engl.: pe Picardes bede pe Scottes an ende of herde lond To

jeue hem (R. OF GL I. 41.). The'Flemmysshe y-herden telle the cas

(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 189.). per was a man of pe Pharisees (WiCL.,
Job. 3, 1.). Names of peoples compounded with man, which with the

generalizing of the name of the people give way in Modern-English
to adjectives used substantively, stand in Old-English like the latter:

Lustneth . . Of the Freynsshe-men . . Hou the Fkmmysshe-men bohten
hem and solde (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 187.). But very often the article

is omitted: pe kyng . . awreke hym pojte Of Scottes and of Pigars
(R. OF GL. I. 171.). poru Englische and Saxones (I. 3.). For to

seche Flemmysshe by the see stronde (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 1 88.). Je-

wis soughten for to slee hym (WYCL., Job. 7, 1.). When Jues so

wonderly wroght (TOWN. M. p. 210.). What thyng is done . . Thrughe
wykyd Jues (p. 273.), Divided is thy regne, and it, schal be To Mee-
des and to Perses geven (CiiAuc., C. T. 15720.). He of Centaures

layde the bost adoun (15585.)- As Jhu knewe that Pharisees herden
etc. (WYCL., Job. 4, 1.). Seribis and Pharisees (8, 3.). In former

times the substantives with and without the article likewise alternate.

Halfsax.: pa Qrickes hefden Troye mid teone bi-wone (L.AJAM. I. 4.).

Heo comen to pan Peohtes (II. 5.). pa Rom-leoden (III. 72.). pis

isejen Bruttes (II 3.). Wes Francene lond Gualle ihaten (II. 561.).

Wrekeff eow . . of Sexisce monnen (II. 206.). Rom-leoden raesden to

(III. 73.). Iherden hit Troynisce (I. 35.). Anglosax.; For ptera Judea

ege (Jon. 7, 13.). pa Judeas bine sohton (7, 1. cf. 11.). paer vearff

para Deniscra miccle ma ofslegenra (SAX. CHR. 1001. cf. 894. 905.).

Man paere ofsloh sviSe feola Engliscra godra mauna, and eac of pain
Franciscum (1052.). pa Pharisei seodon heora penas (Jon. 7, 32.).
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pa ferdon Peohtas in Breotone (BEDA 1, 1.). Vas Breotone_ealond
Romanum uncuff (1, 2.). NortShymbre and Edstengle hafdon Alfredo

cyninge a<Jas geseald (SAX. CHR. 894.). Romdne cumaff. and nimatT

ure land (Jon. 11, 48.). With this also the Old-French agrees: Fran-
cois m'enchausent (GERH. v. VIANB 1480. I486.). A Sarrazins cha-

langier la contree (AGOLANT 3.).

c) Proper names, which are attributed to impersonal objects,
have regularly the definite article, in which the Romance in-

fluence seems to make itself felt. The article points to the

omitted name of the kind.

Names of rivers in general take the article: The flow o'

the Nile (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 2, 7.). The Danube and the

Euphrates alternately attested his triumphs (GIBBON, Decl. 1.).

The Ouse, dividing the well water'd land (CowpER p. 171.).
The Seine navigable to Rouen (CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 194.

I.). Many a dark and subterranean street Under the Nile

(SHELLEY IV. 25.). This is the mode familiar to prose,
unless the generic name the river precedes: The river Some

(SHAKSP., Henry V. 3, 5.). The river Po (John 1, 1.). The
river Usk (ENGLAND, Lond. 1788 p. 105.). The river Lycus
(GIBBON, Decl. 11.).

Poetry, which does not disdain the article, uses at present
names of rivers without the article, which might also formerly
be absent in Modern-English prose, even with the adjective

preceding it: The flies and gnats of Nile (SHAKSP., Ant. a.

Cleop. 3, 11.). The floods of Sala and of Elbe (Henry V. 1,

2.). Jordan overfloweth all his banks (Josn. 3, 15. cf. NUMB.

13, 29.). To pass Rhene or the Danaw (MiLT., P. L. 1, 352.).

Here, Ouse . . Conducts the eye along his sinuous course (Cowp.
p. 167.). By Thames at home, or by Potowmac here (Tn.
MOORE p. 162.). Of old Nile (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 1, 3.).

Fierce Phlegeton (MiLT., P. L 2, 480.). From reedy Simois

(TENNYS. p. 100.).

The ancient language rarely offers the article, although it occurs in

Halfsaxon. Old-Engl.: The Poo (CHACC., C. T. 7924.). Halfsax.: I

pere Temese at Lundene Hengest com to londe (LAJAM. II. 208.). I

pere Tyure he code alond (I. 6.). Sometimes flom, flum precedes with
the article. Old-Engl.: The flom Jordan (MADNDEV. p. 102.). Half-

sax.: I wesste bi pe flumm Jorrdann (ORM. 8299. cf. 9247.); also:

pet watre Desse (LAJAM. III. 200.). The simple name is the most
familiar. Old-Engl.: Homber bringep by Norp muche god and wyde,
Seuerne by West Soup, Temese by pe Est syde (R. OF GL. I. 2.). In
Temse (I. 51.). An ile in Nyle (MAUSDEV. p. 46.). In Bethanye ouer
Jordan (WiCL., Joh. 1, 28.). To fisshe in Tyber (CHAUC., C. T. 15962.).
Be Seyne water (OCTOUIAN 1359.). Besyde Jordan streme (TOWN. M.

p. 44.). Halfsax.: Fluwen ouer Hunbre (LAJAM. II. 5.). Ouer Tambre
(III. 200.). Aneouste Seuarne (III. 201.). purrh Jorrdan (ORM. 10793.) ;

also with the preceding substantive flom without the article with the

Jordan: Into flom Jordan (MAUNDEV. p. 99.). Toward flom Jordan
(ib.). 2 myle fro Jerico is flom Jordan (ib.). In flume Jordan (Town.
M. p. 166 ). In the water of flom Jordone (Cov. MYST. p. 9.). The
Anglosaxon contents itself with the name of the rives without the
article: pridda is Tigris (CAEDM. 231.). Off Eufraten (2200.). Begeon-
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dan Jordanen (Jou. 1, 28. 3, 26.). pa com se Haelend . . to Jordane

(MATH. 3, 13.). Be suffan Temese (SAX. CHR. 871.). Hi flugon ofer

Temese (894 ). Ondlong Mcese (882.). On Stufe muffan (885.) : or it

is followed by a substantive like ed, seo ed: Fram Grante ea (S. GOTH-
LAC 3.). Be Tinan paere ea (SAX. CHR. 875.). Comp. Halfsaxon: Up-
pen Uske pan waetere (LAJAM. I. 256.).

The names of seas, in part originally adjectives, to which
a generic name like sea, ocean may also be added, in part
names coming down from antiquity, require the definite article:

The Atlantic, the Pacific, the Baltic, the Euxine, the Mediter-

ranean, the jEgean, the Bosphorus, the Hellespont, the Archipe-

lago. The personified Ocean has of course, no article: Calm
as a slumbering babe, Tremendous Ocean lay (SHELLEY I. 12.).

The ancient language mostly offers other terms for seas. Old-Engl.
The grete see of occian (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 137.). [Comp. Mod.-

Engl.: Who never saw the sea of ocean (BvB., D. Juan 1, 70.).] From
Occian the greate se (SKELTON I. 60.). In the Greete see (CHAUC., C.

T. 59.). By the occeane see (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 272.).

Fordane, and Champaine Beth alle by the suth est see (I. 273.). An
arm of the See Hellespont (MAUNDEV. p. 15.). To the Qrekyssh see

(OcTociAN 1837.). Halfsax.: >ond pa see wide (LA|AM. III. 12,). The
sea is often not denoted more particularly. In Anglosaxon the article

stands: On pcere Vendelsce (BOETH. 33, 1.), but is absent in: Fram
edstsce otf vestsce (BEDA 1, 12.). Comp. Omission of the Article
6. Terms like the Old-Engl.: The Rede See (MADNDEV. p. 85.). The

Dede See (p. 99.) are common to modern times. Anglosax.: Be pam
reddan see (CAEDM. 3063. cf. 105, 9. 135, 13. 15.) and On see reddre

(Ps. 105, 21.).

The names of the quarters of the globe, countries,
provinces, localities of all sorts ordinarily have no article:

Europe, America, Spain, England, Russia, Turkey, Egypt,
Morocco, Senegambia, Caffraria, China, Java, Rhodes, Malta,

Middlesex, Cheshire, Mid-Lothian, London, Paris, Kendal, Kirkby-
Lonsdale. Exceptionally, geographical names, particularly those

taken from other languages, take the article, as: the Levant,
the Deccan, the Carnatic (MACAUL., Essays 4, 29.), the Tyrol,
the Morea, the Peloponnesus, the Crimea, the Ukraine, the Pa-

latinate, the Limousin in Auvergne; the Trosachs is simply a

concluding portion of the vale (CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 228.

I.); the Hague (la Haye). Here belong plural terms like: the

East Indies, the West Indies, the Two Sicilies, the Netherlands,
the Low Countries, as well as the terms for groups of islands,
like: the Canaries, the Cape Verdes, the Azores, the Bahamas,
the Bermudas, the Orkneys, self-evident: the Faroe Isles, the

Shetland Islands and the like. Among deserts the Sahara oc-

curs (CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 273. I.),

When more particularly determined, names of countries and

places generally take the article: Like to the senators of the

antique Rome (SnAKSP., Henry V. 5, chor.). They had insti-

tutions derived . . partly from the old Germany (MACAUL., H.
of E. I. 28,). There was, indeed, scarcely any thing in com-
mon between the England to which John had been chased by
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Philip Augustus, and the England from which the armies of
Edward the Third went forth to conquer France (I. 17.). This
also happens, as with proper names, if names of places denote

places of like constitution : He had lived in the opulent Towns
of Flanders, the Manchesters and Liverpool^ of the fifteenth cen-

tury (I. 36.).

Yet, as with other proper names, the article is frequently
omitted before an adjective determination: The nine sybils of

old Rome (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 1, 2.). In ancient Greece

(MiLT., P. L. 1, 739.). Fanatic Egypt and her priests (I. 480.).
You have persuaded me to leave dear England, and dearer

London (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 1.). Hurrah for fair France
and bold Germany (BuLW., Rienzi 3, 1.). Farthest Maine shall

hear of thee, And cold New Brunswick gladden at thy name

(BRYANT p. 96.). And away with his horses, into sleeping

Naples (DICKENS, Pict. fr. It., A rapid diorama). They had
institutions derived partly from imperial Rome, partly from

papal Rome (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 28.). To say nothing
of incomparable Paris City past or present (CARL., Past a. Pres.

1, 3.). This is particularly the case with other geographical
determinations, as in European Turkey, European Russia, Sou-
thern Italy, Upper and Lower Guinea, Middle Hungary, Vene-

tian Lombardy, Prussian Poland, Rhenish Prussia and others.

Comp. CHAMBERS, Informat. II. p. 201 sqq. The determination

coalesces with the proper name in a similar manner to North
America and the like.

Geographical determinations of the above kinds appear without the

article from the earliest times. Old-Engl. : This world ys delyd al

on thre, Asie, Affrike, and Europe (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I.

271.). Girtlonde, Russie, Hungrie, and Sclavonic, Pullane, Pugie,

Lingi, Hungrie and Qeptrie, Bucedonie, Nodes, Cesilie, Saragunce,
Puille, Calabre, Romanic, Tharce, Garum, Aquile, Tuscane, and Lorn-

bardie, These ben londes swithe fre (I. 273.). Comp. MAUNDEV. p. 4.

(CHAUC., C. T. 51 sqq. ALIS. 1441 sq. (Town. M. p. 141. Soupsex
and Soperei, Kent and Estsex, Barkschire etc. (R. OF GL. I 3 sq.).

Gumyas, kyng of Orcodas (I. 180.) Halfsax.: Bi-fore Affrike (LAJAM.
I. 54.). Inne Qnclonde (I. 17.). In to Puille londe (II. 84.). To
Brutlonde (II. 15.). I Mauritane (I. 55.). Of Gutlonde (II. 91.), Of
Neorewcei & of Denemarke (ib.). To France (II. 14.). In Hungrie
(II. 76.). Rome burh heo nomen (II. 85.). Of Burguine . . of France
and Peitow (I. 236.). At Troye (I. 314.). Bi pan ende of Orcanai

(I. 263.). Anglosax. : Of Egipta efrelmarce (CAEDM. 1762.). Se vas

Babylones brego (1627.). To Bethlem (1870.). pam maestum daelum

Europe (BEDA 1, 1.). Betvyh norffdaele and vestdaele Gerindnie and

Gallic, and Hispanic (ib.). Byeoton is garsecges ealand (ib.) Of Yber-

nian (SAX. CHR. Intr.). Of Egiptan (3.). In Judea (11 ). In Hieru-
salem (71.). Flugon to Lunden byrig (452.) At Vinburnan (718.).

On Evervic (189). Eardaff on Vi'ht (449.). Orcadas pa ealond (BEDA
1, 3.).

A few denominations, reminding one of the name of the kind from
which the proper name proceeded, occur with the article. Old-Engl:
pe kyng of pe March (R. OF GL. I. 5.); also the early adoption of

an foreign article. Halfsax. : Of pan Maine & of pan Turuine (LAJAM.
I. 236.). Of pe Mans (II. 603.).
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More particular determinations preceding likewise call for the article.

Old-Engl.: To pe lasse Brutayne (R. OF GL. I. 169.). Toward the

highe Inde (MAUNDEV. p, 263.). To the grete Armenye (p. 259.). Of
the litille Armenye (p. 261.). That is y-cleped . . the upper Inde

(Ans. 5690.) It is not the grete Babiloyne (MAUNDEV. p. 42.). The
newe Damyete (p. 46.); perhaps also succeeding determinations : In pe
Chane of cuntre of Galilee (WYCL., Joh. 2, 1.). With a distinctive

mark this sometimes occurs even in Anglosax. : Se vas of pcere Qa-
ttleiscan Bethsaida (Jon. 12, 21.) beside: In Chanaa Galileae (2, 1.

11.).

Alongside of this there occurs the determination without the article.

Old-Engl. -. Of lasse Brytayne (R. OE GL. I. 169.). He seyde he was
of Greet-Breteyne (OCTOUIAN 1382.). He shold have halfe Aragon (TOE-
RENT 1259. cf. 1379.). The Soudanys heed they gonne sende To

greete Rome (OCTOCIAN 1769. cf. ALIS. 1476.). The postposition of

an adjective with the article is certainly very familiar: Asie the lesse

(MACSDEV. p. 8.). To Ynde the lesse (p 258.). Libye the highe and

Lybye the lowe
(p. 263.). Asye the stronge (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 271.). Egypte the lasse (I. 272.). Older instances may have

escaped me, yet the adjective without the article seems not to have
been usual before geographical names. Determinations like Halfsax. :

Bepplecem Jude (Gum. 6981.)- I Cana Galile (14192.) are to be met
with without the article in Modern-English as in Anglosaxon (see

above): In Cana of Galilee (Jon. 2, 1, 11.).

Names of mountains in the plural take the definite ar-

ticle; in the singular, unless accompanied by mount, (seep. 152.),
the usuage fluctuates: the Alps, the Apennines, the Pyrenees^
the Vosges, the Ardennes, the Kolen, the Alleghanies, the Came-

rouns, the Dongas, the Lupatas &c. The Cheviots rose before

me (ScoTT, R. Roy 5.). The singular with the article is par-

ticularly in use if a chain of mountains, rather than a moun-

tain, is denoted: Talking of the Alps, and Apennines, The Py-
renean, and the river Po (SHAKSP., John 1, 1.). The Oural

(CHAMB., Informat. II. 258. II.). The Jura (II. 197. I.). The
Parnassus (EL 200. II.). Beside these: The Oural mountains,
the Jura mountains, the Cheviot hills, and foreign names, as the

Fichtel Gebirge (CHAMB., I. I. p. 202.).

Otherwise, with the names of single mountains, or of masses
mountains denoted by the singular, there often stands no article

with a preceding adjective: A vulture on Imaus bred (MiLT.,
P. L. 3, 431.). Behind the valley topmost Gargarus Stands

up (TENNYS. p. 98.). A smoke ascends . . as erst from Ara-
rat (ROGERS, It., Naples.). Numerous Volcans - - of which
Hecla is best known (CHAMB., Informat. II. 205. II ). The still

active ones (sc. craters) of Vesuvius (II. 198. II.). Of cold

Olympus (MiLT., P. L. 1, 515.). Shall burning JEina, if a

sage requires, Forget to thunder? (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 123.)

We miss in the older language the denoting of mountains by the

mere proper name. Comp. Old-Engl.: The mountaynes of Caspye,
that men clepen Uber (MAUNDEV. p. 265.). The mountaynes of Sy-
thye (ib.). And spekith of Appenyne the hulles hye (CHAUC., C. T.

7921.). On Malverne hilles Me bifel a ferly (P. PLOUGHM. p. 1.). Half,

sax.: Bi pe montaine of Azare (LA}AM. I. 54.). Names of a few hills

are also found without the article. Old-Engl. : Crist, that on Calvaria

Matzner
, eugl. Gr. II. 2.

j j
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Upon the cros deidest (P. PLOUGHM. p. 105). By Helicone In hill

Pernaso (CHACC., Troil. a. Cress. 3, 1809.)- Anglosax : On dvnum . .

pe Armenia hatene syndon (CAEDM. 1416.). At pam beorge pe man
Allans nemnaff (Onos. 1, 1.). Compare moreover instances with mount
p. 161.

Names of Ships, even when borrowed, not from names of

kinds, but from proper names of all sorts, receive the definite

article, according to modern usage.

One of the vessels, named the Pinta (IRVING, Columb. 1, 9.).
The largest . . was called ike Santa Maria (ib.). "Of what

ship, sir?" "What ship? Of the London, sir." (DouGL. JER-

ROLD, Prison, of "W. 1, 1.); with which compare the names
without the article in the figurative mode of expression: The
bark Expedition . . the hoy Delay (SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 4,

3.).

It is difficult to find ancient proper names of ships. Old-Engl.:
His barge y-clepud was the Magdelayne (CHACC., C. T. 412.). The
naming of ships is primeval with the maritime Scandinavians, for

which can be compared the names of mythical ships in the Edda, as

the ship of the dead Naglfar (VOLDSP, 49.), Frey's ship SkitSbladnir

(GRIMNISM. 43, 44.). The article is also found in other languages, as
in French.

yy) Collective names follow the general rule, so far as they are

to be considered as total individuals, which exist also in great

part multiplied, as : the public, the multitude, the army, the fleet,

the nobility, the gentry, the ministry, the forest. A few, however,
denoting determinate narrower totalities, are also used exception-

ally without the article, as parliament, government, and the like;
others, having a more universal, or less close import with regard
to the totality of the individuals, as mankind, society, posterity,
likewise appear without the article; finally, collectives, when re-

ferred generally to an indeterminate number of the class, as may
be the case with the originally collective people, with cattle and
the like, are used without the article.

I am in parliament pledge etc. (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 2.). Par-
liament and the Courts of Westminster are venerable to me
(CAKI... Past a Pres. 1, 2.). Under pretence of getting them
confidential appointments under government (THACKER., Vanity
Fair 3, 3.). I am misanthropes and hate mankind (SHAKSP.,
Timon 4, 3.). He disliked and was unfitted for society (ScoTT,

Waverley 4.). The eyes of his contemporaries and of posterity
. . were fixed upon him (MACAUL., Hist, of E. VI. 22.). People
declared that she got money from various simply disposed per-
sons (Tn ACKER., Vanity Fair 3, 3.). Cattle depart and enter

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 5.).

Formerly also, partly well known bodies, partly other collective notions

were thus treated Old-Engl.: That ich were to chapitre i-brout (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 8,). As he sat in his doom in consistory (CHACC., C. T. 13672.).
The flood That folk and beestes dronken (P. PLOUGHM. p. 227.). Amonges
cristen peple (p. 278.). Halfsax. ; Mannkinn shollde lesedd beon (ORM.
J1573.). Anglosax.: ponne biff geyced and geednivad moncyn
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Crist 1040. Grein). Engla hlaf aeton mancynn (Ps. 77, 25.). Folc vas

anmod rofe rincas (CAEDM. 1644.). Verod vas gefysed (3150.). Fyrdv&s
on ofste (3152.) and many more.

&) Names of materials and terms for substances, comprising
discrete portions under one name, but not, like the so-called

collective names, conceived at the same time as total individuals,
like corn, money and the like, stand without the definite article,

wherever it is a question of denoting the thing in general, as

well an indeterminate quantity, Only where they are distin-

guished by kinds or otherwise, do they assume it.

When my heart is sweetly taught How little gold deserves a

thought (Tn. MOORE p. 34.). Naphtha, petroleum, mineral pitch,
and asphalte, may in a great measure be regarded as one and
the same substance etc. (CHAMB., Informat. I. 356. I.). Money
is for youth (THACKER., Engl. Humour. 2.). Midas longed for

gold (CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 1.). Want ye corn for bread
1

?

(SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3, 2.) The people live a good deal upon
cakes made of oatmeal, instead of wheaten bread (Scoxx, Tales

of a Grandf. 1.). The best art of curing and smoking tobacco

(IRVING, Hist, of N. Y. 2, 3.). The article certainly occasionally
stands with the simple substantive taken generally, and the ob-

ject named is then treated like any other name of a kind: Tread
on the sand; why there you quickly sink: Bestride the rock; the

tide will wash you off (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 5, 4.). After

being sufficiently steeped, the flax is spread out on the grass

(CHAMB., Informat. I. 337. I.). In the reference backwards to

the thing already named this is a matter of course. This may
also be the case with the suppositions knowledge of a specific
notion: A letter written by the first prince of the Blood (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. IV. 29.).
The Romance mode of expression favours the article with names of

materials, even where considered in their generality. This has remained

essentially foreign 4o English. Old-Engl.; Wad is gold bute ston, bute

id habbe wis mon (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 173.). Gode jeres
and corn bothe beth a-gon (Polit. S. p 149.). The feld where bawme

growethe (MACNDEV. p. 50.;. Engelond ys ful ynow . . Of seiner or and
of gold, of tyn and of lede, Of stel, of yrn and of bras, of god corn gret
won (R. OF GL. I. 1 sq.). Jet thou havest bred ant ale (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. ill.). Jei the lacketh mete other clotht (ib.). Half-

sax.: Auer aelcne cniht pet pu per bi-jeten min for seluere and for gold

(LAJAM. I. 187.). per he ut drajen lette win of his tunne (III. 232.).

Ere
daejes hit rinde blod (I. 166.). The article stands in. Old-Engl.: Al

sm to-dryven ase ston doth the glas (WKIGHT, Polit. S. p. 189.). Half-

sax.; Jrst aswond pat corn here (LAJAM. III. 279.). Anglosax. : Offer

dael sceal beon geclaensod . . sva her biff sylfor (BOBTH. 38, 4.) Eala

hvat se forma gitsere vasre pe aerest pa eorffan ongan delfan after golde

(15.). Nalles scir vin hi ne druncan ne nanne vaetan hi ne ciiffon vi<T

kunitje merigan (ib.). Where the article stands with the substantive not

otherwise determined, a collateral relation enters : pa pat vin geteorode,

pa cviiff pas Hselendes moder to him: Hig nabbaff vin (Joe. 2, 3.), where

pat vin denotes the wine supposed to have been drunk at the meal. In
other cases a reference backwards is the rule: Hvaffer ys mare? pe pat

gold, pe pat tempi pe pat gold gehalgaff (MATH. 23, 17.). Comp. V. 16,
where the gold is mentioned.

11*
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se) Abstract substantives without a specific determination or refer-

ence backwards ordinarily take no article. The notion of ab-

stract quality, disposition, activity, science &c., needs no further

determination; as an expression for a substance taken universally
the abstract substantive is therefore in the same case as the
name of a material.

Thus wisdom wishes to appear most bright, When it doth tax

itself (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 2, 4.). They which do hunger
and thirst after righteousness (MATTH. 5, 6.). Come veil'd in

those shadows, deep, awful but tender, which Mercy flings over

thy features of fire (Tn. MOORE p. 273.). When History's Muse
the memorial was keeping Of all that the dark hand of Destiny
weaves (p. 246.). They seem intended to diffuse error rather

than knowledge (IRVING, Sk. B. Engl. "Writers on Amer.). In-

dustry is human exertion of any kind employed for the creation

of value (CHAMB., Informat. II. 482. II.), Thus trade flourishes,
civilisation advances, peace is kept (THACKER., Vanity Fair 3, 3.).

The abstract term also tolerates adjective determinations without
the article, unless their distinctive character is to be made pro-
minent: So from the first, eternal order ran (POPE, Essay on M.

2, 112.). As the head of a class known in English literary hi-

story by the appellation of the Metaphysical poets (CHAMB., Engl.
Liter, p. 35.). The definite article is, however, given to the

simple substantive, where the abstract term reminds us rather

of a concrete context: I speak the truth (SHAKSP., II Henry IV.

5. 3.). The difference is too nice, Where ends the Virtue, or be-

gins the Vice (POPE, Essay on M. 2, 209.).

The easy transition of the abstract term, on the one hand into per-

sonification; on the other, into the generic notion, when it even becomes

susceptible of the plural formation, has been stated in another place. In
the latter case it of course obeys the general rules. But in its most ge-
neral meaning it formerly disdained the article, which has become usual
in the Romance languages, whereas Old-French often did not employ it.

Old-Engl. ; Idilscipe and orgul prude, pat lerit gung wif lepere pewes
(WEIGHT A. HALLIW. Rel. Ant. I. 180.). Wyt and wysdom is god wary-
soun (p. 190.). To pite he seith, Blessyd ben alle meke p. 39 ). Half-

sax.: Unnlusst annd forrswunndennleccg Iss Drihhtin swipe unncweme
(ORM. 2623.). Jiff pu clcennesse folljhesst rihht (4598.). Wipp lufe off

Drihhtin annd off mann (2593.) Sapfasst lufe baernepp ajj (1572.). Au-
stin pe fulluht broute hider in (LAJAM. I. 2 ). Anglosax. : Vas him gylp
forod, beot forborsten and forbiged f>rym, vlite gewemmed (CAEDM. 69.).

Vroht vas asprungen, dht mid englum and orlegnitf (83.). Lufa pu . .

vellvyllendnysse (BASIL., Advice 5.). Se man pe sibbe lufafr (6.). Yet even
here we meet with the rendering prominent through the article: Adraef

fram pinre savle aelce yfelnysse, and seo hatung ne ontende pine heortan

nates hvon (5 ). As opposed to the frequent modern personification of

the abstract substantive without the article, the article is found in An-

glosaxon: pa se Visdom pa and seo Gesceddvisness pis leoff asungen haf-

don (BoETH. 3, 3.). And vendest pat seo veord pas voruld vende (5, 1.),

beside: Me pat Vyrd gevaf (ETTM. p. 223, v. 70.).

y) The definite article is further employed to turn other parts of

speech into substantives, when it of course remains faithful to

the general conditions of its use.
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cut) It turns adjectives and participles into substantives, partly
to form names of persons: The brave, 'tis true, do never shun
the light (RowE, Fair Penit. 2, 2.). Small pity had he for the

young and fair (BYR., D. J. 1, 160.). The constant succession

of the idle or the busy, who passed in constant review before

them (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, ].). The Wiser and the Braver
are properly but one class (CARL., Past a. Pres. 4, 1.). The
wisest listen'd to her lips (Tn. CAMPBELL, Theodric); partly to

form neuter or abstract notions : He wants wit that wants resol-

ved will To learn his wit to exchange the bad for better (SHAKSP.,
Two Gentlem. 2, 6.). The crooked shall be made straight (LuKE
3, 5.). There is no hymn Where the sublime soars forth on wings
more ample (BYR., D. J. 1, 42.). This pining after the unreal

in a world so full of glorious realities (KAVANAGH, Fr. Women
of Lett. Introd.). The Bottomless of Scepticism. (CARL., Past a.

Pres. 3, 1.). He keeps up the mournfullest ghastly memorial of

the Highest, Blessedest which once was (ib.). That's the utmost

of his pilgrimage (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 2, 1.). A still more
fatal error, which seems indeed to have carried James's impru-
dence to the uttermost (Scoix, Tales of a Grandf. 54.). Here also

beloag notions of time: The future shall obliterate the past

(Cowp. p. 47.), as well as terms for languages: Sheknewffo
Latin (BYR., D. J. 1, 14.). A romance from the German (Scorr,
Waverley 1

.), and in elliptical terms for the side : Put that rose

a little more to the left (BuLw., Lady of L. 1, 1.).

The adjective may be used substantively without the article,

partly in an abstract, but also in a concrete neuter meaning. It

appears more rarely as a personal substantive, whose import is

to be kept clear by the context: Aged or young, the living or the

dead No mercy find (BYR. p. 319). Here comes to-day, Pallas

and Aphrodite claiming each This meed of fairest (TENNYS.
p. 101.). The neuter notion complies more readily: Great or

bright infers not excellence (MiLT., P. L. 8, 91.). Burlesque it-

self may be sometimes admitted (FIELD., J. Andr. Pref.). From
Infinite to thee, from thee to Nothing (PoPE, Essay on M. 1, 240.).
Form'd by thy converse, happily to steer From grave to gay,
from lively to severe (4, 379.). And rhyme and blank maintain
an equal race (BYR. p. 313.). Several little girls of the village
dressed in white (IRVING, Br. H. The Wedding). You spake in

Latin then (SHAKSP., Marry W. 1, L). He understood Latin,

Italian, French (MACAIL., Hist, of E. Ill, 3.). For native Spa-
nish she had no great care (BYR., D. J. 1, 14.). In ambitious,
rhetorical Latin (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 14.). We here disregard
the adjectives which have passed into inflective substantives.

The article was used substantively in a similar manner from the earliest

times. Comp. Names of Persons. Old-Engl. : Ther the poore dar plede
(P. PLOUGHM. p. 280.). The halt rynes, the blynd sees (Town. M. p. 192.).
Alle pat longen to that lordshipe, The lasse and the moore (P. PLOCGHM.
p. 31.). Lovely layk was it nevere Bitwene the longe and the shorte

(p. 287.). Ther nadde morder ne mysscheff be amonge the grette (DE-
POS. or RICH. II. p. 7.). Halfsax. : Forrpi let be cwellenn pa pe miccle
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annd ec pe little (OEM. 8001.)- Inne deope seaden setten pa deade (LA-

JAM. I. 36.)- Anglosax. : Se dumba sprac (MATH. 10, 33.). Mag se blinda

pone blindan laedan? (Luc. 6, 39 ). Eadige synd pa liftan (MATH. 5, 5.).

Ne lete ic no pa yfelan derjan pam godum (BOETH. 38, 11.). He biff

pdm godum gladmod on gesihffe (CYNEVULF, Crist 911. Grein). Thus also

arise neuter substantives. Old-Engl : The gued comuth nowher
alone (ALis. 1282.). In truthe, that is the beste (P. PLOUGHM. p. 22.).

Soupeu to the fulle (p. 284.). As seyd the Latin (OCTOOIAN 935.). At
pe laste (R. OF GL. I. 34.). At the Jirste (P. PLODGHM. p. 40.) (see /J/9).

Heore wes pat wurse (LAJAM. III. 75.) and so on. The neuter used sub-

stantively, however familiar it may be in Anglosaxon, is proportionately
seldom met with with the article; in this case, however, in the plural
also: He pa toveardan mannum cyffde sva cufflice sva pa andveardan

(S, GCTHLAC 1 3 ). The denoting the side by a decidedly elliptic adjec-
tive is Anglosaxon: To svidran (Ps. 15, 18.).

Names of persons stand without the article. Old-Engl. : Among
olde and jynge (WRIGHT, Polit, S. p. 193.). Amonges povere and riche

(P. PLOOGHM. 274.). Halfsax. : Sohhtenn himm Bitwenenn sibbe annd
cupe (ORM. 8921.). Anglosax. : Blmde geseoff, healte gaff, hreofe synd
geclaensode, dedfe gehyraff, dedde arisaff (MATH. 11, 5.). Ne fyljaff hig
uncuftum (Jon. 10, 5.); and neuter names of things. Old-Engl.: Flieff

fram ivele to werse (WRIGHT A. HALLIW,, Rel. Ant. I. 130.). The feld of

snow with thegle of blak ther inne (CHAUC., C. T 15869.) And there

nyghe . . is this writen in Grew, 6 &tog xjL that is to seyne, in Latyn,
Deus etc. (MAUNDEV. p. 76.). Frensch sche spak ful fayre and fetysly

CHAUC., C. T. 124.). God Engelish he speketh (WRIGHT, Polit S. p. 328.).
Halfsax : He seal wurs vnderfon (LAJAM. I. 406.). Walwain cuffe Roma-
nise, Walwain cuffe Bruttisc (III. 43.). Anglosax.: Gif ge on fremedum
naeron getryve (Luc. 16, 12.). Alfred . . hie of bee Ledene on Englisc
vende (OETH , Pref.). Se nama is on Romanise, Belli munus (S. GUTH-
LAC 2.). On Bryttisc sprecende (6.). The neuter plural also occurs:

preovu beoff on gerihte, and ungerydu on smeffe vegas (Luc. 3, ;>.).

Comp. also> Participles.

|3f3)
Numerals may also be turned into substantives by the definite

article. Individuals named may then be referred to, retrospecti-

vely or prospectively, but these may also be supposed to be known :

One of the two which heard John speak (JOHN 1, 40.). They
that were about him with the twelve (MARK. 4, 10.). Know you
not Venice? know you not the Forty? (BYR., Mar. Faliero 1, 2.)

"Are all here?" "All with you: except the three on duty."

(3, 2.), apart from numbers used substantively, which are also

susceptible of the plural. Ordinal numbers agree with adjec-
tives: The first, that there did greet my stranger soul (SHAKSP.,
Rich. III. 1, 4.). They indicate names of things, especially in

conventionally denoting the days of the mouth, and the like: J.

W. Goethe was boro on the 28* August (LEWES, G. I. 15.). On
the II th of August (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 7, 1.). But the article

is then also neglected: Monday, fourth of the month, is to be a

still greater day (1, 4, 4.). It was on the morning of Friday,
12 of October, 1492 (IRVING, Columb. 4, 1.).

Old-Engl.: He was one of the twelue (WYCL., Job. 6, 71.). Ihc seyde
to pe twelue (6, 67.). Halfsax.: After pan preom cnihten pritti per co-

men; after pan prittie heo isejen preo pusende (LAJAM. III. 59.). Brutus
. . & pa twelfe mid him (I. 50.). Anglosax. : An of pam tvelfum (MARC.
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14, 10, 43.) pa tvelfe he mid him vaeron (4, 1
.).

The twelve disciples
are also denoted by hig (hi) tvelfe, as MARC. 9, 35 10, 3-?. Luc. 8, 1.

9, 12. &c. Hvaffer pcera tvegra dyde pas fader villan? (MATH. 21. 31.)

In sentences like: Gyf ge pat tin doff etc. (MATH. 5, 47.), an rather answers
to the Latin solus. Ordinal numbers, mostly intelligible by a reference

backwards, are not rarely combined with the definite article. Old-Engl. :

"Now," quod the first, . . And thus acorded ben these schrewes twayn,
To sle the thridde (CHAUC., C. T. 14239-51.)- I am the first and last

also (TOWN. M. p 1 ). Halfsax. : pe aldest hehte Gorboinan . . pe pridde
hehte Elidur, pe feorffe Jugenes, pe fifte Peredur (LAJAM. I. 278.). The

properly elliptical terms for the days of the months proceeds from the

complete one. Old-Engl.: The verste day of Octobre this conseil bigan
(R. OF GL. II. 504.). A Sein Suithine's cue, of Jun the verste day (II.

526.). The xij day of December ys the shortest day of the yere (WRIHHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 318.). The vj. day of Oetober, the son aryseth

iij quarteres aftere V (I. 319.). Halfsax.: pe fifte daj^ Att twenntij

dajhess ende Off Marrch (ORM. 1893.). In Anglosaxon the Roman terms
for days of the months are commonly used, mostly without the article be-
fore the ordinal members; On duodecimo, Kalendas Aprilis (WKIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 4.). On octavo kl. April (p. 10.). On duodecimo kl. April,

(p. 11.)- On VI. idus Januar. (SAX. CHR. 793 ). On III. Non. Apr. (1043.);

yet also: J>r pan octava kl. (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 11.). pa vas se

eahtoffa dag pas kalendes Septernbres (S. GCTHLAC. 3.).

Pronouns standing alone are more rarely attended by the
article.

He will hate the one, and love the other (MATTH. "24)). Each
the other viewing (MiLT., P. L. 9, 1052.). "It's the fact!" said

the other (WARKEN, Ten Tous. a-year 1, 1.). He . . was doing
the one or the other all day (1, 9.) The one fill With profitable

industry the purse, The others are well skill'd to empty it (Co-
LER., Pice. 1, 2.). I .count a priest and a woman all the same

(THACKEU., Hist, of E. Esmond 3, 2
.).

For the same comp. below, the Demonstrative Pron. Old-Engl.;
And dide hem to dethe 1100000; and the othere he putte in presoun
(MACSDEV. p. 83.). With the rendering prominent of one and other the
more expressive that is familiar to Old-Engl.: Selde levetf pe broker pat
offer [fratrumque gratia rara est] (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 130.).
That one of hem the cut brought in his fest (CiiAuc., C. T. 14217.).
That oon of hem spak thus unto that other (14222 ). That other ans-
wered (14231.). Comp. Vol. I. p. 415. Halfsax.; pe an sloh f>ene offren

(LA^AM. I 165.). Euelin hehte pe gume, pe offer Herigal (I 359.). Lasse
while penne pe offer (I. 30.). Anglosax. : pa cvafr he ea'sva to pain
offrum (MATH. 21, 30.). pa offre cvaedon (27. 49.). Its support by the

article is not favoured especially with an: He sofrlice mine hatadr", and
dfferne lufadT; bffffe he by<T anum gehyrsum, and dffrum ungehyrsum,
(MATH. 6, 24.).

As the definite article combines with substantives, which are de-

termined qualitatively, and may be itself conditioned by it, so noth-

ing stands in the way of its combination with determinative sub-

stantives, in which numerals or pronouns like same, oilier appear,

according to the general rule, when the article takes the lead.

We must observe the combination of other with the (or pro-

ceeding from thaf) with notions of time like day, evening, r>i(jht,

whereby a time just passed is denoted. The time not in. fact de-
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termined, is expressed as present to the speaker in its definite-

ness.

I saw him yesterday, or t'other day (SHAKSP., Haml. 2, 1.). I

saw t'other day the gala for count Altheim (MONTAGUE, Lett.). You

gave good words the other day of a bay courser I rode (SHAKSP.,
Tim. 1. 2.). I saw him the other day (HARRISON, Engl. Lang. Lond.
1848. p. 206.). You told me yourself, the other evening, . . that

you never had a brief in your life (MARRYAT in Herrig Br. Auth.

p. 535. I.)

The expression is of Romance origin, and agree* with the French I'autre

four = un des jours precedens. Old-Provencal: Uautre dia per un mati

Trespassava sus pel cimelh (?ARN. OCCIT. p. 45.). Gaia pastorella Trobei
Fautre dia

(p.
334 ). L'autre jorn per aventura M'anava sols cavalcan

(p. 260.). L autre jorn m'en pogei al eel (p. 296.), for which otherwise

Fautrier (p. 113, 127, 175.), the Old-Fr.: I'autr'ier (MONMERQUE, Theatre
Fr. p. 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 41.), that is, the day before yesterday,
in the meaning of the Latin nuper, usually occurs Comp also; L'autr'ier

par un matinet, Un jor de I'autre semaine Chevauchai joste un boschet

(MONMERQUE, 1. c. p. 34.). In Old-English this enderdai is found similarly

employed: This enderdai com a clarc me to, And bed me love on his

manere (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 11.). As I me went this andyrs day Fast on

my way makyng my mone (MS. in Halliw. v. andyrs.).

e) The relative which was formerly frequently accompanied by the

preceding it.

The better part of valour is discretion; in the which better part,
I have saved my life (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 4.). Over the

brook Cedron, where was a garden, into the which he entered (JOHN
18, 1.). This combination is now obsolete.

The which is used for centuries along with the simple which. Old-

Engl. : In the whiche lond it lykede him to take flesche and blood (MACN-
DBV. p. 2.). Of Moyses jerde, with the whiche he made the Rede See de-

parten (p. 85.). Wikkede men it hadde, The whiche arn preestes inparfite

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 303.). In love of brynnynge charite, to the whiche alle

thing is lijt (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. II. 43.). To hem pat bileue-

den in his name, pe whiche not of bloodis, neper of wille of fleysche,

neper of wille of man, but ben borne of god (WYCL., Job. 1, 12.). Fals

infortune and poysoun . . The whiche two of al this wo I wyte (CHACC.,
C. T. 16155.). An husband must ye take you tylle, The whiche may of

this land be kynge (!POMYDON 604.). This combination coincides with the-

the tentative use of which as a relative in the fourteenth century. The

originally interrogative, Anglosaxon hvylc. qualis, quis, also used indefinitely >

was assimilated to the Old-French li quels, la quele. In this form the ar-

ticle the (If) repeats the notion of the substantive (tile, qualis, qui), to which
the relative is referred. Such a reference is also not foreign to the Anglo-
Saxon mode, so far as the demonstrative se, seo, pat is frequently added
to the relative pe: Se Hengest, se pe vas ladteov and heretoga (BEDA 2,.

5.). pat he sceolde . . his treove for feogitsunge and lufan forleosan, set

pe dyrvurtfre vaere and mare eallum inaffmum (2, 11.).

) The definite article may be added to a few quantitative determi-

nations, if they precede the substantive; they do not however to-

lerate the article before, but only after them. Here belong:
all. Act well your part, there all the honour lies (POPE, Essay

on M. 4, 194.). Jesus went about all the cities and villages (MATTH.
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9, 35.). In all the virtues -which conduce to success in life (M.\c-

AUL., Hist, of E. I. 64.).

Old-Engl. : So blac is al the mone of him silve (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 133.) Thei keveren alle the face with that lippe (MACNDEV. p. 205.).

Til he have eten al the barn (P. PLOUGHM. p. 354.). Whan he had scom-

fyted alle the Jewes (p. 85.). Among alle the planetes the sonne amidde is

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.). Halfsax.: All pat blisse patt uss comm
(ORM. 719.). pile pe prestess (482.) Alle pon o&ere vniliche (!M}AM. I.

300.). Anglosax.: On eallum pam fyrste (BASIL., Hexam. 1.). Ealle pat

flasc pat vilddeor laefan, ne etan ge pat (LEGG. ALFRED. 39.). Ofer call

pat land (MATH. 9, 26.). Ealra para godra magen he vas begangende (S.

GUTHLAC 2.). The article was not, from the most ancient times, necessary ;

it depends upon the conditions otherwise requisite for the article. The pro-
cess of the Romance languages with the Fr. tout, It. tutto, Span, todo, as

with the Gr. nas, Goth, alls: Alia so hairda (MATH. 8. 32.), Old-Highdutch
al

t
is analogous. The quantitative determination is regarded as the essen-

tial, whereas the article only gives an external determination to the sub-

stantive notion, which under certain circumstances, must or may be omit-

ted.

both (see Vol. I. p. 285.), which may likewise appear without

the article. That could swear in both the scales (SHAKSP., Macb.

2, 3.). To bid defiance to both the extreme parties (MACAUL ,
Hist,

of E. I. 49.). Both the nations which now became connected with

England (I. 64.).

Halfsax. : Belen & Brenne beie\ene pa ibro&ere (LAJAM. III. 50.). pe king
heo louede more panne ba tueie pe oftre (I. 128.)- Ba tua pa ferden (II.

380.). Anglosax.: Begem, pa beornas (GREW, Ags. Poes, I. 348.). Begen
ofslegene vseron pa ealdormen (SAX. CHR. 799.). Gefyldon butu pa scypu
(Lcc. 5, 7 ). Comp. Goth.: Gafullidedun ba po skipa (ib.). The Romance

languages act similarly with the form developed from the Latin ambo (Diez,
Romance Gr. Ill 39.).

half. No metal can . . bear half the keenness Of thy sharp envy
(SHAKSP., Merch. of V. 4, 1.). Half the heart of Caesar (Ant. a.

Cleop. 2, 2.). He would often lie in bed half the day (WARREN,
Ten Tous. a-year 3, 2.). Fox beat half the lawyers in the House
at their own weapons (MACAUL., Essays IV. 31.).

Old-Engl.: Half the urthe the sonne bi-schyneth (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 132.). Anglosax.: Heo healfne forcearf pone sveoran him (JUDITH, 105,

Grein).

double. We have hands sufficient Double the number of our ma-
ster's force (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3, 1.). Give her another glass, sir;

my mamma drinks doiible the quantity, whenever she is in this way
(GAY, Begg. Op. 1, 1.).

Quantitative determinations like double, treble seem assimilated to half.
See the Numeral.

With other notions of quantity the following substantive is

found Avith the, as well as often with every Every the least varia-

tion (LOCKE). Of extending my knowledge of every th minutest

point which could add to the reputation I enjoyed (BuLW. in Wag-
ner Gr. p. 244.).

Similar positions of the superlative with the article are often found in
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early times. Old-Engi : pre pe beste yles these bep (R. OF GL. I. 2.).

This beoth threo the hexte lyines (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.). Anglos.:
Mid fedvwn pam getrtfvestum mannum (APOLLON. OF T. p. G ). The cause
is the close relation in which the article is put to the superlative.
The most ancient language might also associate the postpositive article

to the possessive pronoun, although the article could not come to the

front. Anglosax. : Ne sceolon ge mine pa hdlgan hrinan ne gretan (Ps. 104,

13) Ic bonne hopjende to pinre pcere myclan wildheortnesse (Ps. 5, 7.).

Eover se neofenKca Fader (MATH. 6, 14.); so too with his: He his pareri-

gan lima reste (S. GUTHLAC 2.). Apollonius forlet his pone vurftfullan cyne-
dom (APOLLON OF T. p. 10). The inverse position, as in Se mm vine

(Coo. EXON. 444, -21.) is in the ancient Dutch and the Old-French languages:
Die mine froide (WALTH. v. D. V. 72, 20.). Li mienz fils and the like.

Gothic likes to place the substantive next after the article : Nim pana ligr

peinana (MATH. 9, <!.) [Anglosax. : Nym pin bedd] Svasve jah veis afletam

paim skulam unsaraim (6, 12.).

For the Article with the Vocative see Vol. II. p. 157.

ij)
The article is added to an adjective, in particular if this is ad-

ded appositively to a proper name, more rarely to a name of

kind.
Of Araby the Blest (MiLT., P. L. 4, 163.). This is particularly

usual with names of persons: Their John the elder (CRABBE, The

Borough 4.). Charles the Bald. Constantine Pogonatus or the Bearded

(HoRT. Univ. Hist. p. 147.). Charles the Second. Innocent the

Third. Thus, commonly with ordinal numders, by which reigning

princes are distinguished, and with which the distinctive determi-

nation in the narrower sense seldom appears attributively: But when
the Second Charles assum'd the sway (Cowp. p. 17.)

This occurs with names of kinds, although they have other

determinations, especially if the adjective stands in the superlative.
Come to me gentle sleep! I pine, I pine for thee, Come with

thy spells, the soft, the deep (MRS. HEMANS p 176.). There lay my
poor epistle, written on the subject the nearest to my heart at the

time (ScOTT, R Roy 1.). From day-break to that hour, the last

and best, When one by one, the fishing boats come forth (ROGERS,
It., Naples). Thus the superlative may also stand after a substan-

tive with the indefinite article: After a victory, the most splendid
and ruinous in her annals (ib. Marco Griffoni).

Distinctive adjective determinations with the article readily attached them-

selves to proper names in ancient times. Old-Engl. : Salamon pe wyse

(R. OF GL. I. 28.). Of Caton the wise (P. PLOUGHM. p. 413.). Salomon the

sage (p. 48.). Jerom the goode (p. 412.). James the gentile (p. '26.). Jamys
the gent (TOWN M. p 303.) BartUmew t/ie bold (ib.) Richarde the Jirste

(MAUNDEV. p. 36.). Virago thou Semyram the secounde (CHAUC., C. T. 4779.).

By mighty Mars the reede (1749.). Ne Narcisus the fayr (1943.). The
fresshe Emelye the scheene (1078.). Libye the hye, and Libye the lowe

(MACSDEV. p. 263.). To Ynde the lesse (p. 258.), In Asye the depe (p 255.).

Halfsax.: To Locrine pan strange (LAUM. I. 92.). Coriveus pe stronge (I.

103.). Claudien pe he\e (I. 409.). Bi Claudine pan bolde (I. 41<>.). Ebrauc

pon gode (I. 112.). Anglosax.: Basilius se eddiga (BASIL., Admon. Prol.).

Theodosius se gingra feng to rice (SAX. CHR. 423.). par veard Sydroc
eorl ofslegen se ealda, ano Sydroc eorl se geonga (871.). ASelmceres sunu

pas graetan (= greatan) (1017.). Comp. Middle-Highduteh: Iwein der arme

(I 160.). Kriemhilt rftff scheene (NIBEL. 224, 2.) and others.
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The adjective with the article also follows names of kinds, most fre-

quently in ancient times. Old-Engl. : That was Caudaces sone theo yonger
ALIS. 7737.). With pelre The fyneste upon erthe (P. PLOUGHM. p. 28.).

Treuthe is tresor The trieste on erthe (p. 23.). Halfsax. : I blode pan rede

(L.AjAM. Ill 45.). Mid hcermen pan mcesten (III 252.). Boc he nain pe
pridde (I. 3.). Anglosax.: To botme helle pcere hdtan (CAEDM. 360.). On
pam grimman dage doines pas micclan (Coo. EXON. 74, 12.) On sed&e pam
neotferan (Ps 8, 6.). At ed pcere hdlgan (SAX. CHR 1025.). Sethes eafora
se yldesta vps Enos haten (CAEDM. 1128.). Comp. Middle-Highdutch: Oolt

daz swore (GCDRCN 29, 2.). Tier diu wilden (NIBEL. 1700, 1 .). Win der

aller beste (38, .".). The appositive form of the adjective determination

gives it greater weight.

,3) The the appearing before the comparative of adjectives and
adverbs needs a discrimination of the original Anglosaxon instru-

mental pe, py, from the article agreeing in case and member with
the adjective. The syntactical relation is in part obscured for the

present language.

the, Anglosax. pd, pj),
Goth, pe, Old-Highdutch thiu, Middle-High-

dutch diu; Halfsaxon, Old-Highdutch, Middle-Highdutch also in the

combination pess te, thes thiu, des diu, deste, Mod.-Highdutch desto,
answers to the Lat. quo eo, Gr. oVio rtxrouTey.

So much the rather thou, celestial light, Shine inward (MiLT., P.

L. 3, 51.). Are they the worse to me because you hate them?

(CoLER., Pice. 5, 3.) Every Orsini slain is a robber the less (BuLW.,
Rienzi 1, 1.). The more fair and crystal is the sky, The uglier
seem the clouds that in it fly (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). The greater
the new power they create, the greater seems their revenge against
the old (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.). Comp. Comparative Sentences.

The answers to the instrumental, where a measure set up by
way of comparison, or one supposed, although not expressed, is

considered, by which something is exceeded. It is clear that the

appears else as a determinative : You are the happier woman

(SHAKSP., Merry W. 2, 1.). Is Christ the abler teacher or the

schools? (Cowp. p. 198.). Comp. Old-Engl.: I not which was the

fyner of hem two (CHAIJC., C. T. 1041.).

Old-Engl.: The mone thingth the more, for heo so ne} ous is (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 134.). Giftes willi give the, That thou maijt ever the betere

be (Anecd p. 11.). The bet the be, the bet the byse (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 113.). The sonne is hejere . . the lasse heo is to seo (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat p 134.). Thin enemy schal the lenger lyve in drede (CHACC.,
G. T. p. 152. II.). The pe strengthened by the causal genitive pes is still

found in Old Engl. : panne sal pe child pas pe foJworpen (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel Ant I. 177.). Halfsax.: pe seal beon pe bet (LAJAM. I. 30.). He
nefde nenne sune, pe sarure was his heorte (I. 7.). Hire cheap wes pe
wrse (I. 17.); al also precedes in combination with pes; To sen annd tunn-

derrstanndenn All pess te bettre (ORM., Ded. 48.). patt hise frend mihhtenn
off himin All pess te mare blissenn Annd tatt te follc all pess te hett Hiss

lare shollde folljhenn (ORM. 443.). Annd tatt }ho shollde pess te 6ettWipp
fulle trowwpe lefenn (2301.). Anglosax.: pe veorff on pinum breostum rum,
vastm py vliteyra (OAEDM. 516.). Symle biff pj) heardra^pe hit hreoh vater

svearte saestreamas swffor beatatf (1320.). Hviit is pat pe ma pat senig man
maege 69frum don, pat he ne maege him don pat ylce? (BOKTH" 16.). Hvi
forlsete vit hi a p$ md? (40, 2.). Comp. Middle-Highdutch: diu dicker
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111.). As diu and deste are strengthened in Halfsaxon by al as

well as by vil: LI deste (WALTH. 82, 15.). Vil diu baz (!WEIN 166.). Ez
ist vil deste Khter (PAKZ. 213, 13.).

The juxtaposition of superlatives the best, the soonest, the latest as in: I

like this the better and I like this the best, with the comparatives just
touched upon, rests upon an error of grammarians, superlatives used sub-

stantively being also employed as accusative adverbs.

Repetition and Non-repetition of the definite Article.

<t)
One and the same person or thing, even when different

qualities are attributed to it, ordinarily takes only once the article,
which more particularly determines this one object.

The lofty, melodious and flexible language (Scorr, Minstr. I. 13.).
She is the sweetest-tempered, honestest, worthiest, young creature

(FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 2.). The first, last purpose of the human soul

(POPE, Essay on M. 4. 338.). The noble and bright career open
to you (BuLw., Money 3, 3.). The fairest and most loving wife in

Greece (TENNYS. p. 105.). The mild sad smile (WARREN, Diary 1,

17.). The soft, stealing expansive twilight (ib.). This is also the

case with adjectives used substantively or referred to a substantive

notion following it, which denote the same object: Think how Ba-
con shin'd The wisest, brightest, meanest of mankind (POPE, Essay
on M. 4, 281.). His life has been told by the kindest and most

good natured of men (THACKER,, Engl. Humour. 1.).

Nevertheless, with a few words of quality, mostly in the higher

style, and especially in the asyndetic connection, the article is re-

peated. The reason is the emphatic prominence given to the ob-

ject according to its different determinations.

The great, the good Sciolto dies this moment (RowE, Fair Penit.

5, 1.). The morning lours, And heavily brings on the day, The

great, tKimportant day (ADDIS., Cato 1, 1.). Falkland dies, the vir-

tuous and the just (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 99.). Ronald, from many
a hero sprung, The fair, the valiant and the young (ScoTT, Lord
of the Isl. 1, 8.). Dare any soul on earth breathe a word against
the sweetest, the purest, the tenderest, the most angelical of young wo-
men? (THACKER., Vanity Fair 1, 18.).

The non-repetition, with the accumulation of adjectives before or after

a substantive, does not seem to have become usual till subsequently. Old-

Engl : The seyd blessed and gloriouse virgine Marie (MACNDEV. p. 1.). That
lond he chees . . as the beste and most worthy lond (ib ). He may not

bygynne the newe clene /&/ (CHAUC., C. T. p. 185. II.). Whider schal thanne
the wrecche synful man flee? (p. 187. I.). In ancient times this juxtaposi-
tion of adjectives with an article was not favoured, except where the adjec-
tives stood in the relation of inordination. Comp : Se angrislica suff-vesterna

vind (APOLLON. OP T. p. 11.). purh pone smyltan suffan vesternan vind

(BOETH. 4.).

The repetition of the definite article is especially familiar to the most
ancient language. Old-Engl. : The most delectable, and the most plentifous
of alle godes (MAC.NDEV. p. 207.). There schal be the sterne and the wroth

juge sitte above (CHAUC., C T. p. 187. I.). [Ther shal be the sterne and
wroth juge sitting above (TYBWH. p. 149. II.)] Halfsax.: Of pan kaeisere

Childeriche, pan wode & pan richen, pan strongen & pan balden
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II. 431.). Anglosax.: Se almihtiga and se gihtvisa god (A -S. HOMIL. I.

114.). He vas pas yldestan and pas affelstan cynnes (S. GUTHLAC !.)

Betvux pave drygan and paere scealdan eorffan, and pam hatan fyre (BOETH.
33, 4.;. Thus we also find the article with adjectives comprehending the

substantive, although not always : Ve poljaff pone heardestan hungor and

pone reffestan (APOLLON. OP T. p. 9.)- Afyr fram pe pa yfelan saeltfa and

pa unnettan (BOETH. 6).

|3)
If the same substantive is determined by more than one adjective,
and referred, in combination with each of them, to a different

object, then, if the substantive stands in the singular, the repe-
tition of the definite article is a matter of course. She liked the

English and the Hebrew tongue (ByR., D. J. 1, 15.). Even here,

however, non-repetition is very usual, the difference of the objects

being kept sufficiently visible by the adjectives.

Revenge as spacious, as between The youngest and oldest thing

(SHAKSP., Coriol. 4, 6.). The elder and younger son . . were, like

the gentleman and lady in the weather-box, never at home together

(TnACKER., Van. Fair 1, 10.). The civil and ecclesiastical admini-

stration had, through a period of near twelve years, been so op-

pressive (MACAUL.. Hist, of F. I. 95.). Like a constitution of the

eighteenth or nineteenth century (I. 29.).
In the copulative relation the objects distinguished are in this

case often comprehended by the plural: In the thirteenth and four-
teenth Iliads (FIELD., J. Andr. 3, 2.). The Danish and Saxon ton-

gues (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I, 10.). The &milian and Flaminian

highways (GIBBON, Decl. 10.). During the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries (ROBERTSON, Hist, of Scotl. II. 18.). The non-repetition
of the article is then rarer: She possessed in equal perfection the

Greek, the Syriac, and the ^Egyptian languages (GIBBON, Decl. 7.).
The older language here prefers the appositive junction of the article

with the article repeated, or repeats the .substantive at the same time: Inde
the lasse and the more (MAUNDEV. p. 4.). Ermonye the lasse and the more

(p. 79.). Egypt the highe and the lowe (ib.). Of alle manere of men, The
meene and the riche (P. PLOCGHM. p. 2.). On the righte syde and on the

left syde (MAUNDEV. p. 85.). Anglosax.: Se sumerlica sunnstede and se

vinterlica (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 11.). Otherwise we also meet with the

plural the repetition of the article with adjectives preceding*: pa Edsternan
and pa Greciscean inunacas libbafr hyra lif (BASIL., Admonit. Prol.)-

<y) If different substantives follow one another, to every one of which
the definite article belongs in the syntactical relation, the article

standing at the head of the series is not repeated with each indi-

vidual. Neither the unlikeness of the natural gender or num-
ber is then considered. The uniformity of the article the manifestly
favours partly the comprehension of different notions in a plural

form, partly their repetition in the mind. The comprehension
of different substantives under one article in the copulative relation

mostly takes place with the syndetic connection, most readily, if

the substantives disclose a closer affinity; yet also otherwise, even
in the disjunctive and adversative relation of the members.

Upon the right and party of her son (SiiAKSP., John 1, 1.). While
the Caesars defended the Danube and Rhine (GIBBON, Decl. 9.). He
bent over the child and mother (THACKER., Vanity Fair 2, 10.).
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The Prince and Princess of Orange (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 100.).
The bed and chamber were so funereal and gloomy (THACKER., Va-

nity Fair 1. 7.). Over the tea and toast (3, 1.). The tired cabman
and more tired horse . . seeking the stable and repose (MARRYAT,
Valerie 6.). The study . . must . . possess considerable interest

for the moral philosopher and general historian (ScOTT, Minstr. I.

14.). Shall the Commons . . have as many members as the No-
blesse and Clergy united? (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 4, 1.) When he
was accused of the chief priests and elders (MATTH. 27, 11.). The

guilty and not guilty both alike (Cowp. p. 4.). He commandeth
even the winds and water (LUKE 8, 25.). The cigars and coffee . .

keep the company together (LEWES, G. I. 53.). These licentious

contentions, in the very shrines and city of St. Peter (BuLW., Rienzi

1, 5.). The good looks, gallant bearing, and gentlemanlike appear-
ance won the grand sire's heart for him (THACKER., Vanity Fair 3,

8.). This unsubstantial diet will support for many days the life

and even spirits of the patient Tartar (GIBBON, Decl. 18.). The
small faction which had been held together by the influence and

promises of Prince Frederic (MACAUL., Essays IV. 30.). The inner

sphere of Fact . . differs infinitely from the outer sphere and spheres
of Semblance (CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 2.). Even the accession of

prepositional members to the substantive does not hinder the sup-

pression of the article: Be thou the trumpet of our wrath, And sud-

den presage of your own decay (SHAKSP., John 1, 1.). The remains
of Minstrel poetry, composed originally for the courts of princes
and halls of nobles (ScOTT, Minstr. I. 24.). The beginning of some,
and end of others have been supplied (I. 65.).

Other than purely copulative relations of substantives are not

excluded, although in part more remarkable: The person as well as

mind of Constautine, had been enriched by nature (GiBBON, Decl.

12.). "Under king Harry." "Harry the fourth? or fifth? (SHAKSP.,
II Henry IV. 5, 3.) The studious head or generous mind (PoPE,

Essay on M. 3, 283.). What if the foot, ordain'd the dust to tread,
Or hand to toil, aspir'd to be the head? (1, 259.) I like to be

particular in dates, Not only of the age, and year, but moon (BvR.,
D. J. 1, 103.).

If two substantives characterize the same individual by different

generic names, the non-repetition of the article is the closest to

hand : The son and heir to that same Faulconbridge (SHAKSP., John

1, 1.). The huntress, and queen of these groves, Diana (BEN JONS.,

Cynth. Rev. 1, 1.).

The repetition of the article in more restricted in the copulative
relation in modern times, and appears of necessity only where the

members of the series cannot be aptly represented as a coherent

totality, yet free play is given to individual freedom. Comp. : And
the scribes and the Pharisees began to reason (LUKE 5, 21.). [The
scribes and Pharisees (ib. 6, 7.)]. His lordship appeared among
the ladies and the children (THACKER., Vanity Fair 3, 1.). He arose,

and rebuked the winds and the sea (MATTH. 8, 26.). [The winds

and water (LUKE 8, 25.).] Prose also repeats the article if deter-

minations containing an opposition are given to the substantives:
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The rights of the people and the title of the reigning dynasty (MAC-
AUL., Hist. of. E. I.

1.). In the asyndetic and polysyndetic con-

nection the repetition of the article is not rare, when the repeti-
tion may mingle with the omission as to single members: Your ten-

derness, for the weak, the poor, the oppressed, the unhappy (THACKER.,
Engl. Hum. 1.). I am the way, and the truth, and the life (John
14, 6.) The flowers, and the presents, and the trunks and bonnet-

boxes . . having been arranged, the hour of parting came (THACKER.,
Vanity Fair 1, 1.). She became interested in every thing apper-

taining to the estate, to the farm, the park, the gardens, and the sta-

bles (1, 10.). There in the rich, the honoured, fani'd, and great, See
the false scale of happiness complete (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 287.).
See the blind beggar dance, the cripple sing, The sot, a hero, lunatic

a king (2, 267.).

The non-repetition of the definite article is met with much more

rarely in the old and oldest language, and primarily only in the superlative
relation, as especially with the reference to plurals. Old-Engl. : pe old til-

len ware pe holie lorftewes, prophetes, apostles, popes, archeoiscopes, bisso-

pes, prestes, pe holie lif ladden (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 129.).

The myraclis and werkis that Crist so ernystfully wroujte (II. 42.). pe bi-

schopis and pharisees hadden jouen a maundement (WYCL., Job. 11, 57.).
Whanne pe bischopis and mynystris hadden seen hym (ID. 19, 6.). Of the

fyue barly loves and two Jischis (ID. 1, 45.). Alle the townes and cytees and
castelles (MAUNDEV. p. 6.). We often meet with substantives without the

article, which are followed by others with the article : Ther gromes and the

goodmen beth all cliche grette (DBPOS. op RICH. II. p 6.). To boyle chick-

nes and the mary bones (CHAUC., C. T. 382.). And alle they cryde lesse

and the moore (1758). also generalized in the singular: Baroun and bonde,
the clerc and the knyght (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 150.) Halfsax. : jE&es and
pa treupen (LAJAM. I. 235.). In regard to substantives in the singular
the older language is still more reserved in the non-repetiton of the article :

pe fayre balle, fy oper bold, pat hys fader let rere (R. OF GL II. 383.).
For the everlastynge /;/ and joye that men moste loven and desiren (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 42 ) Trewth to the unknowyng and doutyiig (ib.).

For the grette penaunce and suffraunce (ib.). Of the precious body and
blood of oure Lord (MACNDEV. p. 1.). Bycause of the grete richesse and

power of the partes bothe (CHACC., C. T. p. 151. II.). After the bataille

and discomfiture (C. T. 1010.). The kyng and knyghthood And clergie bothe

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 8.). In Anglosaxon a common article in the plural is

not unfamiliar, when even the unlikeness of the substantive is not consi-

dered: pa hedh-sacerdas, and boceras, and ealdrus (MARC. 12, 27.) pa bd-

ceras and Farisei (Luc. 5, 21. cf, 6, 7.). para vorda and sanga pe heo

gehyrde (APOLLON. OF T. p. 19.) Gemunde pa cerran synna and leahlras

(S. GUTHLAC 4.). Be pain godcundum fremsumnessum and domum (BEDA
4, 24.). Singulars are even comprehended under an article in the singular:

pa pa seo gode even Margarita pis gehyrde, hire pa leofstan hldford and
sunu pus besvicene (SAX. CHR. 1093.). The article once in the singular is

rare: Seo he<>fen and see and eorfte synd gehatene middan-eard (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 10.). On pam da'ge pe seo suenne, and niona, and ealle

tunglan, and getirlice tida gesette vaeron (p. 51.). The succession of a sub-

stantive with an adjective of the strong form to a substantive with the

article is to be formally distinguished from this combination: pa Jixas and
vilde deor pas vesternes ealle hi hym hyrdon (S. GUTHLAC 9.). Her ge
magon gehyran pa hdlgan prynnysse and sbfte annysse [add. on] anre god-
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cundnysse (BASIL., Hexam. 11.). Se rica and se hedna, se gelaereda and se

ungelcereda, and geong and eald (S. GUTHLAC 19.),

The repeated article is always found most frequently in ancient times.

Old-Engl. : Hwonne pe schil and the heorte ne wiffsiggeff nout (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 68.). pe herl and pe hepeling po ben under pe king
(I. 172.). The teil and pe attri ende is flfe eche pine of helle (I. 69.). Preche
and teche the feythe and the lawe of Cristene men (MACNDEV. p. 1.). It is

the herte and the myddes of all the world (p. 2.). The crybbe of the ox
and the asse (p, 70.), The kyng and the commune . . Shopen lawe (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 8.). He m&dethe persoun and the poeple his apes (CHACC., C.

T. 708.). To deme the quike and the dyade (WRIGHT A. MALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 42. cf. 38, 57. (P. PLOUGHM. p. 499 ). The chambres find the stables

weren wyde (CHAUC., C. T. 28.). The sones and the daughlres schuln re-

bellen agayns the fader and the moder (p. 88. I.). Halfsax. : pe bodij annd
te sawle (ORM. p. 11520, 11730.). pa jeonge and pa aide alle he aqualde
(LAJAM. III. 137.). Turne to heffenesse pa heeje fy pa laesse (II. 107.). An-

glosax.: And gretton pone cynge and pa cvene (APOLLON. OF T. p. 18.).

pat vdter and seo eortfe vaeron gemengede (BASIL., Hexam. 4.). Eealne pone
sumor and pone harfest (SAX. CHB. 1051.). Vearfif blitFe gebeorscipe gegear-
vod betvux pam cynge and paw folce (APOLLON. OF T. p. 25.). He beheold

pat gold and pat seoljor, and pa deorvur&an redf and pa beddas, and pa
cynelican penunga (p. 14.). pa ealdras and pa Pharisei sendon heora penas
(Jon. 7, 32 .). pa gelcerdestan men and pa leorneras (BEDA 4, 24.).

The indefinite Article.

The indefinite article, the numeral one, which has the ac-

cent, in the forms on, a, Anglosax. an, Goth, ams, Old-norse emn,
Old-Frieslandish en, an, Old- and Modern-Highdutch ein, serves to

denote an individual, which is only numerically distinguished from
the rest of the individuals of the kind or sort, and is not singled out

to be regarded.
*. eta) The indefinite article, denoting one among several, is therefore

added originally to names of kinds. If found with subsantives,
which are not this at first sight, they are in fact treated as names
of kinds or are elevated to as to such.

There was a man in the land of Uz (Joe 1, 1,). There stood,

quite by itself, in a parish called Milverstoke, a cottage of the bet-

ter sort (WARREN, Now a. Then 1.). Thou hast a Boman soul

(ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). Beggars, for whom he had a singular aver-

sion (SMOLLET, R. Rand. 1.).

The weakening of the pregnant notion of unity, which, in its proclitic
combination with a substantive, whether otherwise determined or not de-

termined, denotes the individual in its separate existence, but not the num-
ber in opposition to another numerical determination, extends far back in

the Germanic tongues, and we may always, even when the forms of the

article and the numeral are the same, assume a weakening of accent for

the former. The shrinking of an to a is moreover met with in Halfsaxon,

along with the retention of an, without any visible principle of usage.

Comp. Vol. I. p. 317.

Old-Engl.: As I com by an waie (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 1.). To lovien he

begon On wedded wimmon (p. 2.). An wirm is o werlde, wel man it knoweff

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 211.). ffanne geff he to a ston (p. 210.).

Engelond ys a wel god land (R. OF GL. I. 1.). A man was sente fro God

(WYCL., Job. 1, 1.), I shal don a juperti, And a ferli maistri (WRIGHT,
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Anecd. p. 9.). Halfsax.: An preost wes on leoden, Lajamon wes ihoten

(LAJAM. I. 1.). He wonede at Ernleje, at aeffelen are chirechen (ib.). pa
mile waes of are wife hinde (I. 50.). Wit? Eneam he nom an feiht (I. 8.).

He lette makien enne die (I. 28.). paer comm an widdwe forp (ORM. 7651.).

patt widdwe wass an haUy wif (7659.). Jho wass handfesst an god man
(2389.). He wass cumenn inn Inn aness weress hewe (2171.). Itt iss inn
a cribbe le^d (3366.). A litill off pe fell (4086.) pa makede a Frenchis
clerc (LA}AM. I. 3.). pa luuede he a maide (I. 12.). Hire sune nom a wif
(I. 107.). Inne Griclonde was a jung mon (I. 17.). A lut, a lute (I. 211.
II. 65.). Anglosax.: An man hafde tvegen suna (MATH. 21, 8.). pa com
dn man pas nama vas Jairus (Luc. 8, 41.). Off pat hine dn svfm ofstang
(SAX. CHR. 755.). Se Haelend gemette dnne assan (Jon. 10, 14.). Cerdic
and Cynric ofslogon cenne Bryttixcne cyning (SAX. CHR. 508.). In these pas-
sages of prose writers an is decidedly used correspondingly to the modern
article; in poetry, with a change in the position of the words, the numeral

may, however, be already reduced to the meaning of the Gr. T/C: Tmb
vucan priddan vilde culufran dne sende (CAEDM. 1472.). Her is fsemne . .

ides Egyptisc an on gevealde (2220.), by which the use of one as a pronoun
is prepared. See Pronouns. Even in Old-norse einn assumes the proclitic
nature of the article : Eins karls synnir (KORMAKI SAGA ed A. Magn. Hafn.
1832. 5, 3.) [the Sons of a peasant]. In Goth, ains serves as a substitute

for the Gr. H\-, whereas sums is employed for m.

an, a touches the indefinite pronoun some, which in modern times
is restricted to a narrower sphere, whereas in the earliest times it

also took the place of the indefinite article. The modern language
often replaces it by an, a or a certain. See some.

Comp. Old-Engl.: Sum man was pere (WTCL., Job. 5, 5.). per was sum

sijk man Lazarus (11, 1.). Halfsax.: ;>iff }ho wass summ waddle wif (ORM.

7889.). Off all patt iss summ shaffte (18750.). Anglosax.: paer vas sum
man (Jon. 5, 5.). Sinn seoc man vas genemned (Lazarus (11, 1.). Sum
jungling hym fyligde, mid anre scytan bevaefed (MARC. 14, 51.). In Antiochia
. . vas sum cyninge Antiochus gehaten (APOLLON OF T. p. 1.). On pam
dagum vas sum aSd man (S. GCTHLAC 1.). pa com paer sum v'rf mid miccle

radlicnysse yrnan (ib ).

The boundary between this article and the numeral is not always
to be drawn with distinctness till the time when the form one

stands opposed to it. That, however, even here, contacts of both
are found, is clear from the instances cited in Vol. I. p. 317. The

employment of the abbreviated form in such cases of contact is,

moreover, ancient. The accent then falls in general upon the sub-

stantive, and the opposition of unity to a plurality is essentially
undertaken by the substantive standing in the singular.
My talk with him was About the borrowing of a book or two

(MARLOWE, Jew of M. 2, 2.). Now mark a spot or two (Cowp.
p. 182.), with which compare: I won't hear a word, not a word',
not one word (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). "Ah! my Lord!" cried two or

three citizens in a breath (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 3.). Not a cloud ob-

scured Present or future (ROGERS, I., Bologna).
Whether the accentual relation was the same in Old-English is not always

to be decidedly made out: A leef other tweyne (Dupos. OF RICH. II. p. 2.). I

wol go slepe an hour or tweye (CiiAUC., C. T. 3685.). A day or tuo (3668.).
And have therm vitaille suffisant But for o day; fy on the remenant (3551.).
Biit of oo thing I warne the ful right (3583.). That none of us ne speke
not a word (3586.). Here the rhythm of the verse seems to yield the unac-

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 12
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cented a, o, oo, an This appears otherwise in other passages, as: And
alle is but o God (P. PLOUGHM. p. 344.). Thre persones . . And alle thre

but o god (p. 349.)> also in : Where men fynden watre at a tyme in a place,
it faylethe another tyme (MAUNDEV. p. 64.), with which the Modern-English

may be compared : She thought him and Olivia extremely of a size (GOLDSM.,
Vic 16.).

|3|3)
The indefinite article can, from its nature, stand with singular

notions only. But it is found with plural forms also. They are

partly such as pass as singulars for the consciousness of the lan-

guage in general; in part such as are usually considered as plu-

rals, but are also regarded as terms for a whole, or a totality,
and gain thereby a singular character. But whereas grammarians
or lexicographers fluctuate with substantive forms in s as to term-

ing them singulars or plurals, and allow, for instance, a means, but

are of diverse opinions about the admissibilitj of such expressions
as: an assizes (FIELD.); a tettered colours (ADDIS.); a belloivs (IR-

VING); a metaphysics (BuL\v.) and mostly blame them, the concep-
tion of such collective notions as singulars has been naturalized

for centuries.

If a gallows were on land (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1. cf. Cymb. 5,

4.). The workers . . maintain a gallows to prevent it (CARL., Fr.

Revol. 1, 1, 2.). To make a shambles of the parliament (SHAKSP.,
Ill Henry VI. 1, 1.). You may win a cup by him, or else a siveep-
stakes (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, L). If it came within the

scope of reasonable probability that further proofs were required,

they might be heaped upon each other until they formed an Alps
of testimony (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. L). Comp.: The valleys,
whose low vassal seat The Alps doth spit and void his rheum upon
(SHAKSP., Henry V. 3, 5.).

In analogy with this comprehension of a plurality under a simple
idea stands the comprehension, by means of an, a of the multitude

of objects expressed by a numeral: I have not past a tivo shil-

lings or so (BEN JONS., Every Man in his Hum. 1, 4,). From his

birth . . to this death-stroke on the field of Jena, what a seventy-
one years! (CARL ,

Fred, the Gr. 9, 11.) A fine eupeptic loyal young
fellow who, in a twenty years more, will be Chatham's Generalis-

simo (10, 5.); used substantively : As quaint a four-in-hand As you
shall see three pyebalds and a roan (TENNYS. p. 229.). This

treatment of fundamental numbers may be compared with that of

collective substantives, such as hundred, thousand. See Numerals.
The combination of a with the indeterminate numeral/??/; may also

be conceived, from the present position of the language, as of the

same kind, although it was not so originally: Shall a few sprays
of us . . Spirt up so suddenly . .? (SHAKSP., Henry V. 3, 5.). A
few cases deserve special mention (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 24.).
The poor mean wretch lingered yet for a few minutes (TiiACKER.,
Hist, of H. Esm, 2, 15.). A few short days, and we Shall see thy

palace (BcLW., Lady of L. 3, 1.). It is also used substantively:
I am sollicited not by a few, And those of true condition (SHAKSP.,

Henry VIII. 1, 2.). But as some hands applaud, a venal few!
Rather than sleep, why John applauds it too (BvR. p, 322.). A
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mani/ may be regarded as opposed in meaning to a few, yet many
has so much the character of a singular substantive, that it seems
to separate in form from a few: A great many other things besides

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). This was chiefly of the Catholic gentry
of whom there were a pretty many in the country (THACKER., Hist,

of H. Esm. 1, 3.). Comp. : thou fond many! With what loud

applause Didst thou beat heaven with blessing Bolingbroke (SHAKSP.,
II Henry IV. 1, 3.).

Plural forms to denote a single whole occur earlier: As a pefe pan sla-

wen, on galwes hanged hie (LANGT. II. 247.). But whereas in the ancient

language plural forms are hardly found ia combination with the indefinite

article, fundamental numbers are frequent with it. Old-Engl.: Alle bute a

fyue men one (R. OF GL. I. 33.). Bysyde Oxenford . . an sene myle (II.

247.). Al an tuelf ier (II. 251.). About an tuo ter (II. 368.). That is a
5 myle on this half Damasce (MACNDEV. p. 124.). Thens a 4 myle (p. 110.).

A tuo furlong or thre (CnAoc., C. T 11484.). Up they risen a ten other

a twelve (10697.). With oo Sarezyn I may wel fede Wei a nyne, or a ten

Off my good Crystene men (Ricn, C. DE L. 3520.). Even in Anglosaxon
adjective numerals are here and there accompanied by An: Man singe ylce

frigdage at ylcum mynstre anfiftig sealmas for pone cyng (LEGG. J^THELST.
III. 3.). The a seeming the singular in a few, proceeds from the plural
form Ane, but has been long in use. Old-Engl. : Manye ferlies han fallen in

a fewe yeres (P. PLOUGHM. p. 5.). A fewe besans to his dispence (ALIS.

3026.). The ancient plural form also takes in the earliest times the place
after the indeterminate numeral: Anefewefullaris (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 194.).

Halfsax. : Ane feue wifmen (LAJAM. II. 65. mod. text) [a lute wifmen. old

text. One feuje winter (I. 86. mod. text). Crist . . haffde off Judewisshe
follc Himm chosenn ane fcewe (ORM. 19761.). Anglosax.: pat pu laete me
sprecan Ane fedva vorda (Ev. NICOD. 11.) Ealle nemne fedum anum (BEOV.
2162.). Eaforan . . nimdfe fea ane (CAEDM, 2128.). Ane here answers to

the Lat. soli rather than nonnulli. The prominence of the triviality of the

multitude is natural in this combination, whether a be taken as the ab-

breviated ane or as the singular article. Comp. also some. The substan-

tive many answers essentially to Anglosax. : mengu, menigo, mdnegu, manjo ;

Goth.: tnanagei, it^jdof, o^Ao?, Ao?. Ongan . . eorla mengu to note fysan
(ELENE 225.). pa he pa manjo utadraf (MATH. 9, 25.), Seo mengio pinra
monna (BOETH. 14, 1.). Mycel manigeo paera Judea gecneov pat he vas

par (Jon. 12, 9.). But it will not succeed to attempt to point out the hi-

storical connection of the form. In Orm and Lajamon the so frequent

Anglosaxon substantive seems abandoned. The many occurring in Robert
of Gloucester in the meaning of might, forces (see GLOSS. II. 670.) might
not be distinguished from the forms meyne (CHAUC., C. T. 17160. (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 330.), menye (Tow.N-. M. p. 20, 62.), meneye (ib. p. 62, 209.),

meic/ne (CHAUC.. C. T. 7627.), meiny (HALLIW. v.), that it, Old-Fr.: maisnee,

matsgnee, maignee, meignee, suite, troupe. Where the Anglosaxon translation

of the Bible presents mdnigo, Wycliffe commonly chuses campanye, puple
and the like. Might the sound of a Romance form in some measure allied

in sense have, as it were, restored a Germanic many? Or has many been,

used substantively, analogously to a misunderstood a few ?

yy) So far as the substantive, not otherwise determined, denotes, with

the indefinite article, any individual one may chuse, its generali-
zation is rendered in various modes possible.
The singular individual may be made the representative of

the kind or sort: What is not visible to a Poet's eye? (ROGERS
It., Bologna.) A wise son makes a glad father (PROV. 10, 1.).

12*
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Old-Engl.: Thei maken a manner of hissynge, as a neddre dothe
DEV. p. 205.). He is slow as an asse (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). Though
thei be derklich endited for a dull nolle (DEPOS. OP RICH. II. p. 5.). That
the generalized notion, which may also be introduced by the definite article,

is denoted in the older language by the mere substantive also, has been
observed at p. 163. In Anglosaxon the article is commonly wanting, unless

the definite one is chosen.

But the generalization may also be of a distributive nature;
the frequent union of the unaccented a with the succeeding sub-

stantive by a hyphen belongs to modern times: Holland of eight

shillings an ell (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 3.). Three or four bonds
of forty pound a-piece (ib.). At the rate of broken silver, five shil-

lings an ounce (GoLDSM., Vic. 12.). Why, he's a hundred thousand

a-year (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-year. 2. 12.).

The ancient usage proceeds from what has been cited Vol. II. 1. p. 162.

An Anglosaxon distributive an might perhaps be to be found only in its

reduplication. Hy his hand barndon, anne finger and anne (Ones. 2, 3.).

|3) As regards the connection of the indefinite article with other sub-

stantives, as names of kinds, we first observe:

*a. Proper names. They take the article when an individual
of a race or of persons of the same name is denoted gene-

rally: My father was a Mortimer My mother a Plantagenet

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 2.). The elliptical battle cry with
the indefinite article is to be reduced to that: A Clifford! a Clif-

ford! We '11 follow the king and Clifford (SHAKSP., II Henry VI.

4. 8.). A Lancaster! a Lancaster! (Ill Henry VI, 4. 8.) A
Home! a Gordon! was the cry (Scoxx, Harm. 6, 27.). "A Co-

lonna! a ColonnaV "An Orsini! an Omm'/" were shouts loudly
and fiercely interchanged (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 1.). With men run-

ning to and fro, and shouting
UA Monmouth! a Monmouth! the

protestant religion!" (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 142.). A deter-
minate person may also be distinguished by the indefinite

article, in a good as well as a bad sense, as an individual of a
class characterized by his name: Not quite so rich as a Croesus

or an Attalus (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 4.). To all beside as much
an empty shade An Eugene living, as a Ccesar dead (POPE, Es-

say on M. 4, 243.). Then in this happy isle, a Pope's pure
strain Sought the rapt soul to charm, nor sought in vain (BvR.

p. 313.). It is complained, that they have no artists; one Shak-

speare indeed, but for Raphael only a Reynolds; for Mozart no-

thing but a Mr. Bishop (CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 5.). Nearly
allied thereto is the making use of the proper name to denote

an individual of the kind characterized thereby: 0, plead . . not

with man! Cruel, cold formal man; righteous in words, In deeds

a Cain (SHELLEY, Cenci 5, 4.). As if he were no Hercules; but

an Omphale (CARL., Fr. Revol. 2, 3, 1.). A literary or ar-

tistic work may also be denoted by a name of a person: A
Shakspeare, or a Milton (unless the first editions), it were mere

foppery to trick out in gay apparel (Cn. LAMB, Essays on Elia).

Proper names of localities may also be treated figuratively
in a similar manner to names of kinds: A Thebes, a Babylon . .
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for owls and adders, As congruous, as for man this lofty dome
(YoiNG, N. Th. 7, 805.), Of that great throne, these hands have
raised aloft On an Olympus (BuLw., Richel. 4, 1.). An Alps of

testimony (DICKENS, Chuzzlew. 1.) see p. 178.

The denominations of recurrent times, as of months, days,
festivals, may finally be mentioned, which may be imagined
as names of kinds in indefinite isolation or generality, especially
with a more particular determination : A cold and windy May is,

however, accounted favourable to the corn (Amis, Nat. Hist.).
The charm of a merry Christmas (IRVING, Sk. B. Christmas). I

. . am tempted to illustrate them by some anecdotes of a Christ-

mas passed in the country (The Stage Coach). A Sunday, too,
in the country is so holy in its repose (The Widow and her Son).
In the course of a Sunday or two after (ib.).
In former times the indefinite article is rarely used with proper names,

especially with names of persons, as individuals of the same family name.
In a metaphorical meaning they often take it. Old-Engl. : A Christofre
on his brest of silver schene (CHAUC., C. T. 115.) = a figure of St. Chri-

stopher. An ydolaster peradventure hadde but a mawment (mawmet
= idol, even Halfsaxon, see p. 156.) or tuo (p. 211. I.). Here also seems
to belong: Many a Jakk of Dover hastow sold (C. T. 4345.) [some ar-

ticle sold by the cook]. The making use of the proper name to denote
a class of persons does not usually import the indefinite article: Seynt
Julian he was in his countre (CHAUC., C. T. 342.). I have not found the

generalization of proper names in ancient times at all. On the other
hand the names of days are often combined with a, to denote a

week-day not more particularly determined: How the Flemmysshe-men
bohten hem and solde upon a Wednesday ("WRrcHT, Polit. S. p. 187sq.).
Hii come In a Fridai (R. OF GL. II. 549.). It bifel on a Friday
(P. PLOUGHM. p. 338.). For fastynge of a Frydaye (p. 443.). So bi-

felle it on a Satyrday (CHAUC., C. T. 3399.). The form an with the
names of days in Robert of Gloucester does not, however, be-

long altogether here, but also stands for on: Hii martreden Sein Thomas
an Tiwesday at ni}t (R, OF GL. II. 475.). The article is foreign to the
most ancient language.

|3/3)
With abstract substantives, even when they are not trans-

ferred to a concrete notion, the indefinite article stands, when
the abstract notion of an activity, an emotion &e. is referred to

a single expression of it, or to a single case in which they ap-
pear. Abstract terms are then treated like names of kinds.

Were 't not a shame (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 8.). My con-
science first received a tenderness (Henry VIII. 2, 4.). I have a

compassion for your youth (FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 8.). w You impu-
dent villain!" cries the lady in a rage (ib.). This . . confirmed
in a resolution of parting with him (1, 9.). He has a fancy for

a glass of sack (STERNE, Fr. Sh. 6, 6.). This poor man for

whom I know you professed a friendship (GoLDSM., Vic. 31.).
Friend! have a care, Your next step may be fatal (BvR., Manfr.

1, 2.). I have a love to freedom to (BRIDE 2, 20.). With the

determination by an adjective arises the name of a sort: It is

only to inspire you with a proper ambition (BuLw., Lady of L.

1, 1.). The more or less usual employment of abstract terms in

the plural facilitates the combination with the indefinite article.
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So far as an abstract notion is usually imagined as a single act, the

plural formation is sometimes, at others its connection with the indefinite

article is a matter of course. But whereas the plural form of many ab-

stract terms extends far back, the use of the indefinite article with the

singular was formerly restricted, especially with words which are not

very familiar in the plural. Old-English has a few expressions similar

to those above cited: He felle in a rage (MADNDEV. p. 89.)- Now a ven-

jance Com on hym (Town. M. p. 199.). Ye had a gret cherte Toward
mankinde (CHADC., C. T. 11193.). Some seems to have been prefer-
red: This man is falle with his astrouomye In som woodnesse or in som

agonye (CHACC., C. T. 3451.). Upon my dedly herte have some pite

(11352.). On my peyne have some compassioun (11391.). The shade of

expression is somewhat changed thereby, and is besides in part compar-
able with the use of the Modern-English : I am informed for a truth, that

you have some intention of bringing two young ladies to town (GOLDSM.,
Vic. 15.). In the most ancient times neither an nor some seems in use

in a similar combination with abstract terms, although the negative nan
often occurs. Halfsax. : Ne deodest pu me none scome (LAJAM. I. 97.).

Anglosax. : Is pe nan cam pat min svuster let me anlypie penjan? (MARC.
10, 40.) Nis me pas nan pearf (Gss. 33, 15.).

y. The transmutation of an adjective into an un inflective substan-

tive, as a name of a person, is not favoured in Modern-English
in combination with the indefinite article. Adjectives and parti-

ciples, otherwise capable of being used substantively with the de-

finite article, support themselves, when referred to an indeterminate

individual, by the pronominal one, which is to be regarded as the

substantive bearer of the adjective: There cometh one mightier than

I after me (MARK. 1, 7. cf. LUKE 3, 16.). Strange that one so vile

Should from his den strike terror thro' the world (ROGERS, It.,

Naples). As one disarmed, his anger all he lost (MiLT., P. L. 10,

945.). He . . looks like one transported (ADDIS., Cato 1, 6.). Thou

appear'st Like one amazed and terrified (3, 3.).

With the relation backwards to names both of persons and

things, on the other hand, the adjective is also found with the mere

article, although one is reminded of the substantive by an appended
one (see below). excellent device! was there ever heard a bet-

ter
1

? (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 2, 1.) Two principles . . Nor this a

good, nor that a bad we call (POPE, Essay on M. 2, 53.). Reach
me the decanter of wine from the shelf, that's a dear (OxENF.,
Twice Killed 1, 2.).

An adjective used substantively, as a name of a thing, and
which is to be regarded as an original neuter, is rarely accom-

panied by this article: Thus I made my home In the soft palace
of a fairy Future (BuLW., Lady of L. 3, 2.). From olden times,

however, little, used substautively, which often occurs as an adver-

bial accusative, is combined with a: A great part of your title,

which is within a very little of nothing (SHAKSP., All's Well 2, 4.).

We '11 hear a little more (III Henry VI. 3, L). "Which will you
have, Mr. Titmouse?" . .

UA little of both, Sir, if you please.'' (WAR-
REN, Ten Thous. a-y. 1, 6.) Put that rose a little more to the left

(Bri/vv., Lady of L. 1, 1.). In other adverbial expressions too a

stands, as, on a sudden.
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In Old-English also this article is added to names of per sons used

substantively : I oughte ben hyere than she, I kam of a bettre (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 29 ). In Anglosaxon the article might of course be absent from similar,

even inflective substantives: Strengra cymfr after me (MARC. 1, 7.). Sofrlice

cymff strengra ponne ic (Luc. 3, 16.): yet the numeral also occurs there

as an indefinite article: Hig brohton him pa cenne blindne (MARC. 8, 22.).

The article also often stands with the neuter adjective used substantively.

Old-Engl.: It is an impossible That any clerk schal speke good of wyves
(CHAUC., C. T. 6270.). Here also we meet with the substantive lite, Anglo-
sax, lyt, parum, with the article: And said but a lite (DEPOSIT. OF RICH.

II. p. 29.). Cold water schal nat grave us but a lite (CHACC., C. T. 4772.),

which likewise occurs in Halfsaxon with and without the article, and is

still combined with the plural, which is to be thought as standing in the

genitive: A lute wifmen (LAf*K. II 65.). A lute jeren (I. 24.), along with:

Inne lut jeren (I. 85). par bift to lute gumen (II. 133.). In Anglosaxon
the article is always wanting: Lyt freonda (CAEDM. 2620.). The combina-
tion of litel, Anglosax. lytel, parvus, with the article is, however, likewise

peculiar to the Halfsax. : Her uferr mar a litell (ORM. 1715.). Itt flaet Bi-

forenn himm a litell (3466. cf. 8123.). A neuter lytel used substantively
seems foreign to Anglosaxon.

& The indefinite article may be associated with a few pronouns in

the singular.
,<*. Here belong what such (formerly also each} and many, after which

the article stands. What has it after it, if the qualitative or quan-
titative importance of the object to which the pronoun belongs
is at the same time emphasized in the direct or indirect question.
The direct question passes into the exclamation.

Ah, what a shame! ah, what a fault were this! (SiiAKSP., Ill

Henry VI. 5, 4.) what a riddle of absurdity! (Youxc, N. Th.

2, 124.). Oh, Amos Cottle! -- Phoebus! what a name, To fill

the speaking trump of future fame! (B\
r
R. p 318.) What a pity

the carriage should break down in such a spot! (BuLW , Lady
of L. 3, 1.) What a precious puppy of a chap the fellow was

(WARREN, Ten Thous. a-y. 1, L). Let them know Of what
a monarchy you are the head (SriAKSP., Henry V. 2, 4.). Now
you see yourself Of what a perilous kind the office is (CoLER.,
Pice. 1, 3.).

In Old-English which a long appears instead of what a: Lo, which a

wif was Alceste? (CHACC., C. T. 11754,) Lo, which a great thing is af-

feccioun (3611.). But herkneth me.. which a miracle bifel anoon (2677.
cf. 6877,). This is also found in the question almost without any par-
ticular emphasis: Either asked oother . . which a light and a leme Lay
bifore belle (P. PLOCGHM. p. 376.). Comp. Middle-Highdutch : Welch ein

pouliin (PARZIV. 62, 19.). Wil ein barmunge, wil ein qdbe (LEYSER, Pred.

d. XIII u XIV Jahrh. 8, 38 MULLER, Mhd. Wb. 1, 576.). This com-
bination is foreign to the older language, as well as to Anglosax. Which,

Anglosax. hvylc, hvilc, was formerly treated analogously to such, Anglo-

Kvylc, svile: that construction likewise gradually passed into what,

early interchanged with which. See the Interrogative Pronoun.

Such is frequently accompanied by this article, especially be-

fore a substantive not otherwise attributively determined, although
also otherwise.

Such a man will win any woman (SilAKPP., Much Ado 5, 1,).

For such a cause the poet seeks the shade (Cowp. p. 144.). I
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would do anything for such a man (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm.

3, 7.). You are such a treasure (2, 15.). There is no sin in

such a love as mine (2, 6.). Such a handful of fuel (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). Thou com'st in such a questionable shape,
That I will speak to thee (SHAKSP., Haml. 1, 4.). On such a

tranquil night as this (LoNGF. I. 105.). It was a very low fire

indeed in such a bitter night (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.).

This usage, which does not root in Anglosaxon is, however, very old.

Old-Engl.: War-to liveth selke a wrecche? (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.) I

shal keime hire sulke a lore, That hoe shal lovien the (p. 9.). That swick
a lord and light Sholde leden hem alle hennes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 385.).

Herdistow ever slik a sang er now ? (CHAUC., C. T. 4168.) To here siche

a fray (Tows. M. p. 135.). Wha herkned ever swilk a ferly thingf
(4171.) Such a joustynde gyn uch wrecche wol weren (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p. 154.). This extends into Halfsax. : Swillc an mann Alls Adam haffde

strenedd (ORM. 12392. cf. 12681.). purrh swillc an drunnkennesse (14127.).
It also meets the inverted collocation of the determinatives. Old-Engl.:
Er we a such kyng ban y-founde (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 249.). Halfsax.:

Oswy is a swulc mon, pine scome he wulle don (LA^AM. III. 270.). Thus
in Modern-Highdutch ein soldier stands along with solch ein. Compare
below such on the Indeterminate Pronouns.
The Old-English ilk, ylk, ech, ich, uch, proceeding from the Anglosax-

celk, Mod.-Engl. each, to which which and such are so far allied, as they
are likewise compounds with lie, took the indefinite article as frequently
and as early as such: Ilk a schrewe oper greues (LANGT. II. 238.). The

messangers by ylk a side (Ricn. C. DE L. 147.). Ech a wis wight I

warne (P. PLOUGHM. p. 13.). At ich a mel ones (p. 457.). Lord that

lenest us lyf, ant lokest uch an lede (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 153.). Uch a

strumpet (ib.). Uch a screwe (ib.). Also in composition with ever

(= every); Everuch a parosshe heo polketh in pyne (p. 157.). This usage
is widely diffused even in Halfsaxon. where the forms oilcan, ale an, elc

an, illc an occur: Of ale an vfele he wes war (LAJAM. II. 156.). Of tele

an uucle he wes waer (II. 186.). Illc un hird (ORM. 520. 525. 609. 613.).
Illc cm unnclene lusst Annd illc an ifell wille (5726 ), The absolute each

one has also remained to Modern-English, of which further on. In An-
ixon (elc an is not in use.

Many, whose analogy with each is to be borne in mind, so far

as an individual in the singular is to be thought as multiplied,
has in modern times appropriated throughout this more particular
indication of the individual by the article. See many with the

Indeterminate Pronoun.

Full many a lady I have ey'd with best regard; and many a
time The harmony of their tongues hath into bondage Brought
my too diligent ear (SiiAKSP., Temp. 3, I.). Even innocence it-

self has many a wile (BvR., D. J. 1, 72.). This self-denial caused
him many a pang (THACKER., Hist, .of H. Esm. 1, 11.). I have
sat invisible beside you many and many a day (DICKENS, Christm.

Car. 1.). Many a carol, old and saintly, Sang the minstrels

(LONGF. I. 234.).

Along with many without the article, the latter are also early found.

Old-Engl. : Aboute many a mile (R. OF GL. II, 243.). Ich wille geve the
. . Mony a pound and mony a marke (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). Many a
time (P. PLOUGHM. p. 103.). Hym folowyd many an Ynglysche knyght
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(Rice. C. DE L. 5063.)- He siketh, with ful many a sory swough (CHACC.,
C. T. 3619.). Halfsax.: Of moni one ecerde (L.AJAM. I. 218.). Moni ane

wnde (I. 97.). On mom are wisen (I. 24.). Vnimete folc monianes cun-

nes (II. 39.) and frequently in Laj'amon; in Ormulum montj is found
without the article, as in Anglosaxon. Comp. also one with the Inde-

terminate Pronouns.

j3j3.
The indefinite article precedes, under certain circumstances, the

indeterminate pronouns one and other.

One with an, a preceding it, presents the peculiarity of the

repetition of the same word in the weakened and the full form.

In this combination one has no substantive after it; it rather

stands partly substantively, partly with a movement backwards
or leaning against a preceding substantive notion.

One, used substantively of persons, not rarely occurs after

such and many in combination with a, an: Francis! Martin! ne'er

a one to be found now? (BEN JONS., Every M. in his Hum. 3,

2.) Thou thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as thy-
self (Ps. 50, 21.). No other but such a one as he can serve the

army (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.). That the Britons have raz'd out,

though with the loss Of many a bold one (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 5.).

Many a one of them owes his establishment in life to Mr. Dud-

leigh (WARREN, Diary 1, 22.).
With a reference to a preceding personal or neuter substan-

tive it frequently stands in combination with an attributive de-

termination: When Orsin first let fly a stone At Ralpho; not so

huge a one As that etc. (BuTL., Hud. 1, 3, 491.). As my story
is not a very short one, I must not dwell too long in its com-
mencement (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, L). His original collection

of songs . . appeared in 1769; an enlarged one . . came out in

1776 (ScoxT, Minstrelsy I. 72.). The fire-place was an old one

(DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). The morning comes, cold for a

July one (CARL., Fr. Revol. 2, 1, 12.). "What a defiance!"

"Not so bad a one as it appears, may be." (Battle of Life 1.)
UA pretty spoken fellow." "And a rich one" (DouGL. JER-

ROLD, Rent Day 1, 4.)
One is also sometimes added to a substantive with a, an, and

which is not to be referred to another substantive notion which
is to be repeated : This demi-devil (For he's a bastard one

(SHAKSP., Temp. 6, ].). In this passage the repetition of demi-

devil by one is not warranted logically, that of the mere devil

nowise necessary. Different from this is a one succeeding, which
refers to a substantive within the sentence: Letter nor line know
I never a one (Scorx, L. Minstr. 1, 24.). With Aves many a one

(Lord of the Isl. 2, 21.).

The combination of a . . one, when one represents the notion of per-
son, is met with in the fourteenth century: I was a lusty oon, And
faire and riche, and yonge, and well begon (CnAuc,, C. T. 6187.), are the

words of a lady. A pleonastic one was formerly in use, which is in the
same case as that cited out of Shaspeares Temp. 5, 1.: A wonder maister
he was on (R. OF GL. I. 17.). A sory woman was she one (!POMYDON
872.). For in my time a servant was I on (CHAUC , C. T. 1816.). Here

may we se a merveyl one (Cov. MYST. p. 28.). Comp. also : pat he yt
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wan of on so hey a kynge (R. OF GL. I. 50.). Where one, as in the in-

stances first cited, is used of persons without an attributive adjective, a

preceding a, an is unusual in olden times : He . . bicatn siththe suche on
that he moste needis deye (CHAUC., C. T. p: 191. I.). Iwounded ther
was mani on (R. OF GL. II. 541.). Halfsax. : Monianne he dude scome

(LAJAM. I. 322.). The subjunction of one, referred to a substantive with-
out an article in the sentence, is old, especially in combination with
never and many, but unaccompanied by a, an. This supplemental one

is, as in the Modern-English instances, added appositively not merely to

a singular, but also to the plural: Theves he schal berberon never won
(HALLIW., Freemas. 181.). Mon fonde heo non Bute faire centre & wylde
bestes mony on (R. OF GL. I. 14.). pat pe scolle tobreke in peses mony
on (I. 16.). Ther been ful goode wyves many oon (CoADC., C. T. 3156.).

Comp. Opposition.

Other, both in combination with a substantive notion, and when
standing absolutely, is combined with the indefinite article, gra-

phically attached to it 'in modern times, if it is question of a

single other object solely as such, without reference to another
determination of it for. the subject. Comp. other under the In-
determinate Pronouns.

It combines with an, where it brings to recollection its root

meaning as an ordinal number for two, with the meaning of the

next member in the series: Stay yet, another day (SHAKSP., Rich.

H. 2, 4.) I'll fill another pipe (STERNE, Tr. Sh. 6, 6.).

Likewise where other denotes an object between two persons
or things, or two totalities, present to the mind, and as it were

immediately attached and assimilated thereto: Thais . . like

another Helen, fir'd another Troy (DRYDEN, Ode on J. Cecil D.).
Here was a Caesar: when comes such another (SHAKSP., Jul. Caes.

3, 2.). Such another chance may not present itself for months

again (THACKERAY, Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 10.). There's not an-

other two such women to be found in the whole world (WARREN,
Ten Thous. a-y. 1, 9.), where another with the plural is explained

by what is cited at p. 178.

In the opposition of one . . another, alter . . alterum, alter!

etc. one individual is put in reciprocal movement with another;

thought as multiplied, each one enters into such a relation to

another, that the total number coming under consideration ex-

ceeds duality. By this Parti, p. 313. is to be more particularly
determined. He slunk away, when our host presented us round
to one another (THACKERAY, Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 5.) But the

combination another remains remarkable, whereas no article is

to be met with with each-other.

When other, in the meaning of alms, goes to another indeter-

minate object, its combination with an is a matter of course:

And I say to this man . . and to another . . (MATTH. 8, 9.).

Who . . hath . . not worshipped some idol or another
1

? (TnACKER.,
Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 6.). In the reference back to a substantive

the article is often omitted, especially after or: Most of our young
fellows here, display some character or other by their dress

(CHESTERF., Lett.). He . . may one day or other, revisit you
(FIELD., J. Andr. 3, 4.). The most ancient usage is also disclosed
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by the forms oiherwhile, otherwise and the like, appearing in com-

position.
The indefinite article, originally foreign to other, is however early found

with the pronoun used in the meaning of alter and alius. Old-Engl.:
Anothir lettre he sent heom tho (ALIS. 2976.). "Have ye kepyd me none
other Blyssyng . .?" "Sick an other have I none." (TOWN. M p. 43.)

For slayn is man right as another beste (CHAUC., C. T. 1311.). Virgil kest

an ymage other (SEUYN SAGES 2001. ) He wole
,

. the parsonn have a

wyf, and the prest another (WRIGHT, Polit S, p. 326.). Though we kil-

len the cat Yet sholde ther come another (P. PLOUGHM. p. 12.). In an-

other language it is cleped harme (MAUNDEV. p. 71.). Toward the southe

is another chapelte (p. 96.). Halfsax. : piss iss an operr neow Adam (ORM.

11030,). pe Sune iss all an had, pe Faderr all an operr (18647.). Twej-

jenn buirjhess . . An i pe land off Galile . . An operr i Juda (6982.).

He bigon ane straete . . An offer stret he makede swifre hendi (LAJAM.
II. 205.). Wipp himm wass dn operr mann (ORM. 5198.). Bisshopess
off dep lare Annd jet an operr Iceredd follc (7205.). pa com per an
offer sorje (LAJAM. III. 279.). Alls iff itt waere an operr child (ORM. 1811.

cf. 3164.). But the pronoun without the article is also used. Old-

Engl.: That mot with worse be wet for lat of other leje (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p. 154.). Rat on the rouwe bible and on other bok no mo (p. 327.).

Outher while thei arn elliswhere (P. PLOUGHM p. 11.). Other wise than

he was Warned (p. 59.). And wan land after other (R. OF GL. I. 44.)

Amonges the Sarazines, o part and other, duellen many Cristene men
(MAUNDEV. p. 118.). I man occupied eche day, Haly-day and oother (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 101.). Whedir your chaunce oon or othir he (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 83.). Noon mener than oother (p. 283.). In Halfsaxon this is

likewise usual: Nom him offerne cure (LAJAM. II. 45.). Cullfre . . fedepp
operr cullfress bridd (ORM. 1260.). Himm reowepp . . ec off operr man-
ness woh (5566.). Treo vppen offer (LAJAM. II. 446.). In the opposi-
tion of either, one, each, eveey and other in use in Old-English, an is not

commonly subjoined to the latter: Either despiseth other (P PLOUGHM.

p. 85.). Thus rennethe on to other (MACNDEV. p. 244.). I-swore ful deepe,
and ech of us to other (CHAUC., C. T. 1134.). Everich biwreied other

(WRIGHT, Pol. S. p. 325.) Everich of hem schal hate other (On AUG., C.

T p. 188. 1.). Thus Halfsaxon opposes eiper offer, ejjperr operr:

Eiper hateden offer (LAJAM. I. 167. cf 80.). Let pu pa hundes . . eiffer

freten offer (III. 274.). ?iff ejjperr lufapp operr (ORm. 6261.}. The

Anglosaxon, which tolerates other determinatives, does not add dn : Hva-
5er pe ve offres sculon onbidan? (Luc. 7, 19.) pat an god ys; and nys
offer buton him (MARC. 1 2, 32.). Ic cvefre to pysum . . and ic cveffe to

odTrum (MATH. 8, 9.). pa geseah hine offer vyln (27, 71.). Of stafre on
offre (SENAT. CONS. DE MONTIC. VALLIAE 1.). purh offre dura in, purh
offre ut gevite (BEDA 2, 13.). sEyffer hyra offrum yfeles hogode
(BYRHTN 133. GREIN I. 347.). JEghvaffer offerne oft ratflice utdraefde

(SAX. CHR. 887,). If the definite article appears appropriate in the

opposition of determinate persons or things, it is to be observed that

in Anglosaxou with offer, and generally in the meanings alter, secundus

the article is needless : Se forma nam vif . .pa narn offer hig . pa nam
se pridda hig (Luc. 20, 29. sq,). On offran Eastren-dage sat he med pam
cynincge at gereorde (SAX. CHR. 1053.), that is, on the second Easter-

day. Comp. Old-Engl.: Day, and other, and [third upon Mightten hy
fyncle water non (ALIS. 5052.).

yy. It may also be observed that with, the determination of quantity

by the adjective half, the indefinite article, where it is requisite
with a generic name in the singular, is partly applied, partly
omitted.
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When half precedes a substantive, the article a, an follows it,

which, however, may also precede half, when this is mostly to be

regarded as standing in composition with the substantive. If

half is referred back additionally to a preceding substantive, the

article is sometimes wanting, which is usually put before it: Not

half an hour before (SHAKSP., Tw. Night 3, 4.). With half a
smile and half a tear she slipped into his hand . . a little sprig
of heart's ease (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-y. 2, 6.), beside: Who
gladly extended his ride a half mile further (COOPER, Spy 1.).

- Within this mile and half (SHAKSP., Coriol. 1, 4.), beside:

You have not been a lodger of mine this year and a half (GAY,
Begg. Op. 2, 2.). An hour and a half earlier than usual (WAR-
REN, Ten Thous. a-y. 1, 2.). In: From half past nine o' clock

in the morning (1, 1.) and the like, we meet an ellipsis which
has become popular. Comp. above half p. 169.

The immediate combination of the article with the substantive, instead

of with the preceding adjective, is an ancient usage. Old-Engl.: Half a

she/ of arwes (P. PLOUGHM p. 62.). That tabernacle is made in manere
of half a compos (MAUNDEV. p. 75.). Of half a bushel flour (CHAOC., C.

T. 4310.) along with: An half mijle more nyghe (MAUNDEV. p. 99.). Comp.
Halfsax. : Alf an hundred cnihtes (LA}AM. II. 372. modern text) [Half
hundred cnihten older text], whereas in Anglosaxon the article sometimes
stands before healf: Ljtle mare ponne ane healfe tide (WKIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 12.). an is in Old-English put before half connected additionally:
A fote and an half long (MAUNDEV. p. 10.). Thre cubytes and an half
(p. 12.). A myle and an half from Nyke (p. 21.). The ancient mode of

denoting a number x + % by the next following ordinal number with half,

healf subjoined before the substantive in the singular, was a long time in

use concurrently. Old-Engl.: It wantys . . Othere half span and more

(TowN. M. p 219.). Halfsax.: Ne wunede pe king per bute nifte halfiere

(LAJAM. III. ?95.). Anglosax.: Otter healf hund ((JEN. 8, 3.). Nan ren

com ofer eorfran feorffan healfan gedre (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 18.).

Comp. Middle-Highdutch anderhalp vunftehalb, siebenthalp. The Modern-

Highdutch combines the plural of the substantive.

We shall come to speak hereafter of the transposition of the article

with adjectives.

Repetition and Non-repetition of the indefinite Article.

*) In general, with a substantive, even when it is accompanied by
several attributive determinations, yet is referred to one and the
same individual, the indefinite article stands only once.
To inspire us with a free and quiet mind (BEN JONS., Sejanus

1, 2.). A pleasant and refreshing scene (DICKENS, Pict. from It.,

Lyons). With here and there a desolate and uninhabited house

(Rome.). He, who in an enlightened and literary society, aspires to

be a great poet (MACAUL., Essays I. 9.). James was declared a
mortal and bloody enemy (Hist, of E. II. 143.). His rise . . seems
to prove that he was a bold and able leader (GIBBON, Decl. 7.).

It is a serious, grave time (CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 13.).

Yet the emphasizing both of homogeneous and heterogeneous
qualities of the same object may condition the repetition of the

article.
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A mighty and a fearful head they are (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3,

2.). Versification in a dead language is an exotic, a far-fetched,

costly, sickly imitation (MACAUL., Essays I. 10.). Man has ever

been a striving, struggling, and, in spite of wide-spread calumnies,
a veracious creature (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 1.). The repetition
often combines itself with a second adjective following the sub-

stantive: This was my master, A very valiant Briton, and a good
(SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 2.). Unto a good land and a large (ExoD. 3,

8.). This is a strange spectacle and a sacred (BuLw., Rienzi 3, 2.).

The succession of several adjectives after the indefinite article and before

the substantive is not unknown to the older tongue. Old-Engl.: A gret
thikke clowde (MACNDEV. p. 260.). Halfsax.; Warrp an unnorne annd wrecche
man (ORM. 4884. cf. 5800.). Yet this position of the adjectives is not ge-

nerally so common, and with the frequent separation of the adjectives,
which usually surround the substantive, the indefinite article is often re-

peated with the adjective following. Old-Engl, : A fulle fayr cytee, and a

gode and a well walled (MACNDEV. p. 15.). A gode He and a fayr and a

gret (p. 27.). A fayre castelle and a strong (p. 92.). A ful gret lord and
o myghty (p. 202.). Gloton was a gret cherl And a grym (P. PLODGHM.

p. 98.). A wyde dyke and a depe (Ricu. C. DE L. 2685 .). A monk, a fair
man and a bold (CHAOC., C. T. 14436.). With this collocation of words

formerly very familiar, I have not met with the repetition of the indefinite

article in Halfsaxon. In Anglosaxon, where this article is in general rare,

the repetition of it is wholly wanting.

|3.
With the succession of substantives the repetition of the inde-

finite article with each of the distinct persons or things is the ge-
neral rule. Even where the substantives are referred predicatively
to the same individual, the article is usually repeated.
James was declared a mortal and bloody enemy, a tyrant, a mur-

derer and a usurper (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 143.). My son, thou
hast spoken as a patriot and a Christian (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 3.). Her

place as companion was a sinecure and a derision (THACKER., Va-

nity Fair 1, 14.). He saw him in his mind's eye, a collegian, a

parliament-man a Baronet perhaps (3, 8.).

Nevertheless, in the copulative as well as the disjunctive con-

nection, with the syndetic juxtaposition of distinct members, the

article is often not repeated.
You must be kept a year and day (BuTL., Hud. 2, 1, 7(K).). A

feeble senate and enervated people (GIBBON, Decl. 3.). The errors

which, in a few months, alienated a loyal gentry and priesthood
from the House of Stuart (MACATL., Hist, of E. I, 1.). Miss Sharp
only folded her own hands with a veryfrigid smile and bow (TIIACKER.,

Vanity Fair 1, 1.). The warders stout Saw a terrier and lurcher

passing out (Scoxr, L. Minstr. 3, 12.). Mrs. Facile, with a pestle
and mortar (OxENF., Twice Killed 1, 2.). In this case the sub-

stantive notions, from different points of view in the copulative
relation are considered, as it were from the outset, as forming a
whole belonging together. Elsewhere the identity of the individual

after and is the occasion for the non-repetition of the article:

A magistrate, a member of Parliament, a county magnate, and re-

presentative of an ancient family, he made it his duty to show him-
self (THACKER., Vanity Fair 2, 20.), In the disjunctive relation
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the non-repetition of the article is a matter of course, when not
different objects, but different names of the same object are placed
beside each other: On the white corner square marked 64 place a
rook or castle (CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 657. II,). Yet the language
inclines to it : I hardly know whether I'm a boy or girl (SOUTHERN,
Oroon. 4, L). He was a man . . who never had a taste, or emo-

tion, or enjoyment, but what was sordid and foul (THACKER., Vanity
Fair 1, 9.). Not a vestige of a town or even cottage was within

sight (BvR., Fragm.) On account of the affinity of form there is

connected herewith the common negation of the members with-

out the repetition of the article: Yet better had he neither known
A bigot's shrine, nor despot's throne (BvR., Ode to N. B. p. 347.).
The same omission also meets us in comparisons with as

;
As full

as perfect, in a hair as heart (POPE, Essay on M. 1, 276.).

Expressions with the article not omitted, like many of those cited, are

blamed by grammarians. See Harrison, Engl. Langu. 1848. p. 222. We
have to do with the exposition of the actual usage, more or less diffused,

and with its explanation. The awkwardness of the usage in single cases

may nevertheless be acknowledged. Moreover the freer treatment of this

article only arose with its more extended use. In Old-English its repetition
with several substantives is common, as also in Modern-English, even with

the determination of the same subject by different predicative substantives:

He is a japere and a gabbere (CHAUC., C. T. p. 185. II.). He was . . A
theef, a sompnour, and eek a baude (ib. 6935.). Where the modern lan-

guage might take occasion to omit the repetition, it regularly occours: A
bolle and a bagge He bar by his syde (P. PLOCGHM. p. 109.). Till Gloton

hadde y-glubbed A galon and a gille (p. 97.). Yet a few non-repetitions
are met with : In the likynge lith a pride, And licames coveitise (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 298.). Wher as sche many a schip and barge sihe (CHAUC., C. T. 11162.).

Ful many a tame lyoun and lepart (2188 ). Similar combinations are hardly
te be found in the most ancient times.

Of the Omission of the Definite and Indefinite Article
in particular.

The substantive denotes the object according to its notion; the

definite as well as the indefinite article assigns to it the sphere of

its existence. But both articles, which originally individualize, if

it is permitted to comprise under this category the definite article in

the plural, as referred to determinate individuals, are again referred

to the sort and the kind, and their character is to be gathered
each time from the context, so that the sensuous or numerical deter-

mination of the notion, striven afte? by the article, is again in part
lost.

But, in general, where no article is added to the substantive, the

substantive notion is to be taken in its essence and generality,
or it is referred to an indefinite quantity or multitude, or,

finally, the object which remains to be more particularly determined

for intuition, becomes intelligible by its im'mediate presence or

by another reference. Therewith must be considered that the

personification of a notion, especially in poetry, may render the

article superfluous.
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The use of the articles has never been determined by a rigid
law. Language often uses or omits them without the objective value

of speech being changed thereby; but that the use of the one or of

the other article may also condition essential differences is to be

readily understood after the preceding explanations.
It is not always decidedly the definite or the indefinite article

which could be added to a substantive without the article; occasion-

ally, both might be equally applied, although this is not in general
the case.

We here consider the omission of articles in particular cases and
in different members of the sentence.

,. Ordinarily, no article is added to the substantive, which is pre-
ceded by a genitive (the so-called Saxon Genitive). An article

preceding the genitive is, in general, like other determinatives, to

be referred to the latter, not to the substantive following it.

Tell me her father's name (SiiAKSP., Taming 1, 2.). The ant's

republic, and the realm of bee's (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 184.). The
commission decided in Glide's favour (MACAUL., Essays TV. 31.).
A check in frantic war's unfinished game (Tn. CAMPBELL, Theod.).

Udolph left his chief As with a son's or jounger brother's grief

(ib.). Hds this night's walk shown more than common sorrow?

(TALFOURD, John 1, 1.). These substantives without an article are

in general in the same case as those in Greek introduced by the

definite article, for instance:
-\ T?C, a.ptTv\c, KTrfrig, TO, TWV avSpwrruv

Trpccy/^ara. But the article may also belong to the substantive de-

termined by the genitive : Sweno, the Norway's king (SHAKSP., Macb.

1, 2.). The same flaw, or St.-Vitus' tic (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2,

14.). That would be a ten day's wonder (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI.

3, 2.). The lady Essex was a Potiphar's wife (CARL,, Past a. Pres.

2, 14.). In this case the genitive enters into a closer combination
with the succeeding substantive, approaching compostion. (chorea
Sancti Viti.)
The construction first touched upon goes back to the earliest tunes. Old-

Engl. : Right as the sonne is the worldys eye (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 85.). To-
morwe worth ymaked The maydenes bridale (P. PLOCGHM. p. 30.). Under
a brood bank By a bournes syde (p. !.) The croune . . He set on his

fadir heved (Aus. 1070.). Ther they dwellyd fourty dawes, For to lerne

londes lawes (RICH. C. DE L. 629.). Halfsax : He wes pisse londes king

(L-AjAM. I. 292.). pa pes daies ende bicom (II. 345.). Anglosax.: Ic Ine,
mid godes gife Vest seaxna cyning (Leoo. INAE init.). pa sacerdas of Le-

vies cynne (DECTER. 27, 14). Betvux pam dagrsede and paere sunnan up-

gange ^EQUIN. VERN. 5 ). pises cyninges even vearff of life geviten (APOL-
LON. OF T. p. 1.). With this collocation the article is thought as replaced

by the preceding genitive determination. Moreover the genitive sometimes
occurs put between the article and the substantive belonging to it; Innan
pare (fades lufan (GCTHLAC 2.).

|3.
The definite or indefinite article is still sometimes suppressed in

a complete or incomplete comparative sentence.
As fair as day (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 4, 3.). Think not . . I'll

Keep the house as owlet does her tower (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.

2, 2.). So then the Vandals . . Have burnt to dust a nobler

pile Than ever Roman saw (Cowp. p. 342.). For the support of

the generalized sentence by ever comp. 7.
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Thus, the generic name stands in Old-English particularly frequently
after as: That me us honteth ase hound doth the hare (WRIHHT, Polit. S.

p. 152.). Than satte sumrne as siphre doth in awgrym (DEPOS. OF RICH.
II. p. 29.). The erthe . . Quaked as guyk thyng (P. PLOUGHM. p. 384.).

Gamelyn . . stond as stille as stoon (GAMELYN 262.;. I shalle make ye
stille as stone (Tows. M. p. 30.). Hote as glovinde glede (WRIGHT, Anecd.

p. 96.). A dawghttyr feyer ase flowyr (TORRENS 31.). Eny, any is fre-

quently added to the substantive. See any. Comp. Old-Fr. : Blanche cume
flur (CHANS. DE ROL. ed. Michel p. 136). Mod.-Fr. : Blanc comme cygne,
lait (ACAD.). Yet an imitation of the Old-French is not to be sought for

here, Halfsax.: He prafte to pan fihte swa pode dotT on felde (LAJAM. III.

102 ). Anglosax. : Ic geseah Satanan sva svd lig-rdsc of heofne feallende

(MARC. 8, 24.). With names of materials in the singular, as with the ge-
neralizing of the object by the plural, the article might be at all times ab-
sent. In comparative sentences with than the article is also wanting. Old-

Engl : Mo divelis than herte may thynke (CHAUC., C. T p. 187. I.). An-
glosax.: Ic com on stence strengre . . ponne ricels offffe rose sy (GREIN,

Ags. Poes. II. 388.). Ic mag fromlicor fleogan ponne pernex . . aefre meahte
(II. 389.).

7. As in the usage just cited the generic name in the singular repre-
sents the notion in its universality, this is also especially the case

in negative and interrogative sentences, particularly where the

particles never and ever have place.

Never master had a page so kind (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 5.). Never
master So well deserved the love of him that served him (SHERID.
KNOWLES, Hunchb. 2, 3.). Never was husband so fond, nor wife
so devoted (KAVANAGH, Fr. Worn, of Lett. 21.). As never sow was

higher in this world (TENNYS. p. 228.). Finger cannot touch them,
save thine own (SHERFD. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 2.). Cheerfuller

form of inventive stupidity than Commandant Santerre's dwells in

no human soul (CAKL., Fr. Revol. 3, 2, 2.). Was ever king that

joy'd an earthly throne, And could command no more content than
I? (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 9.) Was ever passion cross'd like

mine? (Aoois., Rosam. 1, 4.) When did knight of Provence avoid

his foe, or forsake his love? (BuLW., Rienzi 3, 1.)

The questions cited are so far nearly allied to negative sentences as they
contain indirectly the negation which is supposed in the answer. Although
the older language in affirmative sentences still to a wide extent introduces

without the article the generic name which is to be taken generally, it is

predominantly preserved in negative sentences. Old-Engl. : Shal nevere man
of this molde Meynprise the leeste (P. PLOUGHM. p 39 ). Ther ne lyvede
never man . . that som tyme he ne deyde (CHAUC., C. T. 2847. Ther was
never man neghyd hyr nere (Tows. M. p. 168.). per nes in al pe world

swerd hym yliche (R. OF GL. I. 49.). Ther ne was raton in all the route

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 11.). For no thing ne shuld I take mon on erthe to ben
mi make (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 5.). Trewer womon ne mai no mon cnowe

(ib.). Freour mon mijtte no mon fonde (p. 10). Within thy bowndes nys
ther creature So fortunat (p. 83.). Halfsax.: Ne scalt pu nseuer halden dale

of mine lande (LAJAM. I. 131.). purh nanes cunnes ginne no mihten heo

dear iwinne (III 227.). Na?s pa in al pan ende hurh al swa hende (II. 61.).

Anglosax.: pat ic on middangeard naefre egorhere eft gelaede (CAEDM. 1531.).

Ic aefre ne geseah . . on see laedan sillicran craft (ANDR. 499.). peof ne

cymdT buton pat he stele (Jon. 10, 10.). It is readily understood that a

restriction of the Anglosaxon to these cases is not to be thought of. With,
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regard to the particles never, ever in such sentences we may be reminded
that in Old-French oncques, as in Modern-French jamais, in Italian mai

usually take the substantive without an article after them, wherewith may
be compared nie in Modern-Highdutch : Mie keiser wart so riche (NiBBL. 50,

3.), In behagte nie riter also wol (!WEIN 95.).

The superlative of the adjective, in combination with a substan-

tive, or used substantively (especially most) not merely in the pre-
dicative and appositive relation, but also otherwise, is without the

definite article, which is else mostly added to it.

So longest way shall have the longest moans (SHAKSP., Rich. II.

5, 1.). Fit to bear the weight of mightiest monarchies (MiLT., P.

L. 2, 306.). But grace abus'd brings forth the foulest deeds, As
richest soil the most luxuriant weeds (Cowp. p. 60.). But 'tis the

way with joy! With richest heart, it has the poorest tongue (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 2.). What place will you choose For

jirst interviews? (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 6,) How was the girl smitten?
As they kill partridges at first sight

1

? (DouGL. JERROLD, Prison of

W. 2.) Most epic poets plunge in "medias res" (BvR., D. Juan 1,

6.). So easy it seem'd Once found, which yet most would have

thought Impossible (MiLT., P. L. 6, 499.). Most of the auxiliaries

. . had stipulated that they should not be obliged to pass the Alps
{GIBBON, Decl. 15.). Most of these poems have been long before

the public (ScoxT, Minstrelsy I. 1.). Next morn, ere the ninth hour

(SHAKSP , Ant. a. Cleop. 2, 3.). That moment shall come next

week (DouGL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 2.). Last night she enjoin'd
me to write some lines (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem 2, 1.). Have you
seen the debate of last night? (DouGL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.) Thus
Jirst, next, last, most have become fixed, especially in definite com-
binations.

We have spoken as p. 147. and 149. about the combination of adjec-
tives in general without the article with different classes of substantives.
The superlative is found proportionally rarely in former times, where it

agrees the with substantive in number and case; without the article, more

frequently, where it has the genitive of the plural. Old-Engl.: He w&sfirste

kyng of the world (MAUNDEV. p. 41 ). Who that most maistries kan (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 411.). He so haveth of fur west, he schal beo smal and red

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). The superlative with the genitive and with-
out the article is very familiar in Halfsax. : pa wes aboljen baldest alre kin-

gen (LAJ-VM. III. 40.). He funde i pan buren fairest alre brurlen (III. 27.).

pa rad ford" a pan felde falsest alre kinge (ill. 263,). Anglosax.: par ic

hafde mcestne hiht (Ps. 76, 3.). pser isealrafrecnamcE8te(CAKDU. 485.).

pser manna veee manst atgadere (Ps. 78, 10.) pa gieng to Adame idesa

scenost, vtfa vlitegost (CAEDM. 622,). Comp. >}.

. With the enumeration or compression and opposition of

substantives in the same grammatical relation, where, partly the

definite, partly the indefinite article, or a pronoun, might have a

place, or where a multitude is indicated by the singular, the mere
substantive suffices with the copulative and disjunctive connection:

also the adjective used substautively, in affirmative and negative
sentences.

Ending with brother, son, and all are dead (SHAKSP., II Henry
IV. 1, 1.). Hill and valley rings (MiLT.. P. L. 2, 495.). Baron
Miitzner, engl. Gr. II. 2.

jjj
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and chief stood near (MR. HEMANS p. 20.). Some one had told

her that learning was better than house and land (BuL\v., Money
2, 3.). He search'd, they search'd, and rummaged every where,
Closet, and clothes'-press, chest and window-seat (BYK., D. Juan 1,

143.). Him God beholding from his prospect high, Wherein past,

present, future he beholds (MiLT., P. L. 3, 77.). Where small and

great . . Draw to one point, and to one centre bring Beast, man,
or angel, servant, lord, or king (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 297.). I

can't say much for friend or yet relation (BYR., D. Juan 1, 32.).
He that curseth father or mother, let him die the death (MATT. 15,

4.). Bliss is the same in subject or in king (POPE, Essay on M.
4, 58.). He will spare neither man, woman, nor child (SHAKSP.,.
II Henry IV. 2, 1

.). Sigh, nor word, nor struggling breath Heralded
his way to death (BYR., Siege 27.).

Old-Engl : Thenne mot ych habbe hennen a-rost Feyr on fyhshe day
launprey ant lax (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 151.). Meni of religioun me halt

hem ful hene, Baroun and bonde, the clerc and the knyht (p. 150.). Me
sijth ofte lijtnige berne hous and schrenche (Pop. Treat, p. 136.). Be lost

life and soule (P. PLOCGHM. p. 384.). Of hous, of horn, of child, of wive,
Seli mon tak therof koep (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 90.). So ich evere brouke
hous other flet (p. 9.). I woot no bettre leche Than person or parische-

preest, Penitauncer or bisshope (P- PLOUGHM. p. 444.). With outen henne^

goos, or doke (MAUNDEV. p. 49.). Ther nas kyte ne krowe (DEPOS. OF RICH.
II. p. 14.), Nother in werk ne in word (p. 10.). Halfsax. : patt follkes

lac wass shep amid gat, Annd oxe, annd cull/re, annd turrtle, Annd te^re
lac wass bule annd lamb (ORM. 988.). To pe folk, To Iceredd annd to Ice-

wedd (966.). Sannt Johan wass streonedd ta purrh faderr annd purrh
moderr (743 ). No mihten heo deor iwinne, nouper heart no hinde (LA;AM.
III. 227.). Ne bi-laefde he her neouffer suster ne bro$e\f\ (II. 2.). Anglo-
sax.: BeraS

1

bord and ord (ELENE 1187.). ponne rond and hand on here-

felda helm ealgodon (ANDR. 9.) pone pe grund and sund, heofon and eor-

ffan and hre'o vcegas, salte scestredmas and svegl uppe amearcode mundum
sinum (747.). Gescop . . see and eorttan (WRIGHT, Pop Treat, p. 2.). Ne
veorflrjafj

1

fader and inodor (MATH. 15, 6.). para pe vif offffe ver on voruld

cendon (ELENE 508.). No hafaff hio fot ne folm GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. 387.).

Ne hafao" hio savle ne feorh (ib.). pser nador dm ne modSe hit ne fornymtJT

(MATH. 6, 20.).

There is no need to cite plurals following one another, or names of ma-
terials and absract terms in the singular, since they commonly appear
without the article, where they are not limited more particularly.

. The repetition of the same substantive with the opposition of

the same objects, which frequently appear combined by preposi-

tions, usually excludes the article or other determinatives.

Fire answers fire . . Steed threatens steed (Si.AKSP., Henry V
Chor.). So help me God, as I have watch'd the night, Ay, night

by night. in studying good for England (II Henry VI. 3, 1.).

The two works are lying side by side before us (MACAUL., Essays
V. 3.). Faster than spring-time showers comes thought on thought

(SHAKSP., Henry VI. 3, 1.). Then stand front to front (MiLT., P.

L. 2, 716.). With him will I speak mouth to mouth (NuMB. 12, 8.).

Let me but meet him foot to foot (BuLW., Richel. 4, 1.). She . .

press'd you heart to heart (TENNYS. p. 91.). So from the first,

eternal Order ran, And creature link'd to creature, man to man
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(POPE, Essay on M. 3, 113.). So hand in hand they pass'd (MiLT.,
P. L. 4, 321.). When, arm, in ar/w, we went along (TENNYS. p. 92.).

Light after light well us'd they shall attain (MiLT., P. L. 3, 196.).
The long brook falling thro' the clov'n ravine In cataract after ca-

taract (TENNYS. p. 98.). Its noble garden, terrace above terrace

(ROGERS, It., Ginevra). The combination of opposed substantives

in prepositional members is in some measure allied: From head to

heel (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 4, 3.). Audacity, from headtofootl (Cymb.
1, 7.) It would not be fair From sire to son to augur good or ill

(BYR., D. Juan 1, 51.).

Old-Engl. : Soule shall soule quyte (P. PLOUGHM. p. 389.). From yeir to

yeir (Aus. 2937.). Word for word thus they spake (2922.). Man for

man, tre for tre, Madyn for madyn (Towx. M. p. 72.). For to be stwardus
alle o rowe Weke after weke (HALLIW , Freemas. 348.). Fro fot to crown

(Aus. 1888.). Halfsax. : Spread wall to wajhe (ORM. 1670.). Side bi side

beiene heo per liggegr (LAUM. II. 408. . 5urweden heom seoluan, breoste

wid breoste (I. 79.). From atri-je to daje (III. 221.). Anglosax.: Vas adaeled

. . vater of vatrum (CAEDM. 150."). Ne ansyne to anstfne (DEUTER. 34, 10.).

Ic sperce to him m&Se to mutfe (NUM. 12, 8.). Halige men ganged of ma-

gene on mdgen (S. GUTHL. 5.). pedd viufr ongean peode (MATH. 24, 6.) pa
paer folcmagen for after offrum . .folc after fulcum, cynn after cynne (CAEDM.
2376.). Toff for toft, handa for handa, fet for fet, burning for barning,
vund viff vund, lad vifr Icele (LEGG-, J^LFR. 19.). He pe mag soar gecy-
8Tan . . aeriht from orde off ende fordf (ELENE 587.).

v\.
ota. In the predicative relation the subject of the sentence may
be denoted in a general way by a substantive in the nomi-
native of the singular without the article. Another determination

may even be added to the predicative generic name.
Were I king (SHAKSP., Macb. 4, 3.). If you be maid or no

(Temp. 1, 2.). Is he soldier or Civilian? lord or gentleman?
(SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 2.) Is he bachelor or husband"?

(ib.) Thy father was duke of Milan (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). It

had been prentice to a brewer (Bum, Hud. 1, 1, 387.). Your man
was porter to some merchants door (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3,

L). 'Tis phrase absurd to call a villain great (POPE, Essay on M.
4, 230.). Each to each is dearest brother (TENNYS. p. 15.). I'd

turn boy again (DouoL. JERROLD, Rent Day 2, 4.). The bill . .

did not become law (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 152.). He was elected

censor (GIBBON, Decl. 2.). In a sentence with a plural subject the

predicative plural without the article is a matter of course, if only
the general character of the subject is to be expressed: Since these

sailor bull-dogs have been prisoners here (DouGL. JERROLD, Prison,

of W. 1, 1.).

Whereas in the cases cited the predicative completion is essen-

tially feltas the term for a quality belonging to the subject, the

predicative generic name in the singular, accompanied by the inde-

finite article, serves to predicate the subject as an individual of a
kind.

Live, and be a king (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 2, 1.). I'm a Numi-
dian (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). I'm a major (Coop.. Spy 5.). He '11

be an admiral (DouGL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 2.). She lived

to be a classic (MACAUL., Essays V. 2.). I was an ass a gull

13*
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a greenhorn (DoucL. JERKOLD, Prison, of W, 1, '2.).
Man's a

phenomenon (BvR., D. Juan 1, 132.). It's a sham too (DorcL. JER-

ROLD, Rent Day 2, 1.). That is, indeed, a privilege most gracious

(PLANCHE, Fortunio 1, 4.). I say the sun is a most gracious sight

(BYR., D. Juan 2, 140.). Is our poor English existence wholly be-

coming a night-mare? (CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 1.) He was knighted
and made a judge (JOHNS., Lives 1.).

Sometimes the definite article is added to the predicative name
of a kind, where no other determination, which would in general

require this article, seems to belong to the name. hear your fa-

ther, noble youth! hear him, Who is at once the hero and the man

(CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.). In this case the predicative notion does not

serve to denote the single specimen of the kind, but of the indi-

vidual, which exhausts the notion as to its substantial value and

therefore, as it were, in its whole extent. With that compare such

expressions as: Dost thou play the miser? (BuLW.. Lady of L. 3,

1.) What sage Is so resolved to play the orator That he would
die for't (TALFOURD, Jon 2, 1.).

Not every substantive is adapted to be employed predicatively in like

manner with and without the article. It is chiefly names of per-
sons, which also appear among generic names without the article,

whereas the feeling of the language resists the use without the article of

names of beasts and things, unless a more abstract side is to be gained
from the latter. This has extended with the more extended use of the in-

definite article. In Old-English therefore, among names of kinds, names of

persons chiefly are used predicatively without the article: Guyder . . kyng
was of pis lond (R. OF GL. I. 62.). Eleuthere . . was po pope of Rome
(I. 72.)- Mi loverd is curteis mon and hende (WRIGHT, Anecd p. 5.). Ic

am wif bothe god and trewe (ib.). I shal befoul cherl (Polit. S. p 151.).
He is nyjt peef. and day peef (WYCL ., Joh. 10, 1.). He was lord spirituelle
and temporelle (MAUNDEV. p. 43.). Thou art angelle fayr and bright (TowN.
M. p. 73.). Ymad he was emperour (R. OF GL. I. 62.). In Halfsaxon we
often meet with neuter substantives without the article : He wes swiSe kene

mon (LAJAM. III. 5.). Eaert pu angel? (III. 26.). Heo wes swtSe atSel burh

(I. 124.). pat wes a pan tide tun switfe hende (II. 313.). Ice amm sop
mann (ORM. 14382.). Whanne he jung mann wass (3594.). patt child . .

Shall ben . . Full mahhtij mann anna mcere (804.). Suinm apell manu . .

patt i patt bird was hcefedd (611.). Jho beep aefre, annd wass, annd iss

Saesteorrne (2133.). Itt iss Resstedajf Off olle peowwlike dede (4176.). In

Anglosaxon the indefinite article hardly occurs here : He was . man slaga
(Jon. 8, 44.). Svilce he arfdst fader vaere (APOLL. OF T. p. 3.). Vas eal-

dorman in Tiro (ib.). Ic com vunderltcu viht (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. p. 378,

381.). Ic com rices seht . . stiff and stedp vong (II. 399.). pat biff frecne
vund (CRIST. 770. Grein). pat is dredmleas hus (1628.). The superlative
in combination with the substantive may suppose a determinate individual,
which might be denoted by the definite article. Old-Engl.: ^First lord he
was in Engelond (R. OF GL. I. 11.). Engelond is lond best (I. 8.). An-

glosax. : pu . . hehsta bist heofonrices veard (Ps. 91, 7.). Comp. p. 196.

But the use of the indefinite article is also early familiar even with pre-
dicative names of persons. Old-Engl.: Alfred he was in Enkelonde a king
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. Prov. of Alfr.). She is a bastarde (P.

PLOCGHM. p. 29.). He was a wicche (p. 373.). As he a preest were (p. 5.).

Ase hit were a brude (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 239.). Art pou a prophete?
(WYCL.. Joh. 1. 21 ) He was a begger (9, 8.). She wende that he had
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ben a gardener (MACNDEV. p. 79.). He . . becam a renegate (p. 84 ).

Urthe is a Intel hurfte (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.). Engelond ys a wel

?od
lond (R. OF GL. I. 1.). Halfsax. : He wes a ienge king (LAJAM. I. 132.).

cc arnm an wurrm (ORM. 4878.) Godess Sune . . Warrp an nnnorne annd
u-recchc i/tann (4882.).

The adjective, as a predicative completion, in general takes

no article, whereas it may when supported by one: As my story
is not a short one (MARRYAT, Pet. Simple 1, 1.), see p. 181. and
185. The superlative may also be employed predicatively without

the article.

This life is best, if quiet life be (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 3.). Good

words, I think, were best (John 4, 3.). The narrow path of duty
is securest (CoLER., Wallenst. 3, 2.). In every earthly thing First

and most principal is place and time (Pice. 1, 6,). Where the

citron and olive are fairest of fruit (BYR ,
Bride 1

.). Men, in po-
wer Only, are likest Gods (TENNYS. p. 103.). There are last which
shall be first, and there are first which shall be -last (LUKE 1 3, 30.).

She's fairest of the fair (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 1.). The

employment of the article, and that the definite, whereby, either

with a reference backward to the preceding substantive, or with

the substantive use of the adjective, one or more objects are stated

more decidedly than the only ones to which, among objects of the

same kind, a quality belongs in the highest degree, is also a mat-

ter of course in the predicative relation: This course was much
the best (BYR., D. Juan 1, 67.). I 've finished my errand there;
'twas not the pleasantest (DouGL. JERROLD, Rent Day 2, 3.). "What's

the best? (SriAKSP., Oth. 5, 2.) But the superlative without the

article has also been preserved with the substantive, see p. 139.

The predicative superlative without the article, which is not to be taken

for an original adverb, answers to the most ancient usage. Old-Engl. : Wan
water is mest (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 138.). What is bestf (TowN. M.

p. 45.) David was doghtiest of dedes in his tyme (P. PLOUGHM. p 403.).
Yrlond ys aler yle best (R OF GL. I. 43.). Of alle venymes Foulest is the

scorpion (P. PLOCGHM. p. 37 s.). Was thou not fairist of angels alle? (TowN.
M. p. 4 ) Halfsax.: pu art hcext oner us (LA}AM. III. 2.). Hengest be cnihten

wes fajerest (II. 476.). patt stannt wipp hire sune i stall patt nejhesst iss

inn heoffne <ORM. 2145.). patt lott iss he^hesst (15270.). piss lollc iss

lajhesst (15276.). Wipp patt patt himm Iss lefesst off pin ahhte (14700.).
Itt iss mast Annd hejhesst off hemm alie (10734,) Anglosax. : Hira ar is

mast (OROS. 1, 1.). Se pe ys last betveox eov ealle, se ys mara (Luc. 9,

48.). Hvylc heora
yldest

vaere (9, 46.). pat me is sorga mast (CAEDM. 363.).

Se biff gefeana fagrast (CRIST. 1666. Grein). Synd tftemeste pa pe beoff

fyrmeste, and synd fyrmeste pa pe beofr ytemeste (Luc. 13, 30.) We shall

speak of the different conception of the superlative in speech generally on
the adjective.

(3/3.
The predicative accusative is syntactically closely allied to the

nominative. It may, therefore, under a restriction similar to that

of the nominative, without the article, characterize the person in a

general manner.
He creates Lucius pro-consul (SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, 7.). To make

you emperor (MARLOWE, I Tamburl. 1, 1.). I will invest your high-
ness emperor (ib.). Why not re-elect him decemvir'! (SHERID. KNOW-
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LES, Virgin. 1, 1.) For that end we named Ourself decemvir (ib.).

I dub thee knight (Scoix, Mann. 6, 12.). Wouldst thou have me
traitor also? (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 4.) Keep him prisoner (TALF., Ion

3, 3.) and the like; beside: I made you a duke (SHAKSP., Meas. f.

Meas. 5, 1.). I 've made the man . . think me a miser (DouoL.
JERROLD, Bubbles 3.). Many combinations of verbs with the sub-

stantive without the article have been habitually retained. The

superlative is also found as a predicative accusative without the

article: Of many good I think him best (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem.

1, 2.). Occasionally, no article is added to the prepositional mem-
ber with to or /or, which formerly served in a wider extent to

Eeriphrase
the predicative case generally: To crave the French

ing's sister To wife for Edward (SHAKSP., in Henry VI. 3, 1 ).

He took Rebekkah to wife (GEN. 25, 20.). Whom late you have
named for consul (SHAKSP., Coriol. 3, 1.)! I choose Clarence only
for protector (III Henry VI. 4, 6.). While ivory skin . . Her . .

comrade told For daughter of Almaine (ScoxT, Bridal 3, 35.). Comp.
on the other hand: D 'ye take me for a butcher ? (PLANCHE, For-

tunio 1, 2.) All your neighbours praise you for an honest upright
man (DouoL. JERROLD, Rent Day 2, 4.).

Old-Engl.: Made hym kyng of Engelond (R. OF GL. II. 420.). Made him
soudan (MADNDEV. p. 37.). pys noble due Wyllam hym let crouning kyng
(R. OF GL. II. 367.). To slo hym thus I thynk grete syn (Tows. M. p. 40.),

Halfsax.: Ich wulle pe makien riche mon (LAJAM. II. 82.). Al Sikelines

quiden sotscipe heo holden (II. 551.). Anglosax.: Tocneovon Crist so&ne
mann (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 106.). The frequent substition of the case with to

and for readily dispenses with a determinative. Old-Engl.: To crowne pe
to kyng (R. OF GL. I. 105 ). He wyllede hire to wyue (LANGT. II. 422.).
Halfsax.: Makeden hine to duke (LAJAM. I. 18. cf. II. 177. 400). Nom
Ygaerne to queue (II. 384.). His moder ich hadde to wife (II. 521.). To
cnihte hine dubben (ih.). Ich wulle . . halden pe for lauerd (II. 83. cf. I.

59.). Anglosax.: Se here . . hine geceas synderlice him to hlaforde (SAX.
CHR. 921.). Dubbade his sunu Henric to riddere (1085.). Ball peodscipe
hine . . heold pa for fulne cyning (1013.). Comp. II. 1. p. 202.

$. In the adverbial relation of the sentence, names of kinds appear

j^most frequently without the article, and are here mostly assimilated

to abstract terms and names of materials conceived partitively.
eta. The case of the object of transitive verbs is less considered.

The names of kinds belonging here are mostly taken out of the

domain of immediate intuition or of objects of continuous inter-

course, and belong in part to the language of common life, in

part to poetic license, and are often employed for figurative ex-

pressions.

Compare for instance: hold up head (SHAKSP., II Henry IV.

1, 3.); turn head; make head against; give ear; keep eyes (upon
her. SHAKSP., Macb. 5, 1.); set eyes (on it again. THACKER., Va-

nity Fair 1, 2.); set foot (under thy table. SHAKSP., Taming 2,

1.); show legs (I . . will show legs with her for twenty pound.
PLANCHE, Fortunio 1, 1.); hold hand (with SHAKSP., John 2, 2.);

shake hands; clap hands (Scott, Harold 1, 11.); put finger (i'

th' eye. BUTL., Hud. 1, 3, 1027.); give fingers (you gave them

fingers. (SiiERiD. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 1.); take heart (BuiL.,
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Hud. 1, 3, 35.); leave town, school, college; keep house; shut up
shop (BvR., Don Juan 1, 12.); take ship (shipping), horse; set,

make, crowd, shorten, strike sail; cast, drop, weigh anchor; hold

plow (steer a plow); take, strike root, and others. Hither also may
be referred the terms for place, as in give way, place; make room;
take place, and the like, as well as for utterances of thought,

which, as single actual phenomena, constitute a kind, as in:

bring, send word; take oath, and the like.

A few of these expressions may be considered as combinations of a

verb with a concrete substantive, so as to form a unity of notion, by
which a verbal notion is paraphrased, as is more frequently the case

with the combination of abstract terms, names of materials and of kinds

in the plural with verbs. Combinations of the latter sort have more in-

terest for the history of the English vocabulary than for syntax, and only

give occasion to the remark that with them not the single act is con-

sidered, which might often be denoted as such in the substantive by an

article, but the object of the activity in general. Comp.: have sorrow,

pain, pleasure, mercy, effect, power, give leave, thanks, attention, permis-
sion, battle, answer, do homage, honour, justice, service, penance, mischief,
make haste, boast, choice, account, peace, love, suit, shipwreck, vintage,
bear witness, evidence,' company, envy, take care, heed, warning, hold,

occasion, notice, delight, umbrage, revenge, patience, effect, leave, lay hold,

wait, siege. take fire, breath, make water, bear, yield fruit, interest,

catch fish and many more. Incidentally remarked, these forms of expres-
sion go back more to Romance than to Germanic terms, although not to

those alone. Compare Old-Engl : Hadde rewpe (R. OF GL. I. 43. cf.

WRIGHT, Anecd. p 10.). Hadde doel (R. OF GL. I. 144.) Leste thou

mesaventer have (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 7.), To have mercy (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 71. cf. ALIS 4623.). Have pite (p. 80.). Hir peyne moot have ende

(p. 381.). Halfsax.: Habben care (LAjAm. I. 16.). Ich habbe to pe soh-

faste loue (I. 129.). Habben hcele [hide] II. 213.). Old-French: avoir

merci, pite. paour, damaje, doutance, congie, alegement, In Anglosaxon
similar combinations have hardly become formal : ponne hie geveald hafaff

(CAEDM. 631.).
--

Old-Engl.: Oaf . . leve (CHAUC., C. T. 4010.). Half-

sax.: jaff answere (ORM. 16679.). ice/en sware (12733.). Anglos.: Ageaff
<mdsvare (ELENE 455. 661.). Mod.-Fr. : donner

permission, conge, atten-

tion, re'ponse, carriere. For the Anglosaxon don and Old-French faire
in combination with abstract terms the Old-English presents, don and
maken: I do mercy (P. PLODGHM. p. 392.). Halfsax.: Wlleff pe freond-

scipe don (LAJAM. I 21.). He diff freomu (I. 29.). Old-Engl.-. Made off-

ryng to oure Lord (MAUSDEV. p. 30.). Mayde great none (Tows. M. p. 165.).
Mad pe kyng homage (LANGT. I. 15.). Halfsax : Feie-siff makede (LAJAM.
I. 14.). Flcem makeden (I. 25.) Stal fiht heo makeden (I. 27.). Dune
makien (II. 250.), per he scafte makede (II. 77.). Old-Fr. : faire homage,
vaselaje, chevalerie, perte, falliance, cruaute, folaje, penitance Mod.-Fr.:

faire honneur, justice, penitence, diligence, choix, naufrage. Anglos.: pu
ondsac dydest (ANDR. 927.). Hvyr'ft don (CAEDM. 1912.). Ge voh rfoff

(Ps. 61, 9.) and the like. Old-Engl.: I wol here witnesse (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 383.). Halfsax : To berenn wittness (ORM. 4482). Jiff pu beresst hete

annd nip (4454.). Mod.-Fr : porter temoignage, envie, amitie. Old-

Engl. : Had leyd sege (MAUXDEV. p. 83.).
- - Tak therof koep (WRIGHT,

Anecd. p. 90). Take good hede (Tows. M. p, 78.). Halfsax.; Takenn
ende (ORM. 8108.). Old-Fr.: prendre cure, deduit, venjance, espoir. Mod.-
Fr. : prendre patience, plaisir, courage, soin, pitie, conge, vengeance. Old-
norse: taka flotta (!!AVAM. 30.) and the like.

The instances above cited of concrete substantives in a mostly formal
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combination with transitive verbs cannot be absolutely regarded as re-

mains of the most ancient usage of the language, although they may be

in part reduced to it. They have rather arisen in part through the rejec-
tion of the article in the more hasty speech of common life. Some re-

mind us of a foreign origin. Compare about the employment of the limbs

of the body in. Old-Engl.: To leyen bond upon him (P. PLOUGHM. p. 374.).
The other setten feet on erthe. and bygonne fle (GAMELYN 590.). Half-

sax.: Warrp ejhe upponn Symon (ORM. 12758. cf. 13284.). Mod-Fr. :

tenir, faire tete; tenir pied a boule: mettre pied a terre; prendre pied.

Modern-Highdutch: Fuss, Here fassen. Expressions of the language of

sailors seem old, yet the plural of sail is frequently found. H;i;fsax.:

Seil heo drojen to hune (LAJAM. III. 160.). Heo wunden up seiles to

coppe fill. 229. cf. I. 47.). Seiles per tuhten, rapes per rehhten (III. 13.).

Comp. Provenzal: Las naus fezeron velas (RAYXOUARD, Lex. Rom. V. 477.).
Modern-Fr.: faire voile. Mod.-Highdutch: Anker werfen. On the other

hand compare Anglosax. : Haet/ea/rfan pat segl (BOETH. 41, 3.). To take,
strike root answers the Modern-French : prendre racine, Mod.-Highdutch:
Wurzd fassen, schlagen-, make room to Mod.-French: faire place. The
combination of word without the article with verbs like bring, send.
Halfsax.: Bi us he sende word pe (LAJAM. III. 3. cf. 128.). Comp. An-

glosax.: pa vord dcvaS (CAEDM. 1106.). Drihten . . cva& vord to Noe
(150J.). That in Anglosaxon concrete substantives of the sort described

are also employed as objects without the article, is readily understood;
here however we have to do with definite modes of expression, which
we frequently cannot reduce to the Anglosaxon.

|3|3.
But the article is also frequently not employed in prepositional
members, even with names of kinds, where it is not usually
absent with the subject or object of the sentence. Many com-
binations belonging here extend into the most ancient period of

the language. Instances are presented by the prepositional ad-

verbs quoted Vol. I. p. 401., which express relations of space,
time and manner, and have in part led to the fusion of the pre-

position with the substantive. They give those relations in a

general way, and even with the extension in the use of the ar-

tiole they have not yielded place to it. In these and other pre-

positional members, which connect themselves in part to a few

verbs, and are in part free from such combination, ancient usage
and analogy have remained predominant only to a certain de-

gree, so that the ancient language goes further in keeping aloof

from the article. A few series of instances may serve as com-

parisons.

a. With local determinattons like earth, land, ground,
shore and sea, there is often no article used: Then is there

no such thing On earth as reverence (SHERID. KNOAVLES,
Hunchb. 1, 3.). If a gallows were on land (SHAKSP, Temp.
5, 1.). Hast thou no mouth by land? (ib.) I welcome you to

land (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 6.). Spirits from under ground (SHAKSP.,
II Henry VI. 2, 1.). I scratch you these few lines like a

mole under ground (DoucL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 2, 2 ).

He sent the boats on shore (!RVING, Columb. 10, 2.). If the

wind blew any way from shore (SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 3, 2.).

In about two hours I was . . well in shore (MARRYAT, Jac.

Faithf.). I'll never to sea again (SiiAKSP., Merry W. 2, 1.).
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Then back to sea (CRABBE, The Borough 1.). When others

were afloat and out at sea (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 1.).

Old-Engl.: Whan a man is an urthe ded (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 134.). Heo lette here men, pat were yslawe, faire on erpe bryng
(R. OF GL. I 20.). Ne mai no lewed libben in londe (Polit. S. p. 155.).

As I am kyng in land (TowN. M. p. 142.). Whoso wille go be londe

(MAUSDEV. p 34.) po he to lond com (R OF GL. I 16). Broujte
hem to lond (Dspos. OF RICH. II. p. 30.). Aftre it smytt unto londe

(MACSDEV. p. 45.). We woll off lande flee (Ricn. C. DE L. 1020.).
And carieth over > ontre (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 25.). Out of contry
must thou fle (TOWN. M p 44.). To passen be desart (MAUNDEV.
p. 42 .). Forclef al pat bed, & pe body anon to gronde (R. OF GL. I.

17.). To gronde caste I. 18.). He smot to gronde (I. 126.). To holde
the more righte weye be see (MACNDEV. p. 55.) Halfsax.: To kipenn
itt onn eorpe (ORM. 632 ). To rotenn bufenn eorpe (8074.). pe deofell

eggepp menn . . towarrd eorpe (11894.). Whser summ he wsere o

lande (3289.). On Italije com on londo LAJAM. I 6.). Idreuen out

of londe (I. 13.). Wunede an londe (III. 11.). Ueollen to grunde
(III 107.). Feol uppen uolde (II. 279.). pa kempen pe wiS inne see

wuneden (I. 212.). Stighenn upp o strande (ORM. 111;">5.). Since in

Anglosaxon in general, the article is usually wanting with kindred
substantive notions, prepositional members of this sort are uncom-

monly frequent: Hit nis vuhte gelic elles on eor&an (CAEDM. 679 ).

Sie pe . in eor&an lof (CRIST. 410. Grein). Ic adreah feala yrmffa

ofer eortSan (ANDR. 969.). Fugelas cyrrafr . . eft to earde (PHOENIX
352 Gr.). pa gesundrad vas lago vi& lande (CAEDM. 162.). ^Er pon
ve to londe geliden hafdon (CRIST 808. Grein). He sceal segljan be

lande (OROS. 1, 1.). Sy hit innan lande, sy bit of lande (LEGG. CNCT.
I B. 75.) Ve men cvedaff on grunde (HYMN 9. 38. Gr.). Me to

grunde teah (BEOV. 1106.). On vestene he faste (S. GUTHL. 5.). Stod
his handgeveore somod on sande (CAEDM. 241.) Eode he be strande

(APOLLON. OF T. p. 7.). pa hi on sund stigon (CAEom. 324.). Ceolas

leton at safearoise .'. on brime bidan (LENE 250.). Sva hvat sva

pu on see forlure (APOLLON. OF T. p. 19.).

Substantives denoting dwelling places and buildings,
such as town, court, school, church, person &c. are

likewise used without the article in narrower limits than form-

erly in prepositional members: When we lived in town (GoLDSM.,
She Stoops 1.). He ne'er takes me to town (SHERID. KNOW-
LER, Hunchb. 1. 2.). What brings you here to court so hastily?

(SHAKSP.. John 1, 1.) He comes from court (COLER., Pice. 1,

4.). Richard Talbot . . arrived at court (MACAUL., Hist of E.
II. 282.). After he had been seven years at school (FIELD.,
J. Andr. 2, 17.). His being sent to school (LEWES, G. I. 24."

I'd send him out betimes to college (BvR., D. Juan 1, 52
While the family is at church (LEWES, G. I. 18.). I shall hie

to church with thee (SHEHIP. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 2.). Bear
me to prison (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 1, 3). The act of

putting and confining in prison (WEBST., V. imprisonnent). Let
her out of prison (SHEHID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 5, 1.). Fast in

dungeon shut (BuTL., Hud. 1, 3, 295.).

Old-Engl.: While thi loverd is in toune (WKIGHT, Anecd. p. 4.).

Into toun his doughter sende (CHAUC., C. T. 4134.). Come to coun-
tene court couren (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 157.). To court went
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774.). Men durre selde Here orf in howse awynter brynge (R. OF GL.
I. 43.). Broute me to house (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 5.). Sche wol not
dwelle in house (CHAUC., C. T. 5930.). Tho went Adam out of halle

(GAMELYN 804.) Comen into halle (ALIR. 1783 ). Yn halle, yn bowre
(HALLIW., Freemas. 696.). Yn chamber (765.). I sette hym to scole

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 183.)- I have had in scole such honour (CHACC., C.
T. 7768.). Dide me to chirche (P. PLOCGHM. p. 396.). To churche
when thou dost fare (HALLIW., Freemas. 595 ). Chylder shuld be

broght to kyrk (Tows. M. p. 167.). To chirche . . ye hey (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 84.). Put him in prisoun (MAUNDEV. p. 37.). He shalle

out of presoun pas (Town. M. p. 72.). To schippe faste drowe (R.
OF GL. I. 18.). To schippe is brought this . . mayde (CHACC., C. T.

4736.). Come into ship fast (TowN, M. p. 29). Halfsax.: Heo wu-
neden in burjen [Sing.] (LAJAM. II. 34.). FJeu . . off tune <ORM. 19664.).
Cumenn . . to tune (9160.). So ben . . inn huse (2111.). pa seiden

heo in halle (LAJAM. I. 228.). Heo iseijen Belin king bujen ut of telde

(I. 229.). To leornien in scole (I. 422.). Brohht to kirrke (ORM. 7790.).

Of chircchen heo drunge (LAJAM. II. 609.) pa letten bringen pene
king vt of guarcerne- (I. 43.). Heo duden heo in quarterne (I. 160.).
Weren on archen (I. 2.). Into scipe Icedde (I. 47.). Anglosax.: Beo

pu gebletsod on byrig (DEUTER. 28, 3.). pa vas on healle heard ecg
togen (BEOV. 2580.). Gevat . . ut of healle (13-28.). He vas on huse

(MARC. 2, 1.). Vela vunaff at huse (Ps. Ill, 3.). Lecgaff innon bure

(APOLLON. OF T. p. 18.). Beo feovertig nihta on carcerne (LEGG.
^ELFR. B 1.). He bine pa on cverterne beheafdode (MARC. 6, 28.).
On scip astah (APOLL. OF T. p. 5.). To scipe gevande (p. 6.).

Terms for objects within the house, like stairs, door,
floor, table, beds &c. are mostly formally remaining as ad-

verbs, as up-stairs, in-doors; out of doors, and the like. Who
knocks so loud at door

1

? (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 2, 4.) Thou

daily Knockest at doors (BvR., D. Juan 15, 8.). The., mouse
that creeps on floor (SHAKSP., Mids; N. Dr. 5, 1.). Their talk

at table (Coriol. 4, 7.). To bed! (MACB. 5, 1.) I'll never go
to bed (DoucL. JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 3.). I doubt if she

is in bed yet (2, 1.).

Old-Engl.; Tuo goode staves at halle dore he brought (GAMELYU
492.). To bed he goth (CHAUC., C. T. 4151.). On bedde ne on flore

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 5.). Halfsax. : Att kirrkedure to brinngenn (ORM.

1327.). pat never ne ferde heo witf uten dore (LAJAM. I. 101.). Heo
seten to horde (II. 201.). peer pe# o bedde slepptenn (ORM. 6495.X

Aras of bedde (LAJAM. I. 286.). De king heo hafde to bedde (I. 408.).

Anglosax.: Se pe bid on pecene (Luc. 17, 31.). BodjadT uppan hrofum
(MATH. 10, 27.). Gang pa after flore (BEOV. 2631.}. Hviit me drihten

god deman ville fagum on flora (CAEDM. II. 109. Grein). Beforan
dura (MARC. 11, 4.). On bedd gan (CAEDM. 2228.). Or bedde licgende

(MATH. 9, 2.). In ealobence (BEOV. 2062.) and others.

Substantives denoting members of the body have like-

wise been preserved in a more limited measure in prepositional
members in the proper or in a figurative sense : We will proclaim

you out of hand (SnAKSp., Ill Henry VI. 4, 7.). Satan was
now at hand (MiLT., P. L. 2, 674.). That the tremendous

Judgment was at hand (WARREN, Diary 2, 1.). How she will

read off hand (SEIERID., Riv. 2, 2.). With hat in hand (Ao-
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DIS., Rosam. 1, 5.). Who . . Dagger in hand, steals close to

your bed-side (Cowp. p. 101.). Action may on foot be brought
(SHAKSP., Henry V. 1, 2.). That tyrant . . boasted that his

numerous cavalry would trample under foot the troops of his

adversary (GIBBON, Decl. 20.) ; popular: You will find it at

foot of his letter, and the like. I am almost out at heels

(SHAKSP., Merry W. 1, 3.). Leaning on shoulder like a mace

(BLTL., Hud. 1, 2, 1122.). As she walked over head (Love's
L. L. 4, 3.). Why should you take his ignorance so much at

heart? (DOUGL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.) Know, get by heart

and others.

Old-Engl.: He tok on honde this message (Aus. 3125.). Wit a
mikel cheigne in hand (ANTICRIST, publ. Morris 78.). Had I that lad

in hand (Tows. M. p. 142.). Esau is here at hand (p. 47.). A strong
leuour, pat hym acorn at honde (R. OF GL I. 126.). par sal he . .

yeild up of hand His corun (ANTICR. 281.). Thus in armes he hem
hent (TORRENT 2666.). Fil the knight upon knees (P. PLOCGHM. p. 374.).

Crepe to the cros on knees (395.). Sche set Mr doun on knees (CHADC.,
C. T. 5058.). A kne to pe kyng hee seyde (R. OF GL. I. 117.). He
rolleth under foot (CHAUC., C T. 2616.). That we seoth mid eje

(WRIGHT Pop. 'Treat, p. 136.). Spake with mouthe (TowN M. p 280.).

Halfsax.: Nom an honden (LAJAM. III. 239.). Hefde on hond (I. 11.).

Wind heom stod an honde (II. 513). Alle heo eoffen an honde (III.

159.). Toe . . onn hannd (ORM. 135.). Feperen he nom mid fingren

(LAJAM. I. 3.). Himm toe bitwenenn arrmess (ORM. 7616.). Tredenn
himm wipp fote (11946.). Moni heaued, moni houd, fallen to foten

(LAJAM. I. 25.). An horsen & an foten ford" heo ifusten (I. 22.). Heo
letten heom drajen vt offer hi hondes offer bi fot (I. 434.). We beoff

under fote (II. 497.). Fullen a cnowe (I. 229. modern text). Fellenn

dun o cnowwess (ORM. 6467.). To lakerm Crist a cnewwess (7053.).

pe sceld weiden on sc.uldre (LAJAM. II. 379,). _<Elc weiede an sculdre

sceld swiffe stronge (III. 44 .). Ga, wiperr gast, o bacch fra me (ORM.
11389.). pa heng heo hire hsefued & heolde touward brcesten (II. 233.).

Breid biforen breosten godne scele brade (II. 584.) Burne he warp
ow rigge (I. 286.). Sette he an hefde aenne helm (II. 576.). Hafde
his kine-helm . . on hcefde (I. 345.). All patt te}} haffdenn . . sejhenn
wel wipp ejhne (ORM. 3414.). pat ich [ic] mid cejen iseo (LAJAM. I.

309.). Heo leiteffen mid e^an (I. 80.). Mid muffen heo seiden (I. 244.).
Reosede on heorte (II. 105 .). Cwellenn himm wipp herrte (ORM. 4451 ).

Lufesst Godd wipp herrte (14687.). Anglosax. : Namon hira hearpan
on hand (Exoo. 15, 20.). On hand agan [in ditionem] (OROS. 3, 11.).

Leot Ceolred . . Vulfrede to handa pat land (SAX. CHR. 852.). Hi

sylfa god alysde . . laffum of handa (Ps. 106, 2.). Gelaeddou . . under
hand haleff haeffenum deman (CAEDM. 3586.). Mid handum gersecan

(II. 170). Viff earm gesat, hleonaffe viS handa (II. 433.). pat hi

mid earmum pe . . heoldan (Ps. 90, n.). At fotum sat frean Scyl-

dinga (BEOV. 1002.). To fotum hnigon (CAEDM. II 535.). On cneo-

vum saeton (CAEDM. 3698.). Hafde feovere fet under vombe (GREIN,

Ags Poes. II. 386.). paer me heord siteff hruse on hrycge (II. 370.).

Beraff linde forff, bord/or breostum (JUDITH 191. Grein). Him drihtnes

vas bam on breostum byrnende lufu (CAEDM. 190.). Ne hafu ic in

hedfde, hvite loccas . . me vriifflice veaxaff on hedfde, pat me on ge-

scyldrum scinan moton ful vratlice vundne loccas (Coo. EXON. 427,

28.). Him fore edgum onsyne vearff iiffeling offyved (ANDR. 910.).

Synna gehva?r selfum at edgan . . standeff (Ps. 50. Cotton 43.). Mid
edrttm onfoh . . min agen gebed (Ps. 85, 5.). Hran at heortan (CAEDM.
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721. cf. 823.). pe to heortan hearde gripeff dl unliffe (933.). Hvonne
of heortan hunger offdTe vulf savle . . abredge (2270 ). Cvaedan on
heortan (Ps. 73. 8.).

We must abandon any further enumeration of the categories of ge-
neric names which are added to verbal notions in prepocitional
members. How the language is pervaded by them is proved by nu-
merous instances cited with the various prepositions.

b. With an adjective for the more particular determination of

which a prepositional member is given, the article is absent
from every substantive denoting, in a general way, the object
in relation to which the quality is expressed. With abstract

terms, as with names of materials, this is also readily intelligible.
With names of kinds the prepositions of and in come parti-

cularly under consideration: Studious of home (YOUNG, N. Th.

5,461.). Sick of home (TENsrs.p. 226.). Bold of cheer (Scorr,
Rokeby 2, 31.). Iron of limb (BYR., Siege 25.). Fleet of foot
and tall of size (Scorr, Hunt. Song). Poor of spirit (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. IV. 21.). Genteel in figure (Cowp. p. 44.). Rough
in form (BYR., Bride 2, 20.). Short in stature (DICKENS, M.
Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). Highest in rank (MACAUL., Hist, of E. VII.

46.). Free in reality as in name (BuLW., Rienzi 4, 2.). Sick
at heart (ROGERS, It., For. Trav.).

Old-Engl.: Stedefast of mod (WRIGBT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). So strong
. . of honde (R. OF GL I. 15.}. Reed of heme (CHACC., C. T, 460.).
Ful big he was of braun (548.). Gentyll of blade (ALIS. 60.). Off
body . . styffe and stronge (!POM. 9.). Renable of tonge (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 10.). Poore of herte (285.). So hende of mouthe (LAY LE EREINB
259.;. Mery . . on sighte (SiR CLEGKS 27.). Halfsax.: Swa hende of
specche fy of dede (LAJAM. II. 510.). A wliten alre vairest (I. 124.).

On vestme ,
. faeir (II. 233.)- Strang wipp hannd (ORM. 3584.). An-

glosax.: Vlitig on hive (GEN. 12, 1.). On bodige heah (BEDA 3, 14.).

c. If the prepositional member serves as the notional determina-

tion of a substantive with regard to its qualities, its con-

tents, material, and so forth, the article is likewise omitted.

Forasmuch as abstract substantives, names of materials, plu-
rals of concrete substantives or substantives in combination
with adjectives (of which we shall speak under i. act) come
here particularly under consideration, this case needs in ge-
neral no further discussion. It may be here called to mind

that, where a substantive with of represents an appositive de-

termination, the article may be absent, so far only as the no-

tional or nominal predicate belonging to the preceding sub-

stantive is to be named: The name of king (SriAKSP., Temp.
1, 1.). The title of prince of the senate (GIBBON, Decl. 2.).

See further on the Predicative Substantive.

i. In the attributive relation the following cases are still to be par-

ticularly mentioned:

act. An attributive adjective may support the omission of an article

which would not otherwise be readily absent from the substan-

tive. Poetry especially avails itself of this license.

Her mantle . . Which lion vile with bloody mouth did stain
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(SHAKSP., Mids. .N. Dr. 5, 1.). Answerd . . with brandished tail

(BuxL., Hud. 1, 924.). Setting conquering foot upon His trunk

(1, 2, 954). His pirates had foray'd on Scottish kill (ScoTT, Ha-
rold 1, 2.). In kirtle green array'd . . the maiden stray'd (2, 5.).

In fair field Myself for such a face had boldly died (TENNYS.
p. 154.). Brands of foreign blade and hilt (ByR., Bride 2, 8.).

With gentle thumb Knock'd on his breast (1, 2, 974). With
naked foot, and sackcloth vest (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 6, 29.). Oh!
dome displeasing unto British eye! (ByR., Ch. Har. 1, 24.) Oh
valiant man! with sword drawn and cocWd trigger (BYRON, D.
Juan 1, 150.). Expressions like : A cliff of immense height ( SCOTT,
Pirate 1.). A building of rough stone (ib.) and the like, are fa-

miliar to prose. Compare also the omission of the article before

proper names with an adjective (p. 148.), as well as with pre-
dicative substantives (p. 149.). A prepositional determination

operates similarly with the substantive: Sweetest maid with vest

of gold (Tn. MOORE p. 43.).

In the ancient language this construction is also readily intellible. Old-

Engl. : Ich willc geve the gift ful stark (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). He was
to senful man not despitous (CHAUC., C. T. 518.). To drawe folk to heven
. . Be good ensample (521.). So cruel . . for jelous hert (2ti30.). Yarmed
with haubert noble Sf riche (R OF GL. I. 174.). The colde deth with
mouth gapyng upright (CHAUC., C. T. 2010.). With flotery berd (2885.).
Starf with dedly wounde (Atis. 1627.) Coinp. also: With helm of gold
on ys heued (R. OF GL. I. 174.). Halfsax.: Ich habbe eow to suggen sot!

word of Rome (LAJAM. II. 95. pis word wes isend bi write swi&e deore

[leg. deorne] (II. 92 ). Oxe gap o clofenn fot (ORM. 1224.), Gast iss all

unnsejhennlic Biforenn Hceshic [leg. flaeshlic] ejhe (17296.). That the sub-

stantive accompanied by the adjective also often appears in Anglosaxon
without that article, hardly needs a remark : ponne onfehd he ecum hedge
(S GUTHL. 1.). Hafdon . . langne sveoran (5.). Me forseoh pu cyrliscne
man (APOLLOS OF T. p. 7 ). Gaps' seo sunne . . abutan pas eorffan mid
bradum ymbhyyrfte (BASIL , Hexam. 7.) and so on.

/3|3.
A genitive serving to determine a substantive following it, from

which, as a generic name, the article is not usually wanting, often

occurs without the article: From mortal eye, or angeVs purer ken

(THOMS., Seas. 1
,

1 5.). My only books Were woman's looks (Tn.
MOORE p. 247.). With dagger's hilt, on the wicket strong, He
struck full loud (ScoiT, L. Minstr. 2. 2.). Such expressions as:

'Twas morning's winged dream (Tn, MOORE p 226.). Evening's
matron hour (p. 103.) are in the same case as: Time's ungentle
tide (BYR, Ch. Har. 1, 23.) Life's cup of pleasure (Tn. MOORE
p. 124). Rapture's thrill (ib.) and the like, where the abstract

or even personified notion does not require the article.

In ancient times the genitive without the article, even of concrete ge-
neric names, is nowise surprising, so much the less, if the indefinite ar-

ticle could be given to it. Old-Engl : Cristendarn of prestes hancles fonge
(CHAUC., C. T. 4797.): yet also: Ther they dwellyd fourty clawes, For to

lerne londes lawes (Ricn. C. DE L. 629.). Halfsax.: Heore moder is hinge's
istreon (LAJAM. II. 526.). Iff He prestets sune wapre (ORM. 493.). Wollde
himm . . Wipp swerdess egge cwellenn (6638.). Anglosax.: Hva vas .Tfre

sva dristiges modes pat dorste cynges dohtor gevamraan? (APOLLOS
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E.
2.). Gif hva gefeohte on cyninges huse . . si on cyninges dome (LEGG.

SAC 10.;. Svylce eac naddrena hiv, and svynes grymetunge (S. GDTH-
LAC 8.).

yy. In apposition the substantive not rarely stands without the

article, partly when it contains the notion of the kind to which
one or more individuals belong, but partly also if the apposition
does not merely denote the general character of the subject or

object. In the former case, with the singular preceding, an, a;
in the latter, the fills the place; yet both cases are not always
to be decisively known. The appositive substantive without the

article stands more rarely alone, more frequently in combination
with other determinations.

Pedro Crespo, alcalde (LoNGF., Span. Stud.; Dram. Pers.). Bal-

tasar, innkeeper (ib.). Hirtius and Pansa, consuls (SHAKSP., Ant.
a. Cleop. 1, 4.). This is one Lucianus, nephew to the king (Haml.
3, 2.). ^Emilianus, governor of Pannonia (GIBBON, Decl. 6.).

The countess of Salisbury, daughter of George, Duke of Clarence

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 37.). Eldest Night and Chaos, ancestors

of Nature (MiLT., P. L. 2, 894.). Next him Moloch, scepter'd

king (2, 43. cf. 1, 392.). .Sable-vested Night, eldest of things,

The consort of his reign (2, 961.). The Sieur Reveillon, exten-

sive paper manufacturer of the Rue Saint-Antoine (CARL., Fr.

Revol. 1, 4, 3.). Sir Henry Osbaldistone, fifth baron of the name

(ScoTT, R. Roy 4.). Thomas, fourth Duke of Norfolk, and Phi-

lip, eleventh Earl of Arundel (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 196.).

Sagest of women, even of widows, she Resolved that Juan should

be quite a paragon (BvR., D. Juan 1, 38.). Allied to apposition
is the exclamation, which is subjoined without the article to a

noun, so far as an originally predicative determination is thereby
added to it :

' Now we'll turn to Juan, Poor little fellow ! (BvR.,
D. Juan 1, 86.) Well, it is a thousand pounds out of Mr. Rich's

pocket, poor man! (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1.) These ad-

juncts are of course not to be regarded as vocatives, rather as

elliptic judgments, as they present themselves at the front of sen-

tences : Poor soul! His eyes are red as fire with weeping (SHAKSP.,
Jul. Caes. 3, 2.). Horrid man! How inconvenient (OxENF. Twice
Killed 1, 2.).

The employment of the article in apposition, instances whereof are

to be found in the section upon apposition, rests upon the general prin-

ciples. The appositive determination of a proper name by a generic
name without the article, and not otherwise determined, was formerly

widely diffused. Old-Engl.: Leir kyng (R. OF GL. I. 28.). Mid Homber

kynge's god (I. 24.). This Alia kyng (CHACC., C. T. 5079.). I John

Maundevylle, knyght (MADKDEV. p. 4.). Thurgh Rome toun (CHAUC., C.

T. 5414). Be Seyne water (OCTOUIAS 1359.). Besyde Jordan streme

(Tows. M. p. 44.). Halfsax.: Priames kinges dohter (LAJAM. I. 10.). JElu-

red king (I. 269.). Of Cadwane kinge (IH. 203.). Upponn Herodess kin-

gess dajj (ORM. 6992.). Herode king (7122. 7144. 7308.). Davipp kingess
burrh (7262.). Anglosax.: Alfred curving (SAX.. CHR. 871.)- pa sende se

cyning after Anlafe cyninge Alfeah biscop and Affelxeard ealdorman (994.).

Columba mdssepreost (560.). Under Alfflryfre abbdoyssan (S. GUTHL. 2.).

Fram Grante ed (3,). Uppan Sinai munt (Exoo. 19, 11.). On Oreb dune
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(33, 6). For instances with the article see Apposition. With the

further development of the appositional members the article may likewise

be absent. Old-Engl, : Kay ys felawe . . kyng of Aungeo (R. OP GL. I.

216.). Homber, kyng of Hungri (I. 24.). Androge, erl of Kent (I. 54.).

Tytus, Vespasianes sone, Emperor of Rome (MACNDEV. p. 83.). To Ode-

neake, prince of that citee (CHACC., C. T. 15758.). Gurguont was kyng,
Stalworpe mon and hardy (R. OF GL. I. 39.). po hii seye her kyng as-

lawe, flour of chgualerye (I. 216.). Awntt unto Mary, madyn mylde
(Towx. M. p. 165.). Halfsax. : An leodisc king, Humber was ihaten, king

of Hunuze (LA^AM. I. 91.). Anglosax. : para vas sum SvitTulf biscop on

Hrofesceatre, and Ceolmund ealdorman on Cent . . and Beornvulf vic-

gefera on Vinteceastre, and Ecgulf cyninges horspegn (SAX. CHR. 897.).

The apposition without the article shews itself essentially with proper
names.

x. It may ia conclusion be mentioned that, in independent or

elliptical members, the article is abandoned.

The ruffian, who with ghostly glide, Dagger in hand, steals close

to your bed-side (CowpER p. 101.). If you would take me through
yon door . ..it must be heels foremost (DouGL. JERROLD, Rent Day
1, 5.). Comp. II. 1. p. 215. Titlepages or superscriptions,
inscriptions, short statements of objects of all kinds, and the

like, often occur as ellipses of the article: Poetical Works; Sixth

Edition; Preface; Introduction; Song; Sonnet; Epitaph on a friend;
Translation from Catullus; Edinburgh Review; Philosophical Maga-
zine. Printing

-Office ; Eoyal Exchange.

Elliptic terms of this sort will have been more or less common to all

ages. Superscriptions without the article are to be found in manuscripts.

Old-Engl.: Prologe to Sire Thopas (CHACC., C. T. 15102.). Prologe to Me-
libeus (p. 15. II.\ although they are frequently more detailed in ancient

times. They are often composed in Latin. Much, belonging to the usage
of common life, has not been noted in literature.

b. The Numeral.

The English numeral has been discussed, as to its origin and
sorts P. I. p. 283. The cardinal and the ordinal number come here

under consideration as determinatives.

The Cardinal Number.

The Cardinal number, denoting the unity or the multitude

of individuals or totalities, stands determinatively in combination with
names of kinds, or with substantive notions which pass into the

category of generic names. The numeral may be put to the numeral

additionally or multiplicatively.

.. All cardinal numbers, even those originally substantive, unless a

prepositional member with of is given to it, must be thought in

congruence with the substantive in regard to the case. The com-
bination of the original substantives hundred, thousand &c. with one,

an (a), the or pronouns (see Vol. I. p. 285.) is indifferent to this

agreement.
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I multiply With one we-thank-you many thousands more That go
before it (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 1, 2.). Two Sundays there would
kill you (DoucL JERROLD, Prison of W 1, 1.). One hundred and

fifty thousand people were there at least (DICKENS, Pict. fr. It.,

Rome). These hundred and forty-nine false curates . . will desert

in a body (CARL, Fr. Revol. 1, 5, 2.). They were three hundred

spears and three (Scoix, L. Minstr. 2, 33.). A thousand businesses

are brief in hand (SHAKSP., John 4, 3.). A million wrinkles carved
his skin, A hundred winters snow'd upon his breast (TENNYS. p. 1 18.).
A thousand thousand ills combine (ADDIS,, Rosam. 1, 4.). The panic
frenzy of twenty-Jive million men (CARL., Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). It has
been stated above p. 177. how one touches an, a generally; and
we have already seen the latter appear in combination with nu-

merals. Where it associates itself with the proper substantive

numeral, the accent falls upon the latter, as the round number.
But one, like an, a may also be added to another multitude, to de-

note that this sum is to be decidedly thought only once: that

we now had here But one ten thousand of those men in England
(SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 3 )

The treatment of substantive numerals like adjective ones, that is, the

abandomnent of the use, or the obliteration of the genittve, is old. Old-

Engl. : The four elementz (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 134.). Hadde ech dai

fourti myle evene uprijt i-go (ib.). Have her twenti shiling (Anecd. p. 9.).

Faste fourti daus (p. 10.). An C yeris, certes, have I seyn (Tows. M. p. 36.).

To eche contreye a hondred pound (R. OF GL. II. 383.). Mid so many
hondred knyjtes (I. 34 ) That falleth nought eft in a thousend yeere (OnAUG.,
C T. 1671.). Even in Halfsaxon, where hundred begins to supplant hund,
familiar to Anglosaxon, and the numeral an commences to precede more

frequently the single hundred and thousand, the older genitive construction

seems to have fallen into oblivion: Mid his twelf monnen (LAJAM. I. 202.).

Feuwerti hired cinhtes (I. 151.). Buten an hundred monnen (III. o9.). Er-

nepp an hunndredd mile (ORM. 6969.). An hunndredd winntar aid (8049.).

[Comp.: Illc an hunndredd iss Full tale (H078.) and Comen an hundred

pusende (LAUM. III. 8 )]. Mip preo hundred scipene (II. 183.). Mid fif

hundred cninten (I. 61.). Bitwenenn an pusennde shep (ORM. 13 16. 7757.).

Ten pusend gumen (LAJAM. II. 182.) Moni pusend offer (II. 191.). He fedde

fif pusennde men (ORM. 15510.) Hund pousunt has LAJAM. I. 5. In An-

glosaxon the numerals in tig (decas) as tventig, pritig (prittig), feovertig

were capable, as substantives, especially in the nominative and accusative,

of taking the genitive, as hund (hundred) and pusend, as opposed to the

genuine adjective numerals: Tvegen steorran standaff eac stille (WRIGHT,

Pop. Treat p. 16.). Hu ne synd tvef tida pas dages? (Joa 11, 9.) He
ricsade IX vinter (SAX. OUR. 634.). Mid L scipum (1052.). Mid seofon and

fiftigum torrum (BEDA I. 13.). Hafde six and tventig vintra (ib.). Feo-

vertig daga, nihta offer svilc (CAEDM. 1377.). He ricsade LVI vintra

(SAX. Cow. 616.). Gif man hafff hund'

scedpa (MATH 18, 12.). [Comp.:

peah pe heora hundred seo samod atgadere (Ps. 89, 10.)]. pusend vintra

(89, 4.). Tvd pusendo Veala (SAX. CHR. 614.). Tyn pusend punda
(MATH. 18, 24.). The numeral an rarely meets us before a substantive nu-

meral: Aulixes mid dn-hund scipa (ALFRED'S METRA 26, 15. Grein). An
pusend vintra (AX. CHR. 1086) Instead of the old genitive the preposi-

tional member with of partly appears in the modern language, see /3 and

the Attributive Substantive.
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,/S. All cardinal numbers may take the preposition of with a case, in-

stead of an original partitive genitive.
We are three of them (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 2.). He is one of those

wise philanthropists (DouGL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.). Two of the boys

preceded to a pond (In. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney J.). There are from

twenty to twenty-five millions of them (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 2, 2.).

With numerals generally, so far as they express a numerically determined

part of a totality not denoted by a genitive, or of a totality denoted by a
substantive otherwise determined, the subjunction of the whole by of is an-
cient. .Old-Engl.: I have on of tho precyuuse stones (MAITSDBV. p. 13.).
Oure Lord shewed him to 2 of his disciples (p. 94.). Two of his disctplis
(WYCL., Joh 1, 35.). Thre of hem were goode (CHAUC., C. T. p. 5778.).
Halfsax.: An off pa fowwre (ORM. 5776.). An of hire ringe (LAJAM. III.

237.). pider heo brohten bi nihte of hire cnihten ticei^e (III. 138.). Twej-
jenn . . Off hise suness (ORM. 8149.). Eveu in Anglosaxon with adjective
numerals there stands of with the dative, besides the genitive: An para
tvelfa (Jon. 6, 71.). An pcera tacna ys ge-haten aries (WRIGHT. Pop. Treat,

p 7.). para sint feover (ELENE 743.). Se pe tovyrpfr an of pisum lastum
bebodum (MATH. 5, 19.) Johannes and tvegen of his leorning-cnihtum (Jon.
1, 35.). With numeral substantives there needs, neither in modern
nor in olden times, any determination of the substantive combined with of.

Formerly also the construction of adjective numerals with substantives
without a determinative was more familiar than in later times Old-Engl.:
Syxe he slewgh off hethene kynges (RICH. C. DE L. 5811.). Comp. Anglos.:
pas emb ahta and nigon dogera rimes (MENOLOG. 95.). Emb/eorer and preo
nihtgerimes (54.).

*y. Cardinal numbers, like the kindred loth and all, may he added

appositively to personal pronouns,
We two saw you four set on four (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.).

We four made this cursed dog-hole so hot (WARREN, Ten Thous.

a-year 1, 1.). We thank you both (Rich. II. 1, 1.). This said, they
both betook them several ways (MiLT., P. L. 10, 610.). Pride has
, . poison'd every virtue in them both (Covvp. p. 42.). Are they all

gone? (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 14.); also: They all three be-

came intertwisted together (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-year 1, 4.).

Both and all are frequently separated from the pronoun by parts
of the sentence: They are both well (1, 9.). We are all come to

say so (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 7.). The construction of

both, all with the pronoun accompanied by of has been before

touched upon.
Old-Engl. -. What I take of yow two (P. PLODGHM. p. 424 ). Ye two shall

abide here stille (Tows. M. p. 38.). Bytwixe hem tweye (CHACC., C. T.

1189.). Bitwixe hem bothe (1182.). Among heom alle (Ans. 2754. Half-

sax.: Junnc bape (ORM 4493). pe}} ba (7503.). pe}} bape (3300.). Of hemm
beienn (15091.). Anglosax.: Sva hi pry cvcedon (Coo. EXON. 190. 11.). He
hit him bam forgeaf (Lcc. 7, 42.). pa hyrvdon hi ealle hine (MARC. 14,

64.), beside: Ealle hig eodon (Luc. 2. 3.).

. The cardinal is in a few cases used for the ordinal number.
The reason seems to be the frequent denoting of the ordinal num-
ber by figures following the substantives. This especially happens
with the number of the year before and after the birth of Christ,

yet also with other computations of time, and elsewhere the number
denoted by figures is usually expressed as a cardinal number.

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 14
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A furious plague, which commenced in the year two hundred and

fifty (GIBBON, Decl. 6.). In the year of grace, one thousand seven

hundred and blank for I do not remember the precise date

(IRVING, Tales. Wolf. Webber). The second consulship of Spurius
Cassius (year of Rome 261 or B. C. 493) (CHAMB., Informal. II.

99. II.). In the year of the city 359 (ib.). The name of the year
often stands elliptically, especially with in : Columbus arrived at

Cordova early in 1486 (!RVING, Columb. 2, 3.). This was in 1687

(LEWES, G. I. 7.). His lodging secured No. 80, on the south

side of the Fishmarket (II. 83.), and the like. In cases of the lat-

ter sort one may see the substantive denomination of the cardinal

number.

The denoting of the number of the year by cardinal numbers is ancient.

Old-Engl. : In the }er of grace a pousend & syxty perto (R. OF GL. II. 368.).

pe date was nien hundreth sexti fy sextene (LASGT. I. 37.)- In the date of
cure Drighte, In a drye Aprille, A thousand and thre hundred Twies twenty
and ten (P. PLOUGHM. p 262.). The \wr of grace 1289 (MAUNDEV. p. 37.

cf. p. 315.). More remarkable is: As in pe \er of grace a pousend }er yt
was And four score &f eyjte (R. OF GL. II. 38.

r

>.). Anglosaxon, which counts
the years chiefly by winters, has other terms for the number of the year
before and after the birth of Christ: Sixtigum vintra aer Cristes cyme (BEDA
1, 2.). Ymb feover hund_ vintra and nigon and feovertig fram ures drihtnes

menniscnisse (i, 15.). After ure Drihtnes Haelendes Cristes gebyrtide an

pusend vintra (SAX CHR. 1086.). Otherwise the Anglosaxon Chronicle places
the number of the year with An and Roman numerals at the heads of the

sections, and refers to them by her, her on pimm gedre, pij gedre and the
like.

f. The cardinal number frequently stands elliptically, or, if you
will, partly used substantively. Thus the number stands with the

presupposed notion of persons: There are two lodg'd together

(SHAKSP., Macb. 2, 2. cf. MATH. 24, 40.). Twenty are sitting as

in judgment there (ROGERS, It., Foscari). Our present five and

twenty thousand (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1, 3.), also with the defi-

nite article: Thy country's voice, the voice of all the nine Demand
a hallow'd harp that harp is thine (ByR. p. 329.), see above

p. 166. With the mention of carriages and horses the substantive

horse is absent: He ordered a post-chaise and/ow (WARREN, Ten
Thous. a-year 1, 13.). A coach and six (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 170.

FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 16.). With the indication of age the years
may be wanting, with which another ellipsis is often associated:

I was but twenty (GOLDSM., She Stoops 1.). Your daughter's twenty.

Come, you at least were twenty when you married; That makes

you forty (SHERID. KNOWLES, Love Chase 3, 1.). A little fat fel-

low about twenty (MARRYAT, J. Faithf. 2, 1.). A man Of fifty

(ByR., D. Juan 1, 62.). I was . . green as a leek at sixty (DouoL.
JERROLD, Prison, of W. 1, 2.). A venerable man, fourscore and

five (ROGERS, It., Foscari). In the statement of the hours of the

day the strokes of the bell are not denoted: By four of the

clock (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 4, 3.). By four o' the clock (Cymb.
2, 2.). Their regular hours stupefy me; not a fiddle or a card
after eleven (SHERID., Riv. 1, 1.). Before ten his senses were gone
(MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 12.). The house did not adjourn till
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three (DoucL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.). Slaving from half past nine

o' clock in the morning till nine at night (WARREN, Ten Thous.

a-year 1, 1.). The clock struck nine (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 2, 5.).
Nine o' clock struck, and ten o' clock struck, and nothing happened
(DICKENS, PICT. fr. It., Rome). The city clocks had only just gone
three (CHRISTM., Car. 1.). Seven soon will chime (PLANCHE, For-
tunio 1, 2.). With sums of money the pounds occasionally, or,
after the pounds, the shillings are not expressed by a sub-
stantive: I shall soon be worth fifteen hundred a-year (GOLDSM.,
She Stoops 1.). He's a hundred thousand a-year (WARREN, Ten
Thous. a-year 2, 13.). Comp. : I buy a thousand pound a year
(SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 4, 1. cf. John 1, 1. Henry VIII 2, 3.).

In money, sundry times, twelve pounds twelve (SHERID., Riv.

1, 2.). The inches are likewise left out after mentioning the feet

in measuring: He is five feet ten (DoucL. JERROLD, RENT Day 1,

2.). In parts also into which anything is divided are sometimes,
according to old custom, not expressed by the substantive with the
number: An apple cleft in two (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 5, 1.), comp.
the adv. atwo.

Many of these elliptical expressions belong to modern times and to the
more negligent or habitual language. The denoting of persons by the

mere cardinal number early occurs. Old-Engl. : Sevene slepe . . Sevene
hundred wynter (P. PLOCGHM. p. 277.) At night was come into that hostelrie

Wei nyne and twenty in a companye (CHAUC., C. T. 23.). Anglosax. : ponne
beoff tvegen on acere . . Tva beod" at cveorne grindende (MATH. 24, 40.).

Comp. : pa gebletsode bliftheort cyning . . pa forman tvd, fader and moder
(CAEDM. 192). Elliptical terms for the hours of the day are found from
the fourteenth century: It was ten of the clokke (CHAUC., C. T. 4434.).
When the clock stroke twelf (Tows M. p. 115.). With verbal notions like

part, tear, the substantive parts or pieces has from the earliest times

been left out, particularly with two, three. Old-Engl : Darknes from light
we parte on two (TowN. M. p. 1.). pis Ipnd was deled o pre (R. OF GL.

I. 23.). Ye gett not this gowne Bot in
iiij as it fallys (Tows. M. p. 239.)r

Halfsax. : pas weorldewise men per a twa wenden (LAJAM. II. 225.). He
bine for-smat-a-midden a twa (I 68.). Itt iss daeledd all o pre (ORM. 15242.).

Anglosax.: Todselan to tvd (GEN. 15, 10.). Toslat his vafels on tvd (APOL-
LON. OF T. p. 11.)

The older language uses the cardinal number with so moche, suche

(when such stands, not in a qualilative, but in a quantitative meaning) in

the multiplicative sense. Old-Engl.: It is wel a 15 journeyes of lengthe,
and more than two so moche of desert (MAUNDEV. p. 48.). The sonne is

hejere than the mone more than suche threo Than hit beo hunne to the

mone (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). As thu sixt the lijtinge out of the

cloude wende . . Swithere schet a manes soule, je swithere than suche so-

vene . . thanne wey to the blisse of hevene (ib.). Here ferd wax . . For

heo hadde suche pritti men, as were on pe oper (R. OF GL. I. 19.). An-

glosax. : pegnes vergild is six sva micel (ADDITAM. AD LEGG. ANGLOS. Ettm.

60, 2.). Comp. Mod.-Engl : Twenty times so much (SHAKSP., All's Well

5, 2.). Twice as much (Love's L. L. 4, 3.). Twice so many (Lear 2, 1.).

The Ordinal Number.

The Ordinal number (see Vol. I. p. 288.) is treated like ad-

jectives generally.

14*
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,. It not only tolerates another determinative along with it, but
in general requires the definite article, when another is want-

ing.

My second joy . . from his presence I am barr'd . . My third

comfort . . is from my breast . . Haled out to murder (SHAKSP.,
Wint. T. 3, 2.). He entered his name in St. John's College, at

Cambridge, in 1682, in his eighteenth year (JOHNS., Lives, Prior.).

Every third word a lie (SHAKSP.. II Henry IV. 3, 2.). In this final
third volume of our History (CARL., Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). At the

sixth hour of morn (Cymb. 1, 4.). The Plantagenets of the twelfth

century (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 18.). The definite article is,

however, often absent, especially if the ordinal number is placed
after the substantive: From Nature's chain whatever link you strike,
Tenth or ten thousandth, breaks the chain alike (POPE, Essay on.

M. I. 245.). In canto twelfth (BvR., D. Juan 1, 207.). Chapter
twenty-fifth (ScoiT, R. Roy 9.). Comp. upon the appositive ordinal

number p. 166.

Where no other determinative of the numeral denoting the succession

xists, the definite article seems appropriate, since the generic notion, more

particularly denoted by its place in the series of enumerated objects, re-

ceives thereby the character which the definite article is particularly ac-

ustomed to make prominent. English therefore has for a long time pro-
ceeded equally in this respect. Old-Engl. : My fourthe housbond was a re-

velour (CHACC., C. T 6035.). Now of my fifte housbond wol I telle (6085.)
and so on; with the definite article: pe pridde' wonder ys Up pe hul of

pe pek (R. OF GL. I. 7.). The seconde seed . . The thridde seed . . The

ferthe seed (P. PLOUGH M. p. 412. sq.). The secunde artycul . . The thrydde

artycul (HALLIW., Freemas. 105, 119.) That is the secounde partye of pe-
nitence (CHAUC., C. T. p. 210. I). The thridde night (1465.). Forte thon

and luenteothe day (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 139). Halfsax. : pat wes pat
pridde maeste fiht (LAJAM. III. 95.). Heo swor a pane ferpe daei (I. 146.).

We also meet with the definite article in Anglosaxon: On p$ eahteoffan

dag (MENOLOG. 3.) pa vas se eahto&a dag pas kalendes Septembres (S.

OUTHLAC 3.). Yet the numeral adjective without the article often stands:

priddan dage (Lcc. 9, 22. cf. 18, 33.). priddan siffe . . FeorQan sitfe . .

Fiftan siffe . . Siextan siffe <fcc. (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II 348. sq.). Nu to

geare . . on aerne merjen . . diSre geare on mid-dage, priddan geare on aefen,

feorGan geare on middre nihte, on pain ftftan geare eft on aeriie merigen
(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 13.); as also with reference backwards to a sub-

stantive; Hvat sindon pa feover ping..?.. An is eorffe, offer is fyr, pridde
is hell, feorffe is gitsjende man vorulde velena (SAT. A. SALOM. Ettin. 42,

36.), placed after it: Ymb vucan priddan (CAEDM. 1472.). Compare on the

other hand Halfsax. Boc he nam pan pridde (LA$AM. I. 2. modern text)
Dohter ich habbe pa pridda (I 134.). Dunt he him jef pane pridde (I.

349.). The popular names Twelfth Day, Twelfth Night (Twelfth-Day,
Twelfth-Night, Twelfth-Tide) belong, in form and import to the Anglosax.:

pas embe m niht, patte fulviht-tid eces drihtnes to us cymetF, pane tvelfta

dag tireeadige haleff heaffurofe hata5 (ME.NOLOG. 11.) On midne vinter ofer

tvelftan niht (SAX. CHR. 878.).

P. The ordinal number may also be combined with the indefinite
article, if the object determined as to its succession is regarded
as a notion of a kind, to which an individual belongs, or, what
comes essentially to the same thing, if the object determined by
itself, as to its succession, is at the same time denoted as an in-
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dividual. With the mention of a plurality of objects of the same
order every article is omitted.

She wept for the death of a third husband (SHAKSP., Merch. of

V. 3, !.) In 1784, a second edition appeared, extending the work
to four volumes (Scorr, Minstr I. 68.) In 1833, all the custom-
house acts were a second time consolidated (CHAMBERS, Informat.

II. 60. I.). He sent a servant . . he sent another servant . . he
sent a third (LuKE 20, 10 12.). On second thoughts, gentle-

men, I don't wish you had known him (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.).

The Romance second, early naturalized instead of and along with
the Anglosaxon offer, is also used, precisely like the latter, with

the indefinite article of an object of like kind and a counterpart
between two: She will prove a second Grissel (&HAKSP., Taming
2, ].). Blazing London seem'd a second Troy (Cowp. p. 9.). I

thought Italy had been a second Mexico to you soldiers (Bui/w.,

Lady of L. 5, 1.). Comp. another of the same meaning p. 186.

In ancient times the denoting of the substantive notion accompanied by
the ordinal number, as an individual otherwise undetermined, is missed.

Only another is often met with to denote a second in the succession.

Old-Engl. : The spices of penitence ben thre That oon of hem is solempne,
another is comune, and the thridde is pryve (CHACC., C. T. p. 185. II. cf.

195. I.). The first member is however here denoted by one, to which an-

other in the first instance stands opposed. Halfsax. : An off pa fowwre . .

An operr . . pe pridde . . pe ferrpe (ORM. 5776). Comp. Anglosax : He
sende his peov . . pa sende he offerne peov . . pa sende he priddan (Lcc.

10, 20 sq). An paere dsela is crepusculum . . i>Qer is vesperum . . pridde
is conticinium . . feorSa is intempestum (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 6.).

Second is combined in the denoting of an object of like kind with the de-

finite article in the following instance : Virago thou Semyram the secounde

(CHAUC., C. T. 4779.).

-y.
After ordinal numbers the periphrasis of a partitive genitive,
by of with a substantive notion in the plural, or with a collective

notion, may appear.
The third of the Jive vowels (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 5, 1.). If this

farce be produced and succeeds, it will only be the first of a leng-
thened race (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.).

Old-Engl.: Of his 3 u-yfez the Jirste . . hadde to name Serioche Chan
(MAUNDEV. p. 248.). In olden times the periphrasis does not seem to have
been familiar with ordinal numbers, although it occurs with offer, moo?:
pa cvafif to him dfter of his leorning-cnihtum (MATH. 8, 21.).

$. Sometimes the ordinal number is used elliptically, to denote days
of the month or years of the reign.

By the ninth of the next month (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 3.).

On the night of that same twenty-eighth of August (CARL., French
Rev. 3, 1, 3.). Such was the destructive rage of these Aristocrats

on the ever memorable Tenth (3, 1, 1.). Monday fourth of the month

(1, 4, 4.). There's third and fourth Edward VI of antiphoners,
missals . . and there are popish recusant convicts under the first

of his present Majesty ay, and there are penalties for hearing
mass See twenty-third of Queen Elizabeth, and third James First,

chapter twenty-fifth (ScoTT, R. Roy 9.).
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For the elliptical statement of days of the month see p. 166. The
statutes, or acts of parliament are designated and cited by the years of the

reigns of rulers; often in figures, as: act 5 and 6 William IV.; or, stated

more completely: an act of the fifth and sixth years of the reign of his

late Majesty William IV., and the like.

The remaining Numeral Adjectives.

,. Fractions, so far as they are used substantively, do not belong
here. Half, which has been discussed under the articles at p. 169.

and 188., is added as an adjective without an article to substan-

tives which generally tolerate no article, as With half Windsor at

his heels (SHAKSP., Merry W. 3, 2.). It also stands immediately
before the substantive, if a numeral, a demonstrative or an inde-

terminate pronoun is added to it: The one half world (SHAKSP.,
Macb. 2, 1.). This half hour (Twelfth N. 2, 5.). Some half dozen

family pictures (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-y. 2, 7.). Every half mi-

nute (1, 12.). As with the article, it precedes the genitive and

S)ssessives

: Half signior Benedick's tongue (SHAKSP., Taming 1, 1.).

ne may know another half his life, without being able to estimate

his skill in hydrostatics or astronomy (JOHNS., Lives. Milton). Half
without the article also appears as an adjective before relative sen-

tences which are to be regarded as periphrases of a substantive

notion: If he dares half what he says, he'll be of use to us (SOU-
THERN, Oroon. 3, 1.). Ah! how unlike the man of times to come!
Of half that live the butcher and the tomb (POPE, Essay on M. 3,

161.); the same as in the reference to a determination of quantity
connected by as and used substantively: Many a lord has n't got
more some not half as much (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-y. 1, 5.).

In other cases half is to be regarded as either used substantively, as

in: More than half of his land (WARREN, Now a. Then 1.) or as

an adverbial case: I did n't ^//like it, I can tell you (Ten Thous.

a-year 1, 9.).

The fractional parts, which are usually expressed by the ordinal

numbers used substantively, (along with which a quarter occurs

divergently) may also be stated, by way of a more complete in-

dication, by the ordinal number with the substantive part: What is

the difference between the thousandth part of a million and the 25th

part of 20,000? (CROSSLEY A. MARTIN, Arithm. p. 17.) Were they
to do only a hundredth part of what it is thus in their power to

do, our courts of justice would be doubled (WARREN, Ten Thous.

a-year 1, 4.).

The adjective half, Anglosax. healf, Goth, halbs, Old-norse halfs, is found
in the more ancient, and especially in the most ancient times, proportionately
more rarely than the substantive of the same sound. But certain positions
of it early became habitual (see p. 169.). In Old-Engl.: An half myle more

nyghe (MACNDEV. p. 99.). Anglosax.: Lytle mare poiine ane healfe tide

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 12.) we may compare the position of an with that

of one. The combination of half with a possessive after it is also ancient.

Old-Engl.: Half his rent (P. PLOUGHM. p. -463.). Anglosax.: peah pu ville

healf min rice (MARC. 6, 23 ). Half is perhaps to be regarded as an ad-

jective in combinations like the Halfsax. : Hit is half rnon & half fisc (LA-
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JAM. I. 57,), as afterwards in: T/iey are half fish, half flesh (SHAKSP., Pe-

ricl 2, 1.) and Halfsax. : He wepnede his cnihtes . . ^Er heo weoren hcelf

jaru per com Androgeus faren (LAJAM. I. 369.), where half has a relation

to the subject. In Old-English we find halfendele, where the adjective half
might have been expected: He schased the erle in a while Mare [then]

halfendele a myle (Ms. in HALLIW. v.).

The ancient language also
expresses

fractional parts by the combination

of ordinal numbers with part, dele; half is also joined to those Old-Engl.:
Ych wol pe marie wel with pe pridde part of my londe (R. OF GL. I. 30.).

Schropschire nap haluendel to pilke bischopriche (I. 5.). Halfsax.: Ale pa
feortfe dale lete we for[<T] fuse (LAJAM. II. 140.). Al pae haliten dale of

golde (II. 519.)- 5errsal*mess kinedom Wass . . Todseledd . . fowwre

Jeorpenn daless (ORM. 9177. cf. 9470.). pe tende dale (6125. cf. 2715.).

Anglosax.: Sealde Apollonige pone healfan duel (APOLLOS OF T. p. 12.).

Herodes se feordan dceles rica (Luc., 3, 19. cf. 9, 7.). Sele pone teoffan

dcel (DEUTER*. 14, 22.). Comp.: pas hereteames ealles teodan sceat Abraham
sealde godes bisceope (CAEDM. 2115.). The substantive use of ordinal num-
bers to denote fractional parts, corresponding to the Latin tertia, quarta,

guinta, for tertia, quarta, pars, and whose commencement in English I have
not made out, seems to belong to later times.

j3. The multiplicative numerals twofold, threefold, Anglosaxon
tvifeald, prifeald, are treated like other adjectives Romance forms

like double, treble are however assimilated to the adjective half.
For their combination with the definite article see p. 169. and com-

pare: Surrounded by treble their number (Scoxx, R. Roy 30.). You
are worth double what I give (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-y. 1, 4.). It

was, in fact, a fair sized house, at least treble that of Satin Lodge
(1, 10.). Double, treble, without the article and with the possessive
and especially with the indefinite article a double, are moreover

employed like twofold.

All these adjectives stand also as adverbial cases, as in: Be
double damned (SiiAKSP., Oth. 4, 2.). Somerset, threefold renowned

(III Henry VI. 5, 7.). His anxiety had been recently increased a

thousand-fold (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-year 2, 4.).

The Romance forms were early diffused. Comp. (P. PLOUGHM. p. 283.

I have not observed instances of their construction like half. The analogy
of the fractional with the multiplicative number is self-evident.

c. Pronominal Adjectives.

The Possessive Pronoun.

The possessive pronoun, which, as proceeding from the geni-
tive of the personal pronoun, still oscillates between the nature of

an n r

lj
active and that of a genitive, has been discussed in Vol. I.

p. 295. as to its double form.

,. It often interchanges with the personal pronoun accompanied by
o/, which answers to a genitive. The modern language annexes
thereto in part the distinction between an objective and a sub-
jective genitive relation, which may be represented by the

possessive pronoun. This distinction comes under consideration
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with substantives in which a notion of an activity proves itself to

be still operative, for ex: my defence, whereby the defence of my-
self or of another, set in motion by me, or the defence of my
person by another might be expressed. This latter objective
relation is therefore denoted more decidedly by the defence of me.

The language does not however distribute the subjective and objec-
tive relation constantly between both forms of expression.
The possessive therefore expresses at once what pertains to a

person or thing, what it has or what it utters: For my part,
she is tnj kinswoman (Su\KSP., Troil. a. Cress. 1, 1.). Both are

my friends (TENNYS. p. 173.). She threw her arms round my neck

(IRVING, Sk. B. The Wife). Has God, thou fool, work'd solely for

thy good, Thy joy, thy pastime, thy attire, thy food? (POPE, Essay
on M. o, 27.) The sun that walks his airy way (PARNELL, Hymn
to Contentm. 63.). Can you think of his faults now? (BuLW., Mo-

ney 5, 2.) I will carry to the altar a soul resolute to deserve her

affection and fulfil its vows (5, 3.). When love shall love its soul

(Tn. MOORE p. 78.) and so on. But it also denotes what belongs
or happens to or is effected in the person or thing to which
it is referred. The substantives coming under consideration are

verbal names of persons or abstract terms: They speak their Maker
as they can (PARNELL, H. to Contentm. 73.). As his host, Who
should against his murderer shut the door (SHAKSP., Macb. 1, 7.).

Our wrongs in Richard's bosom will conquer him (Rich. llf. 5, 3 ).

Linger not our sure destructions on (Troil. a. Cress. 5, 11.). Then
we will be quit of thine oath which thou hast made us to swear

(JosH. 2, 20.). Your terror is fallen upon us (2, 9.). His memory
long will live alone In all our hearts (TENNYS. p. 173.). The per-
son who told me her story had seen her at a masquerade (IRVING,.
Sk. B. The broken heart). To the cottage, where his wife had
been all day superintending its arrangement (The Wife). The

boundary between the latter objective relation of the possessive

pronoun and the denoting the having or active subject by that

pronoun is not always to be sharply drawn, since, for instance, in

its arrangement, the substantive may denote both the objective ar-

rangement and the subjective act of arranging.
But of is often used in the objective relation with the personal

pronoun: The fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon
every beast (GEN. 9, 2.). He betrayed not the least symptom of

recognition at the sight of me (SMOLLET, Rod. Rand. 21.). The

grand morality is love of thee (YOUNG, N. Th. 4, 783.). If not for

love of me be given Thus much, then, for the love of heaven (BYR.,

Siege 21 ). It is the thought of her that drives me almost to mad-
ness (IRVING, Sk. B., The Wife). Your happy fortune ill you
greet . . greeting thus The herald of it (SHERID. KNOWLES,.
Hunchb. 1, 1.). Where the. subject and the object of an activity

expressed by a substantive is stated at the same time, the discri-

mination of them by a possessive and a personal pronoun is com-
manded: His contempt of thee (MiLT., P. L. 10, 763.). His bold

defence of me (RowE, Jane Sh. 3, 1.). I'll change my treatment

of him (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 1.).
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The substitution of the pronoun accompanied by of for the pos-
sessive pronoun was formerly more frequent in Modern-English,
and is still in use in cases where no objective relation is present:
The native mightiness and fall of him (StiAKSP., Henry V. 2, 4.).

The lamentable fall of me (Rich. II. 5, 1.). It was the death of
him (I Heury IV. 2, 1.). To break the pate of thee (ib.). It lies

as sightly on the back of him (John 2, 1.) I can hold ne'er a

bone of me still (B. JONS., Ev. Man in his hum. 4, 1.). As I put
thy mildness on, Image of thee in all things (MiLT., P. L. 6, 735.).
When thou shalt make ready thine arrows upon thy strings against
the face of them (Ps. 22, 12.). A chain Was thrown as't were
about the neck of you (BvR., D. Juan 5, 110.). I believe th'e heart

of thee is full of sorrow (CAKL ,
Past. a. Pres 3, 5.). Nature alone

knows thee, acknowledges the bulk and strength of thee (ib.). You'll

be the death of me (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-year 1, 6.). Mr. Tag-
rag . . could not for the life of him abstain from dropping some-

thing etc. (1, 10.). For the life and soul of me (3, 3.). For the

life of me (Til. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.).

The employment of possessive pronouns, among which we may regard
the original genitives his, hir, their, treated early in part as pronominal
adjectives, (see Vol. I. p. 297.) in the meaning of a subjective genitive
has been predominant from ancient times. We observe that the ab-

breviation of min, pin into mi, pi, primarily in the nom. and accus. of the

singular, reaches back to the Anglosaxon, and the plural form hise from his

even into the Anglosaxon. Old-Engl.: At my nede now with me behoues

jow go (LASGT. II. 291 ). I bicom pi man (II. 250.). Mi childeren . . bep
myne meste fon (R. OF GL. I. 35 ). Go and wyn pi kynde lond and pyn
eritage (I. 85.). Under thi fet evene hit is (WKIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.).
The kyng a-midde his men (p. 133.). Godes herte and hise nayles (P.

PLOCGHM. p. 438.). Ha loveth ful luitel hire /^(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 11.).

pei com vuto pat may, & sauh hir contenance (LASGT. II. 253.). Vortiger,
oure feble kyng (R OF GL. I. 1-27.). For joure coming ich am glad (I. 113.).
Thei ben fals in her faith (P. PLOUGHM. p. 456.). He ouer-toke per schip,
& asked whepen pei ware? (LANGT. II. 236.) Halfsax : Min child tatt i

min wambe lip (Onm. 2807.). Mid alle mire mihten (LAJAM. I. 30.). pe
wes mi deore wine (I. 97.). pu mi muchele swine mid sare forjeldest (ib.).

Nes he neuer pi fader (ib.). Swa pu miht pi kinelond werien (II. 133.).

pi sune patt tu childeim shallt (ORM. 13514.)- To biddenn forr hiss a^henn
follc (363). To jarrkenn hise wtyess (176.). Hise twefienn dohhtress (6386.
cf. 14389. I507c>. 17741 ). Feier wes pe wimmon & wunsum hire monnen

(L.AjAM. I. 7.). Jif i
e hme mawen bringen bi-foren ure kinge (I. 32.). Heo

nomen here uerden (II. 11 ). In Anglosaxon pronominal adjectives, as well

as genitives in the subjective sense, are very familiar: Sva hvilc man sva
tuinne rwdels riht arapcle, onfo se mynre ddhtor to vife (APOLI.ON. OF T.

p 3.). pintim vordum and bebodum ic hyrsumode (S. GCTHLAC, Prol.). Ic

eovrum c><nne Khananea land . . gesylle (Ps. 104, 10.). Of Marthan hys
svustra (Jon. l!, 1.). Se Ha'lend lufodo Marthan and hyrc svustor Marian,
and Lazarum heorn brvffer (11, 5.). The Form hise appears later; Mid
ealle hise Frencisce menu (SAX. CHR. 1070.). Veax pa micel unfriiJ betvux
him and hise peignas (1123.).

The use of the oVijective possessive pronoun is not excluded. Old-Engl.:
God almijtten be thin help (WRIGHT, Auecd. p. 11.). Mi jugement were
sone i-given (p 8.). In Anglosaxon the concurrent periphrasis with of is

omitted: He ys ure friiSigend and lire gescyldend (Ps. 32, 17.). Bete mine
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oferhyrnisse mid CXX scill (LEGO. EDW. II. 4.) [that is, disobedience to-

wards me], cf. ib. 9. Beo eover ege and oga ofer ealle nitenu aud fugelas
(GEN. 9, 2.).

The periphrasis of the possessive generally by of is pretty ancient, not

merely where it would stand in the objective sense, as in : In remembrance

of the (P. PLOUGHM. p. 458.). I byseke you, knightes, for the love of me
(GAMELYN 35.). Yt wase for the lowe of the (TORRENT 453.), but also other-
wise: We bane seen pe glorie of hym (WvcL., Joh. 1, 14.). f>e modir of
kym seith (Joh, 2, 5.)- By the fruyt of hem schul ye knowe hem (CHAUC.,
C. T. p. 186 I.). That I may feylle the smelle of the (TOWN. M. p. 43.).
The kynd of the shalle sprede wide (p. 45 ). Within the wombe of the

(p. St.). The myght of me may no man mene (p. 120.). It is the lamb

of me (p. 170.). If thou will do by the counsel of me (Cov. M p. 147.).
I am redy . . The vyl of the for to fulfylle (p. 281.)

|3.
Another contact of the possessive with the personal pronoun ap-
pears in the reference of a relative to the person indicated by
the possessive pronoun.

It will break my heart, Mr. Francis, that have been toiling more
like a dog than a mao (ScoTT, R. Roy 2.). How hard is our fate

Who serve in the state (ADDIS, Rosam. 1, 3.). They shall strike

Your children yet unborn and unbegot, That lift your vassal hands

against my head (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 3.). The possessive pro-
noun of the third person in the singular and plural seems by its

origin to preserve a more particular claim to this construction:

Bear his name whose form thou bear'st (SHAKSP., John 1, 1.). Let

grief and sorrow still embrace his heart, That doth riot wish thee

joy (Temp 5, 1.). The tents Of wickedness, wherein shall dwell
his race Who slew his brother (MiLT., P. L. 11, 607.). Praise is

not thine, But his who gave thee, and preserves thee mine (Cowp.
p. 103.). His life who gave thee thine (BvR., Bride 2, 21.). The
peace of heaven is theirs, that lift their swords etc. (SHAKSP., John

2, 1.). Fickle their state ivhom God Most favours (MiLT., P. L. 9,

948.). Those arts be theirs, who hate his gentle reigu (CowpER
p. 3.). Nor better was their lot who fled (Scorx, Lord of the Isl.

5, 29.).

Old-Engl. : Our redempcyon for to make That slayn were thrugh sin

(TowN. M. p 155 ). Of his passion that prince was of Walis (DEPOS. OF
RICH. II. p. 2.). [Jnthank com on his heed that band him so (CHAUC., C.

T. 4080.). Prest we ben for the to deye, And for his love that deyd on
rood (RICH. C. DE L. 4468.). Vor her soules, pat per aslawe were (R. OF
GL. II. 369.). The reference of a relative pronoun to the adjective pronoun
or the possessive pronoun standing in the genitive, and preceding a sub-

stantive, seems foreign to the older language. This is especially true of the

Anglosaxon pe, the common relative form, whereas who and which do not
occur in the adjective sentence generally.

7. The possessive pronoun is added to adj ectives, particularly com-

parative forms, which are used substantively as personal
names, to denote the person to whom another is equal, supe-
rior or inferior. Here belong: like, equal, better, younger, elder,

weaker, wiser &c., second, superior, inferior, junior.
For one his like (SHAKSP., Cyrnb. 1, 1.). By conversation with

his like (MiLT., P. L. 8, 418. cf. 424.). The world in vain Must

hope to look upon their like again (Cowp. p. 18.), With their likes
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(SHAKSP., Jul. Caes. 1, 2.). Contempt nor bitterness Were in his

pride, or sharpness; if they were, His equal had awak'd them

(All's Well 1,2). "Let thy betters speak." "The cardinal's not

my better in the field." (II Henry VI. 1, 3.). The hand he spurn'd
His betters take (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 2.). He was your
better, sir, And is! (ib.) I scarce can meet a monument but holds

My younger (Yoi.'NG, N. Th. 4, 21.). He was a few years my elder

(BvR., Fragm.). if thou really art my Senior, Seigneur, my El-

der, Presbyter or Priest, if thou art in very deed my Wiser
etc. (CARL., Past. a. Pres. 3, 13.). But listen not to his tempta-
tions, warn Thy weaker (MiLT., P. L. 6, 908.). An angel's second;
nor his second, long (YouNG, N. Th. 6, 327.). I should commit
offence to my inferiors (SHAKSP., Cymb. 2, L). I can only love

my superior (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.). Without seeming
to think it necessary . . to consult his superiors (Coop., Spy 1.).

As the genitive interchanges with the possessive in an angel's se-

cond, so does the substantive with of in: The host was by several

years the senior of the traveller (Coop., Spy 1.).

This manner of expression answers on the one hand to Germanic, on the

other to Romance usage. The positive like is frequently represented in Old-

English by the Romance per pere. Me ne ssal \oure per ysey (R. OF GL.
I. 214.). Alas! pat a kyng es fals ageyn his pere! (LANGT. II. 295.) Play
thou not but with they peres (HALLIW,, Freemas. 769. cf. (CHAUC., C. T.
10990. 15151. TORRENT 222. 2520.). Halfsax. : Ne nat ich a waerulde riche

cniht his iliche (LAJAM. II. 109.). Nes per na kyng his Hike (III. 6.) also

of things: Nis nan weore his iliche
{_

its like] (II 296.). Anglos : Drihten,
hva is pin gelica? (Ps. 34, 11.) Vendon ge pat ge mihton bedidrjan mmne
gelican? (GEN. 44, 15.). Ic visce pat ic . . pinne gelican eit ne gemete
(APOLLON. OF T. p. 12.). pat nan man nis his gelica on eorffan (Jos in

Ettm. 3, 16. cf. GEN. 2, 20,). Nis nan . . efnlica pin (JSurR. MKTRA. 20,
18. Grein). Middle-Highdutch : Uf der erden lebet niht sin gelich (,ANZ.

3021.) Comp.: MULLER Mhd Wb. I. 972.). For the Comparative com-

pare Old Engl.; In al Yngelond was non hys beter (Ricn. C. DE L. 1650.).
As thilke holy Jew oure eldres taught \CHAUC., C. T. 13779.). Halfsax.:

Heora sunen . . pa weren hire betren (LAJAM. I. 159.) Abufenn pine lah\hre
(ORM. 10719.). Anglosax.: pa his betera lag (BYRHTNOTH 276. Grein). pa
me yldra min ageaf andsvare (ELENE 402.). Secgafl" svylc vundru eovrum

gingrum (Ps. 47, 11. Engl. Ps. 48, 13.). The Superlative is likewise

met with used substantively with reference to persons. Halfsax. : pe is ure
hexte (LAJAM. III. 64.), Anglosax.: Lufa pmne nehstan (MATH. 19, 19.), for

which English has preferred neighbour.

Superlatives with a neuter meaning used substantively do

not, in combination with possessives, comport themselves in the same
manner as the positives and comparatives above cited.

If each man do his best (SHAKSP., Henry V. 2, 2.). Foul old

Rome screamed execratively her loudest (CARL., Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.).

Here we have the simple substantive use of the adjective, without any
abbreviation of another government of the original adjective with the per-
son indicated by the possessive. In former times best was especially used

substantively in this manner. Old-Engl. : And bad him don his best (GA-
MELTN 237. cf. 823.). Now do thy best (Rica. C. DE L. 4703.). I have
no instances to cite from the most ancient times.

S. That the possessive pronouns are in part added to addresses has
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been already observed on the Vocative (comp. Vol. II, 1. p. 157.).
As my may then be taken as an expression of kindness, respect
or courtesy, the possessives of the second and third person are often

used with scorn or disparagement.
Thy Holland's banquets shall each toil repay (BYRON p. 321.).

Your fat king and your lean beggar, is but variable service; two
dishes, but to one table (SFJAKSP., Haml. 4, 3.). I would teach
these nineteen the special rules, as your punto, your reservo, your
stoccata, your imbroccato, your passada, your montanto (BEN JONS.,
Ev. Man in h. hum. 4, 5.). A smile not one of your unmean-

ing wooden grins, but a real, merry, hearty, good-tempered smile

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). Have your town-palaces a hall like this?

(SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 2.). Tom roared . . having been

chastised by my father for breaking his fourth window in that week
(MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). Though Murray with his Miller may
combine etc. (BvR. p. 314.).

The relation to a person, which the substantive notions here receive,
makes the objects, (person or things) as it were, his own, represents them
as current with him and acknowledged and esteemed by him, when the na-
ture of the irony is to be explained by the context. This ironical mode
of expression, which will have been peculiar to the language of common
life in all ages, does not appear frequently in the literary language till

modern times.

e. The possessive has been strengthened from ancient times by the

addition of the adjective own, Anglosaxon dgen, proprius, whereby
the exclusive peculiar appurtenance is made prominent.

They may jest, Till their own scorn return to them unnoted

(SHAKSP., All's Well 1, 2.). His blood on his own head (SHERID.
KNOWLES., Hunchb. 1, 1.). When every night my weary head
Sunk on its own unthorned bed (TH. MOORE p. 103.). Who bid

the stork, Columbus like, explore Heavens not his own, and worlds
unknown before? (PorE, Ess. on Man 3, 105.). Own with the pos-
sessive pronoun especially gives to addresses the expression of in-

timacy : And now, my own Catharine, I must tell you a secret

(GRACE KENNEDY, Dunallan 9 .).
You'll kiss me, my own mother

(TENNYS. p. 136.).

Old-Engl : And bare ham up myn owen rigge (WKIGHT, Polit. S. p. 199.).
Ok del hit with }ure owen Ji$l (p. 205.), I am thin owen clerk, so have I

seel! (CHAUC., C. T. 4237.). Pray hym to comforth me of care, As myn
awne dere cosyn (Tows. M. p. p. 68.), Min owne trewe wif (6401.). Myn
owne deere brother (7149.). Myn ouyhne lord so deere (8757.). Myn owne
maister deere (13716.)- Halfsax.: Onn himm sellfenn wass inoh His a}henn
sinne sene (ORM. 8067). Anglosax : Ic selle min dgen lif (Jon. 10, 15.).

Hve mihte me fordeman, mmre dgenre peode ealdorman? (APOLLON. OF T.

p. 8 ). Gevilnode his dgenre dohtor him to gemaccan (p. 1.). Cirde to his

agenum hdme (GEN. 31, 55.). There are substituted for this mode of ex-

pression combinations like: Mines sylfes lie (Con. Exox 452, 22.). Mines

sylfes gebed (Ps. 140, 2,). Mm sylfes gast (76, 4. cf. 94, 9.). Compare
mein eigen, suus et proprius, suns proprius, noster proprius.

. The possessive pronoun tolerates determinatives like this, sometimes
which, frequently both, all, half, double, treble, before it, and every,
as well as other numerals and adjectives, after it.
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This my long su/'rance (MiLT., P. L. 3, 198.)- Let this our

friendship lite between our children (ADDIS., Cato 5, 4.). I like not,

Julia, tku your country life (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 2.).

The least of these my brethren (MATH. 25, 40.). Till time shall

alter this our brutish shapes (MARLOWE, D. Faust 4, 4.). Let these

their heads Preach upon poles (Euw. II. 1, 1.). Not according to

the covenant that I made with their fathers . . ivhich my covenant

they brake (JEREM. 31, 32.). Before the eyes of both our armies

{SHAKSP., Jul. Caes. 4, 2
).

Mr. Quirk opened both his eyes (WAR-
REN, Ten Tous. a-year 1, 12.). By all my hopes! (SHAKSP., Rich.

II. 1, 1.). His memory long will live alone In all our hearts (TEN-
NYS. p. 173.). For half thy wealth (SHAKSP., Merch. of V. 4, 1.).

Her eye . . suppressing half its fire (BYR., D. Juan 1, 60.). Treble

their number (ScOTT, R. Roy 30.).
I profane . . my heart on thy every part (SHAKSP., Love's L. L.

4, L). Is not our every walk, as Goethe says, a series of falls?

(LEWES, G. II. 4.) Her everi/ word a wasp (Cowp. p. 43.). The
birds put off their evry hue

(p. 334.). Other, else placed after the

possessive, is occasionally found before it: With Poins and other

his continual followers (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 4, 4.).

The ancient language mostly takes the lead with this combination and
collocation of words. Old-Engl.: Bothe his eris (P. PLOUGHM. p. 5.). Bothe
hise eighen (p. 127.). On bothen his chekes (p. 464.). Sche bothe hire yonge
children to Mr callith (CHACC , C. T. 8957.). Brek bothe her legges (GrA-

MELYN 520.). All myn hole herte was his (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 2.). With
alle my ffyve wyttis (p. 3.) Al my bed was ful of verray blood (CHAUC.,
C. T. 6161.). Opon alle our fee (R. OF GL. I. 60.). Whan a child hath
alle his lymes (WRIGHT, Pop Treat, p. 139.). That may onethe paye Half
his rent (P. PLOUGHM. p. 463.) : on the other hand Maugree his manye teeth

(p. 374.)- Halfsax. : Bigann all ure blisse (ORM. 708.). Anglosax.: JSlc

para pe pas mine vord gehyrff (MATH. 7, 24. cf. 26.). Anurn of pyswm
minum lastum gebroffrum (25, 40.). Eall pin lichoma byff beorht (MATH.
6, 22.). Eallum urum dagum (Luc. 2, 75.). Gangende on eallum his be-

bodum (I. 6.). Mid ealle hise Freneisce menu (SAX. GHR. 1070.). Healf min
rice (MARC. 6, 23,)- The position of the possessive is moreover freer. See
Collocation of Words.

In the cases cited the combined pronouns are to be thought in
the same case as their substantive, so far as we may consider

the original genitives as used substantively. But cases occur in

which both and all do not agree in case with the substantive, but

are to be considered remains of a genitive, which rather agreed
with the original possessive genitive. The position of the deter-

minatives changes.
But I have sworn to frustrate both their hopes (MARLOWE, Jew

of M. 2, 2.) [that is, the hopes of both, not both the

hopes]. To prevent the confusion that might arise . . from our

both addressing the same lady (SHERID., Riv. 3, 4.). Comp. also:

But clay and clay differs in dignity Whose dust is both alike

(SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 2.). Have I not all their letters to meet me
in arms? (I Henry IV. 2, 3.) Tell her 'tis all our ways it runs
in the family (SHERID. 4, 2.).

The ancient language long discriminated these cases, the correct under-
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standing whereof is now remitted to the feeling of the language, by the
inflection of the [determinatives both and a//, from the above expressions,
where an unwarranted s is even appended to bother, bothere. Old-Engl.:
And after, by her bother rede, A ladder they set the hall to (ELLIS, Metric.

Rom. III. 65.). Crist . . Destruyed hir botheres myghtes (P. PLOHGHM.
p. 340.). And deme hir botheres right (p. 371.). The rejection of inflection

is likewise found: Or over-haste both our labour shend (CHACC., Troil. a.

Cress. 1, 971.). Halfsax.: purrh peftre bapre bisne (ORM. 2794. cf. 3301.

9762.). To }unnker bapre gode (6183.). Heo somneden heore beire uolc
anon (LAJAM. III. 107. cf I. 225.) Anglosax. : He sodflice is heora begra
lufu (BASIL, Hexam. 2.). Heora begra eagan vurdon geopenode (GEN. 3,

7.). Old-Engl. .- Adam was oure alter fader (P. PLOUGHM. p. 342.). I am
youre aller heed (p. 424.). I . . bere oure aller purs (GAMELYN 317.). Than
thai it closed and gun hyng Thaire aller seles thareby (Ms. in HALLIW. v.

aller). A souper at your alther cost (CHADC., C. T. 802.). Up roos oure

ost, and was oure althur cok (825.)- Than doth he dye ffor oure allether

good (Cov. MYST. p. 14.) Halfsax : purh heore alre dome (L.AJAM. I. 223.
cf. 264. II. 136.). Anglosax.: Eva ure ealra modor (BASIL., Hexam. 11.).

q, Instead of the combination of the pronoun with its substantive, the

modern language often prefers to subjoin the uncombined posses -

bive with of. A periphrasis thus arises, in which originally the

preceding substantive in the plural was to be imagined added to

the possessive pronoun, by which the totality of objects was com-

prehended, to which one or more individuals pertained. But the

original view has been so far obscured by usage, that the pronoun
subjoined by of no longer indicates absolutely a plurality, but ap-

pears even where the possessive belongs to a single object only.
The substantive coming under consideration, when it stands in the

singular, is commonly accompanied by a determinative, especially
a demonstrative word like this, that, by the article an, a, an inde-

terminate pronoun or a numeral.

This toil of ours should be a work of thine (SHAKSP., John 2, 1.).

"What means that hand upon that breast of thine? (3. 1.). Will not

a calf's-skin stop that mouth of thine? (ib.) I will bring thence
that honour of hers (Cymb. 1, 5.). So in this mongrel state of ours,
The rabble are the supreme powers (BuxL., Hud. 3, 2, 1611.). In

this naughty world of ours (BYR., D. Juan 1, 18.). This rural life

of mine (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 1, 2.). Whosoever heareth

these sayings of mine (MATTH. 7, 24.). Dim are those heads of theirs

(CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 1.). He's a friend of yours (SHERID. KNOW-
LES, Hunchb. 3, 1,). Balaam chapel, that a friend of his was

building (DouGL. JERROLD, Bubbles 3, 1.). What business of yours,
if I choose to die? (KiNGSLEY, Two years ago 2, 7.) Many a dream

of hers (1, 9.). It was no act of mine (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.

5, 2.). Own may be added to the possessive: You had land enough

of your own (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 3.). Laws . . that have no pas-
sion of their own (BuiL., Ep. of Hud. 131.). Every room above,
and every cask . . appeared to have a separate peal of echoes of
its own (DICKENS, Cristm. Car. 1.).

The modern language has to a wide extent favoured this form of ex-

pression, which is rendered superfluous, partly by the possibility of the im-

mediate combination of the possessive pronoun with the substantive, as in.

this my frimd, partly by transformations like one, none of my friends.
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In Old-English it was far rarer: That lad of thyne shalle dy (Tows. M.

L148.).
Now I have i-proved many tornes of thyne (GAMELYN 240). Ye

yghtys of oures Shalle have castels and towres (Towx, M. p. 151.). The

hayward tieteth us harm to habben of his (WRIGHT,, Polit. 8. p. 149.). Is

every knight of his thus daungerous (CHAUC., C. T. 6672.). He was pardy,
an old felaw of youres (14087.). And kyssyd the kyng . . And aftyr other

lordes of hys (TORRENT 394.) The combination with owen is moreover not

wanting: Mightestou amenden us With moneye of thyn owen (P. PLOCGIIM.

p 458.). The origin of this form of speech seems lost in popular language;
the most ancient period of the language presents no support for it.

,3r. The combination of a substantive with the possessive pro-
noun his, as a substitute for the simple genitive, has been discus-

sed with examples Vol. I. p. 295. It is to be observed historically
that it only occurs solitarily since Shakspeare's time. Comp. also:

Master Colts Ms foole would needs daunce with me (KEMPS, Nine
Daies Wonder p. 11.). A little aboue Saint Giles his gate (p. 15.).

Of Hudibras his hurt (BuxL., Hud. 1, 3, 547. cf. 1, 1,437.). We
have compared the frequent inversion in Byron: Patroclns' spirit
less was pleased Than his, Minottfs son (Siege 25.), and sought to

explain the periphrasis generally by the use of pleonastic pronouns.
The question remains, however, to be settled as to the case of

the substantive, wherefore we pursue this syntactical combination
further historically.

From olden times the use of his, ys following the substantive is mostly
restricted to names of persons of the masculine gender, in the most recent

times particularly to proper names of persons. Old-Engl.: Corineus ys
swert sone brae (R. OF GL. I. 17.). Ipomydon his messyngere herde Of
this tithyngis (Ans. 5894,). That thou wilt believe on Christ his laye

(PERCY, Rel. p. 12. II,). For Jeshu is love (TORRENT 1902.). Torrant bryn-

gythe a devylle ys hed (380.). Dethe ys dynt shalt thou not have (461.).
In Halfsaxon his frequently stands in the modern text of Lajamon, rarely
in the older, where, however, we read: Argal his broffer (I. 279) and To
Cornwale his eserffe (I. 175.), where the name of the country, as in the

modern text in the words: Al Leogris his lond (I. 174.) may stand for the

name of the prince Comp. Mod.-Engl. : France his sword (SHAKSP., I

Henry VI. 4, 6 ). The modern text frequently combines other names of

persons with it: !\/in hem his mochele mod [= mine uncle's] (I. 375.). Urne

pe teares uppe pe king his leores (III 214.). pe bissop his broper (II. 276.),

and names of things even of the feminine gender : At pare dich his grunde
(II. 241.) [the Anglosaxon die is of the masc. gender: yet comp. La} am on
II. 244.]. In Jerusalem his cheping (II. 275.). In seinte . . nete his name
(III. 184.), which is readily completed by the words of the old text: a

seinte trinetftes nome. No passage, save perhaps the words pare dich his,

gives the key to the case of the substantive, in which one may see the

dative, but also the genitive. In Anglosaxon traces of this periphrasis of

the genitive appear: paer ve gesavon Enac his cynryn (NcM. 13, 29.). Ve
paer gesavon of pam entcynne Enac his bearna micelra vastma (ib. 33.),

where Enachis stands, but, considering the former passage, perhaps erro-

neously In Caedmon the forms Enoc and Enoch interchange: but Enachis
would not at least be an Anglosaxon genitive form. The case of the sub-

stantive must be here the accusative or nominative, unless we think of an
abbreviation Another passage presents a dative of the substantive, in

analogy to other Germanic tongues: Moyses and Aaron . . Samuhel pridda,

pa gode his naman neode cigda (Ps. 98, 6 ), with which compare the in-

version in Old-Engl.: Confesse me, and crye his grace, God that al made
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(P. PLOCGHM. p. 365.). But in later times the image of a definite case has

manifestly beeu lost. The transfer of his to the feminine gender remains
indeed hard to explain.

i. If one and the same substantive is determined by various

possessives, the substantive may either denote the same object
common to several persons, or may be referred, in connection with
the single possessives, to various objects. In the former case several

pronouns (those not immediately preceding the substantive com-

monly in the uncombined pronominal forms) often go before the

substantive, in the other case, rarely. Instead of a second posses-
sive pronoun a Saxon genitive may also stand in the possessive
sense.

In yours and my discharge (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). The lady is

dead upon mine and my master's false accusation (Much Ado 5, 1.).

What, know'st thou not Thine and our Sovereign'? (BYRON, Manfr.

2, 4.) And his and my united power Will laugh to scorn the death-

firman (Bride 1, 7.). And this must be my and their excuse (BuLW.,
Kienzi 1, 7.). Between thee and the woman I will put Enmity,
and between thine and her seed (MiLT., P. L. 10, 179.). Comp.: I

will put enmity . . between thy seed and her seed (Gen. 3. 15.).

I ascend unto my Father and your Father (JOHN 20, 17.). The

separation of possessives in reference to the same object is

presented, for instance: Your fairest daughter and mine, my god-

daughter Ellen (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 3, 2.).

In the reference to various objects the pronouns are in general

separated, so that a second one is placed after the substantive,

(and, with distinguishable forms, in the uncombined form) as, ge-

nerally in the return or reference backwards of a possessive in an-
other sentence, or member of a sentence, the substantive is not

usually repeated, but the possessive appears alone, or in combina-
tion with own.

In wars that may our loves disjoin, And end at once his life and
mine (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 4.), His father and mine thought the best

way to couple their guineas was to couple us (DouoL. JERROLD,
Bubbles 3.). I was bold Forgetful of your station and my own
(SHKRID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 2.). Instead of a pronoun a geni-
tive may also precede the substantive: His master's interest and his

own combin'd Prompt ev'ry movement of his heart and mind (Cow-
PER p. 44.). Sadly you lean your head to mine (Tn. MOORE
p. 118.). My father gave me honour, yours gave land (SHAKSP.,
John 1, 1.). If she will know her duty, we know ours (GAY, Begg.
Op. 1, 1.). Antonio's love, you know, is old as his (LEIGH HUNT,
Legend of Flor. 1, 1.).

The non-repetition of the substantive, which constitutes the same object
common to several persons, is, like the juxtaposition of possessive pronouns
in this case, always the most natural, when, in the earliest times it was not

imperative to place it first. Auglosax. : On godes huse gaugan svylce mid
gepeahtunye pine and mine (Ps. 54, 13.).

Even where a reference of distinct objects to different grammatical per-
sons takes place, the omission of the substantive has long been familiar

with every reference backwards of a possessive. The fuller forms of the

pronoun were of course readily preserved here when proclitic forms had
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procured themselves admission beside them, as fuller-toned forms established
themselves in such a postposition,' or separation and isolation from the sub-
stantive. We therefore always find in this place pronominal forms at

least unabridged, and some even amplified ones. Oomp. Old-Engl. : Ne see

je pat her hors bep suyftore pan \oure be (R. OF Gc. II. 397 ). Lay doun
thi swerd, and I sal myn alswa (CHACC., C. T. 4083.). Horn to myn hous,
or ellis unto youres (14200.). That oure prayeres . . Ben to the hihe god
mor acceptable Than youres (7493.). For to colyn thy blood, as I dide myn
(GAMELYN 536.). When alle mens corne was fayre in feld, Then mas inyne
not worthe an eld (Town. M. p. 10.). Halfsax.: pa helpeff his freondene
swa ich wile mine (LAJAM. I. 29.). In Anglosaxon moreover the nonrepe-
tition of the substantive after a second possessive is usual: Forgield me
pm lif, pas pe ic^

iu pe mm . . gesealde (CYNEVULF, Crist 1477. Grein).
Earm ic vas on etfle pinum, pat pu vurde eadig on minum (1497.), also:

pa sint eovre hldfordas and eovre valdandas, nas ge heora (BOETH. 16, 2.),
beside: Nis n& sva on his acennednisse sva sva byff on urt acennednisse

(HOMIL. in Ettm. 71, 30.).

x. As in addresses a transition is sometimes made from thou into you,
so, thy, thine and your, yours are often referred to the personal form
not agreeing grammatically.

Kate, Kate, art thou not ashamed to deceive your father so?

(GoLDSM., She Stoops 3.) A willing pupil kneels to thee, and lays
His title and his fortune at your feet (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.
1, 3.).

Old-Engl.: They pluckud thy power awey, And reden with realte joure
rewme thoru-oute (Depos. OF RICH. II. p. 6.). I moot do with thy doughter
for the best . . But natheles withoute youre witynge Wol I not doon

(CHAUC., C. T. 8365.).

X. The possessives of persons and things are used substanti-

vely, or elliptically.

**. Of persons we only find the pronoun referred to a plurality,
unless we would refer predicative determinations of the sentence
here.

Modern- and Old-English instances see Vol. I. p. 296. Anglosaxon is

not fond of thes substantive uses, frequent in Rob. of Gloucester. Comp.
To pinum hivum (MARC. 5, 19.) overagainst the Gr. rcpo? 1015 aovs, where
Gothic also presents du peinaim.

j3|3.
The possessive in the neuter is applied to what belongs to

a person, or, to his property. The addition of own makes this

appear as the substantive.

He shall receive of mine (JOHN 16, 14.). He shall take of
mine (16, 15.). He speaketh of his own (8, 44.). Let no man
seek his own (1 COR. 10, 24.). Charity . . seeketh not her own

(ib. 13, 5.). In the business epistolary style the omission of let-

ter has been naturalized : Yours received, and duly honoured the

bills inclosed, as per margin (Scoxr, R. Roy 1.). I received

"yours" is vulgar and mercantile (CHATHAM, Lett. 11.).

Old-Engl.: Of mun he schal take (WYCL.. Job. 16, 14). That ech
man ne shal have Ins (P. PLOUGHM. p. 104.). Ane lete hem gon, eche lord

to his owne (MAUNDEV. p. 89.). Halfsax.: France is min ajen (LAJAM. III.

43). In Anglosaxon the possessive pronoun stands in a neuter sense

even in the plural: He nimff of minum (Jon. 16, 14. cf. 15.). Ealle mine

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 15
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synd pine, and pine synd mine (17, 10.). Comp. Goth.: Meina alia.

Gr.: r l/tta 7zVr, else Anglosax.: Ealle mine ping (Luc. 16, 31.).

yu. Sometimes, especially in conversational language, the possessive
is omitted, where it seems self-intelligible. This mostly happens
with names of persons, whose kindred reference to the person

speaking or spoken to is usually denoted by the possessive pro-
noun.

What! mother dead? (SHAKSP., John 4, 2.) Father-in-law has
been calling me whelp, and hound, this half year (GOLDSM., She
Stoops 1.). I shall never go back to father (BrLw., Maltrav. 1, 3.)
He was formally named Captain by Papa in War-Council (CARL.,
Fred, the Gr. 5, 5.). I have seen her and sister cry over a book

(GoLDSM., She Stoops 2.). The old gentleman . . calmly asked,
how he proposed to maintain himself and spouse? (SlfOLLET, Rod.
Rand. 1

.)
With a desire that you will this night seek out another

habitation for yourself and wife (ib.).

The conversational language of older times is less known to us. Comp.
Old-Engl. : Brother, as elders have us kend, First shuld we tend with oure

hend (Town. M. p. 10.). In many cases, with the comparison of several

substantive, the definite article may be conceived to be omitted: A clerk

. . bigan, to telle pat pe (he?) schulde first fader and moder quelle (R. OF
GL. I. 10.) And wiste pat heo ne schulde . . Ne se fader, ny oper kyn
(p. 13.). Anglosax.: Ne veoriJjaff fader and modor (MATH. 15, 6). Comp.
p. 197.

v. If the same possessive pronoun is to be referred to more than one

substantive notion in the same case, the repetition of the pro-
noun in the syndetic and asyndetic connection in the modern lan-

guage often serves to make the single members prominent, or to

separate them more distinctly, if they are not to be readily united

into a total image, although it also appears without any particular

design.
Ye partners of my fault and my decline (YOUNG, N. Th. 5, 726.).

It bade me rove my sole support, My cymbals and my saraband

(KiRKK WHITE, Savoyard's Ret.). How her opulence and her mar-
tial glory grew together (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 1.). Is there not

my father, my uncle, and myself? (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 3.) Go,
like the Indian, in another life Expect thy dog, thy bottle and thy

wife (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 177.).
The non-repetition is, however, widely diffused with syn-

detic members of sentences in the copulative disjunctive and ad-

versative relation, and even with the abbreviation of comparative
sentences, when the difference of the gender and number of the

substantives does not come under consideration.

And laid his love and life under my foot (SHAKSP., II Henry IV.

3, 1.). I offer you my hand and heart (BuLW., Lady of L. 1, 1.).

That scanty pittance Whirh my poor hand and humble roof can

give (RowE, Jane Sh. 1, 2.) And you my dearest sisters and aunt!

have I at last met you again (COOPER, Spy 1.). In various

passages of his letters and conversation (LEWES, G. I. 59.). Having
my country 's peace, and brother's loves (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 5,

7.). Nor are thy lips ungrateful, Sire of men, Nor tongue inelo-
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quent (MiLT., P. L. 8, 218.) Whate'er might be his worthlessness
or worth (BvR., D. Juan 1, 36), I, like the rest, must use my skill

or strength (Bride 2, 20.)- As she laugh'd out, until her back, As
well as sides, was like to crack (BuTL., Hud. 2, 1, 85.). That cou-
sin's nearer to thy heart than blood (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.
1, 2.).

In the asyndetic connection the repetition is more familiar,

yet even here the pronoun may remain unrepeated.
My coffers, lands, all are at thy command ! (SHERID. KNOWLES,

Hunchb. 2, 2.) His eye, nose, cravat have, in such work and for-

tune, got such a character (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 17.). The re-

petition also interchanges with the omission: He leaves his goods,
his friends, and native soil (MiLT., P. L. 12, 129.). My morning
dress, my noon dress, dinner dress, and evening dress (SHERID.
KNOWLES, Hunchb. 2, 2.).

In olden times the repetition of the pronoun seems in general to pre-

ponderate. Old-Engl. : I love more . . pi leue bodi one, pan myn soule and

my lyf (R. OF GL I. 30 sq.)- Thoru thine crafftes and thine dedes (WRIGHT,
Anecd p. 7.). And bidde mi pater noster and mi crede (ib.). Mis lif and
his soule worthe i-schend (ib.)- My lawe and my beleve (MACNDEV. p. 35.).

Of his poverte, and his pacience (P. PLOUGBM. D. 286.). Do on thyn hosen
and thy schoon (GAMELYN 267.). And asketh wher his wyf and his child

ys (CHACC., C. T. 5298.). His gloir and his renoun (14040.). Halfsaxon:
Binimen pe pine rihte fy pine kineriche (LAJAM. I. 157.). pa wes Oswy of-

slajen . . <fe his sune fy his tern (III. 276.). He nom his matfmes alle and
his mon [men?] deore (III. 281.). In Anglosaxon the repetition, especially
where different forms of pronominal adjectives are required, as well as the

repetition of the pronominal genitives is the general rule: Her ys pin mo-
der, and pine gebrodra ute (MARC. 3, 52.). Hvylc ys min moder, and mine

gebri'idra (3, 33.). Ve sceolon mearcjan ureforvearde hedfod and urne licha-

man (HOMIL. in Ettm. 64, 31.). pis is mm lichama and min blod (ib. 67,

8.). pat halige hiisel, pe gastlice is his lichama and his blod (ib. 67, 25.).

And befaston Mora vtf and hiora scipu and hiora feoh on Eastenglum
(AX. CHR. 894.). Where the preposition is repeated in prepositional
members, the pronoun also recurs. But this recurrence of both is peculiar
to the older periods of the language. Old-Engl.: Of his ryalle estate and

of hi* myghte I schalle speke more plenerly (MACNDKV. p. 4-2.). Sith I stond
in your love and in your grace (CHAL-C., C. T. 89<57.). Wold thay . . blyn
Of thare pride and of thare syn (TowN. M. p. 36). Halfsax.: purrh hiss

spell Annd purrh his hall^he bisne (ORM. 767.). Anglosax. : Heo for mid
hire vere and mid hire aftume and mid hire dohtor (APOLLON OF T. p. 25.).

The non-repetition of the possessive particularly occurs with syno-

nymous or kindred notions, as well as with those which are regarded as a
coherent totality. Old-Engl. : Al here atyl and tresour was also aseynt (R,
OF GL. I. 51.). My rightwisnesse and right (P. PLOUGH.M. p. 39:!.). Of my
corn and catel (p. 122.). If that God almighty hold my lyf and witt (GA-
MELYN 759.). Youre gyrthe and peasse to cry (TowN. M. p. 67.). Thi irife

and childre (p. 48.). Even in Anglosaxon the pronoun does not recur in

similar cases; its omission is facilitated where the pronominal form is joined
to the different substantives, although not of like gender, as well as when
the genitives of the personal pronouns appear: For pinum xynnum and yyltum
helle duru pe ongean openaff (S. GCTHLAC 5 .). pinum vordum and bebo-

dum ic hyrsumode (ib. Prol.). Eover eye and oga (GEN. 9, 2.). Mm fader
and moder and mine gebrodra (Jos. 2, 13.). Se ys min matter, and min

broker, and svuxter (MARC. 3, 350- OfslihOT pine hor*, and pine assan, and

15*
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olfendas, and axen, and seep (Exoo. 9, 3.). Ve sind purh his provunge
and ariste alysede (Ho MIL. in Ettm. 64, 40.). On heora gedyrum and ofer-

slegum (ib. 63, 30.); also. Heorte min and flcesc (Ps. 83, 2.), and in the

bolder construction: Ussum fader and meder (CAEDM. 1569.). pines cynnes
and cneovmaga randviggendra rim (3363.). Ic . . pin vord and villan habbo

gefylled (S. GUTHLAC Prol ).

If several substantives characterize the same individual or in-

dividuals by their various qualities, one application of the posses-
sive is a matter of course.

My author and disposer, what thou bidst Unargued I obey (MiLT.,
P. L. 4, 634.). My countrymen and fellow-citizens, We shall de-

serve your favour (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 1, 1.).

Yet the pronoun recurs with the emphatic prominence of the

different determinations, particularly in the predicative nominative.

My Lord and my God (JOHN 20, 28.). He is our help and our

shield (Ps. 33, 20.).

Anglosax. : pat pu ure cyng and fader vaere (APOLLON. of T. p. 26.).

J)u eart mm God and min Dryhten (Joe. 20, 28.). He ys ure friffigend
and ure gescyldend (Ps. 23, 17.).

The Demonstrative Pronoun.

The demonstrative pronouns of Modern-English are, in the nar-

rower sense, this, that and yon, yond, yonder see Vol. I. p. 301. They
point to an object present and to be exhibited. By themselves,
that is, so far as founded in the demonstrative nature of the words,
the regard to the greater or less proximity of the object does not

come under consideration, although the reference to remoter objects

chiefly attaches itself to the last named.
<t. The now familiar opposition of this and that, whose original in-

flective forms blend, in the attributive relation, as elsewhere, be-

longs in English to modern times. In their opposition the sub-

stantive may remain unrepeated with the one last appearing, as

this and that generally may be referred back to a previous sub-

stantive without its being repeated. In this opposition that readily
refers to the remoter object, although the mere variety of the ob-

jects, (that is, one and another) may come under consideration.

It is transferred from space to time.

You, that way: we this way (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 5, 2.). Where-
fore stand you looking then, This way and that? (LEIGH HUNT,
Legend of Flor. 1, 1.) On this side now now on that (Love
Chase 1, 3.). These two reverences, this reverence for death, and
that reverence for life (CARL., Past. a. Pres. 2, 16.). Taking his

tea with gossip this or master that (BuLW., E. Aram 1, 1.). This

dress and that by turns you tried (TfiNNTB. p- 91.). And from that

time to this I am alone (p. 105.).

This opposition answers to that of the Old-Highdutch deser, desiu, diz
-

der, dm, daz, and of the Middle-Highdutch diser (dirre), disiu, diz

der. diu, daz. See Grimm's Gr. IV. 447. Miller's Diet. I. 3146.). It

does not appear in Old-English till later: For that, and this that lyys here,
Have cost me fulle dere (Tows. M. p. 13.). In the older language the com-
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bination of that other often suffices, in which that, as an article, appears
unaccented, as in the other, which in the modern language is often adapted
to render a Gr. txtivu*; as opposed to o/'r

;," Modern-Engl. : This man went
down to his house justified rather than the other (LUKE 18, 14.). Gr. :

Kmifir, o u r <>
<,- fittiixttitiiutt'oi; . . nat/ fxtTvuv. [In the Anglosaxon text

the last words are wanting. I have not found in Old-English the opposi-
tion of the Modern-Highdutch dieser jener, Middle-Highdutch dirre

jener; it belongs, however, to Halfsax. : patt an wass o yonnd hallf pe
fhimm. Annd o piss hallf patt operr (ORM. 10588.). piss hallf . .

tonnd hallf (10611. cf. 10580.) see yon. This opposition, not met with in

Anglosaxon, also unknown to Lajamon, is expressed in Gothic sa. .joins:

Atiddja sa garaitoza gataihans . . pau raihtis joins (Luc. 18, 14.).

This is also opposed to a second this.

Thy crimes to their full period tend, Or soon by this or this will

end (ADDIS., Rosam. 2, 6.).

Old-Engl.; Thou wold I gaf hym this shefe or this shefe (Tows. M. p. 14.).

der der is similarly repeated in German. Old-Highdutch : In diet int

in dia stat (Dicx. I. 5086.).

|3.
aa. This from olden times chiefly points to the object situate
near to the speaker in space or in time, in reality or in imagi-
nation, hence to the object just named or immediately to be
named.

This way the king will come (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 1.). But
then thine heart, and this warm hand to match (LEIGH HUNT,
Legend of Flor. 1, 1.). "Is he gone?" "He is this moment"

(SiiERiD. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 2.) The same, doubtless, I saw
this morning (LEIGH HUNT, Leg. of Fl. 1, 2.). You could just

perceive . . a small, solitary and miserable hovel. Within this

lone abode . . were seated two persons (BuLW., Maltrav. 1, 1.).

These are the names of his daughters, Mahlah, and Noah etc.

(Jose. 17, 3.). See Vol. I. p. 302. Vol. II. p. 11.

Old-Engl.: The mooste partie of this peple That passeth on this erthe,

Have thei worship in this world, The wilne no bettre (P. PLOUGHM. p. 15.).

pou shalt se more pan pes pingis (WYCL., Job. 1, 50.). As browke I

thise two shankys (TOWN. M. p. 12.). Thes gold rynges I shalle geve the

(TORRENT 1398.). That han laboured Al this lenten time (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 419.). Better groved me no this yere (Tows. M. p. 12.). And faste

by, is Kyng Beroudes hows . . This Heroude was over moche cursed

(MACKDEV. p. 89.). pesc chef townes heo lette in Englonde rere, London
and Euerwik etc. (R. OF GL. I. 2.). Even in Anglosaxon pes, peos, pis
was thus employed, and therefore also the form of the Nom. and Accus.
Plur. pas (those), which is now attracted to that. A new plural form

pis (beside pes, peos and pas') and pise was early used for these cases,
and which extend for centuries into Modern-English. Halfsax. : For to

bi-holde pis preo cnihtes bolde (LAJAM. III. 46. modern text). Whas itt

iss patt . . fillepp pise mahhtess (ORM. 4572.). Comp. Anglosax. : Hvat
is pes junga man? (APOLLON. of T. p. 15.). Hvat cunnon pas pine gefe-

geviten (APOLLON. of T. p. 1.) picgaff hit on pas visan
; begyrdaff eovere

lendenn etc. (HOMIL. in Ettm. 63, 35.).

The expression this other day (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 3.) seems

analogous to the combinations of this morning, this night, and the like.
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Old-Engl.: It is the Jew that Judas sold For to be dede this othere day
(Town. M. p. 247.). Comp.: Austin this ender day Egged me faste (P.
PLOCGHM. p. 465.), see p. 171.

J3|3.
In the reference to a space of time the present or the time
in immediate contact with the present, whether it be as the

boundary of the past or of the future, may be comprised by this,

these.

Thou art the most pleasant, forbearing, unabashed, good fellow,
I have seen this many a year (BrLW., Rieiizi 4, 5.). These fif-

teen years you have been in a dream (SHAKSP., Taming, Induct.

2.).
For these two years hath the famine been in the land (GEN.

45, 6.). Where hast thou been these eighteen months? (LEIGH
HUNT, Leg. of Fl. 1, 1.)

-- That fellow, though he were to live

these six months, will never come to the gallows with any credit

(GAY, Begg. Op. 1, 1.).

Old-Engl.: Thise thrifty winter . . Hath he gone and preched (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 387.). I have served thy brother this sixtene yeer (GAMELYN 400. cf.

354.). I have y-weddid be Thise monethes tuo (CHAUC., C. T. 9109.).
Shal no Sonday be this seven year . . That I ne shal do me To the

deere chirche (P. PLOUGHM. p. 104.). Here wille I lig this fourty dayes
(Town. M. p. 16.). These expressions seem unfamiliar to olden times.

The space of time elapsed to the time of the speaker is denoted in An-

glosaxon by nu with the addition of the space of time : Nu tvd gear vas

hunger ofer ealle eorfTan (GEN. 45, 6.). Vas ic for pam viff J>e nu tventig
vintra (31, 88.).

yy. Liveliness of imagination makes use of the pronoun in the

representation of an object neither immediately present nor spo-
ken of.

What! ho! hostess! Where be these whores'? (MARLOWE, Doct.

Faust 4, 6.) This mysterious Morier - - the hero of Lodi, and
the favourite of the Commander-in-Chief, has risen to a colo-

nel's rank in two years and a half (BiLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.).

Ah! what a weary weight devolves upon me! These endless ivars

these thankless Parliaments (Richel. 4, L).

Old-Engl : And thise ersedeknes . . Everich fondeth hu he may shre-

wedelichest worche (WRIHHT, Polit. S. p 326.). This olde gentil Bre-

tons in here dales Of divers aventures maden laies (CHAUC., C. T. 11021.).
In the most ancient times the pronoun is found with a more sensuous

reference or retrospect, yet not without exception: pam magon derjan

pa lastan fleogan . . ge furffum peos lytle loppe hine hvilum dead gedeff

(BOBTH. 16, 2.).

^. Occasionally this and that stand in combination with a particle
used substantively, as this (that) once. For this much seep. 113.

A similar juxtaposition with the older eerie, cine, one; anes, ones, onys,

Anglosax-. cene, dne, semel, has not occurred to me. We incidentally ob-

serve that the form amplified by s beside the shorter one is Halfsaxon:

For ene and for euere (LAJAM. II. 435. modem text). JEnes an ane tide

(III. 175. older text). JEness o pe ?er (OEM. 1078. cf. 1859, 5374. 5804.).

se. Apart from the substantive use of the neuter this, that, hoc, illud,

we only call to \nind their modern and ancient reference to space
and time.
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The finest player . . between this and the Pyramide (BuLW.,
Money 2, 5.). For references of time like ere this, by this see

Vol. II. 1, p. 445. 392 and 480.

The denoting of the standing place of the speaker by this seems not
to have been formerly familiar. This referred to the present, is also

contained in Anglosaxon in the form off pis otS nu : Sva sva heo stent

68 pis (BASIL., Hexam. 6.).

7. That, which also appears beside the, whose neuter it originally
was (Anglosaxon [pe], seo [peo], pat), in the weakened meaning
of the article, has in the course of time received, as a demon-
strative pronoun, a more pregnant meaning than this, whose

original plural it lays claim to. Partly interchanging with this,

partly coming into opposition with it, it has besides preserved or

adopted syntactical peculiarities, which are wanting to the former,

aa. That, like this, goes to the object immediately and sensuously

present, likewise to the object named and one to be further

determined. In the last case it is distinguished from this, by
being able to be referred to a dependent sentence and to stand

as the correlative of a relative, without absolutely presupposing
the object as one already sensuously exhibited or present to the

imagination.

"Why tender'st thou that paper to me with A look untender?"

[Pisanio offers a letter.] (SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, 4.) That paper
within thy vest Is that the words? (LEIGH HUNT, Leg. of

Flor. 1, 2.) For those hairs of thine I ought to call thee father

(1, 1.). Pray, who was he, That fellow yonder (ib.). "A scan-

dalous lie, Evelyn!" "On the strength of that lie I was put
to school." (BuLW., Money 2, 3.) Almost every historian of Eng-
land has expatiated with a sentiment of exultation on the power
and splendour of her foreign masters, and has lamented the de-

cay of that power and splendour (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I, 14.).
That sun that warms you here, shall shine on me (SHAKSP., Rich.
II. 1, 3.). The icy casing of that thick despair Which day by
day gather'd o'er my heart (TALFOURD, Ion 1, 1.). With the

last sentences compare the following: And these two Mortimers,
That cross me thus, shall know I am displeas'd (MARLOWE, Edw.
II. 1, ].). I chide these sinews that are framed so tough Grief

cannot palsy them (TALFOURD, Ion 1, 1.), in which the objects

already determined for the imagination or intuition do not point
to the dependent sentences as its integrant determinations.

The older language, which long preserves for that, formerly in use as

a demonstrative for all genders, its ancient plural tho, frequently leaves

us in doubt whether these forms appear with a weaker or a stronger ac-

cent. Old-Engl. : Sant Michel sal him quelle, In Papilon, that mikel felle,

Li pat stede in his aun stal (ANTICRIST 416.)- Who is that Hob over
the walle? (TOWN. M. p 15.) Above the vale, is the mount Olivete . .

That mount is more highe than the cite of Jerusalem is (MACSDEV. p. 96.).

Godes man stant ther oute; sory is that lawe (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 329.).
Men seyn, that this croune is of thornes . . And I have on of tho pre-

cyouse thornes (MAUMDEV. p. 13.) Evele mote he the! that clerk, That
so geteth the silver (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 334.). Irnparfit is that pope
That al the world sholde helpe (P. PLOCGHM. p. 421.). Conforte tho crea-
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tures That muche care suffren (p. 284.). The transition of the demon-
strative neuter into the other grammatical genders happens in Halfsax. :

All o palt wise patt juw iss Bitacnedd purrh pa lakess (ORM. 1124. and

often). Anglosaxon had also weakened the pronoun se, seo, pat down
into an article : in its full demonstrative emphasis it will have been ren-

dered prominent by the accent: pa saede he hire: For pcere spraece ga
(MARC. 7, 29.). ponne hig eov ehtafr on pysse byrig, fleoS" on offre, and

ponne hig on pcere eov ehtaff, Scoff on pa priddan (MATH. 10, 23.). pa
gemetton hie sixtyne scipu vicinga and viff pa gefuhton (SAX, CHR. 885.).
far hine pa men onfundon. pe mid pam cyninge vaerun (755.). pa piny
pe of pain men gaff (MARC. 7, 20.). This appears not to have been

formerly used as a mere correlative of a relative, although a relative sen-

tence follows it. Old-Engl. : And thise ersedekenes that ben set to visite

holi churche, Everich fondeth hu he may shrewedelichest worche (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 326.). That ben thise false fisiciens that helpen men to die

(p. 333.). pir clerkes telles pat er wise, pat he o Juus king sal rise

(ANTICRIST 35.). Thei ben folke of alle evylle condiciouns . Theise folk,
that I speke of, thei tylen not the lond (MACNDEV. p. 64.). In that tyme
there weren 3 Heroudes . . This Heroude, of whiche I have spoken offe,

was Heroude Ascalonite (p. 89.). Anglosax. : Ac sepe me nu, hvat cover

deorvyrffesta-vela and anveald sie . .? Ic vat peah, pat hit is pis and-

vearda lif and pes brosnjenda vela, pe ve aer ymbe spraecon (BOETH.
16, 1.).

|3|3.
The reference backwards to a preceding substantive in com-
bination with a more particular determination, when the

object more particularly determined may or may not be opposed
to another, is peculiar to that. The determination itself is mostly

expressed by a prepositional member, but also by an adjective
or an adverb.

The Huns who in the reign of Valens threatened the Roman
empire, had, in a more early period, been formidable to that of
China, (GiBB>N, Decl. 18.). The early fame of Gratian was equal
to that of the most celebrated princes (19.). The name of these

officers was that of Tribune (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.). Shall . . The
fundamental law of Nature Be over-rul'd by those made after 1

(BuTL., Ep. of Hud. 95.) For had it hit, The upper part of

him the blow Had slit as sure as that below (Hud. 1, 2, 822.).

Old-Engl.: Je schulle undirstonde that it (sc. this croune) was of jon-
kes of thee see . . For I have seen and beholden many tymes that of
Paris and that of Costantynoble (MAUNDEV. p. 13.). The emperour of

Costantynoble scythe that he hathe the spere heed : and I have often

tyme seen it; but it is grettere than that at Parys (p. 14.). Compare
the Middle-Highdutch: Die Guntheres man unde ouch die Dietriches (Ni-

BEL. 2236, 2.). One might regard that as assimilated to the Fr. celuit

yet its use, at least with the pronoun used substantively, extends deep
into Germanic antiquity. For the pronoun used substantively see further

on, the Substantive with Prepositions at the end. Anglosaxon
is certainly not fond of the abbreviation lying in this combination. Com-

pare: Agyfaff pam Casere pa ping pe pas Caseres synd, and Gode pa pe
Gode* synd (MARC. 13, 17.).

yy. That, like this, may also be used with the emphatic reference

to an object neither Sensuous nor named.

My husband's hand! That drug-damn
1

d-Italy hath out-craftied
'

him (SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, 4.). Have they forgiven you in that
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affair of young Melnotte? You had some hand in that notable

device eh? (BuLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.).

I have not met with a similar employment of that, tho in ancient

times, where that could not be regarded as an article. In sentences

like : Why hast thou done me that shame and vilonye, For to late eiulite

me, and wolves-heed me crye? (GAMELYN 715.) one may find something
similar.

&. The forms of the singular this and that are met with in Modern-

English, -where those of the plural seem to be regarded by the

substantive notion subjoined. To explain this phenomenon two

points of view may be taken. On the one hand this and that are

archaic plural forms, although not justified by original Anglosaxon
formations; on the other, the plurals accompanying them may be

treated as collective notions.

Till time shall alter this our brutish shapes (MARLOWE, Doct.

Faust 4, 4.). I have maintained that salamander of yours, any time

this two and thirty years (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 3.). He can-

not draw his power this fourteen days (4, 1.). I have paid scot

and lot there any time this eighteen years (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in

h. hum. 3, 3.). This twenty years have I been with thee (GEN.
31, 38.). The very stones of their glens shall sing woe for it this

hundred years to come (Scorr, R. Roy 32.). I have not laughed
this two years (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2, 1.). Most of that

hundred and fifty have been leaders of a legion (BEN JONS., Poetast.

3, 1.). Dauncing that tenne mile in three hours (KEMP, Nine Daies
Wonder p. 12.). There's that ten guineas you were sending to the

poor gentleman and his children in the Fleet (GOLDSM., G. Nat.

Man. 1.). She had hardly said a word to him as to that five thou-

sand pounds (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). Neither do I see

it as any crime, farther than ill manners, to differ in opinion from
the majority of either or both houses; and that ill manners I have
often been guilty of SWIFT, Wagner's Gr. p. 288.). To the mo-
dern apprehension of a few answers that few: M. possessed but

very few friends . . and none of that few were a Bath (BuLW.,
likewise p. 244.). Also in mentioning persons whose names we
do not know or whom we will not name, we leave the postpositive
this and that: She had been very successful in her guests on the

occasion, having engaged the attendance of my Lords This, and

my Ladies That, innumerable (WARREN, Diary 1, 22.) see p. 232.

With regard to the form this no further proofs are needed for Old-Engl.
(see p. 230.); that, which as a relative pronoun, early referred to all gen-
ders and numerals (see Adjective sentence), is subsequently and more

rarely combined, as a determinative demonstrative, with the plural : I one

grave thei were leyde, That hende knyghtes both two (AMIS. A. AMIL. 2491.).
In the modern language this and that appear most frequently before nu-

merals, and may in this case be in a similar combination to a. Compare
p. 208. In a few cases the more ancient usage may still glimmer through.

Conversely the plurals these and those may be here and there

combined with a singular of the substantive, which, either by itself

or in combination with a determination following it, awakens the

idea of a plurality of individuals.
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These kind of sufferings (SHERLOCK, Harrison Engl. Langu. p. 227.).
When you, and those poor number saved with you, Hung on our

driving boat (SHAKSP., Twelfth. N. 1, 2.). With the name of White-
field or Westley, or some other such great man as a bishop, or
those sort of people (FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 27.).

The habit of using the verb of the predicative in the plural with col-

lective notions has occasioned the employment of the determinative. See
Vol. II. 1. p. 140.

E. The demonstratives yon, yond, yonder, compare Goth, joins, Old-

Higbdutch jener, ener, Middle-Highdutch jener, gener, ener Old-Fr.

iene, gene, Netherlandish ghone; see Vol. I. p. 302., answers to the
Gr. !*s7vog and chiefly denotes the remoter object. It is of slight

synthetical interest.

From yon blue heavens above us (TENNYS. p. 128.). Can the
false-hearted boy have chosen such a tool as yonder fellow who has

just gone out? (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 1.) The form yond is

lost in modern times, even Shakspeare rarely offers it as a pro-
noun in relation to yon and yonder.

Old-Engl. Inst. Vol. I. p. 302. We have above, p. 229. quoted jond
from Ormulum, as opposed to pis, where this pronoun appears for the
first time in our domain.

. Same sometimes appears as a strengthening of this and that, and
even of yon', and it otherwise stands with the article the in the

meaning of idem, o di/rog and, with the accent, renders prominent
the same object, excluding the idea of another. See Vol. I. p. 302.

In combination with the demonstrative pronouns, same, on the other

hand, frequently recedes. Self and selfsame also occur beside the

demonstratives.

Grey of Northumberland this same is yours (SHAKSP., Henry V.

2, 2.). She sate, but not alone; I know not well How this same
interview had taken place (BvR., D. Juan 1, 105.). Yet many of

the nobles fear that same Rienzi (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 1.). Your wit-

ness must be that same despatch (Richel. 4, 2.). Last night of all,

When yon same star, that's westward from the pole Had made his

course (SHAKSP., Haml. 1, 1.). Get thee to yon same sovereign

cruelty (Twelfth N. 2, 4.). That self bill is urged Which . . Was
like, and had indeed against us pass'd etc. (Henry V. 1, 1.). For
behold this selfsame thing, that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what
carefulness it wrought in you (2 Cor. 7, 11.) [== avro rotrro]. Com-
pare also Vol. I. p. 303.

Same, like self and selfsame, formerly similarly employed, answer
moreover to the notion of identity in the double meaning of

numerical indiscriminateness as well as qualitative homo-
geneousness: He and Beatrix are sleeping under the same roof

(WARREN, Ten Thous. a-y. 3, 9.). Though the man Mirabeau is

one and the same (CARL., Fr. Revol. 2, 1, 2.). They are all the

same, whether they 're bishops, or bonzes, or Indian fakirs (WAR-
REN, Ten Thous. a-y. 3, 2.). As many fresh streams run in one

self sea (SHAKSP., Henry V. 1, 2.). One and the self-same thing

(Love's L. L. 1, 2.). Letters of the self-same tenor (Jul. Caes. 4.
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3.); often without the article: Birds of self-same feather (III Henry
VI. 3, 3.).

Determinations like same, selue, ilke [idem] were also formerly added to

this and that, when the weight of that is not to be always precisely mea-
sured. Old-Engl. : I sloghe my brother this same day (Tows. M. p. 17.).
In that same place, seynt Peter forsoke oure Lord thries (MACNDGV. p. 91.).
And jit is the vesselle, where the watre was And there besyde that same
veseelle, was seynt Stevene buryed (ib.). porj treson pis selue lond first

jef truage (R. OF GL. I. 59.). And in that selve moment Palamon Is . . est-

ward in that place (CHAUC , C. T. 2586.). This ilke worthi knight hadde
ben also Somtyme with the lord of Palatye (64.) Thilke, thulke (see Vol. I.

p. 500.) like this, that ilke, is also strengthened by selue: Anon in pulke
sulue ?er . . pe kyng Wyllam Let enquery etc. (R OF GL. II. 373.). Of
thulke silve drie breth whan hit es i-drawe an hej (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 135.). With that ilke launce selve, Kynge Richard slowgh kynges twelve

(Rice. C. DE L. 5049.). In Halfsax. : pis peos, pat combines with ilke:

peos ilke eorles (LAJAM. I. 225.). patt Hike mann iss sti}henn wel Upp
(ORM. 2783.). The ilke, the selue, the same, the last of which has now sup-

planted the others, early appear beside one another. Halfsax.: I pon ilka

jecere (LAJAM. I. 225.). Habben pa ilke Icejen pe stoden bi heore aeldre

daewen (I. 254.). Anglosex. . Hyrdas vaeron on pam ylcan rice (Luc. 2, 8.).

The Anglosaxon commonly presents se ylca, where the Gothic translation

of the Bible puts sama. Old-Engl. : pat pis lond neuer ywonne nere, Bute

yt porj treson of the folk of pe selue lond were (R. OF GL. I. 56.). Til

sche was slayn right in the selge place (CHAUC., C. T. 11706.). Halfsax.:

I pe shaffte iss sinne annd who All purrh pe sellfe shaffte (ORM. 18759.).

Anglosax.: pam sylfan gemete pe ge metaff eov bidr gemeten (Luc. 6, 38.).

Old-Engl. : He toke him three greynes of the same tree, that his fadre

eet the appelle offe (MADNDEV. p. 11.). Ich be a wyoman . . The self and
the same, sond from a greatt lordyng, And siche (Tows. M. p. 103.). It

meets us first in Halfsax.: He mihhte makenn ewike menn paer oS pa same
staness patt stodenn pser (ORM. 99 1 3.). It seems that in Old-English thilke

was identified with the (that) ilke. Comp. : All goth that ilke way (CHAUC.
3035. Tyrwh.). Al goth thilke weye (ib. WRIGHT),

jj.
The repetition of this and that before several substantives is par-

ticularly usual in their asyndetic connection, but they may also

appear where asyndetically connected adjectives precede one and
the same substantive. With the syndetic succession, on the con-

trary, nonrepetition is frequent, particularly where kindred or

allied substantive notions occur.

This blessed spot, this earth, this realm, this England, This nurse,

this teeming womb of royal kings . . This land of such dear souls,

this dear, dear land (SriAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). See, thro' this air,

this ocean, and this earth, All matter quick (POPE, Essay on M. 1,

233.). This kind, this due degree Of blindness, Heav'n bestows

on thee (1, 283.). When languishing with lovesick eyes That great,
that charming man you see (ADDIS., Rosam, 2, 6.).

Then shall this hand and seal Witness against us (SiiAK.sp., John

4, 2.). This house and waters of this new made nunnery Will

much delight you (MAKLOWK, Jew of M. 1, 2.). During this winter

and spring, other parts of the kingdom had also been invested with

war (HiJME, Hist, of E. 57.). These are that Aaron and Moses,
to whom the Lord said etc. (ExoD. 6, 26.). The decay of that

poiver and splendour (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 14.).
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In Old-English repetition might be still more familiar : These wormes,
these moughtes, ne these mytes Upon my perel fretith hem never a deel

(CHAHC., C. T. 6142.)- Bothe this lord and this light Is longe ago I knew
hym (P. PLOCGHM. p. 385.). Different substantives are, however taken aa
one whole: This contree and land of Jerusalem (MAUNDEV. p. 74.). That
shame and vilonye (GAMELYN 715.). Nonrepetition is natural to Anglosax.:
Nu pe is openlice gecyffed pat pis andvearde rice, and pas voruldgessejffa,
and pes anveald of heora agenum gecynde and heora agnes gevealdes nauht

gode ne sint (BOETH. 16, 3.); but also: pis is se Moises and Aaron pam
god bebead etc. (Exoo. 6, 26.), comp. the Article.

The Interrogative Pronoun.

Which and what occur in an attributive connection with the sub-

stantive, and the latter has also in part supplanted the former.

,. Which, Anglosax. hvylc, hvilc, hvelc, Goth, wileiks, weleiks, ffoto;,

jroraTTog and ff*}X6tO in the New Text, Old-Highdutch hvelih, hvio-

tth, Middle Highdutch and Modern-Highdutch welch, is originally
an adjective determination, which, even when standing alone, takes

xip a substantive notion. It asks about the quality of an object,
which may also be apprehended a.s the summary of its distinc-
tive marks. It has been particularly preserved in the last sense

in the modern English tongue. It stands in direct and indirect

questions. See Vol. I. p. 306.

Which man is it? (WEBST., V.) And send him word by me
which way you go? (SHAKSP., John 5, 3.) We had better wait, and
see on which act of the tragedy the curtain falls (TAYLOR A. READE,
Masks 2.), so too with the anticipation of the substantive notion:

Which is the first commandment of all? (MARK. 12, 28.) The re-

ference of which may also go neutrally to other members than sub-

stantives: We live and die, But ichich is best, you know no more
than I (BvR., D. Juan 7, 4.). The reference to the distinctive

quality brings about the frequent connection of the pronoun with
a member accompanied by of, by which the totality to which the

single object belongs is denoted: Mr. Rich did me the honour to

ask which of the three [sc. tragedies] we should accept I told

him, the shortest (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2.).

Old-English makes still more frequent use of whilk, which, wuch in the

more general meaning of, how constituted: Mid wuche bodi dar Y come in

pi sijt ene? (R. OF GL. I. 35.) To schip wende, Heo nuste toward wuche
lond (I. 13.). Which gift of God had he for alle hy wyvys? (CHAUC., C.

T. 5621.). Halfsax.: pu nast of whulche londe heo com heder liffen ne

whulc king is hire fader, ne whulc quen hire moder (LA}AM. I. 97. sq.), To
rseden . . wulche weis heo mihten don (II 118.). patt Latin boc . . uss

kipepp Whillc lac wass
pffredd

forr pe preost, Whillc
fprr pe bisscop offredd

(ORM. 1130.). But the inquiry after the distinct individuals of a totality

by whilk etc. was always close at hand. Old Engl.: Among hem . . stryf

me myjte se, Wuche mest maistres were (R. OK GL. I. 40.). Halfsax.: To
reden . wulc an of pissen children heo mihten habben to kinge (LAJAM.
II. 118.). Anglosax.: Hvylce vildeor gefehst pu? (THOUPE, Anal. p. 104.)

Hvylcne craft canst pu? (p. 105.) Hvilc dtSer peod is sva mare? (DEUTER,

4, 7
) Hvylcum bigtspelle viffmete ve hit? (MARC. 4, 30.). On^hvylcum an-

vealde dost pu pas ping? (12, 28. cf. 33.). Loca hvylce stanas her sint
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(13, 1.). patt ic sylf moste ceosan hvilcne ver ic volde (APOLLON. OP T.

p. 21.). A partitive genitive, which the later language periphrases by o/,
occurs even here: Frignan ongan, on Iwylcum para bedma beam vealdendes
. . hangen vaere? (ELENE 849.) The notion of qualis passes into quis and
further into aliquis.

For the connection of which with an, a in the older language see p. 183.

P. What, Anglosax. hvdt, quid, neuter in form, has penetrated into

the domain of which, qualis, and been assigned in common to the diffe-

rent genders and members; it seems to have been transferred from
the predicative sphere, in which it is referred to substantive no-
tions of all sorts, to the attributive sphere, and not to have re-

ceived the semblance of attributive congruence with substantives

through the transformation of original genitives in its train. See
Vol. I. p. 304. and Vol. II. 1. p. 42.

What manner of man is he? (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 1, 5.) What
bloody man is that? (Macb. 1, 2.) What right have you to be

merry? (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.) What hope, or joy or fear is

thine? (TENNYS. p. 34.) Why, what old beldame have we here?

(PLANCHE, Fortunio 1, 2.) What soldiers were those that just now

parted from you? (SiiERio. KNOWLES, Virgin. 2, 1.) What courtly

gallants Charm ladies most? (BuLW., Richel. 1, 2.). The question

may at the same time render emphatic the importance of the ob-

ject: Behold .. what carefulness it wrought in you, yea, what clear-

ing of yourselves, yea, what indignation, yea, what fear etc. (2 COR.

7, 11.). The notion is heightened by combination with the inde-

finite article, in which surprise especially makes itself known:
what a rent thou makest in my heart! (CoLER., Pice. 5, 2.) What
a cold-blooded rascal it is! (BULW., Money 3, 6.) Sentences of

this sort assume the form of indirect interrogative sentences; see

p. 183. In the reference to plurals, the enquiry after the variety,
which assumes the form of the exclamation, may border on that

after the fullnes of the object: What wits! What poets dost thou

daily raise ! How frequent is thy use, how small thy praise ! (BvR.

p. 311.) Yet still from change to change we run. What varied

wonders tempt us as they pass! (p. 313.).

-Old-Engl. : He askede, wat land yt were, & wat folk per inne was? (R.
OF GL. I. 45.) Fayn he wolde ywyte What man pat child schulde be (I.

10.). What forward was that? (SECYN SAGES 1547.) What man is your
master? (GAMELYN 652.) Ye callen hym Crist, For what cause calleth me ?

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 397.). I ne wiste wher to ete Ne at what place (p. 425.).

Signyfyinge by what dep he was to die (WYCL., Job. 12, .33). Now liste-

neth . . What best is the cokadrille (ALIS. 6596.). What here very fre-

quently takes the place of the Anglosaxon hvylc, as it is combined even
in Halfsaxon, with substantives which disclose no trace of a genitive in-

flection: Nu }eo habbep ihord . .wat word hii hider sendep (LAJAM. II. 628.

modern text \wulc word old text). Witen he wolde . . wat ping hit were

pat peo wimon hefde on wombe (LAJAM. I. 12. old text) [wat pinges hit

were modern text], pu shaewesst hemm whatt Icen Iss garrkedcl hemm
(OEM. 1518.). Godess enngell sejjde himm paer Whatt name he shollde set-

tenn Upponn patt illke child (721.). In the ancient Germanic tongues, in

Goth., Old-norse, Old-Highdutch and Middle-Highdutch, a genitive added
to the interrogative is frequent; so too in Anglosaxon: pa geseah selfa si-

gora valdend hvdt vas monna manes on eorffan (CAEDM. 1265.). Ic pat sec-
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gan mag, hvdt ic yrmtSa gebad, sippan ic upveox, nives offSe ealdes, no ma
poune nu (GREIN, Ags. Poes. I. 245.)- Hvdt gbdes magan ve secgan?
(BoETH. 31, 1.) That in the expresssion What news? (SHAKSP., John 5,

5.) an Anglosaxon hvdt nives has been preserved is hardly to be assumed.

Moreover, where in the Gothic translation of the Bible, the interrogative

was, wo, wa, in the gender of the substantive in the singular, has the

partitive genitive after it, hvylc often stands in the Anglosaxon translation,
as MATH. 5 46. Luc. 20, 2. Joe. 18, 29.

We sometimes find what before much : What much can the place signify
in the affair? (COLER, Pice. 1, 6.) It seems assimilated to this much: This
much however I may add her -years were ripe (BYRON, Don Juan 5, 98.),

for which see p. 113. What much might certainly answer to a naive in-

terrogative how muck [comp. Anglosax. : Hu mycel scealt pu minum hla-

forde? (Lcc. 16, 50], as what in fact sometimes appears in Old-English as

the adverbial determination of a succeeding adjective notion: What done
man was Jhesus? (P. PLODGHM. p. 387 ), whereby we are reminded of the

interrogative com fait, opposed to the Old-French si fait, It. si fatto, Old-

Highdutch susketan.

The Relative Pronoun.

The immediate combination of the relative pronoun which with
a substantive notion, from which we discriminate the mere refe-
rence of the pronoun to such a notion, as also the attraction of the

subsantive by the dependent sentence, reserving these for the doctrine

of the dependent sentence, always contains at the same time a
reference backwards to a sentence or member of a sentence. That
sentence or that member is represented, in form or substance, by
the substantive added to the pronoun. In this combination the which

still sometimes appears. See Vol. I. p. 306. and II. 2. p. 169.

a. A substantive notion is repeated alone or with an attributive

determination. .

The better part of valour is discretion; in the which better part,
I have saved my life (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 4.). By the inward
Sense . . which inward sense, moreover is not permanent, like the

outward ones (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 2.). A mere adjective, ser-

ving to point to a preceding substantive, may also be introduced

with which: The train of Martino Orsini was much more numerous
than that of Adrian, which last consisted but of ten servitors (BuLW.,
Rienzi 2, 3.).

This repetition of the substantive is not mere prolixity, but as occasioned

in part by the striving after perspicuity, where which might be referred

to a nearer substantive or, with the remoteness from its substantive, to

the whole preceding sentence, and is to be regarded in part as a rhetorical

rendering prominent of the substantive Old-Engl. : I hadde letters of the
soudan . . In the whiche letters he commanded etc. (MAUNDEV. p. 82.). He
had a book . . At ruhich book he lough alway ful fast (CHAUC., C. T. H261.
cf. 6258.). He saugh a mayde walkyng him beforn, of which mayden anoon
. . byraft hir maydenhed (6468.). Many ben the weyes espirituels . . of

whiche weyes, ther is a ful noble way (p. 185. II.). In Old-English, where
this attachment of the relative sentence recurs more frequently, it often

serves agreeably to amplify the narrative. As the which points to the Old-

Fr. liguelz (see p J 69.), the recurrence of the substantive with the relative

is to oe reduced to an Old-French origin, supported by a similar repetition
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of the Latin usage. Old-Fr. : Liquex Poncat li demandoit la maitie de une

vigne (CHEVALIER, Mem. histor. sur la ville et la seigneurie de Poligny II.

562.). . , Lesquex chastiaus et lesquex apandises nos -volons et otroyous que
nostre enfant . . ayent et tiegnent por lor partie (Hist. DE BOCRGOGNE Di-

jon 1739. II. 27.). Latin: Erant omnino duo itinera, ambus itineribus domo
exire possent (CAES. K G. 1, 6.). Anglosaxon would here use a demon-
strative pronoun.

|3. Or, one substantive is substituted for another, when a generic
name usually takes the place of a proper name, or a more general
notion that of a narrower one

My brother's daughter's queen of Tunis; So is she heir of Na-
ples; 'twixt which regions There is some space (SHAKSP., Temp. 2,

1.). The longest time that has been allowed to the forms of mourn-

ing . . has been that of a year, in which space the body is com-

monly supposed to be mouldered to earth (W. TEMPLE, Lett.).
But the substitution may also occur in the shape of a metonymy:
A Jew who smiles how full his bags are eramm'd, Which money was
not got without my means (MARLOWE, Jew of M. Pro!.).

Latin: Amanus Syriam a Cilicia dividit; qui mons erat hostium plenus
sempiternorum (Gic., Att. 5, 20.).

y. To that is attached the reference of the substantive cited by which
to non-substantive members of sentences and to entire sen-

tences.

Communicating male and female light, Which two great sexes

animate the world (MiLT., P, L. 8, 150.). The Salle de Manege
is still useful as a place of proclamation. For which use, indeed,
it now chiefly serves (CARL., Fr, Revol, 3, 1, 1.). When thou fall'st

. . Must Edward fall, which peril heaven forfend (SHAKSP., II Henry
YI. 2, 1.). A strong built citadel Commands much more than let-

ters can import: Which-maxim had Phalaris observ'd, He had never
bellow'd in a brazen bull (MARLOWE, Jew of M. Prol.). The clerk

. . tried to warm himself at the candle; in which effort, not being
a man of a strong imagination, he failed (DICKENS, Christm. Car.

1.). "One, a Roman gentleman, Came from his Holiness's court."
- "The same, doubtless, I saw this morning; by which token The

other is the sneering amorist, Da Riva." (LEIGH HUNT, Leg. of

Flor. 1, 3.) Henry . . may be nothing more than a prisoner of

war; in which case, I can liberate him on parole (COOPER, Spy 6.).
In such cases the substantive contains the comprehension or the

predicative determination of an action. But a substantive expres-

sing a notion of time may also be referred back to an action,
which is then regarded as a determination of time: Down they
fell . . down Into this deep, and in the general fall I also; at which
time this powerful key Into my hand was given (MiLT., P. L. 2,

771-).
In the reference to a series of sentences or members of senten-

ces, which is comprehended by the neuter all which, the syntactical
relation of both cannot be regarded as if all, used substantively
and appositionally, comprised what preceded: . . All which, as a

method of proclamation, is very convenient (CAKL., Fr. Revol. 3,

1, 1.). . . To all which our poor Legislative . . can oppose nothing,
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by way of remedy, but mere bursts of parliamentary eloquence

(2, 5, 7. init.). All is rather related adjectively to which, as the

collocation of the words indicates, so that all which agrees syntac-

tically with the which.

Old-Engl. : Now wolden som men say peradventure , . To which thing

schortly answeren I schal (CHAUC., C. T. 6655.). Yit wol thay sayn harm
and murmure prively for verray despit; whiche wordes men clepe the de-

veles Pater noster (p. 195. II.)

"

Old-Fr. . . En tesmongnage des gueils
choses nous avons ces presentes lettres saellees (WILLEMS, Chrou. de J. van
Heilu 1836. Preuves. p. 454.). Latin: Ac verbis quoque dilucidis utendum
est: quo de genere dicendum est in praeceptis elocutionis (Cic., Invent.

1, 20.).

The Indeterminate Pronoun.

Those words which are comprehended under the name of inde-

terminate pronouns, with the exception of a few substantive forms
like aught, ought, naught, which are to be referred thither, are, in

themselves, of adjective nature. Their substantive use, which
must be distinguished syntactically from their so-called absolute use

with reference to an object already named, gives in general only
names of persons; neuter substantives afford few, as all, enough,
much.

one must be considered an indeterminate pronoun, where it has

the nature neither of the unaccented article nor of the numeral, which

expresses the opposite to plurality. But it rarely appears as an ad-

jective pronoun in immediate combination with a substantive, with
the meaning of the Latin quidam, aliquis, and then borders in part
on the meaning of some or on that of the article an, a, as this bor-

ders on the definite numeral. See p. 177.

a. Thus one is found with substantives of time: Affliction may one

day smile again (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 1, 1.). One day a young
lord insulted me (BuLW., Money 2, 3.). Schiller, it appears, at

one time thought of writing an Epic Poem upon Friedrich the

Great (CARL., Freder. the Gr. 1, 1.). He woke one morning (WAR-
REN, Now a. Then L). Poor Ayliffe was horrified one evening by
being called upon (ib.). As an indefinite time is here indicated

by one; so a person named, who cannot be or is not to be other-

wise characterized by the speaker, is often introduced with one,
which especially happens by reason of the unimportance of the

person: I am the sister of one Claudio (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas.

5, 1.). There dwells one mistress Quickly (Merry W. 1, 2.). There
is one Sidrophel Whom I have cudgell'd (BuTL., Hud. 3, 3, 633.).
To compel one Simon (MARK. 15, 21.). One Master Jones hath
ask'd to see your lordship (SIIERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 1.).

Was there not One Quentin Halworth there? (4, 1.) A young man
- one Tittlebat Titmouse (WARREN, Ten Thous a-y. 1, 1.).

In Old-English both sorts of combinations are found with the fuller form
of the numeral, which is not indeed to be always distinguished from the

unaccented form, although a is also current with determinations of time:

That hefel on an day (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Byfel . . in that sesoun on
a day (CHACC., C. T. 19.). Halfsax. : ^Enes an one tide an cniht per com.
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ride (LAJAM. III. 175.). Even Anglosaxon uses an with the indefinite state-

ment of time: pa vas dnum ddge gevorden ete. (Luc. 20, 1.). Coinp.: On
one of those days. One has become established in modern times, especially
with determinations of time in the accusative, oon was favoured in Old-

English^before proper names : Oon Makometh, a man, In mysbileve broughte
Sarzens of Surree (P. PLODGHM. p. 318.). Oon Spek-yvel bihynde (p. 416.).
And wedded oon Wanhope (p 434.). Oon Jhesus a justices sone (p. 335.).
Oon Latumyus Compleigned unto his felaw (CHAUC., C. T. 6339.)- Thus
the Romance languages also use the ancient numeral, It. Span, un, Port.

hum, before names of persons. In olden times I miss similar English in-

stances. Anglosaxon sesms to avoid not merely the immediate combination

of an, but also that of sum, which would here correspond, with a proper
name: Hig gefengon sumne Cyreniscne Simonem (Luc. 23, 26. [latiaftS/teifoi

Zlfjuaros -IIVQI; KvQr]vniov.~\). Genyddon sumne veg-ferendne Simonem Cyre-
neuin (MARC. 15, 21.) [ayyaQtvovai naoayovia n>' 2iu<ava Kvorivmov}.

Cornp.: Gemetton hig cenne Cyreniscne man . . piis nama vas Symon (MATH.
27, 32.).

/3. One, standing alone, which refers to a substantive, and

appears in the singular and plural as the substitute for the sub-

stantive in the predicative, appositive or adverbial relation, is very
familiar.

A man in all the world-new fashions flaunted . . One, whom the

music of his own vain tongue Doth ravish (SHAKSP., Love's L. L.

1
,

1
.).

Most like a noble lord in love, and one That had a royal
lover (Cymb. 5, 5.). Her marriage was not one of love (HOOK,
Jack Brag 1.). If my absence takes A friend from thee, it leaves

one with thee Hope! (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.) "You
must be a close observer, Sir." -

"Necessity has made ine one."

(COOPER. Spy 4.) "Now for a horse." "Behold one in a trice."

(PLANCHE, Fortunio 1, 2.) "Canst match me her Amongst our city

maids?" "Nor court .ones." (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 2, 2.)

One frequently appears, accompanied by an adjective, as the

representative of a preceding .substantive: Our contract is an
old one (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). The moral of the Jesuits'

story I think as wholesome a one as ever was writ (THACKERAY,
Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 4.). As her natural face decays, her skill im-

proves in making the artificial one (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. L). Of
all my friends . . you are the only one I esteem (BuLW., Money 2,

3
).

A castle after all is but a house - - The dullest one when

lacking company (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, L). You gave
the first blow and the hardest one (1, 1.). Will his vouchers vouch
him no" more of his purchases, and double ones too, than the length
and breadth of a pair of indentures? (SiiAKsr., Haml. 5, 1.) Thou
must take measures, speedy ones must act (CoLER., Pice. 3, 1.).

A change Of dresses will suffice. She must have new ones (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3, 2.).

One is also found, with a few indeterminate pronouns, in the

reference of them to a substantive: He was conscious of a thous-

and odours floating in the air, each one connected with a thousand

thoughts (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). If each smooth tile had been
a blank at first . . there would have been a copy of old Marley's
head on every one (1.). The sempstress had done nothing to the

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. jg
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gown; yet raves and storms my mistress at her . . and orders her,

straight, to make another one (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 2, 1.).

Pray heaven it be not so that you have such a man here; but 'tis

most certain your husband's coming . . to search for such a one

(SHAKSP., Merry W. 3, 3.). See 7.

The language in part does not need the filling up of the gap,
which would leave a substantive to be repeated in thought; and
has other means of keeping the reference clear. The insertion of

one, ones is least requisite, where an article with an adjective ren-

ders the reference distinct. Comp. : excellent device! was there

ever heard a bettei-? (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 2, 1.) Her favourite

science was the mathematical (BYR., D. Juan 1, 13.). The languages^

especially the dead (1, 40.). I loved my black regions, nor panted
for new (Hours of Idlen. p. 305.). Stern rites and sad (BRYANT
p. 38.). Indeterminate pronouns also of themselves need no such

support.

The substitution of one for a preceding substantive has been habitual

from the fourteenth century, but has become by far more frequent in mo-
dern times: 3ef thou sytte by a worthyour mon, Then thy selven thou art

won (HAI.LIW., Freemas. 737.). Have ye a figure . ? Ther have we non,
But whan us liketh we can take us on (CHACC., C. T. 7041 ). We women
may wary alle ille husbondes, I have oone, bi Mary ! that lowsyd me of my
bandes (Tows, M. p. 25.). It also stands accompanied by an adjective
which determines the preceding substantive: That I have the moste stede-

fast tcyf, And ek the meekest oon that berith lyf(CHAuc., C. T. 9425.). The
combination of one with an adjective and the preceding article an is the

more remarkable phenomenon, little remarked in Old-English (see p. 189.),
whereas a is often conjoined with one (see p. 185.). Of combinations with

indeterminate pronouns in a reference backward, swylk on is to be remarked .-

The chayer was charbocle ston, Swylk on ne saw they never non (Ricn.
C. DE L. 89.) Others, as those from each one, are especially frequent in

apposition. See- Apposition. The most ancient language hardly affords

support for the usage touched upon. The employment of the plural form
in such a reference is decidedly modern.

y. One, used substantively, appears partly alone, partly accompa-
nied by attributive determinations.

When standing alone it denotes, as a pronoun, a single indivi-

dual not denoted more particularly, when the speaker nevertheless

may have a definite person in his eye, or the individual is to be

thought as generalized: I have heard a sonnet begin so to one's

mistress (SHAKSP., Henry V. 3, 7.). "I know who loves him."
- "

. . I warrant, one that knows him not
"
(Much Ado 3, 2.)

To put one in mind of faults in the truest sign of friendship (FiELD.,
The Temple Beau 1, 1.), Is one well Because one's better? (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 5, 1.) A quiet conscience makes one so

serene (BYRON, D. Juan 1, 83.). For at best, cried he, it is but

divulging one's own infamy (GoLDSM., Vic. 24.). To see with one's

own eyes men and countries is better than reading all the books
of travel in the world (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 5.). The
opposition of one to a plurality may then be readily made pro-
minent: It was well remarked by one (or perhaps by more) that

misfortunes do not come single (FiELD., T. Jones 6, 7.).
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A companied by an adjective or participle, one becomes
the bearer of the substantive notion : As one disarmed (MiLT., P.

L. 10, 945.). To one so dear . . as Sir Proteus (SHAKSP., Two
Gentlem. 2, 7.). The story of one so true and tender (IRVING, Sk.

B. The Broken Heart). See p. 182. An adverbial determination

may also be substituted for the attributive one : How happy is my
friend, to be the favourite of one ivith such sense to distinguish
merit (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M 4 ). As one precedes an attributive

determination, so it also follows one, and then takes the plural
form: .Neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see destruction

(Ps. 16, 10.). The Holy One (MiLT., P. L. 6, 359.)- The Evil

One (9, 463.). Lady Lufton, who regarded them as children of

the Lost one (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 2.). Thou art one of

the fake ones (SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, 6.). That the poor may fall by
his strong ones (Ps. 10, !(.). The knowing ones (DICKENS, Christm.
Car. 1.). I was not one of the lucky ones (BuLW., Lady of L. 5,

1.). The addition of one, ones to the vocative is not uncommon:

Young one, Inform us of thy fortunes (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 2.). "Why
dost thou tremble, my pretty one? (BuLW., Rienzi. 1, 4.) Come
little ones (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 5.). Mighty ones! Love and Death!
Te are the strong in this world of ours (Mns. HEMANS p. 220.).

As in the latter cases the pronoun is mostly added pleonastic-

ally, so in the substantive use of indeterminate pronouns in the

singular it mostly appears pleonastically, although some take it by
preference, and some even receive a one, as many and such. Here

belong no one, some one, any one, each one, every one (an, the)
other one, many a one, such a one. Attributive determinations may
also be added to these combined pronouns: My part of death no
one so true Did share it -(SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 2, 4.). No one can

insult her now (BuLW., Money 2, 3.). Some one intent on mischief

(MiLT., P. L. 6, 502.). Last night when some one spoke his name
fTENNYS. p. 96.). She thought some one else might be locked in

(OxENF.. Twice Killed 2.). I am enjoin'd by oath t'observe three

things; First never to unfold to any one Which casket 'twas I chose

(SHAKSP., Merch. of V 2, 9.). There was one portly person, who
bowed lower than any one (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 4.).

Or hath any one living attempted to explain what the modern jud-

ges . . mean by that word low? (FIELD., T. Jon 5, 1.) Thanks
to all at once, and to each one (SHAKSP , Macb. 5, 7.). Every one

doth call me by my name (Com. of Err. 4, 3 ). Let every one

please themselves (KiNGSLEY, Two Years ago 1 Introd.). The one
will swim, where drowns the other one (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.

2, 2.). Many a one of them owes his establishment in life to Mr.

Dudleigh (WARREN, Diary 1, 22.). When such a one as she, such
is her neighbour (SHAKSP., As You Like It. 2, 7.). No other but
such a one as he (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.).

One, used substantively, is not found in the older language in all the

cases cited, yet one standing alone, in the meaning of aliguis, quidam, with-

out generalization, is to be pursued into Anglosaxon Old-Engl. : Hof on
ich herde saie, Ful modi mon and proud (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 2.). Right
sua sal he f>e folk bigile Als he did wit sli craft til an (ANTICRIST 178.).

16*
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Oon that muche wo wroghte, Sleuthe wes his name (P. PT-ODGHM. p. 434.)-
And so befelle. that on wratthed him, and with his owne propre swerd he
was slayn (MAUNDEV. p. 37.). Halfsax. : Seofrffen com an pe leouede wel

(LAJAM. I. 300.). pa com an of his cunne, Carrie wes ihaten (III. 155.),

The idea of unity, as opposed to that of plurality, here decidedly recedes,
and an may be thus explained in some passages even in Anglosaxon: paer

pa, cenne betsehton giddum gearu snottorne, pam vas Judas nama, cenned
for cneomagum (ELENB 584.).

Although a pleonastic one is not unfamiliar to the ancient language,
(see p. 185.), the substantive use of an adjective by a prepositive or a fol-

lowing one is in general to be deemed more modern. No one would assume
a postpositive an would be found here. Comp.: Ic vat eardfastne dime
standan deafne dumban (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. 393.).
Indeterminate pronouns used substantively with one after them

have been early naturalized in a few forms. Old-Engl.: Uchon sculle calle

other fellows by cuthe (HALLIW., Freemas. 51.), For my love . . Love hem
echone (P. PLOUGHM. p. 48.). Halfsax. : He nimepp mikell gom Whatt gate
illc an himm ledepp (ORM. 15856.). Old-Engl.: Muche moore is to love Of

hym that swich oon taketh (P PLOUGHM. p. 289.) With suche one as yow
(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 85.). Halfsax.: patt swillc an shollde mujhenu boon

Shippennd off alle shaffte (ORM. 11595.) Old-Engl.: And nu par es wel
rnani an (ANTIC RIST 24.). Ful many oon at that tyme felith in his herte

ful wikkedly (CHAUC., C. T. p. 197. I.). See Apposition.
For no one no analogy is found in early times ; analogy seems in no to

demand none unaccented, not no, Anglosax. nd = never. Thus two no one

would answer to a one.

no, none, Anglosax. nan, comp. Old-Highdutch nihein, nehein, no-

hein, Middle-Highdutch nehein, neckein, Modern-Highdutch keiu, also

early occurs in the abbreviated form, which may be compared with

a, o, arising from an, and which, analogously to the latter, only ap-

pears supported by a following substantive notion, with, or without
a more particular determination, although not unaccented. In the

singular it is not far removed from the combination of not an (a),

although not is able to lean more closely on the verb of the sen-

tence, whereas no touches the substantive with the absolute weight
of the negation.

*. In general the adjective negation attached to the subject, to the

predicative substantive or to the object, is chosen, if the exclusion

of the substantive notion in its whole extent by the notion of the

activity more occupies the mind than the negation of the notion

of the activity in reference to the former. We may also often see,
in the interchange of not with no before a substantive notion, an
attraction of the negation by it, having no further logical reason.

The use of the determinative iu the plural belongs to the earliest

times.

This is no answer . . To excuse the current of thy cruelty

(SHAKSP., Merch. of V. 4, 1.). Here is a mourning Rome, . . No
Rome of safety for Octavius yet (Jul. Caes. 3, 1.). They have no
wine (JOHN 2, 3.). No eye at all is better than an evil eye
(DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). It is no sin in kings to seek amu-
sement (BuLw., Richel. 4, 1.). You are no soldier (SHERID. KNOW-

, LES, Hunchb. 4. 1.). I am no base intriguer (BuLW., Ricbel. 5,

2.). Have you no ears? (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 3. 11.) We are
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no spies (GEN. 42. 31.). No JEsculapian drugs . . E'er bore the

healing which that scrap of parchment Will medicine to Ambition's

flagging heart (BrLW., Richel. 5, 1.). He translated or versified

two Psalms . ., but they raise no great expectations (JOHNSON, Li-

ves 1.).

As no is attached immediately to an attributive adjective, so is

it also to kindred determinatives, like such and other, but also to

determinate and indeterminate numerals, like one, two, few, even

where used substantively: There's no such thing (SHAKSP., Macb.

2, 1.). If you have formed no other and inseparable attachment, I

could wish to suggest your choice (BnLW., Money 2, 3.). No other

but such a one as he can serve the army (CoLER., Piccol. 1, 4.).

No one so true (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 2, 4.). In short no three per-
sons could be more kindly received (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 1.). Where
all deserve And stand expos'd by common peccancy To what no

few have felt (CowpER p. 186.).
The interchange of no with not an (a) in the singular is mani-

fested by instances like the following: Not a man depart (SHAKSP.,
Jul. Caes. 3, 2.). Every offence is not a hate at first (Merch. of

V. 4, 1.). I . . had not an ear to hear my true time broke (Rich.
II. 5. 5.). Lose not a moment (BuLW., Lady of L. 1. 3.). My friend

this is not a legal condition (Money 2, 3.). The mere not, where
. no might combine with a following substantive, is attached to the

verbal notion: How dull is he that hath not sense to see What lies

before him (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 1.).

The weight of the negative no is moreover different: ordinarily strongest
with the subject, or, generally at the beginning of the sentence, but also

in other members, so that it may be explained partly by not one, partly

by not any, like as the Anglosaxon nan and ncenig touch each other closely
and interchange. Old-English makes no sensible difference between the

forms no (no) and none (noon, non), frequently accompanied by the nega-
tion ne (no) before the substantive notion

;
a succeeding vowel or an ini-

tial h retains the final n (ne) of the pronoun longer. Old-Engl.-. Whan no

defaute nys (R. OF GL. I. 36.), Heo no koupe of no fikelyng (I. 30.). Such

qualite nath no man (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.). Jif his wif have no

child, thei brenne hire with him (MAUNDEV. p. 171.). Mighte no deeth hym
for-do (P. PLOUGHM. p. 399.). I kan no Frenssche (p. 91.). No wyn ne
drank sche (16328.). Es na mete pai sal yern inare (ASTICRIST 356.). It

es na lands pat man can neven (185.). Non mercy per nys (R. OF GL. II.

370.) Hie nadde non poer (II. 372.). Noon deynteth morsel passid thorugh
hir throte (CHAUC., C. T. 16321.). He nath of hire non hevynisse (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 134.). Shal noon ale after mete Holde me thennes (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 104.). Myghte noon armure it lette, Ne 'none heighe walles

(p. 24.). I have non Englisch digne Unto thy malice (CHAUC., C. T. 5298 ).

Halfsaxon, which frequently presents inflective forms of nan, especially in

the singular, shews a few traces of its abbreviation: pu . . naert ncenes

monnes sune (LAJAM. III. 228.). Ne mihte heo of pan walle aenne stan falle

no mid nare strengffe (II. 393.). Annd tatt he noht ne fell, ne lajj I none

depe sinness (ORM. 12838.). The abbreviation into na stands isolated : purh
nane cunnes spelle ne cuffe heom na mon telle (LAJAM. III. 9.). Nes naeuere
na mon iboren (II. 75.). Null ich ajaen na lond (II. 370.). Na god heo
ne bi-jetefl" (I. 144.). Na before a comparative is doubtful: pu ne mihht
nohht ledenn her Na bettre lif onn eorpe (ORM. 1624.). In Anglosaxon the

employment of nan is frequent: Assan . . ofer pane nan man gyt ne sat
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(MARC. 11, 2.}. pat nan mcerra man . . betvux vife and vere vurde acen-

ned (MENOLOG. 161.). Ne mag nan peov tvam hlafordum peovjan (Lcc.

16, 13.). pat ic ne funde ncenne gylt on hym (Jon. 19, 4.). God nafff

nan angin (HOMIL. in Ettm. 72, 49.). Ne vorhte Johannes nan tdcn (10,

41.). He ne andvyrde mid ndnum vorde (MATTH. 27, 14.)- Nabbe ve none

hid/as? (MARC. 8, 16.).

The combination of no, none with the adjective and substantive such and
other is ancient. Old-Engl : Speke no siche wordes (Tows. M. p. 40.). Ne
woldi nout That ich were to chapitre i-brout, For none selke werkes (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p, 8.). By kynde, and by noon other lore (CHACC., C. T. 16682.).
Ther is noon other name under heven (p. 190. I). For wille ich the love,
ne non other (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 6.). Halfsax. : pe king hefde aenne broker,
naefde he nenne offer (LA}AM. II. 24.). Ne toe jho wipp nan offer (ORM.
7668.). Anglosax. : Nan svylc ne cvom senig offer., bryd (CTNEVULF, Crist

290. Grein). Of ndnum offrum rtsdome (HOMIL. in Ettm. 72, 35.). Gif ic

nane veorc ne vorhte on him, pe n&n offer ne vorhte (Jon. 15, 24.).

The interchange of no, not an (a) or of the simple negation, without

prejudice to the sense, is shewn, for instance, in: Anglos.: Ic habbe ncenne

man pat me do on pone mere (Jon. 5, 7.). Old-Engl.: I haue not a man
etc. (WvcL. ib.). Mod -Engl. : I have no man etc (ib.). Anglosax : Hig
nabbaff vin (Jon. 2 3.). Old-Engl.: pei haue not wijn (WYCL. ib.). Mod.-

Sngl.; They have no wine (ib.).

]3.
The form none has been preserved where the pronoun rests upon
no substantive following it, but supposes its repetition either iso-

lated or combined with another, attributive determination. Yet it

also stands, where it unites attributively with its preceding sub-

stantive. The latter case occurs more rarely in the modern lan-

guage, as in: To call that thing an art, Which art is none (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 1.); the former is frequent: He walked

through dry places, seeking rest, and findeth none (MATTH. 1 2, 43.)
Seek out his wickedness till thou find none (Ps. 10, 15.). God keep
me from false friends! but they were none (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 3,

1.). "Speak comfort to me . ." "I have none to give." (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.) Vicars of the Pope have high spiritual authority,
none temporal (Bt-Lw., Rienzi 2, 8.).

The preservation of the full form in these cases rests upon the sharper

accenting of the word, which its position occasions, partly from grammatical,

partly from rhetorical necessity. With the syntactically immediate attach-

ment to the previous substantive, the position of none at the end of the

sentence, with greater emphasis, is familiar to Old-English : Mon fonde heo
non (R. OF GL. I. 14.). Frendes had he noon (GAMBLYN 344.). Mete had
he noon (392.). Ne wed hath noon to legge (P. PLOCGHM. p. 426). Same
ne vilani Ne bede I thi non (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 6.). Colours ne know I

non (CHACC , C. T. 11035.). The postposition of the pronoun in general,
which cannot be without emphasis, is early met with. Halfsax.: Nusten
heo godne reed nenne (LA}AM. III. 75.). Naeuede he care nanne (II. 12.).

Naes naeuere king nan pa etc (II. 563.). Anglosax.: Nis paer . . vedtdcen
nan (GREIN, Ags. Poes. I 217.).

It likewise stands with a reference backward. Old-Engl.: Ne con ich

saien non falsdom Ne non I ne shal (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 4.). Thei wenen,
that thei ban bawme; and thei have non (MAIKNDEV. p. 51.). And forbad

hem alle debat, That noon were among hem (P. PLOUGHM. p. 410.) Swich
a conquerour That gretter was ther non (CHACC., C T. 864.). A coroune,
the kyng hath noon bettre (p. 28.). Hither belong cases such as are above

cited. Halfsax.: He is his broffer, for naeftT he nenne offer (LAJAM. I. 32.).
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A nan referring back is in many cases needless in Anglosaxon, the nega-
tive sentence, without more, in many cases supplying a preceding substan-

tive: He gaeff . secende reste, and he ne gemet (MATTH. 12, 43.).

-y. None, used substantively, is frequently used of persons, some-
times too in the plural, it hardly occurs as a neuter, save before

a partitive member with of.

Then none have I offended (SHAKSP., Jul. Caes. 3, 2.) None,
but those who have experienced it can form an idea of the deli-

cious throng of sensations etc. (!RVING, Sk, B. The Voyage). To
fear each other, fearing none beside (Cowp. p. 123.). None want
an excuse (ROGERS, It. For. Trav.) See below, the Indetermi-
nate Pronouns in the Partitive Relation.

Old-Engl none stands of persons: That hem noon ne faille (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 36.). Halfsax. : Nan neoren swa kene pat heom neh comen (LAJAM. III.

33.). Anglosax.: Ne cymff nan to Fader butou purh me (Jon. 14, 6). Nys
nan pe on minum naman magen vyrce (MARC. 9, 39. cf. 9, 9.\ I have
not found the plural used substantively in Anglosaxon. The neuter
none is not foreign to the older tongue. OJd-Engl. : Some bowes ben leved,

And some bereth none (P. PLOUGHM. p. 300.). Anglosax.: pam . . vas nan
to gedale (CAEDM. 1395 ).

Some, Anglosax. sum, Goth, sums, Old-norse sumr, Old-Highd.,
Old-Fr. sum, quidam, aliquis, nonnullus, which in the singular, in its

adjective use, has shared its ancient domain with the article an, a

(see p. 177.), as it gives place to one in its employment as a sub-

stantive, agrees in a syntactical regard with the Gr. TIC,, by being

adopted to denote qualitative as well as quantitative indefinite-

ness. See Vol. I. p. 310.

a. It appears adjectively, immediately attached to a substan-

tive notion, with names of persons and things, when the person
or thing appears, partly as not further known, or as designedly not

more particularly denoted, partly as unimportant or trifling in kind,
measure or number.

Every day, some sailor's wife, The master of some merchant . .

Have just our theme of woe (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). The fire-place
was an old one, built by some Dutch merchant long ago (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). It had been built by a mercantile bachelor for

some fair Rosamond (BiJLW., Maltrav. 1, 4.). We must all die some

day (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 18.). Unless thou couldst put
on some other shape And not be Richard (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 4, 4.).

Some serene blast me! (BEN JONS., Fox 3, 5.) He had perhaps
given some offence by visiting Galileo (JOHNSON, Lives 1.). He
became presently a person of some little importance (Tn.\CKER., Hist.

of H. Esm. 1, 10.). In some such a way now the depth of this

pure devotion . . smote upon him (2, 6.). You had some hand in

that, notable device eh? (Bui,w., Lady of L. 5, 1.) A second
who stood at some distance (GOLUSM., Vic. 27.). Quiet enough he
was for some time (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 15.). Some hun-

ger too . . the people feels (BYRON, Don Juan 9, 6 ). Give me
some wine (SHAKSP.. Ant. a. Cleop. 4, 13.). To buy thee Poor
some meat and drink (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). We see how the

qualitative and the quantitative determination pass into each other
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in the singular, and are distinguished only by the nature of the

substantives, how far also substantives denoting extension in space
and time, as well as names of materials and notions admitting de-

terminations of degree, are thereby determined. As opposed to

other, some goes to the distinction, both in kind and in number, of

an object which has been left undetermined: By some device or

other (SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 1, 1.). From some quarter or other

(THACKKR., Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 6.). Who . . hath . . not wor-

shipped some idol or another? (3, 6.).

With the plural the indefinite multitude of objects occupies the

mind, when the restriction of number comes more or less to the

front: Some women bear farther than this (TnACKER., Hist, of H.
Esm. 1, 9.). She was related to many respectable, and to some
noble families (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 206.). A trifling multitude

is rendered emphatic by the combination with few : Some few were
of my mistress' side (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 7.), see few.
In the opposition to other, the unimportance of the multitude does

not come out in the plural.
But before substantives determined or to be conceived quanti-

tatively some appears in the singular or plural, not so much ta

mark the fraction of a quantum, as the quantum itself, as indefi-

nite, inexact, or approximate: My father had the full view
of your flourishing style some hour before I saw it (BEN JONS ,

Ev.
Man in his Hum. 3, 1.). About some half hour hence (SHAKSP.,

Cymb. 1, 2.). If I may counsel you, some day, or two, Your high-
ness shall repose you at the Tower (Rich. III. 3, 1.). I would
detain you here some month or two (Merch. of V. 3, 2.). Some
dozen Romans of us (Cymb. 1, 7.). Bastards, some dozen, or more

(BEN JONS., Fox 1, L). Some five and twenty years (SHAKSP., Rom.
a. Jul. 1, 5.). Some six years ago or more (CARL., Fred, the Gr,

5, 5.). Some four miles distant from one of our northern manu-

facturing towns . . was a wide and desolate common (BuLW., Mal-

trav. 1, 1.). Surrounded by some fifty or sixty fathoms of iron

cable (DICKENS. Christm. Car. 1.). All the ladies save some twenty
score (BYRON, D. Juan 8, 130.). If here an, a should appear in-

stead of some in most cases, no essential difference, will arise.

Some and an are distinguished syntactically by the formers answer-

ing, except with collective numbers, to an original plural form.

Some in its use answers in general to that of the most ancient times,

although in the singular, in denoting a single person or thing, as such,

especially before the substantive not otherwise determined, it has given place
to the indefinite article. Old-Engl. : Til that sche fynde som man hire to

chepe (CHAUC., C. T. 5850 ). T-spilt that myghte be spared And spended
on som hungry (P. PLOCGHM p. 99.). Aungeles . . Hadden joye som tyme
(p. 281.)- Som del of Engelond ysey (R. OF GL I. 44.). Nou is ther water

her an urthe more than of londe, For sum see with-oute mo is more

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 137.). Halfsax.: pis is sum riche king . . pe wolde
. . uaren to summe londe (LAJAM. II. 78.). Raed me sumne reed (II. 361.).
Ice wile shaewenn juw Summ ping (ORM. 3363 ). Do me summ god (5217.).

Anglosax. : Hym agen arn sum man (Lcc. 8, 27'). Sum dema vas on su~

mere ceastre (18, 2.). Sume dage eode he be strande (APOLLON. OF T. p. 7.)_

Sum man vas sum fdc dead, and eft to life lichoman aras (BEDA 5, 13.).
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The plural is similar. Old-Engl. : Right so fareth God by some riche

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 281.), The bacoun . . That som men fecche in Essex

(CHACC.. D. T. 5799.). Halfsax. : Sume wise menu (ORM. 11214.). Anglos.:

pa comon . . sume boceras (MARC. 7, 1.). Compare the Indeterminate
Pronoun in the Partitive Relation.

Some, as the expression of an approximate determination, certainly
remains true to the radical meaning, yet similar instances from olden times

have escaped us. With numbers it operates like the French adverbial quel-

gue: II y a quelque soixante ans (ACAD.), with which however it has nothing
common in its origin. Expressions like: "How far be it to the town?"
"Five mile or some . ." Two or some, twentie or some are dialectical,

in statements of numbers, in Northamptonshire and elsewhere, in which
indeed we may at present believe some to be an adverb, as in the popular

expressions: It is same late; it war some wet. Some has manifestly been

preserved from Anglosaxon, where the adjective sum is attached with the same
effect to quantitative determinations : Gegaderodon . . sum hund scipa, and
foron stiff ymb titan, and sum feovertig scipa norff ymb titan (SAX. CHB.

894.). pa vaeron hi sume ten gear on pam gevinne (BOETH. 38, 1.). Com-

pare Gr : "i?j Jtaxoatovs iifds avjtav unfxiiivnv (TucCYD. 3, 111.).

ft.
In relation to a preceding substantive, some may stand in

the singular and plural.

A sower went out to sow his seed: and as he sowed, some fell

by the way-side; and it was trodden down (LUKE 8, 5.). Some
seeds fell by the way-side . . Some fell upon strong places (MATTH.
13, 4. sq.). "I thought the boy was to carry off all the prizes at

Oxford." "I carried off some." (BiLW., Maltraw. 1, 12.).

Old-Engl. : Some maner of homicidie is spirituel and some bodily (CHAUC.,
C. T. p. 197. I.) Sume men taken the see at Gene, some at Venyce
(MAUSDEV. p 54.). He nath not every vessel ful of gold; Som ben of tre

(CHADC., C. T. 5682.). Halfsax. : Itt hafepf) fele bojhess, Ace sume gejjnenn
to pe fir (ORM. 9974.). Anglosax : And eft he him sende offerne peov . .

And eft he him sumne sende (MARC. 12, 4. sq.). pa fugelas sofflice pe on
flodum vunjaff syndon flaxfote . . Sume beotf langsveorede.

y. Some is used substantively with regard to persons in the plural,
the modern tongue commonly gives the singular one as its support,
see p. 243. It often forms the contrary to others, more rarely to

some repeated, as is the case with the adjective form.

It was said of some, that John was risen from the dead (LuKE
9, 7.). Some have considered the larger part of mankind in the

light of actors (FIELD., T. Jon. 7, 1.). Some never seem so wide
of their intent, As when returning to the theme they meant (Cowp.
p. 136). While some are . . ready to allow, that the same thing
which is impossible may be yet probable, others have so little

historic or poetic faith etc. (FIELD., T. Jon. 8, 1.). Some say, he
is with the emperor of Russia

;
other some, he is in Rome (SHAKSP.,

Com. of Err. 3, 2.).

As to how far a neuter substantive may occur see the Indeterminate

Pronoun in the Partitive Relation.
For a long time, the plural has been substantively used chiefly, though

not alone, of persons, frequently opposed to some repeated Old-English:

Every hath of God a propre gifte, Som this, som that, as him liketh to

schifte (CHAUC., C. T, 5G85.). Somme serven the kyng . . And somme ser-

ven as servauntz (P. PLOUGHM. p. 6.). I seigh somme that seiden Thei hadde
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y-sought seintes (p. 4). Halfsax.: Sume folljhenn i piss lif All pwerrt ut

gode dedes (ORM. 7899.). Summen he jaef lond,~summen seoluer and gold,
summen he jaef castles, summen he jaf claifes (LAJAM. II. 590.). In Anglo-
saxon the singular is also frequent: Sum me athran (Lcc. 9, 46.). Sumne
ve gesavon (MARC. 9. 38.). Manega heora reaf on pone veg strehton: sume

pa bogas of pam treovum heovon (11. 8.). Same cvaedon: He ys Elias;
sume cvsedon: He ys vitega (6, 15.).

enough (enow), Anglosax. genog, genoh, Goth, ganohs, Old-High-
dutch ganog, Middle-Highdutch genuoc, Modern-Highdutch genug,
Old-norse nogr without a prefix, is, by its meaning, attached to ad-

jective indeterminate pronouns, and answers, as in Goth, to the Gr.

ixavog and jroXu?, so in Old-norse to the Latin suffidens and mutius,
and it is not only modern irony which uses enough for abundant
and superfluous. See Vol. I. p. 310.

ct. When immediately attached to a substantive enough, as

distinguished from other pronouns and adjectives, takes its place
almost exclusively after the substantive, so that the contrary posi-
tion is declared by grammarians to be inelegant 'and vulgar.

I'll give you gold enough (SHAKSP., Tim. 5, 1.). We were Chri-

stians enough before (Merch. of V. 3, 5.). He had sense enough to

judge there was no danger (JOHNS., Lives 1.). Is there not poetry

enough, beauty ond glory enough in that sky, those fields aj, in

every fallen leaf? (KINGSLRY, Two Years ago 1, 1.) There is

not enough leek to swear by (SHAKSP., Henry V. 5, 1.). I have
done quite enough harm already (KINGSLEY, Two Years ago 2, 6.).

He had enough comprehension of, enough admiration for the noble

principles of American Constitution (1, 9.).

Enough has been employed from the earliest times with a decided pre-
ference for postposition Old-Engl : Heo cryede and wep with sorwe ynow
(R. OF GL. I. 13 ). Thanne is thundre cunde y-nouj (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 136.) Lo here- liftode y-nogh (P. PC.OCGHM. p. 275.). Ye shal have breed

and clothes And others necessaries y-nowe (p 439.). Halfsax : Dude per
serwe inoh (LAJAM. I 108.). Dude per inne muchel col & claSes inowe (I.

100.). patt witenn menn inojhe (0M. 7932.). Full gode treos inojhe (Intr.

15.). The inverse position of the adjective enough is rare: Hu per wes

faeijer lond, inoh seoluer and gold (LAJAM. Ill 283.). The former is frequent
even in Anglosax : Hvat druge pu duge&a genohra . .? (CAED.M. 885.) Ma-

gon . geseon on him selfum synne genoge (Coo. EXON. 77, 30.), although
the other is not wanting: paer vas aelcum genog .. drync sona gearu (ANDR.

1534.). Comp. Goth.: Mip . . managein ganohai (MARC 10, 46. cf. Luc.

7, 14.) [Anglosax mycel manigeo]. Jera ganoha (Luc 20, 9.) [Anglosax.

manegum tidum]. The adverbial inough after adjectives and adverbs has

also retained the postposition in the modern language : Sharp enough; long

enough; big enough; good enough; an honest fellow enough; well enough
(SHAKSP.). A poor enough match; miserable enough; agreeable enough; a

quaint errand enough; the cloth a coarse one enough; sulkily enough;

bitterly enough <fec. (KINGSLEY) Comp Halfsax.: Bisne god inoh (ORM. 851.).

Itt majj wel inoh Ben sejjd (1044.). Lihhtlike . . annd wel inoh (Diiu. 283.).

j3.
It also appears adjectively where a substantive contained in

the course of the speech is to be supplied.
Spare not for faggots, let there be enough (SHAKSP., I Henry VI.

5, 4.).

y. enough is rarely used substautively with regard to persons,
often in the singular as a neuter substantive
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Within our files there are, Of those that serv'd Mark Antony
but late, Enough to fetch him in (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 4, 1.).
- I will show you enough (Much Ado 3, 2

).
I have enough, my

brother; keep that thou hast unto thyself (GEN. 33, 9.). They cost

enough (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). He had enough to do to hold
his own (KINGSLEY, Two Years ago 2, 14.).

Halfsax.: Mann rna# findenn . . inojhe patt laedenn hemm swa daerneli}

(ORM. 383.). Old-Engl. : Woot no wight, as I wene, What y-nogh is to

mene (P. PLOCGHM. p. 382.). That y-nogh shall noon faille Of thyng that

hem nedeth (p. 275.). Anglosax.: Jighvylc dag haW genoh (MATH. 6,34.).

few, Anglosax. fed, fedva, pauci, Goth, favs, 0X1705, Old-norse /or,

paucus, rarus, Old-Sax, fah, Old-Highdutch foh, Old-Fr. fe, appears
in English in the singular only, like the Swed. fa, Dan. faa, but
forms a comparative and superlative fewer, fewest, as the Gothic did

the comparative faviza, and Old-norse both the graduated forms farri
and fcestr, comp. Dan. fcerre, fcerrest.

a. It is attached to the substantive notion, even where it is

accompanied by a, see p. 178.

These feio precepts in thy memory Look to character (SHAKSP.,
Haml. 1, 3.). Few Frenchmen of this evil have complain'd (Cowp.
p. 123.). The fewer men, the greater share (SHAKSP., Henry V.

4, 3.). He upon whose side The fewest roses are cropp'd from the

tree (I Henry VI. 2, 4.). He wanted for nothing less now than
ever before, as there were fewer mouths to feed (Tn ACKER., Hist,

of H. Esm. 1, 9.). Cannot we delude the eyes Of & few poor house-

hold spies? (BEN JONS., Fox 3, 5.) He paused a few minutes (BuLW.,
Maltrav. 1,2.).

The comparative and superlative can hardly have been current formerly.
I have not met with ancient instances. Old-Engl.: Ther ic slow a inotune

. . and fewe gete (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 200.). Fewe robes I fonge (P.

PLOCGHM. p. iio9.). I cowde it descryve in a ffewe wordis (DEPOS. OF RICH.
II. p. 5.). Halfsax.: Hit bi-falle . . ine feue ?ere (LAJAM. I. 17. modern
text). Shorrtli? with foiwe wordess (ORM. 13021 cf. 13"33.). Bi one feuje
winter hit iwarp suppe (LAJAM. I. 86. modern text). Anglosax.: Fedva un-

trume . . he gehaelde (MARC. 6, 5.). Binnon fedvum mf>nSum (APOLLON OP
T. p. 10.). Eustatius atbarst mid fedvum mannum (SAX. OHR. 1051.)

|3. Few, referred backwards, allows a preceding substantive to

be supplied.
Three score and ten is the age of men, and few get beyond it

(TilACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 9.). Very few people are good
economists of their fortune, and still fewer of their time (CHESTER-
FIELD, Lett ). "Upon whose side The fewest roses are cropp'd . ."

"If I have the fewest, I subscribe in silence." (SHAKSP., VI.
"2, 4.)

Halfsax.: Leope to pan Bruttus, and feue, hii bar nomen (LAJAM. III. 61.

modern text). Anglosax. : Eaforan syndon deade, folcgesi&as, nymffe fed
ane (CAEDM. 2127.).

7. Few is also used substantively, when accompanied by a, no,
of persons.

Feu- in millions can speak like us (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). Few
believe the wonders thou hast wrought (CovvpER p. 93.). Everyone
abused him, few had read him (LEWES. G. II. 89.). A few for-
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sake the throng (CowpER p. 143.). To what no few have felt

(p. 186.).

Old-Engl.: Fewe goon that ylke way (MAUNDEV. p. 128.). Halfsax. : Haffde

. . hinom chosenn ane fcewe (ORM. 19764). Anglosax.: SvytFe fedva synd
pe pone veg finden (MATH. 7, 14.).

any, Anglosax. cenig, Old-Highdutch einic, ullus, beside einac,

unicus, Middle-Highdutch einec, unicus, Holl. eenig and Middle-High-
dutch einig, Plur. einige, has, from its ambiguity, received various

meanings in modern idioms, so that any and einig touch each other

but little. Any has partly remained close to an (one), Anglosax. an,
the generalization denoted in German by irgend ein, PI. irgend
welch e does not however quite answer to any. The indeterminate any
may denote both the object subjectively arbitrary, which may also

be taken iteratively (quivis, quilibet), and the object objectively in-

definite (ullus
= unulus).

a. Both meanings run parallel to each other, particularly in affirma-

tive, assertory and imperative sentences; the latter is to be met
with in interrogative, conditional and negative sentences, as well

as in dependent sentences which are referred to a principal sen-

tence is negative in form or sense.

I am as honest as any man living (SHAKSP., Much Ado 3, 5.).

His mouth is wider than any church door (PLANCHE, Fortunio 1,

4.). And then let any man explain to me, if he can, how it hap-
pened etc. (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). There's many a bolder

lad 'ill woo me any summer day (TENNYS. p. 131.). "A gentleman
born . . "Who writes himself armigero; in any bill, warrant, quit-

tance, or obligation, armigero."
- "Ay that I do, and have done

any time these three hundred years." (SHAKSP., Merry W. 1, 1.)

Any girl, however inexperienced, knows how to accept an offer

(BiLw., Lady of L. 1, 1.). Any suspicions regarding his loyalty
were entirely done away (THACKERAY, Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 6.).

Hath any man seen him at the barber's (SHAKSP., Much Ado 3,

2.). Any commands, general? (BuLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.) If you
have any pity on me, don't mention my wife (!KVING, Sk. B. The

Wife). If any exceptions can be made, they are very few (JOHNS.,
Lives 1.). I will not allow any appeal to Mr. Osbaldistone (ScOTT,
R. Roy 8.). And now, without any further preface, we proceed to

our next chapter (FIELD., T. Jon. 4, 1.). It is not likely that Mil-

ton required any passage to be so much repeated as that his

daughter could learn it (JOHNSON, Lives 1.). As that young lady
never hesitated at taking the readiest means to gratify any wish

of the moment (Scorr, R. Roy 7.).

We find in former times about the same compass in the use of any. In

Old-English, among affirmative sentences, comparative sentences very fre-

quently present any; where it is in part superfluous, in part replaceable

by the indefinite article: So litht as y wes tho, And wilde as eny ro

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 121.). Myn neb that wes so bryht So

eny sterre lyht (I. 124.). As bright as any scarlet (P. PLOUGHM. p. 274.).

As rede as any gleede (p. 28.). Now ar we waxen blak as any coylle

(TowN. M. p. 4.). My hart is hevy as any lede (p. 162.). This Nicholas

sat stille as eny ston (CHAUC., C. T. 3472. cf. (TORRENT 1589.), see p. 195.
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Me made pis descriuing in pis lond, as wel As in any oper lond (R. OF GL.
I. 60). He lovede Cristene men more than any other nacioun (MAUNDEV.
p. 84.). That hoe shal lovien the mikel more Then ani mon in londe

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 9.). Me were levere then ani fe etc. (p. 11.) Mede
is y-maried Moore for hire goodes Than for any vertue or fairnesse, Or any
free kynde (P. PLOUGHM. p. 32.) Were moost pryvee with Mede Of any
men (ib.). Er they forther any foote went CHACC., C. T. 11489.) For any
wye or warde Wide opned the gates (p. 388.). Selde is any poore riche

But of rightful heritage (p. 291.). Siked ful ofte, That evere he hadde . .

maistrie over any man Mo than of hymselve (p. 293.). Whan ony man
dyethe in the contree, thei brennen his body (MAUNDKV. p. 170.). Wrath-
then the for ani dede Were me loth (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Halfsaxon:

Unnsejenndlice msere inoh pann anij wihht maft pennkenn (ORM. 1760.).

pe firrste mann patt sefre Bigann to fullhtnenn anij follc Forr anij sawle
bate (18229.) Sende sonde jeond al pan londen per he ceine [_eny modern

text] freond hsefde (LAJAM. II. 64.). Whaer swa heo funden (sine [eni mo-
dern text] mon at-wunden . . pa quenen lude lojen (II. 113.); inLajamon
we frequently find the forms ceine, ceie, aie instead of eny, eni. In

Anglosaxon ainfy more rarely stands in affirmative sentences, except in

comparative sentences : Soft pat gecyfreff manig . . pat pat geveorflfeflf.

pat peos vlitige gesceaft . . hreosaft to gadore, aer avaeged sie vorda cenig

(c. gen.) pe ic purh minne muff mefflan onginne (ANDR. 1435.). Heo aefre

tyrnff on botan us, sviftre ponne cenig mylnn-hveol (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 1.). pat . . ys mserre ponne cenig offer ping (Joe. 10, 29). To Babi-

lonja, pe pa veligre vas ponne cenig offer burh (Ofios. in Ettm. 7, 16.). The
modern language has manifestly exceeded the narrower domain in affirma-

tive sentences.

In interrogative, conditional and negative sentences, however, as well as

in dependent sentences referred to them, any has obtained a wide extension

from the earliest times. Old-Engl. : Gaf ye the chyld any thing? (Town.
M. p. 114.). If I may don any thing That the is lef, Thou mi}tt finden

me ful fre (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). And if ich mac other cone In eni wise

for the do, I shall strengthen me ther to (p. 6.). Ha loveth ful luitel hire

lif. An eni clerc of love hire bede, Bote hoe graunte (p. 11.). If I bidde

any bedes . . That I telle with my tonge Is two myle fro myn herte (P.
PLOCGHM. p. 10L). Mighte we with any wit His wille withstonde, We
mighte be lordes o lofte (p. 10.). Ne rede a lettre in any langage But in

Latyn (p. 317.). I were noght worthy . . To werien any clothes (p. 293.).

Halfsax. : What [who mod. text] iherden aeuere suggen . . pat seuere ceni

broder dude pus for offer? (LAJAM. I. 284.). pu ne mihht nohht borrjhenn
ben . . jiff patt tu currsesst anij mann (ORiw. 5048. cf. 11288. 13599.).
Nan ne beop . . patt mujhe wurrpenn hire lie In anij halijnesse (2567.
cf. 2349.), Anglosax. : Hafst pu cenig gedeorf? (THORPE, Anal. p. 103.)
Hvanon mag dnig man pas mid hlafum on pysum vestene gefyllan? (MARC.
8, 4.) He fragn, hvaffer hi cenig husel pser inne hafdon? (BEDA 4, 24.)

Gif pu sunu age . . oftffe on pissum folcum freond cenigne . . alsede of pysse
leodbyrig etc. (CAEDM. 2492.). pu ne recst be cenegum men (MARC. 12, 14.).

Ne ondrset pu pe ceniges pinges (APOLL. OP T. p. 22.). He ne gepafode pat

hig cenig ping spraacon (Luc. 4, 41.).

{3. Anif, standing alone, may take up a substantive notion retrospec-

tively.
I'll kick his brains out if he has any (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.).

The evil is done, if any (THACKER., Hist of H. Esm. 1, 8.).

Anglosax.: peah hit viff ealla sie eft gemenged veoruldges ceafta, peah
valdan ne mot, pat hit cenige eallunga fordo (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. 319.).
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7. Used substantively, it is frequently referred to persons.
If any, born at Ephesus, Be seen at Syracusian marts (SHAKSP.,

Com. of Err. 1, 1.). And that you slipp'd not With any, but with
us (Wint. T. 1, 2.). When ye stand praying, forgive, if ye have

aught against any (MARK 11, 25.).

Old-Engl.: ?yf eny ajen him was, hyld hym po stille (R. OF GL. II. 367.).
Halfsax.: He nollde nohht patt anij shollde dwellenn (ORM. 9937.). Jif^u
miht eni finde pat pe wole widf-stonde . . leie heom to grunde (LAJAM. I.

157. mod. text [aeine old text]. Anglosax. : Gif ic cenigne bereafode (Luc.
19, 8.). Hit is sviffe earfofre cenigum to peovjenne tvam hlafordum (BASIL.,
Advice 2.). Gif ge hvat agen cenige habbaff (MARC. 11, 25.).

The negative nvenig, opposed to (enig, still to be found in Halfsaxon as

nanii (ORM.), was early abandoned, and has entirely given place to none, no.

many, Anglosax. mdnig, manig, monig, mdneg, Goth, manags, Old-
Sax, manag, maneg, Old-Fr. menie, monich, Old-Highdutch manag,
Modern-Highdutch manch, Dan. mangen, Swed. mdngen, yet not an-

swering to the Old-norse mangi, nemo, nullus, that is, madr [mann]
and the negat. gi, appears in the singular as a collective pro-
noun, or as a notion to be taken distributively to denote an in-

definite, but not unimportant plurality, whereas in the plural it

comprehends the single individuals as such.

a. It stands with the singular with the indefinite article an, a im-
mediately accompanied by a substantive; a combination not

of itself necessary, the age of which has been pointed out at p. 184.

Many tolerates a strengthening determination, such as full and very
before it; the combination with too is vulgar. Comp. Lat. bene

multi, parum multi, minime mulli. Anglosax. sviffe manega. Old-

Engl. fal many (CnAuc., C. T. 3619. 16420.). Comparisons by
as, so many are self intelligible. Anglosax. svd, pus manige. The
combination with to is also in use: Sindan to monige pat (GREIN,

Ags. Poes. I. 211.). Gothic also had a comparative managiza.

Many a tract of palm and rice (TENNYSON p. 117.). The plain

song cuckoo gray, Whose note full many a man doth mark (SHAKSP.,
Mids. N. Dr. 3, 1.). He hath brought many captives home to Rome
(Jul. Gses. 3, 2

).
There many minstrales maken melody (SPENSER,

F. Qu. 1, 5, 3.). Many centuries have been numbered Since in

death the baron slumbered (LONGF. I. 235.). 'Twas well known
that very many officers . . were well affected towards the young
king (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 13.). In combination with

people, oscillating between a collective and a plural, we likewise

find many as a plural: To the prejudice of the characters of many
worthy and honest people (FiELD., T. Jon. 9, 1.). For the combi-

nation with too there is quoted: They are too many for us

(L'EsxRANGE in Webst. v.).

Older proofs for many a are given elsewhere; many in the singular is

long used without an article after it. Old-Engl. : Ich habbe i-loved the

moniker (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 4.). Ich have i-loved hire moni day (p. 7.).

Moni mon syngeth When he horn bringeth Is jonge wyf (WRIGHT A. HAL-

nw., Rel Ant. I. 112.). To gyve mani man his mede (P. PLOUGHM. p. 281.).

That wollen by-molen it many time (p. 273.). Sweriere, of meni word

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). I pisse wildernesse beodf monie uvele
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bestes (WRIGHT A. HALLIW
, Rel. Ant. I. 66.). Setin kinhis monie (I. 170.).

Mang wintres men lyveden (P. PLOUGHM. p 277.). Halfsax. : Manij mann
piss merrke shall wippstandenn (OEM. 7654.). Forr manij dajj (3075.).
Off mani-? pinj (3435.). Mani mann Wass off hiss come blipe (795.). I

pon castle weoren monie men (LAJAM. I. 28.). Anglosax : Geond/o/c monig
(AEDM. 233.). pa gyrnde hyre mania mcere man (APOLLON. OF T. p 1.).

He menig ping mid his mode pohte (S. GUTHLAC 2.)- Manige hdlige licha-

man . . arisen (MATH. 27, 52.). Hig brohton him manige deofol-seoce (8,

16.). parr vaeron manega vlf (27, 55.). Vas ateovod manegum mannum
(S. GUTHLAC 1.).

/3.
The substantive use of many in the plural with reference to

persons goes back to the most ancient times.

Straightway many were gathered together (MARK 2, 2.). A dra-

gon coming! . . How pleasant! Has he eaten many up? (PLANCHE,
Fortunio 1, 4.) A perilous practice many deem it (THACKER., Hist,

of H. Esna. 1 . 8.). Hence . . it will be concluded by many that

he lived like an honest man (FIELD., T. Jon. 1, 2.). I've fill'd

those cells with many traitors all (BcLW., Richel. 4, 2.).

Old-Engl : But by a fraynyng for than F<tileth ther manye (P. PLOUGHM.

p 452.). Halfsax. : Heo heom aefter foren and monie per fullun, & switfc

monie per fluwen (LAJAM. I. 237.). Anglosax.: Manega to gadere comon
(MARC. 2. 2 ). Manega he gebaelcle (3, 10.). pat manigum sceal geond
middangeard maere veord'an (ELEXE 1176.).

The Anglosaxon negative unmaneg, paucus, early disappears: Ymbe un-

manige dagos (S. GCTHLAC 2.).

On the other hand fela, multos, standing alongside of maneg, Goth. Jilu,

Old-norse Jiol in compounds perquam, fiold, multitude, Old-Hiphdiitch jilu,

Mod.-Highdutch viel, and occurring in Anglosaxon as an adjective, sub-

stantive and adverb, was long preserved in Old-Engl.: In wel fele theode

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 109.). For te teche fele shrewes (ib.).

Ase fele thede, ase fele thewes (ib). Mor of age By dayes fele (CHACC., C.

T. 8792.). By yeres long and fele (COURT OF L. 191 ). pis antierist has

had ful fele pat has til his servis ben lele (ASTICRIST 21.), In Halfsaxon

this word was of very frequent use: Fele jer (LAJAM. I. 6.). per weore

feondes te fele (I. 55.). Oferr fele kingess (ORM. S330.). This indeterminate

numeral was likewise often employed in Anglosaxon: Min heort gebad hearm-
edvti feala (Ps. 68, 21.). Sva fela sva untrumnessa and unclsene gastas
hafdon ^MARC. 3, 10) The distinction between fela and maneg would be

hard to specify. Both answer to the Gr. TTO). '$.

much, formerly mickle, Anglosax. micel, myeel, mucel, Goth, mikils,

Old-norse mikill, Old-Engl. mickle, mychel, muchel, micne, much, Old-

Highdutch mihil, Scottish mickle, muckle, mekyl. Comp. more* An-

glosax. mdra, mcera (md), Goth, maiza, Old-norse meiri, Old-Highdutch
mera, mero, mer, Middle-Highdutch mere, rner, me, Modern-Highdutch
mehr, whence mehrere, Old-Highdutch meriro, meroro, Middle-

Highdutch merer, merre, merre. Superl. most, Goth, moists, Old-norse

mestr, Old-, Middle- and Modern-Highdutch meist, answers in Go-
thic to the Greek /mey&q, Latin magmts, and rro'hjg, and denotes the

extensive or intensive fullness or strength.

In the positive it is only met with in the singular, and it may
nevertheless in many cases stand opposed to the plural many, -with

which it has of itself nothing in common.
An oath of mickle might (SHAKSP,, Henry V. 2, 1.). Other mickle
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blame (Com. of Err. 3, 1.). There was much grass in the place (JOHN
6, 10.). It bringeth forth much fruit (12, 24.). He had shut him-
self out from that world, till he had quite forgotten how much good
there was in it (KiNGSLKY, Two Y. ago 1, 10.). On this subject
there is, we think, much misapprehension (MACAUL., Essays III. 13.).

It seems' that the plural of much (mickle) was early abandoned by Old-

Engl.: Mikel wa sal were (ANTICRIST 74.). A mikel cheiyne (78.). pe mikel

pitt (79.). And leven al his michele kare (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 6.). For ful

muchele nede (ib ). Her ; havest thou, sone, mikel senne (p. 7.). Shal mychel
folk lawghe (P. PLOUGHM p. 456.). And that by muchel sleighte (p 401.).
To delve, And make a muche moot (p. 401.). Muche murthe is amonges riche

(p. 283.). Alle the myche tresour (MORTHE ARTHURS in Halliw. v. miche).
In Rob. of Gloucester we find plurals as in: muchel men = great men
(II. 685, Gloss.). Halfsax. : I mikell elde (ORM. 754.). Heo hefden muchele
drede (LxjAM. I. 88.), in the abbreviated form : Muche lond he him jef (I. 7.)

and in the plural: Muchele treowen laeiden on (III. 31.) Jilden he gon rere

mucle (III. 287.). Mid mucle wiaxen, mid longe saxen (III. 8 ) Off pa miccle

tacness (ORM. 9100.). In Anglosaxon, where the translation of the Bible often

substitutes mice! for the Gothic manags, both the plural and the singular are

of course in use: Fyligdon him micle manjo (MATH. 8, 1, cf. 8, 18. MARC. 4,

1. 9, 25. Luc. 5, 15.). Micel rip ys (MATH. 9, 37. Lcc. 10, 2). On paere
stove vas mycel gars (Jon. 1, 10.). Hyt bringO" mycelne vastm (12, 24.).

Myccle gestreon hafdc (S. GUTHLAC 1.). pa mycelan hvalas (BASIL., Hexam.

7.). Hig hafdon mycele hedfda (S GUTHLAC 5.) In general the notion of

jU^j'w?, magnus here suffices; yet the Anglosaxon renders the Gr. noUot by
the same word, even in the plural; Ve vorhton mycle myhta (MATH. 7, 22.),

as the Goth. Mahtins mikilos gatavidedun, Gr. dui>c<,u(is iioD.nt; ffioirifiKufv.
Much was sometimes used for many in former times in Mod.-Engl.: Thou

hast much goods laid up for many years (Lutce 12, 19.) The Modern lan-

guage, however, permits neither this nor the union with people: And Edom
came out against him with much people (NUMB. 20, 20.), although we may
here think of a collective notion.

The comparative and superlative, whose root mah is con-

tained in the positive micel, mikils, mihil, are used in the singular
and plural, and preserve in the singular the notion of extensive or

intensive fullness, although hardly with regard to a concrete indivi-

dual or an individualized abstract term, as they are referred in the

plural only to a numerical plurality in excess, not to the plurality
of individuals extensively or intensively important.

He's worth more sorrow (SHAKSP., Macb. 5, 7.). Has Csesar shed

more Roman blood
1

? (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.) There is more imagination
and more honest work in that picture than in any one in the room

(KINGSLEY, Two Y. ago 1, 9.). The more part knew not why they
were come together (Acis 19, 22.). I want more uncles here to

welcome me (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 3, 1.). More guests arrive (SHERID.

KNOWLES, Hunchb. 5, 2.).

It is hard for the modern linguistic consciousness in many cases

to decide whether more is to be regarded as an adverb or as an ad-

jective. English lexicographers take more, in union with determinate

and indeterminate numerals, for an adjective with the meaning of

additional. Comp.: Then, well one more (sc. suitor) may fair Bianca

have (SHAKSP., Taming 1, 2.). Charles desired the attendants to pull
aside the curtains, that he might have one more look at the day
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(MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 12.). There might be one more motive (BY-

RON, Don Juan 1, 177.). You must write twelve more tragedies (TAY-
LOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.). If he had a thousand more good qua-
lities (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 6.). The idle man lives not to himself,
with any more advantage than he lives to the world (2, 17.). She
avoided carefully any more tete-a-tete ivalks with him (KiNGSLEY, Two
Y. ago 2, 5.). I could tell you many more stories (FiELD., J. Andr.

2, 17.). You must save a few more poor creatures ere you die

(KINGSLEY, Two Y. ago 1, 14.). With these combinations is connected
other more: From me and other more Suitors (SiiAKSP., Taming 1, 2.).

These combined determinations are not distinguished syntactically
from their separation, as in: One thing more rests (SHAKSP., Taming
1, ].). Not that I have not several merits more (BYRON, D. Juan 1,

102.), or from the combination of the comparative with a pronoun
without any substantive immediately added, when the adjective more

may mostly appear as the substitute for, or as the bearer of the sub-

stantive notion: Hath she had any wore than one husband? (SHAKSP.,
Meas. for Meas. 2, 1

.) The leader and one more of the gang (Coop.,

Spy 22.). We'll see however, what they say to this . . And, if their

approbation we experience, Perhaps they '11 have some more about a

year hence (BYRON, D. Juan 1, 199.). Tell me ivhat more he says
(TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 1.). What more wouldst have me say?
(SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 1.) I resolved to see somewhat more
of my new friend (KIXGSLEY, Two Y. ago 2, 6.). The apprehension
of more as an adjective might be assumed, even where a reference

backward to a preceding substantive quantitatively determined takes

place: Some six years ago or more (CARL., Fred, the Gr. 5, 5.). For
three hours and more ( KINGSLEY, Two Y. ago 1, 7.). But with no-
tions of number, as well as with pronouns, more is perhaps to be re-

garded as originally an adverb (that is insuper, amplius}, Compare
for instance, the modern English expressions of like meaning: one
word more (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.) ,and one tcord further (3, 2.). The

way for the obscuration of the syntactical relation of more, and for

the close contact of the real adjective with the adverb, is already
paved by the mixture of the adjective form with the adverbial forms,
which is already remote. See below.

The adjective superlative, is found more frequently in the plu-
ral than in the singular: I had most need of blessing (SHAKSP., Macb.

2, 2.). The most part of the laud or the mountain (WEBST. v.).

Men's happiness or misery is most part of their own making (LOCKE
in Five Centuries. Tauchn. p. 279.). Most epic poets plunge in "me-
dias res" (BYR., Don Juan 1. 6.). This subject is to most readers,
not only insipid but positively distasteful (MACATI,.. Essays IV. 2.).

The adjective comparative appear* in
Old-English

in the forms more
and mo, the latter whereof answers to the old adverbial form Anglosaxon nut,

alongside whereof the neuter mitre stands as an adverb, as me runs parallel
to in as an advert) in lliddle-Highdutch. In the singular we find

the comparatives in the meanings of /jttuov and nif/oir, which touch one
another so closely that they are not always to be separated, in the plural
the meaning of Tz/a'orfc, in wrhich the original adverbial form m is especially
found. Old-En?!.: [tat Stonhyngel ys yclepiul, no more wonder nys (R. OF GL.
I. 7.). Now is ther v//<r her on xirthe mon- than of londe (WRIGHT, Pop.

Miitzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. jy
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Treat, p. 137.). The more partye of the bed of Seynt Stevene (MAUNDEV.

p. 90 ). Inde the ]asse and the more (p. 4.). Let us go forth withouten

more spec-he (CHAUC., C. T. 6602.). The man that is of pris He haveth frendes
mo (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 171.). Deyntees mo than ben in my
knowing (10615.). Mo divelis than herte may th'ynke (p. 187. I.). Ever the

more flesshly kynredes that ben in helle, the more cursynge, the more chy-

dynges, and the more deedly hate ther is among hem (p. 188. I.). Halfsax. :

Mare inoh Annd werrse pin (ORM. 7394.). OS mare mahht (10724.). Haueden
heo pa mcere ceie (LAJAM. I. 235.). Annd get he haffde suness ma. Even in

Anglosaxon the adverbial md is occasionally made equal to mara: pat mare

leoht, pat is seo sunne (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 2.). Se hafCT mdran synne

(Joe. 19. 11.). Sva hattra sumor sva mara punor and liget on geare (WRIGHT,

Pop. Treat, p. 19.). pat vas ma craft, ponne hit eordrbuenff ealle cuffan

(CYNEVULF, Crist 421. Grein). Synd sva peah ma heofonan (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 2.), where heofonan may certainly be the genitive. We hardly meet
with the plural in the sense of /ue(oi>ts from the most ancient times.

more and mo stand in combination with numerals and pronouns, when
the observation presents itself that mo is added chiefly to plural forms, so

that more and mo seem to have been distinguished, in such a combination,
as inflective forms of the adjective. Withouten one more rehercyng (MAUN-
DEV. p. 314.). And many mo othere (P. PLOUGHM. p. 34.). Monie mo wheol-

pes (WRIGHT A. HALLIW, Rel. Ant. I. 66.). Not oo word spak he more
than was neede (CHACC., C. T. 306.). mo frequently stands in combination

with other: My wele is went to wo, And so beth other mo (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 120.). He yaf Adam and Eve And othere mo blisse (P.

PLOUGHM. p 399.), even separated by the substantive: And other murthes mo
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 119.). Her father and other knyghttes mo
(TORRENT 43.). In Anglosaxon the form md, which is perhaps to be regarded
as a genuine adverb, stands after numerals: ^Efre byfr an dag and an niht

md on pam feorffan geare (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 12.). If one compare the

Middle-Highdutch mere, mer, me in similar combinations, the conception of

the corresponding English forms as adverbs, even with such pronouns as what,

gains one more support: Nune haben wir niemen mere, der uns tiirre raten

(IwEis 149.). Duron zwei herze und durch dekeinez me (WALTH. v. D. Vo-
GBLW. 51, 12.). Ir geliche was deheiniu me

1

(NIBELUNG. 325,^2.).
Swer mer

dar mite si, der msere ich niene weiz (1441, 2.). Wes si da mere pflagen, deon

kan ich niht gesagen (1261, 1.). In English the frequent attachment of this

comparative to the determinative preceding a substantive has favoured the

conception of the adverb as such. The Old-English mo has moreover extended

into Modern-English: Being perhaps . . two and thirty, a pip mo (SHAKSP.,

Taming 1, 2. cf. Much Ado 2, 3.).

More, referred back to a substantive quantitatively determined is found

in Old-English both in this and in the other form mo : penne per bep in Wa-
lis pre [sc. bischopriches] wipoute more (R. OF GL. I. 4.). 500 myle and
more (MACSDEV. p. 27.). Fourti myle uprijt and eke mo (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

&134.).
Bi a thousend jer and mo (ib.). Sexti knyjtes and jit mo (Ms. in

ALLIW. v. mo). Here, however, the substantive or adverbial mure, md, Middle-

Highdutch mere, me is likewise in its place. Anglosax.: Is nu vorn sceacen

tva hund 6We ma geteled rime (ELENE 632.). Middle-Highdutch: Si reit dri

mile oder me (!WEIN 115.). How, moreover, from the oldest times the employ-
ment of the substantive, of the adjective and of the adverb run parallel, is

shewn by the following passage. Modern-Engl. : What went ye out for to see?

A prophet? Yea, I say unto you, and much more than a prophet (!UKE 7,

26.). Gr. : IltQiaaoitpov TtQocpjiov. Anglosax.: He ys mara ponne vitega.

Goth.: Jah mats praufetu.
The adjective superlative most answered to the Gr. /ufyisos and nlusoe,

yet the modern language has abandoned the reference of it, in the former
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meaning, to concrete individual existences, so far as they excel in their class.

The older language does not know this restriction for a long time.

Old-Engl.: pe strongest mon Sf pe meste pat hym pojte in eny lond (R.
OF GL. I. 15.)- pa mast king of alle (ANTICRIST 274.). The moste fynger of

myn hande (Ms. in HALLIW. v.). In pe centre of Canterbury mest plente
of fyssh ys (R. OF GL. I. 6.). They sleepen . . The moste part (CHACC., C.
T. 10674.). In al his wele and his moste pride (897.). Of studie tooke he
most cure and heede (305.). Mest chase aboute Salesbury of wylde bestes

ywys, At London schippes mest (R. OF GL. I. 6.). Who that moost maistries
kan (P. PLOCGHM. p. 411.). Halfsax. : patt wass . . pe maste ping (ORM. 2866.).

pe maste lufe he shaewepp pser (5328.). Ich hatte Mauric pe mceste of his

childeren (LAJAM. II. 57.) [the eldest?], pat wes pat pridde mceste uiht (III.

95.). Cloten haefde mest riht to ajen pas ricbe (I. 173.). Mid harmen pan
mesten (I. 175.). Anglosax. : Drihten is on Sion, dema se mcesta (Ps. 98, 2.).

ponne we us gemittatT on pam mcestan ddge (GREIN, Ags. Poes. I. 198. cf.

195.). Se mcesta dcel pas heriges lag hilde gesaeged on pam sigevonge (JU-
DITH 293. Grein). pa heo ahte mceste pearfe hylde pas hehstan deman (3.).
Mcest gestreon hafde (S. GCTHLAC 1.). Nales fore lytlum . . ac fore pain mcestan

mdgenearfeSum (CYNEVCLF, Crist. 953. Grein). In the plural nltisoi is here

commonly expressed by the subst. mcest with the genitive.

much, more, most, as original neuter forms of the adjective, fre-

quently occur used substantively.
Unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required

(LuKE 12, 48.). The children of Israel . . gathered some more, some
less (ExOD. 16, 17.). Old Jacob Marley, tell me more (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). But more of this in a subsequent chapter (ScoTT,
Waverl. 2.). They ask no more than simple Nature gives (THOMSON,
Wint.). He to whom he forgave most (LuKE 7, 43.). A covetous
man makes the most of what he has, and can get (L'EsTRANGE in

"Webst. v. mosf).

The comparative or superlative is more rarely used of persons,
without a reference backwards or a support by a following partitive
substantive notion.

Look, sir! here are more of us (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.). The most

may err as greatly as the few (DRYDEN).
We may assume a substantive use of these forms where they are to be

thought as subjects or objects of a verbal notion, although, even here, a dif-

ferent conception may in individual cases take place.
The neuter more is customary in the meaning nltlov. Old-Engl.: Ic

mot ju telle more (WRIGHT,, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). Of some hath more other
lasse [p. 138.). Halfsax.: Itt iss mare pann iuoh (ORM. 10722.). Auglosax.:
Se pe he mare forgeaf (Luc. 7, 43.). Seo lyft . . ponne mare aberan ne mag,
ponne fealff hit adune to rene alysed (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 18.). Thus
also ma stands as a substantive: Ve mil sprecaft (Ps. 125, 2.). The neuter
substantive most is equally old. Old-Engl,: Ho so haveth of urthe mest

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). Halfsax.: patt Goddspellwrihhte patt mast
wrat onn hiss Goddspellboc Off Cristess Goddcundnesse (ORM. 5881.). Anglo-
saxon commonly in the meaning of plurimum with the genitive : Se pissum
herige mcest hearma gefremede (AXDR. 1199).

mo, Tiitiovis, is often used of persons in Old-Engl.: Wei mo thider

goth, ic wene, }e mo than such tene (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). I may
say, and so may mo (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 197.). In Anglosaxon
it seems rather to be regarded as the neuter substantive, which is usually fol-

lowed by a genitive: Ma vifa ponne an (LEGO. JJ/THELR. IV. 12.). The su-

perlative is often found in the meaning of [ifyisoi, of persons. Old-Engl.:

17*
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The grete giftes to the most and leste (CHAUC., C. T. 2200.). A kynges feste

Hath plente, to the lest and to the meste (10614.). moeste is not used sub-

stantively in Anglasaxon in the meaning of plurimi.

each, Anglosax. celc, [or die? see GREIN Gloss. I. 56.], Old-High-
dutch eogatih, Middle-Highdutch jegelich. jeglich, Old-Fries, ellik, elk,

Holl. elk, Old-Engl. ylk, ech, uch, Halfsax. ilc, celc, alch, elche, ceche

and every, which representing each generalized by ever, Anglosaxon
cefre, Halfsax. ceuer, celc, euereche, Scottish everilk, everich are discus-

sed Vol. I. p. 311.

The generalization by ever gives to the notion not so much an

energetic reference to the totality to be thought at the same time,

belonging in itself to each, but it renders prominent the idea of the

individual of the totality, which is met with with always or every-
where. Hence with each the idea of each individual, as such, comes
to the front, whereas with every that of the frequentative, indistin-

guishable individual comes under consideration. The Anglosaxon celc

contains in its element [cev, ce, d, semper] the notion of ever, and ever,

which has recently been added, might have rendered more sensuous

that idea when it had fallen into the background. Each and ever

in the modern language may be in some measure compared with the

Latin quisque and quivis, quicunque. They touch each other and sepa-
rate in a similar manner. In Anglosaxon celc serves both for quisque
and quivis.

*. As to the adjective combinations of both compare also: Take each

man's censure (SnAKSP., Haml. 1, 3). Swear his thought over By
each particular star in heaven (Wint. Tale 1, 2.). In all the bloom-

ing prime Of vernal genius, where disclosing fast Each active worth,
each manly virtue lay (THOMSON, Winter). Let each rapture, dear

to Nature, flee (Tn. CAMPBELL, Pleas, of Hope 2.). Over which
amusement he spent many hours in each day and night (THACKER.,
Hist of H. Esm. 3, 9.).

Every godfather can give a name (SnAKSP., Love's L. L. 1, 1.).

Every gentleman goes to the army (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2,

7.). Every thing good comes from France (3, 5.). A plaything for

every profligate (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2, 1.). The prayers of

priests and people were every moment interrupted by their sobs

(CARL.. Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 1.). He had lost every vestige of self-con-

trol (WARREN, Diary 1, 9.). He has every great and generous qua-
lity (THACKER,, Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 12.). Cease, every joy, to glim-
mer on my mind (Tn. CAMPBELL, Pleas, of Hope 2.). Every is

even not far removed from any: The weakness of their wall, which

every earthquake might overthrow (GOLDSM., Citizen of the world,
Lett. 25.).

Every, like the Lat. quisque, is often combined with the sub-

stantive determined by an ordinal numeral: Every third word
a lie (SHAKSP., II Henry IV, 3, 2.). To my Milan, where Every
third thought shall be my grave (Temp. 5, L). He was at her
bedside every other day (WARREN, Diary). For its combination with
a substantive determined by a possessive pronoun see p. 221.

Every is also added' to cardinal numbers denoting a sum of

units : These same whoreson devils do the gods great harm in their

women, for in every ten that they make, the devils mar nine
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(SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 5. 2.). Every twenty paces gives you the

prospect of some villa, and every four hours that of a large town

(MONTAGUE, Lett.). Every is here like an, a, this, that, when ad-

ded to plurals, which may be regarded as collective notions. In
the passage: Single I'll resolve you . . of every These happened ac-

cidents (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.) a blending of every accident and
these accidents takes place.

In the older language each and every, the latter more rarely, also com-
bine with the article an, a, without any observable difference from the

simple pronouns. See p. 184.

Old-Engl. : Elch man havetJ' to fere on engel of hevene (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 131.). like man knowes hit welle and fyne (Ms. in HAL-
LIW. v. ilk). Engelond ys a wel god lond, ich wene of eche lond best (R.

OF GL. I. 1.). Of thuse four elementz ech quik best y-maked is (WRIGHT,
Pop Treat p. 135.). That he dronke at ech dych (P. PLODGHM. p. 426.).

Uch yigelot wol loure (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 154.). Than uch man byswyke
me (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 114.). Halfsax. : lllc mann shollde

cumenn ham (ORM. 3538.). JElcJie monne heo dude riht (LAJAM. I. 106.).

Elche untutle heo talden vnwuriJe (II. 614.), Eche barunes sone (I. 227.)

[aelcches b, sune older text].

Old-Engl.: Everiches monnes dom to his oge dure cherried (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 172.) [Everuyches monnes dom to his owere dure
churreth. Ms. Coll. Jes. Oxon. 1, 29. f. 262. sq ]. Nou hath prude the

pris in everuche plawe (WRIGHT, Polit S. p. 153,). Peasse I bid everyeich

wight (Tow.\ M. p. 216.). Every poore that pacient is (P. PLOCGHM. p. 288.).

Ye schulde nought etc of every tree in Paradys (CHAUC., C. T. p, 191. 1.).

Every is found combined with an ordinal numeral: At every thridde

pas, that thei gon fro here hows, thei knelen (MAUNDKV. p. 174.). Halfsax.:

jEuer alcne godne mon he affelede mid gode (LA}AM. I. 119.). jEuer celc

god cniht slsen ceuere adun riht (III. 64.) [Everech g. en. slea euere adun
riht modern text]. Wenden to pen walle on ceuer alchere halue (I. 251.)

[on euereche halue modern text]. The frequentative meaning of ever results

from these instances; in Anglosaxon I have not observed the combination
with (efre: Nu he eov celce adg onet toveard (^ELFR. METRA 27, 8. Grein).
JElce gedre bydf orf acenned (BASIL., Hexam. 12 ). On celcum lichaman

synd pas feover ping (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 17.), ^Elc god treo birff

gode vastmas (MATH. 7, 17.) [Modern-English every good tree]. ^Elc vis

mon scyle avinnan etc. (BOETH. 40, 3.). ^Elc ping hafo" anginn (BASIL.,
Hexam. 13.). Ha?leude alee (idle, and celce untrumnysse (MARC. 9, 35. cf.

Luc. 3, 5,).

A subsequent form iwhilc, often found in Orm, answers to the Anglo-
Saxon reghvilc, in general of the same meaning, from which tele could not
have proceeded : All wass itt filledd iwhillc dcel (1722.). Iwhillc mann (3288.).

Inn iwhillc unnclcennesse (3983.). Anglosax.: peah . . him mon erigan

scyle teghvelce dag acera piisend (^ELFR. METRA 14, 5. Grein). Comp. An-

glosaxon (eghvcer
= everywhere, Halfsaxon efjhwcer (ORM,). aiiwer, eower,

ihu-cer, iu-hcer, iwcere (LA}AM.) The form everiwhar is ancient (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.).

)3.
each is familiar, referred back to a substantive, whereas every
cannot dispense with support from one, also occurring with each.

See one p. 240.

The love of change . . Genius and temper, and desire of rest,

Discordant motices. in one centre meet, And each inclines its votr'y
to retreat (Ccnvp. p. 143.). Boys are at best but pretty buds un-
blown . . Each dreams that each is just what he appears, But learns
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his error in maturer years (p. 317.). Miss Herbert lost both her

father and mother . . and was solemnly committed by each to the

care of her uncle (WARREN, Diary 1, 9.). The two ladies went
down on their knees before the Prince, who graciously gave a hand
to each (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 9.). Such a reference back-
wards lies also in each other: The armies were in presence of each

other (2, 14.). The shrine and its divinity, were worthy of each

other (WARREN, Diary 1, 9.); see p. 186.

Old-Engl. : Thre leodes . . That oon dooth, alle dooth, And ech dooth bi

his one (P. PLODGHM. p. 341.). Al det mon oper wummon wilneff more

pen heo mei gnedeliche leden hire lif bi, everich efter det heo is, al is

giscunge (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 68.). Anglosax. : Vas pas Jobes

fader gog eac sva he: Saturnus pone sundbuende heton haletJa beam. Haf-
don pa maegfra celcne after offrum for ecne god (^ELFR. METRA 26, 47.

Grein).

y. Without support by a preceding substantive notion or the apposi-
tive relation to a pronoun, as well as when it is not referred to a

following partitive notion, each, where it stands absolutely, comes
but little under consideration as an independent notion used sub-

stantively. The reference to a totality, at least indicated, is almost

always present; where each appears, every is not adapted in mo-
dern times.

All join to guard what each desires to gain (POPE, Essay on M.

3, 278.). The whole house becomes hypocritical, and each lies to

his neighbour (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 1, 11.). Did you mark
the shot I fired into each as he sheered off? (TAYLOR A. READE,
Masks 2, 1.).

In ancient times everich seems chiefly to appear isolated in the meaning
of every generalized; comp. Flem. Holl. elk: pet is riht religiun, pet ever-

ich efter his stat,- boruwe et tisse vrakele worlde so lutel so heo ever mai

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant I 68): else the more general notion is peri-

phrased by eehe man, wight, echone, Halfsax. : Hike mann, illc an and the

like. But compare also: Old-Engl.: Crist seith, that uche that doth his

fadur wille is his brother, suster, and modur (WRIGHT A, HALLIW., Rel. Ant.

I. 38.). Halfsax.: Weox pet folk & wel ipaih: for celc hefde his iwillen

(LAJAM. I. 84. sq.). Anglosax.: peer viis celcum genog fram dages orde drync
sona gearu (ANDREAS 1534.).

either, Anglosax. ceghvdffer, ceg&er, dffer, compare Old-Highdutch
eogahuedar, iogahuedar, Modern-Highdutch ieweder and iedeweder, iet-

weder, whose element hvaffer Goth, wapar, answers to the Lat. uter,

Old-Engl. aither, other, either, Halfsax. ejher, owper, is opposed to nei-

ther, Anglosax. ndvffer, naffer, nov&er, no&er, that is ne dvffer = d-hvd-

&er, Halfsax. nowper, neoffer, nouffer, no&er, Old-English and dialect,

also nawder, like the Lat. uterque to neuter
;
see Vol. I. p. 312. The

transition of the meaning of either, uterque, into that of alteruter, one
of two, is prepared by the isolated idea of the individual in the

duality, so that the latter meaning, or even that of each of a mul-
titude, is erroneously regarded by grammarians and lexicographers
as that originally justified. On the other hand the interchange of

either with each is rendered possible, although in each the reference

to duality is absent, as in on either side and on each side. In the

latter duality is only the supposition occasioned by the substantive.
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.. Instances of the combination of both with a substantive are: I

. . will, to save the blood on either side, Try fortune with him in

a single fight (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 1.). On either hand The
lawns and meadow-ledges midway down Hung rich in flowers

(TENNYS. p. 98.). The chief officers of either army were present
(THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 14.). The transition into the mean-

ing of alteruter is made by passages like : An equivocator that could
swear in both the scales against either scale (SHAKSP., Macb. 2, 3.),
with which compare : He . . would offer it to either family that

would bribe him best (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 14.). The
reference to one and every one of several generally, which
Webster's Dictionary (Lond. 1864) places at the head of the signi-

fications, is shewn in sentences of the following kind: Here are
ten oranges; take either orange of the whole number (ib. v.).
Neither side was impatient to come to action (MACAUL., Hist, of

E. II. 168.). Both pronouns are singular.

Harrison expresses the opinion that either is misused for each: Engl.
Langu. Lond. 1848 p. 228: Either gives simply an alternative; as "Place
them on either side": that is on one side or the other, but not on both,
whilst each signifies both taken distributely; as "Place them on each side"

that is on both sides apart. The meaning alteruter is however only the

derivative one, although this transition is ancient. Old-Engl.: And if so

falle, a cheventen be take On eyther side, or elles sle his make, No lenger
schal the turneynge laste (CHAUC., C. T. 2557.). Halfsax.: Forrpi wenndenn
pejj full wel patt owwperr off pa twejjenn Off daepe wsere risenn upp (ORM.
10344.). Anglosax. : Ne eagena (hafadf) cegiSer tvega (GaEix, Ags. Poes. II.

387.). The meaning uterque is, moreover, predominant. Old-Engl.: That
schal be ordeyned on eyther side (2555.). The heles atte buttokes, the kneon
in aither eye (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 139.). Halfsax : Till e^jper kinn onn

eorpe, Till weppmann annd till wifmannkinn (ORM. 3057.). Twa tuness wae-

renn . . Annd purrh pe name off e^jperr tun Iss herrsummnesse tacnedd

(10584. sq.). Off ejiperr hoc, Off palde annd off pe newe (15158.). Anglo-
sax. : Seo sunne ne cymfr him nsefre to, ac at-sent on ceg&re healfe at pam
sunnstedum (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 13.). On dffre hand (OROS. 1, 14.).

The reference to each among several objects is likewise early met with,
in spite of the original reference to duality. Anglosax.: Cynebalde men
from pam holmclife hafelan baeron, earfotJlice heora ceghvaffriim felamodigra
(BEOV. 1634. Grein). Comp. Middle-Highdutch : Behender garziine gnuoc,
der ietweder truoc driu sper ode zwei (!WEIN 260). Modern-Lowdutch : jed-
weder, jedwederen = unusquisque. The negative neither presents no syn-
tactical variety. Halfsax : Nowwperr mahht Off pise twe^enn mahhtess
Niss god inoh (ORM. 10902.). Anglosax.: God hine ne neadode on ndtfre

heal/e, ac let hine habban his agene eyre (BASIL, Hexarn. 15.).

|3.
either and neither stand absolutely only when supported by given
substantive notions.

The people of Paris are much fonder of strangers that have mo-

ney, than of those that have u-it. As I could not boast of either,

I was no great favourite (GOLDSM., Vic. 20.). Here where thou

droop'st lies France! I am very feeble of little use it seems
to either now (BfLW., Richel. 4, 2.). On both sides store of blood
is lost, Nor much success can either boast (Scoxr, Lady of the L.

6, 6.). There's Oxenstein, there's Arnheim neither knows What
he should think of your procrastinations (CoLER., Pice. 1, 10.).
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Ermond and Castlewood looked at each other at this compliment^
neither liking the sound of it (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 9.).

Old-Engl. : pe emperour & pe ping to grete love drowe, And eyper to

oper bytwene hem jiftes jeue ynowe (R. OF GL. I. 59.). Buxomnesse and
boost Am evere more at werre, And either hateth oother (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 287.). Tak ever/erne . . and tak mynt, of ayther y-lik mekell (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Kel. Ant I. 54.). Nis the gist siker of the kusebonde, ne noffer

of offer (I. ISO.). Gone shefe, oone, and this makes two Bot naicder of

thise may I forgo (TOWN. M. p. 12). Halfsax. : Judisskenn mann and hce-

penn mann puss birrp pe lufenn bape, patt ej->f>err turrne hitnm towarrd
Crist (ORM. 5036.). Twejjenn burrjhess waerenu pa . . Annd ejjperr . .

Wass Beppleaem jehatenn (6982. sq.). Till owwperr, Till Sune, ne till Ha-
lij Gast (7449.). He wass sennd To spellenn annd to fullhtnenn JEr pann
pe Laferrd Jesu Crist Bigann owwperr to donne (9349.), that is spell annd
fnlluhht. Anglosax. : Ne biff paer cengam godum gnorn atyved ne angum
yflum vel: ac peer aghvaffer anfealde gevyrht andveard vigeff (CTNEVI-LF,
Crist 1576. Grein).

Halfsax. : Sone heo (sc. Galerne <fe Brien) gunen to-delen, for nauere neo-

ffer nalde . . pat pe king hit wiste (LAJAM III. 238,). Similar references

backwards have not occurred to me in Anglosaxon, the neuter in regard to

two sentences is contained in the following instances: Me ndvffer deag,

secge ne svige (CYNEVULF, Crist 189. Grein).

other, Anglosax. offer, Old-Sax, othar, dthar, Old-Fries, other, Old-
norse annar, Old-Highdutch andar, Modern-Highdutch ander, see Vol.

I. p. 313. The original ordinal number for duality, which, going

early beyond this notion, united the meaning of alius with that of

alter, and was used even in Goth, for the Gr. (Wrspog, repo; and j&X0$,
has been discussed p. 186. 213. with regard to its reminiscence of

the notion of the ordinal number, which is even still present, as well

as with respect to its combination with the article.

. It is either attached immediately to the substantive:

Perhaps thou art no more mad than other people (THACKERAY,
Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 2.). I can offer no other alternative (TAYLOR
A. READE, Masks 2, 1.).

Old-Engl.: Masons and mynours, And many othere craftes (p. 14.). Ma-

nye other dyverse contrees (MAUNDEV. p. 313.) By prayeres, and by con-

fessioun, and other goode werkes (CHAOC., C. T. p. 192. II.). Halfsax.: He
isaeh his inuchelne lure, & nom him o'Serne cure (LAJAM. II. 44. sq.). An-

glosax.: pa he uteode of paere dura, pa geseah hine offer vyln (MATH. 26,

71.). Mid him \aeron gelaedde tvegen offre manfulle (Luc. 23, 32.).

P. Or it stands referred back to a substantive notion.

Each day still better other's happiness (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.).

My cousin's a fool, and thou art another (Much Ado 3, 4.). Now
in one part and now in another (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2 ). Good

wordly reasons may, doubtless, be given for the circumstance, which
it would be difficult to combat with others that might seem merely
fanciful (IRVING, Sk. B. Roscoe). His orders crush all others! (BuLW.,
Richel. 5, 1.).

Old-Engl.: Though we killen the cat Yet sholde ther come another (P.
PLOCGIIM. p. 12 ). Wan lond after oper (R. OF GL. I. 44.). No inon . .

Schal not supplante othur (HALLIW., Freemas. 204.) Eche day, Holy-day
and oot/ier (P. PLOUGHM. p. 101.). Alle theise han manye articles of oure

feythe, and to othere thei ben varyaunt (MAUNDEV. p. 122.). Halfsax.: pe
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king hefde senne brotier, neafde he nenne offer (LAJAM. I. 24 ). Wa wurffe

a pon broker pe bi-swikeff pene offer (I. 190.). Itt was haefedd kinedom
Abufenn opre unnfaewe (ORM. 9175.). Anglosax. : ponne big eov ehtaff on

pysse byrig, fleotf on dffre (MATH. 10, 23.).

7. Other is used substantively of persons.
But charity not feign 'd intends alone Another's good theirs

centres in their own (Cowp. p. 108.). No other but such a one as

he can serve the army (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.). Some other give me
thanks for kindness (SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 4, 3.). Many spread
their garments in the way; and others cut down branches off the

trees (MARK 11, 8.). What others felt was slight to what the lovers

appeared to endure (GOLDSM., Vic. 2.). If he is trimming, others

are true (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 11.).

Old-Engl. : Ofpuuchunge of opres god (WRIGHT A. HALLNV., Rel. Ant. I.

67.). Seynt Luke the Evaungelist was disciple of Seynt Poul for to lerne

phisik; and many othere (MAUNDEV. p. 124.). Clothed hem in copes, To
ben knowen from othere (P. PLOUGHM p. 4.). Halfsax.: pa shollde an operr
comenn forp (ORM. 10410.) Bruttes to wude haelden, pe offere after wen-
den (LAJA.M. III. 61.). Anglosax.: Eart pu pe to cumenne eart? hvafrer he
s
re ofires sculou onbidan? (Luc. 7, 19.). paer vas mycel manigeo manfulra
and offerra, pe mid him sseton (Luc. 6, 29.). pa betveox dffre com paer

pas foresprecenan vraccan Affelbaldes gefera (S. GUTHLAC 16.).

& The indeterminate pronoun other often stands in the plural with
the expression of a totality, if one or several individuals com-
prised under it are distinguished from the rest, and as it were

separated from them.

Happy is Rome of all earth's other states (BEN JONS,, Poetast.

5, ].). Of others all, moste cause haue we to mone (GASCOYGNE,
Jocasta 1, 1,). This gambol thou advisest Is, of all others, the un-
wisest (BuTL., Hud. 3, 3, 517.). We choose this time, because it

is a time, of all others, when Want is keenly felt, and Abundance

rejoices (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.).

The pronoun here appears pleonastically with the totality of individuals,
the moment of the exclusion of one or of several being at the same time

present to the speaker. The form of expression is ancient. Old-Engl.: The

serpent, that was most wily of alle other bestis that God hadde makid

(CHAUC., C T. p. 191. I.). Halfsax.: Galoes wes feirest of alle pan offren

(LAJAM. I. 115.). Compare also: Old-Engl.: Tho ben grete ymages . . And
amonges theise othere, ther is a gret ymage, more than any of the othere

(MAUNDEV. p 173.). I have not met with any such expression in Anglo-
saxon. The similar Latin expression is well known : Per Diviaticum, quod
ex aliis ei maximam fidem habebat (CAES. B G. 1, 41.).

such, Anglosax. svylc, Goth, svdleiks, Old-Highdutch solih, Middle-

Highdutch solich, solch, which in Old-English runs through a series

of forms as suilfc, swylk, swich, swech, selk, such, as well as swilc,

swulc, swlc, sulche, soch in Halfsaxon, is to be so far distinguished
from the form slyke, slik, occurring in Northern dialects, and which
is of exactly the same meaning, as the latter points immediately to

the Old-norse sttkr, Swed. slik, Dan. slig. By its origin (sva-leiks
=

so like) such supposes the reference to an object sensuously present
or already characterized, or to be determined by a succeeding de-

pendent sentence, although only as to its effect, the so (sva) con-
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tained in it not denying its demonstrative nature. For that reason
it may in some measure represent the demonstrative pronoun, when
it expresses rather the variety of the object than its mere exhibition.

*. In its immediate combination with the substantive it also

takes the article an, a, in the singular, which has made great en-

croachments from early times, so that it has now become of the
most frequent use with generic names and with substantives assi-

milated to these. See p. 184.

But there is no such man (SHAKSP., Much Ado 2, 1.). But such

conduct, though it did not please, was yet sufficiently safe (JOHNS.,
Lives 1.). Harry fell on him with such rage that the other boy . .

had by far the worst of the assault (TRACKER., Hist, of H. Esm.

1, 7.). A man of such perfection, as we do in our quality much
want (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 4, 1.). I do remember one, with
such a merry laugh and bright eye (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1,

1.). In such a France as this (CARL., Fr. Revol. 2, 1, 2.). Such
histories as these do, in reality, very much resemble a newspaper
(FiELD., T. Jon. 2, 1.). Such scenes, such men destroy the public
weal (BYRON, Engl. Bards p. 324.). A thousand such hillocks lay
round about (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 13.).

Old-Engl.: Me sijhth nojt such thing (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.) Such

gualite nath no man to beo lechour other schrewe, That ne mai him witie

ther ajen (p. 133.). Swich richesse saugh I nevere (P. PLOCGHM. p. 29.).

Swich good as God yow sent Goodliche parteth (p. 25. sq.). A such wille,

as je ysep, brojte pis lond to gronde (R. OF GL. I. 59.). War to liveth

selke a wrecche? (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.). Somme chosen chafl'are . .

Swiche mm thryveth (P. PLOUGHM. p. 3.) pe grett kaisers and pe kinges,
And alle suilk laverdinges (ANTICRIST 143.). The form slyke, slike is pre-
sented by (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 31., TOWN. M. p 26. 59 281. Griste . .

dyed for thame on slyke a tree To brynge thame owte of my poste (Ms. in

HALLIW. v.). Here also belongs the form ill: Bot alle sli thinges wroght wit

art, sothfastnes sal ha na part (ANTICRIST 173). Halfsax. : Swillc lif

iss all pwerrt ut dsed Fra weorelldshipess lusstess (ORM. 1632.). He makede
ane riche burh . . swlc were-him puhte swifte muri (LAJAM. I. 119.). To
swuche forewarde fon ich hit wulle (I. 231.) [to pis f. modern text]. Swulc
lac him brohte pat leof him wes to habben (III. 67.). Seal arisen swilc a
sune (LAJAM. II. 368.). Swillkc menn Sopfasst meocnesse folljhenn (ORM.

1636.). Anglosax.: God, pe sealde svylcne anveald inanaum (MATH. 9, 8.)-

py ic vundrige for hvy hi gilpan svelces anvealdes (BOETH. 29, 1.). Ne
magon na svilce men makjan vununge pam clsengeornan Gode (BASIL(, Ad-
monit. 7.). Manegutn svylcum bigspellum he spra to hym (MARC. 4, 33.).

Such is combined with an adjective determination before a

substantive, when the demonstrative element of the pronoun often

seems designed to render prominent not so much the substantive

united with the adjective as the adjective.
I never saw such noble fury in so poor a thing (SHAKSP., Cymb.

5, 5.). What wisdom is this which is given unto him, that even

such might// works are wrought by his hands? (MARK 6, 2.) The
life of Milton has been already written in so many forms, and with

such minute inquiry, that I might perhaps more properly hare con-

tented myself etc. (JOHNS., Lives 1.). Such sudden and violent re-

venge would not have been thought strange in Scotland (MACAUL.,
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Hist, of E. II. 145.). The possessor of such rare and valuable works

(IRVING, Columb. Pref.). Therewith stands the determination of

the adjective by so, which meets it immediately: Did you ever hear
so conceited, ignorant a wretch? (FIELD., The Temple Beau 1, 2.)
The vicinity of so remarkable a people early began to produce an
effect on the public mind of England (MACALL , Hist, of E. I. 12.).

Such has a substantive, already determined by an adjective, in the rela-

tion of inordination ; the emphasis which may here be laid upon the ad-

jective, awakens in part the semblance that such is to contain only its de-

termination. Comp. moreover such with an article following it: On such a
bitter night (DICKENS. Christm. Car. 1.). It is readily intelligible that, ob-

jectively considered, the effect of such may agree with that of so. Modern-

Highdutch : Solch guter Mann
;
solch ein guter Mann and so ein guter Mann,

wherein the German goes indeed so far as to substitute so generally for

solch : solch ein Mann and so ein Mann. The combination of such with
substantives adjectively determined was also to be formerly met with. Old-

Engl. : Ys my fader ybrojt in such deolful cos? (R. OF GL. I. 35.) Suche

glaryng eyghen hadde he as an hare (CHAUC., C. T. 686.). Suelie foule

venymouse bestes (MAUNDEV. p. 61.); beside: With swich an esy manere (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 307.), Unto such a worthi man as he (CHAUC., C. T. 243.)
and He is so foule a thing (AMIS. A. AMIL. 1593.). Nowher so besy a man
as he ther nas (CHAUC., C. T. 323.). So noble a man so valiant lord and

knyght (SKELTON I. 7.). Halfsax. : Himm reowepp patt he nohht ne maft
Swillc halt? bisne shaewenn, Alls himm hiss herrte berepp to (OfiM. 5588.),

comp. : jho wass swa bifundenn wif patt }ho ne mihhte taemenn (129.). In

Anglosaxon the combination of sv'ylc with substantives attributively deter-

mined is not familiar: the immediate determination of the adjective by svd
is frequent: Hvig eart pu . . svd yedrefedes modes? (APOLLON. OF T. p. 2.)

Hva vas selre sva dirstiges modes ? (ib.). Nis nine vuht pe ma?ge off^e ville

svd hedgum gode viScvaedan (BOETH. 35, 4.).

The addition of another to such, sometimes, especially in former

times, makes other appear pleonastic.

I must use you in such another trick (SHAKSP., Temp. 4, 1.).

such another sleep, that I might see But such another man (Ant.
a. Cleop. 5, 2.). Such another chance may not present itself for

months again (THACKEK., Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 10.).

Old-Engl. : Sweche another noyse herd I never er (Cov. MYST. p. 395.).

Ye neuer dwelte in suche an other place (SKELTON I. 38.). "Have ye ke-

pyd me none other Blyssyng . .?" "Sick an other have I none (Town.
M. p. 43.). In the most ancient language we find. Anglosax. : offer svylc,
aliud tale, Old-norse: annat slikt (ATLAKVIDA 6.).

Such also combines with like, a pleonasm, in which an element

already contained in such, which has become unrecognisable through
the elision of It before ch, is repeated.

And even with such like valour, men hang and drown Their proper
selves (SHAKSP., Temp. 8, 3.). For such like need . . Norharn can

find you guides enow (Scoxx, Marm. 1, 19.). For such like petty

crimes as these (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 4, 1.). Many other such

like things (MARK 7, 8.). What on earth has Nero, Or any such

like sovereign buffoons, To do with the transactions of my hero

(BYR., D. Juan 3, 110.).

I have not observed this composition in olden times, although similar is
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found even in Goth.: Jah anpar galeik svaleikata manag taujip (MARK. 7,

8.), in Anglosax. : Manega offre pyllice ping ge doff. An elliptical or sub-

stantive such-like, in the meaning of alia hoc genus, is popular, for which

such, standing alone in a like sense, occurs in dialects : A keeper complained
that all sorts of "varmins" infested his woods" pole-cats, wizzles, stoats and
such (SxERNBERG, Dial, of Northamptonsh. p. 109.). Comp, Old-Engl. : Be-

neficis, and dignites, prelacyes, ana suche other (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 41.). Halfsax.: All patt wass unnclene deor, Off horrs, off swillke

(ORM. 7809.). This and such becomes in part an insignificant addition,
which may be compared with and so (see p. 115.) comp. I won't stay here

haggling all day and such (Leicestersh.).

The reduplication such and (or) such is frequent, by which an
indeterminable or differently determinable person or thing is de-

noted.

No man or woman ever once in all his life inquired the way to

such and such a place (DICKENS, Chrfstm. Car.
1.). That the monks

were of such and such genus, such and such a number (CARL., Past

a. Pres. 2, 2.). And, if still free, that such or such a lover Might
please perhaps, a virtuous wife can quell Such thoughts (BYRON,
D. Juan 1, 78.).

The analogy with the Fr. tel et tel is obvious, yet the repetition at least

is genuinely Germanic. Halfsax.: All pere lac wass swillc annd swillc

(ORM. 1006.). Annd seggesst swillc anna swillc wass pu (1512.). All

swillc annd swillc comm Sannt Johan To shaewenn (9381.). Forr swillc

annd swillc wass Drihhtin lap Saducewisshe leode 9749.). Anglosax. : Be
svilcum and be svilcum pu miht angitan pot se craft pas lichoman biff on

pam mode (BOETH. 38, 1.). This form certainly diverges frequently from
the present one, so far as a demonstrative reference to what precedes is

contained in it. The French form may therefore not be without influence.

Compare moreover the repetition of so p. 115.).

]3. Such, referred backwards, readily leans upon a preceding sub-

stantive notion.

On such a stool immortal Alfred sat . . And such in ancient

halls and mansions drear May still be seen (Cowp. p. 163.). You
are our elder brother as such we view you (TRACKER., Hist, of

H. Esm. 3, 4.). Adulation ever follows the ambitious; for such alone

receive most pleasure from flattery (GoLDSM , Vic. 3.).

Old-Engl.: Here is hunger, and purst, elde, unhale, flit, and win, ece, and

smertinge, sorinesse, werinesse, and offre wowe muchel. Of swilch mai gri-
sen men pe ani god cunnen (WRIGHT A. MALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 130.). My
gyrdille gay and purs of silk and cote away thou shalle, Whils I am we-
rere of swylke, the longere mercy may I calle (Town. M. p. 292.). pan
sal par rise in pat siquar A soru, sxilk was never ar (ANTICRIST 205.).

Halfsax. : He somenede fcerd, swulc nes naeuere eaer on erde (LAJAM. I 177.).

In these last cases suilk, swulc may be taken relatively; see the Adjective
sentence. Anglosax. ; Lsetaff pa lytlingas to me cuman . . svylcera ys Go-
des rice (Lcc. 18, 16,) Goth.: Dnte pize svaleikaize ist piudangardi gups
(ib.).

7. Such, used substantively, is referred to persons in the plu-

ral, whose constitution or character is previously indicated in a

general way, (without a preceding substantives serving for its sup-

port) but is mostly more particularly denoted by a modal sentence
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introduced by as; the place of which was formerly often taken by
an adjective sentence.

Receive him therefore in the Lord with all gladness; and hold
such in reputation (Phil. 2, 29.) [rovg TOLOVTOVS]. No little part Of
such as have been consuls (BEN JONS., Sejanus 1, 1.). In at this

gate none pass The vigilance here placed, but such as come Well
known from Heav'n (MiLT., P. L. 4, 579.). Such as I are free in,

spirit when our limbs are chained (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 16.). Prin-

cipal sentences with an adjective sentence following, as: The merit
of such whose modesty otherwise would have suppressed it (ADDIS.)
are at present censured. See the Adjective Sentence.

Old-Engl.: It were ayeins kynde . . That any creature sholde koime al,

Except Crist oone: Ayein swiche Salomon speketh (P. PLOUGHM. p. 297.).
And seide to swiche that suffre wolde, That patientes vincunt (p. 311).
Ozias seith for swiche That sike ben and feble (p. 327.). Halfsax. : Alle

pa patt lofenn Godd . . swillke sindene Cristess follc Annd Cristess Kine-
riche Annd Crist shall rixlenn ajj occ ajj Inn heoffness serd i swillke (ORM.
2251 2264.). Anglpsaxon instances are wanting; comp. however the Goth, :

Andnimaip nu ma in fraujin mip allai fahedai jah pans svaleikans sverans

habaip (PHIL. 2, 29.). Compare too the Adjective Sentence.
The substantive use of the neuter is not foreign to the older language.

Old-Engl.: After pat inon souit als suyich sal he mourn (WRIGHT A. HAL-
LFW. Rel. Ant. I. 172.). pe godmen sal suilk se be wroght, pai sal be stu-

diand in pair thoght Queper pat he be crist or nai (ANTICRIST 181.). Half-

sax. : All swillc annd swillc comm Sannt Johan To shaewenn (ORM. 9381.).

Anglosax : Offer svilc (Exoo. 7, 11.).

all, Anglosax. eall, eal, al, Goth, alls, Old-norse allr, Old-High-
dutch al, Old-Fries, al, ol (see Vol. 1. p. 311.), in general answers to

the Gr.
710,0,, although it chiefly retains the idea of totality, as of the

wholeness or allness of the individual object or of a collective

notion, and of the totality of individuals, whereas the discrete or

distributive conception (omnis, quisque) of the singular, falls more
into the background.
*. In combination with substantive notions, to which pronouns

used substantively are also attached, so far as they can be regarded
as the bearers of the substantive in the attributive relation, the

treatment of the singular is to be distinguished from that of the

plural.
In the singular, if no other determinative is added to the sub-

stantive, the idea of the totality of the object, taken as a unit, also

gives place to the discrete conception of it, so that the meaning
of every, each may in some cases be substituted for all.

Through all Athens (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 1, 2.). All Paris
knows it (BuLW., Richel. 5, 1.). Through all Scotland, near and
far (ScoTT, Alarm. 1, 20.). All France is eligible (CARL., Fr. Re-
vol. 3, 1, 1.). I have sat here all day (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas.

4, 1.). It had not been light all day (DICKENS, Christin. Car. 1.).

All night long he did not cease to talk (THACKER., Hist, of H.
Esni. 1, 12.). I have not had a wink of sleep all night (BouR-
CICAULT, Lond. Assur. 1.). By what melancholy magic have

they lost all power to amuse the least exacting class of readers?

(KAVANAGH, Fr. Women of Litt. 3.). All search as yet, in vain
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for Mauprat (BuLw., Richel. 4, 1.). Flow'r of all hue (MiLT., P.
L. 4, 256.). For Justice All place a temple, and all season, sum-
mer! (ib.) In thee all passion becomes passionless (TENNYS. p. 82.).
In the cases last cited, the meaning quilibet comes forth, most

readily with generic names, whereas abstract terms, which do not
well admit a plural, do not in the same manner require this discri-

mination of the total compass of the notion, and of its isolation,

thought at the same time.

If another determinative, especially the definite article, a

demonstrative or a possessive pronoun, is added to the substantive

notion, the comprehension of the whole or of allness is still more

estranged by those very determinations of a distributive conception
of them.

All the story of this night told over (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 5, 1.).

The sov'reignity of all the world (BEN JONS., Sejanus 2, 1.). I

have missed him all the morning (BuLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.). We
will sing to you all the day (TENNYS. p. 44.). Thou, to me, ex-

cept a father's name, Hast all the father been (SHERID. KNOWLES,
Hunchb. 5, 2.). All this letter . . was mere idle talk (THACKER.,
Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 8.). Tiberius borrows all His little light from
us (BEN JONS., Sejanus 2, 1.). Three Earls came against him with
all their train (Scoix, Harold 1, 3.). The demonstrative pronoun
following all appears as a substantive : You told her all this (TAY-
LOR A. READE, Masks 2, 1.).

All, accompanying the plural, with or without another deter-

minative, comprehends the individuals in a totality.
A word that all men love (SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 4, 3.). She is

jealous, all women are (THACKER.. Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 7.). Esmond
laughed at all widows, all wives, all women (2, 5.). Happy is Rome
of all earth's other states (BEN JONS., Poetaster 5, 1.). That home-
felt joy all other joys excelling (ROGERS, Hum. Life). Are all these

things perceived in me? (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 2, 1.) I may tell

all my bones (Ps. 22, 17.). I have used up all my common excuses

on his duns (BouRCicAUi/r, Lond. Assur. 1.).

Although the affinity of all, the use of which is of the widest extent
in the Germanic language, to the Gr. oAo? is not to be proved, it yet seems

certain, that the more concrete idea of geometrical completeness or whole-
ness preceded the more abstract one of arithmetical totality. The former
also chiefly pervades the singular. Here too all deviates from ntis (quilibet)
used without the article, in modern times , and even in Anglosax. in some

measure, since an Anglosaxon celc is frequently substituded for this na^
which is often rendered in Goth, by alls: Luc. 3, 5. 6. 4, 4. 37. 5, 17.

JOH. 5, 25. In the more ancient language the categories above cited are

moreover repeated.
Thus in ths Singular. Old-Engl. : pe kyng of Westsex hadde po al Wilt-

schire (R. OF GL. I. 5.). Al Soupsex he hadde also (ib.). Al Engelond
to wynne (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 11.). Of alle Asye the lesse (MACNDEV. p. 8.).

Al day to drynken At diverse tavernes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 33.). To all sturn-

hede he drou (E. OF GL. II. 369.). pe gospelle and al hali writt He sal

fordo (ANTICEIST 17.). He sal do rise alle maumentri (19.). Of ulle maner
o craftes ille, Of alle falshed pai sal him fille (I. 29.). Halfsax. : He wass
all daij Unnclene anan till efenn (ORM. 1104.). To brukenn alle blisse
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(656.). Godd forrwerrpepp All modijlejte, and gredijlejcc, Annd irre, annd

gluterrnesse (3993.). Anglosax. : Hine geond ealle eoriSan sohton (APOLLON.
OF T. p. ?.) On ealle Judea (Lcc. 7, 17.). ponne smeaff min tunge . .

ealne dag pin lof (Ps. 34, 26.). Ic vas ealne dag eac gesvungen (72, 11.).

pa heah-sacerdas sohton, and eall gepeaht, tale ongean pone Haelend (MARC.
14, 55.). Eall folc us haenff (20, 6.). VeartF eal here sona burhvarena
blind (CAEDM. 2484.). pone geocend pe us eall god syle& (AZARIAS 88.

Grein).

Old-Engl. : She bryngeth . . al the comune in care (P. PLOCGHM. p. 52.).

He bigan to spelle tille alle pe chiualrie (LANGT. I. 2.). Al that cite he
wolde brenne (Ans. 2703.). Al Mike while (CHACC,. C. T. p. 196. II.).

For al his grete wounde (P. PLOCGHM. p. 375.). Halfsax.: All pe bisscopp
wass paer hidd, Annd lokenn paer wippinnenn (ORM. 1754.). pe strengeste
of al pe tune (LAJAM. I. 258.). Al pat land heo makeden west (II. 16,).

Mid alien his streng&e (I. 29.). Mid alle heore mihte (II. 28.). Anglosax.:
Eall seo mdnigeo hym to com (MARC. 2, 1 3.). pa eall pat folc vas geful-
lod (Lcc. 3, 21.). Eall peos voruld (CAEDM. 601.) and so forth. An all

also often combines with the demonstrative pronoun used substantively.

Old-Engl.: All this suffred oure Lord (CHACC., C. T. p. 189. II.). Anglo-
sax.: Eall pys ic heold of minre geogufre (18, 21.). Syle eall pat pu hafst,

and syle eall pat pearfum (18, 22.). Sometimes we meet the combination
with the indefinite article. Old-Engi.: It not onely pervertith oon man but
al a puple (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 51.).

Likewise in the plural. Old-Engl.: "Wit and wisdom, The welle of alle

crqftes (P. PLOCGHM. p. 296.). Alle kingrikes pat Rome wat under (Aim-
CRIST 257.). Alle pe hordes par ar hid (195.). I fond there freres Alle

the foure ordres (P. PLOCGHM. p. 4.). Alle hire lif daies (p. 52.). In al

his afers (ANTICRIST 132.). Halfsax.: Hsefedd off alle preostess (ORM. 632.).

Al pa Frensce leaden (LA}AM. I. 207.). Alle pe prestess (ORM. 482.). An-

glosax.: Atyvde him ealle ricu eorffan ymbehvyrftes (Lcc. 4, 5.). Va eov

ponne eov ealle men bletsjaff (6, 26.). Beforan ansyne ealra folca (2, 31.).

pu effest miht ealra loeca (Acs. POES. II. 280. Grein). Geheold ealle pas
vord (Lcc. 2, 19.). py las. ve arlease ealra pinra mildsa purh feondscipe
fremde veoriTan (Acs. POES. II. 286.). Ofer eoll hyra nehheburas (Lcc. 1,

65.).

In the attributive relation in the narrower sense, in -which the

determinations of the substantive notion coalesce with the latter

into a unity of accent, all stands at the front and tolerates no ar-

ticle before it. The all immediately following the substantive,
which does not take away the attributive relation, and takes only
the acute accent, else belonging to the substantive, when it can be

preceded by any other determination, is not foreign to the language,

although it has become more rare in prose. Where all follows the

substantive, it stands either alone or with a further determination,
and all receives, with a noun or an adverb after it, either an appo-
sitive or an adverbial character, so that the syntactical discrimina-

tion of the indeterminate pronoun all and of the adverb of like

sound is in many cases rendered more difficult.

Before the beards of the warders all (Scoix, L. Minstr. 3, 11.).
And startled forth the loarriors all (3, 26.). A flower all gold

(TENNYS. p. 39.). Like the stone That sheds a lustre all its own

(ROGERS, Hum. Life). The fourscore windows all alight (TENNYS.
p. 24.).

all often follows the verb, whereby it is separated from its sub-
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stantive notion; even here the relation is obscured, if all meets
with an adjective or participle whose adverbial determination it

may constitute : And now the world is all before her (ROGERS, Jac-

queline 1.). Where the guests stood all aside (Scon, Mann. 1, 12.).
The rest are all more stupid one thau another (R. Roy). His strong
helm, of mighty cost, was all with burnish'd gold einboss'd (Marm.
1, 6.).

A prepositive all also appears separated by the verb from a sub-

stantive following it, when it is joined to the latter in an attribu-

tive relation.

The sound . . did all confound her sense (TENNYSON p. 1 2.). All
in the blue unclouded weather Thick-jeweWd shone the saddle-leather

(p. 69.).
We mention these partly doubtful cases, because they remind us of an

ancient warranted use of the pronoun. We reserve the combination of all

with personal pronouns for the discussion of the appositive relation The

postpositive all is not unfamiliar to in ancient times. Old-Engl : Quar es

pe rote of ivels alle (ASTICRIST 110.). pe maumentri pair temples alle

(365.). Over godds alle (300.). Wei they warden gatis alle (Aus. 2667.).

Was thou not farist of angels alle? (Towx. M. p. 4.). Halfsax.: Uss birrp
nu biforenn Godd Offrenn pa lakess alle Rihht o patt wise (ORM. 1010.).
In Anglosaxon this position is frequent: Verod eall seras (CAEDM. 3029.).

pat folc eall ofslogon (SAX. CHR. 921.). pat corn eal forbarndou (894.).

pat scip eall tobarst (APOLL. OF T. p. 11.). Apollonius geferan ealle for-

vardon (ib.). pa forleton his leorning-cnihtas ealle hine (.MARC. 14, 50.).

Further combinations of all in such a case, which may pass as appositive,
are not wanting. Old-Engl. : With toures and pynacles alle of gold (MAUS-
DEV. p. 312.). Anglosax.: Her lift ure ealdor eall forhedven (BYRHTSOTH
314. Grein).
The all separated by a verb from a preceding substantive is likewise

ancient. Old-Engl.: pe kyng Cadwaladre pis lond had alle lorn (LAXGT. I.

1.). Halfsax.; Whannse patt presteflocc . . pewwdedd haffdenn all (ORM.

547.). Annd talde lajhess presteflocc Comm all off pa twa prestess (489.).

Anglosax.: Feorhedceno cynn, pa pe flod vecceff geond hronrade, inc hyratr
eall (CAEDM. 204.). The combination with adjectives is common. Old-

Engl. : The chirche . . is bothe gret and fair, and alle fulle of grete simul-

acres (MACNDEV. p. 173.). This chirche is fulle richely wroughte, and alle

overgylt withinne (ib.). Anglosax : pencefif pat his vise velhvam pince eal

unforcutf (Acs. POES. I. 211. Grein). Since eal is also used adverbially in

Anglosaxon, the separation of the pronoun and of the adverb is not always
certain here. The separation of the prepositive eal by other parts of the

sentence from the substantive to which it may be referred is not uncom-
mon in Anglosaxon: Eal vas pat mearcland mortfre bevunden (ANDREAS
19.). Ic eall gebar vraSe vrohtas geond verpeode (Juliana 506.). Halfsax.:

Alle ich habbe pine casks [castles] swiffe wd bitaeht (LAJAM. II. 136.).

j3.
All also stands by itself, with a reference backwards to one or

several preceding substantives: Beyond the Batavians . . dwelt the

great Frisian family . . The Zuyder Zee and the Dollart . . did

not then interpose boundaries between kindred tribes. All formed

a homogeneous nation of pure German origin (MOTLEY, Dutch Re-

publ. 1, 2.).

Old-Engl.; The seveue artz and alle (P. PLOUGH.M. p. 212.). Thanne be-

reth the crop kynde fruyt And clennest of alle (p. 334.). Anglosax.: Ne
hafu ic in heafde hvite loccas . . ne ic breaga ne bnina brucan moste, ac

me bescyrede scyppend eallum (Acs. POES. II. 390. Grein).
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y. All has been used substantively from the most ancient times,
and used in the plural of persons, the singular as a neuter,
like the German Alles (n&v rtcivraC).

In a few cases the distinc-

tion of the plural from the singular, so far as alles may also com-

prise persons, is not possible.

Death is certain to all, all shall die (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 3,

2.). To all that need (Ant. a. Cleop. 5, 2.). What few can learn,

and all suppose they know (Cowp. p. 112.). It looked as all within

were blest (ROGERS, Jacqueline 1.). All is one with her (SHAKSP.,

Merry W. 2, 2.). On all that blooms below, or shines above

(Cowp. p. 78.). Cleveland . . listened in silence to all the father

had to say (BuLw., Maltrav. 1, 12.). All grows and dies, each

by its own wondrous laws (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 2, 1.).
When I

am gone, all is over with me (FIELD., T. Jon. 12, 3.). But one
word I can explain all (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 1, 2.). Nor
was this all (WARREN, Now a. Then 1.). Saddest of all, her name
has remained as a by-word with a posterity that has never cared

to read her (KAVANAGH, Fr. Worn, of Lett. 2.). Here also belongs:

Laughing all she can (TENNYS. p. 5.), where the intransitive oper-
ates transitively. The neuter tolerates possessives with it: A man
can but give his best and his all (THACKER., Hist, of E. Esm. 2,

15.). The neuter all may also be found in the comprehension of

a series of substantive notions, or of the climax towards totality:
I am ready to renounce credit character wife all for you
(TAYLOR A READE, Masks 1, 2.). Friends, glory, France, all reft

from me (BuLw.. Richel. 4, 2.).

Instances of the personified in the plural are, in Old-Engl.: To thee and
to alle that schulyn be saved (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 41.). Alle

pat he cristen finds pare . . He sal pam sla (ANTICRIST 134.). To alle that

liveth (P. PLOUGHM. p. 275.). So welle as hym that alle shalle deme
(Town. M. p. 3.). Halfsax. : Alle pe weren at pisse reade biluuede peos
runen (LAJAM. I. 17.). Muchele luue heold witF alle pat jirnden his griff

(II. 4 ). Anglosax. -. Se cynge silf and ealle pe par andvearde va>ron (APOL-
LON OF T. 17.). Se pe of heofone com se ys ofer ealle (Jon. 3, 31.). Ealle

vundredon (MARC, 2, 12.). Instances of the neuter used substantively.

Old-Engl. Heaven and erth and alle that is (TOWN. M. p. 2) Alle is in

my sight (p. 1.). It were ayeins kynde . .That any creature sholde konne
al (P. PLOUGHM. p. 297.). Halfsax.: Forr all patt aefre onn erpe iss ned
. . all leechepp hemm Goddspelles halljhe lare (ORM. Ded. 121.). Anglosax.:

Syle call pat pu hafst (Luc. 18, 22.). Daelde eall put heo ahte (MARC. 5,

26.). Eall he his leorning-cnithum asundron rehte (4, 34.). Me is miht
ofer eall geseald (ANDR. 1434.). In Gothic the neuter plural is also em-

ployed in the Greek fashion, like Jidvm, T nnvm; for ex. Luc. 2, 20. 3,
20. Jon. 17, 7. and often.

Other words, such as sundry, certain, several, different, divers,

which may be regarded as adjective indeterminate pronouns, are not

distinguished, in their syntactical relations, from other adjectives.
Those properly denoting a variety or separation are often added, espe-

cially in former times, to other indeterminate pronouns or numerals,
and may be considered in part as pleonastic, in part as emphasizing
the separation.

Each several paper (SiiAKSP., Two Gentlem. 1, 2.). Every several

MUt/ner, engl. Gr. II. 2 ]g
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lineament (Rom. a. Jul. 1, 3.). Many several ways (Henry V. 1, 2.).

A hundred several times (Two Gentlem. 4, 4.). Two several powers
(Coriol. 4, 6.) and the like.

Compare Old-Engl. : Of many a dyverse greovus poynt (MAUNDEV. p. 314.).

Amonges so many a dyverse folk (ib.). Many other dyverse contrees (p. 313.).

Chefe o pers, mani other alsua divers (ANTICRIST 113). I have hym sent

Of many bestes sere present (TowN. M. p. 47.), cf: Romaunces many and
sere (Ms in Halliw. v. sere). Old-Fr. seivre for ex. seivrer, sevrer, separare.

To the indeterminate pronouns may also be referred the inter-

rogative relative, and generalizing pronouns compounded with ever, so

far as they appear adjectively. They are treated of in the doctrine of

the concessive sentence. Among them the postpositive whatever
often appears as a determinative, also appearing outside of the con-

cessive sentence: There being no room for any physical discovery
whatever (WHATELY, Logic). No allusion whatever (BYRON, Lett.).

Whatever is, in point of fact, used elliptically in such a case. Al-

though this, as well as other similar forms, stands adjectively with

the substantive in the concessive sentence: I hoped that whatever

wine he drank was neat (BYRON, Lett.), the very postposition sepa-
rates whatever from the relation with its substantive to the verb of

the predicate, and requires of itself a completion by a verb and a

subject, although it thus approaches the Latin quicunque, Fr. quel-

conque.
This employment of the generalizing pronoun belongs to modern times.

Repetition and Non-repetition of Indeterminate
Pronouns.

If the same adjective indeterminate pronoun gives the de-

termination to more than one substantive, its non-repetition, especially
in the copulative and disjunctive relation, is very common. The re-

petition of the polysyllabic, or, at least, heavier forms, where the

stricter separation of the notions, their opposition, or the emphatic
prominence of the identical determination is not intended, seems rather

ill-sounding. The non-repetition in an asyndetic connection is a mat-
ter of course. Plural forms, on the other hand, favour the compre-
hension of the substantives under an indeterminate pronoun.

Give me some wine and powder for my teeth (BEN JONS., Cati-

lina 2, 1.). Some ruined temple or fallen monument (ROGERS, It. Na-

ples.). From many an inland town and haven large (TENNYS. p. 102.).

Many a prayer and pater-noster (LONGF. I. 234.). Many hours in

each day and night (THACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 3, 9.). In every

lineament, branch, shape, and form (SiiAKSP., Much Ado 5, 1.). Be
death your theme in ev'ry place and hour (YOUNG, N. Th. 5, 730.).
If you have any pity, grace, or manners (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 3,

2.). In every word and action (KINGSLEY, Two Years ago 1, 1.).

Beauty and glory enough (ib.). I have been writing . . unto all the

tribes And centuries (BEN JONS., Catilina 2, 1.). In all the command-
ments and ordinances of the Lord (LUKE 1, 6.). The humble sphere
of all her joys and sorrows (ROGERS, Jacqueline 1.). Some few offi-
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cers and members of Parliament had been invited (THACKER., Hist,

of H. Esm. 3, 12.) and the like. Therewith stand such repetitions
as: Healing every sickness and every disease (MATTH. 9, 35.). At home
the friend Of every worth and every splendid art (THOMSON, Autumn),
especially with members asyndetically connected: Such scenes, such

men destroy the public weal (BYRON p. 324.). I have no urns, no

dusty monuments, No broken images of ancestors (BEN JONS., Catilina

3, 1.). Edmond laughed at all widows, all wives, all women (THACKER.,
Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 5.).

01-Engl. : Every man and womman and child (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 38.). Such a lord and light (P. PLOUGHM. p. 385.). For any wye or

warde (p. 388.). God over alle thinges and remes (MAUNDEV. p. 35.), along
with: Moni a pound and moni a marke (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). Such cla-

mour And such pursuyte (CHAUC., C. T. 6471.). That sechen every lond and

every streem (6449.). Even Anglosaxon comprises several substantives in a
similar manner under one indeterminate pronoun: JElc munt and beorh byff

genyfferod (Luc. 3, 5 ), Gangende on eallum hys bebodum and rihtvisnessum

(MATH. 9, 35.); yet repetition is familiar to it: Hselende mice ddle, and celce

untrumnysse (MATH. 9, 35.). It is even found even where various qualities
are added to the same object: pa sat sum eald and turn aefestig ealdorman

(APOLLON OF T. p. 14.).

Indeterminate Pronouns in the partitive Relation.

Indeterminate pronouns, so far as they are terms for a continuous

or a discrete quantity, may appear as partitive determinations of a whole,
or of a total number. Thus they appear in the partitive relation to

a totality, from which the part denoted by it is to be separated

mentally. The modern language subjoins the totality to them with

the preposition of, by which the genitive, originally in use here, is

periphrased. It is remarkable that the expression for totality, all,

is assimilated to the rest of the indeterminate pronouns, to which
both presents an analogy among numerals, so far as the total number
does not exceed duality. All is treated thus in combination with
fundamental numbers.
a. The syntactical combination of these pronouns with the plural

of a substantive or of a pronoun, or with a collective name in

the singular, is first to be considered. With the exception of none

the pronouns may here appear in the shape which they have as

adjective determinations; but some of them, such as any, each,

every, may combine with one, which has been especially favoured

with every in modern times. Several, certain, divers, and the like,

also share the quality of indeterminate pronouns in such a relation.

With a plural after them, the pronouns are to be thought as de-

cidedly agreeing in gender with the substantive; with a collective

after them, the idea of the individuals comprised thereunder de-

cides the gender. If the pronouns are considered in all these cases

as used substantively, this is right with regard to their syntactical

effect; they however retain their dependent nature by only receiv-

ing their definite relation and meaning by a substantive or pronoun
syntactically combined with them. They are therefore in a certain

18*
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measure in the same case as the prououns referring backwards,
used absolutely.

One, cited as an indeterminate pronoun, hardly belongs to this

series, although it does not always bring out with particular em-

phasis the idea of unity in opposition to plurality: He had one of
the best appetites in the world (FIELD., T. Jou. 4, 10.). And a
smile not one of your unmeaning wooden grins (DICKENS, Pickw.

2, 19.).
As to the rest of the indeterminates, comp.: They understood

none of these things (LuKE 18, 34.) [ou^sv rouriwi/]. None of the

women who have written during the last two centuries received

more honours (KAVANAGH, Fr. Worn, of Lett. 2.). Of Scotland's

stubborn barons none would march to southern wars (Scoxr, L.

Minstr. 4, 8.). None of them said anything to his vindication (MAC-
AUL., Hist, of E. II. 55.). I have . . Some of my mistress' marks

upon my shoulders (SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 1, L). Some of Mr.
Eoscoe's townsmen may regard him merely as a man of business

(IRVING, Sk. B. Roscoe). Some of them did us no great honour

(GOLDSM., Vic. 1.). This good man few of you deserve that

title (SHAKSP., Henry VIII. 5, 2.). Few of them ordinarily can
stand that title (TRACKER., Hist, of H. Esm. 2, 4.). After any of
these interviews between her lovers, of which there were several,
she usually retired to solitude (GOLDSM., Vic. 17.). I suppose you
think yourself more handsomer than any of us (FIELD., T. Jon. 4,

9.). When any one of our relations was found to be a person of

a very bad character (GOLDSM., Vic. 1.). Many of their works,

also, undergo a kind of metempsychosis (!RVING, Sk. B. The art

of Book-Making). I was obliged to become poetical in many of

my motives (LEWES, G. II. 6.). To each of you one fair (SHAKSP.,
All's Well 2, 31). Each of the combatants (FIELD., T. Jon. 4, 8.).

To each one of you (SHAKSP., Tit. Andron. 3, 1.). I may be

negligent, foolish, and fearful; In every one of these no man is free

(Wint. Tale 1, 2.). Every one of its ten volumes (KAVANAGH, Fr.

Worn, of Lett. 2.). Every one of them wore chains (DICKENS,
Christm. Car. 1.). Though I shall not perhaps be able absolutely
to acquit him of either of these charges (FIELD., T. Jon. 4, 6.). For
either of these particulars no authority is given (JOHNS., Lives I.

Dryden). Neither of us spoke (BuLw.). Among such of the French
as were poor enough to be merry (GoLDSM., Vic. 20.). Certain of
the scribes (MATTH. 9, 3. cf. MARK 2, 6. 11, 5. LUKE 7, 2.).

Divers of them came from far (MARK 8, 3.). There are several of
the minor poems of Milton on which we would willingly make a

few remarks (MACAUL., Essays I. 17.). All of us hold this for true

(BuTL., Hud. 2, 2, 255.). There was a visible embarrassment of

all four of us (WARREN, Diary 1, 9.).

Instances of -the combination of pronouns with collectives are:

Every of this happy number, That have endur'd shrewd days and

nights with us (SHAKSP., AS You Like It. 5, 4.). Some of the crew

(IRVING, Sk. B. The Voyage) and the like.

In Old English the genitive of pronouns in long found beside the peri-

phrasis with of in these cases: Now is there non of the cdlyffeez (MAUKDEV.
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p. 44.)- None of the sevene synnes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 287.). Som of us hym
never saw (Town. M. p, 186.). Hwar ase eni of peos was offer is (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.). Thus he dothe . . when he will have ony of
hem (MAUNDEV. p. 39.). Fals or Favel, Or any of hise feeris (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 39.). Of fees and robes had he many oon (CHACC., C. T. p. 319.).

Many of hire houres Arn doon un-devoutliche (p. 7.). To manye of my
bretheren (p. 393.), Fek of you (p. 314.). Eche of them (CHAUC., C. T.

39.)- Ech of us (1134.). Won of you (TowN. M. p. 319.). Everyche of
hem hath be jere the mountance of 6 score floreynes (MAUSDEV. p. 38.).

It behovethe, that every of hem holde 3 hors and a cameylle (ib.). Everich

of thise foure (CHAUC., C. T. p. 189. II.). Wolden everych of hem eten

other (p. 188. I.). Everich of hem (GAMELYN 119.). The armes . . Of
either of tho theves (P. PLOUGHM. p. 373.). Ayther off hem othyr gan kysse
(RICH. C. DE L. 1535.). NowSer of pe familiers ne beo fram hire lafdi

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant II. 4.). Neyther of us (CHACC., C. T. 1137.).

Cayphas hadde envye And othere of the Jewes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 404.); with

a collective. So dude never non of thy linage (Ans. 3068.). Of mankynde
thou shalt none sle (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 50.) The ancient ge-
uitive appears in: Hir noon may hente other (P. PLOCGHM. p. 287.). Ene-

myes and frendes Love hir eyther other (p. 212.). Kisse Mr either other

(p. 446.). Hir oon fordoth hir oother (p. 373.) Bad Reason . . recche of

hir neither (p. 67.). Halfsax : Nan of hise posstless (ORM. 13931.). Fand
sume off pa patt tokenn wel Wipp himm (19155.). Fele off pa patt sae-

gheun paer pa tacness (15618.). Monie off Rom-leoden wolden pat hit swa
eoden (LAJAM. III. 116.). ^Elc of heom (I. 296.). Off illc an off alle pa
(ORM. 509.). Haffde off Judewisshe follc Himm chosenn onefa>we (19763.).

Off pe miccletec att himm Well fele tokenn haele (15502.). The genitive
stands in: patt jure nan Ne sefte puss (9271.). Heore nenne (LA^AM. III.

57.). E^perr here (119. cf. 413. 10440.). In Anglo&axon the genitive

interchanges with the case accompanied by of: Nyste nan pcera sittendra

to hvam he pat saede (Jon. 13, 28.). paer heora heretogena sum ofslagen
vearff (AX. CHR. 794.). Gif Cantvara cenig in Lundenvic feoh gebycge

(Legg. Hloth. et Eadr. 17.). pat heora atnig unmihtigre beo ponne Almihtig
God (BASIL., Hexam. 3.). Heora feala paer adruncon (SAX. CHR. 794.).

Hiora manigne ofslog (BOETH. 35, 4.). Manige sindon . . para pe pu ge-
hveorfest to heofonleohte (ANDREAS 973.)- -*Elc agenra friffmanna friar

habbe (LEGG. ^THELR. III. 3.). Muneca gehvylc pe ute of mynstre sy
(IV. 3.). pa ongan hio hine lufjan, and hiora cegfter oflTerne (BOETH. 38,

1.), with a collective: Nunne ne sparedon pas herefolces (Jco. 138, 23.).

Monige Cristes folces (LENE 499.). Metod eallum veold gumena cynnes

(BEOV. 2114.). Combinations with of are not rare: Sume of pdm cnihtan

(SAX. CHR. 1083). Sume of pdm bocerum (MARC. 2, 6. cf. 7, 2. 13. 13.).

Fedva odre of pam hedfod-mannan (SAX. CHR. 1106.). Sva ys celc of e6v

(Luc. 14, 33.); as even in Goth.: Af paimei sitmai (1 TIM. 1, 6.).

)3. If, on the other hand, a singular with of is added to the inde-

terminate pronoun, and which does not comprise collectively a

multitude of individuals, the pronoun receives the character of a
neuter substantive.

It seems perhaps difficult to conceive that any one should have
had enough of impudence to lay down dogmatical rules in any art

or science without the least foundation (FiELD., T. Jon. 5, 1.).

With just enough of learning to misquote (BYRON p. 312.). He shall

?ut
some of the blood upon the horns of the altar (LEViT. 4, 18.).

lack some of thy instinct (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.). We must

lay aside some of our romance (SHERID., Riv. 4, 2.). "Softly", said
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the youth, falling back on his pillow, and losing some of that co-

lour which alarmed his companion (COOPER, Spy 12.). "Sirrah,
if they meet not with saint Nicholas clerks, I'll give thee this neck."

"No, I'll none of it: I pr'ythee, keep that for the hangman."
(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 1.) Israel would none of me (Ps. 81,

11.). None of your violence, sir! none of your violence, if you please;
it won't do with me (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). Thy cousin lacks none

of thy company as now (ScOTT, R. Roy 12.). But this is none of
my affair (BuLW., Rienzi 4, 5.). None of the watchfulness, which
was so necessary to their situation, was neglected by the wary
partisan (COOPER, Spy 5.). It had none of the invidious character

of a race (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 37.). All of me then shall die

(MiLT., P. L. 10, 792.). All of wonderful and wild Had rapture
for the lonely child (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 6, 21.). From the Capitol
to the Lateran swept in long procession all that Rome boasted of
noble, of fair and brave (BuL\v., Rienzi 4, 5.). In the last instance
the reference of of noble to all is primarily transferred to the rela-

tive.

The cases cited are shewn to be analogous, so that some and none appear
to be of the same meaning as something and nothing. It would certainly
remain to suppose an attraction of the indeterminate pronouns by the fol-

lowing substantive, as in the Gr. : 6 y/juavs iou cioi&fiou (PLAT., Phaed.
104. a.), lov nokiov TOV XQOVOV (HEROD 1, 24.). ifjv nkt(sr)v rfc soa-

itSs (THCCYD. 7, 3.), instances of which are also presented by the Romance

languages, especially in ancient times. See Diez's Romance Gr. 3, 146.

A few of the above instances would certainly not agree here, so that the

explanation of the indeterminate pronouns as neuters in this case appears
justified. Some for ex. is sometimes used absolutely outside of this con-

struction: It came to pass, as he sowed, some fell by the way-side (MARK
4, 4.). Compare- Old-Engl.: Peter fisched . . Som thei solde and som thei

solde and som thei soden (P. PLOITGHM. p. 312.). For that thei beggen
aboute, In buyldinge thei spende it, And on hemself som (p. 314.). For
none comp. p. 247. In the partitive relation those indeterminate pronouns
also formerly occurred with the singular. Old-Engl.: Gold & seluer ich

wol pe jeue, & ynow of eche store (R. OF GL. I. 13.). It menys of sorow

enoughe (TowN. M. p. 136.). pis kyng hadde . . som of Glovcestre schire,

and of Warwik schire also (R. OF GL. I. 5.). Of that holy water ther sum
thow nome (HALLIW., Freemas. 600.'. He gathyred som of his gere (TOR-
RENT 652.). Of thy golde wolde he take non (RICH. C. DE L. 3547.). Alle

that hem nedethe of vytaylle ^MAUNDEY. p H4.). Auglosax.: Gife ic him

pas leohtes qenog (CAEDM. 616.), which is in the same case as: pae folces

mycel ofsloh (SAX. CHR. 626.). Sona hiifde unlifigendes eal gefeorinod, fet

and folma (BEOV. 1488.). Even Gothic also uses all in the singular with

the partitive genitive: All manageins iddjedun du iinma ,(MARC. 2, 14.)

[omne turbae]. All gaskaftais gups gop (I TIMOTH. 4, 4.) [omne creatu-

rae]. In the Anglosaxon I cannot point to sum and n&n with the partitive

genitive. Compare moreover the Adjective c.

2. Qualitative Determinations

The adjective undertakes the qualitative determination of the

substantive notion. But a substantive, either in a case or in con-

nection with a preposition, may also be added to another, and con-
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stitute its more particular determination. The stiff form of the ad-
verb is found in a limited field in the place of an adjective. See

p. 138. Since the infinitive is essentially equivalent to a sub-

stantive, it is also employed, in connection with prepositions, to de-

termine the substantive notion; see p. 41.

The Adjective.

The adjective, whose function the participle, as the verbal ad-

jective, also undertakes, is always to be thought as in concord with
its substantive in number and case, whether preceding or following it.

a. The adjective determines a substantive in the stricter sense.
This young gentleman had a father (SHAKSP., All's "Well 1, 1.).

Tired Nature's sweet restorer, balmy Sleep! (YOUNG, N. Th. I, 1.)

God created great whales, and every living creature that moveth

(GEN. 1, 21.). His waistcoat came to measure, I am afraid to say
how many Prussian ells (CAKL., Fred, the Gr. 4, 4.). He washed
like a very Mussulman, five times a day (ib.). Swords drawn
before our very palace (Bi/LW., Richel. 4, 1.). Your very tears are

treachery (Tn. MOORE p. 118.). Participles of the perfect may
retain prepositions with them in the modern language, which de-

rive their origin from the transmutation of the active into the pas-
sive: Men approved of by the Gods and Cato (ADDIS., Cato 1, 5.).

Is she the mighty thing talked of? (GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.) To
the other topics touched upon in the petition, I shall not advert

(BYRON, Parliam. Speech.).

Old-Engl.: f>ys noble dtic Wyllam (R OF GL. II. 367.). God sende wynd
god ynou (II. 410.). To mylde men debonere (II. 369.). By grene rootes

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 276.) Thorough lele libbynge men (p. 300). To the mo-
dern very answers the older verray, verry Old-Fr. prov. verai (veracem)
and has, as an adjective, the meaning not only of true, real, but also of

the Fr. meme (met ipsissiruus, ipsimus). He durste not for verray filth
and schame (CHAUC., C. T. 6975.). Drawith a strynge, and that shal streight

yow leyde Unto the verry path of your governaunce (WRIGHT, Anecd.

p. 83.). And verray ensamples manye (P. PLOUGHM. p. 311.). Halfsax. :

Haffde an duhhtif wif (ORM. 113.). purrh hiss halljhe spell (185.). Annd
tejj waerenn . . Rihhtwise menn (118.). HabbeoS

4

writen ibroht pe, word
swi&e grate (LAJAM. III. '2.). pa weoren heo uaeine uor uceiren his warden

(II. 210.). The concord of the adjective, in its strong and weak form, with
the substantive is, of course, most prominent in Anglosaxon: ponne cymd
on uhtan edstenie vind (CAEDM. 314.). Rice man viis se heahfader Abra-
ham (A.-S. HOMIL. I 130.). On bael ahof Isaac geongne (CAEDM. 2897.).
Mid inneveardwn mode (BOETH. 21, 1.). Se vilda fugel '.CAEDM. 1455.).

piit svearte fyr (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 132.). Togengdon . . on pone grenan veald

(CAEDM. 838.). On paere toveardan tide (1278.). pa yttran peostru sind

pas lichaman blindnyssa vitfutan, pa inran peostru sind pas modes blind-

nyssa viffinnan (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 132.). After pam foresprecenan cyningum
(BOETH. 1 .).

b. The uninflected adjective used substanti vely may also be
determined by an attributive adjective. The position of the words
makes the substantive known in the last, and the context distin-

guishes the personal from the neuter substantive.
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The pensive fair draws near (ADDIS., Rosam. J, 3.). "What power-
ful call shall bid arise The buried warlike and the wise? (ScoTT,
Marm. Introd.) The soft blue of a love-speaking eye (BvR. p. 305.).
The vade mecum of the true sublime (D. Juan 1, 201.). One in-

finite incredible grey void (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 2.). In ambitious,
rhetorical Latin (2, 14.).

Old-Engl.: His kyrtel of dene whiit (P. PLOUGBM. p. 464.). It is readily

intelligible that in all ages the substantives proceeding from adjectives
could also have attributive adjectives with them. But, with the equal ab-

sence of inflection in a considerable number of substantive forms with the

adjective, a certain restriction in their use arises in Modern-English.

c. The indeterminate pronouns compounded with thing, which
in part precede it, without being compounded, as well as aught

(ought) admit an adjective after them, which is to be thought as

standing in concord with them.

Something wicked this way comes (SHAKSP., Macb. 4, 1.). I felt

something soothing in the magnificent scenery with which I was sur-

rounded (ScoTT, R. Roy 36.). My friend Morier, indeed, saved

something handsome (BuLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.). Nor nothing mon-
strous neither? (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cr. 3, 2.). Let nothing adverse,

nothing unforeseen, Impede the bark, that ploughs the deep serene

(Cowp. p. 99.). There is nothing wonderful in this (LEWES, (jr. I.

287.). To the hearing of any thing good (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1,

2.). Without any thing remarkable (FiELD., J. Andr. 3, 12.). Did

you ever know anything so unlucky? (ThOLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1,

2.) A home destitute of every thing elegant, almost of every

thing convenient (IRVING, Sk. B. The Wife). Whether aught, to

us unknown, afflicts him thus (SHAKSP., Haml. 2, 2.). Welcome
if you bring with you Aught good to our head-quarters (CoLER.,

Pice. 1, 4.). This postposition of the adjective points to the ori-

ginal construction of the forms and compounds cited, serving as

substitutes for neuter pronouns, with a genitive after them. It is

distinguished from constructions like: In every earthly thing (SHAKSP.,
Much Ado 4, ].). Can there any good thing come out of Nazareth

(JOHN 1, 46.), by the sharper accent belonging to the adjective
which follows. It has also naught in common with the substantive

use of those compounds which tolerate determinatives and attribu-

tive determinations after them: In her manner . . there was an

indefinable something (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew 1, 2.). Have you not
. . Some brooch? some pin? some anything^ (SHERID. KNOWLES,
Hunchb. 3, 2.)

The ancient language often substitutes the adjective with of for the par-
titive genitive of the neuter adjective in use here. Old-Engl. : Of Nazareth

may sum ping of good be? (WvcL., Job. 1, 47.) He rnyghten not seye no

thing of newe (MACKDEV. p. 314.). The addition of the simple adjective

early begins. Halfsax. : Heo ne seide naping se& (LA}AM. I. 128), beside:

Na whit heo ne funden yuikes (III. 22.), unless in the former ease naping
is only the strengthened negation (not at all). In Anglosaxon with sum

ping, nnn ping, cenig ping, as with viht, vuht, aviht, nht, nftviht, naht, the

genitive of the adjective usually stands: Hi gebicnjaff sum piny nives

(WRIGHT. Pop. Treat, p. 16.). Nan ping grenez (Exoo. 10, 15.).
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ping yodes (Jon. 1, 46.). Vuht laftes (CAEDM. 528.). pat auht sie pas pe
God idon ne msege (BOETH. 35. 5.). He ne gefremede ndttt cynellces (SAX.
CHRON. 1040).
A following substantive of course receives of in Modern-English: It thus

necessarily assumed something of the sculpturesque form (LEWES, G. II 9.).

With aught of change ^BYRON, Siege 21.). Nought of life left (27.). It

was nothing of the kind (I. 287.).

d. Like the positive, which attributes a quality to an object ab-

solutely, when this quality may be in itself relative in its nature,
the simple and periphrastic degrees of comparison of the ad-

jective, which contain a contrary reference to other objects,
are employed attributively.

ct. The comparative supposes a reference to a substantive notion

of the same or a different kind, to which the quality named does

not belong in the same degree. If no other object is immediately

opposed to that determined by the comparative, such a one is

either collected from the context, or the object stands opposed,
with its augmented quality, to an object of the same kind. In-

stead of single objects, classes of objects may also come under

consideration.

God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day,
and the lesser light to rule the night (GEN. 1, 16.). Great shame
and sorrow of that fall he tooke . . But weenedst thou what

wight thee overthrew, Much greater grief and shamefuller regret
For thy hard fortune then thou wouldst renew (SPENS., F. Qu.

3, 1, 7. 8.). Though with their high wrongs I am struck to the

quick, Yet with my nobler reason, 'gainst my fury Do I take

part (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.). Thebes did his rude -unknowing
youth engage; He chooses Athens in his riper age (DRYDEN in

Johns. Lives 1.). But whatsoe'er we do, we will not shame
Your better feeling, with an idle game Of grin and mimicry (SHE-
RID. KNOWLES, Virgin. Epilogue). Sir, I know, your smoother

courtiers please you best (Bui>w., Richel. 4, 1.). Your Eminence
must excuse a longer audience (ib.). England will answer it; or,

on the whole, England will perish; one does not expect the

latter result (C.\RL., Past a. Pres. 1, 3.). The comparative al-

ways has to do with the idea of two objects or classes of objects,
which are compared with each other; yet a few comparatives
are used where the superlative would be in place, which renders

prominent over all others one object or a number out of a' total

class: Direct mine arms, I may embrace his neck, And in his

bosom spend my latter gasp (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 2, 5.). At
the Latter Day (Henry V. 4, 1.) [at Doomsday]. Cast him into

outer darkness (MATTH. 22, 13.). Through utter and through
middle darkness borne (MiLT., P. L. 3, 16.). He dared depart
in utter scorn Of men that such a yoke had borne (BYRON, Ode
to N. B. p. 347.).

The use of the comparative has been the same in all ages. Old-Engl. :

Inde the lasse and the more (MAUNDEV. p. 4.). A wynd per com . . &
drof hym to Scotlonde, So pat after betere wind hii moste pere atstonde

(R. OF GL. II. 267.). The peynes stronge Bothe of the lover and the
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prisoner. I not which hath the wofullere cheer (CHAUC., C. T. 1340.).
A love-knotte in the gretter ende ther was (197.) Thei fulfillen first the
more longe pilgrymage, and aftre returnen a$eu be the nexte weyes
(MAUNDEV. p. 53.). To holde the more righte weye be see, it is wel a
1880 myle of Lombardye (p. 55.). Halfsax : patt lajhre was bitwenenn
menn Annd junngre inann on elde (ORM. 13270.). Mid grettere wordes

pane kaiser he grette (LAJAM. I. 379. mod. text). Anglosax. : Scop God
tva miccle leoht, pat is sunne and mona, and betaehte pat mare leoht,

pat is sunne, to pam dage, and pat Idsse leokt, pat is se mona, to psere
nihte (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 2.). His yldra su/iu vas on iicere (Lcc.
15, 25.). Gif pin svfore hand pe asvice (MATH. 5, 13. cf. Ps. 44, 11.

49, 6.) [dextra properly fortior manus].
The use of comparative forms instead of the superlative is chiefly re-

stricted to those which, even in Anglosaxon, oscillate between the mean-

ings of a positive and of a superlative. Old-Engl. : For the synne of

oure formere fader Adam (MAUNDEV. p. 2,). Anglosax.: Veorpaff nine

on pa fittran pystro (MATH. 22, 13). Comp.: BeotT avorpene on pa, yte-
mestan pystro (8, 12.). pa yttran peostru . . pa inrnn peostru (A.-S.
HOMIL. I. 132.).

/3.
The superlative attributes a quality to an individual, or to a
number among a total kind, in the highest degree. The

superlative has from the earliest times not been absolutely bound
to the definite article, which it does not in general take where
another determinative excludes it (see p. 193 and 200.), yet,
where the latter is not the case, it has an inclination to unite

with it, since the separation of a determinate individual or of

a class from the kind is decidedly manifested by the article.

In humblest manner I require your highness (SriAKSH., Henry
VIII. 2, 4.). With sweetest touches pierce your mistress ear

(Merch. of V. 5, 1.). She hath lost her best man (II Henry VI.

4, 10.). You find me now amidst my trustiest friends (BuLW.,
Richel. 4, 1.)! This is a strife in which the loftiest look Is the

most subtle armour (4, 2.). I promise thee The fairest and most

loving wife in Greece (TENNYS. p. 105.). This is the most romantic

time, twilight (OxENFORD, Twice Killed 2.). She is one of the

pleasantest figures in German Literature (LEWES, G. I. 1 1.).

Old-Engl.: Lechours did he grettest wo (CHAUC., C. T. 6892.). God is

his grettest help (P. PLOCGHM. p. 288.). To God that is owre best leche

(WRIGHT A HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 194.). He was pe wisiste mon pat was
in Engelonde on (I. 170). He makethe to corne before him, the fairest
and the nobleste of birthe and the gentylleste damyseles of his contree

(MACSDEV. p. 39.). There is the most fayr chirche, and the most noble

of alle the world (p. 8.). Halfsax.: Alle his bezste cnihtes (LA^AM. I. 377.).

pe celdeste broker Locrin wes ihaten (I. 89.). pin is pat beste deal (I.

127.). Anglosax.: pe paer fagorost vas and dtfelstan cynnes (S. GUTHLAC

1.). pat te Job Saturnes sunu sceolde beon se hehsta God ofer offre

Godas (BoETH. 35, 4.). Ve gepoljaff pone heardestan hungor and pone
re&estan (APOLLON. OF T. p. 9 ). pat vyrreste pingc pu didest (p. 8.).

The possessive here excludes the article: Mj)n se getryvesta pegn (p. 5.).

The superlative with the definite article is associated with

the pronominal one and with the substantive accompanied by
the article an, a.

Your lady Is one the fairest that I have look'd upon (SriAKSP.,

Cymb. 2, 4.). Ferdinand . . was reckon'd one The wisest prince
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Henry VIII. 2, 4.). Whether ever I . . Have to you . . spake
one the least word (ib.). To be precious Was in her eyes a

thing the most precious (BYRON, D. Juan I, 54.). The Turks illu-

minate their vessels of war in a manner the most picturesque (ID.,

Lett.).

The cases comprised here are to be regarded as of the same kind, by
reason of the affinity of one and an, although in one the idea of nume-
rical unity often comes to the front. The superlative receives in part
the nature of a supplemental, appositional determination, but is so essen-

tial that one and an might be absent, and transformations of the sen

tences, as: Your lady is the fairest; . , was in her eyes the most pre-
cious thing etc. would contain the kernel of periphrases. The expressions
are old. Old-Engl. : He is one mones mildist maister (WRIGHT A HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 171.). Of on the best schale be owre speche That evere

was fonde in boke of kynde (I. 194.). For sche was on the fairest under
sonne (CHAUC., C. T. 11046.). Cethegrande is a fis de moste ffat in

water is (WaiGH A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 220.). But it is a lake the

grettest of the world (MAUNDEV. p. 266.). Sone aftyr he had a sone The

feyerest that on fot myght gon (TORRENT 16.). However near determi-
nations of this sort border on appositions, like the Halfsax. : Enne sune

he hafde ,
. cedelest alre kingen (LAJAM. I. 110.), the distinction is not

to be mistaken. Romance influence might have to be looked for here.

In the Romance languages the attachment of the superlative with the

definite article to a substantive with the indefinite article is familiar ; see

Diez Rom. Gr. 3, 11.). The transfer to the simple one seems to have

proceeded from it.

The attributive superlative also tolerates determinatives like

some and no, and the indefinite article before it; the latter

especially takes the superlative formed by the periphrasis of most
with the positive.

Not manageable, suppressible, save by some strongest aud wisest

man (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 2, 4.). And yet let no meanest man
lay flattering unction to his soul (1, 1, 4.). This gentleman . .

had a most noble father (SnAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 2, 1.). He
was a ready orator, an elegant poet, a skilful gardener, an ex-

cellent cook, and a most contemptible sovereign (G-iBBON, Decl. 6.).

Harcly-knute, which, though evidently modern, is a most spirited
and beautiful imitation of the ancient ballad (Scoix, Minstrelsy
I. 43.). Insurrection, never so necessary, is a most sad necessity

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 3.). I have seen him eye thee With a
most hungry fancy (BuiAV., Richel. 4, 1.).

In the instances cited we see the organic superlative, and particularly
that formed by periphrasis with most, so used that the comparison, pecu-
liar to it, with ali remaining objects of the same kind seems no longer

regarded. Such a superlative is usually called the absolute superla-

tive, or the elative, by which only a very high degree of the qua-

lity is denoted. But in point of fact the individual is in these cases

denoted as belonging to the class to which the quality belongs in the

highest degree But whereas in this combination with the indefinite

article the Romance languages use the organic superlative (Sp. crude-

lisinio, fortisimo, It. bellissimo, Old-Fr. yrandixme} the periphrastic form
is the usual one in English. German acts similarly in such expressions
as: ein hochst gefahrlic/ies Unteruehmen; eine tiusserst bedenkliche Sache.
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The enhanced quality imputed to an object is therein taken into con-
sideration more than the compared object. In the older language this

form of expression is not met with; it much more frequently allows the

adjective to be accompanied by adverbs of comparison of another sort.

Forasmuch as the superlative of the quality compared gives a
reference to the total sphere to which the object belongs, the

comparative on the other hknd supposes a duality of objects or

classes, the superlative is disapproved of by grammarians
where the totality does not exceed duality, although it is not
avoided by the language.

I would have put my wealth into donation, And the best half
should have return'd to him (SHAKSP., Tim. of Ath. 3, 2.). Your
eldest daughters have fordone themselves (Lear 5, 3.). [Here the

two elder stand opposed to the younger or to the youngest
of three.] Comp. : The question is not whether a good Indian
or bad Englishman be most happy, but which state is most de-

sirable, supposing virtue and reason to be the same in both

(JOHNS., Life of Sir Fr. Drake). Her mother seemed the youngest
of the two (THACKER, in v. Dalen Gr. p. 255.).

However natural and usual the comparative is in this case, the super-
lative is not absurd, in which the duality is disregarded, and the object

attributively determined is denoted as affected with the quality in the

highest degree in the class which is treated as numerically indifferent.

The expression is not unfamiliar even in earlier times. Old-Engl.: So
that his eldest sone was chosen aftre him, Melechemader; the whiche his

brother leet sle prevyly (MAUNDEV. p. 38.). Hadde tuo sones . . Of which
the eldest highte Algarsif (CHACC., C. T. 10343.). Comp. Lat. : Id mea
minime refert, qui sum natu maximus (TERENT., Ad. 5, 4, 27.) [There
are two brothers, D erne a and Micio]. The older Germanic mode of

speech certainly seems decidedly to retain the comparative in similar

cases, as, among others, the Gothic translation of the Bible is more ex-

act than the Greek original in the separation of the comparative from
the superlative.

The outbidding of a superlative by a comparative may occur in

the emotional mode of expression: And in the lowest deep a lower deep
Still threatening to devour me opens wide (Mii/r., P. L 4, 76.). Latin:

Ego sum miserior quam tu, quae es miserrima (Cic., Fam. 14, 3.).

7. The comparative as well as the superlative may appear in

combination with a substantive notion or pronoun to be taken

partitively, which is introduced by o/, so far as one or several

objects belong to a dual or to a class of things of the same
name.

The younger of them (LuKE 15, 12.). I fell to calculating, . .

since it was clear that the "two trades could not agree", which
was likely to be the pleasanter and more profitable of the two

(Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.). Thou art the best o' the cut-throats

(SHAKSP , Macb. 3, 4.). York is most unmeet of any man (II

Henry VI. 1, 3.). Of all his race the valianfst (BuTL., Hud. 1,

2, 409.). The mightiest of sovereigns (KAVANAGH, Fr. "Worn, of

Lett. 2.). Of these barons the most powerful were the Orsini and
Colonna (Bui/vv., Rienzi 1, 2.). Thus the greatest of poets has

described it (MACAUL., Essays I. 7.). In the most ancient of
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books (Hist, of E. IV. 6.). The last and trustiest of the four

(ScOTT, Marm. 1, 8.).

The prepositional member with of answers to a partitive genitive. Old-

Engl. : pe eldore of the trio (R. OF GL. II. 367.). I not which was the

fyner of hem two (CHAUC., C. T. 1041.). And myd the hexte of ys men
to pe kyng he com (R. OF GL. I. 142.). Ygerne, Gorloys wyf, was fairest

of echon (I. 157.). Of alle wymmen scheo was fairest (ALIS. 6660).
Lucifer! brightest of aungels alle (CHAUC., C. T, 15490.). The swiftest of
these arrowes five (CHACC., Rom. of the Rose 949.). To the lest of mine

when ye oghte did To me ye did To me ye did the self and same (Town.
M. p. 318.). The genitive is frequent in Halfsaxon along with the peri-

phrasis with of. Of pan bro&eren he wes celdest (LA;AM. II. 41 ). pis
beoff pa for-cu&este men of alle guike monnen (III. 88.). He sende to

pan hexten of Arfiures hireden (II. 557.). Monne leofuest aert pu me
(II. 269.). pu Aldolf eorleve aSelest (ib.). pe cnihten wes fajerest (II.

476.). In Anglosaxon the genitive seems alone in use: Biff ealra vyrta
mast (MARC. 5, 32.). Hvat vaere ealra beboda mcest (12, 28.). pat maeste

bebod ealra (12, 29.). Heo sprac pa to Adame idesa sceonost (CAEDM.

701.). Eve . . idesa scie'nost, vifa vlitegost (818.).

This construction is used to strengthen the superlative by
juxtaposition with the kind characterized by its positive.

To feel only looking on fairest of fair (SHAKSP., Love's L. L.

2, 1.). She's fairest of the fair (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 3,

1 .). How fondly blest he seems to bear The fairest of Phoeni-

cian fair (Tn. MOOKE p. 31.). Condemn'd to drudge, the meanest

of the mean (BYRON p. 330.); see Vol. I. p. 383. With that

may be compared the strengthened meaning of the comparative

through combination with the positive accompanied by than:

Greater than great, great, great, Pompey! (SHAKSP., Love's L. L.

5, 2.).

I have not observed turns of this sort, which answer to the German:
die Schonste der Schonen, schoner als schon, Gr. xcexajv xdxifOi; and the

like, iii the older English. The repetition of the same substantive with

of in the plural is, however, to be compared, of which we shall speak
upon the attributive substantive.

The substantive use of the superlative in a neuter meaning,
with a substantive in the singular accompanied by o/, is often

met with in Modern-English. The partitive construction also lies

at the root of this construction.

See, how this river . . cuts me, from the best of all my land,
A huge half-moon, a monstrous cantle out (SHAKSP., I Henry IV.

3, 1.). He strode haughtily into the thickest of the group (BuLW.,
Rienzi 1, 4.). Alan's regiment was in the hottest of the fight

(HOLME LEE, Thorney Hall 59.). Moloch . . would envy us the

wildest of our despair, and call it calmness (LEWES, G. II. 10.).

Superlatives thus used are hardly ever used substantively except in a

similar combination; they recall French expressions like: Dans le plus

fort de la bataille (AcAD.). The neuter used substantively appears with
more weight than the superlative in immediate attributive combination
with the substantive. Compare therewith the later use of the Latin po-
sitive, as in

;
In hoc lubrico aetatis (Pus. Ep. 3, 3.). Instances from the

older English literature are wanting.
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The periphrasis of the comparative and superlative by more and most
with the positive has been shewn Vol I p. 280., to have extended far

back into Old-Engl.; it is foreign to Halfsaxon. The Romance form by
plus, le plus, Prov. plus, lo plus, was perhaps the standard, le plus being
transformed into the corresponding most. Analogies are certainly found
even in Gothic, where Qop ist imina mats (MARC. 9, 42.) answers to the
Gr. xukbv . . fjialkor. The comparison downwards by less, least of course
attached itself thereto. Old-Engl.: Bettere it is or lesse yvele (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW. II. 45.).

The former comparison of the organic comparative and superlative by
more and most (see Vol. I. p. 280.) may be illustrated by classical ori-

ginals. Gr.: juaAAov 6A/?<(wrepo? (HEROD. 1, 32.). nakkov fvivxe'siyas
(EuRiP., Hec. 377.).' fiaiiga f^.9?os (!L. ft 220.). p.ahga dtivoicuog
(TnuciD. 7, 42.).

e. The same adjective may be referred to more than one sub-
stantive, if these can be comprehended as a whole under any
point of view. It is here repeated, which is the rule with deter-

minatives.

Of great expedition and knowledge in the ancient wars (SHAKSP.,

Henry V. 3, 2.). They in France, of the best rank and station (Haml.
1, 3.). A gentleman of considerable fortune and influence (SMOLLET,
R. Rand. 1.). A man . . with a black coat and waistcoat (MAR-
RYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). James the First of Scotland, the pride
and theme of Scottish poets and historians (IRVING, Sk. B. A Royal
Poet). Closeshut mouth with thin lips, prominent jaws and nose

(CARL., Fred, the Gr. 1, 1.). Of true allegiance, constant faith or

love (MiLT., P. L. 3, 104.). The man is not of godlike physiog-

nomy, any more than of imposing stature or costume (CARL., Fred,

the Gr. 1, 1.).
The adjective is repeated, partly with greater

emphasis, partly with a more decided separation of the notions,

especially in an asyndetic series: With a good leg. and a good foot
(SHAKSP., Much Ado 2, 1.). And still new needs, new helps, new
habits rise (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 137.).

Old-Engl.: He adde sone gret folc and poer (R. OF GL. I. 167.). With

gret joye and solempnyte (MAUNDEV. p. 308.). Of the precious body and blood

of cure Lord Jesu Crist (p. 1.). Of holy thought and werk (CHAUC., C. T.

481.). For mikel hounger and thurst and cold (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.).

pe Jirste lordes and maystres (R. OF GL. I 2.). Of dyverse maneres and
lawes (MACNDEV. p. 4.). Halfsax.: All weorelldlike lif annd lusst (ORM. 1628.).

Sop sawless lihht and leome (1906.). purrh dene pohht annd worrd annd
weorre (2703.), Anglosax. : Sege me nu, hvat heover deorvyrffesta vela and
anveald sie (BEOTH. 16, 1.). Hi paer geferdon mdran hearm and yfel ponne
hi aefre vendon pat heom senig burhvaru gedon sceolde (SAX. CHK. 994.).

pone dag setton Romanisce veras and vitan to pam monffe pe ve hataff

Fehruarius (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 13.). pa boc ic gesette . . hluttrum

vordum and tdcnum (S. GUTHLAC, Prol.). Nseren pa velige hamas, ne matlice

svotmettas ne drincas (BOETH. 15.). The repetition of the adjective is

natural in all ages, especially with the recurrence of determinatives or of

a preposition. Old-Engl. : Holy men and holi wummen beoO" of alle von-

dunges swuffest ofte i-tempted (WRIGHT A. HALLIW, Rel. Ant. I. 65.). I

have assayed thi grele sapiens
and thi grete trouthe (CHAUC.. C. T. p. 151.

I.). In divers act and m divers figures (ib. 7068.). Halfsax,: And dene

pohht, annd dene worrd, Annd alle clene dedess (ORM. 1594.). Sopfasst
laefe o Criste, Annd sopfasst hi-$, annd hope onn himm, Annd sopfasst lufe
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o bape (2776.). purrh halij spell, Annd ec purrh halij bisne (195.). An-
glosax.: pinci? pe nu pat lytel gestreon and lytel edca pinra gesaeWa?
(BoETH. 20.). Hvat venst pu hit, rnicelm hlisan and hu micelne veortfscipe
an Romanise man maege habban (18, 2.).

f. If several adjectives are added as attributive determinations to

the same substantive, they may:
a. be regarded as original predicates of one and the same

subject, and in this case stand to one another in the relation

either of inordination or of coordination.

ctot. Inordination arises, when one or several adjectives serve to

determine the total notion, which arises through the combina-
tion of the substantive with one or more coordinate adjectives.
The inordinating or comprehending adjective suffers no con-

nection by a particle.

The good old lord Gonzalo (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.). A comic
romance is a comic epic poem in prose (FIELD., J. Andr. Pref.).
Her small white hand could hardly reach the taper (BYRON,
D. Juan, 1, 198.), A million of hungry operative men (CARL.,
Past a. Pres. 1, 3.). She is the sweetest-tempered, ho-

nestest, worthiest, young creature (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 2.).

A rapidity far surpassing the usual pace of unpatronized
professional merit (SCOTT, Waverl. 2.). Her deep hair ambro-
sial (TENNYS. p. 105.). Groves, heaths, and smoaking vil-

lages remote (Cowp. p. 167.). The distinguishing inordination

from coordination is rendered in part difficult, and is condi-
tioned by the sharper accent of the comprehending adjective;
the perception of it is in many cases facilitated by the absence
of punctuation.

Ohl-Engl.: pis word dude much sorwe pis sell olde man (R. OF GL.
I 33.). pys lupere false men (I. 171.). With a low litylle dore

(MAUNDEV. p. 75.). Thei ban a lytylle round hole (p. 205.). The
wrecche synful man (CHACC., C. T. p. 187. II.). This proude
Freimshe eorles (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 191.). In collocations of words

like: Emelye hir yonge suster schene (CHAUC., C. T. 974.). the deci-

sion may remain doubtful.v Anglos.: Ane hand on pam fagerestan
reddan hive (S. GCTHLAC 1.). Lyft is lichamlic gesceaft svj/tfepynne
(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 17.).

|3j3. Coordination is the equal reference as regards one another
of indifferent predicates to the same subject. Coordinate ad-

jectives may be attached to one another asyndetically or syn-

detically.

What stern ungentle hands Have lopp'd and hew'd, and made
thy body bare Of her two branches (SHAKSP., Tit. Andron. 2,

5.). A lunatic lean-witted fool (Rich. H. 2, 1.). Come then
a still, small whisper in your ear (Cowp. p. 47.). Morier

is a thrifty economical dog (BrLW., Lady of L. 5. 1.). He was
a lean, slim, meagre man (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 15.).
The lofty, melodious, and flexible tongue (ScoTT, Minstr. I. 13.).
Thou sure and firm-set earth (SiiAKSP., Macb. 2, 1.). This best

and meakest ivoman (BYRON, D. Juan 1, 29.). Th' upright
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heart and pure (MiLT., P. L. 1, 18.). Stern rites and sad

(BRYANT p. 38.).

In the older language the asyndetic succession of coordinate adjec-
tives is on the whole little favoured ; syndetic connection and supple-
mentary further determination are, on the other hand, the common
phenomenon. Old-Engl. : Into a deep derk helle (P. PLOUGHM. p. 21.).

Grete huge cytees manye, and fayr (MACNDEV, p. 44.). The marveyl-
lous and delicious song of dyverse briddes (p. 279.). In the name of

God glorious and allemyghty (p. 6 ). Heo were of gret power & noble

folc fy hey (R. OF GL. I. 11.). Troye, pat god mon was If wys (I.

10.). A lute bal and round (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 137.). Sire

Emer de Valence, gentil knyght and free (Polit. S. p. 216.). Ful modi
man and proud (Anecd. p. 2.). He was hardy mon and strong (Aus.
4402.). The foulest contree, and the most cursed, and the porest
(MAUNDEV. p. 129.). Halfsax.: Harrd annd halij lif (()RM. 1612.).
Lamb is soffte annd stille deor (1312.). Droh harrd annd hefij pine
inoh (1442.). Off grimme annd nipfull herrte (1672.). Waeren nhht-
wise annd gode menn (369.). Summ apell mann annd god (ORM. 611).
Rihhtwise menn annd gode (118. cf. 406.). Anglosax. : Se visa and

fastrceda Cato (BOETH. 19). Manige foremcere and gemyndvyrSe veras

(ib.). On mistlicum and manigfaldum hivum (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 2.). Se foremoera and se drceda Somana heretoga (BOETH. 19.).

pas foremceran and pas visan goldsmffies ban Velandes (ib.). Tv,
scinende leoht mycele and mcere (BASIL., Hexam. 7.). Gif senig man
habbe mddigne sunu and rancne (DEUTER. 21, 18.). To gddum lande

and vidgillum (Exoo. 3, 8.). He gefor . ., god man and clcene and
svifie adele (SAX. CHR. 1056.). Vaeron on pisum felda unrime gesom-
nunga hvittra manna and fagerra (BEDA 5, 13.). In the position
of adjectives before and after the substantive, prepositions are also

repeated. Old-Engl.: With longe berdes and with hore (Ricn. C. DB
L. 6822.). Anglosax.: pat se anveald . . becume to gddum men and
to visum (BOETH. 16, 1.).

|3.
Or the various adjectives are to be regarded as original predi-
cates of different subjects.

-. If the singular attributive relations require the singular of
the substantive, the latter appears more rarely in the sin-

gular, if the adjectives precede the substantive in the copu-
lative relation.

The civil and ecclesiastical administration (MACAi'L., Hist, of

E. I. 95.). To the ancient mode answers the separation of

the adjectives by the substantive, to "which may also be refer-

red: That true self-love and social are the same (POPE, Essay
on M. 4, 396.). [Social is here opposed to self received into

the substantive].
The abbreviation may be incidentally mentioned, in which

with an adjective the substantive is to be supplied, which only
follows in another member in combination with an adjective:
The desp'rafst is the wisest course (Bum, Hud. Her. Ep. 8.).

And found the private in the public good (POPE, Essay on M.

3, 282.). In him the emotive was subjected to the intellectual

man (LEWES, G-. I. 13.). They . . devoted with one-sided

exclusiveness to the idtal, neglect to study the actual world

(if. 4.). This occurs with the singular no less than with the
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plural : Mongrel Christians . . That expiate less with greater
crimes (BuiL., Hud. 2, 2, 89.). Here fix'd the dreadful, there

the blest abodes (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 255.).
On the other hand the plural of the substantive is com-

mon in the modern language with adjectives (also ordinal

numbers) preceding it.

With lower, second and third stories shalt thou make it (GEN.
6, 16.). Others make posies of her cheeks, Where red and
whitest colours mix (BuxL., Hud. 2, 1, 605.). The JEmilian
and Flaminian highivai/s offered an easy march" of about four

hundred miles from Milan to Rome (GIBBON, Decl. 10.). These
exercises and compositions, written during Goethe's sixth, se-

venth and eighth years (LEWES, G. I. 21,). The prudence, and

good sense, and admirable dispositions, of his first, second,

third, first and fifth daughters (Scoxx, Waverley 2.). Cornp.
also: Make figs at me (put the thumb between the fore and
middle fingers) (HAZLITT ad SHAKSP., TI Henry IV. 5, 3.).

So far as the definite article comes under consideration in this re-

lation, details are to be sought at p. 173. The separation of the

adjectives, and the placing the one adjective first are usual in the
ancient language, especially with the substantive in the singular with-

out the article. Old-Engl.: Sche byryld whyt wyne and rede (TOR-
RENT 292.). Ne lynnen cloth ne wollen (P. PLOUGHM. p. 276.). Half-

sax. : Fra loewedd follc and Iceredd ^ORM. 1021.). The conjunction of

the substantive in the plural with adjectives in the singular, cor-

responding to the Latin and French usage (see my Fr, Gram. p. 537.)
cannot be vouched for out of the ancient language.

]3|3.
If the various subjects are to be thought in the plural, the

substantive naturally conforms to the plural adjectives standing
in concord with it, whether they precede or follow it.

This small packet of Greek and Latin books (SHAKSP., Taming
2, 1.). She had read most of the best German and Italian

authors (LEWES, G. I. 11.). The poetry and eloquence . . was

assiduously studied in Mercian and Northumbrian monasteries

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 9.) Fast barr'd by laws divine and
human (YOUNG, N. Th. 5, 477.).

In the ancient language the separation of the adjectives by the

substantive is very common, even in this case. Old-Engl.: pe wylde
foules fy pe tame ne myUe uomon telle (R. OF GL. I. 5'2.). Sum wis-

dom we ban seid Off olde men and junge (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p, 256.).

Anglosax. : Ne vyrce ge sylfrene Godas and gyldene (Exoo. 20, 23.).

Ne vyrc pu pe gyldene godas dffffe seolfrene (Lsoo. ^ELFR. 10.). The

appositive junction of adjectives is likewise familiar. Old-Engl.: po
so muche folc to hym come of knyjtis iong fy olde (R. OF GL. 1. 167.).

Halfsax.: ^Efter pine children pan jungen & pan olden (LAJAM. II.

168.). Anglosax.: Sva her men doff, geonye and ealde (CAKDM. 1201.).
An scyppend is ealra pinga, gesevenlicra and ungeseren/tcra (THORPE,
Anal. p. 59.). Comp., too, as to the position of adjectives p. 173.

g. The attributive, as well as the predicative adjective can be
more particularly determined by adverbs. The most frequent
determinations of the adjective in the stricter sense are deter-

minations of degree, with which are connected many dptevrnina-

Miitzner, enul. Or. II. 2. jg
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tions of the kind. Participles, from their verbal nature, can

readily be otherwise determined. Yet adjectives in the stricter

sense also admit determinations of time, for ex:, whereby they
approach participles.
A full poor cell (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). King John, sore sick

(John 5, 4.). Her child's right true father (DONNE, Sat. 1, 56.).

A right noble instinct of what is doable (CAKL., Past a. Pres. 1,

3.). The very false gallop of verses (SHAKSP., As You Like It

3, 2.). I have the honour to wish you a very good morning
(BuL\v., Lady of L. 1, 1.). A whimsical request enough (OxENF.,
Twice Killed 2.). Bend not my heart with thy too piercing
words (MAKLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 4.). It seems too broad an aver-

ment (SCOTT. Minstrelsy I. 51.). How long a time lies in one

little word (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.). Pardon my grief for your
so grieved minde (FERKEX A. PUKREX 1, L). The vicinity of

so remarkable a people (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I 12.). Sempro-
nius is as brave a man as Cato (ADDIS., Cato 3, 4.). We will

. . strive to penetrate a little . . into a somewhat remote century

(CARL., Past a Pres. 2, 1.). A deep unspoken sense lies in these

strong men, inconsiderable, almost stupid (1, 3.). The rather

heary gentleman is carried by fifteen men (DICKENS, Pict. fr. It.,

A Rapid Diorama). Thrice happy Britain! (Anms., The Cam-

paign 33 ).
An art far more essential (Scorx, Waverl. 3.).

Some . . to beggarly vile appetites descend (YOUNG, N. Sh. 5,

465.). My dear, most dear Oh damnably dear sir! (BuLW.,
Rienzi 2, 1.) In the comparatively correct age, in which our lot

is cast (BROUGHAM, Hist. Sketch). I had formed a determina-

tion precisely contrary (Scorr, R. Roy 1.); see p. 95.

Go, then, and punish some soon gotten stuff (DONNE, Sat. 6,

19.). Thosfc gems too long withheld from modern sight (BYRON
p. 328.). His alreadt/ wearied horse (BULW., Rienzi 3, 1.). And
over those scrolls, not oft so mute, Reclines her now neglected
lute (BvK., Bride 2, 5.). He stabbed him with a wound instan-

taneously mortal (RoscOE, Life of Lorenzo). The daughter of a
once dear friend (BuL\v , Money 2, 3.). That ever glorious, al-

most fatal fray (BYK. p. 319.). Is it some yet imperial hope . . ?

(Ode to N. B. p. 347.) The further determination of the adjec-
tive often discloses the original abbreviation of the sentence,
which comes out clearly through other adverbial collateral deter-

minations: Let Southey sing, although his teeming muse, Prolific

every spring, be too profuse (Bvu. p. 328.).

The ancient language is poorer in determinations of the adjective in

the stricter sense, if the determinations of decree are disregarded, which
are much oftener met with even in a few extinct or decaying forms, and

frequently stand in the place of the subsequent superlative most. Old-

Engl. : Goggomagog was a geand swipe gret (R OF GL. I 22.). Ich wille

geve the gift ful stark (WKIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). A fulle gret kyngdom
(M.AUNDEv. p. 43.): A fulle strong citee (p. 47.). A. fullefair bird (p. 48.).

A ful noble way, and ful covenable (CuAt'c , C. T. p. 185 I.). A fulle
hedus syn (Tow.s M p, 137.). A fulle faire hille, and well highe (MAUN-
DEV p. 113.). Engelond ys a wel god lond (R. OF GL. I. 1.). Sholde
severe right riche man . . Wite what wo is, Ne were the deeth of kynde
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(P. PLOUGHM. p. 381.). Thei ben righte foule folk (MAUNDEV. p. 129.).
What bihoveth and is necessarie to verray perfyt penitence (CHAUC., C.

T. p 186. I) A batayle hard and strong ynow (R OP GL. I. 12.)- Al
to wis a grome (SEUYN SAGES 1110.). To longe a tale (MACNDEV. p. 6.).

So noble folc, pat of so gret blod come (R. OF GL. I. 12 j. pat dai sa
breme (ANTICRIST 710.). As good a man's son was I As any of you
(TOWN. M. p. 105). To ban fer more vylenye (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. II. 45.). Halfsax!: He wes swiSe kene mon (LAJAM. III. 5.). He hafde
swi-ffe muchel mod (III. 10.). Full mikell fresst (ORM. 261,). purrh rihht

apell kinde (7133). An rihht god reowwsunnge (5563 cf. 13477.).
Welle ceftel wes pere a mon (LA-JAM. I. 278.). Anglosax. : Basilius . . vas
svtie halig bisceop (BASIL ,

Admon. Prol.). He hafde anc svitte vlitige
dohter (APOLLON. OF T. p. 1.). On ful blacne beam bunden (Acs. POES.
Grein I 197). \JFul often appears as a particle of composition /M/dysig,
/w/bli(5e, /Wgetreov, fulsbS and many more are written]. Vel qesund

cyninge! (APOLLON. CF T. p. 4.) pe to micelne andan hafff (BOETH. 37,
4

). Sona sva he mid pan hragle sva miceles veres gegyred viis (S. GUTH-
LAC 16.). Hva vas aefre sva dirstiges modes? (APOLLON. OF T. p. 2.).

Tvegen hrefnas . . to pas gifre pat etc. (S. GUTHLAC 9.). He hafde incest

ealne pane eastdael avest (Osos., Ettm. 7, 15.). Saede pa pat he viste

sum ealand synderlice digle (S. GCTHLAC 3.). Henedictus pe us boc avrat

. . leohtre be dale ponne Basilius (BASIL., Admon. Prol.). Adverbs of

time are also met with: ^Enne almihtigne God cefre unbegunnenne (BASIL ,

Hexam. 3. cf. i.). Compare moreover what has been observed at p. 95.

upon the combination of adjectives with adverbs.

In the union of a superlative with possible no adverb is to be looked

for : The scene in all the churches is the strangest possible (DICKENS, Pict.

fr. It.. Rome). This combination, recurring in the German bestmoglich
and the like, has been taken from the French. The adjective possible is

properly an abbreviation of a sentence.

The adnominal Substantive.

Under this denomination we comprehend partly the substantive

proper, partly all parts of speech used substantively, so far as they,
in conjunction with a substantive notion, serve to determine it, and

form, together with it, a separate member of a sentence.

The Genitive.

Of the cases of the Anglosaxon language the genitive has been

preserved in an inflective termination which exceeds its original justi-
fied use, and chiefly in the attributive relation. Even here, how-

ever, the inflective case has remained in use only in a limited mea-

sure, having mostly given place to the periphrasis by of with the

case of the object. Poetry allows it place in a wider extent than

prose; among the provinces of the ancient genitive that of the sub-

jective genitive by far preponderates, whereas that of the objective

genitive has very much receded, and it is no longer to be met with

in the partitive relation. The personal substantive, to which are at-

tached numerous personified notions and names of beasts, also pre-

ponderates over the neuter substantive. A determining genitive is

19*
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frequently to be regarded as having coalesced with the determined
substantive into one verbal body. Beside the genitive of the sub-

stantive stands the genitive of pronouns used substantively, as well

as of the relative pronoun (whose).
The genitive essentially denotes the object as one whence some-

thing starts or proceeds. This explains its application to local,

temporal, causal, partitive and other relations, as well as the possi-

bility of its being represented by o/, as in the Romance languages
by de, di, in Hollandish by van, as well as by kindred prepositions
in other tongues.

As an adnominal case, the genitive, in denoting the relation of

one substantive to the other, exceeded the province belonging to it

in conjunction with a verb or an adjective. The amplitude of the

relation of dependence of one substantive notion upon the other caused
a place to be conceded to the genitive wherever a mutual reference

of objects took place, whose various nature often remained to be
made out from the context of the speech.
a. The closer relation of the adnominal genitive is that in which its

word of relation leads to the idea of a predicate as the subject
or object of which the genitive appears.
. The genitive of the subject appears partly where the verbal

transitive or intransitive meaning is still active in the word of

relation, and expresses its activity, and it may here be called

also the active genitive; partly where the genitive expresses the

object which has or possesses anything, or to which anything
belongs. Effect, origin, possession and appurtenance
equally have the genitive for their bearer, and those meanings
pass in part imperceptibly into one another.

As Hereford's love, so his (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). A mo-
ther's love, a mother's tender woe (THOMSON, Summer). The bearer

of the Emperor's behests (CoLER., Pice. 1, 2.). Fame's flight is

glory's fall (YOUNG, N. Th. 6, 262.). We wrestle with great Na-
ture's plan (2, 167.). A deadly groan, like life and death's de-

parting (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 6.). Last night, but for Hea-
ven's mercy, I should have fallen a victim to a hireling's dagger

(BuLw., Rienzi 4, 7.). Exposed thus solitary to the wolf's rage

(1, 5.). The trumpet's sound (SFIAKSP., Tim. of Ath. 3, .).
With

merry harp and beaker's clang (ScOTT, L. Minstr, 5, 8.). Against
the morrow's dawn (5, 9.). Winter's rude tempests are gathering
now (BYRON p. 306.). The inner court Which in the tower's tall

shadow lay (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 5, 11.). An assistant, who might
. . keep the vessel's way according to his counsel and instruction

(ScoxT, R. Roy L).
The duke of Glaster's men (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 1.). He's

too much every man's man (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.).
The Lord's

portion is his people (DEUTER. 32, 9.). One has no encourage-
ment to take pains with one's vineyard (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 9.).

Your mother's cat (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 1.). The British co-

lonel's horse (COOPER, Spy 10.). Where subject's feet May hourly
trample on their sovereign's head (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 3.). Thou
wilt not . . wrong thyself in men's mouths (BuLW ,

Rienzi 1, 4.).
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Fletcher's blood boiled (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 145 ). God's
name (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 3.). A low voice breathed Nina's

name (BuLw., Rienzi 1, 11.). She was beauty's self (THOMSON,
Autumn). This debt Friedland's self must pay (CoLER., Pice.

1, 9.). The king's brother-in-law (SHAKPP., Wint. T. 4, 3.). The

spider's most attenuated thread (YOUNG, N. Th. 1, 178.). I don't

choose a hornet's nest about my ears (COOPER, Spy 10.). Gol-

conda's gem and sad Potosi's mines (THOMSON, Summer). The
richest work of Iran's loom, And Sheeraz' tribute of perfume
(BYR ,

Bride 2, 5.). Alike to him was time or tide, December's

snow, or July's pride (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 1, 21.). Life's theatre

as yet is shout (YOUNG, N. Th. 1, 125,). Twilight's dewy lints

(ROGERS, Pleas, of Memory 1.). Futurity's blank page (2.).

It is remarkable how early even the subjective genitive in prose is

restricted in use. Wycliffe, Maundeville and Chaucer (in both

his prose tales) employ it remarkably seldom, and then mostly of names
of persons. It is certainly otherwise in poetry, although names of per-
sons preponderate, even here. Old-Engl.: Ymartired for oure lorde's loue

(R. OF GL. 1. 81.). Leulyn had despite of Edwarde's sonde (LANGT. II.

237.). Mihten be ful blythe and thonke Godes sonde (WRIGHT, Pol. S.

p. 223.). From pe deueles poer (R. OF GL. I. 173 ). Ful wel made of

inasonnes craft (MAUNDEV. p. 42.) pe kijnge's tresour he delde eke aboute

(R. OF GL. I 107.). Of pe kyng Arture's hous (I. 180.). The emperours
liors (MACNDKV. p. 17). Many mennes malt (P. PLOCGHM. p. 12,). Under

pe rof of Cristes heven (ANTICR. 186.). pe cristen kyngrik up to yeild

(375.). A mannes breek girdille (MACNDEV. p. 50.). To the soudanes
chambre (p. 39.). With dunt of monnes hand (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 214.).
Wit man's muth (ANTICR. 595.). Kyng Locrynes herte (R. OF GL. I. 24.).

Silui Ascaine's sone (I. 9.). Goddes sone (MAUNDEV. p. 35.) To a gret

princes daughtre (p. 30.). Oure Ladyes modre (p. 15.). Hire fordes con-

cubine (R. OF GL. I. 27.). Upon a retheres hude (WRIGHT, Polit. S.

p. 220.). Aboute the cattes hals (P. PLOUGHM. p. 11.). To pe west worles
ende (R. OF GL. I. 181.). In an hauene's moupe (I. 20.)- To the sees

stronde (ALIS. 5016.). At the tables ende (AMIS. A. AMIL. 1582.). To
saue pe londe's prow (LANGT. II. 261.). To lerne londes lawes (RICH, C.

DE L. 629.). It will be observed further on how the periphrasis by of
intrudes even here; and the greater extent of use of the genitive in the

earliest times hardly needs mentioning. The subjective genitive is of

course of the widest extent in Anglosax. : pa forseah he Apollonius cyr-
lisces mannes gretinge (APOLLON OK T. p. 7.). Be utgonge Jsraela folces
(BEDA 4, 24.). pay halgan gdstes cyme (ib.). para apostola tare (ib.).

Mid Godes gife (LEGG. INAE 14.). Tvegra manna gevitnes is socT (Jon.
8, 16.)- pat bid" blindra pedv (S. GUTHLAC, Prol.). pas cynges riedels

(APOLLON. OF T. p, 5.). pa nam he Apollonies hand (p. 21.). Ingild
vas Ines broiSor (SAX, CHR. 926.). Toforan pas huses duru (S. GCTHLAC
1.). Se scima gdstlicre beorhtnysse (2.).

/3.
The objective genitive answers to the object of a transitive

verbal notion, which is still active in the word of reference of

the genitive, and may, in this respect, be named the passive ge-
nitive; but also to objects which might be attached to the word
of reference by means of prepositions. It is of limited extent
in English.

For sin's rebuke and my Creator's praise (SiiAKSP., Ill Henry
VI. 4, 6.). My life is my foe's debt (Rom. a. Jul. 1, 5.). Shall
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Rome stand under one man's awel (Jul. Cses. 2, 1.). Thy sire's

maker, and the earth's (BYR., Cain 1, 1.). Hither may be refer-

red substantives with the genitive, containing the notion of sway
or power over anything: Lord Saturninus, Rome's great emperor
(SEIAKSP., Tit. Andr. 1, 2.). To meet at London, London's king
in woe (Rich. II. 3, 4.). Five times outlaw' d had he been, By
England's king, and Scotland's queen (ScoxT, L. Minstr. 1, 21.).
Bid Gloster's Earl the fight begin (Lord of the Isl. 6, 21.). Why
drew Marseilles' good bishop purer breath, when nature sicken'd,
and each gale was death! (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 107.).

The separation of the objective genitive is not to be always precisely

accomplished. Thus, in: You heard of Hamlet's transformation (SHAKSP.,
Haml. 2, 2.) the transitive transform may be thought as operative, but
the intransitive verb and transformation may also be regarded as the

quality of Hamlet. Names of Worship, like those above cited, may be

regarded as combined with the objective genitive, inasmuch as they ad-

mit in part a periphrasis of it by over with the case of the object. Old-

Engl. : Of pe kynges crounement (R. OF GL. II, 433.). Ich habbe for oure

kynge's loue yholde ajeyn pe (I. 54.). Many man for Cristes love Was
martired (P. PLOCGHM. p. 327.). In such pereyl, <fe in depes drede (R.
OF GL. II. 452.). Of hym that is oure soulis leche (Tows. M. p. 10.).

Halfsax. : Shippend allre shaffte (ORM. 346). In Anglosaxon not only
the direct object of a verbal notion in the genitive living in the word
of relation, appears, but also oblique objects and such as need the fur-

ther intervention of prepositions : Se almihtiga scippend and rihtend eallra

gesceafta (BOKTH. 4.). Gylde cyninges oferhyrnisse (LEGO. ^ETHELST. II.

23.) Godes ege nis beforan bis eagum (Ps 35, 1.). For pcera Judea

ege (Jon. 7, in.). Synna forgifenysse (Luc. 3, 3.). On pam feorfran dage

pyssere vorulde gescapennysse (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 4.). He fyrhto pas
tintreglwan vites (BEDA 4, 24.). Fram synna lufan (ib.). Lifes fultum

(APOLLON. OF. T. p. 11.). To tacne pcere sibbe (BEDA 4, 5). Habbaft

Godes truvan (MARC. 11, 22) faith in God]. Vacigende on Godes gebede
(Luc. 6, 12.) [in prayer to God]. And him anveald sealde unclcenra gasta
(MARC. *', 7,) [power over unclean spirits]. The genitive often stands

with names of worship. Old-Engl.: Bi houre lovered, hevene king

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3, 5 .). Halfsax : Att Rome burrjess Kaserrking
(ORM. 8271. cf. 8241,). He wes pisse londes king LAJAM. I ?92 ). Brut-

londes king (II. 129.). Hail seo pu Gorlois, gumenene lauerd (II. 346.).

Anglosax. : Cyning engla (CAEDM. 1778. 1940 <fec.) Cosstantin Scotta

cyning (SAX. CHR. 926.). Suffdceles even arist on dome (MATH. 12, 42.).

The combination of proper names with names of dignity is remarkable :

Ingvald Lunden biscop, and Aldvine Licetfelda biscop, and Aldulf Rofes-
-ceastre biscop (SAX. CHR. 729.). The periphrasis of the objective geni-
tive by of is touched here after. We early find of with names of dignity,
see Subst. and Prepos

b. The adnominal genitive has been preserved in prose, especially
with determinations of measures of space and of time.

About half a mile's riding (Scoir, R. Roj 28.). All . . that by
this sympathized one day's error Have suffered wrong (SHAKSP.,
Com. of Err. 5, 1.). 'T will be two long days' journey (John 4,

3.). In the ten years' icar (B( TL., Hud. 1, 2, 422.). They departed
from the mount of the Lord three, days' journey (NuMB. 10, 33.).

During a twelvemonth's absence (FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 11.). After

seven months' confinement (GIBBON, Decl. 13.). After a moment's
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pause (ScOTT, Ivanh. 6.). His beard prematurely grey, was of se-

veral days' growth (MACAJL., Hist, of E. II. 185.). To find a priest,

however, for^ such a purpose, at a moment's notice, was not easy

(II. 9.) Whereas however here extension and duration come
under consideration, the genitive of the time is also used, espe-

cially to denote the space of time in which any thing falls: The
rest of this day's deeds (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 4, 3.). They want
as much training as a company of recruits the first day's muster

(GoLDSM ,
She Stoops 1.). I had seen the Thursday's Benediction

dropping damply on some hundreds of umbrellas (DICKENS, Pict.

fr. It., Rome). In a summer's day (FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 3.), with
which compare also the inflected adverb: Bring us the bill for to-

night's supper (G<>i.DSM ,
She Stoops 2.). These cases are not essen-

tially distinct from the possessive genitive

In the older language here, as elsewhere, the denoting the genitive by
the inflection is wanting: They seten stille wel a forlong way (CHAUC., C.

T 3637.). This Johan lith stille a forlong whyle or two (4197.). I schal

not faile seurly of my day, Nought for a thousand frankes a wyle way
(14686.). It is nyghe a day iorneye fro Bethanye (MAUSDEV. p 48.). Comp.
Part I. p. 244. The oldest language uses the genitive. Anglosax. : Hig
foron of Drihtnes munte preora daga fareld (NUM. 10, 33.). pa comon

hig dnes dages f<er (Luc. 2, 44 ). Goth. : Qemun dagis vlg (ib ). The de-

noting the time in which anything falls by the genitive is as ancient. An-

klosax. : Sunnandages freols healde man georne (LKGG. ^THELR. IV. 17.).

c. In poetry an appositive genitive of a proper name after a ge-
neric name, which is otherwise periphrased by of with its case, is

still met with; see Subst. with Prep.
The government of Britain's isle (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 3.).

Numidia's spacious kingdom (Anms., Cato
'2, 1.). Numidia's em-

pire (4, 4.). The blind old man of Scio's rocky isle (BvR ,
Bride

2, 2.). Tempers classic vale (ROGERS, Pleas, of Mem. 1.).

This genitive reminds us of such Latin expressions as: Urbem Palavii

(ViBG., Aen, 1, 247.). Celsam Buthroti . urbem (3, 293.) In oppido
Antiochiae (Cic , Attic. ;>, 8.) The older English tongue mostly uses other

expressions; see Subst. with of. In Halfsaxon a similar genitive is more

frequent: Into Lundenes tun (LAJAM. II. 352.). King of Gascunnes cerd

(III. 36.). Till Nazara-pess chesstre (ORM. 1808. cf. 3161.). Neh Jerrsa-
IcBiness chesstre (10627.) Romess kinedom (9173.). I Romess kineriche

(9446. of, 9177.). Here seems to be long. Anglosax.: Brytene edland (SAX.
CHR. 1, 1 ). Breotone edlond (BEDA 1, 2.) [Breoton, Bryten = Britannia],

apart from the genitive of names of nations, as land, etfel, rice and the

like.

<3. The repetition of a substantive in the genitive singular is here
and there to augment the notion.

That peace which sleeps within the core of the heart's heart

(SHELLEY, Cenci 5, 2.). My soul's soul! my all of hope! my
life's life! (Bn.w., Rienzi 2, 2.).

This juxtaposition of the singular with the singular is of modern

origin, it is also connected by of: The life of life, the zest of

worldly bliss (YorNo, N. Th. 9, 1211.).
It seems to have proceeded from the ancient augmentation of a

notion by a genitive in the plural, which is periphrased by of in.
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the modern language: That sprightly Scot of Scots, Douglas (SHAKSP.,.
I Heury IV. 2, 4.). But now to come to your face of faces, or

courtier's face (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 2, 1.). Up led by thee

into the heav'n of heavens (MiLT., P. L. 7, 12). To him that ri-

deth upon the heaven of heavens (Ps. 68, 33.). The course of
courses is, our curse to love (Yoi

:

NG, N. Th. 9, 42.). Mystery of
Mysteries (TENNYS. p. 33.).

The earlier language only knows a genitive of the plural in this case,
which is already periphrased by of in Old-English and Halfsaxon. Old-

Engl.: Crist kyngene kyng (P. PLOUGHM. p. 21,). Alre maidene maide, and
hevene quen (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 128.). Jhesu Crist, and

king of kinges (CuAuc., C. T. 7172.). He is kyng of kynges (Tows. M.

p. 141.). In: This place the Jewes callen Sancta Sanctorum; that is to

seye holy of halewes (MADNDEV. p. 85.) Sanctorum seems to have been

mistakenly translated as masculine Halfsax. : Criste is allre kinge king
(ORM. 3588.). King off alle kingess Annd preost off alle preostess ec (344.
cf. 6ti71.). In Anglosaxon the genitive is frequent with names of persons
and things: Ealra cyninga cyning (Coo. EXON. 9, 17. 14, 6.). Symle pu
bist halig, dryhtna dryhten ('25, 22.). He biff peovena peova his gebrodrum
(GEN. 9, 25.). Ealra pryinma prym (Coo. EXON. 45, 28.). In dredma
dream (36, 22.). Si him lof symle purh voruld vorulda (48, 2(3.;. Heo-

fona heofonds (BASIL., Hexam. 5). Old-norse: Sveinn sveina (HarbariJsl. 1.).

Karl karla (ib. 2.). Mwr ineyja (HYNDLAL. 1 ). Rokkr rokkra (ib.). Com-

pare the Adject, p. 285. The genitive of the plural is nearly akin to

the genitive after superlatives ; the genitive of the singular may in its effect

be compared with it as to the repetition of the same substantive.

e. If the word of reference of the genitive is contained in a preced-

ing sentence or member of a sentence, the genitive sometimes stands

without repetition of the word of reference.

Man's life is cheap as beast's (SHAKSP., Lear 2, 4.). His know-

ledge was not far behind the knight's (BuiL., Hud. 1, 1, 479. cf,

2, 1, 175. Ep. of Hud. 85.). I will listen to your mournful song,
Sweet as the soft, complaining nightingale's (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 2,

2.). Imitative strokes can do no more Than please the eye
sweet Nature's ev'ry sense (Cowp. p. 174.). That eye returned him

glance for glance, And proudly to his sire's was raised, Till Giaf-
fir's quail'd and shrunk askance (BYR., Bride 1, 5.).

With this reference back to a preceding substantive is to be

compared the use of a genitive in analogy with the possessive pro-
noun (see p. 222.), when the substantive word of reference, unless

it is a collective name or the name of a material, would have to

be completed in the plural.
Shrew me. If I would lose it for a revenue Of any king's in Eu-

rope (SHAKSP., Cymb. 2, 3.). There's money of the king's coming
down the hill (I Henry IV. 2, 2.). Letters came last night To a
dear friend of the good duke of York's (Rich. II. 3, 4.). This news

of papa's puts me all in a flutter (GOLDSM., She Stoops 1.). 'Tis

a friend of Eienzi's (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 3.). My father's foolish opi-

nion, if one may give that epithet to any opinion of a father's, does

not affect your real innocence (ScOTT, R. Roy 1 1
.).

Adam came
to be constantly thrown into the way of a certain maid of Mr.

Hylton's (WARREN, Now and Then I.). He is likewise a rival of
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mine, that is my other selfs (SiiERio.). I was taken to a new toy

of Ms and the squire's, which he termed the falconry (!RVING, Br.

II. The Bury Man).

The supplemental introduction of a genitive without repetition of the

word of reference, which in this case is commonly accompanied by another

genitive or by a possessive, is ancient. Old-Engl.: Let pulte out ys own

eye, & ys sone's also (R. OF GL. I. 71.). Study in Petres wordes and in

Poules (OnAUG., C. T. 7401.). My fader's dayes shalle com with grete, And

my moder's also (TowN. M. p. 44). Anglosax. : On Godes grilSe and on pas

njninges (LEGG. .&TIIKLR. IV. 20.). Sy hit cyninges man, sy hit pegnes

(VI. 4.). Gif hva arcebisceopes bvrh odfde aQelinges abrece (LEGG. CNCT. I

B. 55.).

I cannot vouch with ancient instances the use of the genitive of a sub-

stantive in combination with the preposition of, as in the cases last speci-

fied, however homogeneous it may be with that of the possessive pronouns,
which is found in former times. (See p. 223.)

f. The genitive is also used elliptically. The substantive notion

to be completed is either that of a building, as house, shop,
church, or of a locality, as square, parish &c. The geni-
tive is a name of a person, frequently a proper name.

I'll to the surgeons (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3, 1.). Come! to the

Duke's (CoLER., Pice. 1, 5.). I write to you from Murray's, and,
I may say, from Murray (B\RON, Lett.). I saw him at the jewel-
ler's to-day (LoNOF. I. 131.). This oily rascal is known as well

as Paul's (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.). Like the two figures at

St. Dunstan's (Cowp. p. 15.). We hurried off to St. Peter's (DICKENS,
Pict. fr. It., Rome). To tourney at St. Mark's (ROGERS, It. Fos-

cari). Doctor Thomas Tenison, who then held the vicarage of St.

Martin's (MACAI L., Hist, of E. II. 192.). We shall be the happiest

couple in all St. James's (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 2.). The vast in-

crease of buildings in St. Giles's and St. Martin's in the Fields

(BRITTON, Pict. of Lond. p. 14.).

These ellipsis chiefly occur in combination with prepositions, it yields
little fruit to pursue them in the ancient literary language of England.
Yet we find, for ex,: And wonede at Seynt Petre's in a nonnery pere (R.
OK GL. I. 129.). Comp.: At Seynt Petur kurke (HALLIW., Nugae Poet. p. 63.).

The frequent ellipsis with at is discussed Part II. 1. p. 876. and pointed
out even in Old-uorse. Old-norse instances with til with names of persons
are not decisive, this preposition having the genitive. Grimm gives, Gr.

4, 261. micldle-netherlandish instances of the omission of the subst. hause.

Goth. : Gaggip sums manue fram pis fauramapleis synagogeis (Li~c. 8, 49.).
Greek is analogous: Eft JIi,aitovnft tis didaoxalov tjonnv and the like.

Latin : Ad lovw Statoris sc. aedem, templum (Liv. 1, 41.). The like in

Anglosaxon is unknown to me.

g. Two genitives preceding a substantive may serve to determine
it. A twofold relation is then possible. Either the last genitive
stands in immediate relation with the following substantive, and is

determined in this combination by the former; or both genitives
stand in the closest relation to each other, thus determining the

following substantive. Here, as with composition, there always
arises a division into two, so that either the first two or the last

two substantives are to be regarded as a simple member of the
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relation, to which the remaining substantive stands opposed as the
second member. The context decides as to the separation. The
two genitives commonly form the first member, as especially in the

denoting of relationships.
As he is but my father's brother's son (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1,).

Philip, good old Sir Robert's wife's eldest son (John 1, 1.). This
is my niece Die, my wife's brother's daughter (Scorr, R. Roy 6.).

Spottletoe married my father's brother's child (DICKENS, M. Chuzz-
lew. 1, 4.), That is madam Lucy, my master's mistress's maid
(SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). He's dead; and at the murderer's horse's

tail, In beastly sort dragg'd through the shameful field (SHAKSP.,
Troil. a. Cr. 5, 11.). The lieutenant's last day's march is over

(STERNE, Tr. Sh. 6, 6.). Words for which a true cavalier would
have drawn the speaker's life's blood (BuLW., Rienzi 4, 5.).

Old-Engl.: pe kyng Artures systers sone (R. OP GL. I. 169.). Costantyne's
sones fur fle I. 133.) [Ignem filiorum Constantihi diffuse]. Halfsax : Da-
vip kingess kinness menn (ORM. 319.). Anglosax : Godes rices godspel
(MARC. 1, 14.). pas scees flodes veaxnes (BsD*, Sm. 616, 16.). In An-

glosaxon the genitives may naturally also follow: pi) fiftan gedre Osre-

aes rices pas cyninges (BenA, Sm. 641, 25). purh inno&as tires Godes
mildheortnisse (Lcc. 1, 78).

h. The non-denoting of the genitive by inflection is in Modern-

English restricted to those cases in which an inflective s, occur-

ring in in the member of the sentence, reacts upon the undenoted
case. Instances belonging here are cited Part I. p. 244.

For the history of this combination compare, besides Old-English, the

Halfsax.: Upponn Herode kingess da}} (ORM. 257.) Davip kingess kinness

menn (319.). pe Laferrd Cristess karrte (DKD. 56.). For other rejections

of the not yet acknowledged reception of the inflectional termination of

the genitive in the ancient language see Part I p. 244. Comp. also: In

the temple Salomon (R. OF GL II. 410.). They were hir erne kuyghtes
(IPOMYDON 1983.) That was Abymeleche sone (MAUSDKV. p. 111.). Ryshope
Jettyr shepe (p. 57.). In the priest hand (Town. M. p. 10.) Jesse son . .

I am (p. 51.). Kyng in Jacob kyn (p 74.). Under his horse wombe

(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 218.). With forms like: His fadir heved (Atrs. 1085.).

Heor fader dep (R. OF GL. I. 134.), His brother leuedy (AMIS. A. AMIL.

(1144). Hire sone schipes (Aus. 1070.) we must still think of the opera-
tion of the original Anglosaxon genitive forms fader (rarely fiideres), bro-

ffor, moffor, suna The longer preservation of such genitives may have

been supported by the Old-French usage of omitting the particle de with

the adnominal genitive, in particular of names of persons: For amor Deu

(TRIST. ed. Michel. I. 179). Sara:, femme Abram (GKXESK 24, 48). Les

iiij
fieulx Aymon (HAYMO.NSK. ed. Bekk. 70.). A 1'amour Jhesu-Crist (935.).

La tnort li Rei (Roi. DE Rou 15226.); see Orelli, Old-French Gr. p. 37.

Diez, Romance Gr. 3, 135.

As the genitive forms enter into the composition of substantives, see

Part I. p. 476.

The Accusative.

An accusative appears in a limited measure as the more parti-

cular determination of a substantive. We disregard the combination

of verbal substantives in ing with an object (see p. 73.), as well as
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the compounding of verbal substantives with the case of the object

(see Part. I. p. 478.), where the effect of the transitive verb is com-

pletely transferred to the derivative form. At this place we have in

our eye a few determinations of time and measure, in part approxi-

mating to adverbs, and more natural in the language of conversation

than in the literary language.

My troublous dream this night doth make me sad (SHAKSP., II

Henry VI. 1, 2.). Whose adventures this day, when our grandchildren
shall hear to be made a fable, I doubt not but it shall find both

spectators and applause (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in h. hum. 5, 1.). To
write of victories next year, And castles taken yet i'th'air (Bt;TL.,
Hud. 2, 3, 173.). The coachman objected, "that he could not suffer

him to be taken in, unless somebody would pay a shilling for his

carriage the four miles" (FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 12.).

Adverbial members, supported in this way, not by the verb but by a

substantive, can, of course, only be so, if verbal strength so far dwells in the

substantive as to awaken the idea of an action. I have not been able to

note any ancient instances.

The Substantive with. Prepositions.

A prepositional member also serves to further determine a sub-
stantive notion. The reference of the preposition with the case of

the object to the solitary substantive with which it appears combined
is not always free from doubt. It may seem as if, where the sub-

stantive appears as the predicative complement or as the object of a

verb, the prepositional member is to be primarily referred, not to the

substantive, but to it only in this its combination with the verb.

The construction would then rest upon the equivalence of a periphrased
verbal notion with a corresponding verb. Comp. : To be a sharer in

her grief (Row*:, Fair Penit. 1, 1.) to share in h. gr. Who is lord

over us? (Ps. 12, 4.)
= who lords \rules~\ over us? The occurrence

of prepositional members, even with the isolation of the substantive

notion determined thereby, as well as the possibility of the transfer

of the government by the verb to a derivative substantive, and of

the analogous treatment of homogeneous or allied substantives with
those still disclosing the power of verbs, finally, the frequent power
of substituting a simple genitive for the prepositional member, give

support to the immediate and strict grammatical connection of the

prepositional member with the substantive, when the conception first

cited is not absolutely excluded. In a few cases this construction

may be reduced to an abbreviation of speech bordering on Ellipsis.
The preposition ir.ost frequently occurring in the adnominal re-

lation is of, next in order to which is to, but the rest of the prepo-
sitions also frequently come under consideration; but, in general, the

multiplication of prepositional members in the adnominal relation be-

longs to modern times, and to the growing endeavour for brevity of

expression.

of has, from the most ancient times taken here the first place;
it agrees more with the Romance de and the Hollandish van than
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the German von, in especially taking the place of a genitive in the
adnomiual member.
a. The reference to the relation of space, originally denoted by of

is rarely decidedly evident, as may be the case with the notion

of descent and origin, particularly in reference to localities,

although the cases referable here are in contact with the genitive,
or directly coincide with it.

A noble gentleman of Rome Comes from my lord with letters

(SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 7.). The men of Herefordshire (ib. 1, 1.). The
edict of Milan secured the revenue as well as the peace of the

church (GIBBON, Decl. 14.). The booty of Killiecrankie (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. V. 41.). The pictured arras of Lombardy decorated
the walls (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 4.). Compare further on Pronouns
with attributive Determinations. Therewith is connected the

term for the place at which anything takes place: The battle

of Patay (SEIAKSP., I Henry VI. 4, 1.). The battle of Pharsalia

(FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 9.). After the defeat of Emesa (GIBBON, Decl.

7.). The victory of Killiecrankie (MACAUL., Hist, of E. V. 33.).
At the same hour with this victory of Jemappes, there went another

thing forward (CARL ,
Fr. Revol. 3, 2, 4.). The council of Nice

(GIBBON, Decl. 14.). Not exactly in the style of the prize essays

of Oxford and Cambridge (MACAUL., Essays I. 2.). Beside these

stand such expressions as: Cressy battle (SHAKSP., Henry V. 2, 4.)
or with the genitive: St. Alban's battle (II Henry VI. 5, 3.) and
with at: Margaret's battle at Saint Albarfs (Rich. III. 1, 3.).

The connection of names of places by o/with names of worship
of persons may likewise border thereon, although we also find the

genitive of names of places, which we should rather designate as

an objective one; see p. 294. The emperor of Russia (SHAKSP.,
Meas. for Meas.* 3, 2.). The duke of Milan (Temp. 1, 2.). My
noble lord of Lancaster (Rich. II. 1, 1.). The Archbishop's grace

of York (I Henry IV. 3, 2.). Thomas, fourth Duke of Norfolk,

Philip, eleventh Earl of Arundel (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 196.).
A house belonging to the Marquess of Athol (V. 41.). The old

pope of Rome (CARL,, Past a. Pres. 3, 1.). In the mere combina-
tion of a proper name with a geographical name a reference to

descent may be operative: Duke Eric of Brunswick (MOTLEY, Rise

of the Dutch Rep. 3, 3.). The devil take Henry of Lancaster

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 5.). Henry IV. of Castile (RoscoE, Leo X.

1.). The impudent accusation which he had brought against Ca-
tharine of Braganza (MACAUL., Hist, of E. V. 53.). The struggle
of John of Anjou, Duke of Calabria, for the crown of Naples (IR-

VING, Columb. 1, 2.). Athelstane of Conmgtburgh (Scorr, Ivanh.

6.), although the geographical name, appearing as a part of the

proper name, does not absolutely express descent from the country
named.

The idea of descent and origin is found denoted by o/from the most
ancient times. Old-Engl. : per was sum syk man Lazarus of Bethanye of
pe castel of Mary and Marthe (Wvcu, Joh 11, 1.). Amonges inert of So-
dome (P. PLOUGHM. p. 278.). Naaman of Syrie (MAUNDEV. p. 104.). pat
folc of Denemarch (R. OF GL. II. 371.). Heo bigonne arere Werre vp men
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of pis lond (I. 79.). pe feind of helle (ANTICRIST 59 ), Reed wyn of Gas-

coigne (P. PLOCGHM. p. 14.). Shelles of Galice (p. 109.)- Half'sax. : Joste-

pess sune, off Nazarap (ORM. 12778.) Anglosax. : pa gemaette se here pa
scipu Edst-Englum and of Lundene (SAX CHR. a. 992,). pa men of Lun-

denbyrig gefetedon pa scipu (896.). Agelbyrht of Galvalum (650.). There-

with comp. ut of. Halfsax.: Whar beo ge mine gumen ut of Galwceitfa?

(LAJAM. II. 25.) The denoting of the place at which an activity
takes place is found in Old-Engl.: pat was in pe bataile of Troie (R.

OF GL. I. 69.) In the batayle of Kyrkendyf (WRIGHT, Polit. S p. 216.).

To the feire ef Botolfston (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 4.). The use of of in such
cases seems attributable to the influence of the Romance de. With names
of Worship of all sorts of early became usual with geographical names.

Old-Engl. : To July, pe emperour of Rome, Androge, erl of Kent (R. OP

GL. I. 54.). To Howwel, kyng of pe lond (I. 169.). Robert, erl of Glou-

cestre (II. 432.). Of pe byssop of Londone (II. 421.). pe erchebyssop of

Canterbury (II. 417.). Cenobia of Palmire the queen (CHAUC , C. T. 15733.).
To Odenake, prince of thai citee (15758.). The abbot of Seon (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 214.). The scheref of that contre (HALLIW., Freemas. 411,).
Halfsax.: Leir . . lauerd of Buluine (LA}AM. III. 103.). Axien king of pis-
sen londe (I. 307.). pe eorl of Flandres (III 86.). Turnus . . pt wes of
Tuskanne due (I. 7.). Of Babiloyne he wes celdere (III. 103.). Of pissen
londe he wes primat (III. 192.). Of Rome he was legat and of pan hirede

prelat (II. 607.). pe king off Romeburrh (ORM. 7010.). Heo wes quen of
alle wodes (LAJAM. I. 49.). Something of this sort is met with in Anglo-
sax.: Se vas ser biscop of Lunden (SAX. CHR. 616.). Se vel villenda bisceop

of Vinceastre (984 ). The immediate combination of the name of a person
with the name of a place also belongs to Old-Engl.: Nou is Edward of
Carnarvon King of Engelond (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 249.). Sire Johan of

Lyndeseye (p. 217.). Sire Thomas of Multone (ib.). Philippes son of Ma-
cedon (CHAUC., C. T. 16142.). pe kyng Phylyp of France (R. OF GL. II.

379.) Of the erl Hugilin of Pise (CriAuc., C. T. 15893.).
For the local meaning of of comp. also Part II. 1.-, p. 220.

b. O/, with the case of the object, represents the subjective ge-
nitive of the person or thing, the meaning of which has been

discussed at p. 292.: All flesh shall see the salvation of God (LuKE
3, 6.). Every word of God (4, 4.). No works of man May rival

these (Cowp. p. 174.). When . . the Capitol of the Ccesars wit-

nessed the triumph of Petrarch, the scholastic fame of the young
Rienzi had attracted the friendship of the poet (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 4.).

Tears, sometimes, and the conquest of an eye (YOUNG, N. Th. 5,

539.). Vile spark of heav'nly flame. (PopE, Dying Christ). At the
'

early peep of dawn (ScOTT, Ivanh. 2.). The product of this time

which made the greatest sensation was the Xenien (LEWES, G. II.

171.). The inclemency of the season (GIBBON, Decl. 16.). A power-
ful and independent mind, emancipated from the influence of autho-

rity (MACAUL., Essays I. 2.). He can't survive the glare offashion

long (TiiACKER., Vanity Fair 3, 3.). The too frequent fickleness of
earthly friendships (WARKEN, Now a. Then 1.). Father of angels!
but the friend of man! (Yorxo, N. Th. 4, 602.) To the house of

signior Baptista Minola? (SnAKSP., Taming 1, 2.) The sun of hea-

t-en (John 5, 5.). Hands of invisible spirits touch the strings Of
that mysterious instrument, the soul (LoNGF. I. 139.). The pit of
a theatre (ScOTT, Ivanh. 7.). The cords of the tents (ib.). The

pleasures of this happy place (Apms., Rosam. 1, 1.). The trumpet
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of the battle Hath a high and thrilling tone (MRS. HEMANS p. 171.).

Of age the glory is, to wish to die (Youxo, N. Th. 5, 649.). Where
is the fable of thy former years? (4, 810.) The only lamp of this

lone hour, Is glimmering in Zuleika's tower (BvKON, Bride 2, 5.).

Have you seen the debate of last night (DouoL. JERKOLD, Bubbles

1, 1.).

The province of the prepositional member with of, instead of the subjec-
tive genitive remained a long time, and is still partly narrowed by the pre-
servation and extension of the old genitive form in es (s). Yet of is also

frequent in the thirteenth and fourteenth century in this combination. Old-

Engl. : poru bone of Seyn Wolston (R. OE GL. II. 380.). The rysyng of
flech (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Arit. I. 38.), pe word o Oregon (A.NTICK.

415.). Neper of wille of Jieysche, neper of wille of man (Wv'cL., Joh. ],

13.) For the avowerie of the kyng of Fraunce (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 189).
Thorh b(i)ddyng of baylyfs such harm hem hath hiht (p. 150). Thurfgrete
to-it of clergie (Pop. Treat, p. 13->.). The note . . Of the (h)ende egle (DE-
POSIT. OP RICH. II p. 17.). pe temple o Salomon (ANTICR. 137.). The
lond of this lord (MAONDEV. p. 7.). The cros of our Lord Jesu Crist (p. 9.).

Alle the sepultures of the palriarkes (p. 66.). Might of the communes Made
hym to regne (P. PLOIGHM p. 8). Fro cliele of the wynter (Dnpos. OP
RICH. II, p. 13.) The dyversitee of langages (MAUNDKV. p. -JO). The sones

of God (WvcL., Joh. 1, 12). All the pruphete (- profit) of the lond (DE-
POSIT. OF RICH. II. p 27.). Under pe rof of Cristes keven (ANTICB. 186.).

The moneie of this molde (P PLOCGHM. p. 17.). Gods alle o pe aid tim

(AN TICK. 300). In Halfsaxon similar instances are much rarer: pa he isaid

hauede pa sae^en of ure drihten (LA}AM. III. 189.). purrh fir Off sopfasst
lufe (ORM. 163-4.) Mikell smec Of recless (1086). Till all be rihhte witt

off pa patt all rihhtwise wserenn (189.) Intill pe ourrh off heffne (1CG99.).
Al pat god of pisse londe (LAJ-IM. I. 43). Anglosaxon presents little sup-
port, if commencements of the possessive meaning are excepted, as: pa
munecas of pe mynstre (SAX. CUR. 656.).

c. The periphrasis with of represents an objective genitive with
concrete and abstract substantives, containing the notion of an action
directed or referred to an object, which mostly lies in the verb of

the stem, which requires either a case of the object or even the

intervention of a preposition.
Thou great defender of this Capitol (SHAKSP., Tit. Andron. 1, 2.).

To be rulers of thousands (ExoD. 18, 21.). The houseless rovers

of the sijlvan world (Cowp. p. 17~>). ^milianus, governor of Pan-
nonia (GIBBON. Decl. 6.). The Colonna were stanch supporters of
the imperial parti/ (BiL\v., Rienzi 1, 4.). The owner of the hut

(Maltrav. 1, 1.). The infamous lover of the unfortunate Queen Mary
(ScOTT, Old Mortality 4.). The Koran chanters of the hymn offate

(BYRON, Bride 2, 27.). Make us partakers of a little gain (SIIAKSP.,
I Henry VI. 2, 1.) See thy Pans judge of Gods (TENNYS. p. 101.).

I would the cutting of my garments would serve the turn; or

the breaking of my Spanish sword (SnAKSP., All's Well 4, L).
There Was shedding of blood, and rending of hair, Rapa

, of maiden,
and slaughter of priest (Scorx, Harold 1, 1.).

The remission of sins

(LrKE, 6, 3.). During that persecution of the Whigs which followed
the dissolution of the Oxford parliament (MACAUL., Essays I. 1.).

The cultivation of the soil ( SCOTT, Monastery 1.). They are the

affectation of affectation (FiKLD., J. Andr. 3, 3.). In consequence
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of a general seizure of his papers (ib.). The furtherance of his own

plans (ScoTT, S. Roy J.). A desperate . . defence of their liberties

(Monastery 1
.). Every offer of service, favour or promotion (BuLW.,

Rtenzi 1, 4.). The fear of the Lord is clean (Ps. 19, 9.). My fear

of death (YOUNG, N. Th. 4, 618.). Love of gain (5, 155.). They
still possessed the sense and desire of liberty (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 2).
He was disappointed . . in his hopes of immediate patronage (Ia-
viN(i. Colurab. 2, 3.). Give an account of thy stewardship (LuKE
16, 12.). The legendary love-tale of Romeo and Juliet (BuLW.,
Rienzi 1, 7.). Speak plainly your opinions of our hopes (SHAKSP.,
II Henry IV. 1, 3.). The gospel of the kingdom of God (MARK 1,

14.). Sing, sing in memory of the brave departed (MRS. HEMANS
p. 174.). Fondness of fame is avarice of air (YOUNG, N. Th. 5, 2.).

The objective or subjective relation, both of the periphrasis and of the

genitive, becomes clear from the context, the same substantives mostly ad-

miting determinations of both kinds The way was early paved for the

periphrasis, now by far preponderant, for the objective genitive relation. Old-

Engl : The beste worcheres of gold, sylver, cotoun, sylk (MAUNDEV. p. 212 ).

Pompeus, of the orient conguerour (CuACC., C. T. 16170.). Maker of all

that is (Tows. M. p. 20.). Begynnar of blunder! (p. 30.) poru/o/wingr
o pat fals prophet (ANTICRIST 430.). For likynge of drynke (P. PLOUGIIM.

p. 16.). Thei knewen him in brekynge of bred (MAUNDKV. p. 116.). With-
outen castynge of of hire clothes (p. 41.) By pillynge oftoure peple (De-
POS. OF RICH. II. p. 6.). The desiring of the joye perdurable (CHAUC., C.

T, p. 186. I.). The forjefenesse of synnes (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant
I. 38. cf. (P. PLOTGHM p. 283.). The expositioun of dremes (MACNDBV.

p. 44.). Thou havest grauntise of hire love (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 12.). For
coveitise of cope( (P PI.OUGHM. p. 4.). The governance of the peple (p. 38.).

The lordshipe of youre londes (P PLOCGHM. p. 3'^a.). Withouten spec-he

of any word (MADNDEV. p. 234.). Unordynate love of wordly thinges

(WRIGHT A HALLIW,, Rel. Ant. I. 39.). For drede of kyng Heroude (MACN-
DEV. p. 34. cf. p. 138. P. PLOI-GHM. p. 282.). For del of hire min herte

breke (WRIGHT, Anecd p. 11.). Mekylle thank of youre good wille (Town.
M: p. 128). In Halfsaxon much of the kind is found: Forr^ifenesse off
sinness (ORM. 9194. cf. 9512.). Forr pe lufe off himm (4848.) For pon lufe

of his broker (LAJAM. I. 10 ). Summe heo flujen to Irlonde, for pan ceie of
(jurmonde (III. 167. [= for the awe of G.] pa profetess patt haffdenn

witt purh Halij Gast Off all patt cumenn shollde (ORM. 16803.). Of deaff

he hafde care (LA}AM. I 44.). In Anglosaxon there is perhaps to be re-

ferred here: He sylf is seff anginn of pam so&an anginne (BASIL., Hexam.
2.). Him stent ege of pe (DEUTKR. 28, ]0.); otherwise the genitive rales in.

this province: For para Judea ege (JoH. 7, 13.), see p. 296.

d. To the particular relations of the adnominal determination with

o/, belonging to the side of the subjective genitive relation, or de-

veloped from them, the following are to be referred.

a. The adnominal member serves to denote the material or the

ingredients of the object expressed by the word of relation.

A form of wax (SHAKSP., John 5, 4.). By this hand of flesh

(BEN JONS., Alchemist 1, 1.). Creatures of other mold (MiLT.,
P. L. 4, 360.). A rock of diamond (6, 364.). A house of stone

(WEBST. v. stone). Her lamp of fretted gold (BYRON, Bride 2,

5.). Her turban of yellow silk (ScoTT, Ivanh. 7.). Thick clouds

of dust (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 5, 5.). A pile of wood (SHAKSP., Tit.
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Andr. 1, 2.). Dryden's groves of oak (Scorr, L. Minstr. 6, 23.).
A circle of precious stones (ScotT, Ivanh. 7.).

This construction is old. Old-Engl. : A raketyne of yre (R. OF GL. I.

142.). Basyne of bras (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 189.). A faire tombe of
ston (MACNDEV. p. 88 ). A vesselle of crvttalle (p. 12.). With sadel of
gold (ALIS. 176.). Bellis of selver schene (177.). Howves of selk (P.

PLOCGHM. p. 13.). A crowne of thorne (TowN. M. p. 209.). A gerland
of leves (p. 218.). A crest of fedres (MACNDEV. p. 48.). Halfsax.: J^nne
micle jeord of golde (LAJAM. II. 521.). JSnne ring of rede golde (III.

237.). Urnen stremes of blode (III. 105.). Claffes soften al of white seolke

(II. 533.). Enne brond al of stele (HI. 106.). It extends into Anglos. :

Hafde redf of olfenda hcerum (MATH. 3, 4.). Besides adjectives from names
of materials, as golden, silfren, cyperen, stanen and compounds with names
of materials, as gold/at, seolferfdt, stdnburh, stanveall frequently restricted

periphrasis.

/3.
Akin to that is the introduction of the quality or attribute,
the measure, value or price of the word of relation, by of.

The man of wisdom is the man of years (YouNG, N. Th. 5,

775.). He was a man of parts and learning, of quick sensibility

and stainless virtue (MACArL., Hist, of E. II. 7.). Have we a

living bard of merit"? (BvR., Engl. Bards p. 322.) With thine

eyes of blue, And boasted locks of red or auburn hue (p. 316.).
An excellent man of the old stamp (Scorr, Kenilw. 1.). A man
of a goodly person, and of somewhat round belly (ib ). Arguments
of mighty force (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 2.). Brands of foreign
blade and hill (BvR., Bride 2, 8.). The most ancient historical

ballad of any length now in existence (SCOTT, Minstrelsy I. 42.).
A maiden of forty (Cowp., Spy 1.). A brigantine of 150 tons

(FIELD.. J. Andr. 2, 17.). A present of fire thousand pounds (2,

33.).

These determinations, answerring to a genitivus qualitatis, pretii, men-
surae of the Latin, diverging from this, have from ancient times not

merely admitted a substantive accompanied by the adjective, by which
its degree and measure are more particularly determined. The attribute

may be an abstract and a concrete substantive. Old-Engl. : A do\ter ich

haue of gret prys (R OF GL. I. 12.). Strong knyght and hardi, and mon
of gret fame (I. 48.). Many Cristene men of godefeythe (MAUNDEV. p. 167.).

Folk of oon feith (P. PLOUGHM. p. 329.). Mi lovered is . . Mon of pris

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 5.). Tuo bishops of renoun (LANGT. II. 283 ). A
raton of renoun (P. PLOCGHM. p. 10.). Alisaundre wexeth child of mayn
(Ads 656.). A chyld of myghte (TOWN. M. p. 74.). Vitailles of grete
vertues (P. PLOCGHM. p. 275.). Vayr man . . fy of broune here (R. OF
GL. II. 429.). A mon of myghty hond (ALIS. 97.). In a tawny tabard

Of twdf winter age (P. PLOUGHM. p. 88.). Instances are rarer in Half-

sax.: An Godd off twinne 'kinde (ORM. 1358.). A king of mucle mcehte

(LAJAM. II. 556.). A Jung mon of priti }eren (I. 17.). In Anglosaxon I

have not not met with o/, but on in this combination: Ane hand on

pam fdgerestan readan hive (S. GCTHLAC 1.). The genitive is besides in

use: Sum fore-maera mann aftelan kyne-kijnnes (S. GCTHLAC 11.). pa bet-

stan meregriotan celee* hives (BEDA, 1, 1.). Feover circular . . hvites

hive* (SAX. CHR. 1104.). An gylden calic . . vunderlices geveorce* (1058).
Sum fenn unmaetre mycelnesse (S. GCTHLAC 3.). Comp. Goth.: Dauhtar
. . vas imma sve vintrive tvalibe (Lcc. 8, 4?.), in imitation of the Latin.
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7. The adnominal member is added appositively to its word of

relation, by a narrower notion's being added to the more general

one, which, as a notion of a sort, or as the term for an indivi-

dual, contains its more particular determination.

This case very frequently appears with geographical notions

with the addition of the proper name, as with those of land,
empire, province, diocese, town, village, island.
The land of Canaan (&EN. 13, 12.). This land of England

(CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 17.). The kingdom of Denmark proper
(CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 205. I.). In the provinces of New-

hampshire and Main (ROBERTSON, Hist, of Amer.). The duchy
of Anjou (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 1.). The archduchy of Au-
stria (CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 201. I.).

The then independent
principality of Wales (II. 216. I.). Th' earldom of Hereford
(SHAKSP., Rich. III. 4, 2.). In the Grafschaft of Mansfeld (LE-
WES, G. I. 7.). The city of London (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3,

1.). The city of Genoa (IRVING, Columb. 1, 1.). The pleasant
town of Doncaster (Scoxx, Ivanh. 1.). The village of Cumnor

(Kenilw. 1.). That island of England (SHAKSP., Henry V. 3, 7.).

The island of Atalantis (IRVING, Columb. Introd.) The isle of
Man (CHAMB., Inform. II. 210. II.). So, to a smaller extent,
with the succeeding denomination of mountain, valley, river,
desert, and the like. The mountain of Nebo (DEUXER. 34, 1.).

The comparatively fertile valley of Teviotdale (Scoxx, Monastery
1.). The savage vale of Glencoe (CHAMB., Inform. II. 233. II.).

The river of Cydnus (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 2, 2.). The wild
stream of Cona (CHAMB., Informat. II. 233. II.). The desert of
Zin (NuMB. 20, 1

.).
The wilderness of Kadesh (Ps. 29, 8.) [un-

less we have to except deserts named after other localities]. The
substantives first named have in part, and more rarely, the pro-

per name in the same case after them: That fatal country Sicilia

(SHAKSP., Wint. Tale 4, ].). The city Tours (II Henry VI. 1,

3.). Your city Some (Coriol. 5, 5.). This city Jericho (JosH. 6,

26.). The city Eehoboth (CHAMB., Inform. II. 77. I.), or, inver-

sely, before them: At Berkley castle (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 2.).

Conway and Caernarvon Castles (CHAMB., Inform. II. 216. I.).

Before Troy town (BuxL., Hud. 1, 2, 324.). The feast was over
in Branksome tower (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 1, 1.). Among those last

named mount and river commonly precede the appositional pro-
per name in the same case: The mount Misenum (SHAKSP., Ant.
a Cleop. 2, 2.). Mount Hermon (MiLT., P. L. 12, 142.). Mount
Carmel (12, 144.), see p. 154. The river Po (SiiAKSP., John 1,

1
.). The river Euphrates (Josn. 1, 4.). The rivers Pison, Gihon,

Jliddekel and Euphrates (MACATL., Essays I. 325.). For this and
the like, as well as for cape, head and ness see elsewhere. TUP.

genitive is still poetical in many places, see p. 294.

The use of of in these cases goes back to Halfsaxon. It agrees with
that of the Romance de, to which, however, it is not to be reduced, al-

though it was supported by it. Old-Engl. : pe land of Lumbanly (R. OB
GL. I. 10.). pe lond of Yslond (II. 371.). pe land of Grece (I 11.).

The lond of -Histria (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 272). pe

Miitzner, engl. Or. II. 2. Oft
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of Rome (ANTICR. 285.). pe kingrikes of Grece and Pers. (244.). The
reme of Russye (MAUNDEV. p. 7.). The rewme of Arabye (p. 42.). In
the bischopriche of Exetre (R. OF GL I. 5.) pe contreye of Norphom-
berlond (II. 386.). pe boru of Jerusalem (I. 72.). pe toun of Euerwik

(I. 27.). The toun of Jerusalem (RICH. C. DE L. 1268.). The cite of
Londone (P. PLOUGHM. p 10.). The cite of Facen (ALIS. 4805. cf. 4807.).
The yle of Man (R. OF GL. I. 2.). pe grete yle of Orkeneye (ib.). The
He of Cipre (MAUNDEV. p. 158.).

-- The mount of Synay (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 348. cf. MAUNDEV. p. 34.). The hille of Lyban (p. 103.). The grete
see of Occian (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 137.). The ryvere of Danubee
(MAUNDEV. p. 7.). The ryvere of Euphrate (p. 41. cf. 43 45. 56. 103.;.

The ryver of Gysen (CHAUC., C. T. 7662.) Bytuene pe water of Trente

& Ouse (R. OF GL. II. 371.). The broke of Cison (MAUNDEV. p. 111.).

Valleys and deserts named after other localities are: The vale of Elyn
(MAUNDEV. p. 57.). The desert of Pharan (p. 103.). Halfsax.: I pon
londe of Griclond (LAJAM. I. 26.). pe land off Galile (Ofiw. 6984.). pa
burh of Exchestre (LAUM. III. 243 ). pe burrh o/Jerrsalem (ORM. 16764.).
To pane castle of Sparatin (LAJAM. I. 26.). To pan castle of Deoure

(III. 250.). Bi pe montaine [centre mod. text] of Azare (I. 54.). pen
lac of Silvius (ib.) How far the genitive of the proper name was and
is used see p. 294. The mere proper name has appeared appositively
from the most ancient times with many of these generic names. Old-

Engl.: pe toun Zephayle (R OE GL. 11.409.). The castelle Saffra (MAUN-
DEV. p. 115.). The f'eld Magede (p. 111.). The mount Thabor (p. 113.).
To mount Syon (p 90. 92.). In the monte Synay (Tow.\. M. p 5!.). In
that hille Thabor (MAUNDEV. p. 114.). The grete see Occean (p. 256.).
To flom Jordan (p. 98.). Flume Jordan (Tows. M. p. 167.). Of flom
Jordone (Cov. MYST. p. 9.) Halfsax.: pe burh Kair-Uske (LA}AM. I. 257.).

pe flumm Jordan (ORM. 8299. cf. 9247.). Flumm Jordan (10626.
cf. 10652.). This is familiar to Anglosax.: pas rices Trachonitidis (Luc.

3, 1.). Bufon psere byrig Gabaon (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 13.). pas
burh Hiericho (Jos. 6, 26.). Of psere ceastre Nazareth (Luc. 2, 4. cf.

2, 39.). On pam edlonde Sicilia (BoETH. 16, 1.). Uppan pone munt
Nebo (DuuTKR.' 34, 1.). On pam munte Sinai (BASIL., Hexam 1.). Viff

pone mere Genesareth (Luc. 5, 1.). Off pa miclan ed Eufraten (Jos. 1,

4.). Comon . . to pam vestene Sin (NuM, 20, 1.). The inverse collo-

cation of the proper name and the appositive generic name with and
without the article is wider diffused in ancient times than in the modern

period of the language Old-Engl.: Bethleem the citee (P. PLOCGHM.

F.

383.). Of Thebes the citee (CHAUC., C. T. 941.). Acres toun (LANGT.
143.). To Rome toun (SEUYN SAGES 329.). Into Jerusalem toun (Ricn.

C. DE L. 5139.). To Jaffe castel (6850.). Be Seyne water (OCTOUIAN
1359.). Besyde Jordan streme (TOWN. M. p. 44.). Halfsax.: Winchestre

pa burh (LAJAM. III. 137.). Uppen Uske pan wcetere (I. 256.).M Lane-
castel (II. 171.). Anglosax.: On Sennaar lande (GEN. 11, 2.). At Paris

pcere byrig(SAH. CHR. 886.). On Antiochia pcere ceastre (35.). To Mail-
ros pam mynstre (BEDA 5, 13.). Ball Vihte pat edland (SAX. CHR. 534.).
Orcadas pa edlond (BEDA 1, 3.). Uppan Sinai munt (Exoo. 19, 11.).

On Oreb dune (33, 6.). Be Tinan pcere ed (SAX. CHR. 875.). Appositive

generic names after proper names are of course distinct from such com-
binations as in Mod.-Engl. : By Candy shore (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 1.).

In Malta road (ib ). Through Malta streets (5, 4.). At Antwerp bridge
(Doct. Faust 1, 1.). The Strasburg gates (LEWES, G. II. 82.). The Stras-

burg Cathedral (II. 83.). The corner of Twickenham churchyard (Tn.
HOOK. Gilb. Gurney 3.). The Tyrol passes (COLER., Pice. 1, 10.). Through
Solway sands, through Tarras moss (SCOTT, L. Minstr. 1, 21.). The

Oxford parliament (MACAUL., Essays 1, 1.). With Merseburg beer (LE-
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WES, 6. II. 84.). Old-Engl.: Londone brugge (WRIGHT, Pol. S. p. 213.).
To Londone brugge (p. 213.) and the like, in which another genitive is

represented by a loose composition, as is the case with other proper
names, and also names of persons: The Blumenbach theory (DICKENS,
M. Chuzzlew. 1, 1.). The Monboddo doctrine (ib.).

A few notions of time, such as month and hour, are fol-

lowed by the more special determination with of; in the latter

case this is a numeral.

Full of spirit as the month of May (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 4,

1.). In that month of August (LEWES, G. I. 16.). Betwixt the

hours of twelve and one (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust 5, 4.). At length
the hour of twelve o'clock swung its summons over the city (Scoxx,
R. Roy 21.). At the early hour of three (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gur-

ney 3.).

Old-Engl.: In the monthe of Jun (R. OF GL. II. 410.), else also in juxt-

apositions like: In March moneth (Ricn. C. DE L. 2031.). Comp. Anglo-
sax.: On Augustus montfe (BOETH. 5, 2.) and compounds Solmdndff, Htfd-
monaff, Hreftmondtt. The genitive is met with in Halfsax. : Wippinnenn
Joless monepp (ORM. 1910.), instead of the Anglosaxon Gedla, that is,

Yule month, in which the yule feast falls.

Among the remaining generic names there especially occur,

accompanied by o/, name, word, title, cry &c.; but also many
others with proper names, names of sorts or members of another

sort, and even sentences.

My name of George (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 1.). He usually
went among his sect by the name of Gains the publican (ScOTT,
Old Mortality 4.). Wherefore dost thou urge the name of hands?
. . If Marcus did not name the word of hands (SHAKSP., Tit.

Androm. 3, 2.). Nothing merits the name of eloquent or beautiful,
which is not suited to the occasion, and to the persons to whom
it is addressed (BLAIR, Lect.). The nickname of Musselmou'd
Charlie (Scoxx, Minstr. I. 85.). He had assumed the surname of
Ccesar (GIBBON, Decl. 2.). For himself he chose the title of
prince of the senate (ib.). A German, who assumed the lofty
title of the Duke Werner (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 2.). The man sta-

tioned in the round top surprised them with the joyful cry of
"land" (ROBERTS, Amer.). The infernal cry of "Holla, ho!"

(ScOTT, The wild Huntsm.) The cry of "Down with the Bi-

shops!" (MACAUL., Hist, of E. H. 51.) The cry of "Live the

king" (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.). In 1723 was performed his tragedy

of "Mariamne" (JOHNS., Lives II. Fenton). In the nautical drama

of
u

/ackeyed Susan" (LEWES, Brit. Dramatists II. 1.). When
in 1816 he published his poem of "Rimini" (I. 434.). The In-

termezzo of "Oberon and Titania's Marriage
1 ''

(G. II. 192.). Fol-

lowing his father's trade of wool-combing (IRVING, Columb. 1, 2.).

The element of fire Is pure (LoNGF. I. 140.) and others. With
the statement of the tenor of the word after the word of re-

ference, the former is often added without more: What is the

word, honour? (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 1.) Never to mention
the word goodness (FIELD., T. Jon. 3, 3.). He . . gaiu'd the

suraddition, Leonatus (SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 1.). The shout "They

20*
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come, they come!" (BYR., Siege 22.). In his poem, The Gods of
Greece (LEWES, G. II. 165.),

Old-Engl. : And }af hyt the name of masonry (HALLIW., Freeinas. 24.).

As the psalm of Benedicite seythe (MAUNDEV. p. 35.). Scheo hadde not

this fift of kunnynge (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 39.). pe art of

lechecraft (R OF GL. I. 1 50 ). Contricioun destruyeth the prisoun of
helle (CHAOC., C. T. p. 190. II.). Here belong terms for trees, as: A tree

of oke (MACNDEV. p. 24.). The tree of eldre (p. 93.). Trees of palme
(p. 57.). Trees of cedre (p. 103.), comp.: arbor fici, and such as: The
nombre of 9 (p. 228.), which are in use even in Halfsax.: pe tale of ehhte

(ORM. 4337. cf. 4338.). purrh tale off seoffne (5385. 54777). pe tale off

twejenn hunndredd (6091. cf. 6085 ). I have not met with the like in

Anglosaxon; there the appositive relation is met with: Heom naman sette

Boanerges (MARC 3, 17.). Scop him Heort naman (BEOV. 157.). pystre

genip pam pe se peoden self sceop nihte naman (CAEDM. 139.). Where
nama occurs with the genitive, the common subjective or possessive re-

lation takes place: On dryhtues naman (MARC. 11, 9.). Se pe underfehff

vitegan on vitegan naman (MATH. 11, 41.), comp. the name God; in God
name.

Names of persons, but names of things also, are attached

with of and the indefinite article to another substantive, by which
the same are characterized according to their sort or quality.

'Twas a strange riddle of a lady (BuTL., Hud. 1, 3, 337.).
He's the devil of a fellow (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). Mr. Ho-

neywood's rogue of a drunken butler (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 4.).

He's a jewel of a man (DouoL. JERROLD, Rent. Day 1
, 4.). But

then she had a devil of a spirit (BYR., D. Juan 1, 20.). I chanced

upon the prettiest, oddest fantastical thing of a dream the other

night (On. LAMB, Essajs on Elia). It would seem that the an-

nexing of the singular of generic names to such abstract sub-

stantives as manner, sort and kind should be similarly appre-
hended: What manner of man is he? (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 1,

5.) A sort of throne (ScoTT, Ivanh. 7.\ A sort of Goshen (Mona-
stery 1.). An odd sort of apology (BYRON, Don Juan 1, 41.).

What kind of a place is this Bath? (SHERHX, Riv. 1, 1.) You
have got an odd kind of a method of swearing (2, 1.), among
which the substantives with the indefinite article lean more

closely on the above cited mode of expression : If Beverley should

ask you what kind of a man your friend Acres is, do tell him
I am a devil of a fellow (SHERID. Riv. 4.).

Substantives with the indefinite article occur in German: Ein Schurke
von einem Bedienten (Lessing); eine Pracht von einem Becher
(Schiller); beside: ein Engel von Madchen; ein Schurke von Be-
dienten; ein Teufel von Kerl, in which the article does not appear,
as in Romance expressions : un grand coquin de coureur (JOUY); ce damne

d'heretique (DOMAS); ce diable d'homme; cette diable de femme (ACAD.).
Those forms seem, however, like these, to point to the French usage,
and mostly belong to popular speech. The word of reference contains

the attribute of the other substantive, and may be replaced by a cor-

responding adjective, as in: ein schurkischer Bediente I have
found naught similar in the older English. Manner, sort, kind properly

point to the following substantive as the generic notion, which, generalized,
is equal to the plural, as in: There are a sort of men (SHAKSP., Merch.
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of V. 1, 1.). Such kind of men (Much Ado 3, 3.). But the corresponding

expressions maner, kyn, mystyr, Old-Fr. mestier, are treated remarkably

similarly in Old-English. We find them in immediate juxtaposition with
substantives in the singular and plural : Uter . . pat Ambrose hette also,

In anoper maner name (R. OF GL. I. 147.). What maner mon was he?

(SiR AMADAS 122.). Of alle manere mysscheff (Dspos. OF RICH. II. p. 21.).

Uche maner faired in hire was (Aus. 212.). For alle manere beestes (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 275.). Maker of alle kyn thynk (Town. M. p. 132..'. What

mystyr man dede the mysuse? (Cov. MYST. p. 140.). Compare for the

singular the German: eine Art Mensch; eine Art Vogel, and
the like; see under J. They correspond, combined with other determina-

tions, to an adjective determination of the succeeding substantive, as they

perhaps would in the genitive, which is also found in its place: Of any
kynnes creature (P. PLOUGHM. p. 377.) [this is of any kind of creature].
Of alle kynnes filthe (p. 274.). Manikines ding (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 219.)- From alle kyns ille (TOWN. M. p. 127.). Halfsaxon:

whillces kinnes wise (ORM. 5'283.) On celches cunnss wise (!IA}AM. I. 344.

cf. I. 186.) Anglosax.: On maniges cynnes misdcedan .(LtGG, ^THELB.
IV 22.). We meet concurrently the subsumtion under a plural member
with of. Old-Engl.: Of alle manere of men (P. PLOUGHM. p. 2. cf. TOWN.
M. p. 281.).

o. The periphrasis with of has from the most ancient times taken
the place of H partitive genitive; it then denotes the totality
a part of which, and which the word of reference expresses, comes
under consideration. The substantive notion conjoined by of

stands, not only in the plural, but also in the singular, either if

it is a collective notion, or, generally, if a concrete or abstract

substantive is to be taken as a totality. The substantive word
of reference denotes a quantity, multitude, measure or

weight.
They inclosed a great multitude of fishes (LuKE 5, 6.). The

ships with the residue of the captives (IRVING, Columb. 15, 7.).

The rest of the family will be at supper (BOURCICAFLT, Lond.
Assur. 4, 1.). It requires a vast deal of address (BcLW., Lady
of L. 1, 1.). How a score of ewes now? (SHAKSP., II Henry IV.

3, 2.). I'll give my jewels for a set of beads, My subjects for a

pair of carved saints (Richel. II. 3, 3.). Some six or seven dozen

of Scots (I Henry IV. 2, 4
). You can try how your signature

will look across half a dozen of them (Bo.URCic., Lond. Assur.

3, 1.). I have bought five yoke of oxen (LuKE, 14, 19.). .Not a
man of us has been chased, as yet (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb.

1, 1.). Many thousands of square miles (MACAUL., Hist of E. I.

277.). There were only two millions of human beings in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland taken together (I. 278.). With the

working people, again, it is not so well. Unlucky! For there

are from twenty to twenty-five millions of them (CAKL., Fr. Revol.

1, 2, 2.). 2 Ibs of butter; 6 gallons of rum; 11 bushels of wheat;
1 1 ounces of gold (GuossLEY A. MARTIN, Arithm. p. 27.). The
thousandth partof a million (p. 17.). Three tenth deals of flour

(NuMB. 18, 12.). Do't, and thou hast the one half of mi/ heart

(SHAKSP., Wint. T. 1, 2.). One fifth of the booty (!KVING, Co-
lumb. 15, 7.). Here also are to be referred expressions like:

My young companion was a bit of a poet, a bit of an artist, a bit
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of a musician (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.). That the notion of
the whole is treated like that of a part has been already ob-
served with all (p. 275.). Here belongs the use of the whole:
I would sit and sing the whole of the day (TENNYSON p. 58.).
Four hundred a year is the whole of my income (Tn. HOOK, Gilb.

Gurney 3.).

It has been discussed at p. 209. how verbs, in themselves sub-

stantive, accompanied by substantives, aretreated like adjectives.
So too other collective numbers are also combined immediately
with a substantive: The million millions The myriad myriads
(BYRON, Cain 1, 1.). Amongst three or four score hogsheads

(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.). A dozen years (Temp. 1, 2.).

They have had half a dozen consultations (IRVING, Br. H. Fal-

conry). Some half dozen family-pictures (WARREN, Ten Thous.

a-year 2, 7.).

Old-Engl.: Plente me may in Engelond of alle gode yse (R. OF GL. I.

!.) Thorugh plentee of payn (P. PLOUGHM. p. 278.). Gret plentee of
gode fissche (MACNDEV. p. 115.). Fulle gret multitude of peple (p. 43.).
Fourti pousant of roperen he lette quelle per to, And of fatte weperes
an hundred pousand also (R. OP GL. I. 52.). Sixtene hundred of horsmen

(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 189). An hundrid of jeris (DEPOS. OF RICH. II.

p. 15.). be 'tnett o guete (ANTICR. 343.). A pounde of oynement precious

spykenarde (WYCL., Job. 12, 3.\ Halfsax : Mikell flocc Off piss Judis-

kenn peode (OEM. 169.). Muchel del of londe (LAJAM. III. 191.). Wipp
fife wehhte off sillferr (Oaw. 7812. cf. 7828.) Seoue pusend punde of
seoluere and of golde (II. 522.). Anglosax.: Sloh of his mannon mycelne
dad (SAX. CHR. a. 1087.). Else the genitive is frequent after substantives:

Mycele manegeo fixa (Luc. 5, 6.). Mycel sv$na heord (5, 11.). An ge-

t$me oxena (14, 19.). Hafde ane yndsan goldes (OROS. 4, 10.). Se sdster

hvcetes (SAX. CHR. 1051.). Hund mittena hvcetes (Luc. 16, 7.). Tvelf/o-
ffur grcefan (SA^x. CHR. 852.). Feover bund scillinga seolfres (GEN. 23,

16.). Tva and tventig pusend punda goldes and seolfres (LEGO. ,/ETHELR.

III. 8.). For numeral subsantives see p. 209. The want of the inflective

termination, as well as of the preposition of is peculiar to Old to a greater
extent than to Modern English: A dozeyn myle aboute (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 434.). The mountance of 6 score floreynes (MAUNDEV. p. 38.). In six

score dayes (P. PLOCGHM. p. 51.). Gif us a busshel whet, or malt, or

reye (CHAUC., C T. 7328.). Half a quarter otes (7545.); not rarely with

the transposition of the substantives: Maistres he hadde a dosayn (ALIS.
657.\ But there is gold and silver gret plentee (MAUNDEV. p. 18S.). These
combinatiens answer to the Modern-Highdutch eine Masse Geld; ein

Pfund Fleisch; ein Fuder Wein; ein Stuck Brod, and: Geld
hat er eine Menge; Freunde besitzt er eine gute Anzahl.
The member with of appears in many regards as a substitute for a

partitive genitive. Thus we have become acquainted with it in the ob-

jective relation with the verb (Vol. II. 1 p. 253.), with cardinal num-
bers (p. 209.), with ordinal numbers (p. 213.), with interrogative
pronouns (p. 236.), with indeterminate Pronouns (p. 275.), and
with comparatives and superlatives (p. 284.). We have frequently
been able to pursue the periphrasis into Anglosaxon.

e. The emphatic repetition of the same substantive with o/, in-

stead of which the genitive also still occurs, has been discussed

at p. 295.
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off and out of are sometimes employed in adnominal determi-
nations.

That exquisite mimic, the best actor off the stage (TH. HOOK,
Gilb. Gurney 1.). Devout men, out of every nation (ACTS 2, 5.).

I will do more reverence to him, than I will to the mayor out of his

year (BEN JONS., Every M. in his hum. 5, 1.). My dear deliverer

out of hopeless night (Cowp. p. 102.).

Old-Engl : As creatures out of wytt (MAUNDEV. p. 154.). With . . Cha-

terynge out of reson (P. PLOUGHM. p. 133.). Halfsax. : per wes Doldamin pe
kene ut of Gutlonde (L-A;AH. II. 578.).

from is not seldom used in the adnominal member, both in the

meaning of space and in a metaphorical meaning, in the sense of

movement from an object, of origin and descent, as well as of

separation and removal, of defence and of delivrance.
His first flight from home (ROGERS, It. Montorio). Her journey

from Vienna to Paris (LE\VES, G. II. 86.). Exploring . . the wat'ry
vaste For sight of ship from England (Cowp. p. 181.). Punishment

from Heaven (RowE, Fair Penit. 5, 1.). Ambassadors from Harry
(SHAKSP , Henry V. 2, 4.). Letters from the boy (TH. CAMPBELL,
Theodric). A legacy from a distant relation (ROGERS, It. The Bag of

Gold). I shall be prouder of such a tribute from you, than the most

passionate profession from others (GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.). The army,
Just in the moment of our expectation Of aidance from it etc. (Co-
LER., Pice. 1, 3.). A movement from Mr. Harper . . encouraged him
to proceed (COOPER, Spy 1.). Silence and Darkness! . . Twins from
ancient Night! (YOUNG, N. Th. 1, 28.). Of an infinite distance From
his true-meant design (SHAKSP., Meas. for Meas. 1, 5.). This depar-
ture from the established tram-way (TROLLOPE, Framl. Passon. 1, 16.).
A shelter from his ire (MiLT., P. L. 6, 842.). A screen from sultry
suns (Cowp. p. 169.). My wretched ness may find relief from thee

(RowE, Jane Sh. 1, 2.). Why to frenzy fly,
For rescue from the bles-

sings we possess? (YouNG, N. Th. 2, 105.). Immunity from priestly

powr (Co\vT. p. 103.). A singular exemption from the cruel caprice
of the tyrant (GIBBON, Decl. 10.).

Old-Engl. : He byhet hym . . Al pat lond fram Homber anon into Scot-

lond (R. OF GL. I. 221.). To hire anon he sendethe a ryng fro his fyngre
(MAUNDEV. p. 39.). A stones hastfro that chapelle (p. 92.). Halfsax : Herc-
nede tidende from Arfiure (LA}AM. III. 46.) Him likede tidende from Frolle

(II. 571.). Anglosax. : Ac pu us freoddom gief, folca valdend from yfla geh-
vam (Coo. EXON. 469, 8.).

to (more rarely unto} very often stands in the adnominal re-

lation.

It is often used of the reference of movement, extension
and direction to anything in space: His return to Rome (SHAKSP.,
Tit. Andron. 1, 2.). Our march to the gates (BuL\v., Rienzi 5, 3.).
He would spend no more money in trips to Scotland (TROLLOPE,
Frainl. Parson. 1, 9.). Having for some time intended a visit to Ma-
drid (IRVING, Columb. Pref.). He hears the sentence "Banishment to

Candia.' (ROGERS, It. Foscari). An honorable exile to his castles (Co-
LER., Pice. 3, 1.). This invitation to Chaldicotes (TROLLOPE, Framl.
Parson. 1, 2.). Grant me a passport to some distant land (An Advent).
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Access to Ms person (GIBBON, Decl. 9.). She shall be our messenger
to this paltry knight (SHAKSP., Merry W. 2, 1.). The way to Chester

(II Henry IV. 4, 1.). I was on my road to London (MARHYAT, Pet.

Simple 1, 1.). The path to bliss (Covvp. p. 47.), and in relative meta-

phors of the idea of direction: In prayer to God (LiKE 6, 12.). My
letters to him (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M 1.). In a letter to Milton (MAC-
AUL., Essays I. 1G.). It is a serenade to a damsel in bed, and not

to the Man in the Moon (LoNGF. I. 132.) To is also employed with

the notion of nearness, partly with a regard to the adjective stem
of the word: Our nearness to the king in love (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2,

2.). Their proximity to those spirit-stirring events (ScoTT, Minstrelsy
I. 11.)

Old-Engl.: Joyfulle of thi com To me from Nazarethe (Tows. M. p. 81.).

Pilgrymages to Rome (P. PLOCGHM. p. 285.). In the weye to Jerusalem (MAUN-
DEV. p 72. cf. 125. 128.). Anglosax. : Usic ponne gesece purh pin sylfes

gony eadmod to eorffan (CYNEVULF, Crist 254. Grein). py las eov viffer-feohtend

veges forvyrnen to vuldres byrig (Coo. EXON. 282, 17.). To gehealdenne pone
veg to pam lifes treove (GEN. 3, 24.). Nis seo gecyrrednys to Gode of us syl-
fum ac of Godes gife (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 114.).

The instances are numerous of the employment of to in the

metaphorical and ethical reference of the particle, which in part
leans upon substantives derived from verbs or adjectives with to, in

part upon others denoting objects, and frequently activities which are

directed to a jointly participating object, and serve its utility or its

disadvantage, as well as those denoting emotions, inclinations and

disinclinations; when persons come chiefly under consideration: It was

thy country's gift to her Deliverer (ROGERS, It., Genoa). The eleventh

chapter . . of additions to that constitution (MOTLEY, Rise of the Dutch

Rep. 3, 2.). My answer to his letter I will send myself (BuLw.,
Rienzi 3, 2.). You have no objection to my proposal (QHERID., Riv.

1, 2.). After Lord Lufton's assent to it (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson.

1, 21.). There are . . many exceptions to the general rule (Tn. HOOK,
Gilb. Gurney 1.). Oh blindness to the future! (POPE, Essay on M. 1,

85.) The superiority of the Paradise Lost to the Paradise Regained
(MACAUL., Essays I. 17.). On me, sole cause to thee of all this woe

(MiLT., P. L. 10, 935). A calamity to our country (MACAUL., Hist,

of E. I. 14.). With small risk to its liberties (I. 35.). The most potent
antidote to despair (MELVILLE, Digby Grand. 1.). His courtship to the

common people (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 4.). A compliment to my good
sense (GOLDSM., She Stoops 3.). This was adding an insult to his

penetration (COOPER, Spy 5.). Clear from treason to my sovereign

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 1.). A little of your fine serious advice

to the young lady might go far (G. Nat. M. L). You forgot your
oath to us at Doncaster (SHAKSP., I Henry IV, 5, 1.). Our duty to

God, and our duty to Your Majesty (MACAUL., Hist, of E. III. 169.).

Thy love to Theseus (SiiAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 2, 2.). Her foe in all,

save love to thee (BYRON, Siege 21.). Any man's good will to others

(GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.). His present kindness to a supposed child

(2.). His goodness to his parents (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 1.). I was

always against severity to our children (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 2.). Thy
aversion to me (GAY, Begg. Op. 2, 2.). His antipathies to his enemies
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(COOPER, Spy 5.). His dislike to politics (LEWES, G. I. 18.) and

many more. Thus the prepositional member with to is also associated

with personal substantives, often standing here, as also in some
of the instances cited, alongside of that with of, which can be redu-

ced to a possessive genitive: A traitor to the name of God (SHAKSP.,
Rich. III. 1, 4.). Did king Richard then Proclaim my brother . .

Heir to the crown"? (I Henry IV. 1, 3.) A suitor to your daughter

(Taming 2, 1.). Glavis (his friend, also a rejected suitor to Pauline)

(BcLw., Lady of L. Dram. Pers.). Our Destroyer, foe to God and
man (MiLT., P. L. 4, 749.). Some foe to man Has breath'd on ev'ry
breast contagious fury (RowE, Fair Penit. 5, 1.). Antony . . the

brother to the duke of Burgundy (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 8.). The sister

to Laban the Syrian (GEN. 25, 20.). This construction is common in

the enumeration of persons before dramas: Bailo, gouernour to the

Queenes sonnes. (Edipus, the olde King father to Eteocles, and Pol-

lynices, sonne and husbande to Jocasta (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta, Dr. Pers.).

Ferdinand, son to the king of Naples. Miranda, daughter to Prospero

(SHAKSP., Temp. Dr. Pers.). Francois, first page to Richelieu. Julie

an orphan, ward to Richelieu. Marion de Lormd, mistress to Orleans

(BuLW., Richel. Dr. Pers.); see Vol. II. 1, p. 291. Herewith com-

pare incidentally the employment of the infinitive with to with sub-

stantives. To is also often found with substantives denoting claim
and pretension: Your highness' claim to France (SHAKSP., Henry
V. 1, 2.). An absolute claim to originality (ScOTT, Minstr. I. 7.). Our
title to the crown (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, 1.). I have a right to

the imperial robe (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.). Let us from this moment
give up all pretensions to gentility (GoLDSM.. Vic. 3.) and others.

Instances with unto are: For your professed subjection unto the

Gospel of Christ, and for your liberal distribution unto them and unto

all men (2 Cor. 9, 13.). Love of you, not hate unto my friend (SHAKSP.,
Two Gentlem. 3, 1.).

In the older language we miss this extensive use of the prepositional
member in immediate combination with the substantive. Similar is found in

solitary cases. Old-Engl.: Per confessionem to a priest Peccata occiduntur

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 279.). For salve to hise woundes (p. 352.). Right as con-
tricion is confortable thyng . . And a solace to the soule (p. 290.). Notions
of inclination and aversion are often combined with to: Han but little appe-
tyt to mete (MAUNDEV. p. 157.) To hys tresore have I no nede (Ricn. C. DE
L. 3379.). That ever had to his cstat envye (CHAUC., C. T 16184.). Halfsax.:

Heo hafden muchel onde to pan kinelonde (LAJAM. III. 265.); till also tor to:

God wille Till pa patt stollffenn Unnderrfon Wipp blisse Cristess come (Oaw.
3955) Anglosaxon here takes the lead with to: Ne biff him to hearpan hyge
(CoE EXON. 308, 23.). pa nam he micelne graman and andan to piun man-
num (A -S. HOMIL. I. 16). to is not rarely found in Old-English with
names of per sons: pe name to pe seruaunt was Malcus (WvcL., Job. 18,

10.). The which is sib to God himself (P. PLOCGHM. p. 280.). He is an.

eretyk and a tretour bolde To Sesare and to oure lawe (Cor. MYST. p. 250.).

Comp. Yol. II. 1. p. 292. The combination of the notions claim and

pretension seem in modern times assimilated to that of: titre, prevention
a, droit sur of the French.

toward, towards appears in a few combinations, approaching to,

in the sense of space, and in a metaphorical meaning: Unto the great
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sea toward \the going down of .the sun (Josn. 1, 4.). An excursion

toward the gates of Hell (MiLT., P. L. 8, 231.). In progress towards

Saint Alban's (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 4.). Their slower or swifter

progress towards civilisation (Scoix, Minstrelsy I. 14.). Their duties

towards Austria (CoLER., Pice. 1, 11.). That . . they may find Ju-

stification towards God (MiLT., P. L. 12, 295.). Quick is mine ear

to hear of good towards him (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). In love one
toward another, and towards all (I THESSAL. 3, 12.). My feelings to-

wards her were purely of a selfish nature (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 3.).

Old-Engl,: In the half toward us the sonne sent his lijt (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 134.). pe veage toward Rome he byleuede (R. OF GL. I. 220.).

Aftre go men the weye toward Ynde (MAUNDEV. p. 150.). Compare: over

against.

into often stands in modern times with verbal substantives: It

was a peep into a fairy-land (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 3.). They
have now an insight into the whole (CoLER., Pice. 4, 2.). The mere

arrangement of words into poetical rhythm (Scoix, Minstrelsy 1. 10.).

A version of the work into English (IRVING, Colurnb. Pref.). The re-

searches into popular poetry [Scoix, Minstr. I. 14.). The inquiry into

Gathers ancestry (LEWES, G. I. 6.) and the like.

Instances are wanting in ancient times. In the Anglosax.: pa yldestan

pcenas (= pegnas) into Seofon-burgum (SAX. CHR. 1015.) in is interchanged
with into. See Vol. II. 1. p. 312. on into.

up and down are here rarely met with: A winding path up the

mountain (Bui-w., Rienzi 3, 1.). A stroke of my father's hand down

my head (MARRYAT, Pet. Simple 1, 1.).

In Halfsaxon combinations like up of in adnominal members are met
with: Hiss Faderr upp off heoffne (ORM. 352.).

through is found in the adnominal member in relation to space,
and perhaps of time: I have lov'd the rural walk through lanes of

grassy swath (Cowp. p. 165.). A rugged road through rugged Ti-

verton (BRYANT p. 94.). His progress through Somersetshire and De-
vonshire in the summer of 1680 (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 144.). My
boast thro' time! bliss thro? eternity! (YouNG, N. Th 4, 591.).

Old-Engl : Behold my woundes fyfe thrughe hondes, syde andfoytt (Tows.
M. p. 283.); also in a causal relation: Come my schaply thorw scharite, my
colver throw symplenesse (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 40.) Halfsax. :

Broperr min . . purrh fulluht annd purrh trowwpe (ORM.. Decl. 3 ).

across, round, around. Her flight across thy father's grouud
(SHAKSP., Wint. T. 4, 3.). Forget the ivorld around you (CoLER.,
Pice. 2, 3.).

against is added to the substantive in an ethical relation: I can

get no remedy against this consumption of the purse (SHAKSP., II Henry
IV. ], 2.). Flat treason 'gainst the kingly state of youth (Love's L.

L. 4, 3.). Nothing less than treason against the monarchy (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. III. 327.). To wittness the insult against feeling and taste

(LEWES, G. II. 85.).

Old-Engl.: To be his helpe ajen hys foil (R. OF GL. II. 386.). Now co-

meth the remedye agens lecchery (CHAUC., C. T. p. 206. I.). Crist took the
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bataille Ayeins deeth and the devel (P. PLOUGHM. p. 340.). Halfsax.: Noff
whatt menn mihhtenn habbenn nip Ne wrappe joen heore owwperr (ORM. 123.).

Anglosax.: On gevinne . . ongedn his agenum lustum (Jos in Ettm. 6, 6.).

in is in frequent use in modern times in the adnominal relation.

The preposition often serves to connect the object which compre-
hends another object or an activity in itself. God in heaven

knows (MARLOWE, Doct. Faust 1, 2.). All the water in the rough rude
sea (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 2.). Our friends in Bourdeaux (ScOTT, R.

Roy 1.).
The hour before the heavenly harness'd team Begins his

golden progress in the east (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 1.). The news-
of her happy arrival in the capital (LEWES, G. II. 86.). No object
in nature is more beautiful than a well carried musket (MELVILLE,
Digby Grand 1.). The eyes of Harper dropped quietly on the pages
of the volume in his hand (COOPER, Spy 3.). To advocate falsehood
in children (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 16.). The preposition also

stands in a wider application to abstract and concrete objects: My
light in darkness! and my life in death! (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 590.) His
first step forward in life (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 1.). A young
gentleman in a powdered wig and a skyblue coat (DiCKENS, Pickw. 2,

20.). The man in debt (YouNG, N. Th. 6, 532.). A man in years

(BL
TLW.. Rienzi 1, 1.). The people in employment (GAY, Begg. Op. 2,

2.). The stock in trade of this old gentleman (DICKENS, Dombey a.

S. 1, 4.). He drank success to me in my profession (MELVILLE, Digby
Grand 1.). The articles in force Between both Churches (BuTL., Hud.

2, 2, 425.). The newest cut in fashion (1, 3, 1172.). To the more

important point in debate (SriERiD., Riv. 1, 2.). I did all in my power
(GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 5.). Every office in their gift was filled by a
Frenchman (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 14.). In strength each armed
hand a legion (MiLT., P. L. 6, 231.). Thou Greek in soul, if not in

creed (BYRON, Bride 1, 4.). So, also it is combined with notions of

time: Of all the friends in time of grief (GAY, Begg. Op. 3, 3.) and
so forth.

Old-Engl.: Any mon in londe (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 9.). Crist yn heven

(HALLIW., Freemas. 555.). God in hevyn (Cov. MYST. p. 136.). To an castel

in Yrchenfeld (R. OF GL. I. 135.)- That dougeon in the dale (P PLOUGHM.

p. 18.). Trew for to trist as ston in the walle (Tows. M. p. 33.). I am God
in trone (p 1.). A-gon is al my streynthe In armes ant in honde (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW.. Rel. Ant. I. 125.). Halfsax.: Biforenn God inn heoffne (ORM. 421.).

Broperr min i Godess hus (Bed. 5.). For Anglosaxon the instances of in

interchanging with on are to be compared. See on. In a wider application

Old-English presents: To other people in derknesse (P. PLOCGHM. p. 345.).

Of alle angels in brightnes (TOWN. M. p. 20.). Lord in mageste (p. 170.).

Gone God in endless bliss (p. 20.). Syn in pride (p. 21.) Mony juster in

eovertour, Many knyght in riche armure (ALIS. 3213.). As persons in pelure
(P. PLOUGHM. p. 294.). Comp. Anglosax.: Secg on searvum (BEOV. 503).
Then answered kyng Richard, In deed lyon, in thought libbard (Ricn. 0. DE
L. 2181.). Halfsax.; patt tu pe loke wel fra man Inn apess annd i wittness

[= manap] (ORM. 4478.).

We particularly mention the notions of share, interest, joy,
claim or pretension, as well as of belief and trust, and some
names of persons allied therewith, to which an adnominal determi-
nation with in is usually added, as an adverbial determination with
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in belong, to verbal notions allied in origin or corresponding in sense:

Thou shalt nave a share in our purchase (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2,

1.).
I begg'd to be a sharer in her grief (RowE, Eair Penit. 1, 1.).

'Tis to the virtues of such men, man owes His portion in the good
that Heav'n bestows (Cowp. p. 1.). He was only a junior partner
in the firm (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 15.). What's thy interest In this

sad wreck? (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 2.) The bystanders . . seem to take

so much interest in the sport (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 13.). Your

enjoyment in all this is enhanced by a sense of variety (2.). My title

in the queen (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 1.). The propriety of man in

man (MACAUL., Hist of E. I. 22.). His belief in her renown (SHAKSP.,

Cymb. 5, 5.). A fair believer in ghosts, goblins, and all sorts of cu-

riosities (OxENF., Twice Killed 1, 2.). I wish you . . greater faith
in woman (LoNGF. I. 131). It is astonishing how great becomes his

trust in the wisdom of the public (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 8.).

In the older tongue I hardly find substantives of this sort outside of the

construction with a verb. Old-Engl.: Suche a lykynge he had in pley (!PO-

MYDON 900.). That han no beleve in hem (MACNDBV. p. 166.) and the like.

on, upon, which often interchange with one another in the adno-

minal relation also, are met with in the meaning of space, and also

metaphorically: Like two gipsies on a horse (SHAKSP., As You Like
It. 5, 3.). Unto a mountain on the east of Beth-el (GEN. 12, 8.). Ber-

wick upon Tweed; Stratford upon Avon : Often in geographical deter-

minations: With an angry frown upon her forehead (TROLLOPE, Framl.

Parson. 1, 16.). God . . quits his grasp upon the winds (COWPER

E.
189.). A mere crowder upon an untuned fiddle (Scoxx, Minstrelsy

, 60.). The vassals and dependents on his power (RowE, Jane Sh.

4, 1.). My only plea Is what it was dependence upon thee (Cowp.
p. 54.). Have I , commandment on the pulse of life

1

? (SHAKSP., John

4, 2.) I have no power upon you (Ant. a. Cleop. 1, 3.). It was not

only a constraint upon the child's mind, but even upon the natural

grare and freedom of her actions (DICKENS, Dombey a. S. 1, 3.).

That sunny evening had an influence on my later life (MELVILLE,

Digby Grand 8.). This threat did have its effect upon him (TROL-
LOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 12.). Wtuit claim on all applause! (YouNG,
N. Th. 4, 384.) His violent attacks on the buckwheat cakes (COOPER,
Spy 5.). In an assault upon their countrymen (Bri/w., Rienzi 5, 3.).

His ambitious design on Rome (3, 1.). Thwarted in his more grand
and aspiring projects upon JRome (ib.). To judgment he proceeded on

th
1

accused Serpent (MiLT., P. L. 10, 164.). Your smooth eulogium
. T Seems to imply a censure on the rest (Cowp. p. 3.). A general

cry for vengeance on the foreigner (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 146.).

Denouncing vengeance upon John (SHAKSP., John 3, 4.). An outrage
on humanity and decency (MACACL., Hist, of E. II. 189.). A great

fraud on the nation (IH. 327.). Your exposition on the holy text

(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 4, 2.). A biblical poem on Joseph and his

Brethren (LEWES, G. I. 37.). I have been but an observer upon life

(GOLDSM.. She Stoops 2.). A discourse upon any other subject (TROL-
LOPE, Framl. Pars. 1, 6.).

In former times on and upon, frequently interchanging with in, was often
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enough used of a sensuous relation; metaphorical applications to ethical rela-

tions, on the other hand, rarely come under consideration. Old-Engl.' The
tour on the toft (P. PLOUGHM. p. 15 ). Mon on urthe (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 5.).

Halfsax : Biforenn inenn onn eorpe (ORM. 422.) Off preostess kinn onn eorpe

(358.). Off Cristess deep o rode (5855.). Anglosax.: Svylce Qodes englas on
heofenum (MARC. 12, 25.). pat synd pa, leohtan steorran on pam heofonltcan
rodore (BASIL., Hexam. 7.). Seo ceastervaru on Thnrsum (APOLLON. OF T.

p. 10.). pa astah Apollonius on pat dom-setl on pare strcete (p. 9.). Bide

pmne Fader on diglum (MATH. 6, 6.) [rip naiQC aov 1$ iv -HO xpwrrij}].

Old-Engl : As muk apon mold I widder away (TOWN. M* p. 2l'.). Twenty
thousande maidens upon destrers (ALIS. 4925 ). Such constructions are more-
over met with, as in Old-Engl.: Lauerd ha merci on alle nu (ANTICRIST 487.).
Reason hadde ruhte on me (P. PLOUGHM. p. 294.). Halfsax.: He . . bigon

rceuinge uppen Basian (LAJAM. II. 15.), see Vol. II. 1. on.

at. After a long voyage at sea (SHAKSP., Pericl. 4, 6.). His

agents at Portsmouth (MACAUL., Hist, of E. III. 326.). Like oxen at

the stall (SiiAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 2.). His hopes of success at court

(IRVING, Columb. 2, 3.). There seems to be a charm in life at the

University (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 13.). Let . . Coleridge lull

the babe at nurse (BvR. p. 327.). Our officers at arms (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 1, 1.). A pursuivant at arms (Rich. III. 1, 1.). These are

suggestions of a mind at ease (Aonis., Cato 1, 1.). My first attempt
at consciousness (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 1.). Full of envy at his

greatness (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cress. 2, 1.). Our impious discontent

At aught thy wisdom has deny'd (POPE, Univ. Prayer).

Old-Engl.: Wyp pleyynge at tables (R. OF GL. I. 192). I am his madyn
at his hand And in his wold (Town. M. p. 75.). Anglosax.: He getymbrade
pat mynster at Gldstingabyrig (SAX. CHB. 688.)

by. The rural walk . . by rivers brink (Covvp, p, 165.). The
Conquest by Duke William of Normandy (ScoiT, Ivanh. 1.). Though
printers condescend the press to soil "With rhyme by Hoare and epic
blank by Hoyle (BYR. p. 329.).

Old-Engl. : Wente me to reste Under a brood bank By a bornes side (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 1.). In a chapel be the way A body on a bere lay (SiR AMA-
DAS 227.). July . . muche del of the world bi Est to hys power nom (R. OF
GL. I. 44.). Filius by the fader wille (P. PLOUGHM. p. 335.). Oat defte

meidcn Marie bi name (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 209.). Halfsaxon:
Karliun bi Uske (L,AJAM. II. 596.). Al pa scipen bi sx stronde he nom to

his honde (II 15.). Anglosax.: An geveorc on Defena-scyre be pcere norff-sce

(SAX. CHK. 894.). Ve viton offer rgland he edstan (ib. Introd.). Comp.: be-

side, besides. Old-Engl.: At Snowdon biside Bangore (LANGT. II. 237.). At

Cayre besides Babyloyne (MACNDEV. p. 44.). Halfsax.: Bi psere see stronde bi-

side Scotlonde (LA}AM. II. 94.).

with. A maid with clean hands (SriAKSP., Two Gentlem. 3, 1.).

The guard with the lantern (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). Shoes with

buckles (ib.). Great formal wigs with a tie behind (ib.). Is whisper-

ing nothing? , . Kissing with inside lip? (SHAKSP., Wint. Tale 1, 2.)

They are unlike all coquettings with imaginary beauties (LEWES, G. I.

95.). Lucinda did not like that tampering ivith fate (I. 97.). A con-

nexion icith one so unworthy her merits (GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.).

His conference with Rienzi (BuLW., Rienzi 3, 1.). His compact with

me (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.). His intimacy ivith me (ib.). My ac-
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quaintance with him (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 13.). In perfect con-
sentment with ourselves (12.). His intrigues with the Queen of Faery
(ScoTT, Minstrelsy I. 25.). His adventure with Gretchen (LEWES, G.
I. 61.). To wars with the ivomen (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 2, 2.).

The war with Granada (IRVING, Columb. 2, 3.). Avoiding any inter-

ference with his religious faith (LEWES, G. I. 94.).

Old-Engl.: A modi dare with croune (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 11.). Swich
a frend With so free an herte (P. PLOUGHM. p. 304.). A bulk with many
bisshopes seles (p. 5.). The coppe with the drinke (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.).

Halfsax. : Ejjperr sibb wipp operr (ORM. 336.). Anglosax.: At Baddan-byrig
viff Vinburnan (SAX. CHR. 901.). Vealas nellaff sibbe viff us (607.). pser
biff . . long raid viff god (GREIN, Ags. Poes. II. 348.). With abstract sub-

stantives with commonly occurs only where they contain with a verb the

periphrasis of a corresponding verbal notion. The mid, frequently equivalent
to with, is also used aduominally in Anglosaxon: Ic on neorxna vonge nive

asette treov mid telgum (SATAN 481. Grein).

between, betwixt. The way between Saint Albans and London

(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 2, 2.). The space between the stars and us

(Cowp. p. 105.). A curtain-drop between the acts of death (Tn. CAMP-

BELL, Theodric). That Serbonian bog Betwixt Damiata and Mount
Casius old (MiLT., P. L. 2, 592.).

-- There may as well be amity
and life 'Tween snow and fire (SHAKSP., Merch. of V. 3, 2.). An
alliance between these two fine arts (ScoxT, Minstrelsy 1, 10.). The
truce between the two great parties (MACAUL., Hist, of E. IV. 7.). The
vehicle of social communication betwixt him and fiis brethren (ScoTT,
Minstr. L 6.). He perhaps shall need Some messenger betwixt me and
the peers (SHAKSP., John 4, 2.). A lawsuit between your two ladies

(GAY, Begg. Op. 3, 1
.). The little altercation between them (DICKENS,

Dombey a. S. 1, 3.). The struggle betiveen the two Teutonic breeds

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 10.). The wars betwixt England and Scot-

land (ScOTT, Monastery 1.). A general similarity betwixt these and
the Danish ballads (ScOTT, Minstr. L 82.). That's all the difference
between them (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 3.). The difference betwixt day
and night (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 3, 1,). A choice between you and

poverty (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 1, 1.1 Twilight . ., short arbiter

'Twixt day and night (MiLT., P. L. 9, 50.).

Older writers rarely present the close connection of substantives with

between, as the following instances shew. Old-Engl.: Bytuene pys tueye kinges
anon so gret loue per was (R. OF GL. I. 237.). Bytuene pe kynq Edelfred
and pe quene ys wyf . . wax a gret stryf (ib) His herte gaf tille Blanche,
if hir wille wer perto, & holy kirke wild stanche sibred bituex pam tuo (LANGT.
II. '253.). Bituex pise tuo kynges a werre bigan (I. 14.). Halfsax. : patt sette

gripp onn erpe Bitwenenn Godd annd menn (ORM. Pr. 60.). per wes pa
motunge bituxe pan twam kinge (LAJAM. III. 213.) and the like. Anglosax.:

Oferhergade eall hiora lond betveoh dicum and Vusan (SAX. CHR. 905.). Friff

freondum bitveon (Coo. EXON. 101, 15.). Forpam pe hi macodon msest pet
unseht betveonan Godvine and pam cynge (SAX. CHR. 1052.). Comp. also

among. Old-Engl.: They holden the beleeve amonge us (MAUNDEV. p. 121.).

To se sich stryfes wedmen etnong (TOWN. M. p 30.).

for. My depart of France (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 1.).
Their

departure for town (MELVILLE, Digby Grand 5.). On his road for

Regensburg (CoLER., Pice. 4, 2.). His residence for five-and-thirty
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years (ROGERS, It., Foscari). As he could not assure her of some
return for her affection (LEWES, G. I. 98.). Some flattery for this evil

(SHAKSP., Love's L. L. 4, 3.). By prayer for us (2 Cor. 1, 11.). My
love for you (LoNGF. I. 171.). My friendship for the young lady

(GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.). Your cares for me (ib.). My sorrow for
them (RowE, Jane Sh. 2, 1.). A mother's tears in passion for her

son (SHAKSP., Tit. Andron. 1, 2.). A strong passion for geographical
science (!RVING, Columb. 1, 1.). With all his fondness for travel (MEL-
VILLE, Digby Grand 9.). He . . has no relish for frippery and nick-

nacks (CARL., Past a. Pres. 3, 1
.).

His raye for arms (SCOTT, Last
Minstr. 4, 9.), There was a general cry for vengeance (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. II. 146.). The struggle of John of Anjou . ./or the crown
of Naples (IRVING, Columb. 1, 2.). The hour for stir and village-gos-

sip (ROGERS, It., The Fountain). A text for a stanza (MACAUL., Es-

says I. 13.). Alas! small cause for joy! (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 303.)
"What grounds for apprehension (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). A butt for
Hersh el-telescopes (CARL ,

Past a. Pres, 3, 1.). With a heart for any
fate (LONGF. I. 7.) and many more.

The ancient language is poor in the extension of the use of for. Old-

Engl. : Vhe thanking . . For hire faire giftes (P. PLOCGHM. p. 37.). Surgiens
for dedly synnes (p. 279.) A dead scoruwe vor lure of eie worldliche pinge
(WRIGHT A! HALLIAV., Rel. Ant. I. 67.).

before. Nicholas dipped his pen into the inkstand before him

(DICKENS, 0. Nickleby 2, 6.). Women are but mirrors, which reflect

the images before them (COOPER, Spy 4.).

after. With many inquieris after my father (MELVILLE, Digby
Grand 19.).

Old-Engl : For covetyse after good (HALLIW., Freemas. 659.). For covei-

tise after cros (P. PLOUGHM. p. 325.).

over. The rural walk O'er hills (Cowp. p. 165.). Young Plan-

tagenet, Son of the elder brother of this man, And king o'er him,
and all that he enjoys (SHAKSP., John 2, 1.). Who is lord over us?

(Ps. 1 2, 4.) He is . . master over himself (LEWES, G. I. 142.). Which,
indeed, is a mere tyranny over her guests (BEN JONS., Cynth. Revels

2, 1.). That hath authority over him (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, 2.).
The domination of race 'over race (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 2.). Ex-
clusive jurisdiction over all crimes whatever (MOTLEY, Rise of the
Dutch Rep. 3, 2.). The same influence over posterity (Scoxx, Min-

strelsy I. 12.). This has a remarkable spell over my imagination
(BULAV., E. Aram. 1, 1.).

Old-Eng].: Hey], floure ovyr fflour! . . lord over lordysl . . kynge ovyr
kynges! (Cov. MYST. p. 154.) God over alle thinges and remes (MAUNDEV.
p. 35.). He hadde . . maistrie over any man (P. PLOUGHM. p. 293.). To hym
is cure over us (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. II. 44.). Halfsax. : Nu wes

icleoped Cadwalan kind ouer Anglen (LA}AM. III. 257.). pat ic am due ofer
heom (I. 20.) pu art lieuerd oue(r) us (I. 265.). Heo hine wolden maken
due fy deme ofer his folke (I. 16.). Alls iff itt wsere laferrdflocc 0/r alle

popre floccess (ORM. 589.). Anglosax. : Se vas cyning ofer call Ongel-cynn
(SAX. CHR. 901.). pat hira ealdras anveald ofer hi habbaff (MARC. 11, 42.).

above. From yon blue heavens above us (TENNYS. p. 128.).
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My father . . had a lucrative living, a usoul above buttons''' (MARRYAT,
P. Simple 1, 1.). Of wits and parts above thy age (ADDIS., Rosam.

2, 2.).

Old-Engl.: Upe pe doune aboue Bape (R. OP GL. I. 174.). In thy palace
aboue the orient (SKELTON I. 13.). Ne to be mair above men (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 290.). Halfsax : Itt wass hcefedd kinedom Abufenn opre unnfcewe (OaM.

9175.)-

under. Out of every nation under heaven (Acxs 2, 5.). The re-

cently discovered tribes of the African coast, under the same latitude

(IRVING, Columb. 4, 1.) All the bands Of angels under watch

(MiLT., P. L. 5, 287.). The Tartar-Frigate under weigh (DICKENS,

Dombey a. S. 1, 4.). The officers and men under his command (MAC-
AUL., Hist, of E. III. 326.). Two pretty girls, both under twenty

(LEWES, G. I. 96.).

Old-Engl.: To wone inne in thraldom vnder pe kyng (R. OF GL. I. 143.).

Ne to be mair above men, Ne mynystre und kynges (P. PLOUGHM. p. 290.).

within, without, the latter whereof especially stands in the adno-

minal. The oracle within him . . He must invoke (CoLER., Pice. 1,

4.). Morn without eve! a race without a goal (YorNG, N. Th. 6,

453.). He had declared against his uncle a war without quarter (MAO
UAL., Hist, of E. II. 188.).

Old-Engl.: To joye wypouten ende (R. OF GL I. 231.). The lyf with-oute

ende (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 38.). Folc wypoute ende (R. OF GL.
I. 217.). Soule with-oute sinne (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134). Werre with-

outen hede is not well (LANGT. I. 2.). fleowre withouten pere! (SKELTON I.

14.). In Anglosaxon vi&iitan also stands adnominally in the sense of space:

pa cvaff man mycel gemot vi&utan Lundene (SAX. CHR. 1052.); otherwise bu-

tan in the sense of exclusion: Lif butan ende-dedSe (Con. EXON. 101, 4.).

Oioguif butan ylde (101, 6). Hcelu butan sure (101, 8.). Rdst bittan gevinne

(101, 10.). Dag butan peostrum (101, 92.).

beyond. In Bethabara beyond Jordan (JOHN 1, 28.). A task

far beyond his powers (MACAUL., Essays I. 15.). In old times, beyond
the reach of history or tradition (IRVING, Columb. 1, 1.).

Old-Engl. : pat pe kyng adde al put lond Eldelfred byjonde Homber (R.

OF GL. I. 237). The lond bejonde the see (MAUNDEV. p 1.). Of dyverse/0M;
bejond theise marches (p. 142.). Anglosax.: pas king vseron gevordene in Be-

thania begeondan Jordanen (Jon. 1, 28.). Comp.: Eal pat rice viffgeondan
Jordanen (MATH 3, 6.). Forgeaf pam fugelum flyft [flyht?] geond pas lyft

(BASIL., Hexam. 8 .)

over against. In the champaign over against Hilgal (DEUTER. 11,

30.). Into the village over against you (MARK 11, 2.). In the plain
over against the Eed Sea (DEUTER. 1, 1.).

Comp. Anglosax.: On pam lande Moab, ongedn Jericho (DEUTER. 32, 49.)

and On pam feld vestene vitf pa reddan see (I, 1.).

The above instances, which might readily be increased with regard to

other prepositions still in use, as well as to older ones, shew the early incli-

nation to abbreviation of speech and the manifold use of prepositions in the

adnominal relation, primarily for relations of space. In many cases also the

gradual release of the substantive accompanied by the preposition from the

connection with a verb shews itself, to the decided sole connection of it with
a substantive notion, which must, however, pass as the essential motive for
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the employment of the preposition. Hence the decision on the close connec-
tion of the prepositional member with the substantive in modern times fre-

quently remains in suspense, and is to be judged by the context in each

case, where the substantive appears as the predicative or objective determi-
nation of a verb.

Pronouns and Numerals with attributive Determination.

In the place of a substantive with a determination belonging to

it, there stand pronouns and numerals with such a determination, not

only where those point back to a preceding substantive, but also

where they represent a substantive independently.
The connection of substantive words of this sort with ad j ective

determinations is not uncommon: As one disarmed (MiLT., P. L. 10,

945.). "When he gave his opinion on any point, it was with that

easy tone of confidence used by tltosc superior to their society in rank
or information (ScoiT, R. Roy 4,). Comp. p. 243.

They likewise appear accompanied by adverbs; see p. 138.

And thus they also admit prepositional members: What is

he at the gate? (SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 1, 5.) They in France,of the

rank and station (Haml. 1, 2.). The Stagirite . . and he of Tuscu-

lum, with him of Corduba (YouNG, N. Th. 9, 974.). "Let it pass
round!" quoth He of Lorn (ScoiT, Lord of the Isl. 2, 5.). And art

thou He of Lodi's bridge, Marengo's field, and Wagram's ridge! (BYR.,
Field of Waterloo 14.) Was . . No subtle question rais'd among
Those out-o-their wits, and those f iK wrong

1

? (BuTL., Hud. 1, 2, 701.)
The lawyers are bitter enemies to those in our way (&AY, Begg. Op.
1, 1.). The brief, abrupt, and somewhat stern mode in which he
was wont to communicate his pleasure to those around him (ScOTT,
R. Roy 1.). One from the court . . demands my lady (RowE, Jane
Sh. 2, 1.). Like one in prayer I stood (LoNGF. I. 3.). "Are all

here?" "All with you; except the three On ditty" (BYR., Mar. Fal.

3, 2.).

Apart from the partitive relation formerly touched upon, in which of stands
in the prepositional member with pronouns, we find of particularly employed
in the most ancient times, and with geographical names chiefly to denote plu-
ral pronouns, when the meaning of origin comes to the front. Old-Engl.:
Heo of Troye siwede (R. OF GL. I. 20.). pe deol pat per was of hem of
Normandye (II. 2 1 6.). pe deol ek of hem of Aungeo (ib.\ Hii of Denemarch
flowe sone (II. 378). Whenne they of France wyste, That the maystry hadde
the Chryste (RICH. C. DE L. 5755.). pulke of Troye (R. OK Gr,. I. 219.). Sub-

sequently other prepositions appear in various connections: How do thay in

Gessen? (Town. M. p. 63.) Oon withouten tonge and teeth (P. PLOUGHM. p. 295.).

Halfsax.: Weoren lieo of Rome alle ridinde (LtfAM. I. 252. cf. 251.). An-

glosax.: Mid him heldon pa of Rome, and se due of Sicilie (CuR. (SAX. 1129.).
The Gothic already follows the Greek, not only in combinations of the pro-
noun (article) with adverbs, as: Qap du paim jainar [Mytt TOK **/] (MATH.
26, 71.), but also with prepositional members, as: pai bi inn \_nintnl uviov]
(MARC. 4, 10.). Allans pans mip 'imma [ro j aiiv I'TW] (Luc. 5. 9.), where

Anglosaxon prefers dependent sentences: pain pe peer vceron; pa tvelfe pe
mid him vceron; ealle pa pe mid him vceron.

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 21
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B. Apposition.

Apposition has the determination of a substantive notion (for
which a pronoun may also be substituted) in common with the attri-

bute in the stricter sense; it is distinguished from it in not being
thought in immediate union with the substantive notion, like the at-

tribute. It does not therefore blend into that unity of accent with
the word determined by it, in which the attribute stands with its

substantive notion, and in writing is often separated by a mark of

punctuation from the notion determined by it, although this internal

abolition of the unity of accent is not essential. It is, in fact, the
abbreviation of an attributive dependent sentence, with a sensuous

retrospect to its origin.
If the current combination of nouns in the appositive fashion

has brought about their being pronounced with a unity of accent,
the original grammatical relation is obscured, approaching partly to

the genuine attributive relation, partly to composition. Here, for in-

stance, belongs the juxtaposition of Christian and surnames, as, Ju-
lius Caesar, Thomas Carlyle, of proper names with titles, as King
Henry, Lord Hastings, or with other names of kinds, as Mount Vesu-

vius, in which the preceding word is depressed in the accent.

Determinations may be added to apposition which pertain to the

further developed predicate of a dependent sentence.

Not only substantives, but also adjectives, numerals and pronouns
stand in the appositive relation.

The appositive word is to be thought in general in concord with
the case to which it is referred. The appositive member needs un-

conditionally to agree in number, as little as a predicative substan-

tive with its subject.
A preposition preceding the word of relation must be regarded

as operating continually upon the appositive member.

The appositive substantive.

a. It is added as an explanatory determination to another sub-

stantive, and may be accompanied by determinative, attributive

and adnominal determinations. The determinant most naturally
follows the word of reference, to be regarded as the subject of a
sentence.

Where is my prince the Dauphin (SHAKSP., John 5, 5.). The

daughter of Thomas Mowbray Duke of Norfolk (MACAUL., Hist, of

E. I. 37.). Likewise there rose Abbe Terray, dissolute financier

(CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 1.). In the phrase of Comines, the most judi-
cious observer of that time (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 21.). To the

great king of Angola, a mischievous monarch in those parts (SOU-
THERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). For our country, mother of us all (FERREX
A. FORR. 1, 2.). Bacchus, Jove's ambrosial boy (Tn. MOORE p. 31.).

Learning, that cobweb of the brain (BuxL., Hud. 1, 3, 1339.). Scep-
ter and power, thy giving I assume (MiLX., P. L. 6, 730.). "I've
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such a nice dinner for you", replied the wife, all smiles (MARRYAT,
P. Simple 1, 2 ). Apposition also receives further adverbial deter-

minations, which refer more plainly to an original abbreviation of
the sentence: Death, most our dread; death thus more dreadful
made (YOUNG, N. Th. 2, 123.). The earthquake voice of Victory,
To thee the breath ot life (BvR., Ode to N. B. p. 346.). The great
gates of the Lateran, then the Palace of the World (BuLW., Rienzi

4, 6.). By Robert Blake, afterwards the renowned Admiral of the

Commonwealth (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 154.).
But the reverse position of the substantives also appears, so that

the subject of which anything is predicated appears as an expla-

natory determination : 'Tis Jove's world-wandering herald, Mercury
(SHELLEY, Prometh. 1.). The rival Moorish kings of Granada,
Muley Boabdil, the uncle, called also 1 Zagal, and Mahomet Boab-

dil, the nephew (IRVING, Columb. 2, 3.). Or hail at once the pa-
tron and the pile Of vice and folly, Greville and Argyle! (BYRON,
Engl. Bards p. 323.). In the nicest point, The honour of my house,
You 've done me wrong (OTWAY, Venice Preserved 1, 1.). And
shapeless sighs come wandering by, The ghastly people of the realm

of dream (SHELLEY, Prometh. 1.). Reason's whole pleasure, all the

joys of sense, Lie in three words, health, peace and competence (POPE,
Essay on M. 4, 79.). To the appositive relation belong two mem-
bers, serving reciprocally to explain each other; if we would de-

note the last only by the name of the appositive member, this

may be allowed, if an appositive predicate is distinguished from an

appositive subject. The possibility of reversing the members rests

upon the exchange of the position of the predicative substantive

which is allowed in the developed sentence. Compare: The first

pledge of their reconciliation, was the great Charter (MACAUL., Hist,

of E. I. 15.), out of which the appositive relation: The first pledge
of their reconciliation, the great Charter, beside: The great Charter,
the first pledge of their reconciliation, is developed. In a solitary
case it may be doubtful how to settle which is subject and which
is predicate in the apposition, and the collocation of the words

may then mark the first substantive as the subject. Where the

following logical subject clashes immediately, and without any fur-

ther preceding determination, with the substantive predicated, the

appositive relation is effaced: The old beldame earth (SHAKSP., I

Henry IV. 3, 1.). The patriot Hampden, best beatified man we
have (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 16.). I found the urchin Cupid sleep-

ing (Tn. MOORE p. 3.) See above.

"When an appositive substantive is added to a genitive an inflec-

tive letter common to both, can, as we have seen, (Vol. I. p. 246)
be joined to the last substantive alone: Isaac brought her into his

mother Sarah's tent (&EN. 24, 66.), by which the grammatical

group receives the character of a united whole, whereas with the

repetition of the inflection the syntactical separation comes out

more clearly: At Albius
1

house, The jeweller's (BEN JONS
,
Poetast.

1, 1.). The zeal of martial hearts was at his call, And that Helve-

tian's, Udolph's most of all (Tn. CAMPBELL, Theodric). The judg-
ment of the syntactical relation of the cases, when an uninflected

21*
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case is added to the inflected genitive, admits a twofold point of

view. We have either to think the recollection of the inflective

case as continually operating, or to regard the appositive member
as the nominative which would belong to a developed sentence:

Into young Arthurs hand, Thy nephew^ and right royal sovereign

(SnAKSP., John 1, 1.). Alfred's name, the father of his age (Cowp.
p. 4.). But not in flimsy Darwin's pompous chime, That mighty
master of unmeaning rhyme (BYKON, Engl. Bards p. 328). See
below.

The natural position of the appositive predicate after the substantive to

be explained is frequently found at all ages. Old-Engl.: Eustas, erl of

Boloyne (II. 393.). Macolon kyng of the lond (II. 367.). Pandras, pe stronge

kyng, as pryson he nom (R. OF GL. I. 1 2.). Kay, ys felawe, hym wolde

awreke, kyng of Aungeo (I. 216.). po hii seye her kyng aslawe, flour of

chyualerie (ib.). Tancred, hys neueu (II. 393.). Bi hoare loverd, hevene

king (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). A nonne, a prioresse (CnAuc., C. T. 118.).

He Arpies slough, the cruel briddes felle (15586.). Ich am Reneuard thi

/rend (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant II. 275.). Adelwolf fy Ethelbert,

knyghtes hope fulle wyght (LANGT. I. 17.). They com to London that cite

(R'CH. C, EE L 1239.). In Qrece that contre (CHAUC., C. T. 16143.). Wo
worth Herode, that corsyd wyght! (TowN. M. p. 131,) Lo, irous Cirus,
thilke Perden (CHACC., C. T. 7661.). Cresus, whilom king of Lyde (16213.).
Halfsax.: Euander king hine aqualde (LAJAM. III. 75.). j)is iherde Leir

king (I. 142.). Of Ar&ure pan kinge (I. 55.). Of Judon pere queue (I. 171.).

Claudien pe kveisere (I. 407.). Ouer Maluan cent flam suiffe long (I. 55.).

To Regau mire dohter (I. 143.). pa cjeopede .he corles tweie, atfele men and
wise (III. 42.). Anglosax. : pa feng Alfred, Afielvulfing, to Vestseaxna rice

(SAX. CHR. 871.). py geare gesette Alfred cyning Lundenburg (886.). paer
saeton Apektan b. and Ranig ealdorman . . and paer vas Bryning scirgerefa
(HiCKES, Dissert, epist. p. 2.). Dryhten sylf heqfona hedhcyning (ANDE. 5.).

Fram Grante ed (S. GUTHLAC 3.). Gefuhton vifr Vyrtgeorne pam cyninge
(SAX. CHR. 455.).. Lotfvi se Cdsare forffferde (840.). Gabriel se engel (Luc.

1, 26.). Acenned of Marian pam mcedene (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.

I. 35.). 03" Rin pa ed (Ofios. 1, 1.). At Florentia pcere burh (SAX. CHB.

1059.). To Pentapolim pvere cyriniscan birig (APOLLON. OF T. p. 10.).

Under Abiathar para sacerda ealdre (MARC. 3, 26.). Ic Ine, mid godes

gife Vestseaxna cyning (LEGG. INAE init.).

But the inversion of the memb.ers of the appositive relation is no less

old, especially where a generic name is added to the proper name. Old-

Engl.: Kyng Macolom spousede Margarete (R. OF GL. II. 368.). King Co-
nan he fond ded (I. 101.). pe erl Beaumond (II. 393.). pys nohle duo

Wyllam (II. 367.). To that mayden milde Marie (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 194.). To the mount Synay (MAUNDEV. p. 58.). The feld Magede
(111.). Halfsax.: pa hefde pe king Siluius his wille (LAJAM. I. 116.). pa
spac Dunian & pe offer biscop Fagan(l. 443.). Is broker Fereus (I. 170.).

Affterr patt te Lafard Crist Wass cumenn (OBM. 17815.). Cristess posstell
Sannt Johan (5186.). Godess peww Ezechyel (5798.). Anglosax : Ure drih-

ten dlmihtig God (S. GUTHLAC 3.). Se cyning Eddmund (SAX. CHR. 943.).

His hlaforde Alfrede kynincge (OROS. 1, 1.). On 6Sre healfe pa>re ed Do-

nua^ (ib.). To pam vestene Sin (Nci. 20, 1.). Fram pam demon Syrige
Cirmo (Luc. 2, 2.). Hi gesealdon heora tvam nefum Stuffe and Vihtgare.
eall Vihte (SAX. CHL, 534.). To ful monegum dage men synt forlaedde,
Adam and Eve (CAEDM. 728.). Even Gothic often presents this collocation

of Words: Aggilus Gabriel (Luc. 1. 26.). Fram kaisara Agustau (2, 1.).

Us baurg Nazaraip (2, 4.). Vasuh pan newa dulps Judaic so hleprasta-
keins (Jon. 7, 2.).
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The genitive in the appositive relation early omitted the inflective form
of the first substantive, when the immediate attachment of the substantives

caused them to appear 09 one united notional whole: By kyng Wyllame's
day (R. OF GL II. 374.). pe kyng Arture's syster's sone (I. 169.). Yn
tyme of good kynge Adelstonus day (HALLIW., Freemas. 62.). Thu art of

Davi kinges kin (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 169.), see p. 298. The
oldest form is of course the repeated inflective form. Anglosax.: Sitt nu
at sviffran Godes dlmihtiges fader (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 35.).

But the first substantive was also early alone inflected. Old-Engl.: Ro-
berde's soster Courtehese (R. OF GL. II. 393.). Bi Gracianes day pe empe-
rour (I. 92.). That was Josephes modre, the patriarke (MAUNDEV. p. 72.).

Sit on his fadir richt honde God almichti (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 57.) [fadir answers to the Anglosaxon genitive], alongside of which the

second genitive form primarily appears: Sip on his fader rith half Goddes
alweldinde (I. 282.). Halfsax.: ^Elienor pe wes Henries quene, pes hejes

kinges (LAJAM. I. 3.), which of course appears in Anglosaxon when the ap-

positive combination is interrupted by the insertion of a substantive: On
Jsaias bee pas vitegan (Luc. 3, 4.). On Torcvines dagurn pas ofermodan
cyninges (BOETH. 16, I ). Be Cnutes dage tinges (HiCKF.s, Dissert, cp. p. 2.).

Passages like To pines folces vuldre Israhel (Lrc. 2, 32.), Gr. Aot) aov

YapwiJ^, compared with the Goth,. Vulpu managein peinai Israela (ib.),

cannot be considered as the joining on of a nominative. Thus Israhel

stands uninflected: on Israhel (ib. '2, 34.)- A deviation from the concord
in the appositive relation generally occurs here and there : Minum pam leo-

festan hlaforde ofer ealle offre men eorfflice kyningas Alfvold Edst-

Engla kyning, mid ri/ite and mid gerisenum rice healdend (S. GCTHLAC,
Prol.), "in which a nominative appears, as it were released from the con-

struction by reason of its remoteness from the word of reference Inde-

pendence of the appositive member occurs more frequently in modern times,
as in the German : Er warf sich nach Mainz, damals eine volkreiche Stadt

(GiESEBisECHT, Deutsche Kaiserzeit I. 374.). Such a free conception of the

appositive member might be developed from an original neglect of the case

inflection in English, for' which the cases cited under c. and d. may give
further proofs.

The repetition of the same substantive with a more parti-
cular determination is also to be regarded as apposition.

lead my mind (A mind that fain would wander from its woe)
Lead it thro' various scenes of life and death (Yoi NG, N. Th. 1,

45.). And all onr extasies are wounds to peace; Peace, the full

portion of mankind below (5, 951.). 'Twas near a noble house, the

house of Pansa (ROGERS, It
, Naples). I am Ferguson, the famous

Ferguson, the Ferguson for whose head so many hundred pounds
have been offered (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 160.).

This mode of expression borders hard on the emphatic repetition of the

same word, and belongs principally to modern emotional language.

b. An appositive substantive, supported by a pronoun, often indeed
borders hard on the mere reduplication of a subject or an object,
but is distinguished from the previous indication or supplementary
repetition of the same notion by apposition's giving the accent to

an explanatory determination.

When / roi-ed, a young Highlander, o'er the dark heath (BvR.,

p. 304.). To thee, the Queen of nymphs divine (Til. MOORE p. 39.).
On him, their second Providence, they hung (POPE, Essay on M. 3,

217.). He enjoys, he sinner, a glimpse of the glorious Martyr's
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very Body (CARL ,
Past a. Pres. 2, 16.). We, the Verdun Muni-

cipals, see no resistance possible (Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 3.). But Why
before us protestants produce An Indian mystic, or a French re-

cluse? (Cowp. p. 42.) In arms they stood Of golden panoply, re-

fulgent host, Soon banded (MiLT., P. h. 6, 526.). He left an only
daughter, Whom he brought An infant to Angola (SOUTHERN, Oroon.

2, 1.), The transposition of the appositive substantive increases

its weight: 1 lie daughter of a hundred Earls, You are not one to

be desired (TENNYS. p. 126.).

Old-Engl. : Al that man hath mys-do, 1, man, wole amende (P. PLODGHM.
p. 389.). We olde men, I drede, so fare we (CHAUC., C. T. 3872.). Thenk
on God, as we doon, men that swinke (3491.). And .thanne wee entreden
14 personnes (MAUNDEV. p. .283.). What love hadde he to us his subjettes

(p. 3.). Anglosax.: Ic pa Alfred cyning (LEGG. JLFRED. 49.). Ve cildra

biffdaS' pe (THORPE, Anal p. 101.). Nu ve pine pebvas synd besvungene
(Exoo. 5, 16.). pis is mycel eov mannum on mode to asmeagepne (BASIL.,
Hexam. 3,).

c. Apposition is particularly to be mentioned, with which the appo-
sitive determination is related as with the genitive (see above

p. 323.), the possessive points to the genitive relation. We have
mentioned a corresponding phenomenon upon the participle and ad-

jective (See 280. 290.).
I had no lover, no wishes, knew myself Only as his his daugh-

ter his, the Mighty (CoLER., Pice. 2, 7.).

For the sake of the same want of concord we at the same time
mention the frequent case introduced with as, which may also be

accompanied by other conjunctions, and in which we no longer per-
ceive a mere apposition, the specific relation indicated by the par-
ticle exceeding the mere relation of a predicative notion to a sub-

ject. The notion introduced by the particle may indeed coincide

in effect with apposition, although this is nowise absolutely the

case, as the following instances sufficiently shew: In his capacity
as a justice (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 3.). The assemblies of the senate

displayed the abilities of Julian as an orator, and his maxims as

a republican (GIBBON, Decl. 15.). Owen, whose probity and skill

. . rendered his services invaluable as a handclerk (ScOTT, R. Roy
1.). Guildford, now found himself . . restricted to his business as

a judge in equity (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 26.), with which also

compare: With an air of composed and steady deliberation, which
even my arrival although an only son unseen for four years, was
unable to discompose (oOOTT, R. Roy 1.).

Ancient instances, in which a substantive presenting decidedly the cha-

racter of apposition, follows, are wanting. It is readily understood that an

explanatory word in the same case is given to the Anglosaxon genitive of

personal pronouns, as to every other case: Vas sum his scipes-man pas

foresprecenan vrdccan ASelbaldes (S. GUTHLAC 22.).

The incongruence of case in the abbreviated dependent sentence with as

appears also in early times. Old-Engl. : His naina . . as a seynt (MAUSDEV.

p. 177.). Neythyr stede ner palfrey, But a staffe was hys hakenay As a
man in pouerte (SiR CLEOES 244.).

d. Sentences, members of sentences and clauses may have
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an appositive substantive in their train, which answers to a predi-
cative nominative.

These are the Septemberers; a name of some note and lucency

(CARL., Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 6.). All this without th' eclipse of th.'

sun, Or dreadful comet, he hath done By inward light, a way as

good, And easy to be understood (BuxL., Hud. 1,1, 577.). Though
his daughter, Mrs. Bruce of Arnot, had much talent, a circumstance

which may perhaps mislead the antiquary (ScoiT, Minstrelsy I. 75.).

They not only tore the lead from the roof of the magnificent Ca-
thedral to make bullets, an act for which they might fairly plead
the necessities of war, but wantonly defaced the ornaments of the

building (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 170.).

This sort of apposition in which a judgment upon what precedes is con-

tained, borders on the ellipse, from which it is, however, distinguished by
its immediate support by an notional complex. It is familiar to Latin, as

well as to Greek, in the form of a nominative and of an accusative. See

Krugers Lat. Gr. p. 389. Kiihners Gr. Gr. Vol. II. 146. Even modern

tongues, such a French and German, often use it. It seems to have be-

come current in English with the cultivation of prose in modern times, not,

perhaps without the influence of the classical and Romance tongues.

2. The appositive Adjective.

The adjective appears as an appositive member where it does
not appear in immediate union with a substantive notion, but, by its

separation from it, causes the character of a predicative complement
to shine through.
a. With the substantive it stands partly in combination with the

definite article, as in: Of Persia's king, the rich, the great/ (TH.
MOORE p. 4.) Henry the Fourth etc., a case, which is discussed
at p. 170.; partly without it: But its great grandsire, first o' th'

name (BuxL., Hud. 1, 1, 567.). There lies a vale in Ida, lovelier

Than all the valleys of Ionian hills (TENNYS. p. 98.). They tell

how Atys, wild with love, Roams the mount (TH. MOORE p. 6.).

Zuleika, mute and motionless, Stood like that statue of distress (By-
RON, Bride 2, 22.). Cases of this sort are to be separated, on the
one hand from the attributive connection of the adjective with the

substantive
;
on the other, from the predicative combination with the

verb of the sentence. In a few cases these relations may blend
or be interchanged. The released adjective often takes the lead:

Dark-blue the deep sphere . . Grew darker (TENNYS. p. 22.). Ar-
dent and intrepid on the field of battle, Monmouth was everywhere
else effeminate and irresolute (MACAUL., Hist, of E. H. 100.). It

is readily to be seen that participles are in such cases to be simil-

arly judged. It may also be observed that adjectives to be taken

distributively, with or without the article, approach closely to the

category in question: For all these reasons, avowed and secret, my
father determined I should embrace his profession (Scoxx, R. Roy
1.). Those who have read any romance or poetry, ancient or mo-

dern, must have been informed that love hath wings (FIELD., J.

Andr. 1,11.), so far as supplementary specific determinations mark
the generic name more particularly.
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The separation of the adjective by the definite article is common to all

ages, see p. 170. The Old-English also makes the indefinite article precede
it: A monk ther was a fair for the maistrie (CHACC., C. T. 165.). A frere
ther was, a wanton and a merye (208.), comp. p. 183. The reference to a
relation of the sentence by a mere adjective, which is not occasioned either

by another determination added to it, and in partly indicated in modern
English by the punctuation, usual also in other cases, cannot often be

pointed out as intended in Old-English. We may recognise it in such cases

as: A noble Samson, strengest of al mankt/nde (CHACC., C. T. 15561.). per
was erl Alfred, of the lawe suithe wis (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I.

170.). Maidnes shene so bon me come to bi-holde (I. 123.). Old-English
frequently makes an adjective come out stronger in poetry by a greater
distance from its word of relation: hii he him strenglicran stol gevorhte,
hedhran on heofonum (CAEDM. 273.), without thereby going decidedly beyond
the connection of adjectives.
For older instances of adjectives to be taken distributively in appositive

connection see p. 289.

b. An appositive adjective is likewise associated with pronouns.
Could you, so rich in rapture, fear an end (YOUNG, N. Th. 1,

184.); often at the beginning of the Sentence: Greatly unfortunate,
Tie fights the cause Of honour, virtue, liberty, and Rome (ADDIS.,
Cato 1, L). Rich in bliss, I proudly scorn The stream of Amal-
thea's horn (In. MOORE p. 40.).

Old-Engl.|: Ase ich rod thourh Rome, Richest alre home (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 122.).

3. The appositive Pronoun and Numeral.

Pronouns aad Numerals are mostly added to other pronouns as

explanatory or distributive determinations, but also to other

substantives.

When shall we three meet again? (SHAKSP., Macb. 1, 1.) They
all complain (ADDIS., Cato 1, 3.). Tey are all at a sumptuous ban-

quet (TAYLOR A. READE, Masks 2, 1.). With blackest moss the flower-

pots Were thickly crusted, one and all (TENNYS. p. 9.). Let us every
one go home (SHAKSP., Merry W. 5, 5.). Woe were we each one

(ScoTT, Marm. 1, 22.). At his command ttf uprooted hills retired

Each to his place (MiLT., P. L. 6, 781.). With Aves many a one

(ScoTT, Lord of the Isl. 2. 21.). The Generals are, many of them,

long ago won over (CoLER., Pice. 2, 1.). And are they not, some of
them, set forward already (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 3.). Two enga-

gzments,
one near the Hellespont, the other in the narrow defiles of

ilicia, decided the fate of his Syrian competitor (GIBBON, Decl. 3.).

Thus also each and one are supported, with reference to an objective

Other, appositively by a substantive or pronoun: They saw each other

daily (LEWES, G. I. 53.) The one against the other His wrathful
sonnes have planted all their force (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, L).

We may also regard the decomposition of the plural of a pronoun
into various grammatical persons as an appositive determination: Let
us make a covenant, 1 and thou (GEN. 31, 44.), in which the diver-

gence of the case may be explained by p. 325.
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The cases cited are almost all found in the ancient language. Old-Engl.;
We pre haf pe ward of God (LANGT. I. 149). So liche we be botlie twain

(WRIFIIT A HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 109.). Lene us alle to ben wys (ib); to

into Anglosaxon see p. 209. 272. The singulars ilkon, echon, everilkon ever-

ychon recur uncommonly frequently in Old-English, beside ech and everg*&$

appositive determinations with plurals and collective notions: The payn can
not be told that thay shalle have ilkone (Tows. M. p. 143.). Hastily ilkone

pe kynges com fulle suythe (LANGT. I. 2.). po hii were echone yset (R. OF
GL. I. 191,). So pat oper grete kynges douted hym echon (I. 181.). Thei
sonken into belle, The citees echone (P. PLOUGHM. p. 278.). Evyl gostes . .

Thyn evyl wordes han wrete In here bokys ichon (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 101.). Whan his flete was alle at Tibre euerilkone (LANGT. I. 50.).

This foules everichon joye hem wit songe (WniGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I.

100.). An on assemblede he is doussepers everuchon (WRIGHT, Pol. S. p. 190.).

Siththe hath he spoke of everychon fhese noble wyfes and these lovers eeke

(CuAcc , C. T 4478.). A companye of ladies, Tweye and tweye, Ech after

other (900.). Alle the other barouns every of hem }even hem presentes (MAUN-
DEV. p. 237.). many one likewise stands with plurals: Fayre weyes tnongon

per bep in Engolonde (R. OP GL. I. 7.). Wylde bestes many on (I. J4.). Ful

goode wyves many oon (CHAUC., C. T. 3156). Halfsax. : pen forenn forp lllc

an wipp prinne lakess (ORM. 3460,). In Anglosaxon celc stands appositively
in a distributive meaning: Ve villafr, pat selces hades men georne gebugan
celc to pain riht pe him to gebyrige (LEGG" CNUT. I. A. 6.). Same precedes
the plural of substantives and pronouns determined by the article: pa cvae-

don sitme pa boceras (MATH. 9, 3.). pa misvendon sume pa englas heora

agenne eyre (A.-S. HOMIL. I, 112.). Sume hig comon feorran (MARC. 8, 3.).

Ac sume ge ne gelyfatf (Jon. 6, 64.). Here arises an appositive relation, in-

stead of which a partitive genitive or a case accompanied by of in combina-
tion with sume occurs.

The appositive decomposition of a plural pronoun into various gramma-
tical persons is always usual. Old-Engl : Ar we not brether, thau and /?

(TowN. M. p. 11.) Wen of on kynde We bep ycoine ?e fy we (R. OF GL. I.

47.). Anglosax. : pat freondscipe sig betvux unc, me and pe (GEN. 31, 44.).

Section the Second. The Doctrine of the Joining of

Sentences.
*

As the doctrine of the Sentence has for its subject the relation

of notions to one another, so the doctrine of the Joining of Sentences
treats of the grammatical relation of Sentences to one another. The
sentences thus combined with one another into a whole stand to one
another in the relation either of coordination or of subordi-
nation.

Coordinate sentences are equal to one another in grammatical
value; subordinate ones have, as dependent sentences, a relation

of dependence to the principal sentence, whose members, developed
into sentences, they represent.

The particles which undertake the union of coordinate sentences
are called copulative conjunctions, those which are the means
of connecting principal with dependent sentences are named con-
junctions simply.
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The equal grammatical relation of sentences to one another
does not exclude variety of logical relation. This especially finds

application to coordinate sentences, but becomes apparent also in the
relation of subordination, so that the same conjunctions may appear
with various sorts of dependent sentences.

Coordinate principal or dependent sentences may also stand be-
side each other without the intervention of copulatives; their mean-

ing then makes their relation to each other clear. Sentences con-
nected by copulatives are called syndetic, those attached to one
another without copulatives are called asyndetic.

I. Coordination of Sentences.

One coordinate sentence may stand in combination with another
either complete or incomplete. A member common to several

coordinate sentences, when a repetition of it with particular energy
is not in the intention of the speaker, is in general put only once,
and there then appears, instead of the connection of sentences, only
a union of individual members of sentences. This contraction^of
sentences, an early consequence of the effort for simplification of

speech, takes place both in syndetic and asyndetic coordination,
and is common to prose with poetry. The latter may, however, make
a bolder use of it. The contraction leads either to a blending of

sentences, which especially appears where the verb expresses by its

form the comprehension of several subjects, or a member which be-

comes intelligible in its connection with others appears as an abbre-
viated sentence. With the great extension which contraction has

obtained, we shall consider it more particularly before discussing the

forms of syndetic and asyndetic coordination.

A. Contraction of coordinate Sentences.

Different subjects are combined with the same notion of

activity. The subjects are then either comprehended by a plu-
ral verbal form:, fare and age come unawares (LoNGF. I. 114.).

Eejlection, reason, still the ties improve (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 133.),

although with the effacement of the inflective forms of the verb

such a formal comprehension often remains dubious; or the verb

is decidedly annexed primarily to a subject: Another love succeeds,
another race (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 130.). Laws die, Books never

(BuLw., Richel. 1, 2.). If different determinations are given to the

same verb in the several sentences, this is common: Force first

made conquest, and that conquest law (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 245.).
Pleasure is good, and man for pleasure made (YOUNG, N. Th. 7,

598.). The chapel was void, and the Baron away (ScOTT, Minstr.

2, 33.). A determination common to several sentences, but diffe-

rently modified, may then be given to the first, so that only the

other modification remains to the second: Bacchus was the type of

vigor And Silenus of excess (LONGF. I. 259.)- In poetry the verb
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is often attached, not to the subject and the determination of the

first, but of a succeeding sentence: Reason the root; fair faith is

but the flower (YOUNG, N. Th. 4, 751.). For eloquence the soul, song
charms the sense (MiLT., P. L. 2, 556.). Angels their feelings, mor-
tals have their praise (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 539.). Hoarser the wind,
and deeper sounds the rill (ScoTT, Lord of the Isl., Introd.). Sen-
tences whose subjects are of different numbers or of unlike

grammatical persons may also be contracted, whereas the

verbal form conforms grammatically to one subject alone: Dire was
the tossing, deep the groans (MiLT., P. L. 11, 489.). They [the

drawings] were carried up into the library . . and no intimation

given to me of their coming (BvR., Lett.). / am extremely pleased
. . and my vanity . . not a little flattered (MONTAGUE, Lett.)' al-

though the coincidence of different personal forms of the verb ren-

ders such an unlikeness less sensible: We '// calm the Duke of

Norfolk, you your son (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). Childless you
had been else, and in the grave your name (OTWAY, Venice Pre-

served 1, 1.). He had not sung of Wales, nor 1 of him (BYRON,
Eugl. Bards p. 318.). How the verb is attracted by its nearest

subject has been discussed Part. II. 1. p. 151.

Corresponding contractions belong to almost all periods ef the language.
Here belongs the comprehension under a plural. Old-Engl.' Hors and

Hengist bothe, pat twei brepre were, Come to Kent (E. OP GL. I. 111.).

Anglosax.: Se fader and se sunu and se halga gast habbaS ane godcund-
nysse (THORPE, Anal. p. 60-), as well as the attachment to one first sub-

ject. Old-Engl.: Anoper day Joon stode and two of his disciplis (WYCL.,
Job. 1, 35.). Al that evere Marc made, Mathew, Johan, and Lucas (P.
PLOCGHM. p. 102). Anglosax.: Micel rip ys, and fedva vyrthena (MATH.
10, 38.). If different determinations belong to the verb in several sentences,
the verb is ordinarily joined to the first subject. Old-Engl.: Thai on hihgte

Pladrine, and that other Zinglantz (MADNDEV. p. 167.). Whan a man is

an urtlie ded, and his soule bi God (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.)- Half-

sax.: Meubritz haihte pe aldre, Malin pe jungre (LAJAM. I. 107.). Anglo-
sax.: Abrahames vif hatte Sarai, and Nachores vif Melcha (GEN. 11, 29.).

The reverse combination of the verb belongs to the modern language,
Unlike numbers and grammatical persons are frequently referred

to the non-congruent verb of a subject. Old-Engl.: Hyrd-men hem hatieth,

ant uch mones hyne (WEIGHT, Polit. S. p. 157.). Ffrist sawe they it not,
ne youre self nother (DEPOS. op RICH. II. p. 6.). He loveth me and ich

him wel (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 5.). Thou art my Lord, and 1 thy hyne
(TOWN. M. p 181.). Anglosax.: Ne synd na pry almihtige Godas, ac an

almihtig God (THORPE, Anal. p. 60.)- He vuna& on me, and ic on him

(Jon. 6, 56.). paer ge gnornende dead" sceolon dreogan, and ic dreama vyn
agan mid englum (Coo. EXON. 142, 29.)

2. Several determinations of a predicative or adverbial nature

may be given to the same notion of activity.
Thou , . which art a lion and a king of beasts (SHAKSP., Rich.

11. 5, 1.). The girl grew red and white by turns (BuLW., Maltrav.

1, 3.). Whence and what art thou? (MiLT., P. L. 2, 681.) He
beheld the uplifted arm and the threatening sabre (COOPER, Spy 9.).

He sunk to the abyss? to the dark void? (SHELLEY, Prometh. Unb.

3, 2.) We ought to blame the culture, not the soil (POPE, Essay on.

M. 4, 13.). A further determination may also be given to the
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verb in a following incomplete sentence: The night is come, but not

too soon (LONGF. I. 8.). An interlacing of sentences: where a de-
termination occurring, in the second is detached to complete the

first, is rare: Man never Is but always To be blest (POPE, Essay
on M. 1, 96.).

Old-En'gl. : I h"ve be preest and parson (P. PLOUGHM. p. 102.). Nu ben
thei liouns in halle, and hares in the feld (WRIGHT, Polit. 8. p. 334.).
"Whanne we taken in pley and in bourde the myraclis of God (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 43.). Lene us alle to ben wys Ant to ende in his

servys (I. 109). Thanne was Conscience called To come and appere (P.
PLOUGHM. p 50.). Anglosax : V&ron hi svifie cu&e and marre geond Angel-
cynnes land (S. GUTIILAC, Prol.). pone fruman on pam fruman ic gesette,
and pone ende in pam ende (.ib ). Mannum he forgeaf hlcif to bigleofan, and
pam nytenum gars (THORPE, Anal. p. 59.). pu scealt gelyfan on pone lifi-

gendan God, and na ofer pine maeffe inotjan be him (BASIL., Hexam. 3.).

3. Several notions of activity, with or without a more particular
determination, frequently combine with the same subject.

Nature exerting an unwearied power, Forms, opens, and gives
scent to ev'ry flower (Cowp. p. 19.). / knew it all,, but said no-

thing (LEWKS, G. I. 13.). / pursue The selfsame road, but make

my own review; Not seek great Jeffrey's, yet, like him, will be
Self-constituted judge of poesy (BYR., Engl. Bards p. 31*2.). Dust
thou art, to dust returnest (LONGF. I. 6.).

If the same notion cf activity has to be repeated in a different

form with an auxiliary or modal verb, it is not uncommon that the

form of the preceding verb, completing the predicate, especially
an infinitive, remains to be supplied: "Awake a louder and a lof-

tier strain," Such as none heard before or will again (BYR., Engl.
Bards p. 317.). The same takes place with a reduplicated subject:

Prayers and tears have moved me, gifts could never (SHAKSP. II

Henry VI. 4, 7.). At every ball my wife now waltzes and my daugh-
ters shall (BYR., Waltz p. 345.). The infinitive form remains also

to be supplied from a mere participial form : Love, loving not itself,

none other can (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 3.). This is Holmsdale, Ne-
ver conquered, never shall (PROVERB in Ingram ed. Sax Chr. p. 125.

n. 3.) The reference is bolder to a verb which only follows in

the second member, an auxiliary verb being in the first: As she

has already, or intends to offer you a bed at his house (CHATHAM,
Lett. 17.). Comp. : Like silly beggars, Who, sitting in the stocks,

refuge their shame That many have, and others must sit there

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 5.).

Old-Engl. : She leteth passe prisoners, And paieth for hem ofte. And gy-
veth the gailers gold . . And taketh the trewe bi the top And hangeth etc.

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 51.). A wynd per com po in the see, & drof hym to

Scotlonde (R. OF GL II. 367.). Thou art old and may not go (Ans. 3310.).
Halfsax. : Boc he nom pe pridde, leide per amidden (LAJ.A.M. I. 3.)- Je bid-

de& mine dohter swa hende & haldeft me inne bende (I. 45 ). pe king wes
switTe saeri & sende his sonde . . gaederede his ferde (I. 63.). Anglosax.:
Her fur se here . .to Hreopedune, and paer vintersetl warn (SAX. CHR. 874.).

pa eode he ham to his huse and com oft on morgeu and py betstan leoffe

geglenged him dsong and ageaf pat him beboden vas (BEDA 4, 24.).

The completion of one verbal form from another is often required Old-
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Engl. : 1 love and ay shal (CHACC., C. T. p. 1185.), Hit semyd hym never,
ne never shalle (Tow.s. M p. 4.). 1 the honowre and evyr more xal (Cov.
MYST. p. 49. cf p. 113.)- Amonges us . . That man is dwellynge, And
evere hath, as I hope, And evere shal herafter (P. PI.OUGHM. p. 152.). Half-

sax ! We haldetf Cristes laje & wulleff auere an ure dseje (LAJAM. III. 168.).

Anglos : pis Ebreisc folc ys micel and vixst and svidTor vyle (Exoo. 5, 5.).

4. Different notions of activity may be referred equally to the

same predicative or adverbial determinations, whether they
have a common subject or different subjects. Thus also infinitives

and participles are combined with different auxiliary and modal
verbs.

Some are and must be greater than the rest (POPE, Essay on M.

4, 50.). By all who feared or envied the greatness of England
(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 2.). He could not see, he would not hear,
Or sound or sign foreboding fear (BvR., Bride 2, 1.). And every
creed and every race, With them hath found may find a place

(2, 20.). Hope elevates and joy Brightens his crest (MiLT., P. L. 9,

633.), The question whether the administration of that family had
or had not been in accordance with the ancient constitution of the

kingdom (MACAUL.* Hist, of E. I. 27.). The reader will find the

reasons alleged why the taste for song was and must have been lon-

ger preserved on the border than in the interior of the country

(ScOTT, Minstrelsy I. 35.). It then occurs that the common deter-

mination, according to form or the construction, does not exactly
fit the different verbs: Nothing can or ought to give me a higher
satisfaction (CHATHAM., Lett. 6.). In him who ?s, or him who finds
a friend (Poi'E, Essay on M. 4, 60.).

Old-Engl.: Hou the Flemmyshe-men bohten hem ant solde (WRIGHT, Po-
lit. S. p. 187.). Take and leyd them both in (Town. M. p. 6.). If ich mat
other cone In eni wise for the do (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 6) I have and have
had Som del haukes maneres (P. PLOCGHM. p. 103.). No schaltow paye . .

Ac schole the pore eelie halfpeny (Ai.is. 3114.). Halfsax.: An bird tatt off
Eleazar wass sprungenn annd wass strenedd (ORM. 559.). Anglosax. : Ic

forpan halsige and bidde pone gelceredan and pone geledffullan (S. GUTHLAO,
Prol.). Nan yfel ne mag ne ne mot pe genedlcecean (BASIL., Admon. !.)

Incongruent forms occur: Heora faderas vasron cer on Egipto ymbsnidene,
and seo jugufr nas (Jos. 4, 5.).

B. Syndetic Coordination.

Sentences, or members, which are to be regarded as resting upon
contraction of Sentences, appear in coordination placed equal to one

another, when their logical relation to one another may be various.

1. In the copulative coordination, effected by connecting copu-
latives, the single sentences or members are set or denied at
the same time; yet the setting of one member may also be
combined with the negation of another, that is, an affirmative

member may be set at the same time as a negative.

a. The grammatical connection of concordant members of a

series of thoughts, where the other comparative value of the
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single members is disregarded, commonly takes place by the

particle and, Old-Engl. often ant, Anglosax. and, Old-Sax, ande,
ende, endi, Old-Fries, anda, ande, and, Old-Highdutch anti, enti>

inti, unte, unde, unt, Middle-Highdutch unde, Modern-Highdutch
und, foreign to Gothic and Old-norse.

The widow and her child returned to England helpless and
almost hopeless (IRVING, Br. H. The Lovers). Descend, and fol-

low me down the abyss (SHELLEY, Prometh. Unb. 3, 1.). I can
answer for myself and the other ladies (FIELD., Amelia 1, 10.).
The equal rank of the members does not condition the homo-

geneousness of the combined parts of speech or forms: The
mariner Bound homeward, and in hope already there (Cowr.
p. 176). A cheerful man and with a monarch's mien (CoLER.,
Pice. 2, 4.). A person of iiidefagitable research, and whose in-

dustry has been crowned with the most successful result (Scoxx,
Minstrelsy I. 86.). If you have a mind to know the exact num-
ber of statues, and how many feet they cast up the water (MoN-
TAGUE, Lett.).

Olcl-Engl. : Mury $ fair yt pojte ynow (R. OF GL I. 41.). Saturnus is

above; and Jubiter is the nexte (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.)- Amend
thi mod, and torn thi thout (Anecd. p. 5.). Ful he was of tene and
treie (p. 6.). Halfsax.: Gat iss . . Gal deor, annd stinnkepp fule (ORM.
1200.). Wass Forrshamedd annd forrdrefedd (2193.). Anglosax.: Hig
seton and druncon and vifodou (Luc. 17, 27.). pa genealsehte hym an
hundredes ealdor, hyne biddende and pus cveflende (MATH. 8, 5.). Alyfe
me aerest to farenne and bebyrigean minne fader (8, 21.). Formal hetero-

geneotisness of the members is not excluded. Old-Engl.: He kest a man
of cler latoun. And in his bond an arblast heldand (ECYN SAGES 1976.).

Penitence is the pleynyng of man . . and no more to do ony thing for

which him oughte to pleigne (CHACC., C. T. p. 185. II.). Anglosax.: Ana
. . pe paer fagorosj vas and affelstan kynnes (S. GOTHLAC 1.).

b. The frequent combination by and of oppositive as well as of

kindred notions has made especially adverbial combinations be-

come formal. Here belong: Let them wander up and down for

meat (Ps. 59.). To meet now and then (GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.).

If there was here and there an elder peasant (Scoxx, Bride).

Wandering hither and thither (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). His

picture I will send far and near (SHAKSP., Lear 2, 1.). Far
and wide his eye commands (MiLX., P. L. 3, 614.). Full wide
and far was terror spread (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 4, 3.) ; I proceeded
. . placing, ever and anon, my hand on the neck of his cob (Tn.
HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 5.). A melancholy, dreamy mood, forcing
him ever and anon into solitude (LEWES, G. I. 42.).

These and similar forms extend back far into antiquity. Old-Engl.:
The way was ever up and doun (ALIS. 7043.). That he no myghte geve
heom bataile Bote here and there (6141.). That makith you lord and

sire, Nygh and feor (7229.). For acqueyntaunce that hath beon, Ferre
and neor, heom bytweone (7259.). Robbede ver & nere (R. OF GL. II.

388.) Halfsax.: To clennsenn here annd tcere (ORM. 10475.). Anglosax.:
1]fane and neoffane (BOETH., Rawl. p. 117.). Hider and pider (MONE,

Quellen, Aachen 1830. Gloss.). Feor and nedh (CAEDM. 2930. 2447. COD.

EXON. 24, 25.). Feorran and nedn (BEOV. 1684.). Nedn and feorran
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(2352. 4624.). Ealra para pe him stO' and cer gifena drihten forgifen
hafde (CAEDM. 2928.) JEr and siff (JULIANA 496.). Old-Engl.: They
wolde with him wende wyde and side (Atis. 6015. cf: SEUYN SAGES
1687.). So schall I do euer and oo (Sm AMADAS 179.). Peasse be with

you ever and ay (TOWN. M. p 294.). Halfsax.: Sprang wide annd side

(ORM. 10258. cf. LAJAM. III. 199.). Nu annd cefre (ORM. 2683.). An-
glosax. : Vide and side (SAX. CHR. 959.). Vide and vel-hvcer [every
where] (975.) Nedh and efene = [propemodum] (Gi-oss. ./ELFRIC., Cot-
ton. 152 ) and many more.

c. The double or manifold repetition of the same word in a
copulative manner is frequent, whereby in part a real repetition
is expressed, in part the rhetorical strengthening of the promi-
nent notion is aimed at. Each passes into the other. A distri-

butive meaning can be annexed to it: There went in two and
two (GEN. 7, 9.). The knights come riding two and two (TEN-
NYS. p. 67.). Verbal notions often present iterative activity
as well a predicate repeated subjectively and with emphasis:
Borrowing only lingers and lingers it out (SHAKSP., II Henry IV.

J, 2.). I gazed and gazed, until I knew No vision it could be

(BYRON, Mazeppa). I do rouse sometimes. But what then? al-

ways haggling and haggling (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 1.). Whilst
I say, he lies, And lies, and lies (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4, ].). I

have borne, and borne, and borne, and have been fubbed off, and

fubbed off, and fubbed off, from this day to that day (II Henry
IV. 2, 1.). Scrooge went to bed again, and thought and thought,
and thought it over and over and over (DICKENS, Christm. Car.

2.). So to nouns, pronouns, and, frequently, particles are

often formally combined: I . . have lived for months and months
on shipboard (BYR , Lett.). They . . meditate for many and many
a day (ROGERS, It., M. Cassino). I have sat beside you many
and many a day (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). The olde trot

syts groning, with alas and alas (GAMMER GUKT. NEEDLE 1, 1.).

Now I would be an empress, and by and by a duchess (BEN
JONS., Eoetast. 1, 1.). There's somewhat in this world amiss
Shall be unriddled by and by (TENNYS. p. 86.). My buckler cut

through and through (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.). He looked
the phantom through and through (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.).

Toiling on and on and on (LoNGF. II. 35.). The king . . repeated
the same words over and over (MACAUI,., Hist, of E. III. 169.).
He has told me so again and again (Coop., Spy 2.). It was

repeated again and again and again . . by the echoes of the

surrounding cliffs (ScotT, R. Roy 39.). Vines that wandered,
Seeking the sunshire round and round (LONGF. II. 20.). The
Lord is king for ever and ever (Ps. 10, 16. cf. 21, 4. 45, 6.).

And thus and thus have I done (Josir. 7, 20.). The redupli-
cation of comparatives, which is in use, is to be observed,

whereby a growing augment is expressed: I love thee more and

more; think more and more What's best to ask (SHAKSP., Cymb.
5, 5.). The situation of Columbus was daily becoming more and
more critical (IRVING, Columb. 3, 4.). "But I love him."

"Love him! worse and worse!" (GAY, Begg. Op. 1,1.) Grains
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are becoming scarcer and scarcer (CARL, Fr. Revol. 3, 2, 2.).

Yet the comparative is also reserved for the second member:
Still and still more, his griefs do grow upon him (BEN JONS,,
Poetast. 1, 1.). Wide and more wide, th' o'erflowiugs of the

rnind Take ev'ry creature in, of ev'ry kind (POPE, Essay on M.

4, 369.).

A distributive meaning early belongs to the combination with and
in the case above touched upon. Old-Engl.: A companye of ladyes tweye
and tweye (CHAUC., C. T. 900.). Halfsax.: ^Euer tweie and tweie tuhte

to somne (LAJAM. II 617.). Anglosax.: Agan hig sendan tvdm and ivdm

(MARC. 6, 7 ). Anne finger and anne (Duos. 2, 3.) [unum et alterum].
The repetition of the notion of activity with the conjunction com-

monly yields to the combination of verbs allied in sense; that of par-
ticles is, on the contrary, frequent. Old-Engl.:. He said he wild asay
per hors alle in a mile. He asayed pam hi fy M (l/Asex. I. 219.). To
do hem reverans by and by (HALLIW., Freemas. 728.). Two yonge knigh-
tes ligging by and by (CHACC., C. T. 1013. cf. 4141.) [juxta]. Telle us'

now thi qwestyon out and oute (Cov. MYST. p. 205.). We have sorow
then and then (Town. M p. 99.). So that heo draweth hire ner the sonne,
and lute and lute a-bac (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.) She florrissheth.

new and new (SKELTON I. 78.). Halfsax.: pa fleh Henges purh Sf purh
(LAJAM. II. 264.). JErne'S aeuere vorft and vord (ib.)i patt cefre annd

cefre stannde Biforenn Godd (0M. 206 ). Forr patt tejj wolldenn eumenn

efft Annd
efft,

annd offte annd lome (129->4.). Anglosax,: Ic geseah pae-
ron veaxende blosman litlum and litlum (GEN. 40, 10.). Lilian and lit-

lan his leoht vanode (SAX. CHR. 1110.). Similar is: Lufedon sviffe and

ofersvi&e gitsung on golde and on seolfre (ib. 1087 ). The connection

of repeated comparatives often meets us. Old-Engl.: She hym com-

forttyd more and more (Sm CLBOKS 149.). It amenisith the love that

men schulde have to God, more and more (CiiAuc., C. T. p. 192. I.).

Halfsax.: Auer per comen ma fy ma (LA)AM. II. 343.). A.}} summ jho
mare annd mare toe A}} wex itt mare annd mare (ORM. 8679. cf. 10219.

12080.). Forr swa to cwemenn bett annd belt Drihhtin annd mare annd
mare (11835). Anglosax.: And S, hit vyrsode mid mannan svi&or and
sviffor (SAX CHR. 1086.).

d. If and stands at the beginning of a sentence without immediately
effecting a union of sentences, the reference to the thought of

another or of the speaker himself is to be assumed.

"Loe, this is all; now tell me your advise." "And this is

much, and asketh great advice." (FERREX A. PORR. 1, 2.) "Think
on my words." - "-And shall do." (SiiAKSP., Cymb. 1, 6.) "Yet
ask." uAnd shall I have?" (Rich. II. 4, 1.) Is she so fair?"

"And matchless beautiful." (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 2.)
"Never believe me, if yonder be not our parson Adams walking
along without his horse." "On my word, and so he is," says

Slipslop (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 7.). "And hard I've spurr'd all

night, to shew The mustering of the coming foe." "And let

them come!" fierce Dacre cried (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 4, 29.). Alas!

alas! and stands it so? (CoLER., Pice. 1, 5.) "And what" he
asked a plainly dressed citizen, "is the cause of this assembly?
(BuL\v., Rienzi 2, 8.). My lord, and shall we pass the bill I

mentiou'd half an hour ago? (TENNYSON p. 319.) Evelyn (exa-

mining him curiously . .): And that's the celebrated Dudley
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Smooth? (BuLW., Money 2, 5.) The commencement of lyric

poems with and is not uncommon: And I was once like this

(SOUTHEY p. 123.). And do I then wonder that Julia deceives

me . .? (Tn. MOORE p. 54.) And are you then a thing of art. .?

(p. 65.) And hast thou mark'd the pensive shade . .? (p. 146.).
The occupation of the poet with a series of thoughts into which
he immediately enters is the reason. This is familiar to many
modern lyric poets, as to Goethe in German. After a com-

pletely concluded sentence or clause, which is separated from a
sentence beginning with and by a greater pause, which the full

stop, for example, expresses, the relation of the sentences is to

be judged from the general point of view.

In ancient times instances of the kind above touched upon are rarer.

And sometimes stand in the transition from narrative to direct speech:
He bad hem to withdrawe "And bryngys trees and many a bowgh..'
(RICH C. DR L. 4352.) Halfsax. : And hahten bine ajain wenden "<fc

ji,

pu nult ajaein faren, sorhjen pu scalt habben & kare." (LA}AM. IF. 550.)
While the supposition of a member of a sentence in the form of a sen-

ten'e is here the means of connection, as is the case with the above

specified instances in dialogue, the commencing of speech by and also

occurs without any such support. Old-Engl : What? thou stynkyng
losel, and is it so? (Cov. MYST. p. 37.) Poems also often commence with
and: And as I passid in my preiere ther prestis were at messe; the alli-

terative poem DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p 1. begins thus. The same seems

popular in ballads: The Perse owt of Northombarl ancle, and a vowe to

God mayd he (PERCY, Rel. p. 2. I ) Comp Middle-Highdutch : Kint,
wit welle dich gelucke miden (v. D. HAGEN, Minnes. 2, 184. b.) [at the

beginning of a song]. Even Anglosaxon presents the particle annexed
to the speech of another: 'Forpam ic nelle fedan big on sumera forpam
pe big pearle etaff." 'And manige fedaCF pa gefemedon ofer sumor pat
eft hig habban gearuve." (JEi.FFRic. COLLOQ. in Ebeling, Ags. Leseb.

p. 51.) and otherwise: Vel gesund Apolloni. And ne forseoh pu cyrliscne
man (APOLLON. OF T. p. 7.). From this is to be distinguished and, em-

ployed for the Greek zui in the meaning of the Modern-English also,
and which also appears at the beginning of the Sentence, as well as

within it: And pu vaere mid pam Galileiscan Haelende (MATH. 26, 69.).
And pes vas mid pam Nazareniscan Hselende (26, 71.). and was also

used in this sense in Old-Engl. : Y worthe thi wil ase in heuene and ine

erthe (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 42. cf. p. 38.). He pat hatip
me, hatip and my fadir (WYCL., Joh. 15, 23 and often).

e. And may connect sentences, and members of sentences, which
are added in an explanatory manner, partly parenthetically, partly

supplementarely and emphatically, when the same word may also

be repeated with a fresh determination.

I stake my fame (and I had fame) . . Upon this cast! (BYR.,
M. Faliero 3, 2.) Scrooge signed it: and Scrooge's name was

good upon "Change" (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). Now in tra-

velling we multiply events, and innocently (ROGERS, It, For.

Trav.). Yet there is one, And he amongst the foremost in his

power (RowE, J. Shore 1, 1.). Speak truth, and the whole truth

(SHELLEY, Cenci 5, 2.). lie and he alone has done all this

(MACAUL.. H. of E. III. 323.).

In such a combination a demonstrative pronoun, especially
Miitzncr, engl. Or. II. 2. 99
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that more rarely this, is given to and, whereby a preceding no-

tion or sentence is referred to, to which a supplementary deter-

mination belongs. "With that the intensive too may be associated!

see below: I heard a humming, And that a strange one too

(SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). She has one foe, and that one foe the

world (Cowp. p. 13.). There was, however, one piece of intel-

ligence, and that of no little interest to herself (COOPER, Spy 3.).

With very short intervals of sleep, and those entirely filled with
dreams (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 4.). God shall help her and that

right early (Ps. 46, 5.). Chance often hits the mark, and that

by means the least expected (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 15.). He rode

several races for Sir Thomas, and this with such expertness and
success etc. (1, 2.).

Old-Engl.: Into this dongeon depe I soght And alle for luf of the

(TowN. M. p. 269.). Halfsax. : He heom bi-tahte pa burh <fe ijearwed mid

pan beste (!/AJAM. I. 88.). An emphatic addition with and that is very
usual: Beestes ben thare ynowe, and that ful grete plente (MAUNDEV.
p. 129. cf. 214. 233. 251. 273.). They hied heom quykliche, And that

sone and pryveliche (Ans. 3764.). A knight ther was, and that a worthy
man (CHACC., C. T. 43.). He slough the grisly bore, and that anoon

(15595.). I shalle, and that in by, set alle on sex and seven (Towx M.

p. 143. cf 69. 179. 244.), like Halfsax.: & hete . . makian an eorff bus
. . & pat inne swiffe feire stude (LAJAM. I. 100.). Comp. below and to.

I have not met with anything corresponding in Anglosaxon.

f. The sentence appended by and also contains the consequence
of what precedes, especially after imperatives, and elliptical or

abbreviated sentences.

Delight thyself also in the Lord, and he shall give thee the

desires of thy heart (Ps. 37, 4.). Believe, and look with triumph
on the tomb! (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 762.). Adorn but man with

freedom, And proud he braves the gaudiest slaves, That crawl

where monarchs lead' em (Tn. MOORE, Ir. Melod.). Elliptical
and abbreviated sentences, especially of a temporal and qualifying

kind, are related logically like imperatives in these sentences:

For yet a little while, and I will avenge the blood of Jezreel

upon the house of Jehu (HosEA 1, 4.). A few days and we are

parted for ever! (BuL\v., Money 3, 2.) A few more days, and
this essay will follow the Defensio populi to the dust and silence

of the upper shelf (MACAUL , Essays I. 3.). I . . have escaped
from the hands of my enemies; but five minutes since and I

was a prisoner (COOPER, Spy 7.). This war once ended, and

you may take that hand for ever (6.). Once removed from the

worldly atmosphere of her father's counsels, and you will form

and raise her to your own level (BuLW., Money 3, 3.). They
are grammatically equal to principal sentences, as in: They touch

our country, and their shackles fall (Cowp. p. 185.).

The union of a logical conclusion with an imperative by and has been
in use from the most ancient times. Old-Engl.: Smyteth the bed his

body fro, And muche honour y schal you do (Aus. 1951.). Werke by
counseil, and thou schalt not rewe (CHAUC., C T. 3530.). Salamon saith.

"werke al thi thing by counseil, and the thar never rewe." (p. 151. II.)

Anglosax. : Gelyf vitodlice, and heo biff hal (Loc. 8, 47.). Ac cvefl" pin
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an vord, and min cnapa biff gehaeled (MATH. 8, 8.). Cum and sete pine
hand uppan big, and heo lyfaff (9, 18.).

g. Even the contrary may be conjoined by and, so that this par-
ticle seems to take the place of an adversative. This becomes

especially apparent with succeeding negative sentences or mem-
bers of sentences.

God made the country, and man made the town (Cowp. p. 182.).
The mate for beauty Should be a man, and not a money-

chest (BuLW., Richel. 1, 2.). She is a free-born maid, and not
a slave (SHEICID. KNOWL., Virgin. 3, 3.). It is the cause, and
not our will, which asks Such actions from our hands (BYRON,
M. Faliero 3, 2.).

Old-Engl.: Theih sholde chastise the folk, and theih maken hem bolde

(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 332.)- Ich have Moved hire moni dai, And of hire

love hoe seith me nai (Anecd. p. 7.). Thei wenen, that thei ban bawme;
and thei have non (MAUNDEV. p. 51.). They were full glad, and nothinge
lothe (IPOMYDON 2102.). He shalle lif and not be brent (Town. M. p. 41.).
Halfsax.: patt he paer toe Adames flaesh Annd nohht Adamess sinne

(ORM. 12406. cf. 2857.). Anglosax. : Seo sunne ymbscinff pone blindan,
and se blinda ne gesihff paere sunnan leoman (Jou in Ettm. 3, 19.). Ic
ville mild-heortnysse and na onsagdnysse (.MATH. 12, 7.).

h. A number of other particles serves to conjoin either a ho-

mogeneous or a more important member. So far as they are

properly adverbs, they may also take and, which in therefore

not, in the proper sense, substituted for them.

also, Anglosax. ealsvd, Old-Highdutch also, Middle-Highdutch
alse, als properly expresses the complete agreement of quality
and kind. In connecting sentences it denotes, with a weakened

meaning, that what is added equally takes place, when the in-

ternal relation of the sentences may be different.

I can no more go out and come in : also the Lord hath said

unto me, Thou shalt not go over this Jordan (.DEUTER. 31, 2.).

He sold wine, and kept a table d'hote, occasionally also let bed-
rooms to travellers (LEWES, G. I. 52.). If likewise, allied in

sense, is used, its adverbial relation to the predicate becomes
mere prominent: Jesus took the loaves; and . . he distributed

to the disciples, and the disciples to them that were sat down;
and likewise of the fishes (Jon. 6, 11.). Likewise is also com-
bined with also with various shades of meaning: Likeruise also

the chiefpriests mocking said among themselves etc. (MARK 15,
31. cf. LUKE 6, 31.).

Old-Engl.: Castantyn lette also in Jerusalem chirches rere (R. OP GL.
I. 87). Of foules and of bestes of wylde and tame also (I. 1.). The
steward wendes, the childe alswa (SEUYN SAGES 3645 ). And take with
the Mary, Also hyr chyld so fre (Tow.v. M. p. i:i5.). Anoynt thi ship
with pik and tar and als within (p. 23.). Here lith the myller and his

wyf also (CHAUC., C. T. 4254.). Comp. Anglosax. : Hvi fastaft Johannes

leornyng-cnihtas . . and eall-svd Farisea (Luc. 5, 33.). Se Haelend nam
pa hlafas . and big todaelde sittendum; and eall-svd of piim fixum (Jon,

6, 11.). In Wycliffefs translation also and stands [and = etiam]. He
departerle to men sittynge at pe mete, also and of pe fischis; also eke.

The Anglosaxon gelice, with the dat. sometimes answers to also in a

22*
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similar combination, He vundrode, and ealle . . gelice Jacobum and Jo-
hannem (Lcc. 5, 9. sq.).

eke, Anglosax. edc, ec, Old-norse ok, og, auk. Old-Highdutch
auh, ouch, belonging to the Anglosaxon edcan, augere, serves less

to unite than to render prominent a subjoined more important
sentence or notion. In subsequent times it has yielded its place
to too, Anglosaxon to, as well as to also. Both frequently take
and. Eke moreover seems to have been early weakened, like ok
in Old-norse.

That both my purpose may more firmely stand, and eke that

they may better rule their charge (FERREX A. PORR. 1, 2.). But
now is time to lay this sworde aside, And eke of them to knowe
where is the queene (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 2, 1.). Master guest,
and master Page, and eke cavaliero Slender (SHAKSP., Merry W.
2, 3.). And I to Ford shall eke unfold How Falstaff . . His dove
will prove (1, 3. cf. Mids. N. Dr. 3, 1.).

The Chaos, too, he had descry'd (BuxL., Hud. 1, 1, 563.).

Only, give way I will not. Depose me too they shall not (Co-
LER., Pice. 1, 11.). "God help thee", Southey! and th'y readers
too (BvR., Engl. Bards p. 315.). With and preceding it, it fre-

quently renders prominent the determination after which it is

put: What you will have, I'll give, and willing too (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 3, 3.). And tho' some there are, Nay, and those great
ones too, who wou'd enforce The rigour of our power to afflict

you (RowE, Jane Sh. 4, 1.). I heard some one talking, And
passionably too (CoLER., Wallenst. 1, 3.); see above and p. 337.
The particles ek, eke, and eke are very usual in Old-Engl.: Wateres

he hap eke gode ynow (R. OP GL. I. 2.). Of salt fysch and eke fresch

(I. 1.). Lijtinge cometh ek therof (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.). Mid
wordes milde and eke sleie Faire he hire grette (Anecd. p. 6.). Many
fayre woodes,

'

and eke wylde beestes (MACNDEV. p. 127.). He made tho

bothe halle and eke bowre (HALLIW., Freemas. 63.). Halfsax.: Gaet and
. pa swiu eke (LAJAM. III. 19.). purrh fulluhht annd purrh halij spell Annd

ec purrh halij bisne (ORM. 195.). also is also added. Old-Engl.: He sent
his knave and eek his wenche also (CHADC., C. T. 3631,). Anglosaxou
presents edc, and edc and edc svd, edc sva ilce, edc svylce, which agrees
with ealsvd; Nu habbe ge gehyred pa halgan prynnysse; ge sceolon edc

fehyran
pa soffan annysse (THORPE, Anal. p. 60.). Folca manegum pe us

c bevraecon (CAEDM. 3822.). peer vearff Ordhelm . . ofslegen, and edc

monige oflfre cyninges pegnas (SAC. CHR. 894.). Micel dael para burh-

vara, and edc sva offres folces (896.). Mine eagan vaeron gedrefede and
afaerde for pinum yrre, and edc sva ilce min mod and min maga (Ps.

30, 10.). Sume synt yrfrlingas, sume scep-hyrdas, sume edc svylce hun-
tan (THORPE, Anal. p. 102.). In Ormulum the Scandinavian oc is used

quite like' and: AjJ occ ajj (ORM. 12077.).
Eke in Old-English slowly gave place to the frequent use of to: That

hye and his leman also Sostren were and tvinnes to (LAY LE FREINE 323.).
Therto is often found. Of salt fysch . . and fayre ryueres perto (R. OF
GL. I. 1.). Of Kent and of West Sex, and of pe March perto (I. 4 ).

Hire mouth ful smal and therto softe and reed (CHACC., C. T. 153).

Compare Modern-Engl. : His friends are wealthy, Thereto, his own pos-
sessions large and mighty (RowE, Jane Sh. 4, 1.). to extends moreover
into Anglos.: Hafde .. nigon hund vintra and hund seofontig to (CAEDM.
1217 sq.).
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Other adverbs, such as besides, moreover, further, have little

syntactic interest. The use of such forms is in part old.

Beside he was a shrewd philosopher (BuiL., Hud. 1, 1, 127.).
Besides I say etc. (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). Besides, he is your
cousin (BuL\v., Money 1, 1.). Singular, moreover, is the absence
of any fierce indignation (LEWES, G. I. 67.). Further I say;
and further will maintain etc. SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). Further

and this is a point to be insisted on his style in poetry
and prose, is subject to the same law (LEWES, G. I. 66.).

Old-Engl. -. And, moreover, the mysease of helle, schal be in the defaut
of mete (CHAUC., C. T. p. 187. II.). Moreover thare neghburs thai de-

myd (Tows. M. p. 319.). And farther-morover here disease schal be in
defaute of frendes (CHACC., C. T. p. 188. I). And fortherover thay schal

have defaute of al(e manere delices (ib.). And forthermore it is neces-

sary to understonde etc. (p. 191. I.). Forthermore jet that ordeyn he

(HALLIW., Freemas. 43. cf. 617.). Anglosax. : pa get ic/wrffor gel'regen

(CAEDM. II. 225.),

The connective now, which is especially used with a subsump-
tion," properly expresses the tarrying at the moment in question,
and is therefore adapted to subjoin what comes immediately be-
fore the mind of the speaker on the given occasion.

And the child grew . . Now his parents went to Jerusalem

every year etc. (LuKE 2, 40.). Jesus . . findeth Philip, and saith

unto him, Follow me. Now Philip was of Bethsaida etc. (Jon.
1, 43.). Then Well for the whole, if there be found a man . .

Now such a man is Wallenstein etc. (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.). No
sooner do they enter the world, than they loose that taste for

natural and simple pleasures, so remarkable in early life . . Now
travel, and foreign travel more particularly, restores to us in a

great degree what we have lost (ROGERS, It., For. Trav.).

Old-Engl.; Now aftre that men han visited tho holy places, thanne
will thei turnen toward Jerusalem (MACNDEV. p. 63.). Halfsax.: Brutlond
wes blifre a to peos tinges Hue: Nu hauede pe king Arviragus ennesune
etc. (LAJAM. I. 422.). Instead of the particle of time pd commonly ser-

ves to cannect in Anglosaxon, of which the translation of the Bible pre-
sents numerous instances, where English chuses and. Where the Greek
continues with J^, the modern English translation of the testament often

gives now, the .Anglosaxon. on the other hand, the assertive so&lice certe,

otherwise answering to the Gr. t$ov: Sofflice Phillippus vas fram Beth-
zaida (JoH. 1, 44.). Sofflice after pam pa Apollonins afaren vas, Anto-
nius se cynineg him to gecigde his dihtnere (APOLLON. OP T. p. 5.). I

have not met in Anglosaxon with a nu only to form the transition to

another sentence.

i. When several affirmative members of the coordination come into

a reciprocal relation to one another, these might in ancient

times be. expressed by and . . and before each member, as in

Gr. by xau . . KO,[, and in Lat. by et . . et.

Old-Engl.: As I am and true and lele, to God here I pray, Shat this

be the fyrst mele that I shalle ete this day (TOWN. M. p. 1)2.). Sey-
inge : And I haue clarifiede, and }it schal clarifie (WYCL., Job. 12, 28.).

Forsope nowe and pei haue seen and hatide me (15, 24.). Anglosaxon:
pa com stefn of heofone, pus cvefrende: And ic gevuldrode, and eft ic
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gevuldrige (Jon. 1?, 28.)- Where and takes the lead in modern times,
it does not have its correlative in and after it, but points to a preced-

ing thought. Anglosaxon even commonly substituted ge . . ge or cegffer

ge . . ge (eac), for the correlative particles, but might also give and (edc)
instead of ge to ceg&er ge in a succeeding member. In ja . . ja Halfsaxon
still presents a reciprocal relation: Ja pa patt waerenn gode menn, ja
pa patt waerenn ille (ORM., Introd. 53.). ja laewedd follc ja laeredd (ORM.
845.). Godess ejhe . . All sep . . ja patt tatt wass, ja patt tatt iss, ja
patt tatt jet shall wurrpenn (17693.). cegffer . . and was long preserved
in after . . and: per Hengest pe swike ceiSer bi worde <fe bi write cuffde

pan kinge pat he cumen wolde (LAJAM. II. 212 ). Heo weoren ifaren . .

fodder to biwinnen, ceiper uodder and mete (III. 76.). Comp. Anglosax.:
Ic ville, pat aelc man sy folcrihtes vyrfle. ge earm ge eadig (LEGO. EADG.

IB, 1.). ponne beoff hi utlage ge viff hy ge viff us (LEGG. ^THELR.
III. 8.). Hig hatodon cegfter ge me, ge ininne Fader (Jon. 15, 24.). He
vas sviffe rsedfast man agfter for Gode and for vorulde (SAX OHR. 1019.).

Mycel forleas ceg&er ge on feoh and edc on londe (1118.). The simple
ge also occurs alone in the second member: Drihten rixafr on ecnesse on

pisse vorulde ge on psere to-veardau (Ps. 9, 36.).

The modern tongue, however, likewise according to ,fche prece-
dent of the ancients, where only two members or series of mem-
bers are considered, commonly expresses the reciprocal relation

by both . . and, but also admits more than two. Both compre-
hends, and and joins the members enumerated, whether both is

supported by a substantive notion or sums up notions of acti-

vities, predicative and adverbial determinations as such.

I created all th' ethereal powers And spirits, both them who
stood and them who fail'd (MiLT., P. L. 3, 101.). I have both

glorified it, and will glorify it again (JOHN 12, 28,). His bre-

thren both hated and feared Mr. Tuft (WARREN, Ten Thous.

a.-year 2, 10.). This it was which helped to give his counten-
ance that expression both quaint and unaffected (3, 1.). "To be

relinquished of the artists
" "So I say; both of Galen and

Paracelsus." (SHAKSP., All's Well 2, 3.) Volatile he was, wild,
and somewhat rough, both in appearance and in speech (LEWES,
G. I. 41.); and in the inverse comprehension: Inward and out-

vrard both (MiLT., P. L. 8, 221.). More than two members are

presented, for instance by: The God that made both sky, air,

earth, and heaven (MiLT., P. L. 4, 722.). It might at once the
ruin prove Both of his honour, faith, and love (BuTL., Hud. 2,

3, 51.).

The old form so far agrees with cegGer . . and as even here the refer-

ence to a duality of members is present. In Old-English we often find

the particle and supported by eke, also, after both . pat hope yre louerd

8f yre sone ylore adde pat lyf (R. OF GL. II. 392. ... Himseolf was knyght
and sweyn; Bolhe maide and eke chaumburleyn (Ans. 377.;. Me mot
bothe wynne and leose (1658.). Hys pawes was bothe scharp and long
(RICH. C. DE L. 1072.). Both, of the see and offersch water he draweth

up the breth (WRIGHT, Pop Treat, p 136.). He understode al fowles

language, Bothe in wod and als in cage (SeuYN SAGES 3563.). Bothe
here and there (MAUNDEV. p 283.). The members are frequently more
thau two: I wille distroy both beest, man, and woman (TowN. M. p* 22.

cf. 161.). Sovereyn Bothe of lond, sonne, and see (P. PLOUGHM. p. 400.).

The mayster mason moste be ful securly bothe stedefast, trusty, and trwe
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(HALLIW., Freemas. 88.) Several successive members are also joined by
and repeated: And rente doun bothe wal, and sparre, and raftur (CHAOC.,
C. T. 992. cf. Cov. MYST p. 22. 30.) As to a similar accumulation of

members with the Middle-Highdutch beidiu . . and see Grimm Gr. 4,

954. It is not to be denied that totalities or pairs are often opposed,
as one member, to the other; yet the freer accumulation is thereby ex-

plained. The corresponding form is familiar to Halfsax. : He him wolde

jifuen lond, bofte seoluer & gold (LAJAM II. 289.). He heom walde yfel
don baSe ablenden and anhon (II. 189.). Ba bi daie & bi niht (I. 88.)

{hope bi daije and bi nipt mod. text]. All forrpi wass Cristess kinn.

Uppwarrd annd dunnwarrd bape Bi Josaep reccnedd tORM. 2063. cf. 2055.).

Anglosaxon frequently comprises by the numeral double members joined
by and: Hafaff atgadere bu lie and savle (Coo. EXON. 64, 12.). Sceolde
bu vitan ylda aeghvilc, godes and yfles (CAEDM. 476 ). Min ban and blod
butu (Coo. Ex on. 125, 7.), The comprehension of substantive notions
makes the transition to the neutral comprehension of members of a sen-

tence.

It has become common to denote the reciprocal relation by
an incomplete modal or comparative clause with as well as. The

setting the members as equal is adapted to denote the in-

timate union of the members. This comparison of course does
not absolutely express the copulative relation

;
Instances such as:

I can as well be hanged as tell the manner of it (SiiAKSP., Jul.

Cses. 1, 2.) are not substituted for any copulative comparision.
It will be my endeavour to relate the history of the people

as well as the history of the government (MACAUL., Hist, of E.
I. 3.). A sickness long as well as severe (WEBST. v. well).

Old-Engl.: Of pe child wer drede pe lond als wele as he (LANGT. II.

252.) [= mult serreyt en perylle regne fy regalle. Ms. gall]. The gardyn
is alweys grene and florisshing . . als wel in wyntre es in somer (MAOH-
DEV. p. 54.), see Vol. I. p. 419. The comparison sometimes stands in

Anglosaxon as equivalent to the copulative relation: Manna gehvylc mag
sprecan myd his muffe svd yfel svd god (Ev. NICOD. 6.).

Alike . . and is reduced to a comparison, in which alike, which

may also follow the members joined by and, is to be regarded
as an adverb. The reference to comparison has also allowed
as for and.

Our dungy earth alike Feeds beast as man (SHAKSP., Ant. a.

Cleop. 1, 1.). A lady that disdains thee and the devil alike

(Cymb. 1, 7.). Spend-thrift alike of money and of wit (CowP.
p. 19.). Men eminent alike in war and peace (RoiiKRS, It, Fos-

cari). Stephen Colonna, who, of all the nobles of Rome, was
the most powerful, alike from the favour of the pope, and the
number of armed hirelings (BuLw., Rieuzi 1, 4.).

We see that alike might be wanting in the copulative relation, and

only renders prominent the equal or identical relation of a verb or of a
determination of the sentence to the conjoined members. Old-Engl.: And
lovede well with hert trewe Nyght and day ylycli newe (OCTOUIAN 92.).

Compare Anglosax. : pat ve gelfce sceolon leanum hleotan, svd ve . . vor-

cum hlodun (CYNKVI-LF, Crist 783. Grein). Vintres and sumeres vudu
biff gellce bledutn gehongen (PHOENIX :>7. ib.)-

As alike expresses the idea of equality, so at once expresses, with the

members joined by and, the contemporaneous appearance or the no-
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tional coincidence: Oh! dark asylum of a Vandal race! At once the

boast of learning and disgrace (BYRON, Engl. Bards p. 330.). The prime
minister . . was at once detested and despised (MACAUL., Essays IV. 30.).

The members may then be comprehended otherwise: It might at once

the ruin prove Both of his honour, faith, and love (Boix., Hud. 2, 3,

51.).

The reciprocal relation by what repeated, which syndetically,
is what . . and what, abbreviated what . . and, and asyndetically
what . . what, and is capable of frequent repetition, denotes the

single members as parts of a totality, The indefinite what (all-

quid), at the root of which is the Anglosaxon indefinite hvd,

hvdt, appears in this employment in the modern language as an
adverbial accusative, and readily combines with prepositional

members, the preposition with being preferred.
I fear . . what with the sickness of Northumberland . . And

what with Owen Glendower's absence, thence . . I fear, the po-
wer of Percy is too weak (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 4, 4.). What
with their noise, and what with the trembling of the thin crust of

ground . .
,
and what with the flashing of the fire in our faces,

and the shower of red-hot ashes that is raining down, and the

choking smoke and sulphur; we may well feel giddy (DICKENS,
Pict. Fr. It., Vesuv.). What with breakfasting with this one,
and lunching with that, and dining with a third, and sup-

ping with another, a pretty tight week he used to make of it

(Pickw. 2, 20.). The asyndetic what . . what is not rare: Such
a flood of greatness fell on you,

- - What with our help ;
what

with the absent king; what with the injuries of a wanton time

(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 1.). The year before, he had so used
the matter, that what by force, what by policy, he had taken

from the Christians above thirty castles (KttOLLES in Webst. v.).

What with cb'agrin and confinement, what with bad diet . . Wil-
helmina sees herself "reduced to a skeleton" (CARL,, Freder. the

Gr. 4, 8, 3.).

If it is in some cases possible to attach what to a verb as its objeec,
this is nowise requisite. In the older language, on the other hand, what
is deeidedly inserted in the sentence as its subject or object, yet it also

stands adverbially, is repeated both syndetically and asyndetically, and
also leaves and without a supplement with a following member. Old-

Engl : They drank of kyng Richardes cuppe. What ther wer drownyd,
and what wer slawe (Rrcn. C. DE L. 6946.). What before and what be-

hynde, A thousand and moo . . He slowgh (.7039.). What with gefthe
and qweyntise, Al he wan to his servyse (ALis. 4682.). What with game
and with gyle, I shall smyte and smyle, And qwite hym his mede (Town.
M. p 25.). Here folc heo loren . . monyon Wat in batayle wat in se

(R. OF GL. I. 50. cf. (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 216. Pop. Treat p. 134.),

see I. p. 411.). What . . what quite corresponds in meaning to the Ro-
mance neuter que . . que, occurring asyndetically for partim . . partim,
and partlly . . party, and is adapted to take the place ef the Lat. qua
qua; see Deiz. Rom. Gr. 3, 78. Although a repetition of hvdt . . hvdt
is not familiar to Anglosaxon, the English usage is not of pure Romance

origin, since hvdt, aliquid = pars, might readily be repeated according
to the analogy of sum . . sum.
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k. A negative sentence may be attached to an affirmative one
in two manners.

a. This happens by and, so that the negation of the attached

sentence or member appears within it, and the copulative and

expresses the equal value of both members without any pre-
vious regard to its other meaning.

Our supreme foe in time may remit His anger, and perhaps
thus far remov'd Not mind us not offending (MiLT., P. L. 2,

210.). We both had our share to-day, and I never saw a man,
more polite than Mr. Handycock (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 2.).

Here the negative determination, logically considered, may also

qualify an adversative relation; see above p. 334.

Old-Engl.: It were a gode contree to sowen inne thristelle and breres,
and broom and thornes

;
and for no other thing is it not good (MADN-

DEV. p. 129. sq.). Anglosax.: Hig suvedon, and ne saedon mamim
men etc (Luc. 9, 36.). Ic sealde eov anveald . . and nan ping eov
ne deraff (10, 19.).

|3.
Or the negative nature of the sentence is straightway presented

by the copulative, in which case neither, or, commonly, nor
comes at the commencement of the negative sentence.

The glossary . . is, of course, full of errors. Neither was
Mr. Pinkerton more happy in the way of conjectural illustra-

tion (ScoTT, Minstrelsy I. 74.). So passed they naked on,
nor shunn'd the sight Of God or angel, for they thought no
ill (MiLT., P. L. 4, 319.). Cease then, nor order imperfection
name (POPE, Essay on M. 1, 281.). The tale is long, nor have
I heard it out (AooiS., Cato 4, 3.). He drank one draught,
nor needed more (BYRON, Bride 2, 14.). It was a large house,
but of broken fortunes

;
for the spacious offices were little used

. . Fowls clucked and strutted in the stables . . Nor was it

more retentive of its ancient, state, within (DICKENS, Christm.

Car. 2.).

The dissimilated forms neither and nor originally point to a* redu-

plication of negative sentences or members. They therefore were most

naturally joined to a preceding affirmative sentence, if a negative

thought could be substituted for it, yet they early took the place of

ne and were employed in the sense of the Gr. o<)<)' jurjdl; see I.

Old-Engl.: So and f>e sone quykenith whom he wole neper pe fadir

iugip any man ("WYCL., Joh. 5, 22.) Greek: oi)Jf o naifjo

Ne, in use in Anglosaxon even after affirmative sentences, is found
in Modern-English in former times: For all that art he learned had
of yore: Ne was he ignoraunt of that leud lore (SPENSER, F. Qu. 3,

2, '28.). She wandred had from one to other Ynd, Him for to seeke,
ne ever would forsake (1, 6, 2.). Justice lyes on sleepe Ne doth re-

garde the wrongs of wretchednesse, Ne princes swelling pryde it doth
redresse (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta p. 256.). Old-Engl.: I desire also You
for to serve . . Ne never for no wele, ne for no wo Ne schal the gost
withinne myn herte stente etc. (CHAUC., C. T. 8844.). Halfsax.; patt
child . . Shall ben

,
. Full mahhtij mann annd maere, Ne shall he

naefre drinnkenn drinneh patt drunnkennesse folljhepp ^
(ORM. 804.).

Anglosax. : Sva eac se Sunu geliffast pa pe he vylc. Ne se Fader ne
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demff nanum menn (Jon. 5, 22.). And eton ealle pat flaesc . . Ne
ne eton ge of pam nan ping hreoves (Exoo. 12, 8. sq.). Comp. I.

1. If one negative sentence, either complete or abbreviated, is

attached to another, onesided relation backwards to the first

member, or a negative reciprocal relation may take place.

K. The onesided reference backwards is taken by neither, com-

monly by nor in a following sentence.

That Jesus was not there neither his disciples (JOHN 6, 24.).
Great men are not always wise: neither do the aged understand

judgment (Joe 32, 9.). Squandering and payment by loan

is no way to choke a Deficit. Neither is oil the substance for

quenching conflagrations (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 3, 2.). A young
man . .,

in my circumstances, was not entitled to be highly
indignant at the mistake which confounded him with this wor-

shipful class of depredators. Neither was I offended (Scoxx,
R. Roy 3.). You'll not fight nor fly (SHAKSP., II Henry VI.

5, 2.) Blame not thy clime, nor chide the distant sun (YOUNG,
N. Th. 5, 450.). Scout said "If she sent to a hundred law-

yers, not one nor all of them could alter the law" (FiF.LD., J.

Andr. 4, 3.). My hair is gray, but not with years, Nor grew
it white In a single night (BYRON, Pris. of Chillon).
With the junction of several negative members the repetition

of nor is usual; nor and neither also formerly interchanged: If

thou be not Christ, nor Elias, neither that prophet (JOHN 1,

25.). Call not thy friends, nor thy brethren, neither thy kins-

men, nor thy rich neighbours (LUKE 14, 12.). I am not ugly
nor old, Nor a villanous scold (ADDIS., Rosani. 1, 3.).

Thus in Old-English a second negative member with neither or nor

attaches itself to a former one, and it may be repeated with several

appended members: pe whiche not of bloodis, neper of wille of fleysche

neper of wille of mon, but ben borne of god (WYCL., Job, 1, 13.).

Jif pou art not Crist, neper Helie, neper a prophete (1, 25.). The
- Sarazines bryngen forthe no pigges, nor thei eten no swynes flessche

(MAUNDKV. p. 72.). This neither, nor has taken the place of the An-

glosaxon ne, which as a conjunctive particle of negation must, we
think, be distinguished from ne, the negation of the sentence. That

ne, as we have met with it in modern times attached to affirmative

sentences, likewise meets us in earlier works of the most modern

period of the language, where the first negative member contains no

previous reference to attached negative members: But none of those

excuses could take place; Ne would they eate, till she in presence
came (SPENSER, F Qu. 3, 9, 26.)- No fort can be so strong, Ne

fleshly brest can armed be so sownd (1, 9. 11.). It beseems not me
ne yet my yeares (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 4, 1.). Hence forth n'am I

your ioy ne yet your sonne (2, I.). This conjunctional negation is

attached in Old-English in the forms ne, ny. In pe world hire pere

was, So whit, ne of such colour, ny in eche maner so gent (R. OF GL.

I. 24.), Theion thou schalt not thy nese snyte, ny at the mete thy
tothe thou pyke (HALLIW., Freemas. 745 ). Thei mowe not lyve ne

dure (MAUNDEV. p. 144.). Nat fully quyk ne fully deed they were

(CHACC., C. T. 1017.). Trespas did he never nane, Ne yit no mys
(Tow.N. M. p. 263.). Halfsax.: Ne wurffe nan cniht swa wod, ne kempe
swa wilde pat he aeuere speke worde (LAJAM. I. 366.)- Mille ich na-
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uere mare . . heren into Rome, nee nauere inare heom senden gauel
(I. 413.)- Anglosax.: Ne can ic Abeles or tie fore (AEDM. 1003. Nis

peer hunger ne purst, slaep ne svar leger, ne sunnan bryne, ne cyle,
ne cearo (Coo. EXON. 101, 20.).

|3.
A reciprocal relation of negations is in modern English

chiefly expressed by neither . . nor; the etymologically equi-
valent nor . . nor hardly appears except in poetry. Although
the negative neither (nor), analogously to both, originally sup-
posed two members only, more may be attached by nor. Nei-

ther . . neither is obsolete; ne . . ne is still sometimes used in

the same sense by poets: Neither a borrower nor a lender be

(SHAKSP., Haml. 1, 3.). He will spare neither man, woman,
nor child (II Henry IV. 2, 1.). He could neither write nor

read (MARRYAT, J. Faitf, 1, 1.). William wanted neither a guide
nor a flatterer (MACAUL., Hist, of E. III. 11.)'. But they . .

neither marry, nor are given in marriage. Neither can they
die any more (LUKE 20, 36.). Let neither envy, grief, nor

far. Nor love-sick jealousy appear (Anois., Rosam. 1, 6.).

He was neither shabby, nor insolent, nor churlish, nor ignorant

(DICKENS, Pict. Fr. It., Through Bologna a. Ferrara).
If my office be of such mortal kind, That nnr my service

past, nor present sorrows, Nor purpos'd merit in futurity Can
ransom me (SHAKSP., Oth. 3, 4.). Nor love thy life, nor hate

(MiLT., P. L. 11, 553.) Nor fame I slight, nor for her fa-

vours call (POPE, Temple of Fame). Let us appear nor rash
nor diffident (Aois., Cato 2, 1.). Thou hast sought nor priest
nor shrine (BuLW., Richel. 1, 2.). Stout Deloraine nor sigh'd
nor pray'd, Nor saint, nor ladye, call'd to aid (Scoxr, L.
Minstr. o, 5.).

They wanted neither meate neither musike (ErpHUES 10.).
Neither did'st thou tell me, neither yet heard I of it (GEN. 21,

26.). It shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world, nei-

ther in the world to come (MATTH. 12, 32.).
But nowe the head to stoupe beneth them both, 'Ne kinde

ne reason ne good ordre beares (FERREX A. PORR. 1, 2.). Ne
barrier wall, ne river deep and wide, Ne borrid crags, nor
mountains dark and tall Rise like the rocks that part Hispania's
land from Gaul (BYRON, Ch. Har. 1, 32.).

Old-English pretty early favoured the repetition of the various forms

nather, nother, nouther, noither, nether, neither, corresponding to the

Anglosaxon ndvfter, nader, and chiefly gave the shortened nor to the

second member: Neper pis man synnede neper his fadir and modir

(WYCL., Job. 9, 3.) God liketh not that Raby men us calle, Neither

in market, neyther in your large halle CHAUC., C. T. 7769.). Thei
make no money nouther of gold nor of sylver (MAUNDEV. p. 239.). Is

neither Peter the porter Nor Poul (P PLOUGHM. p. 295,). But the

combination of nather, nother with ne, ny, no after it, which ap-

proaches most nearly to the most ancient form, long occurs much
more frequently, and which equally points to the Anglosaxon ne : Her
hors were al astoned & nolde after wylle Sywe noper spore ne brydel
(R. OF GL. II. 396.). For noper gyn ny inonnes strengpe, yt pynkep,
ne myjte yt do (I. 7.). He nath of hire nou hevynisse nother of flesch

ne of blod (WRIOIIT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). I you forbede To make
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mother nose ne cry (Tows. M. p. 8.). In that place nowther sytte ny
stonde (HALLIW., Freemas. 627.). So is the Holy Gost God, Neither

gretter ne lasse (P. PLOUGHM. p. 358.). Noiper Gildas. no Bede, no

Henry of Huntynton, No William of Malmesbire, ne Pers of Bridlyn-
ton, Writep not in per bokes of no kyng Athelwold (LANGT. I. 25.).

No schaltow paye, of thy purs, Neither besant no no peny (Aus.
3114.). Halfsaxon knows as little as Anglosaxon the reduplication of

nowiSer, neoiSer, naffer, but subjoins ne (no). Forr birrp me nowwperr
helpenn pe To lif ne to pe sawle (ORM. 3124.). pat ne mihte per na
man neoffer ute no igan [in gon mod. text] (LA^AM. II. 277.). Ne
(neque) is also doubled, which is not to be confounded with negation
of the sentence (nori), which is also added: Naffp he rihht nan mnhhte

Nowwperr, noff Cristess halljhe peod, .ZVoff Cristess peodess ahhte

(ORM. 12212.). The origin of this usage is to be pointed out in An-

glosaxon, where ndvffer (neutrum) may serve to comprehend two ne-

gative members, which are commonly accompanied by ne . . ne: Ne
ete ge naffer ne rysel ne blod (LEVIT, 3, 17.). And stseldon on me
pat ic navtfer ne nyste ne ne vorhte (Ps. 34, 11,). pat he naffer para
ne gesittan ne standan mihte (S. GCTHLAC 16.). Man ne mag ndvffer

ne erjan ne ripan (GEN. 45, 6.). An almihtig God, se is fader, se pe
nis naffer ne geboren ne gesceapen fram nanum oSfrum (THORPE, Anal,

p. 60.) Nseron hie navffer ne on Frysisc gescapene ne on Denisc

(SAX. CHR. 897. A simple ne also connects a second member: On heo-

fenan paer naffor 6m ne moffffe hit ne fornymar (MATH. 6, 20.). It is

evident that ndvffer was not always inserted in the construction as

subject or object, but might appear adverbially or as a particle. The

subsequent reduplication of it in English and the transition of forms

once set into the meaning of oi)c5V, which we have above discussed,
is supported upon the mistaking of navtfer, opposed to a simple ne.

The Old-English usage, often to be observed in the Towneley My-
steries, is peculiar, to append then instead of ne to nawther, nowther,
as well as to other negations : Nowder tre then boghe Ne other thyng
TOWN. M. p. 34.). Ther is nawther kyng ne sweyn, Then no kyng
that may hym layn Ne hyde from his hete (p. 51.). Wyt thou welle

I hyd hym noght Then bare hym nawre with me (p. 267. cf. p. 50.

226.). This then answers to the Anglosaxon pe ne, which springs
from the disjunctive connection. Comp. Anglosax : Hvafrer he lif age
pe nage (LEGG. INAE 6.); see Disjunctive Coordination.

The mere ne . . ne, neque . . neque, answers to the most ancient

mode of denoting of the reciprocal relation. Old-Engl.: pat no prest
ne no bissop ne mai him chastien, ne mid forbode, ne mid scrifse, ne

mid cursinge (WRIGHT A. HALLFW., Rel. Ant. I. 131.). Halfsax.: Ne
dred te, Zacarige, nohht, NoS me, noff mine wordess (ORM. 151.).

patt jho ne shamedd wass ne shennd, Ne forr forrlejenn haldenn

(1999.). Anglosax.: Ne ic ne dide ne ic ne do (^ELFR., Gram.).

7. The omission of the negation in the first member is pro-

per to lively speech in Modern- English, where nor follows

with a connected member. The negative determination be-

comes here retroactive.

Helen, the mother of great Constantine, Nor yet Saint Phi-

lip's daughters, were like thee (SHAKSP., 1 Henry VI. 1, 2.).

I have express commandment, That thou nor none of thine,
shall be let in (ib.). Sigh, nor word, nor struggling breath

Heralded his way to death (BvR., Siege 27.). A heart his

words nor deeds can daunt (Bride 1, 12.).
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The ancient language thus employs ne (neque) after the first member.
Old-Engl. : For wille ich the love ne non other, Bote mi wedde house-
sebonde (WRIGHT, Anecd p. 6.). Trist to soster no brother (Polit. S.

p. 205.)- The negation of the Sentence is certainly found alongside
of it with the verb according to the ancient mode: Ring ne broche
nabbe ge (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 3.). The kyng, ne non,

of his ne lough (Aus. 5727.). Oker, ne symony, thou com not nere

(Tows. M. p. 162.). Comp. : Tongue, nor heart, Cannot conceive, nor
name thee (SHAKSP., Macb. 2, 3.). Anglos.: Beorgas paer ne muntas

steape ne stondaff (Coo. EXON. 199, 6.). Sva fela hira byff sva ge
ne eovre yldran ne gesavon (Exoo. 10, 6.).

& The particle neither at the end of a sentence is finally to be

mentioned, where it is attached not merely to a simple ne-

gation, but also to a preceding nor, in the latter case indeed

completely pleonastically, although strengtheningly.

I saw Mark Anthony offer him a crown; yet it was not a
crown neither, 'twas one of these coronets (SHAKSP., Jul. Cses.

1, 2.). Though I have known a woman speak plainer before

now, and not understood neither (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 1.). I

was forced to clap him in irons, and did not think safe neither

(1, 2.). "We can only say he changed his mind." - "No,
no, we need?i' say that neither!" (SHERID. KNOWLES, Yirgin.

1, 1.). "I care not for his thrust." "No, nor I neither"

(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 2, 1.) I am not afraid of you, nor
them neither, your hang-byes here (BEN JONS., Every M. in

h. Hum. 4, 1.). I'll not go to bed, nor to the devil neither

(GoLDSM.. G. Nat. M. 1.). I never was thought to want man-
ners, nor modesty neither (FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 9.).

This postpositive neither is indebted for its origin to the early trans-

position of the word comprehending a negative double member, or

more than two members after ne (neque); this supplemental determi-

nation has then passed into the negative member, which is attached
to an affirmative one. Old-Engl.: Drynk not over delicatly, Ne to

depe neither (P. PLOCGHM p. 88.). Jif the snow ne were, men myght
not gon upon the yse, ne hors ne carre nouther (MACNDEV. p. 130.).
Ne god ordeyned not, ne never devysed, ne the prophete nouther

(p. 119.). The maner of werre is not there, as it is here . . ne the

ordynance of werre nouther (p. 191.). Ffor no defawth in hym I fynde,
Ne Herowdys nother . . Defawte in hym cowde fynde ryth non (Cov.
MYST. p. 311.). Ne . . nouther is attached to an affirmative member,
when it answers to a negative thought: But fewe comen ajen, and

nemely of the mys belevynge men, ne of the Cristene men nouther

(MAUSDEV. p. 281.). The transposition, not yet familiar to Anglo-
Saxon, is found in Halfsaxon: Forr hellepitt iss naefre full Ne gredij-
nesse nowwperr (ORM. 10215.). Ne talde pe}j nohht te}}re kinn Upp-
warrd ne dunnwarrd nowwperr (2060. cf. 2465. 7168.).
As to how the disjunctive coordination has forced itself into the

negative reciprocal relation, see the Disjunctive Coordination
d. e.

m. A reciprocal relation of opposed members is substituted for a

copulative relation, in which the sentences or determinations of

a sentence standing opposed in the negative and affirmative form
are comprehended as a totality. This happens by means of the
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introduction of the members by not only (sometimes alone, merely
and the like) and but also (also additional and strengthening

particles, like too, even) or by but alone. But the affirmative

member contains not merely an amplification of the series of

thoughts, but, at the same time, a comparison. If also is ad-

ded to but, the contrary appears as equal in point of value; if

also is absent, there appears the semblance of a negation of the

preceding member, which is nevertheless jointly comprised, but
in this manner more decidedly exceeded.

Eteocles . . Not onely shut his brother from the crowne, But
also from his natiue country soyle (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.).

From you sounded out the word of the Lord, not only in Mace-
donia and Achaia, but also in every place (1 THESS. 1, 8.). The
end of a scientific morality is not to serve others only, but also

to perfect and accomplish our individual selves (BuLW., Maltrav.

6. 5.). To whose free gift the world does owe Not only earth,
but heaven too (BuiL., Ep. of Hud. 105.). They don't only scorn

to marry, but even to make love to any woman of a family not
as illustrious as their own (MONTAGUE, Lett.). A cruel and licen-

tious superstition, more noxious, not only than popery, but even

than Islamism (MACAUL ,
Hist, of E. I. 45.). Companions dear,

Found worthy not of liberty alone, Too mean pretence, but

what we more affect, Honor, dominion, glory and renown (MiLT.,
P. L. 6, 419.). Dryden was not only a papist, but an apostate

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. IV. 23.). They not only forgave but ap-

plauded him (I. 33.). In this way they have whimsically de-

signated not merely individuals, but nations (!RVING, Sk. B., John

Bull). How Scotland . . was at length united to England, not

merely by legal bonds, but by indissoluble ties of interest and
affection (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 2.).

The opposition of nought onely (not only) and but also is met with
more frequently since the fourteenth century; eek also appears beside also,

nawt ane was formerly in use for not only, and ah (Anglosaxon ac) is

also used instead of but. But the mere but is very familiar in the out-

bidding member. Old-Engl. : Thei ben not onely contrarious to the wor-

shipe of God. . but also thei ben gynnys of the devvel (WKIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. II. *46.). Whit this flour the bed mot be strawed, not

only of the relygyous . . bate also of the active men of valeyes (I. 40.).

And nought oonly, that oure defaute schal be juged, but eek that alle

cure werkes schul be openly knowen (CHAUC., C. T. p. 187. I ). Siche
miraclis pleying not onely pervertith oure bileve but oure verrey hope in

God (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 47.). That not onely shulde kepe
chastite but alle othere vertues (II. 48.) Nought only thou but every

mighty man (CHADC., C. T. 15437.). Thay somne not a man oonly to

doo newe wronges, but thay comaunde it (p. 160. I.). Thi fader, thi

moder, thou shalle honowre, Not only with thi reverence, Bot in thare

nede thou thaym socoure (Tows. M. p. 161.). And ge don alswa . .

nawt ane to owre anres, ah to alle folkes heale (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant II. 6.)- God dede ich siggg nout one pat mon deff him, auh pet
God deff him (I. 67.). The Anglosaxon used the formula na (nalas) pat
&n . . ac edc svylce (sva) and also the simple ac in the last member:

pu bist Godes freond ; and na pat an pat pu his freond sy, ac edc svylce

pu bist Godes beam (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 56. cf. THORPE, Anal. p. 107 109.).
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Vas heo sva micelre snytro and visdomes, patte nalas pat an patte p&
mettran men ymb heora nedpearfnesse vapron, ac edc svylce cyningas and
and ealdormen of from hire gepeaht and visdom sohton (THORPE, Anal,

p. 56. cf. 52.)- And nalds pat an pat him pa fugelas untferpeodde vae-

ron, ac edc sva pa fixas (S. GUTHLAC 9.). Sva pat nalas pat an ealle

pine yldran, ac ealle cyningas . . in mihte and on rice oferstigest (BEDA
2, 11.). Even in the Gothic form ni patain . . ak jah patain is used

adverbially for fjt'ivnv. Ni patain unvaurstvons ak jah (1 TIMOTH. 5, 13.

cf. ROM. 9, 10. 2 COR. 8, 19.) As to the interchange of ac with but

see the adversative Coordination a.

2. The Disjunctive Coordination takes place where the coordi-

nated sentences 01 members exclude one another in such a manner
that only one of two or even more can be valid, when, however,
the judgment as to the member which is to avail remains unde-

cided.

a. cc. The disjunction of the members may be denoted by the simple
or (see Vol. I. p. 419.); the fuller form either is rarely found in

the earlier modern English.
The world's no neuter; it will wound or save (YOUNG, N. Th.

8, 376.). I ask you, are you innocent or guilty? (SHELLEY, Cenci

5, 2.)
- - Can the fig-tree . . bear olive-berries? either a vine,

figs? (JAMES, 3, 12. comp. MATTH. 7. 16.).

The Anglosaxon form o&ffe, Goth aippau, Old-norse eSa, eftr, Old-

Highdutch odo, edo, Middle-Highdutoh ode, od, oder, Old-Frieslandish

uder, auder, early yielded to the form oper, abbreviated or, and was as-

similated to the correlative, or rather the comprehensive Anglosax. dvffer,

after. Old-Engl.: Fleoff hwon heo ham i-heredf oper i-scoff (WRIGHT A.

MALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 66.). ffe pet swereff greate odes, offer bitterliche

kurseff, oper miss do" bi God, oper bi his haluwen (ib.). That evere he
hadde lond outher lordshipe, Lasse other moore (P. PLODGHM. p. -293.).

"Withouten counseil of Conscience Or cardynale vertues (p 426.). With-
oute jugge or other officere (CnApc., C. T. 1714.). The form oper was
used in Halfsax. : Alle pa wulletf mid fehte bijiten lond ofter ahte (LA}AM.
III. 4.). pe mihte riden oper gan (I. 26.). patt anij mann pe shen-

depp operr werdepp (ORM. 6254.). In the one-sided relation of the dis-

junction Anglosaxon knows the use of offffe only: Nelle ge venan pat ic

come toveorpan pa ae 6&fte pa vitegan (MATH. 5, 17.). Hi ne mihton
6$$e hi noldon (SAX. CHR. 1051.).

^. The members may then be opposed to each other, not as to the

notion, but only as to the form; in this manner one serves to

explain tho other.

Australasia . . includes Australia or New Holland . . Papua
or New Guinea (CHAMBERS, Informal. II. 282. I.). The poet
becomes &oi$o$, or the man of the song (ScoTT, Minstr. I. 11.).

Old-English : Rancor sive odium, pet is hatunge oper great heorte

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.). pe vormeste is cheaste oper
strif (ib.1.

7. An appended member may also have the meaning of a correc-
tion of what precedes.
Had I not four or five women once, that tended me? (SEIAKSP.,

Temp, 1, 2.) It is generally flat or but slightly undulating
(CHAMBERS, Informat. II. 282. I.). An improvement of the ex-
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pression is often denoted by adding rather, potius: The persons
who have made this prodigal and wild waste of public evils . .

have met in their progress with little or rather with no opposi-
tion at all (BURKE, Reflections). The king's Majesty . . did leave,
as gift for our St. Edmund shrine, a handsome enough silk cloak
- or rather pretended to leave (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 1.).
With that is connected the outbidding by or even: His indu-

stry was incredible beyond the example, or even the conception
of our days (MIDDLETON, Cicero). Not a vestige of a town or

even cottage was within sight or hope (BYR., Fragm.).

Old-Engl.: Castelis. .That XII other XV. knyghtes bare (ALIS. 2061.).
An castel . . pet pangcaster, oper Tangcaster, yclepud was (R. OF GL. I.

116.). per come frame hyre a leme . . As a tayl oper a lance (II. 416.).
Halfsax : patt ta bi name nemmnedd was Abyap oppr Abyas (ORM. 479.
cf. 539.).

ft. Finally, an inference drawn from the non-appearance of what

precedes may be subjoined by or.

Awake, arise, or be for ever fall'n (MiLT., P. L. 1, 330.). Re-
call Those hasty words, or I am lost for ever (ADDIS., Cato 3,

2.). You shall be repaid with some of Tim's best Lafitte, or I'm
an ass (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 3.).

Old-Engl.: Heo wol beo wroke othir to-berste (ALIS. 1343.). Fleo thou

now, gef thou beo sounde, other men schull the dryve with houndes

(1742 cf. 1730.). Love me al at ones, Or I wol dye (CnAuc,. C. T.

3280.). Halfsax : pat Cesar wolde . . Brutlond biwinnen offer her mid
sweorde liggen to-swungen (LA}AM. I. 342.). Compare Anglosax. : Ic me
mid Hruntinge dom gevyrce o&Qe me deaff nimeff (Boev. 2985.).

As to or else see f.

b. The relation of the members to each other is rendered more

sharply prominent by adding either to the first member, which
indicates beforehand a double articulation

;
the number of mem-

bers is not however restricted absolutely to two. Instead of either

. . or, or . . or is met with, especially in poetry; either . . either

is obsolete. The logical relation of the members may moreover
be different; see a.

Either pay that, or we will seize on all (MARLOWE, Jew of M.

1, 2.). So some rats, of amphibious nature, Are either for the

land or water (BuiL., Hud. 1,1, 27.). By all who were zealous

either for the new or for the old opinions (MACAUL., Hist, of E.

I. 49.).

Why the law Salique, that they have in France, Or should or

should not, bar us in our claim (SHAKSP., Henry V. 1, 2.). Alike

or when, or where they shone or shine, Or on the Rubicon or

on the Rhine (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 245.). I will yeelde to

more, then either I am bount to graunt, eyther thou able to proue
(EUPHUES 7.).

Since the forms oper, ayther, either and or represent the same word,
other . . other, as well as another interchange of forms, is justified in

Old-English, although, as has been observed Vol. I. p. 419., the shorter

form is readily joined to the second and to further members: pat he ne
schulde adoun oper ys hors oper bope anon (R. OF GL. I. 137.). Wil tfet
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him uvele i-tidde, oper on him sulf, offer on his eihte (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.). In myraclis ther'bre that Crist dude heere in

erthe, outlier in hymsilf outlier in hise seyntis (II. 42.)- And who the

scholde to dethe don, othir thy freondis other thy foon? (ALIS. 730.).

Thanne schalle every man have aftir Lis dissert, outlier gode or evylle

(MAUNDEV. p. 115.). A man moot ben a fool other yong or olde ((JHAUC.,

C. T. 1814.)- I shalle hym slay Ayt/iere by eest or west (Town M.

p. 70. cf. p. 16.). That him ne meved eytker his conscience Or ire,

or talent, or sum maner affray (CHACC., C. T. 5556.). Or stands more

rarely in the first member: Deye as God liketh, Or thorugh hunger or

thorugh hete (P. PLOUGHM. p. 276 sq.). In clothe of gold or of Tartarye
or of Camaka (MAUNDEV. p. 40.)- Offer . . offer appears even in Half-

sax. : Alle . . offer mid fure he lette horn slaen, offer he heom lette quic
flan (LA*AM. I. 273 sq.). Offer far pe awapiward and wend pe riht ham-
ward, offer to daei a seoueniht pu scalt habben graet fiht ;II. 550.). Here
also the comprehensive offer (alterutrum), which may be interwoven into

the construction, is followed by a double offer: pat pu him sculle offer

don, offer slaen offer a-hon (LAJAM. I. 353.). Anglosaxon repeats offffe

before the single members, whereas Gothic does not aippau before the

first member, but only uses it in the connection after the first one, but
otherwise puts jabai or andizuh before the first: Offffe he aenne hataff,

and odTerne lufadf; offffe he anuin folgaff and oflTerne forhogaff (Loc. 16,

13.). Sva man rihtast maege offffe gemetan offffe getellan, offffe aveg'an,

(LEGO. jEiHELST. I. Schmidt p. 68.). Yet it frequently places avffer,
offer before the first of two members, with offffe repeated before each:

pat he offer offffe feoh offffe feorh pe vyrse sy (LEGO. CNOT. I. B. 15.).

Gif dffor offffe mag offffe fremde man pa rade fyrsace, gilde pam cyning
CXX scill. (ib. 23.). Finally the original pronoun is added to the first

member without offffe, and one or more is added with this particle : Ymbe
aefre aelce neode pe man beparf dffor for pissum life, offffe for pam to-

veardum (LEGG. CNPT. I. A. 22.). jElc vyrd is nyt para pe avffer. deff,

offffe laerff, offffe vrycff (BOETH. 40, 2.).

c. Here belongs also the disjunctive question, the first member
of which is introduced by whether, whereas or is added to the

second. Whether . . or commonly appears in the indirect double

question, whereas in the direct one or only mostly appears in

the second member; the indirect double question is also employed
concessively, and is then hardly distinguished logically from the

disjunction introduced by either . . or. Several members may
besides be here connected by or.

Whether, utrum, belonged originally both to the direct and the

indirect question, in modern times rarely to the former. Yet it

is attached, as a genuine pronoun, to the direct double question:
For whether is easier to say, Thy sins be forgiven thee; or to

say, Arise, and walk? (MATTH. 9, 5.) [TI 7*5 sgiv suxoTruurspoi/. .;].

In the indirect question the. conjunctional whether has remained

very familiar: But here our authors make no doubt Whether he
were more wise or stout (BuTL., Hud. 1, 1, 29.). At all events
it will be decided whether he receives you or not (MARUYAT, P.

Simple 1, 3.). The particles ivhether . . or frequently answer to

the Latin give . . sive, and often stand with abbreviations of the

sentence: Of my hand didst thou require it, whether stolen by
day, or stolen by night (GnN 31, 39.). Beauty, which whether

waking or asleep Shot forth peculiar graces (MiLT., P. L. 5, 14.

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 03
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cf. 189.}. To thee I have transferr'd All judgment, whether in

heav'n, or earth, or hell (10, 56.). The earliest example we
have of that language, whether in prose or poetry (ScOTT, Min-

strelsy I. 32.). Still all . . were delighted at a temperance which

they foresaw would free Rome from a thousand dangers, whether

from the Emperor or the Pontiff (BnLW., Rienzi 2, 8.).

In the cases specified whether is also repeated after or: If any
man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it

be of God or whether I speak of myself (JOHN 7, 17.). It signi-
fies little whether the musician adapts verses to a rude tune, or

whether the primitive poet., falls naturally into a chant or song
(ScOTT, Minstrelsy I. 11.). Two massy clods of iron and brass

. . (whether found where casual fire Had wasted woods . . or

whether wash'd by stream From underground) (MiLT., P. L. 11,

565.). I have always observed your children of prosperity, whe-
ther by way of hiding their full glow of splendour from those

whom fortune has treated more harshly, or whether that to have
risen in spite of calamity is as honorable to their fortune, as it

is to a fortress to have undergone a siege however this be,
I have observed that etc. (Scorr, Qu. Durw., Introd.). Comp.
whether in the simple question; see the Substantive Sen-
tence.

Whether, which also appears in the forms whethir, wher, where, wer,
was early followed in the direct and indirect double question by or, oilier

in the second member. Old-Engl : Whethyr will ye come or nay ? (!PO-
MYDON 1844.) Now whethir have I a sikur bond or noon? (CiiAcc., C.

T. 7651.) Whether seistow in ernest or in pley? (1127.) Whetlier xal

he abyde or go? (Cov. MYST. p. 312.) Comp. Middle-Highdutch: Weder
ist er morder oder diep? (ERHC 5442. ed. Haupt 1839.). He schal

knowe of pe techyng, wher he be of God or I speke of myself (\VYCL.,
Joh. 7, 17.).' Be the whiche men assayen and preven, where here children

ben bastardis or none, or of lawefulle mariage (MAUNDEV. p. 54. cf. 219.).

Chese Whether thou wilt go or ellis fight? (!POMYDON 2036.) Sone
anonn thou sese thy tale, Whether he drynke wyn other, ale (HALLIW.,
Freemas. 754.). The employment of particles in the abbreviation of con-

cessive sentences is less favoured in the ancient language. Even in Half-

saxon one or more members with oppr are added to a member with

wheppr: Illc an bird wel wisste inoh Wheppr itt to serrfenn shollde

Prest senndenn i pe firrste lott, Oppr i patt comm paeraffter, Oppr i pe
pridde lott, oppr i pe ferpe, oppr i pe fifte (ORM. 525.). Yet here pe,

pa is met with for other, or: Cuffe lute! reden weffer heom, weore wn-
sumre to faren pe to wonien (LAJAM. I. 39.). Axeden whe&er he wolde

griff pe he wolde unfrih (I. 403.) Bed ure drihten . . pat he from him
selue taken him sende jif hit weore iqueme pan heouenliche deme wheffer

he scolde liffen pe he scolcle bi-lauen (III. 289.). Nuste hit mon to sotfe

wha&er he weore on deffe . . pa heo here seolf weore isunken in pe
watere (III. 138:). Anglosaxon, in the interrogative and concessive rela-

tion of the sentence after hvdtter, frequently puts pe . . pe with the

single members, or one pe with the second member, but also o<5o~e: ana-

logously to the Gothic, which usually employs pan, rarely aippau with

the second member: Hvatier vas Johannes fulluht pe of heofone, pe of

mannum? (MARC. 12, 30.) pat ic vite hvaffer hit sig pe soff pe leas pat

ge secgaiT (GKN. 42, 1<5.). Ga hider near pat ic athrine pin . . and fan-

dige, hvaffer pu sig min sunu Esau pe ne sig (27, 20.). Se pe nu gie-
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meff hva&er his gaest sie earm pe eadig (Coo. EXON. 95, 6. cf. 80, 12.

82, 3.)- In double questions, moreover, there is no need for pe to be

preceded by hva&er: Is hit alyfed pe na? (MATH. 22, 17.) God ana vat

. . hu his gecynde biff, vif-hades pe veres (Coo. EXON 223, 6.). Ge

nyton hvanne pas huses hlaford cymff, pe on aefen, pe on middre nihte,

pe on bancrede, pe on mergen (MARC. 13, 39.). Instances with offfle

after hvafter are rarer: HvatSer pat land folc si to feohte stranglic offffe

untrumlic CNcM. 13, 20.). A reciprocal relation, used also in the con-

cessive sense, is also that of sva hvaffer . . sva . . sva : ponne gevylde
man hine sva hva&er man maege, sva cucne sva deadne (LEGG. CNUT. I.

B. 23. cf. LEGG. ^THELR. II. 16. V. 24.).

Old-English does not seem to like the repetition of whether after or;
it is however, in use in Anglosaxon, where the opposition of hva&er . .

o&Qe hva&er beside hva&er . . hvaiSer pe occurs: Hvafter pe pat dust

herige on pare burgene 6&&e hvafter hit cyde pine rihtvisnisse? (Ps. 29,

9 ) Axode big Hvdffer hira fader vsere hal . . offtTe hvdffer he lyfode

(GEN. 43, 27.). He gecnaevff be paere lare hva&er heo sig of Gode,
hvaffer pe ic be me sylfum spece (Jon. 7, 17.). Hvafter pe is also ad-

ded to the second member: AlyftT reste-dagum vel to donne, hvaffer pe
yfele? savle gehselan, hva&er pe forspillan? (MARC. 3, 4. cf. It?, 14.

MATH 17, 25)

d. The disjunctive particles or, either . . or, or . . or are attached

to a negation where this is to be thought as continuously and

equally operative upon the disjunctive members, which are only
taken into consideration among one another according to their

mutually exclusive nature.

Heav'n, whose high walls fear no assault or siege, Or ambush
from the deep (MiLT., P. L. 2, 343.). "With no great love for

learning or the learn'd (BvR., D. Juan 1, 19.). There was no

manifestation of disgust or pity, or indignation, or sorrow (DICKENS,
Pict. of It., Rome). But that implies not violence or harm (MiLT.,
P. L. 4, 901.). Rienzi made no reply; he did not heed or hear

him (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 1.). There's nothing either good or bad
but thinking makes it so (SHAKSP., Haml. 2, 2.). Love was
not in their looks, either to God Or to each other (MiLT., P. L.

10, 111.). I never saw her either read a book or occupy herself

with needle-work (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). And never

more saw I or horse or rider (CoLER., Pice. 5, 3.). Nothing
there like grief, Nothing or harsh or cruel (ROGERS, It, Foscari).

When, with the onesided continuation of the negation, nor takes

the place of or, the repetition of the disjunctive particle instead

of neither . . nor, nor . . nor has become so usual with the reci-

procal relation of the members, that the use of the latter seems
remarkable or is even declared contrary to the genius of the

language: From whence I could not extricate .Nor him nor me
(BYR., Mazeppa).

Neither , . or is even used instead of neither . . nor: Thou
shalt well perceive, That, neither in birth, or for authority, The

bisshop will be overborne by thee (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 5, L).
Let me say, that I have neither age, person, or character, to

fcund dislike on (SriERic,, Riv. 3, 2.). Often had "William of

Deloraine , . trampled down the warriors slain, And neither known
remorse or awe (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 2, 20.). The guide, who nei-

23*
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iher seemed offended or surprised at the young man's violence
of manner (Qu. Durw. 16.).

In the simple reference back to a preceding negation the following
members are also appended with neither or nor (see 1. 1. p. 349.) Where
a reciprocal relation of negative members takes place (1 m. p. 349.), the
modern language has, after a negation, naturalized the disjunctives either,
or in the reduplication. Neither in the former not in the latter case is

the use of these disjunctive particles familiar to the older language. la
the former combinations like : Pley of the fleysh is not convenable ne

helpely to the spirit (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 52.). Grucchet
not ajeynes God ny man (I. 39.) are always recurring; and in the latter

another negation in the sentence is no impediment to another negative
reciprocal relation. None temptaciouns nouiSer inre ne uttere (ib. II. 1.).

Ne gruse ge nawt, nowfter fruit, ne offer hwat (II. 5.): comp. p. 348.

Accumulation of negations is peculiar to the older language in general.

Hence, not is by moderns added even to a negative member connected

by nor: They sayd the forsed not, nor carede not to dy (Sit ELTON I. 9.).

I have only been able to discover traces of the modern usage in writings
of the fourteenth century: Ever sithen regnyde siche apostasie in the

puple, seside never tho venjaunae of God upon us, outlier of pestilence,
outlier of debate, outlier of flodis, other of derthe and of many othere

(WRIGHT A, HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 54.). The influence of the Latin tongue
might have operated here: Auctoritas dignitasque formae non defuit vel

stanti vel sedenti (SUETON, Claud. 30.). Nemo out miles aut eques . .

ad Pompejum transierat (CAES., B. C. 3, 61.). Nee aut consilia earum

aspernantur aut responsa negligunt (TACIT., G 8.). Nee quod facimuswe

sumusue, eras erimus (Ovio., Met. 15, 215.).

The opposition of neither . . or remains most striking after neither is

conceived by the modern language rather as the correlative of a second

negation than as the word indicating the members in common. If Web-
ster defends such sentences as: It is neither the one or the other (WEBST.
v. neither) by referring neither to both members (neither applies to both

parts of the sentence), he disregards the original use of the negation (ne
see p. 347.) in the second member. An attraction of it in the second
member certainly takes place in the [modern usage, which has not yielded
to the censure of other grammarians.

e. Either is also put at the end of sentences after or preceding it.

An you offer to ride with me with your collar or halter either,
I may hap shew you a jade's trick (BEN JONS., Every Man in

h. Hum. 3, 2.). Look on this beard, and tell me whether Eu-
nuchs wear such, or geldings either? (BuxL., Hud. 2, 1, 719.)
I'll venture Miss Jenny against Baldface, or Hanuibal either

(FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 16.). One may say a civil thing to a pretty

girl, without hurting her feelings, or her father's either (BuLW.,
Maltrav. 1, 1.).

But this postpositive either has also forced its way into nega-
tive sentences after not, taking the place of the neither (see

p. 349) otherwise used: I did not think her romance could have
made her so d nd abused either (SHERID., Riv. 4, 3.). "You
lead your son into the secret?'' - "No!" "What! and not

warn him either what bad hands His lot has placed him in?"

(CoLER., Pice. 1, 3.). "0 Max " --
"Nay, not precipitately

either, Thekla." (2, 9 ) The streets seem quiet enough now, and,
the Virgin be praised! we are not far from home either (BuLW.,
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Rienzi 1, 4.). "Webster also attributes (v. neither} to (good
speakers the use of either after nor, as in nor then either.

The employment of either after or stands in analogy to that of neither

after nor (see p. 349.) and has its
explanation therein. A little of this

sort is also earlier met with: And if Conscience carpe ther agein, Or

kynde wit either, Or eretikes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 356.).
With the goining of either after a negation, the negation is referred

to either in such a manner that, combined with it. it is equal to neither.

Thus in Shakspeare, the negation contained in an appended nor is refer-

red to the pronoun either: Lepidus flatters both, Of both is flatter'd; but
he neither loves, Nor either cares for him (Ant a. Cleop. 2, !.)

f. Else, Anglosax. elles, aliter, belonging to the Goth, alis, alius, is

also employed as a disjunctive particle. It denotes that another

thought is set, through the unreality of one that is expressed.
Its adverbial nature is disclosed by its freer collocation, as it

does not always come at the beginning of the member to which
it belongs. It is related to or as the Germ, sonst to or, and is

often combined strengtheningly with or, as sonst is with oder.

Let life be short, else, shame will be too long (SHAKSP., Henry
V. 4, 5.). Free they must remain Till they inthral themselves;
I else must change Their nature (MiLT., P. L. 3, 124.). Even
now I am arrived, it had been else my duty (CoLER., Pice.

1, 2.). Hush, and be mute Or else our spell is marr'd (SHAKSP.,

Temp. 4, 1.). Seven, by these hilts, or I am a villain else (I

Henry IV. 2, 4.). Give me children or else I die (GEN. 30, ].).

Or my intelligence is false, or else The dame has been too lavish

of her feast (Rows, Jane Sh. 1, 1.).

Otherwise, kindred in sense, has been substituted for else; it

frequently appears, even in Shakspeare: I have sat in the

stocks for puddings he hath stolen, otherwise he had been exe-

cuted (Two Gentlem. 4, 4.). Take heed that ye do not your
alms before men . . otherwise ye have no reward of your Father

(MATTH. 6, 1.).

From ancient times e/se, elles, ellis, els, elle, has been thus used, alone

and in combination with or, otlier. Old-Engl.: But thei be poore of

herte: Ellis is al on ydel (P. PLOCGOM. p 285.)- Let hym go, els wyrk
we wrang (Town. M. p. 64.). I am ful glad and fayn, ffor to receyve

my childe agayn, Ellys were I to blame (Cov. MYST. p. 178.). Halfsax.:

Help us nu for pu miht, (elles we habbeoff muchel pliht (LA}AM. II. 108.).

Anglosax.: BegymaiT pat ge ne don eovre rihtvisnesse beforan mannum
. . elles nabbe ge mede mid eovrum Fader (MATH. 6, 1.) [= Gr. tt J

VWf, Goth, aippau, as 9, 17. Lcc. 5, 36. 37. 2 COR. 11, 16.]. Ne
asent nan man scyp of nivum reafe on eald reaf

;
elles pat nive slit (Lcc.

5, 36.). The combination with or early appears. Old-English: The
have no wode, or elle lytylle (MAUNDEV. p. 129.). Thei kepen it a cer-

teyn time . . or elle thei sleen it (p. 154 .). For I wol speke or elles

go my way (CHACC., C. T. 3135. cf.' 15415.). It is som spirit or els

soin gast (Tows. M p. 280. cf. Cov. MYST. p. 366.). Halfsax.: Beden,

bine heom raeden, offer aelles heo weoren daede (LAJAM. II. 82.) Else is

also combined with and. Old-Engl.-. It behovethe also, that the place,
that men ban pissed in, be halewed ajen; and elks dar no man entren
ther inne (MAUNOKV. p. 249.). I love another, and elles were I to blame

(CHAUC., C. T. H710.). That was hyr comfort most in care, And ellis

she had hyr self for-fare (!POMYDON 883. cf. 1023.).
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3. The adversative coordination contains an opposition, where
an inference, to be drawn from the first sentence, or the sentence

itself, is taken away by another. In the first case the adversative

sentence does not take away the judgment itself, but restricts it.

The taking away of the judgment only appears when the first sen-

tence is negative, and then not absolutely, the negation being per-

ceptible, not so much by the form of the sentences as by the mean-

ing and context. The opposition is chiefly denoted by the second
member. The particles considered here, with the exception of but)

may also be preceded by the copulative and, and even by the ad-

versative but, and sometimes other adversative particles combine
with each other.

a. The most important of these particles is but, which rules the

whole adversative field, and always stands at the commencement
of the sentence or member.
The particle sometimes appears in a restrictive opposition.

The opposition then often approaches the copulative connection

of contrary judgments or notions, bordering therefore partly on
the Greek particle &': Small showers last long, but sudden storms

are short (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). Wealth may seek us; but
wisdom must be sought (YOUNG, N. Th. 8, 621.). I have the

wish but want the will to act (LoNGF. I. 150.). We dissent from
his opinions, but we admire his talents (MACAUL., Essays III.

324.). They will admit that he was a great poet, but deny that

he was a great man (LEWES, G. I. 3.). They struggled fiercely
for life, but struggled in vain (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 42.).
"And you, too, are a dependant!"

- uBut on Lady Franklin,
who seeks to make me forget it.'' (BuLW., Money 1, 4.) "No!
No! No! Certainly not!" "No! no! But I say yes! yes!" (1,

5.). They say he's dying all for love, but that can never be

(TENNYS. p. 131.). I replied, that I had never been at sea in

my life, but that I was going (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 2.).

The contrary thought sometimes does not stand in a neuter
relation to what precedes. This is the case with an interrup-
tion of the speaker by any outward event or with the voluntary

breaking off of his own train of thought. But then refers to a

silent thought: Of much less value is my company than your
good words. But who comes here? (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 3.

cf. 3, 2.) May I see the letter? Yes, I think this is the word-

ing. But I did not mean to tell you what case of charity it

was (BnLW., Money 2, 5.). So I saw there was no time to be

lost, Sir, and and but you know all the rest (Maltrav. 1,

4.). Thus the speaker annexes his answers, not immediately
to the preceding predicate or question, but to a suppositions

thought of the other, or a silent judgment: "Have you got noth-

ing for me?" - -
"Yes, but I have, I've got a letter for you in,

my pocket." (SriERiD., Riv. 2, 2.) "Why, you won't fight him,
will you, Bob?" -

"Egad, but 1 will, Jack." (4, 1.)

But the opposition with but may also absolutely include the

negation of what precedes: Think not the kiug did banish

thee; But thou the king (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.). All those
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who contribute, not to the necessities of life, but to the enjoy-
ments of society (SCOTT, Minstr. I. 57.). Coeur-de-Lion was not

a theatrical popinjay with greaves and steel-cap on it, but a man
living upon victuals (CARU, Past a. Pres. 2, 1.).

But, which at present has completely superseded the ancient ac, was
nevertheless early employed as an adversative particle, although in a
more limited mensure, and had obtained, even in the fourteenth century,
a great extension alongside of the latter. Old-Engl. : Min hernde will to

the bede; Bate wraththen the for ani dede Were me loth WRIGHT, Anecd.

p. 3.). Offte was Saladyn wel and woo, But nevyr so glad as he was
thoo (RICH. C. DE L. 6521.). He wolde . . have cleped it Elya; but

that name lasted not longe (MAUNDEV. p. 84.). Of a thousand men . .

I fond oon good man; but certes of alle wommen good womman fond I

never oon (CHAUC., C. T. p. 152 II.). Ac so ne clepude he yt nojt,
bate pe Newe Troie (R. OF GL. I, 23.). I seek not my wille, but pe
wille of pe fadir (WYCL., Job. 5, 30.). He steyjede up, not opynly, but as

in privep (ib. 7, 10.). Ther schal no mayster supplante other, but be

togeder as systur and brother (HALLIW., Freemas. 203.), Halfsax. : And
al hit puncfr him wel idon . . bute nele he pe naeuere Euelin mid aerhffe

bi-taechen (LA^M. I. 352.). The transition of the Anglosaxon butan,
Lowdutch buten, from the meaning of exception to that of opposi-
tion was close at hand. Hence Anglosaxon instances may be compared :

Se here pa atberst . . buton an scip par man ofsloh (SAX. CHR. 992.).
Ealle . . gefeolkm at Calne of anre up-floran, butan se halga Dunstan

arcebiscop ana at-stod uppon anum beame (978.). Her . . nas nan fareld

to Rome, buton tvegen hleaperas Alfred cyning sende mid gevritum (889.).

Butan is remarkable at the commencement of speech: Pilatus ongan pa
cnihtas to axjemie for hvig pat folc pone Ha?iend sva yfele hafde. Hig
andsvuredon Pilate and svsedon:^ Buton hig habbafr andan to him (Ev.

(Nicoo. 8.). To the Gr. tult't answered ac, ach, formerly also ah, Goth.

ok, akei, Old-Highdutch oh. Old-Engl : pe fader hem louede alle ynoj,
ac pe Congest most (R OF GL. I. 29.). Whan that fur cometh into the

water, gret noyse anon ther is; Ac me ne hureth hit nojt anon, for hit

so fur is, Ac the lijtenge we seoth anon (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.).

Ye mowe wel him do brenue and hono^e, Ac j sigge hit where with

wrong (Atis. 4022.). Swete is love of damosele, Ac hit askith costes

feole (7:-!63.). In English . . It is wel hard to expounen; Ac som deel

I shal seyen it (P. PLOUGHM. p. 290.). Ha nis nan husewif, ach is an
chirche ancre (WRIGHT A HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 2.). Halfsax.: Assca-
nius wes pes childes broper, ah heo nefden noht ane moder (LAJAM. I.

10.). Ice itt hafe forpedd te, Ace all purrh Cristess hellpe (ORM., Ded.

2o.). Ne toe jho pohh nan modizleccg . . Ace toe to sha?wenn . . Meoc-
nesse 'ORM 2633.) Anglosax. : Gilpes pu girnest, ac pu hine ne miht
habban orsorgrie (BOETH 32, 1.). Ic andette pat hip comon to me, ac ic

ne cuffe hira far (Jos. 2, 4.). Nis se man for steorran gesceapen, ac

pa steorran sint maunum to nihtlicere lihtinge gesceapene (A.-S. HOMIL.
I. llo.). Nys pis mspden dead, ac heo sla?pdf (MARC. 5, 39.).

Rather, which also combines with but, may, after negative sentences,
be regarded as in some measure adversative. Yet rather with a more

subjective shade of meaning, forms a weaker opposition in the form of

an outbidding: And was nothing bettered, but rather grew worse (MARK
5, 26.). England, thou hast not saved one drop of blood, In this hot

trial, more than we of France; Rattier, lost more (SHAKSI-., John 2, 2.).

Comp or rattier p. 352. In Anglosaxon svidor is also similarly used
with ac: "Ne ofpinccT hit pe . .?" "Na ac ic blissige svlftor (Ai'OL-
LOX. OF T. p. -20.).
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b. The originally temperal yet, Anglosax. git, get, giet, gyt, adhuc,
also appears as a restrictive adversative particle, properly de-

noting that the following thought is still (notwithstanding) valid,

alpngside of the preceding one. The particle is also combined
with and and but.

Little joy have I, To breathe this news, yet what I say, is

true (SiiAKSP., Rich. II. 3, 4.). My soul is continually in my
hand: yet do I not forget thy law (Ps. 119, 9.). I know your
hopes they are daring, yet not vain if I aid them (ScotT, Qu.
Durw. 19.). The air of dignity, yet of deep feeling (Waverley
4.). Johnsons are rare; yet as has been asserted. Boswells per-

haps still rarer (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 1.). No hope! Yet I

endure (SHELLEY, Prometh. Unb. 1.). His spirits hear me,
And yet I needs must curse (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 2.). Not long,
and yet too long (LoNGF. I. 177.). This is strange: and yet the

strangest is behind (MACAUL., Essays I. 64). I know you
wise; but yet no further wise Than Harry Percy's wife; constant

you are, But yet a woman (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 3.). Ye
are but common men, but yet ye think With minds not common

(COLERIDGE, Wallenst. 2, 3.). For other combinations see below

nevertheless, notwithstanding. It also serves to interchange with

but where a first contrary itself stands opposed to a second. But
of his cheere did seeme too solemne sad; Yet nothing did he

dread, but ever was ydrad (SPENS., F. Qu. 1, 1, 2.). I hear,

yet say not much, but think the more (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI.

4, 1.).

So far as yet, as a particle of time, coincides with still, the

latter, as well as the former, serves not only to strengthen the

comparative, but is itself adversative: But grant her end More
distant . . Still they are frowning signals (Cowp. p. 186.) and
both may be combined: Yet still on that horizon hangs the cloud

(BuLW., K. Arthur 7, 83.). Thus also still is used like yet in

the principal with a concessive dependent sentence; see the De-
pendent Sentence.

In Old-English yet, tit alone, and in combination with other particles

works adversatively : I have a wyf . . Yet nolde I . . Take upon me more
than enough (CHACC., C. T. p. 3159.). As helpe me Crist, as I in fewe

yeeres Have spendid upon many divers freres Ful many a pound, yit

fare I never the bet (7533.). All the pennys to them y told; Yette axte

thei mykyll mare (8m AMADAS 162.). Synfulle dcde wold he nevyr do,

jit hym to kylle thei sparyd nought (Cov. MYST. p. 365.). He hated

Cristene men; and tit he was cristned (MAUNDEV. p. 84.), This etn-

perour . . is Cristene, and a gret partie of his contree also; but jit thei

have not alle the articles of oure feythe (p. 27'2.). The interchange of

yet and but also occur: And tit he was cristned, but he forsoke his law

(p. 84.). Even in Halfsaxon no longer find this application. As to the

transition of the particle of time into the adversative meaning compare
the German dennoclt denn, dann and noch, both constituente of which

have a temporal meaning.

c. nevertheless, obsolete natheless, sometimes not the less, Anglosax.
nd pe las, to which a never the more, nathemore, not the more,

Anglosax. nd pe md stands opposed, which appears more rarely
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in the modern tongue, answers to the German nichts desto weni-

ger; thereby is indicated that the following sentence claims no-
wise less value by reason of the preceding one. The contrary
form says that it has not therefore more validity. They also

combine not only with and, but also with yet and but.

For I said in my haste, I am cut off from before thine eyes;
nevertheless thou heardest the voice of my supplication (Ps. 31,

22.). Rich Lepelletier Saint-Fargeau . . had argued and reported,
there and elsewhere, not a little, against Capital Punishment:
nevertheless he now says, Death (CAKL., Fr. Revol. 3, "2, 7 ).

And the torrid clime Smote on him sore besides, vaulted with

fire; Nathless he so indur'd (MiLT., P. L. 1, 297.).
- Wave

after wave of mighty stream To the deep sea hath gone; Yet

not the less . . The exbaustless flood rolls on (MRS. HEMANS p. 3.).

The proud Duessa . . Enforst her purple beast with all her

might . . But nathemore would that courageous swayne To her

yeeld passage (SpENs., F. Qu. 1, 8, 13.). But thou Revisit'st

not these eyes . . Yet not the more Cease I to wander, where
the muses haunt Clear spring etc. (MiLT., P. L. 3, 22 sq.).

The ancient forms natheless, nathemo, nolheles subsequently begin with

never instead of with na, no of like meaning. They also early take and
and adversative particles. Old-Engl. : Oper seyden naye; but he deceyue|>

pe cumpanyes, nepeles no man spac opynly of hym (WYCL., Joh. 7, 12.).

Gret stryf was, bytweene the olde, And the yonge that weore bolde;
Notheles the olde, saun faile, Wan the maistry of that counsaile (Aus.
3117.).

-- He nuste to weper dojter beter truste po, And nopeles he
wende ajeyn to pe oper (R OF GL. I. 33.). It semethe that it wolde

covere the erthe, and natheles jit it passethe not his markes (MAUNDEV.

p. 144. cf (WRIGHT A HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 131.). Therfore hit thinjth
hit cometh bifore ac -nathelcs hit ne doth nojt (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 135.). Halfsax.: pare quene hit of-pouhte, nopeles heo hit polede (LA-

JAM. I. 7.). Feondliche heo fuhten and notteles heo feollen (II. 333.).

Arglosax. : ponne nam griff and iritJ
1

vi<T hi. And na pe Ids for eallum.

pisum gride and friffe and gafole, hi ferdon a?ghvider flocmeelum (SAX.
CHR. 1011.).

Old-Engl. -. After hete me ne schal no thundre i-seo ne hure . . Ne in

pur winter nothe mo (WRIGHT, Pop Treat, p. 135.). Anglosax.: Dide

pone kyng to understandene . . Oc hit ne vas nd&emd eallsva (SAX.
CHR. 1127).
The particle never is naturalized in Old-English along with na: I am

not worthi to do this dede, Nevee theles I wille be Godes servant (Tows.
M. p. 169. cf. 74.). He . . sum watt mendyd hys chere; But neuer-

theless hys hart was sore (Sm CLEGES 146. cf. TOWN. M. p. 155. 294.

295.). I wylle never the, more chawnge my mood, ffor no wordys that

thou dost shewe (Cov. MYST. p 37.). See Dependent Sentences.

d. The participle notlnuithstanding combined with the negation, Old-

French nonobstant, used as an adversative particle, expresses that

the preceding thought is no impediment to the succeeding one.

It also combined, like those before mentioned, with other par-
ticles.

He hath a tear for pity, and a hand Open as day for melting

charity; Yet nothvrithstanding, being incensed, he's flint (SnAKSP.,
II Henry IV. 4, 4.). And Moses said, Let no man leave of it
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till the morning. Notwithstanding they harkeued not unto Moses

(ExoD. 16, 19.). See Pr epos. 'Vol. II. 1. p. 475.

The participle, properly used absolutely, has its logical subject in the

preceding sentence, Old-English seems not to have early adopted it.

On the other hand, and perhaps through Romance influence, the particles
not for than, not for thi in an adversative meaning have early become
usual: And dude al his wille . . And nojt for pan pat oper maide he

louede more ynow (R. OP GL. I. '25.). And jyveth also qualite to do so

other so, And notf for than bi his in-wit ech man may do (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat p. 133.). Prudens . . bysought him of his wepyng to stynte.
But not fortht he gan to crie ever longer the more (CHAUC., C. T. 150.

II \ Here the negation operates exactly as in the Old-French : neporhuec,

neporoc, nepuroc, nonporhuec, nonpruec, with which neporguant, nonpor-

guant, nonportant are connected, not denying the sentence in which it

appears, but constituting an adversative determination to what precedes.
The preposition for else of itself introduces an adversative determination,
therefore too formerly in for pan, and the like, as now in for all that,

ne . .for pon, but is found only in negative sentences. Halfsax.: His

leode bine hateden . . nalde he for pon hit bi-leaefue (LAJAM. I. 300.).

Anglosax. : Drihten . . eov bar on eallum pam vegum pe ge foron . .

And ge for pon ne gelyfdon Drihtne (DEUTER. I, 31. 32.). Coinp. Mo-

dern-Engl.: All human flesh must die; but yet a man may live many
years for all that (FIELD,, T. Jon. 12, 3.).

e. A remnant of the adversative use of the particle though, An-

glosax. pedh, Goth, pauh, Old-norse po, which in Modern-English
does not stand at the commencement, but often at the end, is

only met with where the speech is incomplete, and though is

referred to a thought which is to be gathered from the whole

preceding speech or from the temper of the speaker, and often

serves to ward off a possible objection.

I dare not fight; but I will wink, and hold out mine iron; It

is a simple one: but what though? (SHAKSF., Henry V. 2, 1.)

She really carries on a kind of correspondence with him, under

a feigned name though, till she chooses to be known to him

(SHERID., Riv. 1, 2.). "A foolish coxcomb!" "Ay! let him
alone though." (CoLER., Pice. 1, 6 ) Methinks 'twere well though
not to run the hazard (2, 7.). Peace be with their ashes! Well!
well! they fought for a good cause tho^lgh (2, 12.). 'Twas pity

though! (Wallenst 3, 7.) You come, though, to the castle? (ib.)

He was a wonderful man, that uncle of yours, though (DiCKENS,
Pickw. 2, 19.).

This though in the principal sentence agrees with dock, frequently pre-
served in the Modern-Highdutcb. Middle-Highdutch ; Sage durch got, wer
weiz es dock (!WEIN 89.) Ne sluoc ich docn ir man (78.). Nu sage mir

dock (H. TRIST. 5997.). Old-Engl. : Of pisse unpeauwe me nimetT to lutel

geme, and is pauh of alle on lowest God (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.

I. 67 ). Wendeff bi pen ilke weie . . God pauh ful warliche, vor i pisse

wildernesse beo<T monie uvele bestes (I. 6<*.). Holy men and holy wum-
men beoff . . ofte i-tempted . . heo bigiteff pe blisfule kempene crune.

Lo! pauh hwu he menedf ham bi Jeremie : persecutores nostri velociores

aquilis dei, super montes persecuti sunt nos (I. 65). Anglosax.: Gerndon
to him pat hi moston beon vuriFe selc para pinga pe heom mid unrehte

of genumen vas; pa viftlag se cyng sume hvile pedlt (SAX. CHS. 1052.).
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Fif cyningas par vaeron to gehalgode; pat vas pedfi mid Earnulfes gepa-

funge (887.). Mine dohtra and pine suna and pine heorda and ealle pa
ping pe pu gesihst synd mine : hvat mag ic peak don minum sunnm and
minum magum? (GeN. 31, 43.). We here find the freer collocation of

peak and its not
always

immediate adversative relation. It is to be ob-

served that peak, sva ped/i, peak hvadere, svd peak hvadere introduce

in general the adversative sentence, perhaps also combined with ac : offer

is fader, offer is sunu, offer is se halga gast; ac peak hvadere paere preora
is an godcundnys (THORPE, Anal. p. KO.) peak hvadere stands, for ex.

Luc. 6, 24 10, 14. JOH. 7, 13. Efne he is nu on pinre handa, sva

peak hvadere heald his savle (JoB in Ettm. 5, 16.). Thus the Goth, has
sve pauh in the adversative sentence. The Halfsaxon uses poh swa peh
(ORM. 395, 9713) and puts ai first (1104.), alongside of the simple poh
(9723) The particle in question corresponded in the concessive and
adversative sentence. Halfsax.: Forr pohh patt jho wass halij wif, pohh
wass Jho miccle lahre (ORM. 2663 ). Anglosax. : pedh pe butu on anum
men sien, pedh byff segffer him on sunpran (BOETH. 16.).

f. However, howsoever, dialectically howsumever, are placed before or

subjoined to an adversative sentence, to denote that in what-
ever manner or degree what precedes is valid, what follows

nevertheless stands firm. These forms properly stand elliptically
in the sense of a complete concessive sentence, which in fact

assumes, in the combination howbeit, obsolete howbe, the form of

a particle introducing the adversative sentence.

I have not seen her since our quarrel; however, I expect to be
recalled every hour (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). Some of the adven-
turers pressed Monmouth to take a severe course. Monmouth,
however, would not listen to this advice (MACAUL., Hist, of E.

II. 146.). We suspect . . that he would then have purchased,

by another apostasy, the power of burning men better and braver

than himself. We do not mean, however, to represent him as a
monster of wickedness (Essays I. 127.). . . I will drink with thee

howsoever (BEAUMONT A. FLETCHER ed. Barley. L. 1839. II. 376.).
The gentleman was a little false-hearted; but howsumever, it was
hard to have two lovers, and get never a husband at all (FIELD.,
J. Andr. 2, 6.). . . Howsumener, to proceed (ScOTT, R. Roy
26.). . . Howsomdever, I object nothing to Capt, Cleveland (DiAL.
OF CRAVEN I. 236.). When my face is fair, you shall per-
ceive Whether I blush or no; Howbeit. I thank you (StiAKSP.,
Coriol. 1. 9.). He . . prayed him that he might be with him.
Howbeit Jesus suffered him not (MARK 5, 18.). True, those men
were chiefs and nobles; but are plebeians less human? Howbeit,
I have seen enough from afar I will now approach, and exa-

mine the man himself (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 4.).
Those forms, introducing the adversative sentence, of which however

has, in Modern-English obtained the widest extension, are sufficiently

explained by what is to be cited on the occasion of the concessive sen-

tences. The elliptic forms, among which those with sum, Old-norse sem,

Swedish, Dan. .so/n. Halfsax. sum -
as, so (ORMUI-.) belong to the Norse,

are hardly familiar to Old-English. The complete sentence how be it

appears hereafter similarly used : For your jentyll husband sorowful am
I; flow be it, he is not furst has had a los (SKKLTON I. 24.). Hombeit
often takes the place of the ancient natheles, Anglosax. pedh hvadere;

comp. WYCL., Job. 7, 13. and the Anglosaxon.
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g. Meantime, meanwhile, may be in some measure compared with
the German inzwischen, unterdessen, indessen, Lat. interea, where
these particles of time introduce a contrariety, limitation or

objection, which takes place at the same time, although in English
they have, more rarely, a remote reference to time.

1 will perform it to enfranchise you. Meantime, this deep dis-

grace in brotherhood Touches me deeper than you can imagine
(SHAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 1.). At our more consider'd time, we'll

read, Answer, and think upon this business; Meantime, we thank

you for your well-took labour (Haml. 2, 2.). Egmont was im-

prudent enough to make himself the mouth-piece of their remon-
strance . . Meantime his own day of reckoning had arrived (Moi-
LEY, Rise of the Dutch Rep. 3, 1.). But let the laws of Rome
determine all; Meanwhile I am possess'd of that is mine (SHAKSP.,
Tit. Andr. 1, 2.). Thus, too, in the mean time is employed: The
Creed and Ten Commandments may be taught in the same man-
ner, without the necessity of the grave face, deliberate tone of

recital, and devout attention, hitherto exacted from the well-

governed childhood of this realm. It may, in the mean time, be

subject of serious consideration, whether those who are accustomed

only to acquire instruction through the medium of amusement,
may not be brought to reject that which approaches under the

aspect of study (ScOTT, Waverley 3.).

In the ancient tongue I find no support for the adversative use of the
forms cited, occurring in a temporal meaning: He swoor anoon Sche

gultif was; and in the mene whiles An bond Win smot upon the nekke
boon (CHAUC., C. T. 5087.).

4. The causal coordination contains a reference of sentences to

each another in such wise that the substance of the one is to be

regarded as the 'cause of the other. The sentence attached with
a copulative contains either the cause or the consequence of

the preceding one.

a. The coordinate sentence which coutains the cause of what pre-
cedes is introduced by for. This is the preposition discussed

above Vol. II. 1. p. 427, which, like others, has come at the

commencement of a dependent sentence, in the earliest times

accompanied by the particle that (see Dependent Sentence), then

appearing independently, and finally, so released from the con-

struction with a principal sentence, that it may also pass as a

particle in independent principal sentences, although the relation

of subordination is not always to be distinguished from that of

coordination. That it is also treated as a coordinating particle
is proved by its even commencing a new sentence after the con-

clusion of one sentence by a pause. It thus answers to the

German denn, Lat. nam, enim, in a logical regard. The cause

cited may be either a real (objective) or a subjective one,
and assume the nature of an cause explanatory of what has

been said.

Lord, . . Lend me a heart replete with thankfulness! For
thou hast given me, in this beauteous face, A world of earthly

blessings to my soul (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 1.). For man to
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tell how human life began Is hard; for who himself beginning
knew? (MiLT., P. L. 8, 250. cf. 6, 296 ) Remember what I warn
thee . .

; for know, The day thou eat'st thereof . . thou shalt die

(8, 327.). Occasionally indeed, for where but in farces is

the phraseology of the humorist always the same? he escaped
into a more enlarged and christianlike method of dealing with
the king's English (BuLW., Eug. Aram 1, 1.). The general effect

of this chequered narrative will be to excite thankfulness in all

religious minds, and hope in the breasts of all patriots. For the

history of our country during the last hundred and sixty years
is eminently the history of physical, of moral, and of intellectual

improvement (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 2.). But speak the word

only, and my servant shall be healed. For I am a man under

authority, having soldiers under me: and I say to this man, Go,
and he goeth; etc. (MATTH. 8, 8.).
The freer attachment of the sentence with for is ancient : To trufle he

yt wende. Vor pe lupernesse of hym non tong telle ne may. Vor so

luper mon, ne so cruel, ych wene, non man ne say. Vor pe worste

men . . He \volde make hys conseylers (R. OF GL. II. 417 ). Ac God

poujte on hire for hire trewnesse. For pe kyng of France herde telle of

hire godnesse, And bad hire fader graunt hym pe gode Cordeille (I. 31.).

Thou servest affter Godes grome, Wen thou seist on me silk blame. For
ich am old, aud sek, and lame; Seknesse haveth maked me ful tame

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 7.). Jii thei werein sepultures, thei scholden not ben

voyd withinne. For jee may well knowe, that tombes and sepultures
ne ben not made of suche gretncsse (MACNDEV. p. 53.). Even in Half-

saxon this loose attachment with a simple for is to be pointed out:

Annd forrpi trowwe ice patt te birrp Wei polenn mine wordess Ejjhwaer

paer pu shallt findenn hemm Amang Goddspelless wordess. Forr whase
mot to laewedd follc Larspell off Goddspell tellenn, He mot wel ekenn
maniz word Amang Goddspelless wordess (ORM., Ded. 51.), Anglosaxon,
which in general does not knows for as a simple particle, combines it,

partly with the pronoun accompanied by pe, partly with the mere pro-
noun pam, (also pij) in the causal sentence, and makes it appear as a

dependent sentence : pa ongan ic slapan and slep, and eft aras, for pam
pe Drihten me avehte and me upp-araerde (Ps. 3, 5.)- Far mid us pat
ve pe veligne gedon, for pam pe Drihten behet god Israhela folce (NcM.
10, 29.). He biff unscildig forpam hit ys feoh (Exoo. 21, 21.). Min
nama ys Legio ; forpam ve manega synd (MARC. 5, 9.X Since the distinc-

tion of the subordinate sentence from the coordinate one essentially con-

sists in the former's incorporating itself, as it were, into another, as the

periphrasis of a member of a sentence, a supplementary attachment of

an original dependent sentence, apparently falling out of the construction,

makes the latter appear coordinate. See the Causal Sentence as a De-

pendent Sentence.

b. The consequence connects itself with various copulatives in

the coordinate manner, although several of the particles belong-

ing here have also relative collateral forms, lending to the sen-

tence the character of a subordinate member,
a. The adverb therefore, Halfsax. pcerfore, per foren, for which the

relative wherefore also appears, points to the preceding sen-

tence as' the standard cause. It answers to the German da-

fur, which may be compared with darum, Middle-Highdutch
dar umbe, dd umbe, in a causal meaning.
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Thy father slew my father; therefore die (SnAKSP., Ill Henry
VI. 1, 3.). They are at hand, To parley, or to fight; there-

fore prepare (John 2, 1.). This would be worse. War there-

fore . . My voice dissuades (MiLT., P. L. 2, 186.). "Where
we are not at ease, we cannot be happy; and therefore it is

not surprising that Edward Waverley supposed that he dis-

liked and was unfitted for society (Scotr, Waverley 4.). I

felt certain that marriage was a lottery in which there were
thousands of blanks to one prize. When, therefore, any of

Madame d'Albret's acquaintances brought up the subject . . I

earnestly implored Madame d'Albret not to be influenced by
their remarks (MARRYAT, Valerie 5.).

Comp. : And being found in fashion as a man, he humbled
himself . . Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him (Pni-
LIPP. 2, 8. cf. 12.). Much further he, Rais'd on his aged
beast, could see; Yet not sufficient to descry All postures of

the enemy; Wherefore he bids the Squire ride further (BcxL.,
Hud. 1, 2, 73.).

Therefore, at present frequently employed in the causal province,
extends into Halfsaxon. As an adverb it tolerates other particles, as

and before it, and also appears within the sentence, although from
ancient times it readily comes at the commencement. Old-English:
We nuste War bileue; per fore we wolle bidde pe, pat pou vs sum
place jeue (R. OP GL. I. 40.). That herte he yef for treuthe of love;

Therfore in hym one is trewe love (WRIGHT A. HALLIW
, Rel. Aut. I.

167. cf. 192. 193.). No wynd onethe hadden hee; Therforehem was

swythe woo (RrcH. 0. DE L. 58.). He has don us grevance, therfor
shalle he drynk (Tows. M. p. 191.). Ich wende . . That i-seie were

soth, And therfore thou were me loth (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.

II. 276.) And als moche takethe the amyralle . . And therfore whan
the soudan wille avance ony worthi knyghte, he makethe hym amyr-
alle (MAUNDEV. p. 38. cf. 42. 69.). Halfsax. : Ah he neuede nenne
sune per fore he wes sari (LAJAM. I. 209.). Nefde heo children na

ma, per foren wes pere quene ,wa (I. 270.). . . peer/ore sejjde }ho

piss word (()RM. 2431.). 1 have not yet met with the particle iu An-

glosaxon.
Sentences with wherfore appear later: Ilkon said, pat Edmund pe

kyng Spak no word per of . . Wharfor pe barons granted him ilkone

Knoute to be corouned (LANGT. I 48 sq.). The billes of Gelboe, where
Saul and Jonathas that weren so fayre, dyeden; wherfore David curbed

him (MAUNDEV. p. 111. cf. 53. 102. 144. 177.). Whan I first com
to you . . Left I my wille and my liberte, And took your clothing;

wherfor I yow preye, Doth youre plesaunce (CHAUC., C. T. 8531.).

I dede nevyr forfete with man i-wys; Wherfore I pray jow amende

jour mon (Cov. MYST. p. 1 1 8.). He pat sua fild o goods gram, Quar-

for he sal ha suilk a nam (ANTICRIST 3.). So far as sentences of

this sort are added more loosely to a principal sentence, they may be

compared with the Latin ones introduced with quare, quamobrem and
the like.

For thi in the conclusive sentence, long preserved concur-

rently with therefore, is more frequent instead of therefore in for-

mer times, alongside of which for than also appears, that is for with

the instrumental or the dative of pat. Old-Engl.: Nis he fol chep-
mon pet hwon he wule buggen hors offer oxe, gif he mile biholden

bute ffet heaved one? vor pi hwon are deovel beodeff fordf pis best . .
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he hut ever pene teil (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 69. 215. cf.

II, 3. 5.)- Mi douter lovede him al to wel; For-thi mark I sori del

(WRIGT, Anecd, p. 10.). Though we killen the cat, Yet sholde ther

come another . . For-thi I counseille at the commune To late the cat

worthe (P. PLOCGHM. p 12. cf. (CiiAcc.. C. T. 1*43. SKUYN SAGES
4.1. 2330. 2947. ANTICRIST 5, 72. TOWN. M. p. 61. 66. 79 126. 136.

268.). Halfsax. : pus we ferden ]>ere & for pi beoff nu here (LA}AM.
II. 156.). "Wind heom stod on willen, weder alse heo wolden, bliffe

heo weoren alle for pi (II. i30.). pu pohhtesst tatt itt mihhte wel

Till mikell frame turnenn . . Annd forpi jerrndesst tu patt ice piss
werre pe shollde wirrkenn (ORM., Ded. 17 sq. cf. 51.). For than is

rare: . . Canst thou nought be blamed for than, (ELLIS, Spec, of early
metr. Rom. II. 29.). Icli hevede i-thout miself to slo; For then radde

a frend me ge To the mi sereve telle (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 7.), which
still belongs to northern dialects. For pam (pan, pan) very frequently
stands alongside of for py in Anglosaxon: Hire magen ic sva micel

and sva maere, pat heo unclapnne man, ponne he to hire cyme??, vel

hraffe forfleon vile. For p$ pu hi bevricV . . mid iserne (THORPE,
Anal. p. 94.), Ac he hig hatode, and for pam he hig laedde ut pat
he hig ofsloge (DEUTER. 9, 2S.). Ne sealdest pu me sunu; for pan
mec sorg dreceff on sefan svitfe (CAED.M. 217U. cf. 724. 740.).

/3.
Where thereon, thereupon occur conclusively, it proceeds from
the idea of proximity and succession in time or of rest-

ing upou something: (He) hopes to find you forward upon
his party, for the gain thereof: And, thereupon, he sends you
this good news (SHAKSP., Ricn. III. 3, 2.). These particles
come little under consideration. Comp. on, upon.

7. Then, Anglosax. ponne, penne, Goth, pan, Old-Fr. than, Old-
and Middle-Highdutch danne, denne, originally equivalent to

the Lat. turn, tune, Gr. TOTS, and at the same time applied

similarly to qnam, OTO.V, has become split up in German into

dann and denn, the former of which is also chiefly used

conclusively, whereas the second stands in the sentence which
contains the cause of the knowledge. Then answers to the

conclusive dann (ergo, igitur, Fr. done], which indeed likewise

often yields to the form denn. The coincidence in time of

the activity which belongs to the sentence accompanied by
then with that contained in the preceding one is originally
indicated by it. Thence is developed the idea of an inference

proceeding from what precedes, where a connecting judgment
may be supposed.
Come, Katherine, our losses equal are, Then of true grief

let us take equal share (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 3, 2.). I know
thee not; why then should I betray thee? (SHAKSP., II Henry
VI. 4, 10.)

uBut sometimes Virtue starves, while Vice is fed."

What then? Is the reward of Virtue bread? (Poi>E, Essay on
M. 4, 149.) We have no slaves at home then why abroad?

(Cowp. p. 185.) But so, at least, by Royal Edict of the 24th

of January, does it finally, to impatient France, become not

only indubitable that National Deputies are to meet, but pos-
sible . . to begin electing them. Up, then, and be doing!

(CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 4, 2. extr. and 3. init.)

There often exists no sentence upon which then immediately
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rests, the judgment which furnishes the motive is then to be

gathered from the context, or from the situation of the speaker.
This is especially the case in interrogative sentences and excla-

mations. It was at that instant, that looking around him, he saw
the wild dress and appearance of his Highland associates, heard
their whispers in an uncouth and unknown language . . "Good
God!" he muttered, "am I then a traitor to my country . .!"

(ScOTT, Waverl. 46.) Lord, hast thou then forsaken me?
(BuLw ,

Rienzi 5, 3.) And are you then a thing of art, Se-

ducing all, and loving none? (Tn. MOORE p. 65.) And this,

then, is the end! All's gone! (DoucL. JERROLD, Rent Day
2, 4.)

Older instances of the conclusively operative then, than, thanne are

not wanting. Old-Engl. : "Lo here myn bond, in me schal be no
lak" "Now thanne put thyn bond doun at my bak." (CHADC., C.

T. 7721.) "As help me Crist, as I in fewe yeeres Have spendid upon
many divers freres Ful many a pound, yit fare I never the bet . ."

". . Holde ye than me, or elles oure covent To praye for you in-

sufficient?" (75M1 sq.) Trewthe dyd nevyr his maystyr shame; Why
xulde I ses thon trewth to say? (Cov. MYST. p. 367.) He bled owt
alle his herte blood; How xulde he thanne ryse with myght? (368.)
The immediate particle, to be explained by the situation, occurs: Who
thenne hath that dede i-done? (Ricn C. DE L. 926.) The Auglosaxon
has similar: And gif se^deofol

adriftf ut pone deofol, big beoff todae-

lede; hu mag ponne his rice standan? (MATH, 12, 25.). Gr. TTWC
oiV ni'aVrintTni r] 8ni).fi'cc retroi-. Compare even the Goth.: Jah
auk uf vaira qens at libandin abin gabundana ist vitoda . . pannu
pan at libandin abin haitada horinondei (RoM. 7, 2.).

&. The demonstrative particle of space hence, Anglosax. hinan,

heonan, Old-Highdutch hinana, hinndn, Middle-Highdutch hin-

nen, is used in this province, analogously to the German da-

her, Fr. d'e Id; the subordinating relative form whence stands

alongside of it, comp. a. The consequence, or eftect, proceed-

ing from the immediately preceding sentence, as the actual

point of departure, is thereby denoted.
He uttered no "moral verdict"; he was no Chorus preaching

on the text of what he pictured. Hence we cannot gather from
his works what his opinions were (LEWES, G. I. 66.). Our

supreme foe in time may remit His anger . . satisfy'd With
what is punish'd; whence these raging fires Will slacken, if

his breath stir not their flames (MiLT., P. L. 2, 210.).

Old-English seems to have used henne, hennes, conclusively as little

as the Middle-Highdutcb did hinnen, although the metaphor was close

al hand, as took place in Gr. with tuituViv and utttv and also in

Latin with inde.

e. The modal particle so, Anglosax., Goth., Old-norse svo, Old-

Sax., Old-Highdutch so, appears in a conclusive meaning; It

then denotes that the consequence rests upon the stated na-

ture of what precedes.
I would to heaven, I were your son, so you would love me

(SnAKSP., John 4, L). Or wilt thou thyself Abolish thy crea-

tion . .? So should thy goodness, and thy greatness, both
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Be question'd and blasphem'd (MiLT., P. L. 3, 162.). I go
undismayed, for death is a debt A debt on demand, so take

what I owe (GAY, Begg. Op. 3, L). I heard a voice whisper
him; I knew the voice, and then they both went out by the

backway; so I stole down, and went out and listened (BuLAV.,
Maltrav. 1, 4.). It also combines with then, like the so . . denn
in German: The woman which hath an husband is bound by
the law to her husband so long as he liveth . . So then if,

while her husband liveth, she be married to another man, she

shall be called an adulteress (ROM. 7, 2.). . . So, then, Faulk-

land, if you were convinced that Julia were well and in spi-

rits, you would be entirely content (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.).

But so is often not so much a conclusive as a connective par-

ticle, although, as distinguished from and, a more sensuous
reference to circumstances previously denoted takes place: And
the men of Gibeon sent unto Joshua . . So Joshua ascended
from Gilgal (JUDGES 7, 8. cf. JOSH. 7, 22. 10, 7.). It is

also added, almost pleonastically, to and: They saw it, and so

they marvelled (Ps. 48, 5.).

A conclusive so is not unfamiliar in Old-Engl. : For I jugge yow
alle; So I may boldely be housled (P. PLOCGHM. p. 434.). Sche de-

med it was ful foully dight, And ill besemed a may .so bright; So to

her coffer quick she cam, And her riche baudekyn out-nam (LAI LB
FKEINE 355.). The more diffuse narrative combines the sentences by
and so : But upon that montayne, to gon up, this monk had had gret

desir; and so upon a day, he wente up (MAUNDEV. p. 148.). And
thei . . seydeu, that he was a fool; and so he departed fro hem
alle aschamed (p. 225.). And than thei seyden amonges hem, that

there was no man . .; and so thei wenten hire wey (p. 227.). Maun-
deville also often makes the progress in the narrative by also, with-

out attributing any emphasis to this word; see p. 33. 42. 48. 49.

The oldest language, as the Anglosaxon, does not give such a reference

to sv<i. The Romance may therefore have had an influence upon so,

at least in narrative. Old-Fr. : Que ce est une caitive qui fu anienee

d'estrange terre, si 1'acata li Vis Quens . . si 1'amena en ceste ville.

Si 1'a levee . . si li donra un de ces jours un baceler (BARBAZAN,
Fabl. et C. I. 380.). English has certainly not gone to this weakening
of the particle. In connections, Anglosaxon frequently used pd, Old-

English thantie.

. The Latin conclusive ergo early found some reception, and
from it flowed the corrupt forms argo and argal. ergo is for-

eign to the modern cultivated language.

Light is an effect of fire, and fire will burn; ergo light wen-
ches will burn (SHAKSP., Com, of Err. 4, 3. cf. All's Well 1,

3.). "And Smith, the weaver." "Aryo, their thread of life

is spun." (II Henry VI. 4, 2. cf. TH. MOORE p. 24. MIDDLE-
TON, Works I, 392.) If I drown myself wittingly, it argues
an act . . : argal, she drowned herself wittingly (SriAKSP.,
Haml. 5, 1. and often ib.).

Old-Engl. : Patriarkes and prophetes Prophecied . . Ergo is no name
To the name of Jhesus (P. PLOUGHM. p. .'397.).

*].
Adverbs like accordingly, consequently may of course be em-

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2.
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ployed in inferential sentences. They are in the same predi-
cament as the German folglich, Fr. consequemment. They ex-

press conformity and correctness of inference in regard to what

precedes. Of course may be similarly used, although this for-

mula denotes more the natural (current) consequence. They
of course all tolerate other copulatives, such as and, before

them.
He is very great in knowledge, and accordingly valiant

(SHAKSP., All's Well 2, 5.). I therefore expressed a strong
wish to accept Mr. Brandon's invitation . . Accordingly . . I

left Elmsley (FULLERTON, Ellen Middleton 4.). I say . . That
he did plot the duke of Gloster's death; Suggest his soon

believing adversaries, And, consequently, . . Sluic'd out his in-

nocent soul through streams of blood (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.).
I have not the honour of Mrs. Dombey's good opinion . . Con-

sequently . . your making these communications to Mrs. Dom-
bey through me, is sure to be particularly unpalatable to that

lady (DICKENS, Dombey a. S. 3, 4.). A family which had
been always wealthy, and inclined, of course, as a mark of

splendour, to furnish their shelves with the current literature

of the day (ScOTT, Waverley 3.). With this form, which has

only become very familiar in modern times, compare of con-

sequence: Our young hero, who was permitted to seek his in-

struction only according to the bent of his own mind, and who,
of consequence, only sought it so long as it afforded him amuse-
ment (ib.).

These periphrases of conclusive particles, in themselves so readily

explicable, are foreign to the ancient language.

.C. Asyndetic Coordination.

Sentences or members of sentences are coordinated asyndetically
to one another, when, without any express reference of their con-

nection by a copulative, they must nevertheless be apprehended in

relation to one another. They then indicate this reference by their

meaning, although often leaving the one or the other mode of reference

to be supplied mentally. This looser connection is partly calculated

in its operation, and is especially peculiar to lively and emotional

speech, partly a matter of traditional custom, and even of negligence.
In general, every separate member is thereby made an object of par-
ticular attention. The asyndetic mode of expression has gained ground
in the course of time, the more the language has been become in-

clined to give expression to subjective temper and emphasis.
1. The copulative coordination is most frequently interchanged

with the asyndetic connection.

a. Sentences with adverbs which are adopted to denote succession

commonly stand without the copulative particle, and the former

readily gain the semblance of connective particles.
When we mean to build, we first survey the plot, then draw

the model (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1, 3.). First, the king could

not legislate without the consent of his Parliament. Secondly,
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he could impose no taxes without the consent of his Parliament.

Thirdly, he was bound to conduct the executive administration

according to the laws of the land (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 29.).

Old-Engl. ; Althirfurst ye schul considre . . Thanne schalt thou con-

sidre . . Thnune scbalt thou considre . . (HAUC., C. T, p. 156 sq.).

Comp. so p, 369.

b. In the lively or hasty narrative of events crowding upon one

another, as well as of the abundance of objects and of adver-

bial determinations or qualities, the omission of the copulative
is a matter of course.

I pitied thee, Took pains to make thee speak, taught thee

each hour One thing or other (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). What
is this absorbs me quite? Steals my senses, sJtuts my sight,
Drowns my spirits, draws my breath? (Pops, Dying Christ.)
She gained the door, applied the key the door yielded (BuLW.,
Maltrav. 1, 2.). Servility, with supple knees, Whose trade it

is to smile, to crouch, to please (Cowp. p. 4.). Something to

give, to sing, to say (Scoxx, Rokeby 1, 29.). Time flies, death

urges, knells call, heav'n invites, Hell threatens (YOUNG, N. Th.

2, 292.). The land, Where Nature, Freedom, Art, smile hand
in hand (Tn. CAMPBELL, Theodric). Iron, oil, vinegar, coal,

saltpetre, lead, starch, yarn, skins, leather, glass, could be bought
only at exorbitant prices (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 62.). These

shadowy, desert, unfrequented woods (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem. 5,

4.). The greatest of hearts was also the bravest; fearless, un-

wearied, peacefully invincible (LEWES, G. I. 4.).

Old-Engl.: Out of the courte he went, dwellid he no while (LANGT.
II. 292.). He did pam no more hard, no longer was delayed, Dissei-

sed him self of alle, jald it to Sir Jon (II 250 .). Bidderes and beg-

geres Faste aboute yede . . Faiteden for hire foode, Foughten at the

ale (P. PLOUGHM. p. 3.). Sethtbe he wa- y-opened, is boweles y-brend,
The heved to Londone-brugge was send (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 221.).
But yk am old; me list not pley for age; Gras tyme is doon, my fod-
dir is now forage (CHADC , C. T. 3865.). Goth feccheth me the tray-
tours (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 120.). He weepeth, wayleth, inaketh sory
cheere; He siketh etc. (CHAUC., C. T. 3618.). I seigh a tour on a toft

Trieliche y-maked, A deep dale bynethe, A dongeon therinne (P.

PLOCGHM. p. 2.). That knyght, kyng, conquerour, May be o persone
(p. 397.). And justices, shirreves. metres, baillifs . Hii kunnen of the

faire day make the derke night (WKIGHT, Polit. S. p. 336.). I pisse
wildernesse beoff monic uvele bestes

;
Hun of prude, neddre of attri

onde, unicorne of wreWe, beore of dead slouhfle, vox of giscunge, suwe
of givernesse, scorpiun mid te teile of stinkinde lecherie (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 66.). In Anglosaxon poetry asyndetic connections

are frequent, and even prose uses them in long enumerations : Lyft biff

onbarned, hreosaS heqfon-steorran, hydaft vide gifre glede, g&stas hveor-

fa$ on eciie card (Coo. EXON. 64. 26.). Vceron Egypte oft oncyrde,

fluyon forhtigende, fser ongeton (CAEDM. 3380.). pat he maege ealle

geriman, stdnas on eorffan, steorran on heofonum, saebeorga sand, sealte

ffia (3369.). Of paere heortan cumaff yfele gepancas, mann-slyhtas,

unriht-htemedu, forligru, stala, lease, gevitnyssa, ttellice vord (MATH.
15, 19.).

c. This connection especially takes place where parts of sen-

24*
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tences, which calmly measured speech does not usually repeat,

recur, which mostly happens at the commencement of mem-
bers of sentences or sentences. Here belong substantives, verbs

attributive and adverbial determinations, as well as prepositions
and conjunctions.
God reigneth over the heathen; God sitteth upon the throne

of his holiness (Ps. 47, 8.). Can piety the discord heal, Or
staunch the death-feud's enmity? Can Christian lore, can pa-
triot zeal. Can love of blessed charity? (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 1,

8.) The Hall of harps is lone to-night, And cold the chief-

tain's hearth; It hath no mead, it hath no light, No voice of

melody, no sound of mirth (MRS. HEMANS p. 145.). His primary
virtue ivas Justice, was the courage to be just (LEWES, G. I.

4.). His life will be safe his possessions safe his rank
safe (BLLW., Rienzi 1, 8.). Her princes, her lords, her prelates
would have been men differing in race and language from the

artisans and the tillers of the earth (M.ACAUL., Hist, of E. I.

14.). All her traditions, all her tastes were monarchical (I.

57.). So will I grow, so live, so die (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr.

1, 1.). The oracle within him, that which lives He must in-

voke and question not dead books, Not ordinances, not mould-
rotted papers (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.). In perseverance, in self-

command, in forethought, in all the virtues which conduce to

success in life, the Scots have never been superseded (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. I. 64.). If rich, they go to enjoy; if poor, to re-

trench; if sick, to recover; if studious, to learn; if learned, to

relax from their studies (ROGERS, It., For. Trav.). Where the

hearth shines, where the kind looks are met, Where the smiles

mingle, our place shall be jet! (MRS. HEMANS p. 114.) While
the crowd hailed the proposition of Rienzi; while their shouts

yet filled the sir; while Raimond . . sought by signs and ge-
stures to convey at once his gratitude and his humility, the

Tribune-Elect . . perceived many hitherto attracted by curiosity

(BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.).

With that we may compare the emphatic repetition,
mostly immediate, of the same sentence or word, which is some-
times accompanied by another determination: We will thrive,

lads, we will thrive ( SHAKSP., Merry W. 1, 2.). Sing praises
to God, sing praises (Ps. 47, 6.). Weep on, weep on, your hour
is past (Tn. MOORE p. 227.). To suck, to suck, the very blood

to suck (SHAKSP., Henry V. 2, 3.). Then, then I rose (YOUNG,
N. Th. 4, 291.). The slaughter'd chiefs . . Shall never, never

be forgot (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 1, 8.). A boundless plain Spreads
through the shadow of the night, And onward, onward, onward
seems To stretch beyond the sight (BvR., Mazeppa). vsicked,

wicked world! (SHAKSP., Merry W. 2, 1.) O vain, vain, vain!

all else! (YOUNG, N. Th. 6, 570.) In the long, long night (Ro-
GERS, It., Naples). the dreary, dreary moorland; the

barren, barren shore! (TENNYS. p. 271.) Many a black, black

eye (p. 130.). Along the sheen, along the glassy sheen (BuLW.,
K. Arthur 1, 2.). That love, true love should be forgot (Scoir,
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L. Minstr. 5. 2.). As and also combines the members in similar

cases. See p. 336.

Recurrent parts of sentences, which are otherwise saved by contrac-

tions or by continued operation upon others, were also formerly found

asyndetically joined. Old-Engl.: Ye seoth my wo, ye seoth my pyne
(Aus. 1944.). She was the fairest thing on-live, She was so hend,
and so well ytaught (ELLIS, Specim. II. 104,). His heer, his berd was
lik safroun (CHAUC., C. T. 1541.). Oure Lord, our God, thi wille be
done (Tows. M. p 6.). The ende of oure joye, of oure worldly labour

(CHAUC., C T, 4843 ). With thurst, with cold, with honger so con-

foundyd (4520.). Whii werre . . is i-come, Whii hunger and derthe

. . the pore hath undernome, Whii bestes ben thus storve, Whii com
hath ben so dere, je that wolen abide, listneth etc. (WRIGHT, Polit.

S. p. 324.). Halfsax. : per is seuer selc swein swulc he weore riche

pein, per beotf pa cnihtes swulc hit weoren kinges (LAJAM. III. 2.).

Ofte heo eoden to raede, ofte heo heolden rune (III. 4.). Of Crete pe
king Ipolitte, of Syrie pe king Euander, of Frigie pe due Teucer, etc.

(III. 5.)- Mid mucle wiaxen, mid longe saxen (III. 8.). Anglosaxon:
F/ff pe tenne ic gesyngode . .; vitf pe cenne ic sceal pat betan (Ps.

50, 5.). peer is vlitig and vunsum . . peer is brade lond (CAEDM. II.

215. cf. SATAN ib. Grein). Ea la pat ic earn ealles leas ecan dreames,
pat ic mid handum ne mag heofon gersecan (168.). The asyndetic
connection of dependent sentences with the repetition of the conjunc-
tion is, in general, little familiar to the older language, whereas it is

not foreign to classical Latin.

Words repeated immediately after one another are likewise added

asyndetically. Old-Engl. : Cry on, cry, whiles the thynk good (Town.
M. p. 11.). Alle haylle, alle haylle, bothe blithe and glad (p. 8.). Two,
two, now this is thre (p. 12) Anglosax.: Singaft, singaff and herjaff
urne cyning (Ps. 46, 6.). Comp. : Gearo is min heorte, pat ic god
cveme; gearo is min heorte, pat ic gode svylce sealmas singe (Ps.

56, 9).

d. The asyndetic connection is favoured when sentences or mem-
bers of sentences form an ascending series (climax).

In such touches as these lurks the future poet: still more so

in the very choice of the subject (LEWES, G. I. 59.). Without

stopping to secure, far less to enjoy, the acquisition which he
made (Scoix, R. Roy 1.). I may not, must not, sing of love

(L. Minstr. 2, 30.). 'Till drooping, sickening, dying, they began
Whom they revered as god, to mourn as man (POPE, Essay
on M. 3, 223.). Time and their wrongs had changed them att,

him most! (ROGERS, It., Foscari.)

Old-Engl.: To be called a knight is fair . . To be called a kyng is

fairer (P. PLOUGHM. p. 397.). In the most ancient poetry the asyndetic
accumulation of members, particularly of substantives, is frequent, not,

however, in the manner of outbidding. Anglosax.: He is mdgna sped
hedfod enlra heah-gesceafta, fred dlmihtig (CAEDM. 3.).

e. With the opposition or parallelizing of sentences and mem-
bers of sentences, hence also with divisions, in which the same

word, though not referred to the same object (place, time &c.),

may recur, the asyndetic connection is adapted to render the

single members more sharply prominent. Such opposition often
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borders on the adversative relation, as well as the union by
and of members which are in themselves opposed.
God is thy law, thou mine (MiLT., P. L. 4, 637.). For thou

art heav'nly, she an empty dream (7, 39.). Olivia wished for

many lovers, Sophia to secure one (GoLDSM., Vic. 1.). All was

delusion, nought was truth (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 3, 9.). The one

vanquished by a single blow, the other by efforts successfully

repeated (GOLDSM., Vic.
1.). Some were for departing. Others

were for dispersing (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.) What was my art?

Genius, some say some, Fortune, Witchcraft some (Richel.
J, 2.). Thus we often find now . . now, sometimes . . some-

times; partly . . partly opposed, although they admit and in

the following member : Our vital streams . . Now swift or slow,
now black or clear (BYR. p. 307.). So the figure itself fluctuated

in its distinctness: being now a thing with one arm, now with
one leg, now with twenty legs, now a pair of legs without a

body (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 2.). In this order we begin the

descent, sometimes on foot, sometimes shuffling on the ice (Pict,
of It., A Rapid Dior.); jet also: Now in one part and now in

another (Christm. Car. 2.). In consequence partly of unwise

interference, and partly of unwise neglect (MACAUL., Hist of E.

I. 2.).

Old-Engl.: He is hirde, we ben scp (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant.
I. 209.). Theo day failith, theo night is come (Ans 3958.). The water
to norish the fysh swymand, The erth to norish bestes crepeand (Town.
M. p. 2.). Thei growen many to gedre, on lytille, another gret (MAUN-
DEV. p. 158.). Now in the eest, now in the west (TowN. M. p. 98.).

HalfsLx.: Sone heom after wenden iwepnede kempen, per sixe, per
seouene, per aehte, per nigene (LAJAM. III. 53.). Anglosax. : Veor&an

pa avyrgde,. ves pit gebletsad (Ps. 108, 27.). Vudu bar sunu, fader

fyr and sveord (CAKDM. 2880.). Geseonde dumbe specende, healte gan-
gende, blinde geseonde (MATH. 15, 31 ). An brohte prytigfealdne, sum

syxtigfealdne, sum hundfealdne (MARC. 4, 8.). HvadFer hat and cald

hvilum mencgadT, hvilum ic gehere helle scealcas . . grnndas maenon
. . hvilum nacode men vinnaflT ymbe vyrmas (CAEDM. II. 132.).

f. The mixing of the asyndetic and syndetic connection in

various manners is ancient.

a. The conclusion, by a member attached by and, of a series

of members attached asyndetically to one another is very
usual.

That (rose) which, withering on the virgin thorn, Grows,
lives and dies, in single blessedness (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr.

1, 1.). He gamed, robbed, and was devoted to the thiefs

reward - - the gallows (DouoL. JERROI.D, Rent. Day 2, 4.).

This silenced the man, who made his promise, took my mea-

sure, and departed (MARKYAT, P. Simple 1, 2.). Let it bud,

ripen, flaunt i' the day, and burst To fruit (BuLW., Richel. 1,

2 ). Honour, revenge, contempt and shame, Did equally their

breasts inflame (BrTL., Hud. 1, 3, 241.). Are we to trace

the speculations of the Scythians, Persians, and Egyptians?

(LEWES, Hist, of Philos. I. 12.) To hope the best is pious,
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brave and wise (YouNG, N. Th. 3, 442.). A fair, sad girl,

mild suffering, and serene (CRABBE, The Borough 2.).

Old-Engl.: He wole grennen, cocken. and chiden (WniGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 188.)- Pryde, covetyse and envie ban so enflained

the hertes (MAUNDEV. p. 3.). He that was kyng of hevene, of eyr,

of erthe, of see and of alle thinqes (p. 1.). Halfsax. : Biforenn Godd,
lo lutenn himm, To lofenn himm annd wurrpenn (ORM. 207.). An-

glosax. : Arts, nym pin bedd, and gang on pin bus (MATH. 9, 6.).

This conclusion is less familiar to Anglosaxon; asyndetic and poly-

syndetic succession of the members, as well as a mixture of both, is

more frequent: Fyr, forst, hagel and gefeallen snav, is and flste (Ps.

148, 8.).

. An early diffused combination of the asyndetic and the syn-
detic construction is the connection in pairs, in which
notions either allied or opposed in sense appear as asyndetic
double members.

Forgets both joy and grief, pleasure and pain (MiLT., P.

L. 2, 586.) Where squire and yeoman, page and groom, Plied
their loud revelry (Scoix, Lord of the Isl. 1, 28.). O'er lake

and marsh, through fevers and through fogs, midst bears and

yankees, democrats and frogs, Thy foot shall follow me (TH,
MOORE p. 162.). The priests . . have . . daily chaunted the

same ancient confessions, supplications and thanksgivings, in

India and Lithuania, in Ireland and Peru (MACATL., Hist, of

E I. 52).
Old-Engl.-. Meni of religioun me halt hem ful hene, Baroun and

bonde, the clerc and the knyghl (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 150.). As we
mai al i-se Both est and west, north and suthe (p. '202.). Y not
wharof beth men so prute; Of erthe and axen, felle and bone?

(p. 203.) To punysshe . . Brewesters and baksters, Bochiers and
cokes (P. PLOUGHM. p. 47.) Halfsax.: Wipp hat annd kald, wipp
nesshe annd harrd (ORM. 3734.). Anglosax. : Seolfa he gesette sun-

nan and monan, stdnas and eortfan, stream lit on see, vater and vol-

cen purh his vundra miht (CAEDM. II. 4.)- Adam and Abraham,
hoc and Jacob, monig modig eorl, Moyses and David, Esaias and
Sacharias (GREIN, Ags. Poes. I. 193 ). Manslagan and mansvaran,
hadhrecan and cevbrecan gebugan and gebetan (LEO CSUT. I. B.

6.). Licceteras and leogeras, ryperas and red/eras godes graman
habban aefre (ib 7.). Ve sceoloa . . gesceadlice todselan ylde and

gedgofte, velan and vadle, freot and pedvnt, hcele and unhcele (ic. 66.).

Hehyre ge alpeodige, frige and peove, a&ele and unS'Sele (APOLLON.
OF T. p. 12.).

The poly syndetic connection of a series of members to which
an equal grammatical value is due, and whose total unity is

brought to recollection by the repetition of the copulative, stands

in a certain measure in opposition to the asyndetic succession.

Since, however, modern usage in general attains the conclusion

of a long series by the copulative inserted with the last mem-
ber, the repeated prominence of the additional relation operates
almost in the same manner as the asyndetic succession; with
the distinction, however, that the accumulation of the copula-
tives of speech, with less mobility, affords in part a more earnest

emphasis, in part a more agreeable diffuseness.
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Thus men, in shining riches, see the face Of happiness, nor
know it is a shade; But gaze, and touch, and peep, and peep
again. And wish, and wonder it as absent still (YouNG, N. Th.

6, 525.). The Cossack prince rubb'd down his horse, And made
for him a leafy bed, And smoothed his fetlocks and his rnane^
And slacked his girth, and stripped his rein, And joy'd to see

how well he fed (BvR., Mazeppa). Havoc and spoil and ruin

are my gain (MiLT., P. L. 2, 1009.). Where all is cliff, and

copse, and sky (Scoix, Rokeby 1, 25.). You mark him by the

crashing bough, And by his corslet's sullen clank, And by the

stones spurn'd from the bank, And by the hawk scared from her

nest, And raven's croaking o'er their guest (2, 14.).

Old-Engl : MakeS feir semblaunt, and fikeft mid te heaved, and

stingeS mid te teile (WRIGHT A. HAI/LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 69.). And wurpen
god sad par onne, and hit wacxs, and wel peagh, and brahte forts
blostmes (I. 129.). Thanne cometh ther a cougioun . . and precyth
to the nest, And prevyliche pirith till the dame passe, And sesith on
hir sete, with hire softe plumes, And hoveth the eyren that the hue
laide, And with hir corps hevereth hem till that they kenne, And
ffostritli and ffodith, till ffedris schewe (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 16.)>

A cat of a contree Cam whan hym liked, And overleep hem lightliche,
And laughte hem at his wille, And pleide with hem perillousli, And
possed aboute (P PLOUGHM. p. 10.). Hit to-cheoweff and to-vret Go-
des milde milce, and his muchele merci, and his unimete grace (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.). Godes sed is Godes word, pe men tilien

in chireche on salmes, and on songes, and on redinges, and lorspelles,
and on holdebedes etc. (I. 129.). Halfsax.: Forr cullfre iss milde, annd

meoc, anud swet, Annd all wipputenn galle (ORM. 1258.). patt follcess

lac wass shep annd gat, Annd oxe, annd cullfre, annd turrtle, Annd
te^re lac was bull, annd lamb, Annd buckess twa tojeddre, Annd redes

smec, annd bulltedd breed etc. (988.). Anglosax.: pa sofrlice geendode
pe gebeorscipe, and pa men ealle orison, and gretton pone cynge and

pa cvene, and bcedon hig gesunde beon, and ham gevendon (APOLLON.
OF T. p. 18.). Men gesavon ane hand . . of heofonum cumende; and
seo hafde ane gyldene rode, and vas ateovod manegum mannum, and
helde toveard toforan pas buses dura (S. GCTHLAC !.) He beheold

pat gold, and pat seolfor, and pa deorvurdan redf, and pa beodas,
and pa cyuelican penunga (APOLLON. OF T. p. 14.). And her beofr oft

fangene seolas and hronas and meresvin (BEDA 1, 1.). Mycel manigeo
geadledra, blindra and healtra, and forscruncenra (Jon. 5, 3.).

2. The relation of disjunctive coordination more rarely remains
undenoted.

a. The exclusion of one member by the other may certainly
result from the nature of the opposed members.

And, will you, nill you, I will marry you (HAKSP., Taming
2, 1.). Am I right, am I wrong? (CARLYLE, Past a. Prest. 2,

15.)

Old-Engl.: Wol he, null he, ded he is (Ans. 2317.). Re the luef, be

the loht, sire Edward, Thou shalt ride sporeless (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 71.).

Halfsax.: Weore heom lef, weort heom laS, alle heo sworen pene aST (LA-

JAM. II. 415.).

b. A mixing of the syndetic and the asyndetic disjunction is not

uncommon.
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a. With a greater number of members, the choice among which
is left open, or is often given to the last or to several mem-
bers, white others precede without it.

Progressive, retrograde or standing still (MiLT., P. L. 8, 126.).
No use of metal, corn or wine or oil (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, !.).

Unchanged by sufferings, time, or death (Scorx, Marm. 1. In-

trod.). No, perish the hearts, and the laws that try Truth,
valour or love, by a standard like this (Tn. MOORE p. 215.).
I have not named to thee Father or mother, mistress, friend,
or being With whom I wore the chain of human ties (BYR.,
Manfr. '2, 2.).

Gld-Engl. : Nor eni ping Oe he polefi, i-sihff, offer i-herep (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 66.). In general the (repetition of the dis-

junctive particle, was usual in the most ancient times. Anglosaxon:
Sva man rihtast msege dff&e gemetan, o&ffe getellan bftffe nvegan (LEGG.
ATHELST I. 68.). Nys nan man pe his hus forlset, oftffe magas, offffe

bro$ru, dftde vif, 6&&e beam (Luc. 18, 29).

jS.
The asyndetic juxtaposition of double members joined by
or, which even stand in the relation of disjunction to each
other is not unfamiliar.

Let pow'r or knowledge, gold or glory please (POPE, Essay
on M. 2, 169.). What does it most of all behove him to do?
To complain of this man or of that, of this thing or of that?

(CARLYLE,, Past a. Pres. 1, 5.).

This articulation by pairs ascends to the most ancient times. Old-

Engl. : I woot no bettre leche Than parson or parisshe-preest, Pe-
nitauncer or bisshope, Save Piers (P. PLOCGHM. p. 444), Anglosax. :

Gif her vind cymtT vestan 6&&e edstan, suffan o&fte norSan (CAEDM.
804.). pat man veorffige haedfene godas, and sunnan o&&e monan, fyre
d&ffe flodvater, vyllas 6&&e stanas (LEGG. CNUT. I, B. 5.).

3. The adversative coordination leaves wide play for the asyn-
detic antithesis. Forasmuch as and is found in such an opposition,

particularly before the negative member, we may here behold in

part a substitute for copulative coordination.

a. An adversative member often appears asyndetically, which makes
itself felt in various manners as a limitation of the preceding
one.

Death but intombs the body: Life the soul (YouNG, N. Th. 3,

458.). Earth trembles ere her yawning jaws devour; And smoke

betrays the wide consuming fire: Ruin from man is most con-
ceal'd when near (3, 221.). You met me as your foe. Depart my
friend (BiL\\ .. Richel. 1, 2.). Laws die, Books never (ib.). Rome
wants still a liberator never a usurper (Rienzi 2, 8.). The
meaning, not the name I call (MiLT., P. L. 7, 5.). They made
an exile not a slave of me (BYR., Proph. of Dante 1.). The
Titan looks as ever, firm, not proud (SHELLEY, Prometh. Unb. 1.).

Old-Engl.: Bi-foren he pe bimened, bi-hinden he pe seamed (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 176.). Ere was I blynde, now may I se (TowN.
M. p. 231). Halfsax. : pa brude deade iwearfr, pe child wes iborenisund

(LAJAM. I. 13.). Anglosax. : He fela findetf, fed beoff gecorene (Coo. EXON.
105, 28.). Symle ge habbaff pearfan mid eov . . me gc symle nabbaff
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(MARC. 14, 7.). "To ure anlicnysse." JDaer is seo annys; to anre an-

licnysse, nd to prim anlicnyssum (BASIL., Hexam. 11.). Ic ville mild-
heortnesse nds onsdgdnesse (MATH. 9, 13.). pat pis is soft nates leas

(Coo. EXON. 263, 28.).

b. In the relation of negation the affirmative follows the negative
member with emphasis.
Not simple conquest, triumph is his aim (YoiNG, M. Th. 5,

811 ). This is not my fault, It is my destiny (LoNGF. I, 205.).
It was not enough for Julian to have delivered the provinces of

Gaul from the barbarians of Germany, he aspired to emulate the

glory of the most illustrious of conquerors (GIBBON, Decl. 13.).
"Pis not on the bed of rose, Love can find the best repose; In

my heart his home thou'lt see (TH. MOORE p. 259.). Instead of

the at once adversative and copulative not only . . but, in the

negative .member, not only is likewise employed, with the omis-
sion of but in the outbidding member: Not only does he master

it, and ride with calmer, more assured grace, he seems so bent

on reaching the goal that he scarcely thinks of anything else

(LEWES, G. I. 66.).

Old-Engl.: Wot no mon pe time . . Urittin hit one wot (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW.. Rel. Ant. I. 175). Ne say pu hit pin arege; seit pin sadilbowe

and riclpe singende (I. 176.). Anglosax. : Nellen ge gold-hordjan eov

?old-hordas

on eorfran . . gold-hordjatS eov s6&lice gold-hordas on heofenan
M MM. 6, 19.). Ne gelyfe ve na for pinre sprace; ve sylfe gehyrdon, and

ve viton pat he is sodr middan eardes Hselend (Jon. 4, 42.).

4. A member of speech asyndetically connected may also stand

in the causal relation to a preceding one.

a. It may contain the real or the logical cause of the preceding
one.

You may be gone; it is not good you tarry here (SHAKSP., Merry
W. 1, 2.). Death is victory; It binds in chains the raging ills of

life (YouNG, N. Th. 3, 495.). Zuleika started not, nor wept,

Despair benumbed her breast and eye (BuR., Bride 2, 23.). You
shall not die. France needs you (Bri/w., Richel. 1, 2.). They . .

longer yet would weep and wake, He sings so wild and well

(BYR., Bride 2, 28.). Upon a gravelled yard, Where two gaunt
trees, rattled rather than rustled, their leaves were so smoke-dried

(DICKENS, Dombey a. S. 1, 3.).

Old-Engl.: Whatsoever the carpenter answerde, It was for nought, no

man his resoun herde (CHAOC., C. T. 3841.). Be not abast, God is oure

freynd (Tows. M. p. 64.). Adoun he moste, he wes therinne (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 274.). Reste nevede he non, The love wes so

strong (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 2.). I slombred into a slepyng, It sweyed so

murye (P. PLOCGHM. p. 1 ). Ne triste no man to hem, so false theih beth

in the bile (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p.339.). Halfsax.: pe king nom pat writ

on bond <fe he hit wrodfliche bi-heold ;
seolcuff him puhte swulcere speche

(LAJAM. I. 21.). Anglosax.: Him nas nan pearf pat senig man ssede ge-

vitnesse be men- he viste vitodlice hvat viis on men (Jon. ?, 25.). Ne

geunret pu alpeodige, ge vceron alpeodie on Egiptit-lande (Exon. 22, 21.).

b. The consequence also resulting from the preceding one, may
also be uttered by an asyndetic member.
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It will be dangerous to go on; no farther (SHAKSP., Coriol. 3,

1.). The law is just, most reasonable I framed that law my-
self / will maintain tliat law! (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 3,

3.). This is so great a favour, I don't know how to receive it

(SOUTHERN, Oroon. 2, 1.). The stings are swept with such a

pow'r so loud, The storm of music shakes th
1

astonished crowd

(Cowp. p. 14.).

We commonly find, in the sentence preceding the inference, a determi-

nation of kind or of degree, like so, such, so that the consequence is

adapted to represent a consecutive dependent sentence with that. It is,

however, to be observed that in the asyndetic sentences, which contain

a reason, only a mere inversion of these sentences is often met with.

See a. In Old-English both kinds of construction, in which that with
the demonstrative particle so contains the reasons of the other, is fre-

quently employed, although they seem quite absent in Anglosaxon. Old-

Engl. : Ich hire love, hit mot me spille (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). The day
goth fast, 1 wol no longer lette (CiiAuc., C. T. 5537.). pe luttele mon
he his so rei, ne mai non him wonien nei (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 188.). So harde to our knyght he droff, Hys schelde in twoo pesos

roff (RICH. C. DB L. 503 ). So wis he was in dede, of body so valiant,

With dynt of suerd fy drede he mad pam recreant (LANGT. I. 9 ). He
was so strong, ther might no man him lette (CHAUC., C. T. 16602.). It

is so hie, we may not ride (Town. M. p. 38.). The logical inference is

indeed at all times to be found in a loose connection. Halfsax. . Lauine
hehte his leuemon, pene castel he clepede Lauinion (LAJAM. I. 9.). An-

glosax : Sarai vas untymende, nafde heo nan beam (GEN. 11, 30.).

II. The Subordination of Sentences.

The dependent sentences, as the periphrasis of a member of a

sentence, may be regarded as the development of a substantive,
of an adverb, or of an adjective into a complete sentence. Depen-
dent sentences are therefore divided into substantive sentences,
adverbial sentences and adjective sentences, not so much to

denote thereby the transmutation of the aforesaid parts of speech
into sentences, as to indicate the analogy of dependent sentences with
the single parts of a whole which, in its articulation as principal and

dependent sentence, receives the name of a period. The relation of

the dependent to the principal sentence is effected by means of co-

pulatives, which are various among one another, mostly particles, in

great part prepositions, but also relative pronouns.

A. The members of the period receive various denominations with

regard to their position.

1. When the dependent sentence precedes its principal
sentence, the former is called the protasis; the latter, the

apodosis. These names are ordinarily limited to the period
which contains an adverbial dependent, sentence; in fact that

collocation comes principally under consideration even in such a
case : Because she brought him none but girls, she thought Her
husband loved her not (BEN JONS., New Inn 1,1.). // sir Har-
court knew this, he would go mad (BouRCic., Lond. Assur. 1.).
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As the Shutters were not yet taken down, the Captain's first care

was to have the shop opened; and when the daylight teas freely
admitted, he proceeded . . to further investigation (DICKENS, Dom-
bey a. S. 2, 5.).

Old-Engl. : Whan a child hath alle his lymes, ech lyme quik is (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p 139.). po pis sterre was ysey, mon wondrede ynow (B.
OF GL. I. 152.). Halfsax. : Jif he is him to leof, penne wule he lijen

(LA}AM. II. 541.). Anglosax. ; pa he hit on handa hafde, pa frang he
hvader hi ealle smylte mod and butan eallum incan blifre to him hafdon

(BEDA 4, 24). Qif hie hreca& his gebodscipe, ponne he him abolgen
vurffeff (AEDM. 428.). Individual dependent sentences present instances.

2. If the members of the principal sentence are separated by the

dependent sentence, or sentences, the dependent sentence is called

an intermediate sentence.
Can'st thou, when thou command'st the beggar's knee, Command

the health of it? (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 1.) My father, though
it was a very unusual thing with him, grew intoxicated with liquor

(FIELD., Amelia 1, 8.). The principal apartment, as we have

seen, were four in number (Scorx, Kenilw. 6.). The impeach-
ment, while it much affected Mr. Toodle Junior, attached to his

character so justly, that he could not say a word in denial

(DICKENS, Dombey a. S. 2, 2.). The transitions of light and

darkness, whence proceed the alternations of day and night, are

produced by this diurnal revolution (IRVING, Hist, of N.-Y. 1,

1.). The blood and courage, that renowned them, Runs in your
veins (SHAKSP., Henry V. 1, 2.). The rich vein of melancholy,
ivhich runs through the English character, and gives it some of its

most touching and ennobling graces, is finely evidenced in these

pathetic customs (!RVING, Sk. B. Rural Funerals). The depen-
dent sentence may, as a relative principal sentence, (see below)
itself take an intermediate sentence, and an intermediate

sentence therefore be inserted in an intermediate sentences: It

was also true that the Earl of Landerdale, who, both from his

high talents, and from the long imprisonment which he
had sustained ever since the battle of Worcester, had a pecu-
liar title to be consulted on Scottish affairs, strongly ad-

vised the king to suffer his northern subjects to retain possession of
their darling form of worship [ScOTT, Tales of a Grandfath. 49.).
Not rarely the intermediate sentence is joined immediately to

the copulative, (so too to the relative pronoun) of the dependent
sentence: If they do this, As, if God please, they shall, my
ransom then Will soon be levied (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 3.). It

was a common saying in his troop that when the Captain
laughed, he was sure to punish (COOPER, Spy 18). I leave you
till my lord's arrival with good Master Richard Varney, who, as
I think, hath somewhat to say to you (ScOTT, Kenilw. 6). The
enclosure of the intermediate by the principal eentence has been
named the period in the stricter sense.

This periodologic treatment of the period constitutes no inessential side

of the cultivated language, especially of its prose, although it has not,
in the modern languages generally, obtained the extension which belonged
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to it in the classical tongues. It was also not wanting to Old-English
and obtrudes itself especially with relative sentences, but it keeps itself

within narrower bounds. Old-Engl.: Home mo wheolpes pen icli habbe

i-nempned, havetlT pe liun of prude i-hweolped (WRIGHT A. HALLIW , Rel.

Ant. I. 66.). I pisse wildernesse wende ure loverdes folc, ase Exode tel-

leS, touward tet eadie londe of Jerusalem (ib.). ^ursten-dai ich herde

saie. As ich wende bi the waie, Of oure sire (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 4.).

partie of the crowne of oure Lord, wherwith he was crouned, and on of

the nat/les . . ben in France (MAUNDEV. p. 12.). The tridde cause, that

oughte to mowe a man to contricioun, is drede of the day of doome
(Cn.\ic., C. T. p. 186. II.). The insertion of an intermediate in a de-

pendent sentence, especially immediately after a copulative, is early fa-

voured in a few cases: Strong batayle smyte pere . . so pat atte laste

po kii ne seye oper won, hii yonne to fle faste (R. OF GL. I. 170.).

For sothely whan we so done,, drede to synne is taken away, as a ser-

vant whan Ke bourdith with his mayster leesith his drede to offen-

dyn hym (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 43 ). Wexing euer bep oure

fon bi water and by londe, pat, jef we abydeth longe, we schal hem
not at stonde (R. OF GL. I. 155.). Ihesus Sirac saith that if a wif
have maistrie, sche is contrarious to hir housbond (CHADC., C. T.

p. 152.11.). The secounde cause .. is this, that, as seith seint Petre,
who so doth synne is thral of sinne (p. 186. II.). Knowe }ee, Cristeu

men, that as Crist God and man is bothe weye, trewth, and
I if . . so Crist dude nothings to us but effectuely in weye of mercy
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II 42). Halfsax. : Swa wass filledd openn-
lij patt word tatt aer wass cwidedd, patt Qodess follc, ludisskenn follc,

patt Godess lajhess heldenn, AJJ sholldenn habbenn allderrmenu

etc. (ORM 281.) Forr patt he wollde tacnenn patt whase wile borr-

ghenn ben Himm birrp hiss herrte [turrnenn] (19774.). The Anglo-
saxon, whose cultivated prose excels in syntactical adroitness the Old-

English, which was again forming itself in mixing with new elements,

frequently concedes a place to the intermediate sentence: Ac sume dage
on serne mergen. pa he of slvepe dvoc, he abrac into pam bure (APOLLON.
OF T. p. 1.). Seo fostor-modor sofflice pa pa heo gehyrde pat pat mceden
hire dedftes girnde, pa cliopode heo hi hire to (p. 2.). Seo corCFe sona
sva sva hyre God bebedd stod mid holtum agroven (BASIL., Hexam. 6.).

pa sceolde he, gif he volde, vurdjan his scyppend (10 ). He vyle ofslean,

gif him sva by& gerijined, pone unscyldigan for his sceatta pingon (Ad-
monit. 9.). Ac pu ne miht sva peah, pedh pu sva micclum dvelige, ge-
don pat heora segre unmihtigre beo ponne almihtig god (Hexam. 3.). Se

iunga man pe pu after axsodezt is forliden man (APOLLON. OF T. p. 14.).

pa mid pam burhvarurn and pam fultume, pe him vestan com, foron east

to Beamfieote (SAX. CHR. 894.). The intermediate sentenee is also inserted

in the dependent sentence: God ge-cvad", pat celc synpe ncere ofer
eorftan ge-bet, sceolde beon ou pyssere vorulde gedenied (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 278.). ponne gif pu pat vilnast pat pu of pe pa
aer gefremedan synna apvean vylt, ponne scealt pu piune lichaman purh
forhafdnysse vitccan; forpon sva myccle sva pu her on vorulde
svyftor svinest, sva pu eft byst on ecnyssefcistltcor getrymed (S. GDTH-
LAC 5). Ac hit vas sva peah 'pat gif he tobraice pat litle bebod,
piit he vcere syfiffa-n sona deddltc (BASIL , Hexam, 16.).

3. If a principal sentence, which may also be amplified into

a period, appears in the manner of an intermediate sentence, it

is called a parenthesis. But this not only separates the mem-
bers of a sentence, but also comes between sentences, and may
contain preliminary or supplemental observations, incidental re-
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flections, illustrations, exclamations, asseverations &c. In modern
times they are mostly separated from the context of speech by
marks of parenthesis, although these are also 'used to part oflf

members of speech, such as dependent sentences, adverbial de-
terminations &c

,
in order to keep the relation of the more remote

members of a sentence to one another more clear. The paren-
thesis, in the meaning above denoted, belongs to all periods of
the language. It becomes more frequent in modern times. It

borders partly on the principal sentence, appearing for a depen-
dent one, partly on the principal sentence, which takes another,
instead of a dependent sentence. When appearing elliptically
it touches adverbial determinations of the sentence.

Write to him (/ will subscribe) gentle adieus, and greetings

(SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 4, 5.). I am grieved for you, That any
chance of mine should thus defeat Your (/ must needs say} most

deserving travails (BEN JONS., The Fox 5, 1.). You have a gift,

sir, (thank your education,} Will never let you want (ib.). Sir,
tho' (/ thank God for it) I do hate Perfectly all this town, yet
etc. (DONNE, Sat. 2, 1.). A female servant, who, with my wife

(she had heard the sudden cries of my patient instantly made her

appearance (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). As good luck would have
it (Tom always said he had great good luck) the assistant chanced
that very afternoon to be on duty by himself (DICKENS, M. Chuzz-
lew. 1, 5.). The friend (it was a woman) sobbed (LEWES, G.
II. 241.). In the temper of Bacon, -- we speak of Bacon the

philosopher, not of Bacon the lawyer and politician, there was
a singular union of audacity and sobriety (MACAUL., Essays III.

133.). The following pages will, it is hoped, furnish evidence

for such a judgment (I. 4.). The sympathies of a Protestant, it

is true, will, naturally be on the side of the Albigensians (MAC-
AUL., Hist, of E. I. 44.). The Gaelic or Irish bards, we are

also aware, occasionally strolled into the Lowlands (ScOTT, Min-

stralsy 1. 31.). The position held by the corps of dragoons, we
have already said, was a favourite place of halting with their

commander (COOPER, Spy 16.). In the last cases the parenthe-
tical sentence may be regarded as the principal sentence, to which
the interrupted sentence is related as the logical subject or ob-

ject.
This is always the case with the verbally cited contents of a

speech or of a thought, into which a principal sentence with a

verb of predication or of thinking, partly in the inverted form,
is inserted, and which may besides come at the end, so that no

parenthesis of the kind above cited here takes place.
For who, say they, doth hear? (Ps. 59, 7.) "The vile old per-

son", said the eldest of the old maids, "to take away so good a

man's character." (Bui-w., Maltrav. 4, 5.) "0 God! God!"
cried Alice, in agony; "what shall I do?" (4, 6.) Comp. "What's

that to you?" said I. "It is to me," says he (FR. GENTLEMAN,
Tobacconist 2, 1.). "A very unpleasant line of character, I should

think?" said Nicholas (DICKENS, N. Nickleby 2, 17.). "She has
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left me tp come off as I may," thought Wayland (ScOTT, Ke-
nilw. 20.)-

Old-Engl.: He sende aboute ys messageres . . forte wyte, How moiiy
schiren weren in eche lond, & townes in eche schire, And how mony
men in eche toun, (he was a gret sire} And pat ech mon paide a peny
(R. OF GL. I. 60.). A quoynte maistre of pe Saxones (Rope was ys name)
To Passence wende anon (I. 150.). My lord your fader (God his soule

bksse} And youre moder..Han in my hous been (CHACC., C. T. 16781.).
Halfsax. : _<Er ich hider uore, nis hit nawhit jcere, Octaues ure king i

Lundene heold his busting ;LA}AM. II. 56,). Wi<5F innen ane }ere, nes

per first na mare, iwraff pe king Gracien gumene forcutfest (II. 86.). Jho
wass swinncfull, witt tu wel, Inn alle gode dedess (ORM. 262].). Anglo-
sax. : Cvaedon him men to

,
. "Hvat pat is vundor, broker Dryhthelm"

vds pat pas veres nama "pat pu sva micle retTnesse cyles aenige
rihte araefnan miht." (BEDA 5, 13.) Vit pat gecvaedon cniht-vesende and

gebeotedon vceron begen pa git on geogo&feore pat vit on garsecg
ut aldrum neffdon (Buov. 535. Grein ). Gang pa after flore fyrdvyrffe
man mid his handscale healvudu dynede pat he pone visan vor-

dum nsegde frean Ingvina (1316. id.). Thus the parenthesis is often in-

serted between the principal and the dependent sentence in poetry. Sege
nu, ic pe bidde, pat pu min svuster sig (Ges. 12, 13.). For pam pe ne

mag se unmaga pam magaii, ve viton, ful georne gelice byrffene ahebban

(LEGO. CNCT. I. B. 66.) .
The apparently parenthetical insertion of the sentence with the verb

of the preterite &c. into verbal citation of speech has been in use from
ancient times alongside of other positions of this sentence Old-Engl.:

"pe prynce," he seide, "oper kyng nys to preyse no}t" (R. OF R. I. 57.).

"Oure bileue," quop pis oper, "in pe h\e Godes ys ydo." (I. 112.).

"Sonne", said scho, "neuer more trowe }e traytours tale.' (LANGT. II.

269.) "Certeyn, felawe," quath the frere, "withouten any fayle" etc. (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 457.). "No," quod Patience patiently (p. 275.). Anglosax. :

Hvaffer pu nu vene, ongan se visdom eft spelligan, pat pas cyninges ge-
ferraeden . . mspge ssnigne mon gedon veligne . .? (BEOTH. 29.) Beatus
vir etc. pat ys on englisc : Eadig man bitT, cvaff he, se pe her on vorulde

manigfealdlice gesvincnysse and earfoffnysse dreogeff (T. GUTHMAC 2.).

Quoth, at present often used pleonastically in the lower mode of speaking,
rests upon quoth (he, she}, formerly superfluously added. Old-Engl. : The
womrnan answerde, of the fruyt, quod she, of the trees in Paradys we
feede us (CHAUC., C T. p. 191. I.). Of which that David saith, I say,

quod David, I purposid fermely to shryve me (190. II.). Comp. Anglo-
sax.: Andsvarode he bilevitlice-, forpon he vas bilevitre gleavnesse and

gemetfastre gecynde man, cvdff ce, "cealdran ic geseah." (BEDA 5, 13.).

4. The compass of a period is determined by the contents, which
the speaker wishes to present, in the total picture of a series of

sentences concluded within itself. It has its measure partly in

the material, partly in the perspicuity and clearness of the

thoughts in their concatenation.

a. The simplest form of the period consists in the connection of

a principal with a dependent sentence.

b. But one principal sentence may also appear in combina-
tion with several dependent ones.
a. The dependent sentences in this combination may be

of like degree and coordinated to one another, when

they appear either complete or abbreviated by contraction:
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The Lord shall send upon thee cursing . . until thou be de-

stroyed and until thou perish quickly (DEUTEK. 28, 20.). It

seems natural that the;/ should have been friendly to each other,
and that they should have lived as one people under the same

government (Scorx, Tales of a Grandfath. 1.). Parties on
Parties find that they cannot ivork together, cannot exist toge-
ther (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3, 3, 1

.). In his old age Diogenes
was taken captive by pirates, who carried him to Crete and

exposed him for sale, as a slave (LEWES, Hist, of Philos. II.

23.). We miss, too, those hideous forms which make so

striking a part of the description of Bunyan, and which Sal-

vator Rosa would have loved to draw (MACAUL., Essays II.

2.).
The contraction of homogeneous dependent sentences, and the

nonrepetitioa of the conjunction beside a cop'ulative with the

sentence otherwise complete is usual, though not necessary. Old-

Engl.: He sywede myd pe Brytones vp pe Romaynes so faste pat
vr kyng him louede Sf ys herte al vp hym caste (R. OF GL. I. 63.).

Therfore somme men seyn, that he deyed noughte, but that he reste-

the there til the day of doom (MAUNDEV. p. 22.}. Therfore it semethe
wel. that theise Miles passen the clowdes, and joynen the pure eyr

(p. 17.). Now pray I yow alle that heren this litel tretis or reden

it (OHACC., C. T. p. 211. II.). Halfsax.: Speke wi of Arfrure aeffelest

kinge, pa pe he bisoht luefde 1m peines sele, and aelc wes ham mare

(LAJA&I. III. 7.). Angtosax : Hi pa . . saedon, pat he on efnunge

ge-vite, and pat his lie loege on flora ealle pa niht 08 honored

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW. I 277.). For minum pingum pu geheolde pas
valreovnesse, pat ic purh pe gevur&e va'dla and pearfa, and pat
se valreova cynge me py edde forddn mihte (APOLLON. OF T. p. 11.).

pas gifu sealde seo ceastervaru on Tharsum Apollonio pam Tiriscan,

forpam pe he folc of hungre dlesde, and heora ceastre gestatfolode

(p. 10.). Hyge vas oncyrred, pat hie ne marndon after mandredme
. . ac hie heg and gars for meteledste meGe gedrelite (AN DR. 36.).

|3.
Or they are not of like degree, but stand to one another in.

the relation of subordination. In relation, therefore, to

the dependent sentence subordinated to it, a dependent sen-

tence becomes a relative principal sentence, to which
the bearer of the whole period is superordinated as an ab-
solute principal sentence. The gradation of sentences

may go still further, so that a relative sentence of the second
order is giveu to the relative principal sentence. Further

gradations, however, make the speech heavy and readily

disturb, especially when they are of like kind, the lucidity
of the whole period: We are no tyrant, but a Christian kind.

Unto whose grace our passion is as subject, As are our
wretches fettered in our prisons (SHAKSP., Henry V. 1,

2.). Sooner may a cheap whore, who hath been worn out by
as many several men in sin As are bla ck feathers or
musk-colour' d hose, Name her child's right true father

'mongst all those (DONNE, Sat. 1, 53.). The very insects

as they sipped the dew that gemmed the tender grass of
the meadows, joined in the joyous epithalamium (IKYING,
Hist, of N.-Y. 2, 4.). This is an eminently beautiful and
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splendid edition which well deserves all that the printer
and the engraver can do for it (MACAUL., Essays II. 1.).

When they came to countries where the inhabitants were
cowardly, they took possession of the land (Scoxx, Tales
of a Grandfath. 2.). I, that am curtail'd thus of fair pro-

portion . . And that so lamely and unfashionably , That dogs
bark at me, as I halt by them; Why I, in this weak piping
time of peace Have no delight to pass away the time etc.

(SHAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 1.). This is especially suitable when
the scene is laid during the old days of merry England, when
the guests were in some sort not merely the inmates,
but the messmates and temporary companions of
mine Host, who was usually a personage of privileged free-

dom etc. (ScoiT, Kenilw. 1.).

Old-Engl.: At 140 paas, is a depe cave . . where seynt Petre hidde

him, whanne he had forsaken oure Lord (MAUNDEV. p. 92.).

He is pat sofre liht, pe lihteS allemen, pe on pis w oreld cumeft
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant I. 128.). But there ben manye
mo, that wit not, that men knowen, that tbei ben I'ristcne (MADN-
DEV. p. 239.). If that a wyf couthe kepe hir al chast, bi licence

of Mr housebonde, so that ache geve non occasioun that he

agilt, it were to Mr a gret merit (CHACC., C. T. p. 207. II ). Half-

sax.; <fe swar muchelne o&$patnoldeheponnefarenarhisfeo\n\-
den feie weore (LAJAM. I. 13.). Anglosax. -. Ic . . eov cyffe pat
ic geltfe pat ge villan beon gemindige pisserefremfulnesse
(APOLLON. OF T. p. 9.). Paulus . . avrat pe hym sylfum pat he

vcere ge-lced up to heofonum aG'Sdt he becom to pcere prid-
dan heofonan (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I 276.). pa vifrer-

vinnan evaedon pat hit unrihtlic vcere, pat se man pe unriht ge-

pafode sceolde butan vite to reste faran (I. 217.).

7. Finally, the dependent sentences subordinated to the same

principal sentence may stand to one another neither in the

relation of coordination nor in that of subordination, but be
in a condition of grammatical indifference towards one an-

other: Shine out, fair sun, till I have bought a glass, That
I may see my shadow as I pass (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 2.).
When he returned home, he found his son and daughter far

more despondent even than he had left them (WARREN, Now
a. Then 2.).

Old-Engl.: Whan thei fynde the flessche fatte, than thei seyn,
that it is wel don, to senden him sone to Paradys (MAUNDEV. p. 202.).

pan pe sa-farinde men seS pa sa-sterre, hie wuten sone wuderward
hie sullen wei holden, for pat pe storres liht is hem god tacSen

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. J. 128). Halfsax. : Jif je me readeft,

ich hine wille freoien, jif he me jefefi gersume (LA?AM. I. 38.). An-

glosax.: Mid fry he patr dagos vunode pa gelamp hit pat be sum

gevrit avrat on carton (S. GUTHLAC 11,). The sentences gramma-
tically indifferent towards one another either attach themselves more

closely to various determinations of the principal sentence, or de-

termine it generally in various regards.

c. Several principal sentences may be superordinated to

one or several dependent sentences, that is, the depen-
Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 25
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dent sentence may be in dependence from several principal
sentences at the same time : "I will speak lower." "/ pray
you and beseech you, that you will." (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4,

1.) Girondins have moved, Buzot moved long ago, from prin-

ciple and also from Jesuitism, that the whole race of Bourbons
should be marched forth from the soil of France (CARLYLE,
Fr. Revol. 3, 3, 3.).

Old-Engl.' / holde and believe, that God, which that is ful of jus-
tice and of rightwisnesse, hath suffred this to betyde, by juste cause
resonable (CHAUC ,

C. T. p. 109. I.). Halfsax. : pa pae aernde wes iseid,

pee kaisere wes ful sceri mon, & astured weoren Romweren alle (LA-

JAM. III. 3.). Anglosax. : Ic forpam halsige and bidde pone gelceredan
and pone geleaffullan, gif he her hvylc hleaterlic vord onfinde, pat he

pat us ne vite (S. GUTHLAC, Prol.).

"Words of Relation in the Principal and in the Dependent
Sente nee.

The grammatical relation which takes place between the prin-

cipal and the dependent sentence is essentially denoted by copula-

tives, which may be regarded as belonging to the dependent sentence,

although this is not originally applicable to all these words. In

formal juxtapositions like so that, so as and the like, the first element,

properly belonging to the principal sentence, is readily distinguished
from the second, belonging to the dependent sentence. As in the

cases just denoted, dependent sentences of various kinds have, though
not necessarily, a correlative in the principal sentence, so that the

mutual relation of the sentences is rendered manifest in both at the

same time.

If correlatives of this sort shew themselves as in part superfluous,
and only serve rhetorical aims, the copulative, on the other hand,
seems indispensable to the dependent sentence. Nevertheless we find

that even this exponent of the relation of the sentences may be in

many cases omitted, as also that in others the word of reference

pertaining to the principal sentence alone undertakes the connection

of the grammatical relation.

A. We consider first of all the correlatives of the dependent sen-

tence in the principal sentence, or those words which, point-

ing forwards or referred back, make known the grammatical rela-

tion, of the dependent to the principal sentence and the member

developed into a dependent sentence, as well as those which bring
this relation in general to recollection. Most of these words are

in themselves of a demonstrative nature, and originally the words
of reference for relative parts of speech.

1. To these correlatives the neuter pronoun it, as well as the de-

monstratives this and that may be referred, which especially refer

to substantive sentences and therewith become reduplications of

a dependent sentence to be conceived as a subject or an object.
See Vol. II. 1. p. 21.
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2. Here also belong demonstrative adverbs, as there, thence,

thither, then, therefore, which commonly have reference to relative

adverbs in the dependent sentence, which appear as copulatives.

Thus, adverbs stand in relation to sentences of the determi-
nation of space: Where the bee sucks, there suck I (SHAKSP.,
Temp. 5, 1.). Where nature deviates from that law, and strum-
bles Out of her limits, there all science errs (CoLER., Wallenst.

1, 9.). Whither he goes, thither let me go (SHAKSP., Rich. II.

5, l.)j

Then refers to sentences of time: When night Darkens the

streets, then wander forth the sons Of Belial (MiLT., P. L. 1,

500.). When my father and my mother forsake me, then the
Lord will take me up (Ps. 27, 10.). No! when that heart shall

cease to beat, And when that breath at length is free; Then,

Rosa, soul to soul we'll meet (Te. MOORE p. 62.);
then is also referred to conditional sentences: So that if

a man can number the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed
also be numbered (GEN. 13, 16.). If I speak false, then may my
father perish (SHELLEY, Cyclops IV. 288.);

therefore may point to causal sentences: Man is made great
or little by his own will

; Because I am true to mine, therefore
he dies (COLER., Wallenst. 3, 8.).

In all these cases the demonstrative particle serves the pur-
pose of emphatic demonstration, and we even find it repeated:
How? then when all Lay in the far-off distance, when the road
Strech'd out before thine eyes interminably, Then hadst thou

courage and resolve (CoLER., Pice. 4, 7.).

This natural use of correlatives in the principal and in the dependent
sentence is more widely diffused in the most ancient language, but is

there frequently without the emphasis which the less usual employment
is adapted to give it.

In the Old-English of in sentences of the determination of space
the opposition of there (there as) . . there and where (where as) . . there

is often usual. The ancient correlatives there . . there answer both to

the Latin tin . . ubi and to ubi . . ibi: Ther as wrathe and wranglynge
is, Ther wynne thei silver; Ac where is lore and leautee, Thei wol noght
come there (P. PLOCGHM. p. 67.). And there he loggith anon, Ther Darie
hadde beon erst apon (Aus. 4098.) Ffor ther he is, ther wold he be

(Cov. MYST. p. 323.). Hwar ase eni of peos was, oper is, per was offer

is pe kundel . . of pe attri neddre of onde (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 67.). In Halfsaxon we find peer peer; peer . .peer and peer peer
. . peer; whcersum . . peer-. Sallt iss swipe god peer peer itt tobelimin-

pepp (ORM. 1656.). Forr peer peer ure Laferrd Crist Wass borenn her
to manne, peer brohhte jho pe wasstme torp etc. (1935. cf. 1931.). Wheer
sum we findenn , . Wei birrp uss lokenn peer etc. (1827.). To these

answer correlatives in Anglosaxon: peer pat gemynd biff, peer biff pat
andgyt and se vylla (THORPE, Anal. p. 65.). peer pin gold(hord ys, peer

ys pin heorte (MATH. 6, 21.). Svd hvar sva Israhelita beam vaeran, peer
vas leoht.

With sentences of time there frequently stands in Old-English
whanne (whan) . . thanne (thenne, than) for the more ancient penne . . penne,

Anglosax. ponne . . ponne (penne . . penne): For wanne he his lif alre

beste trowen penne sal he letin lif his ogene (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

25*
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Ant. I. 175.). Whan Antoyn his resons to pe kyng said pus, pan spak
pe barons, Sir kyng listen tille vs (LANGT. H. 257.). Whan the sonne is

in the signe of Virgo, thanne begynnethe the ryvere for to wane (MAON-
DEV. p. 44.). ffanne we of wenden ftanne is ure winter (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I 215.). Thenne when he sye no nother won, To dethe
he lette them thenne gon (HALLIW., Freemas. 527.). Halfsax. : penne pat
uul beoff icumen, penne cusseoff heo preoien (LA}AM. II. 175.). Whan
sva cumeff neodTe . . penne maei ich suggen hu hit seoffffen seal iwurfren

(II. 294.). Anglos. : ponne se sunu vyxflf, ponne ealdaff se fader (THORPE,
Anal. p. 61.). ponne hit dagjan volde, ponne toglad hit (SAX. CHR. 979.).

The opposition of pa . . pa and pa pa. . . pd is equally familiar, as

pa generally is found opposed to other particles of time in the principal
sentence. This also subsequently. Halfsax.: pa pis folc isomed wes . .

pa sette [leg. lette] pe kaisere arimen al paene here (LA}AM. III. 6.). pa
pa he wes aid mon, pa com him ufel on (II 385.). pa pe he wes wel
aid mon, pu com him uuel on (II. 50.). Anglosax : pa pat gafol gelsest
vas . . pd toferde se here vide (SAX. CHK. 1012.). And pd pd he slep

pd genam he an ribb of his sidan (Gen. 2, 21.). Mid pain pe his ge-
feran pas vord gehyrdon, pd vaeron hi sviffe vundrjende (S. GUTHLAC
2.). Mid py he pa unmanige dagas paer vas, pd geondsceavode he pa
ping pe to psere stove belumpon (3.). Thus too other particles of time

are parallelized, as cer . . cer, sitf&an . . sift&an, pd hvile pe . . pd hvile,

of which the subsequent language still presents instances. Old-Engl.:

Myn dede ere shuld I dyght Or it were so (Town. M. p. 131.). Halfsax.:

Forr cer pe}} wolldenn polenn daep . . JEr pann pe}} wolldenn gilltenn
ohht (ORM. 6316.). Anglosax.: JEr hi sind gebundene cer hi beon ge-

bprene (A.-S. HOMIL. II. 252.). Syffffan hit to pam arise, pat angyld,
siSftan sy pat vite hundtvelftig scill. (LEGG. ./ELFR. B. 9.). Cirus . . p&
hvile pe Sabine und Romane vunnon on pam vestdaele, pd hvile vann he

segfrer ge on Scyfrdrige ge on Indje (OROS. in Ettm. 7, 13.).

thanne, thenne in the principal sentence, may from the earliest times

refer to the conditional sentence. Old-Engl.: Ef it so belimpit
lo . . e pat ge wurpen, panne wot pi fend pad her wiste pi frend (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 179.). Ac gif pu havist a frend to day and to

moreuin drivist him auei, penne bes pu one al so pu her were ;
and panne

is pi fe for-loren and pi frend bothen (I. 181.). Anglosax.: Gif ic soff

sprace ponne sceal Davides dohtor sveltan stanum astyrfed (Coo. Exou.

12, 24.). Gif ic senegum pegne peoden matTmas geara forgeafe . . ponne
he me na on leofran tid leanum ne meahte mine gife gyldan (CAEDM.

407; in GREIN 409.). pedh pu ponne sece his stove ponne ne findst pu
by (Ps. 36, 10.). With other dependent sentences also with relative pro-
nouns or particles, which border on or pass into the conditional meaning,
ponne is employed in the principal sentence Se pe ville card rihtlice

claensjan and unriht alecgan and rihtvysnesse lufjan, ponne mot he georne

pillices styran and pillic ascunjan (LEGG. CNCT. I. B. 7.). Sva hvd sva

mid fullan villan his mod vent to pam yflum, pe he aer forlet, and hi

ponne fullfremear . . ponne forlyst he call his aerran god (BEOTH. 35, 6.).

Ac peer peer hi gode beoff, ponne beogr hi purh pas godan mannes god
gode, pe him god mid vyretF (16.).

Reference was formerly made to causal sentences of various kinds

by for thi, answering to therefore. Old-Engl. : Sen it is his wille . . For
thi I red thi sorowe thou slake (Tows. M p. 224.). Halfsax.: Forrpi

se}}de Gabrisel pu shallt an sune streonenn, For patt hiss sune shollde

ben Biginning off patt blisse (ORM. 703.). In Anglosaxon for pam (p$)
. . for pain correspond to each other. And for pam man nemde pa
stove Babel, for pam paer vaeron todalede ealle spraca (GRN. 11, 9.) Nu
hafff heo (sc. seo savl) for pi) Godes anlicnysse on hyre for pam pe heo

hafOT preo ping on hyre untodaeledlice vyrcende (THORPE, Anal. p. 65.).
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3. Adversative particles, which appear in the relation of coordina-

tion, as yet, still, nevertheless, have for along time been used, along
with concessive sentences, in the principal sentence instead of

other correlative particles. In modern times yet and still parti-

cularly appear here.

Tho' women first were made for men, Yet men were made for

them agen (BcTL., Hud., The Lady's Answ. 239.). Though my
hopes may have fail'd, yet they are not forgot; Though cold is

my heart, still it lingers with you (BYR. p. 305.). But although
Edward eagerly carried the gun for one season, yet when prac-
tice had given him some dexterity, the pastime ceased to afford

him amusement (Scoix, Waverl. 4.). Howe'er my tongne thy
softness wounds, Yet I must prove all true to thee (BYR., Bride

2, 17.), But although the victory over Barnaby Bracegirdle . .

procured me an enforced respect, still the Domine's good-will
towards me was the occasion of a settled hostility (MARRYAT,
Jac. Faithf. 1, 4.).

In Old-English we particularly meet with yet, natheles (also yet natheles),
never the lasse: Though we killen the cat, Yet sholde ther come another

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 12.). Though he were strong, yit was sche stronger
(CHACC., C. T 16007.)- For alle thoughe it were so, that he was not

cristned, -$et he lovede Cristene men (MAUNDEV. p. 84.). And alle be it

that men fynden gode dyamandes in Tnde, jit natheles men fynden hem
more comounly upon the roches in the see (p. 158.). They that hyt be
be so .. nevere the lasse thay turne alle untylle an ende (p 128.).

poh (pat) . . poh formerly corresponded. Halfsax. : Forr pohh patt jho
wass halij wif, pohh wass jho micele lahre pann ure laffdij Marje wass

(ORM. 2663.); also: Annd tohh swa pehh pohh all follc neh All haffde

Godd forrlsetenn, pohh raeh himm off hiss hanndewerc (18879.) see p. 368.

Anglosax.: Ac peak pu nu fier sie ponne pub vsere, ne eart pu peak
ealles of pam earde adrifen (BOETH. 5, 1.). peak hi gesibsumlice hvilum
viff me sprecen, hy penceaSF peak sviffe facenlice (Ps. 34, 20.).

4. So and kindred notions occur as correlatives in the principal

sentence, which are to be considered with the single dependent
sentences.

5. As to the correlatives of the adjective sentence, see details

in the discussion of this dependent sentence.

B. The members of the period, formally characteristic of the depen-
dent sentence as such, the conjunctions, whose employment is

taken into consideration with the various classes of dependent sen-

tences, do not absolutely make known the definite logical reference

of the sentences. The same conjunctions may therefore appear in

various sorts of dependent sentences. This depends upon their

transfer from one notional sphere to the other, which, in the given
case, is to be known from the context of the series of thoughts.

1 . But the discussion of the particle that is of especial importance,

primarily in the combinations into which it has entered with
other particles, and from which it for the most part sepa-
rates in the modern language, although it has remained in many
combinations admissible, and in some necessary.

This conjunction is nothing else but the originally demonstra-
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tive neuter pronoun pat, which has passed into the relative mean-

ing and partly operates by itself combiniugly as a word of rela-

tion; partly, when attached to prepositions and adverbs, gives to

these a virtue for combining sentences, or supports their con-

junctional nature. Like the Gr. on, Lat. quod, Fr., Span., Port.

que, Ital. che, that may be denoted a sentence relative. The

English that primarily took in the dependent sentence the place
of the Anglosaxon particle pat, Old- and Middle-Highdutch daz,
Goth, patei, compounded with ei, operating as a relative, where
it constituted of itself the particle of the dependent sentence,

answering, not merely to a nominative and accusative, but also

to other cases. It then took the place of that case of the same

pronoun combined with particles, particularly with prepositions,
to which the relative pe was usually added, as well as sometimes
to pat in pdtte, for pom pe, viff pam pe, cer pam pe, after pam
pe, to pam pe, for p$ pe, also replaced the simple pe in pa
pe, peak pe, and was at last transferred to all conjunctions which
in Anglosaxon entered into combination neither with a case of

pat nor of pe. Besides, not only pat instead ofpe combines with
the preceding pronoun, as in for pi) pat, purh pat pat (whence
the reduplication patt tatt in Halfsaxon), but we also meet with
the interchange of pat and pe immediately after the preposition,
as in off pat and off pe. The equal employment of that instead

of the various cases might also be thus supported. Some in-

fluence upon the Old-English usage of that may be ascribed to

Old-French with its compound particles com que, combien que, de-

mentres que, manes que, deci que, si la que, tanlost que and others;
but it is in itself intelligible, and was further extended than that

of que. Moreover how early that could be rejected, even where
an original 'relative of the sentence was at the root, is taught by
the instances given in discussing the dependent sentences singly.
The employment of that in combination with particles has been

progressively diminishing in Modern-English.

a. The particles which have come down as prepositions, and
have passed into a prepositional employment with that follow-

ing them, are primarily to be remarked, and that comes down,
in a certain measure, into Modern-English, although indispens-
able only in a few cases

after that. After that things are set in order here, We'll

follow them (SnAKSP., I Henry VI. 2, 2.). Then the word of

the Lord came to Jeremiah, after that the king had burned
the roll (JEREM. 36, 27 ff. 34, 8. GEN. 13, 14. EXOD. 7, 25.

ACTS 1, 2.).

Old-Engl. : At pe laste dyede Brut, po al pis -was ydo, Aftur pat
he com to Engelond in bo four & twentipe jer (R. OF GL. I. 23. cf.

47. 142.). Now aftre that men han visited tho holy places, thanne
will thei turnen toward Jerusalem (MACNDEV. p. 63. cf. 67. 70. 92.

122. 245.) That men don deedly synne after that they have rcceyved

baptisme (CHAL-C., C. T. p. 185. II.). Halfsax. : Forrlurenn pejjre
steorrne Affterr patt tejj hemrn turrndenn ut Off pejjre rihhte wejje

(ORM. 6581.). patt mamikinn for till helle All affterr patt tatt Adam
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for (ib Intr. 49.). Anglosax.: After pam pe Moises vrat pisse ae ge-
bodu and pa genlde, he bebeod Levies kynne (DEUTER. 31, 22.).

before that. Then take my soul; my body, soul, and all,

Before that England give the French the foil (SriAKSP., I Henry
VI. 2, 2. cf. 4, 4.).

Old-Engl,: Bifore that Abraham was made, I am (WvcL., Job. 8,

58.). This cytee founded Helizeus Damascus . . before that Ysaac
was born (MAU.NDEV. p. 123.). That thei told me. before that I wente
toward Ynde (p. 224.). Halfsax. : patt Drihhtin wass full cweme . .

Biforenn patl te Laferrd Crist Wass borenn her to maniie (ORM. 965.

cf. 6380. 12624. 12632). In Anglosaxon cer pam pe, cer pe, cer p$,
cer are here usual.

ere that. Ere that we will suffer such a prince . . To be

disgraced by an iukhorn mate, We, and our wives, and chil-

dren, all will fight (SHAKSP., I Henry YI. 3, 1.). Ere that

the world confuses me with those Poor wrethees . . This age
and after ages speak my name With hate and dread (Coi.ER ,

Pice. 4, 7.).

In the older language we meet, alongside of that after er, or, also

than, thanne, which points to the forms pan, pan, in use alongside
of pan. Old-Engl.: Schryff and hosel thou grand me bo, jer that y
schall hennus go (HALLIW., Freemas. 647.). Or that we myghte come

ther, Men off rycheste kynne \ver slawe (Ricu. C. DE L 3620.) This

kyng scythe every day devoutly 300 preyeres to his God, or that he
ete (MACNDEV. p. 197. cf. CHAUC., C. T. 36, 3630.). Or that this

might [leg. night] be gone Alone wille ye leyf me (Tows. M. p. 181.

cf. 183.). [Take] thou horsmen and vyttayle Er thanne thou the

toun asayle (Ricn. C. DE L. 4099. cf. 4243.). I have enterly desyryd
to kepe my mawnde Among sow er than I suffre my passyon (Cov.
MYST. p. 271.). Halfsax.: He patt wass full off Halij Gast JEr pann
he borenn wapre (ORM. 813. cf. 1965. C.3I8. 8111 &c.). Anglosaxon:
And ic pe bletsige cer pam pe ic svelte (GEN. 27, 4.). For pan pe
ic nan ping ne do cer pon pe pu pyder cume (19, 22). Mynte, pat
he gedaplde cer pon dag cvome . . anra gehvylces lif \iff lice (BEOV
1466.).

till that. Following . . Till that to the sea^coast at length
she her addrest (SPF.NS., F. Qu. 3, 4. 6 cf. 3, 4, 11.). 0, fly

to Scotland Till that the nobles, and the armed commons,
Have of their puissance made a little taste (SHAKSP., II Henry
IV. 2, 3. cf. 4. 4.).

Old-Engl.: Up he teff til ffat he fife hevene seff (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. I. 210.). Na word pan sal pe quether sune, Til pat pai
be alle fallen dune (ArmcR. 498.). But Loveday jet schul they make

none, Tyl tath the werke day be dene a-gone (HALLIW., Freemas. 313.).
Wente forth . . Til that he cam to Tolomew (ALIS. 7777.). Moste
non out off Acres toun, Tyl that payde wer her rounsoun (Ricn. C.

DE L. 3309. cf. MAUNDEV. p. 114. 179. 267. CHAUC., C. T. 3655.

15617. 15704.). Halfsax : Fra patt' Adam wass . . Anan till patt itt

cumenn wass Till Cristess daep o rode (ORM., Intr. 3 ) Annd swa

pe$} ledclenn heore lif Till patt teft waerenn aide (ORH. 125. cf. 9147.).
Beside it stands to that: That ye lyg stone sty lie to that I have doyn
(TowN. M. p. 105.), answering to the Anglosaxon to pon-pat: Nas pa
long to pon pat pe hilt-latan holt ofgeafon (BEOV. 5683.). It is an-
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alogous to the Anglosaxon off pat: Hig vunodon paer off pat hig ge-
haelede vurdon (Jos. 5, 8.).

since that. Though all that I can do, is nothing worth,
Since that my penitence comes after all, Imploring pardon
(SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 1.). How else! since that the heart's

unbiassed instinct Impell'd me to the daring deed (CoLER.,
Pice. 4, 4.).

Old-Engl, : Ywis, me n'as neuer so wo, Seththen that y was born
AMIS A. AMIL. 1070. cf. 374.). It is fulle longe sithe that ony man
durste neyhe to the tour (MADNDEV. p 40. cf. 114. 146. ALIS. 5513.
RICH. C. DE L. 821. IPOMYDON 207.). As many a yeer it is passed
henne, Syn that my tappe of life bygan to renne (CHACC., C. T. 3887.).
A corresponding si&tfan pat is offered by Anglosaxon, where siftftan

has not yet the character of a preposition : pa for mid him and after

him sva micel folc sva naefre aer ne dide szffffare pat se firste fare vas

(SAX. CHR. 1T28.). From, fro that also stands in opposition to to-

that. Old-Engl : pis was pre pousant and foure score and pre jer
From pat po world was first mad (R. OF GL. I 20.). Fro that be-

gynnes the gospelle, Tyll the messe be sungge (Ricn C DE L. 213.).

Halfsax.: All mannkinn, fra patt Adam was (ORM. Introd. I.). A$
fra patt Adam Godd forrlet (ORM. 355. cf 1247. 5833. 9146.).

for that often meets us in Modern-English: 0, spare me notr

my brother Edward's son, For that I was his father Edward's
son (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1. cf. 1, 1. John 5, 4. I Henry
VI. 2, 5.). As nothing seemde more precious in his sight:

Partly, for that his features were so fine, Partly, for that he
was so beautifull (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.) My spirit shall

not always strive with man, for that he is also flesh (GEN. 6,

3.). If, because our wrongs, For that they are unnatural . .

Exceed all measure of belief? (SHELLEY, Cenci 3, L). He
would rather you addressed the populace than the best priest
in Christendom; for that other orators inflamed the crowd^
and no man so stilled and dispersed them as you did (BuLW.^
Rienzi 1, 8.). I assured him that, nothing on earth could so

effectually serve him as the cultivation of calm . .; for that

the affection of his eyes depended almost entirely upon the
condition of his nervous system (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.).

Old-Engl : For pat pe was eldeste, me lokede hym best by rijt

(R. OF GL. I. 23.). It is clept Jude, for that Judas Machabaeus was

kyng of that contree (MACNDEV. p. 73. cf. 102.). How he destroyed
the ryver of Gysen, For that an hors of his was dreynt therinne

(CHAUC., C. T. 7662. cf. 16077 ). For that they despysyd hym soo,

Kyng Richard swoor and was agreved (Ricn. C. DE L. 4742.). Half-

sax.: All patt hird off Eleazar Wass strenedd her to manne; Annd
tatt, forr patt Eleazar Sextene suness haffde (ORM. 569.). Forrpi
wass pe Laferrd Crist Of preostess kinn on eorpe Forr patt he wollde

wurrpenn lac (357 cf. 457. 703.); and thus very often with forrpi

immediately preceding it: piss boc iss nemmnedd Orrmulum Forrpi
patt Orrm itt wrohhte (ORM Pref. 1. cf. ORM 579. 1208. 1392.).

Anglosax.: Se hyra flyff for pain pe he byff abyrod (Jon. 10, 13.).

pat vas forpy pe hie va?ron benumene spgffer ge pas ceapes ge pas
comes (SAX. CHR. 895.). pa forlaes [= forleas] he pat mid rihte for
pi pat he hit hafde aeror bejeten mid unrihte (1127. cf. 1137.) see

Causal Sentence.
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because that may be cited, by reason of its affinity with for
that, and of the prepositional use of because, although the sub-

stantive notion (cause), as well as the leaning upon the Fr. a
cause que, sufficiently explains the sentence relative: Oberon
is passing fell and \vrath, Because that she, as her attendant,
hath A lovely boy (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 2, 1.). I know
you love them not . . Because that I esteem them (CoLER.,
Pice. 5, 3.).

Old-Engl : For he departed that ryvere in 360 smale ryveres; be-

cause that he had sworn, that he scholde putte the ryvere in suche

poynt etc. (MAUNDEV. p. 41. cf. 47. 48. 51. 94. 103. 131. 144. 153.

162. 163. 165. 188 &c.). And fand the bed, and thaughte nat but

good Bycause that the cradil by it stood (CHAUC , C. T. 4221.). Be-
cause that we ar in myschefe, Thus shalle he dy (TOWN. M. p. 166.).

Because that no frute of us dothe precede, I fere me grettly the prest
wole me dysspice (Cov. MYST. p. 72.).

but that is an old combination, variously retained, the dis-

cussion of which is reserved for the Conditional Sen-
tence.

notwithstanding that sometimes occurs in the mod%rn lan-

guage, answering to the French nonobstant que: These days
were ages to him, notwithstanding that he was basking in the

smiles of the pretty Mary (IRVING Wagener, Gr. p. 388.).
See Concessive Sentences.

in that, which agrees with the German indem, but belongs
to the modern language only, never appears without that (see
the Causal sentence), likewise the Old-English with that,

which has become rare in modern times (see the Conditional
Sentence), save that is also an ancient combination of

particles which is still in use.

The ancient language exhibits other prepositions combined with that.

Here eepecially belongs by that, which interchanges with by than

(then) and will be mentioned with the dependent sentence of

the determination of time, purh pat was early lost (see the

Causal Sentence); in Halfsaxon of that is met with concurrently:
Writenn uppo hoc . . off patt mannkinn purrh his daep Wass lesedd

ut off helle (ORM., Ded. 161 sq.). Ice wile . . spellenn . . off patt he
wass send purrh God (ORM. 9153.).

b. A multitude of other conjunctions still occasionally appears
with that in Modern-English.

while (whilst) that. While that the armed hand doth fight

abroad, The advised head defends itself at home (SHAKSP.,

Henry V. 1, 2.). All of you, that stand and look upon me,
whilst that my wretchedness doth bait itself (Rich. II. 4. 1.).

In former times, after the original accusative of the Anglosaxon
substantive hvil, which was usually followed by a relative pe, the

interchange of pe with that is not rare. Old-Engl : Thei holden hem
self blessed, and saf from alle periles, -while that thei ban hem upon
hem (MAUNDDV. p. 227.). Thanne thei maken fressche men redy . .

whilli' that the laste bryngere reste him (p. 243.). Moyses jerde, with
the whiche he made the Rede See departen . . whils that the peple
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of Israel passeden the see drye foot (p. 85.) And stood in nobles
whil that he might se (CHAUC., C. T. 15504 ). Ne never might her
fomen doon hem fle Ay while that Odenakes dayes last (15804.).
Halfsax. : I patt fresst, whil patt }ho wass . . att hume Comm Godess

enngtll (OBM. 2393.). Ne nan ne wass whil patt jho wass Bitwenenn
menn

^onn eorpe (2565. cf. 4193. 5307. 10571.). The Anglosaxon
has pa hvile pe, which often recurs in Lajamon: Ic gescilde pe mid
minre svyffran handan pa hvile pe ic forff ga (.Exon. 33, 22.).
The use of that after substantives containing a notion of time is,

moreover, analogous, as to which see the Dependent Sentence of the

Determination of Time.

if that both in interrogative and in conditional sentences:

Belike your lordship takes us then for fools, To try if that

our own be ours or no? (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3. 2. cf. 5,

1.) Which you'll make him know, If that his head have car

in music (Cymb. 3, 4. cf. 5, 2.). If that my husband now
were but return'd Home from the banquet (Coi.ER., Wallenst.

5, 6.). If that I did not know philosophy To be of all our

vanities the motliest, The merest word . . I should deem The

gplden secret, the sought "Kalon" found (BYR., Manfr. 3, 1.).

Old-Engl.: He asked yif that the schild was sound? (St-uYs SAHES

1103.). Seggep me, jef pat je konne, wat ys binepe pe gronde (R.
OF GL. I. 131.). So that no man schalle neyghe the charyot, but

only tho lordes, but jif that the emperour call ony man to him (MACN-
DEV. p. 241.). And blesse the fayre, jef that thou conne (HALLIW.,
Freemas. 631. cf. 187. 713. 7.iO.). Thou shalt abye this fart, if that

I may (CiiAcc., C. T. 7737 ). And if that I consent, I wrongfully

Complaine ywis (Troil. a. Cress. 1, 414. cf. 407. 413.). Halfsax.: I

shall halenn . . God laen . . tiff patt I . . hafe itt inntill Ennglissh
wennd (ORM., Ded". 143.). He shall . . Uss gifenn heffness blisse Jiff

patt we sbulenn wurrpi ben (ib. 247.). A pronominal form is foreign
to Anglosaxon. The strange assertion that if must properly have had
that in its train (see WEBST., Compl. Diet. Lond. 1864), is readily

disposed of as resting upon an etymological error.

though that. "I think, thou lov'st me well." "So well,
that what you bid me undertake, Though that my death were

adjunct to my act, I'd do't (SHAKSP., John 3, 3.). And though
that in him this kind of poem appeared absolute, and fully

perfected, yet how is the face of it changed since (BEN JONS.,

Every Man out of h. Hum. Prol.). And though that she was
sick and old, She struggled hard, and fought (K. WHITE,
Gondoline).

Qld-Engl.: Beth nought agast, Though that they ben moo than wee

(RICH C. DE L. 4460.). To the fayrest mossel thou myjt not strike
f

lhagh[t] that thou do hyt wel lyke (HALLIW., Freemas. 741.). For

though that Absolon be wood or wroth . . This Nicholas hath stonden

in his light (CHACC., C. T 3394. cf. 1832.) More we se of Goddis

secre thinges Than borel folk, although that thay ben kinges (7543.).

Halfsax. : pohh patt he se pe lape gast, Niss he rihht nohht forrfaeredd

(<DKM. 679. cf. 972. 1317.). Anglosaxon presents pedh pe, concurrently
with pedh: Ac hit ne com na of heof'eiium, pedh pe hit sva gehivod
vaere (JoB in Fttm. 4, 44.). See the Concessive Sentence.

lest that. Belphoebe gon to feare Least that his wound were
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inly well not heald (SPENS., F. Qu. 3, 5, 49.). Let wives with
child Pray, that their burdens may not fall this day, Lest that

their hopes prodigiously be cross'd (SHAKSP., John 3, 1. cf.

Henry V. 2, 4. Ill Henry VI. 1, 1.).

Old-Engl. : Apon the holiday je move wel take Leyser y-nowjh love-

day to make, Lest that hyt wolde the werke day Latte here werke

(HALLIW., Freemas. 315.). Speed the fast, Lest that our neygheboures
the aspye (CHACC., C. T. 3726. cf. 7483. 15827.). The combination
of lest with that seems to belong to a comparatively modern age;

Anglosaxon has pi) Ids pe, alongside of p$ Ids : pat hig pe on hyra
handum beron, py las pe pin fot at stane atsporne (MATH. 4, 6.).

See the Final Sentence.

now that is a frequent combination in modern times, exist-

ing concurrently with the simple now: Although the fulfilling
of my father's last injunctions had borne up my spirits, now
that they were obeyed, a re-action took place (MARRYAT, J.

Faithf. 1, 2.). Now that we are alone . . I will impart to you
the reason of my going (!RVING, Br. H., The Spectre Bridegr.).
But now that their distress was over, they forgot that he had
returned to them (MACAUL., Hist, of E. IV. 17.).

These dependent sentences of the determination of time, bordering
on the causal domain, are in ancient times hardly presented by the

addition of that to now. Now sithe (MACNDEV. p. 142. 257.); now
sith that (CHACC., C. T. p. 155. I. p 198. I. p. 185. II.); now sith so

is that (p. 195. I.); now syn (p. 165. II.); now aftre that (MACNDEV.
p. 63. 122.}; now because that (p 131.) and the like, were often met
with formerly. Now that stands in: Now that I am in chawmere

brought, I hope ryght welle my chylde to se (Cov. MYST. p. 148.).
It answers to the Middle-Highdutch nu daz: Nu daz disiu kint ver-

weiset sind, der juncherre sieh underwant siner swester (GREGOR 103.).

See Miiller, Middle-Highd. Diet. 11.421 The most ancient language
only knows now, nu in % conjunctional application. Compare the

Dependent Sentence of the Determination of Time.

c. The connection of that with interrogative and relative forms,
such as how, why, whether, where, when, who, what (that), which,
is finally to be remarked, and with as. which has been in

part preserved, although it is least supported by the precedent
of the most ancient language.
how that. Then remembered I the word of the Lord how

that he said, John indeed baptized with water (ACTS 11, 16.).

We declare unto you glad tidings, how that the promise . .

God hath filled the same (13, 32 sq.). Brother Ned related

how that, exactly thirty-five years ago, Tim Link inwater was

suspected to have received a love-letter, and how that vague
information had been brought to the counting house etc.

(DICKENS, Nickleby 2, 6.).

Old-Engl.: Now have I told you . . how that men mowen gon unto

Jerusalem (MAUSDKV p. 128 cf. p. 213. 267.). For I wol telle a

legende . . How lhat the clerk hath set the wrightes cappe (CHACC.,
C. T. 3143. cf. 3453. 7708.). The lordes seygh how that they spedde
(RICH. C. DE L. 4539 ). Now, wolde to God, thou wolde lege money
downe, Lorde, how that I wolde caste it full roundel (SKELTON I. 45).
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Comp. Middle-Highdutch : Nu ratt mir wie daz \ uwern hulden naehe
mich (PARVIV. 330, 9. cf. 126, 16.).

why that. If I demand . . What rub or what impediment
there is, Why that the naked, poor and mangled peace . .

Should not . . put up her lovely visage? (SHAKSP., Henry V.

5, 2.)

Old-Engl. : I asked hem the cause, whi that thei helden suche custom
(MACNDEV. p. 286.). The cause whi that they wepen . . is this (ib.).

Whereto plaine I thenne, I n'ot, ne why unwery that I feint (CHACO.,
Troil. a. Ores. 1, 409.). I wille thou know Whi that he commys
thus unto the (TOWN. M. p. 169.). Iff any man aske why that }e do
so (Cov. MYST. p 252.).

whether that. The judge, great lords, if I have done amiss;
Or whether that such cowards ought to wear This ornament of

knighthood, yea or no? (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 4. 1.) Whether
or not that it arises from this sentiment there is one pe-
culiar characteristic in all genius of the highest order (BuLW.
in Wagner, Gr. p. 329).

Old-Engl : pai sal be studiand . . Queper that he be Crist or nai

(ASTICR. 182.). Wee weren in gret thought, whether that wee dursten

putten oure bodyes in aventure, to gon in or non (MACNDEV. p. 282.).

Whethyr that thou do wake or slepe, These lawys to lerne thou herke
ful hynde (Cov MYST. p. 64.). Ask all your neybours whether that

I ly (SKKLTON I. 24.). Comp. the interrogative ?if that.

where that. You may imagine him upon Blackheath, Where
that his lords desire him, to have borne His bruised helmet,
and his bended sword, Before him, through the town (SHAKSP.,

Henry V. 5. Chor.).

Adverbs of time like wher and ther, wfiens, whederward used rela-

tively, were formerly, as conjunctions, combined with that. I pray
you telle me . . where that ye have bene (TOWN. M p. 123.). I kan
not telle wher that he be (Cov. MYST. p. 38.). Wher that thou doste

worche, when thou herest to masse knylle, Pray to God with herte

stille (HALLIW., Freemas. 688.). Y seighe it meself this ich day,
,, Where that sche in thy chaumber lay (AMIS A. AMIL. 850 cf. (MACN-

DEV. p. 40. 54. 61. 80. 103. 104. 124 &c ). In to the chaumber he

gan to go, Ther that his childer were (AMIS A. AMIL. 2270.). Her

pauyloun whan they com tylle Ther that sche was (OCTOUIAN 1239,).
And bad hem to wende hem nere, And aske, whens that they war

(RICH. C. DE L. 2466.). For he wist noght whederward That he sold

take the redy way (SECYN SAGES 2930.). So too wherfore-. Bot yit
some fawt must we foylle, Wherfor that he shuld dy (Tows. M.

p. 174.), Even Halfsax.: Fare thou salt to reade woder that ich pe
leode (LAJAM. II. 372. mod. text [beside wuder swa ich pe laede old

text]).

when that. When that my father lived, Your brother did

employ my father much (SHAKSP., John 1, 1.). And when that

we have dash'd them to the ground, Why, then defy each

other (2, 2.). Wilt thou be able, with calm countenance, To
enter this man's presence, when that I Have trusted thee his

whole fate (CoLEK., Pice. 3, 1.).
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Old-Engl. : Whan that messangeres of straunge contrees cornea be-

fore him, the meynee . . thei been aboute the souldan (MACNDEV. p. 40.

cf. 83. 133. 148. 157. 237. 275.). Whan that Aprille . .The drought
of Marche hath perced to the roote . . Thaune longen folk to gon on

pilgrimages (CHACC., C. T. 1. cf. 762. 1092. 15626. 15746). Whan
that he in chamber was alone, De doune upon his beddes feet him
set (Troil. a. Cress. 1, 358.). I haue sene you indede Er this, whan
that ye made me royall cbere (SKELION I. 4. cf. 1.). Whenne that

ilke man hadde hys charge, Home they wolden (Rica. C. DE L. 2789.).
Amilouu . . it hadde in wold, When that he went me fro (AMIS A.

AMIL. 2081.). I pray the be nere when that I have nede (Town. M.

p. 118.). Noght a leif o pam sal last Quen pat pe gret of pam sal

brast (ANTICR. 566.). Comp. Middle-Highdutch swenne das: Ir suit

gedenken wes mir swuor iwer hant swenne daz vrou Prunhilt kaeme
in dize lant (NIBEL. 562 ).

who, what, as well as that, which used relatively, and the

pronoun whether were, in ancient times, often accompanied by
that.

Old-Engl.: He wondryd who that it was (RiCH C. DE L. 372.).
Whoso that wole, may leve me (MACNDEV. p. 221.). A man of that

lond . . To whom that Merlin saide thous (SECYN SAGES 2401.). Thou

mayst hire wynne . . For whom that I most needes leese my lyf

(CHACC., C. T. 1291.). Who that drough hit of the molde, The world
to wille wynne scholde (ALIS. 2629. cf. 3925. MACNDEV. p. 145.).
I shal assayen hire . . Whot man of this moolde That hire were le-

vest (P. PLOUGHM. p. 43.). To bere wytnesse of that sawe, In what
manere that he was slawe (Ricn. C. DE L. 841 ). What man that

first bathed him, aftre the mevynge of the watre, was made hool

(MACNEEV. p. 88.). To se what trees that here been (TowN. M. p. 6.).

Now wot ye, lord, what that I reede (p. 70.). And bad hein aske of

him, what that they wolde have of hym (MACSDEV p. 294.). Fro the
land of Galilee, of that that I have spoke (p. 122.). God . . the whiche
that cam fro hevene (MACNDEV. p. 47. cf. 153. 260. 316.). Thorow
the which that Troy must be fordo (CHACC., Troil. a. Cress. 1, 74.

-cf. C. T. 1421. TOWN. M. p. 283.). In a star he gan to loke, Whiche
that sat next the mone (SECYN SAGES 356.). Bad heom of whiche

thyng that hit myght beo signifiyng? (Aus. 584.) His sone which
that highte Balthazar (CHACC., C. T. 15669. cf. 15501 &c.)- Which
of yow that bereth him best of alle . . Schal ban a soper (798.).
Whether off hem that wynne the prys, And who that haves the heyer
hand, Have the syta (RICH. C. DE L. 5238.). In Halfsaxon we find:

Al Albanakes folc folden i-scohten buten while pat per at-wond (LA-

JAM. I. 92.) and instead of pat, pe also: WhaSer unkere pe rnaei of
offere pat betere biwinne, habben al pis offeres lond (II. 569.).

as that frequently appears in Old-English instead of the

simple as, whether these are supported by a correlative or
not.

Old-Engl. . Ffor als pat Crist him-selven chese Be born in Bethleem
. . Right sua sal pe feind him pis Chese etc. (ANTICE. 103 sq.). As
fast as that I may (TOWN. M. p. 14.). As clene as that she was be-
forne (p. 184.). As that he wille so must it be (p. 302.). I red we
do as that he says (p. 221.). Also sone as that we may, We xal it

brynge to the (Cov. MYST. p. 252.). How xulde thi wombe thus be

arayd, So grettly swollyn as that it is? (p. 137.) He ran as fast as
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euer that he myghte (SKELTON I. 47 ). This usage seems to have
been chiefly peculiar to northern dialects.

so that was likewise formerly in use in dependent sentences

instead of the simple so.

See the Conditional Sentence.
The form what, in combination with but, is met with for that: Never

fear but what our kite shall fly as high (Bui,w., Caxtons 1, 6.). Her
needle is not so absolutely perfect in tent and cross-stitch, but what

my superintendence is advisable (Scoxx, Kenilw. 6.). Not but what
I hold it our duty never to foster into a passion what we must rather

submit to as an awful necessity (BcLw., Caxt. 18, 8.) This inter-

change was also formerly observed Old-Engl.: More coude I saye,
but what this is ynowe (SKELTON I. 48.); yet I have not been able

to pursue it further. It has here and there an analogy the Lowdutch
dialect: He sad' mi nich wat he dat dan hadd

1

, that is, that he had
done this.

2. With the habit of combining that, as the sentence relative, with
other particles, is connected the usage, very much restricted in

modern times, in coordinate sentences of the same kind, instead

of the repetition of the particle in a succeeding member, to put
only that, which seems to serve to represent it, while the former
is properly to be thought as continuing to operate concurrently
therewith.

Before we met, or that a stroke was given etc. (SHAKSP., I

Henry VI. 4, 1.). Since you to non-regardance cast my faith

And that I partly know the instrument That screws me from

my true place in your favour etc. (Twelfth N. 5, 1. cf. Merch.
of V. 4, 1. Lear 5, 3.). Is it because the throne of my fore-

fathers Still stands unfill'd, and that Numidia's crown Hangs
doubtful yet etc. (ADDIS , Cato 2, 5.). When but in all I was
six thousand strong, And that the French were almost ten to one
etc. (SEIAKSP., I Henry VI. 4, 1.). If we have entrance ..And
that we find the slothful watch but weak, I'll by a sign give
notice to our friends (3, 2.). If I had no music in me, no court-

ship, that I were not a reveller and could dance . . I think I

should make some desperate way with myself (BEN JONS., Cynth.
Rev. 4, 1.). For if I thought my wounds not mortal, Or that

we'ad time enough as yet To make an honorable retreat, 'Twere
the best course (BCTL., Hud. 1, 3, 598. cf. 2, 2, 57.).

Old-Engl. : And aftre hem another (sc. comen another multitude of fys-
sche . .) ; title alle the dyverse maner of fissches ban ben there, and that

men han taken of hem (MAUNDEV. p. 192.). Men may well lykne that

bryd unto God; be cause that there nys no God but on; and also, that

cure Lord aroos fro dethe to lyve, the thridde day (p. 48. cf. 95.). It

happethe, that whan he wil not go fer, and that it lyke him to have the

emperesse and his children with him, than thei gon alle to gydere
(p. 242.). Whan hit is not so hote, and that the pissemyres ne reste

hem not in the erthe, than thei geten gold (p. 301.). But as sone as

they styffe, and that they steppe kunne, Than cometh and crieth her
owen kynde dame (Depos. o? RICH. II. p. 67.). Therfore dur not the

marchauntes passen there, but jif thei knowen wel the passages, or elle

that thei han gode lodes men (MACNDEV. p. 271.). If that another man
be occasioun or ellis enticer of his synne, or that the estate of a persone
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be such thurgh which his synne aggreggith, or elles that he may not

playnly schryve hym . . thanne may he telle it (CHACC., G. T. p. 209.

II.). For the gret multytude of dede bodyes, that I saughe there liggynge
be the weye, be alle the vale, as thoughe there had ben a bataylle be-

twene 5 kynges . . and that the gretter partye had ben discomfyted and

slayn (MATNDEV. p. 283.). This employment of that, frequent inMaun-
deville among others, reminds one of the Romance fashion. SeeDiez,
Rom. Gr. 3, 3o9.

3. After the interruption of the dependent sentence beginning with
that by other dependent sentences after that conjunction, that is

in modern times repeated, only where the reference to the prin-

cipal sentence is required by perspicuity, whereas in ancient

times this repetition was current in general after an intermediate

sentence.

It is not likely, That when they hear the Roman Horses neigh,
behold their quarter'd fires . . That they will waste their time

upon our note (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 4.). For I had heard, that

when the chance of war Had bless'd Anselmo's arms with vic-

tory, And the rich spoil of all the field, and you, The glory of

the whole, were made the prey; that then . . He did endear
himself to your affection (CONGREVE, Mourning Bride 1, J.).

Old-Engl. : . . And pat jef he hadde ojt misdo ajeyn hym myd wow},
pat he yt wolde amendy (R. OF GL. I. 57.) Thei seyn }it, that and he
had ben crucyfyed, that God had don ajen his rightewisnesse (MACNDEV.
p. 134.). I say ffor myself . . That ho is rial! of his ray, that light
reede him ffolwith (Dupos. OF RICH. II. p. 19.), Maistres ban y-told me,

bydene, That whan my lord is comen home, That he wol away me dryve
(Aus. 305.). Ther is a lawe that says thus, That if a man in a point
be agreved, That in another he sal be releeved (On AUG., C. T. 4178.).
It may not be, saith he, that wher as a greet fuyr hath longe tyme
endured, that there ne leveth som vapour of hete (ib p. 155. II.). Half-

sax. : penne beofr eou iwarre pat penne }e i-hereiT pene dune, pat fe jaeten
untunen (LAJAM. II. 441.). This is very familiar to Auglosaxon: ponn is

pat riht, pat se pe pone hearm gevorhte, pat se pone hearm eac gebete
(LEGG, CNUT, I. B. 73.). Hit vas sva gevunelic on ealdum dagum, pat
gif hvam sum faerlic sar becom, pat he his reaf totapre (Jos in Ettm. 5,

40.). pa se cyng . . het . . ofer ealle pis land beodan, pat ealle pa pe
of pam cynge land heoldan, eallsva hi frifres veorfre beon voldan, pat hi

on hirede to tide vseron (SAX. CHR. 1095.).

4. As, on the one hand, that has gained admittance to a great ex-

tent into the dependent sentence, even where the necessity for

its rise was not present, so, on the other hand it has not only
been separated from the combination with other particles, but
also is frequently omitted where it otherwise constitutes by
itself the band between the principal and the dependent sentence.

This is especially the case in substantive sentences, both when
these are of subjective and of objective and adnominal nature.

Instances of this rejection of that, which therefore acquire the

appearance of principal sentences, pervade the poetical and pro-
saic productions of literature, as well as of the language of con-

versation.

Is't enough / am sorry? (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 4.) Suffice it
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thee Thy pain is a reality (TENNYS. p. 307.). Tis thus Omni-

potence his law fulfills (Cowp. p. 98.). 'Tis strange they come
not (BYR., Manfr. 3, 1.). No wonder you are deaf to all I say
(ADDIS., Cato 1, 4.). The fact is, Pve ordered the carriage to

be here in about a quarter of an hour's time (WARREN, Diary
2, 5.).

And come you now to tell me, John has made his peace with

Rome? (SHAKSP., John 5, 2.) I grant the man is sane who writes

for praise (YouNG, N. Th. 5, 3.). I do assure you / would offer
him no less, was it my own case (FiELD., Amelia J, 10.). He
thought / was a ghost (TENNYS. p. 131.), Remember Heaven has
an avenging rod (COOPER p. 102.). I trust / do not disturb you
(BuLW., Maltrav. 7, 2.). Say thou lovest me (BYR., Manfr. 2,

4.). I answered firmly, "/ WQS sorry that my letter was unsa-

tisfactory" (ScoTT, R. Roy 2.). I hope you have passed the morn-

ing agreeably (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). Thou seest / am
calm (TALFOURD, Ion 3, 3.). 1 doubt not, officers are, whilst

we speak, Sent to arrest us (SHELLEY, Cenci 5, 1.). Swear to

me thou will do this (TALFOURD, Ion 4, L). See thou say nothing
to any man (MARK 1, 44.). 1 would I were So tranced, so rapt
in ecstasies, I stand apart and to adore (TENNYS. p. 81.). A
ludicrous contretemps happened to-day, which I wish 1 could

describe as forcibly as it struck me (WARREN, Diary 1, 3).
With substantives and adjectives the substantive as well

as the causal dependent sentence, which frequently touch each

other, may dispense with that.

And that's the cause we hear it not (BuTL., Hud. 2, 1 620.).
I give heaven thanks, / was not like to thee (SHAKSP., John 1,

1.). Is there necessity / must be miserable (CONGREVE, Mourning
Bride 1, 1.). Are you sure you have every thing ready? (WAR-
REN, Diary 1, 2.) I am really afraid we cannot afford to trouble

you often (2, 5.). I am glad youre hungry (MARRYAT, P. Simple
1, 1.). The omission of the particle with substantive notions of

time is to be discussed with the Sentence of Time.
That the consecutive sentence may appear without a copu-

lative has been pointed out at p. 378.

Other details will have to be discussed with different depen-
dent sentences, as well as the corresponding omission of the

relative pronoun with the adjective sentence.

Whether a sentence appearing in the form of the principal sentence

is to be considered as a dependent sentence is decided by the context.

When it requires the sentence as a member of the construction, its re-

cognisibility as such is then the necessary supposition, which is sup-

ported by the habitual suppression of the bond of the sentences. This
custom moreover extends into Anglosaxon Old-Engl. : Him thoute that

water there stonk (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant II. 274 ). Me thinkith

thay ben lik Jovynian (CnAi-c., C. T. 7511.). Hit bifel per afturward

swythe longe ynow Out of pe lond of Scitie oper folk pider droj (R.
OF GL. I. 41.), Schame hit is we weore so faynt (ALIS. 3720.). It was

my gylt he was fortayn (TowN. M. p. 263.). Wei we wot eldest thou
art (R. OF GL. I 105.). Ich wene hit is Sic/rim (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. II. 274.). Thei . . wenden he had ben ded (MAUNDEV. p. 226.).
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I leve, He sholde stande stare naked (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 336.). I trowe
he wolde be wroth (p. 3;i7.). And seide lie was purest eyr (R. OF GL.
I. 106.). He segh on him fel theo harme (ALIS. 110.). He swor he scholde

sore, abugge (2971.). Tho he felde drtnche he scholde (3492.). I say it

/'.- /ID folij to chaiinye counsel whan the thing is chaunged (CHACC., C. T.

p 153 I.) Thou schal not . . ly . . ny by thy felows concubyne, no
more thou woldest he dede by thyne (HALLIW ,

Freemas. :i24.). Look thou
have no drede (Tows. M. p. 38.).

- - I had no knowledpe it was he

(TOWN. M. p. 277.). That is the cawse 1 hast me (Cov. HYST. p. 174.).
Take intent, Thou ryse (Town. M. p. 135.). I was adrad he scholde telle

Thyng of schame (ALIS. 229.). In Halfsaxou I have not observed this

sort of disconnected juxtaposition. But in Anglosaxon we find uncom-
bined sentences of this kind substituted for subjective and objective sub-

stantive sentences, when sentences both with the indicative and the con-

junctive occur: pa sona gelomp, pa hit sva sceolde, leoma leohtode leoda

mr'iyftuin (Coo. Exox. 15, 8.). Sofrlice vas gevorden, pa hi paer vseron,

hyre dagos varon gefyllede (Lcc 2, 6. [here after the precedent of the
Greek as well as in Gothic]). Hit yas after Moyses fortfsifre, Drihten

sprcic to Josue (Jos. 1, 1.). Ic vat, ine valdend God dbolgen vyrff
(CAEDM. 548.). Sagde l\y dri/as ticeron (Coo. EXON. 260, -23.). Cvaff, he

vesan sceolde . . hleomaga peov (CAEDM. 1587.). Ve . . volduu pu pe
sylfa gesdve pat ve pes soft onstaldun (Coo. EXON. 130, 16.). para ge-

hvylc ve villatf s$ tvybot (Ls^GG. ALFRED. B. 5.). A further extension
of this usage was ready at hand.
As opposed to the omission of the conjunction that, its superfluous

introduction before direct speech may be incidentally cited, which we

occasionally meet in the biblical usage. Mod.-Engl. : They glorified God
saying, That a great prophet is risen up among us; and That God hath
visited his people (LUKE 7, 16.). The general usage excludes that before

direct speech. The cause of that phenomenon lies in the Greek text,
which uses o// in such cases. The translation of this particle by for in

Wycliffe is remarkable: He knowelechide, for I am not Crist (Jon 1,

20.). Gr. {j'tfA<**.i>yn.atv FIJI uux ti/ui yio o Xtii^. He also thus trans-

lates o<t before substantive sentences: I si]e and bare witnessynge, for
pis is pe sone of God (1, 34.) Gr. ui/nu^n^j^xu 'mi xtt.. We witen,
for of God pou hast comen (3, 2). Gr. o?6~a[*iv on xik. Anglosaxon
here often translates it by pat: And cvaedon, pat maere vitega on us

aras (Luc 7, 16.). Johannes cydHcTe gevitnesse, cveiTende: pat ic geseah
nyflercumendne Gast of heofenum (Job. 1, 32.). Gothic likewise frequently
rendered this un by patei: Qipandans patei praufetus mikils urrais in

unsis (Ltc. 7, 16. cf. MATTH. 27, 43. MARC. 1, 40. 6, 16. 10, 33.).

The widely diffused custom is observable, instead of consecu-

tive substantive sentences with that, of introducing the inter-

change of the sentence without and with that.

Think / am dead, and that even here thou tak'st . . my last

living leave (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 1.). 0, would the quarrel lay

upon our heads, And that no man might dfaw short breath to-

day, But I, and Harry Monmouth (I Henry IV. 5, 2.). I wish
the organs of />/ xif/ht were crack'd, And that the engine of my
grief could cast Mine eyeballs forth (BEN JONS., Every Man out

of h. Hum. 1, 1.). Should I say thou art rich, or that thou ait

honourable (Poetast. 1, 1.). He'd prove a buzzard is no fowl,
And that a lord may be an owl (BuTL., Hud. 1, 1, 73.). He
told my father it was high time for him to think of settling, and
that he hud provided a match for him (SMOLLET, Rod. Rand. 1.).

Miitzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 26
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She fancied the gentleman was a traveller, and that he would be

glad to eat a bit (FIELD., J. Andr. 2. 14.). I hope the air of

Cambridge has brought no disorder upon you, and that you will

compound with the muses etc. (CHATHAM, Lett. 18.). I con-

cluded it must either refer to my desertion of the bottle the preced-

ing evening, or that my uncle's morning hours being a little dis-

composed by the revels of the night before, his temper had suf-

fered in proportion (ScOTT, R. Roy 7.). Think we are but older

by a day, And that the pleasant walk of yesternight we are to-

night retracing (TALFOURD, Ion 4, 2.). I thought there was a

strong tendency to hepatic phthisis, but that it might, with proper
care, be arrested, if not even overcome (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.),

He says, you are never in earnest in your speeches; That you decoy
the Swedes (CoLER., Pice. 1, 10.).

Old-Engl. : Men seyn, thei schalle gon out in the tyme of Antecrist, and
that thei schulle maken gret slaughtre of Cristene men (MAUKDEV. \>. 267.).
And witen / am here mortal enemy And that here deth lith in my might
also (CHACC., C. T. 1796.). This alternation, which has become such a

favourite in modern times, seems very unfamiliar to the most ancient

times.

Abbreviation and Contraction of the Dependent with the

Principal Sentence.

The contraction of the dependent with the principal sentence, in

which commonly only the dependent sentence appears abbreviated, is

in general more limited than that of coordinate sentences. In this

contraction there frequently appear predicative substantives, participles
and adjectives, as well as prepositional members, whose completion
cannot be effected immediately from the principal sentence, and which
we may, and, in part, must deem to be elliptical sentences; more

rarely, especially in modal sentences, the subject and object of the

principal sentence appear in the imperfect dependent sentence. We
might also regard a few of these abbreviated sentences as appositive
determinations with the conjunction introduced. This does not how-
ever hinder us from treating all these abbreviations as grammatically
homogenous. The freedom of modern English in the treatment of

substantives, participles and adjectives in their connection by copu-
latives, especially in regard to the determination of space and time,
is a preference which it has appropriated to itself before other ton-

gues, and whereby the sensuous indication of the original dependent
sentence, which lies at the root of the appositive and adjective mem-
bers, which are elsewhere kept more general, remains preserved to

them.
We make no further mention in this place of the abbreviation

of dependent sentences with a modal verb, whieh is not different

from that of the coordinate sentence, in which an infinitive from an-

other sentence remains to be supplied. See p. 332.

A. Among substantive sentences indirect interrogative sentences

permit an abbreviation and a contraction, when the interrogative
word often alone remains out of the dependent sentence.
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"Why am I beaten?" "Dost thou not know?" "Nothing,
sir; but that I am beaten." "Shall I tell you why? "Ay, sir,
and wherefore." (SHAKSP., Com. of Err. 2, 2.) And what recalls

me? Look the world around And tell me what? (YOUNG, N. Th.

4, 2:;.) Ask where's the North? . . At Greenland, Zembla, or the
Lord knows where (POPE, Essay on M. 2. 224.). I . . staggered
a few paces, I know not whither (WARREN, Diary 1, 11.).

This mode of expression is common to all ages. Old-Engl. : God Engelish
he speketh, ac he wot nevere what (WEIGHT, Polit. S. p. 328.). Men witen
wel, that men dwellen there: but thei knowe not what men (MACNDBV.
p. 260.). Ne ek thy mayde Gille I may not save; Aske nought why
(CHAUC., C. T. 3556.). Ther is ful many an eyghe and many an eere Awayt-
and on a lord, and he not where (7635.). She is with chyld, I wote never
how (Tows. M. p. 76. cf. 128. 208.). Anglosax.: pa burhmenn ofslogon
XIX menn on offre healfe, and gevundodan ma, pat hi nystan hu fela
(SAX. CHR. 1051.). Ic viste pat pu ntafaren vaere, ac ic nyste hu feor
(BOETH. 5.).

B. Sentences of the determination of place admit a contraction.

Strange that one so vile . . Should, where withdrawn in his de-

crepitude, Say to the noblest, be they where they might, "Go from
the earth!" and from the earth they went (ROGERS, It., Naples).
And tangled on the weeds that heap The beach where, shelving to

the deep, There lies a white capote! (BvR ,
Bride 2, 26.)

C. Likewise sentences of the determination of time.
I was better ivhen a king (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5. 5.). As I felt

when a boy (BvR. p. 305.). This apparent exception, when examined,
will be found to confirm the rule (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 48.).
Time has soften'd what was harsh when new (CRABBE, The Borough
2.). Quevedo . . Ask'd when in hell, to see the royal jail (Cowp.
p. 3.). ! remember your Sheelah when far, far away (TH.
CAMPBELL, The Harper) Whilst blessing your beloved name, I'd

waive at once a poet's fame, To prove a prophet here (BvR. p. 309.).
He got acquainted with Miss while on a visit in Gloucestershire

(SHERID., Riv. 1, 1.). I shortly afterwards set oft for that capital,
with an idea of undertaking, while there, the translation of the work

(IRVING, Columb. Pref.). As when men . . Rouse and bestir them-
selves ere well awake (MiLT., P. L. 1, 331.). Ere yet in being, was
mankind in guilt? (YouNG, N. Th. 7, 750.) Learn wisdom and

repentance, ere too late (Cowp. p. 12.). Most vain dream! This
austere monitor had bid thee vanish Ere half-reveaVd (TALFOURD,
Ion 4, L). Take the terms the Ladye made Ere conscious of the

advancing aid (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 4, 30.). I lose most of my for-

tune, if I marry without my aunt's consent till of age (SHERID.,
Riv. 1, 1.). Let me cease, and dread Cassandra's fate, With warn-

ing ever scoff'd at till too late (BvR. p. 330.). I have but few
books here, and those I read ten times over till sick of them (ID.,

Lett.). I clambered until out of breath (Scoxx, R. Roy 30.). The

experienced successor of Colonel W. knew too well the power of

his enemy to leave the uneven surface of the heights until compel-
led to descend to the level of the water (COOPER, Spy 7.). Since hey

26*
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miscall'd the Morning-Star, Nor man nor fiend hath fallen so far

(BYR ,
Ode to N. B. p. 346.).

Up to the fifteenth century instances of this sort are hardly found. Sen-
tences with ere, or are, however, often abbreviated. Old-Engl. : The erl

hies to the lady fre Bot the knyght come lang or he (SECTS SAGES 3129.).
We were up or thou (Town. M. p. 108.). This simple reference to the pre-
dicate of the preceding ..sentence is found in Anglosaxon: ForSFferde AtTelred

. . feover vucum cer Alfred cyning (SAX. CHE. 901.).

D. Here also belong abbreviated causal sentences.
You shall have our will because our king (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI.

4, ].). Remember, that both Church and State are properly the

rulers of the people, only because their benefactors (BuLW., Rienzi

2, 28
.). Glory . . is shame and guilt; The deeds that men admire

as half divine, Stark naught, because corrupt in their design (Cowp.
p. 1.). He . . was yet more in power with the herd, because in

honour with the nobles (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 4.).

E. Conditional sentences, abbreviated in various modes, are very
frequently contracted with the principal sentence.

"Why knows not Montague, that of itself England is safe, if true

within itself (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 4, 1.). If rich, they go to

enjoy; if poor, to retrench; if sick, to recover; if studious, to learn;

if learned, to relax from their studies (ROGERS, It., For. Trav.).

Surely, if needful, it is also frightful, this machine (CARLYLE, Fr.

Revol. 3, 2, 8.). Much wealth is corpulence, if not disease (YouNG,
N. Th. 6, 507.). One guest resided generally, if not constantly,
at the Castle of Avenel (Scorr, Abbot 1.). The learning and

eloquence . . were regarded . . with suspicion, if not with aversion

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 80.). The abbreviations if so and if not

also point to sentences outside of the construction: The volcanic

lava flood . . 'will explode and flow according to Girondin Formula
and pre-established rule of Philosophy? If so, for our Girondin

friends it will be well (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3, 3, 1.). Are you
. gone mad? If not, pray speak to me (SHELLEY, Cenci 2, 1.). Of
still more elliptical nature is: As would have . . dash'd his brains

(if any) out (BcTL., Hud. 1, 2, 862.). Reason still, unless di-

vinely taught, Whate'er she learns, learns nothing as she ought
(Ccnvp. p. 105.). I will not fight against thee Unless compell'd

(COLER., Wallenst. 2, 8.). Wherefore should we turn To what our

fathers were, unless to mourn? (BYR. p. 322.). In the series of

particles belonging here we may also place but and except: She
had no hope but in their errors and misfortunes (MACAUL., Hist, of

E. I. 15.). We cannot but admit (I. 20.). No man of English ex-

traction would have risen, except by becoming in speech and habits

a Frenchman (I. 15.). See the Conditional Sentence.
Even here the older usage forsakes us, if we except but. Old-Engl.:

Crist' deede nothings to us but effectuely in weye of mercy (WRIGHT A. HAL-

uw., Rel. Ant. II. 42.). Anglosax.: Hva arist elles of Syon to pam pat he

sylle Israelum hselo, butan pu? (Ps. 13, 11.) pat ic ne porfte na mare
avendan paere bee, bitton to Isaac Abrahames suna (THORPE, Anal, p. 25,).

F. Concessive sentences are in the same case as conditional

sentences.
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Although the victor, we submit to Csesar (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 5.).

Homer . . who, though the early poet of a rude age, has purchased
for the era he has celebrated, so much reverence (Scoxx, Minstrelsy
I. 12.). Hear his sighs, though mute (MiLX., P. L. 11,31.). Vipers
kill, though dead (SHELLEY IV. 3.). It is unfortunate though very
natural (CARL ,

Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). Mr. Effingstone, though such
as I have described him, gained no distinctions at Oxford (WAR-
REN, Diary 1, 12.). You are your, own mistress, though under the

protection of Sir Anthony (SHERID , Riv. 1, 2.). But it is well to

have known it, though but once (BYR., Manfr. 3, 1.). I disdain'd

to mingle with A herd, though to be leader (ib.). I'd joy to see

thee break a lance, Albeit against my own perchance (Bride 1, 5.).

Freedom has a thousand charms to show, That slaves, however con-

tented, never know (Cowp. p. 8.). Whether ivith reason or with

instinct blest, Know, all enjoy that pow'r which suits them best

(POPE, Essay on M 3, 79.). Whate'er the motive, pleasure is the

mark (YOUNG, N. Th. 8, 558.).

G. Abbreviations of the final sentence also occur.

Descending now (but cautious lest too fasf) A sudden steep, upon
a rustic bridge We pass a gulf (Cowp. p. 169.).

H. The abbreviation of modal sentences with as and than belongs
to all periods of the language, although it likewise is more freely
dealt with in modern times.

1. He is, if they can find him, fair . . As summer's sky, or purged
air (BEN JONS. p. 691. II. Gifford), I am as a drop of dew that

dies (SHELLEY, Prom. Unb. 4.). It touches you, mylord, as much
as me (SHAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 3.). As night to stars, woe lustre

gives to man (YOUNG, N. Th. 9, 407.). They loved him not as

a king, but as a party leader (MACAUL., Hist, of E. IV. 11.). It

does not appear that,os in Homer's time, they were honoured with

high places (Scoxx, Minstrelsy I. 31.). Hudibras wore but one

spur, As wisely knowing etc. (BuxL., Hud. 453.). Fernando de
Talavera . . looked upon his plan as extravagant and impossible

(IRVING, Columb, 1, 2.). And next they thought upon the master's

mate as fattest (BYR., D. Juan 2, 81.). The freer employment
of the abbreviated dependent sentence goes even to a decided

elliptical expression : Thou think'st me as far in the devil's book,
as thou and Falsta/ (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 2, 2.). The adverse

winds . . have given him time To land his legions as soon as

/ (JoiiN 2, 1.). It ought to be as hard a struggle, Sir, as pos-
rime (DICKENS, Battle of Life 1.). The connection of the abbre-

viated sentence with a possessive pronoun, as in: His maxims
as a republican (Gin BON, Decl. 15.), leads to its support by a

substantive without the indication of any logical subject: In the

prospect of success as a dramatist (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.).

See p. 325. Bolder retrospective references, such as the com-

pulsory transfer of a passive form from the active, are rare: To

change the property of selves, As sucking children are by elves

(BuxL., Hud. 3, 1, 953.).
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Old-Engl.: .4s an appel the urthe is round (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 132 ). That ah nedder sal he sitt (ANTICR. 42.). Thei ben blake as

the Mawres (MACNDEV. p. 46.). Hii gon wid swerd and bokeler as men
that wolde fihte (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 328.). Pandras, pe stronge kyng,
as pryson he nom (R. OF GL. I. 12.). Yset in the ende of pe world, as

al in the west (I. 1.). Thei lijn as in a drem (MAUNDEV. p. 288.). That
the spere karf thorughout, Also thorugh a wollen clout (Ans. 4458.). pis

Reseamiraduk, als fole fy vnwise, His letter gan rebuk (LANGT. II. 246.).

Halfsax. : pu sert me leof al swa mi lif (LAJAM. II. 269.). He dude also
wis mon (II. 520.). He pe leouede al so his sone (I. 215.) Anglosax.:
Ic graede svd gos (Coo. Exos. 406, 18.). His reaf vseron svd sndv

(MATH. 17, 12.). Se selff snav svd svd vulle (Ps. 147, 5.). Heold hig

syd his edgan seon (DECTKR. 32, 10). Geveorffe pin villa on eorffan svd
svd on heofenum (MATH. 6. 10.). Dead svd svd bittan orde (GREGOR.,
Pastor. 40.). Sig hit svd gecveden (GEN. 44, 10.). pat vater stod svylce

tvegen hege veallas (Exoo. 14, 22.), Te steorra scan svylce sunnebedm

(SAX. CHR. 678.).

2. Wisdom less shudders at a fool than wit (YouNG, N. Th. 5,

273.). Beauty's tears are lovelier than her smile (TH. CAMPBELL,
Pleas, of Hope 1.). Tis better playing with a lion's whelp,
Than with an old one dying (SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 3, 11.).

Now he will have power More to reward than ever (BEN JONS..

Sejan. 5. 10.). Mr. Hillary's temper had become ten times worse
than before (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). Conspiracies no sooner should

be forrn'd Than executed (ADDIS., Cato 1, 2.). The abbreviation

of sentences with than also touches the ellipsis: I . . will make
thee a greater nation and mightier than they (NuMB. 14, 12.).

thou son of Sol, But brigther than thy father (BEN JONS., Fox

1, 1.). Go let thy less than woman's hand Assume the distaff

(BYR., Siege 4.).

Old-Engl. : He cowpe wel bet than he gouerne such a londe (R OF GL.

I. 106.). More hy ben than olyfaunz (ALis. 5417.). God takith more

venjaunce on us than a lord that sodaynly sleeth his servaunt (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 43.). That peyseth no lasse thenne ten ponge
(HALLIW., Freemas. 201.)- Wimmon weped for mod ofter panne fro eni

god (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 182.). Bettere it ys or lesse yvele
that thei ban theyre recreacoun by pleyinge of myraclis than bi pleyinge

of other japis (II. 45 sq.). Betere is child unboren penne unbeten (I. 177.).

Halfsax.: Bettre art tu pann ure preost (ORM. 2827.). Itt iss mare pann
inoh (10722.). pat he ne moste libben na lengere pern seouen jere (LA-

JAM. I. 294.). Leofere heom weore to here Karic pene Gurmunde (III.

161.). Anglosax.: Ic com vrsestre ponne he (Coo. EXON. 423, 23.). He
vas aer ponne ic (Jon. 1, 15.) Byfr his setl aer svylce ponne mona (Ps.

71, 17.). Seo vas Dryhtne gehalgad on claenan magfirhade ma ponae pritig
vintra (THORPE, Anal. p. 53.).

3. The particles as and than often stand isolated before another de-

pendent sentence, before which the relative principal sentence

introduced with as or than remains to be completed out of the

absolute principal sentence.

And such appear'd, as when the force Of subterranean wind

transports a hill Torn from Pelorus (MiLT., P. L. I. 230. cf. 594.

612. 675.). You are just so gay as rvhen you are in good spi-

rits (BrLw., Alice 1, 1.). I have as much forgot your poor,
dear uncle, as if he had never existed (SHERID., Riv. 1, 2.). In
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the vine were three branches: and it was as though it budded

(GEN. 40, 10.). I were a fool, not less than if a panther Were

panic-stricken by the antelope's eye, If she escape me (SHELLEY,
Cenci 1, 2.). Nor was his ear less peal'd With noises . . than

tvhen Bellona storms . .
,

or less than if this frame of Heav'n
were falling (MiLT., P. L. 2, 924.). Mine iniquity is greater than

that it may be forgiven (GEN. 4, 13. Randglosse). We are con-

tented rather to take the whole in their present, though imper-
fect state, than that the least doubt should be thrown upon
them, by amendments or alterations (ScoTT, Minstrelsy I. 88.).

With that are connected further abbreviations of the second de-

pendent sentence, as: Words .. spoke as if from Angels (BuLW.,

King Arth. 8, 20. cf. 8, 17.). Stooping as if to drink (Cowp.
p. 169.).

For other forms in use here see Vol. II. 1. p. 128. and the remarks

made upon various dependent sentences. Similar contractions of depen-
dent sentences are in Old-Engl.: How moven thei be more taken in idil

than whanne thei ben mad japinge stikke, as -when thei ben pleyid of

japeris (WRIGHT A. HAI.LIW., Rel. Ant. II. 60.). It schalle falle to the

botme of the vesselle, as thoughe it were quyksylver (MACNDEV. p. 52.).

Away they gan flying fare Also theygh hit nought no ware (ALis 4602.).

Halfsax. : He saet stille alse peh he wolde of worlden iwiten (LAJAM. II.

298. cf. I. 284. 285 sq.). patt wollde bettre Drihhtin Godd . . pann
patt te laffdig wsere shennd (ORM. 1983.).

1. The completion of principal out of dependent sentences is rarer,
and is in the same predicament as in coordinate sentences: But

though true worth and virtue in the mild And genial soil of cul-

tivated life . . Yet not in cities oft (Cowp. p. 180.).

Other details are mentioned upon the single dependent sentences. The
further extension of the abbreviation and contraction of sentences is only
partly to be explained by the influence of French and classical tongues in

modern times.

The Ellipsis of the Sentence.

As a member can be absent in the simple sentence, so may an
entire sentence in the period. This can only be a principal sentence,
inasmuch as an absent dependent sentence could not be indicated by
any linguistic mean; the omission of a dependent sentence is an

aposiopesis.
The omission of the principal sentence is restricted to a few

cases. In living speech the principal sentence may often be guessed
from the tone and gesture of the speaker. The written language in-

dicates it by the employment of interjections, or only by matter of

punctuation, denoting the emotion which is the motive for suppress-

ing the principal sentence. The dependent sentences to which an
unmistakable element of the principal sentence is added belong to

another province.
A. The dependent sentence introduced by that, which is mostly to

be regarded as a substantive sentence, is employed in various

relations without a principal sentence.
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1. It may denote the subject matter of a wish.

0, that I had her here, to tear her limb-meal! (SHAKSP., Cymb.
2, 4.) Oh, master, that I might have a hand in this! (MARLOWE,
Jew of M. 2, 2.) that Ismael might live before thee! (GEN.
16, 18.) that I was safe at Clod 'Hall! (SHERID., Riv. 5, 2.)

Oh, God, that I were buried ivith my brothers! (SHELLEY, Cenci

1, 3.) Oh that a pointer had been present! (WARREN, Diary
1, 3.)

Sentences of this sort, in which that answers to the Latin ulinam, and
which suppose a principal sentence with the notion of the wish, are

foreign to the older tongue. See Vol. II. 1. p. 111. Middle-Highdutch:
Daz inch got bewar! (PARZIV. 389, 14.) Similar is: Mercy, and that ye
not discover me (CHACC., C. T. 9816.). On the other hand we often find

sentences reducible to an act of the will or a command: Brynge alway
of the beste . . Anon that it be done (Cov. MYST. p. 184.). In payn of

jour goclys and }our lyvys, That je lete hem nowth shape joufro (p. 339.).

Peas, of payn that no man pas (Towx. M. p. 55.). Anglosax.: And pat
nan man nenne man ne underfo ne lange [var. 1. na leng] ponne preo
niht (LEGG. CNL'T. I. B. 25.).

2. Or, the dependent sentence leaves a principal sentence to be in-

ferred which would express surprise, indignation or regret.
That a king's children should be so conveyed! So slackly guarded!

(SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 1.) My brother . . that a brother should be

so perfidious! (Temp. 1,2.) foul descent! that 7, who erst

contended With gods to sit the highest, am now constrained Into

a beast (MiLT., P. L. 9, 163.). Great God! that such a father
should be mine! (SHELLEY, Cenci 1,2,) that such eyes should

e'er meet other object! (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 3, 3.)

In the older language such sentences were mostly introduced by alas

or wa la wa and similar exclamations. Old-Engl. : Alas! that y wes bore !

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I. 124.) Alias! that richesse shal reve
And robbe mannes soule (P. PLODGHM p. 281.). Alas! alas! that ever 1
live! (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 10.) Alias! that ever knewe 1 Perothous!

(GiiAuc., C. T. 1229. Alias, sche seyd, that Y was born! (LAY LE FREINE

95) A, Lord, that 1 shuld abide this day! (TOWN. M. p. 39.) Passages
like the following seem to have a somewhat different shade of meaning:
Lord, that Alisaunder was wo! (ALIS. 4650.) Alas! alas! that me is wo!
(Tows. M. 7863.) Halfsax. : Wa la wa, pat hit sculde iwurthen swa!

(LAJAM. II. 400.) Wale, pat ich pe uedde! (III. 26.). Wale, pat ichwes
iboren! (ib.). Anglosax.: Ea la pat nan vulit nis fdste stondendes veorces

a vunjende on vorulde! (BOETH. 9.) Ac va la va, pat hi to hrade bugon
and flugon! (SAX. CHR 999.) Va la va pat cenig man sceolde modigan
svd hine sylf upp-ahebban, and ofer ealle men tellan! (1087.) Compare
Middle-Highdutch : Daz mir daz solde geschehn; (!WEIN 151.) Ouwe daz
ich ie wart geborn (1469.).

3. A sentence with that in combination with not and only, which

belong to the incomplete principal sentence, is also to be re-

garded as a substantive sentence. With not an assertion is com-

monly precluded, as opposed to another; with only, it is put as

an exception or limitation.

Take me with thee . . Not that I fear to stay, but love to go
Whither the queen intends (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 5.). Men
in their loose unguarded hours they take, Not that themselves are
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wise, but others weak (POPE, Essays on M. 4, 227.), A book's

a book, although there's nothing in't, Not that a title's sounding
charm ran save, Or scrawl a scribbler from an equal grave (BvR.

p. 312.). That I cannot, sir, in the present instance, not that I
will not (ScoTT, R. Roy 1.). Not that I mean to infer that my
life has not been one of adventure . . I only mean to say, that

in all which has occurred, I have been a passive, rather than
nn active, personage (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.). He might
have seemed some secretary or clerk engaged in the service of

the public, only that his low, fat, and unadorned cap . . indicated

that he belonged to the city (SCOTT, Fort, of Nigel 2.).

These forms of expression answer to the German nicht dasz, nur dasz,

formerly also allein dasz, and are without doubt of the same kind as

nicht allein dasz. They may be regarded as sentences of the subject,

although it matters little if they are considered sentences of the object,
since in the principal sentence with not or only a verb of the predicate
in the active is supplied in thought. They would be related as sen-

tences of the subject, as in: It is not that I dread the death (B\*RON,
Parisina 13.) In the ancient language the particle that is frequently
used after not only\ foule lust, luxurie, lo thin ende! Nought oonly
that thou feyntest marines mynde, But verrayly thou wolt his body scbende

(CiiAuc., C. T. 5345.)- Nought oonly, lord, that I am glad, quod sche,
To don your lust, but I desire also Yow for to serve (8843. cf. p. 204.

II.). That is also repeated after an opposed member: And nought oonly,
that oure defaute schal be juged, but eek that alle oure werkes schul be

openly knou-en (p. 187, 1 ), with which compare the more complete mode
of expression of the Anglosax. : pu bist Godes freond ; and nd pat an
pat pu his freond sy ac eac svylce pu bist Godes beam (A.-S. HOMIL.
I. 56.). See p. 350.

4. On the other hand an elliptical final sentence with that is

rarely found.

Of them, and then, that I say no more, it was not despised
(BEN JONS., Dedicat. a. 1616.).

This turn is not unfamiliar in German : Ich bin verdrieszlich, dasz ich
dir's gestehe (GOETHE, Tasso 5, 1.) Comp. Lat. : Itaque, ut plura non
dicam, negue aliorum exemplis conjirmem cset. (Cic , Leg. Man. 15.). In-
stead of the elliptic sentence, for which we may, with Grimm supply a
sentence like : I say, 1 add, an infinitive as in : to say the truth is com-

monly used.

5. In that I know (that I know of) and a few assimilated sentences,
however, the relative pronoun is to be met with, as such, in
an adjective sentence used substantively.

Their best way (that 1 know} is, sit still (BEN JONS., Every
Man out of h. Hum. Prol.). "None in the Duke's own hand?%

- "No, that I know" (COLER., Pice. 3, 2.) I am no kindred
to you, that I know of yet (FARQUHAR, Recroit. Officer 1, 1.).

Nor a rich lady that I know of
--

except in beauty and merit

(Die KENS, Battle of Life 2.). "Do you know one Morray, or

Morris, or some such name?" - "Not that I can at present re-

collect." (ScoTT, R. Roy 7.). "Can we do nothing!" "Nothing,
that I see."' (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 3.)

Here the relative that is not referred to a preceding substantive notion,
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but the form answers to the Lat. quod sciam, Fr. que )e sache, German
dasz ich weisz, wiiszte, dasz ich nicht weisz, although it is observed in

English. Moreover the of added points plainly to a preceding pronoun.
The sentences for aught 1 know (SHAKSP., John 5, 1. SCOTT, Abbot 1.),

for aught I see (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 1, 4. BEN JONS., Every M. in h.

Hum. 2, 1.), otherwise answer to the Latin expression, in which the

relative is omitted. The Latinism cited is found even earlier. Old-Engl.:
"Say ar ther ayy (leg. any) catyffs?"

4
Nay, lord, none that I knawe."

(TOWN. M. p. 237.) No word yit he spake That I wyst (p. 196.).

B. The conditional sentence is frequently used elliptically. Its

suppressed principal sentence is to be explained by the situation

in each case.

In emotion a desire is not rarely denoted by this form, the

appearance of the condition leaving the satisfaction of the speaker,
the person spoken to, or the person spoken of to be supposed: 0,
If you but knew how you the purpose cherish, Whiles thus you
mock it! (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.) Oh, Mr. Simple! if you knew how
I loved that girl! (MANRYAT, P. Simple 1, 17.) // the malignant
eye of her father had seen them at the moment! (WARREN, Diary 2,

3.) Distraction! If the earth could swallow me! (BrLw., Lady
of L. 2, 1.) If we had but a countess! (DouoL JERROLD, Bubbles

1.) In other cases the conditional sentence assumes the character

of the question, when the leaving the consequence doubtful makes
the case exhibited appear as exciting anxiety: An she have over-

heard me now? (BEN JONS., Every Man in his Hum. 2, 1.) If,

now, she should really love him! (DoucL. JEKROLD, Bubbles 3.) Or
the condition points to a threatening question: Hush, hush: if
ever be our day again! (BrLW., Rienzi 4, 1.) Not rarely the con-

ditional sentence is placed in doubt with regard to its consequence:
"What a pity it is the law don't allow changing!" "If it did,

Flippanta!" (VANBRUGH, Confederacy 2, 1.) // you, Cardinal Ca-

millo, were reduced at once . . To that which nature doth indeed

require? (SHELLEY, Cenci 2, 2.) In such a case words of interro-

gation, such as how, what, are also placed before the conditional

sentence: How if I thrust my hand into your breast, And tore, your
heart out . .? (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.) What if the son

of Maia soon Should make us food and sport (SHELLEY, Prometh. Unb.

1.). What tho'
1

the sickle, sometimes keen, Just scars us as we reap
the golden grain? (YOUNG, N. Th. 3, 503.) See Vol. II. 1. p. 50.

The expression of desire by the conditional sentence standing alone is

rarely met with in Old-English, although it is very old. Anglosax.: Ea la

gif ic moste pam eddigan Laurentium geefenlcecan ! (A.-S. HOMIL. II. 432.)
Ea la gif pu varre hund! hund is savulleas and belle ne provaff (II. 308.).

Lat.: mihi praeteritos referat si Jupiter annos! (Vise, Aen 7, 560.) The
sentences introduced by the interrogative what are not wanting. Old-Engl. :

What though thin hors be bothe foul and lene? (CHAUC., C. T. 16299.) But
what and she my bales bete. . .? (Rom. of the Rose 4441 ) Anglosax.; Hvdt

gif hit unclame bed& fixas (THORPE, Anal. p. 105.). Comp. Middle-High-
dutch: Nu waz ob iu got dd zuo selbe stnen rat git? (!WEIS 2170.
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The Dependent Sentence, particularly according to its

Sorts.

In a syntactical relation, dependent sentences, as members of a

simple sentence developed into sentences, are to be divided according
to the functions which they undertake, as representatives of those

members But, as members of sentences, with an identity of form,

may have various functions, so too various functions frequently be-

long in the period to dependent sentences of the same form, so that

they cannot be taken into consideration as divided strictly according
to their forms.

We name the single dependent sentences by their most essential

function. But, while considering the dependent sentence A. as the

subject and as a predicative determination, B. as an ad-
verbial Determination of the Sentence, and C. as an attri-
butive determination of the sentence, we shall sometimes see

the same forms recur in these various provinces, and even employed
for various purposes within the same province.

A. The Dependent Sentence as the subject and as a

predicative Determination.

1. The substantive sentence comes especially under consideration
as the subject, and it comprises, partly indicative, partly inter-

rogative sentences, the latter bearing the name of indirect inter-

rogative sentences. Both also occur under adverbial determi-
nations as case sentences. That isto say, what may be the

subject of the sentence may likewise become its object.

a. The substantive sentence, as the subject, constitutes the

thing or fact of which anything is predicated. This sentence is

commonly introduced by the particle that, and, as the logical

subject, is often supported by a grammatical one, such as it.

Is not enough, that lo this lady mild Thou falsed hast thy faith?

(SPENS., F. Qu. 1, 9, 46.) That materials for such a collection

existed, cannot be disputed (ScoTT, Minstrelsy I. 40.). That there

should have been such a likeness is not strange (MACAU;,., Hist.

of E. I. 27.). The triumph of my soul is that I am (YOUNG,
N. Th. 9, 422.) The report is, that you are quitting England
(GOLDSM., (jr. Nat. M. 5.). The cry of hundreds of thousands
was that they were English and not French (MACATL., Hist, of

E. I. 40.). It was stipulated, that Peter should not remain within

an hundred miles of the state (BOLINGBROKE. Lett. 3.). For sen-

tences belonging here supported by a grammatical subject see

Vol. II. 1. p. 22.

Old-Engl.: Hou is that it quelleth men? (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 136.)
Wei may happe in hevene That he worth worthier set (P. PI.OI-<;HM.

120.). Betere him were i-borin pat he nere (WRIGHT A. HALI.IW., Rel.

Ant. I. 176.). The first statute was, that thci *cltolde beleeven and obeyen
in God imnortalle (MALNDEV. p. 225.). It semethe that it wolde covere
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the erthe (p. 144.) Anglosax.: Selre ys pat ve hine syllon to cedpe 1s-

niahelitum (GEN. 37, 27.). Vsere him |>on betre pat hi bealodcede, (flees

unrylites ver gescomeden (Coo. EXO.N. 80, 3.). Semninga biff pat pec dryht-

gvma, dedft ofersvtfdet! (BEov. 3539.)- ^Elces landes gecynd is, pat hit

him gellce vyrta and gelicne vudu tydrige (BOETH 34, 10 ). pa geveartT
hit . . pat . .forvregde Valfnoft (SAX. CHB. 1009.). pat vas gecveden butan
veres frigum pat purh bearnes gebi/rd bryd edcen years (Coo. EXON. 3,

16.).

b. Even the indirect interrogative sentence may appear as

the subject. See the case sentence.
How he can is doubtful, that he never will is sure (MiLT., P.

L. 2, 153.).

Anglosax : Ne vas ine on mode cuff, hvciffer on pyssum folce fredn al-

mihtiges egesa vcere (CAEDM. 2703.).

c. Likewise the adjective sentence and substantively. See
the adiective sentence.

What folloived was in perfect harmony with the beginning

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 26.). What he lived was more beauti-

ful than what he wrote (LEWES, G. I. 2.).

2. The adjective sentence used snbstantively may also be

employed as a predicative determination.
I never was what is popularly called superstitious (ScOTT, R.

Roy 21.).

B. The Dependent Sentence as an adverbial Determi-
nation.

Adverbial dependent sentences present themselves, in point of

form, partly as case sentences and as prepositional case sentences,

partly as adverbial sentences in the narrower sense, if the particles
are taken into consideration by which they are introduced. But, in

the division of dependent sentences according to their matter, we
refer to adverbial sentences in the stricter sense the greater number
of prepositional sentences also.

The Case Sentence.

The case sentence, which is also called the objective sentence,
after a main function of it, answers to a case which must be regarded
as an original accusative, but also as a genitive. It is already by
that distinguished from other adverbial dependent sentences, but it

is also characterized by not, as it were, comprehending in itself the

activity of the principal sentence, like sentences specifying the sphere
of the activity in space and time, neither does it stand in an in-

ternal combination with it, like causal sentences in the wider

sense and modal sentences, but only specifies the real or imagin-

ary fact to which the activity predicated in the main sentence, even as

itself productive of it, is directed or referred. But as a case might
be added to the adjective and be employed adnominally, the
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case sentence also stands in combination with an adjective and a

substantive. A contact of the case^ sentence with the causal sentence

also takes place in a few provinces. The case sentence does not,

however, extend beyond the whole province of the case.

1. a. The case sentence, introduced by that, combines with notions

of activities denoting an utterance of sensation, perception,
imagination, thinking, predication, desiring asking and

obtaining, as well as of effecting and admitting, and, on
the negative side, of denying, forgetting, rejecting, hin-

dering and avoiding, and -other similar activities.

He hath heard, that men of few words are the best men (SHAKSP.,
Henry V. 3, 2.). You see that 1 am composed (DICKENS, Dombey
a. S. 3, 9.). I find . . that you get all the honour (GoLDSM., Vic.

3.). The Duke of Savoy felt that the time had at last arrived etc.

(MOTLEY, Rise of the Dutch Rep. 1, 3.). Why should I suppose
that in this point alone it would continue inflexible'? (DiAL. OF THE
DEAD. Lond. 1760. p. 84.) I did dream that I had murdered her

(SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.). Wist ye not that I must be

about my Father's business
1

? (LuKE 2, 49.) I concluded also that if

any of our vessels were in chase of me, they also would now give
over (DE FOE, Robins, p. 19. Tauchn.). it would be a great error

to infer from such irregularities that the English monarchs were ab-

solute (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 32.). I do not mean to imply that

he was an ideal man (LEWES, G. I. 2.). They told me that your
name was Fontibell (SHAKSP., All's Well 4, 2.). I replied, that he

confounded the operations of the pencil and the pen (ScoTT, Bride

1.). His father begged that every year he would present him with

such a volume (LEWES, G. I. 38.). To show that I am a man (I.

242.). Her calm and decisive manner convinced me that remon-
strance would be useless (WARREN, Diary 1, 2.). I must absolu-

tely insist that honest Mr. Williams shall be rewarded for his fide-

lity (GoLDSM., Vic. 17.). Both kings . . agreed that an oecumenical

council should at once assemble (MOTLEY, Rise of the Dutch Rep.
1, 3.). "Will you permit that 1 shall stand condemned? (SfiAKSP.,
Rich. II. 2, 3.) They will admit that he was a great poet, but deny
that he ivas a great man (LEWES, G. 1. 1.). Forgive me that I
break upon thee thus (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.). God for-
bid that 1 should wish them severed (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 4, 1.).
How the accusative of the object may retain its case with the
verb in the passive (see Vol. II. 1. p. 213), so to the case
sentence: I have often been told by my friends that 1 was rather

too modest (DiAL. OF THE DEAD p. 26.). We have been taught . .

that we cannot without danger suffer any breach of the constitution

to be unnoticed (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 32.).
A contact of the case sentence with the causal sentence espe-

cially takes place with verbs of emotion (as with their correspond-
ing adjectives) and some others. As sentences of the object, they
denote the object of the emotion; as causal sentences, its cause.
So far as such verbs permit the simple case of the object, the de-

pendent sentence with that may without scruple be considered a
case sentence, although the transition of an intransitive into the
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transitive verb is not in general anything surprising, and verbs of

emotion, originally having the genitive, may also take the substan-

tive sentence for it: Fgin to fear that thou art past all aid (BYR.,
Manfr. 3, 1.). Let none admire That riches grow in Hell (MiLT.,
P. L. I. 690.). The people boasted that they liiied in a land flowing
with milk and honey (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 152.).

See too the Causal Sentence.
The same manner of treatment is allotted in all ages to the dependent

sentence with that, although the omission of the sentence relative has gra-

dually made greater progress, concurrently therewith, in speaking and writ-

ing. See p. 399. Old-Engl. : Whan he felte, that he scholde dye (MAUN-
DEV. p. 89.). Mani man wenit . . frend pat he habbe (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 179.). Alle po pe leveft pat switch ping hem mugefurdrie offer

letten (I. 131.). po he waste pat pet mayde aslawe was (R. OF GL. I. '206.).

Heo vnderstode, pat pis lond ymad was al dene Of god folc poru Maximian
and Conan (I. 96.). That 1 am dronke, I knowe wel (CHAUC., C. T. 3140.).

Yond in the yerd I trowe that sche be (7380.). Lif seith that he lieth (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 371). Wif wolde pat hire loverd dead were (WRIGHT A. HAL-
LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 130.). There the aungelle commaunded Adam, that he

scholde duelle (MAUNDEV. p. 67.). I pray you alle, that noon of you him

greeve (CHAUC., C. T. 3908.). He suffrethe wel, that Cristene men duelle in

his lordschipe (MAUNDEV. p. 246.). God schilde, that he deyde sodeinly

(CHAUC., C. T. 3427.). God forbede that we stynten heere (4337.). For yet
I schal not mysse T-hat atte leste wey 1 schal hir kisse (3679.). Halfsax.:

purrh patt tejj herrdenn patt he wass Sop Godess Sune (()RM. 10968.). Saere

we adredeS pat heo him mis-rceden (LA}AM. II. 124.). Witt tu wel to sope
patt all follc wass forrgillt (ORM., Intr. 24). Uss birrp lefennpatt lie wass

Sop mann (ORM. 0716.). Nollde he nohht tatt tejj Ohht herrdenn (6927.).
We pe wullefr bidden, .pat pu heom bilceuen (LA}AM. II. 185). Anglosax. :

Ge gehyrdon pat ic eov sccde, Ic ga (Joa. 14, 28.) Heo on hyre gefredde
pat heo of pain vite gehceled vc'is (MARC. 5, 29.). Ge gecndvaft pat ic eom
on minum Fader (Jou. 14, 20.). Visse he gearve pat him holt-vudu helpan
ne meahte (Bsov.' 4668.). Bearne ne truvode pat he vi& dlfylcum edel-stolas

healdan cutfe (4730.). Hva volcle gelyfan . . pat pe heo Abrahame on hys

ylde dcendef (GEN. 21, 7). Cvcedon pat heo rice refte mode dgan voldan

(CAEDM. 47.). Josue behead pat hi vudedon (Jos. 9, 27.) BiddaS hine

pat he me selle ledfe [Genitive sentence] (&EN. 50, 5.). Ic gedo pat pu
vyxt (17, 6.). pu pe self hafast dsedum gefremed pat ptn [doin\ lyfaff dva
to aldre (BEOV. 953. Greiu.). peah pu . . onsoce to sviffe, pat pu soft godu
lufjan volde (JCLIANA 192. Grein.).

With regard to the notion of emotion comp.: Verst he was sore adrad

pat pe geant were pere ney (R. OF GL. I. 204.). I merveylled moche, that

there weren so manye (MAUNDEV. p. 283.). Halfsax.: Saere we adredeS pat
heo him mis-rceden (LAJAM. II. 124. cf. II. 290. II. 107.). Anglosax.: Ic me
onegan mag pat me vrdftra sum . .feore beneote (CAEDM. 1823.).

b. The case sentence stands with adjectives, with which originally
the genitive was mostly required, for which the periphrasis with

of was substituted.

But are you sure That Benedick loves Beatrice so entirely?

(SHAKSP., Much Ado 3, 1.) I am not so certain that these much
decried children have been dunces (LEWES, G. I. 6.). She was from
that moment aware that I fully saw and appreciated her situation

(WAHREN, Diary 2, 5.). Mr. Pounce was desirous that Fanny should

continue her journey with him (FIELD., J. Andr, 3, 12.). Adjectives
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denotiug an emotion might likewise be taken into consideration

here; we discuss them on the Causal Sentence.

Old-Engl.: Art thou sekyr that we shall spede (Cov. MYST. p. 180.). Half-

sax.: pa wes Aurilie inter pat Hengest wolde curnen peer (LAJAM. II. 261.),

Anglosax. : poune beo geornast biff pat heo ofcere fleogan on nette (Ps. 89,

10).

c. The dependent sentence also appears adnominally in immediate
reference to a substantive.

I have no hope That he's undrawn*d (SflAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.). For
more assurance that a living prince Does now speak to thee, I em-
brace thy body (Temp. 5, 1

.).
Persuasion in me grew That 2 was

heard with favor (MiLT., P. L. 11, 152.). A feeling that propels
me into a belief that you're in roseate health (DouGL. JERROLD,
Bubbles 1.). I was ever of opinion that the honest man who mar-
ried . . did more service than he who continued single (GOLDSM.,
Vic. 1.). That he really was a wonderful child we have undeniable

evidence (LEWES, G. I. 18.). My husband has no idea that 1 have

been here (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). They made a bargain that they
would neiier forsake eaeh other (GOLDSM., Vic. 13.). The principle
that the king of England was bound to conduct the administration

according to law . . was established at a very early period (MAC-
AUL., Hist, of E. I. 31.). The fact that Monmouth was in arms etc.

(II. 149.). The circumstance that they were some centuries behind

their neighhours in knowledge (I. 66.), The dependent sentence is

in the same predicament as an objective genitive depending upon
the substantive, or epexegeticaly, like an appositive case.

Old-Engl.: He leet setten 12 grete stones on here, in tokene that sche

had born 12 children (MACNDEV. p. 72.). In sygne to bere record That

kyng Richard was her ovyr-lord (Ricn. C. DE L. 4591.) This is the cawse
. . That 1 with man wylle nevyr melle (Cov. MYST. p. 92.). Thanne gan I

meten A merveillous swevene That I was in a wildernesse (P. PLOOGHM.

p. 2.). In toke of the miracle, that the watre withdrowghe him so (MADN-
DEV. p. 104.). Halfsax.: He bi-heihte hire biheste . .pat to hire he wolde
teman (LAJAM. I. 54.). Anglosax.: Hafdon gielp micel pat hie vitf drihtne

da>lan meahton vuldorfastan vie (CAEDM. 25.). Him vas lust micel, pat he

leod spellode (BOETH., Praef ) Alvalde nele ]*a earfe&u sylfa habban, pat
he on pysne s!& fare . . ac he gingran sent (CAEDM. 510.). Ve vyllaff pat
aelc man ofer XII vintre sylle ponne 3, pat he nelle peof beon ne peofes

gevita (LEGO. CNUT. I. B. 19).

2. With the notions of fear, anxiety and of prevention, the de-

pendent sentence with lest takes the place of that with that, and
it is attached, not merely to transitive, but also to intransitive verbs,
as well as to adjectives and substantives, like as the Latin depen-
dent sentence with ne, and in part quominus, in similar cases ex-

presses the prohibitive tendency that something should not hap-
pen, and is, in point of fact, identical with the negative final sen-

tence. Lest partly interchanges with that, and sometimes serves to

give to a notion in the principal sentence the more definite reference

to fear or prevention, as in sicken, enrage or look: 1 fear d Lest

it might anger thee (SiiAKsr-., Temp. 4, 1. cf. MILT., P. L. 10, 1024.

LEWES, G. II. 93.). But do you not fear lest he discover that Clara
Avrote the letter? (BuLW., Money 3, 1.) I dread lest an expedition
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begun in fear should end in repentance (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 5.).
I dread every minute lest I should meet some cursed person or other

(OxENE., Twice Killed 2.). The careful plowman doubting stands,
Lest . . his hopeful sheaves Prove chaff (MiLT., P. L. 4, 983.). He
wisely doubting lest the shot . . Might at a distance gall, press'd
close (BuiL., Hud. 1, 3, 503.). Other doubt possesses me, lest harm

Befal thee sever'd from me (MiLx., P. L. 9, 251. cf. 10, 783.). 1

trembled lest the thunders of their wrath might dissolve in showers
like that of Xanthippe (Scoxr, R. Roy 24.). I tremble lest he be

discovered (BuLW., Lady of L. 2, 1.). I sicken lest 1 never see thee

more (SHERID. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 4, 2.). He was afraid lest the

poetical spirit should be swept away along with the prophetical (Lfi-

WES, G. I. 73.). He was most enraged lest Such an accident should

chance to touch upon his future pedigree (BvK., Mazeppa). 'Tis a

just fear, lest you should prove False (BuxL., Hud. 2, 1, 549.).
Goethe's greatest anxiety . . was lest his scientific manuscripts should

be destroyed (LEWES, G. II. 313.). Could it be, that Fate . . should
. . give The skies alarm, lest angels too might die (YOUNG, N. Th.

7, 214.). Beware lest blundering Brougham destroy the sale (BYR.

p. 321.). Take heed lest passion sway Thy judgment (MiLX., P. L.

8, 635.). Look but somewhat In yonder corner, lest perhaps she

lie Conceal'd behind that screen (CoLER., Pice. 2, 3.). These com-
binations of sentences are dissimilar among each other, agree, how-

ever, in this, that the negative tendency assumed in the affirmative

principal sentence or in the negative interrogative sentence,
with the supposition of its affirmation, is reflected in the dependent
sentence, for which reason we place these instances together.

In Old English it is chiefly the notion of fear, with which lest can in-

troduce the dependent sentence: Marie dredde lest it hadde ben Takmia
(MACNDBV. p. 182.). I drede lest God on us will take venjance (TowN. M.

p. 21.). He was somdel adrad Leste he hadde for vuel ycome (R. OF GL.

I. 91.). Drede is at the laste Lest Crist in comistorie A-corse ful manye
(P. PLOUGHM. p. 7.). I am ever in drede, wundreth, and wo Lest Pylate

for mede let Jesus go (TowN. M. p. 202.). For doute lest he sterve (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 227.). In Halfsaxon we find: Hii habbep of oure londe.al

pane norp ende, and we beop adrad sore leste he habbe nou more (LAJAM.
II. 107. modern text [alongside of pat commonly used in such a context in

the old text]). Even in Anglosaxon there stands pe las pe: For pam pe
ic hine ondroede pe Ids pe he cume and qfslea pas modra mid Mora cildum

(GEN. 32, 11.), although pat is commonly used, without the reflection of

the negative relation of the subject to the thing, to be gathered from the

principal sentence, as is also admitted by the modern language. With the

notion of fright, Gothic presents the interrogative particle thai, also 'ibai

aufto (uryTiw?) for the Gr. /;, answering to the Lat. ne.

3. After negative sentences the dependent sentence introduced

by but that or but is very commonly employed instead of a sub-

stantive sentence. This particle frequently answers to the Latin

quin, with which indeed it does not coincide in its exceptive mean-

ing, and in the adversative meaning proceeding therefrom, although
it exerts a similar effect.

But that and but are met with in negative sentences with a

verb of sensuous or mental perception, imagination and pre-
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di cation: I see not theu, but we should enjoy the same license

(Bi:N JONS
, Every Man out of his Hum., Prol.). I never saw but

Humphrey, duke of Gloster, Did bear him like a noble gentleman
(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 1.). I had two friends with me; and
as we did not know but that the crowd might be very great, we were
on the spot by half past seven (DiCKENS, Pict. of It, Rome. cf.

SMAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 5, 3.). Think not but we ivill share in all

thy woes (RowK, Fair Penit. 4, 1. cf. SUAKSP., Rich. III. 1, 3.).

Believe not but I joy to see thee safe (RowE, Fair Penit. 4, 1.).

All the world should not persuade me but I were a cuckold (BEN
JONS,, Fvery Man in his Hum. 2, 1.). You shall never persuade
me, but you knew of Mr. Oakly's going out to-day (COLMAN, Jeal.

Wife 5, 2.). I cannot be persuaded but that marriage is one of the

means of happiness (JOHNS., Rassel. 28.). I can hardly persuade
myself but you're alive (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 2.). Father,
never dream . . But ill must come of ill (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 3.).
This does not convince me but that marriage is one of the means
of happiness (GOLDSM., G-. Nat. M. 3.). Yet I'll not pledge myself,
but that those letters may furnish you, perchance, with proofs against
him (CoLER., Pice. 3, 3.). Here the omission of but would pro-
duce the contrary sense.

The dependent sentence with but (that] is likewise attached to

an elliptical not: Not but they thought me worth a ransom . . But
for their own sakes, and for fear They were not safe when I was
there (BuiL., Hud. 2, 2, 549). Pray don't desire it of me: not
but that you may persuade me to any thing, sooner than any person
in the world (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, ].). Not but your father
had good qualities etc. (BICKERSTAFF, Lion a. Clarissa 1, 1.).

The same dependent sentence takes place where the notions of

doubting or of denying stand in the negative principal sen-

tence: I doubt not but I shall find them (SHAKSP., Pericl. 4, 6. cf.

All's Well 4, 4. Henry V. 2, 2
). You doubt not but in valley and

in plain God is as here (MiLT., P. L. 11, 349.). I won't doubt but

you'll maintain your word (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3, 2.). Doubt not

but I will use my utmost skill (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 2.). There is

no doubt But that they are murderers of Count Cenci (4, 3.). Nei-

ther, o king, I can or will denie But that this hand from Ferrex life
hath reft (FERREX A. PORR. 4, 2.). It must not be denied but that

I am a plain dealing villain (SnAKSP., Much Ado 1, 3.). It cannot

be denied but peace is a great maker of cuckolds (Coriol. 4, 5.).

This but is also found preserved with the transformation of the de-

pendent sentence into the infinitive: I doubt not but to ride as

fast as York (SHAKSP., Rich II. 5, 2.). I doubt not but to die a

fair death for all this (I Henry IV. 2, 2.). I doubt not shortly but

to reign sole king (MARLOWE, I. Tamburl. 1, 1. cf. Jew of M. 1,

2. D. Faust 1, 2.). In this case, however, the substantive sentence

may appear as a dependent sentence: Being perfectly well acquainted
with his father's disposition, he did not doubt that he ivas glad of

this pretence to get rid of him (SMOLLET, R. Rand. 1.). The sol-

dier could not doubt that it was his mistress (COOPER, Spy 6.). I

could not doubt that the billet was most probably designed for him

Matzner, engl. Or. IT. 2. 27
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(ScoiT, R. Roy 23.). I made no doubt that the pack was my un-
cle's (5.). His sentiments remained unchanged; and he could not

doubt that they were correct (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 192.).
So far as the question with a verb of the predicate of the a

foresaid kinds supposes a negative answer, or becomes the expres-
sion of an uncertain presumption, but (that) likewise finds a place
in the dependent sentence: who shall believe, But you misuse the

reverence of your place (SHAKSP., II Henrj IV. 4, 2.). Who knows
but I shall die a living death? (MiLT., P. L. 10, 786. cf. (BuTL.,
Hud. 1, 3, 381.) Who knows, thought I, but it is Hunt himself

(IRVING, Br. H., The Stout Gentlem.). Who knows but we may
make an agreeable and permanent acquaintance with this interesting

family (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 3.). How do I know but you
have juggled together in my absence? (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.)

Can it be doubted but that the finest woman in the world would lose

all benefit of her charms etc. (FIELD., T. Jon. 5, 1.). The

mingling of the construction of that and but that is remarkable in

the reception of the conjunction after who knows in: Who knows,

thought I, that in some of the strange countries which I am doomed
to visit, but that I may fall in with, and shoot one of these terrific

monsters? (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 1.)

After the notions for bid, prevent, where these notions, in them-
selves negative occur in the principal sentence without a nega-
tive, but is nevertheless met with in the dependent sentence : God
defend, but still I should stand so (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 4, 3.).

What hinders then, but that thou find her out? (ADDIS., Cato 3, 7.).

In instances of the classes cited here, as well as in others to be here-

after cited, but what is sometimes met with instead of but that. See

p. 398.

Upon the dependent sentence introduced with but (that) and its various

applications the details will have to be discussed in the conditional sentence.

But how far but in this position can be compared with quin the following
Latin passages may prove.
Did non potest, quin ii qui nihil metuant . . beati sint (Cic., Tusc. 5. 7.).

After the elliptic negation quin is replaced by but: Consilium tuum re-

prehendere non audeo, non quin ab eo ipse dissentiam, sed quod ea te

sapientia esse judicem, ut meum consilium non anteponam tuo (Cic., Fam.
4, 7, 1.).

With the denied notion of doubting and of denying: Agamemnon
non dubitat, quin brevi sit Troja peritura (Cic., Leg. Agr. 2, 27.). Nemini
dubium esse debet, quin reliquo tempore eadem mente sim futurus (Nep.
23, 2.). Itaque (se) negare non posse, quin rectius sit cset (Liv. 40, 36 ).

"With interrogative sentences: Quis unquam dubitavit quin in repu-
blica nostra primas eloquentia tenuerit semper? (Cic., Or. 41.) Quis ignorat,

quin tria Graecorum genera sint vere, Athenienses, Acoles, Dores? Flacc.

27.).

However widely the employment of but as a conjunction may have been
extended in olden times, as to which the indications are to be found in

the conditional sentence, and however closely the use of the conjunction
treated of here may be connected in principle with other employments of

it, I am yet not able to cite ancient instances belonging here earlier than
from the fourteenth century: But, frend, peraventure jee seyen that no man
schal make jou to byleven but that it is good to pleyen the passion of Crist
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(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 56.). No doute but that myraclis pley-

inge is verre takyng of Goddis name in ydil (II. 50.). -No dowte but that

it is deadly synne (II. 51.). Here this usage seems to have become already
familiar.

4. Indirect interrogative sentences stand as sentences of the

subject and as case sentences. In the principal sentence they sup-

pose the notion of questioning itself, or that of an idea or

utterance of thoughts, to which are also to be added that of

doubt, surprise and apprehension.
a. Either the sentence itself, that is, the admissibility of the refer-

ence of the subject and predicate to each other, may then be
called in question, so that the sentence is to be either affirmed

or denied. The dependent sentence is in this case introduced

by if or whether, and was formerly also by an (and).
Ask me if I am a courtier (SHAKSP., All's Well 2, 2.). You

have heard if I fought bravely (BuL\v., Richel. 1, 1.).
Look if

it be my daughter (TALFOURD, Ion 3, 3.). Knowest thou if she

hath aught of a jointure from this Walter de Avenel? (ScOTT,
Monastery 5.) I doubt if even they 'H chip (DoucL. JERROLD,
Bubbles 3.). I wonder if the lion be to speak (SHAKSP., Mids. N.
Dr. 5, 1.).

The question . . standeth thus: Whether our present five and

twenty thousand May hold up head without Northumberland

(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1, 3.). For the other I owe her

money; and whether she be damrid for that, I know not (2, 4.).

I . . asked him whether it was not difficult to learn (MARRYAT,
P. Simple 1, 2.). See whether it be well with thy brethren (GEN.
37, 14.). Whether, Count, That right is mine, this paper may
instruct you (CoLER, Pice. 5, 4.). 1 doubt whether their legs be

worth the sums That are given for'em (SHAKSP., Tim. of Alb. 1,

2.). He doubted, as he has himself owned, whether he had not

been born "an age too late" (MACAUL., Essays I. 4.). I . . looked
after him, uncertain whether I ought not to follow him (Scoix, R.

Roy 21.). I wonder whether she cautioned her when she was
there (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 13.). Often did I look at'

the lights in the town, and wonder whether any of them were in

the presence of Celeste (MARRYAT, P. Simple 3, 7.). I don't care

a jot Whether you are a prince (BuLW., Lady of L. 2, 1.). Ask
him an he will clem me (BEN JONS., Poetast. 1, 1.). He shakes
his head like a bottle, to feel an there be any brain in it (Every
Man in h. Hum. 4, 1.). To spy an I can hear my Thisbe's face

(SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 5, 1.). The verb which gives the con-

dition to the question may also have to be gathered from the

context : He came if haply he might find any thing thereon (MARK
11, 13.).

The double, or disjunctive, question, which may also be
extended to more than two members, and so disposes of the af-

firmation or negation of each member that its affirmation sup-

poses the ^negation of the other or others, and conversely, is

introduced by if or whether, and contains in the second member
the particle or, which, however, may also be accompanied by

27*
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the interrogative particle, especially by whether: Nay, tell me if

you speak in jest or no (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 3.). Whether
the house is leasable or not . . I do not know (TROLLOPE, Framl.
Parson. 1, 18.). You must declare you Whether you determine

To act a treason 'gainst your Lord and Sovereign, Or whether

you will serve him faithfully (CoLER., Pice. 5, 4.). See p. 353.

The indirect question has been from the earliest times introduced by
if,

which like the Anglosax. gif, Old-norse ef, if, Old-Highdutch ipu, ibu,

upi, ubi, Middle-Highdutch o'be, ob, stands in the conditional and, at the

same time, in the interrogative dependent sentence (for si and num, an'),

whereas in Gothic an interrogative ibai is distinguished from the condi-

tioning jabai. How near too, the meaning of the doubting question or

the enquiry stands to that of the conditional sentence is immediately
clear. Old-Engl.: Jif he is a synner I wot nere (WYCL , Joh. 9, 25.).

Thus manye wedded men preve jif the children ben here owne (MACSDEV.
p. 54.). And euyr behela the lady bryght, If she might se the whyte
knyght (!POMYDOX 967.). Ther nys no man can deme . . If that it were

departed equally (CHAUC., C. T. 7818.). Halfsax. : Sen us
-$iff

patt iss

Patt tu arrt Helysew? (ORM. 10295.). Anglosax.: Frdgn gif him vcere

. . niht getcese (BEOV. 1319. Grein). Qif he synful is, pat ic nut (Jon.

9, 25.). He asende pa eft ut ane culfrun, pat heo sceovode gif pa vdtera

pa git gesvicon ofer paere eorfran bradnisse (&EN. 8, 8.). The use of gif
in the meaning of hvd&er, num, an, has been overlooked by Grimm Gr.

3, 285, for which reason he compared gif with the Gotic jabai, not only
in form, but also in the more restricted meaning.

The use of whether is as old. Old-Engl.; Whether that it was as us

semede, I wot nere (MAUNDBV. p. 283.). Wheder he be rysen and gane
Yet we ne know (Tows. M. p. 274.). Halfsax.: Ich wulle wio" mine
mine rune halden

,
. whe&er ich pe jetten wullen pa ping be pu bede

(LAUM. III. 270.). Anglosax.: For pam pe Drihten fandaS eovre hvdder

ge nine lufigeon (DEUTER. ] 3, 3.). pa fandode frod veard scipes, hvd&er
sinkende scefldd pa git vcere under volcnum (CAEDM. 1431.). He com and
sohte hva&er he paron aht funde (MARC. 11, 13.). Ne vas me on mode
cuS hvafter on pissum folce fredn dlmihtiges egesa vcere (CAEDM. 2703.).

Hvdffer properly, analogously to the Lat. utrum, supposes a double question,
but since the question generally points to the possibility of a twofold

answer, hvatier is justified with the simple question, like utrum, after

which necne, an non could be suppressed: Quaeram, utrum emeris et quo
modo (Cic., Verr. IV. 16.).

And, an has also passed from the conditional into the ndirect inter-

rogative question Old-Engl.: I charge the and conjure . . That thou

telle us aad thou be Qoddys sone (Cov. MYST. p. 296.). Loke and the

flesh and sennes welle last (p. 319.). See the Conditional Sentence.
In Halfsaxon we also see the conditional peh pass, like if into the inter-

rogative sentence: Nute we on Hue peh he heo nabbe to wife (LAJAM.
III. 18.).

The verbal notion to be referred immediately to the interrogative sen-

tence, has from ancient times been sometimes absent, especially with

verbs of motion which leave the purpose of the inquiry to be guessed.

Old-Engl. : I wold we yede To sir Pilate, if ice inyght spede His body for

to crave (Tows. M. p. 231.). Goth.: Afiddja ei aufto bigeti wa ana 'imma

(MARC. 11, 13.). Gr. : 'Hlftiv, ft cioa evo^afi
In the question of more than two members we meet with if and whe-

ther in Old-Engl.; Preyethe him to aske the ydole iff his fadre or modre
or frend schalle dye on that evylle or non (MAUNDEV p. 201.). He scholde

telle hire gif it were he or no (p. 133.). Though he wife no more than
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S, \Vheither he wole live or dit (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 333.). The
double question with if seems not to have been in use in ancient times,
that with whether . . or (whether) universal. Particulars thereon as well

as on other forms are to be found in the discussion of the Disjunctive
Coordination p. 351.

b. Or some determination in the sentence is called in question,
when the interrogative adverbs and pronouns appear.

Say where greatness lies (PoPE, Essay on M. 4, 217.). Whence
thou return'st and whither went'st I know (MiLT., P. L. 12, 610.).
Neither did I so much as consider, whither I should steer (DE
FOE, Robins, p. 17.). The people at the inn do not seem to

know exactly when you return (Tn. HOOK, Passion a. Principle

15.). We can't make out why you thought fit to summon him
in such haste (WARREN, Diafy 2, 5.). He little knew how much
he wronged her (ib.). I told him . . to beware how he taxed

the people (Bn/w., Rienzi 5,^6.). They wondered how you durst

with so much wealth Trust such a crazed vessel (MARLOWE,
Jew of M. 1,1.). I warceird how the mind was brought To
anchor by one gloomy thought (TENNYS. p. 311.). Why me the

stern usurper spared, Why thus with me his palace shared, I

knew not (BvR., Brids 2, 15.). Who it was he first bade Julia

guess (Tn. CAMPBELL, Theodric). He knew not /oK whom he

copied (ScOTT, Minstrelsy I. 8.). He slew That which he loved,

unknowing what he slew (BvR., Manfr. 2, 1.). To the king of

France it mattered little which of the two English parties triumphed
at the elections (MACAUL., H. of E. II. 28.). I wonder what
Miss Hillary is thinking about! (WARREN, Diary ?, 5.) Yet fain

would I . . judiic /ton: far his power is supported, and in what
manner it is borne (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 8.). On my inquiring what
sort of a night she had passed, she replied etc. (WARREN, Diary
2, 5.). It is evident how hard the interrogative sometimes bor-

ders on the relative sentence; the division lies essentially in

the predicative notion of the principal sentence, and is to be

based upon the analogy with the question ().
A few modes of expression which have become formal or familiar

belong here, with which the idea of the question falls into the

background. Thus where stands after see or look, especially
where attention is drawn to the place of appearance of a person :

See where he tomes (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 4, 4.). Look where
ihe sister of the king of France Sits wringing of her hands, and
beats her breast (Edw. II. 1, 4.). Look, where it comes again!

(SHAKSP., Haml. 1, 1.) See where she comes from shrift (Rom.
a. Jul. 4, 2.). But see where Portius comes! what means this

haste? (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.) But how stands especially accom-

pained by verbal notions of perception, of thinking and of ex-

pression, where it is not so much a question of the how^ of

the fact, as of the fact as such: That thou may'st know how that

the earth is the Lord's (Exoi>. 9, 29.). We will not hide it from

my lord how that our money is spent (GEN. 47, 18.). That they
would say: and how that I had quarrelled My brother purposely

(BEN JONS., Every Man in h. Hum. 2, 1.). Throughout the
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town "'tis told, How the good squire gives never less than gold
(Cowp. p. 109.). They tell how Atys, wild with love, Roams the

mount, and haunted grove (Tn. MOORE p. 5.). The gray warriors

prophesied, How the brave boy, in future war, Should tame the

Unicorn's pride, Exalt the Crescent and the Star (Scoxx, L. Miiistr.

1, 19.). The older combination of how with that had 110 parti-
cular influence upon this usage (see p. 395), any more than

making as precede it in the speech of the common people: I be-

lieve as how your man deals with the devil (SMOLLET, H. Clinker).
And she says as how . . you should have thought of all this long

ago (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). See the Modal Sentence.

The character of this notional question has always remained the same.

Old-Engl. : & asked whepen pei were? (LANGT. II 236.). I ne not wider
I sal faren (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 235.), Tel thou me, Whan
y schal sterve, yn god fay, Whare, and in what contray? (Aus. 6897.)
Wher that he be, I can nat soihlysayn (CHAUC., C. T. 3670.). Loke hoio

it is (3433.). Be war therfor with lordes how ye play (7656.). Heo
aschede at Corineus, how heo so hardi were, To honte vp pe kynge's
lond (R. OF GL. I. 16.). Now thow myght chese How thow coveitest to

calle me (P. PLOCGHM. p. 296.). He ascode hem, of wanne pei, and ho
hem pider brojte. And for wat encheson ceo comv, & wat ping pei sojte?
I. 111.). In mony studes me nuste Wuch was on, ne ne wuch was oper
(I. 120.). This sely carpenter hath gret mervaile Of Nicholas, or what

thing may him ayle (CHAUC., C. T. 3423.). Wei aught a man avised

for to be Whom that he brought unto his pryvyte (4331.). Halfsaxon:
Fraeineden whoer weoren pe king (LAJAM. II. 88.). Al folc wundredon on
w<heonnene coin swa feir rnon (I. 300.). Naes nan witie pat auere wuste

here whes sune he weore (II. 293.). Frceinede his cuihtes sone what
weoren pat speche (II. 174.). Nu wile I shcewenn juw fovrwhi Jho jaff

swillc sware onnjseness (ORM. 2421.). Anglosax. : Ic dxige hvcer seo off-

rung sig (GEN. 22, 7.). Ge nyton hvanon ic com, and hvyder ic ga (Jon.

8, 14.) Hafde'pa gefrunen hvanon sio fsehar aras (BEOV. 4797.)- Nu ge

geseoft hu hit mid me ys, and geMraS hvdt ic to eov sprace (GEX. 45,

12.). Men vundredon hu pis land mihte eall pone here afedan (SAX. CHR.

1085.). Ne mag ic peah gehycgan, hvy him on hige porfte a py sael vesan

(^LFR. METH. 15, 9. Grein). He fragn . . hva pa duru heolde (GREIN,

Ags. Poes. I. 342.). Ne visten ve hvd pone unrsed aerest geraedde (SAX.
CHR. 1065.). Sage Adame, hvilce pu gesihde hafst. (CAEDM. 614.).

As with see and look we find in Old-English, especially with the par-
ticle lo, Anglosax. Id, a sentence with where: I se here by sowthe Where
Pees cometh pleyinge (P. PLOUGHM. p. 379.). Lo where he stondeth ! (p. 28.)

Lo, where thay cum that wille me take (Tows. M p. 187.). Lo, where
he commes m even ageyn (p. 211.). Is the sentence to be regarded as

an expression of surprise? Older instances are wanting. Comp. Middle-

Highdutch; Nu seht, wd dorI here reit (!WEIN 34). Seht wo der louch

so hohe pran (Oxxoc., Reimchr. Pertz 90.). The employment of the sen-

tence introduced by how, where a substantive sentence with that would
be justified, belongs to the oldest period of the language. Old-Engl. : He
cam and seide to the kyng How his fadir hette Felip (Aus. p. 1564.).

Me dremed . . how hosanna by organye Okie folk songen (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 369.), Kyng Rychard sawgh how that he com; The way agayns hym
he gan nom (Ricn. C. DE L. 1589.). Whan men speken to hem of the

Incarnacioun, how that . . God sente his Wysdom in to erthe . . thei seyn
that it is sothe (MACNDEV. p. 136.). Ye sayn me thus, how that I am
your brother (CHAUC., C. T. 7708. and often). Halfsax : pat word com
to Scotten . . hu ArSur pe king com touward heore londe (LA}AM. II.
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488.). Anglosax.: Ve gehirdon pat Drihten adrigde pa readan sae , . and
hfi ge ofslegon sidftan tvegen cynegas (Jos. 2, 10.). And geseah hira ge-

svencednyssa and hu sum Egiptisc man sloh sumne Ebreiscne (Exoo. 2,

11.). Ve gesavon hu he vas on heofenas dsttgende(Ev. NICOD. 18.). Com-

pare Midcfle-Highdutch : Nu seite er in maere wie er warden ware herre

(IWEIS 103.). The transition from pat to hu is readily explicable, the

former simply comprehends the fact, whereas the latter reminds us poeti-

cally of the sensuous course or manner of the fact.

c. The indirect'interrogation is sometimes attached to the principal
sentence by a preposition, the sentence being, as a substan-

tive one, treated like the simple substantive. This is, in point
of fact, the case with all sentences commencing with a preposi-

tion, which we arrange, with regard to their substance, with the

dependent sentences to be hereafter cited.

Hath the prince John a full commission . . To hear and ab-

solutely to determine Of what conditions we shall stand upon
(SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 4, 1.)! At the idea, of how sorry she

would be if I were killed (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 3.). You said

nothing of how I might be dungeoned as a madman (SHELLEY,
Cenci 2, 1.). Or have they any sense of ivhy they sing"? (TEN-
NYS. p. 207.) Have you money enough to carry on the daily

quarrels of man and wife about who shall squander most (GAY,
Begg. Op. 1, I.). They have had half a dozen consultations

about how the hawk is to be prepared for the morning's sport

(luviNG, Br. H., Falconry). So, too, the article the may precede
the interrogation : As to the how this act Be warranted, it rests

with you (SHELLEY, Cenci 4, 2.).

Compare the treatment of sentences of the determination of place and
of adjective sentences used substantively, preceded by relative, (originally

interrogative) particles and pronouns. Old-Engl.: To carpe moore of
Crist, And how he com to that name (P. PLOUGHM. p. 400.). Halfsax.:

patt Godclspell wrihhte patt wrat off hu pe Laferrd ras (OsM. 5835.).
Nu wille ice here shawenn juw . . Off hu jho barr pe Laferrd Crist

(3264. cf. Ded. 163.).

The Adverbial Sentence.

The Dependent Sentence of the Determination of Place.

1. The Dependent Sentence, bywhich the locality is determined,
to which the action contained in the principal sentence is referred,
is introduced by a relative adverb of place, which may have
a correlative in the principal sentence (see p. 397.) but may also

dispense with it.

Fly thither whence thou fled'st (MiLT., P. L. 4, 963.). Where
there is nothing like nature there is no room for the troublesome

part of thought or contemplation (CHESTERFIELD, Character. III.

5. Bas. 1790). Where a great regular army exists, limited mon-

archy, such as it was in the middle ages, can exist no longer
(MACAUL.. Hist, of E. I. 41.). Whither I go, ye cannot come (JOHN
13, 33.). Thou . . shalt embrace it, harness it down; and make
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it bear thee on, to new Americas, or ivhither God will! (AR-
LYLE, Past a. Pres. 3, 11.).
As the adverb of place may also be determined by prepositions,

so too the whole sentence of determination of place may be con-
nected with the principal sentence by a preposition, like a sub-
stantive: Cam'st thou from where they made the stand? (StiAKSP.,

Cymb. 5, 3.) He raised the maid from where she knelt (BYRON,
Bride 1, 12.). We saw a stag bound nimbly fey, within about

twenty paces of where we were sitting (GoLDSM., Vic. 5.). If the
loud cry of a mother's heart Can ever ascend to where thou art

(LoNr.p. II. 138.). The star . . stood over where the young child

was (MATTH. 2, 9.). He was cast away About where Troy stood

once, and nothing stands (BYR., Beppo 94.).

The originally interrogative where formerly appeared, alongside! of the

forms there thieler, used relatively, in dependent sentences of determination
of place: the latter have, however, long been preserved as relatives Old-

Engl. : No wonder thej hit smyte harde ther hit doth alijte (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 136.). pe rose is myghties, per nettille spreelis over fer (LANGT.
I. 280). Ther that mischief is gret, Mede may helpe (P. PLOCGHM. p. 53).
And wente ther the kyng stondis (Ans. 7216.). Sche come to hym ther he

sat (RICH. C DE L 1569.). Ther have I taught hem to be charitable,
And spend her good ther it is resoneible (CnAcc., C. T, 7377.). Halfsax. :

For wurflscipe uallear adune per wes cer wunne (LAJAM. III. 216.). Forr

peer peer jho purrh Drihhtin warrp Off halii Gast wipp childe paer toe

jho blostme off Godess Gast (Ofi.w 1931.). Anglosax.: Vuna peer pe leofost

ys (GEN. 20, 15) Hvearf pa hrafflice peer HrbiSgar sat (BEOV. 717.).

Alfvine vas ofslegen be Trentan, pser peer EgferS and Etfelred gefuhton
(SAX. CHR. 679.). Nu pu most feran pider pu fundeielest (Coo. Exox 102,
11 ). Ga pu and laede pis folc pdder pe ic pe cer scede (32, 34.). In the

last instance pe undertakes the relative relation. Thurgh the hole gan
he pas, Til he come whare the lady was (SECYS SAGES 3081.). Where is

love and leautee, Thei wol noght come there (P. PLOCGHM p. 67.). Un-

coupled thei wenten . . Where hemself liked (p. 10.). The Cristene men
wenten, where hem lykede best (MACNDEV. p. 260.). There where seynt Ka-

teryne was buryed, is nouther chirche ne chapelle (p. 62.). Go now weder
thou has to go (Tows. M. p 43.) and even Halfsax. : Ech man mot wende
woder his louerd hotep (LAJAM. II. 623. modern text [where the older text

has: per his lauerd hine hateff gan]).
The attaching of this dependent sentence by means of a preposition

belongs to the oldest period of the language. Halfsax. : Mann barr patt fule

lie Till peer he bedenn haffde (ORM. 8183.). Anglosax.: And ferde nihtes

to peer heora fyrd vicodon (Jcoic, 7, 19.) Se steorra . . him beforan ferde,

off he stod ofer peer peit child vets (MATH. 2, 9.).

2. As, generally, the adverb of place is not restricted to the deter-

mination of place in the strictest sense, but may also be referred

to things, or even persons, with whom or with which anything
takes place, so, too, it is sometimes used where a circumstance
of time, rather than a place, is thought of.

Ne let vaine fears procure your needlesse smart, Where cause is

none (SPEXSER, F. Qu. 1, 1, 54.). Where one on his side fights,

thousands will fly (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.). But where he rode

one mile, the Dwarf ran four, And the Dwarf was first at the castle

door (ScoxT, L. Minstr. 2, 31.).
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In the last instances an opposition is at the same time effected, which
in modern times has been transferred to whereas. See 3. The local sen-

tence formerly often bordered- on the temporal sentence. Old-Engl.-. We
held with hym ther lie saide leasse, And therfor have we alle unpeasse
(Tows. M. p. 5 ) Halfsax.-. Arfrur wes wnnsum per he hafde his willen, &
he wes wod sturne wifr his wiffer iwinnen (LA} AM. II. 522.), Anglosaxon:

peer peer hi gode beo3, ponne beofr hi purh pas godan mannes god gode
(BOETH. )6.).

3. The form whereas (there as), in use concurrently with the simple
where, is now obsolete in this sense, although it was imported with

the modern tongue.

They backe retourned to the princely place; Whereas an errant

knight . . they new arrived find (SPENSER, F. Qu. 1. 4, 38.). 'Tis

his highness' pleasure You do prepare to ride unto Saint Albans,
Whereas the king and queen do mean to hawk (SHAKSP., II Henry
VI. i. 2.).

On the other hand whereas is in modern times employed simil-

arly to the German wdhrend. Fr. tandis que, so that what appears
at the same time or of the same measure is, as it were, placed in

the same space.
And ye shall be left few in number, ivhereas ye were as the stars

"f heaven for multitude (.DEUTER. 28, 63.). Gr. aLvftpwv
OTL %T w$\

ry.
flfgp*.

She was a married woman
;

'tis convenient Because in

Christian countries 'tis a rule To view their little slips with eyes
more lenient; Whereas if single ladies play the fool . . / don't

know how they ever can get over it (B\'R., Beppo 24.). And whereas

I was black and swart before, With those clear rays which she in-

fused on me, That beauty I am bless'd with, which you see (SiiAKSP.,
I Henry VI. 1, 2.). And hence it is that whereas the quality ,

which first strikes us in most poets, is sensibility . . the first qua-

lity which strikes us in Goethe . . is intellect (LEWES, G. I. 42.).

Yet whereas is also employed, particularly in the legal style, to

represent the situation of the thing in which what is contained

in the principal sentence appears. We may find it about answer-

ing to the Lat. quoniam, quandoquidem: Whereas you desire to know
the Queen's Majesty's pleasure, what she will do for appeasing of

these controversies . .; her pleasure in this behalf, that ye should

leave off the maintenance of this civil discord (ROBERTSON, Hist.

of Scotl. III. 226. Declar. a. 1571. cf. ib. p. 142.). Whereas thou

hast searched all my stu/, what hast thou found of all thy house-

hold stuff? (GENES. 31, 37.). Whereas I had appointed to meet her

to-day, say I cannot (AINSWORTH, Lat. Diction. 1824. v. whereas).

With whereas compare when as and while as with the dependent sen-

tence of the determination of time. In ancient times there as and
ichere as were used , like the particles without as, of the determination

of space: pere as pe batayle was, an abbey he let rere (R. OF
GL. II. 369.). pere as ys vncle ded la;/, ys foule caroyne brojte (I he 216.).
To the hexte hevene . . ther as the sterreu beoth (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 134.). Ther as the semhle y-holde schal be, Ther schul be may-
strys and felows also (HALLIW., Freemas. 408.). There as the flom Jordan

l>artethe fro the see of Galilee, is a gret brigge (MALSDEV. p. 1 15.)- Ther
as thou may have noon audience, enforce the not to speke (CuAt'c , C. T.
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p. 1 52. II.). Hwar ase eni of peos was . . per was . . pe kundel etc.

(WRIFHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 67.). And the coheres retouruen ajen,
where as thei ben norissht (MAUNDEV. p. 118.). Or I go .. to the lond of

mysese aud of derknesse, wher as is the schadow of the deth, wher as is

noon order ne ordinaunce (CHAUC., C. T. p. 187. II.). They . will tell of

thinges that have be done, Whereas never shyneth sone ne mone (HALLIW..

Nugae Poet. p. 8.). The particle as has no other effect than the particle
that, which may also combine with where: This frere com, as he were in
a rage, Wher that his lord sat (GnAtc , C. T 7748. See p. 397.

Where as was subsequently nsed in a metaphorical meaning: It semeth
that yow sufficeth to have been counselled by these counseilours only . .

wher as in so gret and so heigh a neede, it hadde be necessarious mo coun-
seilours (CHAUC., C. T. p 156. II.). Wher as ye sayn, that alle wommen
ben wikke . . ye despise alle wommen in this wise (p. 153. I.). And ther

as ye blame alle wymmen . . I schal schewe . . that many a womman hath
ben ful good fib. II.).

4. The sentences of determination of place denote either a definite

locality at that time occupied by an object, or the place indicated

by it may change or be in itself indefinite, and is determined each
time by the identity of the action only. These dependent sentences

may coincide in point of form, as is shewn by the instances cited

under 1. But the generalization or the indefiniteness of the locality

may also be from the commencement expressed by combination.
The questionable place is generalized in Modern-English by
adding ever or soever to the adverb of place, whereas the former

subj unction of so merely is obsolete.

Where'er a frown Appears against you, nothing's spared to make
The wearer doff it (SHEKID. KNOWLF.S, Virgin. 5, 3.). Oh lead me
wheresoever I go, Thro this day's life or death (POPE, Univ. Prayer).
I will go whithersoever you lead (WEBST. v.).

Dependent sentences of this sort, which become concessive sentences (see
the Concessive sentence) have from the most ancient times admitted

only the originally interrogative form of the adverb of place. The ac

companying so (swa, sva), which was at first preceded by a correlative svd,
sufficed for the generalized sentence, but ever was also early added to or

substituted for it. Old-Engl.: Wasches ow hwer so ned is as ofte as ge
wiln (WniGHT A. HALLIW, Rel. Ant II. 4.). Therfore ever-eft after-ward

wher so develen beo, Of thundre hi beoth so sore agast that hi nute whoder
fleo (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136.). But evermo, wher so 1 go or ryde, I

am thin owen clerk (CHACC., C. T. 4236. cf 16123.). Where so ice go,
where so we weynd, Thus shalle we say (Tows. M. p. 267.). Halfsax.: pat
heo moten wonien wer swa heo wolleft (LAJAM. I. 21. cf. I. 392. II. 50.).

Faren pu scalt bi raede wuder swa ich pe lade (II. 372.). In Orm wlmrse,

whcers, whcersumm, Old-norse hvar sem, Danish whorsomhelst, are met with:

Whoers itt iss itt harrdnepp all pe gocle manness herrte (ORM. 1574. cf.

4874.). Forr patt teft wolldenn cumenn efft . . Till himm, u-fuersumm he

wcere att inn (12924. cf 1822.). In Anglosaxon a sva precedes the ad-

verb: Sige hafdon sva hvar svd hi comon (SAX. CHR. 449.). "Vas under-

fangen over call, svd hvar sva he com, mid micel vurfrscipe (1130.). Svd

hvyder svd he in-gceft, secgaff pas buses hlaforcle etc. (MARC. 14, 14.). Thus
the Middle-Highdutch combines swa so, swar so, that is so wa, so war
so, but mostly contents itself with swa, swar. Ever is for instance, met
with in Old-Engl.: And taketh hecle . . whersever je com (HALLIW., Free-

mas. 579.). He hath alweys 3 wifes with him, where that ever he be (MAUN-
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DEV. p. 217.). In Halfsaxon euere stands with ware in an indirect question :

Sellich heom pohten ware euere onder heauene soch heued were ikenned

(LAJAM. III. 37. modern text).

As to the reference of the adverbial sentence to a substantive see the

Adjective Sentence.

The Dependent Sentence of the Determination of Time.

1. This dependent sentence may, in the first place, determine the

when? in general as a point or a space of time within each
of the three spheres of time to which the action of the principal sen-

tence is referred, which may likewise be a present, a past or a fu-

ture one. The action contained in the dependent sentence may in

fact coincide with that of the principal sentence, or be uncontempo-
raneous; both may cover each other, or one enclose the other, as the

space does the point of time. These relations, in themselves pos-
sible, resulting both from the tenses of the dependent and of the

principal sentence, and from the context and the nature of the actions,
are not of themselves indicated by the particle of time eontained in

the sentence; it is least charateristic, therefore capable of various

relations, and might in part interchange with others.

a. a. The particle chiefly coming under consideration here is when.

Wash they his wounds with tears? mine shall be spent, When
theirs are dry (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 3, 2.). I like a parliamentary
debate, Particularly when ''tis not too late (BvR., Beppo 47.). It

was broad day when he awoke, (Lewes, G. I. 39.). When we ar-

rived in London, they drove to the Blue Boar (MARRYAT, P. Simple
1, 1.). When Columbus arrived at Cordova, the court was like a

military camp (IRVING, Columb. 2, 3.). When I was young I thought
of nothing else But pleasure (SHELLEY, Ceuci 1, 1.). Most men,
when they knew that her melancholy had no giound in real sorrow
. . might have wished her whatever could add to her happiness
(ScoxT, Pirate 3.). Mordaunt resisted being swept off with the

. receding billow, when, though an adroit swimmer, the strength of
the tide must either have dashed him against the rocks, or hurried

him out to sea (7.). I hope you will pardon my passion when I
was so happy to see you last (GAY, Begg. Op. 3, 1 ). [In this in-

stance the sphere of time of the ebullition is stated by the de-

pendent sentence.] I remember When he was no better born than

myself (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 5.). [Here the temporal sentence borders

on the indirect question.] When the Provost and Cleveland had
returned into the public council-room, the former retired a second

time (Scoxx, Pirate 35.). When 1 shall die Take him and cut him
put in little stars (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 3. 2.).

In narrative, not so mueh the sphere of time of the action ge-

nerally is stated by a dependent sentence following the principal

sentence, as a surprising event introduced by it: He was proceed-

ing in this learned manner, when a mighty noise interrupted him

(FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 14.). I was preparing to go out, when the ser-

vant informed me there was one yet to be spoken with (WARREN,
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Diary 1, 4.). They lowered him, with the sounfl Of requiems to

repose, When from the throngs around A solemn voice arose (MRS.
HKMANS p. 20.). A detachment of his troops was preparing to

march to Bridport, when a disastrous event threw the whole camp
into confusion (MACAUL ,

Hist, of E. II. 145.). The schoolmaster

had scarcely uttered these words in a fierce whisper, when the

stranrjer entered (DiCKENS, Nickleby 1, 4.). The principal sentence

contains either a general situation or a completed action, as in the

last instance, which interchanges with other forms of the sentence,
as is to be observed under b, where older forms are also stated.

The older language introduces these sentences both with the originally

interrogative, but also formerly relatively used whanne, hwan, Anglosaxon
hvanne, hvonne, and with the originally demonstrative, formerly more ge-

nerally relatively employed thanne, than, Anglosox. panne penne, commonly
ponne. Olcl-Engl. : Wanne 1 iSenke binges fire, Ne mai hi nevre bliffe ben
WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. '235.). Wanne he is i-kindled stille Her are

leun (I. 209.). Ge muhen swa don ofte, hwen ow punches hevie (II. 4.).

Wen pe strengpe failep, me mot take quoyntyse (R. OF GL. I. 20.). Wynter
is per long, whan somer is here in pride (LANGT. II. 240.). Quen alle thinges
flraus pus-gat til end, pe angels . . Sal knele dun (ANTICK. 675.)- Whan
that jiiessangeres of straunge contrees coinen before him . . thei ben aboute
the souldan (MAUNDEV. p. 40.). Whan he was asoyled of the pape Sergie
He died (LANGT. I. 1.). Whan thei had sent pat sight, pes com and teld

our kyng (II. 253.). Whan the peple was plener coinen, The porter unpyn-
ned the yate (P. PLOUGHM p. 209.). Whan sayd was this miracle every
man As sober was (CHAUC., C T. 1510-.). Whanne pe ilke spirit of treupe
schal come, he schal teche jou al treupe (WYCL., Job 16, 13.). Halfsax.:

Wonne pu comest to pon cnihten . . paer pu findest seouen houndred ;LA-

JAM. I. 31.). In the two texts of La?amon the forms ponne and wenne,
wane, tronne frequently interchange in the sentence of time, as I. 28. 31.

II. 37. 3ure preost Itt awwnepp all, Ajj u-hanne he sinjepp messe 'ORM.

1724.)- Anglosax. : Gesette me anne andagan hvanne pu ville pat ic for
pe gebidde (Exoo. 8, 9.). The sentences with hvanne are often not to be

decidedly separated from the indirect sentence.

The dependent sentence with the original demonstrative particle extends

into the fifteenth century. Old-Engl.: ffanne him hungreft he gapeff wide

(WRIGHT A. HALI.IW,. Rei. Ant. I. 220.) Than thei were redifor to fare
The douke bad al that ther ware, To chirche thai schulde wende (AMIS.
A. AMIL 2245.). Than the lordinges schuld forth wende, That riche douke
. . Cleped to him that tide The tway barouns (109.). Ffor this is the very
loinbe . . Of weche John the Baptyst dede prophesy Than this prophesye
he dede begynne Seyng "Ecce agnus Dei!" (Cov. MYST. p. 272.). This car-

fulle lady cried faste, Than she herd this homes blaste (TORRKNT 2123.).
Halfsax.: ponne men gaff to bedde, pu scalt foriT wenden (LAJAM. I. 31.).

penne pi lif endeft per pu scalt resten (II. 298.). Heore le]he birrp hemm
beon Rfedi?, pann itt iss addledd (ORM. 6234.) All pe werelld toe att

Himm Biginning panne het wrohhte (18565.). Anglosax.; ponne ge.gehiron
mid pain bijman bldvan, ponne faron ge on pone munt (Exon. 19, 13.).

ponne hit dagjan volde, ponne toglad hit (SAX. CHR. 979.). Ac ponne hi

moist to yfele gedon ha'fdon, ponne nam man griff and friff viff hi (1011.).

Thus Gothic used the particle pan for orra'. >',j^ f-itf. This particle gra-

dually gave way to the former, and was early avoided, especially in prose,
as by Maundeville, Wycliffe, Chaucer, (in his prose pieces .

Both the above named particles were in the ancient language restricted

to the province of the past by tho, Anglosax. pa, Old-norse pa, alongside
whereof no pann stands, Old- and Middle-Highdutch do, Lowdutch da.
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Old-Engl. : pis was po in Enqoland Britones were ,R. OF GL. I. 2.). po
monk was joyful ynow, po he hurde pis (I. 105.)- Hys strengpe & hys
wisdom . . He turnde al to lopernesse, po Lanfrac was ded (II o89.). The
fifte joie is feirest in wede, Tho thou in to hevene trede (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LI\V., Rel. Ant. I. 49.). To oure Loverd on urthe tholede deth, the devel

he bond anon (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136). The Alisaundre this say, he

lowh (ALIS. 2635.). To the belles began to n/ng, Upe rose that ryche kyng
(TORRENT 811.). po he hadde ys bone ydo, he fel on slepe rijt pere (R. OF
GL. I. 14.). Neghe i/ere tho sche hadde there g-dwelled, Her sone was fif-

tene wynter eld (OCTOUIAN 655.) Tho he hadde it y-seyd, The king sore

was amayd (ARTH. A. MERLIN p. 86.). Halfsax. : Amid tatt wass don purrh
Godd tatt he Ne wass nohht ta paerinne pa patt unncupe follc comin inn

(OfiM. 6462 ). pa pa M&rling wes Had, pa wes Dinabus ful glad (LAJAM.
II. 230.). pa pe he wes aid mon pa com him ut'el on (II. 385. cf II. 50.),

pa pat child wes of prittene jere pa iwsenT his fader unueren (II. 37.). In

Anglosaxon all later forms -were very frequent; we find pa . . pa pd, pa
pa . . pd, pd pe . . pd, pa pe and pa, among which the reduplicated pa
pd may -be resolved into a demonstrative and a relative element, the former
of which often reappears in the principal sentence: Loth com pa to Segor,

pa pd sunne uppeode (Ges. 19, 23.). pa pd pas pingc gedone vceron, pa
becom se foresaeda Thaliarcus (APOLLON. OP T, p. 6.). And pa pd he slep,

pa genam he an ribb of his sidan (GEN. 2, 21.). pd pe he to poire byrig
com, pa nolde seo burhvaru abugan (SAX. CHR. 1013.). Hie of-foron ponne
here hindan pd pe he hdmveard vds (911.). pd hig hine ne fundon, hig ge-
vendon to Hierusalem (Lcc. 2, 45.). Tho, with a demonstrative meaning
is found in Spenser, and in dialects, as in Somerset

J3.
The sentence of time introduced by when may include various

logical relations of the dependent to the principal sentence.

Thus a causal relation may be found in it: Yet not to Earth's

contracted span Thy goodness let me bound, Or think thee Lord
alone of Man, When thousand worlds are round (POPE, Univ.

Prayer).
The sentence of time may also sometimes be readily transmuted

into a conditional one: It is never well to put ungenerous con-

structions, when others, equally plausible and more honorable are

ready (LEwes, G. I. 8.), although here what is given in time ap-
pears as the conditioning.
An adversative relation, such as may be in sentences with

where (b.), is also sometimes met with: When they will not give a
doit to relieve a lame beggar, they will lay out ten to see a dead
Indian (SHAKSP., Temp 2, 2.). An honest man, Sir, is able to

speak for himself, when a knave is not (II Henry IV. 5, 1.). Comp.
while, whilst. Here also "may be referred : Ye shall flee when none

pursueth (Lfivix. 26, 17.). Anglosaxon: Ge fleob*" pedh eov man ne

drife. Gr. fysij^sv^s ovdevoq SMKOVTOC, v^uag. And they shall fall

when none pursueth (26, 36.). Anglosaxon And fleoo*" pedh him nan
man viff ne feohte.

The diffusive nature of this sentence of time explains such a compre-
hension of logical relations, which the particle does not of itself denote.
Causal and conditional sentences might often have been put in the

place of the Old-English sentence of time with when. Old-Engl.: Wen je

nabbep forme of men, bep men on alle wise (R. OF GL. I. 101.). No wonder
. . paw Breteyne al day go to gronde, Wan heo, pat per inne bep, suche

foles bep yfonde (I. 147.). Je mowe sijje, whan thundre is menginge of fur
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and wette, Hou is that hit quelleth men? (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136.)
He is a traitour strong, when he, with tresoun and with wrong, Thi douhter
hath forlain (Awis. A. AMIL. 790.).

The transition from dependent sentences with when (ponne) to conditional

sentences with if has been readily effected from the most ancient times.

Old-Engl. -. Whan thei fleen aftre here preye, and take it before men of armes,
it is a gode signe; and jif he fayle of takynge his praye, it is an evylle

sygne (MAUNDEV. p. 166.). Anglosax. : ponne Moises his handa updhof,
ponne hafde Israhela folc sie; gif he ponne lithvon slacode, ponne hafde
Amalech sie (Exoo. 17, 11.).

An adversative relation may also be concealed under the tempora
form. Old-Engl.: And seide hym it was gret despit pat per wer in pis
lond Twei kynges, man ryjt was, pat he it hadde al on bond (R. OF GL.
I. 38.).

7. The combination of when as is in general obsolete, but it is never-

theless met with in modern poets in the meaning of when.

Such when as Archimago them did view, He weened well to worke
some uncouth wyle (SPENSER, F. Qu. 2, 1, 8.). Ah one that was
a woeful looker-on, When as the noble duke of York was slain

(SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 1. cf. 1, 2. Cymb. 5, 4. and often).
When as his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came

together, she was found with child of the Holy Ghost (MATTH. 1,

18.). Now when as sacred light began to dawn . . forth came the
human pair (MILT., P. L. 9, 192.). Such combat should be made
on horse . . With brand to aid, when as the spear Should shiver in

the course (ScoxT, L. Minstr. 4, 34.). When as the Palmer came
in hall, Nor lord, nor knight, was there more tall (Mann. 1, 28.).
When as is also met with similarly to whereas, where an oppo-

sition takes place: So Judas kiss'd his master, And cried all

hail! When as he meant all harm! (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 5,

7.) What boots it thee . . to be the governor, When as thy life

shall be at their command 1

? (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 5, 2.)

This combination of particles, already disappearing seems not to be able

to claim any great age. When as, subsequently assimilated to where as,

is hardly met with alongside of it, while whan that occurs very often. Yet
the combination whan so early meets us, even where there is no question
of a generalization of the temporal sentence. Halfsax.: Uor weonne so ich

beo uorff faren, Hengest eow wul mokien kare (LAJAM. II. 206.). Comp. J.

& In the generalization of the dependent sentence the particle when

may combine with ever, soever. Compare the Dependent Sentence
of the Determination of Place 4.

Where is the woman who would scruple to be a wife, if she

had it in her power to be a widow whenever she pleases (GAY,

Begg. Op. 1, 1.). Whenever the coach stopped, the sailor called for

more ale (MARRYAT, P. Simple 1, 2.).

So formerly sufficed. Old-Engl.: When so thou will send after me (SEUYN
SAGES 3211.). Spenser offers when so. Halfsax.: Whan swa cumeff neode

. . penne msei ich suggen hu hit seofrffen seal iwurffen (II. 294.). Wh(enne
swa cei ferde funded to pan cerde peonne fleoff pa fugeles feor i pan lufte

(I. 490.). In Orm whannse is also combined with aj?: Aj} whannse pu
forrtifest turn pin wrappe annd ec pin wraeche, AJJ panne lakesst pu pin
Godd etc. (ORM. 1466. cf. 547.); it of course also appears without aft.
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cf. 912. 924. I have not yet met with any Anglosaxon svd hvonne svd.

Comp. p. 42t>.

b. The space or point of time may be denoted by a substantive
on which the dependent sentence has its correlative. The depen-
dent sentence is introduced either by when or by that; the sen-

tence without a particle has here a place.
a.. The dependent sentence with when, at present familar, is by

reason of the more definite character of this particle limited

to a narrower sphere than that with that and is of a more recent

origin than the latter: The time of night when Iroy was set on

fire, the Time when screechowls cry . . That time best fits the

work we have in hand (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 4.). Now is

the time when after sparkling showers Her starry^ wreaths the vir-

gin jasmin weaves (BuiAV., K. Arth. 1, 2.). From the time when
the barbarians overran the Western Empire to the time of the

revival of letters, the influence of the Church of Rome had been

generally favourable to science etc. (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 47.).
Hide not thy face from me in the day when I am in trouble (Ps.

102, 2.). The forest's trees, coeval with the hour When Para-
dise upsprung (BYR., Heav. a. Earth 3.). That fearful moment
When he left the cave Thy heart grew chill (Bride 2, 27.). Hence
also : He had obtained a living at an age when other young cler-

gymen are beginning to think of a curacy (TROLLOPE, Framl.
Parson. 1, 3.). Sentences of this sort may of course interchange
with adjective sentences: This was the period in which Goethe

was born (LEWES, G. I. 16.). On the evening on which the Duke
landed (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 147.).

Old-Engl. : Wot no man pe time wanne he sal henne rimen (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW,, Rel. Ant. I. 175.).. Spied tyme fy tide whan he suld issue oute

(LANGT. II. 242.). Of alle thise prophetes . . Was none that told the tyme
before, When 'he shuld com to by us peasse (Tows. M. p. 159.). Ffor a

mery tyme now is, Whan God my lord is born (Cov. MYST. p. 174.). In

Anglosaxon pa is occasionally referred to a substantive notion of time: pi
seo tid gevearff, pd he fniffgeddl fremman sceolde (CAEDM. 1135.). The
forms cited under /3 are, however, more familiar here.

/3.
The reference of sentences with that to substantive notions of

time in the principal sentence goes back to the most ancient

period of the language. This particle in former times attached

more manifold temporal relations. We may, in general, consider

sentences of this sort as genitive sentences, which, because of

their analogy with the genitive, render possible various relations

of the Dependent Sentence to the substantive, not answering to

the when? or at what time? alone, althounh this is mostly
the case in modern English: The day that she was missing he
was here (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 3.). I gave a noble to the priest,
The morn that I was wedded to her mother (I Henry VI, 5, 4.).

At the time that I was born, he smoked and she drank, from

morning to night (MARRYAT, Jac. Faithf. 1, 1.). Every day that

she saw him, her woman's heart throbbed with pity towards him

(WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). The days were accomplished that she

should be delivered (LuKE 2, 6.). Gr. %i ^epai rov rexeiv
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As that may be omitted in the substantive sentence in general,
so too in temporal sentences of this kind : In that day thou seest

my face thou shalt die (ExOD. 10, 28.). The day than eafst

thereof . . inevitably thou shalt die (MiLT., P. L. 8, 32l>.). The
instant he understood my meaning, he forgot all his grievances

(ScOTT, R. Roy 35.). The moment my business here is arranged
I must set out (BYE., Lett.). This is the tenth time l\ f

e called

for my bill (DoucL. JERROLD, Bubbles 2.),

The following correspond to most of the sentences cited. Old-Engl.:
Til it cometh the tym.e dot storm stire al 3e se '.WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I 220.). So that hit come to the time That hoe shulden arisen (II.

277.). Seven jere was he kyng that tyine pat he was dede ([MSGT. I. 23.

cf. II. 242. OCTOCIAS 1939. (RICH. C. DE L. 1116). Thei ban often tyme
werre with the soudan; and namely that tyme that I was with him

(MAUNDEV p 64 ). Ich was bysschop of the lawe That jer that Crist

for jou was slawe (WRIGHT A. MALLIW
, Rel. Ant. II. 241

.). Syn thilke

day that they were children lyte (CHACC., C. T. 1195.)- Thei com home
that ylk a (ylke?) day, That here bredale was holde (AMIS. A. AMIL.

2437.). In Halfsaxon (in Lajamon) pe occurs alongside of pat, as pat
and the indeclinable, relative pe interchange with each other: Sannte

Margess time wass putt iho pa shollde childenn (ORM. 3316. cf. 3394.).

patt dajj patt Crist comm her to manne (3720.). After pritti wintere com

pe dcei pot Cunedagius deoeti Icei (LAJAM. I. 165.). Nu is icumeu pe tike

dcei pe drihten us helpen may (II. 396. cf. II. 420.). Anglosax.: Hit vas

pa se thna pat vinberjan rlpoaon .(New. 13, 21.). Nu is se dag cumen pat
ure mandryhten mdgenes behofaft godra gufirinca (Beov. 5286.). pa sa?ton

hie . . off pone fyrst pe hie vurdon svitte meteledse (SAX. CHR. 918).
Forffferde py ilcan gedre pe sio sunne dptfstrode (885.). Off poune anne

dag pe he vitf pain vyrme gevegan sceolde (BEOV. 4790.) But the par-
ticles are not only referred to the notion of time in such a manner that

the matter of the sentence introduced by them falls in the space of time

named; they may rather ye referred to the two extreme limits of the

notion of time. Old-Engl : He was ybore . . pe prydde jer pat hys fader
Engelond bywan (R. OB GL. II. 420.) Mivx fiftene dawes, pat he hadde

ordeyned pis, To London he wende (I.' 144). After the tuelf furste dayes
that the sed hath whyt i-beo, Hit becometh to a thikke blod (WRIGHT,

Pop. Treat, p. 139.). The thrydde day is this that he was clad In coold

clay and leyd in grave (Cov. MYST. p 366.). Halfsax.; Nu hit is umbe
seoue jere pat pu weren here (LAJAM. I. 214.). Nes hit buten feower
wiken pat pas kinge ifaren weoren, cam Brennes. ridea (I. 200.). Anglo-
sax. : On pam aftran gedre pe se arcebisceop Alfeg vas gemartyrod, se

cyng gesatte Lyfing bisceop to Cantvarabyrig to pam arce-stole (SAX. GHR.

1013.). pds pe else frequently stands ex quo. Modern-English usually
uses since: It i fifteen years since I saw my country (SHAKSP., Wint.

T. 4, 1.). It is three days since I saw the prince (ib.). Halfsax.: Nae-

vede heo bute preo nihte feorst faren pat heo scolde (LAJAM. I. 192.).

Anglosax.: Hyre dagas vaeron gefyllede pat heo cende (Luc. 2, 6. see

above). After pam pe ehta dagas gefyllede varon pat pat did ymb-sni-
den vcere (2, 21.). Gr.: rov tti4firtfuiv minotf, Nas seo stund latu earmra

gaesta no pat onbid long pat pd vroht-smiftas vop dhofun (Coo. EXON.

156, 16.). With negative sentences pat most frequently appears.
The omission of that after the substantive, reminding one of the omis-

sion of the relative pronoun occurring with the adjective sentence, is in

use in Old-Engl.: Time is come the lady schal childe (ALIS. 604.). Ffor

that time ie had joure boire bent in honde . . je wolde the pryk ban
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hitte (Cov. MYST. p. 45.). That day tltou syst Goddus body Thou shal
have these etc. (HALLIW., Freemas. 667.).

c. As the dependent sentence leans upon a substantive notion of time,
so does it also upon the temporal adverb now, and that mostly
without the relative that, which did not appear till subsequently.
In this sentence a fact is cited, which either falls in the imme-
diate presence of the speaker, or belongs to a point of past time

just present, and is mostly cited as the cause of the main sen-
tence.

Now 1 think on thee, My hunger's gone (SiiAKSP., Cyrnb. 3. 6.).
I see thee, now thou art gone, As one dead in the bottom of a
tomb (Rom. a. Jul. 3, 5.). And now Tve nothing left me to bestow,
You hate the wretched bankrupt you have made (RowE, J. Shore

2, 1.). Why, Mr. Honeywood brought me here, to do nothing now
I am here (GoLDSM., G. Nat. M. 5.). Now you mention Sir Wil-
liam Honeywood .

, you'll be glad to hear he's arrived from Italy

(2.). Methinks I breathe more freely, now my lot Is palpable (TAL-
FOURD, Ion 3, 2.). Noui thou art gone, we have no staff, no stay

(SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 2, 1.). But now that their distress was
over, they forgot that he had returned to them (MACATJL ,

Hist, of

E. IV. 17.). To this construction is assimilated the joining of

the dependent sentence to once: And once Fve stamped it there, I'll

lay aside my doubts for ever (SiiERiD., Riv. 4, 3 ).

The Analogy of these sentences to those cited under b, ,'. is readily
see. The causal relation is also not expressed thereby, although from
the earliest times the motive was indicated by what was immediately
present in time. Old Engl. Nou ich am in clene live, Ne recche ich of

childe ne of wive (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. II. -277.). Alle jee
schulleth beo the bet, nou icham y-come (II. 241.). Noir 1 find the here,
wele set is my travaile (LANGT. II 242). Now thou schalt afot go, Y
schal fight afot also (AMIS. A AMIL. 1342). Now mi louerd is out i-gon,
Thou comest hider for no gode! (SECYX SAGES 2232.) Now the sonne

to the grounde held, Yet stondith the olifans in the feld (ALIS. 2521.).

As to how now combines, with other temporal conjunctions in Old Engl.
See p. 395. Anglosax. Hviit recst pu hti ge nvearfjan nu ic siemle mid pe beo?

(BoETH. 7, 3 ). Ic underfeng pine bene pat ic pa burh ne tovende nu

pu vylt pider bfiqan (GEN. 19, 21 ). Him is unhyldo valdendes vitod,

nu hie vordcvyde his Idre forleton (CAEDM. 7-26). Nis me on vorulde

mod aeniges pegnsripes, nu ic mines peodnes hafahyldo forvorthe (832.) and
thus frequently ; often too with the correlated nu : Nu ic pe beam godes,
biddan ville, veoroda vill-gifa, nu ic vdt, pat pu eart gecyffed and acen-

ned allra cyninga prym (ELESE 813.). For the modern noir tltat See p. 395.

d. The modal sentence has from the earliest times been transfer-

red to the temporal domain. In Modern-English we meet with

the dependent sentence with as, by which, properly, the equal
presence of the action expressed in the dependent sentence and of

that contained in the principal sentence is denoted, by which the

idea of contemporaneousness as well as of immediate suc-
cession is readily yielded.

As you return, visit my house (SiiAKSP., II Henry IV. 3, 2.).

The plates and dishes are flying in this way as his mother returns

(LEWES, G. I. 19.). Goethe was born on the 28 August, as the

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 28
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clock sounded the hour of noon (I. 9.). Hell trembled as he strode

(MiLT., P. L. 2, 676.). Bells were toll'd, and aye as they rung,
Fearful and faintly the grey brothers sung (ScoxT, Harold 1, 2.).

They arrived at the squire's house just as dinner was ready (FiELD.,
J. Andr. 3, 7.). I heard a noise in the street, and, as I approach-
ed, perceived two gentlemen in custody of three watchmen (SMOL-
LET. R. Rand. 21.). He rose, as I entered, politely 1 should

rather say obsequiously (WARREN, Diarry 1, 11.). As ended Al-
bert's simple lay, Arose a bard of loftier port (ScOTT, L. Minstr.

6, 13.).

'

As Gr. eo;, Lat. ut, Fr. comme, Gerin. als and even wie take the place
of particles of time, so the Engl. as, that is also, als, Anglosax. ealsvd

also stand temporally. If as in Mod. Engl disdains the plusquamperfect.
this does not lie absolutely in the nature of the conjunction. Comp.
the Halfsax. and Germ, use of als. The iterative meaning too, though
commonly, is yet not absolutely excluded from this dependent sentence.

See below. In Old Engl. als and also occur , concurrently with as
,

in

the sentence of time. Thus pleyneth Johan, as he goth by the way To-
ward the mylle (CHAUC., C. T. 4112). As 1 com by an waie, Hot on I

herde saie (WRIGHT. Anecd. p. 2.). As he wolde schete an hert, Al ajeyn

hys wille, To depe he schet ys owne fader (R. OF GL. I, 11'). As pe
ost on eiper side to pis batail drow

, Heo come & metten baldeliche

(I. 139.). As the fyre began to brenne aboute hire, sche made hire pre-

yeres to oure Lord (MAUNDEV. p. 69.)- Hard was pe bata ile, als pel to-

gider stynt Herman was per slayn (LASGT. I. 10.). And right als thai

went u-ith him thus, So com maister Maxencius (SECYN SAGES 2861.).

[here with the correlative so]. Al so he lay in slepe by nyght, Him thoughte
a gohsauk . . Setlith on his beryng (Aus. 482. cf. 1161. The simple so

also occurs. An ay he laide, so hefleygh (ALIS. 568.). The gleomen useden,

her tunge; The wode aqueightte so hy sunge (5256.). The form amplifid

by al is also temporal in Halfsax: as al swa and alse: Al swa pe
adele, king pas word hafede isceid, Cador sprong to horse (LAJAM. II.

478.). Alse 'Arftur wolde to pain walk roese, pa com per riden Patric

(II. 430.). Alse pe king slepte, a sweuen him itnette (III. 13.) The Anglo-
sax, frequently uses the simple svd with the correlative pa in the prin-

cipal sentence, or the reduplicated sva sva in the sentence of time. Svd
in vdteres prym ealne middan-geard mere-iflod peahte, pa se atTela vong
aeghvaes onsond viff ytf-fare gehealden stod (Coo. EXON. 200, 16.). And
svd se here eft hdmveard vende . . pa hergedon hie etc. (SAX. CHR. 895.).
And pa svyffe rafife after pam, svd pa 6yre ham comon, pa fundon hie

offre floc-rade (917.) Hergodon and barndon and slogon svd sva hi

ferdon (1006 ). pat is also found instead of svd in combination with svd:
Her forffferde Harffac-nut cyng at Lamb -

hyffe, svd pat he at his drince
stod (1052 .). Even Gothic uses sve the correlative of sva) temporally,
as Lcc. 1, 41. Job. 6, 16.

In iterative sentences or sentences to be taken universally when is com-

monly used by the moderns, whereas formerly as was not avoided; yet
as is also found in such sentences as: Duly as ever on the mountains'

height, The peep of Morning shed a dawning light, Again, when Ev'ning
in her sober vest, Drew the gray curtain of the fading west, My soul

should yield thee willing thanks and praise (COWPER p. 103.). Old

Engl. often has as with repetitions or generalizations: Bi pe wei as ho

gas, ga seinde hire beodes (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 4.). And
alle weyes, as thei gon, thei smyten hem self (MAUNDEV. p. 173.). Of
thundre hi beoth sore agast . . And sleth men bi the way as hi fleoth

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136).
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To denote the equally iterative appearance of the action

principal and of the dependent sentence, the language uses a comparative
with o (so) often as and the like: If the penalties . . are regularly
remitted as often as they incurred (MACACL., H. of E. I. 30.)- See
the Modal Sentence. Old Fngl.: As often as \e do this with

trewe intent, It xal defende jow from je (the?) ffende Cov. MYST. p 276.).

Comp. the so oft als, formerly too als oft . . als oft, Anglosax.: svd

oft svd (LEGO. JETHELR. 3.), Goth, sva ufta sve 1. COR. 11, 25, 26.).

e. Against, sometimes occurring in the dependent sentence, may be

regarded as a determination of time.

They made ready the present against Joseph came at noon (GEN
43, 25.), Thou shalt stand by the river's brink against he come

(Exoo. 7, 15.).
The notion of space against is here referred to an action to be expected
in time. Comp. GT.'HTOi,uaaay S r Jwo ecus TOV flifreiv TOV Icaaricp

(GEN. 43, 25.), Old Engl. : Nede y mot spene that y spared jore A\eyn
this cachereles cometh thus y mot care (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 151.). Anglo-
sax. Hig ledon forff hira lac ongen pdtte Josep ineode (ib.). In Halfsax:

oon^cen pat is often referred to an equivalent activity or function, or

to the action directed to another (ORM. 6128. 7553. 10572. 10978.

11144.).

The older language has "other particles which determine the time of an
action in a more general manner. Here belongs the Old Engl. be (bi)

that or than, for which also the mere be (hi) in the sense of when, ore

Bi that hyt was of XII winter eld, In al Inglond ther nas non A fairer

maiden (LAY LE FREINE 232.). Be that the soper was dyght, (Sir Amadas
was com SIR AMAD. 206.). Be that tlte giaunt had him dight, Cam ageyn
that gentylle knyght (TORRENT 1587.). Bi then that half yere was ago
. . His leuedi jwax ful wroth and wo (AMIS. A AMIL. 1585.). Bi than

the tvelmsneth was al gon, Arnorant went into that won (1657.). Be
than it nyed nerehand ny\t, To a castelle, he rode right (TORRENT 1644.).

(We shall make myrthe and gret solace Bi this thyng be broght to end

(Tows. M. p. 38. cf. p. 311.). Be the gyant wase redy dyght, Torrent
had slayne the dragon (TORRENT 578.). With that agrees the Goth, bipe,
which is equivalent to pan, Anglosax. ponne, Comp. MARC. 4, 29. Mid.

High dutch uses bi daz, bedaz similarly. See BENECKE Mid. H. D. Dic-

tionary I. 321. The Anglosax. has pan pe hire puhte, where the particle
answers to the Lat. sicut (GEN. 3, 6.).

2. The immediate coincidence of actions, as well as the

immediate succession of the one upon the other, is expressed in

various manners, in part by comparative sentences.

a. The combination of particles as (so) soon as, soon as is familiar,
which is distinguished from the simple as (see p. 433) by the pro-
minence given to the undelayable in the encounter of actions.

As soon as they hear of me, they shall obey me (Ps. 18, 44.).
A father must form wishes for his child as soon as it comes into

the world (CHATHAM, Lett. 21.). There the work is done!

and now it may go to Press as soon as you will (BuLW., Caxtons

18, 8.).

And come again so soon as thou hast done (MARLOWE, Jew of

M. 3, 4.). It was a part of the solemnity, that a Celtic bard step-

Eed
forth, so soon as the king assumed his seat (ScOTT, Minstrelsy

, 21.).
Soon as they forth were come to open sight Of day-spring Lowly

28*
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they bow'd down (MiLx., P. L. 5, 138.). Soon as my friend had
broke my prison doors, I flew to thy assistance (RowE, J. Shore

5, L). Soon as the British shores he reached, Hither his foaming
courser stretched (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 5.) Soon as the wilder

1d
child saw he, He flew at him right furiously (Scoxx, L. Minstr.

3, 15.). Soon as he began. With deafening noise of warlike instru-

ments They drown'd his words (CoLER., Wallenst. 2, 10.).

Old Engl. frequently al so (als, as) sone as (als) or so sone so: Theo

kyng wel faire he grette, Al so sone so he him mette (ALIS. 6822.). And
al so sone as he was come, He brak asunder the sheltrome (RICH. C. DB
L. 5743.). And also soone as sche might aspyse . . Than wold sche suffre

him doon his fantasie (CHACC., C. T. 15769.). Sche schal be hool and

sound-, als sone as it is possihle p. 151. II.) Als sone as he was ded, sche

delyvered alle the Jordes out of presoun (MACNDKV. p. 89. cf. p. 132.).

As sone as occurs. Rob. of Gloucester: As sone as Eldol hym seye, ys herte

vpward R. OP GL. I. 140. So sone so he the quene fond, In hire mouth
he bleow a brond (Aus. 490.). So sone so he was alyght, Y-swowe he
feol to grounde ryght (4490.). Concurrently therwith als (as) tite als (as)

often occurs: Als tite als the mes was done, Than was thare made grete

menestrelsy (SEUYN SAGES 3362.), As tite as that gentil knight Seighe that

bird in hour so bright Com, with him for to mete, Oyaines hir he gan wende

(AMIS. A. AMIL. 559.). Amorwe as tite as it was day, The leuedi com
horn al with play (2353.). Tite still in use, particularly in Northern dia-

lects, otherwise spelt tight belongs to the Anglosax. tygan tyan, tian, Part.

ttfged, Engl. tie. In Halfsax we meet with swa sone swa (so sone so, so

rathe so): Swa sone swa heo mihten, ut of scipe heo rehten ;LA$AM. III. 17).

Swa sone swa Vffer of pissen pingen iward war, faerde he |bad stronge

(II. 344.). The mod. text has so rathe so (III. 17.) so sone so (II. 344). In

Anglosax. sva sona svd is not favoured (See below) svd raffe svd, on the

otherhand, often to be met with: Svd raSe svd hi beofi dedde, sva beotiT

hi mid ealle geendode iA. -S. HOMIL. I. 16.). Svd rafte sva, pat serin in

biff geboren, sva oft stint se stream (Jos 3, 13.).

The combination diffused by far the most widely in the most ancient

times is that in which soon, the place of which anon also takes, begina
without the demonstrative correlative. Old Engl. Sone so pe quene fader
Corineus was ded, pe kyng hadde per after wel sone ynome red (R. OP

GL. I. 26.). So pat sone so he was kyng . . He spousede hyre (II. 422.).

Soone so Richard seygh this . . His own baner was soon arerde (Ricn, C.

DB L. 5185.). Soone so he wiste Than I was of Wittes hous (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 187.). Me mai i-seo wel fur a thing anon so hit is i-do (WRIGHT,

Pop. Treat, p. 135.). Anon as hy myjte hym y-soe, Hy seyde blessed mot
ha boe (WRIGBT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 214.). And anon as thei ben
entred in to the gravely see, thei ben seyn no more MAVSDEV. p. 273.).

Anon as thei ben born, they leet bynde hire feet (273.). Anon as thei ben

born, they leet bynde hire feet (p. 311.). The Halfsax. combines sone

swa, sonse (sons sone sum, anan swa, anan se and even sone anan se (sum),
anon swa . . sone; also, as we often find the correlative than in the main

sentence, the particle pa is added to it, or a swa repeated follows in its

place swa: Sone swa heo hine isejen, heo him to saeiden etc. (LAJAM. II.

337.). Sone swa patt steorre stod, pa kingess well itt saejhen (ORM. H450.).

Sone se Zacari^e sahh patt enngless brihhte leome, He warrp forrdraed (657.).

Anan swa heo iseiien Brennes, buje heon to-jennes (LAJAM. I. 237.). Sone
anan se piss wass sejjd . . A mikell here off ennglepeod Wass cumenn
(ORM. 3368.). Sone anan summ pen patt word Herrdenn . . pejj sejj-

denn puss (16582.). Anan swa he lai hire inide, hire lif heo losede sone

(LA}AM. III. 28.). Anan swa pat maiden hine i-sash, sone heo him to baeh
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(III, 237.). Anan swa seotner come pa ferden heo to Rome (I. 422.).
Sone swa UtSer hine isceh, swa he him to -

jeines baeh (II. 369. cf. II.

51; 1. Ill 28.). In Anglosax. sona svd alone, or with />, still more

commonly with svd repeated, is familiar in the principal sentence.
Ac he fordferde sona svd he hider com (SAX. CHR. f>67.) Sona svd pinre

gretinge stefn on minum edrum gevorden vds, pa fagnode min cild (Luc.

1, 44.). pd sona svd he hafde vind, svd ferde he ofer into Normandie

(SAX. CHR. 1123.). Sona svd he to his gebrodrum cam, svd bereafodon hig
hine his tunecau (GEN. 37, 33.). Sona svd seo sunne sealte streamas hed

ofer-hlifaff, svd se hasva fugel heorht of pas bearves beame gevitedr (Coo.
Exos. 206, 1 ). The Goth, uses the kindred sunsei (suns-ei) for instance,
Lcc. 1, 44. JOB. 11, 20., where the Gr. offers OK.

Anglosax. also offers sona pas pe (SAX. CHR. 694. 1066 ), ratSe pas pe
(Ps. 36, 19. SAX. CHR. 1052. 1057.).

b. This period is partially replaced by a negative principal sentence

with the comparative of soon, in the combination no sooner, and

by the dependent sentence formerly preponderantly introduced by
but (that), but at present by than.

jYo sooner had this painful wombe brought foorth His eldest

sonne . . But straight he cliargde a trustie man of his To beare the

childe into a desert wood (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.). Which they
shall have no sooner achieved but we'll set upon them (SHAKSP., I

Henry IV. 1, 2.). The breath no sooner left his fathers body, But
that his wildness . . Seem'd to die too (Henry V. 1, 1.). For he
no sooner was at large But Trulla straight brought on the charge

(Bi'TL., Hud. 1, 3, 999. cf. 3, 1, 1159.). I no sooner saw my face

in it btit was startled at the shortness of it (ADDIS.). JVo sooner

did he land, than he threw himself upon his knees (!RVING, Columb.

4, 1
.).

The pains are no sooner over than they are forgotten (RO-
GERS, It., For. Trav.). The prince had no sooner mounted the

English throne than he began to show an intolerant zeal for the

government and ritual of the English church (MACAUL., Hist, of E.
I. 66.).

This junction of sentences, agreeing with the Fr. ne . . pas plus tot . .

que belongs to modern times. The use of but after the comparative has
its reason in the addition of the negation, and is also met with elsewhere,
(See the Modal-Sentence) although require than referred immediately
to the comparative. Comp. c.

c. The same relation of actions to one another is expressed by the
adverbial scarce, scarcely, also hardly in the principal sentence, with

when, ere, before or but in the dependent sentence.

But scarce had he a furlong on This resolute adventure gone,
When he encountered with that crew (BuxL., Hud. 1, 3, 342.). Scarce
were they gone, when he orders them to be called back (Hi:ME, Es-

says). He had scarcely finished, when the labourer arrived who had
been sent for my ransom (IRVING, Tales. The Story of the Band.

Chieft.). The schoolmaster had scarcely uttered these words in a
fierce whisper, when the stranger entered (DICKENS, Nickleby 1,4.).

The words were hardly uttered, when . . the hag and her re-

fractory flock where converted into stone (SDOTT. Black Dwarf 2.).
Scarce was he in his palace ere he ordered couriers . . to be in

preparation for his summons (BuLw., Rienzi 5, 2.). Scarce had he

mounted, ere the Pappenheimers . . broke through the lines (CoLER.t
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Wallenst. 4, 4.). Three years were scarcely elapsed from the coun-

cil ol Nice, before Arius was recalled (GIBBON, Decl. 14.).

Scarce had I left my father, but I met him Borne on the shields

of his surviving soldiers (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). For scarce had I ar-

rived here, scarce deliver'd The mother and the daughter to your
arms, Bui there is brought to me from your equerry A splendid richly-

plated hu ting dress (CoLER., Pice. 1, 9.).
While the immediate encounter of actions is denoted in the instances

given under b, by the one's not being consummated before the other ap-

pears, the one is here represented as scarcely consummated when or

before the other takes place. The conjunction when, which also intro-

duces supplementarily a surprising event (See p. 427.), may give place to

the particles ere or before without any essential change of the relation of

time, the scanty measurement of which is likewse indicated thereby. But
but rests upon the negative determination contained in scarce, scarcely,
which is not very remote from not, if we compare such sentences as: He
had not put two pieces in my mouth 'before Mr. Handicoek desired me to

get up and hand him the porter-pot (MARRTAT, P. Simple 1, 1.).

The older language, in a similar syntactical relation of sentences, has,
instead of scarce, scarcely, borrowed from the Old Fr. escars, eschars, Me-
diaval Lat. excarpsus, scarpsus from excarpere instead of excerpere, the

adverb unethe, Anglosax. uneaSe (not easily), and gives to the second sent-

ence the particle tha (pa) or that. Halfsax VnneceiSe wes pis spel isaeid

to pan ende pa isejen heo Hengest (LAJAM. II. 263.). Onnepe was pat word
issaid to pan ende pat hine hii isehje (ib. modern text.). Anglosax. Unedffe

Isaac geendode pas spraece pa Jacob uteode, pa com Esau of huntoffe

(GEN. 27, 30.). We subsequently find unethe replaced by scantly (from

Anglosax. sccenan, frangere, halfsax. scanen, sccenen, scenen, Partic. scaned
in the dependent sentence that: Scantly had they the mete corvyn, That
in comyth the kynges messyngere (!POM. 1228.); as, in general, that follows

in the dependent sentence after principal sentences corresponding notionally,
and even negative ones: Thai ne hadde doluen but a stounde, That the

cauudronn was i-founde (SECTS SAGES 2473.). Halfsax. Neoren noht feou-

werti dajen allunge iusereden pat Coel pe king seoc lai (LAJAM. II. 34.).

Comp. 4.

3. A duration of the activity to the time in which the ac-

tion of the principal sentence falls, is variously denoted by par-
ticles.

a. By the while, while, whilst, Anglosax. pa vhile; in the dependent
sentence, a space of time is indicated, to which the activity pre-
dicated in the principal sentence does not need to correspond in

point of extension, so that partly a momentary, partly a continuous

activity may be contained in the principal sentence. They thus

stand alongside of the Lat. dum. Among the forms occurring here,
the accusative of the original substantive accompanied by the ar-

ticle has been more rarely preserved in the modern language,

especially in poetry, when the form ichiles, amplified by s, occnrs.

The while We in the field here gave our cares and toils To make
her great . . mother Nature . . Has done her part (COLER., Pice.

1, 8.). I muse, as in a trance, the while, Slowly as from a cloud
of gold, Comes out thy deep ambrosial smile (TENNYS. p. 81.). Right
on De Boune, the whiles he pass'd Fell that stern dint (Scoix, Lord
of the Isl. 6, 15. cf. Marm. 1, 13.).

Wit shall not go unrewarded, while I am king of this country
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(SHAKSP., Temp. 4, 1.). While they abode in Galilee, Jesus said

unto them etc. (MATTH. 17, 22.). While I have life and tongue,
I'll curse the authors of my slavery (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3, 1.). She

(sc. Nature) . . lives but While she moves (Cowp. p. 172.). I al-

ways eat my eggs While they are hot (TROLLOPE, Framl. Pars. 1,

15.). Even while we speak, Adrastus meets his council (T.\LFOURD,
Ion. 2, 2.).

Whiles I in Ireland march a mighty band, I will stir up in England
some black storm (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 1.). Whilst the em-

peror lay at Antioch . . the rage of a legion was excited by the

punishment of some soldiers (GIBBON, Decl. 4.). Cristoforo was
stabbed . . Whilst she he loved was sleeping with his rival (SHEL-
LEY, Cenci 1, 3.). I almost doubt If we can wait whilst that is

brought about (PLANCHE, Fortunio 2, 4.).

The contemporaneousness of actions frequently includes an ad-
versative relation, which is foreign to the particles of the De-

pendent Sentence, but is transferred to them in such a manner
that they may be used, even in the opposition of uncontempor-
aneous actions: Pride may be pamper'd, while the flesh grows lean

(Cowp. p. 42.). Edith is sad, while all are gay (ScOTT, Lord of

the Isl. 1, 8.). Sarah thinks the British are never beaten, while I
do not put so much faith in their invincibility (COOPER, Spy 1.). I

sat all weak and wild; Whilst you alone stood up, und with strong
words Checked his unnatural pride (SHELLEY; Cenci 2, 1.). You
may . . smile, years hence, with children round your knees

;
Whilst

I, then dead . . Shall be remembered only as a dream (ib.). In

such oppositions ichile, ivhilst coincides with whereas (see p. 425),
with which it sometimes interchanges; while as is even employed
in this sense : He was of low stature, whereas all his brethren seemed
to be descendants of Anak. and while they were handsomely formed,

Rasleigh, though strong in person, was bull-necked and cross-made

(ScoiT, R. Roy 6.) Pirates may make cheap penny-worths of

their pillage . . While as the silly owner Weeps ocer them (SHAKSP.,
II Henry VI. 1, 1.).

The oldest corresponding form of sentence contains the combination of

the substantive while reduced to a particle, with the article in the accusa-

tive; but the word without the article, as well as that amplified by 8, sub-

sequently st also soon appears. Old Engl. po gradde he to ys fellawes

myd gode herte pere, To legge on vaste pe luper men, pe wule hii versse

(that is fresh) were (R. OF GL. I. 216.). pe folc so pycke com, pe wule he

her louerd slou, Aboute him (I. 233.). A tyme, pe wule he jong was, hys
o broper hym smot (II. 420.). The ichile that hit in the water is, hit

gotheleth swide loude (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 135.). Thanne loke we mo-

wen, And peeren in his presence The while him pleye liketh (P. PLODOHM.

p. 11.). x is also appended to the substantive: Therefore amende the whils

thou may (TowN. M. p. 326.). The transmutation into towhile, towhils in

Langtoft's Chronicle is remarkable: Towhile Sir Edward gos to Gascoyn
forto apese, Wales to werre vp ros, porgh conseile of a Rese (LANGT. II.

245. cf. 267.). all is also made to precede: All the irhile thou spekest
with hym, fayre and loveliche here up thy chyn (HALLIW., Freemas. 705.).

flalfsax. still presents pa while pe and pe while pe or pat, as it also re-

jects pe' pat : pa while pe ic libbe offer nulle ic habben (LAJAM. I. 95.)

[pe wile pat modern Text.]. He huld god griff pe while pe i-last his lif
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(I. 268.) [pe /rile pat modern text], pe his fader hefde imaked
, pe wtle

pe he on Hue toes (I. 10.)- [wile he was modern text] pat wes a swiffe

duhti mon pa while his dajes Hasten (III. 111. Swiffe heo hit raapnde to

alle monnen pe hire fader wokle [= welde, Anglosax. veold] pe while he

wes on Hue (I. 103.) [wile he was mod. text. ] The Anglosax. used pd hvile

pe : Ic gescilde pe mid oiinre svyffran handan pa hvile pe ic forts gd (Coo.
Exos. 33, 22.)- Ic can eovre geflit and eovre heardheortnisse on minum \\fe,pd
hvil pe ic mid eov ferde (DEUTER. 31, 27.). Ne na ma vifa ponne an habbe,
ac beo be paere aure pa hvile pe heo libbe (LEGG. JTHER. IV.). The Mid.

Highdutch used die wile and ul die wtl, alle die wile, whence dieweil, die-

weilen and alldieweil, which having in modern times passed from the pro-
vince of time into that of causality, are lost, and give place to the simple
weil, which has likewise become causal.

The rejection of the article extends concurrently far back. Old Engl.:

pou ne schalt . . of scapie so lyjte, pe while per ys in my ryjt hond envy

ttrengpe fy myjte: And whyle y may per wyt myn hond axe vp drawe (R.

OF Of.. I. 2o.). Hwil lie sift hire bisi, he pencheff pus ,for naut ich-

schulde cumen nu nech hire" (WRIGHT A. HALLHV., Rel. Ant. II. 3.). As
me mai the mone i-seo While he is nue right, A lute rundel as a sikel

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 133.). The quenis name in the wax he wrot,
Whil hit was sum del hot (ALIS. 337.). We hoppen alway, irhil the world
wol pype (CuAuc., C. T. 3874.). Quyl 1 fete sum quat fat pou pe fyr bete

(MORRIS, Engl. Alliter Poems, L. 1864. p. 56.). Even in Halfsax. we meet
whil

,
whil that: Jho wass aefre majjdenn mann . . Biforr patt }ho wipp

childe wass, Annd whil iho wass wipp childe (ORM. 2085.) I patt fresst,

whil patt jho icass Wipp hire kinn att hame, Comm Godes enngell (2393.
cf. 2c6o. 4193.). see above LA^AM* I. 10. In the decay of Anglosax. we
find the substantive used as a particle. Te king sculde ben laverd and

king- vile he livede (SAX. CHR. 1140.).

The form whils, whiles, amplified by s, which we also find combined
with the article, is used alongside of the other without any visible dis-

tinction: Whils he tras in presovn, he made that psalm (MAUNDEV. p. 144.)^

His men toke Machometes swerd out his schethe, u'hils he slepte (p. 141.).

Somwhat schal I give Unto your holy covent whits that 1 lyve (CHACC.,
C. T. 7711.). Of this lordes dethe . . Which -ifhils he lyued had fuvson

of euery thing (SKELTON I 11.) Whiles the messanyeris weoren to Pors-

ward, To Darie feol a chaunse hard (ALIS. 4556.). Whiles that Y mai

gon and speke, Y no schal neuer mi treuthe breke (AMIS. A. A MIL. 370.).

Cry on, cry, Whyles the thynk good (TOWN M. p. 11 )

In Old-Engl. therwile, therwhiles therwhiles is also used : Therwhile, sire,

that 1 tolde this this tale, Thi sone mighte tholie dethes bale (SEUYN SAGES

701.) Therwhiles he Hues thou mai sike (2160). Ther -whiles sche liued,

so sche dede (LAY LE FREINE 244.). This compound has naught in com-

mon with the Middle-Hi^hdutch der wile. Modern Highdutch derweil, der-

weile, derweilen : its first constituent is the adverb ther.

The employment of while in the juxtaposition of contraries, in the

meaning of the Fr. : tandis que, belongs to modern times.

In the most ancient times pd hvile pe chiefly supposes the equal dura-

tion of two actions. The commencement of an act during the continu-

ance or consummation of another is indicated by various other particles,

as dmang pain pe, mid pam (pff) pe, mid pam (py), on pam pe, which

are early lost. Halfsax.: Imong pat he king wees fy his wikenares chces,

Merlin him a?t-wende LAJAM. II. 338.). Anglosax.: Amang pam pe hig pus

speecon. par vas stefen and gastlic hream (Kv. Nicon. 27.). Amang pam pe

higymbe pat sprcecon andymbe pat vundredon, pa stod pser sum of pam cempon

pe pa Hslendes byrgene healdan sceolden (15.). On mang pam pe par vas

heora sehte to gadere eode (S.-vx. CHR. 1091.). Mid pam pe hig vceron gehende
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Egipla lande, pa cvad Abram to his vife (GEN. 12, 11. cf. 18, 8. 12. 22,
1 1

.). Mid pi) pe se cyninge gehirde pat Apollonius pone raedels sva rihte

araedde, pa ondred he pat hit to vidcuff \aere (APOLLON. OF T. p 5.). Mid
pi pe he pits ping vas sprecende to him silfum, pa faaringa geseah he
sumne fiscere gan p. 11.). Mid pt) hi pA comon on middan pcere lyfte

hednnysse, pa comon him togeanes haligra gasta heap (S. GCTHLAC 5.) Comp.
Goth, mippanei , that is mippan- (Anglosax. ponne) ei. - - On pam pe
Godvine eorl and Beorn eorl logon on Pefeneste mid heora scypon, pa
com Svegen (SAX. CHR. 1049.). Comp. Modern-Highdutch indem.

b. The decided connection of the duration of one action with the

duration of the other is effected by the particles as (so) long as.

As long as it lieth desolate it shall rest (Levit. 26, 35.). I'm the

Emperor's officer, As long as 'tis his pleasure to remain The Em-
peror's general (CoLER ,

Pice. 2, 11.). As long as the general spirit

of the administration was mild and popular, they were willing to

allow some latitude to their sovereign (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 33.).
I will live so long as I may (SHAKSP., Henry V. 2, 1 ). In the

poor old Earth, so long as she revolves, all inequalities, irregularities

disperse themselves (CARLYLE, Past a Pres. 3, 11.). So long as

you are innocent fear nothing (LONGF. I. 153.). So long as I had

gold, I gave it to thee freely (I. 155.). So long as he stepped there

I had no apprehension (BiiLW., Money 3, 1.). As to sentences

like: For long as Albion's heedless sons submit . . So long shall last

their unmolested reign (BYRON p. 320.). See the Modal sen-
tence.
This determination of time is also ancient. Old-Engl. It wexethe alle

weys, als longe as the sonne is in Cancro (MAUNDEV. p. 44. cf. 130. 138.

229. 267.). For-thi loke thow lovye As longe as thow durest (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 185.). Thou mai cache in an owre That shalle savour fulle sowre As

long a* thou lyffys (Town. M. p. 100.). Hit is beter that we to heom
shoure ,

So longe so we may Mure (Aus. 3722.). The oldest form is the

combination of the adverb with the simple svd . . svd. Halfsax. . Swiken
nulle ich nauere swa long swa beoff auere (LAJAM. II. 526.). Anglosax.:
Svd lange svd ge lybbon laereflT eovre suna (DECTER. 4, 9.). Apart from

pa hvile pe, just touched upon, penden also occurs in the same meaning:
Heold penden lifde . . glade Scyldingas (Beov. 114.). Bruc, penden pu
mote, manigra meda (2359.). Heo vaeron leof Gode penden heo his hdlige
vord healdan voldon (CJEDM. 244.); yet also: Hi hyne pa athaeron to brimes

faroffe . . sva he selfa bad penden vordum veoldvine Seyldinga (BEOV. 55.).

Old -
Engl. also uses till in the same sense : His childre he wild auance,

title he o lyue were (LANGT. I. 18.). Schal ich the neuere i-se til 1 live

(SEUYN SAGES 1664.). And lete hem dwelle there fui stylle tyl hyt be oure

lege kynges wylle (HALLIW.. Freemas. 449). So too the Gr. ws. the Lat.

dum and quoad, the Goth, unte, that Middle-Highdutch biz were employed
for so lony as and until.

4. The duration of the activity contained in the principal sen-

tence from its initial point or up to its final point is denoted

by dependent sentences with conjunctions, of which Modern-English
has especially preserved since and till, until!.

a. a. The limitation of duration by an initial point is expressed by
since (sith). The transfer of this particle to the province of cau-

sality, concurrently therewith, is very familiar.

As he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets, which have been

tince the ivorld began (LiKE 1, 70.). Tis full ten months, since
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I did see him last (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 3.). How long may it be
since you declared your passion? (CoLER., Pice. 2, 3.) A hundred
and sixty years have now elapsed since the English people have by
force subverted a government (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 35.). The
usage of since appears divergent where there is no question of the

starting point in time of the principal sentence: We know
L
the

time, since he was mild and affable (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 1.).
Dou you remember since we lay all night in the windmill at St.

George's fields? (II Henry IV. 3, 2.) Since here stands instead of

the expected when, that.

The variously abbreviated and amplified form of the Anglosax. si&Qan, syddan,
siotf&an, seoftGon, properly siff pan, alongside whereof sitf pat also occurs,

belonging to the Goth, seipu, Old -
Highdutsch sid, Old-Sax, sith, Middle-

Highdutch stt, with the collateral -form sint, whence afterwards sintemal,
has from the most ancient times served to introduce this temporal sentence,
which originally united the meanings of the Lat. postouam and ex quo.

Old-Engl. : Ac napeless so glad he nas seppe he was yoore (R. OF GL. I.

109.). Mony day is seothe ye weore bore (Atis. 8753.) Me n'as neuer so

wo, Seththen that Y was born (AMIS. A AMIL. 1070, cf. 374). Was never

wight, siththen the world bigan, That slough so many monstres as dede he

(CHAUC., C. T. 15597.). The lond is wasted and fallen, silhe the gerneres
were made (MAUNDEV. p. 52.) Was nevere gome upon this ground, Sith
God made the worlde, Fairer underfongen P. PLOCGHM. p. 187. cf. 187.

cf. ALIS. 7954.). As many a yeer as it is passed henne, Syn that my tappe
of lyf bygan to renne CHACC., C. T. 3887.). How has thou fame syn thou
was here? (Tows. M. p. 128. Then was he as fare a man As euer he
was ere than, Sen he was born in londe (AMIS. A AMIL. 2397). Halfsax. :

par nas nauer nan man seoftiSen Noes flod hit hauede ouergan LAJAM. I.

267.). Ne les he naeuere leouere mon seoffden he wes an liuen (II. 339.).

Seopen Eneas Lauine heuede inomen . . he makede enne stronge castel

(I. 9.) [= postquam]. As in Middle-Highdutch sit, sint (daz) was used for

after and since, (See Benecke, Middle-Highdutch: II 321.). so in Anglosax.
sitf&an (pat) : God pa astah upp fram Abrahame stifffan he pas sprcece ge-
endod hdfde (GEN. 17, 22.). JEfer ge fliton, and ge dod micle sviffor syff-
ffan ic dead beo [after I shall be dead] (DECIER. 31, 27.). Ne glad
he (sc. se steorra) ealne veig him atforan, ac syffffan hi comon to Judeis-

cum earde, syffiTan he vas heora latteov (A -8. HOMIL. I. 108.). Syddan
ic of hire inno&e eode, pu vsere min God (Ps. 21, 8.). Ne veard dreorilicre

daed gedon on pisan earde sidtfan Dene comon (SAX. CHR. 1036.) pa for

mid him and after him sva micel folc sva naefre aer ne dide sitfffan pat se

firste farevds (1128.).

|3.
But this dependent sentence was early employed in a causal

meaning, so far as the cause appeared to be given in fact. Since

is here in the same predicament as the Fr. puisque, that is, post-

quam.
Sith vnto such affayres My spedie diligence is requisite, I will ap-

plie effectually to doe What so your highnesse hath, commaunded
me (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.). Come forth, sith that hir grace
hath graunted leaue (ib.). Thou hast one son, for his sake pity

me; Lest, in revenge thereof sith God is just He be as miser-

ably slain as I (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, 3.). Since thou dost

seek to kill my name in me, I mock my name, great king, to flatter

thee (Rich. II. 2, 1.). Since my country calls me, I obey (DouGL.

JERROLD, Bubbles 4.). Robert Grantley since you are he
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listen (Rent Day 2, 4.). Since you ask me what I wish, gentlemen,
this is my answer (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). Since these men
could not be convinced, it was determined that they should be per-
secuted (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 59.).

Old-Engl. : Sythe that I may not withdrawe you fro joure lewed corage,
I schal jeve jou withouten wysschinge (MAUNDEV. p. 146. cf. 59. 256.).

And thus ye may our mete make, Sethe ye mowe non othyr take (RiCH.
C. DE L. 1553.). Sen 1 must nede I wille do as thou has commaunde
(Tows. M. p. 169. cf. 177. 189.). Syn thou wylt nedys selle hyt . . thou
schalt have money rounde (HALLIW, Nugae P. p. 27.). Now syns ye han
so holy and meeke a wyf, What nedith yow, Thomas to make strif? (CHAUC.,
C. T. 7581.) The causal meaning is also peculiar to the Middle-Highdutch
stt, sint, s'mtemal [sint des males, sint dem male], as well as to the Modern-

Highdutch sintemal. Stt ez nieman reden sol, ichn gewahe sin niemer mere

(IWEIN 100.) The transition from the temporal to the causal meaning is ge-

nerally close at hand. Comp. Anglosax. Sva him mihtig God pas dag-
veorces deop lean forgeald, sitf&an him gescelde sigorvorca hreff, pat he
ealdordom agan sceolde ofer cynericu (CJEDN. 3243.).

From, from, fra (that) was early used instead of sithen in the dependent
sentence of time, by which the starting point in time was more decidedly
denoted. Old-Engl. : pis was pre pousant and foure score and pre }er From
pat f>o was first mad (R. OF GL. I. 20.). A smal web bi-clippeth hit al

aboute, to holde hit to gadere faste, From that hit is first i - kend (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 139.). Geve us leve to don her dwelle, Fro that begynnes
the gospelle, Tyll the messe be sungge and seyd (Ricn. C. DE L. 213.).

That from she was twelve yeare of age, She of her love graunt him made
(CHAUC., Rom. of the Rose 850.). Fro they here that message Thay wille

be alle mery TOWN. M. p. 268. cf. 274. 275. 324.). Halfsax.: Haffde itt

all forrworrpenn AJJ fra patt Adam Godd forlet (ORM. 354.). Fra pott
hire make iss deed Ne" kepepp jho wipp operr (1276. cf. 5833. 8545. 9146.
This from, which makes the contrary to to in the sentence of time, has
no syntactical prototype either in Old-Norse or in Gothic.

b. The extension of the action of the principal sentence to another
as its final goal, is expressed by the dependent sentence with

till, until.

And fought so long, till that his thighs with darts Were almost
like a sharp quilVd porpentine (SnAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 1.). He
steers his flight Aloft . . till on dry land He lights (MiLT., P. L. I.

225.). I attended her assiduously . . till she could be removed to

the sea-side (WAHREN, Diary 1, 2.). He did not quit his desk till

it had struck ten (2, 5.).
And so farewell, until I meet thee next (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 2,

4.). They their live engines ply'd, not staying Until they reached
the fatal champain (BuxL., Hud. 1, 2, 62.). Frances gazed until

could look no longer (COOPER, Spy 6.). I shall be alone until I
die (TENNYS. p. 105.). There was a short silence here, until Mr.
Brownlow took up the thread of the narrative (DICKENS, 01. Twist

49.). I toiled at the desk until the removal took place (MARRYAT,
J. Faithf. 2, L).

Till and the modern until (that} have gradually obtained a great diffu-
sion and from the fifteenth contury supplanted the older particles formerly in
use here. Till was primarily peculiar to Northern dialects, owing to the
Danish influence. Old-Engl : And fet him wel til he is ful (WRIGHT A.
HALLIW.

, Rel. Ant. I. 225.). Na word pan sal pe quether sune . Til pat
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pai be alle fallen dune (ANHCR. 498.)- Ye mote abide and thole me Till

eftsone y come age (Ans. 65. cf. 125. 909. 6096. Richard rod attyr tyl it

was nyght (Ricn. C. DE L 6803.). Thei scholde not telle that avisiovm,
til that he were rysen from dethe to lyf (MACNDKV. p. 114. cf. 189.).
Holde of thy capjpe

. . tyl thou have leve hyt on to do (HALLIW., Freemas.
703. cf. 314.). Til we be roten, can we nat be rype (CHACC. C. T. 3873.
cf. 3871. 15498. 15513. 15996.). until is more rarely found: That sal men
se fnl sone, I trow, And thiself sal noght wit how, Until thou lose al thine

honowre (SEBYN SAGES 2839.). The knight gan playnly with Mr pas Vntil

sho in hir chamber was (3297 ). In Orm. till is found in the dependent
sentence; Layamon knows it not Swa pe}} ledenn heore lif Till patt tejj
wcerenn aide (ORM. 125.). Fra patt he wass full litell Till patt he waxenn
wass (9146. cf. Introd. 3. The latest Anglosax has til in the dependent
sentence 1

- For he besat heom til hi ajaven up here castles (SAX. CHR. 1140.).
The Old Norse preposition til, which is found as a conjunction in the

Swed. tills, till dess, Dan. indtil has replaced the Anglosax. preposition ot!

as well as the corresponding conjunction. Hig vunodoii paer . . off pat hig ge-
haplde vurdon (Jos. 5, 8.). Hig foron off hig comon to Aran (GEN. 11, 31.).

But to, unto (that} formerly stood as conjunctions alongside of till, until

in the same meaning. Old-Engl.: The kyng there soiourned to he was
hoole (ALIS. 5902.). Owtte of cuntre wille Y wende, To Y haue gold and

syluer to spends (SiR AMADAS 35.). Had I spoken with any man, To seuyn

days war cumen and gone, My hert sold sone haue broken asonder (SEUYN
SAGES 3469.). To 1 have done that I wylle, tylle that it be noyn, That

ye lyg stone, stylle to that 1 have doyn TOWN. M. p. 105. cf. 26. 30. 40.

52 64 etc.) He schall treuly have my curse, And ever schall have to

that 1 dyje (HALLIW., Nugae P. 20.). So fer bare a woulfe pe hede, <fe

kept it a grete while, Unto pe hede said, here (LASGT. I. 22.). Whom I

love and serve, And evere schal, unto myn herte sterve (CnACc. C. T. 1145.).

Thay ar gone the same way, Unto God u-ille herte thare mone (TowN. M.

p. ^6. cf. 123. 125.) With the interchange of the prepositions til and
to this would not be surprising; but even Anglosax takes the lead here:

Nas pa long to J5on pat pa hild-latan holt ofgefan (BEOV. 5K83.).

Besides forto, forte, vorto, vorte, vort, fort that is frequently em-

ployed in the same meaning, when we must not think of for to, but of the

Anglosax. forts pat, with which is associated the reollection of the con-

struction of/orff to and of the use the simple to. Old-En r\ : He perced
ost and opcr vorto he yseg ynou pe kyngys baner of Medes . pat ys vncle
slou (R. OF GL I. 216.). pe pridde (sc. age) was from Habraham forte

Moyses com (I. 9.). pe sixte to pe incarnacion, pat is, forte God was

ybore (ib.). Al bernynge hit schut forth forte hit beo i-brend to ende

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135. cf. 136. 137.). Hy token rest a litel

wighith, For-to it were ouer midnightth (ALIS. 5362.). Any foughten . .

For-to it were almost day (5398.)
'

Fort he come ayen the paleis . .

There was cri (SECTS SAGES 1335. He went himself, and send his

sond, Wide-whar, into fele lond, Fort that thei any (sc. emperice) founde
(237.). In Halfsax. forte, fort and forte pat occur only in the modem
text of Layamon: pus ladde Argal his Hi forte com his deap-sip (I. 280.

cf. I. 324. III. 17.). Resden to pan castle fort him com pe nihte (I. 71.).

Mauric verde vorp riht mid preo wise cnihtes forte pat he come to Maxi-
mian (II. 55. cf. II. 171 ) The older text commonly has only pat (See

below) Forft pat is presented by the later Anglosax. : And lag (Jaer mid

myclum scyp-here forff pat se casere hafde of Baldvine eall pat he volde

(SAX. CHR 1049.). Comon and hergodon and barndon on Vifrre ceastrescire

forts pat hi comon to pain porte sylfan (1088.).
The particle that alone also takes the place of till, mostly supported by

so longe or so, yet also without this reference. Old-Engl.: So longe he
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dede ys sacrifise, and pleyde such game pat Ae hadde a dojter (R. OK GL.

I. 26.). The frere . . tey So longe that he thene wolf i-sey (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW , Rel. Ant. II. 278.). So longe criede and bade, That him com

from heven rade (Aus. 6164.). So longe he wente be see and lond, and
so enviround the world be many seasons, that he fond an yle (MAUNDEV.

p. 183.); where till also otherwise stands: So lony he wente nous by hous,

til he Com til an hous (GnAtc., C. T. 7347.). So longe he shalle mynen
and perce the erthe til that he schalle passe thorghe (MAUNDEV. p. 267.).

Comp. Mod. -Engl. And till we are indemnified, so long Stays Prague in

pledge (CoLER , Pice. 4, 5 ) alongside of: He 'gazed so long That both his

eyes were dazzled (TENNYSON p. 193.), where the consecutive passes into

the temporal sentence: Twey dayes heo wende in pe se fro pe lond of

Orece, So pat he comen to an yle R. OF GL. I. 14.). He strok swithe over

all, So that he of-sei ane wal (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 274.). So

they rideth dale and doune , That heo syghen a cite towne (ALIS. 7524.).

I shal herknen and sitten stille, That thou have told (WRIGHT, Anecd.

p. 3.). Dame Siriz bigon to go . . That hoe come hire to then inne (p. 9.).

Siweth me thus al acost All that y have Darie y-founde (ALis. 2144.) In

Halfsax. in sentences of time swa longe pat and swa pat, a pat, and
as well as pat I take the particle a to be a ever. Heo faerdeu . . swa

longe pat heo to Alamaine comen (LAJAM. I. 117. cf. I. 41.). Swa he ferde

mid his here pai he on cenne hul bi-com (I. 70.). per inne heo wuneden
a pat her com liden ma of heore leoden (I. Alle daei wes pat fehti (fihte ?)

a pet com pe pestere niht (I. 323.). Feouwer daies fulle forff ward heo

wenden pat heo comen to pon earde (I. 229. pis lond he hire lende pat
come hir lifes ende (I. 10. cf. I 76. II. 173. III. 1. 17. 21. 40.). Anglo-
sax, presents sva lange od, but also the simple pat: pa vifflag se cyng . .

svd lange 63 pet folc . . vearS astyred ongedn pone cyng (SAX. CHR. 1052).
And gevendon heom pa begen eastveard pat hi comon to Viht (ib.).

5. The determination of the time to which the main action be-

longs may be effected by means of a dependent sentence containing
an action absolutely preceding or following it; the immediate
succession of actions is not conditioned by these dependent sentences

themselves. The particles coming here under consideration express

by their comparative form comparison of times.

a. The dependent sentence containing an activity preceding the

action of the principal sentence is introduced by after.
The days of Adam, after he had begotten Seth, were eight hundred

years (GEN. 5, 4.). "Where's Walter, I wonder!" Said Solomon
Gills, after he had carefully put up the chronometer again (DICKENS,
Dombey a. S. 1, 4.). A few weeks after this scene occurred, the

army of Burgoyne laid down their arms (COOPER, Spy 2.). Thou
knowest how her image haunted me Long after we returned to Al-
cald (LONGF. I. 146.). It is astonishing how much I like a man
after Pve fought with him (BuLW., Lady of L. 2, 1.)
The corresponding preposition has been employed from the most ancient

times to connect sentences. Old-Engl.: At pe laste dyede Brut, po al

pis was ydo, Aftur pat he com to Engelond in po four & twentipe jer (R.
OF GL. I. 23. cf 1. 142.). Aftre that he was dryven out of Paradys, he
was there left (MAUNDEV p. 67.). Aftre thei hans layn hem, thei spryngen
the blood upon the ydolen (p. 174.). Forth he goth . . Til he cam to the

carpenters hous, A litel after the cok had y-crowe (CHACC., C. T. p. 3355.).

Thryes I tempte hym be ryth sotylle instawnce, Aflyr he fast fourty days
(Cov. MYST. p. 240.); also: Aftir warde pat he wasshide pe feet of
hem, he took his elopes (WYCL., Joh. 13, 12.). In Halfsax. the particle
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seems not favoured beside others , as (see pag. 442) : in Anglosax. on the

other hand it is not common in a temporal as well as in other relations:

After pam pe Moises vrdt pisse ce gebodu and pd gefilde, he bebead Levies

kynne (DEDTEB. 31, 24. cf. GEN. 6, 4.). pa sona after pam pe se cyng vds

sud dfaren, feorde se eorl anre nihte ut of Bebbanburh (SAX. CHR. 1095.).

Com p. Goth. Afar patei atgibans varp Joannes, qam lesus in Galeilaia

(MARC. 1, 14.). Here Anglosax. gives syfftfan.

b. The activity following the action of the principal sentence is

introduced by ere (or) or before (afore).

<*.. The dependent sentence with ere is the older.

The time shall not be many hours of age More than it is,

ere foul sin, gathering head. Shall break into corruption (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 5, 1.). Ages elaps'd ere Homer's lamp appeared (CowPER
p. 16.). I felt that he was present Ere mine eye told it me

(SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 1.). Ere I depart, permit me to

solicit favour for this gentleman (GOLDSM., G. Nat. M. 5.). Pause
ere thou rejectest (BYR., Manfr. 2, 1.). Or still belongs to nor-

thern dialects: Ther will be broken heads amang us or ifs long

(ScoTT, R. Roy 30.).
- - A strengthening of the notion of time

is given by ever (e'er, ere), (comp. Germ, je), which in this case

usually preserves the old form or: 'Twill be Two long days'

journey, lords, or ere we meet (SHAKSP., John 4, 3.). I doubt,
he will be dead, or ere I come (5, 6.). Long time elaps'd or

e'er our rugged sires Complained etc. (CowPER p. 164.). He tra-

verses Bohemia; but ere ever He hath once seen the enemy, faces

round (CoLER., Pice. 1, 12.). With or ere we must not perhaps
think of that reduplication cer . . cer, in which Anglosaxon gives
to the word a correlative in the principal sentence. Comp. be-

low. The contraction of cefre into cer stands in LA3AM. II. 175.

In Old-Engl. the forms ar, or, er, jer, as well as cer, ar, ecere, ere,

here, in Halfsax
, are in use for the Anglosax. cer. Heo ne fynede neuer

mo, ar po oper ware at gronde (R. OF GL. I. 140.). Alisaundre, or he

hit wist, In a put doun him cast (ALIS. 716.) Seynt Peter forsoke oure

Lord thries, or the cok creew (MADNDEV. p. 91. cf. CHADC., C. T. 4239.

SKELTON I. 20.). Thu scholdest i-seo wel longe him smyte duntes with

thin eye, Er thu shuldest eni dunt i-hure (WEIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.).

Ac er thatkyng come, Caym shal awake P. PLOUGH, p. 193.). Jer hys terms

come to an ende, Hys hure may ful wel amende (HALLIW., Freemas. 175.).

Halfsax. pat nolde he ponne faren ar his feo[n]den feie weore (LAJAM. I.

28.). pu most swiper fehten er we heonne iwenden (I. 67. cf. 189. 238.).

patt here streon wass Drihhtin leof jet cer itt wcere streonedd (ORM. 733.).

As to er (or) that, thanne, thenne see p. 391. If we reduce the last

combination to the dative pam, pan, pon, it may be granted that the

adverbial form ponne, penne, likewise found with the comparative
cer even in Anglosax. was subsequently blended with the other form,
with which comp. the Middle -

Highdutch e danne beside e daz,
Mod. -

Highdutch ehe denn, Lat. antequam, priusquam. In Anglosax.,
as it seems, complete dependent sentences do not present cer ponne, here

there stands, beside cer p&m (pan, pon) pe, cer pj} (pe) the simple ceri

Nu ic cover sceal frum-cyn vitan cer ge fyr heonan lease scedveras on
land Dena furftur-feran (BEOV. 308. cf. 5626. (SAX. CHR. 894.). A cor-

relative erst or before is often met with er in Old-Engl. I shal seken
Truthe erst Er 1 se Rome P. PLOBGHM. I. 105.). Fyf hundred }er and
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tuenti it was eke bifore, Er pan oure Lord J/tesu Cryst on erpe was

ybore R. OF GL. I. 40.). Before or thei rcsceyve hem, thei knelen doun
(MAUNDEV. p. 83.). Comp. Halfsax. under y. and Anglosax. pa gelamp hit

pat se cyng Adelred cer fordferde cer pd scipu comon (SAX. CHK. 1016.
cf. BEOV. 1370. Grein.).

]3. -Before is not distinguished from ere in the sentence of time;

afore, likewise formerly in use, has been abandoned, although
still in use in Northern dialects.

That we might sleep seven years together afore we wake (MAR-
LOWE, Jew of M. 4, 4.). Serve it upon him quickly, afore he

be aware (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in h. Hum. 4, 9. cf. 1, 1.).

Use all your power To stop their marches '/ore we are inflamed

(SHAKSP., John 5, 1.). Dialectically : It's no like on yon side,
when a chield may be whuppit awa' wi' ane o' Clerk Jobson's

warrants, afore he kens where he is (ScoTT, R. Roy 18.),
Your son was gone before I came (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 2.). You
know what you were before I married you (BEN JONS., Poetast.

- 2, 1.). Perhaps you will take dinner before you proceed to your
chateau (BuLW., Lady of L. 1, 2.). You will greatly grieve and
offend me if you ever allude to this again before I mention it to

you ("WARREN, Diary 2, 5.).

aforen, aforn, afore, formerly employed as a preposition, seems not
to have been favoured as a conjunction in the literary language of an-

cient times : biforen, before, on the other hand, was long in use as a con-

junction. Old-Engl. : More pan a jere beforn pat he laught pis schame,
A doubter was him born (LANGT. II. 243.). Bifore pat Abraham was
made, I am (WTCL., Joh 8, 58.). Seynt Poul him self was there a phisi-
cien . . before he was converted (MACNDEV. p. 123.). Halfsax.: patt he
sahh himm . . Biforenn patt Filippe toe to clepenn himm to spaeche
(ORM. 13908. cf. 968 ), Jho wass aefre majdennmann . . Biforr patt

jho wipp childe wass (6484. cf. 10380. 12708.). Anglosax. instances

are wanting; Gothic gives muv r> nmv by faurpizei, faurpize: Vait atta

izvar, pizei paurbup, fourpizai bidjaip 'ina Maxn. 6, 8. cf. Luc. 2, 21. 26.

JOH. 8, 58.).

7. The dependent sentences introduced with ere and before (afore)
often make the idea of time step into the background, in order

to indicate the preference of the action contained in the prin-

cipal sentence over that predicated in the dependent sentence,

as, rather than, potius quam.
Had I been any god of power, I would have sunk the sea

within the earth, or e'er It should the good ship so have swal-

low'd (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). Your mountains shall bend, And
your streams ascend, Ere Margaret be our foeman's bride (ScoiT,
L. Minstr. 1, 18.). I'll forswear keeping house, afore Pll be

in these tirrits and frights (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 2, 4.). Her
mother dread, Before Lord Cranstoun she should wed, Would see

her on her dying bed (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 1, 10.). Believe a
woman or an epitaph, Or any other thing that's false, before
You trust in critics, who themselves are sore (BvR. p. 312.).

Old-Engl.: Many an bed wolde y cleove, Are y wolde in prison bileve

(Aus. 7702.) And or that thou were fro me refte, Alle thise paynes
wold I thole efte And for the dy (Tows. M. p. 260.). So too rather or
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combined: He wolde agayn for youre love blede, Rather or that ye
dampned were (MS. in HALLIW. v. or), as still provincially in Middle-

England. Halfsax. : JEr ich pe slae mid mine spere ar pu hit sule ajen
(LAJAM. I. 168.). Forr cer pej} wolldenn polenn da?[> Wipp alle kinne

pine JEr pann peji wolldenn gilltenn ohht Onnjceness Godess irille (ORM.
6316.) Thus in Middle-Highdutch er, e passes for eher and lieber, equally
used as adverbs in Mod.-Highdutch. Anglosax.: JEr he feorh seled alffor

on ofre, cer he pier in ville hafelan [/$efan] (BBOV. 1370. Grein).

The Dependent Sentence of the Causal Relation.

The principal may stand to the dependent sentence in such a

relation that the subject matter of the one is related to that of the
other as cause and consequence. So far now as the dependent
sentence contains the cause or the consequence, two series of

dependent sentences of the causal relation separate, the former of

which comprises the various sentences of the cause, the others

those of the consequence. The former comprises the causal
sentence in the stricter sense, the conditional sentence and the
concessive sentence; the latter, the consecutive sentence and
the final sentence.

Dependent Sentence of the Cause.

The Causal Sentence in the stricter Sense.

The cansal sentence, as distinguished from the remaining depen-
dent sentences of this class, represents the cause as real or effec-

tive, which may have to be conceived as the real cause and the

motive, or as" the cause of knowledge and of explanation.
The conjunctions coming under consideration are not absolutely sepa-
rated according to the physical, ethical and logical relations which
the dependent sentence can represent.

1. a. The particle that is also first to be mentioned as a causal par-

particle, although the boundary between the causal sentence and
the case sentence with that is hardly to be drawn with certainty.
As a causal particle, that especially denotes the subjective motive

or the motive of an action, of an emotion, judgment &c.

Do not smile at me, that I boast her off (SiiAKSP., Temp. 4, 1.).

We just as wisely might of Heav'n complain That righteous Abel

was destroyed by Cain (Pops, Essay on M. 4, 117.). He does

hear me; and that he does I weep (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, i'.).
Oh!

weep not that he does that our beauty wears Beneath the wings

of Time (R. MONTGOMERY, Lost Feelings). My soul is full of

woe, That blood should sprinkle me, to make me groin (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 5, 6.). I am right glad that he's so out of hope (Temp.
3, 3.). 1 am heartily sorry that he'll be glad of this (All's
Well 4, 3.). Cursed be I that I did so (Temp. 1, 2.). I now
felt satisfied that she was speaking of herself (WARREN, Diary

2, 5.). I rather flatter myself that I do hunt BOURCICAULT,)
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Loud. Assur. 3.). God, I thank thee, that 1 am not as other men
are (LuKE 18, 11. cf. because 17, 9.). I thank my God that I be-

lieve you not SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 1.). worthy heart! I have de-

served this, that I feared to trust it, (DoroL. JERROLD, Prison, of

War 1, 3.). They call me villain, that in my selfishness 1 have given
one unquiet thought to goodness such as yours (ib.). Or is it that

I sue not in some form of scrupulous law, that ye deny my suit?

(SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 3.).

How far especially with the notions of emotion, the motive can be con.

conceived as its object, Oomp. S. 413. The extensive nature of the sentences at

tached by that often gives room to various points of view. Old-Engl : I

am fulle glad that 1 am gon (Cov. MYST. p. 217.). I am right joyful tha

jove jow this grace (p. 80.). I am aschamed, And sore anoyed, an'd agramed
That Alisaundre, with myghty hond, Hath me dryven of my lond (ALIS.

3309.). The kyng was wroth . . That his guene with ch'ilde was (522.).

His solace was alle reft, pat scho fro him was gon LANGT. II. 252.). For
tene he wende to deie, pat taken was his lemman (II. 236.). Thou hast

wrong, sere, be Seynt Denis, That thou tretest thai markys (RiCH. C. DE L.

3254.). Certes he saide, he dude wowgh, That he a knyght of Grece slowgh
(Abis. 4026.). Halfsax. : Wei wurffe pe Vortiger pat pu cert icumen her

(L-AjAM. II. 122.). pe king dude unwisdom pat he pat ilke tnaide nom
(III. 224.) Anglosax. : Ne blissige ge on pam pe eov synd gastas under-

peodde geblissjadf p< eover naman synd on heofenum dvritene (Luc. 10, 20.).

Vepende sar pat hi oer freolice fremedon imriht (Coo. EXON. 79, 14.).

Svylce ping gevurffaff for folces synna pat hi nellaft Infjan God and riht-

visnesse (SAX. CHE. 1087.).

b. After a. comparative in the principal sentence, that often serves

to account for the enhanced measure in which the predicate is

allowed validity: it interchanges with because and the more fre-

quent as, which in this position may also be the mean for the

causal relation.

God shall forgive you Coeur -de -Lion's death The rather, That

you give his o/spring life (SHAKSP., John 2, 1 ), Jeanie was af-

fected . . and the rather, that through the whole train of her waver-

ing and inconsistent state of mind . . she discerned a general colour

of kindness towards herself (ScOTT, Heart of Mid. Loth. 2, 5.). I

must consider it the more weighty that you speak of it so lightly

BULW., Rienzi 1, 6.). Her fears, not the less strong that they were

vague, increased upon her (ib.) Comp. Are they the worse to me
because you hate them? (CoLER., Pice. 5, 3.) All clung round him,

weeping bitterly; Weeping the more, because they wept in vain

(ROGERS, It., Foscari). She called for a domestic, but was for

some time totally unattended to, which was the more provoking,
as I could perceive I was the object of curiosity to several servants

(Scorr, R. Roy 5.). To apologize for my conduct were useless,
more especially as I am confident that no feelings of indignation or

sorrow for my late acts are cherished by yuu (BOURCICAULT, Loud.
Assur. 5.).

For sentences of this sort with as See the Modal Sentence. The

agreement of the use of that with that of the Romance que , as well as of

of the Lat. quod after the comparative, accompanied by so, is evident (See

my Syntax of the Modern-French Language II. 15-4.). The Middle-

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. OQ
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Highdutch: daz: Er muoz mich deste baz ban daz, er mir leide hat getan
(IwEiN 84.). In Old-Engl I find the causal for chiefly employed: Myd pys
gode crounyng pe suyper hii gonne hye, Vor Robert Courtehose was ycome
to Normandye R OF GL. II. 421.). The mone thinjth the more, for heo so

nej ous is (WRIGHT, Pope Treat. 134 ). Halfsax. Ace toe to shaewenn sone
anan Meocnesse pess te mare Forr patt jho wollde jifenn uss God bisne

(OEM. 2635.). Anglosax. in the dependent sentence, after the comparative
accompanied by pe, presents in the causal sense : Ful georne hi vitan, pat
hi nagon mid rihte purh aenig haemeping, vifes gemanan; ac hit is pe
vyrse, pe sume habbaff tva od&e md (LEGG. JTHELR IV. 6.). ponne biff se

man gebeorges pe bet vyrfle pe he for neode dyde pat pat he dyde (LEGO.
CNUT. I. B. 66.).

c. The dependent sentence with that in interogative sentences
may also serve as introducing the motive of the question.
Where be these warders, that they wait not here? (SHAKSP., I.

Henry VI. I, 3.) "What means his grace, that he hath changed his

style? (4, 1,) What, can he steal that you demand so much?

(MARLOWE, Jew of M. 2, 2.) Was she thy god, that her thou didst

obey Before his voice? (MiLT., P. L. 9, 145.) Who am I that I
should go unto Pharaoh? (ExoD. 3, 11.) Death! are we slaves

still, lhat we are to be thus dealt with, we peasants (BuLW., Lady
of L. 1, 3.).

Old-Engl.: BWhat artow," quod I tho, That thow my name knowestf*

(P. PLOUGHM. p. 155.). Halfsax.: Whset is pe leofe msei, pat pu swa

wepest to daii? (LA}AM. III. 215.). Anglosax.' Hvat ys pes, pat vindas

and S(e hym hyrsumjaft? MATH. 8, 27.) Hvat is peos nive \&r pat he on an-

vealde unclcenum gastum bebjjt, and hi hyrsumjaft him? (MARC. 1, 27.) Hvat

gesave pu mid us pat pu svd don voidest? (GEN. 20, 10.). It is readily
to be understood that not every dependent sentence with that supported by
an interrogative sentence is to be considered as a causal sentence. Ordin-

arily only those sentences can pass as such which make a fact the start-

ing point for the question.
2. The particle for that, gives to the dependent sentence the de-

cided character of the causal sentence.

I'll well requite thy kindness, For that it made my imprisonment
a pleasure (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 4, 6.). Joseph begged them to

have mercy upon him: for that he had been robbed, and almost

beaten to death (FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 5. With his last breath, he
had told his attendants to thryw him into a ditch like a dog, for
that he was not fit to sleep in a Christian burial ground (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. II. 53.). We in general consider for, not accompanied
by that as employed in more freely connecting the sentence (see

p. 365 and 451); As subordinating the dependent sentence it ap-

pears most decidedly before the appearance of the principal sent-

ence. And, for our coffers . . are grown somewhat light, We are

enforced to farm our royal realm (SHAKSP. Rich. II. 1, 4.). I'll

tell thee, Suffolk, why 1 am unmeet. First, for I cannot flatter

thee in pride II Henry VI. 1, 3.). The hills move lightly, and the

mountains smoke, For he has touch'd them (COOPER p. 187.

As to the combination for that and other corresponding older forms of

the conjunction See p. 392. The demonstrative forthi was still sometimes

employed in Old-Engl. as a relative conjunction: A thousand besans of

of gold (sc. the sent), Forthi the (= they?) faire serve wold (Ans. 3157),
for which' we see the orginally interogative form for why appear: My lord,
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abyde a while for why A word to you 1 wold cleryfy (Tows.M. p. 67.)k

Comp. but what for but that P. 398. Thus even in the later Anglosax.

forttig he void faran, into Normandige (SAX. CHR. 1086). The use of the

mere particle for In the dependent sentence is frequent in Old-Engl. And
for Mars and Saturnus lither in here poer beoth . . Therfore me schoneth

moehe thane Saterday bigynne . . eni work (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.).

And for this axith grete cost, the devil settith hern on an hij Ml, and
schewith hem al the world (WRIGHT, A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 41.). For he

grauntyd hym hys askynge, He thanked hym cortesly (SiR CLEGES 494.).

And for it was in an asche y -fown.de, She cleped it Frain (LAY LE FREINE

223.). Whan the people grucched for thei fownden no thing to drynke
(MACNDEV. p. 57.). Halfsax. Ah lut jer he leouede for his ahne seopen hine

sceat to deape (LAJAM. I. 11.). How sentences of this sort attach them-
selves more freely even in Halfsax. See p. 365. I find one passage for the

use of for, otherwise foreign to the Anglosax. in the latest corrupt language :

For pe king Stephne ofer sae to Normandi, and per ves underfangen, for

pi pat hi vendon pat he sculde ben alsvic alse pe com ves ,
and for he

hadde get his tresor (SAX. CHR. 1137.).

For in the Fina',1 sentence will be taken into consideration in its

proper place.
Other causal particles of the ancient language have been abandoned.

Here belongs the Anglosax. purh pat (pe, pat). Halfsax. Adam wass wurr-

penn deofless peoww purrh patt he dide hiss wille (ORM., Introd. 31.).

Anglosax : Gif he gevyrce, pat man hine afylle purh pat pe he ongedn riht

gednbyrde, gif man pat gesofrige, liege agylde (LEGG. CHUT. I. B. 45.). Se
casere gegaderode unarimedlice fyrde ongean Baldvine of Brygce , purh pat
pat he brdc pa palentan at Neomagon (SAX. CHR. 1049.) pat he dide . .

purh pat he vds legat of pone Rome-scott (1127.). Comp. Middle-High-
dutch: durch daz . . daz, durch daz. Benecke Middle - Highdutch (Diet. I.

405. pas pe and py pe are also employed to join the causal sentence:

In Caines cynne pone cvealm gevrac ece drihten, pas pe he Abel slog (BEOV.
214 [107 Grein]. cf. 3259. 3699.). And py fultumode Beorhtric Offan pi)
fultumode Beorhtric Offan py pe he hdfde his dohtor him to cvene SAX.
CHR 83G.).

3. The hybrid particle because has also for five centuries shared the

province of the particle for in the causal dependent sentence.

And so the earl of Armagnac may do, Because he is near kins-
~ man unto Charles (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 5, 5.). Freely we serve

Because we freely love (MiLT. P. L. 5, 538.). I was afraid, be-

cause I was naked (GEN. 3, 10.) Because they never think of death,

they die (YOUNG, N. Th. 5. 490.) It is because I am a bachelor

that I am miserable (BULW., Lady of L., 1, 2.). And because right
is right, to follow right Were wisdom (TENNYSON p. 104.).

The abbreviation into cause formerly occurred frequently: nWhat
do you mean to strangle me?" wYes, ''cause you use to confess.*

(MARLOWE, Jew of M. 4, 2.) Then he, a patient shall reject all

physick, 'Cause the physician tells him, you are sick (BEN JONS.,
Ev. Man out of h. Hum. Prol.). He ripp'd the womb up of his

mother, Dame Tellus, 'cause wanted fother And provender (BuiL.,
Hud. 1, 2, 461.)*

"We also find the combination for because in former times : Which
grateful gift, the Queene did so accept . . partly, for bycause his

comely grace Gaue great suspicion of his royall bloude (GASCOYGNE,
Jocasta 1, 1.). And, for bycause, in vaine and bootelesse plainte I

29'
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haue small me.de, to spend this title time, Here will I cease etc. (ib.).

Why rail I on this commodity? But for because he hath not woo'd
me yet (SHAKSP. ,

John 2, 2.). And, for because the world is po-
pulous, And here is not a creature but myself, I cannot do it (Rich.
II. 5, 5.).

Old-Engl.: Be cause he was so litille, he inyght not seen him for the

peple (MACNDEV. p. 98. cf. 143. 165. 168. 228. 292. etc). That here lady
shuld take an husband . . Bycause she was of yonge age (!POMYDON 553.
cf. 1708.). Your confessour, Bycause he is a man of great honour, Schal
have the firste

fruyt (OHAUC., C. T. p. 7857. cf. 3859. 15590.). The com-
bination with that is frequent with the same writers. See p. 393.

For cause is also used instead of because: Uchon sculle calle others
felows by cuthe for cause they come of ladyes burthe (HALLIW., Freemas
51.). Man shalle falle tille his feete, For cause he can bales bete (Town.
M. p 49.

The reduplication of the notion met with in for because (that} may be

originally ascribable to the emphatic prominence of the causal relation.

And for because thei have but fewe of hem, therefore thei norisschen hem,
for to ere here londes (MAUNDEV. p 72.). And for because I have sette

my pleasaunce In pl&nte of drynke, I shall have in penaunce. To dwell in

wayters HALLIW. , Nugae P. p. 4.) And for be cause that Saturne is of
to late sterynge, therfore the folk of that contree . . ban ofkynde no wille

for to rnewe (MAUNDEV. p 162. cf. 153. 165. 193.).

The introduction of this dependent sentence by because has analogies in

Romance forms as the Fr. a cause gue, Span, a causa, por causa que,
Port, por causa que and the Lat. ob earn causam, ea de causa quod, Mod.-

Engl. uses reason similarly in such periphrases as for the same reason that :

,,Why does he go so often to Madrid??" nFor the same reason that lie

eats no supper."' LOSGFELLOW I. 144.) For the reason that I am not a
hoarder of money . . I am not lavish of it DICKENS, M. chuzzlew. 1, 3).

4. In that also is employed in the causal sentence.

Some things they do in that they are men ; some things in that

they are men misled and blinded with error (R. HOOKEK, Laws of

Eccl. Policy 1594.). Let him die, in that he is a fox By nature

proved an enemy to the flock (II Henry VI 3, 1, cf. Rich. II. 4,

2. I Henry VI. 3, 1. 4, 1.). I have my wish, in that I joy thy

sight (MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 1.). I have sinned in that I have

betrayed the innocent blood (MATTH. 27, 4.). For all the evils

which they shall have wrought in that they are turned to other Gods
DEUTER. 31. 18.). His father might well declare that all men be-

gan . . to extol his fortune in that he had a son blessed with so ex-

cellent a disposition (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 1,).

Dependent sentences of this sort are not distinguished from members of

sentences formed by the preposition in and the gerund, and denoting partly
the coincidence in time, partly the causal union of the actions. In Greek

fy (a was employed in the sentence of time, for wich the Anglosax trans-

lation of the Bible usually put particles of time, as ponne (Jon. 5, 5 ), svd

lange sva (MABC. 2, 19. Lcc. 5, 34.). The Old -French used en ce que of

time (See my Syntax II. 143.); the Mod. -
Highdutch indem corresponds,

which, in a temporal meaning, primarily denotes contemporaneousness, but

then stands also in a causal sense. Ancient instances of in that in a

causal meaning, however rare they may be, will not be wanting in English,

since, towards tho end of the fourteenth century, even the combination for
in that, with which compare for because, occurs. He errith in the bileve,
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for in that he takitli the most precious werkis of God in play and bourde
(WRIGHT. A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant II. 42. An analogous employment of on

pan pe may moreover be met with in Anglosax. : Ic pe andette . . on pan
pe ic geleornode and gelcestan mag pat ic pine domas daedum healde (Ps.

118, 7.). Gr. tv TW fUftttS^xfrat /ue xri.

5. a. The modal sentence with as may also be employed as a causal

sentence, especially where the reason of the knowledge or ex-

planation is indicated.

As no Peer is bound to sicear . . It follows etc. (Buix., Hud. 2,

2, 202.). As I was now capable of reflection, I began to consider

my precarious situation (SMOLLET, R. Rand. 6.). My eldest son

George was bred at Oxford, as I intended him for one of the learned

professions (Goi.DSM ,
Vic. 1.). As the animosity of those factions

did not really arise from the dispute about the succession, it lasted

long after all ground of dispute . . was removed (MACAT'L., Hist.

of E. I. 21.). As the population of Scotland had been generally
trained to arms . . they were not indifferently prepared for war

(Scon, Bl. Dwarf 2.). Comp. 1, b.

The particle as indicates, like the Fr. comme, in sentences of this sort

the equal validity of the principal and the dependent sentence, thus re-

presenting the expression of a causal relation. Old-Engl. : No man mighte
glade Theseus, Savyng his olde fader Egeus, That knew this worldes trans-

mutacioun, As he hadde seen it torne up and doun (CHADC. , C. T. 2839.).
Lete me fro this deth fle, As I dede nevyr no trespace (Cov. MYST. p. 281.).

Thus even the Anglosax. svd , sva svd serves to attach a sentence which
serves as the cause of the preceding, pu scealt griot etan pine lifdagas,
mi pu Iddlice vrohte onstealdcst ((XBDM. 906.). pu scealt geomor hveorfan

arleas on earde pinum , svd pu Abele vurde to feorhbanan (1015.). Se on

pas cynges hyrede Villelmes vas, sva svd his fader hine fires cynges fader
cer to gisle geseald hdfde (SAX. CHR 1093.).

b. The amplified forms forasmuch as, inasmuch as also operate causally.
Leave us not, I pray thee; forasmuch as thou knowest how we

to encamp in the wilderness (NuMB. 10, 31. Forasmuch as many
have taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration . . It seemed

good to me also etc. LUKE 1! 1 3.). Forasmuch as the thirst is

intolerable, the patient may be indulged a little drink (WEBST., v.

for). I regret this the more, inasmuch as 1 may not yield to any
dame the palm of my liege lady's beauty (BrLAv , Rienzi 3, 2.).

The older language especially uses the particles for als (as} moche as,

perhaps also be als moche as: He had sworn, that he scholde putte the

ryvere in suche poynt, that a woman myghte wel passe there, withouten castynge
of hire clothes; for als moche as he hadde lost many worthi men, that trowe-

den to passen that ryvere by swyminynge (MAI-.NDEV. p. 41.). And for als

moche as it reynethe not in that contree . . therfore in that contree ben
the gode astronomyeres (p. 40. cf. 53. 6G. 71. 126.). For as moche as

ther is no man certeyn, if it be worthi that God give him victorie or

nought . therfore every man schulde gretly drede werres to bygynne
(CHACC , C. T. p. 163 II. cf. 16G. I.). The contree is sett along upon
the ryvere of Nyle; be als moche as that ryvere may serve be flodes or

otherwise (MACNDEV. p. 45.) These particles agree in meaning with the

partant que, pourtant que, pour autant gue, to which they may be re-

duced. See Orelli, Old-French Gr. p. 407. Burguy, Gr. de la L.

(Toil II. 386.
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6. How sentences with now and since serve to state the Motive of

the principal sentence. See p. 433 and 442.

7. We may consider seeing, considering (that) and the like, as peri-

phrases of the cause of the knowledge or of the explanation.

Then, seeing 'twas he that made you depose, Your oath, my lord,
is vain and frivolous (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, 2.) Ye know the

heart of a stranger, seeing ye were strangers in the land of Egypt
(ExoD. 23, 9.) [Anglosax. for pam pe ge vseron alpeodie]. I plied
at the opera, madam ; and, considering "'twas neither dark nor rainy . .

made a tolerable hand on't (GAY Begg. Op. 1, 1.). BI may say I

never see him." ,,That is strange . . considering he is your
next neighbour," (COOPER, Spy 5.)
These sentences agree with the French dependent Sentences introduced

by vu que, attendu que although we meet with cases of the object in Eng-
lish, and nominative sentences in French after the verbal forms. Comp.
the Prep. II. 1. p. 478.

The Conditional Sentence.

The conditional sentence, called preeminently the hypothetical
sentence (although the concessive sentence is also of hypothecical

nature) contains an assumed or set cause, the consequence
of which is expressed in the principal sentence. The dependent
sentence therefore represents the condition

;
the principal sentence,

what is conditional, which receives its validity through the reali-

zation of the former. "Whether the subject matter of the condition

lies in the province of possibility or of impossibility, whether it is

in itself realized or not realized, does not become absolutely evident

from the sentence, but from other moments, as, from the further con-

text, or from other acquaintance with the thing, in part, however,
from the conventional use of the tenses and moods of the verb of

the predicate. So far as the condition is, in itself, questionable, the

interrogative sentence may take its place, a transmutation of this

sentence which frequently appeared (See 5.).

1. The sentence of the condition is introduced by the particle if,

which we still see employed as an interrogative particle in the

indirect interrogative sentence (See p. 419). The dependent sent-

ence may be affirmative or negative.

a. As this dependent sentence, grammatically considered, contains

no decision as to the realization of its subject matter, this al-

ways remains undecided, where the condition is stated simply,
and no further reflection is to be transferred from the whole
series of thoughts into the dependent sentence.

If you have tears, prepare to shed them now (SHAKSP., Jul.

Cses. 3, 3.). Storms rise t'o'erwhelm him: or if stormy winds

Rise not, the water of the deep shall rise COWPER p. 188.). A
penal statute is virtually anulled if the penalties which it imposes
are regularly remitted (MACAUL. Hist, of E. I. 30.). I am to

second Ion if he fail (TALFOL RD ,
Ion. 3, 2.). If you should go

near Barnald Castle, there is good ale at the King's head

(DICKENS, Nickleby 1, 7.).
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Old-Engl. : And jef pou wolt jet per vppe more asche <Sr wyte of me, Al

pe ende of loue & pe grond ich wol segge pe (R, OF. GL. I. 30.). And if
that thou me tellest skil I schal doii after thi wil WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.).

Touche it to the fuyr, and j'if it brenne, it is a gode signe (MACNDEV. p. 51.).

Now herkneth, if you likith for to here (CHACC , C. T. 15469.) Halfsax.:

Jif pou pis nult ipolien pe seal beon pa wrse (LAJAM. I. 21.). Jif pu wit

pu miht wel helpen inc seluen (I. 30.). pu bohhtesst tatt itt mihhte wel
Till mikell frame turrnenn Jiff Ennglisch follk . . lit u-ollde jerne lernenn

<ORM., Ded. 17.). Anglosax.: Onsend Higelace gif mec Mid nime, beadu-
scruda betst (Beov. 908.) Gif hva mine spr&ce gehealt, ne biff he naefre

dead (Jon. 8, 52.). The simple statement of the condition chiefly takes

place by the tenses of the present, or, in indirect speech, by tenses of

the past.

b. But the context may suppose the doubt or negation of the

conditional sentence , when the negative conditional sentence

starts from an affirmative supposition.

wDo you take me?" w Deuce take me if 1 do." (BuLW.,

Lady of L. 1, 2.). I should very imperfectly execute the task

which I have undertaken if I were merely to treat of battles and

sieges (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 3.). If he Had killed me, he had
done a kinder deed (SHELLEY, Cenci 2, 1.). If he were not a

male-factor, we would not have delivered him up unto thee

(JOHN 18, 3.).
Senses of the past here come chiefly under consideration. Old-Engl.:

For jef ich seide in bismare, oper bute yt ned were, Sone from me he

wolde wende pe Gost (R. OF GL I. 145.). Jif that / me shulde greve Hit

were hounlaw (WRIGHT, Anecd p. 4.). Jif it hadde ryveres and welles . .

it scholde ben als fulle of peple etc. (MACNDEV. p 43.). Jif here fadre
had not ben dronken, he hadde not yleye with hem p. 102. Anglosax.:

Gif 'God vcere eovre fader, vitodlice ge lufedon me (Jon. 8, 42 ). Gif ge
me lufedon, ge geblissedon (14, 28.). Ac gif pat fulle magen peer vase, ne
eodon hi naefre eft to sciponSAx. CHR. 1004.)

. But on the other hand the context may teach that the affirmative

or negative conditional sentence claims validity in fact.

But if Frankfurt was thus representative of the past, it was

equally representative of the present (LEWES, G. I. 17.). If I
have not marled, it is because I have not loved (KAVANAGH, Fr.

Worn, of Lett. 8.). This case often appears in the opposition
of sentences, to which validity belongs equally: If thy family is

proud, Mine, sir, is worthy! if we are poor, the lack Of riches,

sir, is not the lack of shame (SHERID. KNOWLES, Love Chase

3, 1.). But if the town was heedless, not so were the stars

(LEWES, G. I. 15.). If he had loved her before, he now adored
her (IRVING, Br. H., Ann. Delarbre). For, if I slew thy brother

dear, Thou slew'st a sister's son to me (Scoxr, L. Minstr. 5, 29.).

If the divine fire of genius failed her . . she had at least that

intellectual honesty etc. (KAVANAGH, Fr. Worn, of Lett. 1 .). The
concessive sentence may here frequently be substituted for the

conditional sentence. The sentence of the sentence referred

to a fact may also approach the causal sentence. If I shrink

not from these, the fire-arni'd angels, Why should I quail from
him who now approaches (BYRON, Gain 1. 1.)

Old-Engl : // / be master I wille be brother (Tows. M. p. ISO.). Yef
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he were er y-bete sure, Thanne was he bete moche more (OCTOCIAN 1841.).
That if that Palamon was wounded.sore, Arcite is hurt as moche as he, or more
(CHAUC , C. T Anglosax.: Gif he pa tealdegodas, pe Godes speec to vas gevor-
den . ge secgatf, pat pu bysmer spycst (Jon. 10, 35. Gifpu him heodag vuht
hearmes yesprcece, he forgiftf hit peah GDM. 657.). The conditional

sentence bordering on the causal sentence is also old. Old-Engl.:
perl'ore ^if I lorde and mayster haue waschen jourefeet, and }ee schulen
wascbe anoper pe topers feet (WYCL., Job. 13, 14.). Anglosax.: Gif ic

pvoh tovre fet . . and ge sceolon eac pvean cover aplc offres fet (ib)
Ic vat pat ge synd Abrahames beam . . Gif ge Abrahames beam synd
vyrcatf Ahrahames veorc (Jon 8, 37 39.).

d. As the sentence of time sometimes approeaches the conditional

sentence, so, conversely the latter borders on the sentence of

time.
Slaves cannot breathe in England; if their lungs Receive our

air, that moment they are free (CowKER p. 185.). If she so

much as rustled the folds of her hood, he could hear the ill-look-

ing man clap his hand upon his sword (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.).

If they met, they met merely as our Convocation now meets, to

go through some venerable forms (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 42.).

Old-Engl. : Jif ony man or woman be taken in avowtery, anon thei

sleen him (MAUNDKV. p. 249 Halfsax : Jif heo flu^en to burgen, per heo

forwurffen; jif he flojen to pa wunde (leg. wude), per hi heom forduden

(LAjAM. II. -143.).

e. The negative conditional sentence with if in general denotes that

the negation of what is contained in the dependent sentence is

the condition of what is predicated in the principal sentence^
that the validity of the principal sentence is to be inferred from
the former. But the negative sentence may also state an excep-
tional case, with the appearance of which the subject matter
of the principal sentence is irreconcilable

,
without an internal

causal nexus between the negation of the condition and of the

consequence being proved. Both kinds of the dependent sentence

certainly border hard on each other, and may sometimes have
to be interchanged. The older language keeps them more sharply

separated, the modern admits the introduction of the exceptional
case with if not. t

But if we haply scape (As well we may, if not through your
neglect} We shall to London get (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 5, 2.).

There is a place (If ancient and prophetic fame in Heaven Err

not) another world (MiLT., P. L. 2, 345.). If I err not hither

speeds a messenger (SHERID , KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 1.). Here
also belong periods in which a single sharply defined determina-

tion is opposed to a negative or interrogative sentence with a

negative supposition. No king of England, if not king of France

(SHAKSP., Henry V., 2, 2.). And who should thrive In love, if
not Love's soldier . .? SHERID. KNOWLES, Love-Chase 5, 3.).

This combination is especially selected in the incomplete de-

pendent sentence.
In olden times the conditional relation was more sharply separated

from the exceptive. To the latter belong the particles but and the sub-

sequent unless, along with a few more (See 6, 7.), as Anglosax. especially

employed bfttan, where as Gothic could use niba like the Gr. d jurf,
in
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both kinds of sentences. Those English particles have also remained, to

a great extent, in Modern-English, by which, on the whole the exceptive

sentences, like the Lat. sentences and members with nisi, are separated
from those with if not, Lat. si non. The form nif (ne if) occurring here

and there in negative sentences in Old-Engi. , may also be incidentally

mentioned, which is said to survive in Somerset in the meaning of if.

Comp. Nif he nere scoymus & skyg & non scape louied, Hit were a

meruayl to much (MORRIS, Engl. Allit. Poems. Lond. 1864. p. 38.).

2. Moderu-Engl. also formerly used the particle and, an\ an, in the

conditional sentence, which also appears combined with if (and if,

an zj). The modern literary language has abandoned this particle,

yet an has been preserved in the mouth of the people.

Corporal Nym, and thou wilt be friends, be friends : an thou wilt

not, why then enemies with me too (SfiAKSP., Henry V. 2, 1.).

I'll make one; an I do not, call me villain (I Henry IV. 1, 2.). Ah!
no more of that, Hal, an thou lovest me (2, 4.). Leave it, an't

please yaur honour, to me, quoth the corporal (STERNE, Tr. Shandy
6, 6.). For once he had been ta'en or slain An* it had not been

his ministry (ScoTT, L. Minstr. 2, 32.). An this weather last, what
will come o'the lambs! (Bl. Dwarf 1.)

An he take the least alarm
in that quarter, we are but lost men (Ivanh. 2.). The knighthood
was but a silly show, an it were not for the wine from the horse's

nostrils (BuLw., Rienzi 5, 5.). In the sixteenth and seventeenth

century the juxtapositon of and, (an) if is not rare, without and

being the mean of connection with a preceding sentence: And yf
thou will strike me, and breake thy promise, doo (JACK JUGLER

p. 25.). What's the prize?" wYour life and if you have it

MARLOWC, Jew of M. 2, 2). But and if that servant say . . The
lord of that servant will come etc. (LuKE 12, 45.). This must
crave (An if this be at all) a most strange story (SHAKSP., Temp.
5, 1.) His father never was so true begot; It cannot be, an if
thou wert his mother (JOHN 2, I.). I'll break thy little finger, Harry,
An if thou wilt not tell me all things true I Henry IV. 2, 3.).
The copulative particle and, which was often weakened down to an, has,

from ancient times, taken the place of if- In English it has been restricted

to the conditional dependent sentence and has only occasionally penetrated
the indirect interrogative sentence, likewise introduced by if. (See p. 419),
whereas in the Middle -Highdutch in the dependent sentence of the deter-

mination of place and time, in the conditional and concessive dependent
sentence, as well as in the modal sentence ,

it might, take the place of the

conjunctions, and even represented the relative pronoun. Benecke presents
numerous instances Middle -

Highdutch Dictionary 3, 185. In the condi-
tional sentence und certainly occurs most frequently, when the sentence
stands in the inverse form of the question. Ich junge, und tuot si daz

(WALTH v. D. VOGKLW. v. Pfeiffer, p. 38. Diet 3, 184.). In English the

interrogative form is not observed. Old -Engl.: For theras the weder is,

ther is turment strong Of wynd, of water, and of fur, and thaye threo were

i-fere, A melston scholde al to-dryve (WRIGHT Pop. Treat, p 136.). And
thou childe in this hous, Hit schal beo a thyng unwreste (Aus. 618. cf.

2697 sq. 3886.). For and she knew thou went away, She lyveth nevir to-

morrow-day (IPOMYDON 861.). He will not leevyn the forseyd sentense of

myraclis pleyinge, but and men shewen it hym hi holy writt WRIGHT A.

HALLIW , Rel. Ant. II. 50. And I were a pope, Nought only thou, but

every mighty man . . Schould han a wif (CHACC., C. T. 15436.). See Vol.
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I. p. 423. Now welle were I an it so were (TowN. M. p. 156.). There nys
erthly man But, an he can Bone Auenture take*, There can no fauour nor

frendshyp hym forsake (SKELETON I. 34.). This usage is found even in

Halfsax.; For pat word pat ich pe sende bi mine Hue ich hit halde, If pu
hit nult ileuen, beoten hit laessinge beo, ich hit wulle trousien purh mine
tirfulne godd (LAJAM. I. 355.). Help him nou an pou mint (I. 150. mod.

text). Even in Anglosax. the sentence commencing with and takes the

place of the conditional sentence: Forlaet minne sunnu pat he peovje me,
and pu noldest hyne forlcetan vitodlice ic ofslea pinne frumcennedan sunu
(Exoo. 4, 23). Gr.: ti filr oov

/u.ij ftovkti f^nnogffliai autoi*? xrA.

The combination and if may be compared with the Middle-Highdutch und
obe wherein und apperas pleonastic; yet it is not old, and may attach to

itself such pleonasms as for became, and the like.

3. The conditional sentence is also introduced by so. As distinguished
from if, so chiefly appears where the condition is of a restrictive

nature and express a reservation
,

so that it is assimilated to

the Lat. modo, dum, dummodo, although not always.
I am content, so thou wilt have it so (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 3,

5.). Why, let 'em come, so they come not to war, Or let'em war,
so we be conquerors (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 1.). Would I had
lost this finger at a venture, So Wellbred had ne'er lodged within

my house (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his Hum. 2, 1.). Revenge . .

on itself recoils; Let it; I reck not, so it light well aim'd . . on
him who next Provokes my envy (MiLT., P. L. 171.). So Mahomet
and the mountain meet, no matter which moves to the other (CHA-
THAM, Lett. 12.). Do so in any shape in any hour - - With

any torture so it be the last (BYRON, Manfr. 2, L). The Palmer
took on him the task, So he would march with morning tide, To
Scottish court to be his guide ((Scorr, Marrn. 1. 29.). The vain

puppets, so they keep the semblance, scarce miss the substance

(BuLW., Rienzi 3, 2.). So you only catch'em, it matters not whether

you hook or tickle (DoucL. JERROLD, Bubbles 2.).

In Old-Engl. so that is commonly put instead of so: Al my lond I will

of him held, So that he wil, for charite, In peace hereafter leave me (Riflta.

C. DE L. 2340). Ye schole have pes, for evyr moo, So that ye make kyng
of Surry Markes Feraunt (3222. Soo that he wole, thou hym proffre To
let Jesu and Mary, To geve hym land a gret party 3654.). So that ye
take it not at grejfe, Full feyne he wolde prey you of leffe (IPOMYDON
197.) Ich wille help the, So that thou wille spousi me (SEUYN SAGES 2663.).

Take all the gud that I have So that thou wylt my lade save (Sm AMADAS
677.). So that he were most y-worschepede, Thenne sculde he be so y-

clepede (HALLIW., Freemas. 45.). So that he may fynde Goddes foysoun
there, Of the remenaunt needeth nought enquere (GHAUC., C T. 3165.). I

couthe telle . . so that ye be not wroth (7829.). What so thou askys I

graunte it the, So that it be skylle (Town. M. d. 231.). Bothe gold and

sylvyr je xul have, So that in clennes je kepe my name Cov. MYST. p. 218.),

The simple so is rare: Doujteth no dette, so dukis hem preise (Dspos. OF

RICH. II. p 19.). What, so thou yelde agayn my tresore, I schal the love

for ever more RICH. C. DE L 1595.) ^411e my covandys holdeu shalle be,
So I have felyship me abowte (TowN. M. p. 185.) It is ofteuer accom-

panied by a preposition be, by, for: He makethe him sum promys and

graunt, of that the straungere askethe resonabely, be so it be not ajenst
his lawe (MAUNDEV. p. 40.). By so that thow be sobre . . Darstow nevere

care for corn (P. PLOCGHM. p. 276.). Roughte ye nevere Where my body
were buryed, By so ye hadde my silver silver (p. 206.). Ich wil the yive
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of golde a mark, And a stede strong and stark , By so thou wil, withouten

ansuere, To youre kyng a lettre here ALIS. 5526,). Contrition myghte hym
save brynge his soule to blisse

; for so that feith here witnesse P. PLOUGHM.

p. 278.). The use of so in the conditional sentence may lean primarily

upon the temporal so, Anglosax. svd, (See p. 423), as a so forming a

temporal condition has been developed in German. Mod. -Highdutch: Dis

alles will ich dir geben, so du niederfdllest und mich anbetest (MATTH. 4,

9.)- This so, however, often exceeds the notion of a reetrictive condition,
contained in so/erne. But the combination with prepositions seems to

point to a Fr. origin, and to remind us of the old par si que = pourvu

Sue:
Car par lui ne voel pas garir Par si que vous voie morir (FLORE o.

L. 2807. Bekk.). (As to par si que, alongside whereof par ainsi que
occurs, See my Syntax of the Mod.-Fr. Language II. 175.)

The particle as in the conditional relation is to be incidentally men-

tioned, as in: As I were a shepherdess, I would be piped and sung to; as

a dairy-wench, I would dance and maypoles (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 4, 1.).

Here the as which follows explained the origin of the complete sentence

more freely annexed, which, abbreviated, might run; as a shepherdess, but
would then at the same time lean upon the predicate would be piped . . to.

4. The sentences introduced by on (upon) condition (that'), conditionally

that, in case (that), as well as by such participles as provided

(that), may be considered periphrastic forms for the conditional

sentence, to which other case sentences accompanied by im-

peratives, as say, suppose, may be appended. They are attached

to Romance members of sentences which emphasize the notion of

a condition, supposition or assumption.
Upon condition thou wilt swear To pay him tribute . . Thou shalt

be placed as viceroy under him (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 5, 4.). Mercy
was offered to some prisoners on condition that they would bear

evidence against Prideaux (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 220.). I here
entail The crown to thee . . Conditionally, that thou take an oath

To cease this civil war (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, !.) This

speak I, lords, to let you understand, In case some one of you
would fly from us, That there's no hop'd-for mercy (III Henry VI.

5, 4.). In case we are surprised, keep by me (IRVING, Tales of a

Tr., Story of the Bandit Chieft.). Entertain Lodovick . . With
all the courtesy you can afford; Provided that you keep your maiden-
head (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 2, 2.). The mere delight in combin-

ing ideas suffices them; provided the deductions are logical, they
seem almost indifferent to their truth (LEWES, G. I. 65.). Here
also are to be referred such participles as providing, supposing and
the like, along with which forseeing as well as a condition:

Imperatives like say, suppose, and the like may, moreover, in-

dicate a concession as well as a condition: Say, you can swim;
alas ! 'tis but a while (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 5, 4.). Well father,

say I be entertained. What then shall follow? (MARLOWE, Jew of

M. 1, 2.). But say I were to be hanged, I never could be hanged
for any thing that would give me greater comfort than the poison-

ing that slut (GAY, Bedg. Op. 3, 1.). Suppose he should relent . .

with what eyes could we stand in his presence? (MiLT., P. L. 2,

237.). Suppose "'twere Portius, could you blame my choice? ADDIS.,
Cato 1, 6.) Imperative sentences with let may likewise be cited

as representatives of the conditional sentence: Setting aside his
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high blood's royalty, And let him be no kinsman to my liege, I do

defy him and I spit at him (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). Let Earth
unbalanced from her orbit fly, Planets and suns run lawless thro'

the sky (PoPE, Essay on M. 1, 251.). For the imperative sentences

See Vol. II. 1. p. 134. Other periphrases of the conditional by
complete or incomplete sentences with a case sentence are readily

explained.
Of these intelligible periphrases of conditioned actions we find in ancient

times in case (that), Mod. - Highdutch im Falle (dasz), falls , imported from
the French : He sayd, he wold haue hyr to wyffe ,

If she wold, withouten

stryffe; And in case she wold not soo ! shall make hyr moche woo"

(IpoMYooN 1607.). In cos that he had ony werre . . thanne he makethe

certeyn men of armes for to gon up into the castelles of tree (MAUSDEV. p.

191.). In cos mo dowtys that we fynde may, The trewthe of hem je may
us telle Cov. MYST. p 195.). To the French a condition que answers in

some measure the Anglosax. form: on pat gerad pat: Eadmund cyning ofer-

hergode dall Cumbraland, and hit let call call to Malculme Scotta cyninge,
on pat yerdd pat he vcere his midvyrhta cegfter ge on see ge edc on lande

(SAX. CHR. 844. cf. 1091.).

The ancient language also uses dependent sentences with with that (thy),

if the action of the principal sentence is annexed to a condition as a

counter rendering or an equivalent. Old Engl. : Ich wile jeve the riche

mede, With that it be so (WKIGHT, Anecd. p. 7.). Ich wille geve the gift

ful stark . . With that min hernde be wel don (p. 8.). Y wolde Y hadde
al Perce y-geve, With that y myghte have thi lif! (Aus. 4654.) Take thee al the

goods that we have, With that thou wilt our lyves save, Lett us passe away al

nakyd (Ricn. C. DB L 4155. cf. OCTOCIAN 158.) Nul y here byleve . .

With that ye me from deth borwe (Aus. 4520.). The leuedi seyd sche

wald ful fain Sende him gode asses tvain, With-thi he wald oway go (AMIS.
A. AMIL. 1777.). Halfsax. : Al pine wille he wule don witf pon pe pu him

jeue griff (LAJAM. I. 352. cf II. 55. 528. mod. text.). Al pis ich wulle don
. . wiffpatpume le.te liuien(lll. 36. cf. 171.). Anglosax. : pa haeflenan Philistei

beheton hira [hire?] sceattas, vi3 pain pe heo besvice Samson pone strangan
(Jco. 16, 5.). Ic gife pe pa offre vi& pam pe pu hirsumige me 69re seofen

gear (Gnu. 29, 27 ) pa geradde se cyng and his vitan pat him man to sende

and him gafol behete, vi& pon pe hi pcere hergunge gesvicon (S:tx. CHR. 994.).

5. The inverted collocation of words, as in the question, is sub-

stituted for the conditional sentence. The question is felt as such

only where a tense of the present in the indicative belongs to the

sentence, when the mark of interrogation is usually employed.
Is my young master a little out of order? the first question is:

What will my dear eat? LOOKE, Education.) Were Richelieu dead
his power were mine (BuTL., Richel., 2, 1,). Wast thou a mon-

arch^ Me wouldst thou make thy queen? (SHERID. KNOWLES, Love-
Chase 3, 1, I would make remembrance of them to cease from

among men: were it not that I feared the wrath of the enemy
(DEUTER. 32, 26.). Had the Plantagenets . . succeeded in uniting all

France under their government, it is probable that England would
never have had an independent existence (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I.

14.) These high-aimed darts of death, and these alone, Should I col-

lect, my quiver would be full (YOUNG, N. Th. 5, 1022.). Should an
individual want a coat, he must employ the village tailor, if Stultze

is not to be had (Scoix, Minstrelsy I. 58.). What was to become
of them should their provision jail? (IRVING, Columb. 3, 7.)
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This usage, diffused through many languages, especially modern ones,

pervades all periods of our province. Old-Engl. : For habbe pou, jjoicer ynow,
pou myjt be glad & blipe (R. OF GL. I. 114.) Have je good tydynges,

mayster? than be we glad (Cov MYST. p. 77.) May I hym mete, I shalle

hym slo (Tows. M. p 44.). Be I taken I be bot dede (p. 15.). Weste

hie hit mijtte ben for - holen
,
Me wolde thincke wel solen Thi wille

for to fullen (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). Stode heo here, as heo
doj) pere,

euer a wolde laste (R. OF GL. I. 146.). Were ther a belle on hire beighe . .

Men mighte witen wher thei wente (P. PLOCGHM. p. 11). Scant could sche

feel more pine or reuth, War it hir owen childe (LAY LE FREINE 351.).

Knew I here namys, wel were I (Cov. MYST. p. 86.). AT
o had beo oure

Tiriens, Thou haddest leye ther withoute defence (Aus. 3365. cf. RICH. C.

DE L. 3263.). Ner thou oure brother, schuldestow never thrive (CuAuc.,
C. T. 7526.) Halfsax.: Ac pare nadde he hi-come nere hit for stcikedome

(LA^AM. I. 396. mod. text). Anglosax. : Bi& se torr pyrel, in-gong geopenad,
ponne ic aerest him purh eargfare iu-onsende in breost-sefan bitre geponcas
(Coo. EXON. 266, 23.). Ahte ic minra handa geveald, and moste ane tid

iite veordan, vesan ane vinterstunde, ponne ic mid pis verode (CLEDM. 367.).

Here also belongs: He hy gevyldan meahte mure, pat hi on niht ute at-

burston of paere byrig (SAX. CHR 943.), although the grammatical subject
is wanting. Comp. Old-Engl.: I were right now of tales desolat, Nere that

a marchaunt . . Me taught a tale (CHAUC., C. T. 4551.).

6. If the negative conditional sentence states a case with the presence
of which the subject matter of the principal sentence is irrecoucili-

able, this exceptional case is ordinarily introduced by other

conjunctions than if (See 1, e.). We primarily mention the modern

particle unless (nisi, ni, nisi forte), rarely appearing in the form

'/ess, formerly also least, sometimes too accompanied by that. It

appears both with affirmative and negative principal sentences.

This sword hath ended him: so shall it thee, Unless thou yield
thee as my prisoner (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 5, 3.). What place can

be for us Within Heav'n's bound unless Heaven's Lord supreme We
overpower"? ((MiLT. ,

P. L. 2, 235.) What's a tall man unless he

fight? (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his Hum. 4, 6.) To whose inte-

grity you must In spite of all your caution trust, And, 'less you fly

beyond the seas Can fit you with what heirs you please (Bi'TL.,
Hud. The Lady's Answ. 325.). Lie is nothing unless one supports
it (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). Yet, unless I greatly deceive myself, the

general effect of this chequered narrative will be to excite thank-

fulness in all religious minds (MACAUL. , Hist., of E. I. 2. Deny
that she is mine, And I will strangle thee, unless the lie Should
choke thee first (SHERID., KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.). Unless the poet
know how it is ^behind the scenes" he will never understand how
actors speak and move (LEWES, G. I. 61.) My cousins were
soon too much interested in the business of the morning to take

any further notice of me, unless that 1 overheard Dickon the linrse-

jockey whisper to Wilfred the fool etc., (ScoTT, R. Roy 7.); with
which the Lat. nisi quod and but that, (See 7) may be compared.
The particle least was sometimes formerly used for unless. And
least thou yield to this that I entreat, I cannot think but that

thou hat'st my life (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 3, 4.).

That unless is to be reduced to the Fr. a moins gue (. . we), Span , Port, d
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menos que there is no doubt upon lesse than is to be regarded as a literal

translation. Old -
Engl. : But that may not be , upon lesse than wee mowe

falle toward hevene fro the erthe-, where we ben (MAUNDEV. p. 164.), by
which the form onlesse, occuring later, is explained (Fiedler's Gr. II 349.).

If the form unless, has produced from it, rests upon a mistake of the first

element of the word, lesse than, was early diffused, lesse that subsequently.
I shall . . With strengthe take hir in hyr boure Lesse than she may finde
a knyght, That for hyr love me darre fight (!POMTDON 1614.). But men of

levyng be so owtrage, Bothe be nyght and eke be day, That lesse than

synne the soner swage, God wyl be vengyd on us sum way (Cov. MYST. p.

40.). Fforfett never be no woman, Lesse than the lawe olowe thi play
(p. 63.). I xal hem down dynge, Lesse than he at my byddynge Be buxum
to min honde (p. 183. cf. 193.). I xal forfare ffor to grete synnys that

I have do, Lesse that my lord God sumdel spare (p. 263.) The unclear

conception of the particle seems to have procured admission for the form
leasl.

7. The old exceptive particle but, whose present amplitude of usage
always goes back to the original meaning nisi, comes here into

extensive application.

a. But in this sense stands with affirmative indicative prin-

cipal sentences.

I would be sorry, my lord, but it should be thus (SHAKSP., II

Henry IV. 4, 3.). I'll die, but they have hid him in the house

(BEN JONS Ev. Man in h. Hum. 4, 1.). Beshrew my heart, but

it is wond'rous strange (Rows, J. Shore, 4, 1.). I'll be damned,
but they come in for a bellyful (GoLBSM., G. Nat. M. 3.).

But that more frequently states the exceptional case: it agrees
with the Lat. nisi quod.
But that I scorn to let forth so mean a spirit, I'd have stabb'd

him to the earth (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in h. Hum. 3, 2.). I

should be sick, but that my resolution helps me (SHAKSP., Cymb.
3. 6.). Your daughter . . Was a scorpion to her sight; whose life

But that her flight prevented it, she had ta'en off by poison (5, 5.

cf. 1, 2.) At ev'ry jest you laugh aloud, As now you would have
done by me, But that I barred your raillery (BuxL., Hud. 3, 1,

1420.). I liked her, would have marry'd her, But that it pleased
her father to refuse me (RowE, Fair Penit. 1, 1.). Here we live

in an old crumbling mansion that looks for all the world like an

inn, but that we never see company (GOLDSM., She Stoops 1.).
The folded gates would bar my progress now, But that the lord

. . Admits to a share (CowPER p. 171.). But that the Earl his

flight had ta'en, The vassals there their Lord had slain (ScOTT,
L. Minstr. 4, 10. cf. 3, 2.).
In former times the simple but is much more frequent in the negative

sentence with affirmative principal sentences. Old-Engl. : Bote y be perof
awrecke, y schall dye for sore (R. OF GL. I. 18.) Jef ich seide in bis-

mare, oper bute yt ned were (I. 145.). Plente me may in Engelond of

all gode yse. Bute folc yt forgulte (I. 1.). Lothe were lewed men But
thei youre loore folwede (P. PLOCGHM. p. 301.) Ich hire love, hit mot
me spille, Bote ich gete hire to mi wille (WRIGHT Anecd. p. 8.). Bote
we have the beter socour, We beth forlour (Ricn. C. DB L. 2993.). But
1 in other wise may be wreke, I schal defame him over al (CHACC., C. T.

7793. cf. 3295.). But je me warshipe je do me wronge (Cov. MYST. p.
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20.). I wyll myn heed be of y-smyte, Bote hyt be so (OcxouiAN 125.).

It were merveile but I the knew (IPOMTDON 847.). I shrew those lyppys
hot thou ley/ me som parte (Tows. M. p. 90.). Halfsax : pou aert al

dead buten pou do mine read, & pi laeuerd a swa bote pu min lore do

(LAjaM. I. 30.). Nu ic pe wulle quellen bute pu beo stille I. 287.). ?iff

pu takesst twijjess an Annd ekesst itt till fowwre, pu finndesst, butt an
wunderr be, pe fulle tale of sexe (ORM. 16352. cf. 7843.). Anglosax.:
Bvte ge to hym gecyrren, se deofol cvecff his sweore to eov (Ps. 7, 12.).

Nu biff fore preo niht, pat he on psere peode sceal . . gast onsendan ellor-

fiisne, bfitan pu cer cyme (ANDR. 185.). pat ve tires vone a butan ende
sculon ermffu dreogan, butan pu usic . . hreddan ville (CYNEVCLF, Crist

280. Grein).

In OKl-Engl. but t/are often combined, corresponding to the Lat. nisi

si: And profreden hire hedes to wedde, but jif it wolde falle as'thei

seiclen (MAUNDEV. p. 167.). Muche wonder me thinketh But if many a

preest beere . . A peire of bedes in Mr hand (P. PLOUGHM. p. 302 ). I-

wis but if I have my u-ille For derne love of the, lemman, I spille

(CHAfC. , C. T. 3277. cf. 3299, 15399. 15401. 15983.). But yiff

you helpe, I goo to schame (Ricn. C. DE L. 1572. cf. 1055.). Hym
thougth his hert wold to-breke, But if he myght se that mayde (IPOMT-
DON 142.). But yf je knowe were he is bent, Myn hert for woo asondyr
wyl race (Cov. MTST. p. 195.). With negative principal sentences we
observe this combination earlier (See b.

I have not so frequently observed but that in ^this case , although it is

old. Old -
Engl. : Myn handwerk to sle sore grevyth me, But that here

synne here deth doth brewe (Cov. MYST. p. 43.). Forthwyth there I had

hym slayne But that I drede mordre wolde come oute (SKELTON I. 50.).

Remarkable is: Bote on that thou me nout bi-melde, Ne make the wroth,
Min hernde willi to the bede (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.). Halfsax.: Freo-

li he pas twein brotherne heolden pas eorldomes , buten pat heo icneowen

pone king for heore herre (LAJAM. I. 306.). He wolde al pis kine - lond
setten on heore bond, bute pat he icleoped weore king of pan londe (III.

263.)- Anglosax.: pa se egorhere . . eall acvealde bftton pat earcebord

d (Cheold heofonafred (C^IDM. 1397.). Old-Sax. : So samo so thiu flod deda . .

the thar mid lagustromun liudi farteride bi Noeas tidiun , biutan that ina

neride god (HEILAND 8721.).

b. Of wider application is the employment of the particle with ne-

gative principal sentences of every kind, when the adverb scarce,

scarcely may represent the negation.
The simple but appears here most frequently. It is in the

same predicament as nisi in regard to negative notions, but passes
into the nearly related quin, It answers alternately to the Ger-
man ivenn nicht, ausser dasz, ohne dasz, dasz nicfit. Thieves are

not judged, but they are by to hear (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4, 1.). I

never do him wrong But he does buy my injuries, to be friends

(Cymb. 1, 2.). "Who never promises but he means to pay (I

Henry IV 5, 4.). It cannot be but he was murdered so (II Henry
VI. 3, 2.). Nor withstood them rock or hill, But they . .

found their way (MiLT., P. L. 7, 300.). That sword that . .

never dealt its furious blows, But cut the throats of pigs and cows

(BriL., Hud., The Lady's Answ. 9.). In Eske, or Liddel, fords

were none, But he would ride them, one by one (ScOTT, L. Minstr.

1, 21.). There scarcely occurs a phrase or word relating to Ro-
bin Hood . . but it is here collected and explained (Minstrelsy I.
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76.). I see no cause but we may seize on that (SOUTHERN, Oroou.

3, 2. But is also attached to negative sentence in such a

manner that a substantive notion occurring in the principal
sentence is not repeated as the subject of the dependent sentence,
and the latter appears as the representative of a negative ad-

jective sentence: There is not a white hair on your face, hut

should have its effect of gravity (SnAKSP., II. Henry IV. 1, 2.).

No voice exempt; no voice but well could join Melodious part

(MiLT., P. L. 3, 370.). I have no other way But as is as dif-

ficult, to play (BuTL., Hud. 3, o, 537. cf. 545.). Nor herb, norjloweret,

glisten'd there
,
But was carved in the cloister - arches as fair

(ScOTT, L. Minstr. 2, 8.). Thou hast done, or assisted to no-

thing, but deserves to be pardoned (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his

Hum. 5, 1.).
I scarce can meet a monument, but holdst mi/ younger

(YouNG, N. Tb. 4, 21.). Attached to a negative principal sent-

ence containing so, the determination of measure, but appears

analogously to the Lat. quin in regard to torn, and the de-

pendent sentence receives the colour of a consecutive sentence:

Mine eyes are full of tears, I cannot see: And yet salt water

blinds them not so much, But they can see a sort of traitors here

(&HAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 3.). There cannot be a chance in life so

miserable, Nothing so very hard but I could bear it, Much rather

than my love should treat me coldly (Rows, Fair Penit. 1, 1.).

Age had not lock'd his senses up so close, But he had eyes, that

open'd to his soul, And took your beauties in (SOUTHF.RN, Oroon.

3, 1.). No knight in Cumberland so good, But William may
count with him kin and blood (Scorx, L. Minstr. 4, 26.).

But that, nisi quod, here likewise passes into the meaning of

quin, but appears more rarely and not without subject: I would
ne'er have fled But that they left me 'midst my enemies (SHAKSP.,
I Henry VI. 1, 2.). I shall here abide the hourly shot Of angry
eyes; nor comforted to live, But that there is this jewel in this world

(Cymb. 1
, 2.). The third things past could keep in rnernoree : So that

no time nor reason could arize, But that the same could one of
these comprize (SPENS., F. Qu. 2. 9, 49.). I know that her Ma-

jesty has not given you any such command, but that you might

grant me a request of far greater courtesy (Hr.ME, Hist, of E. 42.).
I was not so young when my father died but that 1 perfectly re-

member him (BYRON, Conversat.)

How the exceptive conditional sentence gradually enters into further

relations is shewn by its earlier employment. Old-Engl.: pat pis lond
neuer ywonne nere, Bute yt porf treson of pe folk of pe selue lond were

(R. OP GL. I. 56.). pat no man yt nuste, Bute it were eny prive won
I. 25.). He ne mai nevere thanne come bote the weder vnciinde beo

WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.). Hy ne mijtte non lengour libe Bote here

heddrewere i take (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Bet. Ant. II. 273.). Lent nevere was
lif, But liflode were shapen (P. PLOUGH.M. p. 275.)- pou schuldist nut haue any
power ajenes me no but it were jouen to peefrom aboue (WYCL., Job. 9, 11.).

Worthe I nevir glad ne i'ayne But 1 bring'e theyin bothe agayne ([POMYDON
1443.). I wille not ete with the But thou a hone will grant me (1661.).
Ther was none that speke couthe But they the lady had in mouthe (137.
cf. 309. 1521. OCTOCIAN 127.). So that no man wolde trowe the richesse
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of the palays, but he had seen it (MACNDEV. p. 188. cf. 175. 221. 242. 275.).
I sawgh Tio man him greve, But it were oonly Osewald (CHAUC., C. T.

3857.). Symkyn \volde no wyf . . But she were wel i-norisshed (3945.).
I xal nevyr trowe it, but 1 it preve (Cov. MYST. p. 152.). The omission,

of the subject with the reference backward to a denied substantive does
not occnr till later time: Ther is no man but hens must wende (Cov.
MYST. p. 232.); likewise the reference to a principal sentence with so:

My sorwe was nevyr so grett, but now my joy is more (p. 76.). Halfsax.
Ne mihte hit iwurfren pat Bruttes ne musten reosen buten heo reed
haueden (LAJAM. III. 63.). Ne wend ich pat na man . . me mihte pus
lehtsiche allegeu mid fehte bute hit Ar&ur weore (III. 35.). Anglosax.:
Baton pa dagas gescyrte vatron, nare nan man hal gevorden (MATH. 24,

22.). Buton hva bed ednivan gecenned, ne mag he geseon Godes rice

(Jon. 2, 3.). Ne mag pat god beon getymbrod buton pat yfel
bed cer:

tovorpen (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 144.). pat ne geveorffe, buton he leafnesse habbe

pat hine man lang feormige (LEGG. WIHTRAD. 8.).

But if, but if that was very usual with negative principal sentences
Old -

Engl. But if ye loven leelly . . Ye ne have na moore rnerite . .

Than Malkyn (P. PLOUGHM. p. 25 sq ). Na-moore myghe God be man,
put if he rnoder hadde (p. 343.}. That no mason sculde worche be nyjht
But jef hyt be in practesynge of wytte (HALLIW. ,

Freemas. 228.) Before
the soudan comethe no strangier but ?if lie be clothed in clothe of gold
(MAUSDEV. p. 39.). Thei drynken no wyn ,

but jif it be on principalle
festes (p. 58. cf 47.). No man comethe nouther in to that yle ne in to

the other, but jif he be devoured anon (p. 285.). No man schalle neyghe
the charyot, but only tho lordes, but jif that the emperour calle ony man
to him (p. 241.) No man . . Schal not supplante othur securly But

jef that hyt be so y-wrojth, That hyt turne the werke to nojth (HAL-
LIW., Freemas. 204.J. Nu nis no squier of pris in this middel erd But

if that he here a babel and a long herd (WEIGHT , Polit. S. p 335.).
Ffor jitt schet I nevyr at hert, are, nere hynde, But yf that he deyd
(Cov. MYST. p 44.). Halfsax.: pat ne biff he biwunne purh nanes cunnes

monuen, bute jif hunger cumen per an under (LAJAM. II. 358 ). Nan ne

shollde wurrpenn pa sett to wurrpenn prest, butt iff He prestess sune
ware (ORM 492. cf. 1662. 1832. 2611 etc.). Forr mann ne majj nohht
unnderrfon patt god patt iss inn heoffne Butt iff'patt he be clennsedd etc. (5470.).

But that is rarer, althongh favoured by a few writers. Old -Engl.:
No straungere comethe before him, but that he makethe him sum promys
and graunt (MACNDEV. p. 40.). No man schalle come before no prynce
but that he be bettre (ib.). Thei knowe wel, that that myghte not be,
but that God lovethe it more than ony other thing (p. 165.). There nys
no table, but that it is worths, an huge tresour of gode (p. 218. cf. 312.

313.). Salle non finde encheson porgh quaintise to say, Bot pat je be

allc boun with me to wende pat way (/ASGT. II. 291.). Ther xal be

neyther kayser nere kynge. But that 1 xal hem down dynge (Cov. MYST.

p. 183.)- Sentences like Anglosax: peof ne cymfr buton pat he stele

(Jon. 10, 10.), do not belong here, the particle pat having its particular
final meaning, and arising through the contraction of two sentences. Gr. :

ovx (oytirti, tl /j,r) Ivu y.Milir) (see 9 extr.).

c. With interrogative principal sentences, at the root of which
lies the supposition of a negative answer, so that the question
itself receives the logical meaning of a negative sentence, but

is likewise in its place.
For who lived king, but I could dig his grave? SHAKSP., Ill

Henry VI. 5, 2.). What boded this, but ivell forewarning wind
Did seem to say, Seek not a scorpion's nest (II Henry VI.

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 30
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3, 2.). Where's the distance throws me back so far, but I may
boldly speak, Tho' proud oppression will not hear me? OTWAY,
Venice Preserv. 1, 1.) What can oppose us then but we may
tamet (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 3, 2.). The subject of the principal
sentence which is called in question, where at the same time

it must be that of the dependent sentence, is not then resumed:
Who finds the heifer dead . . And sees fast by a butcher with
an axe, But will suspect 'twas he that made the slaughter?

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 2.), and the dependent sentence is

immediately contracted with the subject of the incomplete prin-

cipal sentence: What day, what hour, but knocks at human

hearts. To wake the soul to sense of future scenes? (YouNG,
N. T. 7, 2.) Who but must mourn, while these are all at rage,
The degradation of our vaunted stage? (BYRON p. 322.), with

which compare the denied subject before but: Not a soul But

felt a fever of the mad (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.).
We must distinguish the support of the dependent by the interroga-

tion sentence generally, and the immediate reference of the particle out

to an interrogative word. The latter was formerly found chiefly in the

incomplete dependent sentence. The further development of the use of

but with interrogative sentences is annexed partly to its combination
with sentences, partly to its appearance with a few members of sen-

tences. The connection of the exceptive sentence with interrogative
sentences is moreover in use in Anglosax. : Cvyst pu dem9" ure ae *nigne
man, buton hyne man cere gehyre? (Jon. 7, 51.) Hu mag man in-gan
on stranges bus and hys fata hyne bereafjan, buton he gebinde cerest

pone strangan? (MATH. 12, 29.). Hvat mag ic done butan me Godvisigef
(GFN. 41, 16.). In such sentences as: Hvdt magon we secgean buton

pat hi scotedon sviffe? ((SAX CHR. 1083.) pat introduces the objective
sentence to secgean.

d. The frequent use of the particle but before a member of a
sentence or an incomplete sentence rests upon the ab-

breviation and contraction of sentences. The particle answer-

ing to the Lat. nisi, praeter, in this case often touches the pre-

position but, from which, through the obliteration of the case

forms of nouns, it cannot be always with certitude distinguished.
a. As to the employment of but with affirmative sentences or

determinations comp. Vol. II. 1. p. 466. It may pass for a

conjunction in: In a time of revolt and abrogation of all Law
but Cannon Law (= but of Cannon Law) (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol.

3, 2, 2.); and so before adjectives and participles after all

(tantum non): When breath was all but flown (Scoxi, Field

of Waterl. 7.). The fine arts were all but proscribed (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. I. 80.). Here belongs the combination of but with
a preposition, mostly for, by which the member conditioning
the exception is introduced, which also occurs with negative
sentences: The sweat of industry would dry, and die But for the

end it works to (SHAKSP., Cymb. 3, 6.). Folly . . Has made . .

Our arch of empire, stedfast but for you, A mutilated struc-

ture, soon to fall (Cowp., p. 183.). It was a legacy his father

left, Who, but for Foscari, had reigned in Venice (ROGERS,
It., Foscari.). He would have put me into the hands of the
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Prince of Orange, but for God's special providence (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. III. 323.). A look that, but for its quiet, would
have seemed disdain (BuLW., Caxtons 15, 1.). Far less than
this is shocking in a race Most wretched, but from streams of
mutual lave; And uncreated, but for love divine (YouNG, N.
Th. 3, 205.). My care was wholly bent you, To find the

happy means of your deliverance, Which but for Battings'
death I had not gain'd (Ro\VE, J. Shore 5, 1.).

Old-Engl.: For all shall be fordone that lif in land hot ye (TOWN.
M. p. 23.). I myself wold kylle hym Bot for Sir Pylate (p. 207.)
Halfsax.: Hit likede wel pan kinge buten for one pinge ((LAJAM. III.

264.). Anglosax. : Se is athvam freond . . butan dracan dnwn (GREIN,

Ags. Poes. I. 233.) Gyf hva ponne of paere offre maegdfe vrace do on

senigum oarrum men butan on pdm rihthanddcedan, si he gefah vi5 pone
cyning (LEGG. EADM. 1.)

/3.
In regard to negative determination in the principal sen-

tence but frequently is in the same predicament as nisi: For
never but once more was either like To meet so great a
foe (MiLT. P. L. 2, 721.). The truth . . Though not but by
the Spirit understood (12, 513.). What we cannof but con-

sider as his error (MACAUL., Essays HI. 1.). They cannoi but

judge of him under the deluding influence of friendship (III. 3.).

The simple but is certainly equivalent to but with a nega-
tion preceding, in the meaning of nonnisi. This isolated but

evidently supposes a suppressed thought, which is to be re-

firded
as a negative one, or, atleast, as one to be restricted:

rect his statue then and worship it. And make my image
but an alehouse sign (SHALSP., II Henry VI. 3, 2.). Oaths are

but words, and words but wind (BuTL., Hud. 1, 2, 107.). Ros-
sano who but now escap'd the garden (RowE, Fair Penit. 4,

1.). The first of poets was, alas! but man (BYRON p. 318.).
The proudest royal houses are but of yesterday, when com-

pared with the Hne of Supreme Pontiffs (MACAUL., Essays IV.

98.). The operation of but is in these cases equivalent to

that of not but.

The reference to a negation in members with but is very frequent
in all ages. Old-Engl.: per was no kyng bote he (R. OF GL. I. 108.).

pe kyng was bute a schade (I. 107.). Je ne konne nojt bote fie (I.

100.). Crist dede nothinge to us but effectuely in weye of mercy
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 42.). He cometh noght but ofte

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 309.). Halfsax.: Nu nabbe we of pan londe buten

pene west ende (LAJAM. III. 273.). lugenes ne leouede buten seouen

?eren (I. 291.). JVes hit buten Intel wile (I. 70.). Anglosax. paer ic ne

gehyrde butan hlimaman see (Coo. EXON. 307.). Hig wafdon on scype
mid him, boton cenne hlaf (MARC. 8, 14.). Ms her nan pin (ping)
buton Godes hus (GEN. 28, 17.). Ne adrifff pes deoflu ut buton purh
Belzebub (MATH. 12, 24.).

But in the meaning nonnisi, is likewise not to be far pursued. Old-

Engl.: ,Mid how mony knyjtes ys he come?" pe oper ajeyn seyde,
BMadame lute mid o mon.u (R. OP GL. I. 35.). He lyued hot a inoneth

(LANGT. I 13.). That thow tellest . . Is but a tale of Waltrot (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 377.). Rychard wol do yow but good (RICH. C. DE L.

1575.). We dy but oones (Tows. M. p. 265.). The notions nisi, tan-

30
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turn and sed pass into each other in but (See p. 358); How all touch
one another is shewn by passages like : Halfsax. : Leode were par none
ne wapmen ne wifmen, buten westije pcedes (only desert paths ?) (LAJAM.
I. 48.). Anglosax. : pat ne vat senig monna cymies butan metod ana

(Coo. EXON. 22o, 6.)- Old -Fries.: Tha stifhe wet nen manniska buta

god al ena (RIEGER, Alt- u. Ags. Leseb. p. 213.). The exceptional
case makes, at the same time, an opposition, appearing in the con-

text as a limitation to one notion.

y. In regard to an interrogative sentence, regard is often had
to the interrogative word by but with a member of a sentence.

Whom should I obey but thee? (MiLT., P. L, 865.). Where
lies the fault but on you in Vienna? (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.) Say
where greatness lies . . Where but among the heroes and the

wise (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 217.). Who but I can seal the

lips of those below in my secret? (BuLW., Caxtons 15, 1.)

Old-Engl.: Who folwith Cristes Gospel and his lore But we? (CHACC.,
C. T. 7517.). Anglpsax.

: Hvd mag synna forgifan buton God ana?

(MARC. 2, 5. Hvat sindan pa gimmas sva scyne buton god sylfa?

(Coo. EXON. 43, 26.)

8. Without, as a particle for the dependent sentence, serves in a more
limited measure to introduce a case with which the principal sen-

tence is irreconcilable.

MAre all these things perceived in me?" . . Without you were

so stinple, non else would." (SHAKSP., Two Gentlem, 2, 1.) The

boys would not walk with me without they were ordered (MARRYAT,
J. Faithf. 1, 4.). You will not enjoy health, without you use much
exercise (WEBST. v.). This form is a favourite in the mouth of

the people: Thae corbies dinna gather without they smell currion

(ScoTT, R. Roy 18.).
As the Anglosax. prepositon butan has frequently been replaced by with-

out, this might. also represent but as a particle of the sentence, as hap-
pened in Oid-Engl: The frosty grove and cold must be my bedde, With-

out ye list gour grace and mercy shewe (CHAUC., Court of L. 979.). With-
outt 1 have a vengyng I may lyf no langer (Town. M. p. 146.). Modyr on
erthe was nevyr non cler Withowth ache had in

byrth travayle (Cov. MYST.

p. 151.). This maye brede to a confusyon, Withoute God make a good
conclusyon (SKELTON I. 48.). See the prepos. but II. 1. See 466.

9. Another substitute for but is offered by save, saving') (that, except,

excepting (that), wherewith also may be reckoned the expression
of reservation, reserved, and the like.

He should have liv'd Save that his riotous youth, with dangerous
sense, might in time to come have to

1

en revenge (SHAKSP., Meas. f.

Meas. 4, 4.). Dark was the vaulted room . . Save that before, a

mirror, huge and high, A hallow 'd taper shed a glimmering light

(ScOTT, L. Minstr. 6, 17.). And saving that his face is to be

noted Looking at hers . . my sharp household eyes Have fix'd

on no confusion of his making LEIGH HUNT, Leg. of Flor. 1, 2.).

Who preferreth peace More than I do except I be provoked
(SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3, 1.). Except I conceived very worthily of
her, thou shouldst not have her (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in his Hum.
4, 3.). In this poet the comic form outcept also occurrs: Outcept
a man were, a post-horse, I have not known the like of it (Tale of

of a Tub 2, 1..) Thou couldest have no power at all against me,
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except it were given thee from above (JOHN 19, 11.) [Comp.: Old-

English: no but it were 3ouen to pee. WYCL. ib. Anglosax.: buton

hyt vaere pe ufan geseald. ib.] No man can do these miracles . .

except God be with him (3, 2. cf. MATTH. 12, 1*9. etc.). It was a

fine April morning (excepting that it had snowed hard the night be-

fore . .) SCOTT, Bl. Dwarf 1.). ^Shall our condition stand?"

w lt shall: Only reserved, you claim no interest In any of our towns
of garrison." (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 5, 4.) Save and except are

often used before members of sentences and before other dependent
sentences with which, like but and other conjunctions, they enter

into no immediate combination Where was the sin . . save in

wealth? (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). Bread not to be had except by
ticket from the Mayor (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3, 2, 2.). No Nor-
man or Breton ever saw a Mussulman, except to give and receive

blows (MACAUL , Essays IV. 106.). Till now he hath Said no-

thing, save that all shall die (BYRON, Cain 2, 2.). Forgetfulness
I sought in all, save where 'tis to be found (Manfr. 2, 1.). No
noise is heard, Save when the rugged bear and the gaunt
wolf Howl in the upper region (ROGERS, It., Banditti.). The
moon went down; and nothing now was seen Save where the

lamp of a Madonna shone Faintly or heard, but when
he spoke, who stood Over the lantern (ID., Gondola).

In Old-Engl. saf (save) that, is earliest met with, then also saving that,

as the prepositonal saf, salf, sauf, formerly was diffused as except: Thei

ben fulle resonable . . saf that thei worschipen an ox for here god (MACNDEV.
p. 196.). Thei taken the nexte of hire kyn to hire wyfes, saf only that

thei out taken hire modres etc. p. 246.). Te Deum was our song, and

nothing ellis . . Save that to Crist I sayd an orisoun (CHAUC., C. T. 7447.).
Of the phenix kynde; Of whose incyneracyon There ryseth a new crecyon
Of the same facyon Without alteracyon, Sauyng that olde age Is turned

into corage Of fresche youtp agayne (SKELTON I. 67.). Save is also

used with a few members of sentences: I were noght worthi . . To werien

any clothes . . Save for shame one To covere my careyne (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 293.). Of moo londes than ony can telle Save he that made hevene
and helle (Ricn. C. DE L. 4939.).

Anglosax. has other particles for the notion nisi, which stand with com-

plete sentences and members of sentences, as nefne, nemne and nemSe,

nymtSe (whether ne gif ne, ne gif pe, Comp. Goth. niba. nibai, Old-High-
dutch nibu, nobu, Old -Sax. neba, nebo, nebu along with newan, nowan,

Middle-Highduth niuwan) : pone Grendel aer mane acvealde , sva he hira

ma volde, nefne him vitig Qod Vyrd forstode (Bsov. 2113.). Hu sceal min
cuman gaest to geoce nemne ic Qode sylle htfrsumne hige (Coo. EXON. 124,

10.). For hvon vast pu vean . . nymtfe pu dppel cenne, byrgdest of pam
yudubedme (GasoM. 873.). Hvycle Israela ece haelu syleff of Sione nym'Se

sylfa God? (Ps. 52, 7.)

That butan in Anglosax. like the particles abovenamed, may precede
other dependent sentences, with which it does not immediately combine so that

a contraction of two dependent sentences arises, is clear from the following
instances: Svylce eac is vide cuff ymb preo and tva peodum gevelhvaer his

cyme Kalend ceorlum and eorlum, butan panne bises geboden veorUe
feorffan gedre (MESOL. 29.). Fagerre leoht ponne ve aefre aer eagum
gesavon, buton pd ve mid englum uppe vaeron ((LEDM. II. 390.).

10. As to the employment of though in the conditional sentence, as
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well as that of if in the concessive sentence, see the Concessive

Sentence I.

The Concessive Sentence.

To the hypothetical relation in the widest sentence belongs also

the concessive sentence. The concession has the character of a con-

dition granted, whose presumptive consequence is, however, denied by
the principal sentence: Hence forms recur here which belong also

to the conditional sentence. The principal sentence forms an ad-

versative sentence to which an adversative particle is also frequently

given, See p. 389.

1, a. The principal particle of the concessive dependent sentence is

though (tho\ thof, in popular dialects) or strengthened although
(altho'

1

'), Anglosax. peak, also peh, Old -Norse po Goth, pauhjabai,

svepauh ei, See p. 362.

Though thou liv'st and breath'st, Yet art thou slain in him (SHAKSP.,
Rich. II. 1, 2.). Tho* women first were made for men, Yet men
were made for them agen (BuxL., Hud., The Lady's Answ. 239.).

Though, like the surgeon's hand, yours gave me pain, Yet it has cured

my blindness, and I thank you (LONGFELLOW I. 179.). Tkough it

has never put a scrap of gold or silver in my pocket, I believe that

it has done me good (DICKENS, Christm. Car. 1.). There are few

men, though I say it, within twelve mile of the place to handle a
fever better (FIELD, J. Andr. 1, 14.). Though 1 say it, she is . .

the handsomest thing in the country (BouRcicAULT, Lond. Assur.

2.). [This form is ancient: Though I seye it myself, I have saved

. . Many score thousand. P. PLOUGHM. p. 349. cf. p. 110.] And
tho"

1

the side curls are a little restive my hind part takes it very
kindly (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). No shoes, though it is winter (CARL.,
Fr. Revol. 3, 2, 2.). Speak to me! though it be in wrath (BYRON,
Manfr. 2, 4.). This restriction would make considerable room for

such as, old though they be, possess to this age all the grace of

novelty (ScOTT, Minstrelsy I. 89.). Oh, pardon pardon ! Wretch,
lost wretch though I be (BuLW., Caxtons 15, 1.). Young though
she was, Madem: Huber was struck with the fervour and the elo-

quence of her new friend (KAVANAGH, Fr. Worn, of Lett. 21.) The

particle also combines with an interrogative principal sentence in-

stead of the dependent sentence: This also thy request with cau-

tion ask'd Obtain; though to recount almighty ivories What words
or tongue of Seraph can suffice"? (MiLT., P. L. 7, 111.). Here
the sentence with though is isolated, as that with quamquam in

Latin detaches itself from the construction, in order to effect with
a question a limitation of what precedes: Egredere . . quamquam
quid ego te invitem . .? (Cic., Cat., 1, 9.)
The amplified form although is not exactly felt as a strengthen-

ing: Although the duke ivas enemy to him, Yet he, most Christian-

like, laments his death (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 3, 2.). Although
the imp might not be slain, And though the wound soon heaVd again,

Yet, as he ran, he jell'd for pain (ScoiT, K. Minst. 4, 15.). Al-
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though a woman be not actually in love, she seldom hears without

a blush the name of a man whom she might love (COOPER, Spy
4.). The truth is that, although he felt very anxious, he was too

much confused . . to make any further inquiries just then (DiCKENS,
01. Twist 20.).

The simple particle, which has assumed very various shapes, is the oldest

of the two forms coming under consideration here, answering in usage to

ihe Lat. quamquam, quamvis Old-Engl. : peih he cunne of mete, he nele

cunne of drinke (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 131.). P& P u be in

oper dopes, pi ryjte nys not per downe (R. OF GL. I. 105.). And pe sone

jut, pe he were screwe, pen fader wel vnderstod (II. 383.). Constantino pis

vnderstod, hepene pai he were (I. 86.). Ac ys herte was euere god, jong
pel he were (I. 167.). pah anker on hire servanz for openliche giltes lete

penitence, to preost noffere latere shriven ham ofte (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. II. 5.). Richard, thah thou be ever trichard, trichen shalt thou

never more (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p, 69.). And the? Adam . . hadde bi-gonne

anon, Tho he was furst y-maked, toward hevene gon . . He nadde nojt jut
to hevene i-come (Pop. Treat, p. 134. cf. p. 136.). But hadden lever gon
by londe, they that hyt be more payne (MAUNDEV. p. 126.). Ich habbe
i-loved the moni jer, Thau I nabbe nout ben her Mi love to shou-e (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 4. cf. p. 5.). Thow that Mary Magdalyn in Cryst dede sone be-

leve, And I was longe dowteful, jitt putt me in no blame (Cov. MTST. p.

376.). Thowe the wey nevyr so wykked were, On hys wey gan he fare

(TORRENT 154.). Thof he be rnyn righte haire . . Goddes bydyng shalle I

not spare (TOWN. M. p. 38. par-in he sal his birth abide pof he be in

prisun bunden (ANTICR. 62.). Thoughe thei wolden putten hem into that see,

thei ne wysten never, where that thei scholde arryven (MAUNDEV. p. 266.).

Though for fayling of good His felawe shulde sterve, He wolde nought
lenen hym a peny (P. PLOUGHM. p. 494.). Halfsax.: pa com his lifes ende
laiS pah him were (LAJAM. I. 11.). Ich mai sugge hu hit iwarfr, wunder

p&h hit punche (II. 531.). Me con bi pan laeffe lasinge suggen, peh he

weore pe bezste mon pe ceuere cet at horde (II. 542.). Pohh patt he se pe
lape gast, Niss he rihht nohht forrfaeredd (ORM. 679 ). Anglosax. : pedh ic

God ne ondrcede . . peah . . ic vrece hig (Luc. 8, 4. 5 ). pedh pe hg ealle

geuntreovsjon on pe, ic naefre ne geuntrovsige (MATH. 26, 33.). pedh ve

vepon on cefen, he geded pat ve hlibhaflT on morgen (Ps. 29, 5.). Ic pe
sylle sva hvat sva pu me bitst, pedh pu ville healf min rice (MABC. 6,

23.). Ac pencafr yfel pedh hi hvilum tela cvetSen (Ps. 11, 2.). As to

the opposion of pedh pedh, svd pedh, in Halfsax. pohh (patt) See

p. 362.).

all (al) contained in although, was subsequently readily taken into the

concessive sentence; Comp. below alle if. It is the same particle as also

supports the idea of concession in albeit (See c.). It is sometimes placed
after though: pof alle pat he .werred in wo fy in strife, pe foure & tuenty
houres he spended in holy life (LANGT. I. 23.). Since the fourteenth cen-

tury alle though is frequent. For alle thoughe it were so, that he was not

cristned. jet he lovede Cristene men (MAUNDEV. p. 84.). And alle thoughe
he were a payneem, natheles he served wel god (p. 151. cf. 160. 266.;.

Som wikke aspect . . Hath given us this, althoughe we hadde it sworn

(CHAUC., C. T. 1089.). [This concessive dependent sentence often appears

formally in the meaning of ,in spite of all." Necle he mot swynde thah

he hadde swore (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 150.)] Be blithe, although thou ryde

upon a jade (CHAUC., C. T. 16298.). Torrent thether toke the way Werry
allethow he were (TORRENT 224.). To me allthough it were promised Of
laureat Phebus holy the eloquence. All were to lytell for his magnificene
(SKELTOX I. 12.).
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b. But though is employed where there is no question of any con-

cession, rather taking the place of the conditional if. This especi-

ally happens in the combinations of as though , what though (al-

though), which directly in interchange with as if, what if.

If she do bid me pack, I'll give her thanks, As though she bid

me stay by her a week (SHAKSP., Taming 2, 1.). A Tartar of the

Ukraine breed, Who look'd as though the speed of thought Were in

his limbs (BYRON, Mazeppa). Like saints that at the stake expire,
And lift their raptured looks on high, As though it were a joy to die

(ib.). What tho' the sickle, sometimes keen, Just scars us we reap
the golden grain ? (YouNG, N. Th. 3, 503.) see p. 456. It is, how-

ever, to be observed that in the latter case is not always purely
conditional.

Though was also formerly found for if in a similar combination. Old-

Engl. : Away they gan flyng fare
,
Also theygh hit nought no ware (Aus.

4602.). As though the world above and undyr Scholde falle so ferde

the soun (Ricn. C. DE L. 5590.). Lovelyche to serven uchon othur, as

thawgh they were syster and brother (HALLIW,, Freemas 351 ). It shalle

falle to the botme of the vesselle, as thoughe it were quyksylver (MACNDEV.

p. 52.). Ye loke as though the woode were ful of thevys (CHAUC. , C. T.

7755.). So too in Halfsax.: pe king laei in his bsedde, alse pceh he ne

mihte libben (LAJAM. I. 285.). Seoffffen he sset stille, alse peh he wolde

of worlden iwiten (II. 298. cf. I. 80. 284.). though was in general often

used in ancient times, where the conditional, and even the interrogative if
also has its place. Thus its stands in the Dependent Sentence with the

notion of astonishment and Surprise. Old-Engh: Or hym no schulde

not wondry, pay heo dude here myjt With here bodies (R. OF GL. I. 12.).

Wondreth nought . . Though that I speake of love to you (CHADC., Troil.,

a. Cres. 5, 163.). No wonder the? hit smyte horde ther hit doth alijte

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 136.). No wonder was was thoffe hym wer wo (SiR
AMADAS 302. cf. ALIS. 5120. WRIGHT, Polit. S. p, 340. (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. .II. 54.). Comp. Mod. -Engl.: I wonder, if Titania be

awak'd (SHAKSP., Midst. N. Dr. 3, 2. cf. 5, 1 ). This construction origi-
nates with the Anglosax. : Nis hit nan vundor pedh pu s$ god and ic yfel

(Ps. 50, 6.). It is evident that the concessive shade of meaning is then

weak. But if is also represented by though. Old -
Engl. : Ac theygh the

merchaunt sette out his ware In the stret, and away fare, Amorwe, yef he
come ther ageyn, Al away he shal fynde hit clene (Aus. 7077.). In Half-

saxon peh introduces the interrogative sentence: Nute we on liue peh he
heo nabbe to wife (LAJAM. III. 18.). Anglosax. sometimes introduces the

decidedly conditional sentence by pedh: Gif se bonda, aer he dead vaere,

beclyped vaere ponne andvirdan yrfenuman , sva he sylf sceolde, pedh he lif

hafde (LEGO. CSCT. I. B. 70).

c. Conversely the conditional sentence with if (an) may take the

place of the concessive sentence, if the form of the principal sen-

tence makes this known as an adversative sentence, or the context

renders the adversative relation clear.

And if the devil come and roar for them, I will not send them

(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 1, 3.). If your inside be never so beautiful

you must preserve a fair outside also (FIELD., T. Jon. 3, 7.). Which,
if not victory is revenge (MiLT., P. L. 2, 105.). He was never-

theless greatly respected, if little loved by wife, children and friends

(LEWES, G. I. 11.). The gates were thrown open, and a well-

armed, if undisciplined, multitude poured forth (BrLW., Rienzi 2,
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8.). My employers are enough to glut your rage an you were a

tiger (4, 5.).

Old-Engl. : He pat bileuep into me, ihe if he schal be deade, schal lyue

(WYCL. Job. 11, 25.)- Anglosax.: peak he dead sy, Jf we make never

siche care, His lyfe may we not wyn (Town. M. p. 280). This commaunde-
ment must I nedes fulfille, Jf that my hert wax hevy as leyde (p. 36 sq.).

To sir Pilate, if he be wode, Thus dar I say (p. 265.). Sir, ye ar a pre-
late.* --

BSo may I welle seme, Myself if I say it." p. 197.) [comp.

though I say it. 1, a.)

alle, al is also added to the particle if, 'jif, as well as to the conjunc-
tion ^see 1, a.), whereby the concessive nature of the sentence is denoted

from the first Alle sometimes follows if, as it does though: And jif alle

it be so, that men seyn, that this crowne is of thornes, jee schalle under-

stonde, that it^was of jonkes of the see (MAUNDEV. p. 13.). Y wyl make

jow no veyn carpyng, Alle jif hit myjte som men lyke (MS, in HALLIW. v.

cf. ib. all-hool). Hot ye ne wold Her trow for good or ille, the truthe alle

if she told (TOWN. M. p. 297.). Alle if he were the prince of peace Therfor

my sorow haves no releace (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 127.). Eche
man may sorow . . This lordes death, whose pere is hard to fynd, Algife

Englond and Frounce were thorow sought (SKELTON I. 12. In Anglo-
saxon the meaning of although belongs to gif only where the real presence
of an action becomes a condition. See p. 456.

2. The compound particle albeit, formerly also albe, which is no-

thing but the conjunctive sentence be it introduced by all, is still

in use, though obsolescent, and a substantive sentence with or

without that follows it. The adverbial all, omnino, properly de-

notes the complete concession of the thing.
Albe her guiltlesse conscience her cleared She fled into the wilder-

nesse (SPENS., F. Qu. 3, 6, 11. cf. 6, 3, 42. 6, 4, 39 etc.). Albeit

we swear a voluntary zeal, and unurged faith To your proceedings;

yet, believe me, prince I am not glad etc. (SHAKSP., John 5, 2.).

Albeit the world thinks Machiavel is dead, yet was his soul but

flown beyond the Alps (MARLOWE, Jew of M. Prol.). Even bearded

knights . . Share in his frolic gambols bore, Albeit their hearts, of

rugged mould, Were stubborn (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 1, 19. cf. 4, 9.).

If this thou dost accord, albeit A heavy doom 'tis thine to meet, That
doom shall half absolve thy sin (BYRON, Siege 21.). The poor
keen air abroad, Albeit it breathed no scent of herb, nor heard Love-
call of bird nor merry hum of bee, Was not the air of death (BRY-
ANT p. 23.).

In Anglosax. concessive dependent sentences introduced with alle,

al; were in use as periphrastic forms of a simple particle : alle be it (that),
alle be it so that, alle were it so that in use: And alle be it that men

clepen it a see, }it is it nouther see ne arm of the see (MAUNDEV. p. 115.).

So that thei ban many gode articles of oure feythe, alle be it that thei have
no parfite lawe and feythe (p. 136.). For all be it that this lonye not to

me, Yet on my backc I bere suche lewde delynge (SKELTON I. 47.). But
absens . . Abashyth me albeit I haue no nede (I. 26.). And alle be it so,

that it be drye, natheles }it he berethe gret vertue (MAUNDEV. p. 69. cf.

158. 184. 231.). And alle were it so that he was payneme . . jit God of

his grace closed the mountaynes to gydre (p 265.). The particle all ap-
pears in many other sentences: Al be her herte wel nigh to-broke, No
word of pride ne grame she spoke (LAY LE FREINE 347.). That if so

were that eny thing him smerte, Al were it never so litel, and I it wist,
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Me thought I felte deth at myn hert twist (CnArc., C. T. 10877.). His
sacrifice he dede . . with alle circumstances Al telle, I not as now his ob-

servances (2264.). Be not my fo, All can I not to you . . Complain a right,
for I am yet to lere (Troil. a Ores 5, 160.)- This usage agrees with that
of the Middle-Highdutch al: Al si ich niht einkunegin, ich wil ouch au der
suone sin (TRIST. 10535.). Al ne wdren sie niht riche sie warn doch guote
knehte (ENEIDE 4563). We may also compare the Ital. tuttoche and the
Fr. tout . . que.
The form Jor all (that), occasionally occurring, leaves it doubtful whether

all is to be taken as the object to for or in immediate combination with
the dependent sentence. Mod.Engl.: Yet, on my conscience, there are verier

knaves desire to live, for all he be a Roman (SHAKSP., Cymb. 5, 4.).

Old-Engl. : Non oper nolde hym crowne, for al that pe erl bed (R. OF
GL. I. 106.). Comp. the prepos. for II. 1. p. 438.

Howbeit (that) is occasionally employed like albeit, although we otherwise
find it used as an adversative particle. (See p. 363.). Mod.-Engl.: The
Moor howbeit that I endure him not Is of a constant, loving, noble
nature (SKAKSP., Oth. 2, 1 ).

Old-Engl.: But ther was fals packing, or els I am begylde; How be it

the mater was euydent and playne (SKELTON I. 9.). Here, moreover, how be

it may be taken adversatively. The transition of this compound particle
into the meaning of the adversative nevertheless may be compared with
the employment of the Lat. etsi, quamquam, which, detached from the con-

struction, come at the the beginning of sentences which may be regarded

principal sentences. The same also takes place occasionally with albeit.

Mod.-Engl.: Albeit . . the people of the east country . . gathered together
into a mighty conclave (!VRING, Hist, of N.-York 4, 7.).

3. The concessive sentence is occasionally introduced by notwith-

stunding.
And you did wisely and honestly too, notwithstanding she is the

greatest beauty in the parish (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 2.). Of .the 3000
if. . . little more than half remained and this, notwithstanding
we had practised the most rigid economy in our household expendi-
ture (WARREN, Diary 1, 1.).

Old-Engl.; And therefore was I cast out into helle ful lowe, Notwyth-

standyng I was the fayrest and berere of lyth (Cov. MYST. p. 239.). The

employment of the particle answers to that of the Old-Fr. : nonobstant que
see my Syntax of the Mod.-Fr. language II. 181.

4. Sentences with inverted subject, whose verb of the predicate

gives to the sentence, through the conjunctive with reference to

an adversative principal sentence, the character of concession, are

frequently used as concessive sentences.

Were he my brother
, . I make a vow, Such neighbour nearness

to our sacred blood Should nothing privilege him (SHAKSP., Rich. II

1, 1.). Even were I disposed, I could not gratify the reader with

any thing like a fair sketch of the early days of Mr. E. (WARREN,
Diary I. 18.). In all human movements, were they but a day old,

there is order, or the beginning of order (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3,

1, 1.). None can hear him, cry he ne'er so loud (MARLOWE, Jew
of M. 4, 2.). Governing persons, were they never so insignificant in-

trinsically, have for most part plenty of Memoir-writers (CARLYLE,
Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). Be he as he will, yet once ere night I will

embrace him with a soldier's arm (SHAKSP. ,
I Henry IV. 5, 2.).

Yet doe I what I could, I had aboue fiftie in the company (KEMP.
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Nine Dales Wonder p. 6.). Varney's communications, be they what

they might, were operating in his favour (Scorx, Kenilw. 16.). Here
also belong the sentences with an anticipated subject of the second

dependent sentence. Do all we can, women will believe us (GAY,
Begg. Op. 2, 2.). Bring them back to me, cost what it may
(CoLERR., Wallenst. 2, 4.). See Vol. II. p. 30.

Old-Engl.: So pat pys Macolm, nere he no so prout, Dude kyng Wyllam
omage (R. OF GL. II. 388. And suor ys more op To be ycrouned wypoute
hym, nere hym no so lop (I. 242.) Shrift of mouthe sleeth synne Be it

never so dedly (P. PLOUGHM. p. 279.). Halfsax. : Comen per heo comen,
aeuere heo heom slojen (LAJAM. II. 144.). Anglosax.: Nan man ne dorste

slean offerne man, ndfde he ncefre sva mycel yfel gedon vis pone o&erne

(SAX. CHR. 1087.). Vcere paer he vsere, ponne vas he mid his agenum
cynne (BODTH. 5, 1.). Hycge sva he ville, ne mag verig-mod vyrde viff-

(CoD. EXON. 287, 15.).

5. Disjunctive sentences, with or without being combined by
particles, may be used in the concessive sense, when the exclusive

members are conceded in such a manner that no decision is come
to., as to a valid one. Both indicative and the conjunctive may
here have a place.

If the man go to this water, and drown himself, it is will he nill

he, he goes (SHAKSP., Haml. 5, 1.). And will you nill you, I will

marry you (Taming 2, 1.). Dialectically willy-nilly (DiAL. OF
CRAVEN II. 261.). For likest gods they seem'd Stood they or mov'd

(MiLT., P. L. 6, 301.). Be it so or not, No other Spirit in this

region hath a soul like his (BYRON, Manfr. 2, 4.). I'll be your
servant, Whether you will or no (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 1.) Do you
believe Your image . . Follows me not Whether I wake or sleep?

(SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 2.) The Domine loved a pun, whether it icas

let off in English, Greek, or Latin MARRYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 3.).

Old-Engl.: Woltou multou hit wol spille (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 110. cf. 194.). Wilthow riylthow thou shalt agayne (!POMYDON I486.).
Wol he nul he, ded he is (ALis. 2317.). Ben ye sele, ben ye wrothe, Ynde
and Perce buth myn bothe (7430. cf. 7242.). 4 clerkes, that writen alle,

that the empereur scythe, be it good, be it evylle (MACNDEV. p. 218.). It

behovethe, that anon at the firste sight . . be it in wyndowe, or in what
place elles, that men knele to him (p. 40. cf. 74.). For pure coming ich
am glad, ho so ow hider ladde, were yt God, were yt oper (R. OF GL. I.

113.). It fel that . . Were it by aventure or destene, . . Palamon . . brak
his prisoun (CHACC., C. T. 1464. cf. 1510.). pou salle wende with me,
wudere pou witte or non (LANGT. II. 292.). But wethyr wee have les or

more, Alwaye thanke we God therefore (SiR CLEGES 220.). Wheder that

he be blithe or wrothe. To dele my good is me fulle lothe (Tows. M. p. 11.

cf. 214.). Halfsax.: Weore heom lef, weore heom laS, alle heo sworen pene
aff (LAJAM. II. 415. cf. I. 272. III. 142.). Anglosax.: He sceolde . . blet-

son him to biscop volde he nolde he (SAX. CHR. 1114.). He volde purh his

micele villes pear [paer] beon, veer hit tveolfmdnff oiTfte mdre 1128.).

6- Generalized sentences with pronouns originally interrogative,
and the adverbs derived from them, to which ever, soever, formerly
also merely so, is added, are concessive dependent sentences if an
adversative judgment stands opposed to to the totality of the cases

propounded, and it is valid in spite of them. The generalization
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is not in itself concessive: the concession is not indicated by the

conjunctive merely.
Whose hands soever lanc'd their tender hearts, Thy head, all in-

directly, gave direction SHAKSP., Rich. III. 4, 4.). Whatever the

stars may have betokened, this August 1749 was a momentous month
to Germany (LEWES, G. I. 15.). I think it very insulting, what-

ever it may be (BouRciCAULT, Lond. Assur. 4.). I shall be happy,
whatever befalls us (BuLW., Caxtons 11, I.). \Vhatder he be, 'twas

not what he had been (BYRON, Lara 1, 5.). I am an old fool . .

whichever way we look at it (BuLW., Caxtons 3, 4
). How in my

words soever she be shent, To give them seals never, my soul, con-

sent! SHAKSP., Haml. 3, 2.). How sincerely Soever I return back
to my duty, It will no longer help me (CoLER., Pice. 4, 3.). How-
e'ver it be, it seems to me. 'Tis only noble to be good (TENNYSON
p. 128.). However deserved her doom might be, Her treachery was
truth to me (BYRON, Giaour). As to sentences of the determina-

tion of place and time with where, when soever, ever See p. 426
and 430.

Old-Engl.: For pure coming ich am glad, ho so ow hider ladde (R. OF
GL. I. 113.) Whom so ye hate, as beth not wroth with me (CHACC., Troil.

a. Ores. 5, 145.). And whomsoever that I commaunde to ben slayn, that

anon he be slayn (MACNDEV. p. 254.). Whatsumever they be hougcly they
crye (Cov. MYST. p 395.). Fader and moder, whatsever they be, wel ys
the chyld that wel the (HALLIW , Freemas. 723.). How euer blowe the

wynde, Fortune gydeth and ruleth all oure schyppe (SKELTON I. 34.).

Halfsax.: An rihht god rowwsunng patt Godess peoww, whasumm itt iss,

Her berepp inn hiss heorrte (ORM. 5563.). Whasumm itt iss patt Hike

mann patt hafepp twejjenn kirrtless, Gife he patt an summ operr mann
(9291.). Wha sitt iss patt hejhedd iss . . Himm birrp himm sellfenn . .

lajlieuii (2641.). Comp. Vol. II. 1. p. 125 and the Adjective sentence.

7. The modal sentence also takes the place of the concessive sen-

tence if a single predicative or adverbial determination is made

prominent, which then precedes the particle as. This sort of con-

cession refers especially to relations of fact. This form of sen-

tence is, moreover, not limited to the concessive meaning. See
the Modal Sentence.
Fond as ice are, and justly fond of faith, Reason, we grant, de-

mands our first regard (YouNG, N. Th. 4. 748.). 0! had I once

divin'd false as thou art, A danger to thy life, I would have dy'd,
I would have met it for thee (RowE, J. Shore 4, 1.). His nose,

which, large as were the others, bore them down into insignificance

(MARRYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 3.). We wish however to avail ourselves

of the interest, transient as it may be, which this work has excited

MACAUL., Essays I. 3.). All seraph as he is, I'd spurn him from
me (BYRON, Heaven a. Earth

I.). Much as he loved his wealth,
Mr. Wharton loved his children better COOPER, Spy 6.). Low as

the tide has ebtfd with me, It still reflects to Memory's eye The

hour, my brave, my only boy Fell by the side of great Dundee

(Scoxx, Ministr. 4, 2.). The Nonconformists, rigorously as she

treated them, have, as a body, always venerated her memory (MA-
CAUL., Hist, of E. I. 57.

The modal adverb seldom appears as the correlative of as: For
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Nature, as green as she looks, rests everywhere on dread foundations

(CAicL., Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.).

In effect that as approaches the particle though, as the instances cited

at p. 470 (young though she was and the like) shew. In the older

language, I commonly find as with a correlative, where a concessive

relation takes place. Old-Engl. : And jut as gret as urthe ond as lute as heo

is, Ther nis bote the sove del that men wonyeth on (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat.

p. 137.). Ffor as mad as 1 am, thouj I litill kunne, I cowde it discryve
in a ffewe wordys (DEPOS. OF RICH. II. p 5.). -4s foule a laser as he

was, The leuedi kist him in that plas (AMIS. A. AMIL. 2161.). As proud
a pohen as ye sprede, Of me and other ye may haue nede (SKELTON I.

20.). So as stands like as .. as: So a fayre body as bereth hee, Alias,

a coward that he shuld be (!POMYDON 741.). With these may be com-

pared Old-Fr. turns, like Si vieux horn com estes etfrailes, Moult avez

anuit este et quailes (JEAN DE BOVES), likewise the Mod.-French concessive

sentences si . . gue. The oldest English tongue presents no support, al-

though the generalizing form with original interrogatives svd . . svd is not

without affinity.
Svd moreover undertakes in Auglosax. the introduction of a concessive

sentence : Svd he us ne mdg cenige syune gestculan . . he haftr us peah pas
leohtes bescyrede C^EDM. 391. Grein).

Dependent Sentences of the Consequence.

The Consecutive Sentence.

The consecutive sentence serves to express the result or
effect produced by the action expressed in the principal sentence,
without that result's being placed in the intention of the subject
denoted by the principal sentence.

1. The particle that is used in the dependent sentence.
a. that is seldom found after an affirmative principal sentence with-

out support by a modal determination.

The birds their notes renew and bleating herds Attest their

joy, that hill and valley rings (MiLT., P. L. 2495.).
That alone was formerly very common in the affirmative consecutive

sentence. Old-Engl.: Heo jarkeden hem to gedere, pat a fair ost it was
(R. OF GL. II. 12.) In water hit wolde gotheli loude, that fur me schulde
hit i-hure (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135). With the mouth he made a

bere, That al the halle was aferd (ALIS. 550. cf. RICH. C. DE L. '233. IPO-
MYDON 1133.). Halfsax. : Him gunnen glide teores & urnen his aejene pat
his hired-men hit isejen (LAJAM. II. 109.). And he pat treo smat pat al
his clubbe to-draf (III. 35.). Anglosax.: pa verp he pa tabulau of his

handa pat hig eall to burston (Exoo. 31, 19.). Svapefr sige-mece mid paere
sviftran hand, pat on pat deope dal deofol gefeallatS in sveartne leg (Coo.
EXON. 93, 24,).

b. A negative dependent sentence with that frequently, however,
leans upon a negative principal sentence, and it answers to a
Lat. sentence with quin and may interchange with a sentence
introduced by but (that). See 464.

I never attempted impudent yet, that I was not taken down
GOLDSM., She Stoops 5.). He never opens his mouth that I
don't perspire for the borough (DoroL. JERROLD, Bubbles 1.).
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No metal ever falls into his hands that he does not make the most

of it (2.). We never met that we didn't fight and scratch (3:).
Affirmative dependent Sentences are rare: Yet came my foote

never within those doore cheekes . . That ever I saw a sorte in

such, a plight (&AMM. GURT. NEEDLE 1, 1.).

Negatives principal and dependent sentences were freqnently thus
united. Old-Engl.: Heye men ne dorste by his day wylde best nyme
nojt, Hare ne wylde swyn, pat hii nere to ssame ybrojt (R. of GL. II.

376.). Wurthe we never for men telde, Sith he hath don thys despite,
Yiffe he ageyn passe quyte, That he ne have firste a knok (Rica. C. DB
L. 488.). They sparyd neythyr lord ne grome, That they ne dreven alle

adoun (5774.). Ther durste no wight hand upon him legge, That he ne
swor anon he schuld abegge (CHAUC., C. T. 3935.). Halfsax.: No mihte
Cadwafflan comen to pissen londe mid nauere nare lisse, pat Edwine hit

nuste (LAJAM. III. 331.). Anglosax.: Ic ne vat pat nan gevinna ne mag
nanum man beon gevended, pat pat mod ne ste he summum dcele onstyrea
(BoETH. 7, 1.). But negative sentences of this sort are also attached to

affirmative ones. Old-Engl.: And drow to hire wan he wolde, pat no man
it nuste (R. OF GL. I. 25.). Darst thou ryde upon thys 'best To the

ryuere and water hym that thou ne falle? (OCTOCIAN 1427. cf. RICH. C.
DE L. 6630.). Halfsax.: Seouen jer wes Astrild i pissen eoro"-huse pat
neuer ne ferde heo with uten dore (LAJAM. I. 101. cf. III. 297.). Anglo-
sax. : Hig foron pri dagas purh pat vesten pat hig ndn vdter ne ge-
metton (Exoo. 15, 22.). As to how sentences of this sort took the place
of adjective sentences see the Adjective Sentence.

2. On the other hand, the support of the consecutive sentence with
that by a demonstrative correlative in the principal sentence, such
as so, such and that, is very familar.

And swore so loud, That, all amazed, the priest let fall the book

(SHAKSP., Taming 3, 2.). I was so much struck with this extra-

ordinary narrative that I have written it out to the best of my re-

collection (IRVING, Br. H., Story-Telling). The roads which led to

the secluded town were so bad that few travellers had ever visited it

(MACAUL., Essays V. 91.). He gazed so long That both his eyes
were dazzled (TENNYSON, p. 193.). Nature herself . . "Wrought in

her so, that, seeing me, she turnd (MiLT., P. L. 8, 506.). The par-
ticle so is often detached from the principal sentence, that so that

formerly accompanies the dependent sentence by comprehending
the principal sentence retrospectively, as it were: That odious

Acres is to be in Bath to-day; so that, I protest, I shall be teased

out of all spirits (SHERID., Riv. 1, 2.). Let her be what she will,
these ugly women will bring children, you know; so that we must

prevent the marriage (FIELD., J. Andr. 4, 3.). And each . . touch'd

with some new grace Or seem'd to touch her, so that day by day
. . Her beauty grew (TENNYSON p. 210.). Insomuch is also treated

like so. They were all amazed insomuch that they questioned among
themselves (MARK 1, 27.). Mr. Pinch . . was particularly struck

by the itinerant cutlery, which he considered of the very keenest

kind, insomuch that he purchased a pocket knife with seven blades

in it (DICKENS, Chuzzlew. 1, 5.).

that there were such an heart in them, that they would fear me

(DEUTER. 5, 29.). To such a height 'Tis swoln, that at this hour

the Emperor Before his armies . . trembles (COLER., Pice. 3, 1.).
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Such has been tye perplexing ingenuity of commentators that it is

difficult to extricate the truth from the web of conjectures (!RVING,
Colurnb. 1, 1.). His misery was such that none of the bystanders
could refrain from weeping (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 193.).

I am not in that collected mood at present, That I could listen to

them quietly COLER., Pice. 3, 1.). At this climax of the chapter of

accidents, the remaining eight-and-twenty vociferate to that degree,
that a pack of wolves would be music to them (DICKENS, Pict. fr.

It., A Rapid Diorama).
Sentences of this sort may, on the one baud, pass into final sentences

(See Vol. II. 1. p. 127), but on the other, appear as mere explanatory
sentences, referring more to the manner indicated by the demonstrative

correlative than to the intensity of an operative action, as is the

case in the form, frequent in Old-Engl. all be it so that, all were it so

that. Comp. Anglosax.: Ic purhvunode on pam munte XL daga and XL
nihta svd pat ic ne at ne ne dranc (DEUTER. 9, 9.).

The reference of the sentence with that to similar correlatives pervades
all periods of the language. Old-Engl.: Er he be two i-veid pat he falle

defle to honde (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 131.). pe Saxons anon so

god were pat pe opere bigonne to fie echone (R. OF GL. I. 114.). Men doo
us so grete peynes, That we may neyther sit ne lyen (Rice. C. DB L. 3333.).
And setten it on his heved ,

so faste and so sore that the blood ran down
(MACNOEV. p. 13.). Hire overlippe wypud sche so dene, That in hire cuppe
was no ferthing sene Of grees.- (CHACC., C. T. 133.). Now fell it so that

fortune lust no lenger The high pripe of Nero to cherice (16005.). Nou
fill it thus, that to the parish chirche . . This gode wyf went (3307.)

Afingret so that he ves wod (WRIGHT, A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 277.). pe
Brytones aryse faste, so pat, porw Godes grace, Heo hadde pe maistry of
pe feld (R. OF GL. I. 50.). As an appel the urthe is round, so that evere

mo Half the urthe the sonne bi-schyneth (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.).

We fond it more noble . . than ever we herde speke offe; in so moche,
that we wolde never han leved it, had wee not seen it (MAUNDEV. p. 221.).

Halfsax. : He was swa feir mon pat wifmen hine luueden (LAJAM. I. 297.).

pes ilke Enmaunus heold his kinelond pus pat nas na pein in pissen
londe pat nalde hine faein slse mid his honden (I. 293.). Of him was
muchel speche jeond pas woruld riche swa pat al dis mon-cun pat of him
iherden tellen, seiden pat he wes god (I. 299.). Anglosax.: Nys hyt svd
stearc vinter pat ic durre lutjan at ham (THORPE, Aual. p. 102.). God

ys svd mihtig , pat he mag of pysum stdnum dveccean Abrahames beam
(MATH. 3, 9.). He hine hselde svd pat he sprdc and geseah (12, 22.).

pa vundredon hi ealle svd pat hi betvux him cvcedon: Hvat is pis? (MARC.
1, 27.). Hafde se cyning his fyrd on tu tonumen, svd pat hie veeron symle
healfe at ham (SAX. CHR. 894.).

Old-Engl.: Swylke strokes they hem geve, That helm and bacynet al to-

reve, That on the schuldre fel the brayn (RICH. C. DE L. 4525.). Heo
schulle be such, pat no prince dorre hem forsake (R. OE GL. I. 112.). And the

custom there is such, that men and wommen gon alle naked (MAUNDEV.
p. 178. cf. 245. 285.). Halfsax.: Witt sindenn off swillc elde nu patt witt

ne mujhenn tcemenn (ORM., 201.). Anglosax.: Hvanon cymiT him svilc ge-

panc pat hig ondredon me (DEUTER. 5, 29.). Svelc vas peav hira pat hie

teghvylcne ellpeodigra dydon him to mose mete pearfendum (ANDR. 25.

cf. 28.).

Old-Engl.: Thei ben of that kynde, that }if thei beholden any man with

wratthe, thei slen him anon (MAUNDEV. p. 285.). God graunt me that grace
that I mag it se (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 322.). In Anglosax. the

support of the consecutive sentence by the demonstrative is found in the
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combination to pam (pon) pat, pas (to pas) pat: Min heorte and min
mod me forleton to pdm pat ic me nyste naenne reed (Ps. 39, 14.). Gif
mon sy on pa harffan to pam svitfe gevundod, pat he ne mage gestrynan,
gebete pat mid LXXX scill. (LEGG. MLER. B. 40.)- Vas him se mou to

pon leof, pat he pone breost-vylm forberan ne mihte (BEOV. 3757.). Nymffe
hvylc pa's snottor in sefan veorffe, pat he ana mcege ealle gerlman stdnas
on eorffan (C^DM. 3367.). Ac hvat vilt pu paer on dom-dage dryhtne
secgan, ponne ne biff naenig to pas lytel liar on lime geveaxen, pat pu ne

scyle for aeghvylc anra on sundran ryht agieldau? (CoD. EXON. 372, 18.).

Comp. the Final Sentence 3.

3. In the consecutive sentence we frequently find the particle that

interchanged with as after the correlatives so and such, so that the
modal sentence contains the action which is to be regarded as an
effect or consequence.

Great wealth and honour long we have enjoyed, So as we can-

not seeme with gredie mindes To wishe for change of prince (FERREX
A. PORR. 1, 2.), By seeing me from Princes royall state Thus

busely brought into so great contempt, As mine owne sonnes repine
to heere my plaint (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.), Then the peril of

our curses light on thee, So heavy, as thou shall not shake them

off (SHAKSP., John 3, 1. cf. Taming 3, 2.). Be thou so precise As
they may think it done of holiness (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 1, 2

).
I

call'd him home, and taught him So much, as I have made him

my casfo'er (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in h. Hum. 2, 1. cf. Sejan. 1, 1.).

My request will come recommended in so strong a manner, as, I

believe, you'll have no scruple (GOLDSM.. G. Nat. M. 3.). While
Fiesco was taking these important steps, he preserved so admir-

ably his usual appearance of being devoted entirely to pleasure
and amusement, as imposed not only to the generous mind of An-

drew, but deceived Gianettino (ROBERTSON, Charles V.).
-- If we

conclude a peace; It shall be with such strict and severe covenants

As little shall the Frenchmen gain thereby (SHAKSP., I Henry VI.

5, 4.). Thou hast . . given unto the house of York such head, As
thou shalt reign but by their sufferance (III Henry VI. 1, 1.). I

will not open my lips so ivide as a bristle may enter (Twelfth N.

1, 5.). I'll give him such a warning ere he goes As he shall have

small hopes of Abigail (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 2, 2. cf. 3, 1.).

Though number'd such As each divided legion might have seemed A
numerous host (MiLT. P. L. 6, 229.). Dost thou know . . That I

can place thee in such abject state, As help shall never find thee?

(RowE, J. Shore 4, 1.).

This combination, which begins to disappear, answers to the abbrevia-

tion of the period into a sentence in which the infinitive with as to fol-

lows so. See p. 44. It rests upon a few connections of the sentence of

comparison, of which we shall speak when we come to the modal sentence

(1. a. and d.) and touches the cases to be there cited. But, however fre-

quently as stands, even in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, where

the consecutive that is expected, this usage does not go further back into

Old-English. The combination of as that in the dependent Sentence,
which is subsequently attempted in this case, may be considered a peri-

phrasis approximated to as to with the infinitive: Man cannot so far know
the connexion of causes and events as that he may venture to do wrong
in order to do right (JOHNSON). Is there such a depravity in man, as that
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he should injure another without benefit to himself? (ID. in Wagner Gr. p.

379.). This juxtaposition does not agree with the older one of as that (See

p. 397), but represents a contraction of two dependent sentences, of the
modal and consecutive sentence.

4. As to how far the dependent sentence with but may be substituted

for a negative consequence see p. 463.

The Final Sentence.

The final sentence serves to denote an intended consequence
or effect, which is the purpose of the main action.

1. It is introduced by that, which appears partly alone, partly sup-
ported by a preparatory determination.

a. that standing alone is uncommonly frequent in affirmative and

negative dependent sentences: in the modern language may com-

monly appears in the dependent sentence. See Vol. II. 1 . p. 127.

Thy bastard shall be king; That thou may'st be a queen
(SHAKSP., John 2, 1.). Satan hath desired to have you, that he

may sift you as wheat (LuKE 22, 31.). Who art thou? that we

may give an answer to them that sent us JOHN 1, 22.) Quick,
that all France may share your joy (BuLW., Richel 3, 3.). That
I may give thee life indeed, I'll waste no longer time with thee

(SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.). Constantius has separated
his forces, that he might divide the attention and resistance of
the enemy ^GIBBON, Decl. 9.). I came, that Marco might not come

(LEIGH HUNT, Leg. of Flor. 5, 1.).

Old-Engl.: Be jee mekid undur the myjty bond of God, that he hen-
haunce you ("WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 44 ). God seute not his

sone into pe worlde pat he iuge pe worlde (WYCL., John 3, 17.). Thei
don -awey the left pappe that thei may the better beren a scheeld

(MACNDEV. p. 154.). He bihet hem pe best lawes . . To be hys helpe
ajen hys fon, pat he nereybrojt to grounde (R. OF GL. II. 386.) Hyinge
that thei weren with her spouse Cri*t (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II.

50.). Halfsax. : Godd itt haffde lokedd swa patt Sannt Johan Bapptisste

patt time shollde streonedd ben . .> patt hise frend mihhtenn off himm
All pess te mare blissenn, And tatt te folk all pess te bett Hiss lore

shollde folfyhenn (ORM. 439.). Angjosax. : Hvat do ic patt ic ece lif

age? (MARC. 10, 17.). *GutiT fromhce pat ge guftfredn gylp forbegan!
(ANDR. 1333.) Hvat eart pu? pat ve andvyrde bringon pain pe us to

pe sendon (Jon. 1, 22.). Hvi ne sealde heo pas sealfe viff prym hundred

penegon, pat man mihte syllan pearfum? (12, 5.).

b. Sentences with so that pass into final sentences if a tendency
is expressed m the principal sentence.

I inquired, shifting my chair, so that I might obtain a distincter

view of her features ("WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). Comp. Vol. II. 1.

p. 126.

Halfsax. : pe deofell badd hiinrn maakenu bratd . . Su-a patt he shollde

purrh pe breed Fallenn i gluternesse (ORM. 11629.).

c. The modern language frequently combines that with in order by
which the purpose or end is more particularly indicated, as

formerly often by to the end, to this end, and the like.

I should be glad to fix what has brought us to Bath, in order

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 31
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that we may lie a little consistently (SHERID., Riv. 2, 1.). He now
ordered the doors to be thrown open, in order that all who came
to pay their duty might see the ceremony (MACAUL., Hist, of E.

II. 43.). To see operations of his mind . . suddenly pulled to

pieces, in order that Tie might gain the superfluous knowledge of

what they were, and what they were called, was to him tire-

some and frivolous (LEWES, G. I. 48.). .Now to the ende this

blinde outragious sire Should reape no joy of his vnnaturall fruite^

His wretched sonnes . . Adiudge their father to perpetuall pri-
son (GASCOYGKE, Jocasta 1, ].). To this end was I born, and for
this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness unto

the truth (JOHN 18, 37.). In the last case the dependent sen-

tence is more closely supported by the demonstrative de-

termination.

To the (that, such) ende and entent were formerly often prefixed

preparatively to the dependent sentence. Old-Engl. : He . . wolde suffre

for us . . to that ende and entent, that his passioun and his dethe . .

myghte ben knowen evenly to alle the parties of the world (MACNDEV. p.

2.). He may telle it jif him lyke; to that entent, that tho that wole go
by that weye . . mowen knowen what weye is there (p. 130. cf. 170. 241.

to suche entent that p. 53 ). I schalle schewe how jee schulle knowe and

preve to the end tha f
jee schulle not ben disceyved fp. 51. cf. 160.).

d. As purpose and cause touch each other, if the cause of the

action is the very end to be attained, for that may also intro-

duce the dependent sentence of the purpose. The subject matter
of the dependent sentence must in this case have to be removed
to the time which follows the main action. In modern English
for that is commonly limited to the idea of the cause. Comp.
however :

For that our kingdom's earth should not be soifd . , And for

our eyes do hate the dire aspect . . Therefore we banish you
our territories SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.).
Thus for that not rarely stands in olden times where the final meaning like-

wise belonging to the Anglosax:/or pam (pan,) pon) pat and/or p$ pat, is

close at hand. Old-Engl.: Hir chaar . . This grete Romayn, this Aurilian,
Halh with him lad, for that men schulde se (CHACC., C. T. 15846.). Sche
saide sche dede hit for non arm But for he sscholde his bones warm
(SEVYN SAGES 1779.). pat he duden al for pon pat scutitfen [seoffffen ?]

sculden moni mon, pennen pe king weoren daed, demen of his weorken (LA-

JAM. I. 303.). Anglosax. : Manegum men bioff eac forgifene for pam pas
voruld gesaelffa pat hi. scyle pam godum lednjan Mora god, and pam
yflum hiora yfel (BOETH. 39, 12.). Ic pe fette for pi pat pu mine f^nd
virigdest (NUM. 23, 11.). See Vol. II. 1. 127. A final sentence is other-

wise introduced by to pam pat, to pi) pat. Comp. Ps. 2, 6. A-S.
HOMIL. I. 108.

2. The negative final sentence chiefly takes the particle lest (formerly
also least, last), quominus, ne.

I read thee soone retyre, whiles thou hast might, Least after-
wards it be too late to take thy flyght (SPENS. F' Qu. 3, 4, 1 4.

cf. 34.). 0, lady, weep no more, lest I give cause to be suspected
of move tenderness Than doth become a man (SHAKS., Cymb. 1,

2.). Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die
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(GEN. 3, 2.). Our psychology is in so chaotic a condition, that I

dare not employ its language . . lest it mislead (LEWES, G. I. 65.).
Climb we not too high Lest we should fall too low (CoLER., Wal-
lenstein 1, 4.). Haste, hide thyself, lest with avenging looks My bro-

thers' ghost should hunt thee from thy seat! (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 3.).
As to how this final sentence may take the place of a sentence of the

object see p. 415. Old-Engl.: pe kyng Arture hii radde anon, to London
vorte wende . . Leste such poer come vp hym (R. OF GL. I. 169.). Theves
he schal herberon never won . . Lest hyt wolde turne the craft to schame

(HALLIW., Freemas. 181 cf. 326. 749.). Speed the fast, Lest that our

neygheboures the aspye (CHACC., C. T. 3726. cf. 7483. 15827.). The re-

jection of the pronominal p$ (pi, pe") before Ids (pe), which was as essen-

tial to the particle as the quo (ut eo) to the Lat. quominus, at the same
time constituting the bond oetween the principal and the dependent sen-

tence, is old, like theadded final te, t. Halfsax.: Nis pe non neod to brin-

gen mid pe muchel genge, leste ure Bruttes ceft beon aboljen (LAJAM. II.

207. cf. I. 283. II. 624. III. 33.). Ne durste per na cniht to ufele rsecchen
na wiht leoste he sculden leosen his leomen (III. 16.). Lest stands III. 29.

Anglosax.: God bebead us pat ve ne aeton ne ve pat treov ne hreodon p$
Ids pe ve svulton (GEN. 3, 2.). Aris Drihten, p$ ids se yfel-villenda mcege
don pat he ville (Ps. 19, 15.). See II. p. 128. The negative notion
lies in Ids, which seems originally to soften the latter , as if the the main
action aimed only at the weakening of another. But in fact the dependent
sentence with lest takes the place of the negative with that. Comp. Ang-
losax. : God him sealde taen, pat nan para pe hine gemette hine ne ofsloge
(GEN. 4, 15.). Mod.-Engl.: The Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any find-

ing him should kill him (ib.).

The Modal Sentence.

The modal sentence contains in general the determination of

the mode and manner in which the main action is accomplished. It

furnishes a measure over against the main sentence, and is therefore

always a comparative sentence, which makes the activity of an-

other subject, or another activity of the same subject, avail as a com-

parison.
Both quality and quantity and degree may be determined

by the dependent sentence, and the relation taking place in these re-

ferences between the principal and the dependent sentence may be
that of equality or of inequality, to which this dependent sen-

tence is subject ; since the recurrence of the same members, often

requisite with the complete period in the principal and dependent
sentence, was early esteemed heavy and superfluous, and has led to the

freer connection both of incomplete and complete dependent sentences,

whereby -formally grammatical correctness has suffered more than
elsewhere.

1. If the principal stands to the dependent sentence in the relation of

equality, or of assimilation as similarity, the cases are to be

distinguished in which correlative particles in the principal as well

as the dependent sentence are the medium for the relation, and
those in which the particle of comparison is only given to the

dependent sentence. Modern-English has, in the former, various

31*
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oppositions of the modal particles coming under consideration,
which the older language does not in the same manner dis-

criminate, and which, are also in part interchanged in the modern

language.

a, ,. The parallelizing of as as in the principal, and in the com-

plete or abbreviated dependent sentence is familiar. The par-
ticle then attaches itself in the principal sentence both to qua-
litative and quantitative determinations, chiefly in the predicate,
not immediately to the verb of the predicate. An indefinite

quantitative notion, like many, much, used substantively, may also

be determined by as. It is, further, especially restricted to af-

firmative sentences, and to negative ones in the interrogative

form, which mostly supposes an affirmative answer or has the

effect of an affirmative sentence. Its separation from so in so

as is not strictly carried out by the feeling of the language
See 0.

Thou wert as witty a piece of Eve's flesh as any in lllyria

(SHAKSP., Twelfth N. 1. 5.). In Britain the conquered race be-

came as barbarous as the conquerors MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 4.).

His loyalty was in truth as fervent and as steadfast as was to

be found in the whole Church of England (III. 113.). It was
as blank a house inside as outside (DICKENS, Dombey a. S. 1,

3.). Is not that as good as a hanging of you! (SHAKSP., Twelfth

N. I, 5.) Is not a belly-full in the kitchen as good as a belly-

full in the parlour? (GoLDSM., She Stoops 2.) I have learn'd

to lose as little of my kindness as / can (BEN JONS., Silent

Worn. 1, 1.). As many of his attendants as would be dangerous,,
I sent dead drunk on shore (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2). Countries

which, a century hence, may not improbably contain a popula-
tion as large as that which now inhabits Europe MACAUL., Es-

says IV. 98.). Have you a son as old as that gentleman?

(BouRCicAULT, Lond. Assur. 2.) I will run as far as God has

any ground (SHAKSP., Merch. of Ven. 2, 2.). As far as they
could judge by ken, Three hours would bring to Teviot's strand

Three thousand armed English men (Scoxx, L. Minstr. 4, 7.).

Men who love law, and will have even an explosion explode
itself as far as possible according to rule (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol.

3, 1, 1.). Flying hulans and hussars have been seen on the
Chalons road, almost as far as Sainte-Menehould (ib.). As low
as to thy heart, Through the false passage of thy throat thou
liest (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). The sun Was bid turn reins . .

thence down amain . . As deep as Capricorn (MiLT., P. L. 10,

671.).
The isolated (demonstrative) as in a principal sentence

supposes the member of comparison in a principal sentence.

They gathered every man according to his eating . . And it came
to pass, that on the sixth day they gathered twice as much bread

(ExOD. 16, 21.). Lorenzo! to recriminate is just . . As just thy
second charge (YotiNG, N. Th. 5, 1.). The heroine is cool as

-snow, and as pure (KAVANAGH, Fr. Worn, of Lett. 3.).
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Although the opposition of as as with as in the principal sentence
attached to single determinations, nowise rests upon the nature of the

particle, it yet early appears along with other combinations. The ori-

ginally identical forms also, alse, ase, as, Anglosax. ealsvd, are often re-

peated in the same manner, when the weakened form frequently appears
in the dependent sentence, although it also occurs in the principal sen-
tence. Old-Engl. : Bod ho no longer pat ho nas stadde a stiffe ston, a
stalworth image Al-so salt as ani se (MORRIS, Allit P. p. 67.). That
the mason worche . . also trewly as he con or may (HALLIW., Freemas.
270. cf. 164.). Rushes . . thatprykken als scharpely as thornes (MAUNDEV.
p. 18.). Ase forS as ge muhen . . beos large toward him (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 6.) As muche as pou hast, as muche pou art

worp ywys (R. OF GL. I. 30.). He sende as quycliche as he myjte, hys
sonde II. 383.). He . . mai beo nouthe her and ther as quic as manes
munde (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.). Of his port os meke as is a

inayde (CHAUC., C. T. 69 ). I will don al my diligence Als fer as

souneth into hyneste (15452.) As far as I ken or yit as 1 go, We sely
wodmen are mekylle wo (Tows. M. p. 99.) These modal particles

certainly attach themselves, even in the principal sentence, immediately
to the subject as well as to the verb of the predicate. Alse pe sa storre

shat of hire pe liht . . alse pis edie maiden . . shedefr pat soffe liht

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 128.). Ase fele thede, ase feh thewes

(I. 109.). Gif ho serven pe anker al swa as ho mahen (II. 5.). Gif ge
finden pat ge don alswa as ge reden, ponkes God georne (II. 6.). How
these forms are opposed to each other, thus in Old-Highdutch also

also, in Mod.-Highdutch also als, ah ah, which remained down
to the sixteenth century. Halfsax. proceeds similarly. Al swa he idode

alse hit idemed was (LA?AM. II. 218.). For all all swa summ recless

smec Iss swet biforenn manne All all se is swet biforenn Godd pe gode
mannes bene (ORM. 1456.). Annd all all swa se Godess Lamb . . Lihht-

liee mihhte annd wel inoh pa seffne innsejjless oppnenn All swa pe La-
ferrd Jesus Crist etc. (Ded. 281 ), where the repeated all is to be ob-

served. In Anglosax. the correlation eal sva eal svd is not favoured.

/3.
In the opposition of so as the sentence with so appears as

the principal sentence, and in this succession of the complete
or incomplete sentences, so may be attached in the construction

to each member, and encroaches on the province of as in the

principal sentence. But it is here distinguished from as by its

rendering the determination of degree more, although gently,

prominent, whereas by as only the mutual equality is expressed.

Very frequently the so preceding as is inserted in negative sen-

tences, so that the weight of negation chiefly strikes the member
determined by so. Thou canst not love so dear as /(SiiAKSP., Taming
2, 1

.).
Death itself is not so painful As is this sudden horror and sur-

prise (Rcnve, J. Shore 4, 1.). No country suffered so much . .

as England (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 9.). That there is no soul
- No not so much perdition as a hair Betid to any creature

(SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). There remained not so much as one

of them (ExoD. 14, 28.). I remarked particularly that there

were no men, nor so much as a boy of ten or of twelve years old,

to be seen among the inhabitants (ScOTT, R. Roy 30.). That

none presume to come so near As forty foot of stake of bear

(BuxL., Hud. 1, 1, 693.). With that is often found a contrac-

tion of the sentences, with a shortening of the principal sentence:
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Be wise, that you never so much as mention the name of one

(BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 3, 1.). I have been informed that he
never so much as goeth to the church (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 8.).

You have never so much as answered me (Scoxx, R. Roy 18.).

No less familiar is so as in affirmative interrogative sen-

tences which suppose a negative answer: Is there hypocrisy so

foul as this? (YOUNG, N. Th. 7, 1335.)

But affirmative sentences otherwise take the particle so. We
have already discussed, on the sentences of time, the interchange
of so soon (long, often) as with as soon etc. as (See p. 435 and

441), where the proceeding particles properly determine an ele-

ment belonging to the principal sentence. Other instances are

not wanting: If that thou beest found So near our public court

as twenty miles, Thou diest for it (SHAKSP., As You Like It 1,

3.). And, after all, to be debarred So muck as standing on his

guard (BrxL. Hud., Ep. 159.) Benjamin's mess was five times

so much as any of theirs (GEN. 43, 34.). I shall be pardoned
for calling it by so harsh a name as madness (LOCKE, Hum.
Underst.). In a world so full of temptation as this (MACAUL.,
Essays IV. 146.). He was poor, ignorant, so far as the usual

instruction was concerned (COOPER, Spy, Introd.). So many men
as many minds (CARLYLE, Past. a. Pres, 2, 7.) Make me lord

of happiness, so rich As monarchs have no thought of (SHERID.
KNOWLES, Love-Chase 3, 1.). So much has passed between us

as must make Me bold, her fearful (SHELLEY Cenci 2, 1.). By
the last cited cases of this sort the transition to consecutive

sentences, in which so as coincides with so that, is pre-

pared. See p. 480.

Less common is the case that so comes at the beginning of

the sentence or immediately before the verb, whereas it often

appears in assertions in which the principal sentence is to be
valid only in the measure in which the action predicated in the

dependent sentence is realized.

. So do as thou hast said (GEN. 18, 5.). So God help War-

wick, as he loves the land And common profit of his country!

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 1, 1.). But God in mercy so deal with

my soul, -4s / in duty love my king and country (ib.). So help
rne God as I dissemble not (I Henry VI. 3, 1.). So may the

Koran verse display'd Upon its steel direct my blade, In danger's
hour to guard us both, As 1 pr'eserve that awful oath (BYRON,
Bride 2, 12.). The inverse collocation of the sentences is ana-

logous to the more general usage. See 7. and comp. b, (3.

The opposition cited, in which so belongs decidedly to the principal sen-

tence as as does to the dependent sentence, is often found in Old-Engl.
in negative sentences: The cytee is not now so gret, as it was wont to be

(MAUXDEV. p. 107.). Sum men love not hem so wel as the othere (p. 160.).

Other snayles there ben, that ben fulle grete but not so huge as the

other (p. 193.). Jfo cytee of the world is so wel storred of shippes, as

is that (p. 207.). Nowher so besy a man as he ther was (CHAUC., C. T.

323.). It is also in use otherwise: To bryng vs so fre as we bep in to

fyl seruage R. OF GL. I. 47.). And so wide as al this land, Ne mai no
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man therin libbe (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p 202.). Thei ben to so meclie as

the Pygmeyes (MAUNDEV. p. 205.). Ther was no lord then besyde Had
halfe so mony [sc. gentyllmen] as hee (SiR AMADAS 543.). Now, who
would not be glad that had A child so lufand as thou art? (Tows. M.

p. 37.)- so and as also mingle in the principal sentence. Men might
his bridel heere Gyngle . . so cleere And eek as lowde as doth the

chapel belle (CHACC., C. T. 169.). Halfsax : And sica he per agon ase

pe oder hcefde idon (LAJAM. I. 288.). Formerly indeed, just inversely,
also stands, where as proceeds in the principal and so in the de-

pendent sentence. Old-Engl. : Ac Asyghe al so muchul is, so Europe-
and A/ryk (ALIS. 918.). Theo falce god dude al his wille Al so ofte so

he wolde (394.). His love is al so swete, ywis ,
So ever is mylk or likoris

(427). Jet he per stondefr, swa he dear al swa longe swa pe woreld stondeS

(LAUM . I. 425 ). Anglosax. : Nu pu gehyrst pat seo beorhtnys is ealsvA

eald svd pat fyr pe heo cymff (THORPE, Anal. p. 61.).

But a second so in the dependent long follows the so in the principal
sentence. Old-Engl.: So right so he cunne he hoveff in the sunne

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 210.). N'is in this world so siker

thyng So is deth, to olde and yyng (Ans. 918.). So white she was, and
fair of mood, So is the snow on red blood (ELLIS, Specim. II. 104.).
Halfsax.: pe king sende swa wide swa ileste his riche (LAJAM. I. 26.).

Anglosax. : Andridon svd vide sva hi voIdon (SAX. CHR. 994.). Hie himjpaer fore

gyslas sealdon svd feala sva he habban volde (877.). Svd monig beoff

men ofer eordan sva beotf mod -
geponqas (Coo. EXON. 344, 3.). Nymaff

. . tvd svd micel feos svd ge cer hafdon (GEN. 43, 11. 12.). Even now
the opposition of so so is in use in the proverb: So many men, so

many minds and tho like. So high as heav'd the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep (MILT. P. L. 7, 288.),

where, however, the last sentence must be regarded as the bearer of the

principal thought. Comp. too y.

y. In the inverse collocation as so
,
so appears in the principal

sentence to which it belongs, with emphatic reference backwards
to the preceding member, when complete sentences especially
are opposed to each other.

As a flower of the field, so he flourishes (Ps. 103, 15.). As
he hath done (LBVIT. 24, 29.) As he breeds, so shall he drink

(BEN JONS., Ev. Man in h. Hum. 2, 1.). As ye have received, so

have ye done done Invincibly (MiLT., P. L. 6, 805.). As I en-

tered, so will I retire (ROGERS, It., Foscari). As heroes think so

thought the Bruce (ScoxT, Lord of the Isl. 3, 27.). As no part

of the country afforded such a variety of legends, so no man was
more deeply read in their fearful love than Hobbie of the

Heugh-foot (Bl. Dwarf 2.). As great men live not in their own
time, But the next race so in the young my soul Makes many
Richelieus BULW., Richel. 3, L). Patriotism, as it is the fairest,
-so it is often the most suspicious mask of other feelings (Scoix,
Waverl. 7.). Unweary and too desirous, as before, So now of

what thou know'st not (MiLT., P. L. 10., 947.). As in different

ages, So in different climes love varies wonderfully in the

shapes it takes ((BULW., Rienzi 1, 7.).

After a comparison expressed by as as the first member is

again taken up emphatically by so: As sure as in this late-be-

trayed toivn Great Coeur-Lion's heart ivas buried; So sure I swear,
to get the town, or die (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3, 2.). And as
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many as you desire for the revolution, so many shall you receive

(BuL\v., Rienzi 2, 4.).

If also stands in the principal sentence instead of so, the

period is substituted for the copulative relation: Among these

enthusiasts, Cromwell, as he held the first place in rank, was also

preeminent in spiritual gifts (LiNGARD, Hist, of E.). Now, as it

must be conceded . . it must also be allowed etc. (ScoTT, Mins-

trelsy I. 54.). Comp. as so . . also: And as my duties be

most infinite, So infinite must also be my love (GASCOYGNE, Jo-
casta 1, 1.). This also, which does not share the collocation of

so, is in this case no longer to be regarded as a correlative, pro-

perly speaking, of as.

The interchange of as so with how so: is divergent:
How many men so many minds (GASCRYGNE, Jocasta 2, 1.).

We shall speak of this how in its combination with comparatives
further on. See 2.

The succession as so, wherein so belongs to the principal sentence,
had obtained a great extension even in the fourteenth century. Old-

Engl.: As the male is plentiuouse of apples and of leves among trees of
wodes, so is my derlyng among sones (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., I. 40.).

pat as 1 haue done to jou, so aud fee do (WYCL. Job. 13, 15.)- As a
sioune may not make fruyte of it self . . so neper jee no but jif jee
schulen dwelle in me (15, 4.) Even as he saide, so done has he (Tows.
M. p 263.). Rijt as most joye it is to steyen up into the hand of the

mercy of God, so it is most hydous and ferful to fallen into the hondis
of the wrathe of God (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., II. 44.). Righte als the

londes weren lost thorghe synne of Cristene men, *-o schulle thei ben
wonnen ajen be Cristen men (MAONDEV. p. 79.). And as men here . .

wolde think . . , right so hem thinkethe there (p. 176.). The repetition
in both members of right, also added to a single member, is much fa-

voured. Righte as the fyn perl congelethe . . righte so dothe the verray
dyamand (MAU.NDEV. p. 158. cf. 180. 184.). Right as an hauk upon a
sours Upspringeth into thaer, right so prayeres . . Maken her sours to

Goddis eeres tuo (CHACC., C. T. 7520.). so is also repeated after so as:

Right so as'oure Lord wil right, so be it doon (ib. p. 151. I.). In Ang-
losax. the subordinate member with sva sva is often placed before the

principal sentence accompanied by sva: Sva sva him gelicode sva hit is

gedon (Joe b. Ettm. 4, 37.). And sva sva medgildan dagos, sva sind his

dagas (6, 4.). Yet the inverse collocation also occurs: Svd stod se deo-

ful on Godes gesihffe sva sva dod se blinda on sunnan (3, 18.). Simil-

arly Gothic presents svasve sva (as KVKOS in this and in the inverse

collocation, whereas sve sva commonly stands in the opposition of

single notions. Anglosax. here also employs sva sva : And sva on Noes

dagum vas gevorden, sva beofiF mannes Suna to-cyme (Luc. 17, 26.).

Gr x#w? ovjtas. Both members originally stood beside each other with

equal grammatical value ; the distinction of them into a principal and a

dependent sentence is determined by logical points of view. The same
was also properly true of as as. The habitual annexation of one

member, without a correlative, with as, has contributed to give to this

conjunction, where opposed to so, the character of a subordinating con-

junction.

8. as lias sometimes its correlative in the adverb thus.

As a person who is struck through the heart with a thunder-

bolt, looks extremely surprised, and, perhaps is so too, thus
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the poor .Joseph received the false accusation of his mistress

(FiF.LU., J. Andr. 1
, 8.). Thus torn defac'd, and wretched as I

seem, Still I have something of Sciolto's virtue ROWE, Fair.

Penit. 4, 1.).

Old-Engl.: To se my master decle; Thus wykydly as he ist shent (Tows.
II. p. 231. In Halfsax. similarly pus swa stands like the Anglosax.
pus swa : No isseh ich a none londe pus seolcude pinges swa ich here

biuoren me mid (e^euen bihalde (LAJAM. II. 144.). Anglosax.: Ne vas aenig

para: pat me pus priste svd pu nu pa halig mid hondum hrinan dorste

(JILIAXA 510. Grein).

e.as has also its correlative in the subordinate sentence in the

pronoun such, as has taken the place of the older so. Anglosax.
svd, which refers back to the like particle contained in such,

Anglosax. svycle. The dependent sentence, even assumes directly
thecharacter of an adjective sentence so that as is in this case,

equal to so, in use in German from the most ancient imes, and
not yet extinct, instead of welcher, e, es.

Such a one as I was this present (SHAKSP., Twefth N. 1, 5.).

There's no such word As fail (BuLW., Richel. 2, 2.). In suck

works as the Lysistrata etc. (MACAUL., Essays IV. 145.). Tears,
sui-h as angels weep, burst forth (MiLT., P. L. 1, 620.) In at this

gate none pass . . but such as come well known from Heav'n

4, 579.;. Such as our motive ?s, our aim must be (Cowp. p.

111.). The manner and expression of it (sc. of your letter) is

such, as, I trust, will one day make you a powerful instrument

towards mending the present degeneracy (CHATAM, Lett. 17.). To
give our affairs such dispatch as we expect (BEN JONS., Silent

Worn. 1, 1.). The tenant usually contrived to raise such a crop
of oats or barley, as afforded meal for his family (Scoxx, Bl. Dwarf

2.). No such light Jfe warms your eyes (Tn. MOORE p. 228.).
The complete or incomplete sentence annexed by as has in

this case the notion for its subject or object to which as is re-

ferred, which therefore seems to represent the nominative or the
case of the object of a relative pronoun. The relation of such
- as may be compared with that of the Lat. talis qualis,

Therefore a relative pronoun is still met with among the mo-

derns, although censured by grammarians and departing from the

general usage: Such . . who, without assigning any particular

faults, condemn the whole (FIELD, in Wagner's Gr. p. 250.) His
behaviour is such that would not shame the best education (FiELD.
J. Andr. 4, 6.). In such passages as: In order to produce the
merit of such, whose modesty otherwise would have suppressed it

(ADDISON), the construction with as is certainly no longer ap-

plicable.
As in these cases ivho, that take the place of as, so as is used

in various dialects instead of a relative referring to demonstratives
Pnd substantives: aye, those as won the race at the battle of
uyreston (ScOTT, Waverl. 49.). Whea's sheep's them, as I sa

ster-neet? (DiAL OF CRAVEN I. 10.). I ha' brought up the

young woman as came to service to-day (Scorr, Heart of Mid-
Loth. 2, 8.).
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As to haw the freer annexation of sentences with as with re-

ference to such yields consecutive dependent sentences, in ana-

logy to so as, See p. 480.

The annexation of a dependent sentence with as to such (swylk, switch,

swich, soch etc.) and stik of the same meaning, which is equivalent to an

adjective sentence, was early in use. Old-Engl.: Ner me not to done
Such pyng as pou me biddest to graunte pe, so sone (R. OF GL. I. 115.).
To alle siche thing as is most contrarious to pley (WRIGHT A HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. II. 48). Swylk fowayle as we bought yistyrday, For no catel

gete I may (Ricn. C. DE L. 1545.)- Swich good as God yow sent (P.
PLOUGHM. p. 25.). Leveth in sweche losels As leccherie haunten (p. 5.).

Wip such speche as he con lerne (CASTEL OFF LOCE 30. ed. Weymouth).
If he be suche as 1 hym holde (!POMYDON 625.). Suche an on as is

of gode maneres (MACNDEV. p. 287.). Was never such another as was
he (CHACC., C. T. 15505.). I have herd say, men

:
suld take of twa

thinges, Slik as he fynt, or tak slik as he bringes (4127.). In: The
doom schalle ben at Estre Day, suche tyme as oure Lord aroos (MACN-
DEV. p. 114.), as no longer answers to the subject or object in an ad-

jective sentence; it reminds us of the temporal sentence with as. The
modal particle is, however, construed like a pronoun with a preposition
after it: Swilche wigeles, swo ich ar embe spac. The particle as, als

occurs with swilc even in Halfsax. : Wipp all swillc rime a//s her iss

sett Wipp all se fele wordess (ORM., Ded. 101.). Otherwise the older so

svd~) also stands a long time here. Old-Eng].: Alle hevie sennen, and
swilche offre so pe apostle her nemde (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel Ant. I.

131.). Graunte me soche beryng So fallith for a kyng (ALIS. 4624.).
Halfsax

;
His heed [heer mod. text] wes swulc swa beo&gold wir (LAJAM.

I. 300.). penched (sc. pe wulf) to biten swulc deor swa him likeft (II.

421.). Anglosax.: Gif hva adelfe vaterpytte oiWe betynede ontyne
and

hine eft ne betyne, gyld svilc neat svd pceron befealle (LEGG. JLER. B.

22.). SverjaQ" me nu purh Drihten pat ge don eft viff me svilce mild-

heortnisse sva ic mac-ode vift eov (Jos. 2, 12.). Sculon vit ponue at-

somne sifrdfan brucan svylcra yrmflfa svd /> unc cer scrife? (Coo. EXON.

372, 32.). Otherwise is repeated, in the sense of svylc svytc in the

sense of tails qualis: On pam dagum beoff svylce gedrefednyssa svylce
ne gevurdon of frymfte pcere gesceafte (MARC. 13, 19,), or the adverbial

svilce: Gif ic hafde svilcne anveald, svylce se dlmihtiga QodhaftS (BOETH.

38, 2.). pat pu -vite pat nys nan offer svilce tire God ^EXOD. 8, 10.).

The adjective sentence has from ancient times taken the place of the

dependent sentence with as (so, so swa). Old-Engl.: Suche a soule that

hath thuse sevene jiftes of the holy gost (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.

I. 39.). Nan swich ping pat ow ne i-burff to habben (II. 3.). Soche

folk that beon to your honour (ALis. 7525.). Ich haue swiche a malady,
That mengeth al'mi blod (AMIS. A. AMIL. 1171). By siriche that doon

ilk (P. PLOUGHM. p, 174.). To swiche that suffre wolde (311.). For

swiche that sike ben (p. 327.). Thys me made 'do dedys swylke With

whych my goost ys ofte unglade (MS. in HALLIW. v. swilke). Halfsax.:

Ich con swulcne leche-craft pe leof pe seal wurSen (LAJAM. II.

370.). Anglosax.: Svylce mibta pe purh his handa gevnrdene synd

(MARC. 6, 2.).

The employment of as in reference back to demonstratives and sub-

stantives does not seem widely diffused in literature. .Sentences like

The most ernestful werkis of God ,
as ben hyse myraclis (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW. II 43.) border on it, although admitting the citing of an instance

by way of comparison. Yet there belongs here: The firste soudan was

Zarocon, that was of Mede (a* was fadre to Sahaladyn) (MAUNDEV. p.

36.). A relative adverb represents it in: Nohwider elles ne ga, bute
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pider as mon sendes hire (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 4.)- Vp an

hey hul, as mony roches were (R. OF GL. I. 56.) [var. lect. ther]. Upon
the weye as men gon toward the kyngdom of Oaldee (MAUKDEV. p. 40.).

Thus so also stands where the relative pronoun is expected: Sis

devel is mikel wiff wil and magt, so wicches haven in here craft

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 221.). The Anglosax. svd approaches
the relative in such a case: Alra tacua gehvylc, sva Trojana purh ge-

feoht fremedon (Elene 644.). panan feorhnere finda5 foldbueud, sva him

fagere oft gegearevadest, god lifigende! (Ps. 64, 10.) Coinp. An a"ew*

heiligen ewangelio so wir huto lesen (WACKERNAGEL, D. Leseb. 301, 39.)

. The same comes also under consideration as the correlative of

as, but only when the equality or homogeneousness of

one object with another, or of the same object under various re-

gards, occasions a comparison. The dependent sentence, on
the other hand, which refers to the same substantive notion,
presents itself as an adjective sentence.

And may'st thou find with Heav'n the same forgiveness, As with

thy father here (RowE, Fair Penit. 5, 1.). His whole skin was
the same as steel (CoLKR., Wallenst. 5, 1. I am the same to-day
as yesterday (HARRISON, Engl. Language p. 362.). One ship will

not run the same distance as another in the same time (WEBST.,
v. same.).
On the other hand : With the same measure that ye mete withal,

it shall be measured to you again (LUKE 6, 38.). Homer . .

gave us a pattern of both these, though that of the latter kind
is entirely lost; which, Aristotle tells us, bore the same relation

to comedy, which his Ilias bears to tragedy (FIELD., J. Andr.,

Introd.). Socrates makes precisely the same use of the statues

of Polycletos and the pictures of Zeuxis which Paley makes of
the watch MACAUL., Essays IV. 100.). The milk-white pearls of

the necklace which she wore, the same which she had just received

as a true-love token from her husband (ScoTT, Kenilw. 6.).

Old-Engl. : Aftre hem, coinen another multitude of fyssche . . and don
in the same manner as the Jirste diden (MAUNDEV. p. 192.), and so with-

out that correlative: The peper growethe, in maner as dothe a wylde
vyne (p. 168. cf. 197. 233. 275.), with which compare in proportion as.

See c.

The adjective sentence, which is usually complete, whereas with as

member; of sentences stand opposed to one another, likewise occurs.

Old-Engl. : pe sain God ay was pat es now (THE PRICKE OF CONSCIENCE
12. ed. Morris 1863.) Halfsax.: Off pa same staness patt stodenn peer

(ORM., 9915.). Anglosax. usually put either se ylca or se syl/a in the

place of the Goth, sa sama: pam sylfan gemete pQ ge metad eov biff

gerneteii (Luc. 6, 38.). [Here the Goth, has the demonstrative pronoun.]

pu ponne byst se ylca se pu <xr vcere (Ps. 101, 24.). Halfsax.: piss
iss patl Hike, off wharnm I space (ORM. 12578.). The adverbial same
in the combination sva same sva does not belong here : Tva para gecynde
habbaff netenu svd same svd men (BOETH. 33, 4.).

b. The modal sentence with as frequently has no correlative, either

in complete or in incomplete sentences.

. The modern language has here suppressed both the fuller form

also, als etc. and the simple so; but the use of as is also here

prepared by that of the Anglosax. ealsvd, alongside of which
stands sra.
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I love a teeming wit as I love my nourishment (BEN JoNS.r
Alchem. 5, 1.). All hast thou spoken as my thoughts are (MiLT.
P. L. 3, 171.). The next "This is my body," was in his New
Testament as it is in ours (MACAUL., Essays IV. 103.). We are

all inclined to judge of others as we find them (III. 2.). You had
a right to do with it as you liked (OXENFORD, Twice Killed 1,

2.). Rose who was bright as the spirit of dawn (Tn. MOORE
p. 79.

Old-Engl.: pe child wex & wel prof, as pe clerk seyde er (R. OF GL.

I. 11.). To make a forme of a cord, as yt myjte best be (I. 65). It

bifel as his fader seide (P. PLOUGHM. p. 148.). It sytt betwene the Mile

of Aygnes, as Jerusalem dothe (MAUNDEV. p. 106.). Why do je not as

men jow pray? (Cov. MYST. p. 97.) Kiffen i wille ffe ernes kinde, also

ic it o boke rede (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 209.). Ich wende,
al so othre doth, That ich i-seie were soth (II. 276 ). Al hem to-dryven
ase ston doth the alas (WRIGHT., Polit. S. p. 189). The spere karf

thorugh-out, Also thorugh a wollen clout (Ans. 4548.). By nightth ah
a cat hy seeth (5275.). Dede him toke & he died, als it salle do

vs LANGT. I. 5.). Halfsax. : Griff he holde alse his feeder (LAJAM. I. 260.).

Birrp wurrpenn milde . . annd aeddmod alls se cullfre (ORM 10836.).

Anglosax.: Ic do ealsvd ge biddaft (THORPE, Anal. p. 115.). Hine man
heng eall svd he unc cer scede (GEN. 41, 13. So frequently stands for

a long time. Old-Engl.: Al is man so is tis ern (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant I. 211.). Newe ffe fordi so ffe neddre doff (I. 212.). Hem he

gon lerin, so we mugen i-herin (I. 170.). Do so ich pe lere (I. 186.).

Game is ood whil it lastes, Ac hit faretlfso iryndes blastes (ALIS. 235.).

And went away so dragon wild (353.). Halfsax.: Hit iwerff pere swa
hit deft iwere (LAJAM. I. 12.). Anglosax.: Ac hit nis na svd hi cvedaft

(Ps. 3, 2.). Doff svd ic bidde (BEOV. 2466.). Hergodon and barndon

svd heora gevuna is (SAX. CHR. 1009.). Him pa Anlaf behet, svd he hit

edc gelceste, pat he naefre eft to Angelcynne mid vmfriffe cuman nolde

(994.). Ic mag vesan God svd he (C^DM, 283.). The reduplicated svd

sva may be distributed between two correlatives : Didon sva svd him god
behead (Job in Ettm. 6, 37.). He geseah Godes Gast niffer-stigende sva

svd culfran (MATH. 3, 16.). Min broffer is faren of pisse Hue svd sva

Crist volde (SAX. CHR. 656.):

B. The dependant sentences or members of a sentence annexed by
as, although referring to the same fundamental wiew, leave play
to various shades of their relations.

cut. Not rarely such a dependent sentence serves to condition
or to restrict a predicate, becoming often an inciden-

tal, illusrative remark, even an explanation of an ex-

pression used. In these cases, the immediate reference to

a principal sentence, which, in its whole extent, constitutes

the member opposed to the dependent sentence, is wanting
to the sentence of comparison. Here and there, even pa-

renthetically, it is separated from the context.

By foul play, as thou say'st, were we heaved hence

(SHAKSP. Temp. 1, 2). Every day thou doffst me with

some device, Jago; and rather (as it seems to me now,} keep'st
from me all conveniency, etc. (Oth. 4, 2.). Sir Everard's

reception in this family was, as it may be easily conceived,

sufficiently favourable (Scoxx, Waverl. 2.). Some of those
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edited, as we have occasion to know, by men of distinguished

talent, have appeared in a smaller form (Minstr. I. 84.). The
term of TTOIYJT^ as it singularly happens, is literally trans-

lated by the Scottish epithet (p. 10.) That seems to imply
malice prepensive, as ice call it in the law (FIELD. Amelia

1, 10.). Your father . . was only a sleeping partner, as the

commercial phrase goes (ScoTT, R. Roy 1.). Mr. Herd, an

accountant, as the profession is called in Edinburgh, was
known and generally esteemed (Minstr. I. 71.).

Old-Engl : Al riht is leid, and wogh arered, alse pe wise queS
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 130. cf. 128.). He was (as yt
is ywrite) pur messed po (R. OF GL. I. 86.). Ainonges us . . That
man is dweslynge, And evere hath, as I hope, And evere shal her-

after (P. PLOCGHM. p. 152. At that cytee entrethe the ryvere of

Nyle in to the see; as / to jou have seyd before (MAOSDEV. p. 56.).

I seyde . . that thei deidden synne, to hide Goddis myracle, as me
seemed (p. 61.). A forster was he sothely, as 1 gesse (CHAUC., C.

T. 117.). For, as seint Jerom saith, at every time that I re-

metnbre of the day of doom I quake (ib. p 187. I.), so is often

immediately prefixed to this as: For letter sleth, so as we clerkes

sayn (CHAUC., C. T. 7376. cf. 38.), with which the Anglosax. may
be compared : Varna pe viff gitsuiige forpam pe heo vitodlice is

^eallra yfela vyrttruma" svd svd se apostol avrat (BASIL., Advice 9.).

Halfsax.: Moyssesess lajhe stod Stca summ ice habbe shcewedd,

patt a}} pe|j sholldenn brinngenn lac (ORM. 7881.). The Gr. oij,

and Lat sicut are thus employed. In Anglosax. pas, pe is familiar

along with sva. Heora (sc. scipa) vas sva feala sva na?fre aer, pas
pe us bee secgaff, on Angel-cynne ne gevurden on nanes cyninges

dage (SAX. CHR. 1009.). paera offer vas, pas pe hie gevislicost ge-
vitan meahton, idese onlicnes (BEOV 2703.). pa geseah heo openum
eagum, pd's pe hire puhte, of pas buses hrofe ufan micel leoht cu-

man (THORPE, Anal. p. 53.). The notion guatenus mingles with
sicut.

|3/3.
The dependent sentence may contain an assertion, the

principal sentence of which lies, complete or implicitly, in

the context. Comp. p. 486.

As I hope For quiet days . . the strong'st suggestion Our
worser genius can, shall never melt Mine honor into lust

(SHAKSP., Temp. 4, 1.). No, as I am a man (SHAKSP., 1,

2.). His spiritual attendants regularly adjured him, as he

loved his soul, to emancipate his brethren (MACAUL.. Hist,

of E. I. 24.). ,,A glass of wine, sir?" Nay, madam (eyes
the wine drinks). Nectar, as / am a man. u

. (TAYLOR
A. READE, Masks 1, 2.

If the form of assertion commences with so, it appears as

an elliptical principal sentence. You never shall (so help

you truth and heaven! Embrace each other's love etc.

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 3.). And I swear . . So help me our

Lord and his saints! (BuLW., Rienzi 4, 5.). This with his

sword he will maintain
,
So help him God and his good cause

(ScoTT, L. Minstr. 5, 19.). The second member of the com-

parison is given in the sentence to which the form is added.

The assertion by the sentence with as, to which no correspond-
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ing particle stands opposed, is long presented by Old-Engl. : And
as thou were of a mayde ybore, sofre me never to be y-lore (HAL-
LIW., Freemas. 651.). Or I wol dye, as witly God me save (CflAuc.,
0. T. 3280.)- -As help me god, it wol not be (3709.). As 1 am
faithful man . . I hadde lever etc. (15377.). The form with so

(svd), is older, which always has the character of imprecation. Ich
wille oup, so God me rede! (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 277.)
Alle . . Ben fowden sothe, so God me save! (I. 195.) That I

have . . Sworen Goddes soule, And so me God helpe ! (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 99.) A merry child he was, so God me save! (GHACC., C. T.

o325.). So mote 1 thrive, I shall etc. (3675. cf. 7346. 7391. 7524.

[al so 15330.] Gramatica ys the furste syens y-wysse, Dialetica

the secxinde, so have y blysse! (HALLIW., Freemas. 557. cf. 239.).
Halfsax. : Swa me help min hond, bis forwaerde ich pe halde (LA}AM.
II. 241.). Anglosax. : Svd ic age Pharaones helde ne faraff ge ealle

heonon aer pam pe eover lassa broder cume hider (GEN. 42, 16.).

77. If an action is compared, with respect to the manner of its

accomplishment or effect, with an assumed one (as its

condition), the latter may be annexed by as, although here
the conjunctions as if, as though, occur. See p. 472 and II.

.1. p. 128.

Undoing all, as all had never been (SHAKSP., II Henry VI.

1, 1.). Each on himself rely'd As only in his arm the mo-
ment lay Of victory (MILT. P. L. 6, 238.). Then did she

come out in haste, as she had suddenly bethought herself

(CoLER., Pice. 1, 7.). He looks as he had seen a ghost

(Wallenst. 1, 5.). Even now you look on me As you were
not my friend, and as if you Discovered that I thought so

(SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 2.). Hence the form as it were: The
The crown was quite bald, but the base was fringed round,
as -it were, with a little soft, glossy, silver-hued hair (WAR-
REN, DiARy 1, 18.). The paternal power Being, as't were,
the shadow of his own (SHELLEY, Cenci 2, 1.). Upon that

rests also the construction of as with a few members of

sentences, which else take as if: She lay down as by her

sleeping sister (ROGERS, It., Montorio). He trusted his se-

crets to books as to faithful friends [velut fidis sodalibus]

(LEwes, G. I. 59.).

Old-Engl. again offers the forms as, also and so concurrently : Nep-
tanabus lokid a-skof, As he no gef nought thereof ALIS. 874.). Hit

draweth up of urthe in drie wether, as hit were a drie breth

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.). This monstre . . was as it hadde
ben a men (MACNDEV. p. 47). ah so is unfamiliar: Oc daren stille

in here pit, als so he weren of dede offrigt (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 226.), where als is correlative of so. In Halfsax. alse,

al swa stands in this case also: Ofte heo luten a-dun, alse heo

wolden liggen; ofte heo up lupan, alse heo fleon wolden (LAJAM. I.

80.). Bi pone toppe he nine nom al swa he hine wolde of-slean

(I. 30.). So points to the oldest form. Old-Engl.: And saw on
armed so hit weore his men (ALIS. 3915.) Halfsax.: Ac we scullen

steppen heom to swa we stelen wolden (LAJAM. II. 249.). swilc,
swulc is concurrently employed: Bi-foren pan wefeffe he heo (sc.

pe hude) spradde, swlc he leie on bedde (I. 52.). ^Elc spac wiff

offer swulc he weore his broffer (II. 214.). In Anglosax. sva, svd
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sva, svylce are used: Discas lagon and dyre svyrd omige Jmrh-
etene, sva hie vi& eor&an fafSm pusend vintra peer eardodon (DEOV.
6089). pa geseah heo purh svefa, sva sva he semninga from hire

dhafen and dlceded vcere (THORPE, Anal. 52.). Svurdleoma stod

svylce eal Finnsburuh ftfrenu vcere (FIGHT AT FINNESB., Thorpe p.

71.). Hvi dydest pu sva pat pu atlaeddest mine dohtra svilc hit

yehergode haftlingas vceron (GEN. 31. 16). In the later corrupt

language als also stands as the correlative of svile : Vard pe sunne
svilc als it vare pre-niht aid mone (SAX. CHR. 1135.).

"With a few members of sentences the particles quoted also

occur in the meaning of velut, quasi. Old-Engl. : Thei li}n as in a
drem (MAVNDEV. p. 288.). Anglosax. : Dead sva sva biitan orde

[quasi sine ferro] (?AST. 40.). pat vater stod svylce tvegen hege
veallas (Exoo. 14, 22.). Here, moreover, the meaning of quasi
comes near to that of sicut.

As to as taking the place of and See p. 345. The combination
of that with as in this sense is settled by what has been said

about the addition of that to conjunctions of all kinds See p. 390.

Old-Engl.: He bleynte and cryed a! As that fie stongen were unto*

the herte (CHAUC., C. T. 1080.) Sche feyned hir as that she moste

goon Ther as ye wot that every wight moot neede (9824.).
As to the similar use of cum, cume in Old-French, come in Ital.

also
,
als and in Old - and Mod.-Highdutch ,

see my Syntax of the

Mod.-Fr. Language Vol. II. and Diez, Romance Gr. 3, 351.

& It has been pointed out at p. 453 how the dependent sen-

tence with as becomes a causal sentence in the stricter sense.

The formal annexation of the sentence with as, especially
with the substantive verb of the predicate, to adjectives
and participles, is related, as in: Tortured as I am with my
own disappointments, is this a time for explanations? (GoLDSM.,
She Stoops 4.). Kings . . should groan for such ad-

vantages ;
but we, humbled as we are, should yearn for them

(Vic. 29.). Young, curious, excitable as he was, nothing is

more natural than that he should somewhat shock the "fair

respectability" by his pranks and extravagancies (LEWES,
G. I. 60.). A correlative of comparison may also complete
the comparison : "I have no bed to go to." "It's provok-

ing . . so tired as you are too." TH. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney
5.) These sentences may also become concessive: They
were obliged to seek cheaper lodgings moderate as was
the rent required for those they had so long occupied (WAR-
REN, Diary 2, 5.), which have been treated of at p. 480.

From these is likewise to be distinguished the formal

annexation of the sentence with as, particularly to those

substantives and adjectives which contain a reproach. The

dependent sentence becomes, as ,it were, a strengthening
assurance of the adequate existence of the quality attributed

to a person. I thought it should have continued alwaies

Like a fole as I am and a dronken knave (JACK JUGLER

p. 24.). Telling her, all would been very well, if she had
not intermeddled, like a b as she was (FIELD., J. Andr.

2, 5.). Ah, grovel in the dust! crouch crouch! wild

beast as thou art\ (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 12.)
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In this case as interchanges with that. Beast that I was
to trust him (BEN JONS., Ev. h. Hum. 4, 6.). Beast that

thou art! (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 3.) Fool that I was to choose
so cold a friend To urge my cause (ADDIS., Cato 3, 3.).
Fool that I was, to think of leaving a world, where such

pleasure was to be had ! (RocFRS, It
,
For. Trav.) An ex-

cellent ship; fool that 1 was to quit her (DoroL. JERROLD,
Prison of War 1, 1.). Wretched woman that I am! (ROGERS,
It.: The Bag of Gold.) And this has turned thy brain, silly
urchin that thou art (BuLW. Rienzi 4, 1.). Punctual, silent,

frugal, the sleek Tartu/e that he was (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3,

2, 2.). cursed that 1 am! (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta 1, 1.).

Ah, wretched that I am! Where shall I turn? (SriELLEY,
Cenci 1, 2.)
The first cited employment of the dependent sentence belongs

especially to the modern tongue. See p. 483. German employs
in similar cases the particles wie and als. As interchanging with
that recalls the French construction: enfant que vous eies; fou que
je suis, and the like, wherein the relative that substituted for qm,
is treated like the comparative particle (quam = sicuf) contained
in the Old-French in faire, que fols , que sage , que male beste etc.

Comp. my syntax of the Mod. -French Language Vol. II 215.

Hence in Old-Engl.: Ne dude nojt as pe wise (R OF GL. II. 451.).
Alle that wyrk as the wise (Town. M. p. 9.). He cried as un-

courteys (Ricn. C. DE L. 2111.). Harkyns as heynd (Tow.x. M. p.

131.). Halfsax.: He dude al so wis mon (LAJAM. II. 520.).

g. The transfer of the modal dependent sentence to the pro-
vince of time has time has been treated of p. 433.

. If the modal determination is immediately supported by a

predicative or attributive adjective, or by an adverb in the

ptincipal sentence, the correlative of as is often wanting on
the one hand, and most naturally where the notion in regard
which the members are compared is taken absolutely,
so that both members have a share in it in alike man-
ner, but also, on the otherhand, where that notion itself

would have in the correlative an indication of the mea-
sure or degree, which are determined by the dependent
sentence.

The former mode of comparison, not always to be
strictly

separated from the other, particularly applied with as with

adjectives: High stomach'd are they both . . In rage deaf
as the sea

} hasty as fire (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, L). To fly

through regions unconjined as air (GOLDSM. ,
Vic. 29.). "I

can do nothing with this boy, Sir," said he, red as fire

(MARRYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 3, 3.). Thy thoughts Are eager
as the favouring darkness (TALFOURD, Ion 3, 2.). The Sep-
tember world remains dark, fuliginous, as Lapland witch-

midnight (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). With demonstra-

tion clear as Scripture (3, 2, 2.). Two adjectives are also

combined by as, which are to have validity in the same
manner: While the fair populace of crowding beauties, Ple-

beian as Patrician, cheer'd us on With dazzling smiles
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(BvnoN, Foscari 1, 1.). Generous as brave, Affection, kind-

ness, the sweet offices Of duty and love were from his ten-

derest years To him as needful as his daily bread (ROGERS,
It., Foscari). Yet was it sad as sweet (ib.). Both with ad-

jectives and adverbs the dependent sentence frequently

points more decidedly to a determination of measure and

degree. This is strange and barbarous as ever I heard (BEN
JONS., Ev. Man in h. Hum. 4, 5 ). Cerdon and Colon, war-
riors stout, And resolute as ever fought (Bi'TL., Hud. 1, 3,

245. cf. 1, 2, 687.). A very troublesome fellow this as ever

I met with (GOLDSM., She Stoops 2.) Far as Creation's

ample range extends, The scale of sensual, mental powers
ascends (POPK, Essay on M. 1, 207. cf. 1, 101.). Often as

returns The twentieth of September, they are bound Fast
from the midnight watch to pray till morn (WALPOLE,
Myster. Mother 1, 1.). But humour them, they are water

soon as fire (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 1.). To-morrow

early as the breaking day We rendezvous behind the citron-

grove (SorTHERN, Oroon 3, 2.). Conduct them silently as

may be To the house (CoLER., Wallenst. 4, 2.). Whose
heart is warmly bound to thee Close as the tenderest links

can bind (Tn. MOORE p. 74.). Comp. soon as p. 435, long
as p. 441.

In the older English the phenomena recur, when so of course
still occurs alongside of as in the subordinate member: pe prince

pat in tyme of werre as a lomb ys bope meke & mylde, And in

tyme of pes as a lyon hope cruel Sf wylde (R. OF GL. I. 57.). As
an appel the urthe is round (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 132.)- A
pruest proude ase a po (Polit S. p. 159.). Thei ben bloke as the

Mowree (MAU.NDEV. p. 40.). A gay daggere, Harneysed wel, and

scharp as poynt of spere (CHACC. C. T. 113.). He is blac so bro

of qual (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.
, Rel. Ant. I. 225 ). He bicam blind

so ston (SECYN SAGES 2359.). Theo day bycam dark so the nyght
(ALIS. 642.). Off that lady whyt so flour (RICH. C. DE L. 138.).
He riseff and remeff lude so he mai (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., ttel. Ant.
I. 225.). Alisaundre comuth . . Al fast as he may (Ans. 3445.).
Ys ther ony renogat among us fer as ye knawe? (Cov. MYST. p.

384.) A pratty child is he, As syttes on a woman's knee (Tow.v.
M. p 115.). Anglosax.: Heo vas hdl gevorden sva seo offer (MATH.
12, 13.). Beod eornostlice gledve sva naddran, and bilvite sva

culfran (10, 16.). Sona sva he pa hoc unfeold, pa fnnde he

paer avriten, Dryhtnes Gast ys ofer me (Lcc. 4, 17.). Comp. Tem-
poral Sentence p. 436.

>]>;.
The incomplete dependent sentence with as also appears
where members of sentences are joined as instances to the

assertion contained in the principal sentence.

I am sworn brother to a leash of drawers, and can tell

them all by their Christian names as Tom, Dick, and
Francis (SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.). I wonder how these

common forms, as God save you, and You are icelcome,
are come to be a habit in our lives (BEN JONS., Silent

Worn. 5, 1.). In the other cities, a-s Milan, as Verona, as

Bologna, the people are under the rule of one man (Bn,w.,
Matzner, engl. Gr. IT. 2. 32
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Rienzi 2, 1.). Some, as Bibliopolic Momoro, seem to hint

afar off something which smells of Agrarian Law (CARLYLE,
Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.).

Before substantive members of a sentence the correlative such

also appears: Allan Ramsay inserted several old ballads, such as

Cruel Barbara Allan, The Bonnie Earl of Murray, etc. (Scoxx,

Ministrelsy I. 43.). Old-Engl : Hii rercle abbeyes & prioryes vor

her synnes po, As Teokesbury fy Oseneye (R. OF GL. II. 369.). Jo-
men, that kepen bryddes, as ostrycches, gerfacouns, sparehaukes etc.

(MAUNDEV. p. 238. cf. 118.). Tentes that thei maken of skynnes
of bestes, as of camaylles (p. 63.). In place, where thei may fyn-
den watre ,

as on the 'Rede See (ib.). If he repreve him uncharit-

ably of synne, as, thou holour, thou dronkelewe harlot, and so forth

(OHACC., C. T. p. 193. II.). In Anglosax. the specific notion, joined

by way of example to the more general notion, is introduced with

svd saa: Sume beofr lang sveorede svd svd svanas and ylfettan

(BASIL., Hexam. 8.). pa beoff lang-svyrede pe libbafr be garse, svd

sva olfend, and assa, hors and hrySeru, heddeor and rahdeor, and

gehvylce dtfre (9.). Comp. the Lat. ut, the Germ : als.

S}. In modern times as is frequently associated with a pre-
dicative nominative and accusative See Vol. II. 1.

p. 37 and 202. In this case the predicative determination

is detached from immediate combination with the verb, and
the subject or object of the sentence is represented, as it

were, adequately to another object.
To prey on nothing that doth seem as dead (SHAKSP., As

You Like It 4, 3.). Let him be regarded As the most noble

corse (Coriol. 5, 5.). This Wednesday is to be regarded as

one of the notablest (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). Actions
. . are represented . . as wise, virtuous, heroic (MACAUL., Es-

says III. .5.). Man is generally represented as an animal

formed for, and delighted in, society (FiELD, Essay on Con-
versat. init.). That great anomaly known as the dispersing

power (MACAUL., Hist, of E. 31.). The unthinking have
censured this as partiality (GOLDSM., Vic. 29.). He whom
all civilized nations now acknowledge as the Father of Poetry

(ScOTT, Ministrelsy I. 8.). I knew myself Only as his

his daughter (CoLER. ,
Pice. 2, 7.). We are by no means

without sympathy for Mr. Montagu even in what we con-

sider as his weakness (MACAUL., Essays III. 2.).
In such cases moreover the idea of comparison or of equation

partly shines through as a subjective view. The German als and
the Fr. comme likewise appear: the former is here as foreign to

Old, and even to Mod:-Highdutch as as to Anglosax. For instances

of Old-Engl. See Vol. II. 1. p. 202., with which coinp.: Thei se-

men as wode (MAHNDEV. p. 50.). Nevere aftre schulle thei ben

holden as frendes (p. 202.). And held that lord as prynce of that

contree (p. 151.). How near, moreover, the decided comparison
stands to such an annexation of a predicative notion is shewn by
such instances as: Mod-Engl.: I am but as a guiltless messenger
(SHAKSP., As You Like It 4, 3.)- Old-Engl : Thei ben but as

nakyd lettris (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 50.), and the like.

M. Nearly related to the transmutation of the predicative de-
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termination into a modal one stands the like process with
a notion otherwise appositive. Apposition absolutely attri-

butes a determination to an object, and may be reduced
to an adjective sentence: if the modal particle as is added,
the object is considered, so far as it is to be set as iden-
tical with a determination, or so far as a determination

belongs to it, when as may pass into the causal meaning'.

The bears and dogs on four legs go, As beasts but synod-
men on two (BuTL., Hud. 1, 3, 1297.). From the opinions
which he expresses as a biographer we often dissent (MA-
CAUL., Essays III. 1.). The national feeling of the Italians

impelled them to resist any change which might deprive
their country of the honours and advantages which she en-

joyed as the seat of the government of the Universal Church

(IV. 112.) As a man who has embraced His child for the

first time since infancy, And presently must part with him
for ever, I do adjure ye leave us! (TALFOURD, Ion. 4, 1.)

Of Ritson's own talents as an editor of ancient poetry we
shall have occasion to speak hereafter (Scoxx, Ministrelsy
I. 68.). With that the joining of adjective notions stands

in connection: The king was her head. The limits of the

authority which he possessed as such, were not traced with

precision (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 53.). Waverley . . an-

swered . . that he could not venture to offer an opinion as

derived from military skill (Scoxx, Waverley 11.). How
notions annexed with as are treated with the same freedom
as appositions is discussed as at p. 326.

Thus the Germ : als and Fr. comme are used in like manner.

Old-Engl.: Cordeylle pe kyndom fong as pe ryjt eyr (R. OF GL. I.

37.). He went to Rome, as man of holy wille (LANGT. I. 20.). To
maken him homage, as the most noble kyng (MAUNDEV. p. 193.).

We pray you ,
as oure freynde , Alle nygtit to abyde for charite

(TowN M. p. 275.). His name . . as a seynt (MAUNDEV. p 177.).

See elsewhere: pis Roseamiraduk, als fol fy unwise, His letter gan
rebuk, sette it at light prise (LANGT. II 246.). With that com-

pare the form: Creseide . . lite answerde As she that was with

sorow oppressed so (CHACC., Troil. a. Ores. 5, 177.). Correspond-

ing constructions are wanting in the most ancient times.

That as may often be exchanged for like in incomplete sentences

before substantive notions is natural. Like our shadows, Our
wishes lengthen, as our sun declines (YocNG, N. Th. 5, 661.)- It

will make her sleep like Juliet's drug (OXENFORD, Twice Killed 1,

2.). Old-Engl.: Be groneth life our boor (CHACC., C. T. 7411.).

Like is in such a case an adjective or adverb, and supposes the

likeness or similarity of two objects or classes of objects.

But like also combines with as, when the correlative so may fol-

low, the as: like is, properly speaking, the adverbial correlative of

as, which in the latter case is resumed by so. Like as a father

pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him (Ps.

103, 13.) Like as a sun, so shines she in the east (COLEK , Pice.

4, 1.). Old-Engl : Fven lyke as Eve inodyr of wo was, So xal a

maydyn be modyr off blyss (Cov. MYST. p. 67.). Had i-pryked
lik as he were wood (CHADC., C. T. 12504.). I must wepe lyke as

32*
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je do (Cov. MYST. p. 235.). The Fader voyce cure myrthes to

amende Was mad to me lyke as a man (Tows. M. p. 245.). Thus

geliche als stands in Mid.-Highdutch: So daz ir lop geliche ob allem

lobe schone als ein krone swebt (v. D. HAGEN
, Minnes 2, 142.).

Do gebarte si geliche als si mit bcesem mcere zuo im gesendet waere

(IWEIN 89 ) ;
hence later gleich als and gleichwie. In Anglosax.

gelice and anlice as correlatives of sva: pat ve gelice sceolon leanum
hleotan sva ve vi.de/eorh veorcum hlodun (CYNEVCLF, Crist 783.

Grein). pa hi me ymbsealdon samod anlice svd beon bittfre (Ps.

107, 12.).

7. The particle as is, in many combinations, used apparently
pleonastically, so far as the reference to a second member
of the comparison is more remote. It operates in a restrictive

manner, so that a determination of a sentence, or even a sen-

tence is thereby expressly pointed at, which is represented as

precisely measured and adequate.
This as is found with adverbs of time : Though in mysterious

terms, judg'd as then best (MiLT., P, L. 10, 173.). My return

to England has not as yet been made public GOLDSM., G. Nat.
M. 3.). Action and enterprise were dearer to him, as yet, than
the rewards which they proffered (BuLW., Rienzi 3, 1.) As yet
all seemed to promise well (MACAUL. , Hist., of E. II. 145.).
It often appears with prepositional members, especially with to

and for. Thy brother Fsau, as touching thee, comfort himself,

purposing to kill thee (GEN. 27, 42.). I am not indifferent as

to any one thing that relates to you (CHESTERFIELD, Lett.).
No man is correctly informed as to the past (MACAUL., Hist, of

E. I. 3.). A man may . . live a free life as to wine or women

(SHELLEY, Cenci I. 2.). But as to the wench, I am resolved she
shall not settle here (FiELD., J. Andr. 4, 3.). She gave them
instructions as to the personal comforts of her new charge (BiLW.,
Rienzi 4, 1.). As to the armies, public defence must evidently
be put on a proper footing (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 3, 2, 2.). As

for the peers, that back the clergy thus, If I be king, not one
of them shall live (MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 4.). As for me, be-

hold, my covenant is with thee (GEN. 17, 4. cf. 15. 20.). As
for the dirty slut, we shall have nothing to do with her (FIELD.,
J. Andr. 4, 3.). As for the spontaneous Commune, one may say
that there never was on earth a stranger town-council (CARL.,
Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.). As for bed this chair will do vastly well

(BuLW., Maltrav. 1, 1.). Thus as also stands with to before

sentences used substantively : As to the how this act Be war-

ranted, it rests with you (SHELLEY, Cenci 4, 2.). The bigger

boy was questioned as to what efforts he had made to rescue his

companion (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney 1.). As is also met with
in combination with how and why, both in abbreviated and com-

plete sentences: w lt's an excellent policy to owe much in these

days, if you note it." ^As how, good signior?" (BEN JONS.,
Ev. Man out of h. Hum. 1, 1.). ^Marcia might still be yours."

^As how, dear Syphax?
"

(ADDIS, Cato 2, 5.). Now are the

Jacobins milder; as how could they, the flower of patriotism?
(CARL., Fr. Revol. 3, 1, 1.) Much of this sort belongs to the
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lower people: If he could be ruined alone, she should be very
willing of it; for because as why, his worship very well knew
he deserved it (FIELD., J. Andr. 3, 1 2.). I believe as how your
man deals with the devil (SMOLLET, H. Clinker I. 274.). She

says, as how . . you should have thought of all this long ago
(WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). As to the interrogative instead of the
substantive sentence with that See p. 412.

Instead of as to, as for, quantum ad, quod attinet ad, the form
as respects is also used : As respects natural religion . . it is not

easy to see that a philosopher of the present day is more fa-

vourably situated than Thales or Simonides (MACAUL., Essays
IV. 100. cf. 104.), wherein, with other anomalies, the original
character of the as comes clearly out.

This as, which has a partial counterpart in the Mod.-Highdutch als

in combination with heute, gestern, morgen, ubermorgen and the like, as

well as in common life with various other determinations, is early met
with in many cases in English, where it seems to be added pleonas-
tically. So too with the statement of the number of years: Ac he
deide . . As endleue hundred jer of grace & eijteti fy nine (R. OF GL. II.

481.). Henri, is eldoste sone, ibore was in this wo, As in tueff hundred

jer & eijte ty nammo (II. 494.). He spousede pe quene As in pe jer

of grace a pousend and seuentene (I. 317.); with adverbs; Towche me
nott as jet, Mary (Cov. MYST. p. 361.). Beth glad and joyful as for
than (p. 363.). He shalle be slayn as tyte (TOWN. M. p. 230.); likewise

with prepositional members of all kinds: As to my doome, Thou art a
maister (CHAUC. C. T. 15423.). As to my thynkynge, these days thre . .

Be more lengere in ther degre Than alle the space of XII }ere day
(Cov. MYST. p 197.). Suffising right enough as for a day (CHAUC., C.

T. 3297.). And as ffor me thoro Goddys grace dyvyne, I wyl iforthwith

applye me therto (Cov. MYST. p. 34.). And as for jourself here, thus
xal je begynne (p. 86). As for that, serys, have

je
no dowth (p. 269.).

Ye mosten be ful derne as in this caas (CHAUC., C. T. 3297. cf. 3385.

6979. 7107. Cov. MYST. p. 69.). Ne stronger was in feld of alle thing
As in his tyme (CHAUC. 16039). To pe on ende of Engolond, as in pe
West Soupe (R. OF GL. I. 20.) For Ihesu love thy sonne hym make,
As in the stede of me (TORRENT 2085.). Corouned she was, as aftir hir

degre (CHACC., C. T. 15851.). For fro his vices he wol him chastise

Discretly as by word, and nought by dede (15991.); with the infinitive
with to: But as to speake of love . . I had a lord, to whom I wedded
was (Troil. a. Cres. 5, 974.). Now as to speke of the firste. coveitise etc.

(C. T. p. 191. II) It is also found with how. ,And do I lawfully."
-

nAs how?" (TOWN. M. p. 230.). Thou wote as how (p. 249.). Lastly
an imperative sentences: That hote cultre . . As lene it me (CHAUC.,
C. T 3774.). As beth not wroth with me

(Trpil.
a. Cres. 5, 147.). For

love of God . . As go we scene the paleis of Creseide (5, 522.). This

usage does not extend back into Halfsax. From that is to be dis-

tinguished the use of as for the Gr. w? (also tostf), in the sense of an

approximate determination with numbers, for which the modern language
uses about: Whanne pei hadden rowide as fyue and twenty furlongis or

pritti (WYCL., Job. 6, 19.). The Goth, here used sve, as MARC. 6, 13.

8, 9. Luc. 1, 56. 3, 23. 8, 42. 9, 14. -28. etc. Anglosax., where it renders

this determination at all with numbers, svylce: Vunede mid hyre svylce

pry munQas (Luc. 1, 56.). Vas on elde svylce prytig vintre (3, 23.).

pa hig hafdon geroven svylce twentig furlonga (JoH. 6, 19.). The num-
ber is only good by way of comparison, that is, approx imatively.
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c. If it is a question with the comparison, not immediately of equality
or adequacy, but the higher or lower determination of the degree
of the one member is made dependent upon that of the other, a

proportional equation arises. The higher degree on the one-
side may then be conditioned by the lower oiie on the other. The
determination of degree being in fact mutual, the distinction of a

principal and a dependent sentence depends not so much upon
the collocation of sentences as upon the total context, which
causes a conditioning member, (a dependent sentence) to be se-

parated from the conditional one (the principal sentence). Or-

dinarily a comparative stands in both members.

*. The opposition of two comparatives, accompanied by the the
old instrumental, is familiar, which may be attached to various

determinations in both sentences of the period. The before the

comparatives answers to the Lat. quo eo
, quanta tanto,

the Gr.
o<rty TOJ-OVTW, an ablative or dative of the measure.

The smaller compasse that the realme doth holde, The easier is

swey therof to welde (FERREX A. PORR. 1, 2.). And all the

more it seeks to hide itself, the bigger bulk it shows (SHAKSP.,

Temp. 3, 1.). Who wickedly is wise, or madly brave, Is but

the more a fool, the more a knave (PoPE, Fssay on M. 4, 231.).
The earlier you rise, the better your nerves will bear study (CHA-
THAM, Lett. 18.). And still the less they understand, The more
th' admire his sleight of hand (Bi XL. Hud. 2, 3, 5.). The more
he looked at her, The less he liked her (TENNYSON p. 215.). The
correlative may be wanting in the principal sentence: The hot

hell . . tortures him now more, the more he sees Of pleasure not

for him ordairfd (MiLT., P. L. 9, 489.). As beards, the nearer

that they tend To th'earth, still grow more reverend BUTL., Hud.

2, 1, 261.).

This opposition of the the, when, as in some of the instances quoted,
the particle that is often added to the dependent sentence, is familiar in

Old-Engl. The bet the be, the bet the byse (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 113.). And ever the lasse that he bereth, The hardier he is of

horte (P. PLODGHM. p. 291 sq.). Evyr the fayrer that she spake, The

fouler braydes gan he make (!POMYDON 1833.). The sarre he penest hem

yn that plase, The more yoye wes to hem of Cristus grace (HALLIW.,
Freemas. 625.). The more they be, the more I schal sloo (Rica. C. DB
L. 6403. The lenger they tary, the more is my payne (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I 45.). Ever fro the heigher degre that man fallith, the

more is he thral (CHAUC., C. T. p 186. II. cf. 187. II. 188. I. 192. I.

193. II. 194. II. 209. L). Ever the Mere that thou art, Ever the lower

be thy hert (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 92.). A the more 1 lake

theron, A the more I thynke I fon (Town. M. p. 229.). The the can be

absent from the principal sentence. The longere that day dawes, Wars

pepille wars lawes (Tows. M. p. 310.). The frequent strengthening by
ever, a (= Anglosax. ) is conformable to the most ancient usage, the

opposition of comparatives with the the is, however, not frequently
met with. Anglosax.: Syinle biff p$ heardra, pe hit hreoh voter svearte

sosstredmas svi&or bedtati ((^EDM. 1320.). Sva pincff anra gehvam eorff-

bueudra sio sode gesseld symbe pe betere and py vynsumre, pe he vita

ma heardra henfta her afireogeft (ALFREDS METRA 12, 18. Grein).
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pingd [leg. ping] pe hit fyrr bi& pe hit pe lasse ping^f (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p. 3.). See b.

The absence of the in the principal sentence answers to the omissioa

of the demonstratives zoffourw eo. XaKmu'trtQoi taoviai ooi>i vt<a-
ttoot tiat (PLATO, Apol. p. 39. D.). Consilium yuo audacivs erat,

magis placebat (Liv. 25, 38.).

/3. The equality of relation of both members to each other is con-

currently expressed by the modal particle as and so. The quan-
titative determination much is added before the comparative to

the latter, which may appear in the principal sentence, and it

also stands with as, if it is opposed in the principal sentence to

s in the dependent sentence. As is commonly used onesidedly
in the principal sentence. The instrumental the may either be
added to the comparative or be absent.

And the more I see Pleasures about me, so much 'more I feel

Torment within me (MiLT., P. L. 9, 119.). But the more he

charged them, so much the more a great deal they published it

(MARK. 7, 36.). As much our ardeur less, as greater is our light

( YOUNG, N. Th. 9, 991.). The good or bad the gifts of fortune

gain; But these less taste them, as they worse obtain (PoPE,

Essay on M. 4, 83.). Without satiety, tho' e'er so blest, And
but more relished as the more distressed (4, 317.). While the

clouds, that crowd away before the driving wind, More ardent

as the disk emerges more, Resemble most some city in a blaze

Seen through the leafless wood (Cowp. p. 252.). I do not think

that I ought to abandon Rumelia for the Peloponnesus until that

Government shall desire it; and the more so, as this part is ex-

posed in a greater degree to the enemy (BYRON, Lett.).
A positive in the member with as sometimes stands opposed

to the comparative, Selfe-love still stronger, as its objects nigh

(POPE, Essay on M. 2, 71.). More pow'rful each as needful to

the rest 3, 299.).
How much is also opposed as a correlative to the particle so,

when appearing with much before a comparative or any other

determination in the sentence, when the preposition by ordinarily
stands in both members of the period. How, properly the in-

strumental of the interrogative pronoun, has a relative meaning.
Although comparatives do not come absolutely under considera-

tion, the preposition by especially gives to the correlative no-

tions the meaning of tanto quanto, which diverges from the

simple equation by so as. By how much better than my word
I am, By so much shall I falsify men's hopes (SnAKSP., I Henry
IV. 1, 2.). nHow much unlook'd for is this expedition!" nBy
how much unexpected, by so much We must awake endeavour for

defence." (John 2, 1.) By how much they would diminish the

present extent of the sea, so much they would impair the fertility,
and fountains, and rivers of the earth (BEXTLEY in Webster v. how.).
The use of adverbs of mood points to the originally most widely diffused

form of this junction of sentences, wherin so so (sva . . svd) stand
before comparatives. Old-Engl.: And in als moche as thilke l>ve is more

grevous to performe, so moche is the more gret reinedye and merit

(CHAUC., C. T. p. 196. I.). And is pe prest sit'o muchele forcvSere pane
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be lewede, sico he wurtSeS his hore more pen his spuse (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 129). So lengore o so betere thou were (I. 48.).

Fader, Sune, Hali Gast, an almihti God, give ure lavedi his grace, se

lengre se mare (II. 6.) [se does not stand for pe, but for so, as se

occurs for svd in Anglosax.] In Anglosax. svd svd commonly cor-

responds to each other in members with the comparative, concurrently
with which the generalization by a or cefre often recurs, pe is wanting,
yet micle often stands with the comparative Svd hig svt&or vceron

gesvencte, svd vaeron hig svitSor gemenigfilde (ExoD. 1, 12.). Svd he

him svlftor behead, svd hig sviftor bododun (MARC. 7, 36.). Sva lengra

dag svn biff se niva mona u/or geseven (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 14.

cf. 9. 15. 19.). Ac svd man sviifor sprdc embe rihte lage, svd man dyde
mdre unlaga (SAX. CHR 1087.). Ac svd he bis yldra svd he fagerra biff

(BF.DA 1, 1.). pa vas he svd micle svt&or on his mode gedrefed, svd his
mod ser sviftor to pam voruldseelffwm gevunod vas (BOETH. 1.). pat ge
villon fylstan to pissum svd micle bet, svd vs is eallum mare pearf, pat
hit gehealden sy (LEGG. EADM. II. 5.). And a sva man biff mihtigra . .

svd sceal he deoppor synna gebeten and selce misdaeda deorar a'gyldan
(LeGG. JTHELR. IV. 37.). And d svd man biff mihtigra . . offffe mdran
hades, svd sceal he deopor for gode and for voruld unriht gebetan (LEGG.
CNCT. I. B. 35.). Hit is on vorolde d svd long svd vyrse (G. HICKES,
Dissertat. p. 99.). Ac sva hit cefre forffltcor beon sceolde, svd vearff hit

fram dage to dage Idtre and vyrse (SAX'. CHR. 1066. cf. 999.). With svd svd

agrees the Middle-Highdutch before comparatives: subsequently also so ie

so ie (ever) at the same time recalls the Anglosax. , which is the

very same word (Old-Highdutch eo, io). sva is not always reduplicated.
Of pam tvigge siffffan ludon laffvende leng svd sv?ffor reffe vastme

(OEDM. 986.).

Comparatives with svd are not always opposed to each other: Me pin
modsefa Hcatf leng svd vel (BEOV. 3711.) [Grein, Gloss. II. 498. sup-
poses, instead of vel the comparative se/]. Comp. Lat. Quanta pecunia
difes et voluptatibus opulentos, tanto magis imbelles Aeduos evincite

(TACIT., Ann. 3, 46.).

In hou- much * so (much) how the Germ, u-ie, has taken the place of

as (so). We have already seen it opposed to so in the modern language.
See p. 503. In a similar manner wie has only in modern times been

given as a correlative to so in German : in High
- German wie ivie is

repeated, not only before the positive , but the comparative also. See

Vernalekeu, German Syntax II. 403. The employment of hu in

Anglosax. with the comparative instead of svd is remarkable, although
not as the correlative of an opposed svd: Lufade bine and laerde lenge
hu geornor (CoD. EXON. 110, 18.) = whereas hu occurs only in the direct

or indirect question and in the (interrogative) exclamation.

y.
The members of the period in question stand of themselves in

a causal relation; the decision as to the principal members de-

pends upon which of both is to be considered as containing the

consequence. The dependent Sentence of the period may there-

fore be readily exchanged for a causal sentence in the stricter

sense, which explains in any manner the heightened measure in

the principal sentence Sentences of this sort are attached not

merely by as, inasmuch as, and the like, but also by that, be-

cause etc. See p. 451.
That other dependent sentences, such as conditional and concessive

sentences may be added to a principal sentence with the determination
of an enhanced degree, is readily intelligible. To the last named belong
the sentences whose principal sentences contain nevertheless.
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<J. The opposition of two superlatives within the same sentence or

in two sentences may be considered as the substitute for a period
with the reduplicated comparative and its correlatives.

The fairest mark is easiest hit (BuiL., Hud. II. 1, 663.). The
farthest from the fear, Are often nearest to the stroke of death

(YouNG, N. Th. 5, 790.). Like a coy maiden, Ease, when
courted most, Farthest retires an idol, at whose shrine Who
offnest sacrifice are favour'd least (Co\vp. p. 173.). They who
know the most Must mourn the deepest o'er the fatal truth (BYR.,
Munfr. 1, 1.

In sentences of this sort is properly speaking, only predicated that

one determination enhanced to the highest degree is to be thought as

xinited with another of the same degree, or, in negative sentences, as not

combined with it. Such comparisons belong to all periods of the langu-

age. Old-Engl. : When the coppe is follest, thenne her hire feyrest

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 112.). Ever the levest we leoseth a-

uut (WRIGHT, Polit, S. p. 149.). The grettest clerks beth not the wisest

men (CHACC., C. T. 4052.). Anglosax. : Manega fyrmeste beotT yteinsste,
and ytemeste, fyrweste (Luc. 9, 48.). Comp. Lat. Summum jus, summa
injuria (Cic , Offic. 1, 10.). Optimus quisque maxime posteritati servit

(Tusc. 1, 15.). Gr. : Al aQtgai doxovoca tivcti cpvott<, /uc(iic;n nca-

dtfas dtovicu (XENOPH., Mem. S. 4, 1, 3.).

g. Sentences expressly stating that the subject matter of a sen-

tence takes places in the degree, or proportion, in which that

of the other is realized are those introduced by in proportion as.

They may be readily transmuted into periods with comparatives

accompanied by the, but are not themselves tied to the accep-
tion of comparatives, although they do not exclude them.
As rivers are often alike tranquil and profound, in proportion

as they are remote from the springs etc. (Bi'LW., Alice 1, 1.). In

proportion as he approached the regions where he expected to

find land, the impatience of his crews augmented (InVINO, Co-
lumb. 3. 4.). In proportion as men know more and think more,

they look less at individuals and more at classes (MACAUL.,
Essays I. 6.)
The form, which rests upon the French en proportion belongs to the most

recent times. With respect to the combination with as compare the
Anglosax

be nuede sv, in some measure kindred in sense : ./Eghyylc daede toscade

man varlice, and dom after dsede medemige, be mcefle svd for gode sy
gebeorhlic (LEGG. ./ETHF.LR. IV. 11.). See also p. 490. Adequacy in

fsneral

is expressed in the ancient language by after hat. Old-Engl.:
en that beotb i-bore under here mijte i-wis Schulle habbe diverse

mi^te, and lyf, after that here vertu is (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 133.).

Alle these t hinges, after thay be grete or smale, engreggen the consciens

of a man (CHAUC., C. T. p. 208. II.). Comp. Anglosax.: After pon pe
hi (er funden hrffdo/i vas gehalgod to biscope se leofa ver sanctus Pau-
linas (BEDA 2, 9.) = juxta quod dispositum fuerat, ordinatur episcopus.

2. With the relation of inequality, appearing in comparison, the

complete or abbreviated dependent sentence receives the particle than,

Anglosax. panne, ponne, which, in this application, answers to the

Middle-Highdutch danne, denne, Mod.-Highclutch dann, denn, al-

though this has from the sixteenth century been almost supplanted

by /.s.
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a. than stands, with reference to a comparative, with the member
exceeded qualitatively or quantitatively, with regard to

the determination of more or less, expressed by the com-

parative. The two sentences may have either one common verb or

different verbs of the predicate, and either a common subject or

different subjects.

Different is the contraction of sentences with recurrent de-

terminations of the sentence. I hear a tongue, shriller than all

the music (SHAKSP., J. Caes. 1, 2.). I will do a greater thing
than that (Merry W. 1, 1.). The simple Catholic, who was con-

tent to be no wiser than his fathers (MACAUL , Essays IV. 108.).
This tribunal of the Seventeenth is swifter than most (CARL., Fr.

Revol. 3, 1, 1.). The number of her children is greater than in

any former age (MACAUL., Essays IV. 98. Man that fears you
less than he (SHAKSP., Coriol. 1, 4.). One is more than a mul-

titude (BEN JONS., Cyuth. Rev. 5, 3.). Sir Nicholas Bacon held
the great seal more than twenty years (MACAUL., Essays III. 12.).
That venerable peer . . had appointed no fewer than four gentle-
men of his household to draw up the events of his life (ScOTT,
R. Roy 1.). He was often considered rather a pedantic than a

practical commander, more capable to discourse of battles than to

give them (MOTLEY, Rise of the Dutch Rep. 3, 1.). And treat

this passion more as friend than foe (POPE, Essay on JV1. 2, 164.).
See p. 406. In this contraction and blending of sentences the

single notion which is to be apprehended more intensely is

introduced by more than, or, on the contrary, by less than. 0,
it is more than most ridiculous, (BEN JONS., Ev. Man out of h.

Hum., Prol.). Out on thy more than strumpet impudence (Ev.
Man in h. Hum. 4, 8.). So frequent Death, Sorrow, he more
than causes, he confounds (YOUNG, N. Th. 3, 68.) Touch'd by
the cross, we live, or more than die (4, 677.). I had more than

begun to think it long etc. (CHATHAM, Lett. 19.). Her acquisi-
tions in the New World have more than compensated her for

what she has lost in the Old (MACAUL., Essays IV. 98.). That
little less-than-little wit (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cress. 2, 3.).

Complete sentences mostly suppose, with the same subject,
different verbs of the predicate, or different verbal forms,
or different subjects and predicates. We are no less Cyn-
thia then we were (BEN JONS., Cynth. Rev. 5, 3.). I was

happier than I am (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 1.). She appeared
younger than she was (BuLw., Rienzi 3, 3.). I am . . no less

honest Than you are mad (SHAKSP., Wint. T. 2, 3.). What
wealth In fancy, fir'd to form a fairer scene, Than sense surveys

(YouNG, N. Th. 6, 442.) A fourth, alas! were more than we
could bear (BYRON, Engl. Bards p. 315.). Among the sentences

with a different subjects and predicates are to be remarked those

dependent sentences referred to the comparative rather (potius)
which are connected by than or than that. She . . rather chose

to guyde hir banysht sire, Than cruell Creon should haue his de-

sire (GASCOYGNE, Jocasta, Argum.). Eather than my lord Shall
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be oppressed with civil mutinies, I will endure a melancholy life

(MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 2.). Thou, rather than thy Justice should

be stain'd, Didst stain the cross (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 207.). May
our name rather perish . . than that ancient and loyal symbol
should be blended with the dishonoured insignia of a traitorous

Roundhead (ScoiT, Waverley 2.). We are contented rather to

take the whole in their present though imperfect state, than

that the least doubt should be thrown upon them, by amendments
or alterations (Ministrelsy I. 88.). In the meaning quam ut =

4 iwq-e that is not readily to be omitted. Mine iniquity is greater
than that it may be forgiven (GEN. 4, 13. Randglosse). On
the otherhand: My punishment is greater than I can bear (ib.

Text).
The abbreviation of the dependent sentence down to the par-

ticle coresponds to similar contractions, as that of as when, as

if, as though etc. Nor was his ear less peal'd With noises loud
and ruinous . . than when Bellona storms . . ; or less than if this

frame Of Heav'n were falling (MiLT., P. L. 2, 924.). See p. 406.
The relation of inequality has, from the earliest times, been, in our

linguistic province, distinguished from that of equality by modal particles.
As the Gothic employed for the former the particle pau, so Anglosax.
employed panne, ponne, which has remained to Mod.-Engl. in than.

Instances of the contraction and abbreviation of the dependent sentence
with than from the earliest times are given at p. 406. It is but little

more extensive in modern than in ancient times. The interchange of

the case accompanied by than with the mere dative of the object, with
which an exceeding one is compared, when a common verb of the pre-
dicate belongs to them as subjects or objects, was, however, early aban-
doned. This construction, also belonging to the Gothic, which is ana-

logous to the use of the Latin ablative and the Greek genitive with com-

parative sentences, was obliged to disappear with the obliteration of case

terminations. Comp. Me is snagl sviftra (CoD. EXON. 426, 7.). J)am pa
geaflas [geaglas-Grein] beod nddle scearpran (373, 31.) Leode ne cuffan,
mod-blinde men, meotud oncnavan, flintum heardran (73, 10.)- Him
onscinafr sergevyrtu . . sunnan beorhtran (76, 17. cf. 181, 3.). We find

this case, frequent in Gothic, exchanged in the Anglosaxon translation of

the Bible for the abbreviation of the sentence by panne, ponne. Anglo-
Saxon might also exchange panne with pe Nas him se sveg to sorge

pon md pe sunnan sctma (C^DM. II. 3782. cf. Grein, Ags. P. Daniel

264.). He heold pat rice ofrruin healfum geare Ids pe XXX vintra (SAX.
CHR. 901. cf. 495. 755. GBEIN. Gloss. II. 577.).

Complete periods appear, even formerly, only where a further abbre-

viation is rendered difficult, although the verb (beon) recurs, where it

might be absent, oftener in the earliest than in subsequent times.

Old-Engl. : The sOnne is hejere than the moue more than suche threo

Than hit beo hunne to the mone (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 134.).

Betere ansuere ne ssolde we fynde, pan ge abbep nou ysed (R. OP
GL. I. 197.). But muche more je inoste wyten thenne ie fynden hyr y-

wryten (HALLIVV., Freemas. 583.). Halfsax: pou me leuoste swpe mar
pan is on Hue (LAJAM. I. 127.) [pou me louest swipe more pan alle pat
his a-liue [modern Text.]. Heo werOede [modern Text ] heore moddri
mare pene heo sulden (I. 160.). Nis per nan hetere red pene Margadud
haueS ised (III. 275.) Forrpi wass Elysabaep Onn alle wise lahre pann
we laffdij Marje wass (ORM. ?677.}. purrh patt he paere brohhte himrn

onn To jeornenn affterr more Innsihht . . pann himm hiss Drihhtin upe
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(12340.). patt Cristess halljhe bede ma}} Towarrd hiss faderr forpenn
Unnser enndlike mare inch pann anij wihht mav$ pennkenn (1758.).

Anglosax. : Nu is s vteremid mec pinra synna rod . . ponne seo ofter vds

(CYNEVCLF, Crist 1490. Grein). Ic com on stence strengre ponne ricels

6$3e rose sy (Grein, Ags. Poes. II. 388.). Flugon on pat fasten and
hyra feore burgon, and manna ma ponne hit cenig meed vcere (BYRHTNOTH
194. Grein.). Gif he hi rihtKcor healdon volde ponne he cer dyde (SAX.
CHR. 1014.). With regard to comparatives the mere than is frequent
in ancient times, where than that is expected, particularly in sentences
with the conjunctive. Old-Engl. : That he askith we wol him sende, And
make him our freonde: Betre is, so Yow telle, Than he ows alle aquelle
(Aug. 3035.) Betere hit were that o man deyde, than al volk were y-
lore (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 24. cf. 242 .). Wyte to sope,-

pat we wollep for cure franchise fygte And, for our lond, raper pen we
lesed with vnryjt (R. OF GL. I. 47.). Halfsax.: Leouere heom his to

libben bi pan wote-roten . . pane heo pine peowedomes lengre ipolien

(LAJAM. I. 20 sq.). Betere us is on londe mid monscipe to liggen pene
we pus here for hungere to-icur&en (II. 447.). The omission of that

mostly occurs where it is a question of preference [comp Lat. potius

quam instead potius quam uf], yet also where the comparative denotes
a comparison to such a degree that its effect prevents something else

rj wgf, % ws tey c. optat.]. Anglosax. : pat he him lifdagas leofran ne
visse ponne he hyrde heofoncyninge (CJSDM 3338.). Min unrihtvisnisse is

mare ponne ic forgifenysse vyr&e sy (GEN. 4, 13.). Anglosax. also sup-
presses other conjunctions with ponne, as gif, ponne (quum). Ic eom on

goman gena svetra ponne pu bed-bread blende mid humge (Coo. EXON.

425, 18. cf. 449, 22.).

b. As than is conditioned by comparatives, so it is also by a few
notions denoting a comparative difference, as, other, else, other-

wise.

To those baby eyes, That never saw the giant world enraged;
Nor met with, fortune other than at feasts (SHAKSP., John 5, 2.).

We . . heard within Noise, other than the sound of dance or song
(MiLT., P. L. 8. 242.). That the reader may not expect another

kind of entertainment than he will meet with in the folloiving

papers (FIELD., Pref. to the Famil. Lett). But other harvest
here Than that which peasant's scythe demands, Was gather'd
in (StOTT. Field of Waterloo 5.). I would not have thee other

than thou art (TALEOURD, Ion. 1, 2.). Who else than Lara could
have cause to fear His presence ? (BYRON, Lara 2, 7.) What else

are they than the sticks and straws which float along the eddy-
ing and roughened surface? (WARREN, Ten Thous. a-year 3, 1.)
We do no otherwise than we are willed (SHAKSP., I Henry VI.

1, 3.). No, no, anotherguess lover than I (GoLDSM., G. Nat.
M. 2.).

With regard to other, but is sometimes used instead of than,
if the principal sentence is inteirogative or negative. This

happens even if a comparative stands in the principal sentence:

What other harm have I, good lady, done But spoke the harm
that is by others done (SHAKSP., John 3, 1.). Take your oath

That you elect no other king than him (Henry VI. 4, 1.).

In the tower no other light was there But from these stars

(CoLER., Pice. 2, 4.). Thou knowst no less but all (SHAKSP.,
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Twelfth N. 1, 4.). With the moderns such combinations are con-

sidered incorrect.

As in Latin alius, aliter, seem with quam, so too other, otherwise etc.

in Engl. Old-Engl. : She kowde wete for no *ase Whens he conie no
what he was, Ne of no man cowde enquere Other than the strange

squyere (!POMYDON 355.). Sey non other than trowthe (Cov. MYST. p.

63.). Whan the thing semeth otherwise than it u-as biforn (CHAUC., C.

T. p. 153. I.). Halfsax.: Ah al hit iwraff [= iwarft] offer pene heo iwen-

den (LAJAM. II. 395.). Middle-Highdutch : Er ist anders denne u-ir gevar
(PARZIV. 22, 8.). In Anglosax. we have as yet met with no instance of

offer ponne, although the notion of difference ungelic is construed with
this particle: Ealle ve syndon ungeltce ponne pe ve iu in heofonum haf-
don cerror vlite and veorffmynt (C-EDM. II. 151.). gelic, otherwise, com-
bined with and is indeed also combined with ponne. Efne mine eagan
synt ealra gelicast panne esne bits (Ps. 122, 2.), along with pat biff gelic
and edgenbot (LEGG. ^ELER. B. 40. cf. LEGG. CNUT. I. B. 48.).

On the other hand, with interrogative and negative princioal sentences

with other and elles, but, Anglosax. biitan and nymffe are oiten met with.

Old-Engl.: Cani do non othir dede, Bot my paternoster and my crede

(WRIGHT. A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. 146.). Planetes ne doth non other bate

jeveth in manes ivylle To beo lither other god (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p.

133.). Thou xalt have . . Noon other God but tlie kyng of blysse (Cov.
MYST. p. 60.). Goddes hous, that ys y-mad for nothing ellus But for
to pray yn (HALLIW., Freemas. 498.). Anglosax.: Mag ic offre sprecan
buton pat Drihten het? (NcM. 23, 12.). ponne beo paer ndn offre buton

pat he gauge to paw pryfealdan ordale (LEGH. CNCT. I. B. 27.). Hva
arist elles of Sion butan put (Ps. 13, 11.) pat ncenig offer nymffe ner-

gend god by aefre ma eft onluceff (CYNEVULF, Crist 324. Grein). but

also formerly stood with the comparative. Old-Engl.: What woldest pou
more of hym, bute pat he pe truage bere? (R. OF GL. I. 58.) He no
couthe no iefcrdyght, Bate out of land stalby nyht(A.Lis. 117.). The inter-

change of hot with als is here remarkable : Richer kyng is non in pis world
hot je, No valianter of bon in Cristendam als he (LANGT. I. 144.). Anglosax.:
Ne nom he . . mafrm-eehta ma, peah he paer monige geseah, buton pone
hafelan and pa hild somod (BEOV. 1612. Grein). The transition to the

exceptive particles is as readily explained as the employment of the pre-

position from with other. Mod.-Engl.: This is a far other tone from
that, In which the Duke spoke eight, nine years ago (COLER., Pice. 1,

12.), so far as the idea of difference lies in other.

C. The Dependent Sentence as an attributive
Determination.

As the substantive notion is determined by the adjective,
it may also be determined by a dependent sentence, which there-

fore becomes an adnominal, or attributive determination. But this

dependent sentence is not merely the periphrasis of a part of speech,

as, of the adjective or participle, but it appears where such would
not suffice, or does not exist at all. For it is, on the one hand, qua-
lified to take further determinations than a single part of speech ; on.

the other, to bring to light the significance, as well as the objective
and subjective relation of an attribute, and, generally to put the act

and every possible form of activity in the place of the quality in-

herent in a substantive notion.
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Forasmuch as the attributive dependent sentence must be sup-
ported by a given substantive notion, the retrospective relation to it

is to be indicated in the dependent sentence, which takes place

essentially by a relative pronoun.
The substitution for it of a relative adverb, as well as the re-

jection of the relative pronoun ,
or the transmutation of the dependent

sentence into one loosely attached, are phenomena taking a propor-

tionately limited domain in the extensive province of the adjective
sentence.

As the adjective is capable of being used substantively, so too

the attributive dependent sentence may take the place of a sub-

stantive notion. We therefore first consider the adjective sen-

tence, in the stricter sense, and then the adjective sentence
used substantively, or, generally, that introduced by the sub-

stantive pronoun.

The Adjective Sentence in the stricter sense.

The adjective sentence is a relative sentence whose relative con-

junction refers to a substantive notion. This is represented partly

by a substantive, with or without an ad nominal determination;

partly by pronouns representing a substantive, to which per-
sonal pronouns^ also belong; partly by member sof sentences and
entire sentences.
1. The relative pronouns which introduce the adjective sentence are

that, which and who.

a. Since the abandonment of the unchangeable relative pe, the ori-

ginally neuter that (pat), employed relatively as well as demon-

stratively, which, like the former, became an indeclinable pro-

noun, has in English chiefly gained ground among the pro-
nominal forms, and relatively. It is referred to names both of

persons and things, both to pronouns and to substantives, and
is subject to but few limitations in its use. To this belongs
that that cannot be accompanied by a preposition preceding it

(though it may by one standing at the end of the sentence),
and that it must stand at the head of the adjective sentence:

it is also not referred, with a relative meaning, to a sentence

or member of a sentence. In a few cases it forbids a regard
to perspiciuty and euphony.
The man that made Sansfoy to fall (SPENS, F. Qu. 1, 5, 26.).

A very melancholy knight in a ruff, that demanded my subject for

somebody (BEN JONS., Silent Worn. 3, 1.). The enemy that soived

them (MATTH. 13, 39.). Are you the gentleman that is named
here? (WARREN, Diary 1, 1.) Thou shinest in every tear that 1
do weep (SHAKSP. ,

Love's L. L. 4, 3. The only favour that 1

can ask you (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 16.). The ship that

somebody ivas sailing in (Scoir, Heart of Mid. Loth. 2, 6.). Of
mine own brood, that on my bowels feed (MiLT., P. L. 2, 863.).
All things that offend (MATTH. 13, 41.). The rights of Liege,
that are in more danger than ever (ScOTT, Qu. Durw. 21.). Her,
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whom of all earthly things That lived, the only thing he seemed
to love (BYRON, Manfr. 3, 3.).

Personal pronouns and their possessive forms, as well

as demonstrative interrogative and indeterminate pro-

pronouns, admit also the retrospective relation by that with re-

gard to persons, although who has here gained ground to a

wide extent. After the interrogative who especially, euphony
prohibits the like relative form, and requires that. I that

know the obstinacy of it (MoNTAGue, Lett.). Thou, Spirit,
that dost prefer Before all temples tliupright heart and pure
(MiLT., P. L. 1, 17. cf. 2, 681.). He tires betimes, that spurs
too fast betimes (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). He also that received

seed among the thorns is he that heareth the word (MATTEI. 13,

22.). He that is void of tvisdom, despiseth his neighbour (PROV.
11, 12.). He has no hope who never had a fear: And he that

never doubted of his stale, He may perhaps (Cowp. p. 47.).
Warn them that are unruly (THESSALON. 1, 5, 14. cf. Ps. 70,

2.). It will break my heart . . that have been toiling more like

a dog than a man (ScOTT. R. Roy 2.). Let grief and sorrow
still embrace his heart, That doth not wish you joy (SHAKSP.,

Temp. 5, 1.). Why then their loss deplore that are not lost?

(YOUNG, N. Th. 1, 107.). Who's this that dares usurp The

guards and habit of Numidia's prince? (ADDIS., Cato 4, 2.) Those
win the day that win the race (BuTL., Hud. 3, 3, 292.). Thine

only gift has been the grave To those that worshipped thee (ByR.,
Ode to N. B. p. 346.). Who that have felt that passion's poweQ
Or paus'd, or fear'd in such an hour? (Parisina 3.). The wretch,
that works and weeps without relief, Has one that notices his

silent grief (Cowp. p. 101.). I am as one that's dead (SHERID.,
KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.). Strange ruin shall destroy both her
and thee, And all that yet remain (BYR., Manfr. 4, 1.). Up to the sky
like rockets go All that mingled there below (Siege 33.). Comp. c.

With the reference to neuter pronouns, to which the in-
determinate forms and those substituted for them especially

belong, that has maintained itself with a certain tenacity, not

perhaps without the influence of its original neuter meaning, al-

though the modern language takes offence at the" employment of

that after the demonstrative that. What is it that thou dost see?

(BYRON, Manfr. 2, 1.) Least thou yield to this that I entreat

(MARLOWE, Jew of M. 3, 4.). That thou hadst seen that that

this knight and I have seen! (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 3, 2. cf. 4,
4. I Henry VI. 3, 1. 4, 1. etc.) All that I live by is, with the
awl (J. Cses. 1. 1.). He may thank you for all that hath hap-
pened (FIELD. J. Andr. 4, 1.). See the sage hermit, by mankind

admir'd, With all that bigotry adopts inspir'd (Cowp. p. 41.). A
conflict against all that was most illustrious in the Established

Church (MACAUL., Hist, of E. HI. 35.). Much that is great and
excellent will we Perform together yet (COLER. Pice. 5, 2.). For

aught that ever I could read (BuiL. ,
Hud. 1. 3, 1025.). Shall I

have nought that is fair? (LONGFELLOW I. 7.) When you would

say something that is sad (SHAKSP., Henry VIII. 2, 1.). There
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was something that reminded me of Dante^s Hell in the look of

this (CARLYLE, Pas a. Pres. 1, 1.). He never does anything that

is silly (BuLw., Money 1, 2.). She has nothing that I want

(SOUTHERN, Oroon. 1, 2.). Ther's nothing in Widdringtou's notes

that we need be afraid of ("WARREN, Ten Thous. a-year 2, 1.).

As to how which has penetrated here See b.

That as a relative pronoun was early transferred to names of per-
sons and things of every gender, both in the singular and in the phi-
ral. Old-Engl. : Ure pat hart in hevene (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant.
I. 22.). He was pe wisiste mon pad was in Engelonde on (I. 170.).

Oure Lord, that i-kend is of the halt gost (I. 42.). Oure Loverd, that

all makede (WRIGHT Pop. Treat, p. 132.). Mercurius . . That selde is

of ous i-se^e (ib.). po emperour pat was po (R. OF GL. I. 90 ). per
lias prince non pat hym dorste arere strif (I. 89.). Maidin and moder

pat bar pe hevene king (WRIGHT A. HALLIW. I. 22.). Nis no wurst woxen
. . pet evvre muge pe lif up helde (I. 175.). Cecily bet pat on pe el-

deste, pat was at Came nonne Sf abbesse (R. OF GL. II. 370.X, t)o Ro-

maynes, pat he fond, to gronde faste he slow I. 88). Men tnat beoth i-

bore under here mijte (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 133.). For alle po men
that are in sinne bunden (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 22.). The

wymmen that wepten upon hym (II. 48.). Blisced be pe pappys pat
Godis sone sauk (ib.). Alle the masonus that ben there (HALLIW., Free-

mas. 137.). Alle the soh sawes That Salomon seide evere (P. PLOCGHM.

5.

174.). He byhet hem pe best lawes, pat euere were yfounde (R. OF GL.

'., 386.). Rushes of the see that prykken (MACNDEV. p 13.). This usage
occurs in Halfsax. He wes pe bezste latimer pat cer com her (LAJAM. II.

174sq.). Colgrim wes pe haehst mon pat ut of Saxlonde com (II. 417.).

piss gode prest patt we nu mcelenn offe (ORM 461.). Alle pa prestess

patt off pa twejjenn prestess comenn (495.). Alle pa ilke men . . pat
luuied pene cristindom (LAJAM. II. 29.).

The retrospective reference to pronouns of every kind, if denoting

persons, as. well as to possessive forms also, belongs equally early to

the form that. Old-Engl.: Ac y am hoten Antygon, That mony a mes-

sage have y-don (ALIS. 4166.). 1 that am calde kynge Abias (Cov.
MYST. p. 67.). A tale of me that am a pover man (CHACC., C T. 4339.).

We that mynistere here in Goddys presens, In us xuld be fownd no

maner of ffoly p. 71.). He that swiche eraftes can To counseil is cleped

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 174.). He that can his time abyde, Al his wille him
schal bytyde4 ALIS. 462.). Theves he schal herberon never won, Ny hym
that hath y-qyellude a mon (HALLIW., Freemas. 181.). They slew him,
that holp hem oft at nede (SKELTON, I. 8.). Wolues dede hii nymep vorp,

pat er dude as lombe R. OF GL. II. 369.).). Wo to hem that seien gode,

yvel (WRIGHT A. HALHW., Rel. Ant. II. 51.). The wyse man damned
hem that gladen whan thei don yvel (ib.). Thou seyst thou art with
hem that in tribulacion be (Cov. MYST. p. 75.). For hys love that deyd
on rood (Ricn. C. DE L. 4468.). For hys sake that sytte above (HALLIW.,
Freemas 405.). Our redempcyon for to make That slayn were thrugh

syn (TowN. M. p. 155.). Vor her soules, pat per aslawe were (R. OF GL.

II. 369.) Thilke that God gyveth moost, Leest good thei deleth (P.

PLOUGHM., p. 175.). Tho that hit loste weore wrothe (ALis. 1126.). Tho
that be cursyd . . And tho that be blyssyd (Cov. MYST. p. 71.). Myche
more thei ben reprovable that wepen for the pley of Cristis passioun
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 48.). Als we forgyve pam pat mis-

don hus (I. 22.). For alle pat on herpe us fedin and fostre (ib.). On
that was clept Guytoga (MAUNDEV. p. 37.). Ther n'uste non that hym
was nygh, What tyme out of londe he fleygh (ALIS. 119.). Halfsaxon
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also offers this reference to persons: pe ilke pat halt pene nap, he hine
drinkeff up (LAJAM. II. 175.). Wha is pat me fihteS wiff? (III. 35.).

Mid muflfe heo hit seiden, peo pat hit tsejen (I. 274.). He Jufepp alle

J>a patt sop clcenesse folljhenn (0 :M. 3512.).
With neuter pronouns, as with all neuters in the singular, that of

course belongs to the most ancient times. Old-Engl : This that shewyth
as bred to jour apparent, Is mad the very flesche and blod of me (Cov.
MYST. p. 271.). Eyther of hem helpeth oother Of that that hem nedeth

(P. PLOUGHM. p 164 ). An erthely servaunt dar not taken in pley and
in bourde that that her erthely lord takith in ernest (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. II. 43.) ^if we don to hym that that is in oure power (II.

44.). Ernestful levyng of that that God biddilh is despising ofGod (II. 45.). For
hem that knowe not, ne beleve not, but that that theiseen (MAUNDEV. p. 222. cf.

182. 183. 226. 265. 306.). Fforgyf me that, That 1 to the now don have

(Cov. MYST. p 335.). Forgive ous alle pat we havip don (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 57.). Y loue more pi leue lyf pan al pat in pe
world ys (R OF GL. I. 30.). Ny tel thou not al that thou heres (HAL-
LIW., Freemas. 770 ). Al that ther was yong and old (AMIS. A. AMIL.

1300.). Bi oght that 1 can witt, He semys fulle welle theron to sytt

(Town. M. p. 4.). For nought that may bifalle (CHAUC., C. T. p. 3418.).
For nothing that ever is inin, Thau thou hit }irne (WRIGHT, Anecd. p.

3.). Halfsax. : pa com hit al togadere pat hcehst wes on londe (L/AjAM.
II. 403.). Al pat Ardiur ish, al hit him to bseh (II. 531.). Al pat heo

bigunnen al heo hit biwunnen II. 108.). To forrbujhenn . . All patt tatt

Godd forrwerrpepp (ORM. 8803.). Anglosax. : Hi voldon msest ealle pat
pat he volde (SAX. CHR. 1052.). pat pu wilt pu lufast; pal pat pu nelt,

pat pu ne lufast (THORPE, Anal. p. 62.). Hu mag ic pat findan, pat
svd fyrn gevearft vintra gangum? (ELENE 631.). Eall pat qrovende vds
veartT adilegod (Gen. 19, '25 ). Genamon call pat peer binnan vds (SAX.
CHR 894.). Him vas pa unhold eall pat his cer gyrnde (1040.). [In the

last instance the neuter stands collectively of persons, as also in a

few of the modern and Old-Engl. and Halfsaxon instances].

In Anglosax. se, seo,-pdt are used both as relative and as demonstra-
tive pronouns. To these is also attached the indeclinable relative pro-

noun, in which case they are to be regarded as correlatives of pe, which

by itself operates as a relative. This relative comes down to the thir-

teenth century, and appears concurrently with other relative pronouns.
Old-Engl.: On of pe holie writes pe ben red herinne (WRIGHT A. HALLIW..
Rel. Ant. I. 128.). Of an edie meiden, pe was i-feren bispused pe heven-

liche kinge (ib ). pis woreld is cleped sa>, pe flowed and ebbeft (ib.).

T)at sofle liht, pe lihteft alle brihte pinges on eoriSe (ib). Ancre pe
nave& achte (II. 2.). peos ancres pe tilieft ofter habbeft rentes i-sette (ib.).

In Halfsax. Lajamon often presents pe, yet various forms mingle here, as

the plural form pa (Anglosax. pa), which is mingled with pe. The
modern text often has pat for pe. pa wes wa Coel pe king was on
Bruttene (II. 29.). Haefuede enne dohter, pe wes him swiffe deore (II.

30.). Wreke we Beduer min asm pa bezst wes of ure cunne, pa Buc-
cus hafd of-stungen (III 101.) [_ qui . . quein]. pa hefenliche guene pa
drihten akende (II 468.). pe (also peo}, pa and pat in general inter-

change in the same meaning.

b. The originally interrogative pronoun which, which has also been

preserved as such, and is referred to all substantive notions,
and whose Anglosaxon form hvilc hvylc, hvelc might pass from the

interrogative into the indeterminate, (Comp. Lat. quis aliquis),
but not into the relative meaning, has, in English, like other

interrogative words, become also relative. This relative has, as

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 2. 33
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distinguished from the relative who, been gradually restricted

to the neuter, or rather the impersonal domain, when it is

permitted to except the notion of the sexually undeveloped child

out of the domain of personal beings. These determinations

are indeed, in themselves arbitrary, and the living language
still transgresses them in a few cases, especially with collective

notions.

Which, and formerly also the which (See p. 238) now chiefly
refer to substantives, originally denoting impersonal beings,
with or without an adnominal determination. Here belong both
abstract and concrete names of things and of animals.

To love no soul or body, but for ends, Which are her sports

(BEN JONS., New Inn 1, 1.). Let your song augment our grief
Which is so great as not to wish relief (WALLER, P. W. I. 107.

Edinb. 1777.). The cities in the which Lot dwelt (GEN. 19, 29.).

Upon the soil the which Our Monarch conquered (CoLER., Pice.

4, 5.). I would hear yet once before I perish The voice which
was my music (BYRON, Manfr. 2, 4.). His dark abode, Which
even imagination fears to tread (THOMSON, SIMMER). All the

floods In which the full-formed maids of Ajric lave Their jetty
limbs (ib.). Long wool is that in which the fibres are rendered

parallel by the process of combing (CHAMBERS, Informat. I. 345.

II.). Mountain -ranges, which leave a narrow tract of low land

lying along the sea-coasts (II. 289. I.). Another of the Cavidaa

is the agouti, which is an inhabitant of the Antilles
(I. 138. II.

The wild boar, which abounds in some parts of the continent of
Europe (I. 140. I.).

Collectives, which comprehend persons, are not rarely con-

strued with which, happens most naturally where the collective,
as the expression of a united whole, is indicated in the relative

sentence by the subject which with the verb of the predicate
in the singular, but also elsewhen, when totalities are ap-

prehended as such. I perish by this people which I made (TEN-
NYSON p. 192.). The misdeeming crowd which judges by what
seems (BYRON, Manfr. 5, 1.). The Jews cannot be numbered

among the nations which contributed to improve navigation (RO-
BERTSON, Hist, of America.). Such notions as mind, soul,
although referable to personal individuals, admit which. An er-

ring soul which might repent and live (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 1.).

The many evil and unheavenly spirits, Which walk the valley of
the shade of death (BYRON, Manfr. 3, 1.). Finally, even names
of persons do not completely exclude which, although for two
centuries admitting it in a considerably diminished measure.

The old shepherd, which stands by (SiiAKSP., "Wint. T. 5, 2.).

Mulmutius, which Ordain 'd our laws (Cyrnb. 3, 1.). That very
duke Which was thrust forth of Milan (Temp. 5, 1

.).
A man

which sowed good seed (MATTH. 13. 24.). When for the night
some lately titled ass Appears the beggar which his grandsire was

(BYRON, Engl. Bards p. 323.). She liked the greatest fool which

she had presented to my father better than all the rest (MARRYAT,
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J. Faithf. 1, 1.). About ten thousand picked and veteran sol-

diers were thus obtained, of which the Duke of Alva was ap-
pointed general-in-chief (MOTLEY, Rise of the Dutch Rep. 3, 1.).

Pronouns used substantively admit analogously a relative

which in modern times, when they correspond to original neuters.

The that, naturalized here from the most ancient times, gives

place to which after a demonstrative that: yet which is added
also to other neuter pronominal forms. That it might be fulfilled

which was spoken by Esaias the prophet (MATTH. 4, 14.). And
know'st thou what it is which we must do? (CoLER., Pice. 3, 1.)
What is this which thou hast done? (MiLT., P. L. 10, 158.) You
must consider this, which nobody knows better than /; that 1 was
for much plainer and poorer things (DiCKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1,

2.). If this which he avouches doth appear (PLANCHE, Fortunio

2, 3.) And catches away that which was sown in his heart

(MATTH. 13, 19.). I admire . . the painter's magic skill, Who
shows me thai which I shall never see (Cowp. 174.). He had
done that which could never be forgiven (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II.

186.). They call that Ideal which no Reality can reach (LEWES,
G. I. 64.). Yet what thou canst attain which best may serve To
glorify thy Maker . . shall not be withheld Thy hearing MILT.,
P. L. 7, 115.). I only mean to say, that in all which has oc-

curred, I have been a passive, rather than an active, personage
(MARRYAT, P. Simple J, 1.). But much yet remains To which

they show no title (SHELLEY, Cenci 2, 1.). With pronouns which,
when referred back to impersonal substantives, have a relative

sentence, this is readily intelligible. In the earlier Modern-

English the construction of substantive pronouns, denoting per-
sons, with which is not uncommon. Had / been there which
am a silly woman (SHAKSP., Ill Henry VI. 1, 1.). Shall / of

surety bear a child, which am old? (GEN. 18, 13.). If thou

which lov'st all canst love any best (L)ONNE, Sat. 1, 14.). This
is he which received seed by the way-side (MATTH. 13, 19.). As
soon as they which pursued after them were gone out, they shut
the gate (Josn. 4, 7. cf. 1 Cor. 9, 13.).

Which alone can, as relative, refer back to other members
of the sentence and to whole sentences.

For those that fly may fight again, which he can never do that's

slain (BuTL., Hud. '6, 3, 243.). Martin Chuzzlewit signed to his

young companion to withdraw, which she immediately did (DiCKENS,
M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). I am what your theologians call Hardened;
which they must be in impudence (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 1.). Lord
Piercy of the North, being highly mov'd, Brav'd Mowbery in pre-
sence of the king; For which, had not his highness lov'd him

well, He should have lost his head (MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 1.).

When the Doctor took liberties, which was not seldom the case,
his patron became more than usually cold and sullen (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. III. 17.).

"
Captain Wharton has accounted for my

error" "For which I thank Captain Wharton" said the

surgeon (COOPER, Spy 9.). In every circle you engross the

33*
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whole conversation, where you say a thousand silly things and

laugh at them all; by both which the world is always convinced

that you have very fine teeth and very bad sense (GOLDSM.,
Temple Beau 1, 1.).

As to the combination of which with substantives, in which
it is at the same time adnominal, see p. 238 and below, as to

the attraction in general which, conies under consideration here.

The relative which long appears after that in English and was es-

pecially diffused under the influence of Old -French in the combination
the which. A discrimination of the impersonal from the personal does

not there take place; on the contrary the pronoun very frequently re-

presents names of persons. The particle that, often added, is in the

same case as in other relative and interrogative sentences See p. 396.

Which, the which (that) is most commonly referred to substantives,
or to sentences and members of sentences, not so frequently to sub-

stantive pronouns, beside which it associates itself adnominally with
substantives.

Instances of the construction with impersonal substantives are in

Old-Engl. : His sweord he bar in bond y-drawe, With whiche he hadde

mony y-slawe (ALIS. 4390.). Withonten horses, withouten steden, Of
whiche no man ne couthe areden The nombre (5114.). Hy habbeth in

hem hondes two, With which hy don mychel woo (5794.). His hous, of
which the dores were fast i-schitte (CHACC., C. T. p. 152. II.). Out of

miserie in which thou art falle (15492.). No drynke which that dronke

might hem make (7481.). Of al this thing, which that I of have sayd
(7827.). The new fest of whiche iij in thi jere we exercyse (Cov. MYST.

p. 71.). In a boke, pe whilk made he (THE PRICKE OF CONSC. 3950.).

Suche fruyt, thorghe the whiche every man is saveh (MAUNDEV. p. 3.).

Fro thens toward the Est, a 3 bow schote, is Belhfagee: to the whiche
cure Lord sente seynt Peter (p. 97.). I have fon a tre . . On the whiche
he shalle suffre payu (TowN. M. p. 209 sq.). Instances of the construc-

tion with impersonal substantives are in Old-Engl : In Jhesu Crist,

the sone of hym only oure lord, the wuche is consceyved of the holy goat
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 38.). Many gode Cristene men, the

whiche that laften hire godes (MACNDEV. p. 260.). This Pompeus . . which
that flowe (CHACC. C. T. 16174.). Roger, which that bisschop was of
Pise (15902.). Lo, Sampson, whiche that was annunciate By thangel
15492.). I go fulle securly to my Fader, hevyns kyng, The whiche . .

is mekille more than I (Town. M. p. 297.). Almyghty God loke thou

honoure, Wiche that made bothe drye and wete (Cov. MYST. p. 50.).

Which of course also stands with collective names of persons: His meyne
which that herd of this affrey (CHAUC., C. T. 7638.).

The reference to personal pronouns is, however, also found: He
which hath no wif I hold him shent (CHACC., C. T. 9194.). Only hym
love whiche bodyly ffood Doth jeve alle day, and gostly helthe (Cov.
MYST. p. 60.). Fro dethe he xal ryse, this is a trewe talle, Fyguryd in

me, the whiche longe beforn Lay iij days beryed within the qwalle (p. 67.).

The retrospective reference to sentences and members of sen-
tences is not rare: Unethe scholde ony contree have so moche peple
with in him, as lay slayn in that vale, as us thoughte ;

the whiche was
hidous sight to seen (MACNDEV. p. 283.). Thou hast thy felaw slayn, For
which 1 deme the to deth (CHAUC., C. T. 7605. cf. 15995. 16171.).

The subsequent transition of which (hvilc), qualis, into the meaning
of qui is analogous to that of the German welcher, which the Middle-

Highdutch did not know.
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c. A second interrogative pronoun, which has passed into the re-

lative meaning alongside of the demonstrative that is who, Ang-
losax. hvd. The modern language has restricted it, in the case

forms who, whom, to the representation of the personal notion,

using, on the other hand, whose (Anglosax. : hvds gen. masc.

and neutr.) of persons and things. That limitation has in it

something arbitrary, especially in regard to whom, which an-

swers at least to the Anglosax. dative of the masculine. Ancient
also diverge here from modern times. Namely, as early as the

cases of who were used relatively, which appeared long before

which was employed relatively, the nominative who was excepted
from the purely relative, retrospective reference, and whom was
referred both to things and to persons.

In the present position of the language the older that has been

importantly limited by who, whom. The latter have appropriated

essentially the relative reference to persons and personified
beings, when the boundary of the personification is not to be

always determined.

We first consider who and whom in their reference to substan-

tives. The refer to the singular and plural of both sexes of

persons. That such a slave as this should wear a sword, who
wears no honesty (SnAKSP., Lear 2, 2.). I know this from Cor-

delia; Who has . . been informed Of my obscured course (ib.) A
poor woman who was my nurse (BuLW., Money 1, 2.). His noble

mother and his wife, Who . . mean to solicit him For mercy to

his country (SHAKSP., Coriol. 5, 1.). The righteous gods, whom
I have sought to please (ADDIS., Cato 5, 2.). Some few friends
she had whom she really loved (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson. 1, 17.).

I was settled . . some time ago by persons to whom you referred
it (I, 19.). They are employed with collective names of per-
sons, especially if the relative as the subject, is followed by the re-

cognisable plural of the verb of the predicate, and, generally,
where not so much the idea of one or of several tolalities [as

that of their personal elements is present to the speaker. The

Directory, who are not very fond of princes (BuLW., Lady of L.

2, 1.). Of that half the population who think differently from
yourself (Money 2, 5.). Why scourge thy kind Who bow'd so

low the knee ? (BYRON, Ode to N. B. p. 346 ). Mountains

interpos'd Make enemies of nations, who had else Like kindred

drops been mingled into one (Cowp. p. 185.). The Saxon families
who fled from the exterminating sword of the Conqueror (ScOTT,

Minstrelsy I. 98.). A people whom I have not known shall serve

me (Ps. 18, 43.). By trampling on the people among ivhom they
had settled (MACAPL., Hist, of E. 66.). The house of Stewart,
whom they regarded, with justice, as their oppressors (Scoxx, Bl.

Dwarf 2.). With personified substantive notions the employ-
ment of the pronoun is a matter of course : The envious moon
Who is already sick (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 2, 2.). Ye ava-

lanches, Whom a breath draws down In mountainous o'verwhelm-

ing (BYRON, Manfr. 1, 2.). It is referred to the animal world,
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especially in the older language. Adders who
,

with cloven

tongues, Do hiss me into madness (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 2.). The
wolf, who from the mighty fold Fierce drags the bleating prey,
ne'er drunk her milk (THOMSON, Spring). How unkind then to

torture this faithful creature, who has left the forest to claim the

protection of man (GoLDSM., The Dog). The serpent, whom they
call'd Ophion (MiLT., P. L. 10, 580.). The beasts whom God . .

Created mute (9, 556.). The brace of large greyhounds, who were
the companions of his sports (Scoxx, Bl. Dwarf 2.).

But even lifeless objects, the personification of which is

not evidently in the speakers intention
,
were formerly denoted

retrospectively by who, whom. The world who of itself is peised
well (SHAKSP., John 2, 2.). Usurping ivy, briar, or idle moss

Who, all for want of pruning, with intrusion Infect thy sap (Com.
of Err. 2, 2.).

Substantive pronouns referred to persons, even in their pos-
sessive forms, have likewise to a great extent preserved those

relatives in their train. / cannot blame thee
,
Who am myself

attached with weariness (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 3.). /, who pity not

(BYRON, Manfr. 2, 4.). He is most innocent! 'T was / who
did it (ROGERS, It., Foscari). To thee who hast thy dwelling here

on Earth (MiLX., P. L. 4, 444.). He who is content to walk,
instead of to run (MARRYAX, P. Simple 1, 1.). It is time to

decide between her whom you love and her whom you do not

(BuLw., Money 2, 3.). How happy they ivho wake no more

(YOUNG, N. Th. ], 7.). And what are they who do avouch these-

things'? (BYRON, Manfr. 3, 1.). Praise is not thine, But his who

gave thee (Cowp. p. 103.). How hard is our fate, who serve in

the state (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 3.). Fickle their state ivhom God
Most favors (MiLX., P. L. 9, 948.). Nor better was their lot

who fled (Scoxx, Lord of the Isl. 5, 29.). Those Who have but

half an eye (BEN JONS., New Inn 1, 1.). Those who run from
th

1

enemy. Engage them equally to fly (BuxL., Hud. 3, 289.).
I'm one of those who think feelings a kind of property (BuLW.,
Money 1, 2.). To one whom they had punished (SHAKSP., J. Caes.

5, 1.). There was one in that house whom 1 had loved at the

first sight (BuLw., Money 2, 3.). Not all who break his bread

are true (BYRON, Bride 2, 16.).
The old genitive whose admits the reference to persons and

things without distinction. The wits of whose names we shall

treat (THACKERAY, Engl. Humourists 2.). A nation whose tongue
thou shalt not understand (DEUXER. 28, 49.). Ye crags, upon
whose extreme edge I stand (BYRON, Manfr. 1, 2.). Thou ichose

mind was moral (YouNG, N. Th. 2, 447.). That was he With-

out whose life I had not been (TENNYSON p. 172). Betwixt
those into whose hands she had fallen (Scoxx, Heart of Mid. Loth.

2, 6.). The wolf Whose howfs his watch (SHAKSP., Macb. 2, 1.).

The winds whose pity . . Did us but loving wrong (Temn. 1, 2.).

To the rural seat, Whose lofty elms, and venerable oaks, Invite

the rook (THOMSON, Spring.). There yet remains a deed to act

Whose horror might make sharp an appetite Duller than mine
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(SHELLEY, Cenci 1,1.). A calm, placid, impenetrable lake,
whose surface is reflexion (BomcAULT, Lond. Assur. 1.).
In the older language wemeet with who used, not absolutely relatively,

as now the neuter form of the same pronoun what. On the other hand
the case whom (wham, whan) for the singular and plural, and that

mostly in combination with prepositions, early occurs, subsequently the

genitive whos (whoos), in a purely relative reference, and the former

especially is referred both to substantives of the thing and to persons,
whereas the genitive form belongs especially to the person. Whom
stands in Old-Engl. in regard to names of persons. The dark of
wain 1 telle (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 11.). Uter, pe gode kynge (of wan we
speke by vore (R. OF GL. I. 165. cf. I. 166.). Bitwene man and worn,'

man of wham we beoth be jite (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 137.). The threo

.knyghiis of whom y saide (Abis. 4136.). Rychard hyghte the fyrste,

i-wis, Of whom this romance i-makyd is (Ricn. C. DE L. 201.). Thei
hadden an abbot, to whom thei weren obedient (MADNDEV. p. 83.). To
that man, to whom alle the world is insuffisant (p. 293.). A kyng of

Fraunce boughte theise relikes sometyme of the Jewes; to whom the em
perour had leyde hem to wedde (p. 13.). Many gode holy men and holy
.heremytes, of whom the book of fadres lyfes spekethe (p. 79.). A man of

gret honour To whom that he was alway confessour (CHAUC., C. T. 7745.).
Henri . . Whom all the londe loved (Depos. OF RICH. II. p. 1.); in re-

gard of names of beasts and of things: Heo noriceth deifyns and

cockadrill, Of whom after telle y wol (Aus. 6576). There is gret

plentee of neddres, of whom men maken grete festes (MAVNDEV. p. 208.).
The ovemeste is the rijte hevene in whan the sterren beoth (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 132.). The four elementz, of wham we beoth i-wrojt

(p. 134.). And jit was al pe folnesse on pat to him-self bi-lay, Wip-
oute whom he ne mai His kindom wip pees wysen (CASTEL of LOUE 294.

d Weymouth 1864.). And nom of hire his monhede porw whom he

wrey his Godhede (917). He sal enherite pan Wormes and nedders . .

Til wham falles mans flessh (PRICKE OF CONSC. 870 ). It even occurs

with reference to a sentence: Algate he hap mis-don porw whom he is

in my prison (1085.). Halfsaxon takes the lead in both respects, wham
stands of persons: He ma}} wel bitacneun himm Whamm he stod inn to

jollihenn (ORM. 6520.). Allmahhti} Godd purrh whamm jho wass wipp
childe (1975). patt Jesu Crist wass witerrlij patt Hike, off whamm pro-
phetess Haffdenn forrlannge cwiddedd cer (6994. cf. 12578. 16340.) Min
eldre of wan we beop i-spronge (LAJAM. II. 632. mod text). Belyn and
Brenne of warn we beop of-spronge (III. 50. mod. text.) ; rarely, however,
of things. He makede pane kalender hi wan geop pe jer (1.303. mod.
text). Lede hit [sc. pat sweorde] bi his broper porh wan his bane he

hadde (I. 326. mod. text). It is remarkable that what is found as a
neuter relative in Orm.: Forr fand mann nan ping upponn hemm
patt mihht ohht anngrenn opre; purrh whatt tu mihht nu sen patt tejj

Rihhtwise annd gode wserenn (ORM. 431.). Ure preost patt nohht ne
mihhte trowenn patt word tatt himm purrh Gabriel Wass sejjd o Godess

hallfe, Forr what himm wass hiss spceche anan . . all biraefedd (2827.);
and even in regard to such a correlative as all: patt te}} mujhenn shae-

wenn }uw All whatt itt
sejjp

annd menep (5502 ). This usage stands

isolated in the most ancient times as interchanges of the relative that

and what are subsequently met with here and there. Old-Engl.: It is 7,

drede you noght, What was wont with you to gone and dere with ded

you boght (TOWN. M. p 283.).
I am only able to point out the genitive whose as a relative in ancient

times in relation to persons. Old-Engl.: Sahaladyn, in whoos tyme
the kyng of Englonde, Richarde the firste ,

with manye othere , kepten the
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passage (MAONDEV. p. 36.) Syk lay the housbond man, whos that the

place is (CHACC C. T. 7350.)- He was ay God in trinite . . Was myght
and wytte of him-selve was tan (PricKE op CONSC. 20.). God . . By
whoys gloryous power alle thyng is wrought, in whom alle vertu plen-

tevously is ffounde, Withowtyn whos wyl may be ryth nought (Cov. MYST.

p. 40.).

The nominative who is avoided as a relative even in the fifteenth

century. The transition to it is prepared by who in generalized sen-
tences with the resumption of the subject who . . . he.

2. The pronominal relative sentence may be represented in a
manner more or less restricted by various other forms 01 the
sentence.

a. Here belong especially sentences with the adverbs of place
where, whence, whither, and with the forms compounded or con-

strued with prepositions, especially of where. They may indeed
substitute the adverb of place for a relative pronoun accom-

panied by a preposition, but not the simple relative subject or

object. They also chiefly refer to names of things, although
not wanting in the reference to names of persons.

I am near to the place where they should meet (SHAKSP., Cymb.
4, 1.). Rude as the rocks where my infancy grew (BYRON
p. 305.). Oh! that pang where more than madness lies (Bride
2, 27.). Lodged in sunny cleft, Where the cold breezes come not

(BRYANT p. 25.). Edward's seven sons, whereof thyself art one

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 2.). Let it work like Borgia's wine, Where-

of, his sire, the pope, was poison
1d (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 3, 4.).

Long suits in that sunny land, Wherein, as Whereof, I now
write, are unknown (BuLW., Rienzi 1, 7.). The cell wherein the

pale-eyed student holds Talk with melodious science (BuLW., Richel.

4, 1.). This is the hour wherein I shall proceed (MARLOWE, Jew
of M. 4, 3.). As large as is the stage whereon we act (BEN
JONS., Ev. Man out of h. Hum. Prol.). Ye shall find a colt

tied whereon never man sat (MARK 1 1, 2.). Before I have shook
off the regal thoughts Wherewith I reign'd (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4,

1.). Knowledge the wing Wherewith we fly to heaven (II Henry
VI. 4, 7.). The love wherewith I love you is not such As you
would offer me (LONGFELLOW I. 171.). In the language where-

with Sp ing Letters cowslips on the hill (TENNYSON p. 35.). Nort-

humberland, thou ladder Wherewithal The mounting Bolingbroke
ascends my throne (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 1.).

The object where-

about they are conversant (HOOKER, b. Webster v.). In each a

squared lawn, wherefrom The golden gorge of dragons spouted

forth A flood of fountain-foam (TENNYSON p. 113.)- To leave

his wife, to leave his babes, His mansion, and his titles, in a

place From whence himself does fly? (SHAKSP., Macb. 4, 2.) The
coachman accompanied me to the place from whence the stage
was to part (MARRYAT, P. Simple J, 1.). Even such delicate

threads, Gather'd by Fate's engrossing hand, supply The eternal

spindle whence she weaves the bond Of cable strength in which
our nature struggles! (TALFOURD, Ion 2, 2.). At every place
whither we shall come (GEN. 20, 13.). We came unto the land
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whither thou sentest us (NuMB. 13, 27.). The relative adverbs

in this reference to substantive notions are especially to be met
with in poets, who also preserve obsolescent forms.

The reference to entire sentences is not foreign to relative

adverbial sentences: Particles like whereupon, wherefore are to

be referred hither, which instead of demonstrative forms con-

tinue the speech with a reference to what precedes.

The reference of relative adverbs of place to substantive notions is a

phenomenon diffused through many tongues and reaches even into Ang-
losaxon. Before the interrogative forms were employed as relatives the

demonstratives passed for them. With many old writers both forms run

parallel to each other. Old -
Engl. : In a taverne wher they were (Ricn.

C. DE L. 655.). Under the toure whare the lady was (SeuYN SAGES 3005.

A fayre chirche of oure Lady where she dwelled 7 jeer (MAUNDEV. p. 34.),

Myn hondaxe . . Wher with ich habbe geandes mony on yslawe (R. OF
GL. I. 25.). The crowne of oure Lord, wherwith he was crowned

(MAUNDEV. p. 12.). He bringes up sum word offer sum offer hwat
hmer purh ho to huren (WRIGHT. A. HALLIW

,
Rel. Ant II 5. Ni do

ping ne seggen hwer purh hire silence muhe beo desturbet (ib.). Al he
hit hath thurf thulke soule whar-thurf he is man (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 140 ). To stoppe theo see of Calpias, Wher thorough heo hadde heore

pas (Aug. 6228.). The tables where on men eten (MAUNDEV. p. 275.).

That place thei clepen Oreb, where of Holy Writt spekethe p 62.). This

man . . can I fynd withe no wrang, Wherfor ye shuld hym draw (Tows.
M. p. 205.). He com to Caric, pere ys dojter was (R. OF GL. I 35.).

&
}it pe chapelle standes, per he weddid his wife (LAXGT. I. 26.). In

the tour ther scheo is (Aus, 1049 ). The place is voyde ther in he lay

(Town. M. p. 263). The cawse therfore 1 thedyr wyl wende, Is ffor to

re\se . . Lazarus (Cov. MYST. p. 230. The throte . . of whens thei

droppen venym (MAUNDEV. p. 290.). The cytee of Araym . .from whens

Abraham departed (p. 43.). Halfsax.: Eode in to pan inne per wuntde
Rouwenne (LA|AM. II. 173). I pe wesste peer he wass (ORM. 827.).

Wurchen aenne castel per ic mihte an inne lubbe (LA}AM. II. 222.). Ang-
losax. : To ceastre fortT peer Jsraela cehta vaeron (CJEDM. 3560.). Godes

engel forstod pone veg peer he volde ridan (NUM. 22, 22.). Sifffran hine

sylfne . . hefeff on heahne beam ponan yffast mag on edstvegum aid be-

healdan (GREIN, Ags. P. I. 218.). In Anglosax. the preposition is mostly

placed after both the relative and the demonstrative adverb, as often fre-

quently takes place in Mod.-English. See Vol. II. 1. p. 487, as well as

on the adverb of place generally in its relation to substantive notions.

Vol. II. p. 424.

b. When the adverb of time when is referred to a substantive no-

tion, the dependent sentence may in an analogous manner be

considered the representative of an adjective sentence. The
substantives coming under consideration are notions of time.

See Vol. II. p. 429.

c. The relation of dependent sentences introduced with the adverb

why, supported, as a relative, by a substantive, is similar.

The substantive notion is indeed restricted to that of the cause

and the reason.

The reason why the seven stars are no more than seven, is a pretty
reason (SnAKSP., Lear 1, 5.).

a
lt is very late." "The better

reason why I should be at* *
*". (BuLw., Maltrav. 1, 1.). It it
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a reason why I come so seldom (Money 3, 3.). I know no cause

Why I should welcome such a guest as grief (SriAKSP., Rich. II.

2, 2.). What's the natural cause Why on a sign no painter
draws The full-moon ever, but the half? (BuTL., Hud. 2, 3, 783.)

Assign the cause, Why you denied A Roman maid . . Her liberty

(SHERID., KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, ].).

The adverb why, originally the instrumental hvy and hvy", may be

supported immediately by a substantive with the same reason as other

relative adverbs. Old-Engl: : The cause whi his doughtres made him

dronken, and for to ly by him, was this (MAUNDEV. p. 102.). I knowe
not the resoun, whi it is (p. 193). Thou art cause why thy felaw deyth
(CHAUC., C. T. 7623.). Wherefore may of course be substituted for why.
No man knowethe the cause wherfore it may ben (MAUNDEV. p. 192.). In
former times, however, why was not referred relatively to substantives.

It only stands in direct and indirect questions.

The collateral form of the same word, how, Anglosax. hu, is sometimes
with the moderns attached relatively to a substantive, as in: But is

there yet no other way . . how we may come to Death? (Mii/r., P. L. 11,
527 ) ;

with which we may compare older modes of expression: As I shalle de-

vyse }ou suche as thei ben, and the names how thei clepen hem (MADNDBV.

p. 53.). Instances of this kind border hard on indirect interrogative
sentences.

d. Dependent sentences with the conjunction that may likewise be

placed alongside of adjective sentences, if the that referred to a
substantive is equivalent to a prepositional relative.

Here belong the dependent sentences with that in combination

with substantives containing a notion of time, for the discus-

sion of which see p. 431.

Hither also may be referred the sentences with that referred

to the notion of cause, the place of which is usually taken by
those with why. This is the reason that I sent for thee (MAR-
LOWE, Jew of M. 5, 2.).

In ancient times the more general that takes the place of the relative

pronoun, yet more frequently where it requires a prepositional determina-

tion. As we see pat interchange with pe with notions of time even

in Anglosaxon (P. 434), so that subsequently appears as that indeclin-

able pe. Old-Engl. : The cause now is this that 1 send for you alle

(TowN. M. p. 147.). In the place that they were ere (!POMYDON 939.).

Whan he come into that stede That the kynge, his fadyr, was dede

(1535). There ben havenes that men taken the see (MAUNDEV. p. 54.).

At the firste sight, that men see the soudan (p. 40.) With alle the craft
that he cowde, in the hyeste voys that he myghte (p. 305.). BHow shalle

we theder wyn?" Tulle welle wote I The best wyse that we may."
(TOWN. M. p. 137.). Halfsax.: I patt illke mahhte patt Helyas shall

cumenn. efft (ORM. 180.) Anglosax. would use pe: To psere stove pe he

pat veqfod cer drierde (GEN. 13, 4.)- Ve comon to pam earde pe ge us

heton faran (NUM. 13. 28.) A saeton on pa heatfe pas deopes pe pa
Deniscan scipu aseten vceron (SAX. CHR. 897.). purh pas sylfes hond pe
ic cer amended vas (Coo. EXON. 370, 12.).

To the earlier language also belongs the employment of that with a

personal pronoun after it, instead of a simple relative pronoun.
This especially takes place in combination with negative principal

sentences, and in negative dependent sentences which receive the

character of consecutive dependent sentences (See p. 477); yet this
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construction is also met with after affirmative principal sentences
and in affirmative dependent sentences. Old-Engl. : A ryvere that cometh
from the mounteyne of Lybane, that men hyt callen Albane (MAUNDEV.

p. 127.). In that partie is a welle, that in the day it is so cold, that
no man may drynke there offe (p 156.). There ben also many trees,

that of nature thti wole never brenne ne rote in no manere (p. 289.). I

saugh to-day a corps y-born to chirche, That now on Monday last

saugh him wirche (CHACC., C T 3429.). A knight ther was, and that a

worthy man, That from the tyme that he first bigan To ryden out, he
lovede clujvalrye (43.). A maner folk ther is y-founde, That men hem

clepeth ceehounde (ALIS. 5668.). Unnethe is nu eny man that' can eny
craft, That he nis a party los in the haft (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 339.).
Man ne beest non there nas, And he were of hem y-bite, That he nas
ded (Ans. 5437.). I wiste nevere renk that riche was . . That whan he
rekeae sholde That he ne dredde hym sore (P. PLOCGHM. p. 280.). There
was none of English blood That he ne had as much As they would draw
or bear To ship (Ricn. C. DE L. 1943.). In al the route nas ther yong
ne old, That he ne seyde it was a noble story (CHACC., C T. 3112.).
Ther nys noon of us alle, That sche nath ben duchesse or a gueene (924.).
Ther nas king ne prince in al that lond That he nas glad if he that

grace fond etc. (15815.). that stands even before a possessive pronoun:
Whilom ther was an irous potestate As seith Senek, That duryng his

estaat Upon a day out riden knightes tuo (7599.). The stewardes erne

he was, That the emperour had shent his face (RICH. C. DE L. 2397.).
On the falle swich a cas As dede on him that his heued was of his

sone i-cast in a gong (SECTS SAGES 1215.). Halfsaxon: Nauede
Belin nan cnihte pet he nces pere god kiinppe (LA} AM. I. 241.).

Nefde he neuere nainne coc pat he nes keppe swide [= switfe god, neuaer
nanes cnihtes swein pat he nes bold pein (II 413.). The employment of

pat seems related, when followed by an adverb compounded with a pre-

position, as in: pe staness patt he space paeroff, pe}} warenn rihhte

staness (ORM. 9867.). The periods brought together here approach Ro-
mance constructions (See Diez, Romance Gr. 3, 363 ff.); yet the peri-

phrasis of the relative by pat with a personal pronoun is not foreign
ven to Anglosax.: pser is mid Estum an maeg'S pat hi magon ctfle ge-

vyrcan (ORos. 1, 1.). Ncenig forffum vas, pat he ceviscmbd eft si&ade
hedn hyhta leas (Coo. EXON. 157, 22.).

e. How far the dependent sentence with as may take the place of

an adjective sentences See p. 489.

But it may be observed that in the train of a substantive,
to which an adjective determined by so is given, an adjective
sentence sometimes takes the place of a consecutive sentence,
for which a sentence of the consequence with that or as with
the infinitive might be substituted. There was no man so san-

guine who did not apprehend some ill consequence from the late

change (SwiFx). Breathes there the man with soul so dead.
Who never to himself hath said, This is my own, my native

land ! (Scoxx, L. Ministr. 6, 1
.)

Modern Grammarians take
offence at sentences of this sort, as well as at adjective sen-

tences with such.

But this combination of sentences was formerly a favourite mode of

expression with the negative principal sentence (to which an interrogative
sentence is equivalent). Ther was non so stoute ne gryme, That durste

jouste tho with hym (RICH. C. DE L. 561.). There was none so hardy a
man That one evil worde spake gan (2025. cf. 3032. 4833.). Was noon
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so hardly walkyng by the weye, That with hir dorste rage or elles pleye

(CHAUC. C. T. 3955.). Halfsax.: Naps per nan swa priste cniht under

criste pat durste pene king frceine (LA^AM. Ill 13.). pat nan neoren

swa kene pat heom neh comen (III. 33.)- The analogy of these dependent
sentences with similar ones with such is evident. Comp. p. 477.

3. Both in the literary and in conversational language the ellip-
tical mode of expression is diffused, which arises through the

suppression of the relative pronoun. This ellipsis, with which the

relative subject and object, also the case to be construed with a

preposition after it, may be omitted, has gained importantly in ex-

tent in the course of time. The omission of the relative subject

appears less natural to modern grammarians.
There be some sports are painful (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 1.). There

is a devil haunts thee (I Henry IV. 2, 4.). The hate of those love

not the king (Rich. II. 2, 2.). There's sir Moth, your brother, Is

fallen into a fit of happypJex (BEN JONS., Magnetic Lady 3, 3.).

I have a grief admits no cure (SOUTHERN, Oroon. 2, 1.).
I know

a charm shall make thee meek and tame (SHELLEY, Cenci 1, 3.).

'Tis faith disarms destruction (YouNG, N. Th. 4, 726.). 'Tis Rome

requires your tears (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). I know not what it is

makes me so restless (LONGFELLOW I. 166.). 'Tis distance lends

enchantment to the view (TH. CAMPELL, Pleas, of Hope 1.).
I know

that of him will hang him (ScoiT, Heart of Mid. Loth. 2, 6.).

All he could, he graced him with her (SPENS., F. Qu. 6, 9, 39.).

When I forethink the hard conditions Our states must undergo (BEN
JONS., Catiline 1, I.). I found the grapes I had hung up -were per-

fectly dried (DE FOE, Rob. Rob. Crus. p. 85. Tauchn.). I'm not
that abject wretch You think me (OTWAY, Venice Preserv. 1, 1.).
And all our church can teach thee shall be taught (BYRON, Manfr.

3, 1. What hideous thought was that I had even nowf (ib.) He
thought of that sharp look, mother, I gave him yesterday (TENNYS.
p. 131.). The minstrel . . might . . substitute corruptions for words
he did not understand (Scorr, Minstrelsy I 21.). Her face seemed
whiter than the white dress she wore (WARREN, Diary 2, 1.).

And meet the liberty you oft have wished for BEN JONS., Catiline 1,

1.) He dispatched those three . . and all the rest he could come

up with (DE FOE, Rob. Crus. p. 197.). The realm thou shouldst

be parent to (TALFOURD. Ion 2, 3.). The race of him my arm
hath dealt with (4, 2.). My lips seemed rigid as those I looked at

(WARREN, Diary 2, 1.). See Prepositions Vol. II. p. 485.

Where a prepositional relation is wanting one may in part think
of the omission of the conjunctional that, which may also be ab-
sent with actions of time. See p. 432. Off with the traitor's

head, And rear it in the place your father's stands (SHAKSP., Ill

Henry VI. 2, 6.). As well appeareth by the cause you come (Rich.
H. 1, 1.). And all we can absolve thee shall be pardon'd (BYRON,
Manfr. 3, 1.).
The omission of the relative pronoun perhaps proceeds from the neglect

of the relative pronoun as a subject; at least this ellipsis did not ex-
tend further in the earliest times. The omission of the relative subject
was also subsequently predominant. Old-Engl.: Herkne to my ron . . Of
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a mody mon, Highte Maxumon (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., llel. Ant. II. 119.).

He sinot a duyk hatte Carrend (Ans. 3243.). Dauid had douhtres pre t

were gyven to pre lordynges (LANGT. II. 249.). And had a wif was queint
and fair (SECYN SAGES 2205.). And sent yt to a lady gent, Was born in

Cornewayle (Sm CLEGES 376.). Was there any with Campanyus dyd fight?

(IPOMYDON 908) With him ther was dwellyng a pore scoler , Had lerned

art (CHAUC., C. T. 3190.). Ther was no man for perel durst him touche

(3930.). Ther is no wyn byrevelh me my might (7641.). His childre angred

hyra amang, Caym slo Abelle was hym fulle dere (Town. M. p. 35.).

Here is the chylde this werde hath wrought (Cov. MYST. p 151.). Blyssyd
be that body of the xal be bore (p. 76.). Went to an hul they cleputh
Celion (A.us. 6161.). Mony is the riche lond, Thou haste y-wonne into thyn
hond (7492.). Thi waryson shalle thou have forthy By hym me boght

(Tows M. p 128.). Thus he gettes many fees of theyme he begyles (p.

192.). The leste drope I for tlie blod Myght clens the soyn (p 261.).

To one putte wes water inne (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 273.).

The place thou standes in there Forsoth, is halowd welle (TowN. M. p. 58.).

This body let us take, And, wyth alle the worschepe we may, ley it in the

grave (Cov. MYST. p. 397.). In Halfsax. and Anglosax. we frequently meet

with sentences without a subject, requiring the resumption of a preceding
substantive. Halfsax. : per hefde Brutus enne moei hailite Turnus (LAJAM.

I. 73.) \J>e h. T. mod. text.]. An preost wes on leoden, Lajamon wea

ihoten (I. 1.), and thus often with the supplementary quoting of proper
names. (I. 24. III. 18. 27. 102. pa fond he per ane guene quecchen mid

hafde, heor-lockedc wif, weop for hire wei-sitf (III. 25.). Anglosax. : Mid
heora cgningum, Rcedgota and Eallerica vceron hdtene, Romane burig
4braecon (BOETH. 1.). Se fader hire sealde due peovene Bala hdtte (GEN.

29, 29.). Geaf hit pa his an munac, Brihnoff vds gehdten (S.*x. CHR. 963.).

He ne sparode his agenne broker Odo het (1087.). Ferde fram his an

castel, Belmunt het (1124. cf. MARC. 5, 22.); frequently, likewise in the

naming of proper names: Her on pisum geare gefor Alfred, vas on BaSum

gerefa (SAX. CHR. 907.). This omission is peculiar to Middle-Highdutch.
Diu gotinne der wisheit ein vrouwe si hiez Pallas (BARLAAM. 258, 31. ed.

Pfeiffer). In einen w'alt, was wit (M. ALTSWERT 14, 27. ed. Holland and Keller) See

Weinhold, Alemann. Gr. p. 295. Where in Anglosax. the relative pe is

wanting with the demonstrative, we find an attraction, as in: Sva hva sv&

gebyrgde pds on pam bedme geveox (&EDM. 480.).

4. Sentences beginning with relative pronouns referred to the same
substantive notion are coordinate adjective sentences. But some-
times instead of such a coordination of relative sentences the transi-

tion from the relative sentence into one not relative is chosen,
in which the substantives is resumed by a personal (demon-
strative) pronoun.

He whom next thyself, Of all the world I loved, and to him put
The manage of my state (SiiAKSP., Temp 1, 2.). He held a pouncet-
box, which ever and anon He gave his nose, and took't away again
(I Henry IV. 1, 3.). There is a thing . . which thou hast often

heard of, and it is known to many in our land by the name of

pitch (2, 4.). One Almighty is, from whom All things proceed,
and up to him return (MILT., P. L. 5, 469 ). The workers of ini-

quity, which speak peace to their neighbours, but mischief is in

their hearts (Ps. 28 3.). He . . In whose eyes a vile person is

contemned; but he honoureth them that fear the Lord (15, 4.).

So too a substantive pronoun may be resumed by one not relative :
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Upon whom them shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining
on him, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost (JOHN
], 33.). The interchange of the single relative sentence with an-

other is, however, different: Not Mexico could purchase kings a

claim To scourge him, weariness his only blame (CowPER, p. 102.).
This succession of sentences, in part called forth by the interchange of

of the case with or without a prepositon, is in disfavour with the moderns,
who prefer uniformity of the sentences. In former times it is found more

frequently. Old-Engl.: For the grete love that he hadde to us, and we
nevere deserved it to him (MACNDEV. p 2.)- Oure Lord that naylyd was
on the rode, And betyn out was his bodyes blode, He is aresyn (Cov. MYST.

p. 357.). Even the transformation of the relative sentence ,
to be prospec-

tively attached, does not appear offensive. "Had I wist" is a thing it

servys of noght (Tows. M. p. 100.). In Anglosax. transitions of that

sort are not uncommon : Se pe peof gefehar offffe him mon gefangene agyfiflT

and he hine ponne alaete . . forgylde pone peof his vere (LEGG. LSLE 36.).

Se pe frione forstale and he hyne bebycge . . svelte to deaffe (LEGG. ^LEB.

15.). Ofer pone pe pu gesyhst nyffer-stigendne Gast, and ofer hyne vun-

jende, pat ys se pe fullaff on Halgum Gaste (Jon. 1, 33.). Comp. also^

Manige Francisce and Englisce pser heora stafas and rice forluron pe hi

mid unrihte begeaton offCe mid voge peer on lifedon (SAX. CHR. 1102.).

5. To adjectives also belong sentences with the adnominal pro-
nouns which and what.

a. We have already mentioned the adnominal which p. 238. The
substantives with which this pronoun appears are certainly al-

ways drawn in such a manner into the dependent sentence that

the adjective sentence also yields the determination of the sub-

stantive contained in it. Yet which, in the cases cited, refers

at the same time to a substantive or a sentence. An attrac-
tion ]of the substantives, when no reference of the relative

takes place, rarely occurs in these sentences, which then attach

themselves to the use of generalized pronouns.

Lead me which way you please (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5,

1.). Whichever road you take, it will conduct you to town

(WEBST. v. Whichever.).

This which, approaching what, rests upon while, whulc. Old-Engl.:
^our abyndynge xal be with jour maydenys ffye, Whyche time as je wole
have consolacion (Cov. MYST. p. 86.). Halfsax.: Whulc riche mon per
at-fleh in to castle he abeh (LAJAM. I. 222.). Wulc mon swa wurs dude

pene pe king hafde iboden, he wolde hine ifusen (II. 505.). Anglosax.:
Svd hvylce daga ic pe deorne cige, gehyr me (Ps. 137, 4). The Anglo-
saxon used svd hvylc or svd hvylc svd in generalizing hvylc.

b. The adjective what chiefly stands with its substantive without
reference backward, by exercising the attraction just mentioned

upon the substantive to be determined by the dependent sentence.

It likewise attaches itself originally to the use of the pronoun
in generalizing the notion, and also appears adjectively in the

amplified forms expressly denoting this generalization. But the

pronoun thus includes, as it were, a demonstrative besides the
relative.

He it was, whose guile . . deceiv'd The mother of mankind,
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what time his pride Had cast him out from Heartn ((MiLT., P. L.

1, 34.). Full to the utmost measure of what bliss Human desires

can seek or apprehend (5, 517.). There, my mistress used to rise

what time she now lies down (SiiERiD. KNOWLES, Hunchb. 2, 1.).

Tt is well known that the entertainer provides what fare he

pleases (FIELD., T. Jon. 1, 1.). What fear he feels his gratitude

inspires (CowpER, p. 44.). Let the reader pronounce what judg-
ment of it he thinks fit (LEWES, G. I. 13). May I not employ
ivhat banker I pleasel (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). Discarding What*
ever original tuords or phrases time or fashion had (Scoxr, Mins-

trelsy L 21.) Whatever honours be awarded to me, should be
extended also to the Vicar of the Pope (BuLw., Rienzi 2, 8.).

A further application of this use of what is the reference back
to a substantive, remaining to be added to it in thought, so that

what in fact approaches a purely relative pronoun, although it

is essentially distinct from it in not immediately representing a
substantive notion, but in being capable of being resolved into that

(those) which, for which reason a predicate, referred to the iden-

tical object named, does not always appear in the dependent
sentence.

I hope there is not dissatisfied person but what is content

(SHERID., Riv. 5, 2.). With joy beyond what victory bestows

(COWPER p. 3.). I rather impute what you say to your secrecy,
a very commendable quality, and what I am far from being angry
with you for (FiELD., J. Andr. 1, 5.). A scene so different from
what last nights journey had presaged (Scoxx , Guy Manner 4.).
Neither were the congratulations paid to Sophia equal to what
were conferred on Jones (FIELD. ,

Tom. Jon.). But Winter has

yet brighter scenes,
'- he boasts Splendours beyond what gor-

geous Summer knows (BRYANT p. 24.). How comes this hair un-
done? Its wandering strings must be what blind me so (SHELLEY,.
Cenci 3, 1.).

Old-Engl. : Thei mai jeven hem to what man thei wole (MAUNDEV. p. 179.).

Sche may jeve it to what man sche list (p. 288.). Every man takethe-

what part that him likethe (p. 179.). The that often occurring in the-

train of the substantive is in the same case as the that added to inter-

rogative and relative words in general. See p. 516. Loke also thou

scorne jao mon, Yn what degre thou syst hym gon (HALLIW., Freemas.

757.). What tyme thei offere there, Alle here jardys in thin bond thou

take (Cov. MYST. p. 94.). The substantive which is accompanied by what
is very often resumed by a pronoun after it, which however, is not in the

same relation as the demonstrative to the relative, but falls under the

category of the reduplication of the subject or object, or under that of

the anacolouthon, as occurrs also with the adjective sentence used sub-

stantively (See it). That was the lawe of Jewes That what womman
were in avoutrye taken . . With stones men sholde hire strike (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 232.). What man in synne doth alle wey scleppe, He xal gon ta

helle ful deppe (Cov. MYST. p. 41.). What man for his mys Doth

penawns here, i-wys, His sowle he dothe wel leche (p. 203.). One sees

how the intergative what and the generalizing what which has become

adjective (guis, quicunque) pass at the same time into the narrower

notion of is qui. Its isolation with reference to a preceding substantive
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belongs to a subsequent age. It is associated to the treatment of the

substantive what.

The Adjective Sentence used substantively.

The adjective sentence used substantively, which 'is introduced

in Modern-English by the absolute pronouns who and what and their

amplified forms, by which the generalized notion is expressly denoted,
answers to a personal jor

neuter substantive notion which is to be
taken up into the principal sentence as the subject, predicative com-

plement, object or prepositional case. If this substantive sentence is

not taken up in such wise into the construction, an anacalouthon as

it were, arises, as it does frequently where the generalized sentence

becomes a concessive one. Who and what, supported by no preceding sub-

stantive notion (absolute) are not" to be considered mere relatives where a

pronoun follows them which resumes the substantive notion. They are

in the same case as wer and was with der and das after them in Ger-

man, and give the sentence the character of a whole, complete in it-

self, which may therefore represent the different cases and be con-

strued with preposititious. The case of the pronoun appearing in the

sentence used substantively is ordinarily determined by this sentence.

The pronouns originally interrogative have made the transition through,
the notion of generalization to that of demonstrative relatives

generally.

1. The sentences with who, whoever, whosoever, formerly also whoso,

represent the personal substantive notion in the singular and

plural.

Who alone suffers, suffers most i'the mind (SHAKSP., Lear 3, 6.).

Who cheapens life, abates the fear of death (YouNG, N. Th. 4,

65.). Who sent thee there requires to here (BYRON, Maufr. 2, 4.).

March who will (MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 1.). Let who will be Pre-

sident (MACAUL., Hist, of E. III. 113.). Who venerate themselves,
the world despise (YouNG, N. Th. II. 355.). There be who say . .

That splendid lies are all the poet's praise (BYRON, Engl. Bards

p. 327.). But whom thou hafst I hate (MiLT., P. L. 6, 734.). On
whom we send, The weight of all and our last hope relies (2, 415.).
Go . . ethereal messenger, Sent from whoso sovran goodness I adore

(8, 646.). Bliss is the same in subject or in king, In who obtain

defence, or who defend (PoPE, Essay on M. 4, 58.). Their love

Lies in their purses; and whoso empties them, By so much fills

their hearts with deadly hate (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 2.). They . .

were but too ready to believe that whoever had incurred his dis-

pleasure had deserved it (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 33,). In de-

fence of their common freedom every where, and against whoso-
ever shall aspire to be prince (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 1.). An attrac-
tion of the case by the principal sentence is seldom found.

Vengeance is his or whose he sole appoints (MiLT., P. L. 6, 808.).
That the gates and bridges of the State should be under the con-

trol of whomsoever should be elected Chief Magistrate (BuLW., Rienzi

2, 6.).
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The repetition of the substantive notion by a pronoun, or even

by another substantive, is equivalent to other reduplications.
Who murders time, he crushes in the birth A pow'r ethereal (YouNG,
N. Th. 2, 10.). Who noble ends by noble means obtains . . That
man is great indeed (POPE, Essay on M. 4, 233.). A pronoun is,
on the other hand, placed after the sentence beginning with who
and taking the lead of the period, where it appears as a subject,
if it is to be conceived as an oblique case in the principal sen-
tence. Who sows the serpenfs teeth, let him not hope To reap a

joyous harvest (CoLER., Pice. 4, 7.).
In the older language that is in such a case sometimes used

for who. Plead for him that will, I am resolv'd (MARLOWE, Edw.
II. 1, 4.). Handsome is, that handsome does (GOLDSM., Vic. 1.).
Here also may be referred: Say, in pursuit of profit or delight,
Who risk the most, that take wrong means or right? (PoPE, Essay
on M. 4, 85.). In this period indeed, the sentence with that is

supported by the subject indicated in the interrogative sentences.

The sentences now in question are to be distinguished from the indirect

interrogative sentences with which they frequently come in contact, al-

though that very contact may have helped to occasion the transition from

generalized sentences into those which are not so. Many are at present,
with or without designation of the generalization of the notion, of general
nature. The oldest sentence of the sort are introduced by who so, whose,
whoever, which are very commonly followed in the principal sentence by a

pronoun in the nominative, or in another case required by this sentence.
who (that) appears only, subsequently, likewise mostly with a subsequent
reference to the substantive notion. Old-Engl. : Hwo se haveS eni unpeau
of peo fret ich er nemde . . heo havedf prude sikerliche (WRIGHT A. HAL-
LIW., Rel. Ant, I. 67.). Hwo se wule hire inwit witen dene and feir, heo
mot fleon fre vorrideles (I. 68 ). Whose jong lerneth, olt he ne leseth (I.

110.). Wo so listnetf develes lore, on lengffe' it sal him repen sore (I. 221.).
Who so synneth in the Seint Spirit, Assoilled worth he nevere (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 359.). Hem semethe, that whoso evere be meke and pacyent, he is holy
and profitable (MAUNDEV. p. 170.). Ho so haveth of urthe mest, he is slou

as an asse (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). Who so failleth at this nede,
mote he never in othir spede! (Ans. 4308. cf. 767.)- Wliose useth hem
wel, he may ban heven (HALLIW., Freemas. 576. cf. 1.). Whose hath eny
god, hopeth he nout to holde (WEIGHT, Polit. S. p. 149.). Who so that

nyl be war by other men, By him schal other men corrected be (CHAUC.,
C. T. 5762.). Whoevere so doth he errith in the byleve (WRIGHT A. HAL-
LIW., Rel. Ant. II. 42.). Ho so were an hej bi a sterre . . So moche wolde
the urthe thenche that he ns scholde hire nojt i-seo (WRIGHT, Pope Treat,

p. 132.). Who so first coineth to the mylle, first grynt (CHAUC., C T. 5971.).
Cach ivho so may (5658.). Who that hath trewe amye Joliflich he may
hym in her afyghe (ALis. 4750.). But ho be greved in his gost, governe
him better (!)EPOS. OF RICH. II. p. 4.). Who that is so bold I brane hym
thrughe the hede (Town. M. p. 142.). Whom in erthe ye lowse of syn in

heven lowsyd shalle be, And whom in erthe ye bynd therin, in heven bonden
be he (Tows. M. p. 285.). In Halfsax. hwa (wa), swa (ivo so in the mod.
text of Lajamon), hwase are used: Wa swa wulle libba aide pas sibba

(L,A} AM. I. 155.). Wea swa nolde, he sculde beon iwite (I. 88.). Who swa
i pen str&ten breken griff pe king him wolde bi-nimen his lif (I. 206. cf.

II. 513. III. 140.). He mai wham swa he wule wurffcipe II. 347.). Whose
dop hiss are o pe Tibi propitiatur (ORM. 1042.). Whamm se pu seost tatt

GodessGast . . cuineppuponnhimm .. He fullhtnepp all (12604 sq.). These forms

Miitzner, engl. Gr. II. 2.
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answer to the Anglosax. sva hva sva : Svd hva sva dgit mannes blod, his

blod biff agoten (GEN. 9, 6.). Sittan laete ic hine viff me sylfne, svd hvd
svd pat secgan cymeS etc. (C^DM. 436.). In the meaning of ce/c, pe, se

pe, however, svd hvilc sva is very common, Comp MATTH. 11, 42. Lcc. 8,

18. 17, 32. 18, 17. MARC. 9, 37. 10, 15.

But the pronoun that is early familiar in the personal substantive sen-

tence, which is not to be taken for the demonstrative with the relative

omitted, but rather for the relative with the demonstrative rejected, with

which compare the Lat. gui with reference to an absent general substantive

notion. Old-Engl.: That er werede robes, now wereth ragges (WRIGHT,
Polit. S. p. 150.) As a prince serued he wes . . And that brought him
to that state, Stode bischet withouten the gate (AMIS. A. AMIL. 1904.). He
smot Favel with spores of golde, Sewe hym that sewe wolde (Ricn. C. DE
L. 5039.). pat was right heire is dede (LASGT. II. 249.). Pat is thus

used even in Halfsax : Jit me mot ilasten pat lif a mire breosten, & hit

wulle me iunne pat i-scop mone Sf sunne (LAJAM. II. 461.). pa weoren
serhest pat cer weoren baldest and gunnen to fleonnen (II. 489.). In Anglo-
saxon the personal sentence may be introduced both by the relative pe
alone and by the mere se: To myddes eov stod pe ge ne cunnon (Jon. 1,.

26.). Gilde pone byrst pe pat f$r ontende (Exoo. 22, 6.). Nu synd forff-

farene pe pas cildes savle sohten (MATH. 2, 20.). Velan ah in vuldre se nu
vel penceS (Coo. EXON. 452. 11.).

2. The pronoun what, together with its generalized forms, serves to

form sentences representing a neuter substantive, or a neuter

notion permitting the same grammatical treatment as the personal
one.

What he hath utter'd, I have writ my sister (SHAKSP., Lear 1,

4.). What thou could"
1

st, thou didst (Rows, Fair Penit. 1, 1.).

What Reason weaves by Passion is undone (PoPE, Essay on M. 2,

42.). What solid was, by transformation strange, Grows fluid

(Cowp. p 1 87. What followed was in perfect harmony with this

beginning. (MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 26.). Do I what I could

(KEMP, Nine Dales Wond. p. 6.). Milton . . inherited what his

predecessors created (MACAUL , Essays I. 4.). That's what we ought
to be considering (WARREN, Diary 1, 15.). Men who pay for what

they eat (FIELD., T. Jon. 1,1.). I am a fool to weep at what I
am glad of (SHAKSP., Temp. 3, 1

). And hinder them from what
this ecstasy May now provoke them to (3, 3.). As we have now
leisure only to attend to what is very material (FIELD., T. Jon. 18,

10.). As to what she su/ers from her father etc. (SHELLEY, Genci

1, 2.). The theatre affords the most appropriate example of what
we mean (Scoxx, Minstrelsy I. 58.). A gloomy tree, which looks
as if it mourn 'd O'er what it shadows (BYRON, Cain 3, 1.). What-
e'er this world produces, it absorbs (CowpER p. 111.) Hence I

despatch at once whatever I have to do (LEWES, G. I. 12.). From
the Duke Comes all whatever we hope, whatever we have (COLER.
1, 1). [In cases of this sort the substantive sentence is in the

apposite relation.] Whatsoever thwarts or puts me out of my way,
brings death into my mind (On. LAMB, Essays). Thou canst make
conquest of whatever seems highest (CoLER, Pice. 5, 2.).
The reference to a neuter what by a demonstrative, especially

that is frequent. What he hath won, that hath he fortified (SHAKSP.,
John 3, 4.). What I say . . that can I show (BuLW., Rienzi 1,
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5.). What 1 saw to be the right thing, that I did (L.EWES, G. I.

14.). The construction of what with a predicative nominative or
accusative of the plural, without a reference to a preceding sub-

stantives being possible (as above 5 p. 526), perhaps rests upon
the indefinite generality of the neuter what, which may therefore

be also taken collectively. Jf the verb follows the plural of the

predicative word, this happens by attraction. Like making what
are called at school nonsense verses (SeoTT, Ministrelsy I. 9.). Pro-

ducing panegyrics upon public characters, what were called odes

upon public events etc. (THACKERAY, Engl. Humourists 2.). It will

be seen that even what we justly account our chief blessings were
not without alloy (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 2.) To attain what his

age might suppose to be the highest graces of poetry (Scoxr, Minis-

trelsy I 20.). With that compare the sentence with what followed

by appositive substantives. She wore, what was then somewhat

unusual, a coat, vest and hat, resembling those of a man, which
fashion has since called a riding-habit (R. Roy 5.). Still more

striking is: I'm thinking Captain Lawton will count the noses of

what are left before they see their whale-boats (COOPER, Spy 8.),
where no attraction is produced by a predicative notion, and what
is treated as a collective notion.

that, formerly equivalent to what, is obsolete. But fittest is, that

all contented rests "With that they hold (SPENS. F. Qu. 6, 9, 29.).
I lend no credit to that is fabled of ''em (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in

h. Hum. 3, 1.).

The oldest sentences of this sort are introduced with whalso, whatse:
the simple what frequently stands both in indirect and direct interrogative

sentences, and in the former often borders hard on the sentences considered

here, in which certainly, from the fourteenth century what (that) more

frequently appears, although the simple that still predominates. We may
exclude as indirect interrogative sentences all those whose principal sen-

tence may make the dependent sentence the subject of a subjective reflec-

tion. Old-Engl.: Let him say to me what so him list (CHAUC C. T., 6872.).
What so he biddes me, good or ille, That shalle be done (TowN. M. p 37.).

Pay them trwly . . what that they deserven may (HALLIW ,
Freemas. 93.).

To her hure take no more But what that they mowe serve fore (95.). Of
that salt, every man takethe what he wilt (MAUNDEV. p. 149.). And here

with him what him list (p. 198.). And dede what him leste (CHADC , C.

T 3421.). Je may go do what je xalle (Cov. MYST. p. 87.;. Now have

ye hard what 1 have sayde (TOWN. M. p. 183.). Do wyth hym what thou

thynk gud (p. 232.). Thynk on what 1 you say (.p. 171.). What he with

wronge begyle his brother, In blysse full sone shall he forsake (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW.
,
Rel Ant I. 198.). Halfsax. : pat we letep him one don wat so

he wolle (LA}AM. III. 19. mod. text.). Swa we don unnhajerrli} Whattse

we don to gode (ORM. 425.). The pronoun stands in a remarkable manner
after all where it might be taken purely relatively: patt he paeroffe shollde

don All whattse his wille waere (ORM. --'383.) patfte birrp hatenn . .

All whattse iss woh annd sinne (5552.) All whatt itt sejjp (5503.). [Comp.
Middle-Highdutch daz . . waz (BKNECKK, Wb. 3. 566. II.)], as whatt here

occurs for a neuter which. Comp. Old-Engl.: Knyghtes servyd ther good

spede, Off whatt to telle is no rede (RICH. C. DK L. 157.). The neuter

what se is met with instead of the masculine: What se hvefde richedom,
he hine makede wraecche mon (LAJAM. I. 279.) \wose hadde mod. text]. The

simple what, id quod, is besides found here and there. Beduer iherde what

34*
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his lauerd him seide (LAJAM. III. 24.). In Anglosax. the generalizing svd
hvdt svd is to be met with: We vyllaff pat pu us do svd hvdt svd ve
biddaft (MARC. 10, 35.). Svd hvdt svd vit her morffres poljaff hit is nu
Adame call forgolden ((^EDM. 752.).

That indirect interrogative sentences with what are not always to be with

certainty distinguished from those in which a demonstrative relative (quod,
id quod) is to be supposed, lies in the nature of the thing. Sentence,
like: Gif he nabbe hvdt he via pcere stale sylle, sylle hine man viff fes

(ExoD. 22, 3.), are explained by the comparison with the Lat. Non habeo

quid scribam (Cic., Att. 15, 5.), that is non scio, perspectum habeo and
the like.

From the most ancient times that, now abandoned in the meaning of id

quod is found. Old-Fngl.: Monimon wenit pat he wenen ne parf (WRIGHT
A. HALLIW. I. 174.). Leevynge plesingly to do that God biddith hem (II. 45.).

To London he wende, for to amende pat per was amys (R. OF GL. I. 144.).

To scope come, pat Seynt Edward byuore hys depe sede (II. 386.) That
oon doth, alle doth (P. PLOUGHM. p. 341.). Til briddes bringe us That we
sholde lyve by (p. 313.). That thou herdest is fairye (Aus. 6924.). That
he askith we wol him sende (3035.). "O effifts . . quod vides . . That thou

seest, is ground of alle the feythe of this world (MAUNDEV. p. 77. cf 146.

164. 252. 310. RICH. C. DE L. 1700. (SEUYN SAGES 1494. CHACC., C. T.

7485. 7625. TOWN. M. p. 1. 39. 157. Cov. MYST. p. 213. 324. SKELTON I.

29. 58 etc.). The substantive sentence is frequently attached with prepo-
sitions. Here dede is al uncuff wiff 'Sat spekeff here muff (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 222.). Darie was wel apaied Of that Archelaus haveth

y-saide (ALIS. 2031. cf. 4116. 4158. SIR CLEGES 280.). Men myjtten as wel
have huntyd an hare with a tabre, As aske ony mendis ffor that thei mys-
dede (Depos. OF RICH. H. p. 16.). They sterte up, and wer affrayde For
that he hadde to hem sayde (Ricn. C. DE L. 4241.). Ajens that he seyth no
man seyth nay (Cov. MYST. p. 215.). Halfsax. : Jet us pat we wilniaS

(LAUM. II. 64.). penne most pu polien pat pu, cerst for-hojedest (II. 621.).
And forgaet sone pat his lauerd him sceide (III. 25.). Uss birrp folljhenn

blipelij patt ure junngre uss Icerepp (ORM. 13278.). Anglosax.: pa vas ge-

fylled pat gecveden vds purh Hieremian (MATH. 2, 17.). Hit vas Godes
villa pat me hradlice ongean com pat ic volde (GEN. 27, 20.). ponne
spree ic pat pe licaff (Ps. 18, 13.). Bete sviffe georne pat he dbrecen fidbbe

(LEGG. J^THELR. V. 6.). Ealle pa pe voldon pat he volde (SAX. CHR. 1065.).
This usage is intelligible, since se, seo, pat may appear in all cases of the

singular and plural, not merely relatively, but also substantively.

General Observations upon Relative Sentences.

Adjective and substantive relative sentences, as well as adverbial

sentences which may be regarded as representatives of adjective

sentences, occupy a wide field in the domain of language. The no-

tion of activity contained in them admits various points of view for

the logical relation of the dependent to the principal sentence, with
it its various tenses, and by its construction with all kinds of determina-

tions of the sentence. Adjective sentences in particular may in this

respect be compared with the participles which are attached to a

substantive notion.

But the following cases are to be observed as peculiarities of

relative sentences in general.

l.The relative sentence often serves, not so much to periphrase an
attribute as to connect a fact, which may be attached to a sub-
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stantive notion or to a sentence, as a consequent in time, or an in-

ference and illustration in such manner that the former there ap-

pears as a subject, or as otherwise partaking of it. A coordinate

principal sentence
,

in "which a demonstrative operated retrospec-

tively instead of the relative, might be substituted for the de-

pendent sentence.

I gave him a piece of bread, which he ate (DE FOE, Robins.
Cms. p. 196. Tauchn.). A large glass of claret was offered to

Mannering, who drank it to the health of the reigning prince (ScOTT,

Guy Manner. 36.). He thus began in haste . . To whom the

winged warrior thus returned (MiLT., P. L. 4, 560 76.). For the

truth of this custom, he quoted the chronicle of Antwerp and that

of Martin; against which authorities Lovel had nothing to oppose

(ScOTT, Antiquary 3.). They leave us The dangers, the repulses,

judgments, wants; Which how long will you bear"? (BEN JONS., Ca-
tiline 1,1.) So glister'd the dire snake . . which when she saw,
thus to her guide she spake (MiLT., P. L. 9, 643 46.). The same

phenomenon is presented by sentences with relative adverbs. I

carried her to the bed where 1 laid her down (WARREN, Diary 2,

1.). With full assent They vote; whereat his speech he thus renews

(MiLT., P. L. 2, 398.) etc.

Freer connections of this sort belong to the influence of the Latin. In

English such connections commence in the progress of narrative with the

extension of the usage of which. Old-Engl. : And saugh an bond . . For

fere of which he quook (CHAUC., C. T. 15689.). "Sir", wold he sayn, "an

emperour mot neede Be verutuous and hate tyrannie." For which he in

bath made him to bleede (15993.). He fond an yle, where he herde speke
his owne langage . . whereof he hadde gret mervayle (MAUNDEV. p. 183 ).

2. It is especially intelligible that a conditional sentence might
often be substituted for a generalized relative sentence. Thus a

substantive sentence coming out of the period particularly appears.

Villain, thou knowst, the law of arms is such, That, whoso draws
a sword, 'tis present death (SHAKSP., I Henry VI. 3, 4.). Hereby
is explained the form still in use as who should say, He . . only

gave me a nod, as who should say, it is even so (MARLOWE, Jew
of M. 4, 4. cf. Edw. II. 1, 2.). He wistly look'd on me; As who
should say, I would thou wert the man (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 3.

cf. 1 Henry VI. 1, 4.).
In ancient times adjective sentences, and sentences used substantively,

often come out of the construction, which, although representing an ana-

koluthon, contain the condition of something. Old-Engl.: A man that is

joyful and glad in herte, it him converseth florishinge in his age (CHAUC.,
C. T. p. I5J0II.). For he that sloys yong or old It shalle be punyshed
sevenfold (Tows. M. p. 16.). Hwase mai wel beo widuten, ich hit mai polien

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 4.). For who so kutte hem with iren, it wolde

destroye his vertue (MACNDEv.p.50.). So dideJhesu in hise dayes, Who so hadde

tyrne telle it (P. PLOCGHM. 402.). For is noon of this newe clerkes ,
Who

so nymeth heede, . . That an auctour kan construwe (p 317.). The form
as who seith is old : And penne is as wo seip ffe pure lond a midde (R. OF GL. L
He toe hym poer, as wo seip, of all Engelond (384.). Thei Spenden, as

who seythe, right nought (MAUNDEV. p. 253.). This reminds us of the Fr.

form comme qui dirait. Anglosax. : Se man f>e at pam fyrdunge toforan
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his hldforde fealle . . pa heregeata forgyvenne (LEGG. CNUT. I. B. 25. [let
the furniture of the army be thus issued]. Se pe utlages veorc gevyrce,
vealde se cyning pas frizes (I. B. 12.).

3. The generalized relative sentence is used as a concessive sen-

tence. See p. 476.

4. That the relative pronoun may be drawn into dependent sentences

appears from many of the instances already quoted. But a pheno-
menon frequently recurring is its reference to a substantive sen-

tence following an inserted principal sentence, partly with the

particle that, but mostly without it. From this there arises an

interlacing, when the relative itself may be attracted by the

principal sentence, although the principal sentences, with the re-

jection of that in modern times, mostly receive the semblance of

interpolated sentences, which may be regarded as parenthetical.
That many of these dependent sentences may be transformed into

the infinitive is evident.

Hast thou eaten of the tree whereof I commanded thee that thou

shouldest not eat? (GEN. 3, 11.) "What lady would you choose to

assail?" "Yours, whom in constancy you think stands so safe

(SHAKSP., Cymb. 1, 5.). I speak not this in estimation As what I

think might be, but what I know Is ruminated, plotted and set down

(I Henry IV. 1, 3.). Though what thou tell'st Hath passed in Heav'n
some doubt within me move (MiLT., P. L. 2, 204.). And what thou
know'st / answer'd then, Will serve to answer thee agen (BiiTL.,
Hud. 1, 3, 1335.). I bring you something, my dear, that I believe

will make you smile (GoLDSM. G. Nat. M 2.). The origin of his

own practice, which he says was a tendency he never could deviate

from (LEWKS, G. I. 60.). What we think ought to be, we are fond
to think will be (COOPER, Spy 6

).
The resumption of the re-*

lative by an interrogative sentence is analogous. Doctrin which
we would know whence learned (MiLT., P. L. 856.). The inter-

lacing of such sentences becomes visible in the same process
with interrogative pronouns in interrogative sentences. Whom will

you that I release unto you
1

? (MATTH. 27, 7.) What do you think
his answer was? (GoLDSM., She Stoops 2.)

Relative as well as interrogative sentences appear from the most ancient
times in such combination, when the dependent sentence, however, does
not usually dispense with the particle that. Old-Engl.: There was a noble
rede knyght The whiche all men that gan hym see , Said ,

than he was
better than hee (!POMYDON 1042 ). What worschepe and grace semyth
you now here That 1 do to this body ? (Cov. MYST. p. 399.). Anglosax. :

On paere stove pe he gecist pat man his naman on nemne (DEUTER. 14, 22.).

Binnan pam dice . . pe ve gemynegodon pat Severus se cdsere het pvyrs
ofer pat edland gedlcjan (BEDA 1, 11.). ponne pu aenig ||ng begite pa's

pe pu vene pat me lycige, bring me bat ic ete (GEN. 27, 3.). He peer

vigena fand ascberendra XVIII and CCC eac peodne holdra, pdra pe he
viste pat meahte vel ceghvylc on fyrd vegan fealve linde (C.DM. 2035.).
Sohton sarigu tu sigebearn Godes aenne in pat eorff-arn, peer hi aer viston

pat /line gehijddan hdleff Judea (Coo. EXON. 460, 2.). Hvdt pyncff pe
pat pu s!e? (Jon. 8, 53.). Hvam vene ic pat hit bed gelic? (Lcc. 13, 18.)

Hu fela manna vile ge on eovrum cynne pat faron? (Exoo. 10, 8.) Hvdt
saede ic pat ic nystef (BoETH. 35, 2.)
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Section The Third.

Of the Collocation of Words and Sentences.

The more a language wears off and loses its inflective forms*
the less capable it becomes of a freer collocation of words and m em"
bers of sentences in speech and writing. The so called logical sue"
cession of words, which even languages rich in inflection in genera

1

make predominant in calmly measured speech, consists in connecting
words in such wise that the notions meet, so as to form a visib^6

and perspicuous unity, when the groups of words or members f

sentences immediately connected permit, within their own limits,
a

certain liberty to habit. The progress from the more general to the

particuliar, from the more indefinite to the more definite is always

readily presented, and represents most simply in a sensuous manner the

march and growth of a series of ideas and thoughts. The rhetorical
collocation of words, on the other hand, assigns to words and mem"
"bers of sentences a positition which, by reason of their particular

importance for the speaker, seems adapted to give them an especial

emphasis. It therefore departs, as an inversion, from the habitual

logical collocation, without thereby rendering the relations of the

words and members unclear. The law of euphony and of rhythm,
concurrently therewith, pervades both prose and poetry, although
the latter attributes to it the greater weight. Inversion is rendered
difficult in languages poor in inflection, as is the case in the Ro-
mance languages.

The English language, although poorer in inflective forms than

the Romance, has preserved advantages over these in the arrange-
ment of words and of members of sentences, for which it is essenti-

ally indebted to the Anglosaxon. It unites in this respect the ad-

vantages of of French in the lucidity of speech, and is at the same
time not without boldness and variety in its outward articulation.

The full freedom of Auglosaxon is of course denied to it, even in

poetry; but it has preserved enduringly echoes of Germanic connec-
tions of words, and has turned them most to account in poetry, as

frequently reflected in dialects and in the popular speech. Inversion

is also protected and indicated by a higher accent, which consider-

ably distinguishes English from French.

Forasmuch as the collocation of words is frequently conditioned

by the grammatical relation of the words, and the popular habit con-

nected therewith, it has been already touched upon in many places
of our grammatical investigation. We have therefore here in part
to give only a general picture of it, in part to refer to whnt has al-

ready been discussed.
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1. The Position of the Subject and of the Predicate.

A. 1. In the indicative principal sentence, both the affir-

mative and the negative, the most general practice makes the

subject come at the commencement.
Time glides on; fortune is inconstant: tempers are soured (MACAUL.^

Essays III. 3.). Plato is never sullen (ib.).

Old-Engl. : Edward wele has sped (LANGT. II. 245.). Costantynoble is a
fulle fayr cytee (MAUNDEV. p. 1 5.). Halfsax. : His fader wes a Gric ikoren

(LA}AM. I. 17.). Anglosax.: Niht is ge-sett mannum to reste (WRIGHT,
Pop. Treat, p. 5) pegn/is prymfdste peoden heredon ((^EDM. 15.).

2. The commencing the sentence with the verb of the predicate,.
if this is preceded by no determination, has not in general re-

mained familiar to the language. This inversion of the subject
and verb is usual in interpolated or postpositive sentences, if the

subject is introduced speaking.
"It is a false conclusion," said Tinto: ! hate it." (Scoxx, Bride

1.). Whisht, whisht!" cried Shaya (MARRYAT, P. Simple, 1, 12.).
"How shall I construe that, Sir Solomon" answered Louis (ScOTT,
Qu. Durw. 28.), although the regular collocation frequently appears,
even here. "My son, my son!" he cried, "they have murdered
him." (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.). "I am not to be lodged there," the

king said with a shudder (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 26.). The verb

stands archaically and poetically at the beginning of the speech:
Quoth Hudibrass, "I smell a rat" (BciTL., Hud. 1, 1, 821.). Quoth
he 2, 2, 665.). Thought he, "this the lucky hour" (2, 1, 285.).
Answered the Warder (Scon, Lord of the Isl. 1, 25.); and thus

intransitive verbs often come at the beginning. Fled the fiery
De la Haye (Scoix, ib. 2, 13.). Smiled then, well pleased, the

aged man (L. Minstr. 4, extr.). Followed the king (BrLW., K. Arth.

7, 3.). Shook all the holloiv caves (7, 56.). KneeTd there, Ms train

(7, 58.). Passed he who bore the lions and the cross (7, 69.).

Seemed it, that the chariot's way Lay through the midst of an im-
mense concave (SHELLEY, Qu. Mab I. p, 12.). Removed he too

from Roumelie (BYRON, Bride 2, 16.). Times presses, floats my
hark 2, 21.) etc. Prose uses this collocation in public proclama-
tions, as: Died at old Rain . . Charles Leslie SCOTT, Ministr.

I. 85.).
The insertion and postposition of inverted sentences with speeches quoted

is common to all ages. Old Engl. : "Sire Emperour", quop pe erl po,
ftne

be je nojt so bolde
"

(R OF GL. I. 58.) "Dame" qnod Melibeus etc.

(CHACC., C. T. p. 164. I.); as inversely: "Sire", he side, "all pi wille pou
hast." (R. OF. GL. I. 58.). Halfsax.: "Lauerd

'

gua& Anacletus, "don ic \ville

pine lare." (LAJAM. I. 30.) Anglosax.: "Hvat sceal ic vinnan?" cvcift he.

(CiEDM. 278.). "Sigeferff is min nama", cvaff he, "ic com secgena leod."

(FIGHT AT FINNESB. 48 ) The postposition of the subject, and the position
of the personal form of verbs of all kinds at the commencement is in Old-

Engl. especially peculiar to poetry: Quoth Alisaundre, with voys hynde
'Now y schal wite who is my freonde (ALis 3762.) Sayde the kyng: I

geve hem leve (Rrcn. C. DE L. 1225.)- Bifel a cas in Briteyne (LAY LE
FREIXE 23.) Syngith the nyghtyngale, gredeth theo jay (Aus. 142.). llolde

ich no mon for un-sele (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 113.). Longith
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the day (Aus. 139.). Was reised ther al rnaner pley (Id!.). Sawe y never

mon no kyng Make so muche mornyng (4492.). Halfsax. Heuede Sauine

pa quene kine beam on wombe (LAJAM. I. 9.). Comen i pissen londe to

ane hustinge Gadwan if Margadud (III. 202.). In Anglosax. the commence-
ment with the personal form of the verb is very familiar, both to prose and to

poetry. Sprdc pd ides Scylding (Beov. 2341. Druncon vin veras (2470.).
HabbaS ve to pam maeran micel serende Deniga frean (545 ). Ville ic

asecgan (693.). Sceop pa bam naman Kfes brytta (GfiDM. 128.). Forlet se

here pa burh (SAX. CHR. 921.). Vds eac offer treov (BASIL., Hexam. 15.).

Vds imn fader folcum gecyffed (Beov 592.). Hdfde Hcesten ser gevorht

pat geveore at Beamfleote (SAX. CHR. 894.).

3. The transposition of predicative determinations is familiar, so

that these stand at the front, and before the intransitive verb to

which the subject is attached. Here also belongs the participle
in the periphrastic forms of the passive. The subject also precedes
the personal form of the verb.

High stomach'd are they both (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.) Hard
is the doubt (SPENS., F. Qu. 4, 9, 1.). Wise are all his ways (MiLT.,
P. L. 3, 680.). Very civil were the salutations on both sides

(FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 3.). Typical of his own nature and strivings
is this conjunction of the Classic and the German (LEWES, G. I.

17.). More dear were the scenes which my infancy knew (BYRON
p. 805.). Blest is the man who etc. (p. 327.). Bitter but unavail-

ing were my regrets (WARREN, Diary 1, 1.). Opposed to them were
the hardiest spirits of America (Cooi'ER, Spy 6.). Inclosed is a
letter from*** (CHATHAM, Lett. 23.). Then sacred seem'd th'elhereal

vault no more (POPE, Essay on Man 3, 263.). And hotter grew
the air (BRYANT p. 94.). Such- has been the perplexing ingenuity
of commentators (IRVING, Columb. 1, 1.). Many are the roofs once

thatched with reeds (CARL., Past a. Pres. 2, 16.). Many are the

hours I have thrown away (COOPER, Spy 8.). The first pledge of

their reconcialiation was the Great Charter (MACAUL., Hist, of E.

I. 14.). Merry brides are we (TENNYSON, p. 44.). A stark moss-

trooping Scot was he (Scorr, L. Ministr. 1, 21.). Certain it is

that etc. (IRVING, Columb. 1. Intr.). Volatile he was (LEWES, G.
I. 48.). All blood he was (SHAKSP., Henry V. 4, 6.). Pretty lads

they were (FIELD., J. Andr. 2, 17.). Victories indeed they were

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 19.). Young he seemed And sad (ROGERS,
It., An Advent.).

Old-Engl : Hardi was is herte to hem (R OF GL. I. 123.). Bryght and

fair was hire face (Aus. 211.). Stedfast seldom ben lechoures (7701.). Mad
was the manage at Snowdon (LANGT. II. 237.). So foul lechour was pe
king (R. OF GL. I. 119.). Mony was pe gode body, pat yslawe was per
(I. 9.). A worthyer lorde forsothe am 1 (Cov. MYST. p. 20.) Vana gloria
hette pe vorme (WRIGHT A. HAI.LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 66.). Such is worldes
wunne (1. 1 20.). Halfsax. : Sorhful wes his duje&e (LAJAM. III. 20 1 .). Wete weoren
his wongen (III. 215. Vnder-jetene weren pe pinges (I. 12.). Achalon
heihte an flum (I 24). Anglosax.: Gode vseron begen ((LEDM. 1581.).

Eddig is se innoff pe pe bar (Luc. 11, 27.1. fJdlig eart pu (Goo. EXON.
25, 19.). JEnlic is pat iglond (198, 12.). pridda is Tigris (CLfiDM. 231.).

Svelc vas pedv hira (ANOR. 25.). Vrdclice syndon vcegea gangas (Ps. 92,
5 ). pinra handa geveore syndon heofonas (BASIL., Hexam. 4.). The posi-
tion of the subject before the personal form is also familar. Old-Engl. :
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Sori ich am (R. OF GL I. 113.). Ychose we bep her to (I. 112.). Spoused
scheo is, and set on deys (ALIS. 1039.). Riche y was of londe (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 120.). Fair y was and fre (1. 121.). Curteys he
was (CHACC., C. T. 260.) Moder thou art of muchel mist [mijt] (WEIGHT
A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 48.). Kyng Phelippes queue scheo is (ALIS. 151.).
Halfsax. : Stif he wes on ponke (LA}AM. J. 89.). Christine we beofi alle

(III. 194.). Anglosax : SvtGe prjjste pu vaere pa (THORPE, Anal. p. 105.).

Afdstnod ic eom on lime grundes (Ps. 69, 2.). Undeor hit is (^ELFR. GL.
Som. 62.).

4. The object placed emphatically at the front may have as a con-

sequence the inversion of the subject, which then comes after

the personal form of the verb. Yet this is far more frequently
without influence upon the position of the subject and upon the per-
sonal form of the verb.

High sparks of honour in thee have I seen (SHAKSP., Rich. II.

5, 6.). Silver and gold have / none, but such as I have, give /
thee (Acxs 3, 6.). Peace hast thou never witness'd (CoLER., Pice.

1, 4.). Much hast thou learnt, my son, in this short journey (ib.).

One effort will / make to save thee (Sfoxx, Ivanh. 36.). Friends
have / none (WARREN, Diary 1, 4.). Such a changed France have
we (CARLYLE, Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 2.).

Old-Engl.: Monie mo hweolpes . . haveSF pe Hun of prude i-hweolped
(WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 66.). Hunten herd y blowe (120.). tie

tSridde lage haved" &e leun (I. 209 ) A yeman had he (CHACC. C. T. 101.).
Hire overlippe wypud sche so clene (133.). Full many a deynte hors

hadde he in stable (168.). This mene / now by mighty Theseus (1675.).
Oure lorde Gode wurchip we (Cov. MYST. p. 20.). Halfsax. : patt sejjde he

(ORM. 687.). Weorre makede Turnus (LA}AM. I. 8.). JEnnne sune heuede
Asscanius I. 11.). Anglosax.: HeSciin sohte ic and Beadecan (THE SCOP
225.). Feala vorda gesprac se engel ((LEDM. 271.). ^Enne hafde he sva

sviffne gevorhtne '(2 52.) pis cvaff se Hcelend on his halgan godspelle
(BASIL., Hexam. 2.). pds gifu sealde seo ceastervaru on Tharsum Apollonio
(APOLON. op T. p. 10.

5. On the otherhand, an adverbial particle or a prepositional
determination more often effects the inverse position of the

subject.
Here is Carlisle (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 5, 6.). Here's no foppery

(BEN JONS. Ev. Man in h. Hum. 4, 1.). Here is stuff (ib.). Here
comes Virgil (Poetast. 5, ].). Here are the other passengers

(DICKENS, Pickw.
"2, 20.). Here have we gained a victory, un-

paralleled in history (Scoxx, Waverl. 50.). There was a famine
in the laud (GEN. 12, 10.). There was the mother! (WARREN,
Diary 1, 2.) There can be no dispute (MACAUL., Essays III. 1.).

And thither were all the flocks gathered (GEN. 29, 3.). Hencefor-
ward will / bear Upon my target three fair shining suns (SiiAKSP.,
Ill Henry VI. 2, 1.). Give me that glass, and therein will / read

(SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4, 1.). Therefore must your edict lay deep
mulct On such etc. (BEN JONS. Sejan 5, 3.) Therefore am 1 bold

(SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 4.). Then went Esau unto Ismael (GEN.
28, 9.). Then was formed that language, less musical indeed etc.

(MACCI,., Hist, of E. I. 17.). Yet mark'd / where the bolt of

Cupid fell (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 2, ?,.). Soon after began the
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busy and important part of Swift's life (JOHNSON, Lives II. 168.).

Now, however, came great news to St. Edmoundsburg (CARL., Past
a Pres. 2, 7 ). Seldom had so curious a phenomenon worse treat-

ment from the Dryasdust species (Fred, the Gr. 4, 1.). Scarce

had / left my father etc. (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.). Scarcely had James
the First mounted the English throne etc. (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I.

63.). Thus must thou speak (Love's L. L. 5, 2
).

Thus had Savage
perished by the evidence of a bawd (JOHNSON, Lives II. 1QO.).
Thus was dissipated . . that body of forces which etc. (He ME,
Hist, of E. 57.). So ended he his tale (SPENS ,

F. Qu. 4, 9, 58.).

So fled the bridal train (Scoxx, Harold 5, 16.). So stands it writ-

ten (CARL., Fr. Revol. ], 1. 1.). Off goes his bonnet to an oyster-
wench (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 4.). On swept his followers for-
ward went the cavalry headed by Gianni Colonna (BnLw. ,

Rienzi

5, 3.). Away went Claudio (SHAKSP., Much Ado 3, 3.). Away
went the four long tailed . . horses (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). Hea-

vily swung back the massive gates at his approach BULW., Rienzi

1, 4.). swiftly can speed my dapple-grey steed (Scoxr, L. Minstr.

1, 24.). Long and deeply did I cogitate upon the future MEL-

VILLE, Digby Grand 15.). Well have ye judged, well ended long
debate (MiLT., P. L. 2, 390.). etc.

Adverbial cases of substantives also come under consideration.

The same day went Jesus out of the house (MATTH. 13, 1.). Three

times was the sally led from the gate; three times were the Romans
beaten back (BuL\v., Rienzi 5, 3.).

Prepositional members of all sorts operate thus. In the window
. . lay Spencer's Fairy Queen (JOHNSON, Lives I. 1.). In the church

was I (CoLER. , Pice., 2, 3.). In purple was she robed (BYRON,
Ch. Har. 4, 2.). Near that village stood an ancient and stately hall

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 196.). At the same time came the dis-

ciples unto Jesus (MATTH. 18. 1. In those days came John the

-Baptist 3, 1
.). Upon their ruins was founded the formidable house

of Douglas (ScoTT ,
Minstr. I. 99.). Into your hand are they de-

livered (GEN. 9, 2.). Towards that heaven will we (CARL., Past. a.

Pres. 1, 6.). With, her vanishes Duke d'Aiguillon and Company
(Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 3.). To such straits is a Kaiser driven (Fred, the

Gr. 5, 6.). With still less judgment did he choose blank verse as

the vehicle of rural sports (JOHNSON, Lives II. 80.). With these

bad terms was / obliged to comply (WARREN, Diary 1, L). With

eyes averted prayed he (Scorr, L. Minstr. 2, 20.). Between them

lay, during a considerable time, a middle party (MA CAUL., Hist, of

E. I. 48.) etc.

The inversion of the subject is in all cases supported by other and

richer determinations, especially by relative sentences coming after it: the

verbs with which it is most readily preserved are intransitive and auxiliary

and modal verbs, which are employed to form and to periphrase tenses.

Instances of particles are numerous in the most ancient times. Old-Engl.:
Her is the blisse of paradiis (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. '275. Her
is mete, her is drinke (ib.) Jent ryd Maximon (I. 12:5.). Ther com a wolf

(II. 274.). Ther is joye (I. 49.). per was po strif at Rome (R. OF GL. I.

90.). pere passe men the ryvere of Danubee (MAUSDKV. p. 7.). Therfore
bathe white thorn any vertues (p. 13.). Fro thens was he translated in to
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Paradys (p. 67.). Ther above is Godes riche (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 132.).

Therthvarf urneth the wateres (p. 137.). perto had he no right (LANGT. I.

86.). pider com Edgar (I. 91.). Tho -was Darie sore agast (ALIS. 4586.).
ffanne geff he to a ston (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 210.). Thanne
is thother half durk (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 134.)- Now sit Darye on a

hulle (ALIS. 4144.). Nu wunieff par inne fueles (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. I. 129.). Now skulkes Dauid aboute (LANGT. II. 243.) Now wol /
speke of the remedies (CHAUC., C. T. p. 196. I.). Afterward cam his

brother (GAMELYN 89.). And yit say 1 more (CHAUC., C. T. p. 159. II.).

Seppe hap Engelond ybe ywerred (R. OF GL. I. 3.). Euer habbe y [add.

pe loued as my fader (I. 30.). Ever stood Gamely*n even upright (GAMELYN
335.). And anon begonnen othere Lordes to do the same (MAUNDEV. p. 41.).

Selden deyeth he out of dette (P. PLOUGHM. p. 281.). pus er many pat
trowes na ping (PRICKE OF CONSC. 303). pus er pai bunden (3214.).

pus fel Adam (WRIGHT A. HALLIW , Rel. Ant. I. 224.). So priketh hem
nature (CHAUC., C. T. 11.). So fare we alle (MORRIS, Allit P. p. 15.). For-

thi seide the aungel (P. PLOCGHM. p. 9.). Of goth the skyn (CHAUC., C. T. 3309.).

Up styrt hir Alisoun (3822.). up roos thanne an advocate (p. 151. II.).

In goth the sperres (2604.). Out goon the swerdes (2610.). Forth goth
Alisaundre (ALIS. 1083.). Forth will i go (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 12.). Doun
than cam his brother (GAMELYN 151.). Agein answered the champion (254).

Wei havest thou said (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 9.). etc. Halfsax. : Her enndenn
twa Goddspelless (ORM. 241.). per wes moni dunt ijeuen (LAJAM. III. 74.).

par com Eneas (I. 7.). par inne weren his latfe feoond (I 27.). PCBT-

affterr wurrp itt efft to nohht (ORM. 10960.). pa cleopode he eorles tweie

(LAjaM. III. 42.). pa com pat word to him (I. 8.). penne seide he to

Wendoleine (I. 101.) Ofte wes pe drake buuen (III. 15.). JEuere wes
Arffur eerhffe bideled (III. 33.). Sippenn warrp Elyzabceth . . wipp childe

(OfiM. 231.). Nu hidded Laiamon (LA}AM. I. 3.). puss oferrcomm pe lape

gast Adam annd Eve (ORM., 12376.). puss hafepp Drihhtin don wipp me
(237.). pus seide Brutus (LA}AM. I. 30.). Welle wide sprong pas eorles

word (III. 43) etc. Anglosax. : Her for se here to Lundenbyrig (SAX. CHR.

872.). Her aerest gesceop ece drihten . . heofon and eorffan (&EDM. 112.).

Peer vas Vulfrunn genumen (SAX. CHR. 943.). Peer vas cirm micel (ANDR.
41.). pa vas Matheus . . comen (40.). JD cvaedon p;"i englas (GEN. 19,

12.). pa stod he nacod on pam strande (APOLLON. OF T. p. 11.). Panne
forflf gevat . . Laurentius (MENOL. 143.). Nh sceal Hffred pone vergan
heap vraffum 'ahreddan (CTNEV. , Crist. 15. Grein). Hvilum uppastod . .

egesa ofer ySrlid" (An DR. 443.). Oft gesamnodon side herigeas (652.). Sva
hi alysde Kfes ealdor . . pat paera cefre ne com dn spelboda (Ps. 105, 10.).

Svd on Syne beorg somod up cymefl mcigenfolc micel (CYNEV., Crist 876.

Grein) pus sindon haten hamsittende fader and modur (ANDR. 686.) etc.

Adverbial determinations by cases and prepositional members were like-

wise combined in former times to the greatest extent with the inversion

of the subject, although, like most particles, not necessarily. Old-Engl.:
Four fy tuenti wynter lasted pis sorow (LANGT. I. 40.). Seuen jere was
he kyng (I. 23.). At Siforde setin kinhis inonie (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant I. 170.). Euene ajeyn Fraunce stonde pe contre of Chichestre (R. OF
GL. I. 6.). In that desert duellyn manye of Arrabyenes (MAUNDEV. p. 63.).

Before that chirche is the ymage of Justynyan (p. 8.). Under boske shal

men weder abide (WRIGHT A. HALLIW, Rel. Ant. I. 113.). Of hym com pe
gode Bruyt (R. OF GL. I. 10.). To wrotherhele was he wroght (P. PLOCGHM.

p. 280.) etc. Halfsax.: JDeo while com pe eotene faren (LA^AM. III. 31.).

Inne Griclonde was a jung mon (I. 17.). Mid him com moni Aufrican
(II. 6.). To wroper heore hele habbeff heo such were idon (I. 21. sq.).

Anglosax.: /$ ilcan gedre slogon Edst-Engle Beornvulf (SAX. CHR. 823.).

Be stiffan him syndon Svcefas (OROS. 1,1.). On odre healfe Donua pcere
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ed is pat land Carendre (ib.). On pisse abbudissan mynstre vas sum bro-

tior (BEDA 4, 24.). On anginne gesceop se dlmilitiga fader pysne mid-
daneard (BASIL., Hexam. 2.)- From pam Vodne avoc eall ure cynecynn
(SAX. CHR. 449.)- Mid him ferde pes cynges stivard (1124.)- Vid pone
here gefuhton Osric . . and A&elvulf (860.) etc.

6. Negative particles, like never, neither, nor at the commencement,
often of themselves effect the inversion of the subjects; negative

particles, which in such a case stand in connection with other ad-

verbial or prepositional determinations, have likewise frequently
an inverted subject in their train.

Never met we . . on hill, in dale (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 2, 2,).

Never was there a mind keener or more critical than that of

Middleton (MACAUL., Essays III. 4.). Never were such thrice-

magnificent Carnival amusements (CARL., Fred, the Gr. 6, 3.). Nei-
ther do the spirits dam-rid Lose all their virtue (MiLT., P. L. 2,

482.). Neither was / offended (ScoiT, R. Roy 3.). The tale is

long, nor have / heard it out (Ai>i>is., Cato 4, 3.). Nor is this

much to be regretted (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 44.). No sooner

was he aware of this, than he repented (LEWES, G. I. 57.) Not

only does he master it . . he seems so bent on reaching the

gaol that he scarely thinks on anything else (I. 66.).
From the most ancient times the negative sentence shews an inclina-

tion to invert the subject, when a negative particle commences the sentence.

Old-Engl.: Ms nower non trewSe (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 130.).
Ne may he newir for-farin (I. 176.). Ne sal pu J>i

wif bi hire wlite chesen

(I. 178.). Ne gladieth me no gest (I. 125.). Ne was / never er now . .

Somound unto your court (CHACC., C. T. 7201.). Thou ne has no cham-

pioun Ne fighte canstow nat (5050.). Ne con ich saien non falsdom

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 4 ). Ne shal ich never have reste ne ro (p. 9.).

Nought was forgete the porter Ydelnes (GHAOC., C. T. 1942. cf. 2023.

2313.). No more did Gospatrik (LANGT. I. 79.). No dorste no inon him
bystryde (Aus. 706.). Never ne hadde he mo in all his lif (CHACC., C. T.

13421.). Never bifor in Wales was don so grete greue (LANGT. I. 91.).

Noiper bi Norp no bi Soup com him never help (I. 41.). Halfsax. : N&s
ich nauere of Arffure afsered (LAUM. III. 36.). Ms he in narc kudtte pe
hit pe maje icudffe (III. 41.). Ne scalt pu nseuer halden dale of mine
lande (I. 131.). Nses nceuere king nan (II. 563.). Ne maj| nan man her

wurrpi ben (ORM. 17158.). Anglosax.: Ne loh ic, ac pu loge (GEN. 18, 15.).
Ne dear ic ham faran (44, 34.). Ne beoij eovre dceda dyrue (Coo. EXON.
130, 12.). Ne vzspat ongin svylc (123, 22.). pat ncefre forlaeted lifigende

god eorl on eorflan (ANDR. 459.). The subject usually follows naefre in
the principal sentence.

7. Even when the principal sentence appears as an apodosis, with or

without a conjunction or adverb, the inverted subject often

stands after the verb of the predicate.
But when the day-blush bursts from high Expires that magic

melody (BYRON, Bride, 2, 28.). Wherever flagged his own, or failed

the opposing, force, glittered his white robe, and rose his bloody
battle-axe (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.). While the government of the

Tudors was in its highest vigour, took place an event which etc

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. I.). If love can sigh For one alone, Well

pleased am I To be that one (Ti-i. MOORE, Nat. Airs). If the town
was heedless, not so were the stars (LEWES, G. I. 15.). Not as
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the world giveth give I unto you (JOHN 14, 27.). The smaller

compass that the realme doth holde, the easier is the swey therof
to welde (FEKREX A. PORR. 1, 2.). The greater the new power
they create, the greater seems their revenge against the old (BcL\v.,
Rienzi 2, 8.).
That the same influences may be predominant in the apodosis as in

every other principal sentence is readily intelligible. Yet the inclination to

inversion of the subject is especially visible in former times. Old-Engl.:
Wher so me eny mete deles, Gest thou nout withoute (WRIGHT A. HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I 111.), ffanne he lieth to slepen sal he nevre luken are lides

of hise egen (I 209.). Seffen hie henen wenden, atlai pat lond unwend

(I. li'9.). Right als Hardeknout had left alle pat folie Com Edward, Eil-

red sonne (LANGT. 56.). By so that thow be sobre . . Darstow nevere care

for corn (P. PLOCGHM. p. 276.). If men lyvede as mesure wolde. Sholde
nevere more be defaute (p. 277.). If he naked man se ne wile he him

nogt neggen (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 212.). The inversion is fre-

quent if a correlative to the dependent sentence is added to the apodosis.
Ther parfit truthe and poore herte is . . Ther is Charite the chief cham-
brere (P. PLOCGHM. p. 279 ). When mon is in treye and tene Thenne
herith God ys bene (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 113.). Whan no-

thing ne halth hit up . . Thanne falli h hit softe a-doun (WRIGHT, Pop.
Treat, p 137.). Whan he wend haf passed po pat gon him dryne, pan
were aryued in Humber pritty schippes 8f fyue (LASGT. I. 16.). Though
we killen the cat Yet sholde ther eome another (P. PLOUGHM. p. 12.). As
the male is plentinouse . . among trees of wodes, so is my derling among sones

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW , Rel. Ant. I. 40.). The same thing takes place in the

principal after the relative sentence. Wose lat is wif his maister wurpen,
sal he never ben his wordes loverd (I. 180.). Halfsax. : pa wile pe heo
tweoneden pus, clepede Membricius ((LAJAM. I. 39.). pohh patt he se pe
lape gast Niss he rihht nohht iorrfaered (ORM. 6790. pa pis child was feir

muche, pa luuede he a maide (LAJAM. 1. 12.). penne ich waes on bedde
iswaued . . pen com biuoren pa fairest ping (II. 234 ). Annd tohh patt
tiss Elyzabsep . . Wass puss off Aaroness kinn pohh sej^p pe Goddspell-
whritte etc. (ORM. "308.). Anglosax. : Syfffian he com ofer Vatlinga

-
straete,

vorhton hi pat mseste yfel (SAX. CHR. 1013.). Gif pu pat angin fremest . .

forhele ic incrum herran, pat me hearmes sva fela Adam gesprac ((LEDM.

575.). pd hi pa pat gebed gefylled heafdon, pd com paer sum vif (GuTH-
LAC 1.). Mid pi pe he pas pingc vas sprecende . . pa faeringa geseah he

sumne fiscere gan (APOLLON. OF T. p. 11.). jEr peer vaere senig spere ges-
coten aer fledh pat Englisce folc (SAX. CHR. 1055.). Svd hvilc man sva pe
lifigende to him bringff, onfo se fiftig punda goldes (APOLLON. OF T. p. 8.).

This is the common collocation with correlative particles in Anglosax.,
whence the inverted position of the subject in the apodosis, as opposed to

the dependent sentence, appears as decidedly usual.

B. In the interrogtive principal sentence, whose subject is

not an interrogative pronoun, or accompanied by an adjective inter-

rogative, the inverted position of the subject is the rule.

What need we fear who knows it? (SIIAKSP., Macb. 5, 1.).

Thoughts, whither have ye led me? MILT., P. L. 9, 473.) How
do you guard your property? (Scoix, Qu. Durw. 16.). Are you a

Christian? (ib.) Why should not the generosity of our poet be

equally interesting to us? (LEWES, G. I 8.). What is this Fingal?

(MARRYAT, P. Simple, 1, 12.) Will nothing move you? (BYRON,
Fosc. 1, 1.) On the other hand: Who is your leader and com-
mands you? (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 16.) etc. The question may also
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take the form of an assertion, the real or ironical questionableness
of which is denoted, not by inversion, but by the accent. They
will not banish me again? No no, Let them wring on (BYR.
Fosc. 1. 1.). The question may also appear as an indirect ques-
tion in the sense of another person. How it is to be cured? (CARL.,
Past a. Pres. 1, 4.)

If the question assumes the character of surprise and of ex-
clamation, we meet partly with the inversion of the subject,

partly with the collocation of the indicative sentence. What visions

have I seen! (SHAKSP., Mids. N. Dr. 4, 1.) How modestly has he

spoken of himself! (BEN JONS., Catil. 5, 6.). How foolish was II

(WARREN, Diary 1, 1.) On what small and insignificant things do
our fates depend! (ib.) beside: What taste some people have!

(SHF.RID., Riv. 2, 2.) Oh, how pleasant it must be! (CoorER, Spy
2.) Alas! how pale thou art! (BvRON, Manfr. 3, 4.)

Inversion is traditional in the question Old-Engl.: Hast pou forjete

pe gret wo? (R. OF GL. I. 24.) Wat penkestow for to do? (ib.) Lovest
thou wel dame Margeri? (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.) Halfsax. : Whonene beo

je? (LAJAM. I. 61.). Whaer cert pu? (II. 327.). Anglosax.: Slcepst put
(MARC. 14. 37.). Lufast pu me? (Jon. 21, 15). Hu mag he? (GuN. 29. 6.)
Hvat sceal ic vinnan? (C^DM. 278.). Hvat seal pe svd Id&lic strid viff

pines hearran bodan? (659) For hvi ne fixast pu on sap (THORPE, Anal.
106 ). The sentence also appears as a question in the form of the asser-

tion. Old-Engl : And pou hast now forsake My dojter, pat schulde be pi
wif, & to a kemelyng take? (R. OF GL. I. 25.) Anglosax. goes further.

Ve 6<5res sceolon abidan? (MATH. 11, 3.) Hu ve singaff (Ps. 136, 5.) [quo
modo nos contabimus?] Sva lange ic eov polige? (MARCI 9, 19.) [How
long shal I suffer you?] Forhvan pu pat sele gescot . . unsyfre bismite?

(Coo. EXON. 90, 28.) [Why didst thou . . defile?] The interrogative

pronoun as the subject preceeded, the verb as it does now: Hvd meahte
me svilc gevit gifan? (C^DM. 668.)

It is natural that the expression of surprise occurs with an inter-

rogative particle or a pronoun from the earliest times in a double colloca-

tion. Anglosax.: Eala! hu leas and hu unvrest is pisses middan-eardes
vela! (SAX. CHR. 1087) Hu pu gleavlice mid noman ryhte nemnad vtere

Emmanuhel! (Con. EXON. 9, 6.). Ealla hu egeslic peos stovys! (GEN. 28.

17.) Hu vundorlic pin nama ys! (Ps. 8, 1.)

C. Imperative sentences make the pronominal subject follow the

personal form of the verb; to them are mostly attached, in regard
to the subject generally, optative or periphrastic imperative sen-

tences.

Do thou stand for me! .(SHAKSP., I Henry IV. 2, 4.). Vex not

thou the poet's mind (TENNYSON p. 41.). Pour ye wine! (MRS.
HEMANS p. 12.). Do you begin! (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.) Be we
bold! (CoLER., Pice. 2, 1.) Perish the baubles! (GOLDSM., She

Stoops 2.) May I be poor and free ! (CowpER p. 5.). O'er roses

may your footsteps move (BYRON, p. 308
).

With the conjunctive,
and in periphrases of it, the inverse collocation also occurs: God
forbid! Heaven defend! The Lord judge between me and thee!

(GEN. 16, 5.)

Old-Engl.: Help thu me! (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 101.) Nail
we him opon a tre (I. 101.). Ille might thou spede! (TOWN. M. p. II.)

Halfsax.: Hail seo pu Luces! (LAJAM. III. 2.) Lete we hit pus stonden (II.
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217.). Liffe him beo Drihten! (I. 3.) Ga we nu till patt ilke tun (OEM.

3390.;. Ne be je nohht taerjaeness (14025.). Anglosax.: Hal vas pu! (MATH.
27, 5:9.) Hale vese-ge! (28, 9.) Up-dhebben-ve his naman (Ps. 33, 3.).

Vurffe god se ende (SAX. CHR. 1066). Vaxan hi hira reaf (Jos. 19, 10.).

Therewith Old-Engl.: Of noting ge ne drede! (R. OF GL. I. 140.). God
almijtten be her-inne! (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 3.) God the i-blessi (p 6.).

Mahowm the shelde (Town. M. p. 127. Anglosax.: HI vddljan? (Ps. 108, 9).

D. Dependent Sentences are in general more averse than prin-

cipal sentences to inversion, with respect to the position of the

subject and of the verb of the predicate. We may find therein a
reaction of the Anglosaxon, which in the dependent sentence chiefly

postpones the verb of the predicate to the subject, and even re-

mits it to to the end of the sentence. In a few cases certainly
the inversions occuring in the principal sentence are also found;
in particular where there, always appearing, precedes the verb of

the predicate.

1. Among substantive sentences the indirect interrogative
sentences are to be observed, which from the earliest times have

mostly adopted the succession of the subject and the verb of the

predicative familiar to the rest of the sentences of this class.

Whence thou return''st . . I know (MiLT., P. L. 12, 610.). Say,
where greatness lies (PoPE, Essay on M. 4. 217.). He slew That
which he loved, unknowing what he slew (BYRON, Manfr. 2, 1.).
We can't make out why you thought fit to summon him in such
haste (WARREN, Diary 2, 5.). Remark, meanwhile, how . . new

powers are fashioning themselves (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 2.). Con-

currently therewith: What were his thoughts I cannot tell

Old-Engl.: I ne wot wider 1 sal faren (WRIGHT A. HALLIW
, Rel. Ant. I.

235.). & asked whepen pei ware? (LANGT. II. 236.). And asked hym,
what he wolde (MAUNDEV. p. 24.). Wher that he be, I can nat sothly

sayn (CHAUC., C. T. 3670.); beside: Wat is thi wille let me wite (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 3.). Halfsax. : Annd ta pejj wistenn sone anan Forr whatt he
dwelledd haffde (ORM. 226.). pe king hine bi-poute was he don mahte

(LAJAM. I. 44.). He poute of his swefne & hou pe Icefdi him sceide (I. 53.).

Anglosax.: Frige hvat ic hdtte? (Coo. EXON. 398, 20.). Saga . . hu ic

hdttef (381, 21.). Fragn . . Abel eorffan vcere (C^DM. 999). Hafde pa
gefrunen hvanan sio fceh& ardsf (BEOV. 4797.)

2. In the sentences of the determination of place, relative ad-

verbs often operate like others upon the inversion of the subject.
The heads and leaders thither haste where stood Their great

Commander (MiLT. , P. L. 1, 357.). Yet Mafra shall one moment
claim delay Where dwelt of yore the Lusiarfs luckless queen (BYRON,
Ch. Har. 1, 29.). Ruppin, ivhere lies the main part of the regi-
ment Goltz (CARL., Fred, the Gr. 9, 2.). All flesh, wherein is the

breath of life (GEN. 6, 17.). The armories wherein are gathered
the weapons etc. (LEWES, G. I. 3.).

Where is love and leautee, Thei wol noght come there (P. PLOUGHM. p.

67.). Thou hast made IX, there was X (Tows. M. p. 4.). To the pavy-
loun There as lay Kyng Phelipoun (ALIS. 480.). Halfsax. : Wurflfscipe
ualleff adune per wes aer wunne (L.^AM. III. 216.). Anglosax.: Vunode,
peer hie strang begedt vite (LEDM. 2561.)-

3. Dependent Sentences of the conditional and of conces-
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sion are frequently represented by the inverted form of the sen-

tence. See p. 460 and 474.

4. In modal sentences inversion may appear after as.

Death itself is not so painful As is this sudden horror (RoWE,
Jane Sh. 4, 1.). I am even as unconcerned as was that honest

Hibernian who etc. (Poi'K, Lett.). His nose, which, large as were
the others, bore them down into insignificance (MARRY AT, J. Faithf.

1, 3.).

Old-Engl.: His love is al so swete, y-wis, So ever is myIk or likoris

(Ans. 427.). Al so lene was his hors as is a rake (CHACC., C. T. 289.).

As meke as is a mayde (69.). Halfsax. : Wes swulc swa beoff gold wir

(L.\jAM. I. 300.). Duden pus swa hit hcehte Febus (II. 95.). Sende swa
wide swa ileste his riche (I. 26.). Swa summ itt wollde Oodd (ORM. 749.).

Anglosax.: Sva stod se deofol on Godes gesihSe svd svd deft se blinda on
sunnan (Jos A. Ettm. 3, 18.). Ic haligne gast hyhte beluce emne sva ecne,
svd is dffor gecveden fader dtfffe freobearn (GBEIN, Ags. P. II. 293.).

5. In the adjective sentence, which begins with a prepositional

member, the intransitive and passive verb especially admit an in-

version; on the other hand, the preceding case of the object is

seldom accompanied by an inverted subject of the transitive verb.

That spirit, upon whose weal depend and rest The lives of many
(SHAKSP., Haml 3, 3.). The . . hamlet of Tully-Veolan ,

close to

which was situated the mansion of the proprietor (Scon , Waverl.

8.). A very neat cottage residence, in which lived the widow of a

former curate (TROLLOPE, Framl. Pars. 1, 2.). From which follows
a ,,King of Bohemia" elected there (CAKL., Fred, the Gr. 3, 14.).
He . . held that post in his Serai Which holds he here (BYRON,
Bride 2, 16.).

Old-Engl. : The ende for the which be wrouje myraclis to us (WRIGHT A.

HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. SO.). For which oppressioun was such clamour

(CHACC. C. T. 6471. cf. 15647.). God . . withowtyn whos wyl may be

ryth nought (Cov. MYST. p. 40.). Anglosax. : Ball flaesc on pam pe ys lifes

gdst under heofenum (GEN. 6, 17.). Meotud mon-cynnes, in pds meahtum
sind a butan ende ealle gesceafta (Coo. EXON. 253, 18.).

E. With respect to the verb of the predicate it is to be observed
that the compound tenses, as well as commonly the verb of exis-

tence enriched by predicative complements, except with the al-

ready cited inversions of the subject, make the personal form
of the auxiliary verb precede the participle.

That heart hath burst that eye was closed (BYRON, Bride 2,

26.). Caesar was mighty (SHAKSP., J. Caes. 3, 1.). On the other

hand often: A strong tyrant who invaded has Her land (SPENSER,
F. Qu. 5, 10, 6.).

In ancient times the inverse collocation was common. Old-Engl.: Whan
Zephirns . . Euspirud hath . . The tendre croppes (CHACC., C. T. 5.).

Alisaundre anvied was (Ai-is. 1102.). As ys power lute was (R. OF GL. I.

92.). Asyghe al so muchel is (Aus. 45.). The queen wolde awreke beon

(1364). Halfsax.: Heora kun we aqueald habbeft (LAJAM. 1, 42). pe mid
him ifunden weren (I. 25.). Ure laffdij weddedd wass (ORM. 2023.). He
shollde nemmnedd ben Emanuael (3088.). Anglosax. : Ic forvorht habhe . .

hyldo pine (C.EDM. 1020.). Sva hire veoruda helm . . beboden hdfde (ELESK

2'24.). pa hie pa pat geveorc furftum ongunnen hafdon (SAX. CHB. 896.).

Matzner, engl. Gr. II. 3. 35
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Mycel here-huffe paer genumen vds (993.). Sva hit gecveden is (1003.).

Anglosax. frequently proceeds thus in dependent sentences.

II. The Position of adverbial Determinations of the Sentence.

A. Among these we first of all consider the cases.

1. The case of the object, which in plain speech follows, and is

attached to the verbal notion, but also, as we have seen, may
precede it and eftect the inversion of the subject, may, without

influencing the place of the latter, change its logically measured

position.

a. Thus we especially find an original accusative of a substantive,
with or without adnominal determinations, as well as the sub-

stantive pronouns, placed before the verb of the sentence, and
even the imperative.

Your eunuch send to me (BEN JONS., Sejan 2, 1
.). My drun-

kenness I confess (DiAL. OF THE DEAD 2.). Thy frauds I see

(ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 3.). Her loud laughter, though so near me,
1 had not once heard (WARREN, Diary 2, 1.). A short cry she

uttered, but she stirred not (ROGERS, It., An Advent.). Bars
and bolts we have none (ID., The Bag of Gold). Italian he
learn'd by listening to his father . . French, too, he learned

(LEWES, G. I. 22.). One thing thou lackest (MARK 10, 21.).
One thing I do know (CARL. Past. a. Pres. 3, 10.). These

thoughts Full counsel must mature (MiLT., P L. 1, 659.). This

two-fold character Frankfurt retains to the present day (LEWES,
G. L 17). Such evils Sin hath wrought (CowpER p. 188.).
No pause of dread Lord William knew (Scoir, Harold 5, 15.).
Thee I revisit safe (MiLT., P. L. 3, 21.). Him the Almighty
Power Hurl'd headlong flaming from the'ethereal sky (I, 44.).
Him they crush down (CARL., Fr. Revol. 1, 1, 4.). Them

unexpected joy surprised (MiLT., P. L. 6. 774.). This he
owed partly to his father (LEWES, G. I. 14.). I am fond
of people, and that every one feels directly (I. 12.). If

the object is denoted or accompanied by a relative pronoun,
to which also belongs the combination with the adnominal

whose, this collocation is necessary. Many and various were
the curiosities which he showed (Scoxi, Antiqu. 3.). John o'the

Girnel), whose grave I will showyou (ib.). The same is the

case in the interrogative sentence with the interrogative
pronouns. See also the Infinitive 1. a.

In the oldest time the case of the thing, as well as the case of the

person, very frequently occupies both places: the former also without
the inversion of the subject, as also with the imperative. Old-Engl.:

Potage eoteth bliffeliche (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 1.). Paniers
he made (P. PLOCGHM. p. 312.). Purpre and pal he droh (I. 119.).

Ys hoc an honde he nom (ib.) An otter kinde he haveff (I. 208.).

My coppe thou hast y-stole (Aus. 4202.). Thai honour thou hast lore

(4215.). Such myjt . . pou myjt per poru afonge (R. OP GL. I.

91.). So muche ich habe pe mysdo (I. 35.). Hem ye make at ese

(P. PLOCGHM. p. 315.). Ilkon he slouh (LANGT. I. 75.). My chil-
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dren pat ich }ef my god (R. OF GL. I. 35.) etc Halisax.: His tceld

he braeid on breoste (LAJAM. III. 25.). Mine leomen he haueff to-bro-

ken (III. 26.). pa jaten alle he to-brac (III. 27.) All pis ich wulle

don (111. 36.). Anglosax.: Mildheortnesse and eddmodnesse he laerde

(L.KGG. ^ELEERD. 49.). Odrstapan and vndu-hunig he at (MARC. 1, 6.).

Satan ic secan ville (GSDM. 757 ). Hcestenes vif and his suna tvegen
mon brohte to pam cyninge (SAX. CHK. 894.). pd men mon laedde to

Vinteceastre (897.). pine stemne ic gehyrde (GEN. 3, 10.). Ealle
steorran he eac pa gevorhte (BASIL., Hexam. 7.). Hie hig and gars
for metealeaste mede gedrehte (ANDR. 38.). Hire pa Adam and-
svarode (C.EDM. 824). Him pa adre God andsvarede (869.). Him seo

ven geleah (49.). In the relative sentence the same position of

relative pronouns takes place as that of interrogatives in the inter-

rogative sentence.

b. Less diffused and more poetical is the position of the object
between subject and verb.

LOYC so much could (SPENS., F. Qu. 6. 9, 37.). Thou My
being gav'st me (MiLT., P. L. 2, 864.). The birds their notes

renew (2, 494.). The serpent me beguil'd (10, 162.). For me,
the mine a thousand treasures brings (POPE, Essay on M. 1,

137.). In vain the spring my senses greets (ADDIS., Rosam. 1,

4.). Arthur's slow wain his course doth roll (Scoxx, L. Minstr.

1, 17.). Yet I thy hest will all perform at full (TENNYSON
p. 192.).

The cases of the substantive otherwise often stood between subject
and verb, but especially the personal pronouns most frequently : in de-

pendent sentences the cases also formerly readily came betwixt the

elements of the periphrastic verbal forms. Old-Engl : Eneas . . Ascayn

ys sone nome (R. OF GL. I. 10.). Unkyndnesse caristiam maketh (P.

PLOCGHM. p. 277.). Briddes and beestes That no blisse ne knoweth

(p. 280.). Ych pe loue (R. OF GL. I. 30.). pat pou hire spousedest
(I. 91.). pe Brutones hym crownede (I. 87.). Thow hem grevest (P.

PLOUGHM. p. 280.). Foweles hym fedde (p. 312.). If I hit lakked (SiR
GAWAYNE 1250. ed. Morris). William has hauen nomen (LANGT. I.

79.). Tho he hadde furst man y-maked (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat p. 140.).
Whan it hadde of this fold Flesshe' and blood taken (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 24.). Halfsax. : Penda his sweord ut a-droh, and he Oswald of-sloh

(L.AjAM III. 262.). pa selc his stu.de hafde inomen (II. 95.). Her he
heo bi-burede (III. 28.). ?e us habbaff ofte imaked wra<5 (II. 96.).

patt blisse patt us comm (ORM. 719.). pu hauest pine willen

iseid (LAJAM. III. 272.)- We habbeoff writen ibroht pe (III. 2.). pa
he hafde pis idon (III. 29.). Anglosax. : Ecbrjrht sige nam ($AX. CHB.

823.). Ic his blod ageat (C^DM. 1026.). Hi pone here geflymdon
(SAX. CHR. 860.). Ic tearas sceal geotan (Coo. EXON. 11, 8.). Ve
hine fraeton (Ps. 34, 23.). Drihten us hataff (DEUTER. 1, 27.). fau hit

segst (Lcc. 23, 3.). pa he hafde ealle amyrrede (15, 14.). pe pes
dema hafaff pa vyrrestan vitu gegearvad (JULIANA 249. Grein).

2. If a factitive accusative is added to the case of the object,

this ordinarily follows the former, whatever may be the posi-

tion of the verb of the predicate. Instances see Vol. II. 1.

p. 195.

The inversion of these cases is by far the rarer phenomenon
in English. I might behold addrest the king (SHAKSP., Love's

L. L. 5, 2.). His crime makes guilty all his sons (Mii/r., P. L.

35
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3, 290.). But light I held this prophecy (ScoTT, Lady of the
L. 1, 23.).

Adjectives and participles especially occur there inverted. Some of this

has been observed with regard to the verb have. Old-Engl. : A mayd
undefyled I hope he xal me preve (Cov. MYST. p. 141.). Adjectives are

often put first in Anglosax. Hdlne me gedo (MATH. 14, 30.). Bearn-
kdsne ge habbaff me gedonne (GEN. 42, 36.).

3. The position of the accusative with adjectives of measure,
which commonly follow this case, is clear from the instances

Vol. II. p. 164.

4. The case accompanied by a preposition, which comprehends
a great series of determinations connecting the different mem-
bers of the sentence in the logical context of the speech, admits
the most various interpolations within the sentence. The most
natural position of this member is its junction each time to the

notion to which it is immediately referred. We therefore only
consider those separations of it from its nearest relational word
which have become more familiar.

a. Thus it very frequently comes at the commencement of the

sentence which is attached, without inversion of its subject,
to the prepositional member.

Of deare Sansfoy I never joyed howre (SPENSER, F. Qu. 1,

4, 46.). Of noble race the Ladye came (ScOTT, L. Minstr. 1,

11.). Of cowardice Monmouth had never been accused (MA-
CAUL., Hist, of E. II. 186.). To him she hasted (MiLT., P.

L. 9, 853.). To their wills we must succumb (BuTL., Hud. 1,

3, 459.). To a degenerate and embruted people, liberty seems
too plain a thing (BiJLW., Rienzi 2, 8.). To these peculiarities
Mr. Mertoun added another (ScOTT, Pirate 1.). Into this fe-
deration our Saxon ancestors were now admitted (MACAUL.,
Hist, of E. L 9.). In parts superior what advantage lies?

(POPE, Essay on M. 4, 259.) And under such preceptors who
can fail? (Cowp. p. 192.). In such a state we both were

(DiAL. OF THE DEAD 1.). Beyond this flood a frozen contin-

ent Lies dark and wild (MiLT., P. L. 2, 587.). For several

days they were detained in a harbour (!RVING, Columb. 4, 6.).

At eve the battle ceased (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.). In the year
1603 the great Queen died (MACAUL., Hist, of E. I. 63.).
For this, his name deserves to be handed down to eternal

infamy (MOTLEY, Rise of the D. Rep. 1, 1.) and so on. The
placing first is bolder with a relative sentence. Yet are these

two For battle who prepare (ScOTT, Harold 5, 15.).

Although the inversion of the subject was formerly very usual here,
the commencement with the prepositioal member was frequent, even
without this. The placing first of local, temporal, causal and modal
determinations belongs to the action in its totality is the most natural,

although they do not refuse a nearer reference to the verb of the pre-
dicate. The inversion of the subject always represents this more de-

cidedly. But that, even at present, determinations standing in the

nearest relation to the predicate are thus
separated,

is shown by many
of the instances already cited. Old-Engl.: Of water he haveth wete,

Of eyr he haveth wynd (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). Hof on ich
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herde sale (Anecd. p. 2.). To the mete they weoren y-set (Ai-is. 538.).

To deth he was y-slawe (720.) To Yrlond heo flowe (R. OF GL. I.

In that on half the sonne sent on hire lijt (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 134.).

On the rode heo gonnen him slo (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 48.).

Through counsel of his barony, He made him steward (Rica. C. DE L.

2440.). After pe acord sone Philip dight him forward (LANGT. I. 156.)
etc. Halfsax. : Of his horse he preou (LAUM. I. 35.). Of Ignogen his

quene he hefde preo sunen (I. 89.). To blisse hit awurfle! (III. 14.).

On Itali^e heo comen to londe (I. 5.). An celche helue heo forff flujen

(II. 163.). For nauer nere speche pas preo eorles riche nolden abiden

(III. 46.) etc. Anglosax. : Of eallum his earfo&um he hine alysde (Ps.

33, 6.). Of jEgyptum ic minne sunu geclypode (MATH. 2, 15.). To
his dgenum he com (Jon. 1, 11.). On handa pine ic bebeode gast
minne (Ps. 31, 6.). Pram him pas yfelu sind becumen on us (DEUTER.
31, 17.). On niht he taehte eov^l, 33.). On peos gedre . . Norff-

hymbre and Eastengle hafdon Alfrede cyninge affas geseald (SAX.
CHR. 894.) etc.

b. A prepositional member appears at present far more rarely
betwixt the subject and the verb of the predicate, if the

former is a personal pronoun, although such a member fre-

quently attaches itself to other subjects, especially when it

more readily separates itself from the immediate construction

with the verb of the predicate, or represents an adverbial form .

He to England shall along with you (SnAKSP., Haml. 3, 3.).

Lewis, in a few weeks, reconquered Franchecomte (HuME, Hist,

of E. 66.). The commons, soon after the establishment of that

council, proceeded so far etc. (67.). King Henry, on the other

hand, had already arrived in the camp (MOTLEY, Rise of the

D. Rep. 1, 3.). One favourite story, in particular, haunted
her imagination (MACAUL., Essays V. 18) etc.

The older language goes further even here. Old-Engl. : Tho thou in

to hevene trede (WRIGHT, A HALLIW.
, Rel. Ant. II 48.). pat anker

on hire servanz for openliche giltes leie penitence (II. 5.). pe noble

man Eneas To Lumbardye com (R. OF GL. I. 96.). He to William
went (LANGT. I. 81.). Malcolme with skrite him bond (I. 79.). Mal-
colme in Kumberland dos pat he may tille ille (I. 86.). Oon Makometh

. in mysbileve broughte Sarzens (P. PLOUGHM. p. 318.) etc. Halfsax. :

Brutus i pare hauzne laei (LAJAM. I. 60.). Brutus hine . . into pane
oastle dude (I. 73.). pa Corineus of wode com (I. 74.). Anglosax.: pa
he of slcepe avoc (APOLLON. OF T. p. 1.). pat pas maedenes fostor-

modor into pam bure eode (p. 2.). He mid micclan gefedn to scipe

gevande (p. 6.). Drihtnes engel on svefnum atyvde (MATH. 1, 20.).

.jEr sunne to setle eode (Exoo. 17, 12.). Ne ic mid nivre Idre nelle

laeran pe nu (BASIL., Admon 1.).

c. Prepositional members not rarely come between the elements

of compound tenses, as, generally, between auxiliary and modal
verbs and their complements.

Every private had, from infancy, respected his corporal much
and his Captain more (MACAUL., Hist, of E. V. 2.). It had,
on the contrary, been better received (V. 1 5.). An event which
had not, in the sixteenth century, been stated by custom (MOTLEY,
Rise of the D. Rep. 1, 1.) etc.

Old-Engl. : po pei were in pe schippet ydo (R. OF GL. I. 96.). Half-

saxon: Itt iss inn a cribbe lejjd (ORM. 3366.). per wes Baldric eorl
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anan mid bronden to-heouwen (LAJAM. III. 202.). Anglosax.: pises
cyninges even vearff of life geviten (APOLLON. OF T. p. 1.). Ic eom
mid mdnfulre scilde besmiten (p. 2.).

As to the position of the preposition itself in these mem-
bers See Vol. II. 1 p. 482.

5. The vocative, which, by its nature, stands outside of the con-

struction of the sentence, when it is not attached as a pronoun
to the imperative, admits various interpolations into subjunctions
to the sentence. See Vol. II. 1 155.

B. Among the participials:
1. The infinitive is in general excluded from the first place in

the articulation of the sentence, by its dependence upon other

notions as a predicative and adverbial determination.

a. As the subject of the sentence, on the other hand, answering
to an abstract substantive, it frequently occupies, as a substantive,
the first place, unless a grammatical subject is at first substituted
for it, when it may also take other determinations.

Have is have (SHAKSP., JOHN 1, 1.). To sport would be as

tedious as to work (I Henry IV. 1, 2.). To trifle is to live

(YoLNG, N. Th. 2, 60.). Which not to have done, I think, had
been in me Both disobedience and ingratitude (SHAKSP., Wint
T. 3, 2.). To advance towards London would have been madness

(MACAUL., Hist, of E. II. 170.).
The inverse position, however, takes place, if the predicative

determination of the sentence, as in other sentences, (See p. 546)
comes at the beginning. Long were to tell What I have done

(MiLT. ,
P. L. 10, 469.). The- most grievous misfortune to a

virtuous man 1

is to be in such state, that he can hardly so act

as to approve his own conduct (DiAL. OF THE D. L). The

logical relation of the infinitive is concealed in such cases, in

which the feeling of the language seeks another support for the

prepositional member, which is by its nature subordinate to it.

(See Infinitive with to.)

The older language is not fond of. making the infinitive the starting

point of the sentence. Old-Engl.: Therfor lerne the byleve Levest me
were (P. PLOCGHM. 452.). To misdo was ay thy wone (Ans. 881.).

Unto a povre ordre for to geve Is signe that a man is wel i-schreve

(CHAUC., U. T. 225.). In general the verb of the predicate, with or with-

out a predicative determination, is also placed before the infinite unsup-
ported by a grammatical subject. Me is best take mi chaunce (LAY LB
FREINE 107.). Halfsax. : Lao" him wes to leosen leouen his leoden (LAJAM.
II. 566) Anglosax.: Eallum us leofre ys vicjan mid pam yrfflinge ponne
mid pe (THORPK, Anal. p. 113.). Him vas lad" to amyrrenne his dgenne

folgaff (SAX CHE. 1051.).

b. The infinitive otherwise conditioned regularly follows its

word of reference

I saw him repress his tears (LEWES, G. I. 19.). The Queen
had been graciously pleased to appoint me to an ensigncy (WHYTE
MELVILLE, Digby Gr. 1.). The accusative dependent on the in-

finitive is still sometimes met with before it. With gentle wordes
he gan her fairely greet (SPENS. ,

F. Qu. 1, 4, 46.). He comes
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his Rosamond to greet (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 1.). The foot ordain'd

the dust to tread (Pops, Essay on M. 1, 259.). In doubt his mind
or body to prefer (2, 9.).

Yet the infinitive is also placed before its word of reference,
which does not happen in the modern language without its em-

phatic prominence.

For die you shall (SHAKSP., II Henry VI. 4, 1.). Return he
cannot (Cymb. 1, 6.). Die he or Justice must (MiLT., P. L. 3,

210.). Venture to go down into the cabin I dare not (MAR-
RYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 2.). Hate them, perhaps, you may say, we
should not, but despise them we must, if enslaved, like the peo-

ple of Rome (ROGERS, It., Nat. Prejud.). To suffer, as to do, our

strength is equal (MiLT., P. L. 2, 199.). Suns to light me rise

(Pops, Essay on M. 1, 139.). Who most to shun or hate man-
kind pretend, Seek an admirer (4, 43.). To sigh for ribbands

if thou art so silly, Mark how they grace Lord Umbra, or Sir

Billy (4, 277.).

The language has always preeminently let the infinitive follow its

word of reference: it frequently makes it come at the end, therefore put-

ting the case depending upon it before it. Old-Engl.: Heo bigonne . .

pat folk to sle (R OF GL. I. 97.). Thise bigonnen that folk assayle

(Ans. 5372.) Taughte hem . . Treuthe to knows (P. PLOCGHM. p. 21.).

Halfsax. : And prattest hme to slaenne Sf his cun to fordonne (LAJAM. II.

362. Himm wass ec patt name sett Forr mikell ping to tacnenn (OBM.
735 ). This was very familiar to Anglosax. He mag beam aveccan

(Luc. 3, 8.), Hi ne mihton hit dteon (Jon. 21, 6.). pat him sylfum
selle pynced leahtras to fremman (Coo. EXON. 266, 32.). Ic vat, pat aelc

paia vile pas vundrjan (BoETH. 39, 9.) etc.

The transposition of the infinitive is a phenomenon which was
also formerly frequent, which attributes no particular weight, es-

pecially where the infinitive does not come at the beginning of the sen-

tence. Old-Engl.: Deliuere we shal yt (R. OF GL. I. 93.). Grone he

may and wepen ay (WRIGHT A. HALLIW
, Rel. Ant. I. 102.). Silden he

us wille (I. 2u9.). Wenden ich me sal to pis opir werlde ,1 186.).
Cessen shal we nevere (P. PLOCFGHM. p. 37.). We ar but dust, And dy we
must (SKELETON 1. 18.). As ye well y-seen may (ALIS. 143.). Of whom
after telle y wol (6576.). To lovien he begon On wedded wimmon
(WRIGHT , Anecd. p. 2.). Anon, to drawen every wight bigan (CHACC.,
C. T. 844.) To sowpy at table they wente tylle ^OCTOUIAN 755.). Half-

sax.: Binimen heo him pohte his lif (LAJAM. I. 170.). Witten he wolde

(I. 12.). His fur he beten agon (III. 31.). pu nemmnenn shallt tatt illke

child Jesum (ORM. 3044). Anglosax.: Ic me venan ne pearf pat me
beam vraece (GREIN, Ags. P. II. 379.). Ic his btdan ne dear (Coo. EXON.
397, 6.). ponne ic ydan sceal (484, 13.). God is pat land pe God us

syllan vyl (DEUTER. l, 25.). Vit unc viff hron-fixas verjan pohton (BEOV.
1085.). No ic viht fram pe svylcra searu-nitfa secgan hyrde (ilt>7.). M
ic sendan gefragn svegles aldor svefe of heofnum (Cxow. 2534.). To
predgenne ge logjaO" eovere spraece (Jos in Ettm. 6, 2.) This transposi-
tion particularly touches the pure infinitive.

2. The participles, so far as they are joined syntactically to the

subject or object of the sentence, have a more or less free posi-
tion in the sentence. If they become attributive adjectives,

they conform to the points of view which govern the adjective;
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as predicative complements, they take the place belonging to these,
and share their inversions. They stand substantive! y where
the substantive finds a place in the sentence.

a. Conceived according to its verbal character, the participle, both

of the present and of the perfect, stands in general after the ob-

ject to which it is referred, (a) Numerous instances for ihe

former reference are offered by the doctrine of the participle.
See p. 62. With respect to the participle attached syntactically
to the subject, that in ing, as well especially as that com-

pounded with having and being, is freer than the simple parti-

ciple of the perfect, although the immediate succession to the

subject, especially if this is a substantive, is a familiar phero-
menon, even after pronouns. "We often find it placed before the

subject of the sentence.

Climbing up another perpendicular flight . . Mr. Ealph Nickleby

stopped etc. (DICKENS, Nickleby 1, 3.). Wondering I blush

(SHELLEY, III. 79.). A kinsman . . To whom being going, al-

most spent with hunger, / am fallen in this offence (SHAKSP.^
Cyrnb. 3, 6.). Having run his fingers through his hair, he meekly
signed her to lead the way (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 3.). Hav-
ing said which, Mr. P. threw himself back in the easy chair

(ib.). Being grieved for the hardness of their hearts he saith

etc. MARK 3, 5.). Plarfd merely ''tis a common felony (CoLER.,
Pice. 4, 7.). It is not common to place first a participle refer-

ring to the object. And these news, Having been well, that
would have made me sick

, Being sick, have in some measure
made me well (SHAKSP., II Henry IV. 1, 1.). As to the placing
first of the participle of the perfect with a possessive pronoun
after it, See p. 86. That a participle belonging to the subject

may also stand at the end of the sentence, if the reference is to

be kept clear, is readily explicable. This my hand will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnardine, Making the green one red

(SHAKSP., Macb. 2, 2
). He allowed himself no great leisure,

being busily engaged with the supper (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew.

1, 8.).

The participial construction, mhich only in modern times has obtained
so wide an extension , and employs the compound forms in so great a

measure, admits, in its more simple construction, along with the im-
mediate succession of the participle , a double position in regard to the

subject, when the position at the end, after the conclusion of the predi-
cate, seems to preponderate. Old-Engl.: Al bernynge hit sclmth forth

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 134). Laughing he sayde etc. (P. PLOUGHM.

p. 453 ) And therfore havyng more compassion of peyne than of synne,
thei falsly wepyn (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 49.). Hure lieiest

lor&en . . munegeff us . . pus quetiende (I. 131.). To synful men that

erren thei broujten forjyvenesse of synne, settynye hem in the weye of

rijt beleve (II. 4i'.). "Whan a man sleth another him defendaunt (CHACC.,
C. T. p. 1 97. I.). We passe ovyr that, breffnes of tyme conayderynge
(Cov. MTST. p. 79.); and so frequently. Anglosax.: On eorffan forgynden,
fcemende he tearflode (MARC. 9, 20.). Ealle niht svincende ve naht ne

gefengon (Luc. 5, 5.). Hi standatf atforan his prymsetle . . hdbbende
heora palmtvigu on handa (A. S. HOMIL. I. 90.). Se Hcelend cvad, pis
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gehyrende (MATH. 9, 12.). Immediate attachment to the substantive no-

tion is very frequent.

b. In the absolute participial construction the participle
follows the subject, which presents itself as a substantive or pro-

noun; the position of this member which represents a sentence,

is, on the other hand, free.

We sitting, as I said, the cock crew loud (TENNYSON p. 201.).
French vaudevilles, which, it being then war-time, were not quite
so easy of access (Tn. HOOK, Gilb. Gurney I.). It is as cer-

tain as that he. took away my Antigonus, no leave asked (ScoiT,

Antiqu. 3.).
The absolute case, which indeed is followed by the so called logical

subject, when the grammatical subject it precedes, does not now, as

formerly, admit an inversion. Old-Engl. : Wijn fnylynge , faylynge pe
modir . . seyde (WYCL., JOB. 2, 3.). Now hym comynge doune, pe seru-

auntis camen ajenes hym (4, 51.). The son wax marke, alle men seand,
when he died on the tre (Tows. M. p. 287.). There appered first oure
Lord . . the gates enclosed (MAUNDEV. p. 91.); beside: It is . . the myd-
des of all the world ; wytnessynge the philosophre, that scythe etc. (p. 2.).

For soth is seyde goon ful many yeres , That feld hath eyen (CHACC.,

1523.). Thus from the most ancient times the absolute case has ad-

mitted the position of the participle also before the substantive. Anglo-
sax. : Him pa git sprecendum hig comon (MARC. 5, 35.). Gif he sunnan
scinendre pat deff (Exoo. -22, 3.). He hi up-ahof hire handa gegripenre
(MAKC. 1, 31.); beside Rtxjendum Eddbaldum Mellitus forfffserde (SAX CHR.

616.). Gif he otFerne gemetefr mid his sevum vife betynedum durum
(LEGG. ^ELFERD. B. 38.). VeartT dead na Icefedum scede (MARC. 12, 20.).

c. The position of gerunds construed with prepositions is to

be judged partly by the position of prepositional members gener-

ally, partly by that of the dependent sentences corresponding to

them.

C. The adverb, to which modern cases and forms which have be-

come adverbial must also be added, makes in general, by reason of

its nearer relation to the verb, an effort to come near to it, where,
however greater freedom prevails with regard to its position in the

sentence.

I. The position of the adverb after the verb of the predicate,
and its predicative or other determination, is frequent in sen-

tences receiving no comprehensive development, especially by
objects.

All wisdom centres there (YoiiNo, N. Th. 4, 484.). Thou led'st

me here (BYRON, Bride 2, 11.). He is above, sir (SHERID., Riv.

2, 1.). Feversham followed them thither (MACAfL., Hist, of E.

II. 167.). I'll be wise hereafter (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.). My life

is spann'd already (Henry VIII. 1, 2.). This custom of shaving
not . . much wanted now (BuLW., Dever. 5, 2.). This sort of

injury is felt very early (Scoxx, Minstr. I. 19.). It is even so

(CARLYLE, Past. a. Pres. 3, 1.). The siege was pressed more

closely! (MoxLEY, Rise of the D. Rep. 2, 9.) I will go in-

stantly (BrL\v., Lady of L. 1, 3.). Oliver cried lustily (DICKENS,
01. Twist. 1.) etc. So too in the participial construction: These

injuries having been comforted externally etc. (DICKENS, M.
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Chuzzlew. 1, 2.). Yet the adverb before other determinations

may be supported by the verb, but also with its pronominal ob-

ject, and even with another object. He heard again the language
of his nursery (MACAUL., Hist, of E. VI. 116.). The volume
before us reminds us now and then of the life of Cicero (MACAUL.,
Essays III. 5.). You may cast your eye slightly on What you
have before you (SHAFTKSBURY, Characterist. I. 1.). You al-

ways put things so pleasantly (BuLW., Money 3, 4.).

Old-Engl.: We shall abide you here (TowN. M. p. 38.). And smyte
eyper oper her 8? per (R. OF GL. I. 18.").). It lay there 200 jeer (M.\us-
DEV. p 12.). Thurfte him noht seke tresor so fer, he mihte finde ner

(WRIGHT, Polit. S. p 338.). Thus farith al the world nuthe (p. *02.).
As ych seyde er (R. OK GL. I. 85.) Hit is byfalle so (WRIGHT A. HAL-
LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 122.). It is not so (MAUNDEV p. 10.) Had }e do

duly (DKFOS. OF RICH. II. 8.). Halfsax. : He welde pat riche hcer (LA|AM.
I. 165.). pe fulluht broute hider in (I. 2.). ?if we henen fareff pus (I.

248.). Eneas nom Lauine leofliche to wife (I. 8.sq. Anglosax. : pe me
mid his earmum vorhte her mid handum sinum (GranM. 541.). Vand
him up panon (444.). God geseah pa pat hit god vas (GEN. l, 4.). He
aras sona (19, 1). On vorulda voruld vunie syffffan (Ps. 103, 29.).
Adraef pa hatheortnysse fram pinre savle hra&e (BASIL., Admon. 5.). Se
sofffasta symble on drihten blissadr baldlice (Ps. 63, 9.).

2. We have already seen (see p. 538) how the adverb coming at

the commeucent of the Sentence, with the inversion of the sub-

ject, connects itself more closely with the verb of the sentence.

But concurrently therewith, its separation from it by the subject
is frequently in use. The commencement with the interro-

gative and relative adverb is explainable, with the inversion,

in the direct question already touched upon; without it, in the
indirect interrogative and in the relative sentence. English agrees
therein with many ancient and modern tongues. The adverbs
used as conjunctions are also mostly found at the beginning of

the sentence, without the inversion of the subject. But other

local, temporal and modal adverbs also take this place.
Here we are at Lyons (BuLW., Lady of L. 5, 1.). Here he

studied grammar (!RKVING, Columb. 1, 1.).
Thither he plies

(MiLT., P. L. 2, 954.). There you are wrong (BiLW., Money
1, 1.). There he stood (Scon, Monast. Introd.). Down I went

(TENNYS. p. 91.). Once again we'll sleep secure (SHAKSP., I

Henry VI. 3. 2.). Hence it is etc. (MACAUL., Essays III. 2.).

Meantime, we thank you (SHAKSP., Haml. 2, 2.). Everywhere
Fable and Truth have shed . . Each her peculiar influence (RO-
GERS, It, Naples.). Then all advanced (ib., An Advent.). Now,
I saw the damp lying on the bare hedges (DICKENS, Or. Ex-

pectat. 1, 3.). Thus Beelzebub Pleaded (MiLT., P. L. '2, 378.).
Round he spun (BYRON, Siege 27.). Freely ye have received,

freely give (MATTH. 10, 8.). Haply thy voice may rouse her

(TALFOI RD, Ion. 2, 2.). Modal adverbs meet us more seldom; ad-

verbs of the sentence, containing assurances and the like, of

course occur often er.

Old-Engl. : There thou myghtest here bere (ALIS. 3417.). Forth hey
wente (RICH. C. DE L. 619.). Erly he ariseth (ALIS. 4068.). Sone hit
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ginneth tende (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 135.). Here-to-fore ye haveth
herd etc. (ALIS. 6018.) Afterward he was lad in to a gardyn (MAUNDEV.

p. 14). Thus we carpeth (WRIGHT, Polit. S. p. 149.), wel ^erne he
him bi-thoute (Anecd. p. 3.). Faire he hire grette (p. 6.). Ful

eyele
I fare (p 7.). Wei Alisaunder hit undurstood (ALis. 4235.)- Ful milde-

liche therto thou bowe (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 48.). Halfsax.:

Per heo leien stille (LAJAM. Ill 44.). Hider pe kaisere us sent (II. 449).
Forff he gon liden (I. 432.). Adun he warp pe dede swin (III. 31.). Nu
we majen to }ere careles wunien here (II. 96.). Sone heo hit bi-wunne

(II. 98.). To-gadere heo weoren ibredde (II. 206.)- Swa heo gunnen
wenden (II. 15'i). Faire heo hine igraetten (ib.) etc Anglosax : f)d se

halga heht his heorffverod vappna onfon (Cxon. 2034.). Seldom heo baff-

jan volde (BEDA 4, 19.). Oft ic sceal viff vaege vinnan (Coo. Exou.

398, 1.). Simle pu bist halig (25, 22.). Noefre him dead sceffeff (203,

23.). Nu ic eov sende (MATH. 10, 16.). Git he leofaff (Gen. 43, 28.).

Sare ic vas mid sorgum gedrefed (GRBIN, Ags P. II. 145.). Vel pu
spracst (DECTER. 1, 14.). Sofflice se vyrhta ys vyrfle hys metes (MATH.
10, 10.) etc.

3. The insertion of the adverb between the subject and the verb
is very common, so that the adverb is mostly attached im-

mediately to the verb. This position is especially given to ad-

verbs of time and manner, as well as to causal particles.

We since became the slaves to one man's lust (BEN JONS
,
Se-

jan. 1, 1.). The moon then shone very bright (FIELD, J. Andr.

1, 12.). He always rides a black galloway (BrLW. , Money 1,

2.). He yet continues, there, as handsome and as gallant as ever

(COOPER, Spy 4.). We sometimes find it where we had least

thought of it (DoucL. JERROLD, Rent. Day 2, 1. Mr. Oldbuck

immediately rose (ScOTT, Antiqu. 3.). It now seemed probable
etc. (MACAUL., Hist: of E. VIII. 3.). He first summoned Bath

(II. 25.). Charles early showed a taste for that art (Essays V.

4.). He soon found a kind and munificent patron (ib.). The
old people of the neighbourhood still remember etc. (IV. 4.).

To foreigners be often seemed churlish (Hist, of E. III. 3.).
We no longer believe in St. Edmund (CARL., Past. a. Pres. 3,

1.). He never knew adversity (LEWES, G. I. 17.). What so

moves thee all at once? (CoLER., Pice. 1, 4.) They only served
to mark the entrance to some narrow close (DICKENS, Pice. 2,

20.). Their polity naturally took the same form (MACAUL., Hist,

of E. I. 28.). The rebels accordingly proceeded to Wells (II.

170.). He scornfully thrust aside . . all that black letter learn-

ing (IV. 31.). We readily acknowledge etc. (Essays III. 1.).

Genoa, also, . . yielded but little scope for enterprise on shore

(IRVING, Columb. 1, 2 ). The study therefore, of lays . . must
in every case possess considerable interest (SCOTT, Ministrelsy
I. 14.).
This insertion answers to the frequent ancient usage. Old-Engl.: A

wynd per com po in pe see (R. OF GL. II. 367.). Mony stede ther

proudly leop (ALIS. 3413..). The foles herte tho gan sprynge (3075). The
vessele . . that evermore droppeth watre (MACNDEV. p. 15). His craft

he 3m kitTeiT (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 211.). Neptanabus sore

is anoyed (ALIS. 129). He spedly brennith, and sleth (3451) etc. Half-

saxon: All pe follc peer ute stod (ORM. 141.). Er we heonne wenden
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(LAJAM. I. 67.). Walisclond pat jet stond a mire bond (III. 294.). pa
heo to-gadere hafden ispeken (III. 238.). pa he pus hafde idon (III.

240). Heo wisliche andswerden (II 153.). Heo hine leofliche (I. 354.).

3>iff pu dost patt ifell iss, annd opennlike gilltest (ORM. 5144.). Anglo-
saxon: penden pu her leofast (GADM. 932.). Sva hi edsten hider on

pysne siff sendeff (552.) Se esne hig Mmveard laedde (Gen. 24, 61.).

Heo pa pas ofates at (596.). He pa vepende . . grette . . (ANDR. 59.).

paer heo siStfan fortf on pinre mildheortnesse mote vunjan (Ps. 142, 12.).

Ic ceron nyste (Ev NICOD. 12 ). He eft avacenede (BEDA 5, 12.) Seo

[sc adl. daghvamlice veox (4, 30.). Heo lange ne tymde (GEN. 30, 9.).

pas ge fdgre sceolon lean mid leofum lange brucan (CYNEVCLF, Crist

1361. Grein). Me pin se goda gast gledve laedde (Ps 14?, 11.). pa pe
deoplicost dryht'nes geryno . . reccan cuffon (ELENE 281.). The Anglo-
sax, evidently permitted this collocation to a far wider extent than the

modern language does.

4. Sentences in which auxiliary or modal verbs appear with a com-

pleting participle or infinitive, or be is construed with a predi-
cative determination, frequently make the adverb follow the auxi-

liary or modal verb, and it then comes nearer or next to the

notion to which it is essentially referred

Nor is the passion any where so strongly felt (SHAFTESBURY,
Characterist. I. 95.). Information of this correspondence was soon

carried to Richelieu (Hi; ME, Hist, of E. 50.). The English sove-

reigns had always been entrusted with the supreme direction of

commercial police (MACAUL. ,
Hist, of E. I. 62.). The desired

article was immediately produced (COOPER, Spy 3.). The asser-

tion is indignantly contradicted by his son (!RVING, Columb. 1
, 2.).

Their language was everywhere nearly the same (HUME, Hist,

of E. 2.). War was not only his passion, but his trade (MoiLEY,
Rise of the D. Rep. 1, 2.). They have therein outgone Their
own great wisdoms (BEN JONS., Sejan. 1, 2.). The conversation

we have now had (DiAL. OF THE DEAD 1.). We have quietly
closed our eyes to the eternal substance of things (CARL., Past
a Pres. 3, ].). You'll always have somebody to sit with you
(DICKENS, Pickw. 1, 12.). He should go into the army, and

practically learn soldiering (CAKL., Fred, the Gr. 5, 5.). So
much of treason did William of Orange already contemplate

(MOTLEY, Rise of the D. Rep. 2. 9.).

Old-Engl. : There he -was first examyned (MAUNDEV. p. 13.). pis con-

sel was wel yherd (R OF GL. I. 156.). How heo were first arered (I. 7.).

Darie was ful sore anoyed (Aus. 4158.). His muff is get untrewe

(WRIGHT A. HALLIW. I. 211.). That wes ever his wone (I. 109.). Hit

schal beo ful deore abought (Aus. 4154). I have often tyme seen it

(MAUNDEV. p. 14.). Sal he nevere luken ffe lides (WRIGHT A HALLIW.,
Rel. Ant. I. 209.). Halfsax. : He beoff to gadere icumene (LAJAM. I. 20.).

Nes he neuere iboren (III. 6.). pat was ufele idon (III. 11.). He wass,
wiss to fulle sop, jebaten Zacarije (ORM. 111.). Drihhtin baffde panne
sett etc. (1945.). He schall newenn cumenn forp (331.). pat heo scul-

den somed faren (LAJAM. III. 21.). pe king . daeff pe/w/ wel to witen (II.

12.) Anglosax. : He ne vas n&nvar fundun (APOLLON. OF T. p. 6.).

paer vas vop vera vide gehyred (ANDR. I:<b4.~). pat yldum vas lange

behyded (,ELKNE 791). Biff foldan dael fdgre gegierved (GREIN, Ags. P
383.). pu bist ponne se ilca (Ps. 101, 24.). Habbaff ve ealle svd for

pimim leasungum lyiSre gefered (C^Eow. II. 61. Grein). pa ve sceolon
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symle acvellan (A.-S. HOMIL. I. 138.). Se fader pohte hvam he hi mihte
healicost forgifan (APOLLON. OF T p. !.)

5. If the adverb in general decidedly serves to determine a single

notion, such as an adjective or adverb, it ordinarily stands be-

fore it:

With most painefull pangs (SPENS., F. Qu. 3, 11, 8.). One
state . . so excellently best (DONNE, Sat. 2, 3.). I think it very

insulting (BouRCicouLT, Lond. Assur. 4. 1.). Perhaps I am too

grave (BuLW., Richel. 2, 1
.).

The anxiously expected intelligence

(DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). Some soon gotten stuff (DONNE, Sat.

6, 19.). That ever glorious, almost fatal fray ( BYRON, p. 319.).

The daughter of a once dear friend (BuLW., Money 2, 3.). The

marriage will take place almost immediately (3, 2.). There were

only two persons in the room (Devereux 5, 3.) etc. The adverb

enough, on the other hand, with a few exceptions, stands after the

notion determined by it. You are old enough (SHAKSP., Rich.

II. 3, 2.). Every body lets him alone enough (DICKENS, Oliv.

Twist. 5.). Yet also Were enough noble (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 4,

1.). My health is quite enough restored (KINGSLEY, Two Years

ago 2, 1.). Inversely, other determinations follow: Finding in

the lowest depth a deeper still (DICKENS, 01. Twist 2.), as is

generally the case with adverbs which, detached from their re-

ference to a single notion, are referred to the predicate gener-

ally, therefore may take any other place. I have only been six

days at Petersburgh (BuLW., Dever. 5, 2.).
The language has at all times leaned to this position. Old-Engl. : A

wel god lond (R. OF GL. I. 1.). pat ys somdel grete (I. 8.). Suylhe pycke
man he was (II. 377.). Hi ne beoth no;t ful grete (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat,

p. 139.). Nojt alle i-liche gode (ib.). Thei ben covenably large (MAUN-
DEV. p. 49.). Ffull prevyly they pluckud thy power awey (DBPOS. or
RICH. II. p. 6.). Halfsax.: Jet jiues swiffe gode (LAJAM. II. 4.). Heo
beoff ful deore aboht (II. 97.). Cnihtes wel idone (II. 93.). Leouuede
wel longe (II. 1 ). Anglosax.: Vaeron svitfe ges&lige (C.DM. 17). ponne
he offer lif eft gesecefl", mycele fdgerre land (C^DM. II. 212. Grein). pe
pines siffes her ful bealdhce bidadT (Ps. 68, 7.). Ne ful gears cuffon . .

gesecggan (ELENE 167.). Fuf oft rnec gesiffas sendaft after hondom

(GREIS, Ags. P. II. 384.). Gif hie sva sviffe synna fremmaar (C^BDM.

2406.). Ne fare }e to feorr (Exoo. 8, 28.) Yet adverbs are also found

placed after. Is pes anga stede ungeltc svitfe pam offrum ((^BDM. 355.).

pat . . pin modsefa mara vurde and pin lichoma leohtra micle (500 sq.).

The adverbial enough, like the indeterminate pronoun, readily follows.

Old-Engl.: The ejen i-closed faire y-nou (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 140.).

Halfsax.: Lihhtlike mihhte annd wel inoh pa seffne innsejjless oppnenn
(ORM., Ded. 283.). Yet also Anglosax.: Qendh longe gevunedon on pisse
dune (DEUTER. 1, 6.).

6. As to the negative adverb not in particular, it is in general at-

tached, as a negation of the sentence, to the personal
form of the verb, postpositively; as the negation of a

single member or notion, on the other hand, it precedes them.
In the first case it stands immediately after the personal

form in indicative, interrogative and imperative sentences: I eat

not lords (SHAKSP., Tim. 1. 1.). She left not her mistress so

easy (FIELD., J. Andr. 1, 9.). I know not (BuLW., Rienzi 2, 3.).
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He cometh not (TENNYSON p. 10.). He has not filled up your
place in the household (ScOTT, Pirate 2.). Who does not wish
for freedom? (MRS. CENTLIVRE, The Wonder 1, 1.). Say not ye,
There are yet four months, and than cometh harvest? (JOHN., 4,

35.) Has not he seen Pharsalia? (ADDIS., Cato 4, 4.) Did not

you see me in that odious light? (DiAL OF THE DEAD 1.) Make
not thy voyage long (LONFFELLOW I. 142.). Vex not thou the

poet's mind (TENNYSON p. 41.). Trust not me (MARLOWE, Jew
of M. 5, 4.). Yield not me the praise (TENNYS. p. 242.), it

partly permits the reference to the pronominal object,
and even to other objects, when these depend upon the personal
form of a full word, as well as to the pronominal subject
in the inverted form of the sentence: If the devil dress her not

(SHAKSP., Ant. a. Cleop. 5, 2.). It boots me not to threat

(MARLOWE, Ed. II. 1, 4.). His own received him not (JOHN 1,

11.). I heard him not (ROGERS, It, An Advent.). This world
. . Contents us not (Pops, Essay on M. 4, 131.). How came ye
to know That the Count Galas joins us not? (CoLER., Pice. 1,

1.). Therefore suffered I thee not to touch her (GEN. 20, 6.).

With his dark renown, Cumber our birth-place not! (MRS. HE-
MANS p. 21.). The case of the object may also depend upon
the infinitive: My dull eyes can fix thee not (BYRON, Manfr. 3,

4.) beside: He will want not our aid to hang himself (BuLW.,
Rienzi 3, 1.). Shall they not both fall into the ditch? (LuKE 6,

39.) Art thou not guilty? (ROGERS, It, Foscari.) Why may I

not . . Release her from a thraldom worse than death ? (ib., An
Advent.) Was it not dropt from heaven? (ib., Naples)
The position of not betwixt the subject and the personal form

of the verb in the indicative sentence was formerly not disfavoured.

I not doubt (SHAKSP., Temp. 1, 2.). The green-sour ringlets . .

Whereof the ewe not bites (5, 1.). She not denies it (Much
Ado 4, 1.). We not endure these flatteries (BEN JONS., Sejan.

1, 2.); thus also in DRYDEN: I not offend, and the like.

In the second case, where the negative touches chiefly and

primarily a single notion, not may appear in every place in the

sentence. Not until he had completely recovered did she voluntarily
enter on it (LEwes, G. 1. 13.). [In cases of this sort not with the

dependent sentence answers to a concluded adverbial determination].
Not a man depart (SiiAKSP., Jul. Caes. 3, 2.). Not a tomb or an in-

scription marks the place that received his ashes (RoscOE, Lorenzo).
Not all the pearls queen Mary wears, Not Margaret's yet more

precious tears, Shall buy his life a day (Scorr, L. Minstr. 5, 11.)-

But not to me returns Day (MiLT., P. L. 3, 41.). Not thrice

your branching limes have blown (TENNYSON p. 127.). Not this

alone I bore (p. 238.). Not only have they returned but etc.

(BuL\v., Rienzi 3, 2.). Not distant far, a house etc. (CRABBE,
Borough L). Though not for me 'twas Heaven's divine command
To roll in acres of paternal land (KiRKE WHITE, Clifton Grove).
MY father had lost his life by not adhering to his own principles

(MARRYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 2.). The sole drift of my purpose doth

extend Not a frown further (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.). Let us lose
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not a moment (BfLw., Rienzi 1, 1.). His top-boots would have

puzzled the lady not a little (DICKENS, Pickw. 2, 20.). Can

hearts, not free, by tried etc. (MiLT., P. L. 5, 531.). An act

not less horrible was perpetrated (MACAUL., Hist, of E. III. 11.)

etc Instances of every kind are given at p. 124. Transposi
tions of the negation by separation from the notion primarily
touched are explained by the possibility of comprehending the

predicate in its totality. For me . . my relation does not care

a rush (BrLW., Maltr. 5, 6.). Not also often stands after the

single notion. Me also he hath judg'd, or rather Me not, but

the brute serpent (MiLT., P. L. 10, 494.). Immortal love, Ceas-

ing not, mingled (TENNYSON p. 22.). Not precedes to where it

is referred to the infinitive with to. To be or not to be

(SHAKSP., Haml. 3, 1.). 'Twere better not to breathe (TENNYS.
p. i'93.). Yet not is also met with between both. If we had
rot weighty cause To not apjwar in making laws (BiTL., Hud.,
The Lady's Answ. 253.). How sweet the task to shield an ab-

sent friend! I ask but this of mine, to not defend (BYRON, D.
Juan 16, 104.), with which compare the insertion of other ad-

verbs, as in : I had been accustomed to hereditarily succeed to my
father's cast off skins (MARRYAT, J. Faithf. 1, 2.).

The historical development of the use of this particle (p. 12-1.) affords ex-

planation of its position as a negation of the sentence. Its immediate attach-

ment to the preceding verb needs no further mention, but it also readily to-

lerates (with or without ne preceding) a pronominal object or the in-

verted pronominal subject before it. Old-Engl. : pou ne louest me nojt
(R. OF GL. I. 31. Lgcherie loveth him noght (P. PLOCGHM. p. 288.).

Sche saw him not with eye (CHAL-C., C. T. 3415.). Lede us not into

temptacioun (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 38.). pe worlde knewe

hyin not (WYCL , Job. 1, 10.). Ne shal I the nouijt blame (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 4.). Hym ne slow he no-$t (R. OF GL. I. 22.). Kan I noght
his name (P. PLOUGHM. p. 43.). Kan I hym naght discryve (p. 88.).

Halfsax. : Hit neas him nohtiqueme (LAJAM. I. 26.). Nulle we noht pis on-fon

(I. 46 ). not was early met with between subject and verb, especially in

dependent sentences. Old-Engl.: That thou me nout bi-melde (WRIGHT,
Anecd. p. 3.1. He callys hym so, bot he not is (Tows. M. p. 229.).

Halfsax.: patt pwerrt ut nohht ne lejhepp (ORM. 760.). Anglosax.: pat
pu nftht ne tveoge (BOETH. 5, 3.).

With proximate reference to a member of a sentence or to single no-

tions, not early preceded them. Old-Engl.: Not oonly in breed a man
lyveth (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 41.). Not oo word spak he
more (CHAUC., C. T. 306.). Nat fully guyk, ne fully deed they were

(1017.X I se . . Noght fid fer hennes Rightwisnesse come (P. PLOOGHM.

p. 379.). To riche and noght riche (p. 283.), so too with the infinitive.

Nought for to stynte to doon synne, may nought avayle (CHAUC., C. T.

p. 185. II). Halfsax.: Ne comm nohht jet min time (OnM. 14371.).

Anglosax.: pat mynster vas . . getimbred noht micle cer fram Hegu
(THORPE, Anal. p. 50 ). Noht longe ofer pis (GRUIN, Ags. P. II. 99.).

Anglosax. had many other negations to employ in such a case. That
the substantive noht, ndht may also stand at the commencement of the

sentence, is readily intelligible.

7. The single sentence may take in a number of adverbial de-

terminations, which, with the freedom permitted to every single

member, range themselves variously about the verb of the pre-
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dicate, and may come before the subject. If the plainest speech
here readily lets the accusative object follow the verb, before

other determinations: We have read this book with great plea-
sure (MACAUL., Essays II. 17.), They . . pitched their tents,

that day about three miles from Bridgewater, on the plain of Sedge-
moor (Hist, of E. II. 171.), it gives on the other hand the pre-
ference to the personal case (the dative) before the accusative

object: I'll give you boot (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cr. 4, 5), when
however the concurrence of an original dative and accusative of

personal pronouns admits different collocations. See Vol. II.

1. p. 207. The further development of an accusative object

frequently thrusts it, notwithstanding, to the end of the sentence.

The reasons by which the succession or separation of adverbial

members is otherwise determined lie partly in their growing
weight and extent, partly in their nearer affinity, partly in their

variety. He was here yesterday with her ladyship (TROLLOPE,
Framl. Parson 1, 9.) I'll send him to your ladyship in a crack

(Cn. MACKIN, Man of the the W. 1, 1.). He was hunting one

day in Dorsetshire (HuME Hist, of E. 2.). And presently, at

full speed, some thirty horsemen dashed through the gate (BuLW.,
Rienzi 5, 3

).
At noon on Friday, the sixth February, he passed

away without a struggle (MACAUL ., Hist, of E. II. 12.). The
law of perspicuity is frequently the sole limit for subjective
license.

The rhetorical approximation of determinations of the sentence may
also be here incidentally mentioned, known under the name of C h i a s m.
It extends to every, (not merely adverbial) member, distributes the mem-
bers between two sentences, and consists in the juxtaposition of like and
related or contrary notions in such manner that two series of notions

are placed in the inverse order to each other I form'd them free, and

free they must' remain (MILT., P. L. 3, 184.). Though fall'n on evil

days, On evil days though fall'n (7, 25.). They are still here, here still!

(CoLER., Pice. 1, 11.) To rave with Dennis, and with Ralph to rhyme
(BYRON, Engl. Bards p 318. Spreads all his canvass, ev'ry sinew plies

(Cowp. p. 39). In age courteous, be sedate in youth (CRABBE, The Bo-

rough 4.). Close the door
,

the shutters close (TENNYS. p. 45.). Nor
will I Deed done, or spoken word deny (Scoxx, Rokeby 2, 19.). Even

tiger fell, and sullen bear (3, 1.). His time a moment, and a point
his space (POPE, ESSAY on M. 1, 72.). Hearts firm as steel, as marble

hard (Scoxx, Rokeby 2, 11.).

It needs no further evidence that the ancient language was able to

give the sentence a richer meaning by various adverbial determinations.

Anglosax. -. prose offered a well ordered junction of them ;
verse , a bol-

der one. As is evident from the discussion of the individual members
of sentences, English preserves to a wide extent the freedom of the Anglo-
saxon collocation, and the influence of the French has not limited the

language in this respect.
As regards Chiasm, the parallelism of transposed series of notions

has at all times been usual in poetry. Old-Engl.: Bi hire make ge sit

o nigt, o del ge goff and flegeft (WKIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 224.).

Thou hast . . Brent my tonnes, my men y-slawe (Ans. 1720.) Beoth

hardy and monly doth (1953.)- The dai is gone, and comen the night

(SEUYN SAGES 1947.). Now he is gon, gone is our frende (Cov. MYST.

235. Halfsax.: Lauine hehte his leuemon, pene castel he clepede Lauinion.
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I. 9. par was muchel blod-gute, baluwe per wes riue (I. 27.).

Anglosax : ^Erest gesceop- . . heofon and eordan; rodor araerde (C.EDM.
1 1 2.). Vas him gylp forod

,
beot forborsten, and forbiged prym (6!i.).

)a forman tva, fader and inoder, vtf amd vaepned (194.). Garsecg Idynede,
oedton brimstreamas (ANDR 238.). Hie

|>am halgan par handa gebundon,
and fdstnodon feondes crafte haled" hellfuse (48.). Ne magon pa?r gevun-
jan vtdferende, ne paer elpeodige eardes brucaff (279.)

8. As to the adverb as the representative of attributive de-

terminations See p. 137.

III. The Collocation of attributive Determinations of the Sentence.

A. The position of the determinatives of the substantive notion

is so closely connected with the syntactical relation of notions that

it must be essentially treated of in the grammatical discussion per-

taining to it. In general, the position before the substantive notion,
as well as before the attributive determinations in the stricter

sense, is to be assigned to them, although another is frequently
conceded to them.

l.Both the definite and the indefinite article are essentially

proclitic in their nature, always therefore preceding the notion

determined by them, whether this is a substantive and adjective
or a pronoun. For particulars see the treatise upon the article

p. 141207.
2. Numerals ordinarily precede the substantive notion. The Sec-

tion p. 207 21ft yields a few exceptions. It has still to be

quoted that the cardinal number sometimes follows the sub-

stantive in the cases not cited there.

They pass the planets seven (MiLT. ,
P. L. 3, 480.). Lines

forty thousand, cantos twenty five (BYRON, Engl. Bards p. 318.).
The Druid Urien had daughters (Scorr, Harold 4, 14.).
This was frequent in ancient times, without any particular weight's

being attributed to the number which follows. Old-Engl : Now hadde

kyng Lud . . jonge sones twei (R. OF GL. I. 47.). Smale bollen threo

(WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 138.). With loves fyf and fissches tuo (CHAUC.,
C. T. 4922.). I have mad avowes fourty (P. PLOCGHM. p. 101.). These

holy marty res fowre (HALHW. ,
Freemas. 501 .). In the syens seven (556.).

Gone God in persons thre (TOWN M. p. 1.) The planetes seven (p 2).

My harp, and fyngeres ten (p 51.). That Lord mid woundes fyfe (p.

305) etc.; also: CCC dayes emdfyfty (p. 32.). Twenty degrees and oon

(CHAUC., C. T. 16681. \ Halfsax : ilaueff sunen tweien (LAJAM. II. 5'20.).

Godnessess seffne (ORM., Ded. '252. cf. 180.), also: ^ho wass se-atij winn-
terr aid Annd fowwre annd tii'enntij panne (ORM. 7675.). Anglosax.:
Mid his eaforum prim (C.En\i 1540.). Coinon pa?r scipu six to [Vint

(SAX. CHR. 897.). Mine suna tvelfe (GREIS, Ags. P. II. 3,'>4.). Mid pam
aftelestum censtrnm ones vana prittigum (BKDA 1, 1.). Commonly indeed

the cardinal members stand before the substantive notion.

In combination with first and other we find the cardinal number placed
before or after: The four first acts (SHERID ,

The Critic, 1, 1.) For the

first ten minutes (Coor-ua, Spy 13.). Four other children (LKWKS, G. I.

18.). Other seven days (GEN. 8, 12.).

3. The position of pronouns of all classes is clear from the state-

ment of their use See p. 215 278, where the combination of

Matzner
, engl. Gr. II. 2. 3g
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determinants with one another and the same substantive has
been regarded.

With regard to the possessive pronoun it remains to be ob-

served that it sometimes interchanges the position before the

substantive with that after it: in Mod.-Engl. this touches the

pronoun mine, especially in addressing persons.
You brother mine (SHAKSP., Temp. 5, 1.). Nay, sweet lady

mine (BuLW. ,
Rienzi 3, 2.). In truth, lady mine, I rejoice for

graver objects (ib.).
The older language extents this usage further. Old-Engl. : Arcita,

cosyn myn (CHAUC., C. T. 1283.). Y set at table myn, For reverence of

lord thyn (ALIS. 4200.). Kep children myne, So hit farith to honoure

thyne (4638.)- Lad me arst to chaumbre thin (StuYN SAGES 2452.).
Vader cure (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 42. ef. 235. 282.) Bread
oure eche dayes yef ous (I. 42.); beside: Oure iche-dayes-bred (I. 282.).

Halfsax.: Broperr min (ORM ,
Ded. 1. 3. 5.), Swa pu scalt wunien in

wurffscipe pire (LAJAM II. 520.). Anglosax. : Dryhten min (ANDR. 190).
llafa bletsunge middangeard mine pser pu fere ('223.). pat niag engel
pin ead geferan of heofenum (194.). ponne broffor pin onfeng . . ful-

vihtes bad (ELKEE 489.). Hlaford user (BEOV. 5278.).

B. The attributive adjective and the adjective participle is also

primarilly attached, by reason of its grammatical relation, to its

substantive notion, with which it is also held together under one

principal accent. Yet various cases are to be here distinguished.
1. A single, although adverbially determined adjective or attri-

butive participle
a. commonly, and above all in prose, immediately precedes the

substantive, without permitting its separation from it by a de-

terminant.

A contentious man (Prov. 26. 21.). The English humourists
of the past age (THACKERAY, Engl. Humour. 1.). On the

following Friday (TROLLOPE, Framl. Parson 1, 8.). Some
ruined temple or fallen monument (ROGERS, It., Naples).

Faithful Mamsell Billow (CARL., Fred, the Gr. 6, 9.). Of the

right noble Claudio (SHAKSP., Much Ado 1,1.). A very sober

countenance (THACKERAY, Engl. Humour. 1.). The air of the

now declining day (BuLW., Rienzi 4, 2.). His already wearied

horse (3, 1.). A somewhat remote century (CARL., Past a. Pres.

2, 1. Thy too-piercing words (MARLOWE, Edw. II. 1, 4.).

Thy too hard fate (Rows, Fair Penit. 4, 1.).
A too-long

withered flower (SHAKSP., Rich. II. 2, 1.). A too thankful
heart (SHERID. Riv. 3, 2.). Your so grieved minde (FERKKX
A. POKK. 1, 1.). Give as soft attachment to thy senses As
etc. (SHAKSP., Troil. a. Cress. 4, 1.).

Yet the habit is old of letting the article an, a come be-

tween the adjective determined by too, so, as, hoiv and the

substantive. You have too heinovs a respect of grief (SHAKSP.,
John 3, 4.). It seems too broad an averment (ScOTT, Mins-

trelsy I. 51.). I am surprised that one who is so warm a

friend can be so cool a lover (GOLDSM., She Stoops 2.). The

vicinity of so remarkable a people (MACAI/L., Hist, of E. I. 12.).

Sturdy he was . . As great a drover, and as great A critic
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too, in dog or neat (BuiL., Hud. 1, 2, 457.). How high a

pitch his resolution soars! (SHASKSP., Rich. II. 1, 1.). How
long a time lies in one little word! (1, 3.). How mere a

maniac they supposed the Duke (CoLER., Pice. 3, 1.). Comp.
many, such, half, with the article after them. Even with other

adjective determinations the substantive is sometimes used with

an, a after it. Our knight did bear no less a pack (BuTL.,
Hud. 1, 1 291.). Sometimes the adverbial determination alone

precedes the article. They were of somewhat a different com-

B'exion
(Scoxx, R. Roy 36.). No so hard a hearted one (BuxL.,

ud. 1, 3., 330.).

Thus too my separates the adjective from the substantive in:

Good my liege! (SHAKSP. ,
John 1, 1. (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 6.

BULW., Richel. 4, 1.). Good my lord (SHAKSP., Temp. 2, 1.).

Good my mother (John 1, 1.). Dear my liege (Rich. II. 1, 1.).

and the like.

The practice of putting the simple adjective immediately before the

substantive goes back to the Anglosaxon, where prose especially holds

fast this usage, whereas poetry acts very freely with the adjective and

participle. Old-Engl : A litel los (P. PLOCGHM. p. 12.). On wedded
wiramon (WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 2.). tfat defte maiden (WRIGHT A. HAL-

LIW., Rel. Ant. I. 209.). The most fayre chirche (MAUNDEV. p. 8.).

Afullehedus syn (Tows. M. p 137.). So clenelond ys Engoland (R. OF GL. I.

8.). So noble folc, pat of so gret blod come (I. 12.). Halfsax. : In an haje
rnunstre (LAJAM. II. 231.). Mid switfe weire laeten (II. 231.). Ang-
losax : Manig mcere man (APOLLON. OF T. p. 1.). He hafde ane svide

vlitige dohter (ib.). Hafad micele lengran dagas (BEDA 1, 1.). Svd

mycel yfel (BASIL., Hexam. 18.). pa credpendan vyrmas (9.).

A separation of the adjective from the substantive by determinatives

of various kinds, even without an adverbial amplification's being as-

signed to the former, was formerly still more extensive. Old-Eng!.:

Vyl a thing is that sed (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p 138.) Than scholde

I make to longe a tale (MACNDEV. p. 6.). To bad a marchawnt (Cov.
MYST.

p. 267.). He is so foule a thing (AMIS. A. AMIL. 1593.). With
so benigne a cheere (CHAUC., C. T. 9616.). Thou art bicome al to

wis a grome (SECTS SAGES 1110.). As good a man's son was I As

any of you (Tows. M. p. 105.). As dereworthe a drury As deere God

hymselven (P. PLOUGHM. p. 20.). How gret a sorwe suffreth now Ar-
cite! (CHACC., C. T. 1221.). Halfsax.: At ce&elen are chirechen (LAJAM.
I. 1.). Longe ane stunde (II. 290.). Mid fceire are burne (III. 24.).

Seocken pan kinge (II. 391.). Mid sccerpen pan hungre (II. 498.).
Sele tweie cnihtes (II. 434.). Qoden twaelf cnihten (II. 232.). In leo-

fen pine drihten (II. 280.). Leofe ure drihten (II. 285.). Mid fceire,

his worden (284.). Longe heore sweordes (11.454.). Comp. Anglosax. :

At pam Sl-cealdan anum (^ELEH. METRA 24, 19. cf. 20, 179.

Grein). Her syndon inne unvemme tva dohtor mine (C-fiDM. 2458.).
On midde-veardum hyre ryne (WRIGHT, Pop. Treat, p. 9 ). A separa-
tion of the adjective from the substantive by other members in general
is familiar to Anglosax. poetry. He him ece geceas maht and mund-

byrd (Coo. EXON. 154, 34.). Nu pe almihtig hated heofona cyning
(ANDR. 1504) etc.

b. The single adjective or participle is also frequently placed
after the substantive. The attribute not otherwise de-

termined appears here more rarely in prose, more frequently

36*
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in poetry: participles are, however, familiar to prose: Falstaff,

varlet vile (SiiAKSP., Merry W. 1, 3.). God omnipotent (Rich.
II. 3. 3.). Thoughts of things divine (5, 5.) Nobles richer

(Henry V. 1, 2.). The law Salique (ib.). The Lords spiritual
. . the Lords temporal (Rich. II. 4, 1.). Those armies bright

(MiLT. P. L. 1, 272.). Their essence pure (1, 425.). Of

depth immeasurable (1, 549.). Heroes old (1, 552.). Of crea-

tures rational 2, 298.). Of systems possible, if 'tis confest,

That Wisdom infinite must form the best (PopE, Essay on M.

1, 43.). With insolence unjust (RowE, J. Shore 1, 1.). Of

things impossible (YouNG, N. Th. 1, 165.). From fields Elysian

(SwiFT P.). The body politic (MACAIL., Hist, of E. 1, 2.).

The States General (I. 25.). Scraps of Law French and Law
Latin (IV. 31.). From time immemorial (VIII. 109.). The
descent both of the titles and estates was to heirs male (LAKE,
Life of L. (BYRON). I would be a merman bold (TENNYSON
p. 58.). I would be a mermaid fair (p. 60.). The day fol-

lowing (JOHN 1, 43.). Glooms inviting, Birds delighting . .

Charm my tortur'd soul no more (ADDIS., Rosam. 1, 4.) The
law makes a difference between things stolen and things found
(FIELD., J Andr. 1, 14.). Among the pieces performed
(LEwes, G. I. 53.). Some highly-gifted individual, possessing
it! a preeminent and uncommon degree the powers demanded

(ScOTT, Minstrelsy I. 12.). The ship destroyed was Dirk
Hatteraick's (Guy Manner. 10.). For the absolute participle
See p. 70 85.

If an adverb precedes the attribute, its transposition is

facilitated, and a matter of course with the wider compass of ad-

verbial determinations; if a further determination follows, its post-

position is requisite. The Lord most high is terrible (Ps 47, 2.).

A price so heavy (CoLEK., Wallenst. 1, 4.). The scene so fair

(ScoiT, L. Minstr. 2, 2
). A determination precisely contrary

(R. Roy 1.). Obstacles somewhat more serious (MOTLEY, Rise
of the D. Rep. 3, 2.). Of men still living (MACAUL., Hist,

of E. J, 1.). A liberty of discussion and of individual action

never before known (ib.). A character almost indelibly sacred

(ScoxT, Minstr. I. 12,); also: His vows to Eleonora due (ADDIS.,
Rosam. 1, 1.). A plant proper to almost all soils (I. 11.).
A man wise in his own conceit (PROV. 26. 12.). His teeming
muse Prolific every spring (BvRON, Engl. Bards p. 328.).

Quays crowded with people (DICKENS., Amer. Notes 2.). An
incident worth lingering on (CARL., Past a. Pres. 1, 1.).

The postposition of the adjective in similar cases goes back to the

most ancient times, being not quite foreign even to An^Iosax. prose.
That of the mere adjective and participle is frequent. Old-Engl. :

Marie, moder rnilde (WRIGHT A. HALLIW. , Rel. Ant. I. 48. Mid hire

teff sarpe (I. 218.). Levedi brist [= brijt] (ib.). Englond is lond best

(R. OF GL. I. 8.) His beryng hie (LANGT. II. 236.). Of maistres wise

(Aus. 668.). Scheldis hard (690.). Of that wyn rede (4186.). His

cosyn deere (2765.). Brent to aschen colde (2959.). The bokes olde

(2296.). On Monday next (3516). A madyn fre (TowN. M. p. 270.).
Fader dere (p. 37.). Lord omnipotent (p. 35.). Of the blood royall
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(SKELTON I. 6.). In time coming (Cnxcc. , C. T. p. 107. II.). In pe
jere folowand (LANGT. II. 235). Halfsax.: In ane weie brade (LAJAM.
II. 227.). Enne cnaue junge (II. 229.). purh aene wude muchelen

(III 45.). Nenne red godne (111. 22.). pane due slronge (I. 159.)-

pa bond men faste kempen Romanisce (III. 67.). Anglosax. : God dl-

mihtig (BASIL. , Hexam. 1.). pone storm tdvardne foreseah (BKDA 3,

15.). Hafde hyge strangne (CLEDM. 445.). Atres drinc atulne (Asou.
53.). peoden leofesta! (288). Fyrdrincas frome (262.). Vordum vrdt-

licum (630.). Sige Ibrgeaf . . cyning almihtig (ELENE 145.) etc.

Instances of adjectives following with a more particular determina-
tion are not wanting.). Old-Engl.: Ich wille geve thi gift /Z stark

(WRIGHT, Anecd. p. 8.). With scrite & oth fulle stark (LANGT. II.

237.). In a toumbe wele wrough
1

(II. 341.). Maidnes shene so bon

("WRIGHT A. HALLIW. , Rel. Ant.' I. 123.). Lovedi ful of hovene blisse

(I 102.). The knyght gentyll of blode (SiK CLEGKS 60.). etc. Halfsax.

Sceld swiiSe godne (LAJAM. III. 44.). JEnne gaere iwttie strange (III.

24.). Anglosax.: He-viste sum ealand synderlice digle (GCTHLAC 3.).

pam pe ealra is drihtna drihten dcedvm spedigast (Ps. 135, 3.). pe
us boc avrat . . leohtre be dcele poune Basilius (BASIL., Admon. Prol.).

2. If more than one adjective serve to determine a substantive

in the relation of inordination or of coordination, the same points
of view in general govern as with the single adjective.

a. The adjectives namely, even with an adverbial determination,

may all precede the substantive.

A sharp keen wind ( DICKENS., Americ Notes 2.). The same

allegorical and poetical style (DiAL. OF THE D. 3.). Thy ever

dear and honoured countenance (CoLER., "Wallenst. 2, 1.). The
fairest and most loving wife in Greece (TENNYS. p. 105.).

Old-Engl.: He is more myghty and grettre Lord (MACNDEV. p. 42.).
For particulars See p. 288.

b. or they may all follow, when another determination may
cooperate.
Gods partial, changeful, passionate, unjust (POPE, Essay on

M. 3. 256.). A damsel so distressed and pretty (ADDIS., Rosam.

1, 4.). Answer from England, affirmative or even negative, we
have yet none (CARL., Fred, the Gr. 7, 1.).

Old-Engl : Thine children, smale and grete (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel.

Ant. II. 'J75.). In the name of God glorious and almyghty (MAUNDEV.
p. 6.). Anglosax.: Ealra pinga, gesevenKcra and ungesevenlicra
(.THORPE, Anal. p. 59.) See p. 288.

c. or they are ranged about the substantive.

Free speech and fearless (SiiAKSi-. , Rich. II. 1, 1.). Full

of great rooms and small (TENNYS. p. 115. A strange spectacle
and a sacred (BuLAV., Rienzi 3, 2.).

Old-Engl.: Leve sone dere (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I. 188.).

A yong knyght, jolif and kene (Ai,is. 2716.). Yonge knightes proitde

(CHACC. C. T. 2600.). A wis child and a fair (SEL-Y.N SAGKS 2S3.).
Halfsax.: God preost and God full oweme (ORM. 118.). Gr<">venclc gars
and seed vircende (GiiN. 1, 11.). Further see p. 288.

C. The adnominal substantive (and partly the pronoun) appears.
1. in the genitive, which in the modern language always pre-

cedes its word of reference. See p. 291.

2. in prepositional members, which are in general attached

to the substantive notion.
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Inversions and separations of them from their word of re-

ference sometimes occur as with other combinations of preposi-
tional members. We especially remark the inversion, partly
familiar in prose, of the member introduced by of in a quali-
tative and partitive meaning

Polibus, Of Corinth king (GA8COYOME, Jocasta 1, 1.). Of in-

cense clouds (MiLT., P. L. 7, 599. Of all thy sons The weal or

woe (8, 637 ). Of human ills the last extreme beware (YouNG,
N. Th. 1, 387.). The waves -efface Of staves and sandalVd feet
the trace (Scorx, Marm. 2, 9.). Of middle air the demons

proud (3, 22.). Minors, of their sires in dread (CRABBE, The

Borough 6.). In the partitive relation this is common to prose
with poetry. Of Scotland's stubborn barons none Would march

(ScoxT, L. Minstr. 4, 8.). While of the cured we not a man
can trace (CRABBE, The Borough 7.). Of fuel they had plenty
(>COTT, Monast. 1.). Of their number . . not one-sixth could be
deemed men-at-arms (BuLW., Rienzi 5, 3.).

Thus too the relative pronouns which and whom in combina-
tion with of, when their word of reference is not a case accom-

panied by a preposition or, mostly, not however without exception,
if it is an indeterminate pronoun or numeral, like some, all, each,
one bolh, most etc., may be placed before the word of reference,
while the reverse position is also used. The former happens
with regard to the conjunctional nature of the relative combining
the sentences, the other in regard to the relation of government.
The cases coming under consideration are the dependence of the

relative from the subject or object of the sentence. Why should

we endeavour to attain that, of which the possession cannot be

secured? (JOHNS.). He could observe their ordinary accom-

paniments, portcullis and drawbridge of which the first was

lowered, and the last raised (ScoTT, Qu. Durw. 3.). Borne on
the air of which I am the prince (BYRON, Cain 2, 1.). The
bodiless thought? the Spirit of each spot? Of which, even now,
I share at times the immortal lot (Cn. HAH. 3, 74.). The art

of reading that book of which Eternal Wisdom obliges every
human creature to present his or her own page (DICKENS,
Hunted Down 1.). Two children . . of whom one only . . will

come much across us in the course of our history (TROLLOPE,
Framl. Parson. 1, 10.), beside: I had two elder brothers, one

of which was lieutenant-colonel (DE FOE, Robins. Cr. p. 1.).

Five sons all of whom died young (Lake, Life of Byron). Of
those better qualities, the possession of which in our persons

inspires our humble self-respect (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1, 2.).

The Inversion of the prepositional member, answering to the position
of a genitive, early occurs. Old-Engl. : po he hadde . . Yslawe of pis

maydenes pat swete companie (R. OF GL I. 96.). He . . kneow in the

sterre Of alle this kynges theo grete weore (Ai-is. 113.). Of chi/valry
the flour (CHACC., C. T. 30G1.). Of Palmire the queene (15733.)- Of
the orient oonquerour (16179.). Of fatte weperes an hundred pousand
(R. OF GL. J. 52.). Halfsax.: Of Rome he wes legat and of pan hirede

prelat (LAJAM. II. G<>7.). In the partitive sense there stands in Anglo-
sax.: Sloh of his mannon mycelne dael (Sxx. CHB. 1087.).
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The precedence of a relative pronoun with of, referred to the subject
or object of the sentence in the meaning of an adnominal genitive, be-

longs to olden times. Old-Engl.: Of ten pinges . . Of whilk sum by-
for pat day sal be (THE PKICKE OF CONSC. 3986.)- Of al men . . Of
wilk som sal be demed, and som noght (3988.)- jit jee been out of dis-

ciplyne of the whiche alle gode men ben maad perceveris (WRIGHT A.

HAU.IW., Rel. Ant. II. 43.). Of the whiche the cause was etc. (II. 52.).

His hous, of which the dores were fast i-shitte (CHAUC., C. T. p. 150.

II.). 4 wyfes . . of the whiche on dwellethe at Jerusalem (MADNDEV. p.

38.). The grete tour of Babel . . of the whiche the walles weren 64

furlonges of heighthe (p. 40. cf. 41.). A juyce . . of the whiche the

serpentes and the veuyinous bestes haten and dreden the savour (p. 169.).
A 200 or 300 persones . . of the whiche thei bringen the bodyes before

the ydole (p. 176.). This seems in general to be in the usage first pre-
valent with every subject and object: which is only departed from with
a prepositional substantive, since the relative could not

,
like whose and

the Latin cujus, quorum, quorum, be put between the preposition and
the cases belonging thereto. And saugh an hond . . For fere of which
he quook (CHAUC, C. T. 156S-9.). Or may we even assume this inser-

tion in sentences like : In swich licour, Of which vertue engendred is the

flour (3.).

D. The position of the appositive member is evident from what
has been said upon the syntactical import and the consequent
capacity of this member for transposition.

IV. The Collocation of Sentences.

A. The Collocation of Sentences attached to one another in the re-

lation of Coordination is conditioned by the nature of the series

of thoughts, which, in this mode of joining sentences, is in part able
to go freely. Where an attached sentence (or, in the abbreviation
of sentences, a member) is measured by the conjunction according
to a logical category, as that of the cause or the consequence,
there can no longer be a question of a transposition of the judg-
ments contained in the sentences, because the particle would be
itself useless. Otherwise, and especially in sentences following
each other asyndetically, it is only a question of the preservation of

the clearness of the succession or of their internal relation. The
measure for the succession of sentences in each case is given by
their applicability, pointed out in the syntax, in the concatenation
of definite series of thoughts.

If the copulatives then coming into use have in general their

place in the front of sentences, abverbial particles, such as else,

then, nevertheless, therefore etc. may also take another place, being
in this respect equivalent to other adverbs.

B. In the relation of the subordination of the dependent sentence
to an absolute or relative principal sentence there results, for the

period in the stricter sense, the possibility of a different attach-

ment or insertion of the member developed into a sentence. The

analogy of the substantive sentence, adverbial sentence and ad-

jective sentence with the parts of speech by which we name them
assigns to them that place in the sentence which would each time

belong to them in the simple sentence; but they also share in a
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full measure the inversion departing from the commonest colloca-

tion. With the exception, therefore, of the adjective sentence in

the narrower sense, which appears only as an intermediate sentence
or after the principal sentence, every other dependent sentence,

although in a different measure, finds place before, within or after

the principal sentence. We have already mentioned the order of

the period in different relations. See p. 379. Instances and in-

dications as to the principle of the succession of sentences are

moreover presented by individual dependent sentences. A general
survey of the whole domain would here be in its place.

1. The substantive sentence generally, whether with or with-

out support from a grammatical subject or object, takes a place after

the principal sentence Yet it is not rarely found, both as a

subject and object, at the commencement of the period, in the

latter case, in analogy with the inversion of the substantive.

That he never will is sure (Mn/r., P. L. 2, 154.). That he de-

served a better fate was not questioned by any reasonable man
(HuME, Hist, of E. 57.). That he had inherited his organization
and tendencies from his forefathers . . he has told us in these

(LEWES, G. I. 6.). Whether decline has thinn'd my hair, I'm
sure I neither know nor care (Tn. MOORE p. 4.). What this

may be I know not (TENNYSON p. 108.). Whatever is capricious
and odd, is sure to create diversion etc. (SHAFTCSBURY, Char.
III. 5.). Who sent thee there requires thee here (BYRON, Manfr.

2, 4.).
The sentences coming under consideration are partly sentences with

that, partly indirect interrogative sentences, and frequently ad-

jective sentences used substantively. Their postposition is presented by
numerous instances of the categories cited; likewise their insertion at-

tached to a single notion, as a substantive. This collocation, to be de-

noted as an inversion with the sentence of the object, occured formerly
also. Old-Engl.: That Jesu hem helped it was wel sene (Ricn. C. DE L.

4551.). That I am dronke I knowe wel (CHACC ,
C. T. 3140.). That I

am teewe, sone xalt thou se (.Cov. MYST. p. '.?5). That 1 wer ded I wer
ful fayn (Ricn. C. DE L. 954.). Wheder he be rysen and gone Yet we
ne knaw (Tows. M. p. 274.). Whether that it was, as us semede, I wot
nere (MAUKDEV. p. 283.). Who so wil have sapience, schal no man dis-

prayse (CHAUC., C. T. p. 153. L). That he askith we wol him sende

(Aus. 3035.). I have not found the dependent sentence with pat in

the most ancient times. That of the indirect interrogative sentence is

rare* Anglosax : Gif he synful is, pat ic nat (Jon. 9, 25.). The ge-

neralizing substantive relative sentence, on the other hand, often occurs

at the commencement of the period. Halfsax. : Wa swa wulle libba aide

pas sibba (L\JAM. I. 155.). Anglosax.: Sva hvat svat sva man ha/ff he

syldF for his life (Jon in Ettm. 5, 14.).

2. The adverbial sentence, like the adverb itself, is most cap-
able of taking each of the three possible positions in the period.

Dependent sentences of the determinations of place, and

of time, of the cause, the condition and of concession
shew themselves most pliant in this respect, and they stand at

the command of the changing necessities of speech as protases,
intermediate sentences and sentences of the consequence. The

doctrine of the period affords explanation in detail, as the pre-
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dominant inclination of a few dependent sentences to take the

first or the last place, is evident from instances already quoted.
The idea of the succession of time, as well as of the ef-

fect and of the goal, has chiefly conceded to sentences of

time with til,
until and the corresponding particles in Old-Engl.

and Anglosax., as forto, to (thai), to port pat, off etc., as well

as to consecutive and final sentences, the place after the

principal sentence; as conditioning sentences, which cite an ex-

ceptional case, are often subjoined, as supplemental determina-

tions of the principal sentence. Yet the language is not bound,
even in most of these cases, so that even the apparently inverted

collocation of sentences occurs, which is not indeed permitted to

the consecutive sentence referring to a word of reference. In

this respect compare :

And till we are indemnified, so long Stays Prague in pledge

(CoLER., Pice. 4, 5.). That I may give thee life indieed, I'll waste

no longer time with thee (SHERID. KNOWLES, Virgin. 5, 3.).

That they might have no difficulty in finding him, he was to walk
etc. (MACAUL., Hist, of E. VIII. 112.). But lest the difficulty

of passing back Stay .his return . . let us try Advent'rous work

(MiLT., P. L. 10, 252.). Lest Barclay's absence . . should cause

any suspicion ,
it was given out that his loose way of life had

made it necessary etc (MACACL. ,
1. c.). And, but thou love me,

let them find me here (SHAKSP., Rom. a. Jul. 2, 2.). But that

the Earl his flight had to
1

en, The vassals there their Lord had
slain

( SCOTT, L. Minstr. 4, 10.). Unless the swifter I speed away,
Short shrift will be at my dying day (Scorr. L. Miustr. 3, 7.).

Except I conceived very worthily of her, thou should'st not have
her (BEN JONS., Ev. Man in h. Hum. 4, 3.). Except a man be

born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the king-
dom of God (JOHN 3, 5.).

Old-Engl.: And til I com to Glergie I koude nevere stynte (P. PLOUGHM.
p. 186.). For to 1 com dar he not styr (Tows. M. p. 40). For pat
me schulde ys chauntement yse, He lette hym make wyngon R. op GL.
I. 28.). But we have the beter socour, We beth forlour (RICH. C. DE L.

2993.). Withoutt 1 have a vengyng I may lyf no langer (Town. M. p.
146.). That lesse than synne the soner swage, God wyl be tfengyd on us
(Cov. MYST. p. 40.). Halfsax. : All mannkinn . . Aiian till patt itt cu-
menn wass Till Cristess deep . . All for till helle (ORvf., In Introd. 1.

sq.) Buten ich habbe pinne reed, ful raffe pu isihst me dsead (LAJAM. II.

370.). Anglosax.: Ac pylas ic lenge pone pane hefige para leornendra . .

sva sva ic strange sse and mycele oferlide (GCTHLAC, Prol.). Butan ge
hit gzlyfan ne mage ge hit understandan (THORPK, Anal. p. 61.).

Among modal sentences, those serving the relation of equality,
are capable of the most various positions. (See p. 486 and 490);
those having relation to comparative notions, the sentences with

than, ordinarily follow the comparative notion; yet abbreviated
sentences (members of a sentence) often precede their word of
reference with than, especially in poetry. This is always the
case if than is combined with the relative pronoun.

Than be so, Better to cease to be (SHAKSP., Cymb. 4, 4.).
Than wine or than wassail, to Mm was more dear The minstreFs
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high tale of enchantment to hear (Scorr, Harold 4, 13.). Yet

who, than he, more mean? (SHAKSP., Cymb. 2, 3.). Be this or

ought Than this more secret now design'd (MiLT., P. L. 2, 837.).
None are clear, And none than we more guilty (Cowp. p. 188.).

Accepted Howard than whom knight Was never dubb'd, more
bold in fight (Scorr, L. Minstr. 5, 5 ). The negro grinning as-

sent from under a leathern portmanteau, than which his own
face was many shades deeper (DICKENS, M. Chuzzlew. 1. 17.).

This sort of inversion also formerly occurred Old-Engl. : White lyouns,
than boles [- bulls] more (ALIS. 5386.); it seems, however, not to have

been favoured in the most ancient times. Comp. Lat. His igitur, quam
physicis, potius credendum existimas? (Cic., Divin. 2, 16.)

3. The adjective sentence, in the proper sense, follows its word
of relation either immediately or separated from it, by other

parts of the sentence, particularly the verb of the predicate, when
in the former case the adjective sentence often appears as an
intermediate sentence. With the placing first of relative sen-

tences it is to be considered that not so much hyperbaton is to be

assumed, where a word of reference seems to follow, as rather a

reduplication of the subject or object after a relative sentence

used substantively with who, as well as with what. See p. 629.
Here also seem to belong sentences in the older language, as Old-Engl.:

That kept him in prisoun, Edward did him calle (LANGT. I. 219.). That
Poul precheth of hem I wol nat preve it here (P. PLOCGHM. p. 3.). Ang-
losax.: pa aras hraffe, se pe oft reed ongeat, Loth on recede ((LEDM.

2454.).
As to the position of dependent sentences and, in particular, as to

their insertion after the conjunction of another dependent sentence so

that two of them meet each other. See p. 380.

4. In conclusion as to the place of the conjunctions introducing
the dependent sentence, the general rule, according to which

they come at the commencement, admits an exception, partly
also to ordinary prose. A member of the dependent sentence

itself namely, may be placed before the conjunctions belonging
here, as also before the relative pronoun.
From burning suns when livid deaths descend (POPE, Essay

on M. 1, 142.). Made for his use all creatures if he call, Say
what their use had he the powr's of all? (1, 177.). Then in

madness and in bliss, If my lips should dare to kiss Thy taper

fingers amorously, Again thou blushest augerly (TENNYS. p. 1 6.).

Small though the number was that kept the town, They fought
it out (MARLOWE, Jew of M. 2, 2.). The planet Earth so stead-

fast though she seem (MiLT., P. L. 8, 129.). Oft on those er-

rands though she went in vain . . He bore her absence for its

pious end (Tn. CAMPELI., Theodric). [As to though, that and
as with an adjective or substantive preceding them and as to

their distinction See p. 494] On their own axis as the Planets

run . . So etc. (POPE, Essay on M. 3, 313.). The hands, the

spear that lately grasp'd (Scorr, L. Minstr. 5. 6.) The dark

seas, thy towers that lave (Lord of the Isles 1, 1.). Thus this

infinitive may precede, in the relative sentence, the object with
whose belonging to the infinitive, Speed, to describe whose swift-
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ness number fails (MiLT., P. L. 8, 38.). She . . To guide whose
hand the sister arts combine (BYRON, Engl. Bards p. 327.). The
relative pronoun even as the member of another dependent sen-

tence, always precedes its conjunction, except the particle than.

See p. 570.

The insertion of the particles and of the relative pronoun was very
familiar in ancient times, especially in poetry. Old-Engl. : Togedyr when
the hoostes mete, The archeres myghte no more schete (RICH. C. DE L.

4521 ). The prisoun when he cam to, With his ax he smot tho ('2209).

To the mete when thou art y-sette, Fayre . . thou ete hytte (HALLIW.,
Freemas. 731.). Lothe/rom Sodome when he yede, Three cytees brent

yit eschapyd he (.Town. M. p. 35.). No sojornyng he no nam, To Mace-

doyne til he came (ALIS. 125.). Now xal wepynge me fode and fede,

Some comforte tylle God sende (Cov. MYST. p. 328.). Jiii this

dede or 1 fulfylle . . thi mouth I kys (p. 54.). Sum other man he
had in honde, Hens sythe that 1 went (p. 118.). Ac y wol,
with good skile Youre privete that thou hele (Aus. 439.). Thou
save as sekyr . . Synne that we noon done (.Cov. MYST. p. 42.). When
thou cornest byfore a lorde . . Hod or cappe that thou of do (HALLIW ,

Freemas. 695.) pe wateres for to loke aboute pe se heo were, A com-

panie of pis maydenes so pat heo mette pere (R. OF GL. I. 96.). Drun-
ken mon pif [leg. gif] pu mestes etc. (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. I.

186.). AJens God je don amys, Hys byddyng yf je xuld forsake (Cov.
MYST. p. 54.). Ys herte Tas euere god, jong pey he were (R. OF GL. I.

167.). He wolde no wyff . . With arete tresore though he her fonde

(RiCH. C. DE L. 45.). In maistres bokes as we fyndith (ALIS. 6171.).
Heo . . My wif that shulde be (WRIGHT A. HALLIW., Rel. Ant. II. 121.

cf. 122.). Where God Almightty . . Fourmed Adam our fader that was
(ALIS. 568H .). Ony werke of synful dede, Oure lord God that xulde

agryse (Cov. MYST. p. 41.). Halfsax.: pat he heom wolde leaden . . out
of peowedome, freo pat heo weoren (LAJAM. I. 16.). Brutus him swar an
aeff brosken pat he hit naelde (I. 30. cf. 183.). Halde jeif je wulleff, eow
swal [leg. seal] beon pe betere (I. 23 1 .). pa com his lifes ende, lafi pah
him were (I. 11. cf 26. 45. 99. II. 118. 532. III. 33.). In his wceije pat
he funde, al he hit acqualde (III. 66.). This insertion of conjunctions,
where a member of the dependent sentence is to be made prominent, fa-

miliar to Latin and widely diffused in Halfsaxon, is disfavoured in Ang-
losax., where the whole members of the dependent sentence usually meet
within the conjunction, leaving, however, full freedom to inversion, as

in the principal sentence.

It may also be incidentally remarked that, where a relative or pro-
noun procedes the relative as in: on either which . . (BcTL., Hud. 1, 1,

67.). . . all which he understood (1, 1, 135.). . . both which I con-
ceived myself to possess (SCOTT, R. Roy 6.) etc., an appositive relation

properly takes place, in which at the same time another determination
of the substantive notion is added to the adjective sentence.

5. As to the Concatenation and Interweaving of Dependent Sen-
tences see p. 383.
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